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Jntroduction 

1 last and, in fact, the only previous major philosophical reference work in 
the English language, J. M. Baldwin's Dictionary of Psychology and Philosophy, 
appeared in 1901. While it was in many ways an admirable work (it numbered 
among its contributors men of such caliber as Charles Peirce and G. E. Moore), 
the scope of Baldwin's Dictionary was quite limited. The great majority of articles 
were exceedingly brief, providing concise definitions of technical terms sometimes 
accompanied by additional information of a historical nature. There were articles 
about individual philosophers, but these usually amounted to no more than a few 
lines. Baldwin himself insisted that his work was primarily a dictionary and not an 
encyclopedia, but he did feature several articles of "encyclopedic character" deal
ing with important movements in the history of philosophy and the general divisions 
of philosophy. Some of these "special" articles, as Baldwin called them, were of the 
highest quality and have become justly famous. Even they, however, were relatively 
brief-according to Baldwin's own estimate, they varied in length from 1,000 to 
5,000 words-and many important questions were entirely neglected or treated in 
a very cursory fashion. In Baldwin's own day there was undoubtedly room for a 
philosophical reference work of more ambitious scope. Since then, especially in the 
light of the revolutionary developments in philosophy and related fields, the need 
for a truly encyclopedic presentation of philosophical theories and concepts has 
become increasingly acute. 

The present encyclopedia is intended to fill this need. It has been our aim to 
cover the whole of philosophy as well as many of the points of contact between 
philosophy and other disciplines. The Encyclopedia treats Eastern and Western 
philosophy; it deals with ancient, medieval, and modern philosophy; and it dis
cusses the theories of mathematicians, physicists, biologists, sociologists, psycholo
gists, moral reformers, and religious thinkers where these have had an impact on 
philosophy. The Encyclopedia contains nearly 1,500 articles of ample length which 
can be of value to the specialist, while most of them are sufficiently explicit to be 
read with pleasure and profit by the intelligent nonspecialist. Some of the longer 
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articles, such as those dealing with the history of the various fields of philosophical 
investigation or the work of the most influential philosophers, are in effect small 
books, and even the shorter articles are usually long enough to allow a reasonably 
comprehensive treatment of the subject under discussion. We believe that there 
is no philosophical concept or theory of any importance that is not identified and 
discussed in the Encyclopedia, although not every concept or theory has a separate 
article devoted to it. In apportioning the space at our disposal, we were guided by 
the thought that the majority of readers would derive more benefit from a smaller 
number of long and integrated articles than from a multitude of shorter entries. 

Throughout we have aimed at presentations which are authoritative, clear, 
comprehensive, and interesting. Reference works have a reputation, not altogether 
undeserved, for being deadly dull. There are notable exceptions to this rule, but 
by and large it is true that the articles in both general and specialized encyclopedias 
are written in the most colorless prose and shy away from controversial issues. The 
authors frequently adopt a pose of complete neutrality and Olympian superiority 
to the conflicts of warring schools of thought, but in practice this usually amounts 
to an endorsement of safe positions and to neglect or even misrepresentation of 
radical thinkers, especially if they are contemporaries. Whatever else may be said 
about it, we do not believe that the present work will be condemned as either dull 
or timid. Radical movements and thinkers are given their full due, and the most 
controversial contemporary issues are discussed at great length. Moreover, the 
authors of the relevant articles were free and welcome to express their own views 
and in some instances to propose new solutions. It should be added that our con
tributors were not required to be serious and solemn at all costs, and some of our 
articles are certain to offend those who believe that philosophy and laughter are 
incompatible. As a consequence of our approach, the present work may in some 
respects have a greater resemblance to Dr. Johnson's Dictionary and even to Di
derot's Encyclopedie than to the uncontroversial reference works to which the 
public has become accustomed in more recent times. 

I have no doubt that in years to come a number of the articles in the Encyclo
pedia will be regarded as original contributions to philosophy. This comment re
fers in particular to articles which deal with controversial philosophical issues, but 
many of our historical articles also embody original research and in some instances 
treat topics which have not previously been the subject of thorough scholarly 
investigations. We have also made it a special point to rescue from obscurity un
justly neglected figures, and in such cases, where the reader would find it almost 
impossible to obtain reliable information in standard histories or in general en
cyclopedias, we have been particularly generous in our space allotments. In ad
dition, the reader will find a number of articles on unexpected subjects-such as 
"Greek Drama," "If," "Nothing," and "Popular Arguments for the Existence of 
God" -that we considered sufficiently intriguing to be given individual attention. 

In the attempt to make the articles interesting, we did not, however, lose sight 
of the basic goal of any reference work-to supply information in a clear and 
authoritative fashion. We have been fortunate in obtaining the collaboration of a 
large number of the foremost philosophers in the world, representing all shades of 
opinion. It is notorious that philosophy differs from the natural sciences in having 
no body of generally accepted conclusions. There are, for example, no answers to 
the problem of causation or the mind-body problem which have the endorsement 
of all competent students of the subjects; and the same is true of all or nearly all 
other philosophical problems. However, it is possible to provide an authoritative 
account of the nature of philosophical problems and of the various attempts to 
answer them. As far as exposition is concerned, the articles in the Encyclopedia are 
meant to be authoritative: although our contributors were free to express their own 
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opinions, this was never done at the expense of providing the necessary informa
tion. To the attentive reader it will always be clear where a writer's exposition ends 
and the statement of his personal position begins. 

Something should perhaps be said at this stage about the question of editorial 
bias, a subject on which there exists a great deal of confusion. It is important to 
distinguish two very different varieties of bias. The first is what we may call "po
lemical" bias-the kind that is operative in political campaigns, in the lower forms 
of journalism, and wherever fanatics of any kind discuss the views of their oppo
nents. The stock in trade of this kind of partisanship is familiar: where the writer 
does not resort to deliberate forgery, he nevertheless frequently distorts his oppo
nent's position by quoting out of context and in general by making him look as 
foolish as possible. Regrettably, philosophers, including some very great ones, 
have not been above employing such weapons, but in this Encyclopedia the use of 
such techniques has not been allowed. There is, however, another kind of bias 
which cannot be totally eliminated. No matter how fair and equitable an editor may 
try to be, his personal views and commitments are bound to affect the organization 
of the work, the space allotted to different subjects, and the criteria employed in 
judging the quality of contributions. If this kind of bias cannot be eliminated, its 
influence can at least be restricted, and it also can and should be openly acknowl
edged. One method that was used to limit the influence of editorial opinions was 
to assign articles, wherever possible, to authors who were to some considerable 
extent sympathetic to the theory or the figure they were to discuss. This rule was 
adhered to in most, though not in all, cases. It was not applied when there was a 
serious conflict with other criteria which were also relevant to the selection of con
tributors. If, for example, an author was in our opinion far superior to all other 
available writers in such qualifications as intellectual incisiveness and capacity for 
clear statement, he was chosen even if his sympathies for the subject of the article 
were limited. This happened in a few cases, but for the most part we succeeded in 
finding contributors who met all of our criteria. 

It would, nevertheless, be idle to pretend that this Encyclopedia is free from 
bias and that my own ideological commitments have not significantly influenced 
its content. tike the majority of my closest advisers, I have been raised in the em
pirical and �nalytic tradition of Anglo-Saxon philosophy. There can be no doubt 
that if the Encyclopedia had been edited by a follower of Hegel or by a phenom
enologist, assuming him to make every effort to be fair and equitable to other view
points, it would have looked very different. The topics chosen for separate articles 
would not have been the same, the space allotments would probably have been 
appreciably different, and there would undoubtedly have been a significantly dif
ferent list of contributors. I doubt that an editor with such a background would 
have featured such articles as "Any and All," "Paradigm-case Argument," and 
"Proper Names and Descriptions," to give just a few illustrations, or that he would 
have devoted the same space to logic or to the philosophy of language. I am not 
here concerned with arguing that what we have done is right and that what other 
editors, with different commitments, would have done is wrong. I merely wish to re
mind the reader that in producing an encyclopedia one has to make a vast number 
of decisions and that one is not in the fortunate position of copying a pre-existing 
heavenly original. The decisions may be more or less justifiable, but in the last 
resort they always reflect the beliefs and sympathies of the editors. 

We are presenting more than 900 articles on individual thinkers, and any re
sponsible editor, no matter what his viewpoint, would have decided to include 
articles on the great majorify of these. On the other hand, some figures have been 
omitted who, in the opinion of competent judges, have as good a claim to a sep
arate article as some of those now included. We may as well here and now offer 
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our apologies to all whose lists would have been different and who find that their 
favorites do not receive adequate attention. Some of these omissions can fairly be 
blamed on editorial judgment, but others are the result of accidental circumstances. 
For a number of relatively minor figures even the most diligent search failed to lo
cate a contributor who could write an authoritative and readable article. In such 
cases it was decided that the space could be put to better use. Fortunately, these 
omissions are very few, and the ideas of most of the philosophers about whom we 
should have had separate articles are covered in various of our survey articles on 
the history of philosophy in different countries, in the articles on philosophical 
schools and movements, and sometimes also in those dealing with the history of the 
branches of philosophy. Nevertheless, there are some regrettable gaps, and we can 
only plead that if one works with over 500 contributors living in every corner of the 
globe, it is almost impossible that all one's plans should materialize. 

One of the most difficult problems confronting the editor of any reference work 
is that of avoiding duplication without destroying the sense and continuity of in
dividual articles. To be sure, not all duplication is undesirable, especially in a sub
ject in which there is so much disagreement as in philosophy; and in the present 
work we have not tried to prevent discussions of the same topic in different contexts 
and from different viewpoints. To give one example, Zeno's paradoxes are dis
cussed in the article bearing the philosopher's name and in the article "Infinity in 
Mathematics and Logic." The former article critically analyzes the paradoxes con
sidered in the wider context of Greek thought, while in the latter the paradoxes are 
examined in order to cast light on problems concerning mathematical infinity. \\'e 
have done our best, however, to avoid all duplication that would not serve a useful 
purpose. To achieve this end, it was necessary to be extremely flexible in the rela
tive space provisions for various articles. It seemed unwise, for example, to have a 
lengthy review of the theories of Husserl once in the article bearing his name and 
then again in the article on phenomenology. In this particular instance we decided to 
feature a short article under "Husserl" but a very long one under "Phenomenology." 
This need for flexibility in order to use the available space to maximum advantage 
will account for many apparent disproportions in our space allotments. The articles 
on :Marx and Engels, to give another illustration, are quite brief-much briefer than 
those on thinkers who have been far less influential; but this does not mean that 
Marxism has been neglected in the Encyclopedia. For, in addition to the biographi
cal articles on Marx and Engels (and other Marxist thinkers), the Encyclopedia con
tains the very comprehensive articles "Dialectical Materialism," "Historical �laterial
ism," and "Marxist Philosophy," as well as several shorter pieces, in all of which the 
theories of Marx and Engels are discussed. Our very elaborate index, prepared by 
a staff of specialists, and our system of cross references have made it possible to 
avoid a good deal of duplication. 

The Encyclopedia is primarily the creation of the contributors, and I wish here 
to record our gratitude to the many fine scholars who have given so much of their 
time and energy to this enterprise. A certain type of reader drawn to philosophy is 
not happy unless he finds a plentiful supply of obscure and high-flown phraseology. 
Such readers will be disappointed by the present work. Those, on the other hand, 
who prefer simple and unpretentious language will ( we hope ) find our Encyclo
pedia to their liking. Nothing can make philosophy into an easy subject, but by 
taking very great pains it is possible to offer a lucid presentation even of eAtremely 
difficult and abstruse philosophical theories. If the majority of our articles are 
entirely intelligible to most educated readers, this is due to the special care taken by 
our contributors. 

It should also be mentioned that although we were, unfortunately, compelled to 
reject a number of articles, this in no way reflects on their quality. Many of them 
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were excellent studies and were excluded only for reasons pertaining to problems 
of space, duplication of material, or other technical considerations. The under
standing and patience of all contributors as well as of all whose articles could not be 
used is greatly appreciated. 

We are also very much indebted to the members of the editorial board, whose 
advice was constantly sought and always readily given. They aided us in a great 
many ways at all stages-they helped in mapping out the table of contents, in lo
cating suitable contributors, and in evaluating manuscripts. When in the spring 
and summer of 1965 some absolutely indispensable articles had not arrived, it was 
chiefly through the intervention of members of the editorial board that outstanding 
scholars agreed to write the missing articles within the space of a few months. We 
would like to thank the following contributors for coming to our rescue at the last 
moment: William P. Alston, Stephen Barker, Thomas G. Bergin, George Boas, 
Vernon J. Bourke, Wing-tsit Chan, Arthur C. Danto, Phillip H. De Lacy, Ronald 
Grimsley, Philip P. Hallie, Peter L. Heath, John Hick, Paul 0. Kristeller, Hugh R. 
MacCallum,James E. McClellan, Alasdair Maclntyre,John Macquarrie, F. S. North
edge, Robert G. Olson, John Passmore, Bede Rundle, Colin Smith, W. H. Walsh, 
and Edward Wasiolek. We are particularly grateful to Professor G. B. Kerferd for 
writing the article on Aristotle at incredibly short notice. That our extremely de
tailed and exhaustive article on the history of logic was completed in time is in large 
measure due to the tireless efforts of Professor A. N. Prior, who was wonderfully 
helpful in a great many other ways as well. 

It would be impossible to praise_ too highly the performance of the members of 
the editorial staff. The best testimony to their skill and devotion is the fact that 
a work of this scope could be completed in a relatively short time by such a small 
group of people. Ann Trabulsi had the very difficult task of coordinating the work 
of contributors, editors, copy editors, and the production staff. Her admirable calm 
and self-possession resolved many a potentially explosive situation, while her tact 
and firmness worked wonders with even the most reluctant contributors. Philip 
Cummings, Donald Levy, Sandra Litt, and Margaret Miner were the four full-time 
editors. Their high standards of- scholarship and accuracy, their fine feeling for 
language, and their unfailing good sense again and again evoked admiring com
ments and expressions of gratitude from our contributors. Their enthusiasm and 
their delightful and contagious sense of humor made my own share of the work not 
only less burdensome but frequently a great deal of fun. Dr. Albert Blumberg 
joined the editorial staff on a part-time basis early in 1964. It is largely owing to his 
rich knowledge and painstaking labors that our articles on logic and foundations of 
mathematics are, as we believe, of an exceedingly high quality. Alix Shulman as
sisted us during the last year in dealing with various tricky editorial problems, and 
we are most grateful to her for the excellence of her work. Dr. Murray Greene and 
Sheila Meyer worked for extended periods in the very onerous position of managing 
editor, and to both of them I wish to express my appreciation of their valuable con
tributions. I should also like to thank Mr. Sidney Solomon, who designed the En

cyclopedia and who was involved in the project from the beginning, for giving 
valuable advice and assistance on many occasions. Finally, we are all indebted 
to our editorial secretary, Eunice Dean, whose careful management of our vast 
and complicated records and correspondence has been an indispensable aid to 
the production of the Encyclopedia. 

I have left to the last obligations of a more personal nature. Four of my own 
articles-"Atheism," "Life, Meaning and Value of," "'My Death,'" and "Why"
were written during the academic year 1964/1965 while I held a John Simon Gug
genheim Foundation Research Fellowship. The award of this fellowship made 
it possible for me to take a leave of absence from my teaching duties, and I wish to 
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thank the Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for its generous aid. I should also like 
to thank the following friends and colleagues for reading one or more of my own ar
ticles and for offering criticism and suggestions: Reuben Abel, F. M. Barnard, Sandra 
Bartky, Milic'! Capek, Gertrude Ezorsky, Antony Flew, Peter Heath, Martin Lean, 
Ruth Barcan Marcus, C. Douglas McGee, Sidney Morgenbesser, Mary Mothersill, 
Ernest Nagel, Andrew Oldenquist, Robert Olson, Richard Popkin, Bertrand Rus
sell, J. B. Schneewind, Elmer Sprague, and Carl Wellman. In connection with the 
difficult article about Wilhelm Reich I am especially grateful for advice and com
ments to Mr. A. S. Neill, Drs. Allan Cott and Ola Raknes ( all of whom knew Reich 
well), and to Sir Karl Popper, Alasdair MacIntyre, Sidney Hook, and Michael 
Scriven. Needless to say, none of those who kindly helped me with my articles is 
responsible for any of the views expressed in them. To my dear friend and teacher, 
Ernest Nagel, I am deeply grateful for his unfailing encouragement and moral sup
port ever since I began to edit the Encyclopedia. In spite of his many obligations 
he always found time to listen to our problems and to offer suggestions based on 
his immense erudition and his acquaintance with scholars in the most diverse fields. 

Brooklyn College 
March, 1966 

PAUL EDWARDS 
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A B B AGNANO,  N I C O L A ,  born in  190 1  at Salerno, i s  
the ch ief exponent of Italian existentiali sm,  which he 
defines as a militant and rational "ph ilosophy of the possi
ble." Originally a pupi l of Antonio Aliotta at the University 
of Naples, Abbagnano has been teaching s ince 1936 at the 
University of Turin, where he also for years has been co
editing the influential Rivista di filosofia. Practically since 
his first book, Le sorgenti irrazionali del pensiero (Naples, 
1 923), Abbagnano has been advocating a change of phi lo
sophical horizon suitable to the problematic nature of hu
man life. This advocacy is reflected in a notable series of 
hi storical studies , culminating in the monumental three
vo lume work Storia della filosofia (Turin, 1946 - 1 950; 2d 
ed. , 1 963). 

Reacting against the prevailing neo-Hegeliani sm of 
Croce and Gentile in Italy, Abbagnano was influenced, in  
turn, by Husserl's phenomenology and, later, by Kier
kegaard, Heidegger, and J aspe

1

rs; but he  revealed in  his  
first attempt at exi stential ism, La struttura dell' esistenza 
(Turin, 1939), that he was no mere exposi tor or disciple of 
German existentialism. In  that work he took a stand against 
Heidegger and J aspers; and in  subsequent wri tings his  
polemic was sharpened and extended to French existen
tialism, including Sartre on the one hand and Marcel ,  
Lavelle, Le  Senne on  the other. H e  groups Sartre with 
Kierkegaard under German existentialism, and the others 
under "theological or ontological existentialism." 

According to Abbagnano, all forms of existentialism in  
vogue since Kierkegaard have been self-defeating, since 
they lead, on examination , to the negation of what is basic 
to their whole interpretation of human existence : "the 
primacy of possibi lity. " He di scerns two principal direc
tions with in  the contemporary existentialist movement. 
One (the left wing) is associated with the early H eidegger, 
Jaspers , and Sartre; the other (the right wing), with Marcel ,  
Lavelle, and Le Senne. The first group of existentialists 
negates exi stence as possibi lity by reducing human possi
b i li ties to impossibilities, with everything projected by 
finite man inevitably foredoomed to fai l ;  the second group 
negates ex i stence by "surreptitiously" transforming human 
possibiliti es into potentialities, neces sari ly destined to 
succeed in  the end. 

Even though for Abbagnano the left and the right wings 
of the exi s tentialist movement are founded, technically, on 

opposite principles-"the impossibi lity of the possible" 
and "the neces sity of the poss ible," respectively-they at 
least share a common negative ground because each of 
them, in one way or another, ultimately makes pos sibility 
itself impossible. The only valid alternative to "negative 
exi stentialism," which for polemical reasons Abbagnano 
call s  "positive existential ism," takes as its guiding princi
ple "the possibility of the possible" or, in Kantian termi
nology, "transcendental possibi lity." In th is view, an 
authentic pos sibility in  human life i s  one that, once it has 
been chosen or reali zed, remains open to further choice or 
realization; that i s ,  continues to be possible. I n  short, Ab
bagnano's alternative constitutes an open possibilism. 

This  alternative calls for a clarification and coherent use 
of the fundamental category of al l existentialism: the modal 
category of possibil ity. It is perhaps here that Abbagnano 
has made his greatest contribution to the entire exis
tentialist movement, especially since in contemporary 
logic, as he  himself observes, the concept of modality has 
not been given sufficient "analytic elaboration. " 

Ever since Aristotle, Abbagnano maintains, there has 
been confusion concerning the modal categories , particu
larly with respect to the meaning of the term "possible." 
The possible in  the empirical sense of what may be has 
been distinguished from the possible in the purely logical 
sense of the noncontradictory. But, unfortunately, it has 
been confused with the "potential" in Aristotle's sense and 
with the "contingent" in Avicenna's . S ince potentiality 
signifies "pre-determination" of the actual, the potential 
excludes the possible, ex hypothesi. Aristotle did concede 
that not all potentialities are actualized, but this conces
sion on his part was only introduced "surreptitiously. "  For, 
if the potential means what is destined to occur anyway, 
there is no room for pos sibil ity as such. As for Avicenna's 
concept of the contingent, there is no doubt about its 
necessitarian character. For he makes the contingent into a 
species of the necessary-the contingent being, by his own 
definition, whatever is necessary through another. Hence, 
it  fol lows that the modal status of the potential and the 
contingent is not that of possibility, of what may be; but that 
of necessity, of what must be. Abbagnano concludes 
that those who think in such terms, including existential
i sts, are necessitarians in disguise. 

H istorically, Abbagnano s ees his own version of exis ten-
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t ialism as an attempt to re late Kant and Kierkegaard in a 
complementary way. In Kant's Table of Categories three 
pairs of categories are l i sted under modal ity: pos sibil
ity - impossibility, existence - nonexistence, and neces
si ty - contingency. Abbagnano virtual ly reduces Kant's 
three pairs of modality categories to one primary pai r: the 
necessary and the nonnecessary. The reason he gives for 
doing so is that necessity and contingency are not really 
opposites. Neither are poss ibi l i ty and impossibi l ity. For 
impos sibil ity is the negative of necess ity, not the negative 
of possibi l i ty; what can't be at all being the opposite of 
what must be of necessity. 

As an existential possibil ist, Abbagnano defines exist- · 
ence as poss ibi l i ty, and nonexistence as "non-pos sibi l ity," 
not as impossibil ity. While the nonnecessary excludes the 
necessary and the imposs ible, i t  includes the pos sible and 
the nonpos sible. Th is means that man can neither be sure 
of real izing his  confl icting poss ibi l i ties ,  nor be sure of the 
impossibi l i ty of their real ization . I t  also means that every 
concrete possibil ity open to man has two aspects , a prom
is ing (positive)  prospect and an inauspicious (negative) 
aspect. To i l l ustrate, the possibil ity of knowledge implies 
the pos s ibi l i ty of error. Errors are not "impossible," s ince 
we do in fact make them, but they are "non-possible" in 
the sense that they are unverifiable when put to test. Thus ,  
a double-aspect theory of  possibi l i ty l i e s  a t  the heart of 
Abbagnano' s "posit ive existential ism. " 

Another disti nctive feature of Ital ian existential ism in 
general and of Abhagnano's philosophy in  particular i s  the 
deliberate focus on a problem that was originally foreign to 
German exi stential ism; to wit, the prob lem of value.  

S tarti ng with the assumption that the prob lem of value is 
the problem of what man ought to be, Abbagnano argues 
in effect that , s ince the ought-to- be is the possible in the 
normative sense,  it is the refore the moral equival ent of 
the may-be, which is the possible in the empirical sense. As 
a consequence, the logic of possibil ity coincides with the 
eth ics of possibi l ity, and these two phases of the same 
problem come together in Abhagnano's pos sibil i stic inter
pretation of human conduct. This interpretation stresses 
the "normativity" of human existence, wh ich involves the 
problem of freedom in all i ts dimensions. Thus, Abba
gnano's existential i sm logical ly  unites the complementary 
categories of pos sibi l i ty and freedom, as is cl ear from his 
important volume Possibilita e liberta (Turin ,  1 956). 

In recent years , Abbagnano has come to characterize 
what is l iving in contemporary ph ilosophy as the "New 
Enlightenment," and has openly declared his affinities 
with the neopositi vi stic and neonaturalis tic movements in 
the Anglo-American world. As a result ,  he has developed 
the empirical and natural istic strains in his existential ism, 
emphasizing the methodological connections between 
pos sibil ity as a generic cri terion of exi stence and verifia
bi l i ty as a specific criteri on in scientific i nquiry. Th is  
"transfiguration" of  exi stentialism i nto scientific method
ol ogy i s  clearly evident in the article on Existential i sm in Dizionario di filosofia (Turin ,  1961 ) . However, Abbagnano 
thinks that the romantic "myth of security" in Comte's 
positivism,  typical of the n ineteenth-century mentality, 
sti l l  survives in the scienti fic utopianism of the Vienna 
Circle; and although he sympathizes with the later Witt
genstein 's thes i s  that the mean ing of words depends on 

their use,  he contends that the leader of the analytic move
ment fai led to give a phi losophical analysis of the notion of 
"use" itself. Abbagnano's sympathies with North American 
natural i sm are reflected in  h is  writings on John  Dewey and 
in his review of P. Romanel l ' s  volume Toward a Critical Naturalism (Rivista di filosofia, Vol. 50 , 1959, 108 - 109). Additional Works by Abbagnano 
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PATRICK ROMANELL 

A B B OT,  F RA N C I S  E L L I N G W O O D  ( 1 836 - 1903), 
American phi losopher and radical th eologian. After h is  
graduation from Harvard Col lege and Meadvil le Theolog
ical Seminary, Abbot entered the Unitarian ministry. For 
some years he served a pari sh in Dover, New Hampshire. 
During th is time he was one of the organizers of the Free 
Rel igious Association, composed originally of dissati sfied 
members of the U ni tarian group who wanted the Unitarian 
Association to accept non-Chris tians as members. As time 
went  on, the Free Rel igious As sociation developed a 
l iberal theology, accepting the results of science in pref
erence to dependence on revelation. I t  accepted into 
membership athei sts l ike Benjamin F. Underwood and 
nontheists l ike Felix Adler. Abbot's sponsorship of this 
theology and his readiness to unite with non-Christians 
was a pos i tion much more radical than many of the mem
bers of his  New Hampshire parish could tol erate, and he 
resigned his pastorate. 

Debarred from an academic position in Boston , again 
becau se of his  radical rel igious views, he returned to the 
mini stry in Tol edo, Ohio, in a congregation that was will
ing to follow him i nto independence and to finance a 
weekly journal of Free Rel igion, The Index, which was 
publ ished under Abbot's editorship from 1870 to 1880. In  
the 1870s, in  add ition to  his  work with the Free Rel igious 
As sociation, Abbot became the leader of the National Lib
eral League, pledged to resist the erosion of re l igious 



freedom, and in 1880 he was named by a spl inter party
the Conscience party-as candidate for vice-president of 
the U nited States. 

In  1888 Abbot substituted for Jos iah Royce during 
Royce's absence from Harvard. This led, on Royce's re
turn, to considerable controversy, when Royce publ icly 
attacked the real i stic phil osophy that Abbot had developed 
in h i s  lectures. Royce's enthusiasm for ideal ism led him to 
extend h i s  critici sm beyond proper philosophical l imits 
and to engage in  personal attacks on Abbot. In  view of 
twentieth-century philosophical developments, however, 
it is clear that Abbot was far more original than Royce 
would admit. The controversy embittered Abbot, and after 
his  wife's death in 1893, he gave up all attempts to main
tain contact with other thinkers and withdrew into soli
tude, preparing his major systematic work, The Syllogistic Philosophy. When it was completed, just ten years after h i s  
wife's death, he  committed suicide a t  her grave. 

As early as 1864 to 1868, Abbot had publ ished a serie s of 
philosophical articles in the North American Review in  
which the germs of  h is  later "scientific realism" were 
already discernible. In 188 I ,  for h is  Harvard dissertation, 
and more fully in  1 885, in  a book cal led Scientific Theism, 
Abbot developed his  position on the bas i s  of a critical 
examination of Kantian epi stemology which led him to 
reject modern nom inal i sm and to accept in its stead a real
i stic position grounded in the objectivity of relations. Both 
his  criticism of Kant and his  affirmation of objective rela
tivism are similar to the corresponding ideas of Hegel , yet 
Abbot claimed, with justice, that h is  version was free from 
ideal i stic presuppositions. To the degree that scienti fic 
real ism al lows the possibil ity of achieving a genuine 
knowl edge of the objective world, it is, as Abbot declared 
it to be, a way out of the phi losophical agnosticism of 
Kant's restriction of knowledge �o phenomena. Bibliography 
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J .  L. BLAU 

A B BT,  THOMAS ( 1 738 - 1766), German moralist and 
popular philosopher, was born at Ulm, the son of a wig
maker. H e  studied theology at Halle, and taught philoso
phy at the University of Frankfurt an der Oder in 1 760 and 
mathematics at Rinteln in 1 761 .  He then lived for some 
time in Berl in,  where he met Mendelssohn and Nicolai. 
After travel i ng in southern Germany, Switzerland, and 
France in 1 763, he became surveyor of educational insti
tutions for Count Wi lhelm I von Schaumburg-Lippe at 
B iickeburg, where he died. 

Abbt's first significant work-fol lowing a preliminary 
work al so supporting Frederick II in 1761 ,  De Rege Philosopho - was Vom Tode furs Vaterland ("On Death for the 
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Fatherland," Berlin, 176 1 ), a pamphlet supporting Fred
erick I I  of Prussia in the Seven Years War. Abbt stated, 
against general opinion, that subjects of a monarchy-and 
not only citizens of a republ ic-should love their country. 
They should be loyal to their king and ready to die for him 
in  a Stoic- Christian spirit. He complained that troops and 
even officers engaged in the war felt themselves to be only 
mercenaries and scoffed at patriotic ideas. Abbt thus was 
the first supporter of Prussian national i sm. 

Abbt's second work, Vom Verdienst ("On �leri t," Berl in,  
1 765), reflected his  work as surveyor of educational insti
tutions. He discussed the ideals of education appropriate 
to the different functions in society. H e  considered intel
lectual genius higher than the active or sentimental 
genius .  According to Abbt, man is i ntended to be active 
and authoritarian; woman, to be passive and obedient. 
Education should direct moral goodness to its highest 
stage , benevolence (Wohlwollen). Merit may be either 
great, high,  general , or beautiful (aesthetic). Abbt went on 
to distinguish various human types. Warriors are highest, 
fo l lowed by apostles of faith (milites christiani). Next 
come officials, writers , artists, and preachers. After de
scribing the members of the elite classes, Abbt attempted 
a typology of the common people in terms of social and 
professional groups and analogous criteria of social func
tion, rather than i n  terms of the traditional characterology 
of temperaments based on physiological and psychological 
elements. 

Abbt, l ike Mendelssohn, Lessing, and Basedow, was a 
"popular philo sopher" (Popularphilosoph), a wri ter who 
aimed at useful k nowledge and the education of a wide 
public rather than at scholastic subtleties, and who dis
cussed problems in a l ive ly and easily understandable way 
in  the fashion of the English and French E nlightenment 
philosophers. H i s  main interest was in the analysis of 
human nature from a psychological and social viewpoint. 
He was influenced by Shaftesbury, Pope, and Hume; by 
La Rochefoucauld, La Bruyere, Montesquieu, and 
Helvetiu s ;  and by J. J. Spalding, Justus Moser, and :Men
del ssohn. Additional Works by Abbt 
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GIORGIO TONELLI 

A B E LARD,  PE TE R ( 1079 - 1 142), foremost logician and 
dialectician of his age, was cal led peripateticus palatinus noster ("our imperial paladin") by John of Salisbury in 
affection and in punning reference to Le Palai s, near 
Nantes, where Abelard was born. Abelard studied the 
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quadrivium, probably under Thierry of Chartres,  and 
dialectics, first u nder Roscel in and then under Will iam of 
Champeaux, archdeacon of Paris ,  two men holding oppo
site views on tl1e status of universal ideas. He set up 
schools of h i s  own at M elun, at Corbei l ,  and afterward at 
Paris .  Fol lowing a retirement to Brittany because of i l l 
ness ,  he turned to theology under the direction of Anselm 
ot Laon and started teaching it h imself at Pari s in  1 1 1 3 .  
The love story of Abelard and Helo1se belongs to h istory 
and l iterature; after the atrocious revenge taken on h im by 
her uncle, Abelard withdrew to the abbey of St. Denis ,  
where he made h i s  profession as a monk. Although he  
cared for  regu lar discipline, he was too restl ess for  monas
tic s tabil ity. H i s  theological work, "On the Divine Unity 
and Trinity, " was burned at an ecclesiastical council at 
Soissons in 1 1 2 1  at the in stance of a cabal of his  enemies. 
These he was not backward at making; those who had 
taught him were not spared his  rid icu le, and his  combat
iveness was answered with equal energy, if less pene
tration. Yet th is fair and handsome man, s l im and not 
tal l ,  had stanch friends to protect him. He founded the 
school of the Paraclete near Nogent-sur-Seine in 1 125, left 
to become abbot of S t. G ildas in Brittany, and returned to 
Pari s to lecture at S t. Genevieve , where John of Sal isbury, 
a major authority for the debates of the period, became h i s  
pupil in 1 1 36. No more a rational ist  than S t. Anselm,  h i s  
manner more than his  matter made him a stonny petrel of 
theology, and St. Bernard, dis l iking Abelard's  humanism 
and mistaking his intel lectual ism for a derogation from the 
obedience of faith, pushed through his  condemnation at a 
council at Sens  in 1 14 1 .  An appeal to the pope brought 
another condemnation and an injunction against l ecturing. 
The accusation of heresy, however, does not hold water. 
Abelard reti red to C luny, where the abbot, Peter the Ven
erable, extolled his  piety, modesty, and dignity and al so 
reconci led him to S t. Bernard. He died at the Cluniac 
priory in S t. �l arcel-sur-Saone in 1 142 and was buried with 
Helo1se. 

Background and influence. Abelard stood for causes 
that later emerged, so much so that it is easy to read these 
back into him and see him out of proportion to his t imes. 
His seminal influence has been misrepres ented as con
taining elements-notably rational i sm, Scholasticism, and 
nominal i sm-that were, i n  fact, introduced afterward. 

As for rational i sm, Abelard's  rel igious speculations were 
conducted in  no neutral setting, still l es s  on the assump
tion, which appeared in the next century with the "double 
truth" theory, that the truths of reason and faith could  be in 
conflict. H i s  effort was the same as S t. Anselm's :  to use the 
resources of phil osophy for Chri stian defense and elucida
tion. To treat either man as simply a natural theologian 
cal l s  for an abstraction more forced than that in the case of 
St. Thomas Aquinas, who inherited Abelard's rational 
hardiness but pressed it with qui eter assurance and greater 
preci sion regarding the di stinction between nature and 
grace. 

Again, although Abelard set a standard of acuteness and 
severity in debate which Scholasticism was never to lose, 
the method of his famous Sic et Non was not new. I t  was 
wri tten to sharpen the wits of the young reader by advanc
ing a series of theological themes in an al ternation of con-

trasting texts. These, however, were not harmonized, and, 
moreover, they stop at "authorities" taken from patri stic 
anthologies without uncovering the "reasons" engaged, 
according to the method of thesis ,  antithes i s ,  and synthesis 
found in the Summa Theologiae and, with more detai led 
development, in the Quaestiones Disputatae and Quodlibetales of Aquinas. 

Whether one cal l s  Abelard a nominal i st, as John of 
Sal i sbury did,  or, with later writers, a conceptualist or even 
a moderate real ist, the questions he faced were not those 
of Ockham or of the fifteenth and later centuries, but the 
simpler extremes  of nominal i sm and real i sm .  The first, 
represented by Roscelin,  Abelard considered of l i ttle ac
count; again st the second, he scored a tactical victory by 
pushing Will iam of Champeaux from an early position. Yet 
a more refined Platon ism persi sted among thinkers no less 
humanistic than Abelard and more expert in  natural 
science. Nobody knew then that Will iam was the shadow 
of the formidable figure of Avicenna. 

Although Plato was Abelard's hero, Abelard was nev
ertheless an Ari stotelian before his  time. H i s  achievement 
i s  all the more surpri sing when it is considered that he 
knew at best only a l i ttl e G reek and was famil iar only with 
the logica vetus, which included, of Ari stotle's works, only 
the Categories and De Interpretatione in translations by 
Boethius .  He may have read De Sophisticis Elenchis, and 
he refers to the Prior Analytics and the Posterior Analytics, 
from the first of which he quotes twice. But he did not 
possess the Organon or the corpus of Ari stotle 's  natural , 
moral ,  and metaphysical philosophy. H e  was l ike a man, 
unequipped with many subsequent technical tool s, ex
ploring a territory for which most of the maps have been 
lost. For instance, the terms "matter" and "form" relate to 
the distinction between the "thisness" of an individual 
thing and its "whatness" as a kind of th ing without involv
ing the doctrine of hylomorphism, or the notion of a pri
mary matrix for, or substantial potential ity in, physical 
th ings; their various meanings and their  bearings on the 
predicables and predicaments are not charted as they were 
by S t. Thomas. S ti l l ,  the reader of the Summa will note its 
debt to Abelard ,  most importantly in the general tenor of 
the dialogue, yet occasional ly in a turn of phrase. 

A B E LARD'S PHILOSOPHY 

Natural theology. Abelard did not treat natural theology 
as a special subject, and h i s  teachings, l ike the much more 
systematic studies of St. Thomas, have to be extracted from 
his  works on Chri stian theology. Faith is the beginning 
and, although not produced by reasoning, i s  neither forced 
nor blind. It seeks to understand ( intell igere) what it can
not comprehend ( comprehendere). Hence, the truths of 
revelation are to be reasoned about, s ince it is in our rea
son that we are made in the image of God and since it i s  
there, through Chri st who i s  the Word of  Wisdom and the 
source of dial ectic, that we receive divine truth. Abelard's 
interpretati on of the assent of faith i s  intel lectual ist rather 
than voluntari st; h is  temper, dial ectical rather than medi
tative. He admired the non-Christian philosophers for their  
observance of  the natural law and welcomed their antici
pations of the Chri stian mysteries;  these were among the 



reasons why he incurred the hostil ity of the traditionali sts, 
who considered theology more for reading in the cloister 
than for debate in the lecture hall .  

He arrived at the existence of God by reflecting on the 
contrast between the eternal and trans itory and enlarging 
on the dependence of body on mind gathered from Chal
cidius' translation of the Timaeus. Other sources of argu
ment for the grounds of Christian belief were St. Augus
tine, Boeth ius,  and Macrobius. God's unity was shown by 
explaining the order of the universe in terms of monarchy. 
As for omnipotence, God was constrained by no force 
outside himself; nevertheless, creating is not an arbitrary 
exercise of will but an act that reflects a necess ity of the 
divine nature in choosing what is best-an optimism Abe
lard's successors were to qual ify. Abelard accepted Augus
tinian exemplarism ; the world is  made according to pre
existing I deas , al though these patterns are not th ings but 
concepts in the mind of God. What God is infi nitely sur
passes the analogies we use to th ink about h im. Like 
St. Anselm, however, Abelard followed the tradition set 
by St. Augustine rather than the negative theology pro
moted by Erigena and spoke of the "Supreme Good," not 
the "Beyond Good." 

Ethics. Abelard's Scito Teipsum ("Know Thyself') dis
cu sses topics not ordinarily  included nowadays under 
ethics, such as the sacerdotal power of absolution. It is no 
less important in the history of moral theory than h is com
mentaries on Porphyry in the history of logic. His teaching 
springs from the Gospels and is  strengthened by St. Au
gustine. Moral ity does not consist in external observances 
but in the mind and heart. S in  is l ess an injury infl icted 
than a contempt of God; v irtue, less doing what is respect
able than l iving in love with God. Cons ider, St. Augustine 
had said, not what i s  done but in what mind it is done. 
Abelard took a leading part in the twelfth-century move
ment which brought out the capital importance of inten
tion and which enabled moral theology to survive the later 
inroads of the canonists. 

Here, again, it is too much to expect from Abelard the 
balanced statement St. Thomas gave of the interrelation of 
ends and means; of motives, objects, and circumstances ; 
and of intentions and results i n  determining the moral ity of 
acts. But Abelard did go to the heart of the matter. There is 
vice in the concupiscence of the flesh and in the concupis
cence of the soul ; sin, however, does not lie in these incli
nations but in  the intentions and consents that grow out of 
them, and so virtue is also exercised by not consenting to 
what should not be done. The deed itself adds nothing to 
the morality, good or bad, of what is purposed. This is a 
matter of personal conscience, wh ich is binding even 
when it is mistaken. Although a moral ity of pure intention 
was remote from the medieval temper, it seems that Abe
lard came very close to it. He did not th ink, however, that 
it was enough to fol low what seems good, for he bel ieved 
that we are obliged to strain after what is real ly good. 

Logic and theory of knowledge. The problem of uni
versals was the main philosophical topic of Abelard's pe
riod, partly because it was prompted by the only class ical 
texts then available, partly because it seemed engaged by 
the dogma of one nature and three persons in God. Are 
species objective and real, or are they merely the mind's 
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general izations from individuals, which are the onlv exist
ing th ings? Plato's own criticism in the Parmen ide� of hb 
teaching on the Forms was taken up by Ari stotle and re
peated by Boethius in h is commentaries on the lsagoge of 
Porphyry. The early medieval s split into two wings. By all 
accounts , an extreme nominal ism was represented by 
Roscelin : Only individuals exist, and a universal is just a 
word we breathe, flatus vocis. An extreme realism was 
represented by Will iam of Champeaux : A real common 
nature is whol ly present in each member of the species, 
and individual s differ from one another by their accidents, 
not their substance. Whether the views of either man were 
as simple as th ey were reported to be is not certain, but 
Abelard di sposed of the suggestion that two men, for ex
ample, could be one and the same substance. Will iam 
thereupon explained that he meant they were one and the 
same not essential ly, essentiali ter, but indetenninately, 
indifferenter; Peter and Paul are same in being man, for it 
belongs to man to be mortal and rational , but the humanity 
of each is not the same, but sim ilar, because they are two 
men. Abelard had no difficulty in refuting an attempt by 
others to maintain that universals were real in that they 
existed in the col lection of the many and that all men taken 
together are the species which is man. For th is, as he 
pointed out, is not the universal of the discussion, which 
by definition is what can be predicated of many. \\'hat he 
was actually opposing in the ultrareal i sts was their habit of 
philosophizing as logicians of diction cradled in the gram
mar of Priscian and of assuming that things could be pred
icated of th ings or that the logical and real orders were so 
far parallel that because of the identity of predicate when 
we say, "Socrates is a man, and Plato is a man," there is a 
real substantial identity between the two men. 

Abelard's own position was establ ished not in grammar 
but in logic, wh ich, as he observed, concerns the use of 
language in terms, propos itions, and arguments and differs 
from natural science, which concerns the nature of things. 
He seems to have been acquainted with the work of the 
medical school of Salerno but took no part in the growth of 
experimental science, soon to be reinforced from across 
the frontier by Is lam. Nor did he pos sess the metaphysical 
flair of St. Anselm. His critical analys is of the meaning of 
words rendered a lasting service, but he did more than that 
and should not be held responsible for the steri l ity, la
mented by John of Salisbury, which resulted from the 
schools '  being preoccupied with the meaning of meaning 
at the expense of the meaning of things. 

Three questi ons were proposed by Porphyry, who re
fu sed to commit himself to an answer, and by Boethius, 
who, perhaps uneasy over the alternatives, took no definite 
stand. Do genera and species subsist, or are they bare 
thoughts ? If they subs ist, are they spiritual or material ? 
Are they separate from or embodied in sens ible th ings? 
In the epistemological frame of reference of Abelard and 
his contemporaries, these questions amounted to asking 
whether such universal s were th ings, not whether they 
were real. To the early reali sts-the antiqui  doctores, as 
they were called-a un iversal nature was extramental , in 
itself one, and divers ified by individual fonns below it; 
under pressure from Abelard such diversification of one 
substance by many accidents was abandoned, and real is ts 
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spoke of one natu re according to various states of existence 
or considered according to diverse respects of defin ition. 
To the nominal ists, or moderni, universal natures were not subsistentia. but nuda intellecta . 

For Abelard a thing was always an individual. Neverthe
less, a universal did name things which really existed, and, 
consequently, it  was not a flatus vocis, a sound made from 
letters and syl lables, but a word with a content of meaning, vox significativa, which he called a nomen and, in a re
vised edition of h is  logic, a sermo. This  was imposed when 
individuals themselves were real ly l ike one another, ipsi ad invicem conveniunt. Such common l ikeness did not 
require us to ascribe universality to things but only to 
significant words. "I  do not say that they agree in man , 
since no thing i s  man except an individual thing, but they 
agree in being man. " The agreement was expressed in a 
shared predicate; there was no need to invoke a shared 
essence or nature as a thing distinct from what the individ
ual was in itself. "To be a man" was a predicate and no 
more a thing than was a negative predicate-for instance , 
"not inhering in a subject. " 

To Porphyry's three questions, Abelard added a fourth . 
Does a universal refer to some thing, or if that th ing i s  not 
in existence (as when, in  winter, we say that there are no 
roses), does it consist in the mere mean ing of the concept? 
His negative answer here and his  treatment of propositions 
in which the referent is not a thing are enough to show that 
he was not a nominalist pure and s imple. The proposi tion 
"If there is a rose, there is a Hower" is  logically true even 
if no rose exists. He saw a "quasi res "  requ ired by the 
necessity of such an impl ication , a reality indifferent to the 
presence or absence of a real subject; his  thought here 
echoed St. Augustine's on the eternal laws ruling mathe
matics apart from any con firmation in point of fact. Our 
knowledge about inner forms not accessible to the 
senses-for in stance, "rational ity" and "patern ity"-he 
called opinio, not a we ll-chosen term according to the 
vocabulary of classical and medieval philosophy and a 
term misleading to those who took h im to entertai n  an 
element of uncertainty. 

Abelard had no firsthand knowledge of Ari stotle's 
psychology and epistemology of abstraction and could not 
draw on him in accounting for the formation of universal 
ideas, yet he came to some of the same conclusions, such 
as the di stinction between empirical knowledge of a fact 
and rational knowledge of the cause of a fact and the in
tel lect's difference from and dependence on the imagina
tion. The intellect i s  incorporeal and constructs l ikenesses, effigies, of things outside it .  Of these, some are particular 
and others universal ; they are distinct both from the mind 
and from the th ings they designate. 

Our use of universal s supposes, first, that there is a real 
l ikeness among the individuals to which they are appl ied, 
for although universal s are not things, they denominate 
th ings, and, second, that these common conceptions exist 
in consciousness. Abelard was aware that the abstract form 
in the mind was "otherwi se" than the concrete form in the 
th i ng, yet there is no falsi fication wh en a particular thing 
which does not have only its form is considered as having 
only it, for the mind, although not attending to all that is 
there,  sees nothing except what i s  there. 

Abelard was a harbinger of causes that were later estab-

l i shed, perhaps more so in theology than in ph ilosophy. 
One forgets the deficiencies of his inforrnation in the vigor 
and energy of h is  inferences, h is  rudimentary apparatus in 
the exactness and incisiveness with wh ich he used it, and 
even his an imus and aggressiveness in the generosity and 
graciousness of h is teaching. He founded no lasting school, 
but he left a lasting spirit .  His character and work abound 
with the contrasts of a good debate ; he was a l inguistic 
philosopher, a poet, and a monk with a great love of the 
world. He confessed that he was bad at mathematics ; it i s  
said that he excelled a t  music. Indeed, he communicates a 
s inging qual ity to topics ordinarily unmelodious. Few 
other Scholastics remain as readable and al ive. Bibliography 
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THOMAS GILBY, 0 . P. 

A B S O L U T E ,  TH E ,  i s  a term used by philosophers to 
signify the ul timate real ity regarded as one and yet as the 
source of variety; as complete, or perfect, and yet as not 
divorced from the finite, imperfect world. The term was 
introduced into the ph i losophical vocabulary at the very 
end of the eighteenth century by Schell ing and Hegel and 
was natural ized into English by Coleridge as early as 
1809 - 1810  in The Friend. Later in the century it was an 
important term in the writings of such Idealist ph i loso
phers as Ferrier, B radley, Bosanquet, and Royce. 

Introduction of the term. One of the sources of the 
philosophy of the Absolute is  the l i terature about Spinoza 
commencing with Moses Mendelssohn's Morgenstunden 
( 1 785) and F. H .  Jacobi's Ueber die Leh re des Spinoza in Briefen an den Herrn Moses Mendelssohn ( 1 785). The 
expression "the Absolute" does not appear in these books ,  
but  there is  a discussion of Spinoza's v iew that God does 



not transcend the world but is the sole infinite substance 
in which everything has i ts being. In the second edition of 
h is  book ( 1 789), Jacobi printed as an appendix passages 
from Bruno's De la Causa, Principia et Uno ( 1584 ) in order 
to cal l attention to a defense of pantheism that had, i n  
Jacobi's view, influenced both Spi noza and  Leibniz. 

Another source of the philosophy of the Absolute is  
Kant's doctrine of the Reason as the faculty that aims at  
uni fied knowledge of the Unconditioned-"to find for the 
conditioned k nowledge of the Understanding the Uncon
ditioned that completes i ts uni ty" (Critique of Pure Rea
son, A307). I n  the Fourth Antinomy (A453) Kant writes of 
"an absolutely necessary being" (ein Absolutno twen
diges), and i n  the Critique of judgment, in  h i s  account of 
the subl ime, Kant disti nguishes between what i s  great 
merely by comparison with something smaller (compara
tive magnum) and what is absolutely, not merely compar
atively, great (absolute magnum). The former is a sensible 
concept, the latter i s  a concept of the Reason that "con
ducts the notion of nature to a supersensible substratum 
(underlying both nature and our faculty of thought) which 
is  great beyond every standard of the senses" ( §26). Kant, 
of course, warned against supposing that these concepts of 
absolute unity and the absolutely unconditioned were 
more than Ideas that direct and regulate the search for 
empirical knowledge. But he himself, i n  the Critique of 
Practical Reason ( 1788), claimed to show that the real i ty of 
an unconditioned cause,  and hence of freedom, could be 
proved "by means of an apodeictic law of the practical 
reason, and becomes the keystone of the whole edifice 
of a system of pure, even of speculative reason. . . . " 
(Preface). Thus Kant himself went some way toward re
pairing the destruction he had wrought upon "the edifice 
of speculative reason," and during his  last years Fichte 
and Schel l ing carried this  work further i n  ways he by no 
means approved. 

We have seen that Kant said that the Practical Reason 
provided proof of something Unconditioned, namely, of 
free, uncaused activi ty. Fichte, in his Grundlage der ge
sammten Wissenschaftslehre ( 1 794 ),  developed this  aspect 
of Kant's teaching, arguing that a nonempirical ,  free, and 
active self must be regarded not merely as a condition of 
human knowledge , but also as the source and essence of all 
that is. (It is "All my I ," as Coleridge deri sively parodies 
it in the Biographia Literaria.) Thus the Transcendental 
Ego, which in l(ant's philosophy was a logical or epi stemo
logical conception, was transformed by Fichte into the 
"absolute ego," a being that he later described as "the crea
tor of all  phenomena, i ncluding phenomenal individ
uals. " Schell ing's earliest writings were reinforcements of 
Fichte 's views and shared his  philosophical vocabulary. 
By 1800, however, Schelling was moving toward a position 
of his own, and in his System des transzendentalen Idealis
mus of that year he writes of "an Absolute ," and even, once 
or twice, of "the Absolute. " I n  his  Darstellung meines 
Systems der Philosophie ( 1 80 1 )  he writes that "there is no 
philosophy except from the standpoint of the Absolute ," 
and "Reason is  the Absolute." In  Hegel 's Dijferenz des 
Fichtischen und Schellingschen Systems der Philosophie 
( 1801 ) the Absolute is constantly referred to. Hegel wri tes ,  
for example: "Division and conflict [Entzweiung] is 
the source of the need for phil osophy, and in the form of the 
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culture of the age,  i s  its unfree,  merely given aspect. \\'hat 
is merely an appearance of the Absolute has isolated itself 
from the Absolute and set itself up as independent." I t  will 
be noticed that in this  passage the Absol ute is contrasted 
with appearances and with what is "unfree ," and that there 
i s  a further contrast between appearances that are falsely 
regarded as independent and appearances viewed in rela
tion to the Absol ute. 

In 1803 , there appeared the second edition of the essay 
by Schelling entitled Ideen zu einer Ph ilosophie der Natu r, 
which had first appeared in 1797. In an appendix written 
for this  new edition, Schelling argues that phi losophy, as 
concerned with first princi ples, must be "an absolute 
science ," that i t  is therefore concerned with what is abso
lute ,  and that, since all things (Dinge) are conditi oned 
(bedingt), phi losophy must be concerned with the activity 
of knowing rather than with things or objects . "Philoso
phy," he wri tes,  "is the science of the Absolute ," and the 
Absol ute is the identity of the act of knowledge and of 
what is known. Schelling gives the name "Absolute Idea l 
i sm" to the phi losophy i n  which thi s  identity i s  recog
ni zed. The exponent of Absolute I dealism, he argues, 
seeks out the i nte lligence that is  necessari ly embodied in 
nature , and he achieves by means of "intellectual intui
tion" a grasp of the identity between knower and known. 
"The Absolute" was now well established in the vocabu
lary of Idealist philosophy. 

Some views about the nature of the Absolute. \Ve have 
seen that Schel l ing regarded the Absolute as that which 
intellectual i ntuition revealed as the identity of the knower 
and the known. He argued,  furthermore, that knowledge is 
inseparable from wi l l ,  so that the ultimate whole is active 
and free. The Absol ute is man ifested not only in nature but 
also i n  human history, which is a progress toward self-con
sciousness. An important thesis of Schelling's philosophy 
of the Absolute is that whereas in nature the Absolute is  
embodied i n  an unconscious way, i n  works of art it i s  con
sciously embodied, so that through his productions the 
arti stic genius reveals the Absolute to mankind. In Philos
ophie und Religion ( 1804) Schelling tried to show how the 
finite, phenomenal world is re lated to the Absol ute. He 
here had recourse to the notion of a fall that is a conse
quence of freedom and is yet, like the Absolute itself, 
outside time. He recognized that his view might be re
garded as pantheistic ( it  was so regarded by Coleridge), 
and he attempted to show that human se lves are , although 
finite ,  divine by nature. Thus the phi losophy of the Abso
lute is developed a<; a sort of theology with some kinship to 
the speculations of Nicholas of Cusa. 

It is well known that in his Phenomenology of Mind 
( 1807) Hegel ,  by his characterization, "a night in which all 
cows are black," insinuated that Schelli ng's Absolute had 
no positive ascertainable features. Schelling, for his part, 
regarded Hegel 's Absolute as "pan logistical"; i .e. , as noth
ing but an array of abstract categories. In his Encyclopedia 
Hegel presents various "definitions" of the Absolute in  
ascending order of  complexi ty and adequacy. I t  is Being, 
he says, as Parmenides had held, but th is  is the least that 
can be said about it. It is also the self-identical ,  and, at a 
higher level, it is inference (Schluss-\Val lace translates 
it  "syllogi sm"). These definitions, from the Logic, appear 
to confirm Schell ing's critici sms; but when Hegel comes to 
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the Philosophy of Mind, the third part of the Encyclopedia, 
he writes that "the Absolute is mind: this is the highest 
definition of the Absolute ."  In  his  account of mind, H egel 
shows how i t  develops as society moves toward higher 
levels of freedom i n  the course of human history, and how 
it reaches i ts  fullest  expression in  the se lf-consciousness of 
the philosopher. Hegel's i ntention was to describe the 
Absolute in such a way that i t  would be seen to be infinite 
and yet compri se the fin i te within itself, and to be real and 
yet contai n the apparent. But this i ntention was so am
bitious that the result i s  ambiguity, and the Hegelian 
Absolute has been regarded by some, including Pringle
Pattison, as "a s ingle self" in which finite selves are lost, 
and by others , such as McTaggart, as a society of individual , 
nontemporal se lves. The ambiguity i s  also reflected in  
divergent i nterpretations of  the re ligious significance of 
Hegel's Absolute, the majority of i nterpreters regarding it 
as equivalent to God, with others , e.g. Bruno Bauer and 
Kojeve, tak ing the view that "the Absolute" is Hegel 's 
designation for man as a progressing hi storical individual. 

In  the nineteenth century and the early twentieth cen
tury, Absoluti sm became an i mportant influence in the 
phi losophy of Great Britain and the United S tates .  J. S .  
Ferrier, who had written a l ife of Schel l ing and who had 
studied Coleridge and was aware of Schell ing's i nfluence 
on him,  expounded, i n  h is  Insti tutes of Metaphysics 
( 1 854) ,  a pluralistic Absolutism according to which there i s  
a plural ity of  contingent "Absolute Existences" that are 
"minds - together- with -that- which- they-apprehend," and 
one "Absolute Existence which is strict ly  necessary . . .  a 
supreme, infini te and everlasting Mind in  synthesis  with 
all things. " But the most influential version of Absolute 
Idealism to be publ i shed in  E ngli sh  was F .  H .  B radley's Appearance and Reality ( 1 893) .  In this book Bradley ar
gued that mere appearances are conflicting and self-con
tradictory and that reality or the Absolute must therefore 
be harmonious and consistent. The self-contradictory 
character of appearances i s  due to their re latedness, and 
therefore the Absolute must not contain re lations. Bradley 
maintained that the nature and possibi l ity of a harmonious 
nonrelational whole is adumbrated in "immediate experi
ence," the prereflective experience from which the world 
of distinct and re lated things emerges as we learn to talk 
and to judge. In this prereflective experience, subject and 
object are not yet differentiated, and there is diversity 
without numerical plurality. "From such an experience 
of unity below relations ," Bradley writes ,  "we can ri se to 
the idea of a superior unity above them. " I n  thi s view, the 
Absolute is a suprarelational, differentiated harmony of ex
perience. It is not a self, and it i s  not God, for "short of 
the Absolute, God cannot rest, and having reached that 
goal, he is lost and re l igion with him." Some have thought 
that this view of the Absolute i s  less open to the charge 
of panlogism than i s  that of H egel .  Before the publ ication of Appearance and Reality, Andrew Seth {later Pringle-Patti
son) had, from within the Ideal i st school , cri ti cized the 
line of thought that submerged individual se lves in  an 
i mpersonal or suprapersonal Absolute. McTaggart, we 
have seen, did not interpret Hegel i n  this way, and en
deavored on his  own account to show that the unreality 
of the phenomenal world i s  consistent with the absolute 

existence of i ndividual selves. J osiah Royce 's solidly and 
persuasively argued The World and the Individual ( 1 904 ) 
i s  another attempt to rescue i ndividual minds from absorp
tion i n  the Absolute. 

Critical comments. I t  is remarkable that a line of philo
sophical argument that set out to defend the reality of 
mind and of freedom should end up with minds that are 
self-contradictory appearances and an Absolute that alone 
is free. The Absolute was to have been the seat of freedom, 
reality, truth, and harmony; yet i f  Bradley was right, har
mony and real ity shut out the possibi l i ty of truth and free
dom. Like Spinoza he tri ed to meet the difficulty with a 
doctrine of degrees of truth and freedom; and the compar
i son i s  reveali ng, for Spinoza i s  often regarded as a deter
mini st. What went wrong? Coleridge, although greatly 
i mpressed by S chelling, argued in The Friend that Schell
i ng's view, l ike that of Spinoza, was pantheistic. We may 
agree that Schell ing sought for truth and freedom in the 
universe at large instead of in the l imited beings to which 
they really  belong. Schelling continued Kant's error of 
locating freedom outside the only world in  which it is of 
importance, the world in  which individual men decide and 
act. The view of Absolute Ideal i sts i s ,  however, that this 
world i s  merely phenomenal and must be contrasted with 
an infini te real ity that contains it. The critic will ask 
whether this  infinite reality must exist or whether i t  is only 
a projection from the fi nite. In adopting the former view, 
Absoluti sts have used arguments analogous to the Ontolog
ical Argument and to the Argument from the Contingency 
of the World. It would be se lf-contradictory, that is ,  to 
suppose that the Perfect could fail to exist; and in  any case 
contingent being could not be unless  there were a Neces
sary Being. Gassendi, Kant, and others have brought for
ward arguments against these so-called proofs ,  but i t  wi ll  
not do merely to move forward these "disproofs" in oppo
s ition to Absolute I deal i sm .  For the defenders of the Abso
lute do not allow that the distinctions made in  these 
objections, between thought and reality or between con
cepts and things, are tenable just  as they stand. Absolute 
Ideali sts cannot be refuted by arguments i n  which com
mon-sense di stinctions or the terms of an opposed philo
sophical tradition are uncritically presupposed. I t  i s  true 
that the conceptual adventurousness of Absolute Ideal ism 
was the occasion for the extreme conceptual conservatism of 
G.  E. Moore and of those philosophers who insist  on the es
sential rightness of ordinary language. But in the course of 
philosophical argument i t  has emerged that facts and con
cepts , the world and the ways in which it i s  thought about, 
cannot be isolated from one another as dogmatic common 
sense says they can be. On this matter the Absolutists' 
prejudice in favor of unity seems to have caused them to 
look in  the right direction and to see how closely associated 
with one another are our conceptual framework and the 
world it is used to describe and classify. Bibliography 
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A B S O L U T E  I D E A L I S M .  See IDEALISM. 
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A CT I ON AT A D I S T A N C E  A N D  F I E L D  
T H E O RY .  The question whether matter can act at a 
distance i s  one that can be di scussed only in the context of 
a fairly definite theory of what constitutes "matter," "ac
tion," and even "distance ."  To superficial observation 
there are many kinds of interactions between things where 
it is not always obvious whether the concept of "action at a 
distance" or "action by contact" should be applied. For 
example, the impact of two bill iard bal ls  might  seem a 
clear case of action by contact, but• in  class ical electromag
netic theory such an action can be' regarded as a repulsion 
at a distance. Again, magnetic attracti on was recognized 
early in the Greek period as an action at a distance, and 
magnets were for that reason classified with animate rather 
than inanimate bodies; but in modern field theory it can be 
argued that magnetic action takes place continuously 
through an intervening medium. H uman speech is super
ficially an action at a distance ; and if there is such a thing 
as te lepathic communication, this must certainly be re
garded as an action at a di stance in an even stronger sense, 
s ince it i s  inexplicable by any known continuous physical 
causes. It is noticeable in the early history of science and 
pre-science that actions at a distance were most frequently 
recognized in interactions involving human beings, as 
opposed to the apparently contiguous or continuous nature 
of most interactions of nonintell igent bodies. The associa
tion of action at a distance with human "sympathies" and 
"attractions" -and with magic, telepathy, clairvoyance , 
and the like-is  perhaps one explanation of the intuitive 
suspicion that action at a distance must always retain 
overtones of anthropomorphism. 

MATTER AND ACTION IN GREEK PHILOSOPHY 

The problem of action at a distance first becomes explicit 
in Greek philosophy, where it is a corol lary of fundamental 
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theories of matter. In two of the most i nfluential philoso
phies of natu re-those of the atomists and of Aristotle
there is agreement that no action can take place at a dis
tance, although there i s  con flict on almost every other 
basic i ssue. The grounds for the atomists' rejection of 
action at a distance are to be found i n  the Pannenidean 
origins of their doctrine of atoms and the void. Atoms are 
essential ly the Parmenidean "pure Being," imperishable 
and homogeneous but without intrinsic qualities other than 
geometrical shape and size. The void, on the other hand, 
is  i nterpreted as the "non-Being."  Atoms can move in 
the void and may be separated by it from each other, but 
they cannot interact across it. The only interactions that 
can occur between them, therefore, must be the result of 
their essential nature as Beings,  and must be impact ac
tions. For no two B eings can interact without contact; and 
when they are in contact each must be impenetrable, si nce 
no two Beings can be in the same place. Thus, as Aristotle 
expresses the atomic doctrine in Generation and Corrup
tion, the atoms "act and suffer action whenever they 
chance to be in contact . . .  and they generate by being 
put together and becoming intertwined." 

Ari stotle is equal ly unsympathetic to the idea of action at 
a distance, although for different reasons. I n  his Physics he 
states explicitly that every object in local motion must have 
a mover continuously in contact with it, either pushing or 
pulling it. In h i s  discussion of the alleged "suction of the 
vacuum," for example, it is clear that the only account that 
wi ll  satisfy him is one in which the apparent attraction at a 
distance i s  shown to be an external thrust of the air outside 
the vessel containing the "vacuum." Ari stotle's phys ical 
explanations, and also Plato's, are clearly influenced to 
some extent by the use of mechan ical analogues among 
both the pre-Socratic cosmologists and the Hippocratic 
medical wri ters. There are, especially in the writings of 
the Hippocratics , many examples of explanations of physi
cal and physiological processes in terms of familiar me
chamcal gadgets-pumps, bel lows, levers, irrigation chan
nels, centrifuges, and the like-and most of these work by 
contact action. Thus,  the desire to find comprehensive 
mechanical explanations has in Ari stotle, as in later 
science, the incidental effect of eliminating the concept of 
action at a distance. 

A more explicit philosophical defense of contact action 
might be expected from Aristotle, but it is not altogether 
forthcoming. His arguments against the void are not suffi
cient to provide this, for it is quite consistent to hold that 
two bodies separated from each other by a material 
medium nevertheless act at a distance upon one another 
without the active participation of the medium. Again, 
even if  it  be granted that the medium must be active in 
transmitting the action from one body to another at a dis
tance from it, it does not fol low that this transmission must 
take place by some particular kind of contact mechanism. 
Aristotle's "matter, " which fil ls  space, is in itself entirely 
undetermined as to form; and all that is  required to save 
the action-by-contact principle is the postu late that some 
kind of efficient power informs the matter adjacent to a 
body in  forced motion. Aristotle does not real ly attempt to 
specify this power further. Stoic theories later postulate 
the transmission of action through the pneumatic medium 
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b\· "tension" as wel l  as by pressure ,  and in the Aristote lian 
t;,ul ition itself many kinds of immaterial emanations and 
substantial forms were later postulated to account for 
distance transmission; all of these could claim to be at least 
consi stent with Aristotle's fundamental doctrine. It is 
therefore not easy to find either in Aristotle or in his  disci
ples any grounds for the view that action must neces sarily 
be by "pus h" mechanisms, although this  is frequently 
assumed to have been the Ari stote lian view. This view 
shou l d  more properly be ascribed to atomism. 

There is here an ambiguity that runs right through the 
his tory of concepts of action and rai ses two essential ques
tions. There is first the metaphysical or methodological 
question of whether interaction at a distance can be un
derstood at al l without postulating some kind of medium as 
an agent in the interaction. H owever, in the absence of any 
specification of what the medium must be l ike,  the as ser
tion that action must be continuous through the medium 
may reduce to no more than a directive to look for some 
continuity of causes,  no matter what, or for some means of 
introducing into the expres sion of the theory a reference to 
the intervening space , even if no "matter" comparable 
with that of gross bodies can be found there. Such a search 
for forms of theory that in some sense exhibit continuous 
action in a medium is often successful ,  although not always 
useful or economical . On the other hand, there is the 
question of what the medium that i s  pos tulated or discov
ered is l ike. That is to say, is the medium a substance 
simi lar to , or different from, gross observable matter, and 
how is it related to that matter? This is an empirical ques
tion whose answer cannot be determined by mere phi lo
sophic  analys is of the concepts of matter and interaction. 
The failure to understand th is point has been a weakness of 
much discussion in the Ari stotel ian tradition, and many 
writers have consequently appeared to be legis lati ng 
a priori concerning the contents of the world. 

THE MECHANIZATION OF MATTER 

The significance of the scientific revolution of the sev
enteenth century lies not so much in the exploration of 
new domains of phenomena and the development of new 
theories,  as in a new understanding of the nature of matter. 
This in  turn gave sharper form to the problem of action at a 
di stance, and provided a definitive answer to the second, 
empirical ,  question referred to in the last paragraph. The 
main phi losoph ical influence on this new conception was 
undoubtedly the work of Descartes ,  although a revival of 
interest in Greek atomism also had its effect. The Cartesian 
and Greek atomi st philosophies of matter differed prima
ri ly in the rejection and acceptance, respectively, of the 
void, hut they were united in the assertion that there is no 
acti on at a di stance and in their ascription to matter of a 
l im ited nu mber of primary qualities in terms of which 
secondary qual ities are to be explai ned. In the atomists '  
v iew, action is transmitted only by impact of atoms ; for 
Descartes ,  it is t ransmitted by impact and by pressure 
, :x c· rted through l i te  al l -pervasive ethereal medium of 
sub t lP  part icles. Descartes' theory of conti nuous action was 
lwt tn grounded tha 11 Aristot le's because it depended on 
h i <.  funda 1 rH ·nta l  arg1 1 1 1 1c r 1 t  that "bod y" is to be identi fied 

with extension, and has no intrinsic properti es other than 
those of extension and motion re lative to other bodies. It  
fol lows from this that no body can have the power to affect 
another body unless it is spatial ly  adjacent to it. There are 
grave difficulties involved in Descartes' notion of "pieces 
of extension" in relative motion ; but these difficulties are 
fundamental to h is  whole phil osophy and wi l l  not be spe
cial ly  discussed here. 

From the scientifi c  point of view, any theory that forbids 
actions other than impact and pressure encounters seri�us 
problems in attempting to explain such phenomena as the 
cohes ion of solid bodies,  the elasticity of matter (including 
gases) ,  and the apparent actions at a distance of magnets 
and gravitating bodies. Descartes and his disciples sug
gested ingenious mechanisms for reducing such phenom
ena to continuous pressures and vortex motions of the 
intervening ether. Many of these models were exces sively 
elaborate and were criticized because of their unobserva
bi l ity and the indirectness and scarcity of the evidence 
supporting them. However, in the high period of the cor
puscular phi losophy, the mid-seventeenth century, it was 
unthinkable to postu late attractions and repuls ions be
tween particles at a distance to account for these interac
tions. Any such hypothesis seemed to involve a return to 
the quasi-animistic  emanations and in fluences that had 
prol iferated in medieval and Renaissance physics and that 
had been decisively banished by Descartes. Whatever 
criticisms there may have been of the details of Cartesian 
physics, to abandon the essential clarity and economy of 
his  model of matter was bound to appear unnecessary and 
reactionary. Only a new synthesis that was potentially as 
comprehens ive and even more economical than Descartes' 
could hope to replace it, and at the end of the century such 
a new synthes is did indeed emerge in the work of Newton. 

The status of action at a distance is crucial to Newton's 
view of matter; but h i s  discussions of it are few, brief, and 
occas ional ly inconsistent. During the period of his work on 
the Principia Mathematica, which was published in 1 687, 
he seemed to hesitate between an orthodox mechani sm 
and a new and more subtle mathematical interpretation of 
scientific theory. His  early suggestions for a theory of grav
itation made use of the motions and pressures of the ether 
in a manner not essential ly different from Cartesianism. 
But in the Principia itself he professed agnosticism about 
the causal mechanism involved in gravitational attraction 
and claimed that the phenomena (in this context, Kepler's 
laws of planetary motion) imply that there is a mutual 
attraction between massive bodies and that this attraction 
can be expressed in terms of the general mathematical law 
of inverse squares without commitment either to a belief 
that action is at a di stance or to belief in any particu lar 
contact mechanism. This particular problem elicited his  
well-known but much misunderstood remark that "I frame 
[or feign ]  no hypotheses" (hypotheses non fingo). 

After 1687, however, it seems that Newton , although 
persisting in this minimum interpretation of the law of 
gravitation, began to introduce a less positivi st view of the 
nature of the causes involved. Two aspects of this view can 
be detected. On the one hand, chiefly in Queries added to 
successive editions of the Optics, Newton spoke of "cer
ta in  active principles, such as is that of gravity" that are 



"manifest qualities" of bodies to be added to the set of primary qualities of orthodox mechanism. These are not, he claimed, "occult qual ities," because they are observable in the motions of bodies; but he admitted that their causes are so far unknown. Once introduced, these active principles of attraction and repulsion at a distance became essential features of the Newtonian synthesis. Newton himself exploited them in  suggested explanations of cohesion and chemical affinity, reflection and refraction of l ight corpuscles ,  and elasticity of gases, as well as of gravitati on. H i s  theory of gases became particularly influential in  eighteenth-century physics, where the conception of e lastic fluids, consisting of mutual ly  repelling particles, provided a general explanatory model replacing the pervasive ethereal vortices of the previous century, and in which repul sive forces acting over at least short distances were accepted as fundamental and not in need of further analysis .  On the other hand, Newton himself never entirely abandoned the view that apparent actions at a di stance required a medium of some sort, even if this  was not material in the usual sense of the mechanical philosophy. This is clear in the controversy between Leibniz and Newton's disciple Samuel Clarke, in which it is  likely that Clarke was acting directly as Newton's spokesman. Leibniz initiated an exchange of letters with Clarke in  1716  by attacking Newtonian philosophy on various grounds, including its admission of action at a distance. Leibniz' own metaphysical principles of continuity and sufficient reason provided him with arguments against the exi stence of void; and he asserted that an attraction across space, causing a free body to move in a curved li ne, would be a miracle. Clarke agreed that it is a contradiction for something to act where it is not, but went on to suggest that the means by which gravitating bodies attract each other may be "invisible and intangible, and of a different nature from mechanism." The argument between them was, therefore, not over the question of action at a distance-which both rejected-but rather over the kind of medium through which action takes place. Leibniz held the "modern" view that corporeal substance is mechanical and ridiculed the notion of nonmechanical causes, against which he brought scientific as well as philosophical arguments, for the idea that soul or spirit can act upon matter appeared to be a violation of the recently discovered mechanical law of conservation of vis 
viva. Clarke's (and Newton's) views, however, foreshadow the later development of field theories of matter, in which apparent action at a distance can be reduced to action through a nonmechanical continuum. 

FIELD THEORIES Field theories had two sources in eighteenth-century physics, one mathematical and the other metaphysical. The first was the mathematical theory of continuous material media, especial ly fluids, which was developed particularly by Leonhard Euler. Here the techniques of Newtonian point-particle mechanics were extended to deal with such variables as density, veloci ty, and pressure, which are continuous functions of position and time and satisfy appropriately generalized forms of the laws of mo-
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tion. In this context a field may be said to be a region of space in which each point (possibly with isolated exceptions )  is characterized by some quantity or quantities that are functions of the space coordinates and time, the nature of the quantities depending on the physical situation referred to. In the theory of fluid flow, and in the theory of continuous elastic solids developed in the early nineteenth century, the field quantities are mechanical properties of matter in the sense of seventeenth-century mechani sm; but it i s  s ignificant that the difficult problems of generalizing Newtonian mechanics to deal with continuous media were solved by Euler and his successors only through a process of deliberate neglect of the specific character of the material medium involved-of whether, for example, it was u ltimately continuous or atomic. The mechanical quantities became just those variables that sati sfied the laws of motion, without any further inquiry into their intrinsic material reference. This tendency was re inforced by another application of mathematics to physics, namely the development by Joseph Louis  Lagrange, Pierre Simon Laplace, and others of "potential" theories of gravitation, el ectricity, and magnetism. In these theories the intervening space between attracting and repelling particles is characterized by potential functions of space and time coordinates, and a continuous mathematical representation of the gravitational, electric, or magnetic "field" is given without implying anything about the nature of the variable cal led "potential. " Thi s  may be a quantity characterizing some kind of medium; or it may merely be, in a l iteral sense, "potential ," in that it refers to real causes or effects only when suitable material bodies (masses, charges, or magnetic poles) are present at the point. The first alternative would imply continuous action through some medium; the second would imply true action at a distance. The formulation of these theories of motion in a continuum helped to clarify a puzzle about the concept of "contact" that had haunted previous theories of contact action. In the atomists' view, bodies interact when they are "together," but are the points of the bodies that are thus  in "contact" in the same place or in different places? They cannot be in the same place, since no two parts of matter can occupy the same place; but if they are in different places, are they not acting at a distance? The solution of this problem seemed to demand a theory of "togetherness" involving the continuum; and the mathematics of continuous media provided the first framework for such a theory, without which careful  discrimination of kinds of action would be impossible. And it followed from this analysis of "contact" that all contact actions, including impact, demand a theory of spatial, if not material, continuity. The second, metaphysical, source of field theories i s  to be found in the work of Ruggiero Boscovich, whose 
Theoria Philosophiae Naturalis was published in 1758. Boscovich was a professed disciple of Leibniz' principle of continuity; but instead of concluding with Leibniz that this principle excludes the possibility of space void of mechanical matter, he used it to create a theory of continuous force functions and to reject the entire conception of matter as consisti ng of discrete, extended parts. For Boscovich, "matter" is  reduced to point particles having inertia but 
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interacting by distance forces of attraction and repulsion, 
whose magnitude depends on the distance between the 
particles. So far, this  theory pro\"ides an extreme example 
of acceptance of action at a distance, since all  properties of 
matter except mertia  are the consequences of distance 
forces , even such previously intrinsic properties as im
penetrabi l i ty and shape. Extended bodies are pictured as 
col lections of point masses attracting each other to pre
serve cohesion and repelling other bodies, which "hit" or 
"bounce off" them. B ut an al ternative way of looking at 
this picture gi,·es an enti rely oppos ite result with regard.to 
action at a di stance. If attention is concentrated on the 
forces that are exerted i n  space between the point mas ses , 
i t  is possible to regard these as in some way constituting a 
medium, thus "substantializing" the force field itself and 
reducing the point masses to mere s ingulari ti es in this  
field. This was essential ly the step taken by �f ichael Fara
day in transforn1ing Bosco,ich's theory into field theory as 
it is understood in  both clas sical and modern physics . 

I t  is clear that by the early nineteenth century the com
parali\·ely s imple al ternath·es discussed by the se,·en
teenth-century mechani sts had been elaborated into some 
fundamentally new views about the nature of interaction. 
Contact action was no longer restricted to the "push" 
mechanism of impact, but was allowed to consist of some 
modification of a field that is  propagated continuously from 
agent to di stant pati ent; and on the other hand, action at a 
di stance could be represented mathematically by as s igning 
,·alues to field functions at  points in  space, without assum
ing a causal ly acting medium. I t  may be remarked here 
that the empi ricist phi losophers ,  especial ly  Hume, had 
contributed to this  multiplication of pos sible modes of 
action by argu ing  that the connections between the mo
tions of bodies interacting by i mpact are no more i ntui 
ti,·ely e,·ident or causally necessary than they are i n  other 
types of interaction. In all cases , according to thi s  empiri
cist thes is ,  we are concerned in science wi th the se
quences of obsef\"able motions, and not with the "inner" 
nature of their causes. Among those who were prepared to 
im·esti gate causes, howe,·er, the effect of phi losophical 
empiricism was to release them from the presuppos i tion 
that causation is ultimately mechanical ,  and to leave the 
way open for exploration of such alternative fundamental 
models as were suggested by field theories. 

One of the most important suggestions toward such 
alternati,·es occurred in Faraday's paper of 1 844, entitled 
".-\ S peculation Touching Electrical Conduction and the 
:'.\ature of � latter. " Here, as a consequence of certa in em
pirical findings concerning conduction, he adopted the 
BoscO\ichian ,·iew that an atom is a point with "an atmos
phere of force grouped around it. " B ut, he went on, this  
means that such properties as electric conduction , solidity, 
hardness, and specific gra,ity belong, not to the point atom 
abstracted from its powers (which is in any case incon
cei,·able), but rather to the forces themselves. He con
cluded that "matter" is constituted as much by the forces 
as by the atoms. Thus, in radical contrast with the mechani
cal view, matter fill s  all space where there are forces, and 
different "matters" can interpenetrate. It also follows at 
once that no matter acts at a d istance. 

I n  papers of 1&51  and 1 S52., Faraday wi thdrew some-

what from the view that all forces are continuously spread 
through space , and began to look for criteria for discrimi
nating between different kinds of forces, some of which 
mi ght still be said to act at a distance. He regarded three 
empirical  characteristi cs as relevant to this  distinction. 
First, if transmi ssion of action is affected by changes in the 
intef\"ening medium, as in the case of electric and mag
netic i nduction, then this is an indication that the medium 
is causally acti,·e in transmission. This is  not the case for 
gra,· i ty, which is therefore a typical action at a distance in  
this  respect. Second, if the transmis sion of  action takes 
time, this is an indicati on of an active medium; for it is 
unreasonable to postulate action "jumpi ng" over an inter
,·al of time as well as space ,vithout being continuously 
propagated in  the intervening space. Radiation is  a clear 
case of continuous action according to th is  cri terion, and 
gra,·ity a case of acti on at a distance (since Faraday be
l ieved gravity is propagated instantaneously). Thi rd, if the 
transmission is  i ndependent of the presence of any distant 
"recei,·ing end," as in the case of l ight, it is  a continuous 
action. By this cri terion, electric, magnetic, and gravita
tional actions appear to be at a distance, s ince they need 
two poles of interaction for any effect to be observable. I t  
may be remarked, however, that Faraday's argument here 
i s  question-beggi ng, because i t  is not based strictly on 
the observable cri teria, but upon our theories concerning 
observables. As soon as we detect the presence of l ight, we 
have ipso facto introduced a receiver. On the other hand, 
the electric and magnetic theories of Faraday's time did 
not compel postulation of an intervening medium: that i s ,  
they were action-at-a-distance theories. From these theo
ries (not from the obsef\"ed facts), it followed that any 
causal action required a receiving end. Thus, the question 
of action at a distance should be decided independently of 
Faraday's third cri terion of a receiving end, for the satis
faction of thi s  is  entailed by action at a distance, but not 
conversely. 

Eventually, the criterion of propagation in  a fini te time 
became the most important in distinguishing di stance 
forces from continuous action. It was reinforced by the 
newly discovered principle of conservation of energy; for  
if  an  action-that is to  say, energy of  some kind-leaves 
the agent and does not make itself felt  at the distant re
ceh·er until after a finite time, conservation demands that 
the energy should be located somewhere i n  the time in
terval. If i t  i s  not located in  any observable bodies , it must 
be located somewhere in the i ntervening space; and so i t  
foll ows that this  space must be  characterized by an energy 
function, e,·en if no other material substratum can be 
found there. B ut can energy exist, as it were, disembod
ied? \\'hat is it the energy of? J . Clerk �faxwell gave the 
clearest discussion of this question. In the thi rd of his great 
papers on the electromagnetic theory of l ight, in 1864, he 
explicitly abandoned his  previous attempts to describe 
mechanical  models of the l ight ether as carriers of the 
energy of l ight waves, and replaced them by a conception 
of a real energy pervading space, constituting in  itself the 
"substratum" of the field. S ince energy is quantitati vely 
conserved, it has at least one of the traditional characteris
tics of substance. John H .  Poynting later developed a rep
resentation of �f axwel l's theory in which energy could be 



regarded as a fluid, although the further characteristic of 
having self- identical and pers istent parts, tradi tionally 
ascribed to matter, cannot be ascribed to Poynting  energy. 

The Faraday-.\laxwell conception of a substantial 
medium was not universally accepted, however; and some 
theori sts, particularly in France and Germany, pers isted i n  
an action-at-a-distance view. As the argument developed, 
the point at is sue became not so much a metaphys ical one 
concerning the nature of matter and of the medium, but 
rather a m ethodological one concerning the propriety of 
introducing theoretical constructs of any kind over and 
above the observed motions.  There has always been a 
tendency, which can be seen clearly in  the discus sions of 
Newtonian gravitation, to l ink action at a distance with a 
pos i tivist view of theories, because the introduction of 
continuous media generally involves postulation of unob
servable entities. In  the late 1820s , Andre Ampere had 
deliberately modeled his theory of electromagnetic forces 
on Newton's theory of gravitational force and had shown 
that his forces could be derived mathematically from ob
servables , independently of any as sumption of a medium. 
The relation between this action-at-a-distance theory as it 
developed on the Continent, and the Faraday-.\laxwell 
field theory, was complex. There was a sense in which the 
two theories could be said to be, at least potentially, inter
translatable and observat ionally identical, especially after 
the general recognition that .\laxwell's field equations 
must be incorporated in any empirically adequate theory. 
Toward the end of the century, H einrich H ertz made care
ful distinctions between the essentials of � l axwell' s 
theory, which were .\laxwel l '  s equations, and what he 
cal led the "gay garment" of interpretation into field or 
distance forces , with which we clothe the equations. The 
issue was thus made to appear as merely one of conven
ience in  mathematical expres sion, pr of subjective prefer
ence for one kind of p icture rathel' than another. But this 
was not a wholly adequate account, for the assumptions 
required in showing the observational equivalence of the 
two theories were different in each case, and not always 
plausible i n  either. The action-at-a-distance formulation, 
for example, ran into great difficulties in reconcil ing action 
transmitted at a finite speed with the conservation of en
ergy. On the other hand, the .\ laxwell formulation led 
quite naturally to the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves with finite speed, but was not at all well adapted to 
deal with the discrete, atomic phenomena that demanded 
increasing attenti�m at the end of the century, after the 
discovery of the elementary particles of electricity. I n  
cons idering  the forces between discrete moving charges , 
the action-at-a-distance formulations were successfu l  in 
yielding resul ts that did not follow from .\laxwel l 's theory 
and had to be injected into i t  ad hoc. 

These di sputes provide good historical evidence for t,1,•o 
important philosophical theses. First, two theories that 
apparently are observationally equ ivalent may contain 
radical theoretical differences that are not i rrelevant to 
further observational development. Therefore, a pos itivist 
view of theories, in which these differences are held to be 
logical ly i rrelevant, cannot in these cases be an adequate 
account of the logic of theoretical change, growth, and 
interaction. Second, there are empirical considerations to 
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be taken into account i n  discussing the possibility of action 
at a distance, but these can never ultimately be decisive 
because it is open to a field theorist, at any stage, to hold 
that apparent action at a distance must be reducible to 
action in a sti l l -hidden medium; and it is open to an ac
tion-at-a-distance theorist to hold that any field theory is 
compatible with action at a distance between sti ll-hidden 
subtle particles. Thus, a metaphysical question may re� 
main after all empirical considerations have been taken 
into account; but it is d ifficult to see how such a question 
can be formulated without adopting some theory of matter 
and,  except i n  neo-Aristotel i an philosophies, it is not now 
fashionable to adopt theories of matter on nonempirical 
grounds. Thus there is at present no l ive metaphysical 
problem about action at a distance outside the Aristotelian 
tradition. 

�IODES OF ACTION IN �IODER� PHYSICS 
This last secti on will attempt to  answer two questions:  

What kinds of action are in fact implied by the physical 
theories of matter of th is century, and how much choice 
between various modes of action i s  left within the general 
framework of these theories? No more than a historical 
survey of the last s ixty years can be attempted, since de
velopments in this area are taking place at great speed; and 
any account is l iable to be out of date before it is printed. 

At the end of the n ineteenth century, gravitation re
mained outside electromagnetic field theory, and was still 
general ly  held to be propagated instantaneously, or at least 
at a speed much greater than that of l ight. Einstein's spe
cial theory of relativi ty ( 1905), however, contained what 
appeared to be a proof that no causal action can be trans
mitted faster than l ight. This result appl ied to gravitation 
as well as to all other phys ical interactions. X evertheless, 
it would not be correct to conclude that the result settles 
the question of action at a di stance, even within the theory 
of relativity. 

I n  the first place, the proof that the velocity of light is 
the absolute maximum for any causal action depends on 
more general assumptions about causali ty. What does 
follow from the relativistic (Lorentz) transformations for 
space-time coordinate frameworks is that if, in fact, some 
phys ical process were transmitted with a velocity greater 
than that of l ight, then for some observers the order of 
cause and effect in this process would be temporally re
versed, as compared with the order for some other observ
ers. That is to say, "effect" would temporal ly precede 
"cause" in some observational frameworks. Such a s i tua
tion would certainly be contrary to our experience and 
general intuitions, but it is not immediately obvious that i t  
is logical ly impossible. And if i t  is in fact logically possi
ble, then so is the transmission of action at speeds greater 
than l ight, or indeed at an infinite speed. The possibil ity 
may be even stronger than the merely logical, for the fact 
that we do not observe such reversed causal ity does not 
imply that it may not, consistently with our present expe
rience, be postulated in a theory, so long as this is done 
in such a way that the apparently anomalous features are in 
principle unobservable according to that theory. Quantum 
theory does, indeed, leave open such a possibility by set
t ing lower limits to the observabi l ity of events on the mi-
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crocosmic scale, and it would therefore be conceivable to 
incorporate into quantum theory the idea of instantaneous 
tran smission across sufficiently short distances without 
becomi ng involved in  causal anomalies on the observable 
scale. \\'hether it would under any circumstances be eco
nomical or expedient to do so is, of course, another ques
tion , to be settled only by the general state of the theory 
and its cons istency with experiment . 

The second reason why the prohibition of causal trans
mission faster than l ight in special re lativi ty need not 
necessari ly excl ude al l  acti on-at-a-di stance theories i s  that 
such ,1 theory might  be shown to be compatible with fi nite 
velocity of transmis sion. The question then ari ses: If 
transmi�s ion in a finite time is no longer a sufficient con
dition for rejecti ng action at a distance, what does it mean 
to say that action i s  transmitted at a distance,  but at finite 
speed? The answer must be, as for Maxwell ,  that action 
takes place at a distance if no energy is present in the 
inten·en ing space. It has usually been assumed that such 
acti on would violate the conservation of energy; but there 
have recently been some attempts, notably by J. A. 
\\'heeler and R. P. Feynman, to show that th i s  need not be 
the case for either classical or quantum electrodynamics 
when advanced as well as retarded solutions of Maxwell 's 
and other equations are taken into account. These sugges
tions lead to some temporal reversals of causality, just 
as do attempts to introduce i nstantaneous propagation of 
action; and it seems indeed that the question of fields 
versus action at a distance in modern physics is closely 
bound up with our beliefs about the i nvariance of temporal 
order of the cause-effect relation. I n  the most recent theo
ries of Feynman, even this bel ief i s  abandoned. 

I f, however, we examine the more traditional formula
tions of re lativity and quantum theory, it is clear that these 
are field rather than action-at-a-di stance theories. I n  gen
eral relativity, gravitation becomes a field action: and grav
itational potentials,  momentum, and energy densities 
sati sfying conservation principles exist in the space be
tween massive bodi es. I ndeed, here the geometri cal cur
vature of space is determined by the gravitational poten
tials-and hence by the spatial di stributions of mass-so 
that space itself becomes even more intimately associated 
with the field than in classical electromagnetics , where the 
field is produced by charged bodies in an i ndependent 
Euclidean space. Attempts to formulate a "unified field 
theory," in which the electromagnetic field would share 
with gravitation th is intimate association with the geome
try of space, engaged Einstein to the end of his l ife, but so 
far no fu l ly  sati sfactory theory of th is  kind has been forth
coming. 

The question whether action is continuous or at a dis
tance in quantum theory is more complicated. S ince en
ergy and ti me arc complementary variables in this theory, 
it follows from the uncertainty principle that if passage of 
< ·ncrgy from one point to another is  to he observed, a fini te 
t i ln<· i 1 1tc:rval is always required. Th 1 1s no action can be 
ol ,  .. (•rvecl to he instantaneous. I t  also foll ows from the 
11 nc< :rtai 1 1 ty princi ple , however, that no action can he ob
._, .rv, .cJ to lw conti 1 1 1 1 01 1 s  either . .  Moreover, it seems that 
tl i < -n- i" 1 101 ew· 1 1  a 1 1 y  poss i l , i l ity of a conti nuous-action 
tlwory I hat  i" c<H •'- i st<·nt with the uncertai nty principle, 

either in terms of parti cles, or waves, or fields.  The reac
tion of many quantum theorists to this situation has been a 
retreat from attempts to fi nd any kind of theoretical i nter
pretation of what Hans Reichenbach cal ls the "interphe
nomena"; that is, unobservable events taking place between 
phenomena. There has also been a widespread return 
to a positivist view that only mathematical re lations be
tween observable states are meaningful or acceptable. 
Thus there is, i n  this view, no causal action of one state on 
another, but only a description of the succession of states . 
Even the "quantum jump" of the electron is seen as a 
success ive occupation of states, with no implication that 
"the same" electron is concerned i n  both states (electrons 
have no self-identity in quantum physics)-much less that 
it passes from point to point by some describable or i ntel
l igible process. Concerning the microcosmic realm, then, 
the most general ly held view is that there is no continuous 
action and no action at a distance; there is just no action at 
all. 

On the macroscopic scale, however, where the quantum 
of action is negl igible it is possible to approximate con
tinuous-action descriptions; these have been elaborated i n  
the so-cal led quantum field theory. Some success has been 
attained here in assimi lating quantum theory with the 
special theory of relativity, and in  rational izing the experi 
mental results obtai ned in nuclear and other h igh-energy 
reactions, where particles and radiation interact in produc
ing the multi pl icity of mesons, hyperons, neutrinos, and 
other new parti cl es that sti l l  go by the name of "ele
mentary. " Bu t  grave theoretical difficu lties,  and the rapid 
outstripping of l imited theoretical explanations by experi
mental data, make th is one of the least predictable regions 
of modern science.  It wou ld be rash to assume that the 
familiar field theoretic approach wi ll long survive in any
thing l ike the present form. The empirical issue between 
field theory and action at a distance at the most fundamen
tal level of physics seems to be as wide open as ever. 

(See also ETHER; VACUUM AND VOID.)  
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MARY HESSE 

A D L E R , A L F RE D  ( 1870 - 1937), medical psychologist 
and founder of I ndividual Psychology, was born in  Vienna 
of Hungarian -Jewish parents. He received his M . D. from 
the University of Vienna in 1895 and practiced general 
medicine before turning to psychiatry. His  soundest 
scientific works were written before World War I and 
largely prepared d�ring his ambivalent association with 
the early Freudian group. After serving in the Austrian 
army he became concerned with child guidance as a 
method of preventive medical psychology, and gaining 
favor with the new Austrian government, opened child
guidance centers in  Vienna, Berl in,  and Munich school s. 
Family-guidance interviews in publ ic, with general dis
cussion periods, disseminated his  methods and theories, 
particu larly among educators. He became an international 
lecturer in Europe and the United States and was Amer
ica' s first professor of medical psychology, at Long I sland 
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Medical School. In the 1930s his  efforts to spread his  doctrine of "social interest" in the face of Europe's total itarian national isms marked him as preacher rather than scientist, and his later publi shed work served to promulgate a faith rather than to report scientific work. He died in Aberdeen, Scotl and, during a lecture tour. Adler's first psychological ly important work, the Study in Organ Inferiority and Its Psychical Compensation ( 1 907), was "a contribution to cl inical medicine" in constitutional pathology. In it Adler explored constitutional defects of structure and function and their physiopathological compensation and also described "psych ical" compensatory changes in disposition and way of l ife ; overcompensation could produce not onl y "genius," like the deaf Beethoven, but also neurotic or psychotic responses,  like hysteria or paranoia. Adl er gave a causal-deterministic exposition of development as dependent upon constitutional endowments, innate biol ogical drives, and environmental pressures .  His papers of 1908 described as innate an "aggression drive" (to subdue the environment) and a "need for affection . "  Both concepts were then rejected by Freud's group but reappeared in later psychoanalytic theories .  Adl er himself modified both concepts and reformulated his  whole psychol ogy in The Neurotic Constitution ( 1 9 12). He repud iated d rive psychology and causal determinism. He  viewed inferiority (vis-a-vis adu lts)  and consequent "inferiority feel ing" as experiences common to every child. The ch ild responds as a whole individual with a "striving for superiority" (the former "aggression drive") directed toward a "fictive goal" of manly strength and dominance, which is pursued through a "guiding fiction," or l ife plan, modified by the "antifiction" of social demands. Coal and fiction are subjective creations of the individual 's making, but unreal istic, rigid, neurotic patterns may be favored by organ inferiority, pampering, or neglect in childhood, or the ch ild's age-ranking in the family. To Adler the Nietzschean "will to power" was this kind of neurotic pattern, not a un iversal human trait. He  al so described an opposite bu t  equal ly effective response to i ncreased insecurity : It is one of the triumphs of human wit to put through the guiding fiction by adapting it  to the anti-fiction, . . .  to conqu er by humil i ty and submissiveness . . .  to cause pain  to others by one's own suffering, to strive to attain the goal of manly force by effeminate means, to make oneself small i n  order to appear great. Of such sort . . .  are often the expedients of neurotics. I n  contrast to the neurotic, the psychotic character at-tempts to shape reality to the fiction, wh ile the normal character adapts itsel f to the environment. Adler's later works re iterated, renamed, elaborated, and final ly, simpl ified and broadened th e concepts on which he had founded Individual Psychology in 1 9 1 2  after breaking with Freud.  The basis of character was the response of the whole individual to a un iversal infantile inferiority feeling. Accentuated inferiority feel ing became the cel ebrated "inferiority compl ex," and a pathol ogical striving for superiority was a "superiority compl ex. " The guiding fiction was renamed the "life style," usually un-

conscious or "not understood," which Adlerian analysis endeavored to il lum inate with insight. The antifiction and the early "need for affection" fu sed in the important concept of social interest. Adl er first diverged from psychoanalysis over Freud's emphasis on sexual instincts. Ultimately, where Freud saw animal instincts human ized through repression, Adler described inborn trends-social interest and striving for superiority-whose full development perfected the personal ity. In summary, "Heredity only endows [the individual ] with certain abi l ities. Envi-ronment only gives him certain impressions . . . .  it is his  individual way of us ing these bricks ,  . . .  h is  attitude toward l ife, which determines [his ]  relationship to the outside world. " Despite their differences,  Adler always acknowledged h i s  debt to Freud's psychogenetic theory of neurosis . He acknowl edged Pierre Janet's sentiment d'incompletitude, a predecessor of the inferiority feeling. Adler's formulation of personal ity somewhat resembled the "psychic structure" and "attitudes" of Wi lhelm Dilthey's psychology, but direct influence i s  unlikely :  Adler never mentioned Dilthey, although he did cite a work of Dilthey's contemporary Hans Vaihinger, the Philosophy of "As If" (New York, 1924 ), for the theory of fictions. Individual psychol ogy had a bru sh-fire success in continental Europe and the United States, rather l ess  in Britain;  everywhere it found more acceptance among educators, psychologists, even writers than among physicians and psych iatrists. Adler's work has been largely absorbed into practice and thought without retaining a separate identity despite the familiar phrases"overcompensation," "inferiority complex," "organ jargon"-which enrich a conversational rather than a psychological vocabu lary. Individual Psychology sti l l  has its own centers, school s ,  and work groups, but Adler's influence has permeated other psychol ogies. His  "aggression drive" reappeared in the ego psychology of orthodox psychoanalysis ;  other Adlerian echoes are found in Karen Horney, Harry Stack Sul l ivan, and Franz Alexander, and in Ian Suttie's mother-relationship theories,  which su rely influenced the contemporary mother-need ethological school . Child-gu idance practice is non-Adlerian, and his name is not now invoked in progressive pedagogy, but those who try to see the backward child, the delinquent, the psychopath , or the psych iatric patient as a whole person are sharing Adler's vi ewpoint. Adl er's approach to psychology, normal and abnormal , was speculative rather than scienti fic. From 19 12  on, he sought the elegantl y economical theory rather than the proven fact. At first he recognized his theory as a fiction in Vaihinger's nonpejorative sense; a person behaves "as if" compensating for inferiority feeling. Later this step was omitted-these things were so. Adler often i l lustrated his  theory with case material , but this was invariably anecdotal and in excerpts, never stati stical ly organized. He  openly despised statistics. It is uncertain how many patients Adler treated in continu ity, apart from single consultations to advise phys icians or teachers. The same case histories appear as examples th rough many books over many yeai s, with no systematic fol low-up. He made no use of normal "control s ,"  an omission he ju sti fied by his insistence upon the un iqueness of the individual , but th is left unsolved the 



problem of why one creath·e self chose neurosi s ,  another 
not. Adler never experimented, never finnly predicted, 
never attempted systematical l y  to verify a hypothesis .  He 
had great intuit ive insight ,  the greater, perhaps, for having 
grown up as a second son and a sickly rachitic chi ld of a 
Hungarian -] ewish family in the Au strian imperial capital . 
H i s  intuitions and their fomrnlations, if not so close to 
real ity as he bel ieved, remain as valuable guiding fictions. Works by Adler 
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:,,; ew York, 1926. 
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Psychology. :-.:ew York and London, 192,. 

�lenschenken ntnis. Leipzig, 1927. Tr.mslated by \\' Beran 
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Der S inn des Lebens. \'ienna and Leipzig, 1933. Translated by 
John \\'inton and Richard \'aughan as Social Interest; a Challenge 
to .\fankind. London, 193S. 
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eds.  Evanston, I l l . ,  1965. Adler's later papers edited and anno
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AE G I D I U S  C O L O N N A  RO:'\I A N U S .  See GILES OF 
RmIE. 

A E N E S I D E M U S ,  the most important dialectician of the 
Greek Skeptics , was probably born in Cnossus, Crete. 
Almost nothi ng is known of his l i fe, but scholars agree that 
he lived sometime between the death of Pyrrho in 270 B.C. 
and the death of Sextus E mpiricus in  2 1 0 A.D. �los t  schol
ars place him in the first century A.D. It is known that he 
taught in Alexandria for a while. 

\\'e have none of his wri tings,  but we know more about 
his philosophy: by way of Sextus' detailed descriptions, 
than we do about any other Greek Skeptic, except Sextus 
Empiricus himself. In general we know that he rejected 
the Academic Skeptics because, on the one hand, they 
attacked dogmatism but, on the other, dogmatical ly de
fended a sharp distinction between the probable and the 
improbable. � toreover, though he agreed with all other 
Skeptics that ataraxia or unperturbedness was a cen tral 
need of man, he seems to have had l i tt le  to say pos itively 
about living wel l. In this respect, though he was a de
fender of the old Pyrrhonism, he was not, l ike Pyrrho, 
primari ly a pract ical moralist ;  rather, he seems to have 
been mainly a dialectician or theori s t. 

His most important contribution to Greek Skepticism 
was his ten tropoi, or modes of conducting skeptical argu-
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mentation, which first were presented in  his work c.1lled Pyrrhonian Discourses. These came to be ,lC'C'epted by 
Skeptics as a logical model and a heuristic tool, and Sextus 
E mpiricus put them at the found.1.tions of Creek Skepti
cism. There are ten ways . which Sophists and Skeptics 
before Aenesidemus had apparently been using in some 
form or other, to  suspend judgment on the objects that 
purportedly st imulate our organs and cause our sense 
perceptions. They guide us to set up mutually contrad ic
tory, but equal ly  plausible, claims about the same causal or 
un perceived external object. In summarizing them. Sextus' 
numbering will be used, but the tropoi will be considered 
i n  three broad groups in order to see more plainly their 
over-al l rationale. 

The first  group, the first four tropoi, is concerned with 
finding contradictions that ari se from the nature of the 
perceiving subject. The first mode refers to the variety of 
sense perception to be found in various animals. Differ
ently shaped eyebal l s ,  skin covered with shells ,  feathers . 
or hair, different temperatures of blood, etc. , all attest to 
the different ways that animals sense objects .  Since we are 
only one kind of animal , and since we cannot be a judge at 
our own trial without prejudice, we cannot conclusively 
ascertain which, if any, animal's perceptions reveal the 
object as it  is, independently of the senses. The second 
mode in this group is based upon differences in men's 
perceptions. The same object affects different men differ
ently, and only the dob11natist will say that we ought to 
prefer the perceptions of the Ethiopian, who happily  eats 
scorpions and snakes,  to the perceptions of the European. 
who is repulsed and harmed by eating them (to use an 
example Sextus offers). The third mode is based upon 
differences between the senses themselves. For example, 
to the eye a painting may have projections and recesses, but 
not to the touch. Again, only the dogmatist will beg the 
question in favor of one of these mutually contradictory 
senses. Finally, the fourth mode is based upon different cir
cuw.stances, such as waking or sleeping, hatred or love, 
drunkenness or sobriety. How are we to choose condu
sively between these states ?  

The second group has less t o  do with the perce iver than 
with what is perceived, and it contains the seventh and 
tenth mod es. The seventh mode is based upon different 
manners of compos ition of a !,riven stuff. For example, 
si lver filings appear black when scattered but look bright 
when united in a mass. How do we conclusively deter
mine the color of s i lver? The tenth mode touches on ethi
cal considerations and attacks the dogmatic claim that in 
human actions we can perceive a natural moral law. Hab
its, cus toms, an d laws differ from people to people, so that 
the Good Life is as difficult to defend without question
begging or prejudice as is any claim about the essential 
nature of any nonhuman object. 

The last group has more to do with the relation ship 
between subject and object than it has to do with either 
taken separately, and i t  includes the fifth, sixth, eighth, and 
ninth modes as given by Sextus. The fifth mode, based 
upon locations, positions, and distances, indicates that the 
same object can appear smal l and stat ionary from a great 
distance, but large and in motion when seen from dose up. 
A painting's surface may look Hat when seen from one angle 
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and rough when seen from another. How can one choose 
with finality one of these positions over the others ? The 
sixth mode is based upon admixtures  of our sense organs 
and the intervening air with the object perceived. Only 
the dogmatist will claim to have determined the nature 
of the external object apart from all such admixtures with 
other things l ike air, l iquids i n  the eye, passages i n  the 
ear, etc. The eighth mode is a summary of all of the others, 
since it is concerned with the re lativity of perceptions 
to both the person who judges and to the aspect of the tl-iing 
he i s  perceivi ng. This  mode emphasizes the skeptical claim 
that our knowledge is not absolute, not independent of the 
relationship between object and subject. The ninth mode_ 
states that s ince rarely seen things (l ike earthquakes) are 
perceived as amazing, and ordi nary things ( l ike the sun) 
are perceived as unexciting, it  i s  di fficult to determine 
objectively what i s  amazi ng or unexci ting, apart from acci
dents of perceptual rarity or frequency. 

Another of his  major contributions (again we do not 
know whether it originated with him) i s  the di sti nction 
between s igns that are ypomnestika (commemorative) and 
s igns that are endeiktika ( indicative). A scar rem inds us of 
the bleeding wound we previously saw and is a s ign of that 
wound-a commemorative s ign of it. Another person's 
bodily movement indicates a soul residing in that body, 
but we can never observe a soul-the bodi ly movement is 
an indicative sign of that soul .  According to Aenes idemus  
and the Skeptics who followed h im,  phi losophy falls  into 
contradictions when it deals with indicative s igns that 
purportedly refer to hidden things (adela); phenomena and 
the commemorative s ign relationships that obtain between 
them are the province of consi stent, fru itfu l philosophiz
ing. In short, doubt appl ies to indicative signs, not com
memorative ones. 

Another of his contributions is the aetiological tropoi, a 
group of eight tropoi pointing out ways of reasoning badly 
about causal re lationships. In  them , for instance, he criti
cizes the tendency to stop arbitrari ly at one causal gener
alization when there are other equally plausible ones 
avai lable;  and he points out the tendency to account 
for phenomena by imagined elements i nstead of by way 
of phenomena commonly accepted by mankind as the ori 
gin of these things. 

But despite all his strictures , if we are to beli eve Sextus, 
Aenesidemus himself wrote dogmatically about h idden 
things .  For i nstance, he held with Heraclitus that reason 
was outside the human body, common ( koine) to men, and 
he shared other Heraclitean convictions. Scholars have 
tried to reconci le these metaphysical doctrines with his  
contributions to Skepti ci sm,  but on the whole their efforts 
remind us that the phi losophy of Aenesidemus is not ful ly 
understandable to us now, though i ts  i nfluence upon sub
sequent Skepticism is obviously great. Bibliography 
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PHILIP P. HALLIE 

A E S T H E T I C S .  The E ncyclopedia features two very 
detailed survey articles,  AESTHETICS , HISTORY OF and 
AESTHETICS,  PROBLEMS OF, as well as the following arti
cles : BEAUTY; H UMOR; METAPHOR; TRAGEDY; and UGLI
NESS .  

A E ST H E T I C S ,  H I STORY O F .  In the West, the history 
of systematic philosophizing about the arts begins with 
Plato. But his  great achievem ent was preceded , and pre
pared for, by certain developments in the preceding two 
hundred years, of which we know or can guess only a l ittle. 
Thus, the famous aesthetic judgment-if  such it was-of the 
picture on Achil les '  shield, "That was a marvel lous piece 
of work" (Iliad XVI I I  548), hints at the beginning of won
der about im itation, i .e . , the relation between representa
tion and object, or appearance and real ity. Plato shows the 
ae sthetic consequences of the thinking on th is  problem by 
Democritus and Parmenides. Further, the elevation of 
Homer and Hesiod to the status of wise men and seers, 
and moral and re ligious teachers, led to a dispute over the 
truthfulness of poetry when they were attacked by Xeno
phanes and Heraclitus for their philosophical ignorance 
and misrepresentation of the gods. Homer and H esiod 
them selves rai sed the question of the source of the arti st's 
inspiration, which they attributed to divine power (Odyssey VI I I ;  Theogony 22 ff. ). Pindar traced th i s  gift to the 
gods but all owed that the poet's skill can be developed by 
his own effort. Pythagoras and his Order di scovered the 
dependence of musical intervals on the ratios of the 
lengths of stretched strings, general ized this  discovery into 
a theory about the elements of the material world (that they 
either are, or depend upon, numbers), and developed an 
elaborate ethical and therapeutic theory of mu sic, which, 
according to them, is capable of strengthening or restoring 
the harmony of the individual soul-harmonia being the 
term for the primary interval, the octave. 

PLATO 

Nearly all of the fundamental aesthetic problems were 
broached, and some were deeply considered, by Plato. 
The questions he ra ised and the arguments he framed are 
astonishingly varied and deep. They are scattered 
throughout his dialogues, but the princ ipal discu ssions are 
in ( a) the Ion, Symposium, and Republic, belonging to 
Plato's early, pre-Academy period (roughly 399 - 387 B.C.) ;  



(b) the Sophist and Laws, written at the end of his l ife 
(roughly 367 -348/347 B .C . ) ;  and ( c) the Phaedrus, which 
l ies between these periods. Though perhaps not Plato's, 
the Greater Hippias is  very Platonic and may be drawn 
upon. (In th is article, no di stinction wil l  be attempted 
between Plato's vi ews and those of Socrates . )  

Art and craft. When today w e  speak of Plato's aesthet
ics, we mean his phi losophical views about those fine arts 
that he discusses: vi sual arts (painting, sculpture, architec
ture), l iterary arts (epic, lyric, and dramatic poetry), and 
mixed musical arts (dance and song). Plato does not him
self ass ign them a special name; for him they belong in the 
more general class of "craft" (techne), which includes all 
skills in making or doing, from woodcraft to statecraft. In 
the Sophist (265 - 266), crafts are divided into "acqu isi 
t ive" and "productive," the latter being subdivided into 
( 1 )  production of actual objects, which may be either 
human or divine (plants and elements by god, houses and 
knives by men ), and (2) production of "images" (idola), 
which may al so be human or divine (reflections and 
dreams by god; pictures by men). Images, which imitate 
their originals but cannot ful fill their function, are further 
subdivided; the imitator may produce ( 1 )  a genuine l ike
ness ( eikon), with the same properties as his model, or 
(2) an apparent l ikeness, or semblance (phantasma), which 
merely looks l ike the original (as when the architect makes 
his columns swell at the top so that they will not appear to 
dimini sh). There is thus fal se imitation, the making of 
deceptive semblances. Yet Plato finds this di stinction 
troublesome to maintain, for i t  is essential to any imitation 
that in some way i t  falls short of its original ; if it were 
perfect, it would not be an i mage (eidolon), but another 
example of the same thing, another bed or knife (Cratylus 
432). So all imitation is in a sense both true and untrue, 
has both being and nonbeing (SOP.hist 240c). 

Imitation. The term "imitation'•' (mimesis) is  one of the 
most troublesome in Plato's aesthetics , for i ts denotation 
con stantly expands and contracts with the movement of 
the dialectic, along with that of its substitutes and near 
synonyms, methexis (participation), homoiosis (l ikeness), 
and paraplesia (resemblance). 

If, in one sense, all created things are imitations of their 
eternal archetypes, or "forms," Plato seems also to regard 
paintings, dramatic poems, and songs as imitations in a 
narrower sense: they are images. I t  is this that places the 
arts at the second remove from the real i ty of the forms, on 
the lowest of the four level s of cogn ition, eikasia (imag
ining) (Republic 509 -5 1 1 ). Some works of art, however
and Plato sometimes speaks as though he  meant all of 
them-are imitati ve in the more pejorative sense, as de
ceptive semblances. In Book X of the Republic, the painter 
is said to represent the bed, not as it is but as it appears . I t  
is th is that puts h im in the "tribe of  imitators" (Timaeus 
19D) and al l ies him with those pseudo craftsmen of the 
Gorgias (463 -465) who do not possess a genuine craft, 
l ike medicine, but a pseudo craft, or knack (tribe), l ike 
cosmetics , which gives us the bloom of health rather than 
health i tself. 

Beauty. By this  route, Plato approaches the question 
that is of great importance to him as a metaphys ician : Do 
the arts contain, or convey, knowledge? Before coming to 
th is question, there is another to be considered. If the 
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archi tect, as a maker of semblances, changes realitv to 
make i t  look better, why does he do th is?  H e  seeks those 
images that will appear beautiful  (Sophist 236A). Th is is 
another basic fact about the arts ,  in Plato's view· thev can 
embody in various degrees the qual ity of bem/ty (t� ka
lon-a term that can branch out into more general senses 
of appropriateness or fitness to function but that often 
appears in a more strictly aesthetic sense). The beauty of 
concrete things may change or di sappear, may appear to 
some but not to others (Republic 479A); but beh ind these 
temporal embodiments there is an eternal and absolute 
form of beauty. I ts existence can be demonstrated dialec
tical ly, l ike that of the other forms;  but direct acquaintance 
with it is to be sought, Plato says, via the partial and dim
mer beauties open to the senses-and it is easier of access 
than the other forms (Phaedrus 249B -C). 

The path to beauty is described most fully in the Sym
posium: A man possessed by love (eros) of beauty is to 
progress from bodily beauty to beauty of mind, to beauty of 
in stitutions and laws and the sciences themselves, and 
final ly to beauty in itself. It is noteworthy that Diotima of 
Mantineia, who presents this picture, does not assign to 
the arts any role in assist ing th is progress; that step was 
taken by Plato's successors . 

I t  i s  also important to ask what beauty is ,  or, if that can
not be stated abstractly, what the conditions are under 
which beauty will be embodied in an object. The argu
ment in the Greater Hippias takes up several possibil ities, 
especially the possibi l i ty that the beautiful either is ,  or 
depends upon , what is beneficial or what pleases through 
the senses of hearing and sight. But in the Philebus, a 
careful discussion leads to the conclusion that beautiful 
things are made with care in the due proportion of part to 
part, by mathematical measurement (cf. Timaeus 87c - D; 
Statesman 284A). "The qual ities of measure (metron) and 
proportion ( symmetron) invariably . . .  constitute beauty 
and excel lence" (Philebus 64E, Hackforth translation). 
And because it is, or depends upon, measure, beauty is 
ass igned a high place in the final l i s t  of goods (Philebus 
66A - B; cf. Sophist 228B). 

Art and knowledge. Knowl .�dge (episteme), as distinct 
from mere opinion (doxa), is a grasp of the eternal forms; 
and Plato clearly den ies it to the arts , as im itations of imi
tations (Republic 598 -60 1 ). So the poet is placed on the 
sixth level of knowledge in the Phaedrus (248D), and Ion is 
said to interpret H omer not by "art or knowledge" (532c) 
but in an irrational way (cf. Apology 22), for he does not 
know what he is saying or why he might be right or wrong. 
On the other hand, a work of art that embodies beauty has 
some direct relation to one form. And if the artist inspired 
by the Muses is l ike a diviner in not knowing what he is 
doing ( Meno 99c; Timaeus 7 1 E - 72A), he may have a kind 
of ins ight that goes beyond ordinary knowledge (cf. Laws 
682A). His  madness (mania) may be possession by a divin
ity that inspires him to truth (Phaedrus 24,5A; Ion 533E, 
536B). Moreover, since the arts can give us genuine l ike
nesses, not only of appearances but of actualities , and even 
imitate the ethical character of the human soul ( Republic 
400 -40 1B; cf. Xenophon, Memorabilia I I I  vi i i ), it is possi
ble, and indeed obl igatory, to judge them by their truth, or 
their resemblance to actual ity. The competent judge, 
especially of dance and song, must have "first, a knowl-
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edge of the nature of the original ; next, a knowledge of the 
correctness of the copy; and thirdly, a knowledge of the 
excell ence with which the copy i s  execu ted" ( Laws 
669A - B, Bury translation). Art and morality. The supreme craft, for Plato, is the art 
of the l egislator and educator, who must have the final say 
about the arts, for his task is to in sure that they play their 
proper role  in the life of the entire social order. The first 
probl em is to di scover what effects the arts have on people, 
and thi s  problem has two aspects. First, there is  the en}oy
ability of art. On the one hand, just insofar as it has beauty, 
the pleasures art gives are pure, unall oyed , and harmless (Phaedrus 5 1 B - C), unl ike the pleasure of scratching an 
itch , which i s  preceded and fol lowed by di scomfort. But, 
on the other hand,  dramatic poetry involves the represen
tation of unworthy characters behaving in undesirable 
ways (ranting and wail ing) and tempts the audience into 
immoderate laughter or weeping. Therefore its pleasures 
are to be condemned for their unworthy effect on charac
ter. S econd, when we consider this  tendency of the arts to 
influence character and conduct, there are again two sides 
to the matter. In his  Republic and Laws, Plato makes it 
quite clear that he thinks the l iterary imitation of evil con
duct is an impl icit invitation to imitate the conduct in one's 
l ife (Laws 66,5B). Thus the stories of gods and heroes who 
behave immorally have to be excluded from the education 
of the young guardian s in the Republic, and stories in 
which the gods and heroes behave as they shou ld  must 
either be found or written (Republic 376E - 4 1 1 ;  cf. Laws 
800 - 802 , 664A). M usic composed in enervating modes 
must al so be replaced by a su itable kind (Republic 398E, 
4 1  l A). 

But this does not mean that the arts have no role  to play 
in the cultural life and education of the citizens. Indeed, 
the fear of their power that underl ies Plato's severe cen
sorship and regulation is  accompan ied by an equal ly great 
respect. The measure that is so closely al l ied to beauty is ,  
after al l ,  closely al lied to goodness and virtue too (Laws 
655A; Protagoras 326A - B ;  Republic 432 ). Mu sic and po
etry and dancing are , at their best, indispensable  mean s of 
character education, able to make men better and more 
virtuous (Laws 6.53 -654, 664 ). The problem, as Plato in his  
role of  l egi slator sees i t ,  i s  to  ensure the social respon si
bility of the creative artist by insisting that his own good, 
l ike that of every citizen, be subordinated and made con
ducive to the good of al l .  

ARISTOTLE 

Our knowledge of Aristotle ' s  aesthetic theory comes 
chiefly from the l ittl e col lection of l ecture notes that has 
come down to us as the Poetics, composed probably about 
347 - 342 B.C. and later added to. The text is  corrupt, the 
argument condensed and puzzling. No work in the history 
of aesthetics has given ri se  to such vexatious problems of 
interpretation; no work has had so great an influence on 
the theory and practice of l i terary criticism. The art of poetry. Aristotle's first task i s  to define the art 
of poetry (poietike), which is h is  subject. H e  assumes a 
distinction between three kinds of "thought," knowing ( theoria), doing (praxis), and making (poies is) (see Meta-

physics E l ;  Topics VI 6); but in the Poetics, "poiesis" is 
taken in a narrower sense. One kind of making is im itation, 
which Aristotle s eems to take fairly straightforwardly as 
representation of objects or events. The imitative art di
vides into ( 1 )  the art of imitating visual appearances by 
means of color and drawing and (2 ) the art of poetry, the 
im itation of a human action ( praxis) through verse, song, 
and dance ( Poetics, Ch. 1 ). Thus  the art of poetry is distin
gu ished from painting by its medium (words, melody, 
rhythm) and from versified history or phil osophy (the 
poem of Empedocles) by virtue of the object it im itates. 
Two of the species of the poetic art are of primary concern 
to Aristotl e :  drama (either tragic or comic) and epic poetry, 
distingu ished from comedy by the gravity of the actions 
im itated (Chs. 2 ,  6). 

What is of the first importance in Aristotl e's treatise i s  
his  method of inquiry, for he aims to  present a systematic 
theory of a particu lar l iterary genre. H e  asks :  What is the 
nature of the tragic art? And this l eads him to inqu ire not 
only into its material,  formal , and efficient cau ses (many of 
his  observations under these headings are of permanent 
value to l iterary theory) but al so into its final cause  or end ( telos). What is a good tragedy, and what makes it good; 
what are "the causes of arti stic excel lence and the oppo
site" (Ch. 26 , G. F. Else translation )?  This function of 
tragedy, he thinks , must be to provide a certain kind of 
enjoyable experience-the "proper pl easure" (oikeia hedone) of tragedy (Chs. 14 ,  23, 26)-and if the nature of th is 
pl easure can be determined it wil l  then be possible to 
justify the criteria by m eans of which one can say that one 
tragedy i s  better than another. The pleasure of imitation. Ari stotle suggests briefly (Ch. 
4) two motives that give rise to tragedy. The first i s  that 
imitation is natural ; and the recogn izing of imitation i s  
natural ly pleasurable to  man because man finds  l earning 
pleasant, and recogn izing, say, a pictu re of a dog, i s  a form 
of l earning (cf. Rhetoric I xi). S ince tragedy is an imitation 
of a special sort of object, namely fearfu l and pitiable 
events, i ts  proper pleasure "is the pleasure that comes 
from pity and fear by mean s of imitation" (Ch. 4 ,  E l se  
translation ). The problem that evidently arises i s  how we 
can derive p leasure from feeling emotions that are painful  
(cf. the definitions of "fear" and "pity" in Rhetoric I I  v, 
vii i ) .  Aristotl e's n earest answer seems to be that though the 
object im itated may be in itself unpleasant to contemplate, 
the pleasu re of seeing the imitation may overcome our 
di staste-as with ski l l ed drawings of cadavers (see De Partibus Animalium I v ;  Rhetoric I xi) . H ere Ari stotle is 
offering a partial answer to one of Plato's grounds for skep
ticism about art; he takes the basic aesthetic p leasure as a 
cognitive one, of the same genus as the philosopher's 
(though no doubt of a lower l evel ) .  The pleasure of beauty. Tragedy al so grows, Aristotle 
says (Ch. 4 ) , out of our natural disposition to "melody and 
rhythm." H e  does not develop thi s point and may be pos
tu lating a kind of decorative impulse. But if  we may think 
here of Plato's Philebus, our pleasure in melody and 
rhythm may be taken as pleasure in beauty in general . "A 
beautiful (kalliste) thing, either a l iving creature or any 
structure made of parts, must have not only an orderly 
arrangement of those parts, but a size which is not acci-



dental" (Ch. 7 ). Thus a tragedy, or i ts plot, may be "beau
tiful," i .e . ,  arti stically excellent (Chs. l, 13 ). And the 
"proper pleasure" of the epic, for example, depends on its 
unity, on being "l ike a single whole creature" (zoon) with 
a beginning, middle, and end (Ch. 23). This analogy 
echoes Plato's Phaedrus 264c. For the fineness of the ob
ject sensed or contemplated produces the h ighest degree 
of that pleasure that is proper to the organ sensing or mind 
contemplating (Nicomachean Ethics X iv). 

The universal. If  the fu nction of tragic poetry is to pro
vide a certain species of enjoyment, we can then inquire 
into the features of a particular work that will promote or 
inhibit this enjoyment. Its concentration and coherence 
depend in large part upon th e plot and the sense of inevi
tability in its development (Ch. 10). Th is is evidently 
achieved most ful ly when the characters act in accordance 
with their natures , when they do the "kinds of thing a 
certain kind of person will say or do in  accordance with 
probability or necessity, wh ich is what poetic composition 
aims at" (Ch.  9, E lse translation). These sorts of behavior, 
i . e . ,  behavior that is motivated in accordance with psycho
logical laws, Ari stotl e calls "universal," contrasting them 
with the events in a hi storical chronicle, which he thinks 
of as a causally unconnected string of particular incidents 
("what Alcibiades d id or had done to him"). 

Thi s  famous pas sage has inspired many later theories 
about art im itating un iversals or essences, but the gist of it 
(for Ari stotle) is that the poet must make his plot plausible 
by relying on general psychological truths .  Th is important 
point adds another level to Aristotle's defense (against 
Plato) of the cognitive statu s of poetry, for the poet must at 
least understand human nature or he cannot even produce 
a good plot. 

The catharsis. In Ari stotle's definition of tragedy (Ch. 6) 
there is one phrase that has :given rise to an enormous 
amount of interpretation : di eleou kai phobou perainousa ten ton toiouton pathematon katharsin (translated in the 
traditional way by Butcher: "th rough pity and fear 
effecting the proper purgation of these emotions"). Thus 
Aristotle is interpreted as having a further theory, not 
about the immediate pleasure of tragedy but about its 
deeper psychological effects. This phrase is the only basis 
for such an interpretation i n  the Poetics; but in  the Politics 
(VI I I  7), Ari stotle clearly does propose a cathartic theory of 
music and even says he will explain cathars is further 
"when hereafter we speak of poetry"-a remark that pos
sibly refers to the presumed lost parts of the Poetics. If 
tragedy produces a cathars is of the emotions , there are still 
other problem s in  deciding what Aristotle had in  mind
whether, for example, he meant it in a medical sense (a 
purgation of the emotions, their el imination by mental 
phys ic) or in a rel igious and lustratory sense (a purification 
of emotions, their tran sformation into a l ess harmful form). 
Both senses had precedents. There is also the question 
whether Aristotle bel ieved in a catharsis of pity and fear 
alone, or, th rough them , of all destructive emotions. 

In  any case, on this  interpretation, Aristotle would be 
answering Plato's second objection to poetry in Book X of 
the Republic, by saying that poetry helps men to be ration
al. The traditional interpretation has been interestingly 
challenged in recent years by Professor Gerald F. Else, 
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who argues that the cathars is is not an effect on the au
dience or reader but something accompl ished in the play 
itself, a purification of the hero, a release from the "bl ood 
pollution" of h is  crime, through his recogn ition of it, his 
horror at it, and the discovery that it was due to a "serious 
mistake" (hamartia) on his part. This reading does not 
seem to fit some of the tragedies. If it is correct, Ari stotle 
has no therapeutic theory of tragedy at al l ,  but he may still 
be replying to Plato that the immoral effects of tragedy are 
not to be feared, s ince the finest ones, at least, will have to 
show a kind of moral progress if they are to be structurally 
capable of moving the spectator tragically. 

THE LATER C LASSICAL PHILOSOPHERS 

Aristotle's Poetics does not seem to have been available 
to his successors. His  ideas had some in fluence via the 
works (now largely lost) of his  favorite pupil ,  Theophras
tu s ;  and the Tractatus Coisl inianus (Greek, probably fi rst 
century B.C. )  shows an acquaintance with his work, for its 
definition of comedy parallels remarkably Aristotle's 
definition of tragedy. During the later classical period, 
Stoicism, Epicurean ism, skepticism, and Neoplaton ism 
flouri shed competitively, and each of these schools of 
thought had some contribution to make to the history of 
aesthetics. 

Stoicism. The Stoics were much interested in poetry and 
in problems of semantics and logic. Zeno, Cleanthes, and 
Chrysippus wrote treatises on poetry, no longer extant. 
From Philodemus we know of a work on music by the 
Stoic Diogenes of Babylon, and from Cicero's De Officiis of 
a work on beauty by Panaetius. Both seem to have held 
that beauty depends on the arrangement of parts (convenientia partium, in Cicero's phrase). The delight in beauty 
was connected with the vi rtue that expresses itself in an 
ordered l ife, with decorum (to prepon). Thus not on ly 
irrational pleasure (hedone), but a rational elevation of the 
soul (chara), in keeping with the Stoic goal of tranqu ill ity, 
was thought to be obtainable from poetry of the right sort. 
The Stoics emphas ized the moral benefit of poetry as its 
chief ju sti fication and held that it might allegorize true 
philosophy (see Strabo, Geography I, i, 10;  I, i i ,  3 ). 

Epicureanism. The Epicureans are said (by Sextus 
Empiricus, Against the Professors VI,  27) to have dis
ap,i:>roved of music and its pleasure, but it appears that th is 
is partly based on a misunderstanding of Epicurus '  aver
sion to music criticism (see Plutarch, That It Is Not Possible to Live Pleasurably According to the Doctrine of Epicurus 13) .  Two important works by Philodemus of Gadara 
(first century B.C . ), parts of wh ich have been unearthed at 
Herculaneum, give further evidence of Epicurean th inking 
about the arts. In his work On Music ( Peri Mousikes), Phi
lodemus strikes the earl iest known blow for what later was 
cal led "formal ism," by arguing (against the Pythagoreans, 
Plato, and Aristotle) that music by itself-apart from the 
words, whose effects are often con fused with the music 
itself-is incapable either of arousing emot ions or of 
effecting ethical transformation s of the soul . And in his 
work On Poems (Peri Poematon) he argued that specifically 
poetic goodness (to poietikon agathon) is not determined 
either by the moral-didactic aim ( didaskalia), by the 
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pleasure of technique and form (psychagogia), or by a 
mere addition of the two, but by a unity of form and con
tent-his conception of wh ich we do not now know. 

The main l ines of reflection about literature during the 
Roman period seem to have been practical and pedagogi
cal .  Two works were outstandingly influential (the second, 
however, not until its redi scovery in the modern period):  
the Ars Poetica, or Epistle to the Pisos, of H orace, which 
discusses many questions of style and form, and the �ork On Elevation in Poetry (Peri Hypsous, or On the Sublime), 
probably  written during the first century A.D.,  perhaps by a 
Greek named "Longinus. " This l ively and bril l iant work 
defines the qual ity of great writing in affective terms, as 
that which transports the soul ; and it investigates the styl
istic and formal conditions of this effect. 

Plotinus. The philosophical reflection that continued in 
the Platonic schools until the Academy at Athens was 
closed by Ju stinian I in A.D. 529, culminated in the Neo
platon ic system of Plotinus. Three of his fifty-four tractates, 
wh ich make up the six Enneads, deal especial ly  with aes
thetic matters : "On Beauty" (I, vi); "On the Intel l ectual 
Beauty" (V, vii i ) ;  and "How the �tu ltipl icity of the 
Ideal-Forms Came into Being; and on the Good" (VI ,  vii) .  

Behind the visible world, in this view, stands "the one" ( to hen), or "the first," which is u ltimate real ity in its first 
"hypostasis ," or rol e, beyond all conception and knowl
edge. In its second hypostasis,  real i ty is "intel lect," or 
"mind" ( nous), but also the Platonic forms that are known 
by mind. In  its th ird hypostasis it i s  the "all- soul" ( psyche), 
or principle of creativity and l i fe. Within h is  scheme
infinite gradations of being "emanating" from the central 
"l ight" -Plotinus  develops a theory of beauty that is high
ly original, though inspired by the Symposium and other 
Platonic dialogues. The tractate "On B eauty" (MacKenna 
and Page translation) begins by noting that beauty l ies in 
things seen and heard ,  and also in good character and 
conduct ( I ,  vi, l ) ; and the question is, "What . . .  is it that 
gives comeliness to all these things?" 

The first an swer considered, and rejected, is that of the 
Stoics. Beauty i s, or depends on , symmetry. Plotinus 
argues that s imple sense qualities (colors and tones), and 
al so moral qual ities, can have beauty though they cannot 
be symmetrical ; moreover, an object can lose some of its 
beauty (as when a person dies) without losing any symme
try (VI ,  vi i ,  22). Therefore, symmetry is neither a neces sary 
nor sufficient condition of beauty. It is not beauty but 
participation in ideal-forn1 , that is ,  embodiment of Platon ic 
ideas, that marks the difference in a stone before and after 
the sculptor carves it; for he gives it form. Where ideal
form enters, he says, confusion has been "ral l ied . . .  into 
co-operation" (I, vi, 2): when an object becomes unified,  
"Beauty enthrones itself. " A homogeneous thing, l ike  a 
patch of color, is already unified by simi larity throughout; 
a h eterogeneous th ing, l ike a house or ship, i s  unified by 
the dominance of the form , which is a divine thought ( I ,  vi, 
2 ). In the experience of beauty, th e soul finds joy in recog
nizing in the object an "affinity" to itsel f; for in this affinity 
it becomes aware of its own participation in ideal-form and 
its divinity. H ere is the h istorical source of mysticism and 
romanticism in aesthetics. 

Love, in Plotinus' system, is al ways the love of beauty 

( I l l ,  v ,  1 )  and of absolute and ultimate beauty through its 
lesser and dimmer manifestations in nature or in the work 
of the artist-craftsman (I, vi, 7; VI, ii, 18 ;  V, vi i i, 8 - 10). 
Something of Plato's ambivalence toward art reappears in 
Plotinus' account at th is point, though muted and closer to 
being overcome in the basic monism of the system. \Ve 
ascend from the contemplation of sensuous beauty to de
l ight in beautiful deeds, to moral beauty and the beauty of 
institutions , and thence to absolute beauty (I, vi, 8 -9 ;  I I ,  
ix, 16) .  Plotinus distinguishes three ways to truth, that of 
the musician , the lover, and the metaphys ician ( I ,  iii, 1 - 2);  
and he speaks of nature as offering a lovelines s that cannot 
help but l ead the admiring contemplator to th ought of the 
higher beauties that are reflected there (II, ix, 7 ;  V, vii i ,  
2 -3 ). Nor are the arts to be neglected, on the ground that 
they are mere imitations (here he  comes closest to correct
ing the Republic, Book X), for both the painting and the 
object it copies are, after all ,  both imitation s of the ideal
form; moreover, th e painter may be able to i mitate form all 
the more truly, to "add where nature is lacking" (V, viii , l ;  
cf. V, ix, 1 1 ). Yet, i n  h i s  more rel igious mood, Plotinu s  
rem inds u s  that earth ly and vis ible beauty may distract u s  
from the infinite (V, v ,  12 ), that "authentic beauty," or 
"beyond-beauty," is invisibl e (VI ,  vii , 33 ); and he who has become beautiful ,  and hence divine, no longer sees or 
needs i t  (V, vii, 1 1 ). The ladder, to use once more a too-fa
mil iar simil itude, is kicked away by the ph ilosophic mys tic 
once he reaches home. 

THE l\UDDLE AGES 

The early church Fathers were somewhat doubtful of 
beauty and the arts : they feared that a keen interest in 
earthly things might endanger the soul, whose true voca
tion l ies el sewhere-especially s ince the l iterature, drama, 
and visual art they were acquainted with was closely asso
c iated with the pagan cultures of Greece and Rome. But 
des pite the danger of idolatry, sculpture and painting 
became accepted as legitimate aids to piety, and l itera
ture became accepted as part of education in the l iberal 
arts . Concern with aesthetic problems was not a prominent 
part of medieval philosophy, but some important l ines of 
thought can be observed in the works of the two greatest 
thinkers. 

St. Augustine. In his Confessions (IV, xiii) ,  Augustine 
tel ls  a l i ttle of his lost early work, De Pulchro et Apto ("On 
the Beautiful and Fitting"), in which he di stinguished a 
beauty that belongs to th ings in virtue of their forming a 
whole and a beauty that belongs to things in virtue of their 
fitting in with someth ing el se  or being part of a whole. I t  is 
not possible to be sure, from his brief description, of the 
exact nature of this distinction. His later thoughts on 
beauty are scattered throughout his works , and especial ly  
in  De Ordine ("Concerning Order," A.D .  386), De Vera Religione ("Concerning True Rel igion," A.D.  390), and De Musica (A.D. 388 - 39 1 ), a treati se on meter. 

The key concepts in Augustine's theory are un ity, num
ber, equality, proportion, and order; and un ity is the basic 
notion, not only in art (De Ordine I I , xv, 42) but in real ity. 
The existence of individual th ings as un its, and the possi
bility of comparing th em with respect to equal i ty or l i ke-



ness ,  gives rise to proportion, measure, and number (De 
Musica VI, x iv, 44; xvii, 56; De Libero Arbitrio I I ,  vi i i ,  22). 
Number, he emphas izes in various places, is fundamental 
both to being and to beauty-"Examine the beauty of 
bodily form, and you will find that everyth ing is in its 
place by number" (De Libero Arbitrio I I ,  xvi , 42, Burleigh 
tran slati on ). Number gives ri se to order, the arrangement 
of equal and unequal parts into an integrated complex in 
accordance with an end. And from order comes a second
level kind of unity, the emergent un ity of heterogeneous 
wholes,  harmonized or made symmetrical through internal 
relation s of l ikeness between the parts (De Vera Religione 
xxx , 55; xxxii ,  59 ; De Musica VI,  xvii, 58). 

An important feature of Augustine's theory is that the 
perception of beauty involves a normative judgment. We 
perceive the ordered object as being what it ought to be, 
the disordered object as fal l ing short; hence the painter 
can correct as he goes along and the critic can judge (De 
Vera Religione xxxii ,  60). But this rightness or wrongn ess 
cannot be merely sensed (De Musica VI, xi i ,  34) ;  the spec
tator must bring with h im a concept of ideal order, given to 
him by a "divine i l lumination ."  It follows that judgment of 
beauty is objectively val id;  there can be no relativity in i t  
(De Trinitate IX,  vi ,  10 ;  De Libero Arbitrio I I ,  xvi , 4 1 ). 

Augustine also wrestled with the probl em of l iterary 
truth , and in his  Soliloquies (A.O. 387) he proposed a rather 
soph i sticated distinction between different sorts of lying or 
deception. In the perceptual i l lus ion , the straight oar pre
tends to be bent, and could be bent, but the statue could 
not be a man and therefore is  not "mendacious ."  So, too, 
the fictional character could not be real and does not pre
tend to be real by his own will ,  but only fol lows the will of 
the poet ( I I ,  ix, 16 ;  x, 18 ;  cf. Confessions I I I ,  vi) .  

St. Thomas Aquinas. Thomas '  account of beauty is given 
tersely, almost casually, in a few key passages that have 
become justly famous for theinich impl ications. Goodness 
i s  one of the "transcendental s"  in his  metaphysics, being 
predicable of every being and cutting across the Aristo
telian categories ; it is Being considered in relation to de
sire (Summa Theologica I, q. 5, art. 1 ). The pleasant, or 
delightful, is one of the divisions of goodness- "that which 
terminates the movement of appetite in the form of rest in 
the th ing desired, is  cal led the pleasant" (S.T. I, q. 5, art. 6, 
Domin ican Fathers tran slation ). And beauty is what 
pleases on being seen ( Pulchra enim dicuntur quae visa 
placent, S. T �I ,  q. 5, art. 4) .  

Here, of course, " seeing" extends to al l  cognitive grasp; 
the perception of beauty is  a kind of knowing (th is explain s 
why it does not occur in the lower senses of smell and 
taste, S.T. 1 - 1 1 ,  q. 27, art. I ). Since cognition con sists in 
abstracting the form that makes an object what i t  is ,  beauty 
depends on the form .  Thomas ' best-known statement about 
beauty occurs in the course of a discuss ion of Augustine 's 
attempt to identify the persons of the Trinity with some of 
his  key concepts,  the Father with unity, etc. Beauty, he 
says , "includes three conditions" (S.T. I ,  q. 39, art. 8). First, 
there is "integrity or perfection" (integri tas sive perfec
tio)-broken or injured objects,  incomplete objects, are 
ugly. Second, there is "due proportion or harmony" (de
bita proportio sive consonantia), which may refer partly to 
the relations between parts of the object itself but main ly 
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refers to a relation between the object and the perceiver: 
that the eminently visible object, for exampl e, i s  propor
tioned to the sight. Thi rd, there is "brightnes s or clarity" 
(claritas), or brill iance (see also S.  T. II - I I,  q. 145, art 2 ;  
q .  1 80 ,  art. 2 ). The third condition has been variou sly ex
plicated ; it is connected with the medieval Neoplatonie 
tradition in which l ight is a symbol of divine beauty and 
truth (see the pseudo-Dionysius  on the Divine Names, Ch. 
4; Robert Grosseteste, De Luce, and his commentary on 
the Hexaiimeron). Clarity is that "splendor of fom1 [res
plendentia formae] shining on the proportioned parts of 
matter" in the opusculum De Pulchro et Bono (I ,  vi, 2), 
written either by the young Thomas or his teacher Alber
tus Magnus .  The conditions of beauty can be stated un ivo
cal ly, but beauty, being a part of goodness, is an analogical 
term (that i s ,  has different senses when appl ied to different 
sorts of things). It s ignifies a whole family of qual ities, for 
each thing is beautiful in its own way (Aquinas, Commen
tary on the Psalms, Psalm xliv, 2;  cf. Commen tary on the 
Divine Names iv, 5). 

The theory of interpretation. The consuming tasks of 
the early Fathers , clarifying, reconcil ing, and systematiz
ing Bibl ical texts in order to defend Christianity against 
external enemies and heretical deviations, requ ired a 
method of exegetical interpretation. The Greek tradition of 
all egorizing Homer and Hesiod and the Rabbin ical tradi
tion of allegorical expos ition of Jewish scriptures had been 
brought together and elaborately refined by Philo of Alex
andria. H i s  methods were adopted by Origen, who dis tin
gui shed three level s of meaning in scripture : the l iteral, 
the moral,  and the spiritual or mystical (see De Principiis 
IV, i , 16, 18, 20). Th is method was taken into the West by 
Hilary of Poitiers and Ambrose, bishop of M ilan, and fur
ther developed by John Cass ian, whose formulation and 
examples became standard throughout the medieval pe
riod up to the time of Dante (see Dante's letter to Can 
Grande, 1319 ,  the Preface to the Paradiso). 

In Cassian's exampl e (Collationes xiv, 8), Jerusalem, in 
the Old Testament, is ,  "l iteral ly" or "historically," the city 
of the Jews ; on the "al legorical ," or what came to be cal led 
the "typical ," level , it refers prophetical ly to the later 
church of Christ; on the "tropological," or moral , level , to 
the individual soul ; on the "anagogical " level , to the heav
enly City of God. The last three level s together are some
times cal led the "al legorical,"  or (as by St. Thomas)  the 
"spiri tual ,"  meaning. As Thomas also indicates (Summa 
Theologica I ,  q. 1, art 10), the "l iteral " meaning also in
cludes metaphorical statements . 

Origen insi sted that all B ibl ical texts must have the 
highest level of meaning, the "spiritual ," though they may 
lack a moral sense and may even fail to make sense on the 
l i teral level,  if too great an absurdity would be entailed by 
taking them that way. In this he was fol lowed by St. Au
gustine (De Doctrina Christiana I I I ,  x, 14; xv, 23) but not 
by Hugh of St. Victor (De Scripturis, v; Eruditiones Didas
calicon VI , iv, vi i i - x i ), who held that the second- level 
mean ings are a function of the first level , and a fi rst-l evel 
meaning can always be found if metaphor is included in it. 

Because Christianity taught that the world was created 
ex nihilo by God, rather than generated or molded out of 
something else, Chri s tian th inkers tended, in the .M iddle 
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Ages,  to hold that nature itself must carry the marks or 
s igns of i ts origin and be a symbol ic embodiment of the 
Word ; in this respect, like Holy Scripture, God's other 
creation , i t  can be subjected to interpretation. Thus, nature 
becomes an allegory, and every natural object a symbol of 
something beyond. This view reaches its fullest develop
ment in John Scotus Erigena (De Divisione Naturae I, i i i )  
and St. Bonaventure (Collationes in Hexaemeron I I ,  27). 

Though these reflections were primarily theological, 
rather than aesthetic, they were of great signi ficance to the 
l ater history of aesthetics : they raised important questions 
about the nature of metaphor and symbol, in l i terature as 
wel l as in theology; they ini ti ated reflection on the general 
problem of interpreting works of art; and they showed the 
possibil ity of a broad philosophy of symbolic forms, in  
which a l l  art might be  understood as  a kind of  symbol ism. 

THE RENAISSANCE 

The most interesting philosophical development in  the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries was the revival,  by a 
num her of thinkers,  of Platonism and the creation of a 
vigorous Neoplatonism. Of these th inkers, Marsil io  Fi
cino, translator of Plato and Plotinus and founder of the 
new Academy (1462), was the greate st. In De Amore (his 
commentary on the Symposium, written 1474 - 1475)  and 
in his principal work, the Theologia Platonica, Ficino took 
over a number of the leading aesthetic notions of the 
Greeks and of S t. Augustine, and to them he added one of 
his most original ideas, a theory of contemplation based on 
Plato's Phaedo. In contemplation, he held, the soul with
draws to some extent from the body into a purely rational 
conscious ness of the Platonic forms. This inward concen
tration is required for art istic creation, which involves 
detachment from the real , to anticipate what does not yet 
exist, and also is requ ired for the experience of beauty (th is 
explains why beauty can be grasped only by the intell ec
tual faculties-s ight, hearing, and th inking-and not by the 
lower senses ). 

More sign ificant for the future, however, were the 
changes taking place in basic ass umptions about the arts 
and in attitudes toward th em. 

The most sign ificant works on the fine arts were the 
three books on painting, sculpture, and architecture by 
Leon Battista Alberti , the large collection of notes toward a 
systematic treatise on painting by Leonardo da Vinci,  and 
surviving memoranda and the two books, on geometry and 
perspective and on human proportions by Albrecht Diirer. 
One of the most serious endeavors of these arti sts and 
others was to establ ish a status for painting with in the 
l iberal arts, separating it from the other manual crafts 
among which i t  had been classified throughout the medie
val period. The painter, Alberti argued (in his Della pittura, 1436), requi res a special tal ent and skil l ;  he needs a 
l iberal education and a knowledge of human affairs and 
human nature ; he must be a scienti st, in order to follow the 
laws of nature and produce accurate representations of 
natural events and human actions. H is sci entific knowl
edge, indeed, must be bas ical ly mathematical , for the 
theory of proportions and the theory of l inear perspective 
(which preoccupied Renaissance theorists, and especially 
D iirer) are mathematical studies ;  and they provide the 

principles in terms of which paintings can be unified and 
made beautiful,  but at the same time made to depict cor
rectly. Leonardo's argument for the superiority of painting 
to poetry and music (and also, in  some degree, to sculp
ture)  followed similar l ines (see the first part of the Treatise on Painting). 

The concern for faithfulness of representation that is 
fundamental to Renai ssance fine arts theory is  also found 
in the developing theory of music. The music theori sts, 
aim ing to secure the place of music as a humanistic disci
pl ine, sought for a vocal music that would attam the pow
erful emotional and ethical effects attributed to Greek 
music. They stressed the i mportance of making the music 
fol low the text, to intens ify the meanings of the words. 
These ideas were defended, for example, by Gioseffe 
Zarl ino,  in his  lstitutioni Armoniche ( 1558 ) and by Vin
cenzo Gal i lei ,  in h is Dialogo della musica antica e della moderna ( 158 1 ). 

Renais sance poetics was dominated by Aristotle (espe
cially the concept of poetry as imitation of human action) 
and Horace (the thesis that poetry aims to del ight and 
instruct-though this dual ism was rejected by one of the 
major theori sts, Lodovico Castelvetro ,  in his commentary 
on Aris totl e's Poetics, 1570). The concept of imitation was 
variously interpreted and criticized by the Italian theori sts . 
Among the chief points of disagreement and contention 
was the question whether poetry must belong to fixed 
genres and obey rigid rules ,  such as the dramatic "unities " 
adopted so adamantly by Jul ius Caesar Scal iger in his Poetics ( 156 1 ), and the question (as discussed, for example, 
in S idney's Defense of Poesie, 1595) whether the poet is 
guilty of tel l ing l ies and of leading h is readers into immo
rality. In these discussions , the Aristotelian katharsis and 
Plato's condemnation of the poets were central and recur
rent topics. 

THE ENLIGHTENMENT: CARTESIAN RATIONALISM 

Though Descartes had no aesthetic theory, and indeed 
wrote nothing about the arts apart from his early Compendium Musicae ( 16 18), his epistemological method and 
conclu sions were decisive in the development of neoclas
sical aesthetics. As in  other areas, the search for clarity of 
concept, rigor of deduction, and intu itive certainty of basic 
principles penetrated the realm of critical theory, and its 
effects can be traced in numerous works , for example, in 
Nicolas Boi leau-Despreaux's L'Art poetique ( 1674); in 
Alexander Pope 's Essay on Criticism ( 17 1 1 ) ; in Charles Du 
Fresnoy' s De Arte Graphica (translated into French by 
Roger de Piles,  1668, into Engl ish by Dryden, 1695); and 
in Jean Phil ippe Rameau's Traite de l'harmonie reduite a ses principes naturels ( 1 722). Cartesian and Aristotelian 
elements combined in the richly polysemous concepts of 
reason and nature, which became central to all theories of 
the arts . To follow nature and to follow rules of reason 
were identified in counsel to the creative artist as well as 
in cri tical judgment. 

In the sixteenth century, the rul es for making and for 
judging works of art were general ly (but not always) sup
ported by authority, either the supposed authority of Aris
totle or the models provided by classical writers. The new 
rational ism in aesthetics was the hope that these rules 



could be given a more solid, a priori, foundation by deduction from a basic self-evident axiom, such as the principle that art is im itation of nature-where nature comprised the universal, the normal , the essential, the characteri stic, the ideal. So, in Samuel Johnson (Preface to 
Shakespeare, 1765), "just representations of general Nature" become the end of art ;  the painter "is to examine, not the individual, but the species" (Rasselas, 1759, Ch. 10). And in the Discourses ( 1778) of Sir Joshua Reynolds, the painter is advised to "cons ider nature in th e abstract, and represent in every one of his figures the character of its species" (III). 

The problem of the rules. The controversy over the authority and infallibil ity of the rules reflected a conflict between reason and experience, between less and more empirical approaches to art. For example, Corneille, in his three Discourses ( 1660), admitted the necessity of observing unity of space, time, and action in dramatic construction but confessed also that he was by no means their "slave" and sometimes had to break or modify them for the sake of dramatic effect or the audience's enjoyment. Moli ere, in  his  Critique de l' ecole des femmes ( 1663), was even more outspoken in making experiment the test. However, other theori sts held the line in France, for example, George de Scudery and Charles de Saint-Evremond. Dryden, in his Defense of an Essay of Dramatic Poesy ( 1668), suggested that if drama has a function or end, there must be rules, but the rules th em selves are only probable and rest in part upon experience. In th is spirit, Johnson criticized the pseudo-Aristotelian rules of time and place. In music, the conflict between reason and experience appeared in controversies over harmony and consonance, as well as over the absoluteness of rules, such as the avoidance of parallel fifth s. The followers of Zarl ino insi sted on a mathematical basis for acceptable chords ;  the followers of Vincenzo Galilei w�re more will ing to let the ear be the judge. A kind of reconcil iation of these views appears in Leibniz' theory (Principles of Nature and of 
Grace, 1714 ,  § 17) that, l ike all sensations, musical tones are confused melanges of infinite sets of petites percep
tions that at every moment are in  pre-establ ished harmony with the perceptions of all other monads ;  in hearing a chord, th e soul unconsciously counts the beats and compares the mathematical ratio which, when simple, produces concord. 

Toward a unified aesthetics. The Cartesian theory of knowledge lea to a more systematic attempt at a metaphysics of art in the Meditationes Philosophicae de Nonnullis 
ad Poema Pertinentibus ( 1735) of Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten. Baumgarten, who coined the term "aesthetics," aimed to provide an account of poetry (and indirectly of all art )  as involving a particular form, or level, of cognition- "sensory cognition. "  He began with Descartes's d i stinctions (Principles of Philosophy I,  xlv - xlvi), elaborated by Leibniz (Discourse on Metaphysics, xxiv), between clear and obscure ideas, and between distinct and confused ideas. Sense data are clear but confused, and poetry is "sensate discourse,"  that is ,  discourse in which such clear -confused ideas are l inked together into a structure. The "extensive clarity" of a poem consists in the number of clear ideas combined in it, and the rules for making or judging poetry have to do with ways in which 
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the extensive clarity of a poem may be increased or dim inished. Baumgarten's book is  remarkably concise, and its formal ized deductive manner, with definitions and derivations, goes out of its way to declare the possibility of deal ing in  an acceptably rigorous Cartesian way with matters apparently so l ittle suited for rigorous treatment. Though he did not finish his Aesthetics, which would have general ized his study of poetry, the makings of a general theory are present in the Meditations. Its basic principl e is still the imitation of nature-the principle that is  al so fundamental to the influential work of the Abbe Charles Batteux, Les Beaux Arts reduits a un meme principe ( 1 746), and to the important classi fication of the fine arts in d'Alembert's Discours preliminaire to the Encyclopedie ( 1 751). The importance of Les sing' s Laokoon oder iiber die 
Grenzen der Malerei und Poesie ( 1766) is that, though he did not reject the possibil ity of a system that will relate al l the arts, he attacked superficial and deadening analogies (many of them based on the Horatian formula, ut pictura 
poesis, torn from its context). He looked for the specific individual potential ities and values of painting and poetry in their own distinctive mediums. The medium of an art is, he says, the "signs" (Zeichen) it uses for imitation ; and painting and poetry, when carefully examined for their capacities to imitate, turn out to be radically different. Consisting of shapes and colors, side by side, painting is  best at picturing objects and vi sible properties, and can only indirectly suggest actions ;  poetry is just the opposite. When a secondary power of an art is made primary, it cannot do its best work. By the clarity and vigor of his argument and his sharp critici sm of prevailing assumptions, Lessing gave a new turn to aesthetics. 

THE ENLIGHTENMENT: EMPIRIC ISM Contemporaneous with the development of neoclassical critical theory was the divergent line of aesthetic inquiry pursued principal ly, though not exclu sively, by British theori sts in the Baconian tradition of empiricism. They were greatly interested in the psychology of art (though they were not merely psychologists), especially the creative process and the effects of art upon the beholder. 
The imagination. That the imagination (or "fancy") plays a central, if mysterious, role in artistic creation had long been acknowledged. Its mode of operation-the secret of inventiveness and original ity-was not systematical ly investigated before the empiricists of the seventeenth century. Among the rational ists, the imagination, considered as an image-registering faculty or as an image-combining faculty, played littl e or no role in knowl edge. (See Descartes's Rule I II  of the Regulae ["the blundering constructions of imagination"] ;  Principles I, l xxi - lxxi i i ;  and 

Meditation VI. )  But Bacon's Advancement of Learning ( 1605) placed the imagination as a faculty al ongs ide memory and reason and assigned poetry to it, as history and philosophy (including, of course, both moral and natural philosophy) were assigned to the other faculties. Thomas Hobbes, in the first chapters of his Leviathan ( 165 1 ), undertook to give the first analysis of imagination, which he defined as "decaying sense" (I, ii) ,  the phan-
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tasms, or images, that remain when the physiological mo
tions of sensation cease. But besides this "simple imagina
tion ," which is passive, there is also "compound 
imagination , "  which creates novel images by rearranging 
old ones. Hobbes stated that the mind's "trains" of thought 
are gu ided by a general principle of as sociation ( I ,  i i i ) , but 
he did not work it out very ful ly. Nor did Locke develop 
this idea very far in the famous chapter "Of the Association 
of Ideas" ( I I ,  xxxi i i )  that he added to the fourth edition 
( 1 700) of his Essay Concerning Human Understanding 
( 1 690). The tendency of ideas that have accompan ied each 
other to stick together and pul l  each other into the mind 
was noted by Locke as a pathological feature of the under
standing: it explains various sorts of error and the difficul ty 
of eradicating them (cf. Conduct of the Understanding, 
§4 I ). The work of fancy is best seen, according to Locke, i n  
the tendency of  poetic language to become figurative. As 
long as we are interested in pleasure, we cannot be trou
bled by such ornaments of style ;  but metaphors and sim
iles are "perfect cheats" when we are interested in truth 
( I I I ,  x,  34 ; cf. Conduct of Understanding, § §32 -42). Locke 
here reflects a widespread distru st of imagination in the 
later seventeenth century. I t  is shown in a famous passage 
from Sprat's History of the Royal Society ( 1 702), in which 
Sprat describes the "close, naked, natural way of speak
ing," in cl early defined words, required for scienti fic dis
course, and contrasts it with the "specious tropes and 
figures" of poetry. 

The theory of the association of ideas was developed 
into a systematic psychology by Hume, in  his Treatise of Human Nature ( 1 739 - 1740), and Hartley, in his  Observations on Man ( 1 749). In Hume, the tendency of ideas to 
consort with one another because of similarity, propin
qu ity, or causal connection became a powerful principle 
for explaining many mental operations ;  and Hartley car
ried the method further. Despite attacks upon it, as socia
tion ism played a crucial role  in several eighteenth-century 
attempts to explain the pleasures of art. 

The problem of taste. The investigation of the psycho
logical effects of art and of the aesthetic experience (in 
modern terms) developed along two di stinct, but occasion
al ly  intersecting, paths : ( 1 )  the search for an adequate 
analysis and explanation of certain basic aesthetic qual ities 
(the beautifu l ,  the sublime) or (2) an inquiry into the na
ture and justification of critical judgment, the problem of 
"taste ."  Without trying to keep these completely separate, 
let us first cons ider those philosophers in the early part of 
the eighteenth century in whose th inking the second prob
l em was uppermost. 

One phase of aesthetic thinking was launched by the 
very influential writings of the third earl of Shaftesbury 
(see especial ly his Moralists, 1709, I l l ;  Inquiry Concerning Virtue or Merit, 1699, I ;  and Characteristics, 17 1  I ). 
Shaftesbury's philosophy was bas ical ly Neoplatonic, but to 
emphasize the immediacy of our impress ion of beauty, and 
also to underl ine his view that the harmony perceived as 
beauty i s  also perceived as virtue, Shaftesbury gave the 
name "moral sense" to that " inward eye" that grasps har
mony in both its aesthetic and ethical forms. The concept 
of a special faculty of aesthetic apprehens ion was one form 
of the theory of taste. Shaftesbury's other contributions to 
the development of aesthetics are h is  description of dis-

interestedness as a characteristic of the aesthetic att i tude (Moralists I I I )  and his appreciation (along with his  contem
poraries John Dennis and Thomas Burn et) of wild, fearful, 
and irregular forms of nature-a taste that helped bring 
into prominence, in  the eighteenth century, the concept of 
the sublime as an aesthetic qual ity distinct from beauty. 

Joseph Addison's Spectator papers on aesthetic enjoy
ment ( 1 7 1 2 , Nos.  409, 4 1 1  -42 1 )  conceived taste as simply 
the capacity to di scern those three qualities that give rise 
to "the pleasures of the imagination ," greatness (that i s ,  
subl imity), uncommonness (novelty), and beauty. Addison 
made some attempt to explain why i t  is that the perception 
of these qual i ties is attended by so much pleasure of so 
special a sort, but he did not go far; his service (earning the 
appreciation he received from succeeding thinkers ) was 
the l ively and provocative way in which he raised many of 
the bas ic questions. 

The first real treati se  on aesthetics in  the modern world 
was Francis Hutcheson's Inquiry Concerning Beauty, Order, Harmony, and Design, the first  part of An Inquiry Into the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue ( 1 725). 
From Shaftesbury, Hutcheson took the idea of an inner 
sense; the "sense of beauty" is the power to frame the idea 
of beauty when confronted with those qual ities of objects 
su ited to ra ise it. The sense of beauty does not depend on 
judgment or reflection ; it does not respond to intell ectual 
or uti l i tarian features of the world, nor does i t  depend on 
as sociation of ideas .  His  analys is showed that we sense 
beauty in an object when it  presents "a compound ratio of 
uniformity and variety" (2d ed. ,  p. 17 ), so that beauty var
ies with either of these, if the other is held constant. A 
bas is is thus laid for a nonrelativi stic standard of judgment, 
and variations in actual preference are explained away as 
due to different expectations with which the beautiful 
object, in  art or nature, is approached. 

The question of a standard of taste was the chief concern 
of David Hume's thinking on aesthetic matters . In h is  Treatise ( I I ,  i ,  8) ,  he  suggested that "beauty is such an 
order and construction of parts, as either by the primary constitution of our nature, by custom, or by caprice, is 
fitted to give a pleasure and satisfaction to the soul ,"  thus 
al lowing, l ike Hutcheson, who influenced him cons idera
bly, an immediate delight i n  beauty, but al lowing also for a 
transfer of th is delight  by association. For example, the 
appearance (not necessari ly the actual ity) of convenience 
or uti l ity explains why many objects are esteemed beauti
ful ( I I I ,  i i i ,  I ) . Som e  types of beauty, then, are simply seen 
or mis sed; judgments of them cannot be corrected. But in 
other cases, especially in art, argument and reflection can 
correct judgment (see Enquiry Concerning the Principles of Morals, 1 75 1 ,  S ec .  I ). This problem is d iscussed most 
careful ly  in  the essay "Of the Standard of Taste" ( in Four Dissertations, 1 757). Hume argued that it is natural to seek 
for a standard of taste, by which aesthetic preferences can 
be cal led correct or incorrect, especial ly  as there are clear 
cases of error ("Bunyan is a better writer than Addison"). 
The rules, or criteria, of judgment are to be established by 
inductive inquiry into those features of works of art that 
enabl e them to please most highly a qual i fied perceiver, 
that is ,  one who i s  experienced, calm, unprejudiced. But 
there will always be areas within which preference is due 
to temperament, age, cul ture, and similar factors unchange-



able by argument; there is no objective standard by which 
such differences can be rational ly resolved. 

The aesthetic qualities. The search for necessary and 
su fficient conditions of beauty and other aesthetic qual ities 
(the concept of the "picturesque" was added late in the 
century) was continued enthusiastical ly  in the latter hal f of 
the eighteenth century. I n  this debate, an important part 
was played by Edmund Burke's youthful work , A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful ( 1 757) .  Its argument develops on two 
levels ,  phenomenological and physiological. The first task 
is to explain by what qual ities objects excite in  us the 
feel ings of beauty ("love" without  desire)  and sublimity 
("astonishment" without actual danger). The feel ing of the 
subl ime, to begin with, involves a degree of horror-con
trol led horror-the mind being held and fil led by what it 
contemplates ( I I ,  1 ). Thus, any object that can excite the 
ideas of pain and danger, or is associated with such ob
jects, or has qual ities that can operate in a simi lar way, can 
be subl ime (I, 7). Burke then goes on to argue that obscu
rity, power, privation and emptiness , vastness approaching 
infinity, etc. contribute to subl imity ( I I ,  3 -8 ). Beauty is 
analogously treated :  the paradigm emotion is response to 
female beauty, minus lust; and objects that are smal l ,  
smooth , gently varying, del icate, etc. can give the feel ing 
of beauty ( I I I ,  1 - 16) .  The same scene can be both beauti
ful and sublime, but because of the opposition in several of 
their conditions it cannot be very intensely either if it is 
both. 

Burke then moves to his  second level of explanation (IV, 
1 ,  5 ). He asks what enabl es the perceptual qual ities to 
evoke the feel ings of beauty and subl imity, and he answers 
that they do so by producing physiological effects l ike 
those of actual l ove and terror. "Beauty acts by relaxing the 
sol ids of the whole system" (IV, 19 )-this  is one of Burke's 
celebrated hypotheses, a pioneering attempt at physiolog
ical aesthetics. 

In this  very fertile period of ae sthetic investigation, 
many other writers, of various degrees of sophistication, 
contributed to the theory of beauty and subl imity and to 
the foundations of taste. Among the most important works, 
stil l  worth reading for some of their suggestions, are Al ex
ander Gerard's Essay on Taste (written by 1756, publ i shed 
1 759; see also his Essay on Genius, 1774) ,  which made 
much use of association in  explaining our pleasure in 
beauty, nov.elty, subl imity, imitation, harmony, ridicule, 
and virtue;  Henry H ome's (Lord Karnes) Elements of Criticism (I 762); Hugh Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres (given from 1759 on, publ ished 1783); Thomas 
Reid's essay on Taste in his  Essays on the Intellectual Powers of Man ( I  785). On the Continent, the question 
whether there is  a special aesthetic sense was discu ssed, 
along with many other problems, by Jean-Pierre de 
Crousaz, Traite du beau ( 1 7 14 ), and the Abbe Dubos, Reflexions critiques sur la poesie et sur la peinture (I 719). 
Noteworthy also are Voltaire's Temple du gout ( 1733), 
Yves-Marie Andre's Essai sur le beau ( 1 74 1 ), and espe
cial ly the articl e on beauty that Diderot wrote for the Encyclopedie ( I  75 1 ) , in which the experience of beauty is 
analyzed as the perception of "relationships" ( rapports). 

In general, the later development of empiricist aesthet
ics involved increasingly ambitious attempts to explain 
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aesthetic phenomena by  means of  association; a further 
broadening of the acknowledged aesthetic qual iti es, away 
from a l imited concept of beauty; further reflection on the 
nature of "genius," the capacity to "snatch a grace beyond 
the reach of art"; and a growing conviction that critical 
principles have to be ju stified, if they can be justified at a l l ,  
i n  terms of empirical knowledge of the characteri stic 
effects of art. The achievements and the high level of dis
cussion reached by the empiricist movement can be seen 
very wel l  in a later treati se by Archibald Al ison, his Essays on the Nature and Principles of Taste ( 1 790 ; rev. ed. , 
which became highly influential , 1 8 1  I ). Al ison abandoned 
the hope for simple formulas of beauty and resolved the 
pleasure of taste into the enjoyment of following a train of 
imaginations, in which some of the ideas produce emo
tions and in which the entire train is connected by a dom
inant emotion. No special sense is  required; the principles 
of association explain everything. And the arguments by 
which Al ison supported his main theses, the careful in
ductions at all points, are models of one kind of aesthetics. 
For example, he showed, by experimental comparisons ,  
that particular qual ities o f  objects, o r  o f  Hogarth's  "line of 
beauty" ( I I ,  iv, 1 ,  Part I I ) ,  do not produce aesthetic pleas
ure unless they become "expressive," or take on the char
acter of signs, by being able to initiate a train of associa
tions; and it is the same, he said, with colors : "Purple, for 
instance, has acqu ired a character of Dignity, from its 
accidental connection with the Dress of Kings" ( I I ,  i i i ,  1 ). 

GERMAN IDEALISM 

By assigning to the problems of aesthetic judgment the 
major part of his  third Critique (The Critique of Judgment, 
1790), Kant became the first modern philosopher to make 
h i s  aesthetic theory an integral part of a phil osophic sys
tem. For in this  volume he aimed to link the worlds of 
nature and freedom, which the first two Critiques had 
distinguished and separated. 

Kant's analysis of judgments of taste. Kant recast the 
problems of eighteenth-century aesthetic thought, with 
which he was thoroughly famil iar, in the characteri stic 
form of the critical philosophy: How are judgments of the 
beautiful and the sublime poss ible? That is, in view of 
their evident subjectivity, how is their implicit claim to 
general val idity to be vindicated?  That such judgments 
claim general val idity and yet are also subjective is argued 
by Kant, in careful detail ,  in the "Analytic of the Beautiful" 
and the "Analytic of the Subl ime." 

Judgments of beauty (al so cal led "judgments of taste") 
are analyzed in terms of the four "moments" of the table of 
categories : relation, quantity, qual ity, and modal ity. First, 
the judgment of taste does not (like ordinary judgments) 
subsume a representation under a concept, but states a 
relation between the representation and a special dis
interested sati sfaction, that is, a sati sfaction independent of 
desire and interest ( §5). Second, the judgment of taste, 
though singular in logical form ("This rose is beautiful"), 
lays title to universal acceptance, unl ike a report of mere 
sensuous pleasure, which imposes no obl igation to agree. 
Yet, paradoxically, it does not claim to be supportable by 
reasons, for no arguments can constrain anyone to agree 
with a judgment of taste ( §9 ;  cf. §33). Third, aesthetic 
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sati sfaction is evoked by an object that is purpos ive in its 
form, though in fact it has no purpose or function : becau se 
of a certain wholeness, i t  looks as though it  were somehow 
made to be under�tood ( § 10 ;  cf. §65 and Introduction) :  i t  
has "purpos iveness without purpose" (Zweckmiissigkeit ohne Zu;eck). Fourth, the beautiful is claimed by the judg
ment of taste to have a necessary reference to aesthetic 
sati sfaction ( § 1 8) :  not that when we find ourselves moved 
in  this way by an object we can guarantee that all others 
will be similarly moved, but that they ought to take the 
same sati sfaction we do in i t. The problem of validation. It is the above four aspects 
of the judgment of beauty that give ri se to the phil osophi
cal problem of val idation,  which Kant formulates as he had 
the paral lel problems in  the earl ier Critiques: How can 
their claim to necessity (and subjective universal i ty) be 
legitimized? This can only be done, he argues, if it can be 
shown that the conditions presupposed in such a judgment 
are not confined to the individual who makes it, but may 
reasonably be ascribed to all rational beings. A minor clue 
is offered by the disinterestedness of aesthetic sansfaction; 
for if our satisfaction is in no way dependent on individual 
interests , it takes on a kind of intersubjectivity (§6) .  But the 
val idation of the synthetic a priori judgment of taste re
quires something more searching, namely, a transcenden
tal deduction. 

The gist of th is argument is as fol lows : Empirical 
knowledge is possible because the facu lty of judgment can 
bring together general concepts and particular sense
i ntuitions prepared for i t  in  the imagination. These cases 
of determinate judgment presuppose, however, a general 
harmony between the imagination , in its freedom as syn
thesi zer of representations, and the understanding, in i ts 
a priori lawfulness. The formal purpos iveness of an object 
as experienced can induce what Kant cal l s  "a free play of 
the imagination," an intense disinterested pl easure that 
depends not on any particular knowledge but just  on con
sciousness of the harmony of the two cognitive powers,  
imagination and understanding (§9) .  This is the pleasure 
we affirm in the judgment of taste. S ince the general pos
sibil ity of sharing knowledge with each other, which may 
be taken for granted, presupposes that in  each of us there is a cooperation of imagination and understanding, it fol
lows that every rational being has the capacity to feel , 
under appropriate perceptual conditions, this harmony of 
the cognitive powers. Therefore a true judgment of taste 
can legitimately claim to be true for all ( §9;  cf. § §35 -39). 

Kant's system requ ires that there be a dialectic of taste 
with an antinomy to be dissol ved on the principles of 
critical philosophy. This  is a paradox about the role of con
cepts in the judgment of taste: If the judgment involves 
concepts, it must be rational ly  di sputaLle,  and provabl e  by 
reasons (which it is not); if i t  does not involve concepts , it 
cannot even be the subject of disagreement (which it i s ). 
The solution is that no determinate concept i s  involved in 
such judgments, but only the indeterminate concept of the 
supersensible, or thing-in-itself that underlies the object as 
wel l as the judging subject (§ § ,56 -57). Kant on the sublime. Kant's analysis of the subl ime 
proceeds on qui te different grounds. Es sential ly, he ex
plains  this species of satisfaction as a feeling of the gran-

deur of reason itself and of man's moral destiny, which 
ari ses in two ways : ( 1 )  \Vhen we are confronted in nature 
with the extremely vast (the mathematical subl ime), our 
imagination falters in the task of comprehending it and we 
become aware of the supremacy of reason, whose ideas 
reach toward infinite totali ty .  (2 ) When we are confronted 
with the overwhelmingly powerful (the dynamical sub
l ime), the weakness of our empirical selves makes us  
aware (again by contrast) of  our worth as  moral beings (see 
the "Analytic of the Su blime"). In th is analys is ,  and again 
in h is  final remarks on beauty in nature, Kant goes some 
way toward re-establ ishing on one level a connection 
between realms whose autonomy he has fought for on a 
different level .  As he had done earl ier with the a priori 
concepts of the understanding and the sphere of moral ity, 
he has here tri ed to show that the aesthetic stands on i ts 
own feet, independent of desire and interest, of knowledge 
or moral ity. Yet because the experience of beauty depends 
upon seeing natural objects as though they were somehow 
the artifacts of a cosmic reason bent on being intell igible to 
us ,  and because the experience of the sublime makes use 
of natural formlessness and fearfulness to celebrate reason 
itself, these aesthetic values in the last analys i s  serve a 
moral purpose and a moral need, exalt ing and ennobl i ng 
the human spiri t. Schiller. Kant's aesthetic theories were first made use of 
by the dramatic poet Friedrich Schi l l er, who found in  
them the  key to a number of  profound problems about 
cul ture and freedom that he had been meditating. In sev
eral es says and poems, and principal ly in the remarkable Briefe iiber die iisthetische Erzieung des Menschen ("Let
ters on the Aesthetic Education of Man," 1793 - 1 795), he 
developed a neo-Kantian view of art and beauty as the 
medium through which humanity (and the human individ
ual ) advances from a sensuous to a rational,  and therefore 
ful ly  human, stage of existence. Sch i l ler distinguishes 
(Letters 1 2 - 13)  two basic drives i n  man, the sensuous 
impulse (Stofftrieb) and the formal impulse (Formtrieb), 
and argues that they are synthesized and l ifted to a higher 
plane in what he cal l s  the play impulse (Spieltrieb), which 
responds to the living shape (Lebensform) or beauty of the 
world (Letter 15). Play, in his sense, is a more concrete 
vers ion of Kant's harmony of imaginati on and understand
ing; it involves that special combination of freedom and 
neces sity that comes in voluntary submis sion to rul es for 
the sake of the game. By appealing to the play impulse, 
and freeing man's higher sel f  from dominance by his sen
suous nature, art renders man human and gives him a 
social character (Letters 26 - 27); it is therefore the neces
sary condition of any social order that i s  based not upon 
total itarian compul sion but upon rational freedom. Schelling. Friedrich Wilhelm von Schelling was the first 
phil osopher to claim to have discovered an "absolute 
standpoint" from which the dual isms and dichotomies of 
Kant's epi stemology could be overcome, or overridden; 
and he was the first  since Plotinus to make art and beauty 
the capstone of a system. In his System of Transcendental Idealism ( 1800), he attempted a reconcil iation of all oppo
s itions between the self and nature through the idea of art .  
In the arti stic intu i tion, he says , the self is both conscious 
and unconscious at once; there i s  both del iberation, Kunst, 



and inspiration, Poesie. This harmony of freedom and 
necess i ty crystall izes and makes manifest the underlying 
harmony that exists between the self and nature. There is 
at work an unseen creative drive that is, on the uncon
sciousness level, the same as conscious artistic activity. In  
Schell ing's lectures on  the Philosophy of Art (given 
1802 - 1803, but not published until 1859), transcendental 
ideal ism becomes "absolute ideal ism" and art becomes 
the medium through which the infinite "ideas," which 
are the expressions of the variou s "potencies" involved 
in  the ultimate absolute self-identity, become embodied in 
finite form, and therefore the medium through which the 
absolute is most fully revealed. This same general position 
underlies the famous work Uber das Verhiiltniss der bildenden Kiinste zu der Natur (On the Relation Between the Plastic Arts and Nature, 1807). 

Hegel. The most fully articulated ideali stic system of 
aesthetics was that of George Friedrich Wilhelm Hegel ,  in 
his lectures between 1820 and 1829, the notes for which 
were published ( 1835) as his Philosophy of Fine Art. In  art, 
he says , the "idea" (the notion at its highest stage of di
alectical development) becomes embodied in sensuous 
form. This is beauty. Man thereby renders expl icit to him
self what he i s  and can be (see Philosophy of Fine Art, 
Osmaston translation , I, 4 1 ). When the sensuous is spiri
tual ized in art (I, 53), there is both a cognitive revelation of 
truth, and al so a reinvigoration of the beholder. Natural 
beauty is capable of embodying the idea to some degree, 
but in human art the highest embodiment takes place (see 
I, 39 , 10 - 1 1 , 208 - 214 ). 

H egel also worked out, i n  great detail ,  a theory of the 
dialectical development of art in  the history of human 
culture, from Oriental "symbol ic" art, in which the idea is 
overwhelmed by the medium;  through its antithesis ,  clas
sical art, in which the idea and the medium are in perfect 
equil ibrium; to the synthesis ,  romantic art, in which the 
idea dominates the medium and spiritual ization is com
plete (see Vols .  I I I ,  IV). These categories were to prove 
very influential in nineteenth-century German aesthetic 
thought, in wh ich the Hegelian tradition was dominant, 
despite attacks by the "formalists" (such as J. F. Herbart), 
who rejected the analysis of beauty in terms of ideas as an 
overintellectualization of the aesthetic and a sl ighting of 
the formal conditions of beauty. 

ROMANTIC ISM 
Without attempting to trace its roots and early stages, we 

may say that the romantic revolution in feeling and taste 
was fully under way in Schel l ing's philosophy of nature 
and in the new forms of l iterary creation explored by the 
German and Engl i sh poets from about 1890 to 19 10. From 
the start, these developments were accompanied by 
reflection on the nature of the arts themselves, and they 
led in time to fundamental changes in  prevail ing views 
about the arts . 

Emotional expression. The romantics generally con
ceived of art as essentially the expression of the arti st's 
personal emotions. This view is central to such basic docu
ments as Wordsworth's 1800 Preface to Lyrical Ballads, 
Shelley's Defense of Poetry (wri tten 1 8 19)  M il l 's "What is 
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Poetry?" ( 1833), and the writings of  the German and 
French romantics.  The poet himself, his personal ity as 
seen through the "window" of the poem (Carlyle's term in 
"The Hero as Poet," 184 1 ), becomes the center of interest, 
and sincerity (in Wordsworth , Carlyle, Arnold) becomes 
one of the leading criteria of criticism. 

Imagination. A new vers ion of the cognitive view of art 
becomes dominant in the concept of the imagination as a 
faculty of immediate ins ight into truth , distinct from,  and 
perhaps superior to, reason and understanding-the arti st's 
special gift. The imagination is both creator and revealer of 
nature and what l ies behind it-a romanticized vers ion of 
Kant's transcendental ideal i sm, ascribing the form of expe
rience to the shaping power of the mind, and of Fichte's 
Ego "positing" the non-Ego. A. W. Schlegel , Blake, Shel
ley, Hazl itt, Baudelaire, and many others spoke of the 
imagination in these terms. Coleridge, with his famous 
distinction between imagination and fancy, provided one 
of the ful lest formulations :  The fancy i s  a "mode of mem
ory," operating associatively to recombine the elementary 
data of sense; the imagination is the "coadunating facul ty" 
that dissolves and transforms the data and creates novelty 
and emergent quali ty. The distinction (based on Schell ing) 
between the "primary" and "secondary" imagination is  
between the unconscious creativity involved both in  natu
ral processes and in all perception and the conscious and 
deliberate expression of this in the artist's creating (see 
Chs. 13 and 14 of Coleridge's Biographia Literaria, 18 17). 
Through most of Coleridge's work there runs his 
unfinished task of supplying a new theory of mind and of 
arti stic creation that would replace the current associa
tionism, which he  had at first enthusiastically adopted and 
then, under the influence of Plotinus and the German 
ideal i sts, came to reject. 

Organism_ Another important, and related, aspect of 
Coleridge's critical theory was his distinction (derived 
essentially from A. \V. Schlegel's Vienna Lectures on Dramatic Art, 1809 - 18 1 1 ) between mechanical and or
ganic form and his conception of a work of art as an organic 
whol e, bound together by deeper and more subtle unity 
than that expl icated in the neoclassic rules and having a 
vital ity that grows from within (see his Shakespearean 
criticism for examples). The concept of nature as organic, 
and of art as growing out of nature l ike a l iving being, had 
al ready been developed by Johann Gottfried Herder (see, 
for example, his Vom Erkennen und Empfinden der Menschlichen Seele, 1778), and by Goethe, in some of his 
essays (e.g. , "Vom Deutscher Baukunst," 1 772 ; "Uber 
Wahrheit und Wahrscheinl ichkeit der Kunstwerke ,"  1 797). 

Symbolism. The idea of the work of art as being, in some 
sense (in some one of many possible senses), a symbol , a 
sensuous embodiment of a spiritual meaning, though old 
in essence, as we have seen, came into a new prominence 
in the romantic period. Goethe distinguished allegory, a 
mechanical combination of universal and particular, and 
symbol , as a concrete unity (see "Uber die Gegenstande 
der bildenden Kunst," 1 797); and Friedrich and August 
Wilhelm Schlegel followed with a new interest in myth 
and metaphor in poetry. The English Romantic poets (no
tably Wordsworth) evolved a new lyric poetry in  which the 
vi sible landscape took on the attributes of human experi-
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ence. And in France, later in the century, the symbol ist  
movement, launched by Jean Mon�as in 1 885, and the prac
tice of such poets as Baudelaire, Rimbaud, and Mallarme 
emphasized concrete symbol ic objects as the heart of poetry. 

Schopenhauer. Though first written in the climate of 
post-Kantian ideal i sm, and, in that context, largely ignored, 
Arthur Schopenhauer's Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung 
("World as Will and Idea," 1 8 19 ;  2d ed. enlarged, !844) 
came into its deserved fame in the second half of the cen
tury. Its romantic pessimism and intu ition ism and, more 
particularly, the central position it assigned to the arts 
(especially music) made it one of the most important aes
thetic documents of the century. Schopenhauer's solution 
of the basic Kantian dual i sm was to interpret the thing in 
itself, or noumenal world, as the "Will to Live" and the 
phenomenal world as the objectification, or expression, of 
that primal will .  The objects of the phenomenal world fall 
into a hierarchy of types , or grades, that embody, according 
to Schopenhauer, certain universal s or Platonic ideas, and 
it is these ideas that are presented to us  for contemplation 
by works of art. S ince the idea is timeless, the contempla
tion of it (as, for example, some general character of human 
nature in a poem or painting) frees us from su bjechon to 
the "principle of sufficient reason," which dom inates our 
ordinary practical and cognitive consciousness,  and hence 
from the constant pressure of the will .  In this  "pure will- less 
state," we lose individual ity and pain.  Schopenhauer has 
much to say about the various arts and the forms of ideas 
su ited to them ; the uniqueness of music in this  scheme 
is that i t  embodies not  ideas but the wil l  itself in i ts  striving 
and urging and enables us to contemplate its awfulness di
rectly, without involvement. Schopenhauer's theory of 
mu sic was one of his most important contributions to aesthe
tic theory and influenced not only those theorists, such as 
Richard Wagner (see his essay on Beethoven, 1 870), who 
emphasized the representative character of music, but 
al so those critical of this view, such as Eduard Hansl ick in Vom Musikalisch-Schonen ("The Beautiful in M usic," 
1 854). 

Nietzsche. Friedrich Nietzsche repudiated romantic art 
as escapist, but his own aesthetic views, briefly sketched 
in the notes published posthumously as The Will to Power 
( 190 1 ) ,  are best understood in relation to those of 
Schopenhauer. Nietzsche's early work, The Birth of Tragedy from the Spirit of Music ( 1872), presented a theory of 
tragedy as ari sing from the conjunction of two fundamental 
impul ses,  wh ich Nietzsche cal led the D ionysian and 
Apollonian spiri ts : the one a joyful acceptance of experi
ence, the other a need for order and proportion. In 
Nietzsche's  later thinking about art, it  is the former that 
becomes dominant; he ins ists ,  for example, as opposed to 
Schopenhauer, that tragedy exi sts not to inculcate resigna
ti on and a Buddhist negation of l ife, by showing the inevi
tabil ity of suffering, but to affirm life in al l i ts pain, to ex
press the artist's overabundance of will to power. Art, he  
says , i s  a "tonic," a great "yea-sayer" to  l ife. 

THE A RTIST AND SOCIETY 

Pol itical , econom ic, and social changes in the nineteenth 
century, in the wake of the French Revolution and the rise 

of modern industry, rai sed in a new form the Platonic 
problem of the arti st's relation to h i s  society, his  possibly 
confl icting obl igations to his craft and to his  fellow m en.  In 
the nineteenth century, an important part of aesthetic 
thinking was concerned with this problem. 

Art for art's sake. One solution to the problem was to 
think of the artist as a person with a call ing of his own, 
whose whol e, or at least primary, obl igation i s  to perfect 
h i s  work, especial ly  its formal beauty, whatever society 
may expect. Perhaps the arti st, because  of h i s  superiority, 
or higher sens itivity, or the demands of h i s  art, must be 
al ienated from society, and, though perhaps doomed to be 
destroyed by it, can carry his curse as a pride. This  notion 
stems from the German romantics, from Wilhelm Wacken
roder, Johann Ludwig Tieck, and others. From 1820 - 1830 
it became the doctrine of "art for art 's  sake," the center of 
conti nuing controversy in France and, later, in England. In 
its extreme forms,  as reflected, for example, in Oscar Wilde (Intentions, 189 1 )  and J. A. M. Whi stler ("Ten O'Clock" 
lecture, 1 885 ), it  was sometimes a claim that art is more 
important than anything else and sometimes a flaunting of 
the arti st's freedom from responsibil ity.  More thoughtfully 
and fundamental ly,  as in Theophi le  Gautier (Preface to Mademoiselle de Maupin, 1835) and throughout Flaubert's 
correspondence with Lou i se Colet and others, l 'art pour 
l' art was a declaration of arti stic independence and a kind 
of professional code of dedication. In that respect, it  owed 
much to the work of Kant in carving out an autonomous 
domain for art. 

Realism. The theory of real i sm (or, in Zola's sense, 
natural i sm)  arose as a broadened conviction of the cogni
tive duty of l i teratu re, a desire to give i t  an empirical , and 
even experimental statu s (in Zola's essay on "The Experi
mental Novel ," 1880), as exhibitor of human nature and 
social conditions. In Flaubert and Zola, real i sm cal l ed for 
the cool ,  analytical eye of the novel i st ,  treating virtue and 
vice, in Hippolyte Taine's words,  as "products l ike vitriol 
and sugar"; see the Introduction to his  History of E nglish Literature ( 1863) ,  in which Tain e  set forth h i s  program for 
explaining art deterministical ly  in terms of race, context, 
and epoch (race, milieu, moment). Among the Russ ian 
l iterary theorists, Vissarion G .  Bel insky, Nikolai G .  Cher
nyshevski ("The Aesthetic Relation of Art to Reality," 
1 855 ), and Dmitri I .  Pi sarev ("The Destruction of Aesthet
ics," 1 865), all art was given a s imilar treatment-as a 
reproduction of factual reality (sometimes an aid in ex
plaining it, which may have value as a subst itute, l ike a 
photograph, says Chernyshevski ) or as the bearer of social 
ideas (Pisarev). 

Social responsibility. The theory that art is primarily  a 
social force and that the arti st has a social re sponsibil ity 
was first fu lly worked out by the French social i st sociolo
gi sts. Claude Saint-Simon (Du Systeme industriel, 182 1 ), 
Auguste Comte (Discours sur l' ensemble du positivisme, 
1848 , Ch.  5), Charl es Fourier (Cites ouvrieres, 1849), and 
Pierre J oseph Proudhon (Du Principe de l' a, t et de sa destination sociale, 1865) attacked the idea that art can be 
an end in i tsel f and projected vi sions  of future social orders 
free of violence and exploitation, in which beauty and use 
would be frui tfully combined and for which art wil l  help 
prepare. In England, John Ruskin and Will iam Morris 



were the great cri tics of Victorian soci ety from an aesthetic point of view. They pointed to the degradation of the worker into a machine, unfree to express h imsel f, the loss of good taste, the destruction of natural beauty, and the trivial ization of art. Ru skin's essay on "The �ature of Gothic" ( S tones of Ven ice, 1S51 )  and many other lectures (for example those in The Two Paths, 1S59; Lecttl res on �.\rt, 1870) insi sted on the social conditions and effects of art. :\ lorris ,  in his lectures and pamphlets (see, for example, "Art under Plutocracy," 1883; "The Aims of .-\rt," 1887: "Art and Social i sm," 18S-1), argued that radical changes were needed in the social and economic order to make art what it should be :  " . . .  the e:xpression of man's happiness in his labor . . .  made by the people, and for the people, as a happiness to the maker and the user" ("The Art of the People," 1879). The functional ist  tendencies of Ruskin and :\ I  orris also turned up, eYen earl ier, in the United States, in the trenchant views of Horatio Greenough ("American Architectu re," 18-13) and in some essays of Ralph \\.aldo Emerson ("Thoughts on Art," 18-1 1 ;  "Beauty," CondtJct of Life, 1860; "Art," Essays, F irst Series, 18-1 1 ). Tolstoy. It was, however, Leo Tol stoy who drove the social view of art to its farthest point in the nineteenth century and i ssued the most fundamental chal lenge to art's right to exist. In Wha t  Is Art? (first uncensored edition, 1898, in English), he asked whether all the social costs of art could be rationally justified. If, as he argued, art i s  essential ly a forn1 of communication-the transmis sion of emotion-then certain consequences can be deduced. Unless the emotion is one that can actually be shared by men in general-i s  simple and human-there is ei ther bad art or pseudo art: this cri terion rules out most of the supposedly great works of music and l i terature, including Tolstoy's own major no\"els . .  -\ work must be judged, in the end, by the h ighest religious cri teria of the age; and in Tolstoy's age that meant, he said, i ts contribution to the sense of human brotherhood. Great art is that which transmits either simple feel ings, drawing men together, or the feel ing of brotherhood itself ( Uncle Tom 's Cabin). In no other way can it claim genuine social value  (apart from the ad\"entitious value of jewelry, etc. ) :  and where it falls short of this high task (as it usually does), it can only be a social evi l ,  dividing men into cliques by catering to sensual ity, pride, and patri.9tism.  
COXTEMPORARY DEVE LOPMENTS Aesthetics has never been so  acti\·ely and diversely cul tivated as in the twentieth century. Certain major figures and certain lines of work stand out. �letaphysical theories. Though he later proposed two important changes in his central doctrine of intuition, the early aesthetic theory of Benedetto Croce has remained the most pervasively influential aesthetics of the twentieth century. The fullest expos ition was given in the Estetica come scien;:,a dell 'espressione e l inguistica gen era le ("Aesthetic as Science of Express ion and General Linguis tic," 1902 ), which i s  part of his Filosofia dello spirito. Aesthetics , in this  context, i s  the "sci ence" of images,  or intuiti\"e knowledge, as logic is knowledge of concepts-both 
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being di stinguished from "practical knowledge." At the lower l imit of consciousness, says Croce, are raw sense data, or "impressions," which, when they clari fy themselves, are intu itions, are also said to be "expressed." To express, in this subjecti\·e sense, apart from any external physical activi ty,  is to create art. Hence, his celebrated fornrnla, "intuition = expression," on which many principles of his aesthetics are based. For example, he argued that in arti stic failure, or "unsuccessful expression," the trouble is not that a fully forn1ed intuition has not been ful ly expres sed but that an impress ion has not been fully intu i ted. R. G. Col l ingwood, in his Principles of Art (193S) ,  has extended and clarified Croce's basic point of view. The th eory of intuition presented by Henri Bergson is quite different but has al so been eagerly accepted by many aestheticians. In his view, it is intuition (or insti nct become self-conscious) that enables us  to penetrate to the dtmfe, or ela n t.iital-the ultimate reality which our "spatial izing" intell ects inevitably di stort. The general \·i ew is explained in his "Introduction a la metaphysique" ( 1903) and in L' ei.:olll tion creatrice ( 1907) and appl ied with great ingenuity and subtlety to the problem of the comic i n  Le Rire (1900). Naturalism. Philosophers working within the tradition of American natural ism, or contextual ism, have emphasized the continuity of the aesthetic with the rest of l ife and culture. George Santayana, for example, in  h is  Reason in Art ( 1903: \'ol . IV of The Life of Reason), argues against a sharp separation of "fine" from "useful" arts and gives a strong justification of fine art as both a model and an essential constituent of the l i fe of reason. His earl ier book, The Sense of Beat, ty ( 1896), was an essay in introspective psychology that did much to restimulate an empi rical approach to art through its famou s doctrine that beauty is "objecti fied pleasure. " The fullest and most vigorous expression of natural istic aesthetics is Art as Experience ( 193-1 ), by John Dewey. In Experience and XattJre ( 1925), Dewey had already begun to reflect upon the "consummatory" aspect of experience (as well as the instrumental aspects, which had pre\·iously occupied most of his attention ) and had treated art as the "culmination of nature, " to which scienti fic di scovery is a handmaiden (see Ch. 9). Art as Experience, a book that has had incalculable influence on contemporary aesthetic thinking, develops this bas ic point of view. \\'hen experience rounds itself off into more or less complete and coherent strands of d0ing and undergoing, we have, he says , "an experience"; and such an experience is aesthetic to the degree in which attention is fixed on pervasive qual i ty. Art is expression, in the sense that in expres sive objects there is a "fusion" of "meaning" in the present qual i ty; ends and means, separated for practical purposes, are reunited, to produce not only experience enjoyable in itself but, at i ts best, a celebration and commemoration of qual ities ideal to the cul tu re or society in which the art plays i ts part. A number of other writers have worked with valuable results along similar l ines , for example, D.  \\'. Prall ,  Aesthetic Judgment ( 1929) and Aesthetic Analysis ( 1936); C. I. Lewis ,  An Analysis of Knowledge and Valua tion ( 19-16, Chs. 1-1 , 15): and Stephen C. · Pepper, Aesthetic Quality 
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( 1937), The Basis of Criticism in the Arts ( 1 945), The Work of Art ( 1 955). Semiotic approa�hes. Since semiotics in a broad sense 
has undoubtedly been one of the central preoccupations of 
contemporary philosophy, as wel l as many other fields of 
thought, it is to be expected that philosophers working 
along this l ine would consider applying their results to the 
problems of aesthetics . The pioneering work of C. K. Og
den and I. A. Richards, The Meaning of Meaning ( 1923 ), 
stressed the authors' distinction between the "referential " 
and the "emotive" function of language. And they sug
gested two aesthetic impl ications that were widely fol
lowed : first, that the long-sought distinction between 
poetic and scientific discourse was to be found here, po
etry being considered essentially emotive language ; sec
ond, that judgments of beauty and other judgments of 
aesthetic value could be construed as purely emotive. This 
work, and later books of Richards, have been joined by a 
number of aesthetic studies in the general theory of (artis
tic) interpretation, for example, John Hospers, Meaning and Truth in the Arts ( 1946); Charles L. Stevenson, "In
terpretation and Evaluation in  Aesthetics" ( 1 950) ;  Morri s 
Weitz, Philosophy of the Arts ( 1 950); and Isabel C .  Hun
gerland , Poetic Discourse ( 1 958 ). 

Meanwhile, anthropological interest in  class ical and 
primitive mythology, which became scientific in the n ine
teenth century, led to another semiotical way of looking at 
art, particularly l iterature. Under the influence of Sir  James 
G. Frazer's The Golden Bough ( 1890 - 191 5), a group of 
British clas s ical scholars developed new theories about the 
relations between Greek tragedy, Greek mythology, and 
rel igious rite. Jane Ellen Harrison's Themis: A Study of the Social Origins of Greek Religion ( 1 9 12 )  argued that 
Greek myth and drama grew out of ritual. This field of 
inquiry was further opened up, or out, by C. G. Jung, in his  
paper "On the Relation of Analytical Psychology to Poetic 
Art" ( 1922; see Contributions to Analytical Psychology, 
1928) and in other works .  Jung suggested that the basic 
symbol ic elements of all l iterature are "primordial images" 
or "archetypes" that emerge from the "col lective uncon
scious" of man. In recent years the search for "archetypal 
pattern s" in all l iterature, to help explain its power, has 
been carried on by many critics and has become an ac
cepted part of l iterary criticism. 

The most ambitious attempt to bring together these and 
other l ines of inquiry to make a general theory of human 
cu lture ("philosophical anthropology" )  is that of Ernst 
Cassirer. In  his Philosophie der Symbolischen Formen (3 
vol s . ,  1923 , 1925, 1929), the central doctrines of which are 
also explained in Sprache und Mythos ( 1925) and in An Essay on Man ( 1944), he put forward a neo-Kantian theory 
of the great "symbol ic form s" of culture-language, myth , 
art, religion, and science. In this view, man's world is 
determined, in fundamental ways , by the very symbolic 
forms in which he represents it to himself; so, for example, 
the primitive world of myth is necessari ly d ifferent from 
that of science or art. Cassirer' s philosophy exerted a 
strong influence upon two American philosophers espe
cial ly :  Wilbur Marshal l Urban (Language and Reali ty, 
1939) argued that "aesthetic symbol s" are "ins ight sym
bol s" of a special ly  revelatory sort; and Susanne K. Langer 

has developed in detail a theory of art as a "presentational 
symbol ," or "semblance." In Philosophy in a New Key 
( 1942), she argued that music is not self-express ion or 
evocation but symbol i zes the morphology of human sen
tience and hence articulates the emotional l ife of man. In  Feeling and Form ( 1953) and in various essays (Problems of Art, 1957), she appl ied the theory to various basic arts. 

Charl es W. M orris presented a closely parallel  view in  
1939, in two articles that (l ike Mrs. Langer's books)  have 
been much discus sed: "Esthetics and the Theory of S igns" (Journal of Unified Science [Erkenntnis] , VII I ,  1939 - 1940) 
and "Science, Art and Technology" (Kenyon Review, I ,  
1939 ; see also Signs, Language and Behavior, 1946). Tak
ing a term from Charles Peirce, he treats works of art as 
"iconic signs" ( i . e . ,  s igns that signify a property in virtue of 
exhibiting it) of "value properties" (e.g. ,  regional proper
ties l ike the menacing, the subl ime, the gay). Marxism - Leninism. The philosophy of dialectical 
material ism formulated by Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels 
contained, at the start, only the basic principle of an aes
thetics, whose impl ications have been drawn out and de
veloped by Marxist theoreticians over more than half a 
century. This principle is that art, l ike all h igher activities, 
belongs to the cultural "superstructure" and i s  determ ined 
by sociohi storical conditions, especially economic condi
tions .  From this it is argued that a connection can always 
be traced-and must be traced, for ful l  u nderstanding
between a work of art and its sociohistorical matrix. I n  
some sense, art i s  a "reflection of social reality," but the 
exact nature and l imits of this sense has remained one of 
the fundamental and persi stent problems of Marx i st ae s
thetics. Marx himself, i n  h is  Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy ( 1859), pointed out that there is no 
s impl e one-to-one correspondence between the character 
of a society and its art. 

In the period before the October Revolution of 19 1 7, 
Georgi V. Plekhanov (Art and Social Life, 1 9 1 2) developed 
dial ectical material ist aesthetics through attacks on the 
doctrine of art for art and the separation of artist from soci
ety, either in theory or in practice. After the Revolution, 
there ensued a period of vigorous and free debate in Rus
sia among variou s groups of Marxists and oth ers (e.g . ,  the 
formal ists, see below). It was questioned whether art can 
be understood entirely in sociohistorical terms or has its 
own "pecul iar laws" (as Trotsky remarked in Literature and Revolution, 1924) and whether art is primarily a 
weapon in  the class struggle or a resultant whose reforma
tion awaits the ful l  real ization of a socialist society. The 
debate was closed in Russia by official fiat, when the party 
establ ished control over the arts at the First All-Union 
Congress of Soviet Writers ( 1934). Social ist real ism, as a 
theory of what art ought to be and as a guide to practice, 
was given a stricter definition by Andrei Zhdanov, who 
along with Gorki became the official theoretician of art. 
But the central idea had already been stated by Engels 
( letter to M argaret Harkness, April 1888 ) :  the artist is to 
reveal the moving social forces and portray his  characters 
as express ions of these forces (th is is what the Marxist 
means by a "typical " character), and in so doing he is to 
forward the revolutionary developments themselves. (See 
also Ralph Fox, The Novel and the People, 1937; Chri sto-



pher Caudwell ,  Illusion and Reality, 1937, and other 
works. ) 

Indications of recent growth in  dialectical material i st 
aesthetics, and of a resumption of the dialogue with other 
systems, can be seen in the important work of the H un
garian Marxist Georg Lukacs (see, for example, The Mean
ing of Contemporary Realism, translated, 1 962, from Wider 
den missverstandenen Realismus, 1958) and in the writ
ings of the Pol ish Marxist, Stefan Morawski (see "Vicissi
tudes in the Theory of Sociali st Real ism," Diogenes, 1962). Phenomenology and existentialism. Among many crit
ics and critical theorists, there has been, in the twentieth 
century, a strong emphasis on the autonomy of the work of 
art, its objective qualities as an object in itself, i ndepend
ent of both its creator and its perceivers. This  attitude was 
forcefully stated by Eduard Hansl ick in The Beautiful in 
Music ( 1854 ); it was reflected in the work of Clive Bell 
(Art, 19 14 )  and Roger Fry (Vision and Design, 1920); and 
it appeared especially in two l iterary movements. The 
first, Russian "formal ism" (al so present in Poland and 
Czechoslovakia ), flouri shed from 19 15 until suppressed 
about 1930. Its leaders were Roman Jakobson, Victor 
Shklovsky, Boris E ichenbaum, and Boris Tomashevsky 
(Theory of Literature, 1925). The second, American and 
British "New Criticism," was inaugurated by I. A. Richards 
( Practical Criticism, 1929), Will iam Empson ( Seven Types 
of Ambiguity, 1930), and others ( see Rene Wel lek and 
Austin Warren, Theory of Literature, 1949). 

This emphas is  on the autonomy of the work of art has 
been supported by Gestalt psychology, with its emphasis 
on the phenomenal objectivity of Gestalt qual ities, and 
al so phenomenology, the philosophical movement first 
developed by Edmund Husserl . Two outstanding works in 
phenomenological aesthetics have appeared. Working on 
Husserl 's foundations, Roman :1ngarden (Das Literarische 
Kunstwerk, 1930) has studi ed the mode of exi stence of the 
l iterary work as an intentional object and has di stinguished 
four "strata" in l iterature : sound, meaning, the "world 
of the work," and its "schematized aspects," or impl icit 
perspectives .  M ikel Dufrenne (Phenomenologie de 
/ 'experience esthetique, 2 vols . ,  1 953), closer to the phe
nomenology of Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Jean-Paul 
Sartre , has analyzed the differences between aesthetic 
objects and other th ings in the world. He fi nds that the 
basic difference l ies in the "expressed world" of each 
aesthetic object, its own personal ity, which combines the 
"being in itself" (en-soi) of a presentation with the "being 
for itsel f" (pour-soi) of consciousness and contains meas
ureless  depths that speak to the depths  of ourselves a s  
persons. 

The "existential phenomenal ism" of Heidegger and 
Sartre suggests pos sibi l ities for an existential ist  philosophy 
of art, in the central concept of "authentic exi stence," 
which art might be said to further. These possibil ities have 
only begun to be worked out, for example, in Heidegger's 
paper "Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes" (in Holzwege, 
1950) and in a recent book by Arturo B. Fall ico, Art and 
Existentialism ( 1962). Empiricism. The contemporary empiricist makes a 
cardinal point of attacking the traditional problems of 
phil osophy by resolving them into two distinct types of 
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questions : questions about matters of  fact, to  be answered 
by empirical science (and, in the case of aesthetics, 
psychology in particular), and questions about concepts 
and methods, to be answered by philosophical analysis. 

Some empiricists emphasi ze the first type of question 
and have called for a "scientific aesthetics" to state aes
th etic problems in such a way that the results of psycho
logical inqu iry can be brought to bear upon them. t-.fax 
Dessoir, Charles Lalo, Etienne Souriau, and (in America) 
Thomas Munro have formulated th is  program (see, espe
cial ly, Munro's Scientific Method in Philosophy, 1928 , and 
later essays). The actual results of work in psychology, 
over the period since Fechner inaugurated experimental 
aesthetics (Vorschule der Asthetik, 1876) to replace "aes
thetics from above" by an "aesthetics from below," are too 
varied to summarize easily ( see Bibliography). But two 
l ines of inquiry have had an important effect on the way in 
which twentieth-century philosophers th ink about art. The 
first is Gestalt psychology, whose studies of perceptual 
phenomena and the laws of Gestal t perception have illu
minated the nature and value of form in art (see, for exam
ple, Kurt Koffka's "Problems in the Psychology of Art," in 
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MONROE C. BEARDSLEY 

AE STH E T I C S ,  P RO B L E M S  O F .  Aesthetics is the 
branch of philosophy that is concerned with the analysis of 
concepts and the solution of problems that ari se when one 
contemplates aesthetic objects. Aesthetic objects, in turn, 
comprise all the objects of aesthetic experience; thus, it is 
only after aesthetic experience has been sufficiently charac
terized that one i s  able to del imit the class of aesthetic 
objects. Although there are those who deny the existence 
of any distinctively aesthetic type of experience, they do 
not deny the possibility of making aesthetic judgments or 
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of giving reasons in support of such judgments; and the 
term "aesthetic objects" would then include those objects 
concerning which such judgments and reasons are given. 

Aesthetics asks the typically philosophical questions 
"What do you mean ?" and "How do you know?" in  the 
ae sthetic domain, just as philosophy of sci ence asks these 
questions in  the scientific domain. Thus, the concepts of 
aesthetic value, aesthetic experience, as well as the entire 
battery of concepts occurring specifically i n  the philosophy 
of art, are examined in the discipl ine known as aesthetics, 
and questions such as "What features make objects beau
tiful ?" and "Are there aesthetic standards?" and "What i s  
the relation of  works of art to nature ?" -as  well as al l  
question s occurring specifically in  the philosophy of art
are aesthetic questions. 

The philosophy of art covers a somewhat narrower area 
than does aesthetics, si nce it is concerned only with the 
concepts and problems that ari se in connection with works 
of art and excludes, for example, the aesthetic experience 
of nature. Nevertheless,  most of the intere sting and per
plexing aesthetic questions through the ages have been 
concerned speci fically with art :  "What is arti stic expres
s ion? Is there truth in works of art? What is an arti stic 
symbol ? What do works of art mean? Is there a general 
definition of art? What makes a work of art good?" Al
though all these questions are questions of aesthetics, they 
have their locus in art and do not arise in  the cons ideration 
of aesthetic objects other than works of art. 

The philosophy of art should be di stingu ished carefully 
from art criticism, which is  concerned with the critical 
analys i s  and evaluation of works of art themselves, as op
posed to an elucidation of the concepts involved in such 
critical judgments, which is the task of aesthetics. Art crit
icism is directed toward specific works of art or classes of 
works of art ( for example, those in the same style or gen re), 
and its aim is the enhanced appreciation and greater un
derstanding of these works . The task of the critic presup
poses that of the aesthetician, for in discussing and evalu
ating works of art, the critic employs the concepts that are 
analyzed and clari fied by the philosopher of art. The critic, 
for example, says that a given work of art is express ive or 
beautiful ;  the philosopher of art asks what one means 
when one says that a work of art has these characteristics 
and whether and how such statements may be supported. 
In speaking and writing about art, the art critic presup
poses the clari fication of the terms he uses, as set forth by 
the phi losopher of art: consequently, the writing of the 
critic who is not aware of th is is liable to lack clarity. 
I f  a critic cal l s  a work of art expres sive, without being 
clear about what i t  means to say this ,  the result i s  great con
ceptual confusion.  

THE AESTHETIC 

Before considering the aesthetic questions that occur in  
the philosophy of  art, we should consider the question, 
What i s  it  to view (l isten to , etc. ) an object aesthetically?, 
since in  the absence of the experience of aesthetic objects, 
none of the other questions would ari se. I s  there an aes
thetic way of looking at things, and if so, what distingu ish
es i t  from other ways of experiencing these things ? On th is  

question there have been many different views, u sual ly 
overlapping but still distingu ishable. Aesthetic and nonaesthetic attitudes. The aesthetic 
attitude, or the "aesthetic way of looking at the world," i s  
most commonly opposed t o  the practical attitude, which i s  
concerned only with the util ity o f  the object i n  question . 
The real estate agent who views a landscape only with an 
eye to i ts possible monetary value is not viewing the land
scape aesthetical ly. To view a landscape aesthetical ly one 
must "perceive for perceiving's sake," not for the sake of 
some ulterior purpose. One must savor the experience of 
perceiving the landscape itself, dwell ing on its perceptual 
details ,  rather than us ing the perceptual object as a means 
to some further end. 

The needs of our actual l ife are so imperative, that the 
sense of vision becomes highly specialized in their 
service. \Vith an admirable economy we learn to see 
only so much as i s  needful for our purposes;  but th i s  is 
in fact very little, just enough to recognize and identify 
each object or person; that done, they go into an entry 
in our mental catalogue and are no more really seen. 
In actual l ife the normal person real ly only reads the 
labels as it  were on the objects around h im and trou
bles no further. Almost all the th ings which are useful 
in any way put on more or less  this cap of invisibil ity. 
It is only when an object exi sts in our l ive s for no 
other purpose than to be seen that we real ly look at it, 
as for in stance at a China ornament or a precious 
stone, and towards such even the most normal person 
adopts to some extent the arti stic attitude of pure vi
sion abstracted from necessity. (Roger Fry, Vision and Design, pp. 24 - 25)  

One might object, of course, that even in aesthetic con
templation we are regarding som ething not "for its own 
sake" but for the sake of something else, nam ely, enjoy
ment. We would not continue to attend to the perceptual 
object if doing so were not enjoyable; hence, is not enjoy
ment the end in the aesthetic case ? One may indeed so 
describe it, and perhaps the terminology of "perceiving for 
its own sake" 1s  a misleading one. Stil l ,  there is a 
difference between savoring the perceptual experience 
itself and merely using it for purposes of identi fication, 
classi fication, or further action, as we commonly do in 
daily l ife when we do not real ly look at the tree but per
ceive it only cl early enough to identify it as a tree and then 
walk around it if it is in our path . The di stinction remains, 
and only the mode of describing it is  subject to 
clari fication. 

The aesthetic attitude i s  also distingui shed from the 
cognitive. S tudents who are familiar with the history of 
architecture are able to identify quickly a building or a 
ru in,  in  regard to its time and place of construction, by 
means of its styl e and other visual aspects. They look at the 
building primarily to increase their knowledge and not to 
enrich their  perceptual experience. This kind of abi l i ty 
may be important and helpful ( in passing examinations, for 
example), but it is not necessari ly  correlated with the abil
ity to enjoy the experience of s imply viewing the building 
itself. The anal ytical ability may eventual ly enhance the 
aesthetic experience, but it may al so stifle it. People who 



are interested in the arts from a professional or technical 
aspect are particularly l iabl e  to be diverted from the aes
thetic way of looking to the cognitive. This leads us di
rectly into a further distinction. 

The aesthetic way of looking is also antipathetic to the 
personal , in which the viewer, instead of regarding the 
aesthetic object so as to absorb what it has to offer him, 
considers its re lation to himself. Those who do not l i sten to 
music but use it as a springboard for their own personal 
reveries provide an example of this nonaesthetic hearing 
that often passes for l i stening. In  Edward Bul lough' s 
famous example, the man who goes to see a performance of Othello and instead of concentrating on the play thinks 
only of the similarity of Othello's situation to his own real 
l ife situation with his wife, is not viewing the play aesthet
ical ly. H i s  attitude is one of personal involvement; it i s  a 
personalized attitude, and the personal ization inhibits 
whatever aesthetic response the viewer may otherwise 
have had .  In viewing something aesthetically we respond 
to the ae sthetic object and what it has to offer us ,  not to its 
re lation to our own l ives. (The latter often occurs, and it is 
not necessarily undesirable, but it should be sharply d is
tingui shed from the aesthetic response. ) 

The formula "we should not get personal ly  involved" is 
sometimes used to describe this criterion, but this  too is 
misleading. It does not mean that a playgoer may not iden
tify with the characters in  the play or be vitally interested 
in what happens  to them; it only means that he must not 
make any personal involvement he may have with the 
characters or the problems in the play substitute for a 
careful viewing of the play itself. We can see the 
difference clearly if we contrast the s ituation of being 
involved in a shipwreck with viewing a newsreel of it or a 
movie about it. In  the first case we would do what we 
could to save our own l ive s ind assi st others. In the second 
case, however, we know that whatever disastrous events 
occurred have already happened and there i s  nothing we 
can do about it now, and real izing this,  our tendency to 
respond to the situation with action i s  automatically cut off. 
However much we may identify with the sufferers, we are 
not personally involved in any sense that i s  geared to ac
tion. 

It  i s  evident from the above criteria that many types of 
responses to objects, including to works of art, are exclud
ed from the realm of the aesthetic. For example, pride of 
ownership•may interfere with the aesthetic response. The 
person who responds enthusiastically to the playing of a 
symphony before guests on his own stereo set, but fails to 
respond to the playing of the same symphony on an iden
tical recording set in h i s  neighbor's house, is not re
sponding aesthetically. The antiquarian or the museum 
directors who, in  choosing a work of art, must attend to 
historical value, prestige, age, and so on, may be partly 
influenced by an estimate of its ae sthetic value, but his 
attention i s  necessarily diverted to nonaesthetic factors. 
S imilarly, if a person values a play or novel because he can 
glean from it items of information concerning the time and 
place about which it was written, he is substituting an 
interest in acquiring knowledge for an interest in aesthetic 
experience. If a person favors a work of art because it offers 
moral edification or "supports the right cause," he is con-
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fusing a moral attitude with the aesthetic, which i s  also 
true if he condemns it on moral grounds and fails to sepa
rate th is condemnation from his aesthetic evaluation of it. 
(This  is particularly l ikely to occur with persons who never 
reall y  view an object aesthetically at al l ,  but simply as a 
vehicle for propaganda, whether moral , pol itical ,  or other
wise. ) 

Other criteria of the aesthetic attitude. Still other 
terms have been employed to define the aesthetic attitude. 
"Detachment," for example, is an attitude which is said to 
distinguish the aesthetic from the nonaesthetic way of 
l ooking at things, but this term seems to be more mislead
ing than useful. Like the phrase "not being personally  
involved," i t  sounds a s  though the viewer is not supposed 
to care greatly about what goes on in the drama or the 
symphony, whereas there is a sense (as we have seen) in 
which we are very much involved with the fate of Oedipus 
when we witness Oedipus Rex. We are detached only in 
the sense in wh ich we know that it i s  a drama and not real 
l ife (although it may be a drama about real l ife ), and that 
what is on the other side of the footl ights is a different 
world, to which we are not supposed to respond as we do 
to the practical world around us .  In this sense we are "de
tached," but not in the sense of failure to identify with the 
characters or to be totally absorbed in the drama. 

The term "disinterested" is al so widely employed to 
describe the aesthetic attitude. Disinterestedness is a 
qual ity of a good judge and occurs when he is impartial. 
The judge may be personally  involved in the sense that he 
care s deeply about the disposition of a case (for example, 
who will get custody of the children in a divorce case), but 
in deciding the case, he must not be personal ly involved in 
the sense of letting his personal feel ings and sympathies 
sway h im or prejudice him one way or the other. Impar
tiality in moral and legal matters certainly characterizes 
what has been cal led "the moral point of view," but it is 
far from clear in what way we are supposed to be dis
interested (that is ,  impartial ) when we look at a painting or 
l isten to a concert. Impartial as between what conflicting 
partie s?  "Judging impartially" makes sense, but what of 
looking or l i stening impartial ly? "Impartial" is a term 
geared to situations in which there is a conflict between 
opposing parties in a dispute, but it does not appear to be a 
very useful term when one i s  attempting to describe the 
aesthetic way of looking at things. Internal and external relations. A somewhat less  mis
leading way of describing the aesthetic experience is in 
terms of internal versus external relations. When we are 
viewing a work of art or nature aesthetical ly, we concen
trate on internal relations only, that is, on the aesthetic 
object and its properties, and not on its relation to our
selves or even its relation to the artist who created it or to 
our knowledge of the culture from which it sprang. Most 
works of art are quite complex and require our full atten
tion. The aesthetic state is one of close and complete con
centration. Intense perceptual awareness is required, and 
the aesthetic object and the various relations within it (that 
is ,  internal to it) must be the sole focus of our attention. 
The student who is not accustomed to viewing a nude 
human figure may be so distracted by seeing nude god
desses in a painting that he cannot view the painting 
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aesthetical ly. Because of his own impul ses, he is  bothered by external relations (that is, relations external to the work of art) so that he cannot properly focus his attention upon the object and the perceptual relations internal to it. Sometimes the freedom from awareness of external relations is l abeled "aesthetic distance" or "psych ical distance," but again, this term may be more mis leading than helpful because of the metaphorical use of the term "distance," which impl ies that we should somehow keep the aesthetic object at arm 's l ength. Moreover, wh il e it may be said that the spectator who identifies with Othel lo is suffering from lack of di stance, the person who is just feeling his way in the appreciation of an art form that is  new to him ( such as a symphony, when he is not accustomed to hearing more than one melody at a time) may be said to be suffering from too much di stance. The meaning of th e metaphor "distance" has shifted : in the first case, it refers to the nonpractical way of viewing and in the second case, to lack of familiarity, which is  a different matter entirely. (Ambiguities of th i s  type run through Edward Bul lough 's famous paper "Psych ical Distance" and render the use of the term "di stance" more confusing than helpful, because the same word i s  used to  cover several different types of  attitude which must be carefully distinguished. ) The phenomenal object. Several other attempts to distinguish the aesthetic way of looking at the world from al l others have been suggested, either by reference to the attitude itself or by restricting the kind of objects toward which the attitude should be taken. Aesthetic attention is always to the phenomenal object, not to the physical object (Monroe C. Beardsley, Aesthetics, Ch. 1 ). Without the presence of a physical object, such as paint on canvas, we would not of course perceive any painting, but the attention must be focused on the perceived characteri stics, not on the physical characteristics which make the perceived ones possible. Thus, we should concentrate on the color combinations in the painting, but not on the way the paints had to be mixed in order to produce th is color, nor anyth ing else involving the chemi stry of paints. The latter has to do with the physical basi s  of the perceptual ( i . e. ,  phenomenal ) object, rather than with the visual percept itself. Simi larly, we may be d isturbed because we cannot hear al l the instruments in the orchestra from a certain spot in the auditorium, and this i s  rel evant to aesthetic perception because  it invol ves what we hear (or fail to hear). But the investigation of the physical cause of th i s  failure i s  strictl y a physical enterprise, involving a technical knowledge of acoustics; and acoustics i s  a branch of physics, not of music. Thi s  distinction i s  surely an important one and serves at least the useful negative function of el iminating certain kinds of attention as being nonaesthetic (�uch as that of the engineer when he is  attempting to remedy the acoustics of an auditorium). That wh ich cannot be perceived (seen, heard, etc. ) is  not rel evant to aesthetic perception because  i t  makes no difference to  the nature of the "sen suous presentation" before us. The fact that the painter had to use a very difficult method to get his  painting to look "sh immering" is not a rel evant aesthetic consideration; it may lead us to adm ire the painter for undertaking a difficult task, but not to admire the painting itself any more than we did 

before. However, the fact that the completed painting, as perce ived by u s, has a "shimmering" look, is aesthetical ly rel evant, for this is  a part of what we perceive. But it is  sti l l  not  entirely clear what preci sely the criterion includes or excludes. When I focus attention on the color combinations in a painting, or on the harmony of the shapes, I am cl early attending to perceptual phenomena; but what if I al so enjoy the painting because of its prevailing mood? or music, not because it is  fast or slow, but because  it  is sad ? or dis l ike a poem because it is sentimental, maudlin, or "phony" ?  Are these, or is the apprehension of these, aesthetic? Although they are not characteri stics of the physical object, are they to be classi fied as phenomenal ? Indeed, there has been considerabl e controversy over whether aesth etic attention is  l imited to the perceptual at al l .  In the case of perceiving the color combination or the formal arrangement of parts in a painting, it i s  certainl y so; we are concentrating on the perceived (or at any rate perceivable) qual ities of the aesthetic object. But must there be, in every case, a perceptual object at all in order for aesthetic attention to be possible? Granted that if we savor the intense color, shape, contour, and even the apparent delicacy and grace of a rose, thi s is perceptual, wh ile if we attend to its hardiness or disease-resi stant qual ities, th i s  i s  not; s o  far  the distinction seems clear. Bu t  when we  say that a symphony is heroic, that a play i s  melodramatic, and that a painting is suffused with joie de vivre, is not the kind of attention that results in th i s  description aesthetic al so? Yet it i s  difficult to see how the "h eroic quality" is perceptual . To be sure, we apprehend it, if at al l ,  by m eans of noting the music's perceived qual ities, but it is also through perception that we are aware of an object's physical qual ities, which are not supposed to be rel evant to aesthetic attention. When we enjoy or appreciate the elegance of a mathematical proof, it would surely seem that our enjoyment is  aesthetic, al though the object of that enjoyment is  not perceptual at al l :  i t  is  the complex relation among abstract ideas or propositions, not the marks  on paper or the blackboard, that we are apprehending aesthetical l y. It would seem that the appreciation of neatness, elegance, or economy of means is  aesthetic whether it occurs in a perceptual object (such as a sonata) or in an abstract entity (such as a logical proof ), and if th is is so, the range of the aesthetic cannot be l imited to the perceptual. Moreover, what of the art of l iterature?  No one would wish to say that our appreciation of l i terature i s  nonaesthetic, and yet the "aesthetic object" in the case of l iterature does not consist of visual or auditory percepts. It is not sounds or marks on paper, but their meanings that constitute the medium of l i terature, and mean ings are not concrete objects or percepts. In this respect, the distinction between l iterature and al l the other arts is a very great one, so much so that the auditory and vi sual arts have been cal led sensory arts (consi sting of sensuous presentations to the eye or ear), as distinguished from l iterature, which is an idea-sensory art (T. E. J es sop, "The Defin ition of Beauty," PAS, Vol. 33, 1932 - 1933, 170 - 17 1 ) . Because the reading of the words evokes sensuous images in the minds of readers, so that there are percepts after all (imagined ones, but stil l sensuous, as in dreams), it has been sug-



gested that l iterature is actually sensory. This suggestion, 
however, is  hardly plausible, for many readers can read 
appreciatively and intel l igently without having any visual 
or other images evoked in their minds. Is the attention of 
such readers therefore to be dismissed as bein5 non
aesthetic? It would appear that the reader of l iterature 
must, at the very l east, focus attention upon words and 
their meanings (some would say, on words only as vehicles 
for their meanings), but these are not percepts in the way 
that colors, shapes, sounds, tastes, and smells are. The 
inclusion of l iterature in the category of the perceptual by 
means of some image evocation theory constitutes a des
perate attempt to make the facts fit a theory. H owever, the 
dismissal of l iterature as not being the object of aesthetic 
attention because of its nonperceptual character would 
seem to be a prime case of throwing the baby out with the 
bath water. Sense modality. Within the sense domain, attempts have 
been made to restrict the area of aesthetic attention by 
means of sense modal ity-specifically, to include vision and 
hearing as acceptable and to dismiss smel l ,  taste, and 
touch (the "lower" senses) as unacceptable for aesthetic 
attention .  B ut this suggestion also seems doomed to fail
ure. What reason could be offered for denying that the 
enjoyment of smel l ,  taste, and touch is aesthetic? Is not the 
savoring of the smel l  of a rose or the taste of a wine aes
thetic? We can enjoy tastes and smells  just as we enjoy 
sights and sounds-for their own sakes alone, or, if one 
prefers, for the sake of enjoyment only. It is true that works 
of art have not, on the whol e, been produced in sensuous 
media other than the visual and auditory; for example, we 
do not have "smell symphonies. " There are various rea
sons for thi s :  ( 1 )  It is more difficult in this  instance to sepa
rate the practical from the nonpractical-for example, to 
separate the enjoyment of food because we are hungry 
from the enjoyment of it becat'ise it tastes good. The "lower" 
senses are so closely connected with the fulfil lment of 
bodily needs that it is difficult  to isolate the strictly aes
thetic enjoyment derived from them . { In  the case of a wine, 
however, it may be argued that we do not ordinari ly drink 
it because we are thirsty, but simply because we enjoy 
it for its own sake. ) (2) Perceptually, even if not phys ical ly, 
the data of the "lower" senses are l ess complex, so that 
the perceived elements do not lend themselves to the 
complex formal arrangement that is so characteristic of 
works of aft. In a series of smel l s  and tastes, there is a 
"before" and "after," but not much beside th is strictly 
serial order-that is ,  there is no "harmony" or "counter
point. " Colors and sounds, however, fal l into a complex 
order, enabling us to make fine di stinctions between 
countless visual and auditory sensations. This type of 
distinction makes possible the apprehension of a great 
formal complexity in works of visual and auditory art 
which it is impossible  for human perceivers to apprehend 
in the other sen se modal ities. In this in stance, we refer to a 
phenomenal rather than to a physical order, for there are 
exact physical correlates for experienced smells  just as 
there are for sounds (pitch, volume, timbre) and colors 
(hue, saturation, brightness). But if precise distinctions 
among these sensory data cannot be made in the case of 
smell and taste, they are unavailable for the use of human 
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perceivers, even though an  exact order of  phys ical cor
relates exi sts equal ly for all of them. 

Denials of distinct aesthetic attitude. Some writers 
have despaired of finding any criteria at al l for distin
gu ishing an aesthetic attitude from other kinds of attitudes. 
For example, some aestheticians have denied that there is 
any distinctively aesthetic attitude at all ( J . 0.  Unnson, 
"What Makes a S ituation Aesthetic?" PAS, Suppl . Vol . 3 1 ,  
1957). They find the distingu ishing characteri stic o f  the 
aesthetic not in any attitude, experience, or mode of atten
tion that observers may have, but in the reasons they give 
to support their judgments-that is ,  aesthetic reasons, 
moral reasons , economic reasons,  and so forth. Although 
most aestheticians agree that there are distinctively aes
thetic reasons, they go further and hold that these reasons 
presuppose a type of attitude or attention that is given to 
objects (that is, a way of perceiving) which, although 
difficult to identify precisely and even more difficult to 
explain verbal ly  without being misleading, does exist and 
distinguishes this one mode of attention from all others. It 
has also been held that there is  no such th ing as a distinc
tively aesthetic attitude, unless one simply defines it as 
"paying close attention" to the work of art (or nature) in 
question (George Dickie, "The Myth of the Aesthetic 
Attitude," American Philosophical Quarterly, Vol .  1 ,  No. 1 ,  
1964 , 56 -65). There i s  no special kind of  attention to ob
jects that can be cal l ed aesthetic;  there is only "paying 
close attention to the qual ities of the object" as against 
fai lure to do so. According to this  view, we may com e to a 
work of art with various motives that can be distinguished 
from one another, but there is no special type of attention 
in the witnessing of a play that distinguishes , for example, 
the spectator from the play producer or the playwright in 
search of ideas : the type of attention is the same in all 
cases , that is, all should concentrate careful ly upon the 
aesthetic object. The distinction between viewing aesthet
ically and nonaesthetically becomes strictly a motivational 
distinction, not a perceptual one. 

PHI LOSOPHY OF ART 

We speak of the philosophy of art, but what is art? I n  its 
broadest sense, art includes everything that is made by 
man, as opposed to the workings of nature. In this sense, 
paintings, houses, atomic reactors , cities, matchboxes, 
ships, and pi les of garbage are art, whereas trees, animals ,  
stars, and ocean waves are not. I t  was in this sense that 
Andre Gide said, "The only unnatural thing in the world is 
a work of art," and it is in this sense that his statement is  a 
tautology. (A borderl ine case is the work of animal s, such 
as beaver dams, which would be included under art if  
"man-made" were extended to mean "made by sentient 
beings," but otherwise not. ) 

The qual ity of being man-made constitutes one neces
sary condition for an object's being called a work of art. I f  
what w e  thought was a piece o f  sculpture tu rns out t o  be a 
piece of driftwood, we would continue to regard it as an 
aesthetic object, and it would sti l l  be as beautiful (or 
ugly) as before, but it would not be a work of art. Other 
restricting conditions, however, are much more controver
sial : there have been endless definitions of "art" in the 
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history of aesthetic theory, and of most of them it can be 
said that we are more certain that a given work is or is not 
a work of art than we are that the proffered definition i s  
sati sfactory. As  'Witn so  many other terms (for example,  
"romanticism"), we are surer of the term 's denotation ( i .e . , 
what instances i t  co\·ers) than we are of its designation 
(i .e . ,  the criterion by which certain works woul d  be in
cluded and others excluded). �l oreover, as we shall shortly 
see mam· definitions of art are stated in terms of sorrie 
spe�ific theory of art and, accordingly, depend on the cor
rectness of that theory. �lost such theories are best re
garded as general i zati ons about art, of the fonn "Every
thing that i s  a work of art also has such-and-such 
characteristics ," rather than as defin itions with which we 
should begin. Any such general ization, in fact, when it 
uses the term "art," presupposes some already existing 
meaning for the term, rather than assigning a meaning to 
the term in the first place. Those who thus  "define" art 
must presuppose some rough working definition of the 
term, at any rate, or their readers wil l  not know what the 
general ization i s  about. 

In any case, in aesthetic theory we are concerned with a 
far narrower range of objects than the total array of man
made th ings, or, perhaps more precisely, with a far nar
rower function of objects. \\'e are concerned with man
made things only to the extent that they can be regarded 
aesthetical ly.  �ow it may be that all objects can be so 
regarded, but it  is quite certain that they do not all (or at 
least not all equally) repay aesthetic scrutiny. I t  i s  al so 
quite certain that there are many ways in which to regard 
the objects of man 's making other than the aesthetic way. 
The field must be narrowed, then, to exclude, if  not the 
vast majority of man-made objects, at l east the vast majority 
of ways of regarding them . 

\\'e are primarily concerned with what has been cal led 
(somewhat unfortunately ,  perhaps) fine art. Fine art might 
be distinguished from art in the broad sense by saying that 
the objects of fine art are those which were created in 
order to be viewed, read, or heard aesthetically. The 
painting was intended to be viewed, studied,  enjoyed, 
savored-not to be u sed as a washboard or table top. �ev
ertheless, to distinguish a class of objects solely on the 
basis of the intention of the creators of those objects is 
always dangerous: it  i s  often difficult to say what the i nten
tion was,  and it sometimes happens that the intention was 
very different from what on e would have inferred from 
viewing the object. Some art-indeed, perhaps some of the 
greatest art-was created in order to convert men to Chris
tianity or to communism or to edify and ennobl e their 
characters, rather than to be viewed aesthetical l y  (or, pos
sibly, to do both simultaneously). The fact that certain 
Egyptian temples were bui l t  in order to honor the god Is is  
does not  prevent u s  from viewing them as works of art; we 
view them today in a way that i s  probably greatly at vari
ance with the original intention of the designers and 
bui lders. 

The most plau sible di stinguishing mark of fine art i s  not 
what it was intended to do, but how it actual ly does func
tion in our experience. What can one do with symphon ies 
but hear and enjoy them ? \\'hat else are they good for? 
They function by producing aesthetic responses in l isten-

ers, and not in any other dist inctive way. \Vorks of fine art 
may be defined, accordingly, as those man-made objects 
that function eith er entirely or primari ly  aesthetically in 
human experience. 

As opposed to fine art, we may distinguish what has 
hi storical ly  been call ed "useful" art. All objects of useful 
art serve some purpose in the l ife of man other than that of 
being viewed aesthetically, though as a secondary function 
they can also be viewed aesthetically. Automobil es, glass 
tumblers, baskets, vases, handicraft of all kinds, and 
countl ess other items are examples of u seful art. � lany of 
them are rewarding to the aesthetical l y  sensitive eye , but 
they all serve some nonaesthetic purpose, and when one 
contemplate s them their practical function should not be 
forgotten. 

There are,  to be sure, "straddling" cases, of which ar
chitecture i s  perhaps the principal one. Some have held 
that architecture i s  first and foremost a fine art, that build
ings are primarily aesthetic  objects and are only inciden
tal ly  to be l ived in or worshiped in;  others have held that 
buildings are primari ly  objects of uti l i ty and that their 
aesthetic function i s  incidental . Thi s  has long been a sub
ject of controversy among architects themselves :  the de
partment of architecture in some universities i s  placed in 
the school of l iberal arts ,  and in others, in the school of 
engineering. 

When an aesthetic object is al so a u seful object, the 
relation of i ts practical function to its aesthetic character 
becomes an important one. The controversy about func
tional ism in art has to do with the relation of the practical 
function to the aesthetic. The question is, should form 
always follow function , or should the form of the object be 
regarded relatively independently of the practical function 
that it serves. In regard to works of fine art ,  upon which 
philosophers of art have focused most of their attention , 
th is problem does not occur, for it i s  in this  area that the 
aesthetic character of objects, whatever i t  is ,  exists without 
admixture. 

Classification of the arts. The fine arts may be classified 
in a variety of ways, but the nature of the medium in which 
they are created i s  perhaps the safest guide. 

Auditory arts include all the arts of sound, which, for all 
practical purposes, means music. �1 usic consists of musical 
tones-that is ,  sounds of a definite p itch-together with 
rests, presented in a temporal ly successive order. 

\'i sual arts include all those arts that consist, phenome
nally, of visual percepts . Their appeal i s  primari ly to the 
eye, although not exc lusively, because some may also 
appeal to the sense of touch. The visual arts include a wide 
variety of genres-pain ting, sculpture, architecture, as well 
as v irtual ly all of the u seful arts. 

Literature i s  much more difficult to classify. I t  i s  certain
ly not a vi sual art : indeed, a poem need not be written 
down at al l .  �either is l iterature an auditory art. It is often 
true that a poem's effect is enhanced when it is read aloud, 
but its value i s  not decreased when i t  is not read aloud, nor 
need it be read aloud to function as a poem . If  l iterature 
were an auditory art it would belong with the art of music; 
and for sheer auditory delight poetry can hardly compare 
with musical compositions. � lusically, the English lan
guage for exampl e, is a rather poor thing, and one who 



heard the sounds of  an E nglish poem ,,ithout k.,10wing the 
meaning of the words would soon e.xperience boredom. 
\ 'irtual ly  all of the effect of poetry, which we might at fi rst 
attribute to the sounds themselves (the auditory element), is 
actual ly due to the meaning of the words. As I .  :\.. Richards 
has pointed out, "deep \\ithin a gloomy grnt" sounds not 
very different from "peep with in  a roomy cot." If the word 
"sea" is a poetic word, it is not because the sound of this 
monosyllable strikes us  as beautiful, but because we know 
what the word means, and it sen-es to e,·oke thoughts and 
images of the tropical sea, the stormy sea, th e sunset sea, 
and so on. I t  is the m eaning-both the l i teral meanings of 
the words and the associations that surround the word in 
the minds of those who are acquainted \\ith the language 
in which the poem is written-that distinguishes l iterature 
from al l th e other arts. Literature has been called a s�m
bol ic art; it deri,·es its distincti,·e mediumistic character 
from the fact that all of i ts el em ents are words, and words 
are not mere noises or pen marks, but noises \\ith mean
ings that ha,·e to be known before the poem can be under
stood or appreciated. 

� I ixed arts include all those arts which combine one 
or more of the abO\·e media. Thus,  opera includes 
music, words ,  and ,isual designs ,  although the music is 
predominant. S tage plays combine the art of l i terature with 
stagecraft and ,isual design. I n  the dance, ,isual patterns 
normally take precedence, whil e the music is an accom
paniment. In motion pictures all the elements are present. 

The kind of job that each art can perform depends pri
mari ly upon the nature of the medium. Thus, ,·i sual arts in 
general are arts of space and can depict the ,isual appear
ance or "look" of objects far better than any description 
can. On the other hand, they cannot depict motion, or 
sequences of events, in time; thi s  can be done in l iterature, 
i n  which the order of th e elements in the m edium is tem
porally sequential. In a painting our attention is sequen
tial , s ince we can concentrate now on one portion and now 
on another. H owever, the entire painting is  before us  al l 
the time, and there i s  no prescribed order, such as left to 
right, in which we must view i t; ind eed, if we attend to its 
parts sequentially at fi rst, th i s  is only in order that we may 
later apprehend it  as a whole. The effect ohiewing a work 
of sculpture often depends on the direction in which we 
go round it, and since we cannot ,iew the entire three
dimensional object at once, the temporal aspect is more 
important than•i t  is in a painting. � Iusic is as ine.xtricably 
committed to a temporal order of tones as l iterature is to a 
temporal order of words; we could no more re,·erse the 
order of two tones in  a melody than we could reverse two 
words in a sentence. 

. ..\I though m ixed arts combine more than one k.ind of 
medium, they ha,·e distincti,·e functions which are not 
dupl icated by any of the other arts. � lotion p ictures pos
sess an enormous mediumistic ad,·antage in  that they can 
depict spatial relations and temporal sequences of e,·ents 
at the same time. Drama can do the same. Yet that which i s  
appropriate to  the medium of drama may be most inap
propriate to the medium of cinema. . ..\n excellent stage 
play, if transcribed directly to the screen,  \\ill usually 
result in  a mediocre motion picture; the principal adrnn
tage of drarna-lhing contact \\ith lhing actors-is total ly 
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lost in the more impersonal medium of cinema, which c-an, 
however, make up for this  d isad,·antage by countless  de
,ices not a,·ailable on the stage. 

Students of the arts ha,·e drawn different conclusions 
from these facts about the nature of the arti stic media. The 
aesthetic "puri sts ," follo,\ing the lead of the essay Laokoon by the eighteenth-century Gennan dramati st and 
critic Gottfried Lessing, ,·i ew with revulsion any attempt 
to make a work of art transcend the l imits of its own dis
tinctive medium. Thus,  they contend. poems should not 
attempt to depict the exact ,isual appearances of thi ngs, a 
fu nction reserved for the ,isual arts ; nor should visual arts 
attempt to render motion, which is reserved for l iterature; 
neither should music attempt to have a program and tell 
stories, which is  also for l iterature; nor should mo,ies 
forsake their distincti,·e capacity to render motion in fa,·or 
of conversation an10ng the characters. Opponents of th is  
,iew argu e that such rules may be broken to ad,·antage, 
and that while each art m ed ium admittedly has its own 
distinctive capacities, there is no reason why one art 
medium should not adopt de,ices that another art would 
admittedly be able to accompli sh better. Lessing's ad,ice, 
according to th i s  ,·iew, is a counsel of perfection that 
would el iminate many great works of art and many inter
esting experiments as well. \\"agner, for example, was 
cominced (although in th is  he was undoubtedly  mistaken) 
that in  h i s  musical dramas he  was creating a super-art in 
which the auditory, the ,·i sual , and the l iterary were all of 
equal importance. 

Concepts and media. Because of the differences among 
the media of the ,·arious arts, there are concepts which 
apply in a straightforward manner to one or more of the 
arts but not at al l ,  or in a different sense, to other arts. 
Some of the most important examples follow. S ubject matter. The subject matter of a work of art is  
what it i s  about. . ..\ person who read a work of literature 
\\ithout attempting to interpret it could still state i ts sub
ject matter: for example, the Odyssey i s  about the wander
ings of Odysseus. Any work of fiction has some subject 
matter: it may or may not have in addition a theme. or 
underlying idea, which is  either explicitly  stated or implic
itly  present in the work. Whether the Odyssey has a 
theme as well as subject matter is a matter of  conjecture, 
but often the i ssue is clear: for example, the subject matter 
of Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress is a series  of e,·ents in the 
l i fe of a man named Chri stian, while the theme of the work 
is man 's salvation. In addition, a work of l iterature may 
al so have a thesis, that is ,  a proposition or set of proposi
tions which it presents, attacks, or defends . .  ..\ thesis ,  too, 
may be impl icit as well as explicit: the thesis of Pilgrim's Progress i s  repeatedly stated, whereas the thesis of many of 
Hardy's novels-that man is  caught in the toi ls  of a hostile 
"fate" which controls his  l ife and from wh ich he cannot 
escape-is  seldom or ne,·er stated expl icitly. 

="ot all works of art have subject matter: poems, plays, 
and novel s are always about someth ing. but most music-al 
works are not: Beethoven 's S ymphony �o. 5 is not about 
man's fate, heroism,  or any of the th ings that ha,·e some
times been suggested as its subject matter. Some paintings, 
especially nonrepresentational paintings consisting of 
colors and shapes, are not about anything, but others do 
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ha\·e subject matter (for example, the Crucifixion ). The 
term "the.me" is often used in mu sic. but in this  instance i t  
has  an entirely different meaning: \J,hen \J,e speak of a 
composition ' �  "tl .ematic material "  \J,e are speaking not of 
anY underh-ing idea nor of am-thing be\·ond i t  presented 
th;ough th� �edium, but of ; seri�s of tones \\·ithin  the 
medium itself. 

Representation. \"i sual art can quite l i terally be said to 
represent objects in the world. Strictly speaking, painting 
presents a series  of colors and shapes which we then in
terpret or construe as representations of \·ariou s objects 
from life. ;\Ot all paintings, to be sure, are representational. 
But many works of painting. sculpture, and other \·i sual 
arts do cl early represent objects in  nature. The sense in 
which they do this .  howe\·er. is not always the same:  there 
i s  a difference between depicting an object and portraying 
i t  .-\ painting, let u s  say, depicts a dark-haired man clad in 
a toga. But the same painting may also be said to represent 
Jul ius Caesar-that i s , it  may be said to portray Jul ius 
Caesar. Portrayal i s  a trickier concept: the painter may 
change the title of a painting without changing the paint
ing i tself, so  that what is said to be portrayed changes (for 
example, a man dressed up to look l ike Jul ius  Caesar). 
\\"hat is depicted can be inferred from looking at the 
painting. plus  a certain amount of knowl edge of the world: 
what i s  portrayed can usu ally be inferred only from the 
title. If the title were changed, the portrayal subject would 
be different, but that which was depicted would remain 
the same. 

In regard to mu sic, it i s  doubtful whether we should 
speak of representation at al l .  �-ature does not produce 
musical sounds : these are produced only  by man-made 
instruments (a clarinet sounds l ike nothing except a clari
net ). ;\ ature does indeed present us with sounds, but these 
are primarily noises rather than mus ical tones, and it i s  of 
the latter that music i s  composed.  � lus ic, then, presents u s  
with a wide \·ariety of  mu sical sounds which do  not, how
e\·er, represent. 

There i s ,  to be sure, program music-that is ,  music with 
a title that indieates some subject. But what exactly is the 
connection between a work of mu sic and its "program"? 
Only that i n  the music  we hear a \·ariety of tones, which, 
with the help of the ti tle and almost ne\·er without it), may 
remind us of, or e\·oke in  us  the impres sion of. the subject 
indicated in  the ti tl e. The same music with a different title 
might remind us of something el se and channel our mental 
as sociations in  an entirely different direction. Perhaps the 
closest resemblance between mus ical tones and th ings in 
nature l ies  in certain rhythms:  the galloping of h o�ses' 
hoofs may be paral lel ed by certain rh�"thmic patterns in  a 
musical composition. The mu sical Yalue of such represen
tation, howe\·er, is h ighly questionaLl e. 

The case of literature is still different, for it can onlY be 
called representational in a more indirect way. Lite�ture 
cannot pre sent \·i sual representations as painting and 
sculpture do. an�-thing that may be said to be represented 
must  be represented by means of \·erbal s\·mbol s .  In thi s  
sense, howe\·er, i t  i s  com·enient. and perh�ps not too mis
leading, to say that one of Fielding's nO\·el s represents the 
adYentures of its hero. Tom Jones, and many other charac
ters, or, more preci sely, that it depicts a set of people of 

such-and-such descriptions im·oh-ed in such-and-such 
ad\·entures, and that it portrays Tom Jones and a number 
of other characters. But there i s  no particular point in dis
ti n guishing between depiction and portrayal in  l iterature, 
since the reference to Tom Jones occurs in the medium 
(i .e . ,  words). whereas in  the \;sual arts the portrayal sub
ject is l""11own only from the title, which is not a part of the 
\i sual medium itsel f. In a work of l iterature the portrayal 
subject could not be changed \\;thout changing the words 
in the no\·el i tsel f. 

Meaning. "\\nat does a work of art mean ?" i s  a qu estion 
full of traps for the u nwary. In the straightforward sense of 
conventional reference, the only art in which meanings 
occur i s  l iterature. The elements which constitute l itera
ture ha\·e meanings i n  a sense that does not apply to any of 
the other arts. The word "cat" has a meaning, but the mu
sical tone of middle C and a jagged l ine do not: they may 
e\·oke \·arious re sponses, but they have no com·entional 
reference. 

But when we ask what a work of art m eans as a whole, 
we are not talking about conYentional s�mbol s. I n  asking 
this  question about a work of art, we may intend any of the 
fol lo\..,;ng:  ( 1 )  \\"e may be asking "\\nat is it  about?"-a 
qu estion which can be answered by stating the work's 
subject matter, in those cases in  which it has one: (:2) \\"e 
may be asking "\\nat is its theme?"-for example, whether 
the moti on picture He \rho )fust Die i s  real ly about Christ: 
(3 )  \\'e may be asling for the thesis ,  or central propos i
tion ( s )  stated or impl ied in the work-for example, 
whether the thesis  of a particu lar poem is that childhood i s  
the h appiest time of  l i fe: (4 ) \\'e may be  asking, "\\"hat 
kind of effect does (or should ) the work ha\·e on the au
dience?"-a sense in which all works of art ha\·e meaning, 
s ince they all ha\·e effects, but one which cannot be stated 
in words .  If one wants to know what a s�mphony "means" 
in  this sense, one can only l i sten carefully to it whi le  i t  is 
played. Howe\·er, thi s  i s  an eJ.."tremely misleading use of 
the word "meaning. "  Doubtl ess, each work of art has 
unique and induplicable effects , but if this  is what the 
critic wishes to say, why does he not say it i n  so many 
words?  �l any persons who \\ish to attribute "meanings" to  
e\·en the most  abstract musical composition seem to as
sume that a work of art is not qui te worthwhile and has not 
really earned its right to our attention unless they can read 
into it, or attribute to it, a particul ar "meaning. " 

Aspects of works of art. There are se\·eral distinguisha
bl e ways in which we can attend to works of art, or, stated 
otherwise, there are seYeral different kinds of \·alues which 
art has to render us, which are worth distinguishing in  
aesthetic analysis .  The follO\\ing, at any rate, can be fruit· 
fully di stinguished. 

Sensuous va lues. Sensuou s  \·alues in a work of art (or in  
nature) are apprehended by an aesthetic obs erYer when he 
enjoys or takes satisfacti on in the purely sensuous (not 
sensual ) characteri stics of the phenomenal object In the 
appreciation of sensuous \·alues, the complex formal rela
tionships within the work of art are not the object of atten
tion, nor are any ideas or emotions which the work of art 
may embody. We find sensuous \·alues in a work of art when 
we delight in  te.x-ture, color, and tone: the sheen of jade, 
the rou gh-hewn quality of wood, the deep blue of the sky, 



the visual and tactil e qual i ties of h·ory or marble, or the 
timbre of a viol in.  It is  not the phys ical object per se that 
del ights us; it is  the sensuous presentation (that is, the phe
nomenal object, rather than the physical object). Formal values. The appreciation of sensuous values 
quickly becomes invoked in the appreciation of formal 
values. \\'e do not long remain enraptured by the qual i ty of 
single  tones or colors , but soon notice the relations among 
these elements. A melody consists of tone relations and is 
radical ly altered the moment any tone in  the system of 
tone relations is  changed to e,·en a smal l degree. On tne 
other hand, a melody su rvives many changes of key, in 
which the individual tones are all  different from the ones 
in the original key, and yet is readily recognizable as the 
same melody-that i s ,  as the same series of tone relations. 

The term "form" has a somewhat different meaning in  
connection with works of  art from i ts meaning in non
aesthetic contex"ts. Thus,  "form" does not mean the same 
as "shape," not even in the visual arts. The form has to do 
with the total interrelations of parts, the o,·er-al l organ iza
tion of the work, of which the shapes-even in visual 
art-are only one aspect If the form in a painting were 
defined as its shape, or even the totality of shapes in it, this 
would not account for the colors whose boundaries consti
tute the shapes and which are as important to the formal 
organization of the painting as are the shapes. :--;or does 
form refer to structural form , as i t  does in logic and mathe
matics, when we speak of different arguments or different 
formulas in the same form.  It is true that many works of art 
do have certain structural properties in common, and in 
this sense we do speak of "forms of art," such as musical 
compositi ons in the sonata form. But when we speak of the 
particular form of an indivi dual work of art, we refer to its 
own unique mode of organization and not to the type of 
organization that i t  shares witlj other works of art. 

It is useful, in this  connection, to distinguish "form-in
the-large" (structure) from "form-in-the-smal l"  (tex-ture). 
\Vhen we speak of the structure of a work of art, we mean 
the over-all organization that results from the interrelations 
of the basic elements of which it is composed. Thus, a 
melody is but one i tem in  the structure of a symphony, 
although a melody too is  composed of related parts and 
consti tutes "form-in-the-small ."  What is considered but 
one element in the structure i s  considered as a whole in 
the texture-a whole which in  tum can be broken up and 
analyzed, as ·a melody or a phrase in  a poem is analyzed. 

The di stinction between structure and texture is admit
tedly relative, for one could question how large a part must 
be before it constitutes a single element in  the struc
ture-whether it must be a single  melody, a single  stanza, 
or one-eighth of a painting. :'\evertheless, the distinction is  
useful :  we may often wish to distinguish, for example, the 
work of those composers who are masters of structure and 
less adept at tex-ture from the work of those composers of 
whom the opposite is true. Beethoven was a master of 
musical structure, although often the melodic material 
which constitutes his  building blocks is extremely unprom
ising and is unrewarding to l i sten to by itself. On the other 
hand, Schubert and Schumann were masters of texture and 
melodic material ,  but often failed to unify these elements 
in an aesthetically sati sfying over-all structure. 
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We cannot grasp the important concept of fonn in art 
without mentioning some of the principal critera that crit
ics and aestheticians ha,·e employed in analyzing aesthetic 
form. \\·hat, then, are the principles of form by which a 
work of art is to be judged, at least in i ts formal aspect? 
:\ lany writers ha,·e offered various  suggestions on this 
matter, but the central criterion, and the one most univer
sal ly recognized, is unity (sometimes cal led organic unity). 
Cnity is the opposite of chaos, confusion, dishannony: 
when an object is u nified, it can be said to hang together, 
be of one piece, contain nothing superfluous. However, 
this condition must be specified further: a blank white wall 
or an undifferentiated blue sky has unity in the sense that 
there is nothing to disrupt it But this is hardly what is 
desired in works of art, which usual ly ha,·e great formal 
complexity. Accordingly, the usual formula is "variety in  
unity. " The unified object should contain within i tself a 
large number of dh·erse elements, each of which in some 
way contributes to the total integration of the unified 
whole ,  so that there is no confusion despite the disparate 
elements \Vithin the object. In  the unified object, every
thing that is  necessary is there, and nothing that is not 
necessary is there. 

Usually the adjective "organic" is prefixed to the noun 
"unity. " S ince a work of art is not an organism, the tenn is 
cl early metaphorical .  The fact on which the analogy is 
based is that in  l i,·ing organisms,  the interaction of the 
,-arious parts is interdependent, not independent. .:--;o part 
functions in isolation: each part or el ement interacts with 
e,·ery other part in such a way that a change in  one of them 
makes a difference to al l ,  or in other words, the parts are 
internally, not externally, related. The functioning of the 
stomach depends on the functioning of the heart, the l iver, 
and other organs of the body, and the malfunction of one of 
these invokes the malfunctioning of the others as well. 
S imilarly, in a work of art, if a certain yel low patch were 
not in a painting, i ts entire character would be altered, and 
so would a play if  a particular scene were not in it, in just 
the place where i t  is . 

I t  is qu ickly apparent that no organism is a perfect or
ganic unity: some parts are clearly more important than 
others. The same is true of works of art: some lines in a 
poem are less important than others (the catalogue of ships 
in  the Iliad, for example), and their al teration or removal 
woul d  not destroy the aesth etic effect of the poem, or e,·en, 
on occasion, dan1age i t  at all. In works of art there are high 
spots and low spots , more integrated and less i ntegrated 
parts;  but this is only to say that works of art, l ike organ
isms, are not examples of perfect organic unity. \\"hether 
thev e,·er should be is a moot question (see Catherine 
Lo;d, "Organic Cnity Reconsidered," Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism , \"ol. 22 ( 196-1] ,  :263 -26S): perhaps the 
ideal is not only impossible but undesirable. :\ lost works of 
art, at any rate, subsist on something much less than com
plete organic unity, although some seem to approach the 
ideal ,·erv closeh-. 

Stil l ,  u·nity is ;n important formal property of works of 
art: a work is  never praised simply for being disunified or 
disorganized. If  a less unified work is considered better 
than a more unified one, i t  is in spite of the fonner's lack 
of unity, not because of i t; the presence of factors other 
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than unity is held to outweigh the lesser degree of un ity 
that exists in  the former case. 

Clearly, u nity i'i a value concept. It means, for example, 
that in  a good meiody, or painting, or poem, one could not 
change a part without damaging (not merely changing) the 
whole, for of cou rse any whole, even a collection of dis
parate parts, would be changed somewhat i f  any part of i t  
were to be changed. 

Although unity is important as a formal criterion , it is not 
the only one that cri tics employ in assessing works of art. 
As to others, there is no unanimity among the critics them
seh-es. De\\'itt Parker, in a well-known essay on aesthetic 
form in his book The Analysis of A rt, holds that the other 
principles are subsidiary to the one main principle of or
gan ic unity. These other principles include : ( 1 )  theme-a 
theme or dominant motif which stands out in a work of art :  
(2) thematic variation-variation (rather than mere repeti
tion) which introduces novelty, and which should be based 
on the theme in order to retain unity; (3) balance-the 
arrangement of the various parts in an aesthetical ly  pleas
ing order (for example, not all the interesting things in a 
painting are on one side); (4 ) development or evolution
each part of a temporal work of art i s  necessary to the suc
ceeding parts,  so that if  any earl ier portion were al tered or 
deleted, all later portions would have to be al tered in 
consequence. Everything that occurs before is an indis
pensable prerequ is ite for what occurs later. 

Fom1al cri teria have also been discussed by Stephen 
Pepper in his book Principles of A rt A ppreciation. Em
ploying a psychological approach , Pepper holds that the 
two enemies of aesthetic experience are monotony and 
confusion ; the way to avo id monotony is  vari ety, and the 
way to avoid confusion is unity. A del icate balance be
tween these two qual ities must be maintained:  interest 
cannot be sustained by mere repetition, and for thi s  reason 
the thematic material must be varied: yet the variations 
must be integrally rel ated to the theme, for an anchor of 
unity must be present in order to keep the work from 
"flying to the four  winds." Pepper invokes four main prin
ciples. To avoid both monotony and confusion, the artist 
must employ ( 1 )  contrast among the parts and (2) grada
tion-transitions from one sense qual ity to another (for 
example, red to pink in a painting) that introduce change 
within a basic unity. He must also employ (3 ) theme and 
variation-theme, to retain a unified base, and variation,  
al so to avoid monotony; and (4 ) restraint-economy in 
expenditure of interest so that i t  wil l  be adequately dis
tributed o\·er the whole duration and extent of the work of 
art and the "store of interest" of the spectator will not be 
used up too quickly. 

:\ l uch more could be said about form in art, and we shall 
return to the subject when we discuss formalism as a 
theory of art. :\ leanwhile, a third type of value to be found 
in works of art should be mentioned. 

Life values. Sensuous and fom1al values are both medi
umistic: they are concerned with what the work of art 
contains in its very medium-that is, colors and shapes ,  
tones and rests, the words in a poem and their  arrange
ment. But there are other values imported from the l ife 
outs ide art ,  and these are not  contained in  the medium but 
are conveyed through the medium. For example, works of 
art that are representative (such as a painting of the 

Crucifixion) cannot be fully appreciated unless we have a 
certain amount of knowledge of the l ife outside art. Also, 
concepts and ideas may be presented, particularly in works 
of literature. Further, art may "contain" (in a sense to be 
explored later) feelings : music may be sad, playful,  melan
choly, vivacious, sprightly :  the mood of a painting may be 
prevail ingly playful or somber, and so may that of a poem. 
I n  regard to all of these values, a certain amount of ac
quaintance with the l ife outside art i s  required, and there
fore the values here presented are cal led l ife values. 
(Sometimes they are cal led associational values,  because 
they are said to be associated in the mind ot the observer 
with items in  the medium rather than being directly con
tained in the medium;  but this term is somewhat unfortu
nate, since it prejudges the question of whether they do 
ari se through a process of association-for example, 
whether the sadness i s  associated with the mu sic rather 
than being in some sense contained or embodied in i t. ) 
:\ l ore will be said about these values when we discuss 
theories of art. 

Contextualism versus isolationism. With what th ings 
outside the work of art must  be we acquainted in order to 
appreciate a work of art ?  The issue i s  not whether the work 
of art should be the focus of our attention : if we are view
ing the work aesthetical ly, presumably i t  should. I f  the 
work of art is used merely as a \·eh icle for acqui ring his
torical knowledge about the period or facts about the au
thor's l ife or his unconscious motives, then the work is  not 
being apprehended aesthetically at all .  (Of course, it can 
be apprehended aesthetical ly and also as a source of his
torical or biographical information.) 

I solationism is  the view that in order to appreciate a 
work of art, we need do nothing but look at i t, hear it, or 
read it-sometimes again and again ,  with the most concen
trated attention-and that we need not go outside it to 
consu lt the facts of h istory, biography, or anything else. (If 
i t  is necessary to do this ,  the work of art i s  not self
sufficient and hence it is arti stical ly  defective . ) The Eng
l i sh art critic Clive Bell ,  for example, held that to ap
preciate a work of art (and i n  th is i nstance he \Vas speaking 
primari ly of the vi sual arts, and deliberately excluding 
l i terature) we need bring \vi th us  nothing whatever from 
the world and our store of the world's  knowledge, except, 
in the case of some paintings, an acquaintance \Vith 
three-dimen sional space (he held that some paintings 
require a knowledge that the two-dimensional presenta
tion on canvas is a representation of spatial depth not 
given on the canvas itself). A work of visual art should be 
approached as an exercise in pure form , and if one brings a 
knowledge of the world to a work of art, this knowledge 
will fil l  the observer's mind with irrelevancies that di stract 
him from the contemplation of the formal relations in the 
paintmg. 

In contrast to thi s  view, contextual ism hol ds that a work 
of art should be apprehended i n  its total context or set
ting, and that much h istorical and other knowledge "feeds 
into" the work of art, making the total experience of it 
richer than if i t  were approached without such knowl edge. 
All appreciation of works of art should be in context, even 
the appreciation of pure music and nonrepresentational 
painting. 

It is  not neces sary for a critic to hold either  position in 



its pure or undiluted form : one may be an isolationist 
about some works of art, or types of works of art, and a 
contextual i s t  about others. Let us  be more specific, how
ever, about the kinds of factors (other than a careful perus
al of the work of art itsel f) which, according to the contex
tualist ,  may be necessary, or at the very l east helpful ,  in  
the  appreciation of  works of  art. 

( 1 )  Other works of art by the same arti st. If the same art
i s t  has created other works,  particul arly in the same genre, 
according to the contextual ist  it may enhance our ap
preciation to compare or contrast them with one another, 
even while we are attending to just one of them . Sheer 
quantity of works has, of course, no merit in itsel f; yet 
when one is l istening to any one of .\ lozart' s piano concer
tos, one may (more unconsciously than consciously) com
pare its general mood, its thematic material , its mode of 
development and resolution, with some of the 26 other 
concertos that .\1ozart composed : I n  this  case, knowl edge 
of the complete body of works may heighten one's enjoy
ment of the individual work. 

(2 ) Other works of art in the same medium by other 
artists , especially in the same style or the same tradition. 
Our appreciation of \ 1 ilton 's "Lycidas" is enhanced by a 
study of the pastoral s of Vergi l ,  and indeed by a study of 
the entire pastoral tradition in  poetry. According to con
textual i s ts ,  to study "Lycidas" in i solation from this  tradi
tion would  needlessly deprive us of much of the richness 
in  the poem and, indeed, would make some of the refer
ences i n  i t  unintel l igibl e. 

Thus far, the extensions, from our original attention to 
the work of art only, have been to other works of art, not to 
the background of works of art. At this  point, however, we 
come to items which are not works of art at al l .  

(3 ) A study of what one might cal l "external facts about 
the artistic medium"-for example, a study of the instru
mental l imitations or advantages of pipe organs in Bach's 
t ime or knowledge of the dramatic conventions of the 
El izabethan theater as a background for reading or viewing 
Shakespeare's plays. An acquaintance with the arti stic 
conventions ,  l imitations, or idioms in which the artist 
operated often leads to a better understanding of the work 
and puts one in  a better position to appreciate it, rather 
than merely to have extraneous knowledge about it; and 
negatively, knowledge of facts of this  kind will often help 
to avoid  misunderstanding or misinterpreting it. 

(4 ) A stu dy ""of the age in which the artist l ived-the 
spirit of the times, the ideas then current, the compl ex 
influences that molded the arti st. The contextual i st would 
say that a knowledge of these factors may often be helpful. 
I s  it  not important for us to know that .\ 1 i l ton was aware of 
the new Copernican astronomy, but del iberately chose to 
make h i s  cosmos i n  Paradise Lost Ptolemaic? The isola
tionist would  say tnat this i s  merely "background ma
terial ," i nteresting enough in its own right as history or 
biography but not relevant to the aesthetic experience of 
the work of art, whereas the contextual ist would say that 
our aesthetic experience of the work of art is ncher be
cause we have th is background knowl edge. 

(5 ) A study of the art ist's l ife. Anthologists of l iterature 
constantly assume that this is an important consideration, 
since they append detai led b iographies to the selected 
samples of poetry and prose by each author. I t  is true (as 
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isolationi sts repeatedly emphasize) that knowl edge of the 
artist 's l ife can distract our attention from the work of art. 
Yet i t  may also be true that such knowl edge (for instance, 
of .\ l i l ton 's ideal s and struggles)  may heighten our experi
ence of the created work. In this case, the aesthetic rel e
vance of such knowledge is the point of dispute, al though 
the contextual ist wi l l  say that even in the case of music, 
which is the most autonomous of the arts ,  a knowledge of 
Beethoven's l ife will enhance our appreciation of his mu
sic. The knowl edge, of course, must be a means,  and the 
enhanced appreciation the end, and not the other wav 
round, as it is when an artist's work is s imply used-f�r 
exampl e, to establ ish some thesis in  psychoanalytic theory. 
The facts about the artist's l i fe should be used to "i l l  umi
nate" the work. 

(6) A study of the artist's intentions. Especial ly impor
tant among the facts about the arti st's l ife i s  a knowledge of 
what the arti st intended his work to be, to do, or to achieve. 
Hence, critics have paid special attention to records, left 
to us  by the arti st or his  contemporaries, of what the arti st 
intended to convey in his work, especially i f  the ,vork itself 
i s  obscure or difficult. 

Isolati onists held that if one must look outside the work 
of art in order to understand what it should achieve, this  
constitutes an artistic defect: the work of art is not "stand
i ng on its o,vn."  The person who feel s that he needs such 
knowledge is committing "the intentional fallacy" -the 
fal lacy of requiring a knowledge of what the artist intended 
before one is in  a position to appreciate his work. In  
thi s  i nstance, the isolationist  has a pl ausible case; many 
critics, at any rate, would hold it to be a defect in a ,vork of 
art if one cannot infer its meaning, message, or general 
import from a careful perusal of the work i tself. A work of 
art, they would say, should be a self-contained and self
sufficient entity. On the other hand,  the contextual i st will 
argue that even though ideal ly the artist's intentions 
sh0uld be manifest in  his work, sti l l  we should not con
demn or dismiss a work of art because of a failure in th is 
respect, if it proves to be much worth appreciating once 
we have learned the arti st's intentions. If  we are told that 
Prokofiev intended his  "Class ical Symphony" to be a par
ody of class ical symphonies,  we may enjoy it ever so much 
more; the hint is  helpful regardless of the source from 
which we obtain i t. The contextual ist would say that it is 
s imply self- l imiting to reject information that might height
en an aesthetic experience, whether or not we fal l into an 
"intentional fallacy. " 

The contextual ist  i s  not, of course, com itted to subscribe 
to any particular set of eval uative criteria, such as the one 
set forth by the poet Goethe: ( 1 )  What was the artist trying 
(intending) to do? (2) Did he do it? and (3) Was it worth 
doing? \\'hat the arti st intended is in and of itself of no 
consequence at all : he might have intended one thing and 
achieved something quite different, or he might have in
tended to create a banal popular work and succeeded 
bri l l iantly. But as long as knowledge of intention is used, 
not as a sacred key to true interpretation (regardless of 
what other evidence indicates), but as one key among 
many which may be used, then it is difficul t  to maintain 
that such knowledge is  never helpful .  

Theories of art. The position that one takes on the is sue 
of contextual i sm versu s isolationism wi ll  depend to a large 
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extent upon one's view of the essential nature and function 
of art. The first of these views that we shall consider i s  the 
theory of art as pure form. Even those philosophers of art 
who have written most about the formal properties of 
art have not usually held that form i s  the only criterion by 
which aesthetic value is to be judged, but some have gone 
on to make this claim and are cal led "fonnalists" in art. 

Formalist theory. Clive Bell ,  who was a critic of yisual 
art, held a formalist view with regard to vi sual art and 
music, though not to l iterature. He argued that formal 
excel lence is the one timeless feature of art through the 
ages ;  it can be recogn ized by observers of different periods 
and cultures, despite varying subject matter, topical refer
ences, and accidental associations of all sorts. He cal led 
this property of works of art "signi ficant form,"  although 
the name seems somewhat inappropriate because the 
property in question is distingui shed precisely by the fact 
that it sign i fies,  and hence is significant of, noth ing what
ever. 

The formali s t  theory considers representation , emotion , 
ideas, and all other "life values" to be irrelevant to aes
thetic appreciation. It admits only the "mediumistic" val
ues, which in visual art means colors, l ines ,  and combina
tions of these into planes and surfaces. A painting i s  none 
the worse for being representational, but the representa
tion i s  aesthetical ly irrelevant: a painting is never good 
simply because it represents something from the real 
world, however well or movingly th i s  may be done. Nor i s  
i t  better o r  worse because i t  evokes emotions. Any form of 
anecdote (storytel l ing, hi storical narrati on, etc. ) i s  sim ilarly 
excluded as being "literary"-a quality that i s  perfectly 
appropriate to l iterature (which, according to formal ism, i s  
an art o f  a very different order, and only minimally aes
thetic), but irrelevant to vi sual and musical art. 

Formal properties alone are relevant to aesthetic value,  
and other writers have d iscu ssed in detail such formal prop
erti es as organic unity, thematic variation, and develop
ment Bel l ,  however, speaks in a somewhat mystical manner 
of "si gnificant fonn" without offering any criteria for 
detecting i t s  presence. Significant form is  that to  which aes
theti c emotion i s  the response. \\'hen we ask what the 
aesthetic emotion i s ,  however, we find that it is the emotion 
evoked by signi ficant form. This circular definition is, of 
course, quite unhelpful. Nevertheless ,  it is cl ear that the 
aesthetic emotion has nothing to do with the emotions of 
l ife,  such as joy and sadness. It is a response to formal 
properties only-in a painting, the complex interrelations 
of shapes and colors organized into an aesthetic unity. 
�lost people who claim to enjoy paintings do not respond 
greatly to this  aspect and therefore miss the di stinctive 
pleasure that works of art can give them. 

[They] read into the forms of the work these facts and 
ideas for which they are capable of feeling emotion, 
and feel for them the emotions that they can feel-the 
ordinary emotions of l ife. When confronted by a pic
tu re,  instinctively they refer back its forms to the 
world from which they came. They treat created form 
as though i t  were imitated form, a picture as though it 
were a photograph . I nstead of going out on the stream 
of art into a new world of aesthetic experience, they 

turn a sharp corner and come straight home to the 
world of human interests. For them the signi ficance of 
a work of art depends on what they bring to it; no new 
thing is added to their l ive s,  only the old material is 
sti rred. A good work of vi sual art carries a person who 
i s  capable of appreciating it out of l i fe into ecstasy; to 
use art as a means to the emotions of l ife i s  to use a 
telescope for reading the news. (Cl ive Bell ,  Art, pp. 
28 - 29)  

Space permits neither the further eluc idation of  the 
formali sts' fundamental thesis by means of specific exam
ples (such as are to be found in abundance in the various 
books of art criticism by Cl ive Bell  and Roger Fry), nor the 
systematic critic isms that the theory has received from its 
opponents. The direction of these critici sms  can perhaps 
best be indicated by explaining another well-known theory 
of art, that of art as expression. 

Art as expression. Most philosophers and crit ics of art 
have not been formalists, although many of them agree that 
the emphasis  on formal i sm has been a healthy one, in that 
it has served the useful purpose of directing our attention 
toward the work of art i tsel f-that i s ,  on what i t  pre sents, 
rather than what i t  represents. These critics hold that art 
has other values to offer us ,  but that these must emerge 
through the form and cannot be apprehended without 
close attention to the form . In thi s  respect they have 
agreed with the emphasi s on form, but have not agreed 
that the form deserves exclusive emphasis. Specifical l y, 
many critics have held that in addition to satisfying formal 
requirements, a work of art must in some way be expres
s ive,  especial ly of human feeli ng. Thi s  view is chiefly 
exempl ified in the expression theory of art. 

"Art is an expression of human feel ing" is a stock for
mula, and most students of art respond to it at once. How
ever, phil osophers must ask what it means to say this .  Like 
many terms that can refer both to a process  and to the 
product resulting from that process ,  the term "expression" 
(and the related term "expressive") can refer both to a 
process engaged i n  by the artist and to a feature of the 
product of that process .  

Traditional l y, the expression theory of art has been a 
theory concerning what the artist experiences and under
goes when he creates a work of art. Eugene Veron, Tol
stoy, Benedetto Croce, R. G. Collingwood, and a host of 
other writers have in one way or another promulgated this 
formula, and the general public still re sponds to the for
mula "art is expression" more favorably than to any other. 
A typical statement of the view, which is to be found in 
Coll i ngwood's The Principles of Art, describes the artist as 
being stimulated by an emotional excitement whose nature 
and source he does not know until he can find some form 
of expressing i t, which involves bringing it before h is  
consciou s mind. Thi s  process i s  accompanied by feelings 
of rel ease and new understanding. The main question 
is whether thi s  process is relevant to aesthetic theory, or 
whether i t  i s  concerned rather with psychology-the psy
chology of arti stic creation. 

Has anything been said about the work of art i tself, as 
opposed to the conditions under wh ich i t  was created ?  
Even i f  w e  are considering not the art product but rather 
the process of its creation, the question arises,  What is  the 



connection between the expression theory's description of 
the creative process and the creation of works of art? One 
would have thought that the creation of works of art im
plies at least that the artist is working with material s  in  a 
medium-that is ,  he i s  exploring new combi nations of 
elements in a given medium. Indeed, this constitutes his  
creative activity as an arti st. Where i s  the transition from 
the emotions which an imate or inspire the artist, and 
which in  some way he  i s  supposed to "express," and the 
medium in which he is working? Suppose we agree that a 
certain mu sical composition i s  a great one and learn sub
sequently that the composer felt  no emotions whatever 
while he was composing it (Richard Strauss, for example, 
said, "I  work very coldly, without agitation, without emo
tion even;  one must be completely master of oneself to 
organize that changing, moving, flowing chessboard, or
chestration"). Must we then conclude that the work of art 
was not as good as we thought it was when we heard it 
without having this  knowledge ? 

\Vhether or not the artist has in some sense expressed 
his own feel ings in creating the work of art is, it  would 
seem, irrelevant to the qu estion of what, i f  anything, the 
work of art is expressive of "The music expresses sad
ness" does not mean the same as "The composer ex
pressed his  own feelings of sadness when he wrote his  
music ." If the music i s  sad, it i s  so regardless of how the 
composer felt when he wrote it. 

But what does it mean to say that the mu sic i s  sad or 
expresses sadness? Clearly it i s  a metaphor, for in the 
l i teral sense only sentient beings capable of emotion can 
be sad. How can music be sad, or have or contain any other 
feel ing quality? 

One answer to this question-an extremely simple one, 
but qu ite surely mi staken-is that "The music is  sad" 
means "The mu sic makes me (dr other l i steners, or most 
l i steners, or a sel ected group of l isteners) feel sad when 
they hear it. " But if th is  is what is meant, we already have 
a perfectly sati sfactory word for i t, namely, evocation
"The mu sic evokes sadness in me (or in most l i steners). " 
But thi s  is a most unsati sfactory analysis .  A person can 
recognize certain melodies as being sad without feeling 
sad himself. If hearing the music really made him feel sad, 
as a person does when he feels sad at the loss of a dear 
one, he would probably not wish to repeat the experience. 
In any case, th� recognition of the quality of the melody i s  
quite distinct from the emotions a person feels when he  
hears it. One may hear happy music and be  bored by  it. 
What a person feels and what quality he attributes to the 
music are two different things. The sadness of the music i s  
phenomenally  objective (that i s ,  fel t  as being " in  the mu
sic"), whereas a person 's sadness when he hears i t  (if such 
sadness occurs) is qui te distingu i shable from the sadness 
of the music; i t  is fel t  as being "phenomenal ly subjective, "  
belonging to h im and not to  the mu sic, and only evoked by 
the music. There i s  no reason why the two phenomena 
should even accompany each another. To say, then, that 
the mu sic expresses sadness, or s imply that it is  sad, is to 
say something about a felt quality of the music itself, rather 
than about how it makes l isteners feel .  

But what is this quality which inheres in, i s  embodied 
in, or is  in some way contained in or a property of the 
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music? It is difficult to explicate what it means to say that a 
work of art contains  emotional properties. The andante is  
not sad in the same sense in which it i s  so many notes long 
or has certain ri sing and fall ing rhythms. If a disagreement 
ari ses concerning its expressive quality, how is one to 
defend one's position? 

Perhaps the most satisfactory approach i s  to analyze the 
most basic sense of the term "expression," namely, that of 
outer behavior manifesting or reflecting inner states .  When 
people feel  sad they exhibit certain types of behavior: they 
move slowly, they tend to talk in hushed tones, their 
movements are not jerky and abrupt or their tones strident 
and piercing. Now music can be said to be sad when it 
exhibits these same properti es:  sad music is normally slow, 
the intervals between the tones are small ,  the tones are not 
strident but hushed and soft. In short, the work of art may 
be said to have a speci fic feeling property when it has 
features that human beings have when they fee l  the same 
or simi lar emotion , mood, etc. This is the bridge between 
musical qualities and human qualities, which explains how 
music can possess properties that are l i terally possessed 
only by sentient beings. 

The same considerations apply to the other arts. \Ve can 
claim that a l ine in a painting is graceful because it pos
sesses similarities to the contour of the limbs of human and 
an imal bodies when they are said to be graceful .  The hor
izontal l ine  is restful (as opposed to vertical or jagged 
l ines) because the human being in a horizontal position is 
in a situation of re st and s leep and is in a secure position 
from which he cannot fal l .  The horizontal line is not in
trin sically restful and secure, but is  so for creatures subject 
to gravitation, for whom the natural position of rest is hor
i zontal. For human beings, at any rate, the connection i s  a 
universal one, not subject to individual variation or even to 
cultural relativity. If a horizontal l ine had one effect on one 
i ndividual and an entirely different effect on another, how 
could the creative artist rely on the effect of his work upon 
other human beings? Moreover, such claims can be put to 
a test. If someone were to insist that a fast sprightly waltz 
was really sad or melancholy, we would refer him to the 
behavioral features of sad people and show him that when 
people are in that state they do exhibit the qualities in 
question ( i .e . , the qualities of sad music), rather than speed 
or sprightl iness. 

Works of art, then can be expressive of human qualities :  
one of  the most characteristic and pervasive features of  art 
is that percepts (lines, colors, progressions of musical 
tones) can be and are suffused with affect. Hence, th is  
claim of the expression theory seems quite certainly to be 
true.  The work of art can properly be said to contain or 
embody feeling qualities. A piece of music is sad; it does 
not merely evoke sadness. The formalists' objections to 
seeking emotional effects from works of art is ,  at least in 
part, based upon the mistaken belief that the only sense in 
which a work of art can "be emotional " is for it to evoke 
emotions, whereas in fact (in the sense just explained) the 
feeling quality is  a genuine qual ity of the work of art. 

In conclu sion, we may note that in presenting and de
fending its claim, the expression theory has in a sense 
made itself unnecessary. It is no longer necessary to say 
that the work of art is expressive of feeling qualities; it is  
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only necessary to say that i s  has them-that it i s  sad or 
embodies sadness as a property. Art as symbol. Some philosophers of art have gone be
yond the expression theory to another view, the s ignifi
cation theory, according to which art i s  more properly 
described as a symbol of human feeling than as an expres
s ion of it. 

To avoid the lengthy debate over the distinction be
tween sign and symbol, we shall simply speak of signs, 
leaving others to choose which kinds of signs they prefer 
to regard as symbols. In the broadest sense, A i s  a sign of B 
when A stands for B in some way or other. The verb "to 
signify" means "to be a sign of" : thus, clouds signify rain,  
the musical note (mark on paper) signifies the tone that i s  
to  be played, the word signifies the thing i t  stands for, the 
bell signifies that someone is at the door. �lost signs do not 
resemble the things that they sign ify. Some signs, how
ever, are cal led iconic signs, in that they resemble, or have 
a considerable s imilarity to , that which they signify. The 
word "stop" on a road sign is not an iconic sign, but a 
curve bending leftward (to indicate that there i s  a l eft turn 
ahead) is .  According to the signification theory, works of 
art are iconic signs of psychological processes taking place 
in human beings, specifical ly, s igns of human feeling. 
�lusic i s  the clearest example, s ince here the representa
tional element i s  not present. �lusic i s  essentially kinetic, 
being a temporal art, it  flows in time - surging, bounding, 
wavering, driving, soaring, hesitating, always moving. The 
rhythmic patterns in music paral lel  those of l ife :  in other 
words, they are iconic with those of l ife ( i .e. , the l i fe of 
sentient beings). Thus ,  to take an obvious example, the 
patterns of ri s ing and fal l ing, crescendo and diminuendo, 
ri sing gradually to a climax and then concluding (such as 
are to be found in  the "Liebestod" of Wagner's Trista n und Isolde) possess a considerable structural s imilarity to, 
or i somorphism with, the rhythm of the sexual climax. The 
pattern of the slow movement of Beethoven's Quartet No. 
16,  Op. 135, i s  s imilar to the voice inflection of a person 
asking questions and then answeri ng them. 

A degree of iconicity is surely present in many cases ,  but 
whether al l musical passages are iconic with psychological 
processes is another question-not to mention the ques
tion of whether their value as music depends on this iconic
ity. There i s  an enormous variety of rhythmic patterns and 
variations in  Bach's preludes and fugues,  for example, 
and it would seem impossible to point out corresponding 
psychological processes for each separate case. One may say 
that the musical passages are iconic with psychological 
processes but that the distinctions are too subtle to be 
named, and that, indeed, language contains no names for 
the vast variety of unique feeling states .  This last point i s  
surely true,  but it does not show that every musical passage 
is i conic with some such feeling state; in fact, there seems 
to be no way to show this .  

� loreover, many musical passages appear to be iconic 
with more than one psychological process, so that there is 
no one-to-one correlation between them : "A long cre
scendo, as in Ravel's Bolero, might signify bursting with 
joy or blowing your top" (�l onroe C. Beardsl ey, Aesthetics, 
p. 336). 

We may now raise the still more fundamental question 
of whether th e admitted iconicity ever proves that music i s  

a sign of  psychological processes,  even if there were no 
ambigu ity in the signi fication. Is the Tristan passage that i s  
iconic with the rhythm of the sexual process therefore a 
s ign of that process? The simi larity of two things to each 
another-say, that of one tree to another tree-does not 
make one a sign of the other. What more is required in 
order for it to become a sign ? 

In  conventional signs, A i s  a sign of B because human 
beings have made it so:  A word signifies a thing, a bell 
s ignifies the end of class, and so on. In each case we cou ld 
have employed a different s ign to stand for the same thing. 
In  natural s igns , on the other hand, there i s  a causal rela
tion of some kind between A and B:  clouds are a sign of 
rain,  a fever is a sign of i l lness ,  and so on. There is no 
resemblance in thi s case between the A and B terms ,  but 
they occur together in a causal order, and when we know 
what that order is we can discover (not invent or devi se) 
that A i s  a sign of B. 

The relation between A and B in our examples from art 
i s  neither conventional nor causal . There i s  a relation of 
iconic ity (in the musical examples given, the resemblance 
was one of a structural relation between processes) .  But do 
we want to say that thi s  is sufficient to make A a sign of B? 
I s  s imilarity alone sufficient? The s imilarity of the curve in 
the road s ign to the curve in  the road ahead is  not 
sufficient: there is a rule,  or convention, to the effect that 
when a curve of that shape appears, it  signifies a curve of 
simi lar (though not exactly similar) kind in the road ahead. 
And similarly in music, without some conventional indica
tion that a certain passage is a sign of a certain process, 
there i s  no way of establ i shing thi s  relationship, for the 
structural similarity could extend to any number of 
processes. 

Art and truth. Space does not permit any further treat
ment of current theories of art. Before we leave the philos
ophy of art, however, it i s  important to consider the rela
tion of art to two other concepts : truth and goodness ( i .e. , 
moral ity) .  

An ae sthetic judgment i s  not a judgment about the good
ness or badness of something in any moral sense, nor is it a 
judgment about the truth or falsity of statements. A work of 
l i terature is not considered better or worse aesthetical ly 
because it i s  based upon historical events, or because it 
contains true descriptions of geological or astronomical 
matters , or even because the view of l ife presented in it i s  
true (assuming that it i s  correct to  describe a view of  life a s  
"true") .  Opposed views of  the world are presented in  the 
poems of Dante and Lucretius, but as aesthetic observers 
we do not have to choose between them ; we can ap
preciate each view of l ife as it is presented without having 
to commit ourselves to either. Nevertheless,  works of 
art-particularly works of l iterature-do have some con
nection with truth ,  one which should be briefly described. Stated and implied propositions. There are many ex
pl icitly stated propositions in works of l iterature, and only 
in l iterature, s ince only l iterature has words as its medium. 
S ince every proposition i s  either true or false, and since 
literature contains many true propositions, the art of l itera
ture does contain truth in this obvious sense. For example, 
a novel about the l ife of Napoleon doubtlessly contains 
many true  propositions about his l i fe. 

But more interesting and important are those proposi-



tions (many of which may also be true)  which are impl icit, rather than expl icitly stated. The over-all Weltanschauung of a work of l iterature is usually implicit and must be inferred from a careful reading of the work. This at once raises the question, What is  the sense of "imply" in which works of l iterature may contain impl icit  propositions?  It is not the usual logical sense. Rather, the sense of "imply" in question is  probably the same one that we constantly employ in dail y l ife when we say, for example, "He didn't say that she had rejected him,  but he impl ied it," The expl icit statement did not logical ly imply the proposition, but it contextual ly impl ied it. This means that the utterance of that statement (not the statement per se), on that particular occasion, accompanied (in speech, at any rate) by those particular gestures and tones of voice, impl ied a proposition in the sense that i t  provided us with an inference ticket: it entitl ed us to infer certain propositions that were not stated outright. .In a more complex manner, although no different ly in principle, many views about human life, death , and love, and about the cosmic setting of human l ife ,  are impl ied in countless works of l iterary art. From reading works of l iterature, one may sometimes al so infer propositions about the author-his intentions, his conscious and unconscious motives, his general state of mind, his desires and sympathies. Such inferences are often dangerous (notoriously, in the case of Shakespeare), but sometimes the inference is a val id one :  in a novel one can infer what type of human being is  most favorably regarded by the author from which characters are sympathetical ly treated, or which subjects preyed most upon his  mind from the frequency with which certain themes are treated. Inferences concerning the author's motives , particularly his unconscious ones, are far l ess secure, but with increas ing psychiatric knowledge there is no reason (in principle, at least) why they cannot be made. 
Truth to human nature. In works of l i terature, and to some extent in works of vi sual art, human beings are depicted and their actions are described. Even when there are no hi storical counterparts to the characters in a work of fiction, critics quite universal ly apply a criterion of "fidelity to human nature" in evaluating novels  and dramas. Aristotl e's test of "how a person of that kind probably or necessarily would behave" (in the given circumstances) has been appl ied to art, at l east to l iterary art, throughout many centuries of criticism. The test is roughly as fol lows : Would a person, such as has been described thus far in the novel ,  act, think ,  feel ,  or be motivated in the way that the author describes in the circumstances presented? It is often very difficult to decide thi s  question, either because our knowledge of human nature is insufficient or because the novel ist has not given us enough clues. But once a critic i s  convinced that the character in question would not behave in the way that the author describes him as behaving, he will condemn the characterization (at l east with respect to that action or motivation) as implausible, and his  negative judgment on the truth of the characterization will count against a favorable judgment of the work. The aesthetic relevance of truth-to-human-nature has scarcely been questioned, at l east in the case of l iterature. Thi s test of "truth to human nature," however, is a tricky one which may eas ily become question-begging. One may 
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say, for example, "If the character of type T does not, in circum stances C, perform act A, then thi s shows only that he is not after al l a character of type T," and thus  the test could never have a negative result. The way to get around this is to make sure that his being a character of type T is determined quite independently of his doing act A; and thus, if he is a character of type T, as shown by the previous incidents in the story, and sti l l  he does not perforn1 act A under circumstances C, then his characteri zation (at least with respect to act A )  is untrue to human nature. For example, if a character is described as spending his life attempting to achieve a certain goal , and suddenly without explanation he deserts this goal when he is  within sight of its attainment, we would say, foll owing Ari stotl e, that he did not act as a person of the kind described woul d "probably or necessarily" act. It is true that there are people who do things of just this kind, but the novel ist must have made cl ear through prior characterization that this particular character is of this type. If he has not made this cl ear to us ,  we condemn his characterization (or at any rate th is part of it) as implausible and unconvincing-and it is of the truth of his characterization that the novel i st must convince us .  It would seem, then, that the merit of a work of art-at l east a work that contains characterization, as i s  usual ly  the  case in literature-does depend on truth-not the truth of an astronomical system (as in  the Ptolemaic astronomy employed by Mi lton), nor the truth of geography (as in Li l l iput and the other geographical falsehoods in 
Gulliver's Travels), nor of his del ineation of the facts of history (even a historical drama can be fal se to many facts of hi story when formal considerations such as development and climax demand it, as in the case of Shakespeare's 
Henry IV), nor even the truth of his philosophical system (as in Dante versus Lucretius, for example), but on the truthful ness of the portrait of human beings. Assuming that the requirement of "truth to human nature" is accepted, how does it harmon ize with our earl ier characterization of the aesthetic attitude? If we are to concentrate solely on the work of art itself, on internal relations rather than external relations , how can this be made consi stent with any requirement of truth, which after all is a relation of what is contained in the work of art to something outside it (i . e. , the behavior of human beings in the world outs ide art)? It is precisely at thi s point that formalis tical ly minded critics like Bell would say that l i terature differs importantly from the other arts, that the appreciation of li terature does involve "life values ,"  whereas that of the other arts does not, and that the appreciation of l iterature is not primarily aesthetic at al l .  (Formal ists would admit that there are elements of characterization in some works of vi sual art-for example, self-portraits by Rembrandt-but they would not admit that such characterization plays the sl ightest role in our aesthetic appreciation of such works. But other critics would reply that the appreciation of l i terature, although of a different nature, is sti l l  aesthetic and does not viol ate the requirements for aesthetic appreciation as long as it is not necessary to tum from the work of art to a conscious comparison of the character that is being presented with actual peopl e in the world outside. Knowledge of human nature, they would say, is something we bring with us to the work of art, just as we have the abil ity to recognize such objects as trees 
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and houses in representational paintings; and this recog
nition is no more inimical to aesthetic appreciation in the 
one case than in tlw other. 

Art and morality. An aesthetic judgment is not a moral 
judgment, and the value of a work of art as an aesthetic 
object is not at all the same thing as its value in edifying 
readers or improving their moral character, which may be 
effects of the reading of works of art but not what we are 
judging when we judge a work of art to be good. Nev
ertheless, as in the case of truth, there may be a relation 
between art and morality that is worth pursuing. At any 
rate, there have been several disti ngu ishable hi storical 
positions on the relation between aesthetic and moral 
values, which we wou ld do well to consider. 

The morali stic conception of art dates back to Plato's Republic and has its most vigorous modem defense in 
Tol stoy's What Is Art?; it is the official view of the Soviet 
government and is the view held consci ously or uncon
sciously by most laymen. According to this view, art i s  the 
handmaiden of morality-acceptable and even desirable 
when it promotes moral ity (presumably the "true" or 
"acceptable" morality), but unacceptable and undesirable 
when it does not. Art may give people unorthodox ideas; it 
may distu rb and disquiet them, and since it emphasizes 
individuality and deviation rather than conformity, it may 
be dangerous in undermining beliefs on which (it is 
thought) our society rests. Consequently, art is (and should 
be, according to this view) always viewed with su spicion 
by the guardian s of the established order. When art does 
not affect people greatly, it is considered a harmless pleas
ure, a luxury, and an escape; but when it does, it becomes 
insidious and even subversive , damagi ng the substructure 
of our most social ly desirable beliefs and attitudes. 

A view of art exactly opposite to th is one i s  that of 
aestheticism, according to which moral ity i s  the handmaid
en of art rather than the other way round. Accord ing to 
this view, the experience of art i s  the greatest experience 
available to mankind, and nothing should interfere with it. 
I f  it conflicts with morality, so much the worse for moral
ity; and if the masses fail to appreciate it or to receive the 
experience it has to offer, so much the worse for the mass
es. When Mussolini 's son-in-law waxed lyrical in his  de
scription of the beauty of a bomb exploding among a crowd 
of unarmed Ethi opians, he was carrying to its ful lest ex
treme the aestheticist's view of art. The vital intensi ty of 
the aesthetic experience is the paramount goal in l ife ; 
above all, in Walter Pater's famous words, one should 
aspi re to "burn with a hard gemlike flame." Therefore , if 
there are any morally undesirable side effects of art, they 
do not real ly matter in comparison to this  all-important 
experience which art alone can give us .  

Very few persons would wish to  go so far. Even the most 
ardent and enthusiastic art l overs would stop short of say
ing that the value of art is exclusive or that it holds a mo
nopoly over all other ones. It may well be that the experi
ence of works of art is the greatest experience available to 
human beings, but it is not the only one available,  and we 
do have to consider the others. Aesthetic values,  although 
far greater than most people realize, are still just a few 
among many. This  being the case, we can hardly behave as 
if the other values did not exist. \Ve must therefore con-

sider the relation of aesthetic values to the others that l ife 
has to off er us .  

This  leads us to a third position, surely more plausible 
than either of the two extremes mentioned above, which 
for lack of a better word we may term "interaction ism."  
This  i s  the view that aesthetic and moral values have dis
ti nctive roles to play in the world, but that neither operates 
independently of the other:  indeed, art and moral ity are 
intimately related , and neither functions fu lly without the 
other. On this assumption, let us see what some of these 
interrelations are. It will be most convenient to consider 
first the relation of the art of li terature to morality ,  since in 
this case the relation is more obvious. 

Literature sometimes does teach a lesson, point a moral,  
or convey a message that it i s  important for us to learn , and 
thus  it can enter directly into the service of morality. Even 
great art can sometimes be didactic (for example, Dante's Divine Comedy and Milton 's Paradise Lost). Those who 
praise art for its moral lessons are not always in error, but if 
th is is their only  ground for praise, they are deriving from 
art much less than it is able to give. To u se a comparison 
that Cl ive Bell employed in  another connection, didacti
ci sts in art are cutting blocks with a razor or using a tele
scope to read the news. A telescope can ,  with some 
difficulty, be used for this  purpose, but th is is not what a 
te lescope i s  built for, and if  someone uses it for this pur
pose alone, he i s  u sing it to do a job that a far less valuable 
object could do much better. Art may indeed teach,  but 
usually not by expl icit preachment. As John Dewey put it 
in his Art as Experience, art teaches as friends and life 
teach-not by preach ing but simply by being. The variety 
of s ituations presented, the human characterizations, the 
crises and struggles through which these characters 
pass-these alone , when set before us in all their vividness 
and complexity, are sufficient to produce moral effects. If 
th is were not so, the author might have done better to write 
an essay or a tract. 

But how then does art achieve a moral effect, if no moral 
is specifically stated?  It does so by presenting us with char
acters in situations (u sually of conflict and crisis)  that 
general ly  have a greater complexity than our own every
day experiences. By del iberating on the probl em s and 
conflicts of these characters, we can enrich our own moral 
perspectives; we can learn from them without having 
to undergo in our personal l ives these same conflicts or 
having to make the same decisions ,  for in art we can view 
their situati ons with a detachment that we can seldom 
achieve in daily l ife, when we are immersed in the stream 
of action. Literature is often a potent stimulus to moral 
reflection , for it presents the moral situation in its total 
context, with nothing relevant omitted-and nothing less 
than this is required in making one's own moral decisions. 

We have already expanded our concept of the moral 
relevance of l iterature considerably beyond crude didacti
cism, but we can go sti l l  further. The chief moral effect of 
l iterature doubtless lies in its unique power to stimulate 
the imagination . Shel ley's defense of th is  position in his 
essay "A Defense of Poetry" stands virtually unchallenged 
to this day. "The imagination, "  wrote Shell ey, "is the great 
in strument of moral good, and poetry administers to the 
effect by acting upon the causes. " Through great li terature 



we are carri ed beyond th e confines of our daily l i fe into a 
world of thought and feeling more profound and varied 
than our own, and in wh ich we can enter directly the ex
periences ,  thoughts, and feel ings of people far removed 
from us in space and time. Through the exerci se of the 
sympathetic imagination, art, more than preachment or 
moral izing, tends to reveal the common human nature that 
exists in al l men beh ind the fa9ade of divisive doctrines, 
and thus to unite mankind more effectively than the doc
trines themselves cou ld ever do. This is (to use Dewey's 
term) the "leavening" influence of art. 

In order for a work of art to have moral effects, then, it is 
not necessary that it present us with a system of moral ity. 
It need not present us with any system at al l ;  indeed, its 
moral potency is l ikely to be greatest when i t  presents us ,  
not with systems, but with characters and situations con
vincingly drawn and vividly described, so that through the 
use of imagination we can see their views and l ive through 
their experi ences . 

Finally, what of the effects on the audience of reading, 
hearing, or seeing works of art? Aristotle's theory of ca
thars is was the first in a long succession of views attrib
uting moral value to th e consumption of works of art, al
though his theory was l imited to dramatic tragedy only. 
According to him art acts as an emotional cathartic, a pur
gative of the emotions. During the course of our dai ly 
l ives, certain emotions (which need not be l imited to Ari s
totl e's pity and fear) are generated which we would be 
better off without and which we should try to expel;  and 
art is the agency that helps us to do th is.  B y  witnessing a 
powerful drama or hearing a choral concert, we can "work 
off" these emotions , instead of letting th em fester inside of 
us or inflicting them on our fellow men. 

Undoubtedly this view is  SOIT}ewhat crude in  the l ight of 
modern psychology. :\ loreover, it regards the effect of art 
as that of getting rid of that wh ich is undesirable,  rather 
than the pos itive production of anything desirable. Yet it 
can hardly be denied that the experience of reading, view
ing, or l i stening to a work of art does give a pecul iar rel ief 
and release, a freedom from inner turbulence. It is not 
merely that for a few hours we can forget our troubles :  any 
form of diversion, including intoxication, may al so achieve 
this end. G reat art does not merely provide people with a 
break or interruption in  the course of their worried l ives, at 
the end of wh ich they are ju st what they were before : in  
the very act of concentrating our energies upon an aes
thetic object, our spiritual state is improved; there is a 
release from tension and a kind of inner clarification that 
was not present before. The effect includes a heightening 
of our sensibil ities ("heightened consciousness" was Edith 
S itwel l ' s phrase for the effect of poetry), a refining of our 
capacities for perceptual and emotional discrimination, 
and a capacity to respond more sensitively to the world 
around us .  

Al l  these may be cal l ed moral effects of art and tend to 
show that art and morali ty, far from being enemies, are 
suppl ementary. Yet there may be occasions on which they 
clash-when, as has often been claimed, a work of art has a 
deleterious moral effect, and one must choose between 
aesthetic and moral values, s ince both cannot be pre
served. Thu s arises th e problem of censorship of th e arts. 

Aesthetics, Problems of 5 1  

The question of what the actual effects of works of art are 
is a compl ex one on account of the di\·ersity of response 
among viewers and readers. Some persons are so affected 
by the nudity of a statue that they cannot view it aestheti
cal ly, whi le  others are not distracted at al l .  At any rate, it is 
difficult to conceive of any great work of art as being 
moral ly objectionable if one approaches it aesthetical ly; 
th is task requires such fu l l  attention that it di spel s any 
al legedly undesirable side effects.  If one contemplates 
James Joyce's Ulysses as the complex whol e that it is, the 
passages that some readers find indel icate shade into in
significance; they are absorbed into the total unity of the 
work of art, and that the severest critic of the novel could 
hardly say that taken as a whole the work is morally objec
tionable. The aesthetic power of a work of a rt tends to 
paralyze any incipient "immoral " tendencies. The aes
thetic way of approach ing a work of art is incompatible 
with any whol esal e practical effects it might have, such as 
impel l ing the reader or viewer to commit crimes or set out 
to change the world. One usual ly finds that those who 
criticize works of art on moral grounds are approaching it 
neither as the artist i ntended nor in  the way that it can 
most fruitful ly be approached. 

Even in the case of works of art that are l ess than great, 
and of audiences that are someth ing less than aesthetical ly 
sensitive, the "immoral " effect� of art have been greatly 
overstated (see Jerome Frank, "Obscenity and the Law," 
in :\ larvin Levich , ed . ,  Aesthetics and the Ph ilosophy of Criticism, p. 4 18) .  There is  no evidence that readers of 
novel s of crime  and detection tend to commit the crimes 
they read about. Indeed, this may operate the other way 
round : such reading sometimes helps the indiv idual to 
di scharge innocently, through the experience of the novel 
itself, any tendencies which, if  unreleased, might have 
become uncomfortable or dangerous. :\'or is there any 
evidence that criminals who read a certain book commit 
crimes because they have read that book ; the roots of 
crime are much deeper than th is. A cri minal tendency, i f  
al ready present, may poss ibly b e  reinforced b y  reading a 
book, but it may also be satisfied (as a substitute gratifica
tion) by reading the book. Accordingly, if the book were 
banned, all actual and potential readers would be de
prived of it, and the all eged good moral effects would 
not occur any more than before-surely a bad bargain .  

Such empirical considerations about the effects of works 
of art could be mu ltipl ied indefinitely. But even if it were 
granted that certain works of art do have bad moral effects, 
the question would stil l remain, Should they on that ac
count be banned or censored? On this point the very prin
ciple of censorsh ip is in question. Does one body of hu
man beings have the right to sit in judgment upon another, 
and larger, body of human beings and tell them what they 
may and may not read or see ? A strong case can be made 
for replying in the negative. First, by what right do the 
censors rule? They are as finite and as fal l ibl e as those who 
are censored, and there is no guarantee that they are better 
moral guardians than the people they are al legedly guard
ing. Second, does it real ly  improve the moral stature of 
adult i ndividuals to be prevented from making a choice, 
even a poor choice ? ls not the freedom to acquaint oneself 
with a variety of ideas and opinions essential to the pres-
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ervati on of a free society? But th is  choice is den ied him 
\vhen a book or fi lm is banned. Third, any approval of 
censorsh ip i s  l ikdy to boom erang on the person who ap
proves it. Censors, once establ i shed, tend to act according 
to their individual prejudices v,:ithout respect to the \Vi shes 
of those v,:ho original ly establ ished them. The person who 
wants certain works of art banned, only to find that other 
th ings are banned in stead ( including some to which, he 
v,:ould l ike to have access ), has in effect asked for the 
treatment that he is receiving by adm itt ing the principle of 
censorship in the first place. 

The definition of art. A concluding \VOrd should  be said 
about the concept of art i tsel f. The \vord "art" and the 
phrase '\vork of art" have been used many ti mes in the 
above discussion, and yet they have not been preci sely 
defined. One negative condition has been given, namely, 
that v,:hat is not man-made (or at any rate made by senti ent 
beings) may be an aesthetic object but i s  not to be 
classi fied as art; and a more positive stricture has al so been 
menti oned, namely, that in the case of fine art (as opposed 
to useful art) , the primary functi on is  aesthetic. These cri
teria, to be sure, offer l i ttle basi s for di sti ngui shing good art 
from bad art, but i t  is doubtful \vhether a definition of 
art should do thi s  (the definition should be neutral with 
re spect to val ue), any more than a definition of "road" 
should di stingu ish good roads from bad roads . .\ f uch con
fusion has ari sen from a fail ure to di st ingui sh neutral 
definitions from val ue definitions-(for example, from a 
failure to di sti ngu ish bet\veen definitions of art and the 
writer's opinions as to what constitu tes good art). 

It v,:ould be comparatively easy to define the terms "mu
s ic," "painting," "sculpture," and other terms referring to 
the spec ific arts by the nature of the various media in 
which these arts are cast. (There may, of course, be many 
other arts in  the future, of \vh ich v,:e have no conception at 
present . )  But in the case of art as a general concept, i t  is 
doubtful whether any definition more stri ngent than the 
one given above \vi ll be sati sfactory . .\fast  proffered defi
nitions , at any rate , exclude some th ings we \Vould want 
to cal l art (at least as that term is used in ordinary di scourse)  
or include some which we would not. "Art is  an expression 
of feeling th rough a medium" - but i s  art an expres s i on of 
feeling at all ( as we asked in discussing the expression the
ory of art) ? ls  it always "feeli ng" that is "expressed" ? And 
i s  every medium an art medi um (for example, v,:hen a 
ch ild expresses his anger by stamping in the sand, i s  the 
sand a medium)? "Art i s  an exploration of reality through 
a sensuous presentati on" - but in  what sense is it an 
exploration? Is i t  always concerned \Vith real i ty, and if 
so, in what sense? And in what way are the \VOrds in a 
poem sensuous presentati ons? "Art i s  a re-creation of 
reali ty" - but is all art a re-creati on of something, even 
music? (One would have thought that it was the creati on 
of somethi ng, that is , a seri es of tonal relationships that 
never exi sted in that order before the composer created 
them . )  And in what sense does music deal with real i ty? 
Such definitions prejudge the answers to many d ifficult 
questions and raise far more problems than they solve. 

Even more elaborate definitions,  such as that of DeWitt 
Parker in his es say "The Defini tion of Art," are subject to 
simi lar cri tici sms.  According to Parker, there is a set of 
condition-;, each of which is necessary and all of which are 

together sufficient, v,:hich must be satisfied by som ething 
that is cal l ed a work of art. First, it  must provide a source 
of satisfaction through the imagination. In daily l ife, desire 
i s  occupied with real objects and is sati sfied through a 
course of action leading to a goal that involves interaction 
with the environment, but in the case of art the desire is 
appeased in present given experience. Second, the object 
must be social : it must involve a real publicly available 
physical object that can be a source of sati sfaction to many 
people on repeated occasions-it cannot be a dream , an 
i l lusion, a lock of hair, or a victory medal that is sati sfying 
only to the owner or someone dear to him. The sati sfaction 
\Ve derive from the \VOrk stems partly from knov,.ring that 
others enjoy it also-that the experience of it is shared. 
Th i rd, all art must have aesthetical l y  sati sfying form-har
mony, pattern, design. On th i s  point of course, many ques
tions can be rai sed, such as, Is it a defin ition of art or an 
attempt to describe good v,:orks of art? (The reference to 
being "satisfying" would seem to indicate that the latter is 
the case. ) Is  it  necessary that the arti st's creative faculty be 
embodied in som e publicly avai lable object? Croce and 
the ideali sts th ink otherwi se :  they hold that the "real" 
work of art i s  present only to th e mind of th e artist, even 
before he has put pen to paper or paint to canvas, provided 
that his vi sion of the work of art i s  conceived entirely in 
th e arti stic medium.  There are al so d ifficulties about the 
sense in which music, for example, is a "publ icly avai lable 
object . " Does i t  exi st even when it i s  not being played? As 
long as the musical score (which is not the music)  exi sts, 
the music can ahvays be performed agai n, but the second 
performance may sound very different from the first, and 
how different can it be without ceas ing to be the same 
"publ icly avai lable object"? And does the sati sfaction one 
takes in a work of art real ly  depend on the knov,1ledge that 
others take sati sfaction in it also? If \\'Orks of art had been 
avai lable to Robinson Crusoe, he might have enjoyed them 
more rather than less becau se of his sol i tude. In Parker's 
de finition it seems that we have a statement of the author's 
ideal of what art should be, rather than a definition of what 
actuall y constitu tes art. 

Once the questi on "\\'hat is art ?" has been carefully 
distingu i shed from the question "\\'hat is good art?," it is 
the latter question that seem s to be the more interesting 
one. I t  is, at any rate, the subject of many age-old contro
versies in such areas as, \\'hat is beauty ? Are there stand
ards of aesthetic value? How can one distinguish a good 
work of art from a bad one? \\'e turn, then, to the probl em 
of aesthetic value,  and since this  includes all aesthetic 
objects , in nature as well as in art, the problem is  not re
stricted to the domain of ph i losophy of art. 

AESTHETIC VALUE 

"Truth, goodness,  and beauty" constitute the principal 
triad of concepts with which philosophy was traditional ly  
supposed to  deal.  Whatever may be said of  the others, 
beauty was tradi tionally the province of aesthetic theory, 
although truth \Vas al so, s ince it was the truth about beauty 
that aesthetics was supposed to provide. To ask the ques
tion "\\'hat is  beauty?" in  the sense that the word "beauty" 
is used today, however, would be to ask too narrow a 
question, for we want to ask questi ons of value with regard 



to al l objects of aesthetic experience. The word "beauty" 
tends to carry with it the connotation of something that is 
pleasing to the eye or ear, and s ince works of literature are 
(as we observed earl ier) ideo-sensory rather than sensory 
arts,  they do not fall easi ly into that class ification. ( "A beau
tiful  painti ng" sounds natural enough,  but not "a beautiful 
novel .") Even in visual and auditory art, not all works to 
which we would attribute aesthetic value would be con
sidered beautiful. We may, for example ,  consider Picasso's Guernica a work of great aesthetic value, but some of 
i ts admirers may find that it does not please the eye, 
and the word "beautiful" is too pal l id for i t. Works of 
art may move us deeply, reorient our vis ion or our feeling, 
shock or stun us ,  but we need not find them pleasing; and 
yet it is this hedonic qual i ty that is ordinari ly  connoted 
when we call something "beautiful ."  I n  the forthcoming 
discussion we may occas ional ly  use the word "beautiful" 
when it  seems appropriate to do so; when we do,  however, 
it will  be u sed as a synonym for "aesthetic value," not in 
the narrower sense as sociated with the quality of being 
pleasing. The term "aesthetic value" refers to the more 
general concept, and accordingly our question i s  "What is  
aesthetic value?" What is  involved in attributing aesthetic 
value to an object? on what grounds? and how is the claim 
that something has aesthetic value to be defended? 

The traditional classi fication into subjectivist and objec
tivist theori es of aesthetic value is a natural one. A theory 
of aesthetic value is objectivistic if it maintains that the 
properties which constitute aesthetic value,  or make an 
object aesthetically valuable, are ( in  some fairly straight
forward sense) properties of the aesthetic object itself. A 
theory is subjectivi stic  i f  it holds that what makes some
thing aesthetically valuable is not its own properties but i ts 
relation to aesthetic consumers ( such as l iking i t, enjoying 
it ,  having aesthetic experie'nces in response to i t, and so 
forth). Subjectivist theories. Statements such as "When I say 
something is beautiful  I just mean that I l ike it," and 
"Beauty is a subjective th ing-it's beautiful for you if you 
enjoy it, and it's not beautiful for me i f  I don't" are frankly 
subjectivistic. Subjectivism in aesthetic theory, although it 
may become considerably more sophi sticated than these 
statem ents suggest, holds throughout that there are no 
beauty-making properties of aesthetic objects ,  but only 
various responses to these objects ,  and that the attribution 
of aesthetic value can be made val idly only when the 
viewer responds to the object in a certain way. To put i t  
differently, beauty is always a "to you" or a "to me" char
acteristic. "It's beautiful to me" would  make no sense if 
beauty were an objective characteristic of objects like 
squareness,  just as " It's square to me" makes no sense, 
unless one merely means by this ,  "It l ooks square to me." 
But "It's interesting to me" and "This is  strange to me" 
make sense, because interestingness and strangeness are 
not objective characteri stics. When the critic calls  a paint
ing beautiful,  he is referring to some relation between 
himself and the aesthetic object-usual ly  the relation of 
l iking or aestheticall y  enjoying. 

The simplest subjectivistic theory, which has a su
perficial attractiveness but is quite certainly mistaken, i s  
the view that when someone says 'X has aesthetic value," 
he is saying only " I  aesthetically enjoy X" or "I  have an 
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aesthetic experience in response to  X." All such judgments 
are, of course, merely autobiographical ; they tel l us some
thing about the aesthetic observer and report his mental 
state. :\ lost aestheticians, indeed, would say that they are 
statements of personal liking or preference and not aes
thetic judgments at all .  "I l ike it" is quite different from "I  
th ink i t  i s  (aesthetical ly) good." A person may like a paint
ing without considering it good, and he may also consider 
it good without actual ly l iking it: he may have some blind 
spot with regard to the appreciation of that k ind of painting 
and may be perfectly aware of his own deficiency in th is  
regard. " I  l ike i t"  and " I  think i t' s  good" are not  synony
mous expressions, even in common parlance. 

There are many other objections to the subjectivist view, 
the principal one perhaps being that it makes disagree
ment on aesthetic matters impossible. If one person says 
"X is good" and another replies "X is not good," and if  the 
first one i s  merely  saying "I enjoy X" and the second i s  
merely saying " I  do not  enjoy X,"  there is no disagreement 
whatever between them. Both of their statements are 
probably true; neither of them is lying about his l ikes and 
disl ikes. There is  no statement that one of them holds to be 
true and the other holds to be false, and this s i tuation at 
least must occur if  the term "disagreement" is  to retain any 
distinctive meaning. If the suggested analysis were cor
rect, the proper reply to "X i s  good" would be "::'\o, you're 
lying-you don't real ly enjoy it !" This would, certainly be 
an appropriate reply if one were questioning the other's 
autobiograph ical report, but not if he were questioning the 
other's aesthetic judgment. 

Perhaps the main reason why th is  autobiographical 
analys is of "X is good" is so often accepted without further 
reflection is that the person confuses the mean ing of a 
sentence with the conditions of its utterance. A person 
would not usually ( though ,  as we have just seen, he some
times might) say that a work of art is good unless he also 
enjoys i t  or l ikes it in some way, or thinks that he could if 
certain conditions were different. But th is does not entail 
the impl ication that when he says it i s  good he means only 
that he enjoys it. What a person means by a statement and 
the conditions under which he utters i t  are two different 
th ings. 

In order to overcome some of these difficulties, one 
might adopt the "sociological" view that "X i s  (aestheti
cally) good" means not that the speaker aesthetical ly en
joys X, but that the majority of people do. On th is question 
there could indeed be disagreement, which could be re
solved by taking a poll to discover what works of art the 
majority of the population prefers. Such a poll would settle 
a genuine disagreement, but unfortunately for the theory, 
i t  would be disagreement about the wrong thing. It is one 
thing to dispute about what the majority of people prefer 
and quite another to di spute about what works of art are 
good ones. A person who enthusiastically favored a certain 
work of art would not be deterred in his enthu siasm by 
knowing that the majority of people were against him. The 
fact that the majority prefers A to B tells us nothing about A or B; i t  only tel l s  us that more people l ike A than B. :\lay 
not a majority be mistaken ,  as they may be about anything 
el se? 

One might try to remedy th is defect by specifying that 
only the respons es of a certain class of people are to be 
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counted in the poll. Thus.  "X is good" means · "The ma
jority of the best critics enjoy X." But who are the best 
critics ? 

One could amend this ,iew by eliminating the word 
' "best" and spedfying instead the precise qualifications of 
the critic whose ,·ote is to be counted. Thus .  one could say 
that the critic in question must ha,·e a long experience 
with the art medium which he is judging, that he must b€ 
knowledgeable about the history of the art in question. that 
he must be trained in the handl ing of the m edium. that at 
the tim e of judging he must not be worried or othen,ise 
distracted but must be "in a c-a lm frame of mind." that he 
must (in addition to his training in the field ) be a person of 
"aesthetic sens i tiYity:· and so on. But these requ irements 
are difficult to define, and each of them can easily be 
questioned. _-\ny number of critics ha,·e demonstrated an 
excellent capacity for e\'-aluating the aesthetic worth of an 
art work without being expert hi storians or ha,· ing more 
than a m inimal acquaintance with such techn ical problems 
as the chemi stry of paints or the casting of bronze. :\ fore
o,· er. interest in factual and technical detail ,·ery often only 
follows upon enjoy1nent of aesthetic objects. Some people 
find themseh-es more percepti\·e in  an excited rather than 
a calm frame of mind; and there seems to be no way to 
detem1ine just who possesses the elush·e qual i ty of "aes
thetic sens iti\ · i ty ."  

It would seem that a l l  such requirements tell u s  more 
about the art crit ic than about the work of art. If we know 
that the majority of critics , e,·en of those who pass certain 
tests \which. as we ha\'e just seen. would be ,·ery difficult 
to sped�·). fa,·or a certain work of art. does it necessari ly 
fol low that the work of art is a good one?  The majority of 
art critics in El Cre<'o's time did not ,·alue his paintings 
abo,·e those of his  contemporaries .  although today we are 
all sure that El Greco ·s work is greater than that of his 
contemporaries. What does th is prO\· e about El Creco·s 
work . except that it  was not highly ,·alued in his own time? 

\\"e could. of  course. further extend the class i fic-ation by 
saying that X is good if the m,1jority of critics l who pas s  
certain tests ) of al l ages enjoy it or would enjoy it i f  they 
were to scrutin ize it carefully O\·er a period of tim e. This  
would take c-are of  unduly hasty or  superficial judgments 
and (by means of the contrary-to-fact conditi onal ) would 
also take care of works of art of different times and places 
that some critics were ne,·er able to obsen·e. But e,·en in 
this amended fom1. it i s  sti l l  the critic's responses that we 
are describing and not the work of art. It  would seem that 
the two assertions "X is a good work of art" and " "The 
majority of critics who pass quali fications --\. , B, and C enjoy 
X. or would do so if they had a chance to see it and scru
tinized it c-arefully O\·er a period of time" are logic-al ly 
distincl E,·en if. "ith regard to a gi,·en work of art. the two 
statements were alwa,·s true to£ether or alwaYs false  to
gether, it would not follow that the'" mean the s ame;  i t  
would be a c-ase of  logic-al equiYalen�e ,,ithout identity of 
meaning. There always seems to be a difference in mean
ing between a statement about the merit of a work of art 
and a statement about the verdict of those judging it. 

Obj e-cti,ist theories. l" nl ike subje<'tiYist theories .  objec
th i st theories claim. as we all tend to assume in am· case.  
that when we attribute aesthetic ,·alue to a work of.art we 
are attributing ,·alue to the work itself. \\"e are sa)ing that 

it  has aesthetic Yalue and that this Yalue is grounded in the 
nature of the object itself. not in the fact that most obsen·
ers (or obsen·ers of a certain kind) faYor it or enjoy it. If  
obsen·ers fa,·or i t ,  th is would be a consequence of the fact 
that it has aesthetic ,-alue, but the attribution of ,·alue does 
not consist in the fact that any obsen·ers or critics fayor it .  
\\"hat a work of art demands from the obsen·er is his  con
s idered judgment of its merit. and this judgment is based 
upon the work's properties alone, not on the properties of 
any obsen·ers or their relation to it. 

Is there any property or set of properti es that constitutes 
aesth etic ,·alue? Is  there any finite set of properties A, B ,  
C . . .  which i f  present will ensure that the aesthetic object 
is a good one. and if absent ,,ill insure that it is not? 

One ,·i ew on this  issue is that there is a property of all 
aesthetic objects which may be present in ,-a�ing degrees 
(for example, brightness or intensity), but which to the 
degree that it is present confers upon the work its aesthetic 
rnlue.  This property i s  usual ly cal led «beauty. " 

But still one must ask. \\"hat constitutes beauty, and how 
does one re<'ognize its presence ? .-\t this point it is often 
said that beauty is a s imple. unanalyzable property whose 
presence c-an only be intu ited but not detem1ined by any 
empirical test s :  "Beauty is directly apprehended by the 
mind in just the same way that shape is directly appre
hended" lC. E. :\ L  Joad). But thi s  only raises further ques
tions. \\"e usually agree on what an object's shape is, and if 
we do not we can subject our conceptions to empirical 
tests; howe,·er. we do not as often agree on whether an 
object i s  beautiful,  and i f  we do not, what then is the next 
s tep? We can say. to be sure, that one of the parties to the 
dispute is mistaken. but there is no way to discO\·er which 
one is in error. since the property in question is not em
pirical ly  Yerifiable but can only be intuited-and it is a 
notorious fact that people ha,·e conflicting  intui tions . .-\t 
th i s  point all we seem to be able to say is ,  "Xow ends the 
argument and begins the fight. " 

l"nless we are gi\'en some clue as to how to resoh-e  
c-ontrO\·ersies about aesthetic ,·alue, i t  remains a useless 
concept. But it is d ifficult indeed to arri,·e at a criterion 
that is useful and true, for the properties that critics cite as 
"good-making" properties of aesthetic objects are ex
tremely ,·aried and differ considerably from one art 
medium to another. The use of colors for which a critic 
may praise a painting and the use of certain kinds of or
chestration and tonal color in a work of music must be 
l imited to those art media only and cannot be general 
criteria for e,-aluating al l art. much less all aesthetic ob
jects. E,·en the use of rich image�·. which is con sidered 
grounds for praise in one poem , is not cons idered so in 
another poem ; whether  the image�· is praiseworthy de
pends on the type of poem and the total context of the 
passage. In regard to aesthetic judgm ent, so much depends 
upon the context that it  is difficult if not impos sible to 
isolate any one feature of a work of art and say that when
e,·er that feature is present the work of art is a good one, or 
e,·en that it  is better than it would ha,·e been without it. 

:'\e,·ertheless. there ha\' e been attempts to de,·i se a set of 
criteria for judging aesthetic ,-alue. perhaps the clearest 
and most plau sible of which has been set forth by :\ fonroe 
Beardsley. According to his ,·iew, there are .. specific can
ons" of aesthetic cri tici sm as well as .. general canons":  



the specific c-anons are applic-able  to certain art media or 
even to certain kinds of "vork (for example, tragedy versus 
comedy) "";thi n  a given art medium. They differ from 
medium to medium as well as from genre to genre within 
the medium, and no attempt is made to set forth in detail 
what these c-anons are. The general canons ,  however, are 
applic-abl e to all aesthetic objects , no matter what the kind. 
There are three general c-anons : ( l }  unity, (:?.) compl exity, 
a:i.d (3) intens ity. l' nity and complexity have already been 
discussed in our earl ier section on form (the "unity in 
variety" or .. variety in  unity" criterion), but a word should 
be added about intensity. It is a requirement that the work 
of art have certain pervasive ( i .e . ,  regional ) qual ities. "_\ 
good aesthetic object mus t have so-me marked quality, and 
not be a sheer nonentity or a zero. The quality does not 
matter-it  c-an be sad or cheerful, graceful or rugged, soft 
or s tern, prodded it be someth ing" ( Beardsley, .4.esthetics, 
p. --163). Thus , to praise a painting bee-a.use "it has such a 
sense of eternal calm and stillness about it" is to praise it 
for the intensity of a certain pervas ive (regional ) quality: to 
praise it for being developed on a large sc-ale, or being 
subtle or rich in contrasts, is to praise i t  for complexity: 
and to praise it for being well organized, or formally per
fect, i s  to praise i t  for unity. These three attributes together 
constitu te the general .. good-ma.\jng" properties of aes
thetic objects . A work of art may be better than another and 
at the same time possess less of one of these properties, 
pro";ded that i t  has more of the others . The evaluation of a 
work of art, as far as the general c-anons of aesthetics are 
concerned, is a function of these three properties together, 
and any ground of praise of a general sort l that is, 
applic-able to all aesthetic objects ) fall s  under one or an
other of thes e three criteria. (This ";ew is defended at 
length in Chapter 10 of Be�sley' s Aesthetics . )  

But  "";thin an objecfo,;st framework there is still another 
"vay of analyzing the concept of aesthetic value. One need 
not mention any specific properties of an aesthetic object, 
only its c-apaci ty to produce an aesthetic response. ( Rough
ly speaking, this is the ";ew of John Dewey in his Art as 
Experience, but in Chapter 1 1  of his Aesthetics, Beardsley 
presents it "";th greater sharpness and precision.) .-\ccord
ing to this ";e\v, man-made objects, and some natural ob
jects as well ,  fall into what is c-alled "function-dasses," 
depending on what function they best ful fill . .  -\ chair is 
primarily for s itting on, a '-Hench is primarily for tight
ening nuts,  and so on. This is not bec-ause the makers of 
these objects intended them to do this .  for their intentions 
mav have misfired but bec-ause this is actualh· what thev 
do best. Paintings, 'poems, and symphonies pri�arily fulfiil 
the function of  re"varding the aesthetic attention of the 
reader, ";ewer, or listener. To say "1his is a good X'' is the 
same as to sav "1his is an X, and there is a function of X's 
that it sucres�fulh- fulfil ls ."  A good work of art is one that 
successfully evok�s an aestheti� experience in an audience 
and i s  therefore a good instrument toward the achievement 
of aesth etic experience as an end in its elf. It should be 
noted however that the work of art itself possesses instru
mene-tl value f�r it and other members of its function-class 
fulfill the e�d of evoking aesthetic experience: but the 
experience of "vorks of  art is an intrinsic value, worth hav
incz for its own sake alone and not as a means toward any 
further end. To say that an object, X, has aesthetic value is 
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therefore to say roughly that 0X has the c-apacity to pro
duce an aesthetic experience of a fairly ,;re-at magnitude 
(such an experience ha";ng value):· and to Say that •·x has 
greater aesthetic "-alue than Y" means .. X has the c-apacity 
to produce an aesthetic experience of greater mamitude 
( such an experience having more "-alue)  than that pro
duced by Y.'' 

"Capacity" is, of course, a dispositional term l ike the 
term .. nutritious ."  .-\ capacity statement can be true (but 
not verified )  even though the c-apacity is never actual ized. 
An object's c-apacity to produce aesthetic response, and 
hence its aesthetic "-alue, is not determined by countin!r 
the number of people who are aesthetic-ally moved by it. 
Greater concentration and familiarity is required for the 
appreciation of some works of art than for others . .  \II that 
the formula tel ls us is that if the consumer of the work of 
art is in a pos ition to real ize the c-apacity of the work, then 
if X i s  better than Y he "";II respond more to X than to Y. 
' "The object "";th the greater capaci ty may not have its 
capacity actualized as often as the object "";th less-the 
header the sledge, the greater its force, but the fe'l.1:er who 
can use it wel l .  I f. therefore, the aesthetic "-alue of Tschai
kovsky i s  more often had and enjoyed than that of Bach. it 
sti l l  may be true that the "-alue of the latter is greater" 
(Beardsley, Aesthetics, p. 53:?. ). 

It i s  debatable whether this view should be c-alled ob
jecti";stic in the same sense as the earl ier ones. �o prop
erties of the work of art, such as unity. are mentioned. On 
this point the instrumentalist theory is noncommittal and 
leaves open the pos sibil ity that a set of criteria other than 
unity, intensity, and complexi ty could be de";sed which 
might be more satisfactory. ).; evertheless, in a broad sense 
the theory may be called objecti";stic. for the capacity of 
an object to produce a given type of response is indeed a 
property of the object-a property of a different sort, per
haps, but a property nonetheless .  Redness is a property of 
objects , al though, in the opinion of many philosophers at 
any rate, all it consists in is the capaci ty of the object that is 
c-alled red to produce in viewers a certain type of ";sual 
experience. In the same way, the aesthetic value of an 
object, whether one of nature or of art, is equal ly a prop
erty, although the property is described only in c-apacity 
terms-that is ,  the c-apacity of the object. under appropriate 
conditions , to produce in observers a certain type of re
sponse, namely, the aesthetic. 
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A E TH E R . See ETHER. 

A G A P E .  See LOVE. 

A G N O S T I C I S M .  In the most general use of the term , agnostici sm is the view that we do not know whether there is a God or not. Although the history of agnostici sm, in this general sense, is continuous with that of skeptici sm (thus reaching back to the ancients), the term itself was coined by T. H.  Huxley and its distinctive philosophical bearings 



emerged i n  the course of the nineteenth-century debate on religious beli ef. Participants in  that debate often used the word in a strong and specific sense: to be an agnostic was to hold that knowl2dge of God is impos sible because of the inherent, insuperable l imitations of the human mind. To assert confidently either the exi stence or the nonexistence of a deity with definite and intell i gible attributes was to transgress these limits. This consciousness of limitati on is classically expressed in  the "Transcendental Dialectic" of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason ( 1 78 1). There is a continual temptation, Kant stated, to raise questions about the totality of things; but these questions, he argued, are demonstrably unanswerable. Contradictions are encountered, for i nstance, whether it is as sumed that the world is  finite in space and time or infinite in space and time. Or, in another instance, one event may properly be cal led the cause of another event, but such a concept cannot be used to as sert that something (a First Cause) is the cause of the universe as a whole. Of this "whole" one has, and can have, no experience. The main line of agnostic argument in the nineteenth century fol lowed Kant closely in his critici sm of cosmological reasoning, although many agnostic writers were not thoroughgoing Kantians. Nor did they have to be Humeans to have their metaphysical assurance cal led in question by H ume's famous (or notorious) critici sm of speculation in An Enquiry Concerning Human Understanding ( 1748) :  "If we take in  our hand any volume; of divinity or school metaphysics, for instance; let us ask, Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number? No. Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence? No. Commit it then to the flames : for it can contain nothing but sophistry and i l lusion. " A person who cal ls  himself agnostic commonly judges that he cannot have both agnosticism and, say, Christian belief. Yet the main positions of nineteenth-century agnostici sm were in fact worked out and held by "religious agnostics," writers who argued that a very h igh degree of ignorance concerning the deity was nonetheless compatible with a rel igious commitment of some kind. In fact, if not in name, this vi ew is also found in the twentieth century; it is  essential ly the view of those who disclaim metaphysical knowledge of God, but yet stake all upon "faith," "authority," or Christianity as a practical way of life. Kant may again provide the archetypal model : having denied that theoretical reasoning could furnish arguments for the existence of God, he nevertheless claimed that God had to be "postulated" in order to make sense of moral experience. In his most influential article, "Phi losophy of the Unconditioned" (The Edinburgh Review, 1829), Sir Will iam Hamilton tersely introduced themes that were to be developed, refined, and repudiated by writer after writer to the end of the century and well beyond. "The mind," he wrote, "can . . .  know only the limi ted, and the conditionally limited." To attempt to think the unconditioned or absolute is to think away "those very conditions under which thought itsel f is real ized. " "Loath to admit that our science is at best the reflection of a reality we cannot know, we strive to penetrate to existence in itself; . • • But, like Ixion, we embrace a cloud for a divinity . . . .  " 
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H.  L .  Mansel, in his Bampton lectures, The Lim its of Religious Thought ( 1858), tried to show in detail that alleged knowledge of the Absolute is self-contrad ictory at many points. One attributes personal qualities to Cod, for instance, and yet one cannot think through the notion of personal i ty without the idea of l imi tation: thought must be distinguished from thinker, and so on. But limitation is incompatible with infinite and absolute deity. The conclusion , however, is not a total re ligious skeptici sm. For although speculation about the divine nature is a vain  attempt to escape the i nescapable conditions of human thought, yet through the "feel ing of dependence" and in moral conviction faith may sti l l  operate where speculative reason cannot. Herbert Spencer i n  h i s  First Principles ( 1 862 ) accepted this picture of a l imited human reason, aware of i ts l imits and yet ( in his view) aware also that those l imits are decidedly not the limits of the real. Science and religion could, in fact, be reconci led by realizing that each of them testifies to a mystery, to an inscrutable Absolute, quite beyond the frontiers of knowledge or conception but yet not mere negation or nothingness. The sources of nineteenth-century agnosticism-particularly the agnosticism of those who abandoned organized religion-were, however, more numerous and complex than has been indicated so far. It is rare indeed that a single l ine of phi losophical argument produces by i tself either religious conviction or disi l lusionment. At least three additional sources should be mentioned. First, a growing mas s of data and theory suppl ied by the physical sci ences was prima facie at variance with Biblical history and cosmology. There was the new time scale of geology, the impersonal and amoral Darwinian evolutionary theory, and the radical textual, historical critici sm of the Bible itself. Second, once the strong in itial resi stance to systematic :md searching criticism of Chri stian teaching had been overcome, it was possible to express openly a good many moral misgivings about the Christian conception of God and h is  governance of the world. J .  S. iv l i l l  declared it  was impossible for a thoughtful person to ascribe "absolute perfection to the author and ru ler of so clumsily made and capriciously governed a creation as this planet" (Three Essays on Religion, 1874). He found "moral difficulties" al so in  "the recogniti on . . .  of the object of highest worship, in a being who could make a Hel l" and create creatures whom he foreknew to be destined to suffer in i t  eternal ly. No less moral ly repugnant to many writers was the insi stence of the orthodox that their dogmas requi red sheer unswerving acceptance, and that breakdowns in argument or intel ligib i l i ty were s imply occasions for the exerci se of an intensified faith. T. H. Huxley was forthright. In "Agnostici sm and Chris tianity" ( 1889) he wrote, "I ,  and many other Agnostics , believe that faith ,  in this sense, is an abomination. " In "Agnosticism" ( 1 889) he said, "I veri ly believe that the great good which has been effected . . .  by Chri stianity has been largely counteracted by the pesti lent doctrine . . .  that honest disbelief in their more or less astonishing creeds is a moral offence, indeed a sin of the deepest dye. . . . " Third, the same authors were vehemently critical of the standards of evidence and reasoning normal in theology, 
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and contrasted them wi th the se\"ere, ri gorous, and dispas
sionate criteria of the sciences.  To :\l i l l ,  "The whole of the 
pre,·alent metaphys ics of the present century is  one tissue 
of suborned e,·idcnce in  fa\"our of rel igion. " If  one consid
ers the nature of the world as one actually obser\"es i t, the 
verv most one could dare to hazard is the existence of a 
go�d but fi nite deity :  and :\l i l l  put forward e,·en this pos
sibi l i ty \\ith a characteri stically agnostic tentath·eness. For 
Huxley agnostici sm was "not a creed but a method,' the 
essence of which lies i n  the rigorous application of a s ingle 
pri nciple":  reason should be followed "as far as it can take 
you," but undemonstrable conclusions should not be 
treated as if they were certai n. "One may suspect," he 
said, "that a little more crit ical discrimination would have 
enlarged the .-\pocrypha not inconsiderably. " I n  a s imi lar 
vein, Leslie Stephen protested against theologians who 
ventured to define "the nature of God .-\}mighty with an 
accuracy from which modest naturalis ts would shrink in 
describing the genesis of a black beetle" (An Agnostic's 

.-\pology , 1893 ). 
It i s  not the purpose here to estimate how far theologians 

remedied, or could ever remedy, the deficiencies in their 
arguments that offended their agnostic cri tics.  Some per
manently valuable les sons can be learned, howe,·er, from 
the course of the controvers ies . . -\n obvious one is the odd 
instabi l i ty or ambiguity of certain agnostic positions. Let 
us suppose-as did many of the wri ters just quoted-that 
one ceases to find convincing the arguments for the exist
ence of a deity. Experi ence, one now judges , is l imited 
to the observable world; and reason. although it  may lay 
bare the conditions and presuppositions of that experience. 
cannot extend our experience of what is. A rel igiously 
minded person, i n  this situation, is tempted to divide real
i ty into the knowable and the unknowable and to attribute 
to the latter many of the lineaments of deity. Thus,  "nega
th·e theology" and a rel igiously toned agnosticism can be 
the closest of relatives. Xo sweeping philosophical cri ti
ci sm can demonstrate that al l such pos i tions are untenable 
or involve a cryptotheism; each case must be scruti nized 
indi,idually. Certain re ligious attitudes toward the un
known or unknowable-attitudes, for example, of won
derment and awe-can be perfectly appropriate and 
invulnerable to cri ti ci sm, whereas others-such as the 
expectation of personal encounter with the unknown-are 
obviously most vulnerable. One can tum to h istory for 
some examples. 

In 1896 J ames Ward del ivered his Gifford lectures ,  Xat
uralism and Agnosticism (published in  1 899), at .-\ber
deen Cnivers ity. These contained a ,igorous attack on the 
bas ic presuppositions of the Hami l ton - :\l ansel - Spencer 
approach. The sciences, Ward said, do not form a whole 
that floats in  a surrounding "nescience. " The world we 
know does not consist of "appearance" concealing an 
"ultimate real i ty" that l ies behind or beyond i t. I n  any 
case,  nescience is nescience. "\\'here nescience is abso
lute, noth ing can be said: neither that there is more to 
know nor that there is not." Spencer and like-minded wri t
ers had, however, said a good many mysterious things 
about thei r .-\bsolute, things that, by their own account, 
were strictly unsayable. 

R. Flint (Agnosticism,  Croal l lectures ,  18S7 - l SSS, pub-

l ished in 1 903 ) al so  denounced the equivocations (as he 
saw them) of a rel i gious agnostici sm. "Al l that the mind 
can do on the s ide of the C nknowable is to play at make
beli eve, to feign faith, to worship noth ingness ." "Call your 
doubts mysteries," said Leslie Stephen, satirizing the 
complacent, "and they won't disturb you any longer. " 

I s  i t  possible for a reflective person to be an agnostic in  
the present time ? Logical positi,ists have answered "�o." 
In  Language, Tmth and Logic ( 1 936), .-\. J .  Ayer claimed 
that s ince "al l utterances about the nature of God are non
sensical," the agnostic's statements about God are no less 
nonsensical than the thei s t's .  Both as sume, wrongly. that 
"the question whether a transcendent God exi sts is a 
genuine question. " .-\ccording to pos iti,·i sm and postposi
ti,·i st logi cal analysis ,  the theological problem is  not a 
problem of e,·idence and argument, but a problem of 
meaningfulness. If "God" is  a meaningless word, the sen
tence "Perhaps God does not exi st" is also meaningless. 

In  s tating the s i tuation thus ,  positi,ism was dramatically  
dra,,ing attention to what i t  beli e,·ed to be di stincti,·e in  
its approach , but  i t  simultaneously obscured some impor
tant lines of continuity with the earl ier debate on agn osti
cism. Before the nineteenth century had ended, Flint had 
written, i n  cri ti ci sm of Hamil ton, "Credo quia absurdu m 
can be the only appropriate motto of a phi losopher who 
holds that we may believe in a God the ,·ery idea of whom 
we can perceive to be self-contradictory. " The possibi l i ty 
of internal il logicality in  the ,·ery notion of deity ,  the ri sk 
of the absurd and nonsens ical ,  were well enough recog
nized. Spencer, wrestl ing with the problems of the world's 
ori gin and beginning. said that the questions here are not 
questions of credibil ity but of conceit.:ability. �otions such 
as self-exi stence and creation by an external agency "in
\"olve symbolic concepti ons of the i l legitimate and il lus ive 
kind." The logical pos i ti ,·i st tethered his theory of mean
ing to the demands for observational verification and falsi
fication of our claims about existents. Compare Spencer 
once more , writing in 1S99: "Intellect being framed simply 
by and for com·erse with phenomena, i m·olves us in non
sense when we try to use it for anything beyond phenom
ena. " It must, of course, be added that the positi,is ts and 
later analysts carri ed out their au stere program \\ith far 
greater thoroughness and cons istency than did their pred
ecessors . But  the l ines of continuity are there: and they 
are-once more-those sam e  lines that reach back to 
K:ant's "Transcendental Dialectic" and to Da,id Hume. 
They justify the use of "athei st" to describe one who re
jects the performances and attitudes of rel igion on the 
grounds that talk about God i s  unverifi able talk, or that 
the concept God contains inner i llogical i ties .  

But  is  there stil l  room for agnosticism as undogmatic 
dubiety or ignorance about the exi stence of God ? .-\ case 
for sa�ing that there is sti l l  room can be made on the fol
Io,dng l i nes. \\'here one gives an account of an expression 
in  our language, and where that expres sion is one that 
refers to an exi stent of some ki nd, one needs to pro,·ide not 
only a set of rules for the use of the expres sion, but also an 
indication of how the referring is to be done-through 
direct pointi ng, perhaps, or through giving instructions for 
an indirect method of identifying the entity. Can thi s be 
done in  the case of God? Pointing, clearly, is inappropri-



ate, God being no fini te object in  the world.  The theolo
gian may suggest a number of options at this point. He may 
say: God can be identified as that being upon whom the 
world can be felt  as utterl y dependent, who is the comple
tion of i ts i ncompletenesses,  whose presence is faintly 
adumbrated in experience of the a,vesome and the numi
nous. Clear direction-giving has here broken down; the 
theologian may well admit that his language is less de
scriptive or argumentative than obl iquely evocative. Does 
th is language succeed in establishing that statements about 
God have a reference ? To persons su sceptible to religi ous 
experi ence but at the same time logical ly and cri tical ly 
alert, i t  may seem just barely to succeed, or i t  may seem 
j ust barely to fai l .  Some may even oscil late uneasily be
tween these alternatives without finding a definite proce
dure of decision to help them discriminate once for all .  A 
person in th i s  last category is surely an agnostic. His ag
nosticism takes ful l  account of current l i nguistic criticisms 
of rel igion; it  is in  the course of his reflections upon mean
ing that he sees the necessity of relating the l inguistic to 
the extralinguistic, and his  answers to this problem, the 
problem of reference, plunge him into the deepest uncer
tainty. 

The temper of mind just outl ined, with al l its inner 
turbulence and anxiety, is probably the most creatively 
fruitful of the many varieties of agnosticism. \\'here there is 
no temptation to believe, there can be l ittle philosophical 
interest in not beli eving. Where there has been l i ttle or no 
religious experience, no sense of the haunting strangeness 
that makes the believer wittingly violate language and 
logic to express it, there can be l i ttle i ncentive to explore 
minutely the possible interpretations-theistic, pantheis
tic, natural istic-of that experience. As a matter of history, 
agnostics of this temper are to be found far more rarely 
today than at the height of t}ie agnosticism controversy a 
century ago. For the great writers of that controversy were 
in  most cases brought up with in  the Chri stian faith, had 
identified themselves with it, and subsequently suffered a 
bewi ldering disorientation. Yet, if one is to take seriously 
today the problems of philosophical theology,  there must 
be some suspension of disbelief, at least an imaginative 
venture, in order to see why the beli ever feels compelled 
to use the extraordinary language he does use. He knows 
well enough that it is extraordinary; but he deems that it is 
ordinary language that is found wanting, and not his expe
riences and �he interpretations he puts upon them. The 
agnostic knows that sometimes ordinary language needs to 
be violated, as a poet often violates i t. He knows also that 
to disturb our linguistic  apparatus in so radical a way can 
obscure some movements of thought of a very question
able (or downright invalid) logic. Has this  happened in  
the particular case of  theism ? Searching in  this obscuri ty, 
the agnostic reports that he cannot tell .  For the health of 
philosophy and theology, i t  is well that he should continue 
to search. 
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ROXALD W. HEPBL"R.,.._. 

AG R I P P  A i s  one of the many important ancient Skeptics 
whose l ives are almost entirely unknown to us. All that we 
can say with any certainty about his l ife is that he was a 
Greek, that he l ived before the middle of the third century 
A.D. ,  and that he was famous enough in  his day to have a 
book (by Apellas) named after him. The only extant an
cient writing in  which his name appears is the Lices of 
Diogenes Laertius. 

The only contribution that we can attribute to Agrippa 
with any certainty is five tropoi, or ways of achieving 
doubt. They are more general than the famous tropes of 
Aenesidemus, since they cast doubt not only on the senses 
but on the understanding too; the tropes of Aenesidemus 
more modestly point out ten special types of conflict, pri
marily with respect to sense experience. The five tropes 
of Agrippa are closer to the radical, sweeping Skepticism of 
the Academy (Arces ilaus and Carneades) than they are to 
the more cautious doubt to be found elsewhere in Greek 
Skepticism. But they are e,·en more severe than the argu
ments of the members of the �ew Academy: the latter 
distinguished phenomena from "nonevident" or "hidden" 
(adela) things and cast doubt only upon claims made about 
hidden th ings; Agrippa's tropes do not make th is distinc
tion and cast doubt upon phenomenal and transphenome
nal claims. 

The first trope is that of conflict or discrepancy. It  is 
plainly the case that ordinary people as well as philoso
phers are involved in conflicts over the nature of external 
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objects and o,·er the way we  can know them. Some people 
ass ert that onh· the senses gi,·e us true knowledge: others as
sert that only- pure reaso� gi,·es us such knowledge: and 
s ti l l  others as sert that both the senses and reason gj\·e us 
knowledge. But  s ince there i s  no cri terion for concluding 
who is right. the conflict continues. If  we face the plain 
fact that tbis - confl ict exi s ts and persi s ts ,  we must su spend 
judgment on these matters. 

The second trope is that of infinite regress . If we want to 
proYe a gi \"en conclusion ,  we need premises to do so: but 
these premi ses themseh·es require proof, and these proofs 
in tum require proof, and so  on ad infinitum. \\·e can de
cide or pro\"e nothing  in  any final \\·ay, and we must sus 
pend judgment. � l oreo\"er. if we claim that a gi \"en premise 
i s  se lf-e,ident, we must demonstrate that thi s i s  the case, 
and we are airain caught in a regress .  

The third trope is that of relatidty. I n  order to know 
something, we must knO\\" i t  by way of i ts relationship to 
the percei ,ing subject and to our perceptions of other 
things . .-\nd so  \\·e cannot know a thing in i tse lf and must 
s uspend judgment about what i t  i s  in  i tself. 

The fourth trope i s  that of hypothesis .  I n  order to a\"oid 
an infinite regress ,  \\·e adopt some premise as true wi thout 
prodng it  to be true. For instance, we adopt as true a 
s tatement usually more general than our conclu sion I thi s  
we call a "hypothesis" ), and we "proye" our  conclusion by  
pointing to our hypothesis and then logically deducing 
that conclus ion from thi s  hypothes i s .  But the hypothesis  
itself has not been established by argument and is undem
onstrated. therefore \\·e must su spend our judgment con
cerning both it and the conclusion to be pro,·ed. 

The fifth and last trope, s imilar to the fou rth and the 
second, is that of circularity. \\"hen a gh·en premise that is 
supposed to pro,·e our conclusion deriYes its plaus ibi l i ty 
from that conclusion i tself, the premise cannot establish 
that conclus ion because we cannot ass ume the premise to 
be true ,dthout assuming_ not pro,·ing, that the concl us ion 
is true. 

The tropes of Agrippa may not ha,·e been in\"ented by 
him: in fact, we haYe some reason to think that he, as a 
later Skeptic. was formulating  the practice of his prede
ces sors and contemporaries. But the formula he gj \"es in  
the fi\"e tropes i s  the most concise s tatement of  the Skep
ti cal method for achieYimr  doubt to be found in the history 
of Greek Skeptici sm. �l oreo\"er. i t  repres ents the most 
destructi ,·e type of Skeptici sm to emerge in  the course of 
that history. 
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PmLIP P. HALLIE 

A G R I P P A  Y O �  � E TTE S H E D1 ,  H E � R I C u S  
C O R � E L I L"' S  ( l--1S6 - I .53.5 ), a colorful Renai s sance 
fi gure-a diplomat, a mil i tary ad\"enturer, a cabal i s t, an 
expert on occult science, a medical d octor, a lawyer, a 
theologian, an early Reformer, as well as a troubl esome 
and troubled intellectual-was born of minor nobil i ty in or 
near Cologne. H i s  first official position was that of a court 
secretary of the Holy Roman emperor. He  was sent to 
Pari s in  1506 and there joined a secret group of theoso
phi sts. He next became irn·oh-ed in a reYolu tionary plot in  
Catalonia. In  1 .509 he gaYe lectures at  the C niYersity of 
Dole, on Reuchlin's cabali stic De ,-e,bo ).[ irifico. H e  
learned Hebrew and immersed himself in  cabal i s tic, 
Gnostic, and hermeneutic writings. Thi s research culmi
nated in  three Yolumes on occul t  science, De Occu lta 
Ph ilosoph ia, written in 1 .509 - 1 .510  but not publ i shed until 
1 .5.3 1 - 1.5-33 in Cologne ( trans.  by J.  F. , London, 1 6.5 1  ). At  
Dole he a l so  wrote on the superiority and nobi l i ty of 
women and entered into his  first marriage_ These early 
unpubli shed writings touched off a fight between Agrippa 
and certain consen·atiYe monks, who accused him, along 
with Reuchl in .  Erasmus ,  and the French human
is t - Reformer Lefene d'Etaples, of being J udaizers and 
heretics. 

In 1 -5 10 Agrippa was sent  to London, where he l iYed 
with Erasmus'  friend J ohn Colet, who interested Agrippa 
in S t. Paul 's epi stles . =" ext, Agrippa lectured on theology in  
Cologne. From 15 1 1  to  1 -5 1 3  he fought in Yarious I talian 
campaigns and engaged in theological battles ,  e,·en with 
the pope. In 1 -5 1.5 he taught occul t  science at the l"n iYer
s i ty of Pa\"ia. Three years later Agrippa became public 
ad\"ocate and orator of � l etz and was soon embroil ed again 
in theolo!Zical battles and in defendin!Z a peasant woman 
accused cf sorcery. The opposition of the inquis i tor of 
� l etz forced h im to leaYe . .  -\grippa's \\ife died soon after. 
and he reti red to GeneYa In 1 -522 he remarried and be
came a medical practi tioner. He  was appointed physician 
to the queen mother of France and became inYoh·ed in a 
demoralizing struggle to col lect his  salary and to fulfil l  h i s  
duties .  At the queen mother's orders he was stranded in  
Lyons from 1 -52--1 to  1526 without funds and without  per
mis s ion to leaYe. Agrippa ,note many bel l icose letters to 
the court, antagonizing numerous people but settl ing noth
ing_  H i s  only official duty was the drawing  up of horo
scopes (which he knew were useless  and fraudulent). I n  
this  period Agrippa wrote h i s  major work. D e  I ncertitudine 
et ,·an itate de Scien tiaru m et _..\rtiu m (Antwerp, 1 -5.30: 
tran s .  by James Sandford as Of the ,-an itie and u ncertain
t ie of artes and sciences. London, 1 -569 ), attacking eYery 
type of intellectual endea,·or and art, as well as courtiers, 
princes ,  and monks. EYen cabal i stic and occul t  researches 
were di sown ed as superstitiou s rhapsodies. Only pious 
Bible study remained worthwhile.  

.-\grippa abandoned hope of regaining court faYor or 
receiYing his  salary and in l ,52S went to .-\ntwerp.  where 
he had a brief flurry of success .  He was appointed histori 
ographer to Charles \" , achieYed success as a medical doc
tor, and finally published his works.  This happy phase was 
s oon followed by catastrophes. His second wife died of the 
plague. The publication of his \"an i ty of th e Sciences out-



raged Charles \'. Agrippa was jailed and branded a heretic. 
A disastrous marriage left him financial ly ru ined and mis
erable. He  returned to Gemr nny, battled with the inquisi
tor of Cologne, and was banished in 1 535. Having fled to 
France, he was arrested for having criticized the queen 
mother, was released , and died in Grenoble. 

Agrippa was notorious as a magician and as a stormy 
opponent of the monks and the "establ ishment. " He made 
his main intellectual contributions as an expositor of cab
al i sm and occult science , as a critic of all intell ectual 
activities, and as a Refom1er within Catholici sm . H i s  De 
Occu lta Ph ilosophia tried to explain the universe in tenns 
of cabalistic analyses of Hebrew letters and their relations 
to natural phenomena and divine understanding; in tem1s 
of the Pythagorean num erological symbols:  and of the 
Christian in terpretation of cabal ism and Pythagoreanism. 
De Occulta Ph ilosophia played .a major role in Renaissance 
magical and cabal istic studies. 

Agrippa's Vanity of the Sciences was one of the first 
contributions to the Renai ssance revival of skepticism, but 
its weapons were denunciation and ridicule, not philo
soph ical analysis. It i s  more a bitter vers ion of E rasmus' In 

Pra ise of Folly than a serious epistem ological examination 
of whether knowledge can be gained by human means. Its 
final appeal is  to a type of fundamental istic anti-intellectu
al ism. The work represents a stage in Agrippa's journey 
from occult studies to a s imple Bibl ical  faith opposed to 
late medieval Scholasticism. Agrippa , although he did not 
revolt against Cathol icism, lacked Erasmus' patience and 
calm and became almost a Cathol ic Luther, violently de
nouncing monks, Scholastic theologians, and others. In the 
end he rejected occult studies-and all others-as a way of 
penetrating the divine mysteries, and he proclaimed : "It is  
better therefore and more profitable to be id iots and know 
nothing, to believe by Faith and' Charity, and to becom e 
next unto God, than being lofty and proud through the 
subtilties of sciences to fall into the possession of the Ser
pent. " 

Works by Agrippa 

Opera. Lyons,  n.d.  
Die Eitelkeit und Unsicherheit der Wissenschaften und die 

Verteidigungscli rift, Fritz � lauthner, ed. � lunich, 19 13. 
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Ailly, Pierre d' 6 1  

A I L LY ,  P I E R RE D '  ( 1350 - 1-12 1 ) , Ockhamist philoso
pher. D'Ailly was born at Compie�1e in France and stud
ied at the ,:\'avarre Coll ege in Pari s in 1372. receiving his 
doctoral degree in 13S0 and becoming chancel lor of the 
university in 1 3S9. He was made bishop of Puy in 1395 
and bishop of Cambrai in 1396 and cardinal in 1 -t  1 1 . He 
took a leading part in the Council of Constance 
( l-t l -1 - 1-t l S), where he asserted the superiority of a gen
eral council of the church over the pope. He died as papal 
legate at Avignon. 

D'Ailly's l iterary output was vast and wide-ranging. It 
comprehended philosophy, theology, scientific theory, 
pol i tical theory, canon law, and eccl esias tical pol itics and 
touched on mysticism. Among his  more important writings 
were the treatise De Anima, commentaries on Boethius' 
Consolatio12 of Ph ilosophy and the four books of the Sen
tences, two studies of mysticism and asceticism, three 
works on different aspects of church gO\·ernment, and a 
series of works on logic, astronomy, and geography. 

In his phil osoph ical ou tlook d':\illy seems to have 
been sympathetic to Ockhamism. Like so many fourteenth
century thinkers he postulated different degrees of cer
ta int)·. The main distinction d'A il ly made was between 
what he cal led "natu ral l ight" and reason. Natu ral l ight cor
responded to knowledge which was indubitable- namely. 
that which could be reduced to the principle of contradic
tion or immediate intuition of the existence of the self, in 
the manner of John of � l irecourt. Reason, on the other 
hand, was only relati \'e in its certainty and was con fined to 
the natural order. Included with in it were the traditional 
arguments for God's existence, which d'Ailly treated as 
merely probable. The influence of Ockham is also appar
ent in d'Ailly's treatment of God's omnipotence: since it 
was independent of the natural order, God was in no way 
bound to follow nature's  laws. Accordingly, God cou ld 
create the il lus ion that something existed when in fact it 
did not ; th is was one of the most insistent Ockhamist argu
ments against the infall ibil ity of experiential knowledge. 
At the same time d'Ailly was careful to distinguish the 
realm of God's absolute power (poteTJ t ia absolu ta) from 
the realm subject to his  ordained power (potent ia ordi
nata). \\'hereas the first realm referred to God's omnipo
tence as such, the latter constituted the speci fic appl icat ion 
of his omnipotence to this world:  it provided the laws by 
which creation was regu lated, and among them d'Ailly 
included the laws of physics. They therefore operated 
constantly and with certainty. 

D 'Ailly's debt to Ockham and J ohn of � l i recourt is al so 
to be seen in his  view� on essences. There was no inherent 
reason wh\' hot was hot or cold cold other than God's will
ing it .  Th; same applied to the moral order, where good 
and bad were such because of God's voluntary decree:  
"Nothing i s  good or bad of itsel f such that Cod must lo\'e 
or hate it. " S imi larly, a man was just not from possessing 
the intrin sic property of ju stice but because Cod accepted 
him as ju st. Here was the same absence of a constant scale 
of valu�s which had pro\'ed so destructive of the trad ition
al teachings in the time of Ockham and the first generation 
of his followers, who included Robert Holkot, Adam of 
\\'oodham , and J ohn of � l irecourt. D'Ailly further empha-
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sized the uncertain nature of natural experi ence by his  
acceptance of the so-called complexe sign ificabile, by 
which an exprPssion such as "sin" did not denote a 
specific object but was a description or statement which 
referred to an action. As employed by �icholas of Autre
court, it had denied the real i ty of a wide range of expres
sions. Thus the word "God" stood not for a specific being 
but for a verbal expression : supreme or h ighe.st being. As 
such it lacked correspondence to an)thing but a grouping 
of words. At the same time, in keeping at the natural level, 
d' Ailly granted a correspondingly wider area of jurisdiction 
to faith. Thus evidence for God's exi stence could be held 
only as a matter of belief. Works by d'A illy 

Tractatus Exponibilium .\fagistri Petri de Allyaco. Paris, 1-1()-1. 
Quaestiones Super Primum, Tertium et Quartum Sententiarum. 

\'enice, 1500. 
De Anima. Pari s, 150 1 .  
Tractatus e t  Sermones. Douai ,  France, 1 6.39. lnc:ludes D e  Ani

ma . 
Destructiones .\fodoru m  S ignificandi. Conceptus et Insolubilia 

Secondum \'iam Sominalium .\fagistri Petri de Allyaco. l:--.;o date . )  Works on d'A illy 
Dictionna ire de theologie catholique, \' ol. I .  Paris .  1903 - 19.5 1 .  

Pp. 6-1 :2 - 6.5-1. 
Gandillac, � l .  P. de, "LTsage et val eur des arguments probables 

chez Pierre d 'Ail ly. " A rch ii:es d'lr istoire doctrinale et litteraire, 
\'ol. & ( 1933 ), -!3 - 9 1 .  

GORDO� LEFF 

AJ D U K I E W I C Z ,  K A Z DI I E R Z  ( 1890 - 1963), logician 
and semanticist, was educated at the l!niversity of Lw6w 
where he studied philosophy, phys ics , and mathematics. 
Having obtained his doctorate he visi ted Gott ingen (the 
seat of David H i lbert's formalism), where he stayed one 
year. His teachers at Lw6w included Kazim ierz Twardow
ski, Jan Lukasiewicz, and \\'aclaw Sierpinski. H e  became a 
lecturer in  philosophy in 192 1 and taught at the universi
ties of Lw6w, Poznan,  and \\'arsaw until his retirement in  
196 1 .  He was a member of  the Pol ish Academy of Science, 
held an honorary doctor's degree from the Univers ity of 
Clermont-Ferrand, and took an active role in the work of 
Polish and international phi losophical organ izations (Pol
ish Insti tute of Philosophy and Sociology, International 
Institute of Philosophy, I nternational Cnion for H istory and 
Philosophy of Science). He was an influential teacher 
and one of the leaders of the Warsaw school of philosophy 
and logic, whose members, such as Stani slaw Lesniewski , 
Jan Lukasiewicz, and Tadeusz Kotarbinski , made important 
contributions to the advancement of knowledge and exer
cised a profound influence upon the intel lectual l i fe of 
their country. 

Ajdukiewicz was interested in a wide range of subjects. 
He gave perhaps the earliest formulation of the deduction 
theorem for elementary logic ( 1 920), which enabled him to 
define the concept of logical consequence in purely syn
tactical terms. He devised a neat notation for Stanislaw 
Lesniewski' s theory of semantical categories and formu
lated the necessary and sufficient conditions for a l inguistic 
expression compounded of s imple meaningful expressions 

to be i tself  meaningful and syntactically connected. Thus 
he was able ,  by means of purely structural criteria, to show 
that such expressions as "p V p. ::J . p" and "li lacs smell 
sweet" are syntactically connected, whi le "F(c;;): = :~c;;(c;;)" 
and "the horse if then" are not. \\"h i le  analyzing the :\farx
ist  belief that internal contradict ions are inherent in all 
th ings and in al l phenomena of nature (in the course of 
which he persuaded his opponents in Poland of the need 
to respect the laws of logic), Ajdukiewicz discovered some 
serious errors of inference in Zeno's paradox of the flying 
arrow. In particular, he showed that Zeno's conclusions 
result  from the appl ication of an inval id  rule  of transforma
tion that given a premise of the form (:r)( 3 y)cp.ry (for all .r, 
there is at least one y such that .r bears the relation i; to y), 
we can establ ish a conclusion of the form (3 y)(x)i;xy 
( there is at least one y such that for all .r, :r bears the rela
tion c; to y). H e  made an effective use of semantical con
cepts in the examination of the ideal istic language in the 
theory of knowledge and produced vigorous and persua
sive arguments in favor of the freedom of science. 

The logical analysis of language and of the relationship 
of language to knowledge were, however, the dominating 
interest of Ajdukiewicz' enti re l i fe. He was one of the 
philosophers who contributed to the appreciation of the 
profound influence of language upon knowledge. \\"hi le  he 
did not share the hope of Bertrand Russell that language 
may help us understand the structure of the world, he fel t  
sure that our  conception of language is  largely responsible 
for what we recognize as val id  knowledge. S ince he be
l ieved that our scientific views about the world are deter
mined both by experience and the language used in their 
formulations, he was a conventional ist in h is conception of 
science. In the closing period of his l ife, Ajdukiewicz 
began moving, however, toward the position of radical 
empi ricism, that is ,  the view that only empirical sentences 
are scientific, in an important sense of this expression. 
Since the test of experience is  the only sati sfactory cri te
rion of truth, only sentences based directly on experi ence 
are true. 

Ajdukiewicz maintained that to mean is  neither to de
note nor to connote. He rejected the associationist and the 
syntactical  theory of meaning, because he thought that 
the sense of an expression must be distinguished from the 
as sociated image and that the vocabulary and the rules of 
syntax are not sufficient to define a language, L, univocal ly. 
The expressions of L al so have a meaning dependent on 
the rules that determine the C''Jrrect use of the expressions 
of L. To use L is to fol low the meaning rules of L and to 
fol low the meaning rules of L is to assert or to reject cer
tain defini te sentences of L in certain  corresponding situa
tions, either l inguistical ly or extral ingu istically defined.  
The existence of the universe of meanings i s  an undenia
ble fact, since mankind possesses a vast and ever- increas
ing number of concepts transmitted from generation to 
generation. 

Three kinds of meaning rules can be distingu ished : ( 1 )  
the axiomatic ru les o f  meaning that require an uncondi
tional acceptance of certain  sentences, for example, the 
sentence "Every square has four sides"; (2) the deductive 
rules of meaning that, given a sentence or sentences, such 
as "Some birds are predatory," prohibit the rejection of 



another sentence, "Some predatory animals  are birds"; (3 ) 
the empirical rules of meaning that preclude the rejection 
of certain sentences, without violating their meaning, in 
the presence of certai n  data of experience. For instance, 
should a dentist touch the open nerve of a patient and the 
patient assert, "I t  is soothing," he would be using thi s  
expression i n  a way other than that prescribed i n  the Eng
l ish language. Ajdukiewicz regarded the invariance of the 
meaning rules of L as the necessary and sufficient condi
tion for the synonymi ty of two or more expressions of L (a 
view later revised, for the invariance in  question is only a 
necessary condition of synonymity). Because of this  and 
because synonymity is a reflexive, symmetric, and transi
tive relation, he defined the meaning of an expression, E, 
in  L by the principle of abstraction as the class of all expres
sions in L synonymous with E. The class of all mean
ings assigned to the expressions in L is called the con
ceptual apparatus of L, and the class of all sentences 
determined by the meaning rules of L together with cer
tai n  data of experience i s  cal led the world-perspective of L. 

The rules of meaning can be univocally speci fied only 
for artific ial languages. Natural languages are actual ly 
famil ies  of languages in  which the combinations of mean
ing rules vary from one group of users to another. Conse
quently, natural languages cannot be made logically per
fect, and their conceptual apparatuses may overlap or be 
incompatible. This does not invalidate the sign ificance of a 
theory of meaning based on the rules of language. The 
philosopher i s  concerned with relations of meaning, and 
he can analyze the meaning assigned to expressions of L if 
he can establish the inference relations among these 
expressions. 

If language i s  a system of connected and meaningful 
expressions, and there is no sc ienti fic knowledge unless it 
is expressed in some language, · knowledge is bound to 
i nclude a priori elements. M oreover, empirical knowledge 
is not entirely independent of choice of language, for de
ductive meaning rules  are determined by language. Em
pirical knowledge cons ists of hypotheses, whose val idity 
depends on the con firmation _ of empi rical consequences 
derived from the hypotheses by means of the deductive 
rules of meaning. 

In  a language in which there are no ax iomatic rules  of 
meaning, no analytic sentences coul d  occur; it i s  not pos
sible to obtain. analytic sentences by means of the de
ductive rules  alone. To el iminate the remaining a priori 
elements (from our knowledge), the deductive rules would 
have to be retained but as mere rules of inference. S ince 
rejecting them would no longer constitute a violation of 
the meanings of language, the rules of inference could be 
accepted provisionally and, therefore, be changed just as 
much as the asserted hypotheses. In  cases where conse
que:P..ces derived from a set of scienti fic hypotheses, by 
means of some provisionally accepted inference rules, are 
falsified in  direct experience, the treatment of the rules  of 
i nference and scienti fic hypotheses on the same footing 
offers the cho ice of rejecting either the hypotheses or the 
rules of inference. For instance, some physici sts and phi
losophers maintain that with in quantum mechanics we are 
faced with the choice of retaining the logical principle of 
bivalence and regarding some statements about unob-
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served entities as meaningless or of considering al l such 
statements as mean ingful and rejecti ng the logical princi
ple of bivalence. In the latter case, the rule derived from 
the assumption that every p i s  either true or fal se or inde
terminate would take the place of the famil iar rule based on 
the principle that every p i s  either true or false. The re
duction of the rules of inference to the status of hypotheses 
requires, however, the abandonment of the whole concep
tion of language as a system fully determined by its vocab
ulary, its syntax, and its meaning rules and its replacement 
by another theory compatible with the thesis  of radical 
empiricism. 

Major Works by Ajdukiewicz 
Z Metodologii Nauk Dedukcyjnych ("On the �1ethodology of 
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Z. A. JORDAN 

A L B E RT O F  S A X O N Y ,  or Helmstadt or Rickmersdorf 
(c. 1 3 1 6 - 1390), had a prominent career at the University 
of Paris ,  becoming rector in  1357. He was appointed the 
first rector of the University of Vienna in  1365. In the 
following year he was made bi shop of Halberstadt, in  
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which office he remained until his death. Albert used to be 
considered one of the great original scientific thinkers of 
the M iddle A i.i:es  because of the influence his writings 
exerted upon s�bsequent scientific thought. It has recently 
been recognized, however, that most of his  ideas were not 
his  own but were derived primarily from John Buridan 
and Nicholas of Ores me and in particular that he was 
neither an originator nor an exponent of a ne'Y method of 
mathematical calculation. 

Albert's name is particularly associated with the theory 
of impetus, h is  doctrine being a combination of the views 
of Buridan and Oresme. With Buridan he defi ned impetus 
as an innate quality of movement; from both Buridan and 
Oresme he took the notion of a greater mass generating 
greater impetus and thus giving increased acceleration (for 
that reason a stone will travel faster and longer than a 
feather). Albert also fol lowed Oresme in holding that im
petus was acquired naturally in the course of movement 
and was destroyed by the absence of a force to conserve it 
and by the natural incl ination of a body to rest; it  ended 
when movement ceased. With Marsi l ius of Inghen, Albert 
was responsible for the opinion, which continued to pre
vail ,  that impetus was the cause of a constant speed in 
movement, that it  was a disposition facil itating movement. 

Albert also treated many other scientific questions, in
cluding the structure of a material substance (m ixtum)  and 
gravitati on. On the first he answered the problem of 
whether and how the four elements-air, fire,  earth , and 
water-remained distinct in  a material substance by pos
iting their development into two new qual ities. These 
were a mean between heat and cold and damp and dry
ness. Hence, s ince they were di splaced for Albert, the 
original elements no longer inhered in a material sub
stance, such as wood, either formally or merely as acci
dents. Further combinations of the new qualities were the 
product of the substantial form and as such con stituted 
certain tendencies within the material substance. Al bert, 
l ike many others, offered no judgment of Buridan's radical 
solution that the mixtum and the elements were numeri
cally the same. 

On gravitation Albert held that the cause of a falling 
body is found within the body itself as an intrin sic princi
ple. He adopted the commonly expressed formula that it  is 
moved by its form substantialiter and by its weight instru
mentaliter. He agreed with Buridan that a simple body 
possessed no inner resi stance to movement but went fur
ther than Buridan in locating a body's center of gravity in 
the center of the earth. Nicholas of Oresme had al ready 
put forward the view that the earth 's center of gravity 
should be identical with the center of the earth,  and from 
thi s  Albert inferred that a body fal l s  in its effort to be 
united with its center of gravity in the center of the earth.  
This idea was to have widespread currency until the sev
enteenth century, as was Albert's uniting of impetus with 
speed, so that once a moving body had acquired impetus, 
speed, in tu m ,  gained increased velocity. 
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Sophismata .  Paris, 1481). 
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Logica. Venice, 1 522. 
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GORDON LEFF 

A L B E RT T H E  G R E A T  (d. 1280), bishop of Rati sbon, 
saint, and Doctor (Doctor Universalis) of the Roman Cath
olic church, was born at Lau ingen, Bavaria, sometime 
between 1 1 93 and 1206. In 1223 he entered the Domini
can order, studying at Padua and Bologna. He spent the 
years 1228 - 1240 lecturing on theology in various convents 
in Germany; th is  "lecturing" probably included prelimi
nary commentaries on the Sentences of Peter Lombard, 
accounting, in part, for the difficulty modern hi storians 
have in dating the oft-revised copy now possessed. I n  1240 
Albert took h i s  baccalaureate at the University of Pari s, 
where he also taught  as master ( that is, with the degree 
Doctor of Theology) from 1245 to 1248; at this time, 
Thomas Aquinas was his pupil and assi stant. In 1248 Al
bert was sent to Cologne to organize a new course of stud
ies for his order. In 1260 he was consecrated bishop of 
Rati sbon and administered the diocese for two years, after 
which time he returned to a life of writing, teaching, and 
controversy until his  death at Cologne. 

Albert's more important works include Summa de Crea
turis ("Handbook of Doctrine Concerning Creatures "), 
1240 - 1243; Commentarium in IV Libras Sententiarum 
("Commentary on the Four Books of Lombard's Sen
tences") ,  1240 - 1249; a number of Biblical commentaries 
dating from his early lecturing and teaching at the Univer
sity of Pari s; commentaries on the whole of the writings of 
the Pseudo-Dionysius ( 1248 - 1254); paraphrases of nearly 
all of Ari stotle ,  B oeth ius ,  pseudo-Aristote lian works,  and 
work s  that he considered Ari stotel ian, notably, the Liber 
de Causis et Processu Universitatis ("Book of the Causes 
and Procession of the Universe"), 1254 - 1270; and finally 
there is the Summa Theologiae ("Handbook of Theology"), 
1 270 - 1280. 

Albert's l ifetime nearly coincides with the thirteenth 
century, the "Golden Age of Scholasticism"; his  li terary pro
duction covers at least forty years. He was undoubtedly the 
dominant figure of h is  time, the most prolific writer of 
the century, the most i nfl uential teacher, an experienced 
traveler, a keen observer of natu re; the one learned man of 
the "Golden Age" to be called "the Great," he was cited 



by name even before his death-a most unusual occur
rence in medieval authorship. In describing Albert's ac
compl ishments , however, we face a number of textual 
problems. First, there are problems of authenticity; 
doubtful works incl ude a number of fair importance, for 
example, Speculum Astronomiae ( "The Mirror of Astron
omy"). Second, there are problems of critical editions of 
texts and even of publication, for example, the commen
taries on Pseudo-Dionysius which exist only in manu
scripts; the process of col lating and editing manuscripts 
has only just begun, and a final verdict on Albert's thought 
must await completion of this task. The third, and perhaps 
most difficult, is that of interpretation. For example, in the 
Liber de Causis et Processu Universjtatis, a metaphysical 
work describing the bas ic structure of the whole of real i ty, 
what is to be thought of passages proclaiming that the 
author is merely responding to the requests of his asso
ciates to explain the teachings of the "Peripatetics" and 
that the doctrine is "not necessari ly" to be taken as his 
own ? And, indeed, the first impress ion of Albert's encyclo
pedic production i s  its aspect of compi lation and syncre
tism. We find Christian Father and pagan phi losopher, 
Ari stotelian and Neoplatonic sources :  Augustine, Boethius ,  
the Pseudo-Dionysius,  Ari stotle, Avicenna, Averroes , al
Farabi ,  and, through the anonymous Liber de Causis, Pro
clus and Plotinus head the cast of contributors to Albert's 
writings. The influence, if any, that Thomas Aquinas had 
upon his teacher has not yet been determined precisely; 
this influence, at present, appears to have been small. 
Albert may be described as scientist and phi losopher, as 
well as theologian; he is considered here under the first 
two titles. 

Scientist. In general,  Albert's works in science and 
natural philosophy follow the plan of Aris totle's treati ses, 
representing each area of the study of nature : physics, 
psychology (including the i nterpretation of dreams), astron
omy (and astrology), geography, zoology, botany, miner
alogy, as wel l  as discuss ions of the universe and life
proces ses in general. Albert, however, does not fol low the 
usual procedure of the Ari stotelian commentator, expl icat
ing the text line by l ine, phrase by phrase; rather, his 
discussion is in the form of a paraphrase, a continuous 
exposition to which he adds abundant "digressions" ex
pres sing h i s  own observations and experiments. Of course, 
the term "experiment" cannot be understood in the mod
ern sense of a clearly defined and purposeful laboratory 
enterpri se. More often than not, the term i ndicate s a care
ful, scrutinizing process of observing, describing, and 
classifying; Albert's works on botany and zoology contain 
many passages in which he recognizes "experience" as a 
criterion of truth, noting that experience alone is reliable 
concerning the individual existent. We find such expres
s ions as :  "I have tested this" ;  "I and my associates have 
experienced"; "I have not experienced this";  "We pass 
over what the ancients have written on this topic because 
their statements do not agree with experience"; "But it i s  
not  sufficient to  know something as included in  a univer
sal; but we strive to know each thing as it i s  in its own 
individual kind of being, for this is the best and perfect 
kind of knowing. " This attitude, Albert notes, is not con
trary to a rel igious outlook. Some men, for example, would 
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attribute the deluge simply to the divine wi l l ,  not seeking 
other causes. Albert, however, while also ascribing the 
event ultimately to the divine wi l l ,  maintains that God acts 
through natural causes in natural phenomena; while he 
does not attempt to investigate the divine wi l l ,  he does 
feel free to seek those natural causes that were divine 
instruments . 

Further, in Albert' s books on animals we find some 
attempts at crude experiments in the more modern sense. 
For example, he and his associates showed that a cicada 
goes on singing in  its breast for some time after its head 
has been cut off; that, contrary to the then current story, 
ostriches to whom he offered iron did not eat and digest 
the metal , although they would eat stones and bones bro
ken into small bits. Even more technical procedure and 
methodology are described in Liber de Alchima ("Book on 
Alchemy") ascribed to Albert. When deal ing with a subject 
he considered closer to "natural magic" than to phys ics or 
physical science, Albert displays some notion of " labora
tory technique" by describing both the general conditions 
under which the alchemist should work as well as the 
preci se order of carrying out the various stages in his ex
perimentation. The allusion to "natural magic" recalls that 
one of the titles popularly given Albert was magnus in  
magia. In  general , "magic" appears to  designate an  area of 
common ground between the ru l ing science of astronomy 
(and astrology) together with the subordinate sciences of 
the natural forces of stones and plants on the one hand, 
and the evil of necromancy on the other; the concern of all 
these areas is the virtutes (powers) of nature and the uni
verse. The Speculum Astronomiae, ascribed to Albert, 
seems to have been written to safeguard astronomy (good 
magic) by separat ing it from necromancy (evil magic). 

The idea that the primary causes of, and influences 
upon , earth ly events are in some way bound up with 
celestial phenomena is present in Albert's thought as a part 
of the Ari stotel ian - Ptolemaic view of an earth-centered 
universe that he accepted without question. The theory of 
four terrestrial elements is completed by the idea of a 
causal nexus to the heavens and the heavenly bodies com
posed of a fifth distinct element. The astronomical  view of a 
universe of causal ly related entities thus gives ri se to an as
trological attempt to understand these relationships. The 
largest problem that Albert has to face is reconci l ing 
the natural causality of the stars, planets , and earthly  bodies 
with the voluntary, free causal ity of man. In a universe 
where natural, physical causal ity means movement and 
contact, the universe is a plenum, a series of concentric 
material spheres whose original existence and movement 
is created and conserved by God. This accounts for the 
observable change, generation, destruction, and alteration 
that takes place on earth through the instrumental ity of the 
immutable heavenly bodies whose only alteration is local 
movement. While even the body of man is subject to this 
causal influence, his soul is from God alone; thus, human 
reason and wil l  are free. Yet, man may consult heavenly 
movements to discover when natural events are most pro
pitious for his  free initiation of some action. Astrology 
concerns, then, the conditions for human action, not its 
causes. As is evident, Albert's astronomical views imply 
and are bound up with a metaphysical view of the universe 
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as a whole and with its causes, the discussion of which is 
properly philosophical rather than scientific. Philosopher. Albert's primary phi losophical importance 
rests upon his accomplishments as a scholar rather than as 
an original thinker. The problem Albert faced was that 
common to the Latin world of the time: how to cope, in a 
Christian way, with the pagan Greek and Arabian learn ing 
just being discovered, translated, and introduced into 
Western thought. Rather than simply criticizing 'the new 
doctrines, Albert, along with such men as Robert Grosse
teste and Roger Bacon,  led the movement to synthes ize 
this learning with Chris tian doctrine. But  while Albert's 
ultimate aim was synthesis, his wri tings teach that secular 
learning must first be acquired in  order to be used, that 
scientific k nowledge and philosophy are good in them
selves, and that Christian men could never acquire too 
much of such knowledge. Albert contrasts, however, the 
acquis ition of philosophical knowledge with the acquisition 
of scientific knowledge; wh ile the latter is learned from 
the experience and observation of nature, the former is 
learned from books. Albert achieved, then, a systematic 
ordering and interpretation of the ideas expressed by the 
philosophers;  his wri tings , consequently, represent a huge 
source book of Greek and Arabian thought, blended with 
the world view of his Christian heri tage. 

Thus we find a view of the structure of reali ty that par
allels the order of thought: being is the "first created" and 
the "first known."  Being ( ens) is "first created" in the 
sense that it  is the proper effect of divine causality, an 
effect that, in  the concrete , is determined by distinct in
trinsic principles forming a composition in  all created 
entities. Albert cal ls upon Boethius to explain th is compo
sition :  that which is ( id quad est) is other than its essence 
(esse quo est), which is other than those princi ples that 
l imit and determine it further (aliqu id esse) . Being (ens) is 
"first known" in  the sense of the simplest concept from 
which no further abstraction can be made. The analyzing 
intel lect ( in tellectus resoli:ens) stops at the notion of be
ing because a notion of being only, not of th is or that being, 
represents the l imit of abstraction. But  th is abstraction, 
because i t  concerns created being, still involves a twofold 
composition: (a) being plus relation to creator; (b) being 
plu s  relati ons of further determi nation to particular be
ings. Hence the only truly and purely simple notion of being 
lies beyond th is abstracted being as its cause: the First 
Being, God. In God there is no compositi on , and that 
which is, essence, and whatever else may be said of God is 
identified within Him. 

In his discussion of abstraction Albert associates Aris
totle, through his  Arabian commentators with Aucrustine. 
Albert retains the di stinction of agent a�d possible intel
lectual powers ; decides, against Averroes, that these pow
ers are not one for all men, but each has his own as powers 
of his own soul;  modifies Avicenna's separated agent in
tellect by invoking Augustine to the effect that the only 
true separate agent intellect is God, whose l ight of under
standing fortifies the human agent intellect. A quali fied 
Avicennian notion of "common nature" helps Albert to 
complete his doctri ne:  natures have existence ( 1 )  as Divine 
Ideas (ante rem), (2) as the species of th ings where they 
are individualized by matter ( in re), (3) as abs tracted and 

recognized as universal because appl icable to many (post 
rem). Thus,  i ntel l igible species are the species of things 
that are the effects of Divine I deas . 

The whole universe represents an ordered and hierar
chical procession from God. Although in his commentary 
on the �eoplatonically inspired Liber de Causis, Albert 
uses such terms as emanatio (emanation) and fiu:ws (flow
ing forth ), whose connotations involve necessity and the 
hint of pantheism, he gives these terms a definitely Chri s
tian significance. The Liber de Causis also describes being 
as "the first of created things," and Albert, both here and 
in his later Summa Theologiae, did not hesitate to espouse 
a doctri ne of free creation ex nihilo. That the world is not 
eternal cannot be proven but is accepted as revealed by 
God in Genesis. Aristotle thought that he had establi shed 
the eternity of the world, but the best he did, having no 
notion of a creation from nothingness, was to show that the 
world could not come to be from any pre-existing matter. 

Although the human body owes its production, ulti
mately, to the same universal cal!ses operative in the whole 
of the universe, the human soul is di rectly created by God. 
Albert attempts to explain the human composite and to 
reconcile Plato's description of the soul with that of Aris
totl e by cal l ing upon a formula of Avicenna : i n  itself, essen
tially, the soul is an incorporeal substance: operationally, 
however, the soul functions as the vivif)ing form of the 
body. Thus, the name "soul" (an ima) is derived not from 
its essence, but from i ts operation as form of the body, 
which is "accidental" to that essence. S ince the soul is a 
substance in  itself, it is immortal , surviving the body be
cause it is not dependent upon it. Rather than saying that 
the soul is in the body, we should say that the body is i n  
(that i s ,  participates in  the existence of) the soul. 
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A L B O , J O S E P H (c. 1380 - c. 1 -t-t-t ), Spanish -J ewish 
preacher and philosopher, was the last major figure of the 
philosophical surge in  medieval J ewry. Little is k nown 
about his early life; he was probably born at �l onreal ,  in  
the kingdom of Aragon, and he as serted that Hasdai Cres-



cas was h is  teacher. Albo was one of the principal apolo
gists for the Jews at the Colloquium of Tortosa (February 7, 
1413 - November 3 ,  14 14 ); his activities as apologi st and 
preacher are reflected in the style of h i s  philosophic clas
sic, Sefer ha-,Ikkarim (The Book of Roots). 

Alba's acknowledged and unacknowledged borrowings 
from other writers are so extensive that he was accused of 
plagiari sm in his own age, as well as in more recent and 
more sensitive times. We must recognize, however, that 
Alba's purpose was to systematize and thus to defend the 
dogmas of J udai sm rather than to produce an original 
philosophic work. Clarity and lucidity, systematic and 
easi ly remembered organization of materials, and simple 
and uninvolved style of presentation have made Alba's The Book of Roots one of the most popu lar works of 
medieval Hebrew l iterature. Indeed, it was one of the 
earliest printed H ebrew books, the fi rst edition having 
been i ssued at Soncino, Italy, in  1485. Alba's occasional 
use of medical materials to i l lu strate his thought has sug
gested to critics that he may have been trained as a physi
cian. He was wel l  trained in Jewish phi losophy, and in 
addition he knew, probably at second hand, the works of 
the Arabic Aristotelians. 

Albo asserted that there are three essential dogmas 
("roots") of J udai sm:  the exi stence of God, revelation, and 
reward and punishment. Seven secondary principles were 
derived from these three. The existence of God yields four: 
his unity, his incorporeal i ty, his timelessness, and his  
perfection. From the dogma of revelation Albo derived two 
secondary principles :  the prophets were the medium of 
revelation, and the Mosaic law wil l  have binding force 
until another law i s  proclaimed with equal publicity; that 
is ,  before 600,000 men. God's providential knowledge in 
the matter of retribution was , fQr Albo, the sole secondary 
derivative from the doctrine of reward and punishment. Be
yond these primary and secondary roots are other logically 
derived "branches" that every professing Jew must believe 
or be gui l ty of heresy, among them the doctrine of the 
Messiah. 

I t  may be presumed that Albo removed the doctrine of the 
Messiah from the center of the Jewish faith as an important 
part of h i s  polemic against Christianity, a recurrent feature 
of The Book of Roots. As an aspect of this polemic, Book 
I I I ,  Chapter 25 contains  an actual summary of a disputation 
between a Jew and a non-J ew (omitted in some editions). Bibliography 
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A L C M A E O N O F  C RO T O N ,  physician and speculative 
ph ilosopher of the first ha lf of the fifth century B.C. Aristo
tl e compares Alcmaeon's theory of opposi tes as first prin
ciples with that of Pythagoras and the early Pythagoreans, 
and later commentators, misled by s imilarities between 
Alcmaeon's doctrines and those of earl ier philosophers, 
regarded him as a Pythagorean. I t  i s  more l ikely that he 
was born during Pythagoras' old age, was a contemporary 
of Empedocles and Anaxagoras, and was older than De
mocritus. Ari stotle and Theophrastus are the fi rst to report 
on him. The fol lowing interpretation i s  based on their 
reports and on the ampl i fications of their reports suppl ied 
by the doxographic tradi tion. 

Alcmaeon was a bri l l iant phys ician who l ived during a 
transi tional period in the history of medicine. He was 
engaged in research when medical ideas had not been 
separated from philosophical general i ties. A uniform ap
proach to medical studies was nonexi stent, the strict em
pirici sm of the Hippocratics was unknown, the concepts of 
therapy and diagnosis were confused. At th i s  time doctors 
persi stently asked, "What is health?" In the same spiri t  
the question "How do the different senses function?" was 
al so ra i sed. Alcmaeon attempted to answer both. 

H i s  doctrine of physical equi l ibrium (isonomia) was 
introduced to defi ne and explain the state of health. His  
detailed physiological investigations of  the different 
senses explored the causes of sensation. The ingenious 
combination of old physical theories (for example, the 
doctrine of opposites) with new scientific approaches 
(dissection and observation) suddenly proved revealing. 

Alcmaeon noted that understanding differed from sensa
tion, and he thought i t  could be compared only with the 
eternal rotatory motions of the stars. Because of thi s  mo
tion he held the soul to be immortal .  Although each sense 
had its own sense organ , sense awareness was possible 
because a coordinating brain synthesized different sense 
reports;  sense organs l ike the eye and the ear communi
cated directly with the brain through special passages. 
Sleep was caused by the retirement of the blood to large 
blood vessels ;  awakening, by the blood's redistribution . 
Final ly, he held that although health was the equil ibrium 
between the opposites in the body, such a balance cou ld 
not be preserved forever. Hence, the inevi tabi l i ty of death. 

Observations of such original ity were bound to affect 
later philosophy and medicine. Plato's and Aristotle's 
psychologies show the effects of the new ideas. Revised 
epi stemologies of sense perception reflect Alcmaeon's 
attention to detai l .  The empirical ly oriented physiologies 
of the Hippocratic school learned much from the new 
approach. With Alcmaeon the emancipation of medicine 
from philosophy had begun. Bibliography 
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P. DLHL-\�"TIOPOFLOS 

A L E )I B E RT ,  J E AX L E  R O � D  D '  ( 1 7 1 7 - 1 783), 
French mathematician and Encyclopedist, was the i l l egiti
mate son of :\ l adame de Tencin and the arti l lery general 
Destouches-Canon. He was abandoned by his mother on 
the steps of the baptistl")· of Saint-] ean-Le-Rond in Paris, 
from \\·h ich he received his name. Shortly afterward h i s  
father returned from the provinces, claimed the child, and 
placed him with :\ l adame Rousseau, a glazi er's wife, with 
whom d'Alembert remai ned until a se\·ere i l lness in 1 765 
forced him to seek new quarters .  Through the Destouches 
family, J ean Le Rond was placed in  the exclush·e J ansenist 
Coll ege de :\ l azarin and gi\ ·en the name of d'Aremberg. 
which he later changed to d'Alembert. no doubt for pho
netic reasons. At the coilege an effort was made to win him 
O\·er to the J ansenist cause. and he went so far as to wri te a 
commentary on St. Paul. The intense J esuit -J ansenist 
controversy served only to disgust him wi th both s ides,  
howe\·er, and he left the col lege with the degree of bachelor 
of arts and a profound distrust of, and .n·ersion to, meta
physical  disputes. 

After attendi ng law school fo r two years he changed to 
the study of medicine, which he soon abandoned for mathe
matics. His talent and fascination for mathematics were such 
that at an early age he had independently disco\·ered many 
mathematical  pri nciples ,  only to find later that they were 
already known. In 1 739 he submitted a memoi re on integral 
calculus to the .-\cademie des Sciences . but it was his 
Tra ite de dyna mique in  1 7-13 that won him acclaim and 
p,ffed the way for his entry into the academy that same year. 
The introduction to his treatise is s ignificant as the first 
enunciation of d'Alembert's phi losophy of science. He ac
cepted the reality of truths rational ly  deduced from insti nc
th·e principles ins ofar as they are \·eri fiable experimental ly 
and therefore are not simply apriori s tic  deductions. Al
though admitting unpro\·ed axioms at the base of his prin
ciples of mechanics , thus re\·eal ing his  debt to Descartes ,  
d'Alembert rejected metaphysical  affirmations and the 
search for uni\·ersals and expressed admi ration for Bacon's 
experimental and inducti\·e meth od. 

The decade of the l 7-10s may be considered d'Alembert's 
mathematical period during which he made his most out
standing and fru itful  contributions to that di scipline. In  
addition to the Tra ite de dyna m iq u e  he wrote .1femo i re sur  
la refraction des corps sol ides ( 1 7-1 1 ) :  Theorie de r eq u ilibre 
du mou r:ement des flu id es ( 1 7-1-1 and 1 75 1  ); Reflexion s  sur 
la  ca use genera le des r:en ts, which won him the pri ze of the 
Berlin Academy in 1 7-16 as weI I as membership in  that 
body; a memoire on vibrating strings (Recherches s u r  les 
cordes r: ibran tes), written in 1 7-17  for the Berlin Academy; 
Recherches s u r  la precession des equ inoxes et sur la n u ta
tion ( 1 7  -19 ); Reflexions sur la theorie de la resistance des 
flu ides ( 1 7 .5:2 ); Recherches s u r  differen ts points importants 
du systeme du monde ( 1 75-1 - 1756 ), plu s eight volumes of 
Opuscules mathematiques ( 1 76 I - 1780 ). 

D 'Alembert's first philosophical work , the Disco u rs 
prelim ina i re to the E ncyclopedie, appeared in 1 75 1 . As 
early as 1 7-16 he, with Diderot , had been on the publi sher's 
payroll as translator, in  connection with the projected 
French version of Chambers' C yclopaedia . \\'e may sup
pose that, l ike Diderot, he had already worked for the 
publ ishers as a translator of Engl i sh works  for French con
sumption, thus exposing himself to the writings of the 
Engl i sh empirici sts and supplementing the meager pension 
left him by his  father. In  any event, d'Alembert had read 
Bacon as early as 1 7-1 1 ;  and his  Disco u rs prel imina i re re
\·ealed not only h i s  debt to the Descartes of the Regulae, 
shorn of metaphysics, but h i s  admi ration for, and indebted
ness to, Bacon for his  experimental method; I\'ewton, whom 
he admired for proving  gravi tational force without trying 
to explain its first cause; and Locke ,  whose metaphysical 
method he adopted. While paying lip service to the tradi
tional rel igious concepts of his time, d'Alembert uti l ized 
Lockian sensational i st theory to arrive at a naturali stic inter
pretati on of nature. It i s  not through vague and arbi trary 
hypotheses that nature can be known, he asserted, but 
through a careful study of physical phenomena. He dis
counted metaphysical truths as inaccessible through 
reason. In  the Discou rs, d'Alembert began by affirming h i s  
fa ith in  the rel iabi l i ty of  the evi dence for an external 
world derh·ed from the senses and dismi ssed the Berke
leian object ions as metaphys ical subtleti es that are con
trary to good sense. Asserti ng that al l knowledge is derived 
from the senses, he traced the de\·elopment of knowl
edge from the sense impressions of prim itive man to their 
e laborati on into more complex forms of express ion. Lan
guage, music, and the arts communicate emotions and con
cepts derived from the senses and, as such , are imitations of 
nature. For example, d'Alembert bel ieved that music that is  
not descripth·e i s  s imply noise .  S ince all knowledge can be 
reduced to its origin in sensations ,  and since these are ap
proximately the same in all men, it follows that even the 
most limited mind can be taught any art or science. Th i s  
was the bas i s  for d'Alembert's great faith in the power of 
education to spread the principles of the Enl ightenment. 

In his desire to examine all domains of the human intel
lect, d'Alembert was representative of the encyclopedic 
eighteenth-century mind. He beli eved not only that man's 
phys ical  needs are the basis of sci enti fic and aesthetic 
pursuits, but al so that morality too is pragmatically evolved 
from social necessity. Th is  would seem to anticipate 
the thought of Auguste Comte, who also placed morality 
on a sociological bas i s ,  but it would be a mi stake to re
gard d'Alembert as a Posi ti vi st in the manner of Comte. If  
d'Alembert was a Positivi st, he was so through temporary 
necessity, based on his  conviction that s ince u ltimate prin
ci ples cannot be readi ly attained, one must re luctantly be 
l im ited to fragmentary truths attained through observation 
and experi mentation. He was a rationalist, however, in 
that he did not doubt that these ultimate principles exist. 
In  the Disco u rs preli m ina i re he expressed the belief that 
e\·erything could be reduced to one fi rst princi ple, the uni
verse being "one great truth" if we could only see it in a 
broader perspective. Sim i larly, in the realm of morality 
and aesthetics , he sought to reduce moral and aesthetic 
norms to dogmatic absolutes , and this would seem to be in 



conflict with the pragmatic approach of pure sensati onal ist 
theories .  He was forced, in  such cases, to appeal to a sort 
of i ntuition or good sense that was more Cartesian than 
Lockian, but he did not attempt to reconci le his i nconsi st
encies and rather sought to remain within the bas ic prem
ises of sensational ism. D'Alembert's tendency to go beyond 
the tenets of his own theories ,  as he did, for example, 
in admitting that mathematical real ities are a creation of 
man's intel lect and do not correspond to physical real ity, 
has led Ernst Cassirer to conclude that d'Alembert, despite 
his commitment to sensati onalist theory, had an insight 
into i ts l imitations. 

During the early 1 750s d' Alembert engaged actively  in 
the polemics of the time, particularly in the defense of the 
Encyclopedie and the party it represented. Many of the arti
cles he wrote for that publication, as wel l as his preface 
to Volume I I I  ( 1 753 ), were aimed at the enemies of the En
cyclopedie, notably the J esuits ,  who were among the first 
to attack it for its antirel igious and republican orientation. 
In addition, he took part in the controversy over French 
versus I tal ian music, which was inflamed by Rousseau's 
attack on French music in "Lettre sur la musique franc;aise" 
( 1753). D'Alembert had already publ ished his Elements 
de musique ( 1 752), based on Rameau's theories on har
monics ,  and in 1 754 he publ ished anonymously his Re
flexions sur la musique en general et la musique fraw;:aise 
en particulier. 

However, d'Alembert's chief preoccupation at this period 
was with phi losophy and l iterature. H i s  Melanges de litte
rature et de philosophie appeared i n  1 753 in  two volumes 
(expanded to four volumes in 1 759, with a fifth volume 
added in 1 767), and it i s  here that his skepticism concern
i ng metaphysi cal problems is delineated. Proceeding on 
the premise that certainty if\ this field cannot be reached 
through reason alone, he considered the arguments for and 
against the existence of God and cautiously concluded 
in the affirmative, on the grounds that intel ligence cannot be 
the product of brute matter. Like Newton, d'Alembert 
viewed the universe as a clock , which necessari ly implies a 
clockmaker, but his final attitude is that expressed by 
Montaigne's "Que sais-je?" Man's uncertainty before this 
enigmatic universe is the bas is of d'Al embert's plea for 
rel igious tolerance. He maintained his skeptical deism as 
an official , public position throughout his l ife , but there is 
evidence fq,r believing that in the late 1 760s , under the in
fluence of Diderot (whose Reve de d'Alembert appeared in 
1 769), d'Alembert was converted to Diderot's material i sm. 
In private correspondence with intimate friends, d'Alem
bert revealed his commitment to an atheistic interpreta
tion of the universe. He accepted intel l igence as simply the 
result of a complex development of matter and not as evi
dence for a divine intel l igence. 

Aside from the publ ication of a polemical  brochure, 
Histoire de la destruction des ]esuites, in  1 765 (with two 
additional Lettres on the subject in 1767 ), d'Alembert spent 
the last two decades of his l ife in furthering the cau se of the 
philosophes in the Academie Franc;aise-by writing his 
Eloges, which were read in  the Academie (and pub
l ished in  1 779), and by fostering the election of candidates 
of his own choice. Mademoisel le  de Lespinasse's salon, 
where d' Alembert pres ided, became, in the words of 
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Frederic .t\ lasson, the "obl igatory antechamber of the Aca
demie. " In this period he became influential with young 
aspiring men of letters, whom he recrn ited for his party and 
whose careers he fostered. The most notable of his disciples 
was Condorcet. After years of i l l  heal th, d'Al embert died 
of a bladder ailment and was buried as an unbel iever in a 
common, unmarked grave. 

Works by d'Alembert 
Oeur;res ph ilosoph iques et litteraires, J .  F. Bastien, ed. , I S  \'Ols .  

Pari s,  1805. Not so complete as the Bel in  edition but contains let
ters to d'Alembert not included elsewhere . .\'our:elle edition a 11"
m en tee, Belin,  ed . ,  5 vols .  Paris ,  182 1 .  The most complete editi;.1 

to date. 
Oeur:res et correspondance inedites de d'Alembert, Charles 

Henry, ed. Pari s, 1887. Contai ns important supplements to above 
editions in the fields of philosophy, literature, and music, as wel l 
as additional correspondence. 

Discours prelim inaire de l'Encyclopedie, P. Picavet, ed. Paris, 
1 9 12.  Standard critical edition. 

For a fuller l is ting, see A Crit ical Bibliography of French Litera
ture, D. C. Cabeen, ed. New York, 1947 - 195 1 .  \'ol . I\', pp. 136 -
138. 

Works on d'Alembert 
Bertrand, Joseph, D'Alembert. Paris ,  1889. Despite shortcomings 

and rel i ance on Condorcet's £loge de d'Alembert, the most co�
plete biography to date. 

Grimsley, Ronald, Jean d'Alembert. Oxford, 1963. A good, com
prehensive treatment of d'Alembert's philosophy and ideas. Les s 
concerned with biography. 

Kunz, Ludwig, "Die Erkenntnistheorie d'Alemberts . " Arch ir: 
fur Gesch ichte der Ph ilosoph ie, \'ol. 20 ( 1907), 96 - 1 26. Considers 
relation between d'Alembert's metaphysics and Engl i sh empiri
cists. Presents him as a l ink between empiricists and Comte. 

Mi sch ,  Georg, Zur Entsteh u ng des franzdsischen Positir:ismus. 
Berl in,  1900. I nfluence of d'Al embert's empiricism and material
istic viewpoint on Comte's Pos itivism. 

Mul ler, �laurice, Essai sur la ph ilosoph ie de Jean d'Alem bert. 
Paris ,  1926. � lost important and complete study of d'Alembert's 
general phi losophy. 

Pappas, J ohn N.,  Voltaire a nd d'Alembert. Bloomington,  Ind. , 
1 962. Considers d'Alembert's position and method in spread ing 
the ideal s of the Enl ightenment and his i nfluence on \ 'oltai re. 

JOHN N. PAPPAS 

A L E X A N D E R ,  S A M U E L  ( 1 859 - 1938), Bri tish real ist 
metaphysician, was born in Sydney, New South \Vales , 
and was educated at \Vesley Col lege, !\l elbourne. He came 
to England in 1 877 on a scholarship to Balliol Col lege, 
Oxford, where he read mathematics, class ics, and phi loso
phy (literae humaniores). In 1 882 he was elected to a 
fellowship at Lincoln Col lege, Oxford, becoming the first 
Jew to be a fel low of an Oxford or Cambridge coll ege. His 
earl iest work, the Green Pri ze essay in moral phi losophy, 
subsequently published as Moral Order and Progress 
( 1 889), shows the influence of the ideal ist ethics domi nant 
in Oxford at the time. But he soon began moving toward an 
approach to phi losophy that could be more closely re lated 
to the development of the empirical sciences ,  particularly 
biology and psychology. He gave up his fellowship and 
spent a year in Hugo ;\I iinsterberg's psychological labora
tory at Freiburg, Germany, continuing i n  private study 
until his el ection to the chair of phi losophy at Owens 
Col lege (later the Victoria Univers ity of Manchester) in  
1893. He held the chair until h i s  reti rement in  1924 and 
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l ived in Manchester until his death in 1938, a beloved, 
influential, and, indeed, legendary figure in both ci ty and 
universi ty. 

Empirical metaphysics. Alexander wrote occasional 
papers and a small book on J ohn  Locke, but i t  was not 
until 1920 that he published his major work , Space, Time 
and Deity (delivered as the Gifford Lectures in Glasgow in 
1 9 1 5). This  was a comprehensive and constructive .system, 
which he claimed was metaphysics followi ng an "empiri
cal method. " By this he meant that he understood meta
physics to be a very inclu sive kind of science, differing 
from the special sciences "not in its spirit, but only in its 
boundaries, deal ing with certai n comprehensi ve features 
of experience which l ie outside the purview of the special 
sciences ." Alexander cal led these features "categorial" and 
"a priori " but said that this must not be taken to mean that 
they are imposed or constructed by thought; they are 
discerned by reflecti ve inspection as pervasive features of 
the world. As such he cal led them "nonempirical ," re
serving the term "empirical" for the variable features of 
the world. But the study of both, as a study of what is 
found in experience, he cal led "empirical . "  This cou ld be 
consi dered an empirical way of thinking only in  a much 
broader and more specu lati ve sense than subsequent forms 
of empiricism, with their stricter notions of what consti
tutes tests in  observation and experiment. Nevertheless ,  
Alexander insi sted that h is  system not only was a specula
tive world view but also took account of certain ways of 
thinking he beli eved were suggested by work in contem
porary experimental science. Here his starti ng point was 
probably his interest in physiological psychology (he had 
introduced th is study into the University of Manchester at 
a ti me when British universities were sti l l  slow to recog
nize it) . Mind. In  contrast to ideal istic or duali stic views, Alexan
der regarded mind as, in one sense, identical with an 
organized structure of physiological and neural processes, 
there being no animistic or purely "mental " factor over 
and above these. But in another sense, mind could  be 
looked on as a new "emergent" -when neural processes 
are organized in  a certain way, they manifest a new qual
ity, consciousness ,  or awareness. 

Emergents. By "emergents" (a term generally ascribed 
to C. Lloyd Morgan, though its first use can be found in 
G. H. Lewes) Alexander desi gnated certain organized pat
terns which, he held, produce new qualitative syntheses 
that could not have been predicted from knowledge of the 
consti tuent elements of the pattern before they were so 
organi zed. Emergents are thus what others have cal led 
gestal t properties of organi zed systems; Alexander thought 
of them parti cul arly as characteri stics of those syntheses 
where some striki ngly new qual i ty can be di scerned. H e  
general ized the idea that new qual ities emerge from pat
terns of subvening elements of certa in degrees of com
plexity, so as to look on the world as a hierarchy of quali
ti es,  a hierarchy in which those higher in the scale depend 
on the lower but manifest something genuinely new. 

Space-time. At the basis of nature Al exander set space
time as a conti nuum of interrelated complexes of motion. 
These can be analyzed into relations between "poi nt
instants," a poi nt-instant bei ng the limiting case of a motion. 

Sometimes he  spoke of point-instants as if they were real 
elements, the smallest instances of spatiotemporal motions, 
sometimes as if they were ideal concepts , the bare notion 
of time at a poi nt or space at an instant, whi l e  any actual 
motion has a spatiotemporal spread. 

Space-time was also disti nguished into "perspectives. " 
A perspective defines how space-time can be ordered with 
reference to particular point-instants. It is a l ine  of ad
vance, or phase of a spatiotemporal process ,  seen in relati on 
to some point-instant as its center of reference. Alex
ander used the i l lustration of a tree sawn across .  For the 
carpenter the concentric ri ngs are simultaneous ,  but this is 
to look on i t  as an artificial secti on. For the botani st they 
are of different dates , carrying with them the history of 
the tree. Thus ,  a perspective is a hi stori cal phase of the 
process of nature, ordered with reference to some event, e, 
as center and integrating other events related to the event 
from which the perspecti ve i s  developed. These may be 
integrated as observably contemporaneous or as earl ier 
and later stages in motions of which e i s  a stage. 

The defi nition of a perspective thus depends on the 
notion of motions and thei r i nterrelation, and even on their 
causal relati ons. It i s  difficult to see how these notions can 
be derived purely from that of structures within space
time. Indeed, the notion of space-time itself as the funda
mental stuff or matrix out of which things ari se is certainly 
not one that it is natural to see as an "empirical" descrip
ti on of the most general features of the world as it discloses 
itself to an observing mi nd. 

Categories. It might  be more plausible if Alexander 
could be taken to have meant that the basic universal 
feature of all experience is its spatiotemporal character. He 
d id  indeed claim to  follow Kant in  holding that the  world 
is apprehended first and foremost as a spatiotemporal 
manifold, under categories. Apart from the union of space 
and time in a four-dimens ional continuum, h is  categori es 
fol low closely the Kantian ones of substance, cause, num
ber, and relation. But Al exander insi sted that these catego
ries are discovered or di scerned in the world and are not a 
conceptual framework imposed by the mind. I ndeed, 
accord ing to his realist theory of knowl edge, thought does 
not construct or impose conceptual schemes. Knowledge is 
"contemplation" of an obj ect where there is a relation of 
"compresence" between a mind and an obj ect (except in  
the special case of a mind's knowledge of  itself, for a mind 
cannot be compresent as an object to itself but i s  aware of 
i tself as knowing and perceiving; Alexander cal l s  this k ind 
of knowing "enjoyment"). But it i s  surely di fficult  to un
derstand why any mind compresent with the world of 
nature would see in  it just these parti cular all -pervasive 
categori al features. 

Empirical features of regions of space-time. Beside the 
categori al features, which Alexander cal led "nonempirical," 
meaning by this that they are invariable and all-pervas ive, 
we di scover "empirical" features, defined as variable 
qualities characterizing particular regions of space
ti me. "Universals" are di scerned in rebus, as plans of 
configurati ons of motions in space-ti me showi ng per
si stent identities; Alexander cal led them "habits" of 
space-time. With in space-time arises the hierarchy of emer
gent qual i ties. The patterns of motions that differentiate 



it are in the first place bearers of the properties of extension and inertia that characterize "matter. " These organized patterns of matter are bearers of the qual ities found in  physical structures and chemical syntheses. Some of these syntheses, in turn, are bearers of the qual ity of "life," and some l iving structures are bearers of mind or consciousness, which is the highest empirical qual ity known to us .  There is  no reason, however, to assume that th i s  is  the highest possible emergent quality. Alexander held that the structures that are bearers of "mind" may in their turn become productive of a new emergent qual ity, which he cal led "deity. " Deity. The term deity does not here stand for a God who precedes the universe as its cause or creator. Alexander did not try to find in such terms an "explanation" of why the universe should exi st. Exi stence, he held, should be accepted with "natural piety" (borrowing a phrase of Wordsworth's), and its general character should then be described. Thi s  general character i s  first and foremost spatiotemporal . In addition, Alexander held that it exh ibits a nisus, or creative tendency, toward the production of new qualitative syntheses. So in one sense God can be thought of as Deus sive Natura, the universe of space-time "pregnant" with emergent qual ities. In another sense deity is  "the next highest emergent qual ity which the universe is  engaged in bringing to birth ."  This qual ity, Alexander suggested, may emerge in beings-we do not yet know what they would be like-who would be bearers of deity as we are of mind, and these in their turn might prepare the basi s  for a yet further emergent quality. Alexander held that the existence of religious sentiments and aspirations witnesses to an experience of the nisus toward the higher quality of deity in some of those who are already bearers of mind. Such religious feelings, he thought, are incipient aspirations to�ard a new level of development. It is toward th is further stage of development, not toward an already existent object, that the rel igious sentiment is  di rected. Alexander claimed that he started from the empi rical fact of th is sentiment, rather than from a theory of its object, and asked what it suggests; the rel i gious sentiment can be interpreted as the feelings of beings caught up in  the nisus of a universe "pregnant" with the qual ity of deity. 
Time as mind. Is there any reason in the nature of space-time itself why there should be th is nisus? Alexander sometirnes spoke as though the mere fact of conjoining time with space in  itself produces the possibility not only of a dynamic but even of a creative process. He summed this up in the saying "Time is the Mind of Space" -surely one of the most astonishing remarks ever made by a metaphysician. But i t  was not intended merely to shock. I t  should be read in connection with Alexander's interest in physiological psychology and the view of the body -mind relation that he derived from th is and that he here extended in a daring analogy. Alexander reported that he reached his notion of perspectives in space-time by cons idering the unity of the self. There is no such thing as awareness of the self at an instant. The least moment of conscious experience is a "specious present" with a durational aspect and, as embodied, a spatialized aspect. Our consciousness of what we are thinking at any moment is l inked with the 
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memory of what we were thinking, for example, a fraction of a second ago, and it is directed in anticipation toward what we are going to think a fraction of a second from now. \Vhal we are, at any given stage, is partly constituted by memories of the past and anticipation of the future. Hence, the unity of the self depends on events of different dates being brought into a perspective with reference to the self of "present" experience. Similarly, a physical perspective consists of all events that can be shown to be earlier or later stages in l ines of development in which a given event, taken as center of reference, is a phase. A perspective thus describes a historical line of advance. The temporal aspect of th is is said to be the analogue of its "mind" and the spatial aspect the analogue of its "body. " Th is is because mental experience is partly constituted by memory of the past and anticipation of the future and, more specifically, because the "mind" aspect of anyth ing is  looked on as the new qual ity it may exhibit at its latest point of development, whereas the organized structure that is the bearer of th i s  property and could be described beforehand as accompli shed fact is looked on as its body. Time is not mind in the sense of consciousness or thought, which is the di stinctive qual ity characteri stic of the level we cal l  mind proper. It is "mind" in an analogical sense, as whatever is the new property characteri stic of a new quali tative synthesis . Thus,  for example, to Alexander the defining qual ities of matter are the primary qual ities, such as extension and inertia. Secondary qualities, such as color, are emergents from organized complexes of matter and may, as such, be called their "mind. " Thi s  is  not to give them some rudimentary degree of consciousness; it is to say that on each level there is an element that can be cal led the analogue of mind, as introducing something new. But what is new appears sometimes to be not describable as an element, but rather as a new way of functioning released in some particular kind of ordered structure. When thi s  happens , the new way of functioning dominates the lower levels that support it but does not transform them into something different. Physicochemical processes continue to be physicochemical processes, and neural processes to be a form of physicochemical processes. But where there is conscious thinking, al though no separate animistic or mental factor may be present, the whole ordered structure becomes a vehicle for this new activity, and we say we are confronted by an "embodied mind." 
Time as an attribute of reality. Alexander's view of a hierarchy of syntheses with new emergent qualities may be significant, but can time, as the pure notion of irreversible success ion, be sufficient to account for their possibility? To say that there is  a general tendency for complexes of one order to combine and form complexes of what will become a new order must surely presuppose some fundamental property or properties in the world besides those of space and time; Alexander, in fact, admits this when he speaks of a nisus, or creative tendency, in space-time. But is  th i s  a necessary property of an infinite four-dimensional continuum, unless one can assume that the mere fact of succession entails creative advance? Alexander may have been near enough to nineteenth-century ideas of inevitable evolutionary progress to be able implicitly to assume 
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this. I n  agreement with these ideas, he insi sted that phi
losophers must "take Time seriously"; that is  to say, they 
must incorporate a conception of time as an essential 
attribute of reali ty and not only as describing a way of 
experiencing or measuring a reality that is ultimately non
temporal. Alexander said that if Spinoza could be rewritten 
with time as well as extens ion as an attribute of substance, 
this would represent the type of past phi losophy most 
congenial to him; indeed, if someone were to write on his 
funerary urn "Erravit cum Spinoza," he would be content. Reality as process. Alexander's view of space-time as the 
final reality seems , however, open to two interpretations. 
On the one (perhaps the more Spinozistic) interpretation, 
space and time are the two neces sary attributes of an infi
nite substance , distinguishable, i t  is  true, into perspectives 
defined by reference to point-instants, but where "motions" 
(analogous to Spinoza's "modes" )  are simply the redistri
bution of spatiotemporal coefficients within the whole 
already existent space-time. I n  this view space-time 
is looked on as that out of which things come, and we can 
ask whether, as with the materialist's conception of matte r, 
this is not to treat an abstraction as though it were a real ity. 
In another sense Alexander was giving a view of real ity as 
essentially a process, and as historical. There is an irrevers
ible direction in it, defined by "time's arrow" (to use 
Eddington 's expression). In  this ,  nature is focused in lines 
of development whose "history" describes the successive 
levels of ordered s tructures they exhibit. At each s tage in 
t ime,  where there is a new emergent qual i ty ,  th i s  quality i s  
the spearhead of  a genuine creative advance. Yet i f  this 
new emergent quality at each stage is said to be analogous 
to mind, is  it sati sfactory to equate this  with saying that 
i t  is analogous to time ? It might be more plausible to say 
that i t  was Alexander's notion of the nisus in space-time that 
corresponds to the "mind" factor in those complexes 
whose extended patterns can be regarded as the analogue 
of the body. Or one might say that the "body" of anything 
is the external view of nature as unified in that particular 
perspective , while i ts "mind" is the "idea" of the distinc
tive internal quality of that particular perspective; this 
indeed suggests comparison with Spinoza's view of the 
body - mind relation. 

Values. Alexander wrote no large work besides Space, Time and Deity. The volume Beauty and the Other Forms of Value ( 1 933) is a collection of occas ional papers and 
lectures on themes relating to aesthetics and ethics. The 
general notion underlying these is that of values as related 
to the sati sfaction of impul ses. Values are "tertiary qual i ties" 
(supervening on the primary and secondary qualities), char
acterizing complexes where one component is a mind 
capable of interest or appreciation. The higher values 
-beauty, truth , and goodness-are qual i ties that arise 
in the satisfaction of certain impulses where these have 
become contemplative and disengaged from their imme
diate practical ends. Thus aesthetic creation and enjoy
ment grow out of the impulse to construct th ings, which 
Alexander traced down to the animals ("impulse," he 
thought, was a less question-begging term than "instinct"). 
The impulse to construct something out of phys ical ma
terials ,  including sounds, becomes a contemplative del ight 
in  the form so imposed on the material. Truth is a value 

analogous to beauty, as that which sati sfies the impulse of 
curiosity when this too becomes contemplative rather than 
practical. Moral value is  a quality created out of natural 
impulses by the i ntroduction of another natural impulse 
that can bring form and harmony into the impulses that are 
its materials. This impulse Alexander cal led "gregarious
ness. " His interpretation of th is was close to Adam Smith's 
view of "sympathy" as fellow feel ing with the feel ings of 
others. Gregariousness , like Smith's sympathy, becomes 
disinterested and so is able to act as a harmonizing agent 
both among a person's other impulses and in producing 
"sociality. " The impulse of "sociality" was also invoked in 
support of Alexander's view that we are directly aware of 
other minds in such experiences as fri endly conversation 
or quarrels , which are completed as experiences through 
reciprocated responses. These are not, in Alexander's 
view, adequately described as merely responses to behav
ior; they are responses to behavior as expressing the mind 
of the other person. 

A col lecti on of occasional papers and addresses, Philosophical and Literary Pieces ( 1 939), was published posthu
mously by J ohn Laird, prefaced by a memoir that gives 
a sympathetic account of Alexander the man, i ncluding a 
number of the stories,  true or apocryphal , that were told 
about him. Some of the pieces on nontechnical themes 
-on Dr. J ohnson , for i nstance , or J ane Austen, or Pascal
show Alexander in his happiest vei n. 

Alexander was awarded the Order of Merit in 1 930. His  
appearance was impressive; a bust  by Jacob Epstein in the 
entrance hall of the Arts Bui lding of the University of 
M anchester gives a good impress ion of his massive head 
and beard but misses his kindliness. The l ibrary of the 
University of Manchester contains a large coll ection of 
letters written to him by his contemporaries, including the 
philosophers F. H .  B radley, G. F. Stout, and T. Percy 
Nunn,  the physiologists C. Lloyd Morgan and Sir  Charles 
Scott Sherrington , and the Jewish leaders Chaim Weizmann 
and Claude Montefiore. Works by Alexander 
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DOROTHY M .  E MMET 

A L E X A N D E R  O F  A P H R O D I S I A S ,  who was teach
ing at Athens in A.D. 200, was recognized for centuries as 
the most authoritative exponent of Aristotle. H is influence 
has probably  been most far-reaching in  the development 
of the theory of universals because he emphasized certain 
e lements in  Aristotle 's not always unambiguous account. 
These were the unqual i fied priority of the particular sub
stance and the exi stence of universals only  as concepts , or 
"acts of intell ect. " The form was what made "this" matter 
(that i s ,  an identi fiable piece) what it was ,  but it was con
tingent whether the form was universal in the sense of 
generic. (Al exander does not notice that a class with only 
one member, like h i s  case of the sun, is st i l l  a class . ) What 
the form is as a subject remains unclear. 

More famous is h i s  doctrine about  sou l and intellect. A 
human being's intellectual faculty can ex ist in three con
ditions, described as three intell ects : ( 1 )  the "material" 
inte ll ect (intellectus possibilis),' which i s  nothing actual  
but the bare potentiali ty (so Ari stotel ian matter) of the 
body to develop reason-the condition of babies ;  (2 ) the 
intellect ( intellectus in habitu) that i s  the possession of
in fact, is identical with-concepts, or un iversals gained 
from sense experi ence-the condition of adults ; (3) the 
"active" intel lect (intellectus agens), which is exercising 
the thoughts that form the intellectus in habitu and i s  thus 
equivalent to the intel lect as aware of itself. What is dis
tinctively Alexandrist i s  the identi fication he made, or 
seemingly made, of the "active" intel lect both with the 
intel lect that Aristot le said entered the body "from out
side" and with the i ntell ect eternal ly  thinking of i tself that 
Ari stotle said was God. Intel lect was,  of course, the high
est part or function of the soul ,  but since only the "active" 
inte ll ect, as a "separate form ," cou ld exi st without matter, 
it fol lowed that there was no individual immortal i ty for 
human beings. The exact relation of the "active" intel l ect 
to the individual soul or intell ect is obscure in A lexander. 
He does not describe an active inte llect acting directly 
l ike an efficient or even formal cause on a passive intel lect 
but suggests rather the quasi-logical relationship which 
was fundamental to Neoplatonism and which made the 
l ess  perfect instance of a kind entai l  the existence of the 
perfect. Thus ,  it is not at all certain that he meant thinking 
itself to go the way of immortali ty. 
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In the fifteenth century Italian phil osophers known as 
Alexandri sti defended th i s  interpretation of Aristotle's 
psychology against both Averroes ' vers ion and the theo
logical ly orthodox vers ion of Themistius  and Aquinas. 

In other subjects we see Alexander less original but 
often attacking Stoic doctrine, notably in his tracts On Fate 
and On Mixture. But the exact understanding of him i s  
colored always by the difficulty of knowing how far we can 
trust the writings attributed to him. The commentary on 
Books E (VI )  to N (XIV) of Ari stotle's Metaphysics and 
parts of Book II of his own De Anima are probably not his. 
The latter includes the section On Intellect which greatly 
influenced later Greek, Arab, and medieval philosophers. 
But both may wel l  depend on and be closer to h i s  thought 
than i s  al lowed by a modern tradition which underesti
mates N eoplatonizing features of Aristotle as well as of 
Alexander. 
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A. C. LLOYD 

A L E X A N D E R  O F  H A L E S  (c. 1 185 - 1245), "Doctor 
Irrefragabi l i s ," friar minor, was an English Scholastic at the 
University of Pari s. He was born in Hales Owen, Shrop
shire and died in Pari s. 

Alexander was a student at Pari s about 1200 and received 
his  M.  A. before 1 2 1 0. He joined the facu lty of theology, 
becoming a master regent about 1 220. After 1222 Alexander 
made an innovation in the university by using the Book of 
Sentences of Peter Lombard as the basic text for theological 
courses. His  newly published Glossa ( i dentified only in  
1945) was the result of  th i s  work. At  the height of  h i s  career, 
about 1236, he became a Franciscan, "edifying the world 
and giving new status to the Order" ( in the words of Roger 
Bacon). After he was put in charge of the school at the Pari s 
friary, he continued h i s  teaching, especially through his 
Disputed Questions, and had some part to play in  the "great 
Summa weighing more than a horse, which the friars out of 
reverence ascribed to him and cal led ' the Summa of Friar 
Alexander' " (R. Bacon). At the same time, he participated 
in the affairs of the order, attending the chapter that de
posed Brother E lias in 1239, and was a coauthor of an Ex
position of the Rule of St. Francis; he was also active in  
the affairs of  the church, both in  the university and in  the 
First Counci l of Lyon ( 1 244 - 1 245). H i s  sudden death after 
his return from Lyon apparently resulted from an epidemic 
current in Pari s. An epitaph in the convent church saluted 
him as Gloria doctorum, decus etfios ph ilosophorum (Glory 
of learned men, the honor and pride of phi losophers). 

Teachings. Alexander's own doctrines are found in  his 
Glossa and Disputed Questions (which are divided in the 
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British Museum manuscript Royal 9. E. 14 .  into two series : 
those wri tten before and those written after he became a 
friar); the Summa ascribed to him does not neces sarily rep
resent his opinions. Both the Gloss and the Questions labor 
under the disadvantage of being students' reportations 
(although some copies seem to have had a k ind of official 
approval); both , however, justify the encomium of Bernard 
of Bessa: maximus in theologia et philosophia magister 
(greatest master in theology and philosophy). -Alexander is 
both theologian and ph i losopher, masterful ly  handling 
a wide range of questions. Undoubtedly a traditional ist  
whose prime sources are Augustine, J ohn of Damascus ,  and 
Pseudo-D ionysius, and whose thought is close to th e scho
lastic traditions of his predecessors , Alexander nonetheless 
surpasses his contemporaries in  the breadth and profundity 
of his questions and in the new problems and tracts he 
introduced into theology. To th is extent he was an innovator 
who helped open the way for the scholastic renaissance of 
the mid-th i rteenth century. In particular, as head of the 
friars ' studium at Pari s ,  he ini tiated a certain approach that 
came to characteri ze such representatives of the Franci scan 
school as Odo Rigaldus , Bonaventure ,  and Matthew of 
Aquas parta. 

The problems of the distinction between ph i losophy and 
theology, and the nature of theology as a sci ence , much dis
cussed after 1240, are not treated explicitly (though it is 
possible that Al exander authored a question on the subject; 
see below). These problems are implicitly considered in  
scattered remarks on  the kinds of human knowledge and 
the val idity of arguments, in  the general organization of 
material into specific questions and problems, and in the 
principles used in the solution of the problems. For exam
ple,  our knowledge of God arises both from authority and 
from reason; that i s ,  e ither from faith ,  which "depends on 
hearing" (Romans  10 . 17 ), or from knowledge drawn from 
the th ings God has made. Proofs of God's existence are 
suggested rather than developed at length : one i s  derived 
from the transcendental attributes of truth , goodness, and 
unity found in things; others are argued from the changing 
to the Unchanged, from dependent being to the Highest 
Being, from participated and partial good to the summum bonum (Glossa I ,  pp. 39 - 4 1 ). I n  the tradition of Augustine, 
Alexander finds analogies of the triune God in all creatures,  
thus sett ing the pattern for the Franciscan school, wh ich, 
with St. Francis, delights to make of creation a "ladder" to 
the Creator. At the same time, Alexander shows the simplic
ity of the divine being to be in marked contrast to the com
posite character of all created being (Glossa I, p. 254; Quaestio nes, pp. 14 ,  1 9). The doctrine here , that of quad est 
(the substance) and quo est (essence), is derived ultimately 
from Boethius, not from Avicenna, who seems to have been 
unknown to Alexander. In  contrast to the Summa Fratris Alexandri and to Bonaventure, Alexander vehemently re
jects any composition of matter and form either in angels  
or in the human soul (Glossa I I ,  p .  28 ;  other texts are in  
V .  Doucet, Prolegomena, pp. 237, 268, n. 2) .  Apart from 
a lengthy question on immortal i ty (Quaestiones, pp. 556 -
56,5) ,  only pass ing remarks em body his notion of the soul .  
His attention i s  drawn more to the problem of free wi l l  ( Ibid. , pp. ,566 -608, p lus  an unedited question). Here, 
Alexander teaches that man by his nature is  free and that 

freedom of choice resides both in the intellect and in the 
wi l l .  The primary purpose for which man has been given 
this freedom is to choose that which is moral ly  good. Alex
ander considers the moral life of man in such Disputed Questions as "On Ignorance," "On Scandal ," "Love of 
Neighbor," "Fraternal Correction," "On I mpediments to 
Reason," "On Lying," and "Conscience" (the last two as 
yet unpubli shed). To the last question must be joined his  
study of synderesis (Glossa II ,  pp.  380 - 385), which seems 
to make Alexander, not Phi l ip the Chancellor, the creator 
of such a tract in Scholasticism. 

Literary problems of the "Summa Fratris Alexandri." 
Since the Summa attributed to Alexander was unfini shed 
at his death , Wi l l iam of Mi l i tona, who became master re
gent in 1248, seems to have undertaken its completion, for 
in 1 255 Pope Alexander IV charged the provincial of Pari s 
to supply Mil i tona with capable assi stants who without 
delay would bring the work to a finish. The text as it now 
stands consists of four parts. B ook I deals with the nature 
of theology, the existence and nature of God, the divine 
names,  and the Trini ty. Book II i s  divided into two sections: 
1 1 - 1 , creation in  general, the angels ,  the six days of crea
tion, the soul ,  the body, and the human composite, and 
1 1 -2 ,  a lengthy study of moral theology-the nature of 
evi l ,  definition and class ification of sins,  and original and 
actual s ins .  Book I I I  considers the Incarnation and mys
teries  of Chri st's l i fe ,  law (eternal , natural , positive, the 
commandments), grace, and faith (tome IV). Book IV treats 
of man's reparation through the sacraments , the mass, 
prayer, fasting, and almsgiving; quite evidently a section 
on "Last Th ings" was to be included as the cl imax of the 
work. Except in a few manuscripts and in the protest of 
Roger Bacon, however, the compilatory nature of the Summa was forgotten. All four books came to be attributed 
to Alexander, despite the manifest contradicti ons and con
fl i cti ng opinions in  the various parts. Only since the end 
of the nineteenth century, with the renewal of interest in  
medieval Scholastici sm, has  the question of  authorship at
tracted attention. A few writers , it is true, have gone to an 
extreme in claiming that the whole Summa was a compila
tion of the last half of the th irteenth century, i n  basic 
dependence on Thomas Aquinas, Albert the Great, and 
Bonaventure. B ut more mature and solid scholarship has 
establ ished that, if by and large the Summa i s  a compila
tion, i t  existed as a whole by 1 257. The first three books 
were in existence before the death of Alexander, with three 
notable exceptions :  the last tract of Book I was added be
tween 1250 and 1253, while in Book II - 1  the two sections 
"On the Human Body" and "The Human Composite" were 
composed after Bonaventure, almost certainly in 1255 -
1257, as was the last book. On the other hand, modem 
research is  forced to agree with Roger Bacon that Alexander 
was not the author, in the strict sense, of the pre-1245 Summa. At most, it appears that he planned and organized 
the work ,  whi le the detai ls were left to others. Internal 
crit icism of style, language, and doctrine would show es
sential ly two authors at work , neither of whom, by reason 
of doctrinal positions, can be Alexander. Books I and I I I  
were almost certainly the work o f  J ohn of La Roche lle, 
although the presence of other col laborators may be de
tected. Both parts of Book I I ,  on the other hand, were 



written or compiled by some unknown friar who possessed 
a keen philosophical mind and a greater spiri t  of independ
ence. Doctrines of the pre-1245 "Summa." The work of the 
"Summists" was largely one of compi lation, yet not with
out a certain new and fresh viewpoint. If they drew on 
earl ier material , they did not hes itate to insert their own 
views or add fresh tracts written specifically  for the Summa. Relatively new was the opening inqui sition on 
the nature of theology, based on the tract in manuscript Vatican Latin 782, fol io 184d - 1 86d (which may be by 
Alexander himself); it bears witness to the growing in
fluence of Aristotle's ideal of a science. This inquisition is 
followed by an original tract on natural theology, remarka
ble for its metaphysical doctrine of God and creatures. 
Thi s  doctrine holds that the very conditions of finite being 
demand the existence of a First Being, even as the positive 
perfections of finite th ings reflect and lead to the infinite. 
The unknown author of Book II does not hesitate to repeat 
some of this material in an interesting and wel l-balanced 
dissertation on Creator and creature; he examines in detail 
the meaning of the act of creation, the properties of created 
being that reflect the divine cause, and those properties 
pecul iar to creatures :  compos ition , changeableness, time 
and space, and the beauty and order of the universe. Sev
eral questions seem to have bearing on problems that arose 
in the early thirteenth century under the influence of the 
newly known Arabian philosophers. 

The importance of the Summa lies chiefly, perhaps, in 
its presentation and defense of the so-cal led Augustinian 
traditions in theology and philosophy without neglecting 
whatever was solid in the new phil osophical literature. It 
may rightly be called the Summa Minorum, embodying 
the fundamental doctrines of the Franciscan school of the 
early thirteenth century. Bibliography 
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I GNATIUS BRADY, 0 . F. � 1 .  

A L E XAN D R I A N  S C H O O L  i s  the name appl ied to 
Platonism as taught in Alexandria from about the middle of 
the fourth century to the capture of the city by the Arabs in 
642. It was in close contact with the School of Athens as 
long as the latter existed; and many of its members, such as 
Hierocles, Hermeias, and Ammonius Hermeion , were 
students of Athenians. Some, l i ke Ammonius, were also 
teachers of Athenians. However, each school represents a 
different kind of Platonism. In Athens the speculative, 
mystical , theurgic, and rel igious elements predominated; 
and that school remained to the end a stronghold of pagan
ism. In Alexandria scholarly interests and a noncommittal 
exeges is  of texts prevailed. The Platonism that the Alexan
drian School professed was in some respects closer than 
that of the Athenian School to the pre-Plotin ian version ; 
thus, the doctrine of the ineffable One and the mystic 
un ion with it had no prominent place. Finally, a number of 
its members presented Plato in a manner at times accepta
ble to Christians ;  and others actual ly professed Christian
ity, though some might have done so only in form. 

Thus, the "baptizing" of Greek philosophy-including 
the stress on those parts of the Aristotel ian ph ilosophy that 
were metaphysical ly neutral- so often cons idered charac
teristic of the medieval period, was to a certain extent an
ticipated in Alexandria; after the Arab conquest it was per
haps replaced by "lslamizing. " One of the last members 
of the school , Stephanus, accepted an invitation-probably 
just before the Arab invasion-to teach philosophy at the 
University of Constantinople, thus transplanting Alexan
drian Platonism to the Byzantine Empire. 

It is usual to consider Hierocles (c. 420) the first repre
sentative of the Alexandrian School . H is doctrine that the 
Demiurge who created the cosmos is the supreme deity 
(that is , has no One above him) is opposed to that of Ploti
nus and may have been that of Origen the Pagan, si nce the 
latter seems to have been the author of a writing directed 
against Plotinus on this very score. Hierocles' thesis that 
Plato and Aristotle agree in fundamental s could hark back 
to Plotinus' teacher Ammonius Saccas. Thus, the School of 
Alexandria may have been the heir of pre-Pl otinian Pla
tonism; some scholars are inclined to trace the school back 
to Eudorus (first century) or even to Antiochus (first cen
tury B.C. ). Several doctrines of Hierocles have a Christian 
flavor, such as that the Demiurge needs no pre-existing 
matter and creates by an act of will out of noth ing and that, 
as far as reasonable creatures are concerned, he exercises 
providence over them through subordinate deities and 
spirits (angels); they are not subject to fate. On the other 
hand, Hermeias, when interpreting Plato's Phaedrus, made 
full u se of lectures by Syrianus and appl ied the method of 
Iambl ichus, which permitted multiple senses (physical , 
mathematical , theologico-metaphysical ) to be found in any 
passage of that work. A different kind of exegesis was 
practiced by his son Amrnonius (435/445 - 5 1 7/526), Am
monius' pupi l O lympiodorus (stil l  a professing pagan), and 
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Olympiodorus '  pupils E lias and Dadd (whose very names 
indicate that they were not pagans). 

The tension between Athens and Alexandria is best 
represented by the polemic against Proclu s  by another 
pupil of Ammonius,  J ohannes Phi loponus (from his sur
name probably a member of a Christian brotherhood call
ing i tself  "lovers of work" and probably also a Christian 
from birth rather than a convert). P roclus ,  in tum, was 
defended by S impl icius .  The point of disagreement was 
whether the creation of the cosmos, as presented in Plato's Timaeus. should be taken as a temporal event or a timeless 
one. Philoponus as serted the former; Proclus ,  the latter. 
This controversy went back to the Old A.cademy. Philo
ponus also wrote a commentary on Genesis and was one of 
those who asserted that Plato was famil iar with i t. As a 
Chris tian theol ogian, Philoponus originated an interpreta
tion of the Trinity known as tri theism. Of the relations 
between the School of Alexandria and the catechetical 
school (Clement and Origen), we know noth ing. 

One of the most dramatic incidents in the h i s tory of the 
school was the lynching in -l 15 of its famous member Hy
patia by a Christian mob that accused her of preventing a 
reconcil iation between the Chris tian prefect of Alexandria 
and Archbishop C)Ti l .  Among Hypatia's admiring disciples 
was Bishop Synesius ,  in  whose \\Ti tings Chri s tian and 
Platonic  doctr ines appear s ide by s ide. B ibliography 
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A L - F  A R A B  I .  See F.-\RABI, AL- .  

A L GA ZE L OR A L - G H AZ Z A L I . See GHAZ.ALI. AL-.  

A L G E B R A OF L O G I C .  See BOOLE, GEORGE; LOGIC. 
HISTORY OF . 

A L  I E :,.;  A T I O � . The tem1 .. alienation" \estrangement) has 
many different meanings in  everyday l ife, in science, and 
in philosophy, most of them can be regarded as 

modifications of one broad meaning which i s  suggested by 
the etymology and the morphology of the word-the 
mean ing in which alienation (or estrangement) is the act, 
or result of the act, through which something. or some
body, becomes (or has become) al ien (or strange) to some
thing, or somebody, el se. 

In  everyday usage alienation often means turning away 
or keeping away from former friends or associates.  In  law 
i t  u sually refers to the transfer of property from one person 
to another, either  by sale or as a gift. In  psychiatry ali ena
tion usual ly  means de\;ation from normal ity; that i s .  in
sanity. In  con temporary psychology and sociology it is 
often used to name an indi";dual ' s feel ing of alienness 
toward society, nature, other people, or himself. For many 
sociologists and philosophers. al i enation is the same as 
rei fication: the act (or resul t of the act) of tran sforming 
human properties .  relations, and actions into properties 
and actions of things which are i ndependent  of man and 
which govern his l ife. For other phi losophers . .. alienation" 
means .. self-al ienation" (sel f-estrangement): the process, 
or re sult of the process .  by which a . .  sel f" (God or man) 
through i tself ( through i ts own action) becomes alien 
(strange ) to itself (to its own nature). 

H I STORY OF THE CO�CEPT 

The concept of alienation was first  philosophically elab
orated by H egel. Some writers have maintained that the 
Chris tian doctrine of original sin and redemption can be 
regarded as a first vers ion of Hegel 's doctrine of alienation 
and deal ienation . .  -\ccording to others .  the concept of al
ienation found its first expression in \\"estem thought in 
the Old Testament concept of idolatry. S til l  others have 
maintained that the source for H egel "s \;ew of nature as a 
self-alienated fom1 of .-\bsolute .\ l ind can be found in 
Plato's \;ew of the natural world as an imperfect picture of 
the sublime world of I dea s . .  -\s investigation continues,  
probably  more forerunners of H egel \\;I I  be discovered. 
But it seems established that G. W. F. H egel .  Lud\\;g 
F euerbach. and Karl .\larx were the three thinkers who 
first  gave an expl icit elaboration of al ienation and whose 
interpretation is the start ing point for all discussions of 
alienation in present-day ph ilosophy. sociology, and 
psychology. 

Hegel. It is a basic i dea of H egel's phil osophy that 
whatever i s , i s, i n  the last analysis . .  -\bsolute Idea (.-\bso
lute .\ l ind. Absolu te Spirit. or. i n  popular language. God) 
and that .-\bsolute Idea is neither a set of fixed things nor a 
sum of s tatic properties but a dynamic Sel f. engaged in  a 
circular proces s of al ienation and deal ienation. �ature is 
only a self-al ienated (self-estranged) form of .-\bsolute 
.\l ind. and man i s  the Absolute in the process  of deal iena
tion. The whol e of human history is the constant growth of 
man's knowledge of the Absolute and. at the same time. 
the development of self-knowledge of the .-\bsolute. who 
through finite mind becomes self-aware and .. returns" to 
himself from his sel f-al ienation in nature. H owe\·er. finite 
mind also becomes al ienated. It is an essential character
istic of finite mind (man ) to produce things . to express 
itself in  objects . to objectify i tself in phys ical things, social 
institutions. and cul tural products : and e\·ery objec tification 
is ,  of necess ity, an instance of al ienation:  the produced 



objects become ali en to the producer. Al ienation in this 
sense can be overcome only in the sense of being ade
quately known. Again, it is the vocation of man as man to 
serve as the organon of the self-knowledge of the Abso
lute. To the extent that he does not perform this function , 
he does not fu l fil l  his  human essence and i s  merely a 
self-alienated man . 

Feuerbach. Feuerbach accepted H egel 's  view that man 
can be al ienated from himself, but he rejected both the 
view that nature is  a sel f-al ienated form of Absolute Mind 
and the view that man is Absol ute Mind in the process of 
deal ienation. Man is not self-alienated God. On the con
trary, God is self-al ienated man; he is  man' s  essence abso
lutized and estranged from man. And man is not al ienated 
from himself when he refuses to recognize nature as a 
self-alienated form of God; man i s  al ienated from himself 
when he  creates and puts above himself an imagined al ien 
higher being and bows before that being as a slave. The 
deal ienation of man con si sts in the abol i tion of that es
tranged picture of man which i s  God. 

Marx. Marx prai sed H egel for having grasped that the 
sel f-creation of man is a process of alienation and deal ien
ation . But he criticized H egel for, among other things, 
having identified objecti fication with al ienation and the 
suppression of alienation with the abolition of objectivity, 
for having regarded man as self-consciousness and the 
al ienation of man as the al ienation of his  self-consciousness, 
and for having assumed that the suppression of objec
tification and alienation is possible only and merely in 
the medium of pure thought. Marx agreed with Feuer
bach' s criticism of religious alienation, but he stressed that 
the rel igious al ienation of man is only one among many 
forms of man 's sel f-al ienation.  Man not only al ienates a 
part of himself in the form of God ; he also alienates other 
products of h is  spiritual activi(y in the form of philosophy, 
common sense, art, morals ,  and so on. He alienates prod
ucts of his  economic activity in the form of commodities, 
money, capital, etc. ; he al ienates products of his social 
activity in the form of the state, law, and social institutions. 
Thus, there are many forms in which man al ienates from 
himself the products of h is  own activity and makes of them 
a separate, independent, and powerful world of objects 
toward which he is related as a s lave, powerless and de
pendent. H owever, man not only alienates his own prod
ucts from himself; he also al ienates himsel f from the very 
activi ty throogh which these products are produced, from 
the natural world in which he l ives, and from other men. 
Al l these kinds of al ienation are, in the last analysis ,  one; 
they are only different aspects of man's sel f-al ienation, 
different forms of the al ienation of man from his human 
"essence" or "nature," from his humanity. The sel f
al ienated man i s  a man who i s  really  not a man , a man who 
does not real ize his hi storical ly  created human possibi l i ties. 
A nonal ienated man would be a man who real ly is a man, a 
man who fulfil ls  himself as a free, creative being of praxis. 

The concepts of al ienation and deal ienation were elabo
rated by Marx in his  early wri tings, especially in his  Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, written in 1844 and 
first publ ished in 1932. In his later works the two concepts 
were basic, but they were used implicitly rather than ex
pl icitly. Their importance was therefore overlooked. In no 
exposition or interpretation of Marx's views written in the 
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nineteenth century or in the first  three decades of the 
twentieth did the concepts of alienation and deal ienation 
play any important role. But s ince the publ ication of the Manuscripts and especial ly since World War II, they have 
become the object of passionate discussions, not only 
among Marxi sts but also among non-Marxists (especial ly 
existential ists and personal ists) ,  and not only among phi
losophers but al so among psychologists (especial ly psy
choanalysts), sociologists, literary critics, and writers. 

CONTEMPORARY 
INTERPRETATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

Present-day writers who use the term "al ienation" differ 
very much in the ways in which they understand and 
define it. Some authors think that the concept can be ap
pl ied both to man and to nonhuman entities (to God, 
world, and nature, for in stance); but most writers insist that 
it is applicable only to man. Some of those who apply i t  
only to  man ins i s t  that 1 t  can refer only to individual s and 
not to society as a whole.  Accord ing to a number of such 
authors , the nonadjustment of the individual to the society 
in which he l ives is a sign of his al ienation. Others main
tain that a society al so can be al ienated, or "sick," so that 
an individual who cannot adapt to the existing society is 
not, of necessity, alienated . 

Many of those who regard al ienation as applicable 
merely to individual s conceive it as a purely psychological 
concept referring to a feeling, or a state of mind. Others 
insist that al ienation is not only a feeling but that it is  also 
an objective fact, a way of being. Some of the writers who 
characterize al ienation as a state of mind regard it as a fact 
or concept of psychopathology; others insist that al though 
al ienation is not good or desirable, it is not strictly patho
logical . They often add that one should distinguish aliena
tion (a psychological state of the individual characterized 
by feelings of estrangement) both from anomie (relative 
normlessness in a social system) and from personal disor
ganization (disordered behavior arising from conflict 
within the individual). 

Those who oppose characterizing al ienation as a psy
chological concept usual ly  say that it is also (or primarily) 
an economic, or pol itical , or sociological , or ethical con
cept. Some insist that it is basical ly a concept of general 
philosophy, or a concept of ontology and philosophical 
anthropology. 

According to Gwynn Nettl er, alienation is a certain 
psychological state of a normal person, and an al ienated 
person is "one who has been estranged from, made un
friendly toward, his society and the cul ture it carries" ("A 
Measure of Al ienation ," p. 672). For Murray Levin , "the 
essential characteri stic of the al ienated man is  his  belief 
that he i s  not able to ful fill what he bel ieves i s  h is  rightful 
role in society" (Man Alone, p. 227). According to Eric and 
Mary Josephson, al ienation is  "an individual feeling or 
state of dissociation from self, from others, and from the 
world at large" (Introduction to Man Alone, p. 13). For 
Stanley Moore, the terms "alienation" and "estrangement" 
"refer to the characteri stics of individual consciousness 
and social structure typical in societies whose members 
are control led by, instead of control l ing, the consequences 
of their col lective activity" (The Critique of Capitalist 
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Democracy, p. 125). According to Jean-Yves Calvez, al ien
ation is "a general type of the s ituations of the absolutized 
subject who has gh·en a world to himself, a formal world, 
refusing in this  .vay the true concrete and its require
ments" (La Pensee de Karl Marx, p. 5 1 ) ; and according to 
Erich Fromm,  "Al ienation (or 'estrangement') means, for 
Marx, that man does not exp erience himsel f as the acting 
agent in his grasp of the world, but that the world (nature, 
others and he himself) remain alien to him. They stand 
above and against him as objects, even though they may be 
objects of his own creation. Ali enation is essential ly  expe
riencing the world and oneself passively, receptively, as 
the subject separated from the object" (;\farx's Concept of Man, p. 44 ). 

\\'ith such a variety of definitions, it is difficult to say 
which is the best one. One may re serve the term for a 
specific phenomenon in which one is interested and, con
sequently, define it in such a narrow way as to make the 
majority of existing uses of "al ienation" entirely inadmis
sible; or one may define it so broadly as to make as many 
as possible of the existing uses at least partly admissible 
and then distinguish between different forms of ali enation 
in order to account for the variety of phenomena and to 
prevent possible confusions. The latter course seems more 
promi sing. 

FORM S OF ALIENATIO� 

All authors who have used the concept of ali enation 
have distinguished between different forms of al ienation ; 
but not all of them have done so explicitl y. Hegel at
tempted no expl icit classi fication of the forms of al ienati on ; 
but since, for him, the essence of al l development was a 
process of ali enation and deal ienation, different stages in 
the development of the Absolute could be regarded as so 
many forms of alienation. It would be much more difficu lt 
to develop a similar classi fication for Feuerbach's works 
because the es sence of his ph i losophy was negation of 
systematic phil osophy. "Al ienated Labor," a well -known 
fragment in :\ 1arx's Econom ic and Ph ilosoph ic ,.\fanuscripts, seems to  suggest that we should distingu ish 
between four forms of man 's al ienation:  the alienation of 
man from the products of his own activity, the al ienation 
of man from his productive activity itsel f, the al ienation of 
man from his human essence, and the al ienation of man 
from other men. But in other places :\ 1arx talked about other 
forms and subforms of alienation not mentioned in this 
fragment. The enumeration seems to be defective also in 
that it puts on the same l evel forms of alienation that 
should not be at the same level .  

Twentieth-century writers differ greatly in their enu
meration of the basic forms of al ienation. Frederick A. 
Weiss has di stinguished three basic forms (sel f-anesthesia, 
sel f-elimination , and self-ideal ization); Ernest Schachtel 
has disti ngu ished four (the al ienation of men from nature, 
from their fel low men, from the work of their hands and 
minds, and from themselves);  M elvin Seeman, five (pow
erlessness, meaninglessness, social isolation, normless
ness, and self-estrangement); and Lewi s Feuer, s ix (the 
al ienation of class society, of competitive society, of in
dustrial soci ety, of mass society, of race, and of genera
tions). 

In l i sting five different form s of al ienation, Seeman tried 
to define th em strictly. According to him,  powerlessness is  
"the expectancy or probabil i ty held by the individual that 
his  own behavior cannot determine the occurrence of the 
outcomes, or re inforcements, he seeks"; meaningl essness 
results "when the individual is unclear as to what he ought 
to believe-when the individual's m inimal standards for 
clarity in decis ion-making are not met"; normlessness is 
tht: characteristic of a situati on "in which there is  a high 
expectancy that social l y  unapproved behaviors are re
quired to achieve given goals"; i solation is characteristic of 
those who "assign low reward value to goals or bel iefs that 
are typical ly  highly  valued in the given society"; and 
sel f-estrangement is  "the degree of dependence of the 
given behavior upon anticipated future rewards, that is 
upon rewards that l i e  outside the aciti,·ity itse lf'  ("On the 
:\ leaning of Al ienation ," pp. ,'86, ,88, ,89, ,90). 

Instead of trying to enumerate all classifications of the 
forms of al ienation that have been made so far, we shall 
only menti on a few of the basic criteria according to which 
such classifications could be made and actual ly have been 
made. 

( 1 )  According to the nature of that which is ali enated, 
we may di stinguish between al ienation of th ings and al
ienation of selves. And if  we distinguish different types of 
things or selves, we may add further subdivisions. To 
those for whom the only  sel f is man , al i enation of self is  
only another name for the ali enation of man.  But they may 
distingui sh between individual al ienation and social al ien
ation . We may classify as types of social al ienation the 
al ienation of societies as a whole (such as feudal societi es 
and capital ist societies) ,  the al ienation of social groups 
(capital ists , workers, intell ectuals, bureaucrats, producers, 
consumers, etc. ), and the al ienation of social institutions 
(such as the state , the church, and cultu ral insti tu tions). 

(2 ) According to the qu estion, we can di stinguish be
tween alienation from something else or somebody else 
and alienation from oneself. The di stinction is appl icable 
only to al ienation of selves ; a thing cannot be ali enated 
from itself. A self can be ali enated either from something 
or somebody or from itself. According to the different kinds 
of "others" and according to the different aspects or sides of 
the self, fu rther subdivisions can be added (for exampl e, 
a l ienation from nature, ali enation from fel low men, or alien
ation of the self from its body, its feelings, its needs, or its 
creative possibi l i ties). 

(3 ) According to whether that which is al ienated is 
al ienated through its own activity or throu gh the acti,·i ty of 
another, we could distinguish between al ienation through 
others and al ienation through onesel f. Ali enation of a th ing 
can obvious ly  be on ly  an al ienation through others. There 
can be different kinds of alienation of th ings (steal ing, 
giving, and buying and sell ing). Al i enation of sel f can be 
either al ienation through others or an al ienation throu gh 
oneself. 

SELF-ALIENATION 

The concept of self-alienation, found in Hegel and :\larx 
and of the greatest interest for phil osophy, is a resu lt  of 
applying a combination of the above three basic cri teria. 
\\'hat Hegel and :\ 1arx cal led self-ali enation is al ienation of 



a self from itself through itself. They differ in that Marx 
recognized only one self-al ienated self (man ), wh ile Hegel 
recogn ized two (man and God, or Absolute). Some writers 
hold that one could also speak about self-al ienation of 
nature or of the world. In rel igious myths we find self
alienated angels (for example, Lucifer), and in children's 
stori es and fables we find self-alienated animal s  (the cow
ardly l ion, the naive fox) and even plants (a humpy fir  
tree, a stinking rose). But  the concept of  a sel f-alienated 
man is basic. 

In what sense is it possible for a self (either an individ
ual man or a society) to be al ienated from itself? I t  seems 
plausible to say that to be self-al ienated means to be inter
nally divided, spl it into at least two parts that have become 
alien to each other. But in that case, why tal k of self-al ien
ation ; why not, instead, s imply  refer to an internal division 
or spl it? The term "self-al ienation" seem s to suggest some 
or all of the fol lowing points. ( 1 )  The divis ion of the self 
into two conflicting parts was not carried out from the 
outside but is  the result of an action of the self. (2 ) The 
divis ion into confl icting parts does not annih ilate the unity 
of the self; despite the spl i t, the sel f-alienated self i s  nev
ertheless a self. (3 ) Self-al ienation is not simply a spl it into 
two parts that are equal ly  related to the self as a whole; the 
impl ication is that one part of the self has more right to 
represent the sel f  as a whole, so that by becoming alien to 
it, the other part becomes alien to the self as a whole. 

One way to specify and clari fy the inequal ity of the two 
parts into which a self-al ienated self is spl i t  is  to describe 
the self-al ienation as a spl it between man's real "nature," 
or "essence," and his factual " properties," or " ex istence. " 
The self-al ienated man in such a case i s  a man who is not 
in fact what he is in  essence: a man whose actual exi stence 
does not correspond to his human essence. Similarly a 
sel f-alienated society would be a society whose factual 
existence does not correspond to the real essence of hu
man society. 

How can the actual existence of man deviate from his  
real essence or nature? If one were to conceive man 's 
essence as something shared by all men, then somebody 
ali enated from man 's essence could not be a man in fact. 
Accordingly, if alienation of man from his essence is pos
sible, h is  essence must not be conceived as something that 
all men have in common. 

One possible interpretation would be the conception of 
man 's essen� as an eternal or nontemporal idea of man 
toward wh ich the real man ought to strive. This interpreta
tion is ful l  of difficul ties and leads to unanswerable ques
tions, such as Where and in what way does such an idea of 
man exist? What is the way or method to achieve an ade
quate knowledge of it? Why should a real man strive to
ward it? 

Another i nterpretation would consist in conceiving 
man's essence as something actual ly  belonging to men
not to all ,  but only  to some men; for example, to the ma
jority of all so-far-existing men or to the majority of future 
men. ·whichever interpretation one chooses, new 
difficulties ari se. Why should a majority be more repre
sentative of the nature of man than a m inority? If we al
ready allow the spl i t  into essence and exi stence, why 
should we not also allow the possibility of the split be
ing present in  the majority? And why should a future 
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actual ity have any advantage over the past and the present 
one? 

The third, and perhaps the most promis ing, interpreta
tion consi sts in saying that man's essence is neither an 
eternal idea nor a part of actual ity, but the sum of hi stori
cal ly  created human possibilities. To say that a man alien
ates himself from h i s  human essence would then mean that 
a man alienates himself from the real i zation of his histori
cal ly created human possibi l i ties. To say that a man i s  not 
al ienated from himself would mean that a man stands on 
the level of h i s  possibil ities and that in real izing his possi
bil ities he permanently creates new and higher ones. The 
th i rd interpretation seems more plausible than the first 
two, but it too leads to difficulties. In what way do the 
poss ibil ities exist, and how do we discover them? On what 
basis do we divide man's real possibil ities into human and 
inhuman possibil ities? 

SELF-ALIENATION AND HISTORY 

Another much-discussed question asks whether self
al ienation is an essential , imperi shable property of man as 
man or whether i t  is characteristic only of one historical 
stage in man's development. Some ph ilosophers, espe
cial ly  ex istentialists, have maintained that alienation is  a 
permanent structural moment of man's existence. �tan as 
man is necessari ly self-al ienated; in addition to his au
thentic existence he leads a nonauthentic one, and it is an 
error  to expect that he wil l  one day l ive only authentically. 

Opposed to this view is the view that the original l y  
nonself-al ienated man, i n  the course o f  development, 
alienated himself from himself, but that he will return to 
himself in  the future. This view was held by Engel s and is 
accepted by many contemporary Marxists; Marx himself 
seems to have been inclined to th ink that man had always 
been self-al ienated, but that in spite of th is ,  he can and 
ought to overcome his self-ali enation in the future. In th is 
sense, Marx, in Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, 
wrote about communism as the positive supersession of al l 
al ienation and the return of man from rel igion, family, 
state, etc . ,  to his human (that is ,  social ) existence. Such a 
conception of communism as a deal ienation of human 
community formed the basis of all of Marx's other works. 

Alienation in past and present. If we assume that the 
whole of hi story up to now has been a history of man's 
self-al ienation, then it may be asked whether history has 
been characterized by the gradual elimination of ali enation 
or by its permanent deepening. Those who believe in 
constant progress have maintained that al ienation has 
always been dimini shing. But many contemporary philos
ophers and sociologists have found that alienation has 
constantly increased, so that it is  much deeper and more 
pervasive than ever before in contemporary capitalism and 
bureaucratic social ism. A th ird group of authors have 
maintained that alienation has diminished in some re
spects and increased in others.  Some have insisted that the 
question cannot be answered simply in terms of more or 
less ,  that we should investigate different types of self
al ienated men typical of different periods in human history. 
An interesting attempt in th is direction was made by Erich 
Fromm, who disti ngu ished four basic types of "nonpro
ductive" (self-alienated) character orientations (the recep-
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tive, hoarding, exploitative, and marketing orientations), 
each typical of a successive stage of hi storical develop
ment. According to Fromm, all four are found in contem
porary self-al ienated society, but wh ereas the first three 
were inherited from earl ier periods, the marketing orien
tation is "definitely a modern product," typical of twen
tieth-century capital ism (Man for Himself, pp. 62 - 8 1 ). 

Alienation in the future. For those who regard ali ena
tion as a historical phenomenon, the question about a 
possible end of alienation (deal ienation or disal ienation) 
natural ly ari ses. Two main answers have been given. 

According to one group of th inkers, absolute dealiena
tion i s  possible; all alienation , both social and individual , 
can be once and for all abol i shed. The most radical among 
th is  group have even maintained that all al ienation has 
already in principle been el iminated in socialist countries, 
that it exists there only as a case of individual in san ity or as 
an insignificant remnant of capital i sm. t\f ore real istic rep
resentatives of th is  view have not denied facts showing 
that in countries considering themselves social i st, many 
old forms and even some new forms of alienation exist. But  
they have insisted that in more mature stages of social ism 
al l these form s of al ienation are destined to disappear. 

According to a second group, only a relative deal ienation 
is possible. I t  is impossible to el im inate alienation com
pletely and finally because human nature is not something 
given and unchangeable that can be fulfilled once and for 
all .  It is possible, however, to create a basically nonalien
ated society that would stimulate the development of non
alienated, really human individuals. 

Overcoming alienation. The means recommended for 
overcoming self-al ienation differ according to one's view of 
the essence of self-a lienation. 

Those who regard self-al ienation as a psychological fact, 
as a fact of the l ife of the individual human self, dispute 
the importance or even the relevance of any external 
changes in circumstances and suggest the individual 's own 
moral effort ,  a revolution within the self, as the only cure. 
Those who regard self-alienation as a result of the neurotic 
process are quite consistent in  offering a psychoanalytical 
medical treatment; they regard the new creative experi
ence of acceptance and meeting in a warm , truly mutual 
and tru sting doctor- patient relationship as the main 
therapeutic factor. 

Diametrical ly opposed to this view are those philoso
phers and sociologi sts who, basing their ideas on a degen
erate variant of Marxism called economic determinism, 
hold that individuals are the passive products of the social 
organization , that the whole of social organization is de
termined by the organization of economic life, and that all  
economic life is  dependent on the question of whether the 
means of production are or are not private property. For 
economic determinists, the problem of dealienation i s  
reduced to  the problem of social transformation , and the 
problem of social transformation is reduced to the abol ition 
of private property. 

In criticizing "the materialist doctrine that men are 
products of circumstances and upbringing," Marx stressed 
that "it i s  men that change circumstances," so that "the 
coincidence of the changing of circumstances and of hu
man activity can be conceived and rationally understood 

only as revolu tionizing practice (Praxis)" (Basic Writings on Poli tics and Philosophy, with Friedrich Engels ,  New 
York, 1959, p. 244 ). 

Those who have tried to elaborate such a conception 
have insisted that deal ienation of the society and deal i en
ation of individual s are closely connected : one cannot be 
carried out without the oth er or reduced to the other. It is 
possible to create a social system that would enable and 
even stimulate the development of deal ienated individu
als, but it is impossible to organize a society that would 
automatically produce such individuals. A nonal ienated 
individual is an individual who fulfil l s  himself as a free 
and creative being of praxis, and free creativity is not 
someth ing that can be given as a gift or forced upon any
one from outside. An individual can become free only 
through his own activity. 

It is not simply that deal ienation of individual s cannot 
be reduced to deali enation of society; the deal ienation of 
society, in turn ,  cannot be conceived as a change in eco
nomic organization that will automatically be followed by 
change in all other fields and aspects of social l ife. Far 
from being an eternal fact of social l ife, the spl i t  of society 
into mutual ly independent and conflicting spheres and the 
predominance of the economic sphere is, according to 
Marx, a characteristic of a self-alienated society. Therefore, 
the dealienation of society is impossible without abol i sh
ing the alienation of the different human activities from 
each other. 

Finally, the problem of deal ienation of economic life 
cannot be solved by the abolition of private property. The 
transformation of private property into state property does 
not introduce an essential change in the situation of the 
working man, the producer. The dealienation of economic 
l ife also requires the abolition of state property, that is ,  i ts 
transformation into real social property; and th is  can be 
achieved only by organizing the whole of social l ife on the 
basis of the self-management of immediate producers. Bibliography 
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G. PETROVIC 

A L I OTTA , ANT O N I O  ( 1 88 1 - 1964), Ital ian phil oso
pher, was born in Palermo and taught at the univers ities of 
Padua and Naples. Moving from studies in experimental 
psychology, La misura in psicologia sperimentale ( 1 905), 
Aliotta publ ished in 19 12  a vast cri tical analysis of contem
porary phil osophy entitl ed La reazione idealistica contra 
la scienza (Engl ish translati on, London, 1914)  in which he 
defended a monadological spiri tual ism with a theistic 
tendency. When the shadow of the neo-Hegel ianism of 
Croce and Genti le began to loom over Italy, Aliotta took 
sides with the opponents of th is ideal ism and in his teach
ing and writings spread the news of other philosophical 
movements going on outside Italy, especial ly the phi los
ophy of science, real ism, and pragmatism. From 19 17  to 
1936, in the mature phase of his thought, Aliotta's sym
path ies were above all with pragmatism, and his experi
mentalism suggests many points of similarity with the 
philosophies of James and Mead. Experimentation is the 
only means of establishing the truth of any knowledge 
whatever, even metaphysical  and re ligious. By "experi
mentation," Aliotta does not mean simply the techniques 
of the laboratory but any kind of trial-and-error procedure 
in any field of human activity. H istory is a k ind of grand 
laboratory in which men seek, through conflict, to attain 
more harmonious forms of l ife. The success of the experi
ment, according to Al iotta, consists in the el imination of 
conflict and in the realization of a certain degree of har
mony. "The quest for truth ," he says in Relativismo e idea
lismo, "is the quest for a superior harmony of active human 
and non-human forces, operating in the universe of our 
experience. '' Obviously, the presupposition is that experi
ence is not a singl e and continuous proces s ,  but is com
posed of a pl urality of individual centers that meet and 
l imit each other by stages and, through conflicts , try to 
real ize a growing coordination. Common sense, science, 
and philosophy are the steps, or phases,  of th is coordination. 
The "thing" of common sense makes pos sible a certain 
degree of coordi nation between individual intuitions. The 
syntheses of science represent a superior degree of coordi
nation, since they eliminate the dis parity between the per
spectives of common sense; and phi losophical inquiry 
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seeks to collect the remaining dissident elements, to correct 
the restricted vision of the particular sciences, and to 
achieve a more comprehensive view. The concept l imit 
toward which this process tends is the coordination of all 
activities and their convergence to a single end, which is, 
in  other terms, the Leibnizian monad of monads, or God. 

Aliotta i nsists, however, on the social character, in Mead's 
sense, of all  degrees of knowledge. He denies the absolute
ness of truth and defends philosophical relativism, of which 
he sees implicit proof in  the physics of E instein; and he 
holds that the measure of truth is in every case determined 
by the degree of coordination that is experimentally rea
lized between the intuitions, the perspectives, and the 
individual points of view that constitute the rough fabric 
of experience. 

I n  later wri ti ngs, for example, Il sacrificio come signifi
cato del mondo ( 1 943), Aliotta sought to extend this point 
of view to ethics with an inquiry into what he cal ls "the 
fundamental postulates of action. " The indeterminacy of the 
world and its relative uniformity, the value of the human 
person and the transcendence of reality, and the plurality 
of persons and their tendency toward unity are among 
these postulates , but the fu ndamental postulate is that 
of the "perennial character of human-values" and of the ex
i stence of God, which guarantees this character. The 
spiritual i stic and fideistic aspect prevai l s  over the prag
matic and methodological aspect in th is  final phase of 
Aliotta's thought. 
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ALTH U S I U S ,  J O H A NNE S ( 1557 - 1638), German le
gal and poli tical philosopher, was born at Diedenshau
sen, a vi l lage of the county of Wittgenstein-Berleburg in  

the Westphalian Circle. He i s  thought to  have been the son 
of a farmer, although all data of his early youth are quite 
unknown. By 1581 he was studying Ari stotle in Cologne, 
and he later studied Roman law at Basel. His experience of 
the Swiss way of life gave him a predi lection for municipal 
freedom and self-government and for republican constitu
tionalism. Although deeply influenced by Calvinist piety, 
he was eager to become a learned class ical scholar. The 
forces of Christian faith, humani stic learning, and demo
cratic feeling formed his character. He was both a man of 
strong will with a tendency to stubbornness and an austere 
moral i st. lt is ,  therefore, not surpris ing that he was a rig
orous logical thinker and a systematic teacher as well as a 
real istic positivist with a desire to describe the empirical 
real ities of social life. 

Althusius passed his examination for the doctorate of civil 
and ecclesiastical law at Basel in 1 586 with theses on the 
right of succession. In the same year he published a book
let, Iurisprudentia Romana, vel Potius Juris Romani Ars, 2 
Libri, Comprehensa, et ad Leges Methodi Rameae Confor
mata (Basel ,  1586), that discussed fundamental questions 
of Roman law and that is also of philosophical interest. 
Through this work Althusius i ntroduced into political 
science the systematic method of the French philosopher 
Petrus Ramus that contrasted with the prevai ling human
istic method based on philological concerns. But although 
Ramus opposed the traditional Scholastic method of in
struction, he had nevertheless retai ned the formalism of 
his predecessors insofar as he used the "method of di
chotomy. " This specific "ramistic" method divided every 
logical concept into two others , and each of them into two 
new concepts. This method of an endless, progressing, 
systematic presentation was appl ied by Althusius to all his 
later writings. 

Soon after receiving his doctorate, Althusius became 
a lecturer in Roman law and in philosophy at Herborn, a 
newly establi shed Calvinist college attended by students 
from many countries. I n  1594 he became professor of law, 
and he was appointed rector of the college in 1597 and 
again in 1602. He also served as an advocate in the chan
cell ery at Dil lenburg. ln this capacity he defended the 
rights of the col lege against the ambitions of the noblemen 
of the county. He was also involved in controvers ies 
with his colleague, the law professor Anton Matthaus 
( 1564 - 1637), and with some of the Herborn theologians. 
In spite of these activities, he found time to write his most 
famous work ,  Poli tica Methodice Digesta et Exempl is 
Sacris et Profanis Illustrata ("Politics Methodical ly Ar
ranged and I l lustrated by Holy and Profane Examples ," 
Herborn, 1603; 2d enlarged ed. , Groningen, 1610; 3d 
enlarged ed. , Herborn, 1614 ). This work was , as C. J .  

Friedrich wrote, "the culminating point of his l ife. " The 
book clearly showed Althusius'  systematic strength. He 
undertook to coordinate the diverse views of the Bible, Ro
man law, and the advocacy of the right to res ist an unjust 
monarch of George Buchanan and the monarchomachs, and, 
on this basis,  to write a compendium of political science. 

The book was a natural and rational system of sociology, 
involving all the contemporary discus sions of the prob
lematical questions of theology, ethics, and jurisprudence. 
Althusius ' fundamental view was that "poli tics is the 



science of l inking human beings to each other for a social 
l ife." The whole of mank ind, l iving in natural cooperative 
groups, builds up a universal community of civil and pri 
vate corporations. The members join each corporation by 
the force of their sympathetic emotions. In this respect 
Althusius resembled both Grotius and Rousseau. How
ever, he was a strong opponent of Bodin's doctrine of royal 
absolutism, believing that the constituent power belongs 
to the community and that sovereignty is an attribute of the 
organized people,  not of the king. The people decide all 
fundamental political questions through the representative 
assembly, and the chief of state is only a commissioner of 
the people and may be deposed if he acts contrary to the 
contract between him and the community. The represent
ative assembly must obey the commandments of God and 
observe the natural laws. The necessities of human nature 
are as much a source of social order as is God's wi ll .  

Thus, Althus ius held a threefold conception of social 
order: as a biopsychological social phenomenon, as a his
torically conditioned reality, and as a divinely l imited 
work of man. 

The principal sources of Althusius' thought were faith , 
reason, and experience. A major work composed somewhat 
later, Dicaiologicae Libri Tres Tatum et Universum Ius, Quo Utimur, Methodice Complectentes ("Digest of J uris
prudence," Herbom, 1 6 1 7) ,  is based on these three ele
ments. In  this work Althusius discussed the fundamental 
principles, institutions, and concepts of public and private 
law as they were found in the Roman jurisprudence of his  
day. By presenting the law as the realization of the concept 
of law and of its component legal categories, Althusius 
became one of the most important forerunners of modem 
Continental "legal conceptual ism." 

Meanwhile,  in  1604 Althusius had been cal led as a 
syndic to Emden, a Calvinist city in  eastern Frisia. He was 
soon appointed to the counci l , ' and he played an important 
part in the struggles of the city with the count of Fri sia. He 
also became a domi nant figure in  the consi story of the 
Reformed church i n  Emden. Additional Works by Althusius 
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ERIK WOLF 

A M E R I C A N  P H I L O S O P H Y .  It may be appropriate to 
consider first whether American philosophical thought is  
distinguished by any special characteristics. Has American 
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phi losophy made any unique contribution to world phi
losophy? An examination of American thought of the past 
and present shows that it has been plural istic and that no 
single  general ization can describe it accurately. The 
United States has been receptive to a variety of intel lec
tual themes and movements, from Puritanism and idealism 
to natural ism and positivism. Any formula designed to 
reduce these diverse elements to a uniform tradition is 
bound to involve oversimplification. 

Nevertheless, one tendency does appear to be constant 
in the American tradition : ideas are evaluated pragmati
cally,  and their importance is general ly determined by 
reference to their practical appl ications. In America, prior 
to the late nineteenth century, technical philosophy was 
not fully developed; hence, American ideas of this  period 
must be considered primarily (although not exclusively) in 
terms of their institutional setting. This is not to say that 
these ideas were without philosophical sign ificance, but 
they were inherent in the mode of l ife and in the language 
of the people. Indeed, in 1835, Alexis de Tocquevil le 
commented that al though the inhabitants of the United 
States paid l ittle attention to the various European philo
sophical school s, they nevertheless possessed a common 
philosophical method and directed their minds according 
to a common set of rules-albeit undefined rules. 

Pragmatism, as a doctrine, was not explici tly formulated 
until the end of the nineteenth century, but the history of 
American thought indicates that the roots of the pragmatic 
method lay deep within the American experience. Prag
matism was hai led as the unique American contribution to 
philosophy, but many foreign critics argued that it was 
simply a rational ization of the existing way of l ife, a philo
sophical expression of the American tendency to evaluate 
ideas according to their purposes and consequences. 

I t  is  true that Americans have made extensive use of 
foreign ideas, but these have been transformed to meet 
American needs. The successive waves of immigration and 
the divergent philosophies and ideas that accompanied 
them were a continuing challenge to American intellectual 
development but only in recent times can it be said that 
America has made a contribution to philosophy proper. 

THE COLONIAL PERIOD 

Puritanism. The British, more than any other people, 
influenced the formation of American in stitutions; and the 
New England coloni sts, especial ly the Puritans of the 
Massachusetts Ilay area, appear to have left an indelible 
mark on the American character. 

The Puritans agreed with many of the principles of 
Calvinism . They bel ieved that God is absolutely sovereign 
and that man, beset with original sin, is  totally dependent 
upon him. Salvation cannot be earned by virtuous works ; 
God has foreordained who shal l be elected to the "Society 
of Saints," although presumably the performance of good 
works predisposes man's soul to receive God's grace. 

The Puritans, therefore, were deeply involved in the 
conflict between the doctrines of free wil l and determin
i sm. But in general it  was agreed that life was a moral 
process, and certain moral virtues such as discipl ine, de
votion, honesty, moderation, temperance, frugality, indus-
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try, and s impl icity were typical ly  praised. The Puritan 
ethic was one of serious work and practical achievement. 
But the dynamic activism of these early settl ers may per
haps be better accounted for in terms of the necessities 
imposed upon them by their prim itive environment than 
in terms of their religious philosophy. 

It has often been pointed out that the Puritan s '  rejection 
of the authority of the church and their stress on the pri
vacy of man 's relation to God manifested a certa in individ
ual ism. Lest too much be inferred from this  tendency, 
however, it  should be mentioned that the Puritan commu
nity did not tolerate heresy, and in practice the covenant 
with God seems to have been more in the nature of a cor
porate arrangement than an individual affair. Colonial immaterialism and materialism. In general , 
seventeenth-century America was so oriented toward 
practical accompl ishment and rel igious devotion that there 
was l i ttle attention given to theoretical inquiry.  Philosoph
ical and scientific pursu its were not directly encouraged 
unti l the eighteenth century. 

Jonathan Edwards was undoubtedly the outstanding 
philosophical mind of colonial America. H is aim was to 
use philosophical ideal ism to defend the Calvinistic sys
tem against its critics .  In Freedom of the Will ( 1 754 ), Ed
wards defended determin ism, arguing that every event has 
a cause, but that Divine Predestination , Omnipotence, 
Foreknowledge, and Efficacious Grace are consonant with 
moral responsibil ity. E lsewhere, Edwards defended the 
conception of "true virtue" as "beauty of heart" and a 
religious love of "being in general ," that i s ,  a love of God. 
Edwards claimed that man, being sinful and corrupt, is 
natu ral ly  incapable of true virtue ;  yet there i s  the grace of 
God that i s  given to those who are elected for salvation . A 
sign of having received th is grace is an individual 's reli
gious affection and sense of beauty. Bel ief in God has its 
source in the affections of rel igious love and joy, but these 
are not to be comprehended by the natural senses and are 
transmitted from a supernatural source. Edwards'  philoso
phy is grounded in a metaphysical defense of ideal i stic 
immaterial ism, the doctrine that mind and spirit, rather 
than corporeal matter, are fundamental ly real. 

Samuel Johnson, the founder of Kings College (Colum
bia) ,  al so wished to use philosophical immaterial i sm to 
reinterpret and combat Newton ian material i sm.  Johnson, 
however, was deeply influenced by Berkeley, who had 
visited the Americas, and with him he maintained that esse 
is percipi, that spiritual , not material , being is real , and that 
the human mind receives what the Divine M ind impresses 
upon i t. Unlike Berkeley, however, he introduced the 
existence of abstract "archetypes ."  

Although there were intermittent periods of rel igious 
revival , the influence of new ideas prevail ed over the 
rel igious philosophy of Edwards and Johnson. At thi s  time 
the modem tendencies in phil osophy and science were 
perhaps most strongly represented by Cadwallader Colden 
and Benjamin Frankl in .  Colden was an able student of 
Newtonian philosophy, although he accepted a form of 
dual i stic occasional ism. He also attempted to go beyond 
Newton by suggesting an explanation for gravitation, at
tributing it to the joint action of the variou s powers of 
matter. Although material substance was unknowable,  he 
wrote, we cou ld know the motions of bodies-their resist-

ing, moving, and elastic properties (The Principles of Action in Matter, 1 75 1  ). 
In E urope, Franklin was considered to be America's 

"first phil osopher. " H i s  electrical experiments were thor
oughly consonant with Newton ianism; indeed, they con
stituted an appl ication of i ts general principles,  and they 
helped to il lu strate both the Newtonian natural philosophy 
and the experimental possibility of a completely mechani
cal explanation of the universe. 

THE AGE OF REASON AND REVOLUTION 

The ideals of the Age of Reason had their greatest 
influence on American l ife at the time of the onset of the 
American Revolution. Many of the colon ists were directly 
in spired by the l iberal , deistic, and empirical ideas of 
French and British philosophers . As a result, there was a 
further development of material ism in philosophy, a 
greater emphasis  on humanistic, natural i stic, and secular 
moral ity, and most important, there was a strong move
ment toward real izing the ideal s of republ icanism and 
revolution. Materialism. During the latter part of the eighteenth 
century ,  the interest in Newton ian material i sm came to full 
maturity. Many of its supporters were members of the 
medical profession. These included Benjamin Rush ; Jo
seph Priestley, the famous chemist and clergyman who 
fled to America in 1 784; Thomas Cooper, Southern leader 
of liberal thought; and Joseph B uchanan, who promoted a 
remarkable renaissance in secular natural i sm at Tran syl
vania University in Kentucky. The material i sts were en
thusiastic students of sci ence, and some attempted to ex
tend their doctrine to all aspects of the cosmos, including 
man . Rush, for example, appl ied physical and mechanistic 
explanations to mind and moral ity. Deism. Closely l inked with the interest in material i sm 
was a growing acceptance of deism as a rel igious philoso
phy. I t  was espoused by many American pol itical leaders , 
notably Thomas Jefferson, and was most vigorously de
fended by Thomas Paine (The Age of Reason, 1794 - 1 796), 
Ethan Allen (Reason the Only Oracle of Man, 1 784), and 
El ihu Palmer. These deists upheld the supremacy of reason 
and rejected the authority of such supernatural phenomena 
as scriptural revelation, prophecies,  and miracles. In 
opposition to the establi shed church, the dei sts supported 
the principles of religious freedom and the separation 
of church and state. This extreme position was perhaps 
not entirely approved by the community, but there was 
widespread sympathy for deistic views. It should be 
pointed out that deism was total ly  incompatible with the 
Calvinist notion of the essential sinfulness of man. Paine 
and Allen, for in stance, argued that God, as first cause, 
designed the order of the universe, and that all events are 
determined by natural laws. Therefore , nature ( including 
man) is a man ifestation of the goodness of God. Humanism. The deists held that man, as a rational 
being, was capable of achieving the good life on earth and 
did not need to wait for the heavenly kingdom to come. 
Thus, their moral philosophy was humani stic and relative 
to human aims and goal s ;  happiness ,  not faith, provided 
the standard of choice. The Enl ightenment manifested an 
optim istic faith in science, reason, and education as the 



instruments of human progress. Fol lowing the advent of Lockean empiricism, al l knowledge was held to have had its origin in sensations, and man was seen as the product of conditioning forces in his environment. There was a general conviction that if one improved the social environment, one might improve man and thereby achieve social justice. Political ideals. During the colonial period, the most striking American achievement was the practical development of contemporary social and pol itical ideals . Like many Europeans, the colon ists were inspired by the writings of Locke and Montesquieu, but the effort to real ize the aims of l iberal ism in an actual state involved unprecedented problems. In the revolutionary situation there was general support for the polemics of Jefferson, Paine, Joel Barlow, and others who argued that "natural rights" {l ife, l iberty, and the pursuit of happiness) constitute the foundation of social justice. Governments are artificial contracts designed to protect these inal ienable rights : if they fail to fulfill  their original purpose, their claim to rightful authority is void, and they may justly be altered or dissolved. There was not, however, unanimity concerning the form of the new government to be establ ished. The Federalist papers ( 1 787 - 1788), written by Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay, bear witness to the problem that the colon ists faced in attempting to balance the claims of the federal government against the claims of the various social classes and the individual states under its jurisdiction. But Americans, unencumbered by tradition, succeeded in creating a workable government based on Enl ightenment principles .  
PHILOSOPHY BE FORE THE CIVIL WAR No sooner had the American republ ic been establ ished than a conservative reaction set in. Indeed, this seems to be a recurrent phenomenon in American hi story : liberal advances have been periodical ly suppressed by a resurgence of rel igious and/or political conservati sm. However, i t  may well be argued that despite these periods of reaction , American society manifests a dominant tendency to incorporate changing {and progress ive) social values. In the years between the Revolution and the Civil War, Americans were concerned with consolidating the gains of the Revolution and resolving threatening social problems, such as the existence of slavery.  There was l ittle interest in phil osophizing, and in fact this period is in general without intel lectual distinction. Conservatism. In pol itical thought, fear of the "mob" and the excesses of the French Revolution led to a reaction against the liberal principles of the Declaration of Independence. The South rejected the Jeffersonian doctrine of natural rights, l iberty, and human equal ity. John C. Calhoun held that man was by nature social, that government was an organ ic outgrowth of human instincts, and that inequal ity was essential to human progress. Calhoun feared the tyranny of the majority, which he proposed to check by utilizing a concurrent rather than a numerical majority, based on both the state and federal governments (A Disquisition on Government, 185 1 ). There were times, of course, when the l iberal point of view was expressed, as during the Jacksonian period ( 1829 - 1837), when frontier 
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individualism and egalitarian ism returned. But these pol itical differences represented a fundamental division that was only to be resolved by force. A similar reaction in rel igion took place during the first part of the nineteenth century. Optimistic faith in the potency of human intell igence and reason was displaced by a renewed feeling of human frailty and dependence. The interests of science were subordinated to the interests of orthodox religion. New national rel igious denominations were organized, and while many l iberal arts col leges were founded under rel igious leadership, an independent philosophy did not have a conspicuous place in their curriculums. The radical dei stic spirit was no longer in evidence, and ph ilosophy was now approached as an "edifying" subject and was frequently taught by the coll ege president, who often was al so a clergyman. Philosophy was considered under three headings-natural, mental , and moral. It was assumed that the purpose of philosophy was to demonstrate the divine order of the universe and to justify the existing order of society. Noah Porter commented that phil osophy was approached chiefly as an "applied science" relating to theology, moral ity, and politics. Typically,  Francis Wayland's widely read philosophical work , Elements of Moral Science ( 1835), was primari ly devoted to "practical ethics . "  Scottish realism. Two schools of  philosophy did, however, have a signi ficant influence during this periodnamely, Scotti sh real ism and an eventual ly dominant philosophical ideal ism. John Witherspoon and Samuel Stanhope of Princeton first introduced Scottish real ism, and this doctrine was later supported, in one form or another, by Francis Bowen, Joseph Haven, Samuei Mi ller, Frederick Beasley, Noah Porter, and others. James McCosh, who immigrated to America in 1868, was struck by the Yankee aptitude for practical observation and invention and concluded that real ism based on common sense might very wel l become the di stinctive American philosophy. The real ists, who were dissatisfied with transcendental idealism, material istic psychology, and Humean skepticism, held that by intuitions of the mind one has simple and immediate perceptions of the real and objective order. The mind seizes its objects directly, whether these objects are sensory, relational, or abstract. We have truth only when our ideas conform to things, which means that we must employ the inductive method and pay close attention to "the facts . "  Among the perceived facts are real objects that ex ist independently of man. But the real ists thought that self-evident intuitions might also establ i sh other "first and fundamental truths," such as basic scientific universal s, the principle of causal ity, the un iformity of nature, mathematical forms, standards of right and wrong, God's existence, and the immortal ity of the soul .  Thus, what at first appeared as a solution to besetting philosophical problems was extended to embrace a whole set of orthodox ideas and values. Transcendentalism. Many critics and historians consider Transcendentalism to be the most distinctive American intellectual movement of the nineteenth century. Emanating chiefly from Boston, the influence of Transcendental ism was strongest in the years before the Civil War. Among its advocates were Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, Will iam Ellery Channing, and Theodore 
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Parker (Henry James, Sr. ,  who was a Swedenborgian mys
tic, may also be included). 

It is eas ier to define Transcendental ism in terms of the 
ideas it opposed than by the ideas it supported. The move
ment represented no s ingle system of thought and was 
in itially inspired by a Unitarian reaction against the pessi
misrr. and morbidity of Calvinist religion. The Unitarian 
Transcendental ists, led chiefly by Channing, Parker, and 
Emerson, were l iberal in sentim ent and inclined toward 
rel igious optimism. They maintained that God is loving 
and just and that man, through his own efforts, i s  able to 
attain moral virtue. On the other hand, the Unitarians 
rejected the rational rel igion of the deists as wel l as the 
concept of a mechani stic universe. Like the deists, the 
Unitarians wished to apply reason to the interpretation of 
Scripture, but many Unitarians (for example, Channing) 
were willing to accept the val idity of revelation. 

In general, however, the Transcendental ists, many of 
whom rejected Bibl ical religion, wished to go beyond the 
lim its of rational Unitarianism to extend what they consid
ered the too narrow boundaries of the Lockean concept of 
experience and to expand the Enlightenment vis ion of 
human existence. The Unitarians held that in rel igion man 
may transcend ordinary experience and understanding and 
that his soul may attain direct union with God. Following 
this l ine of reasoning, and further influenced by the ro
mantic ideal ists Coleridge, Kant, Friedrich von Schelling, 
and Victor Cousin) and by Platonism and Indian mysti
cism, the Transcendental i sts clai med that the universe was 
far richer and deeper than empirical philosophy would 
allow. Writers such as Parker argued that empirical and 
scientific investigations could yield no more than probable 
evidence and that dependence upon such evidence could 
only result in  skeptici sm. Unlike most Transcendental i sts, 
however, Parker did believe that "Reason" could grasp the 
"ultimate truth" from which the bases of metaphysics, 
ethics , and pol itics could be derived. But the majority of 
Transcendental ists were not interested in  such rational 
demonstration : they were poets and mystics who bel ieved 
that truth is attained through subjective intuition. 

In the area of metaphys ics, the Transcendental is ts were 
ideal ists. Emerson's early essay Nature ( 1 836) presents 
their general pos ition. The world is d ivided into two 
realms. On the one hand, there is the unreal world of ap
pearances and sensations that is the object of empirical 
science. Ultimate real ity, however, is founded upon the 
unseen transcendental world in which mind, spirit, and 
the oversoul prevail ,  and this world can be discovered only 
through poetry and philosophy. 

As a movement, Transcendental ism was inspired less by 
speculative philosophy than by moral idealism. Th e Tran
scendental ists wi shed to free the individual from a blind 
adherence to convention and custom . Thoreau, for exam
ple, maintained that the individual must be at l iberty to 
consult and follow the dictates of his personal insight and 
conscience. He even went so far as to maintain that if civil 
society interferes with the individual 's personal moral 
convictions, then civil disobedience becomes the individ
ual's highest obl igation. The Transcendentali sts strove for 
social and pol itical progress;  many of them defended natu
ral rights and equal ity and worked for the abolition of 
slavery. 

THE LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY 
Speculative and absolute idealism. After the Civil War 

there was a resurgence of interest in philosoph ical ideal
ism, and speculative technical philosophy became the 
dominant academic tradition. The most influential force in  
th is revival of speculative idealism was generated by a 
group called the St. Louis Hegelians. Among its members 
were Will iam T. Harri s ,  Henry C. Brockmeyer, Thomas 
Davidson , George H. H owison, and Denton J. Snider; 
many were German immigrants who fled to America after 
the revolution of 1 848 and who were interested in spon
soring the translation and study of th e wri tings of German 
absolute ideal i sts. This  work was begun with the founda
tion of the Kant Club and developed under the auspices of The Journal of Speculative Philosophy ( 1867 - 1893), the 
first philosophical journal of its kind in  America. 

Wil l iam T. Harris ,  the influential editor of thi s journal, 
thought it essential that Americans be acquainted with the 
great masters of philosophy, especial ly Hegel, and he and 
his col leagues argued intensely for the claims of "abstract 
phi losophy" and the speculative method against the claims 
of empiricism, positivi sm, and agnostici sm. They bel ieved 
that through reason one may attain knowledge of ultimate 
real ity, and they thought that H egeliani sm proffered a 
comprehens ive and consistent world view that could be 
appl ied to ethics,  rel igion, art, pol itics ,  law, and education . 

This  doctrine spread rapidly throughout the M idwest 
and eventual ly to New England. Among the many note
worthy defenders of ideal ism in the nineteenth century 
were Laurens P. H ickok, George T. Ladd, Paul Cams, and 
Borden P. Bowne. (Ideal i sm was carri ed over into the 
twentieth century by Frank Thilly, George Full erton, 
Mary W. Calkins,  H ugo M i.insterberg, George H .  Palmer, 
and others . )  Perhaps the high point in  the progress of ide
alism was reached with the founding of the Philosophical Review in 1892 at Cornell Univers ity by J. Gould Schur
man. At th is time Howison maintained, "We are all 
agreed . . . in  one great tenet . . . that the only thing 
absolutely real is mind; [and] that all material and all 
temporal existences take their being from Consciousness" 
(quoted by A. 0. Lovejoy in "A Temporal istic Real ism," Contemporary American Philosophy, New York, 1930, Vol. 
I I ,  p. 85). 

Almost the last, and probably the greatest, defender of 
ideal ism in America was Josiah Royce. In all of his writ
ings, from The Religious Aspect of Philosophy ( 1885) to Lectures i n  Modern Idealism ( 19 19) ,  Royce was dominated 
by one aim : to discover the Absolute in the universe. Be
ginning with fragmentary experience , he was led to "the 
larger self ' :  from the pos sibil ity of error he argued to a 
standard of Absolute Truth , and from individual value to 
a universal standard of value. For Royce, mind is the ulti
mate reality, but real ity is not to be identified with sub
jective consciousness ; absolute mind, wh ich is the true 
reality, is greater than the individual mind and compri ses 
the total intell igible structure of the universe. It is only in 
terms of Absolute experience, in which al l th ings are 
present and understood, that any finite experience can be 
comprehended. 

Darwinism and evolution. The introduction of Darwin's 
theory of evolution marks a turning point in American 



philosophy. Darwin's theory conflicted with trad itional 
religion, metaphysics, and moral ity and led to a fundamen
tal challenge of the dominant ideal i sm of the age. Thus, i t  
provided a daring stimulus to  philosophical inqu iry. In  
E ngland , H erbert Spencer and T .  H .  H uxley defended 
Darwinism, and in the United States i t  was defended by 
John Fiske, Francis E. Abbot, Chauncey Wright, and the 
pragmatists Charles S. Peirce, William James, and John 
Dewey. 

Fiske, a di sciple of Spencer, attempted to construct a 
theory of the cosmos based on the findings of the sciences (Outlines of Cosmic Philosophy, 1874 ). He elaborated a 
form of "cosmic thei sm" which, he claimed, went beyond 
Spencer's agnosticism and at the same time avoided an
thropomorphism. Although Wright was equal ly pro-Darwin, 
he criticized attempts to convert the theory of evolu
tion into a grandiose metaphysical scheme. Although 
Wright did not write much, he  anticipated many of the 
ideas that were later to become focal in philosophy, in
cluding the verifiabil ity pri nciple, the pragmatic criterion, 
and natural ism. 

A major effect of Darwinism on ph il osophy in  America 
was that it transformed the idea of nature from a fixed 
system of eternal real ity into one of dynamic change and 
replaced the category of substance and essence with that of 
process and event Darwinism stimulated the extension of 
scientific explanations beyond the physical sciences to the 
psychological and social sciences. I t  helped to break down 
the dual i sm between man and nature and between mind 
and body, and it encouraged the study of consciousness 
and language in  objective terms. It also contributed to the 
natural ization of morali ty and to the appl ication of science 
to ethics and politics. :\lost importantly, perhaps, Darwin
ism undermined the established authority of ideal ism and 
made possibl e the development of an experimental ap
proach to philosophy. 

GOLDE:\' AGE O F  A:'.\IE RICA� PHILOSOPHY 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century, there emerged 
in America a creative, vital, and profound interest in 
philosophy that has continued down to the present. The 
period from 1880 to 1940 has sometimes been called the 
"golden age" of American philosophy because of the emer
gence of a number of original thinkers and fresh move
ments. The most important figures of the "golden age" 
were Peirce, James, Dewey, Royce, George Santayana, and 
Alfred :'\orth Whitehead, and the most significant move
ments were pragmati sm, real ism ,  and naturalism. 

Pragmatism. During the 1 870s in Cambridge, the mem
bers of the :\letaphysical Society (including Peirce, James, 
Wright, and Fi ske) first di scussed the philosophical ideas 
that were later to be developed as pragmatism. Of them al l ,  
however, Charles Peirce, probably America's most pro
found philosopher, is usually considered the originator of 
pragmatism. Peirce. For Peirce, pragmatism was primarily a formal 
method of clarifying confusions in conceptual statements. 
I n  a series of articles,  and especially in the essay "How to 
:\lake Our Ideas Clear" ( 1 878), he outlined the essential s 
of pragmatism. "Consider what effects, that might conceiv
ably have practical bearings, we conceive the object of our 
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conception t o  have," wrote Peirce, "then, our conception 
of these effects is the whole of our conception of the ob
ject." Peirce made it cl ear that the pragmatic method was 
to be u sed chiefly to ascertain the meaning of "hard 
words" and "abstract concepts," and that he was not con
cerned with all ideas but only with " intellectual con
cepts." The meaning of ideas is properly stated in hypo
thetical form; the experimental consequences of ideas are 
their meaning. To say that something is "brittle" means 
that "if we were to strike i t  it  would shatter. " One does not 
actual ly have to perform such an experiment in order to 
understand the meaning of an idea, but unless the idea 
represents some conceivable experimental procedure and 
consequence it is without meaning. James. Peirce 's work went almost completely unrecog
nized until Wi ll iam James discussed Peirce's ideas in a 
famou s lecture at the Cniversity of Cal ifornia in 1898. 
H owever, by "pragmatism" James meant not only Peirce's 
method of determining meaning but also a new theory of 
truth which James thought was implicit in Peirce's 
method . In Lecture \'I I  of Pragmatism ( 1907), James 
wrote, " 'The true' is  only the expedient in the way of our 
thinking, ju st as 'the right' is only the expedient in the way 
of our behaving. Expedient in almost any fashion: and 
expedient in the long run and on the whole of course." At 
another time James said that the quality that characterizes 
both beliefs and true statements i s  that they both "pay. " 
Following thi s  l ine of thought, he also commented that the 
statements "It is useful because it is true" and "It is true 
because it is useful" have exactly the same meaning. �lany 
of James's critics, including Bertrand Russell and A. 0. 
Lovejoy, objected that James used the words "expedient," 
"pay," and "useful " in an ambiguous way. These critics 
claim that there is a difference in saying that a scienti fic 
theory is useful in the sense that it enables one to derive 
certain predictions and saying that a belief is useful in the 
sen se that it gives emotional sati sfaction . However, it is 
clear that James himself did not accept th is difference. In 
justification of rel igious bel ief he wrote, "On pragmatic 
principles we can not reject any hypothesis if concepts 
useful to life How from it . . . .  If the hypothesis of God 
works satisfactori ly in the widest sense of the word, it i s  
true. :'\ow . . .  experience shows that it certainly does 
work" (Pragmatism, Lecture \'I I I ). 

This  theory of truth was not shared by other American 
pragmati sts, and Peirce naturally was hostile to its subjec
tivi stic element. His  criterion was based upon publ ic tests 
of laboratory science. He too was interested in a theory of 
truth, but he defended the "method of science" as the 
most effective way of resolving doubt and fixing belief. 
�evertheless he maintained that there were limitations to 
the use of the pragmatic criterion, and in order to di sso
ciate himself from James's position he renamed his theory 
"pragmaticism"-a word, he said, which was so ugly that it  
,vould be safe from kidnapers. Dewey. Among the pragmatis ts ,  John Dewey was the 
most influential in public life. Philosophical ly he differed 
from both James and Peirce. Like James he opposed the 
traditional correspondence and coherence theories of 
truth, but he was unwilling to accept the subjectivism of 
James's interpretation of pragmatism, and he had no desire 
to justify rel igious bel ief. On the other hand, he differed 
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from Peirce in that he wished to apply the pragmatic crite
rion to a wider area of experience. According to Dewey, 
the word "pragmatic" refers simply to "the rul e  of refer
ring all th inking, al l reflective considerations, to consequences for final meaning and test" (Essays  in Experimental Logic, Chicago, 19 16,  p. 330). H e  maintained that 
language is an instrument that transforms raw experience 
in accordance with human purposes : the meaning of an 
idea is "a set of operations" to be performed or the "con
sequences"  of a thing or an event. I t  should be noted that 
Dewey named his theory "instrumental ism," in order to 
di stinguish it from the earl ier pragmatism. 

In  the development of Dewey's philosophy, the concept 
of the "s ituation" came to be central ,  especial ly to his 
theory of inquiry. With in  immediate experience ("primary 
experience") ari se  conflicts that initiate inquiry :  reflective 
thinking ("secondary thinking") serves to resolve the prob
lematic s i tuation. I nqu iry, then, "is the control led or 
directed transformation of an indeterminate situation into 
one that is so determinate in its constituent distinction and 
relations as to convert the elements of the original situa
tion into a unified whole" (Logic: The Theory of Inquiry, 
1938, pp. 104 - 105). Ideas that are arrived at in the proces s  
of inquiry are said to  be  hypotheses-in other words,  plans 
of action that are tested by experimental consequences. 
"That which satisfactori ly  terminates inquiry is ,  by defini
tion , knowledge" (ibid. , p. 8) .  (Dewey frequently referred 
to true knowledge as "warranted assertabil ity. " )  

Another crucial e lem ent i n  Dewey's pragmati sm was his 
development of a biological and behavioristic theory of 
experience. (A similar theory was implicit in some chap
ters of James's The Principles of Psychology, 1890 . )  Dewey 
argued that th inking was a mode of adapting to the chal
lenges of the environment. He considered conscious proc
esses to be transactions of the l iving organism. 

Pragmatism also presupposed a social theory of experi
ence. George H. M ead, who influenced Dewey to a certain 
degree, held that "mind" and "self'  developed out of the 
process of social communication and that the individual 
could not be considered in i solation from the community (Mind, Self, and Society, 1934). Influence of Pragmatism. One of the most significant 
effects of pragmatism was that it contributed to the downfall 
of traditional concepts i n  metaphysics. Peirce, James, and 
Dewey were hosti le to traditional metaphysics and rej ected 
all notions of absolute being or ultimate certainty such as 
the ideal i sts espoused. They thought that any defensible 
metaphysics would have to be empirical and tentative in  
character. Peirce formulated a number of ingenious meta
physical ideas, although at times they seem to bear only a 
remote relation to the pragmatic criterion. H e  suggested 
roles for chance, love, habit, and continuity in the universe,  
and he  questioned the postulate of determinism. Peirce 
frequently described h i s  position as  a form of "scholastic 
real ism," and he al so suggested a phenomenology of the 
given, a categorial scheme of "Firstness," "Secondness," 
and "Th irdness ."  James l ikewise outl ined several genera
tive ideas in metaphysics : " radical empiricism" (relations 
as wel l as particulars are given as real ) ;  "pure experience" 
( reality is not made of one stuff, hut of neutral experience 
out of wh ich different relations are composed); and "plural-

ism" (the un iverse may not be a block universe but may 
exist in di stributive, plural ,  and indeterminate form ). 

The influence of pragmatism was not restricted to aca
demic ph i losophy; its effect soon began to be felt i n  the 
behavioral sciences, law, his tory, pol itics, and education. 
But in  these areas the pragmatists were only applying their 
basic principle that ideas must be related to practical 
consequences and be respons ive to the broader problems 
of civi l ization. Realism. The real i stic revolt against ideal i sm in  the 
early decades of the twentieth century was not confined 
to the United States, but it was perhaps more widespread 
there than elsewhere. Peirce, James, and even Whitehead 
were sympathetic to aspects of real ism, but most important 
to its development were two school s, known as "New" 
Realism and "Critical" Real ism. New Realism. Duri ng the first decade of the twentieth 
century, the New Real i sts publ ished numerous articles  and 
books,  including Ralph Barton Perry's influential articl e, 
"The Ego-Centric Predicament" ( 19 10) .  The New Realists 
establ i shed themselves as an organized movement when 
R. B .  Perry, W. P .  Montague, R. B .  H olt ,  E. G.  Spaulding, 
W. T. Marvin, and W. B. Pitkin wrote "The Program and 
First Platform of S ix  Real i sts" ( 19 10 )  that appeared in The Journal of Philosophy. The same authors later published 
an influential book, The New Realism ( 1 9 12 ). Among other 
philosophers who were sympathetic to the New Realist 
outlook were F. J. E. Woodbridge,  E .  B. McGilvary, M. R. 
Cohen, J. Lowenberg, and J .  E. Boodin. 

The New Realists rejected the epistemological subjec
tivism of the ideal ists (and some pragmatists) and defended 
instead the doctrine of the real i ndependence of the 
th ing known. Th i s  requ ired a commitment to naive real i sm 
(the view that particulars persist  independently of our 
consciousness of them);  to Platonic real ism (the view that 
universal s subs ist) ;  and to a form of epi stemological mon
ism (the view, as interpreted by Montague, that particulars 
and universals that are reals are apprehended directly 
rather than indirectly th rough copies or mental images ). 
New Real ism did not deny knowledge th rough intermedi
aries, but maintained that it was subordinate to d irect or 
presentative knowledge. 

The New Reali sts , however, did not long remain united. 
They agreed in general that external physical objects exist, 
but they differed on many other i ssues, especial ly on the 
nature of error, and on how to distinguish between veridi
cal and false perceptions. Holt  and Perry were l ed to the 
view that since percepts in consciousness are identical 
with their immediate objects , then i l lusion and hall ucina
tion exist objectively, and false percepts , l ike true per
cepts , are "real . "  Montague agreed that false percepts 
subsist, although he denied that they have causal force. 
Th is l ine of argument seemed to lead to contradictory 
conclusions-for example, that a staff in water is both 
straight and bent at the same time. Critical Realism. The Critical Real ists were no less 
concerned than the New Real ists to vindicate the ordinary 
man's bel ief in the independent real ity of material objects. 
However, they were convinced that what is directly given 
in perception is not the physical object itself, but rather a 
datum that may provide the perceiver with evidence for 



the exi stence of the object but i s  not in any way a part or 
characteristic of the object. In other words, physical ob
jects are known by inference and not directly. In uphold
ing this  distinction between the datum and the object, 
Critical Reali sts espoused a form of epistemological du
al i sm.  This theory, it was thought, had the advantage of 
enabl ing us  to explain error by attributing it to the psycho
logical state of the perceiver. 

Some of the leading Critical Real ists-George Santayana, 
A. 0 .  Lovejoy, Roy Wood Sel lars, C .  A. Strong, J .  B .  Pratt, 
Durant Drake, and A. K. Rogers-contributed to the vol
ume Essays in Critical Realism that was publ ished in 
1920. Even here they disagreed among themselves con
cerning the statu s of the data given in perception, and 
eventually the Critical Realists divided into two camps. 
Drake, Rogers, S trong, and Santayana held that what is 
given in consciousness are "essences. " As the logical 
characteristics of the object, these essences are independ
ent of both the object and of the mental states which en
tertain them . In knowing an object, we assign a certain 
es sence to an independently existing real ity. Santayana, 
l ike Plato, maintained that essences are eternal . Lovejoy, 
Sellars, and Pratt, however, denied the doctrine of es
sences and held that the given in  perception is the charac
ter complex of the mental ex istent of the moment-a par
ticular sense datum, not an independent entity. 

This naturall y involved them in a difficulty that has 
haunted dual i sts since the time of Locke and Descartes :  If 
the object i s  never given in  experience, how do we know 
that there is an object, and even if it i s  granted that there is 
one, how can we know what characteristics it has? In Skepticism and Animal Faith ( 1923 ) Santayana tried to 
meet the problem by replying that although it is not possi
ble to establ ish the nature of the external object by rational 
means, we can sti l l  bridge die gap by means of "animal 
faith"  and instinct: man (as �n actor in the environment) 
has a dynamic relation to objects, and he is not restricted to 
a simple passive, knowing, or perceiving relati onship. 
Lovejoy, in The Revolt Against Dualism ( 1930), argued 
that bel ief in a real physical world entails a dual ism be
cause the datum is never identical with the object known. 
He admi tted that one cannot "prove" the existence of 
physical objects. Nonetheless, he maintained that one may 
affirm their existence ; this assumption is made by all men 
of common sense, and no man can deny it. 

After the 1nid- 1930s, real ism ceased to be an important 
movement in American philosophy. Very few philosophers 
had any incl ination to doubt the independent real ity of 
physical objects, and most of the younger philosophers 
turned to other issues that they considered to be more 
fundamental . 

Naturalism. In  the wide sense of the word, "naturalism" 
may refer to any philosophical theory which maintains that 
in principle all phenomena can be explained in terms of 
natural causes or principles. By this definition several 
philosophies of the past (including most forms of material
ism and certain aspects of Hume's thought) may be con sid
ered natural i stic. The natural ism that became influential in 
philosophy during the twentieth century, however, is 
somewhat different from earl ier varieties. Undoubtedly 
Dewey was a crucial influence in  this  development, but 
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the new natural ism should not be confused with pragma
tism or instrumental ism ; in fact, many of the outstanding 
naturali sts were not at all  sympathetic to pragmatism. 
Several of the philosophers mentioned above were natu
ral i sts as well as real ists. Santayana's early book, The Life of Reason ( 1905 - 1906), was generall y  naturali stic in out
look. Other real ists who also may be considered natural ists 
are Sellars, Woodbridge, Cohen, Montague, Perry, and 
Drake. Naturalism and the Human Spirit ( 1 944 ), an im
portant collection of essays, included papers by Dewey, 
Ernest Nagel,  Sidney Hook, H. W. Schneider, J .  H. Ran
dal l ,  Jr. ,  Abraham Edel , Harold Larrabee, H. T. Costello, 
and George Boas. Natural ism is  often considered as a 
movement belonging to the "golden age" because of its 
association with Dewey and Santayana. But unl ike prag
matism and realism, naturalism i s  stil l  one of the most vital 
influences in American philosophy. 

American naturalism, l ike the traditional natural istic 
systems, maintains that cognitive claims can be established 
only by the logico-empirical method of science. The 
scientific method is not regarded as an arcane procedure 
but as continuous with the operations of thought used in 
ordinary life; it is considered adequate to the study of 
everything there is, including consciousness and social 
phenomena. By contrast, neither intuition nor mystical 
insight is thought to be capable of arriving at any sort of 
truth, whatever their emotional , moral , or aesthetic value. 
Naturalism clearly precludes not only transcendent meta
physics but also the need for any special method to deal 
with uniquely human phenomena. 

Unl ike earl ier forms of natural ism, American naturalism 
has been characterized by a vigorous antireduction ism .  
According to  Nagel ,  for  instance, there are a t  least as many 
qualitatively distinct features in the world as are present in 
human experience, and it is misleading to attempt any sort 
of "nothing but" reduction of nature to elementary con
stituents ("Naturalism Reconsidered," Proceedings and Addresses of the American Philosophical Association, Vol . 
28 , 1954 - 1955). Closely connected to th is is the principle 
of contextualism. l\fa ny American natural ists reject the 
distinction between appearance and some reality that is 
supposed to be behind appearances. Such a distinction , it 
is argued, only makes sense in  a given context in terms of 
the aims of a given inquiry. Nagel has also said that there 
is no absolutely privileged context. Every quality and 
event is a genuine occurrence and possesses ascertainable 
relations and functions in some complex process or con
text. A quality, like sweetness, is no less a constituent of 
nature than the qualities with which physical science 
concerns itself. 

The American naturali sts have always insi sted that they 
do not deny the occurrence of novel features in the world 
or the uniqueness of the human race. While the conditions 
of man's life are continuous with the rest of nature, man 
possesses an inquiring mind which enables him to master 
many of the forces in his environment. However, this 
inquiring mind is not beyond the scope of scientific inves
tigation. Most American natural i sts have opposed a 
mind - body dual ism, and many have favored some form of 
nonreductive material ism. Although consciou sness cannot 
be simply identified with its physical conditions, it is 
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causally dependent upon them. There is  no place for the 
operation of di sembodied forces, immaterial spirits, or 
immortal souls. 

Many natural ists have been outspoken critics of the 
claims of traditional rel igion. However, naturalists have 
not been unanimously antirel igious. Some (such as San
tayana and J .  H. Randal l ,  J r. )  have held that rel igious ex
periences may be of inestimable value and have important 
moral and aesthetic functions, although it  is  a mistake to 
regard th is  as evidence for the existence of a supernatural 
real ity. Dewey distinguished "rel igion" from the "rel i
gious" qual i ty of experience, and he claimed that i t  i s  the 
latter which is signi ficant-a religious experience is a · 
consummatory experience in which we become aware of 
our highest ideal s and aspirations. Indeed, "God" for 
Dewey may refer to "the ideal ends" and values to which 
one is "supremely devoted. "  Most natural i sts are "human
ists" in the sense that man and the things he needs and 
desires are considered the bases of value. 

Naturali sts have written extensively on moral question s. 
However, they have generally been interested in the 
wider problem of value and valuation rather than simply in 
the question of moral value alone. In h is  General Theory of Value ( 1926), Perry defined value  as "the object of any 
interest. " C .  I .  Lewi s, in An Analysis of Knowledge and Valuation ( 1946), argued that value judgments are in 
principle confirmable in the same way as other empirical 
judgments. Dewey and his fol lowers argued that value judg
ments cannot be understood or assessed except in the 
framework of the concrete problems and situations that 
they are designed to resolve. Moral problems usually con
cern the adjustment of competing needs and preferences, 
and any attempt to refer them to some transcendent realm 
of values is completely mi sgu ided. 

American naturali sts have found themselves faced with 
the chal lenge of G. E.  Moore's Principia Ethica, which 
presents an acute criticism of the "natural istic fallacy. " 
They have in general agreed with M oore that there i s  no one constant meaning of moral statements, if  only because 
such statements are plural and always speci fic; there can 
therefore be no simple or unique analysis or defin ition of 
moral judgments. However, they do not admit that this 
entails that in concrete s ituations there can be no empirical 
resolution of value judgments. Natural ists claim that in 
many moral disputes certain facts are relevant to their 
settlement, and it  makes good sense to speak of some 
judgments as being well supported and others as being 
unsupported by the evidence. Thus, American natural i sts 
have emphasized the role of scienti fic knowledge in mat
ters of value and valuation. Recent idealism and rationalism. Although ideal i sm 
holds a minority position in  the mid-twentieth century, i t  
does not lack some respected champions, such as James E. 
Creighton, Will iam E.  Hocking, and Wilbur Urban. One of 
the most influential ideal ists of recent years was Edgar S.  
Brightman, the leader of a school known as personalism, 
which i s  still active. Personal ism makes personal i ty the 
key to al l philosophical problems and has an affinity with 
ideal ism because all being is  defined as personal con
sciousness. 

B rand Blan shard does not speak of himself as an idealist, 

but in the Nature of Thought ( 1939) he defended the co
herence theory of truth and the idea that all phenomena in 
the world are connected by logical necessity ;  both of these 
views are a lso strongly upheld by ideal i sts and rational i sts. 
Two other rational i sts who are prominent in twentieth
century thought are Morris  R. Cohen (Reason and Nature, 
193 1)  and Alfred North Whitehead, neither of whom was 
an ideal i st .  

In his  later years, Whitehead, ut i l izing elements of ide
al ism, naturalism, and real ism, attempted to develop a 
comprehensive cosmic system. He  criticized the New
tonian mechanical world view, and what he cal led the 
principles of "m isplaced concretion" and "simple loca
tion," whereby bits of isolated matter and absolute space 
and time are abstracted and reified.  B ut he also attempted 
to modify aspects of Einstein's theory of relativity and to 
place it on more empirical foundations. Nature for White
head is  a domain of multiple occasions or events in 
process : each event is an indivisible stretch of time, and 
each appropriates to itself, in a creative act, all  else in the 
universe. Organic l ife, he said, i s  as fundamental as  ma
terial entities to any metaphys ical account of reality (Process and Reality, 1929). Whitehead was perhaps the 
chief proponent of speculative philosophy during the 
"golden age ."  

THE C ONTEM PORARY PHILOSOPH ICAL SCENE 

I t  would be d ifficult to  try to  fix a precise date for  the 
end of the "golden age" of American philosophy, for some 
of the theories widely discussed in the early years of the 
twentieth century are sti l l  being vigorously debated at the 
present time. Nevertheless, certain significant d ifferences 
have arisen recently that relate both to the k inds of prob
lems usually di scussed and the kinds of answers that are 
receiving serious attention. Few observers would deny 
that philosophical  analysi s-logical positivism and l inguis
tic philosophy-has become the dominant philosophical 
tendency in America. 

Logical positivism. Logical pos itivism , which was first 
developed by the Vienna circle in the 1920s, began to be 
influential in the Un ited States in the 1930s. Perhaps the 
chief factor in its growth in America was the fact that many 
of the leaders of the movement fled the Nazis and settled 
in the Un ited States. Among these should be mentioned 
Rudolf Carnap, Hans Reichenbach, Phil ip Frank, Richard 
von M ises, H erbert Feigl, Carl H empel , and Alfred Tarski. 
Their continued presence has significantly affected the 
American philosophical scene. 

The positivi sts were interested in a fundamental reform 
of philosophy. They considered philosophy to be the 
analysis and clarification of meaning, and they looked to 
logic and to the sciences as their models for constructing 
formally perfect languages. Probably the most controver
sial of the new ideas was the "verifiabil ity principle" and 
the resulting condemnation of metaphysics as "nonsense. " 
The verifiability principle maintain s  that a sentence i s  
cognitively o r  descriptively mean ingful if  a n d  only if  i t  i s  
empirical ly verifiable. Another important doctrine of  logi
cal positivism i s  that all sentences of pure mathematics and 
logic and all sentences expressing necessary propositions 



are tautological . In  conjunction with the verifiabil ity prin
ciple, this doctrine leads to the conclusion that statements 
of metaphysics are l iteral ly without sense. They are not 
empirical ly verifiable ,  and they can hardly be regarded as 
purely formal sentences ; but even if they were, th is would 
not render them meaningful,  since tautologies "say noth
ing," being compatible with anything whatsoever. Indeed, 
it was claimed that metaphysical questions were 
"pseudo-questions ."  

The philosophical journal s of  the late 1930s and 1940s 
were fil led with vigorous discussions and criticisms of the 
positivistic thesis on metaphysics. The views of the logical 
positivists were not real ly much different from the view 
impl icit in the pragmatic theory of meaning as proposed by 
Peirce and James, although the positivist's expression was 
considerably more violent. It should also be mentioned 
that in Mind and the World Order ( 1929), C. I. Lewis al
most entirely independently proposed a pragmatic theory 
concern ing the nature of logic and mathematics that was 
similar to the ideas of Wittgenstein and Moritz Schlick; 
and the physici st P .  W. Bridgman developed an operation
al theory that bore a strong resemblance to the verifiabil ity 
principle. 

American natural i sm and logical positivism have much 
in common. For one thing, both are critical of the claims of 
traditional speculative metaphysics. For another, both 
deny that there is any radical difference between the natu
ral sciences and the sci ences that study man. This position 
was forcefully defended by Hempel in his famous article 
"The Function of General Laws in H istory" ( 1 942), and 
was wholeheartedly endorsed by naturali sts such as Nagel 
(in The Structure of Science, 196 1 )  and Hook. 

The position that many positivi sts took in regard to 
moral judgments seemed far too extreme to many Ameri
can philosophers. The point :of the controversy was the 
"emotive theory," according to which ethical statements 
serve simply to express the speaker's attitude and to evoke 
a similar attitude in the hearer; therefore, moral judgments 
are not descriptive and cannot properly be cal led true or 
false. On this theory both naturali sts and intuitionists have 
overlooked the most distinctive feature of moral judg
ments, namely, their "dynamic" character. 

Although the emotive theory was first proposed by Car
nap and Ayer, C. L. Stevenson was respon sible for defend
ing it in America (Ethics and Language, 1944). However, 
he added a· number of important qualifications to this 
theory, and in its later version it is much closer to natural
ism. The emotive theory has nevertheless been severely 
attacked by naturali sts, otherwise sympathetic to posi
tivism, who claim that it fails to do justice to the cognitive 
character of moral judgments and that it ultimately implies 
some kind of nihil i sm .  Philosophers of other schools also 
very general ly disapprove of what they take to be the un
duly restrictive attitude of the logical positivists in their 
insistence that the philosopher must confine himself to 
metaethics and not make moral recommendations. They 
claim that logical postivi sm has trivial ized ethical philoso
phy and neglected its chief function. Linguistic analysis. Representatives of what is called 
the school of l inguistic analysis are the ones most fre
quently accu sed of trivial i zing philosophy in general and 
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of indulging in  pointless verbal exercises. These charges 
are leveled at a somewhat heterogeneous group of philos
ophers that includes G. E. � loore, the later \\'ittgenstein, 
and several influential Oxford philosophers, particularly 
Gilbert Ryle and John Austin. Among American philoso
phers, Max Black, Norman �lalcolm, Al ice Ambrose, ;\for
ris Lazerowitz, and 0. K. Bouwsma are usual ly considered 
l inguistic analysts rather than logical pos itivists, although 
the boundary l ine is not always clear. Logical positivists 
and l inguistic analysts can perhaps be most easily distin
guished by their differing attitudes toward metaphysics. 
Al though the fol lowers of the later Wittgenstein do not 
general ly engage in metaphysics or encourage its practice, 
they do not call  i t  nonsense or reject it entirely. While they 
may say that there is something "queer" about most meta
physical theories, many of them also claim that there is 
something to be lear'ned from metaphysics, at least about 
the way language functions in certain areas. 

There seems to be l ittle in the way of common doctrine 
among l ingui stic analysts. Some uphold determinism and 
some oppose it; some favor a behavioristic interpretation of 
psychological statements, while others maintain that psy
chological statements do imply something other than the 
manifestations in behavior; a minority even support reli
gious belief. But the l inguistic analysts do seem to share a 
common approach ; they are all motivated by a special 
interest in ordinary language and the belief that by study
ing its use, we shall more easily understand ph ilosophical 
problems and therefore avoid the pseudo problems. For 
in stance, the majority of these philosophers feel that the 
traditional problem of induction is a pseudo problem, and 
that if one is clear about the various uses of such words as 
"reason" or "evidence," one would not be tempted to raise 
the issue at al l .  "Problems" of th is  kind have no solution, 
but they can be "dissolved" in the sense that once certain 
confusions are brought into the open, any temptation to ask 
the question di sappears. 

Th e l inguistic analysts have l i ttl e enthusiasm for the use 
of symbol ic logic as  a means of clarifying ph i losophical 
questions ,  and they are entirely opposed to the idea that 
language is a kind of calculus.  They maintain, for example, 
that any attempt to provide a simple definition of the 
mean ing of "cause" can at best only point out one of the 
many uses of the word. They are equally un sympathetic 
toward the application of formal systems to ethical and 
psychological problems in phil osophy. 

Although this "informal " approach is apparently the 
most popular among young American philosophers, two of 
the most important and influential contemporary Ameri
cans, W. V. Quine and Nelson Goodman, represent the 
more "formal" approach associated with the thought of 
Russell and Carnap. (Quine i s  al so sympathetic to pragma
tism. ) It may be noted that the logical positivists tend to 
work more in the area of philosophy of science than do the 
l ingu istic analysts. 

The similarities in purpose between the logical posi
tivists and the lingu istic analysts, however, may be more 
important than their differences. All would probably agree 
with Wittgenstein's statement in the Tractatus that "the 
object of philosophy is the logical clarification of 
thoughts,"  and all tend to reject metaphysical , mystical , 
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and obscure systems of thought. M any contemporary 
American philosophers are loath to label them selves by 
school s, but there are many similarities and convergences 
between the pragmatists, positivists, and l ingu i stic ana
lysts. The problems that tend to dominate their interest are 
in the areas of logic, language, and the phil osophy of 
science. 

Existentialism. Since the end of Worl d War II, existen
tial ism has been the philosoph ical movement that has 
attracted the greatest public attention. It  has not, however, 
been very influential in academic philosophy. Many 
American philosophers object to what they consider an 
i rrational ist element inherent in  exi stential i st doctrines. In 
particular, they oppose the attitude embodied in  Kier
kegaard 's dictum, "Truth is subjectivity. " They feel that 
statements about "Being" and "Nothingness" revive ob
scurities that were exposed years ago. 

Nevertheless,  exis tential i sm has appealed to some phi
losophers who believe that it restores to philosophy a 
concern for bas ic human probl ems and avoids a current 
tendency toward triviality. �lany nonexi stential i sts feel 
that exi stential i st writings have made worthwhile com
ments on modern experience-on the "ali enation" of mod
em man, on h i s  anxieties, and on the "inauthenticity" of 
h is  mode of l ife. r..toreover, the human ism of Sartre, Ca
mus, and other writers bears some similarity to the ethical 
views of most natural i sts and positivists. Some Anglo
Saxon writers, such as C. A. Campbel l ,  have proposed 
theories that are quite close to Sartre 's doctrine of the 
freedom of the wi l l ,  which is  also compatible with the 
contention of some analytic phil osophers that rational 
action is in principle unpredictable and that motive expla
nations differ from cau sal explanations .  However, few 
American philosophers would endorse Sartre 's  earl ier 
extreme form of indetennin i sm ; nor would they endorse 
his view that man has no "essence " or his defense of 
"phil osophical anthropology. " 

The most influential existentialist in  the United States 
has undoubtedly been the theologian Paul Til l ich. In fact, 
Protestant phil osophy in general has been very strongly 
influenced by existential ist thought. Closely fol lowing 
Kierkegaard and Heidegger, Til l ich is opposed to efforts to 
"prove" theological claims such as the existence of God or 
to reduce theology to anthropomorphism. But Til l ich i n
s i sts that although the existence of God cannot be demon
strated, it does not fol low that there i s  no God in  the true,  
nonanthropomorphic sense. Ti l l ich has also proposed a 
redefinition of what it i s  to be rel igious .  In  h is  new sense, 
a person i s  rel igious as long as he has some object of "ulti
mate concern," and th i s  definition of rel igiosity might even 
apply to a humanist or atheist. 

Phenomenology and metaphysics. Another philosophi
cal movement that is considered very important in Europe, 
but which until recently has had l ittle influence in  Amer
ica, i s  phenomenol ogy. S ince 1939 , however, when �larvin 
Farber founded the journal Philosophy and Phenomenological Research, there has at least been a forum in America 
for phenomenological views. And phenomenology's asso
ciation with exi stential i sm has also served to attract atten
tion to its doctrines. 

H usserl ' s  view that phil osophy i s  not a factual science 
and that it cannot use the methods and findings of the 

sciences, as well as his attack on "psychologism" and on 
the attempt to reduce the basic laws of logic and mathe
matics of psychological general izations now find some 
support among l ingui stic philosophers. The phenomenolog
ical emphasis on the " intentional" nature of conscious 
states also has had a certa in influence on American philos
ophers. Many writers who use the phenomenological 
method, such as John Wild, accept it broadly as an explo
ration of the Lebenswelt { l ife-world), a k ind of introspec
tive study in depth of al l  phases of the conscious world of 
l ived experience-aesthetic, moral , rel igious ,  and so forth. 
And there are some parallel s here with the study of lan
guage by analytic phi losophers and of immediate experi
ence by pragmatists. Although many phenomenologists do 
not actually describe themselves as deal ing in metaphys
ics, the remaining metaphysicians on the American philo
sophical scene nevertheless tend to regard them, along 
with the existentiali sts, as al l ies in the battle against philo
sophical analysis .  

�l etaphysics in the sense of specu lation about some 
transcendent real ity i s  no longer fashionable, but the work 
of a number of contemporary phi losophers can properly be 
referred to as "metaphysics . ' '  Some natural ists and l inguis
tic analysts of the mid-twentieth century are even quite 
wi ll ing to be described as "metaphysicians," but what they 
mean by "metaphysics" is not at all the sort of thing that the 
positivi sts would want to banish.  The Review of Metaphysics, founded by Paul Wei ss, has attempted to keep al ive 
the spirit of metaphysical inquiry and is an exception to 
the above. 

Minor movements . Some minor movements in American 
philosophy deserve brief comment. 

Neo-Thomi sm has had some influence among Roman 
Catholic phil osophers, especial ly  through the writings of 
Jacques �laritain and Etienne Gi l son. Most non-Catholic 
phil osophers have found l ittle that is new or inspiring in 
th i s  revival of Thomas Aquinas, and there i s  a wide gulf 
between N eo-Thomi sts and most other American phil oso
phers. 

Marxi sm has attracted some thinkers in the Un ited States 
(for example, Sidney Hook), reaching its high point in the 
1930s. The impact of Marxism, however, was pol itical and 
moral rather than dialectical and metaphysical , although 
recently some attention has been given to the concept of 
"al ienation" in the early phil osophical papers of Marx. 

Zen Buddhism and other Asian phi losophies and rel i
gions have also attracted some attention. The journal Philosophy East and West i s  devoted to efforts at a rapprochement between the Eastern and \Vestern cultures .  Some 
writers even cla im that Zen Buddhism has some affinities 
with \Vestem humanism, psychoanalysis ,  and James's 
ideas on pure experience. 

If any single general ization can be made about 
present-day philosophy in America, it is that its predomi
nant characteristic is its plural ism. In spite of an apparent
ly dominant natural istic trend, which includes logical 
positivi sm, l inguistic analysis and pragmatism, there is 
nevertheless a receptiveness in the United States to var
ious points of view, and virtual ly  every contemporary 
approach to phi losophy has found some supporters there. 

{See also CRITICAL REALIS�l; NEW ENGLAND TRAN-
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A M PE R E ,  A N D R E  M A R I E  ( 1 775 - 1836), French 
physici st and philosopher, whose main achievement in 
physics was the foundation of electrodynamics. He cor
rectly recognized that Oersted's discovery, in 1819,  of the 
effect of electric current on a magnetic needle was merely 
a special case of the general correlation of electricity in 
motion with the rise of a magnetic field. His explanation of 
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magnetism in terms of molecular electric currents was a 
bold anticipation of one feature of the later electron 
theory. 

Shortly after Ampere's death his  Essai sur la ph iloso
phie des sciences appeared with a biographical note bv 
Sainte-B euve and a warm appraisal by Emile Littre. I ts 
subtitle, Exposition analytique de tou tes les connaissances 
humaines, indicated that the main topic was the classifica
tion of sciences,  in which Ampere was as much interested 
as his  contem porary Auguste Comte. Ampere's main 
divis ion of sciences into "cosmological" and "noological" 
was inspired by Cartesian dualism. The details of the 
classification , which also included "appl ied sciences" 
-medicine, agriculture, etc.-are now of only historical 
interest. 

Far more interesting is La Philosophie des deux Am
peres, edited by J .  Barthelemy Saint-Hi laire. The title is 
mi sleading because the only contribution of Ampere 's son 
Jean Jacques is an introduction to the phi losophy of his 
father. Besides th is ,  the book contains some unfinished 
phi losophi�al manuscripts as well as Ampere's letters to 
:\ laine de Biran, with whom he remained in personal 
contact and in correspondence until ;\ laine de Biran's 
death in 182-1. Ampere accepted the central idea of � laine 
de Biran's voluntari stic ideal ism that the true nature of the 
self is revealed in the introspective experience of effort. 
But  unlike � laine de Biran, Ampere more cautiously 
differentiated what he called emesthese (that is, con
sciousness of personal activity) from the sensation of 
muscular effort that can be induced by some external 
agency. 

Thi s  was not the only instance of Ampere's remarkable 
gift for introspective analysis .  In deal ing with the associa
tion of ideas he distinguished two cases. The first is  
commemoration, or ordinary recal l, when two associated 
ideas remain unaffected by their contiguity. The second is 
concretion, when two ideas merge, for example, when the 
present perception of an object seen before blends with 
the recollection of its previous perception. But the main 
difference between Ampere and �laine de Biran con
cerned the problem of knowledge of the external world. 
:\ laine de B iran,  under the influence of Kant, denied any 
possibility of knowing things-in-themselves, Ampere, 
under the influence of �ewton, Locke, and his own 
scientific in terests, believed in the possibility of knowing 
inferentially the relations between th ings-in-themselves. 
These "noumenal relations" are simi lar to Locke's primary 
qualities; they can be known when the general spatial, 
temporal, and numerical relations are divorced from the 
quali tative content (Locke's secondary qual ities) of sen
sory experience. But unlike Locke, Ampere interpreted 
the impenetrabil ity of matter dynamical ly, as being a 
result of inextensive resistances (resistances inetendues) of 
which there is an indefinite number in each body. This 
view of matter as being a product of inextensive dynamic 
centers is  thus  closer to the dynamism of Leibniz, Bosco
vich,  and Faraday than to the traditional atomism of New
ton. On the other hand, Ampere remained a �ewtonian in 
his insistence on the reality of absolute space and time, 
wh ich he interpreted theologically, again like Newton, as 
attributes of God. Equally Newtonian was his  rejection of 
the Cartesian plenum. 
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ANA LOGY I N  S C I E N C E .  See MODELS AND ANALOGY 
IN SCIENCE. 

A N A L O GY I N  T H E O L O GY.  Christian theology in
heri ts ,  from its S cripture and from Helleni stic philosophy, 
traits generating a perplexity that some have thought can 
be solved only by appeal to analogy. As derived from 
Scripture , this  perplexity is based on the prima facie con
flict between repeated Bibl ical warnings that God i s  
wholly incommensurable with h i s  creation and vivid Bib
l ical imagery depicting things divine combined with fairly 
explicit statements on the Deity's purposes, emotions, and 
characteristic modes of behavior. On Hel lenistic assump
tions, the H ighest Being is taken to be entirely s imple,  
immutable, and thus essential ly beyond our fragmentary 
concepts but, at the same time, to be the supreme source of 
all intell igibil ity and, consequently, the one supremely 
knowable reality. 

Christian theology thus finds itsel f committed, from both 
sides of its heri tage, to apparently incompatible axioms. 
On the one hand God, to be the God of the Bible or of the 
philosophers , must be so utterly different from all finite 
created beings that no statement with God as referent can 
mean what it would mean if it had any other referent. 
Theologians must deny that their  statements attributing 
properties to God can properly be understood univocally; 
the predicate terms themselves, i f  this  i s  so, cannot have 
the same use or carry the same meaning appropriate in 
other contexts; and any claim to knowledge of God would 
seem profoundly threatened. On the other hand, however, 
genuine knowledge of God-of some kind-must be in
si sted upon i f  God has somehow been revealed to men. 
Statements about God must not be totally unintel l igible; 
the terms  attributed to him must continue to mean some
thing; the loss of univocal i ty in  regard to God must not be 
allowed to drive theological talk into sheer equivocation. 

Thus we may properly consider the "middle way" of 
analogy as a second-order attempt to escape from a first
order collision between basic theological premises.  The 
statements incorporating man's knowledge of God, we are 
told, are not wholly univocal , nor are they entirely equivo
cal. Instead, it is claimed, such statements are analogical. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WAY OF ANALOGY 

Specification of this claim is mandatory in l ight of the 
background of the word "analogy" i tself and its varied uses 
at the hands of the Greeks, who invented it. Avcr.X.oy[cr. was 
originally a term developed within mathematics to indicate 
a proportionality-that i s ,  a common or reciprocal (aver.) 
relation, such as "double" or "triple"-between two di rect 
proportions (X.�yot). H owever, th i s  original employment 
of ava.X.oyla. did not long remain i ts only one, either in 
ordinary Greek usage or in philosophic  discourse. "Anal
ogy" came soon to have the now more familiar sense of a 
direct comparison between somehow similar terms, as well 
as i ts older sense of a likeness between relations. 

TWO KINDS OF ANALOGY 

Postponing consideration of the nest of metaphysical 
assumptions that may lie behind doctrines of analogical 
knowledge of God, let us begi n by examining the two 
primary theological appeals to ava.X.oy;a., in terms of the 
logical adequacy of these theories to solve the epistemo
logical problem posed above. The analogy of proportionality. One theological analogy 
i s  based on the earlier sense of a.vcr.X.oy(cr., namely, a simi
lari ty between two proportions. As such, i t  seems to offer a 
means of retaining the requisite li teral incomparabil ity 
between God and creation by refraining from asserting or 
implying any direct l ikeness between the particular terms 
involved, while simu ltaneously preserving some kind of 
knowledge by maintaining that a relati onal likeness holds 
between the manner in which the attributes of God are 
directly proportioned to his  nature and the manner in  
which some of  the attributes of  creatures are directly pro
portioned to their natures. Hinting at the roots of this 
analogy in Greek mathematics, the analogy of proportion
ality is sometimes symbol ized: 

God's qual ities creature's quali ties 

God's nature creature's nature 
Such a proportionality seems not to violate the axiom of 
God's otherness because it does not support any claim that 
God's "goodness" (for example) is in any way merely like 
man's  goodness; but i t  appears to support the axiom that 
some knowledge of God must remain, since it does permit 
the assertion that as, for example, goodness stands to man 
in h i s  finite and created way, so something stands to God 
in  his infini te and creative way. The irreducible disparity between infinite and finite remains ;  but within each, in a 
way appropriate to each , a similar proportion may be 
thought to obtain .  

Serious objections may be raised, however, against the 
adequacy of the analogy of proportionality. 

1 . Thi s  analogy is powerless by itself to originate any 
knowledge of God's properties. The terms being fitted into 
i ts formal structure must be independently explained. If 
"God's nature"  is given as "infinite," and if "goodness" is 
given as an appropriate attribute to replace the quality
variable in the formula, then the analogy may be stated. But 
it cannot move a step toward explaining the "givens" of i ts 
own formulation, nor can it explain the possibil ity of the 



independent, nonanalogical knowledge on which they 
depend. 

� - A dilemma rises out of attempts to specify the exact 
character of the relation between the two direct propor
tions compos ing the proportionali ty. Ei ther the two pro
portions are to be linked (as in mathematics ) by an equal ity 
s ign, or they are not. If the first altemath-e is chosen, then 
the relation between the proportions is identi ty, and God's 
goodness is to God exactly as man's goodness is to man. 
Identi ty in the relation leads to unh·ocation and a threat to 
God's uniqueness. If, on the other hand, the equal ity sign 
is replaced by some other l ink between the proportions , 
then the analogy loses its precision and its usefulness.  To 
be able to say no more than that God's qual iti es relate to 
his infinite being in some enti rely unspecified way " like" 
the way in which man's qualities relate to his finite being 
is ,  in its emptiness, the death of knowledge. 

3 .  S ti l l  worse, any talk of compa ring relations in creatures 
,dth "relations " in God must pose a serious difficulty for 
many theologians. God, we recall ,  is traditional ly held to 
be absolutely simple; and re lations within a perfectly 
simple or indivis ible reality are an absurdity. The alleged 
analogy here must, therefore, accomplish the impossible 
task of finding some meaningful  likeness between (on 
creation's side) relations and (on God's side) no relations. 

4 .  Keeping the analogy of proportionality exclush·ely 
re le,·ant to likenes ses between relations, as di stinct from 
the terms compos ing the relations, has seldom proved 
feas ible. If knowledge of God is what is wanted, discuss
ing likenesses between proportions while carefully a,·oid
ing reference to the Dei ty's nature or attributes seems 
jejune. Hence, attention is often directed toward those 
qualities, such as "goodness" or "wisdom," that are sup
posed on this analogy to bear a s imilar proportion in God 
to his nature and in creatures to their natures . At this point, 
however, a choice must be made. The analogy of propor
tionality may be taken as affim1ing only that whatever 
characterizes something must be said to do so in a way 
appropriate to the thing characte rized. Thus interpreted, it 
is uninformative (because tautological) to announce that 
any of God's attributes wil l  be of a kind appropriate to 
God's nature. Th is analogy may, however, be interpreted 
as a fomrnla for gaining fresh knowledge about God's 
quali ties. Such an interpretation would then lead to a 
direct comparison between, say, "goodness in God" and 
"goodness in ·creatures ."  But the analogy of proportional ity 
has vanished when this happens,  and has been replaced by 
an analogy of direct proportion. 

5. It  may be doubted, further, that such "fresh knowl
edge" can in principle be prO\ided by an analogy of pro
portionality. Before any such attribute can be pro,ided a 
meaning on this analogy ,  "the nature of God" must first be 
specified. God's nature, howe,·er, cannot be specified apart 
from a knowledge of God's es sential attributes. If both 
God's qual iti es and God's nature are unknown, this anal
ogy can never advance us toward understanding. 

6. Finally, what is the bas is for the fundamental ontolog
ical claim implicitly as sumed by the analogy of propor
tional ity ,  namely, that there is a similarity of re lation 
between creature and Creator? Undergi rding th is claim 
must lie an even more basic supposition : that the creature, 
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simply because it is an effect of the Creator, shares certain 
fundamental likenesses with the source of its being. Only 
some such metaphys ical positi on could support the dew 
that effects necessari ly  ha,·e some likeness to their causes. 
And on no other ground would it be possible to ar�e that 
a similar proportion links creatures with their creaturely 
properties and the Creator "ith his dh·i ne properties. This 
assumption of a likeness between cause and effect, how
ever, serves as the fundamental and explicit basis for the 
analogy of attribution , on which the analogy of proportion
ality may thus be seen to depend. 

The analogy of attribution. The analogy of attributi on 
(or proportion) is rooted in the second sense of civa:Aoyta:, 
now designating a direct linking of two tem1s (the anal
ogates ) that are com pared \\ith respect to one property 
attributed in some nonunh·ocal way to both analogates. In 
this form of analogy one of the tenns must always be the 
"prime analogate ," of which the analogous property is 
predicated "fom1ally" or intrinsically, whi le the other tem1 
or tem1 s receive their attribution in a secondary sense by 
,irtue of some rele,·ant, real relation to the prime anal
ogate. The standard i llustration, used from class ical times, 
is of the property "healthy" as attributed to man, to medi
cine, and to u rine. ":\Ian" is the prime analogate, to whom 
alone "healthy" pertains intrinsically and properly: but 
because medicine contributes as a !:ause to the state of 
health of the prime analogate, we may attribute the word 
"healthy" to it; and because the u rine of a healthy man is 
related to the prime analogate as a s ign of his health, we 
are entitled to speak of "healthy" u rine as well. 

\\'ith respect to the analogy between God and the world, 
God is sometimes taken as the prime analogate (as, on the 
"order of being," he must be), to whom alone such quali
ties as "goodness" and ""isdom " pertain in the ful l  sense: 
thus these words , when attributed to finite creation, are 
taken as merely analogous uses based on God's causal act. 
Considering God the prime analogate is irrelevant to the 
present problem, however, inasmuch as e,·ery such ap
proach presupposes prior nonanalogical  knowledge of 
God; for \\ithout such knowledge human virtues could not 
be known to be mere ly imperfect approximations of the 
dh·ine. If any analogy of att ribution is to a,·oid peti tio principii, 
then, it must begin frankly "ith the "order of knowing" 
and consider creation, not God , the prime analogate. Thus 
God may be termed "good" or "wise" in an analogous 
sense based on human goodness and wisdom, just as sun
light and pure water may be spoken of as "healthy" by an 
analogy grounded in organic health .  In both cases a pre
sumed real relation of cause and effect undergirds the 
direct comparisons between widely dissimilar analogates. 

However, problems surround the analogy of attribution 
no less than the analogy of proportionality. 

1 .  It is not always clear whether or not theologians 
employing this analogy intend to attribute properties to 
God in a wholly extrinsic (or ,irtual ) sense; i .e . ,  using 
quality-words of him only to affirm that he is the cause of 
these qualities. Some do insist on an extrinsic interpreta
tion of the analogy; but then knowledge of God is not 
ad,·ai1ced. A wholly extrinsic attribution of qualities to God 
says nothing at all about the intrinsic or proper attributes 
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of God. We are left with no more idea of God's own charac
teristics than that he is responsib le  for the various char
acteristics of creation-a premise, however, that was as
sumed prior to the use of this analogy. 

2. If all attributions of properties of God are understood 
as merely extrinsic, one is puzzled by the practice of 
theologians of selecting certain properties and rejecting 
others for such attribution. Why should God not be de
scribed (extrinsically) equal ly well by any quality drawn 
from the creation for which he is assumed to be causally 
responsible ? Any cognitive principle of selection must 
tacitly presuppose knowledge of what i s  "appropriate" to 
God. But what status has this knowledge ? I t  can hardly be 
univocal, or there would, after all ,  be no need for a way of 
analogy. But  if i t  is supposed to be analogical,  identical 
questions must be rai sed concerning its own principles of 
selection , and we enter an infinite regress from which 
knowledge can never emerge. 

3. We may perhaps suppose, with other interpreters, 
that the analogy of attribution supports intrinsic predica
tion of properties in the secondary analogate. There must 
be some real l ikeness between a cause and its effect, it 
may be argued, to account for the effect's having been 
produced. Theological ly speaking, the likeness would be 
strained if the analogous quality ( on God's side) were more 
and better beyond all comprehension; but the attribution 
of this quality remains intrinsic; it is only the mode of 
signification of this  quality (qua finite created things) that 
can have nothing to do with the mode of the existence of 
these attributes in the thing signified (qua infinite creator 
God). This  answer, however, seems unable to solve any 
problems relative to human knowledge of God, since the 
meaning of attribute-words when completely di sengaged 
from their standard modes of signification wou ld become 
entirely vacuous. 

4 .  We may now note the metaphysical assumption on 
which this analogy, when interpreted as warranting intrin
sic attribution, rests : namely, that some significant l ikeness 
must exist between all causes and their effects. I s  there 
adequate evidence to support such a principle? Can the 
conception of causal ity that this principle presupposes 
sustain modern critici sms? Keen debate must be expected 
here. 

5. Even if it could be demonstrated-perhaps through 
some "chain of being" conception of ontology-that causes 
universally "resemble" their effects in  some important 
way, one must still refrain from attributing the properties 
of a "cause" to God in any univocal sense. The analogy of 
attribution, on either of its i nterpretations, depends upon 
bridging the prima facie logical gulf between finite, con
ditioned, and contingent relations of cause and effect 
-however they are analyzed-and the wholly unique l inks 
of "creation from nothing" and of "unconditioned and 
necessary" ontological support alleged to hold between 
God and everything else. If God is to be spoken of as "first 
cause" of the world,  that attribution must be proposed in  
some nonunivocal sense. Thus,  even if an analogy of  at
tribution can be shown to hold informatively among ob
jects in the world, it appears to flounder helplessly in an 
infin ite regress of equivocations on its key word,  "cause," 
when applied in  hopes of gaining knowledge of God. 

6. Similarly, the appeal to an ontological assumption of 
structural similarities among all beings, which we now fi nd 
to be an essential prop for any theory of analogical knowl
edge of the Supreme Being, i s  itself challenged to examine 
its logical status. I s  any such ontology itself univocally 
expressible? Only an affirmative reply here would seem 
able to support the weight of theory erected upon i t  and at 
the same time save the theologian from entering yet an
other endless regress into equivocation; but in view of 
current i nquiries i nto the logical status of the language 
of metaphysics,  such a claim might be difficul t  to defend. 

E VA LUATION OF THE WAY OF ANALOGY 

Analogy, developed to sati sfy certain systematic demands 
within Christian theology, seems powerless to supply 
either fresh knowledge of God or an independent "middle 
way" interpretation of the meaning of statements tradition
ally made about him. Only if certain metaphysical claims 
can be upheld against vigorous modern challenges, a ques
tion clearly beyond settlement within the purview of this 
article, may standard uses of analogy be justified. 

I t  remains possible even aside from these issues, how
ever, that the fairly precise rules worked out for the appli
cation of theological analogies may serve a useful function 
within the theological enterprise at the systematic level 
that originally provoked the need for an analogical way. 
Rather than looking to these analogies for the establish
ment of mean ingful connections between theological sys
tems and general knowledge, phi losophers might consider 
investigating their functions in maintaining syntactical 
connections and embodying standards for the construction 
of well-formed formulae within such systems. This ap
proach might reveal much about how doctrines of analogy 
have actually functioned as statemental rules, and much 
about the logic of theological thinking in general. With 
respect to the latter, the study of analogy with attention 
to the internal systematic requirements that demand anal
ogy lays bare a basic epistemological dynamic in  Judeo
Christian thought: the constant tension between affirmation 
and negation, anthropomorphism and agnosticism, the 
provision of vivid images and their abrupt withdrawal. 

This being the case, it  may be thought that the main 
weakness of traditional theories of analogy is located not 
in the recognition of the deeply figurative logic of the 
entire theological enterprise, but in the premature attempt 
to "cash" individual concepts and statements. It may be 
that the elements of a theological system are too intimately 
interdependent to permit  their analogical expl ication in 
i solation from the entire (nonliteral ) system. In any event, 
i t  is evident that since any adequate philosophical under
standing of theological knowledge-claims must recognize 
and account for both sides of the inner dynamic we have 
noticed, continued attention to theories of analogy may 
safely be expected. 
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FREDERICK FERRE 

A N A L Y S I S ,  P H I L O S O P H I C A L. In the history of 
philosophy idealism contrasts with material ism , rational
ism with empiricism, monism with plural ism. But what 
does anal ysis contrast with? Although analyses of concepts 
or complexes are present in phil osophy from the pre-So
cratics on, it is only in  phi losophy of recent years that the 
contrast between analysis ana other methods is sharply 
drawn and the precise nature and the rol e of philosophical 
analysis are cl early stated. In contemporary philosophy 
Bertrand Russell was the first to articulate, employ, and 
ju stify analysi s as the proper method of philosophy. G. E.  
Moore, Ludwig Wittgenstein, C .  D.  Broad, Gilbert Ryle, 
John Wisdom , Susan Stebbing, Rudolf Carnap, and A. J .  
Ayer, among others , have been important in practicing, 
clarifying, or defending analys is as the proper method of 
philosophy. 

BERTRAND RUSSELL 

Russel l  was not only the first to  articulate the method of 
analysis in contemporary phi losophy b ut also the foremost 
practitioner of that method. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to 
say that every major doctrine of contemporary analysis i s  
present in h i s  writings or  derived from them by others. 

Defense of external relations. After a brief excursion 
into absolute ideal ism, which lasted until 1898, Rus sell 
formulated a duali stic theory of real ity: a dual ism of mind 
and matter and of universal s and particulars that-despite 
modifications, especial ly toward neutral monism-he re
ta ined throughout his work. Taking real ity as one great 
analyzable complex, he pers istently asked, What are its 
ultimate constituents ? Analysis reveal s that these constitu-
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ents are the mental and the physical , the un iversal and the 
particular. Arguments against th is theory rest at least in 
part on the absolute ideal ist doctrine that plural ism (of 
which dual ism, of course, is a species) and its accompany
ing method of analysis entai l a view the ideali sts hold to 
be self-contradictory, namely, that the world consists of 
independentl y existing terms,  qual ities, and relations. In 
particular, F. H. Bradley (Appearance and Reality, 1893) 
castigated "anal ytical thinking" as a falsification of reality 
because it inevitably reduces the immediately felt unity of 
the world to an unintell igible series of mere assemblages 
of unrelated terms .  In this historic dispute between plu
ral ism and monism, the most important issue was the real
ity of external relations.  Indeed, Russel l 's reply to Bradley 
and his (and G.  E .  Moore 's) arguments for external rela
tions started "Cambridge analysis" in the twentieth cen
tury. 

Without a defensible theory of external relations the 
independence of matter and of mathematics from mind can 
not be justified, nor can analysis as a method of thought 
and discourse about the world be vindicated. Russel l 's 
early concern for science and mathematics made it imper
ative that he refute the den ial of external relations. Abso
l ute ideal ism or monism assumes that relations are never 
ultimate , that a relation is always reducible to a fact about 
the nature of each of the related terms; hence, each of the 
related terms is internal to the nature of the others. Russell 
rejected that assumption on the grounds that it render unin
tel l igible asymmetrical relations , such as "greater than"; it  
self-contradictorily distingu ishes between the nature of a 
term and its qual ities and then identifies them; and it 
reduces identity in difference to absolute identity so that 
even the fundamenta l thesis of absol ute ideal ism and 
monism, that there is one subject and its predicate, be
comes meaningless .  

Relations, Russell  countered, are real in the preci se 
sense that they are irreducible to qual ities of subjects or of 
the whole. They are external not because they are inde
pendently existing terms along with subjects and their 
qualities, but because they are irreducible. Plural ism, 
then, is the doctrine that there are analyzable unities or 
facts, consisting of individuals and their qual ities in rela
tion, not-as Bradley supposed-of individuals,  qual ities, 
and relations as three never-to-be related sets of terms.  A 
neces sary metaphysical condition of analysis-which Rus
sel l  defined as "the discovery of the constituents of a com
plex" -is that there be independently existing unities 
whose constituents are terms and qual ities in their external 
relati ons. Anal ysis as "relational thinking" can render 
experience intel l igible, as wel l as the commonsens ical and 
scientific categories of phys ical object, space, time, cau
sal ity, and motion. Dialectical argument, of the Bradley 
variety , that is designed to des troy the efficacy of analysis 
fails : pure feel ing of immediacy is not a satisfactory alter
native to the method of analysis for an understanding of 
the world. 

Having disposed of the arguments of absolute ideal ism 
against dual i sm, Russel l employed analysis to refute 
Berkeley's subjective ideal ism. Borrowing from Moore's 
"The Refutation of Ideal ism" ( 1903), Russel l pointed out 
that analysis of our awareness of sense data discloses the 
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i rreducible distinction between consciousness and its 
object; qual ities, such as a particular color or sound, need 
not and, in  most cases, do not depend for their ex istence 
upon any consciou sness. He al so u sed analysis, especial ly 
the doctrine of external relations, to refute nominal i sm by 
showing that the reduction of universals  to names rests 
upon the affirmation of the one universal of resemblance, 
which is itself  an irreducible relation among certain quali
ties. (For Russel l 's appl ication of analysis to mathematics 
and his derivation of the fundamental propositions of 
mathematics from logic, see articl es on RUSSELL, BER
TRAND, and LOGIC, HISTORY OF. ) 

By 1 9 12 ,  in  The Problems of Philosophy, Russel l 's du
al ism of mind and matter, universal s and particulars,  was 
fully formed. Although Russell was led to resolve mind 
and matter i nto simpler entities, such as sensibilia or 
events, he never repudiated the basic plural ism of his 
philosophy or his  continuing attempts to discover and state 
the ultimate constituents of reality or of some of its analyz
able complexes. 

Formal analysis and logical atomism. Formal analysis, 
as Russell conceived it, i s  the examination of the world 
from a purely logical point of view. Its primary concern is 
with the various modes of organ ization which are revealed 
by language and real ity; formal analysis is abstract cosmol
ogy, dealing with the ultimate s tructures of language and 
the world. It was developed by Russell at the very begin
ning of h is  philosophical career, but it reached i ts cl imax 
after the publ ication of Principia Mathematica ( 1 9 10 -
19 13 ), in a series of articles, "Philosophy of Logical At
omism." 

Form may be defined either l ingui stically or nonlingui s
tical ly. Russell defined it l inguistically and then interpreted 
his findings as a clue  in the analys is  of nonl ingui stic 
form. Propositional form, the "way in which the constitu
ents of the proposition . . .  are put together, " is that 
which one gets when one substi tutes variabl es for the 
constituents of a propos ition. 

A proper name is  a simple symbol that designates a par
ticular which is the meaning of the name. It stands for a 
particular with which the speaker i s  acquainted, for one 
cannot name anythi ng one is not acquainted with. "This" 
and "that"-not ordinary proper names l ike "Socrates" -
are examples of real proper names. Particulars are sel f
subsistent entities, much like traditional substances, 
except that ,  at least so far as our experience of them is 
concerned, they persist only "through a very short time." 

A proposition i s  an indicative sentence that asserts or 
denies something. It differs from a name in that i t  has two 
possible relations to a fact, being true or being false, 
whereas a name has only the one rel ation to a particular, 
that of naming i t. A fact i s  a complex of a particular or 
particulars , qual ities, and relations. It makes a proposition 
true or fal se. It, too, exists i ndependently of our thinking 
about i t. 

An atomic proposition is one which asserts that a certain  
th ing has a certain quality,  or that certain things have a 
certain relation. Examples are : "This  is white," "This  is  
below that." Atomic facts correspond to atomic proposi
tions. They are the simpl est kinds of facts and consist in 
the possession of a quality or relation by some particu-

lar(s). There is a perfect isomorphism between atomic 
propositions and atomic facts :  subjects (proper names) 
correspond to terms (particulars), adjectives, to qual ities, 
and verbs,  to relations. A molecular proposition is  one that 
contains other propositions as its components. In it occur 
truth-function words,  such as "or," "if," "and. " An exam
pl e is, "If you come, so will your friend." Russell at first 
denied the exi stence of molecular facts but when he dis
cussed general facts,  of which they are a species, he ac
cepted their existence. 

An existence proposition asserts the truth of at least one 
value of a propositional function, for exampl e, "Some men 
are interesting." That there are exi stence facts as distinct 
from atomic facts Russell regarded as obvious. A general 
proposition asserts (or denies) the truth of al l values of a 
propositional function. A general fact is one that corre
sponds to a general proposition. One cannot deny the 
existence of general facts or reduce them to other facts. A 
completely general proposition is one that occurs in logic, 
either as an axiom or a theorem. I t  contain s  only variables 
and truth-functions. I t  is  analytic and a priori . 

Besides positive and negative propositions and positive 
facts ,  Russell held that negative facts also are ultimate. 

Otherwi se you will find it  so difficult to say what it is 
that corresponds to a proposition. When, e.g. , you have 
a false positive proposition, say, "Socrates is  alive," it 
is false because of a fact in  the real world. A thing 
cannot be fal se except because of a fact, so that you 
will find it extremely difficult to say what exactly 
happens . . .  unless you are going to admit negative 
facts. ("Philosophy of Logical Atomism ,"  Lecture 3, 
p. 46) 
Theory of descriptions. In  his Principles of Mathematics ( I  903) Russell retained as a fundamental doctrine the 

real is t  view that any object of thought or discourse "has 
being, i .e . ,  is in some sense" (p. 43 ). But Russell saw im
m ediately after the publ ication of the Principles that thi s  
doctrine leads t o  contradiction. Consider, for instance, the 
proposition "The round square does not exist. " This is  a 
significant and true proposition ; yet, as Russell later put it, 
"if there were such an object, i t  would exist: we cannot 
first assume that there is  a certain object, and then proceed 
to deny that there is  such an object. " In  abandoning that 
doctrine, Russell set as  his problem the analysis of propo
sitions containing symbols of unreal or sel f-contradictory 
objects, an analysis which would both preserve our robust 
sense of real ity and sti l l  al low us  to tal k about these 
"pseudo-objects"  i ntell igibly. This problem he  solved in 
his famous theory of descriptions. Basic to the theory is  a 
fundamental distinction between two kinds of symbol s :  
proper names and descriptions. A proper name, taken in an 
extended sense, is a simpl e symbol , such as "Scott. " It 
designates an individual di rectly; that individual is its 
meaning, and it has this meaning in  isolation , that i s ,  inde
pendently of al l other words. A description is a complex 
symbol , such as "the author of Waverley. " It does not des
ignate an individual di rectly, hence, is an "incomplete 
symbol ," that is, a symbol which has no meaning in i sola
tion, but which can be given a meaning in a context with 
other symbols. 



"The author of Waverley" i s  an incompl ete symbol, first, 
because  it is not a proper name for th ree reasons :  (a) It is  
not a simple symbol that designates a particular or an in
dividual treated as a particular, but i s  a complex symbol. 
(b) Its mean ing is determinate as soon as we know the mean
ings of the separate words, whereas the meaning of a 
proper name is not determined by words but by our know
ing to whom the name is appl ied. (c) If it were a proper 
name, th en "Scott is the author of Wacerley" would be 
either a trivial tautology or a truth independent of any and 
all facts about the world (equivalent to "Scott is  Scott") or 
a fal sehood (if "the author of Waverley" stood for anyth ing 
other than Scott). But the proposition i s  informative ( i .e . ,  
nontautological) and true,  disclosing a fact of l i terary his
tory. It cannot therefore be treated as a proper name. 

Descriptions are incomplete symbol s for a second rea
son : what they are supposed to refer to are not really "con
stituents of propos itions ."  By this Russell meant that there 
is no actual entity which we can call its denotation ; when a 
description occurs in a proposition, there is no constituent 
of that proposition corresponding to that description as a 
whole. This is a consequence of the fact that we may utter 
significant and true propositions that deny the existence of 
someth ing, for example, "The golden mountain of Virginia 
does not exist. " 

How are descriptions to be resolved? By putting them 
into propositional contexts and analyzing the whole con
text in such a manner that the grammatical subject disap
pears and is replaced by other symbol s. \Ve analyze, for 
example, "Scott is the author of Waverley," not "the author 
of Waverley." 

"Scott is the author of Waverley" is false if ( 1 )  Waverley 
had never been written ; (2 ) several people had written Waverley; or (3) the person who wrote 'Waverley was not 
Scott. Con sequently, in order to obtain the correct analys i s  
of  th is  proposition, we need only negate these three con
ditions of falsity. Then ( 1 )  becomes " 'X wrote Waverley' i s  
not always false, that is ,  at least one person wrote \Vaverley"; (2) becomes "If X and Y wrote Waverley, then X and 
Y are identical , that is, at most one person wrote 'Waverley"; and (3) becomes " 'I f  X wrote Waverley, then X was 
Scott , '  is always true ."  Together, these three propositions 
state that " 'X wrote \Vaverley' i s  always equivalent to 'X 
was Scott . '  " 

This analysis of propositions containing descriptions 
enables us te>-talk intel l igibly about unreal and self-contra
dictory objects, such as "the present king of France" or the 
"round square," because propositions about them also can 
now be interpreted as ones involving propositional func
tions and variables ,  not objects wh ich are somehow not 
real.  

The theory of descriptions became  extremely important 
after its development in "On Denoting" ( 1905) and Principia Mathematica ( 19 1 0 - 1 9 13),  because it served as a 
model to Russell in his  treatment of other problematic 
symbol s and putative entities. Classes, numbers, relations 
(in extension), points, in stants , particles of matter, even 
ordinary objects, such as tables or persons, were deal t with 
in the same way as descriptions :  the symbol for each of 
these was treated as an incomplete symbol analyzable in 
terms of propos itional functions and variables or values of 
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variables. In many influential essays and books, from 1914 
to 1927, especial ly Our Knowledge of the External \\'orld 
( 19 14 ), "The Relation of S ense-Data to Phys ics" ( 19 14), 
"Phil osophy of Logical Atomism" ( 1 9 18 - 19 19), The Analysis of Mind ( 192 } ), and The Analysis of ,\latter ( 1927), 
Russell appl ied analysis as resolution of incomplete sym
bol s to the symbol s or concepts of the natural sciences. 

It was the status of the entities which the symbols of 
natural sci ence apparently designate that led Russell to 
treat these symbols as  incomplete. For example, physics 
talks about points in space, instants of time, and particl es 
of matter. It also claims to be an empirical science; hence, 
its points, instants ,  and electrons ought to be observable, 
which they are not. Only immediate data of sense, with 
certain spatiotemporal relations,  are observable. Conse
quently, if phys ics i s  to justify itself as an empirical 
science, it must be defined in terms of these sense data. 
The entities of physics are no longer the denotata of names 
or descriptions, but become unnecessary inferential enti
ties, for everything in physics can now be stated in terms 
of sense data. "Points," "instants," "particles," etc . ,  be
cause they have no meaning in i solation-that is, name nothing-Russell interpreted as incomplete symbol s, and 
the propositions in which these entities are supposedly 
designated he interpreted in such a manner that the sym
bol s for these unnecessary entities were resolved into 
others, whose denotata are empirical .  Instead of inferring 
the existence of scientific entities,  we construct them out 
of empirical materials. 

This process involves ( 1 )  determining what are the ulti
mate empirical entities and (2) defining the symbol s of 
science in terms of these empirical entities. The 
definitions of these symbol s in thei r appropriate proposi
tional contexts, along with the construction of unreal , 
self-contradictory, and described objects in their appropri
ate propositional contexts, then, constitute analysis as 
resolution of incomplete symbols in Russel l 's phil osophy. 

What Russell means by analysis. Although Russell, 
unlike Moore and others, has never stated what he means 
by analysis,  it is  quite clear from his uses of the term that 
he conceives it as a fonn of defin ition-either real or con
textual , nonl inguistic or linguistic. If real definition is 
separated from its Aristote lian setting and interpreted as an 
attempt to enumerate the various constituents of factual , 
independently existing complexes, Russell has certainly 
practiced real definition. "What are the ultimate constitu
ents of real ity, or of certain aspects of it?" has been a 
perennial philosophical problem for Russell .  

However, real and contextual definitions (i .e. , definitions 
of symbols in use-the substitution of one set of symbol s 
for another) sometimes proceed together in Russel l ' s  ph i
losophy. In The Analysis of Mind, for example, there is a 
persi stent attempt to arrive at contextual definitions of 
psychological terms. But much real definition i s  involved 
in the process of formulating contextual definitions. Rus
sel l 's analysis of memory, for in stance, not only contains 
such phrases as "tru e analysis," "complete analysi s," and 
"faulty analysis," phrases which make sense only on a 
view of analysis as real definition but is also primari ly the 
enumeration of the empirical constituents of the given 
complex that psychology or common sense cal ls  "mem-
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ory. •· Such analysis  as s�1es that the tenn .. memory:· or its 
e-qu i,·alents. i s  not a le:.:iti�ute constituent of  the proposi
ho:is in ,,·hose verbal express ions it oc"curs. bm must be 
replac-ed by oilier symbols .  in c-er..ain propositional con
te:"1.is . which refer to sens.anons and i:ma�es to1.:ether '-ith 
their charac,eristics a:1d relations .  

Russell iollows die s.ame practice in h i s  philosophy of 
p•1ysics .-\ model exar:1ple is his analys i s  of ""time·· and 
. . instant ·· I t  bep:1s  with the �...:nition that these  terms 
do not re£er to s 1 :11 ;Jl e entities .  a�  leas t so far as our exp-eri
ence is co:1cerned. It then proceeds to an enumeration of 
the cons ·ruents . which a.re cer...i.in events . their character
istics. and their rela:ions.. Finalh·. on the bas is  0£ thi s  enu
meration or real ce5nition. conte.\-ni.tl ceSnitions a.re 
orrerec The proposition. '"Time consists o:· instants . ' ·  is 
co:1 textually cefined as: .. Gi,·en any event .r:. every e,·ent 
which is wholly later than so:ne contempo�ary of I i s  
wholly later than some i:11hal contemporary of .r:." 

G. E. :'11 00RE 

.-\f.er almos, E� ye-.lrS of  coin� philosophical analys is  
.\ foore. 1n his  · ·Reply to \iy Crincs · ·  Tiu- Ph : losoph '! of 
G. E . .  \f oort1, l · � � . a.rt:Jcub.ted what he  hac pers i s tently 
me.1.nt or rn:ended to me-.. m by .. analys i s  . .. Analysis .  he 
stlted. 1 s  a :orm of decmtion. not of wo:-ds. but o: concepts 
or prolX)s1t10ns. 0:1e starts ,nth a p .. lrticula.r concept or 
prolX)s1tlo:1-the cnclyscnd�un-and attempts to pronce 
ano:her set of concepts or propos1t1ons-the cnclfJS (rn.s
wh1ch 1s lopcally equl\-..1.lent to the on-.:rnal concept or 
proposition . .  -\hhom::h \{oore confessed that he w-a s unable 
to formulate �l-ie nec-ess...1..1:· anc sut:icie:1t cond1tio:1s of a 
correct .. rn..tlysis a:1d. consequently. coulc not cive an a:1al
ysis or deEmt:10:1 of the conc-ept of analysis .  he cid affirm at 
le--.ast three nec-es s ... uy conc1tions of a correct analys i s :  

Ii  you are to .. ci,·e an analysi s · · of a �iven concept. 
which 1 s  the cr.cfoscncur•J. ,·ou mu st mention. as ,·our 
c,1dysc •1.s . a co·1<.:tT: such ·uu� c nobody c-.an k"now 
that the cn..;l¥sc •;d�:0J applies  to an object '-ithout  
k:10\,in� th.3t the c •�dvsc. ·-..s appl ies  to i t. b nobody 
ca.;1 , eriry that the cr,dvsc ·,d!: ·n applies "ithout veri
fym� that :he c •1dvsc n.s appl ies . c .3..!lY expres s ion 
which exp:-es ses the cnclysc :,d�Vil r.mst he synony
mous ";th .?.Ily express io:i which expresses the c ncly
scn.s. p. 663 

�ow. aC'COrcm� to c .  ana.l��i s .  e,·en thou�h i t  is not 
lim:uis-tic. does im-oh-e the us e of lan�a�e. What. then. 
\foore asked. is the pmper way of expres s in� an analysi s :  
Emplo�in; a s  hi s ia,·ori�e ex.1.mple the concept o f  a 
brother. he  su�ges-:ed focr such ways : .. The concept ·bein� 
a brother· i s  icentic-al '-ith the conc-ep:: ·bein� a male s ib
lin-; • · · ··The propositional function ·x i s  a brother· i s  
icentic-.al '-i t.¾ the proposition.al :unction ·x i s  a male s ib
lin� · · · · ·To s.ay that a person i s  a brother i s  the s.arne 
t.hm; as  to 5..:.y that t.l-iat person i s  a ma.le s iblim:." ·10 be a 
b:-other i s  the s.a.rne th1m:: as to he a male siblin;. · · 

Each of d1ese wa� s oi express in,; me an.tlys is oi the 
conc-ept oi brod1er s.2.::is�es t.he �.h.re-e recuire�1ems But it 
al so e:1�e:1cers · ·the µJ.:-adox o: a..'Ulysis  :. Ta.�e. for exa.._-n
ple. ·10 be a bmther 1 s  the s.a.me thi:-1� as to be a nule 

siblin� . .. If thi s  statement is true. it seems identic-al "ith 
the statement. ·1 o be a brother is to be a brother"; yet it is 
ob,ious that these are not the same and that the latter, 
unl ike the former, is not an analysis of the concept of 
brother_ �{oore admitted he could not solve this  paradox. 
But he did ins is t  that any purported solution must .. hold 
fast'" to the facts that the cnalyscndum and ana/ysans of a 
corre<:t analys i s  are the same concepts and that the expres
s ion u sed for the cnalyscndum must differ from that used 
for the c nalyscn.s in  that the latter expression must explic
i tly mention concepts not expl icitly  mentioned by the 
fonner. along \\ith the ,vay in which the concepts are com
binecL 

.-\nalys i s .  then. aC'COrdin,; to \{oore, presupposes a dis
tinction between words a:1c co:1cepts, or sentences and 
propositions . .  \nalys is i s  confined to clarification and defini
uon of conc-epts or propositions. and the verbal expres sion 
of an analys is  must follo,v a standard pattern of paraphrase 
in which what is analy-zed is equivalent to a lar�er, more 
explici t. and synonymous e:\.-pression. The central point 
of doin� analysis is the clarific-dtion of concepts , not the 
discovery o: new facts about the world. 

I s  analysis icentic-al ";th phi losophy? \ {oore denied that 
1t is . .  -\nalysis i s  but one task. among many. of philosophy. 
Philosoph� . he claimed. has also, as a l�timate goal . to 
··pve a general description of the tchole of the l"ni,-ers e" 
Some .\fo:n Problems of Ph ilosophy. p. 1 }. In  ··A Defence 

of Common Sense'" 19�5 \loore distinguished sharply 
between phi losophic-�tl sta.tement of common-sense tru
is :ns .  which all of us  understand and k--uow to be true, 
and ph ilosophic-al analysis of these truisms.  So.  too, in 
.. Proof of an External World"' 19�39 �{oore cistinguished 
between �inng a proof of a philosophic-al proposition and 
�nn� an analysis of the premises and conclusion of that 
proof . .  \fter carefully da.rif).ing the notion of an external 
worlc. which he equates "ith "'thin,;s outs ide u s," such as 
co-;s. trees . planets . anc hands . he offers a proof that there 
a.re thin�s that exist ou tside us by holding up his  hands 
a.:id statin�. "H ere is one hand; here is another; therefore, 
at l east two things outsice us exist." The premises. he 
contencs. are true and known to be true. and the conclu
s ion follows from the premises: hence. the proof is con
clu s ive. The analys es of the premises and the conclusion. 
however. remain in coubt. 

Is analysis  as \{oore conceived i t. compatible \\ith his 
own practice of it? It i s  certainly true that many of \{oore's 
sp,eci£c analyses of ethic-al anc perceptual concepts and 
propos itions are a�empts-whether complete or not, suc
ces sful or not-at conceptual definitions which satisfy his 
criteria of a corre<:'t analys is . But �{oore ' s practice al so 
reveals another use of analysis that is not definition of 
concepts and does not result in linguistic paraphrase. This 
use is id en tic-al "ith Russell's notion of analysis as the 
discovery of the constituents of certain nonlinguistic, non
concep::-ual complexes . .  -\n exa.'Tlple of this  use of analysis 
as real cefinition i s  contained in \ loore's .. Refutation of 
Ide-ali s:-:-1 · ·  1903 . In that essay. after much clarific-ation of 
the principle that e.sse is perc-ipi, which \ {oore regarded as 
central in the ar;ument for ideal ism, he not only attempted 
to refute this doctrine by exposin,; its self--rontradictory 
na::-ure but he al so stated his own ,iew about sensation. 



In his analysis, for example, of the nonlinguistic, non
conceptual sensation of blue, Moore discovered blue, 
awareness, and a un ique relation of awareness and blue. 
Indeed, the conception of analysis he employed there was 
identical with his  actual statement of analysis as real 
definition in the opening chapter of Principia Ethica 
( 1903). Much of Moore 's phi losophy, especially his anal
yses of the good and of sense data, and perhaps even of 
relational properties (as presented in "External and Inter
nal Relations," 19 19), i s  intel l igible only on the basis of 
this  conception of analysis as real defin ition. 

Analysis, either as conceptual or as real definition, occu
pies an important place in Moore's philosophy, but it is not 
central , as it i s  in Russel l 's philosophy. It i s  even doubtful 
that Moore's contributions to analysis are his most impor
tant contributions to ph i losophy. For, as many recent ad
mirers of M oore have noted, it is Moore's persi stent con
cern for absolute clarity of expression, l inguistic propriety, 
and common sense, and, perhaps above al l ,  his incipient 
recognition that analysis of concepts must ultimately give 
way to their elucidation that constitute his  great achieve
ment and explain his  contemporary influence. 

SOME FOLLOWERS OF RUSSELL AND MOORE 

For Ru ssel l ,  analys i s  is either real or contextual 
definition, either ontological or l ingui stic. For M oore , 
analysis is either conceptual or real definition, al ways 
ontological , never purely l inguistic. During the 1920s and 
1 930s exponents of analysis, such as C. D. Broad, Ludwig 
Wittgenstein (of the Tractatus), Susan Stebbing, John 
Wisdom, and Gilbert Ryle, emphasized or refined one or 
another of the analytic conceptions of Russell and Moore. 

Wittgenstein. Although Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus i s  universally acknowl edged as a classic 
of twentieth-century analytic' philosophy, there is vast 
d isagreem ent on the nature of its fundam ental doctrines 
concerning language, logic, mathematics, and scientific 
laws, as well as the relation between language and the 
world and the proper function of philosophy. 

Although the work contains l ittl e of or about analysis, 
what seems clear in the Tractatus i s  the role Wittgenstein 
assigns to analysis .  The function of analysis is  to resolve al l 
descriptive, complex propositions into their elementary 
ones and these into their ultimate units of unanalyzable 
names and their combinations, which represent and mean 
the ultimate simples of the world. The task of analysis is to 
make every statement an adequate picture of the real ity it 
describes. As such , analys i s  is  rooted in  the "thesis of 
extensional ity," that is ,  the claim that every statement is 
either a logically simple statement (an elementary propo
sition) or a truth-function of such statements. 

Analysis ,  then, is  a form of linguistic transformation-the 
reduction of complex propositions, no matter what their 
grammatical form, into their atomic constituents and con
nections, which show their correct log ical form. It is nei
ther ontological nor conceptual defin ition . Like Russell 's 
theory of descriptions, it i s  a resolution of grammatical ly 
misleading propositions into their correct logical expres
sion. S ince it clari fies rather than confuses logical as dis
tinct from grammatical forms and since it  does not trans-
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gress the l imits of language by trying to describe the 
relation between language and the world (wh ich can onlv 
be shown), analysis is presumably a legitimate procedur�. 
But it is not identical with philosophy, wh ich has as its 
proper assignment the making clear of what can and what 
cannot be said. Once th i s  job is completed, analysis can aid 
in the actual clarification. But phil osophy itself is ultimate
ly nonsensical (in trying to say what language can only 
show), and because analysis rests upon philosophy, it is 
not immediately apparent that analysis is not also ulti
mately nonsensical . 

Wisdom. In 1929, F. P. Ramsey characterized Russel l ' s  
theory of descriptions as a paradigm of philosophy. Rus
sell 's notion that one task of philosophy is  the translation 
of grammatically misleading or defective expressions into 
their logical ly correct form was certainly one of the dom i
nant themes of analytic philosophy during the 1930s. In
deed, the preoccupation of a number of analytic philoso
phers seems to have been with the analysis of analysis. 

John Wisdom,  in  his articl e "Is Anal ysis a Useful 
Method in Philosophy?" ( 1934 ), distingu ished among 
three sorts of analys is :  material , formal , and philosophical. 
Ordinary definitions of the natural sciences are examples 
of the first, and Russel l 's theory of descriptions, of the 
second; both are "same-level " analys is. Philosoph ical 
analysis is "new-l evel" and is characterized by the fact that 
more ultimate terms replace less ultimate ones. That is ,  
individuals ,  for example, are more ultimate than nations, 
and sense data and mental states are more ultimate than 
individuals. Analysis, then, consists in reducing statements 
about minds to statements about mental states, and state
ments about material objects to statements about sense 
data. 

Ryle. Gilbert Ryle, in his  articl e "Systematical ly � l i s
leading Expressions" ( 193 1 - 1932) stated that the primary 
(perhaps the whol e) job of philosophy is the analysis  of cer
tain expressions which systematical ly mi slead phil osophers 
into thinking that these expressions record one kind of 
fact when they actually record another. The logical form 
of these expressions, as against their gram matical form, can 
be el icited only by correct logical paraphrases of the origi
nal expressions.  The major result of such analysis is that it 
reveals the persistent confusions of grammatical with logi
cal form as the sources of traditional philosophical theories 
and disputes. With Russell 's theory of descriptions as a 
model of logical paraphrase of certain expressions, Ryle 
classified and analyzed a number of expressions which 
mislead. 

Among systematical ly misleading expressions are :  ( 1 )  
quasi-ontological statements, such a s  "God exists ," "� I r. 
Pickwick is a fiction," "Carnivorous cows do not exist"; 
(2) quasi-Platonic statements, such as "Virtue is  its own re
ward," "Unpunctual ity is reprehensible"; (3 ) certain de
scriptive statements, such as "whoever is vice-chancel lor 
of Oxford University i s  overworked," "The present king 
of France i s  wise"; and (4 ) quasi-descriptive statements, 
such as "I saw the top of the tree. " Each of these is mis
leading in that its grammatical form is inappropriate to 
the fact recorded; each must be paraphrased so that the 
logical form of the fact recorded is brought out. Thus, 
"Carnivorou s cows do not exist" i s  true, significant, and 
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looks grammatical ly like an ordinary subject - predicate 
statement. But when compared to the fact recorded, "car
nivorous cows" does not denote and "does not exi st" does 
not predicate. So the grammatical clue of subject-predicate 
must be rejected, and the logical form of the fact must dic
tate the restatement. The fact recorded by the original 
statement is better expressed by "Nothing is both a cow 
and carn ivorous," since this latter statement does not 
imply that anything is either. Philosophical analysis
to general i ze from this one example-can say, conse
quently, that one expression real ly means another and that 
that other is a better expression than the original because 
it exhibits better the logical form of the fact it records. 

LOGICAL POSITIVISM 

Logical positivism , which lasted roughly from the be
ginnings of the Vienna circle ( 1922) to C. G. Hempel's 
"Problems and Changes in the Empiricist Criterion of 
Meaning" (Revue Internationale de Philosophie, 1950; 
reprinted in A.  J .  Ayer, ed. , Logical Positivism) was char
acterized by a number of interrelated, radical doctrines .  
Among these were the verifiabil i ty theory of meaning, the 
rejection of metaphysics ,  the unity of scie nce, the concep
tion of language as a calculus,  the conventional ist inter
pretation of logic and mathematics, and the view that 
legitimate philosophy is identical with logical analysis of 
a special kind. Most of these doctrines, it is generally 
agreed,  stem from or were wrongly attributed to Wittgen
stein's Tractatus. The bas ic doctrine was the theory of 
meaning, according to which the cognitive meaning of a 
sentence is i ts method of verification :  if a sentence is not 
verifiable and is not a tau tology, it is cognitively meaning
less. On the bas is of this criterion, which sinned against 
itself and thereby vitiated logical positivism from the be
ginning, all of traditional philosophy was ruled out as 
meaningless because it was unveri fiable. What remained 
respectable in the domain of knowledge were logic and 
mathematics, as tautologies, and the sciences,  as verifiable 
sentences. 

Logic, mathematics, and the sciences, however, are cal
cul i ,  consisting of variables or constants and certain forma
tion and transformation ru les from which certain sentences 
can be constructed or derived. One question that seemed 
neither meaningless nor scienti fic strongly suggested i t
self: What is the syntax of these calcul i ?  The attempt to 
provide an answer to this question reconstituted itself 
as phil osophical analysis .  Philosophy was reconceived as 
the systematic presentation of the logical syntax of the 
l anguage of science. 

This conception of philosophy as the logical analysis of 
the language of science had two important formulations
Rudolf Carnap's, in  The Logical Syntax of Langu age 
( 1934 ) and in Philosophy and Logical Syntax ( 1935), and 
A. J. Ayer's,  in Language, Tru th and Logic ( 1 936). 

Carnap. I n  Carnap's version, philosophy became the 
logic of science-the logical analysis "of its sentences, 
terms,  concepts , theories, etc. " Such an analys is consti
tutes the l ogical syntax of science. General i zing from Hil
bert's metamathematics, Carnap characterized the logical 
syntax of language as a purely formal theory of language. 

Philosophy or analys is ,  thus, has no proper concern wha(
ever with the meanings of the words and sentences of 
language, that is ,  with the semantical relations between 
language and the world. 

Analysis , however, can do more than state the rules 
of the language of science. It can also expose the quasi
syntactical , hence misleading, nature of many traditional 
phil osophical sentences and disputes. Consider, for exam
ple, these three sentences : ( 1 )  "The rose is red. " (2 ) "The 
rose is a th ing." (3) "The word 'rose' is a th ing-word. " 
Sentence ( 1 )  is cl early an empirical sentence about an 
extral inguistic object; it is a "real object-sentence. " Sen
tence (3) is clearly a sentence about a word ; it is a "syntac
tical sentence ."  Sentence (2), however, is ambiguous, for it  
is l ike ( 1 )  in  its form and like (3) in its content; it is, there
fore, a "pseudo object-sentence" and, because it is real ly 
syntactical , should be translated into (3). 

Syntactical sentences , Carnap says , are in the formal 
mode of speech; pseudo object-sentences in the material. 
Many pseudo-philosophical problems and disputes are 
engendered by the use of the material mode of speech; all 
of these can be solved or avoided by "trans lating" the 
relevant sentences into the formal mode. The dispute, for 
example, between phenomenal ism and real ism can be 
clarified and solved by such translations. Every meaning
ful sentence is either a real object-sentence, which, as 
such, belongs to one of the natural sciences , or a syntacti
cal sentence in l ogic or mathematics ; and philosophy, as 
logical analysis ,  is identical with the sum total of the true 
syntactical sentences concerning the language of the 
sciences. 

Ayer. A. J. Ayer's Language, Truth and Logic was his
torically more important for its immediate impact on Eng
lish philosophers and continuing influence on them than 
for its intrinsic novelty of doctrines , Ayer's view of analysis 
not excepted. Most of his doctrines derived directly from 
members of the Vienna circle, especially Carnap. In this 
work, Ayer identified philosophy with analysis and analy
sis with contextual definition of the sort that Russell pro
vided in his theory of descriptions, which Ayer took as the 
paradigm of philosophy. Philosophy, for Ayer, is an activity 
that makes no factual claims in competition with the sci
ences ; it exhausts i tself in formulating certain  definitions 
of symbol s in use "by showing how the sentences in which 
it [a symbol in use]  signi ficantly occurs can be translated 
into equ ivalent sentences, which contain neither the definiendum itself, nor any of its synonyms" (p. 68). The 
whole purpose of these contextual definitions is to provide 
understanding of the logical structure of certain  sentences , 
hence of language, and through th is understanding to gain 
insight into the logical sources of the mistakes of much 
traditional phil osophy. "A complete philosophical eluci
dation of any language," Ayer concluded, "would consist, 
first, in enumerating the types of sentence that were signifi
cant in that language, and then in  displaying the relations 
of equ ivalence that held between sentences of various 
types"(p. 7 1 ). 

Both Carnap and Ayer in  their later work repudiated 
their  views about analysis. As early as 1935, in "Truth and 
Confirmation" (reprinted in H. Feigl and W. Sel lars , 
eds. , Readings in  Philosophical Analysis), Carnap allowed 



that analysis can encompass semantical as well as syntac
tical questions;  and Ayer, in the "Introduction" ( 1946) to 
the second edition of Language, Tru th and Logic, admit
ted that anal ys i s ,  especially some analyses of Moore, is 
more than, and, in some cases,  other than, contextual 
definition. Nevertheless ,  both Ayer and Carnap identified 
philosophy with analysis and analysis with l ingu i stic con
cerns,  as did the logical pos itivis ts in general ; analysis for 
them is purely l inguis tic and can have no legitimate truck 
with conceptual or ontological definitions. 

THE REJECTION OF ANA LYSIS 

Contemporary philo soph ical analysis began with Rus sell 
and ended with logical positivism. Although analysis ,  in 
any of its many contemporary forms-as real , conceptual, 
or contextual definition, as reduction and translation of 
l inguistic complexes into more simple or ultimate units of 
discourse, or as logical syntax-pers ists among philoso
phers even today, it seems to have lost its great hold on 
serious contemporary philosophy. Three of the great ana
lysts themselves, Wisdom, Ryle, and especial ly Wittgen
stein, have repudiated or replaced analysis as the proper 
method of phi losophy. Some writers , anxious to retain the 
term "analysis"-perhaps because of its laudatory associa
tions with clari fication-characterize the later work of 
these three philosophers , as well as that of others,  such as 
John Austin and P. F. Strawson, as "linguistic analysis" or 
"ord inary language analys i s ."  But th is extens ion of the 
term is misleading, since an essential part of the recent 
work of these philosophers involves the explicit rejection 
of analysis in any of its contemporary modes as primary in 
philosophy. Their concern shifted from definition , reduc
tion, or translation to description, from analys is  to elucida
tion. Indeed, we can now ansvver the question with which 
we started : What does contemporary philosophical analysis 
contrast with ? It started by contrasting itself to the intu i
tionism of Bradley (and later of Bergson ); and it ended by 
being contrasted with the conception of phil osophy as the 
elucidation of difficult and basic concepts. When Wittgen
stein, even as early as the 1930s , admonished, "Don't ask 
for the meaning, ask for the use," he s ignaled the decl ine 
of analysis (which was , after al l ,  bas ical ly the s earch for the 
meaning) as an effective moment in  the history of contem
porary philosophy. 

Analysis a5 real definition-as the di scovery of the con
stituents of nonl ingui stic complexes-was first cal led into 
question by Wittgen stein himself in the Tractatus. His 
claim that philo sophy is an act ivity, not a body of propos i
tions about th e world, impl ied the rejection of ontological 
discovery as a legitimate philosophical pursu it. According 
to Wittgenstein's Philosophical Investigations ( 19.53), 
Russell ,  Moore, and even "the author of the Tractatus," 
when they engage in  ontological analysis ,  are actually 
describing the use of certain fundamental concepts but, 
because of certain false preconceptions about these con
cepts , are in effect misdescribing their use. In the Investigations, all ontological di scourse is interpreted as inade
quate elucidation of the logical grammar of certain 
fundamental concepts. 

The view that analysis is contextual defin ition or resolu-
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tion of incomplete symbols has been rejected, as well as 
the view of Russel l 's theory of descriptions as the para
digm of ph ilosophy. Basic to Russell 's theory are the con
cept of a logically proper name and the denotational theory 
of meaning. Russel l 's claim that, for instance, "the present 
king of France" is  an incomplete symbol because it names 
noth ing and, hence , has no meaning by itself has been 
repudiated primarily on the ground that the claim confu ses 
the mean ing or analysis with the use of a descriptive 
expression. Strawson, in "On Referring" ( 1 9.50), brings to a 
cl imax certain disaffections with Russell 's theory of de
scriptions, al ready present in the earl y \\'isdom, and 
presents his counterviews on descriptions and other refer
ring expressions. Indeed, there is no other essay that i l lus
trates as well as Strawson's the fundamental and irrecon
cilable differences between philosoph ical analysis and 
ph ilosoph ical elucidation of expressions or concepts. 

Doubts about analysis as reduction or translation also 
take many forms. Bas ic  to doubts about anal ys is as reduc
tion is the paucity of successful reductive analyses. \\' is
dom and, later, Stebbing ("�loore's In fluence," 19-1:2) 
rai sed serious questions about the feasibil ity of reducing, 
for example, statements about physical objects to state
ments about sense data. Doubts about analysis as tran sla
tion are based on the question whether there are real fonns 
of facts which can serve as the corresponding model s of 
the real as against the grammatical forms of propositions. 
Wittgenstein brought these doubts to a head when he 
pointed out in the Investigations that the whole notion of 
the real forms of fact and language is an i l lu sion imposed 
upon language and thought by a fundamental misconcep
tion of language itself. 

Finally, doubts about analysis as logical syntax of the 
language of science mainly take the form of call i ng into 
question the view of language as a rigid calculus with its 
implicit denotational theory of meaning and its explicit 
doctrine that the only l egitimate uses of language are to 
state facts and logical equivalences. 

But central to the rejection of analysis ,  at least h i stori
cal ly, was the refutation of the whole theory of language 
impl icit in or attributed to it. After the Tractatus, \\'ittgen
stein and others began seriously to question all the funda
mental doctrines of this theory. The view was repudiated 
that language is essentially a picture or isomorphic struc
ture of the world, whose meanings are the objects named 
by the fundamental un its of language and whose sole use 
is to state facts. In  the Investigations the repudiation is 
total and complete; indeed, the whole theory is now seen 
as an il l usion imposed upon language by the bewitchment 
of language itself. If we turn the whole exam ination 
around and "look and see" how language actually fu nc
tions, if we remind ourselves of all the various things lan
guage does and how it does it, we find that language does 
not function merely as a picture, mirror, or corresponding 
isomorphic structure of real ity, but as an enormous tool
box, replete with the most diversified sorts of tool s, pract i
cal ly none of which resembles at all those things in the 
world they may be appl ied to. We al so discover that words 
and sentences by them selves, that is ,  independently of 
their use, do not refer to or name anything; rather, it is 
in the context of their em ploym ent that som e words are 
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used to nam e something, others , to classify, still others, to 
prescribe, and that sentences are used variou sly to refer, 
describe, emote, etc. � l eaning, too, we real ize, must be 
reconstrued; it ca n no longer be conceived as a relation 
between words and objects, but is  to be interpreted as th e 
rules,  regu lations, conventions, and habits which govern 
the actual uses of expressions. 

Without the notion of an ideal language the need to 
analyze di sappeared. The philosopher's task, among other 
tasks, became in stead to assem ble the reminders regarding 
the roles of certain expressions ,  to describe all the variou s 
jobs assigned these expressions and the conditions under 
which they function ; the aim of philosophy became the 
elucidation of the logical grammar of certain expressions.  
Although certain recent phil osophers, such as Ryle, Austin,  
or Strawson, have disagreed with Wittgenstein that these 
reminders should be assembled for the sole purpose of 
relieving puzzl ement or mental cramp, they have con
curred with Wittgen stein (and \\" isdom) that an essential 
feature of proper philosophical activity is  to describe fully 
the actual workings of language, rather than to res olve 
these workings into some sort of unworkable schema of an 
ideal language. The need to analyze vanishes with the 
illusion that produced it. Russell on Analysis 
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MORRIS WEITZ 

A N A LYTIC A N D  SYNT H E T I C  STATE M E NT S .  
The di stinction between analytic and synthetic judgments 
was first made by Kant in the Introduction to his Critique of Pure Reason. According to him, all judgments could be 
exhaustively divided into these two kinds. The subject of 
both kinds of judgment was taken to be some thing or 
th ings , not concepts. Synthetic judgments are informative; 
they tell us something about the subject by connecting or 
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synthesizing two di fferent concepts under which the sub
ject i s  subsumed. Analytic judgments are unin formative: 
they serve merely to elucidate or analyze the concept 
under which the subject falls .  There is a prima facie diffi
culty as to how a judgment can be simultaneously about 
an object, uninformative in re lat ion to it, and expl icative 
of the concepts involved, but th is question wi ll be ex
amined later. 

Kant associated this distinction with th e disti ncti on 
between a priori and a posteriori judgments. The one 
distincti on was taken to cut across the other, except that 
there are no analytic a posteriori judgments. The re
maining three class ifications were , in Kant's opinion, 
fil led;  there are anal ytic a priori judgments, synthetic 
a posteriori judgments, and synthetic a priori judgments. 
S ince Kant there has been little argument concerning the 
first two of these, but consi derable argument and opposi
tion, ch iefly from empiricists, about the last (see A PRIORI 
AND A POSTERIORI). Anal ytic a priori and synthetic 
a posteriori judgments correspond roughly to logical ly and 
empirical ly true or false judgments. In distingui shing 
them, Kant was fo llowing in the steps of Leibniz and 
Hume, both of whom had made a simi lar distinction, 
although in  different terms. Leibniz had distinguished 
between truths of fact, guaranteed by the principle of 
sufficient reason, and truths of reason, !!Uaranteed by the 
principle of contradiction. The latter were such that their 
denial involved a contradiction; they could indeed be 
reduced to identical propositions via chains of definitions 
of their terms. Hume had likewise distinguished between 
matters of fact and relations of ideas. The former were 
merely contingent, while the latter were necessary and 
such that their denial involved a contradiction. Kant's 
innovation was to connect th is  distinction with the two 
further di stinctions between the analytic and the synthetic 
and the a priori and the a posteriori . 

It should be noted that Kant's distinction between the 
analytic and the synthetic was made in terms of judgments 
and concepts. Thi s  gave it a psychological flavor for which 
it has been criticized by many modern philosophers . The 
notion of judgment is ambiguous between the act of judg
ing and what is judged. One problem is how to extend 
what Kant said so that it applies only to what is judged or 
to propositions. Furthermore , an implicati on of Kant 's 
formal account of the distincti on was that it is li mited in 
its application to subject - predicate judgments (although it 
was also one of Kant's doctrines that existential judgments 
are always syntheti c). 

KANT'S CRITERIA AND USE OF 
THE ANA LYTIC/SYNTHETIC 

DISTINCTION 

Criteria. Apart from the general distinction, Kant offered 
two cri teria for it. According to the first cri terion, an ana
lytic judgment is one in which the concept of the predicate 
is contained (although covertly) in the concept of the sub
ject, whi le in a synthetic judgment the concept of the pred
icate stands outside the concept of the subject. According 
to the second criterion, analytic judgments are such that 
their denial involves a contradicti on, wh ile this is not true 
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of synthetic judgments of any kind. Kant was here follow
ing his predecessors , although, with Leibniz, he did not 
suggest that analytic truths can be reduced to simple iden
tities. Thi s criterion can scarcely be said to suffice as a 
definition of an analytic statement, although it may provide 
grounds for saying whether a judgment is analytic or not. 
It will do the latter if it can be assumed that all analytic 
judgments are logical ly necessary, s ince reference to the 
principle of contradiction may provide the basis of logical 
necessity. 

The first criterion seems on firmer ground in th i s  re
spect, s ince it offers what seems to be a formal characteris
tic of all analytic judgments. I t  specifies what we must be 
doing in making an analytic judgment, in terms of the 
relations between the concepts involved. I t  has been ob
jected that the idea of one concept being contained in 
another is also a psychological one, but this was certainly 
not Kant's intention. The point may perhaps be expressed 
in terms of meaning. When we make an analytic judgment, 
what we mean when we invoke the predicate concept i s  al
ready included in what we mean by the subject concept. 
J ust as the notion of a judgment is  ambiguous, so a con
cept can mean either the act of conceiving or what is 
conceived, and i t  i s  the latter which is  relevant here. By 
this criterion, therefore, a judgment is  analytic when, in 
judging about something, what we judge about it is already 
included in what is meant by the term under which we sub
sume the subject. Kant assumed that a l l  judgments of this  
kind are a priori , presumably on the grounds that their truth 
can be ascertained merely by considering the concepts in
volved, without further reference to the facts of experience. 

C haracteristics of analytic statements. Kant's criterion 
could be appl ied only to statements of subject - predicate 
form, and could not, therefore, be used to make an exhaus
tive distinction between all statements.  However, i f  Kant's 
di stinction is to be of use, it must be extended to cover 
proposi tions or statements and, moreover, statements of 
any form, not just those of subject - predicate form. If an 
analytic judgment is  of an object, an analytic statement must 
simi larly be about the object or objects referred to by the 
subject expression. Analytic statements cannot, therefore, 
be equated with definitions,  for the latter are surely about 
words , not th ings. I t  has sometimes been said (for instance, 
by A. J .  Ayer in his Language, Truth and Logic) that ana
lytic statements make clear our determination to use 
words in a certain way. Apart from the fact that the use 
of words cannot be a simple matter of choice, what Ayer says 
cannot be the main function of analytic statements , since 
this  would be to identi fy them with (possibly prescriptive) 
definitions.  If we learn something about the use of words 
from analytic statements, th is  must at most be indirect. 

Analyticity, a property of statements. We have seen 
that Kant's point of view might be represented as saying that 
only the meaning of the terms involved, the nature of the 
corresponding concepts, makes the judgment true. It 
might, therefore,  seem feasible that an analytic statement 
could be characterized as a statement about something 
wh ich says nothing  about the th ing but is  such that the 
meanings of the words involved make it true. To be more 
exact, it would be the meanings of the words involved in a 
sentence-any sentence that expresses the statement-that 
make that statement true. It is important to stress the 

words "any sentence," for analytic truth can be a feature 
only of statements. It cannot be a feature of sentences 
per se, nor can it be l imited to sentences in a given language 
(as Rudolf Carnap in effect supposes). Truth is a property 
of statements, not sentences, and the same must be the 
case with analytic truth. No account of analyticity which 
explains  it in terms of what is the case with regard to sen
tences in any one language wi ll  do. If someone who says 
"All bodies are extended" makes an analytic statement, so 
will anyone who says the same th ing in any other lan
guage. 

Analyticity as a function of the meanings of words. 
What is meant by saying that the mean ings of the term s 
involved make a statement true? Are analytic truths those 
which follow from the meanings of the words involved; 
that is, from their definitions?  This cannot be so, si nce 
all that can follow from a definition is another definition,  and 
how, in any case, can a statement about th ings fol low di
rectly from one about words ? If analyticity is connected 
with meaning, it  must be more indirectly. Friedrich Wai s
mann has suggested that an analytic truth is one which i s  
so  in virtue of the m eanings of the  words involved. But  the 
words "in virtue of" are themselves vague. It has been 
held by certain empirici sts that "Al l bodies are extended" 
is analytic if and only if  we use "body" in exactly the same 
way we use "extended thing"; that is, i f  we attach the 
same meaning to each expression. H owever, the truth of 
"All bodies are extended" does not follow simply from the 
fact that the expressions "body" and "extended th ing" 
have the same meaning, for the substitution of expressions 
equivalent in meaning leaves one with a statement corre
sponding in form to the law of identity. H ence, the original 
statement wil l  be true only if the law of identity holds. In  
other words, an  analytic statement will be one  whose truth 
depends not only on the meanings of the words involved 
but also on the laws of logic. This rai ses the question of the 
status of these laws themselves. I t  is sometimes claimed 
that they, too, are analytic; but th is  cannot be so if  a defi
nition of analyticity involves reference to the laws of logic 
(see CONTINGENT AND NECESSARY STATEMENTS). 

Analyticity as a function of the laws of logic. The ne
cessity of referring to the laws of logic in any account of 
analyticity has been noted in modern times by many phi 
losophers. Wai smann, for example, eventually defines an 
analytic statement as one wh ich reduces to a logical truism 
when substitution of definitional equivalents is  carried out. 
Frege had much earl ier defined an analytic truth as one in  
whose proof one finds only "general logical laws and defi
nitions," and he had sought to show that arithmetical prop
ositions are analytic in this sense. B oth of these accounts 
make reference to logical truisms or logical laws. Whatever 
the status of these, it certainly seems that analytic state
ments must depend for their validity not only on the 
meanings of the terms involved but also on the val idity of 
the laws of logic; and these laws cannot themselves be 
analytic. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE DISTINCTION 

The problem of synonymy. However, objections to 
the notion of analyticity have been made, particularly by 
Willard Quine, on the basis of supposed difficulties about 



meaning itself, and not merely  on those about the status of the truth s of logic-although here, too, Quine has found difficulties. He di stinguishes between two classes of analytic statements. There are, first, those which are logically true, such as "No unmarried man is married"; these are statements which are true and wh ich remain true under al l reinterpretations of their components other than the logical particles. Second, there are those, such as "No bachelor i s  married," which can be turned into logical truths by substituting synonyms for synonyms. It i s  the second kind of analytic statement which raises problems here, and these problems arise from the notion of synonymy or, to be precise, cognitive synonymy; that is ,  synonymy that depends on words having the same meaning for thought, as opposed to merely applying to the same things. The notion of definition which other philosophers have i nvoked in th is connection rests, Quine maintains ,  on that of synonymy. How is this to be explained? Quine' s difficulties here are associated with general difficulties about synonymy rai sed by himself and Nelson Goodman in the effort to embrace a nominal ism which does not involve the postu lation of so-cal led meanings, and to push as far as possible the thesis that language is extensional ; that is, such that i t  can be bui lt up from variables and an indefinite set of one and many-place predicates, so that complex sentences are re lated to atomic sentences by truth-functional re lationships and by quantification. In such a language, samenes s of meaning might be equivalent to extensional equivalence, such that any two extensional ly equivalent expressions are interchangeable salva veri
tate; that is ,  leaving unchanged the truth value of the statements in which they occur, wherever the expressions occur. The outcome of Goodman's argument in th is connection is that since there may always be some occurrence in which the two expressions are not interchangeable salva 
veritate, no two expressions' are identical in meaning. Quine himself recognizes something of thi s  and has explored the restrictions which must be put upon the general thesis .  In the present connection, Quine explores the possibil ity that synonymity might be explained by interchangeabi lity salva veritate except within words. But the interchangeability of, say, "bachelor" and "unmarried man" in th i s  way may be due to accidental factors, as is the case with "creature with a heart" and "creature with kidneys. " If it i s  the case that all-and only-creatures with a heart are creatures with kidneys, this i s  due simply to the fact that, as it happens, the two expressions always apply to the same things and not to any sameness of meaning. How do we know that the situation is not the same with "bachelor" and "unmarried man"? It is impossible to reply that it i s  because of  the truth of  "Necessari ly, all-and only-bachelors are unmarried men," for the use of "necessarily" presupposes a nonextensional language. Furthermore , a sense has already been given to the kind of necessity involved here : analyticity. Hence, while cognitive synonymy might be explained in terms of analyticity, to try to explain analyticity in  terms of cognitive synonymy would involve something l ike circu larity. Quine argues that similar considerations apply to attempts, such as Carnap's, to deal with the matter in terms of a semantic ru le. Quine then considers the further possi-
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bility that, given that the truth of statements in general rests upon a l i nguistic component and a factual component, an analytic statement might be one in  which the factual component is nul l .  Th i s, while apparently reasonable ,  has not, he objects, been explained; and the attempt by positivists to do so by reference to the verification theory of meaning (with its assumption that there are basic propositions in which the factual component i s  al l that matters and, on the other hand, that there are analytic propositions in which the l ingui stic component is  all that matters) involves reductionism, an unju sti fied dogma. 
Synonymy and meaning. A possible objection to Quine-one in  effect made by H. P. Grice and P. F. Strawson-is that his difficulty over synonymy involves a refusal to understand. There is a family of terms which includes analyticity, necessity, and cognitive synonymy, and Quine will not accept, as explanations of any one of them, accounts which involve reference to other members of the fami ly. On the other hand, to go outside the family in one's explanations, as is involved in having recourse to extensional equivalence, is necessari ly an inadequate explanation. This is  a si tuation which frequently occurs in phi losophy, wherever one is confronted with families of terms between which and any other family there is a radical or categorial distinction. This is  perhaps an oversimplification of the situation, true though it i s .  It must be remembered that Quine's basic urge is to do without meanings , so as not to introduce unnecessary entities into our ontology. However, the failure of th i s  particular enterpri se of defining synonymy is, in fact, a demonstration of its futility. Meaning is a notion which must be presupposed rather than explained away in th is connection. 
The boundary between analytic and synthetic state

ments. Quine also has a second thesis in connection with analyticity, a thesis which has been echoed in different forms by other phi losophers. It is a quite general thesis ,  in the sense that it does not depend on considerations about synonymy and is not, therefore, restricted to statements whose truth turns on synonymy. Thi s  thesis states that even if a distinction could be drawn between analytic and synthetic statements or between logical and factual truth, it is impossible to draw a sharp boundary between them. The contrary supposal rests on the dogma of reductionism already referred to. On that thesis ,  there is clearly an absolute distinction to be made. The denial of the dogma entail s  that there can be, at the most, a relative distinction. Within any particular system it is  possible to distinguish those statements, those of logic and mathematics, which we should be extremely reluctant to give up and those, on the other hand, which we should be ready to give up if required to do so. The former are entrenched because of their close connections with other elements of the system. 
It has often been pointed out that the giving up of some high-grade scientific statements would involve the giving up with them of whole scientific systems. On Quine's view, the situation is  worse, but not intrinsically different, with logical statements. There are no statements that depend for their truth on a direct confrontation with experience. The best that can be produced in the way of a distinction between different kinds of statements is a relative distinction between those which are more or less entrenched. No absolute and sharp distinction between 
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analytic and synthetic statements can be drawn. Quine's 
conventionalism here reflects pragmatist tendencies. 

One poss ible reply to thi s  thesis i s  that the rejection of 
the dogma of reductionism does not by itself dispose of an 
absolute di stinction of thi s  kind. Even if it is accepted that 
there are no statements in  which the factual component i s  
everything, it does not follow that there are no  statements 
in which the li nguistic component i s  everything. Despite 
what Quine says, the thesis that there i s  a di stinction be
tween analytic and synthetic statements i s  i ndependent of 
that of reductionism. Grice and Strawson have also at
tempted to deal with the issue by making a distinction in  
terms of  the responses to  attempts to  fals ify a statement. 
Analytic statements are those which, in a falsifying situa
tion, demand a revi sion in our concepts ; synthetic state
ments are those which demand a revision in our view of 
the facts . It has frequently been pointed out that it is pos
sible to preserve a scientifi c  statement against falsifying 
circumstances by making it logical ly true and thus immune 
to falsi fication. In  doing this ,  we revise our concepts but 
not our view of the facts. It is clear that Quine could not 
accept thi s  suggestion as such, s ince it presupposes that an 
answer has been given to the first of h i s  problems-the 
definition of analyticity-in terms of notions l ike those of a 
concept or meaning. B ut, given that Quine's thesis  i s  un
tenable in this fi rst respect, there is no reason for denying 
its untenability in the second. Statements that are neither analytic nor synthetic. 
Other reasons for dissati sfaction with a sharp di stinction 
between analytic and synthetic statements have been 
offered by other philosophers . \Vaismann, for example, has 
maintained that there are some statements which do not 
admit of a clear classification; for instance, "I see with my 
eyes . "  In  this case there are reasons for saying that i t  i s  
analytic, si nce whatever I see with might be called "eyes"; 
on the other hand, it might be said that it i s  a matter of fact 
that it i s  with my eyes that I see. H ence, Wai smann main
tains ,  such statements are neither analytic nor synthetic, 
properly speaking. The objection to this ,  as has been 
pointed out by W. H. Walsh, is that \Vaismann has failed to 
consider the contexts in which s uch statements are made. 
The sentence "I see with my eyes" may be used in one 
context to express an analytic statement and in another to 
express a synthetic one. The fact that the same sentence 
may have different uses and that the analyticity or synthe
ticity of a statement is  a function of those u ses (a statement 
is just the use of a sentence) shows nothing about the ne
cessity of abandoning the analytic - synthetic distinction. Are there any analytic statements? Emphasis of 
the point that analyticity is a function of use prompts the 
question of whether sentences which purport to express 
analytic statements have a use at all and whether, in  con
sequence, there are any analytic statements. I t  has been 
emphasized from Kant onward that analytic statements are 
trivial, and simi lar things were said even before Kant-by 
Locke, for instance. The truth of an analytic statement 
makes no difference to the world. I t  is, therefore , difficult 
to see why anyone should ever make an analytic statement. 
A possible reply is that such a statement might be made in  
order to  clarify something about the concepts involved. 
However, i f  the statements in question are about concepts , 

rather than about the thing or things referred to by the 
subject expression, why are they not simply definitions ? 
Definitions are not in  themselves analytic statements, 
whatever their exact status .  I t  could thus be argued that 
any statement which has a use either provides information 
about things or about the meanings of words , and in either 
case the statement would be synthetic, or at least not ana
lytic. The only viable function remaining for the term 
"analytic" would be as a term of logical appraisal, not as a 
class ificatory expression. That i s  to say, the use of the 
words "That is analytic" would not be to classify the state
ment in questi on, but to say, in effect, "You have not said 
anything. " 

Whether or not this i s  plausible in  itself, the crucial 
question remains :  How i s  it possible for a statement both 
to be about something and to elucidate the concepts in
volved ? (The question i s  probably more crucial for judg
ments than for statements ,  s ince it might seem obvious 
what a judgment must be about, while the criteria of 
"aboutness" are less obvious in the case of statements. )  
The issues are simple. A statement i s  one use o f  a sen
tence, and an analytic statement is such a use which con
forms to certain conditions-two of which are that it says 
nothing about its subject and that i ts truth depends at least 
in part on the meanings of the words involved. If thi s is so, 
i t  cannot be used to make clear those meanings. If an ana
lytic statement does serve to make clear those meanings to 
someone, th i s  must be an incidental and unintended con
sequence of its use, not an essential part of that use. On 
the other hand, if the triviality of analytic statements is 
accepted, there can be no argument to show that their use 
is impossible, for there i s  no reason why a statement, if it is  
to be about something, should also say something about 
that thing. The use of such statements would simply lack 
point. 

A POSSIB LE WAY OF  MAKING THE DISTINCTION 

Wittgenstein pointed out in  the Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (4 .46 1 1 )  that tautologies are senseless but not 
nonsense. By "senseless" he meant that they do not pick 
out any determinate state of affairs which makes a differ
ence to our view of the world. They are, in effect, trivial. 
However, they are not nonsense, because they are part of 
our symbol i sm, just as "O" is part of the symbol i sm of arith
metic, although it is useless for counting. Given a sys
tem of symbolism, or a language, i t  must always be possible 
to construct sentences which could be used to assert ana
lytic truths or falsehoods (contradicti ons), whether or 
not there would be any point in doing so. This poss ibil ity 
i s  a neces sary consequence of the nature of language. 
However, a language i s  not just a system of symbols; it 
i s  something whose function is, among other things, to 
state and communicate facts. Hence, it is possible to say 
that, given that these sentences have a use, the truth 
of their  uses (or, in the case of contradictions, their fal
sity)-that is ,  the truth of the relevant statements-is  a 
necessary condition of the employment of the language 
from which the corresponding sentences are drawn, or of 
any language in which there are sentences with the same 
meaning. More briefly, analytic statements wi l l  be those 



whose truth i s  necessary to the employment. as expressed 
in language, of the system of concepts on which the\' de
pend . .-\ny statement of which th i s  is not true wil l  b; sYn
thetic. Of these other statements. m,uw wi ll be such ti1.,t 
their truth i s  not neces sary in any wa):, but there m,n- be 
others whose tmth i s  necessar\' in some wa\' other than 
that of anal)tic statements-as i-:ant maintain�d about the 
synthetic a pri ori . 
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A N A LY T I C  J U R I S P R U D E N C E .  "Anal�tic jur i spru
dence" i s  a t�rm used to di stinguish an important school of 
legal thought and the characteri sti c  doctrines associated 
with this school, and also to designate a branch of inquiry 
in which legal concepts are analyzed by techniques asso
ciated with or deri ,·ed from the .-\nal)tic school. Thi s 
article wi l l  first describe the school and its main doctrines 
and then attempt to characterize the main groups of prob
lems that generally fonn the subject matter of analytic 
jurisprudence and the analytical methods employed in thi s 
discipline. 

The school and its doctrine. The Anal)tic school of 
jurisprudence flouri shed in England and the Un ited States 
especial ly during the second half of the nineteenth and the 
early years of the twentieth centuries ,  and on the continent 
of Europe during the period between the two world wars. 
Its most important writer was J ohn Austi n ( 1 790 - 1859), 
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whose Lectures on ]urispmdence ( 1 S63) remain the focus 
classicus of the anal)tic doctri nes. Austin's influence was 
so great that the Anal�tic school is often ch.uacterized 
wi thout qual ification as the .-\ustinian school and analYtical 
jurisprudence identi fied with .-\ustinian juri sprudenc� . .-\pt 
as thi s  identification is for some purposes , it is likeh- to be 
on the whole seriously mis leading, for many of the doc
trines for which Austin is most famous. such as the com
mand theory of law and the theory of undi,·ided so,·er
eignty, were not shared by all .  or e,·en most, of the 
.-\nal)tic school. The leading anal �tic jurists are .-\usti nians 
only in the sense that they all share Austin's general con
ception of law as 0establ ished fact" subject to "scientific" 
treatment and orderly class ification. The particular nature 
of the established fact cal led law. and the identi fication of 
the fundamental tem1s of its "science," howe,·er. were 
questions that dh·ided analytical jurists from one another, 
and most of them from Austin himself. 

Positice law. There was enough agreement on some 
matters . howe\'er, for a commentator to speak of central 
doctrines or defining tenets of the school. All agreed with 
Austin that the proper "pro\'i nce" of jurisprudence. insofar 
as it can h,n-e any claim to an exact and "scienti fic" meth
odology, is the positi\'e law. that set of mies establ ished in 
a pol i tical community by pol itical authority and enforced 
by the power of the state. The primary. or strict and literal, 
sens e of law. they claimed, is politically sanctioned law: 
and larger, \'aguer kinds of law-such as . international 
law, moral law, customary law-are law only by courtesy of 
metaphor or analogical extension of meaning. Pos ith·e law. 
so conceh·ed. is a .. pure" fact that i s .  a body of data that 
can be i solated from data of al l  other kinds and studied on 
its own tem1s ,  quite apart from any consideration of its 
causes. purpose. h istory, or \'alue. 

Such a study Austi n cal led · ·general juri sprudence" or 
"the philosophy of pos i ti\·e law." It i s  a science only in  the 
very general sense of a discipline or rati onal mode of 
inqui ry, not in the narrower sense in which physics and 
biology are sci ences. It is comparati\"e in that it seeks to 
find the concepts and principles common to a l l  legal sys
tems, or at least to al l ad\"anced systems. that are neces
sary, or as Austin put it, such that "we cannot ima�ne 
coherently a system of law without conceiYing them as 
constituent parts of it. " Such a science is anal)tic in that it 
attempts to reduce the large number of legal concepts to a 
basic few that are not themseh-es further analyzable, and 
in tenns of which the others must be defined. The science 
of jurisprudence so concei ,·ed im·ites compari son with 
twentieth-century analytic ethics in respect to the moral 
neutral ity the science's practitioners claimed for it; for a 
study of what law is, they claimed, can be undertaken 
quite independently of any inquiry in to the question of 
what its content ought to be. The former they held to be a 
fonnal or conceptual study that can be pursued with a ri gor 
ri \'aled only by mathematics : the latter, on the other hand, 
must draw on the empirical sci ences and particularly on an 
account of di\'ergent human interests and purposes as they 
may conflict in a le�slath·e arena. 

Lega l positivism. The negath·e side of the Anal�tic 
school's conception of law is the doctrine, often cal led 
"legal pos iti,· ism," that no reference need be made to 
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moral ity or natural justice in either the definition of "law 
properly so cal led" or a determination of whether or not a 
given rule i s  a "val id" ru le  of law. In  this sense of pos i
tivi sm, al l  analytical jurists have been positivists; but not 
al l positivi sts have been regarded as members of the Ana
lytic school. In particular, those writers who, under the 
influence of H enry Maine and 0. W. Holmes, J r. ,  ins i sted 
on the importance of hi story to juri sprudence, are usually 
contrasted with the analytic juri sts , although both groups 
are equally "positivistic. " To the analytic juri st h i s  own 
conceptual inquiries and the historian 's account of the 
origin and growth of law are designed to answer different, 
and logically distinct, questions about law. To the hi stori- · 
cal positivist, on the other hand, the two questions cannot 
be separated: to understand what the law is ,  it i s  necessary 
to know what it has been and how it has evolved. Use of the deductive method. Some cri tics find in  the 
classic analytic writings, either explicitly or implicitly, an 
unbounded confidence in the power of the deductive 
method to derive from a handful of "necessary" principles 
a certain, consistent, and complete body of law. Roscoe 
Pound has argued, in  his book Law and Morals, that the 
Analytic school was strongly influenced by the dogmas of 
the separation of powers and of the complete separation 
of law from morals, and by an expectation of ever greater 
certainty in the appl ication of law by the courts following 
from those dogmas. Only the more extreme analytic juri sts 
ever maintained, however, that courts , even in principle, 
could grind out decisions "mechanically" by a s imple  
subsumption of  fact under rule,  o r  that extralegal standards 
(e .g. ,  "the reasonable man," "good faith ," "fairness") can 
be wholly el iminated from the formulation of legal rules. 
The problem of statutory interpretation, though, was an 
especially difficult one for this school; and there are pas
sages in Austin's writings, especial ly in h is  celebrated 
eulogy of Roman law, where he suggests that any ad
vanced system of law can be reconstructed as a coherent 
deductive system, however close its first appearance to "an 
assemblage of arbitrary and unconnected rules. " 

Rival schools. The leading rival s of the Analytic school 
in the nineteenth century were the H egel ian and the 
Ethical (Natural Law) schools. The former, although 
often cal led the Historical school , had li ttle in common with 
Maine or Holmes. The H egelian school identified law 
with the customs of a community, exi sti ng quite independ
ently of political enactment and sanction and evolving 
inexorably according to its own inner logic. J udges and 
l egi slators, from this view, discover the law in the customs 
of their people, but no more make positive law than they 
make the laws of physics. The analytic juri sts found this 
conception obscuranti st in theory and anarchical in  prac
tice. Custom might well be an important source of law, they 
granted, but it is no part of the law itself. Simi larly, as 
against the natural law theory's identification of law and 
(true) moral ity, the analytic juri st argued that, for that 
clarity and practical certainty required for legal order, 
a separation of law from moral s was as necessary as the 
separation of law from hi story and custom. 

Problems of analytic jurisprudence. Of the many dif
ferent kinds of theoretical questions that can be raised 
about law, only some are cal led "the problems of analytical 

jurisprudence. " Excluded from thi s  category are questions 
requiri ng exposition of the actual contents of a particular 
legal system, questions of legal history, both particular and 
general , and questions call ing for ethical judgments of the 
sort Austin and h i s  foll owers delegated to the "science of 
l egislation. "  The great mi scellany of problems remaining 
for analyti cal juri sprudence are all questions of conceptual 
analysi s ,  and these can be divided into four groups. Analysis of the concept of "law" itself. Efforts to clarify 
the concept of law general ly lead into systematic treatises 
that overlap works  on the basic principles of polit ical 
theory insofar as both must examine such terms as "state" 
and "sovereignty." Systematic efforts to analyze the con
cept "law" must d i sentangle and come to terms with at 
l east the fol lowing questions :  (a) Under what conditions 
can we say that a l egal system exi sts ? (b) What general 
criteria must a rule sati sfy to be a val id  law in a given 
system ? (c) H ow does law differ from other modes of social 
control ? (d)  How can law be distingui shed from the sources 
of law (e. g. , precedents, legislation, custom)? (e) How are 
statutes ,  l egal rules,  and precedents related to particular 
judicial deci sions?  (f) How is  the body of law best divided 
into its various departments ? Definition of basic terms. Many legal concepts are com
plex and derivative; that is, capable of reduction to the 
simpler notions of which they are composed. Soon, how
ever, this process of reduction must come to an end, as we 
discover those fundamental terms whose meaning cannot 
be elucidated by other legal terms without a vitiating cir
cularity, and that are therefore capable of theoretical ly 
enlightening definition only, if  at  al l ,  i n  terms from outside 
the law. Austin gave,  as examples of such terms, "duty," 
"right," "liberty," "injury," "punishment," "redress"; 
others have suggested "person," "property ," "possession ," 
"corporation. " H .  L. A. Hart, in his  article "Definition and 
Theory in  J uri sprudence," has pointed out that efforts to 
define such terms have generated a "famil iar triad" of 
theories. (The same is true of ethical theories that purport 
to define such terms as "ought" and "good. ") Some writers 
(such as the Legal Realists) argue that the basic legal terms 
stand for some famil iar kind of empirical fact, the behavior 
of judges , for example. These definitions have the effect of 
reducing the whole subject matter of law to the social 
sciences. Other theorists find that basic legal terms stand 
for irreducibly legal (nonempirical) enti ti es. The Scandi
navian school (Axel H agerstrom, Karl Ol ivecrona, Alf Ross )  
holds that basic legal terms stand for no kind of  entiti es,  
empirical or nonempirical; rather, they are "fictions" or 
"imaginary ideas ."  Interdefinition of basic terms: Jura[ relations. A great 
part of the technical vocabulary of law consists of words for 
legal relations between persons, e .g. ,  "master - servant," 
"principal -agent," "offeror - offeree"; or for complex 
clusters of legal relati ons, e. g. , "contract," "property," 
"marriage. " One of the perennial aims of analytical juri s
prudence has been to locate the basic "building-block" 
legal relations out of which all the others can be con
structed, to specify the logical relations between them, 
and to purge the term s  that express  them of ambiguity and 
vagueness. The most influential efforts to provide such a 
coherent body of definitions have been those of Wesley 



Hohfeld ( 1 879 - I 9 18) and his  followers. Common to the 
various forms of Hohfeldian analysi s  is the as sumption that 
all legal relations are between two persons , "no more, no 
less," and hence there can be no basic legal relations be
tween a person and a th ing. Basic legal relations are of four 
kinds, and for each kind there are two legal terms ("cor
relatives"), one describ ing the relation from the point of 
view of one person , and one from that of the other. More
over, for each term there is another standing for i ts "oppo
site," or contradictory. The four basic relations can be 
i l lustrated as follows : 

Person A Person B 
I .  Right (or Claim) � Duty 

OPPOSITE : No - Right 
I I . Privilege � No - Right 

OPPOSITE: Duty 
I I I .  Power � Liabil ity 

OPPOSITE: Disabil i ty 
IV. Immunity � Disabil ity (No - Right) 

OPPOSITE: Liabil ity 

If  B owes A a hundred dol lars, i t  is B's duty to pay the 
money to A, which is to say that A has a legal ly enforceable 
claim against B. A is  under a legal duty not to strike B, i .e . ,  B can claim that forebearance from A; but  if B first strikes 
A, then A has the (restricted) legal privilege of striking 
back, and B has no claim on A's forebearance. A privi lege 
to do x i s  simply the absence of a duty to forebear from 
doing x, and thus does not imply a claim of noninter
ference against another person. A has a legal power in 
respect to B if A has the abil ity to create by his voluntary 
behavior new legal relations involving B. Thus, if B has 
made A an offer, A has the power of creating a claim - duty 
contractual relation by accepting; and B made himself 
liable to that new relati on by :offering. Finally, A has an 
immunity with respect to B insofar as his legal relations 
are not subject to al teration by B. 

Analysis of other concepts and distinctions. A treati se of 
analytical juri sprudence i s  l ikely also to attempt to clarify 
and render precise such distinctions as those between per
son and thing, rule and fact, possession and property. Some 
of the terms of concern to analytical jurisprudence also 
have important uses outside of the law-"motive ," "inten
tion," "act," "cause," "fault," and "promise," for example. 
Insofar as the law makes use of the famil iar, common-sense 
notions expressed by these words, they mark an important 
point of intersection between the subject matters of analy
tical jurisprudence and analytical philosophy. 
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A N A R C H I S M ,  a social phi losophy that rejects authori 
tarian government and maintains that voluntary institutions 
are best suited to express man's natural social tendencies . 
Historically the word "anarchist," wh ich derives from the 
Greek an archos, meaning "no government," appears first 
to have been used pejoratively to indicate one who denies 
al l law and wishes to promote chaos . I t  was used in th is 
sense against the Levelers during the Engl ish Civil  War 
and during the French Revolution by most parties in cri ti
cizing those who stood to the left of them along the political 
spectrum. The first use of the word as an approbatory de• 
scription of a pos i tive philosophy appears to have been by 
Pierre Joseph Proudhon when, in his Qu' est-ce-que la 
propriete? (What Is Property?, Paris, 1 840), he described 
himself as an anarchist because he believed that political 
organization based on authority should be replaced by 
social and economic organization based on voluntary con
tractual agreement. 
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� e,·ertheless, the two uses of the ,,.·ord ha,·e sunived 
tof:etlier and hixe c-.aused con..7.lsion in  discussing anarch
ism. which to so:-:1e has appeared a doctrine of destruction 
and to o:.hers 2 bcneYolent d oetrine based on a faith in the 
inna:e �ooc::1ess of man.  There has been further confusion 
throu� L¾e association of anarchism ,,.ith nihi lism and 
::er.o:ism. In  fact, an.?J-chism, whi ch is based on faith in 
I12.:ur.tl law a:1d JLstice. stands at  the opposi te pole to ni
hilism. which denies all moral laws. S iL1ilarly, there is no 
:1ecess2..ry co:mection between anarchism, which i s  a so
c1 � philosophy. and terrorism, which is a political means 
occ-asio;1al ly used by indhidual anarchi sts but also by 
acnonist.s belonpnf: to a ,,.;de ,·ariety of mO\·ements that 
h3,·e nothin§: in common ,,.;th anarchism. 

Anarchism aims at the utmost possible freedom compat
ible ,,.;th social l i:e. i n  the belief that ,·oluntary coopera
ti on by respomible indhiduals i s  not merely more just and 
equitable but is also. i n  the long run. more harrnonious 
and ordered i n  its e:=ects than authori:arian co,·ernment. 
.\narchis t  philosophy has ta.len many forms.  none of which 
c.an be dei:ned as .m orthodo:,.:·. and its exponents ha,·e 
deliber2.tely cult:h·a�ed the idea that it is an open and mu
..able doctrine. Howe,·er. all i ts ,·ariants combine a criti
c-i sm of existin� f:overnmental societies. a ,i s ion of a future 
l iber..a.ria.."1 so.:·iety that mi�ht replac-e them, and a pro
_le-c-!ed wa� oi attainin£ .his society by means outside nor
mal pohjeal practlC'e Anarchism in �eneral rejects the 
s.t.-,.te. I t  demes the , -alue of democratic procedures be
c-.ame they are based on ma,iori ty rule and on the dele�a
non of the re spom1bih�- that the mdi,idual should retain. 
I t  cntJc1zes utopian philosoph1e5, because they aim at a 
st..l:ic "ideal" society. It inclmes to,,.·ard mterna.tionalism 
and federal ism. and, while the news of anarchists on 
questio:i s o: €'C'Onom1c 0::-;a:uzatio:1 ,·a::-y creatly, it may be 
s.2 . .1d dE: all of them re_1e-ct what William Godwm c.al led 
2.C'Cl!n1U1.l:ed p:-ope� . 

. .\nemp:s ha, e been made b� anarchist apologists to 
�ac-e the o=i o:1s. of then point of new m pnmitl\·e non
�o,·emrne:1:-2..l societies. There has al so been a tendency to 
cete-c, anarchist pionee;-s among a wide ,·an ety of teachers 
.L"1d wn:ers who, for ,·arious religious or philosophical 
reaso;1s .  haYe cnt:Jcized the instini ·on of go,·ernment, ha,·e 
re_1e<:·:ed ;>ob::iC".al aC"tl\ity, or ha,,e pbced a great ,-alue on 
indinduiJ f:-ee-cfo:11. In tliis way such ,-aried ances:ors ha,·e 
been :oillld as L.�o-Tse. Zeno, Spartacus, Etienne de La 
BoetJe. Thomas :\funzer. &belai s. Fenelo:1, Didernt, and 
Swi:4 ... ai--iarchis-:. ::rends haYe also been detected in many 
reh □ous �OU :;)S 2..i::ning at a communalistic order, such as 
�he Essenes .  the early Christian apostles, the _-\nabaptists, 
.:..."1d the Doukhobors.. H owe,·er. while  it is. true that some 
o: �e cen::-al hber...2.rian ideas are to be found in ,·aT)ing 
de �ees 2-,1ong these  men and mO\·ements, the first forn1s 
o: a.n.2.rch1 sn1 as 2. ce,·eloped social philosophy appeared at 
1:ie becinnin; of the modern era, when the medieYal order 
had c.isin:ecracec. the Refom1a::ion had reached its radical, 
se-c-:2...,an :;:,h2.se. and t.he rudimentary forr:1s of  modern 
;,oh::ica1 and t"C'Ono:nic o:-;aniz.ation had be�n to appear. 
In othe:- wo::-ds . ilie eme:.;ence of the modern state and of 
c-.ap�.:a.J i s:-:1 1s p.a.r.tlle )ec b� the emer;ence of the philoso
ph� tha.:. m , a..nNJs :o:ms. has opposed them most funda
men:.a..H� 

v;�instanley. Although Proudhon was the first writer to 
call himself an anarchist, at least two predecessors out
lined sys tems that contain all the basic elements of anarch
i sm. The first was Gerrard Winstanley ( 1 609 - c. 1 660), a 
l inen draper who led the small mO\·ement of the Di ggers 
during the Commonwealth. \\"instanley and hi s followers 
protested in the name of a radical Christianity against  the 
economic distress that followed the Chil War and against 
the inequality that the grandees of the Xew :\iodel Army 
seemed intent on presening. In 1 649 - 1650 the Diggers 
squatted on stretches of common land in southern England 
and attempted to set up  communities based on work on the 
land and the sharing  of goods. The communities fai led, but 
a series of pan1 phlets by \\'instanley suni,·ed, of whi ch The ?\�etr Lau· of Righteousness ( 1 649) was the most im
pori..ant. Ad,·ocating a rational Christianity, Winstanl ey 
equated Christ ,,.;th "the unh·ersal l iberty" and declared 
the unh·ersally corrupting nature of authority. He saw "an 
equal pri,ilege to share in  the blessing of l iberty" and 
detected an intimate link between the institution of prop
erty and the lack of freedom. In the society he sketched, 
work would be done in common and the products shared 
equal ly  through a system of open storehouses,  ,,.ithout 
commerce.. 

Like later liberl2.rian philosophers ,  \\"instanle)· saw 
crime as a product of economic inequality and maintained 
that the people should not put trust in  rulers. Rather, they 
should act for themseh-es in order to end social i njustice, 
so that the land should become a "common treasury" 
where free men could l iYe in plenty. Winstanley died in  
obscuri ty and, outside the small and ephemeral group of 
Di£!gers . he appears to ha,·e ,\ielded no influence, except 
possibly o,·er the early Quakers. 

God-win. A more elaborate sketch of anarchism, al 
though still ,,.ithout the name, was pro,ided by Will ian1 
God,,.in in  h i s  Enquiry Concerning Politi.cal Ju.stice 
1 ,93 . God,\in differed from most later anarchists in pre

femnf: to re,·olutionary action the �radual and. as it seemed 
to him. more natural process of discuss ion among men of 
;ood ,,.i l l ,  by which he h oped truth would e,·entually tri
um:;::,h through i ts own power. Godv,in ,  who was influenced 
by the English tradition of D issent and the French philoso
phy of the Enl ightenment. put fon,.·ard in  a de,·eloped forn1 
the basic anarchist critici sms of the state, of accumulated 
property, and of the delegation of authority through demo
cratic procedure. He belie,·ed in a "fixed and immutable 
moral ity," manifesting itself  throu�h "uni,·ersal beneYo
lenc-e'"� man. he thought. had no right "to act anything but 
,irtue and to utter anything but truth," and his duty, there
fore. was to act toward his fellow men in  accordance ,,.;th 
natural justice. J ustice i tsel f  was based on immutable truths; 
human laws were fallible, and men should use their un
derstandings to detem1ine what is just and should act 
accordin g  to their own reasons rather than in obedience to 
the authority of "pos iti,·e institutions." which always form 
barriers to enli ghtened progress. God,,.in rejected all es
tablished institutions and al l social relations that suggested 
inequality or the power of one man o,·er another. including 
marria,::;e and e,·en the role of an orchestra conductor. For 
the present he put his faith in small �o:ips of men seeking 
truth and justice; for the future , in a society of free indhid-



uals organized locally in  parishes and l inked loosely in  a 
society without frontiers and with the minimum of organi
zation. Every man should take part in  the production of 
necessities and should share his produce with all in need, 
on the basis of free distribution. Godwin distrusted an 
excess of pol itical or economic cooperation; on the other 
hand, he looked forward to a freer intercourse of individu
als through the progressive breaking down of social and 
economic barriers. Here ,  conceived in the primitive form 
of a society of free landworkers and artisans, was the first 
sketch of an anarchist world. The logical completeness of Political Justice, and its astonishing anticipation of later 
libertarian arguments, make it, as S ir  Alexander Gray said, 
"the sum and substance of anarchism."  

NINETEENTH-CENTURY EUROPEAN ANARCHISM 
However, despite their similarities to later libertarian 

philosophies, the systems of Winstanley and Godwin had 
no perceptible influence on nineteenth-century European 
anarchism, which was an independent development and 
which derived mainly from the peculiar fusion of early 
French socialist thought and German Neo-Hegelianism in 
the mind of Pierre J oseph Proudhon, the Besancon printer 
who has been called the father of anarchism. This tradition 
centered largely on a developing social revolutionary 
movement that attained mass dimensions in France , Italy, 
and Spain (where anarchism remained strong until the 
triumph of Franco in 1939), and to a lesser extent in 
French-speaking Switzerland, the Ukraine and Latin 
America. Apart from Proudhon, its main advocates were 
M ichael Bakunin, Prince Peter Kropotkin ,  Errico Mala
testa, Sebastien Faure, Gustav Landauer, Eli see Redus, 
and Rudolf Rocker, with Max Stimer and Leo Tolstoy on 
the individuali st and pacifis{ fringes respectively. Also, 
there arose among nineteenth-century anarchists a mys
tique that action and even theory should emerge from the 
people. Libertarian attitudes, particularly in  connection 
with the anarchosyndicalism of France and Spain, were 
influenced by the rationalization and even romanticization 
of the experience of social struggle; the wri tings of Fer
nand Pelloutier and Georges Sorel in particular emanate 
from this aspect of the anarchist movement. Nineteenth
century anarchism assumed a number of forms, and the 
points of variation between them lie in three main areas: 
the use of vlolence, the degree of cooperation compatible 
with individual liberty, and the form of economic organi 
zation appropriate to a libertarian society. Individualist anarchism. Individual i st anarchism lies on 
the extreme and sometimes dubious fringe of the liber
tarian philosophies s ince, in seeking to assure the absolute 
independence of the person, it often seems to negate the 
social basis of true anarchism. This is particularly the case 
with Max Stimer, who specifically rejected society as well 
as the state and reduced organization to a union of egoists 
based on the mutual respect of "unique" individuals, each 
standing upon his "might. " French anarchism during the 
1 890s was particularly inclined toward individualism, 
which expressed itself partly in  a distrust of organization 
and partly in the actions of terrorists like "Ravachol" and 
Emile Henry,  who alone or in tiny groups carried out 
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assassinations of people over whom they had appoi nted 
themselves both judges and executioners. A milder form of 
individualist anarchism was that advocated by the Ameri
can l ibertarian writer Benjamin Tucker ( 1 854 - 1939), who 
rejected violence in favor of refusal to obey and who, like 
all individualists, opposed any form of economic commu
nism. What he asked was that property should be dis
tributed and equalized so that every man should have 
control over the product of his labor. Mutualism. M utualism, developed by Proudhon, dif
fered from individualist anarchism in its stress on the 
social element in human behavior. It rejected both politi
cal action and revolutionary violence-some of Proudhon's 
disciples even objected to strikes as a form of coercion-in 
favor of the reform of society by the peaceful spread of 
workers' associations, devoted particularly to mutual credit 
between producers. A recurrent mutual ist plan , never 
fulfi lled, was that of the people's bank, which would ar
range the exchange of goods on the basis of labor notes. 
The mutualists recognized that workers' syndicates might 
be necessary for the functioning of industry and public 
utilities, but they rejected large-scale collectivization as a 
danger to liberty and hased their economic approach as far 
as possible on individual possession of the means of pro
duction by peasants and small craftsmen united in a 
framework of exchange and credit arrangements. The 
mutualists laid great stress on federalist organization from 
the local commune upward as a substitute for the national 
state. M utual ism had a wide fol lowing among French 
artisans during the 1 860s. Its exponents were fervently 
internationalist and played a great part in the formation of 
the I nternational \Vorkingmen's Association in 1 864; their 
influence diminished, however, with the rise of col lectiv
i sm as an alternative libertarian philosophy. Collectivism. Col lectivism is the form of anarchism 
associated with Michael Bakunin. The collectivist phi loso
phy was developed by Bakunin from 1864 onward, when 
he was forming the first international organizations of 
anarchists, the I nternational Brotherhood and the Interna
tional Alliance of Social Democracy. It was collectivist 
anarchism that formed the principal opposition to �larxism 
in the I nternational \Vorkingmen's Association and thus 
began the h istoric rivalry between l ibertarian and authori
tarian views of social ism. Bakunin and the other collectiv
ists agreed with the mutualists in their rejection of the 
state and of pol itical methods, in their stress on federalism, 
and in their view that the worker should be rewarded 
according to his labor. On the other hand, they differed in 
stressing the need for revolutionary means to bring about 
the downfall of the state and the establ ishment of a liber
tarian society. Most important, they advocated the public 
ownership and the exploitation through workers' associa
tions of the land and all services and means of production. 
While in mutualism the individual worker had been the 
basic unit, in col lectivism it was the group of workers ; 
Bakunin specifical ly rejected individual ism of any kind 
and maintained that anarchism was a social doctrine and 
must be based on the acceptance of collective responsibil
ities. Anarchist communism. Collectivism survived as the 
dominant anarchist philosophy in Spain unti l the 1930s ; 
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elsewhere it was replaced during the 1 870s by the anarch
i st communism that was associated particularly with Peter 
Kropotkin, although it  seems l ikely that Kropotkin was 
merely the mqst articulate exponent of a trend that grew 
out of discussions among anarchist i ntel lectuals in  Geneva 
during the years immediate ly after the Pari s Commune of 
1 87 1 .  Through Kropotkin's l iterary efforts anarchi st com
munism was much more elaborately worked out than 
either mutual i sm or col lectivi sm;  in books like La Conquete du pain (The Conquest of Bread, 1 892) and Fields, Factories and Workshops ( 1 899) Kropotkin elaborated the 
scheme of a semi utopian decentralized society based on an 
i ntegration of agriculture and industry, of town l ife and 
country l ife , of educati on and apprenticeship. Kropotkin  
also l i nked his theories closely with current evolutionary 
theories in  the fields of anthropology and biology; anarch
i sm, he suggested in Mutual Aid ( 1 902) ,  was the final stage 
in the deve lopment of cooperation as a factor in evolution. 

Anarchist communism differed from collect ivi sm on only 
one fundamental point-the way in  which the product of 
labor should be shared. In place of the collectivist and 
mutual ist  idea of remuneration according to hours of labor, 
the anarchist  communists proclaimed the s logan "From 
each according to his means, to each according to his 
needs " and envisaged open warehouses from which any 
man could have what he wanted. They reasoned, first, that 
work was a natural need that men cou ld be expected to 
fulfil l  without the threat of want and, second, that where 
no restriction was placed on available goods,  there would 
be no temptation for any man to take more than he could 
use. The anarchist communists laid great stress on local 
communal organization and even on local economic self
sufficiency as a guarantee of i ndependence. 

Anarchosyndicalism. Anarchosyndical ism began to 
develop in the late 1 880s, when many anarchists entered 
the French trade unions, or syndicates,  which were just 
beginning to re-emerge after the period of suppression that 
followed the Pari s Commune. Later, anarchist mi li tants 
moved i nto key pos i tions in the Confederation Generale 
du Travail ,  founded in 1 895, and worked out the theories 
of anarchosyndicalism. They shifted the bas is of anarchism 
to the syndicates, which they saw as organizations that 
united the producers in common struggle as well as in  
common work. The common struggle should take the form 
of "direct action," primarily in industry, since there the 
workers could strike most sharply at their closest enemies, 
the capital ists ;  the highest form of direct action, the gen
eral strike, could end by paralyzing not merely capitalism 
but also the state. 

When the state was paralyzed, the syndicates ,  which had 
been the organs of revolt, could be transformed into the 
basic units of the free society; the workers would take over 
the factories  where they had been employees and would 
federate by industries. Anarchosyndicalism created a mys
tique of the working masses that ran counter to i ndividu
alist trends; and the stress on the producers , as di stinct 
from the consumers, disturbed the anarch i st communists ,  
who were haunted by the  vis ion of  massive trade unions 
oss ifying into monol ithic institutions. However, in France, 
Italy, and Spain i t  was the syndicalist variant that brought 
anarchism its first and only mas s following. The men who 

elaborated the phi losophy of anarchosyndical ism included 
mil i tants, such as Fernand Pelloutier, Georges Yvetot, and 
Emile Pouget, who among them created the vi sion of a 
movement ari sing  from the genius of the working people. 
There were also i ntel lectuals outside the movement who 
drew theoretical conclus ions from anarchosyndicali s t  
practice;  the most important was Georges Sorel ,  the author 
of Reflexions sur la violence (Reflections on Violence, 
1908) ,  who saw the general strike as a saving "social myth" 
that would maintain society in a state of struggle and, 
therefore, of health . 

Pacifist anarchism. Pacifi st anarchi sm has taken two 
forms. That of Leo Tol stoy attempted to give rational and 
concrete form to Chri stian ethics. Tolstoy rejected all vi
olence; he advocated a moral revolution, its great tactic the 
refusal to obey. There was much, however, in Tol stoy's 
criticisms of contemporary society and his suggestions for 
the future that paralleled other forms of anarchi sm. He 
denounced the  state , law, and property; he  foresaw coop
erative production and di stribution according to need. 

Later a pacifist trend appeared in the anarchist  move
ment in western Europe; its chief exponent was the Dutch 
ex-socialist, Domela Nieuwenhuis. I t  differed from strict 
Tol stoyism by accepting syndicalist forms of struggle that 
stopped short of violence, part icularly the mi l lenarian 
general strike for the abol ition of war. 

Despite their differences,  all these forms of anarchi sm 
were united not merely in  their reject ion of the state, of 
pol i ti cs ,  and of accumulated property, but also in certai n  
more elus ive attitudes. I n  its avoidance of parti san organi
zation and poli tical practices, anarchism retained more of 
the moral element than did other movements of protest. 
This  aspect was shown with particular sharpness in the 
desire of its exponents for the simplification of l ife , not 
merely in  the sense of removing the compl ications of au
thority, but also in eschewing the peri l s  of wealth and 
establ ishing a frugal sufficiency as the basi s for life. Prog
ress ,  i n  the sense of bringing to al l men a steadily ri s ing 
supply of material goods, has never appealed to the anarch
ists; i ndeed, i t  is doubtful if their philosophy i s  at al l pro
gressive in the ordinary sense. They reject the present, but 
they reject i t  in  the name of a future of austere l iberty that 
wi l l  resurrect the lost virtues of a more natural past, a 
future in  which struggle wi l l  not be ended, but merely 
transformed within the dynamic equil ibrium of a society 
that rejects utopia and knows neither absolutes nor perfec
tions. 

The main difference between the anarchists and the so
cial ists, i ncluding the Marxi sts, l ies in  the fact that while the 
sociali sts mainta in  that the state must be taken over as 
the first step toward its dissolution, the anarchists argue 
that, since power corrupts , any seizure of the existing 
structure of authority can only lead to its perpetuati on. 
However, anarchosyndical ists regard their  unions as 
the skeleton of a new society growing up within the old. 

The problem of reconci l ing social harmony with com
plete individual freedom is a recurrent one in anarchist 
thought. I t  has been argued that an authoritarian society 
produces anti social reactions, which would vanish in free
dom. It has also been suggested, by Godwin and Kropotkin 



particularly, that public opinion wi l l  suffice to deter those 
who abuse their liberty. H owever, George Orwell has 
pointed out that the reliance on public opinion as a force 
replacing overt coercion might lead to a moral tyranny 
which, having no codi fied bounds, could in the end prove 
more oppress ive than any system of laws . 
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GEORGE WOODCOCK 

A N A X A G O R A S  O F  C L A Z O M E N A E , the pre-So
cratic who first advanced Mind as initiator of the physical 
world,  spent much of his  active l ife at Athens, where he was 
intimately as sociated with Pericles and exercised a consid
erable influence on E uripides. Unfortunately, in antiquity 
there were two (or more probably three) differing chro
nologies for his l ife, and the actual span of his life is a matter 
of considerable controversy. The scheme most commonly 
adopted puts his birth at about 500 B.C., his arrival in 
Athens either in 480 B.C. or 456 B.C., and his death in  exile 
in 428 B.C.  His exi le fol lowed his prosecution for impi ety; 
and while some put th is shortly before his death , others 
place it in 450 B.C. or earli er. 

Anaxagoras appears to have written only one work . I t  
may have occupied more than one roll ,  but  it was probably 
fairly short; copies were on sale in Athens for one drachma 
in 399 B.C. ,  according to Plato (Apology 260). The work 
was concerned primari ly with problems of cosmology, and 
the quite considerable number of fragments quoted by 
S implicius in the sixth century seems to show that he was 
sti l l  able  to find a copy in Athens at that date. 

Everyth ing in the interpretation of Anaxagoras has been 
the subject �of controversy, and some would say that the 
real nature of his  thought cannot now be recovered. A 
more optimistic view is  suggested in what fol lows. We 
must first di stinguish three types of evidence : ( 1 )  the 
fragments of Anaxagoras' own writings, whether in his 
own words or direct summaries; (2 ) the way in which his 
doctrines were understood in antiquity by Aristotle, Theo
phrastus, and Simplicius; (3) general considerations, pri
mari ly of a logical nature, that have caused many modern 
sch olars to reject much in (2) and to substi tute other inter
pretati ons regarded as intellectually more plausible. 

The fragments show that Anaxagoras began with a doc
trine of a mixture (fr. 1 ) , which he placed at the beginning 
of his book. This mixture occurred at some past time. In it 
all things were present, infinite in number and infinitesi
mal in  s ize, not revealed because of their smallness. Air 
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and ether, being themselves infinite, held them all down. 
This mixture contained an infinite number of seeds in no 
way like one another, together with the traditional oppo
sites and earth ; and the mixture was colorless (fr. 4 ) .  Nous 
(M ind) caused a rotation of the mixture, resulting in a 
separation of objects (fr. 13) .  However, the objects so 
separated still have a share of everything else in them 
-only M ind is an exception-and they are what they are 
because there is in them most ( i .e. , a majority) of what they 
are (fr. 12 ) .  According to this last statement, �t ind is not 
mixed with anything; but according to another view, it is 
present in some thi ngs (fr. 1 1 ), presumably those that are 
alive. 

I t  is clear that in these fragments Anaxagoras envi sages 
two poi nts in time-an earl ier mixture, virtually complete, 
with only air and ether separately perceptible, and a later 
stage, at which we now are. The rotation that produced the 
present stage will in the future cover a sti l l  wider area 
(fr. 12 ). The separation, while it does not produce pure sub
stances (fr. 12) , does involve a process of aggregation of 
some sort (frs. 15 and 16) ;  however, we are told quite 
clearly that the present state is like the earlier state-there 
is sti l l  a mixture of all things together, as there was origi 
nally (fr. 6). We are to suppose that matter is infinitely 
divisible at both stages (frs . 3 and 1 ) .  

All of these fragments come to us from Simplicius,  who 
quotes them to elucidate statements of Ari stotle. He 
presents an interpretation based on what Ari stotle and 
Theophrastus had said, which in all essentials appears to 
represent correctly what may be called the Ari stotelian in
terpretation of Anaxagoras' doctri ne. According to th is 
interpretation, Anaxagoras ' starting poi nt was the conten
tion of Parmenides that nothing comes into being out of 
nothing (so fr. 1 7) . But since the nu mber of thi ngs that 
appear to come into exi stence is very large, and si nce they 
arise in  all sorts of circumstances and on all sorts of occa
sions, we must say that everything that appears to come 
into existence is in  fact already present in that out of which 
it arises :  si nce hai r, for example, can come on ly out of hair, 
there must be hair present, even though concealed, in 
bread and apparently, according to Ari stotle, in every 
other substance as well .  Hence, in everything there is a 
portion of everything else. But hair wi ll  none the less be 
hair because hai r predomi nates in some way. Hair, like 
everything else, wi l l  be infin itely divis ible; at every level 
i t  wi ll contain a mixture of everything else and yet will be 
what it is in virtue of a predomi nance of i tself. According 
to both S implicius and Theophrastus (Aetius 1 .3 .5), Anax
agoras called these sources of th ings homoiomereia i  
("th ings with like parts") clearly because, according to this 
theory, everything comes into existence out of something 
like itself. Anaxagoras' use of th is term has often been 
denied; but the attribution comes from those who had used 
the original text of Anaxagoras , and it may be correct. 

This "Aristotelian" interpretation has been under sus
tained attack in modern times, pri mari ly because of the 
supposed absurdity of such an account of the nature of sub
stances. These attacks have led to a whole series of substi
tute interpretations that differ radically from each other. 
But first  we must consider the objecti ons to the Aristotelian 
interpretation. This interpretation rests upon four princi-
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pies :  ( 1 )  the infinite divis ibil ity of matter; (2 ) the Principle 
of Homoeomereity, according to which gold, for in stance, 
consists of gold and nothing else; (3 ) the Principle of Uni
versal �1ixture, according to which gold contains a portion 
of everything else; (4) the Principle of Predominance, 
according to which gold is gold by virtue of the predomi
nance of gold in i t. 

F. M. Cornford claimed that there was a flat contradic
tion between the principle of homoeomereity and the 
principle of universal mixture of such a kind that Anax
agoras could not have held both principles in their un
modified form. B ut to th is there are two poss ible answers : 
(a) the principle of homoeomereity as stated in ancient dis
cussions of Anaxagoras merely stipulates that gold consists 
of gold without adding "and nothing else ." This weaker 
version of the principle is not in contradiction to the Prin
ciple of Universal �f ixture (cf Mathewson, 1958), and it 
might be all that Anaxagoras intended to maintain. (b) Pro
vided gold is taken to be the name of the predominant 
ingredient in a mixture and not the name of the mixture 
itself, then it would be possible to hold that th e predomi
nant element at a given level of mixtu re consists exclu
sively of the predominant element at the next l evel down
ward in the process of divis ion and so on to in finity,  even 
though at each level the Universal �f i xtu re is  present 
through the presence of nonpredominant or minority con
stituents. This would avoid contradiction between the 
strong form of the homoeomereity principle and the princi
ple of universal mixture. 

It has further been claimed that the principle of predom
inance breaks down when combined with the principle of 
homoeomereity, and sti l l  more when we add in universal 
mixture. Two main objections seem to be involved here. 
First, it is claimed that i f  we suppose that gold consists of a 
predominance of gold, which in  turn consists of a predom
inance of gold at the next level of s ubdivision, which in 
turn consi sts of a predominance of gold . . . we are led 
into a vicious infinite regress in that we would never be 
able to state what is physical ly distinctive about gold 
(Strang, 1963). But it may be that Anaxagoras was not con
cerned with s tating  what gold is, or indeed with making 
any other statement about gold that would require the 
elimination of the term from the predicate of his statement. 
In th is case such a regress need not be vicious.  Indeed, on 
the principle enunciated in fragment 17 ,  Anaxagoras prob
ably could not eliminate "gold" from the predicate of such 
a statement without introducing the coming into being of 
gold out of not-gold. Suppose that he was concerned with 
reiterating that, at all levels ,  gold comes into being only 
out of gold; then the regress ceases to be vicious. 

The second objection involves the principle of un iversal 
mixture, as well as the principles of homoeomereity and 
predominance. If gold is the predominant constituent in a 
mixture , and at the second level of subdivis ion this pre
dominant constituent itself consists of a predominant con
stituent, and again at the th ird level of subdivision, then 
we shall quite soon in  the process of divis ion arrive at 
a situation where gold i s  in a minority in the mixture as a 
whole. This need not be inconsistent wi th the principle 
of homoeomereity, provided the principle is  applied to 
the predominant ingredient in a mixture and never to the 

mixture as a whole. However, it would mean that in  
the process of  subdivision we would pas s from a mixture 
dominated by  gold to a mixture that as a whole was not so 
dominated. Th is may have been what Anaxagoras had in 
mind in fragments 1 and 4,  where there are apparently no 
predominant qualities that can be perceived. 

The above discussion suggests either that there are no 
inherent contradictions in  the Aristotelian interpretation 
or that, if th ere are, they are sufficiently subtle and con
cealed to have quite possibly escaped the notice of An
axagoras.  Those who are not prepared to take th is  view 
attempt to develop alternative interpretations, usual ly on 
the basis of some h int in  the fragments themselves. One 
group of theories  argues for a special place for "seeds," 
which are mentioned in fragment 4, or for th e pre-Socratic 
oppos ites , which are certainly referred to in fragments 4, 8, 
1 2 ,  and 1 5. All such theori es involve a "two-stage" analysis 
of matter. �1ost commonly, homoeomereity is confined to 
one of these stages ,  and frequently the range of univer
sal mixture is very much l imited, applying, for example, to a 
mixture of the opposites only and not of all substances. 
The "homoeomeries ,"  since Zeller usual ly  regarded as an 
Ari stotelian term not actually used by Anaxagoras, are 
sometimes identi fied with seeds, qualities ,  the opposites , 
or two or more of these.  G. Vlastos ( 1 950) sought to save 
universal mixture by introducing the idea of "powers" that 
are potential ly everything that can come into existence 
from a given substance. 

�f any of these interpretations are of considerable in
genuity and elegance. The difficulty in all of them, which 
is usually admitted to a greater or lesser degree by those 
who put them forward, is that they involve either complete 
rejection of, or at the very least radical surgery upon , the 
interpretation provided by  Ari stotle ,  Theophrastus, and 
S implicius ;  positive evidence for their support either in 
the fragments or elsewhere is almost completely lacking. It 
is for these reasons that the Aristotelian interpretation is 
here regarded as more likely to be correct. 

In addition to his general view of the structure of matter, 
Anaxagoras is credited with a number of special doctrines 
of considerable interest. The process of separation was 
begun by �f ind (fr. 13) . While 11ind is not mixed in all 
th ings by universal mixture,  it is somehow in  contact with , 
if not present in ,  all things (fr. 14) .  I t  is itself materi al ,  
although i t  i s  extremely fine  and pure; i t  has knowledge of 
everything and controls all th ings that have life (fr. 1 2 ). It 
was responsible for the initial rotation of the mixture 
and its progressive acceleration. And yet, once initiated, 
the rotation acts mechanical ly. In a famous passage in the Phaedo (97c ff. ) Plato makes Socrates express his disap
pointment that Anaxagoras made no direct use of Mind as 
an explanation of motion in the phenomenal world. Frag
ment 4 refers to other civil izations "just as we have here," 
and Simplicius saw that Anaxagoras is hinting at some 
world other than ours .  S implicius was satisfied that th is  
was not in the past. He  may have had in mind a peri shing 
of our world, to be fol lowed by a subsequent world ac
cording to a cyclical pattern. B ut more probably he is re
ferring to the present, and to other parts of our one world, 
although it is possible that he envisaged a plural i ty of 
contemporary worlds. Anaxagoras thought of the earth as 



flat and supported by air. The moon derives its light from 
the sun;  yet sun, moon, and stars alike are red-hot stones , 
and the sun i s  larger than the Peloponnese. H e  may have 
been converted to th is  view by the fall of a meteorite at 
Aegospotamos in 468 B.C.  It was clearly this view of the 
heavenly bodies that played a large part in his condemna
tion for impiety. Sensation, he supposed, contrary to Em
pedocles' view, took place by opposites, since l ike is not 
affected by like. Everything is in us already (no doubt by 
the basic constitution of the matter in us) .  We know cold, 
for example, by the warm in us, whereas we do not feel  a 
temperature identical to our own. 
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G. B .  KERFERD 

ANAX IM A N D E R is the first Greek scientist and phi los
opher whose thought is known to us in any detai l. He was 
born in Mi letus c. 6 10  B.C. and died shortly after 546 B.C.  
He was thus in his twentie� in 585 B.C. ,  the year of the 
famous solar eclipse that Thales is said to have predicted. 
According to the ancient tradi tion, Anaximander was the 
"pupi l and successor of Thales"; but in view of our igno
rance of Thales' real achievements , it  is perhaps Anaxi
mander who should be considered the founder of Greek 
astronomy and natural phi losophy. Nothing is known of his 
l ife except an unverifiable report that he led a Mi lesian 
colony to Apollonia, on the B lack Sea. His lifetime corre
sponds with the great age of Miletus, when it was the 
richest and most powerful Greek city in Asia Minor. 

His  scie�tific ach ievements are said to include the first 
Greek world map, the first Greek star map or celestial 
globe, and the invention, or rather adaptation, of the gno
mon (the vertical pointer of a sundial) for use in measuring 
the hours of the day and annual variati ons in the course of 
the sun. According to Pliny, he also traced the sun's annual 
path in  the ecliptic and noted i ts inclination with regard to 
the celestial ax is. This last di scovery may real ly belong to a 
later age, but there is no doubt that Anaximander con
ceived (and almost certainly constructed) a spherical 
model for the heavens,  in the center of which was placed 
the earth, as a disk or cylinder whose height was one-third 
its diameter. The ratio 1 :3 seems also to have been used in 
the spacing of the celestial circles or rings assigned to 
s tars , moon, and sun: the conjectural sizes for these rings 
are 9, 18 ,  and 27 earth diameters, respectively. (His strange 
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error in assigning the lowest circle to the stars is unex
plained. There is ,  unfortunately, no evidence to support 
B urnet's attractive suggestion that th is circle corresponds 
not to the fixed stars but to bright planets such as Venus. If 
we could accept this, the fixed stars might then be assigned 
to their natural place at the periphery of the celestial 
sphere.) 

Anaximander i s  thus the author of the first geometrical 
model of the universe, a model characterized not by 
vagueness and mystery but by visual clarity and rational 
proportion, and hence radically different in kind from all 
known "cosmologies" of earlier literature and myth. The 
highly rational character of the scheme (despite its factual 
errors ) is best indicated by Anaximander's explanation of 
the earth 's stable position in the center: it remains at rest 
because of its equal distance from all points of the celestial 
circumference, having no reason to move in one direction 
rather than in another. This argument from symmetry 
contrasts not only with all mythic views but also with the 
doctrine ascribed to Thales :  that the earth floats on water. 
Here Anaximander is clearly the precursor of the mathe
matical approach to astronomy developed later by the 
Pythagoreans, Eudoxus,  and Ari starchus. 

The book of Anaximander, quoted later under the stand
ard title On the Nature of Things (peri physeos), seems to 
have contained a description of his map and celestial 
model, as well as an account of how the natural  world 
functions and how it reached its present form. Beginning 
from a first principle called the Boundless or Infinite (to 
apeiron: see below), he describes how "something capable 
of generating Hot and Cold was separated off . . . and a 
sphere of fire from this source grew around the air in the 
region of earth like bark around a tree. When this sphere 
was torn off and enclosed in certain rings , the sun and 
moon and stars came into exi stence" (Diels-Kranz, 12 A 
10) .  These heaven ly bodies are "wheel-like, compressed 
masses of air fi lled with fire, which exhale flames from an 
orifice at one point" (Diel s-Kranz, 12 A 17a). Eclipses and 
lu nar phases are explained by obstruction of the orifices. 
The sea is what remains of the primeval moisture, the rest 
having been evaporated as air or dried up by the celestial 
fire to form the earth. Land, sea, air, and heavens are thus  
all  explained by a continual process of separating off from 
the primeval pair of Hot (dry) and Cold (wet). \Vind, rain, 
lightning, thunder, and related phenomena are explained 
by the interaction of these elemental principles (water, air, 
fire) and opposite powers (hot, cold; dry, moist; th ick, thin; 
light, dark). The origin of living th ings is explained as part 
of the same process :  they arose as aquatic beings in mois
ture and later transferred to dry land. The first examples of 
each species developed to maturity within a protective 
membrane. In an interesting anticipation of modern ideas, 
Anaximander remarked that the fi rst human beings could 
never have survived as helpless infants, but must have 
been born "from living things of another kind, si nce the 
other animals are quickly able to look for their own food, 
while only man requires prolonged nursing" (Diels-Kranz, 
12 A 10). 

The one quotation from Anaximander's book that seems 
to have been preserved in very nearly the original wording 
is his famous statement on cosmic justice :  "Out of those 
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things whence i s  the generation of exi sting thi ngs , into 
them also does their destruction take place, as is right and 
due: for they make retribution and pay the penal ty to one 
another for their offense [or "injustice," adikia] , accord
ing to the ordering of time. "  The interpretation of thi s  
oldest surviving philosophic text has been a subject of 
much controversy. The earl ier commentators (including 
:'.\'ietzsche)  interpreted the "injustice" as the separation of 
individual things from their infinite source and saw the 
e,·entual reabsorption of all things back into the apeiron as 
their only fitting atonement. This fai ls to explain how the 
things that perish can pay the penalty to one another, or 
why the source of generation is referred to in the plural. I t  
i s  now general ly agreed that offense and compensation 
must both refer to the strife of opposing principles ( such as 
the hot and cold), and that the "ordering of time" stands 
primari ly for periodic regularity in the dai ly  and seasonal 
variation of heat, moisture, daylight, and the l ike. Whether 
there is also a reference here to a larger cycle in which the 
cosmos i tself would perish into i ts source is more doubtful. 

Anaximander's fame rests chiefly on h i s  doctrine of 
the Boundless as the arche, the starting point  and origin of 
the cosmic process. For h im, the term apeiron meant "un
traversable" or "l imitless" rather than "infinite" in any pre
cise mathematical sense. He described this principle ,vith 
the Homeric epithets for divin i ty, cal l ing it "ageless and im
mortal," and probably even "the divine" ( to theion). This 
apeiron surrounds and embraces all things and apparently 
"steers" or governs them as wel l. It seems to have been 
concei,·ed as ungenerated as well as imperishable ,  and 
thus contrasts in e,·ery respect with the l im ited, peri shable 
world i t  engenders. Our sources refer to "worlds" (kosmoi) 
in the plural ;  a succession rather than a s imultaneous plu
ral i ty of v,;orlds seems to be meant. The Boundless tran
scends this process  of world creation, circumscrib ing each 
individual ,..,·orld in space , outlasting all of them in time, 
and providing the inexhaustible material source, the eter
nal motive power, the vital energy, and (presumably) the 
geometrical form and cyclical regularity for the cosmic 
process as a whole. In  its archaic complexity, the apeiron is 
thus both a phys ical and a metaphys ical or theological 
concept, and points the way not only to the infinite void of 
the atomists but also to the cosmic dei ty of Xenophanes, 
Aristotle ,  and the S toics. 
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C HARLES H. K.AH� 

A N  AXll\I E N E S ,  the third and last member (the others 
were Thal es and Anaximander) of what is traditional ly  
cal led the �hl esian school of  natural phi losophers (phy
siologoi). The date of h i s  death is estimated 52.8/52.6 B.C.;  it 
is probable  that he "flourished" about 545 B.C. Although we 
know little about his l i fe and work, fragments of ancient 
testimony credit him with studies under his older contem
porary, Anaximander; with the writing of a book in "simpl e 
Ionic"; and with the doctrine that air i s  the underl);ng 
principle of the universe, changes in physical state being 
the result  of its conden sation and rarefaction . I t  i s  l ikely 
that Aristotl e read Anaximenes' book and that Theophras
tus had access to it. Several of the doxographers (,.\etius, 
H ippolytus ,  Diogenes Laertius)  may have read later Hel
lenistic versions of the work. 

On the s trength of ancient testimony, h istorians of phi
losophy after Ari stotl e regarded Anaximenes' doctrine as a 
contribution to the �f i les ian debates on .:\'ature. They 
assumed that from Thal es to Anaximenes there was a con
tinuous development in physical thought, and they insi sted 
that this  development was intel l igible only in tem1s of 
the supposedly unique problem of the period: the birth 
and structure of the physical world.  On th i s  interpretation, 
Anaximenes' air was taken to be an arche, and his conden
sation - rarefaction doctrine was construed as a theory 
about physical transformations. The physical system re
con structed along these l ines  was then u sual ly shown to 
be, in comparison with that of Anaximander, not as cogent :  
and whatever could not be accommodated within such a 
reconstruction was relegated to Anaximenes' "retrogres
sive astronomy. "  

Recent studies i n  mythical and early cosmogonic dis
course (Hesiod ) perhaps call for some revi sion of the tra
ditional estimate. At a time when mechanical change and 
biological growth had not yet been distin guished from 
each other, when physical pem1anence was regarded as 
incomprehensible apart from "justice" between the war
ring Opposites, when inan imate continui ty was mistaken 
for an imal kinship, when experience was pem1itted only to 
i l lustrate but ne,·er to refute supposed insight, when 
meteorology served as the foundation for astrophysics
several of Anaximenes' ideas were pioneering. A sche
matic reconstruction of some of these ideas follows. 

The fundamental and most pervasive thing in the world 
is air (aer), according to Anaximenes. Air i s  infinitely vast 
in e>..i:ent but perfectly determinate in character: I t  is ordi
nary atmospheric air, invisible where most e,·en in con
si stency, visible through the Hot and Cold and Damp and 
motion. It is from air that all the things that exi st, have 
exi sted, or will exi st come into being. Thi s  appl ies to gods 
and divine things and also to the rest of the world, in-



asmuch as the world i s  compounded ou t of the offspring of 
air. On th i s  account, Anaximenes suggests, the primordial 
air is continual ly  in motion, and th is motion is the cause of 
al ternating physical states .  Condensation and rarefaction 
are the key manifestation s of changing air: rarefied air 
generates fire; condensed air creates winds; condensed 
winds,  clouds; condensed clouds, water; condensed water, 
earth ; earth , stones and the rest of the world. 

Throughout the process of cosmic change, the Hot and 
th e Cold are dominant states of physical activity, but in no 
way are they forces distinct from air. They never come out 
of air by "separating off" (ekkrisis); rather, they are "attri
butes" of air when i t  condenses through "felting" or is 
rarefied through "loosening up. " 

From the genes is  of the universe at large, Anaximenes 
moves to the description of th e shape of the Earth and of 
the visible sky. The Earth , according to him, is broad, Rat, 
and shal low-tablelike. All the heavenly bodies are fires in 
the sky, cau sed by the moist exhalations of the Earth. The 
heaven ly bodies are nailed on a hemispherical diaphanous 
membrane and move around the Earth l ike a cap that can 
be turned around one's head, and not under the Earth .  The 
stars do not produce any sensibl e heat because of their 
distance. When the sun, moon , and stars disappear, they 
are hidden by the distant elevations of the Earth . The stars 
may also be l ikened to fiery leaves floating on the air. 

Clouds, rain, hai l ,  and snow-all these phenomena, too, 
are caused by condensed air. And the same is true of the 
violent breaks of the clouds that produce l ightning and 
thunder. 

With the elements of h is  cosmology worked out, Anaxi
menes seems to need a general natural law guaranteeing 
the regularity of the world. He observes that as our souls ,  
being ai r {according to an ancient tradition), hold us  to
gether, so does the cosmic Air hold the world together by 
enclosing it. Presumably what Anaximenes meant by this 
was that the regularity of an animated world i s  rel iabl e and 
intelligible, as is the regulari ty of an animated body, a 
body that i s  organically  self-regu lative and autonomous-a 
microcosm. For Anaximenes, lawl ike regularities were 
inconceivable without access to the idea of cause. The 
notion of physical constraint was accordingly effected 
through containment. The divine Air, by encasing the 
world, successfully regulates it. Bibliography 
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ETHICS, HISTORY OF; LOGIC, HISTORY OF; �I ETAPHYSICS, 
HISTORY OF; SE�IA.'ITICS, HISTORY OF. See al so articles on 
CATEGORIES ; EMANATI0:\1S}.l;  GREEK DRAMA; UNIVER
SALS, PROBLEMS OF. 

See Ancient Philosophy in Index for articl es on figures 
important to ancient phil osophy. 

A N D E R S O N ,  J O H N  ( 1893- 1962 ), Scottish-born Aus
tral ian phil osopher, was the son of a pol i tical ly  radical 
headmaster. Born at Stonehouse, Lanarkshire, and edu
cated at Hamilton Academy and at the University of Glas
gow, which he entered in 19 1 1 ,  he was at first principal ly 
in terested in mathematics and phys ics; he turned to phi
losophy partly under the influence of his brother William, 
then a lecturer at Glasgow and later professor of phi loso
phy at Auckland University Col lege, :,,.;ew Zealand. An
derson graduated �LA.  in 19 17, with first-class hon ors both 
in the school of philosophy and in the school of mathe
matics and natural philosophy (physics). He lectured at 
Cardiff ( 19 18- 19 19), Glasgow ( 1919 - 1920), and Edin
burgh ( 1920 - 1927) before accepting an appointment in 
1927 as professor of philosophy at the Un iversity of Syd-
ney, Australia. He remained there, except for a visit to 
Scotland and the Uni ted States in 1938, until his  reti re
ment in 195b. He had almost no personal contact with 
philosophers in England, a country he regarded with the 
suspicion characteri stic of a Scottish radical. 

Anderson 's career as a professor was an unusually 
stormy one. He attacked whatever he took to encou rage an 
attitude of servi l i ty-and this incl uded such diversi fied 
enemies as Christian ity, social welfare work, professional 
patrioti sm, censorship, educational reform of a util itarian 
sort, and commu nism. For a time he was closely associated 
with the Communist party, seeing in it the party of inde
pendence and enterprise, but he broke with it in the early 
1930s. His  passionate concern for independence and his 
rejection of any theory of "natural subordination" were 
characteristic of his whole outlook-pol itical , logical, 
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metaphys ical , ethical , and scientific. Attempts were made 
to si lence him and even to remove him from his profes
sorship; he was subjected to legis lative censure and cleri
cal condemnation. In the debates that these attacks pro
voked, he spoke out forcibly and fearl essly in defense of 
free speech and un iversity autonomy. 

Metaphysics and epistemology. Anderson was trained at 
Glasgow as an Absolute Ideali st. However, he soon aban
doned Ideal ism, influenced by Wil l iam James, whom he 
studied very closely, G. E. �1oore, Bertrand Russel l ,  the 
American "new real ists," and, most signi ficantly, Samuel 
Alexander, whose Gifford lectures on Space, Time and 
Deity he attended in Glasgow in 1 9 16 - 19 18. J ames and 
Alexander taught him that it was possible to reject abso
lute ideal ism without, l ike Russel l, reverting to a modified 
version of traditional Briti sh empiricism. Anderson set out 
to show that continuity, stressed by absolute ideal ists, and 
di stinction, stressed by empiricists , are equal ly real and 
equally involved in every experience. In experience, he 
argued, we encounter neither an undifferentiated con
tinuum nor isolated sense data; our experience is of com
plex states of affairs ,  or "propos itions ," understood not as 
sentences, but as what true utterances assert to be the 
case. These propositions do not mediate between our
se lves and real ity; to take that view, Anderson argued, is to 
leave us in a state of invincible ignorance about th is sup
posed "reality. " To be real simply is to be "propositional ," 
that i s ,  to be a th ing of a certain description, or ,  in Ander
son's view, a complex of activities in  a spatiotemporal 
region. 

Unl ike many of his  Briti sh contemporari es, Anderson 
was by no means opposed to the use of phi losophical 
label s ;  he was prepared to describe himself as an empiri
cist, a realis t, a plurali st, a determinis t, a material i st, or a 
positivist-but always in a somewhat individual sense. For 
example ,  although he insisted that he was an empirici st, 
he rejected what is usual ly  taken to be the most character
istic doctrine of empiricism-that our experience i s  of 
"impress ions" or "sense data. " For Anderson, empiricism 
consi sted in the rejection of the view that there is anyth ing 
"higher" or "lower" than complex states of affairs as we 
encounter them in everyday experience ; he rejected ul ti
mates of every sort, whether in the form of ultimate 
wholes, l ike Bradley's Absolute, or ultimate units, such as 
"sense data" or "atomic propositions." 

S imilarly, although he agreed with positivi sts in  their 
opposition to metaphysics, when it i s  understood as the 
revelation of realities "beyond facts ," he shared neither 
the pos itivist hosti l ity to traditional philosophy as such, 
nor its conception of experience as consisting in "having 
sensations," nor its interpretation of  logic and mathematics 
as calcul i. He was a real ist, insofar as he argued that what 
we perceive exists independentl y of our perceiving it; but 
he forcibly criticized the phenomenal ism characteristic of 
so many twentieth-century real i sts . He described himself 
as a pluralist, but whereas classical plural ism had defended 
the thes is that there i s  a plural ity of ultimate simples,  
everything, for Anderson , is complex. No state of affairs is 
analyzable into just so many ingredients-whether in the 
form of sense data or of abstract qualities .  Plural ities, in 
his  view, con sist of plural ities, not of simples .  For the 
same reason he was not a determinist in the class ical 

sense, because for him no description of a situation was 
ever complete ; his  determinism consisted only in h is  
holding that there are sufficient and neces sary conditions 
for the occurrence of any state of affairs. Finally, his ma
terialism did not incorporate the classical conception of 
matter; what is essential to his  view is the idea that every 
state of affairs is de scribable in terms of physical laws
which does not exclude its also being describable in terms 
of biological , psychological ,  or sociological laws. 

The arguments by which Anderson attempted to estab
l i sh his  philosophical conclusions were manifold and di
verse. What was perhaps his fundamental argument can be 
put thus : As soon as we try to describe "ul timate" entities 
or offer any account of their relation to those "contingent" 
entities whose existence and behavior they are supposed 
to explain, we find ourselves obl iged, by the very nature of 
the case, to treat the alleged "ultimates " as possessing 
such-and-such properties as a "mere matter-of-fact. " The 
metaphysician either sees his  ultimate entities vanish into 
emptiness-l ike Locke's "substance"-or else he is forced 
to admit that they exhibit precisely the l ogical characteri s
tics which were supposed to indicate that a th i ng is not 
ul timate. 

The emptiness of ultimates, Anderson thought, is often 
disguised by the fact that they are defined in wholly rela
tional terms-as when, for example, substance is defined 
as "that which underl ies qual ities," or a sense datum as 
"that which is an object of immediate perception . "  Ander
son attacked this procedure as "relativi sm," that is ,  as the 
attempt to think of an entity or a qual i ty as being wholly 
constituted by its relation to something else.  To be related, 
Anderson argued, an entity must be qualitatively describ
able; relational definitions , it follows , cannot be used to 
avoid the conclusion that the "ultimate," if it exi sts at al l ,  
must itself be a thing of a certain description. According 
to Anderson, every state of affairs is "u ltimate ," in the sense 
that it is something we have to take account of; but i t  is 
contingent, too , in the sense that there are circumstances 
in which it might not have come about. There is nothing 
whose nature is such that it must exist, but there i s  noth ing, 
either, whose nature is exhausted by its re lation to other 
states of affairs. 

Particu larly in Anderson's lectures, through which his  
influence has been mainly exerted, such general cons id
erations were supported by detailed analyses of specific 
philosophical theories. Although he was not, in a profes
s ional sense, a scholar, it was his  habit both to develop his  
own views by way of a criticism of his  predecessors and 
al so to ascribe to those predeces sors-especial ly perhaps 
to Heraclitus and to the Plato of the later dialogues-the 
views that he took to be correct. 

Logic and mathematics. Anderson's approach to philos
ophy was in some respects formal. He agreed with the 
Russell of Our Knowledge of the External World that logic 
is the essence of philosophy- if by this is meant that phil
osophical problems are to be settl ed by an analysis of 
propos itions. But despite strong mathematical interests , he 
was only to a very l im ited degree influenced by Russel l 's 
mathematica l logic. H e  worked out, and defended against 
Russell 's critici sms, a reformulated version of the tradi
tional formal logic, which he tried to show had a much 
greater range and power than its critics would allow to it. 



H e  related logic very cl osely to discussion : the conception 
of an "issue," of what is before a group for consideration, 
bulks very large in h i s  logic. The i ssue, he thought, is 
always whether some kind of thing i s  of a certain descrip
tion, and discussion consists in drawing attention to con
nections between such descriptions. Unless these connec
tions actual ly hold,  discussion falsifies unless it is actually 
the case, for example ,  that what one person brings forward 
as an objection is l ogical ly inconsistent with what another 
person has said.  To point to logical relations, Ander
son concluded, is to assert that something is the case, 
just as much as to draw attention to any other sort of re
lation . 

H e  took a similar stand concerning mathematics,  which, 
he argued, can be appl ied to the world only in virtue of the 
fact that it describes that world. "Appl ication," in Ander
son's view, consi sts in drawing conclusions from what is 
being applied. If mathematics offered no description of the 
world, no application of it could describe the world.  

H e  did not, however, agree with John Stuart Mill  that 
mathematical proposition s are "inductions from experi
ence ." He was a vigorous critic of induction. If, as tradi
tional empiricists had assumed, all our experience is of 
"pure particulars," then, according to Anderson we would 
not have the sl ightest ground for believing in-we could 
not even conceive the possibil ity of-general connections. 
But, in fact, the least we can be acquainted with is not a 
bare particular but a particular state of affairs ;  from the 
very beginning, generality is an ingredient of our experi
ence. We can recogn ize directly that, say, fire bums, al
though we can be mistaken in th is as in any other of our 
bel iefs ;  for to "recognize" is nothing more or less than to 
hold a belief. 

Aesthetics, ethics, and political philosophy. Although 
even in his aesthetic, ethical , and pol itical writings, An
derson was constantly conce;ned to make formal points
as, for example, that the definition of good as "that whose 
nature it is to be an end" exhibits the vice of "relativ
ism" -yet he was also a good deal influenced by, and 
deeply concerned with , the issues raised by economists 
l ike Marshal l ,  social theori sts l ike Marx and Georges Sorel, 
critics l ike Matthew Arnold, psychologists l ike Freud, 
novel ists l ike Joyce and Dostoevsky. His aesthetic, ethical, 
and political writings conjoin the logical and the concrete; 
in virtue of this fact he has influenced many Austral
ian intellectuals who would not accept his formal analyses. 

In his aesthetics, Anderson argued that the beauty of 
works of art is independent of the observer; and similarly 
in ethics, that acts are good or bad in themselves. He was 
influenced by Moore's Principia Ethica but critical of 
Moore 's attempt to treat "good" as being a simple and 
indefinable qual ity and at the same time to define it as 
"that which ought to be," and thu s a quality. Anderson 
took "good" to be a predicate of certain forms of mental 
activity-the spirit of inquiry, love, courage, arti stic crea
tion , and appreciation-and tried to work out a theory of 
the connection and distinction between these different 
forms of activity. 

In his  pol itical theory, Anderson attacked, on the one 
hand, the view that human society has a single "good" to 
which all activity ought to be subordinated, and, on the 
other hand, the doctrine that it is a set of contractual rela-
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tions between individuals. Society, as he saw it, is a com
plex of complex institutions, of which the state is only one. 
A community flourishes when this  fact is fully realized, 
when no attempt is made to enforce uniformity upon these 
diverse competing and cooperating types of institutions. 
The attempt to achieve absolute security by social plan
ning, Anderson held, is doomed to failure and is stultifying 
in its effects in society. 

Influence. Anderson's ideas were presented in a series 
of articles, mainly in the Australasian journal of Philosophy, and in his influential lectures at the University of 
Sydney, where he founded what has been described as 
"the only indigenous school of philosophy in Austral ia." 
Among those philosophers who have, in varying degrees, 
felt his influence, the best known are D. M.  Armstrong, 
A. J .  Baker, Eugene Kamenka, J .  L. Mackie, P. H .  Partridge, 
and J .  A. Passmore. Bibliography 
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JOHN PASSMORE 

A N D O  S H O E K I ,  a critical thinker in the Tokugawa 
period of Japan. All that is known of his l ife is that he was 
born in Akita toward the end of the seventeenth century 
and died in the second half of the eighteenth century, that 
his  profession was medicine, and that he went to Nagasaki, 
the first Japanese port to receive Western trade, where he 
learned about conditions in foreign countries. He is de
scribed as a man of stern character who in his teaching 
never quoted, except to criticize, the Chinese classical 
books , meaning that he fol lowed only his own ideas, a very 
unorthodox way of teaching for Tokugawa Confucianists. 
Very fond of the peasant class, he insisted that his pupils, 
and he had very few, should do manual work to be in 
contact with nature, the greatest master of all. Until re
cently he was virtual ly unknown, because of his noncon
formist ideas, although nowadays he is overpraised. His 
manuscripts were found only in  1889, and only in part. 
They were publ ished with difficulty. The better-known are Shizen shin-eido ("The Way and Activity of Nature," 
written in 1755) and Toda shinden ("A True Account of the 
Rul ing of the Way"). They are the most devastating cri
tique ever made of Tokugawa society and of every kind of 
Japanese ideology. 

Ando's iconoclasm was directed first of all against Shin
toism and Buddhism. He sharply attacked Shinto mythol
ogy and Prince Shotoku (574 - 622) for his role in spreading 
Buddhism. Other rulers, too, and priests of all sects came 
under his critical scrutiny, which is too negative. Nor had 
he a better appreciation of the different schools of Confu
cianism, for he accused them of perverting the teaching of 
the old sages in their interpretation of nature. 
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Nature for Ando is  an  eternal ki, or material energy, in  
perpetual motion. Nature i s  not to  be  conqu ered but to  be 
known; and in following nature man attains the ideal. 
More positive were his ideas about society; he was the 
only genuine equalitarian of Tokugawa Japan, arguing 
against the evil s of a system which oppressed the peasant. 
He cannot be considered completely iconoclastic, since he 
was not against authority as such , nor was he an atheist, 
and even his al leged materialism has to be qual i fied. Bibliography 
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GINO K.  PIOVESANA, S .J .  

A N I M A L  S O U L .  The debates which have surrounded 
the animal soul or m ind have been sensitive i ndicators of a 
number of fundamental is sues i n  modern philosophy and 
science: the im material i ty of the human mind, the immor
tal ity of the soul ,  the existence of other minds, and the 
bas is  of free will and responsibil i ty. These debates have 
also been persistent sym ptoms of dissati sfaction with the 
mechanistic paradigm of explanation of seventeenth-cen
tu ry science as appl ied to biological and psychological 
phenomena. The theory of evolution, the methods of m od
ern psychology, and the emergence of cybernetics have 
forced us  to look aga in  at the metaphysical foundations of 
modern science and to assess their adequacy for under
standing adaptive systems ,  whether they be machines,  
an imals,  men, or all  three at once. 

The concept of the animal soul did not give rise to any 
serious problems until the seventeenth century, when 
Cartesian dual ism brought out dist inctions which had been 
latent in the dominant Aristotelian tradition. Aristotle had 
postu lated gradations from inert,  i nanimate matter to 
plants, which had the additional functions of nourishment 
and reproduction, to animals, which were also endowed 
with sensation, motion, and all degrees of mental functions 
except reason : he reserved reason for man. Aristotle's 
general analysis of causation, which included final causes 
along with material ,  efficient, and formal causes, precluded 
a sharp discontinuity between physical and mental fu nc
tions. 

DESC ARTE S AND THE ANIMAL-MACHINE 

Descartes's doctrine that animals are pure machines, 
while men are machines with m inds, was in  part a com
promise between his scienti fic a ims and his voluntari stic, 
Christian view of man. If biological phenomena could be 
included in the domain of his universal phys ics, then the 
boundary wou ld  no longer lie between inanimate and 
animate beings ; physics would include all of natu re except 
the mind of man. Harvey's discovery of the circulat ion of 
the blood encouraged Descartes to attempt a general 
mechan istic physiology in hydraul ic terms. Descartes 
argued that most human motions do not depend on the 
mind and gave examples of phys iological fu nctions (such 

as digestion), reactions (such as blinking), and feelings 
(such as passions) which occur i ndependently of the will .  
In man, however, the mind could also direct the course of 
the fluid ("animal spirits") which control s movements. 

H owever, to attribute minds to animals  would threaten 
tradit ional rel igious bel iefs, si nce the psychological con
cept of mind was conflated with the theological concept of 
soul. Descartes argued that it would be impious  to imagine 
that animals have souls of the same order as men and that 
man has nothing more to hope for in  the afterl ife than flies 
and ants have. Similarly, God could not allow sinless crea
tures to suffer; without soul s,  animals would not suffer, 
and man would be absolved from guilt  for exploiting, kill
ing and eating them. But he considered the most important 
reason for denying souls to animals to be their failure "to 
indicate either by voice or signs that which could be ac
counted for solely by thought and not by natural impulse" 
(letter to Henry M ore, February 1649) .  Thus, the use of 
language became the criterion of thought-"the true 
difference between man and beast. " Thi s  argument has 
been accepted in  much of the subsequent debate , and 
discu ssion has centered on the characteristics of a "true 
language. " 

It has often been suggested that Descartes was not con
si stent because occasionally he did ascribe mental fu nc
tions to animal s-sensation, imagination, passions, mem
ory. Although some passages support th is view, it seem s 
clear that he attempted to maintain a rigid dual ism by 
granting these functions  to animals yet insisting that they 
were purely corporeal , while in man alone they had a 
mental counterpart; for in stance, man had both corporeal 
and mental perceptions, and the dual i sm of mind and 
matter extended into his account of feelings. I f  attention i s  
confined to  the animal-machine hypothesis, it  might there
fore appear that there is l i ttle to choose between the Car
tes ian account  and the views of his opponents, who did 
attribute mental functions to animals. The very extensive 
literature on the animal soul controversy lends support to 
this contention. However, the debate was not primarily 
about what animals could do but about the impl ications for 
man of various interpretations of their behavior. M ore 
general ly, it  concerned the adequacy of mechanistic ex
planation to accou nt for biological and psychological phe
nomena. 

Descartes excluded explanation by purpose (the "fi nal 
causes" of the Aristotelian tradition) from physics and from 
biology. Yet mechanistic explantion was remarkably un
successful in  accounting for biological phenomena without 
making some impl icit  or expl icit appeal to concepts de
rived from mental i ntention or without postulating some 
intermediate substance or special vital force. The discon
t inuity in Cartesian metaphysics represented, then, a high
ly unstable compromi se. The appl ication of mechanism to 
animal s  and to the human body had cons iderable uti l i ty as 
an alternative to animistic explanation in phys iology, but 
the demands of fu nctional explanation in biology made it 
ul timately untenable. Science, the analogy between ani
mal s and men, and common sense cal led for a continuity 
which metaphysics and theology denied. 

Reactions to Descartes. Descartes's analysis put the 
issues so starkly that there has been no peace since. Ad
herence to the animal-machine doctrine became the cru-



cial test of loyalty to Cartesianism, and no anti-Cartesian 
held it. As the subsequent debate showed, Descartes was 
in grave danger of proving too much. If one could not i nfer 
the existence of minds in  animal s from their behavior, then 
how could the possession of minds by other men be in
ferred from their behavior? The analogy could just as well 
be extended to man's mind as to his body, God being ca
pable of contriving both human and animal automata. 
Conversely, to ascribe thought to animals involved grant
ing them immortal sou ls ,  since Descartes considered men
tal substances to be i ndivisible. The extremes of universal 
mechanism and universal spiritual i sm were the obvious 
alternatives to a radical distinction between man and ani
mals ,  and both were theologically unacceptable. 

Descartes's most formidable opponents in  the seven
teenth century were the Peripatetics, who explained ani
mal behavior by reverting to a version of the Aristotelian 
view and postulated a third substance intermediate be
tween matter and mind .  Animal s  were said to possess a 
"substantial form," a sens itive soul endowed with all men
tal attributes except reflection, reason, and wi l l .  The Peri
patetics were more successful in criticizing Descartes than 
in gaining general acceptance for their own doctrine. A 
simpler solution was to accord sensation and an inferior 
degree of reason to animals but to deny them an immortal 
soul. Thi s  approach was favored by natural i sts, who were 
most struck by the capacities of animal s and less con
cerned with the subtl eties of metaphysics. If one com
bined an appreciation of the compl icated behavioral ca
pacities of animal s with a bel ief in the principle of the 
continuity of nature ("Nature makes no leaps"), different 
degrees of mental ity could be ascribed to creatures at 
different level s of the "scale of beings. " 

Late in  that century, Leibniz elaborated a phil osophy 
based on the principle of con'tinuity, but he retained d i s
tinct level s of mental ity in  his  classification of monads. 
Animal s  were denied self-consciousness and the power to 
recognize eternal truths,  which were defining attributes of 
the soul s of men. I n  the eighteenth century the principle 
of continuity was appl ied much more rigorously. If all 
possible gradations in the scale of beings were real ized, no 
qualitati ve distinctions could be upheld, and no sharp 
demarcation would be tenable. I ndeed, some extended 
mental continuity below animal s and concerned them
selves with the sensations, wishes, and l oves of plants; 
matter alone·was held to be completely insensitive. 

Throughout the debate , continuity was opposed by 
expl icit or implicit appeal to separate mental faculties or 
powers. The issue became one of deciding which faculties 
belonged to man alone. The less sure man felt about his  
dignity and the power of his reason, the more he accepted 
the continuity between man and animals ;  and the more 
seriously one took biological continuity, the less one could 
appeal to the clear demarcations on which a "faculty 
psychology" depends. It foll owed that man differed only i n  
degree from the nearest subhuman species, and a height
ened interest in apes and savage tribes reflected this im
plication. All that was left in doubt was the amount of 
difference and the means of determining it. 

In  the early eighteenth century the Cartesian doctrine of 
the animal-machine was waning, and by 1730 most partic
ipants in the debate granted some measure of mental ity to 
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animal s, al though their reasons vari ed. The whole contro
versy was reduced to absurdity in 1 739, when a J esuit, 
Father Bougeant, wrote a very tel l i ng criticism of the Car
tesian doctrine and the prevail ing alternatives. He con
cluded that the only solution which would not threaten 
reli gion was to grant sou l s  to animal s but to consider these 
the souls of demons or fal len angel s inhabi ting animal 
bodies as a punishment. His  position al lowed him to con
cede reason and a true language to beasts and neatl y to 
ju stify their suffering. H i s  order rewarded his ironical wit 
by applying stern discipl i nary measures. 

SENSATIONALISM AND THE l\lAN-1\IACHINE 
The most influential al ternatives to the Cartesian view in 

the emergence of modem animal psychol ogy arose from 
the philosophy of Locke and the associationist psychology 
of Hartl ey and Condil lac. Sensational ist psychol ogy did 
not reject dual i sm, but it fragmented the Cartesian i ndivis
ible thinki ng substance, thereby al lowing continuous 
degrees of i ntell igence at various l evel s of the scale of 
beings. Locke's psychological remarks were incidental to 
his preoccupation with epi stemology; in his partial rejec
tion of the Cartesian theory of knowledge he postu lated 
two sources of ideas :  sensati on and reflection. However, 
hi s i nfluence has derived primari ly from his sensational i sm 
and his divi sion of knowledge into sensory units ,  as con
ceived by analogy from the atoms or corpuscl es of the 
mechanical philosophy: complex ideas are bui lt up from 
simple ones. By distinguishing ideas of sensation and 
ideas of reflection, Locke was abl e to demarcate man from 
animal s :  animal s had particular sensory ideas and a degree 
of reason but no general ideas or powers of abstraction and 
consequently no language for their express ion. Condil lac 
devel oped Locke 's  psychology and made it consi stentl y 
sensati onal ist by rejecting ideas of reflection and conclud
ing that al l faculties and contents of the mind ari se from 
sensations and their transformations. Although this elimi
nated the basis for a clear demarcati on between the minds 
of men and those of animal s, Condil lac attributed the infe
rior minds of animals to inferior sense organs. 

Hartley's systematic physiological psychology was based 
on the two pri nciples of mental association (derived from 
Locke) and paral lel physical vibrations in the brains and 
nerves of men and animal s (suggested by speculations of 
Newton). This was the effective beginning of the "associa
tion psychology," according to which all complex mental 
and behavioral phenomena are analyzabl e i nto sensati ons, 
and the larger elements are built up by habit or repetiti on. 
The effect of Hartl ey's argument was to di sti nguish men 
from animal s only by degrees : the laws of vibration and 
association appl ied to both, but animals had comparatively 
restricted experiences; because their brains were smaller 
and less  organized, they lacked language and symbol s and 
rel ied more heavily on instincts. Hartley argued that what 
was learned through studying man could be appl ied analog
ical ly to animals, and conversely. 

The complete correlation of mind with material corpus
cles impl ied mental determinism, and Hartl ey accepted 
this  consequence : "the mechani sm or necessity of human 
actions, in opposition to what is general ly termed free
wil l"  (Observations on Man, His Frame, His Duty, and His 
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Expecta tions. London. 17  49, \'ol . I .  p .  500). and. i n  so 
doing, abandoned one h istorica l ly  important support for 
Cartes ian dual ism. The end of the century saw Hartl ey's 
theorv extended in two directi ons .  First. J oseph Priestley 
abancloned dualism entirely and cons idered perception 
and other mental powers to be properties of matter. al
thmwh he retained immortal it,· b,· hold ing that the cm·e
nant between God and man p.ron;i sed the. resu rrection of 
the bod11. His material ist  hypothesis led him to argue that 
not onl�: animals but also plants differed from men only in 
degree. Second. there was the e,·olutionism of Erasmus 
D,;rwin.  Pri estley's friend and grandfather of Charl es Dar
win. Erasmus Darwin placed Hartl ey's sensational ism and 
the principle of continui ty on a temporal basis and put 
forward a speculath·e theory of e,·ol ution from a si ngle 
i rritable filament through all plants and animals to man. 
The as sociation of pleasures and pains  with rewards and 
pun ishments and the inheritance of acquired habits and 
stmctural changes prodded the requ is ite e\'olutionary 
mechanism. l1 nl ike Pri estley's dews. E rasmus Darwin's  
were influential . and they fonn an important part of the 
background to modem theories  of e,·olution and learning; 
the theories attributed to Lamarck and de,·eloped by Her
bert Spencer in the n ineteenth century were ,·ery .s imilar 
and extended the principles of sensation and association 
from the tabula rasa of the indi\" idual to that of the race 
and beyond that to the origin of species.  

La �lettrie's "L'Homme machine." The materia l ism of 
C.1 rtesian an imal automati sm was, in keeping with its orgin 
in physics. purely mechan istic: Priestley's m.1terial ism 
inn1h-ed ass imi lating the attributes of mind to matter as a 
natural exten sion of Hartley's close co rrelation of mental 
associations with \'ibration.s in the brain .  The notorious 
"man-machine . . hypothes i s .  de,·eloped independently by 
La \ 1 ettri e. was a biological recasting of these two ap
pro.whe.s at the expense of dual ist metaphysics .  \\"hen La 
\ 1 ettrie said .  " Let u s  boldly conclude that man is a ma
chine. ' '  he was not denying the exi stence of mental func
tions hut of mental .substances : " . . .  there is noth ing in al l 
the uni,·erse but a s ingle subst-.mce di,·ersely modified. " 
The polemical title of h i s  best-known work .  L'Homme 
machine  ( l  7 4S) .  al ong wi th .some of its more provocative 
p.1ss.1ges. implied the exten sion of the animal-machine 
doctrine to man that Descartes's critics had feared a cen
tury earl ier. and the ou tcry of La \ 1 ettri e's contemporaries 
was b.1sed on th i s  reading of his book. H owe,·er, thi s  in
terpret.ltion obscures the original i ty of h i s  approach. The 
thes i s  of another of h i s  work s was that animals are more 
than machines .  This apparent i nconsi stency i s  re.soh-ed if 
one appreciates that he was attempting to dispense with 
the traditional altemath·es of material i sm and spiri tual i sm 
.md to emphasi ze the e,· ident properties of certain states of 
l i , · ing matter. 

Hi s  first attempt .1t i nterpreting the problem of mind and 
body was cast in Ari stotel ian tenns .  but his approach was 
later ;1l tered by two considerations from general biology. 
First. it h.1d been found that a species of polyp h.1d a re
m.1rkable abi l ity to regenerate a compl ete organism from 
each of the tiny parts into wh ich it might be di\'ided. This  
implied that its soul  or '\ · i tal principle" was indefinitely 
didsible along wi th i t s  bodv. The contrm·ers ies sur 
rounding th i s  di scm·ery originated in the fear that the soul 

might be indistinguishable from the body and that this 
argument cou ld eas i ly  be extended to man. Second, La 
�t ettrie was impressed by earl y ,·ers ions of the concept of 
i rritabi l i ty (the general property of l iv ing matter to respond 
to stimul i )  and combined th is with the implications of the 
polyp's regenerati \'e powers to provide a rati onale for the 
doctrine that matter is capable of acti,·ity, regeneration , 
sensation, motion. and all other properties u sually ex
plained by appeal to a \'ital principle or sou l .  

Although La  �lettrie openly proclaimed his  debt to 
Descartes, his  dews did great viol ence to dualism, which 
he dismi ssed as a ru se employed by Descartes to trick the 
theologians into .swal lowing the "poison" hidden in the 
analO!--.'"Y between man and the animal-mach ine. Animals 
were endowed with reason and conscience, and an ape 
might be taught to employ language. The result was a 
mon istic ,·ersion of the chain of being, with no break in the 
continuum from crude matter through plants and animals 
to man. "It thus  appears that there is but one type of or
gani zation i n  the un iverse, and that man is the most perfect 
exam ple" (.Ha n a 3/ach ine, trans lated by Gertrude Bussey, 
La Sal le ,  Il l . ,  1953 , p. 140:  cf. Vartanian ed . ,  p .  190). The 
Cartes ian concept of matter was thus e nriched by util iz
ing the principle of continuity and the properti es of l iving 
organ isms.  while the ethical and theological aspects of 
the Cartes ian concept of mind were sacrificed. La \fettri e 
saw this reformulation as the obvious consequence of 
the demonstrated dependence of the mind on the brain 
and of the findings of biologi sts . H i s  hypothesis put the 
probl em squarely :  prospects of ad\'ance in biology and 
psychology were dim u nless  Cartesian dualism could be 
transcended tc i thou t embracing the ostens ible al ternati\'e 
of Desc--artes' s mechanism.  

EYOLUTIO�. C O�IPA RATIV E PSYCHOLOGY, 
A�D B E H A  ,·10RIS�I 

The formulation and general acceptance of the theory of 
evolution h,1s been the most important si ngle factor in the 
debate on the m ind s ince Descartes. The principle of 
continu ity ceased to be merely a way of viewing the scale 
of be ings and became a necessary consequence of the 
fundamental law of l ife. \\'hate\·er was said of men could 
differ only in  degree from what was said of other animals .  
\ 1  ind ceased to  be \'iewed primari ly as  an in strument for 
knowing and was progress i ,·ely seen as an adaptive func
tion of the organism. Psychology ceased to l ie  in a l imbo 
between metaphysics,  natural h i s tory, and physiology and 
became a biological sci ence. Debates on the "animal sou l"  
became i rrele\',mt a s  investigators began to  study the e\'o
luti on of mind. 

Given the general influence of e,·olution on the devel
opment of the comparati,·e and functional ,·iewpoints in 
psychology in the last half of the nineteenth cenh1 ry, the 
speci fic contribution to psychology made by Darwin 's 
wri tings i s  curiously di sappointing. \\'ith the notable ex
ception of his  inci s ive work in The Expression of the Emo
tions in  .Han  and A n imals. his comparati\'e obser\'ations 
were more often about structures than about functions. H i s  
mos t  extens i\'e discussion of mental evolution i s  in The 
Descent  of .Han,  where he argues forcefu lly that although 
there is an immense difference between the minds of the 



lowest men and the high est animals ,  it i s  sti l l  a difference 
of degree, not of kind. Where philosophers and theologians 
had arti ficially broadened the gap, Darwin attempted to 
minimize i t  by showing that in varying degrees animals 
use tools, form abstract concepts, employ language, and 
experience beauty and reverence. I t  is  man's possession of 
a highly developed moral sense, or conscience , that con
stitutes h is  most important difference from the lower ani
mals. 

Most of Darwin's psychological remarks reveal an un
characteristic naivete in  their use of anecdotal evidence, of 
excessive anthropomorphism, and of categories of analysis 
adopted uncritical ly from the association psychology. He  
usually referred to mental and bodily evolution a s  parall el 
processes and made no considered effort to account for the 
origin of mind or its physiological basis .  His early note
books contain a passage on the plausibil ity of considering 
thought as a secretion of the brain ,  just as gravity is a prop
erty of matter, as well as other remarks on the metaphysi
cal bearings of evolution, but he never developed these 
ideas. A l etter written two years before he died contains 
speculations on the origin of mind through the emergence 
of pleasure and pain  as properties of certain nervous exci
tations ,  but he did not publ ish this account. His  works 
contain l i ttl e reference to the evolution of the organ of 
mind, and it was left to Huxley to provide the only exten
sive discussion , in an appendix to The Descent of Man. 

The theory of evolution made the conflict between du
al ism and the principle of continuity perfectly expl icit. 
T. H.  Huxl ey faced this issue in  h is  essay "On the Hypothe
sis That Animal s Are Automata and Its History." His  solu
tion was to accept automatism but to argue for the continuous 
evolution of consciousness. The comparison of the brains 
of men with those of animals , supported a bel ief in  the 
proportional development of their functions; animal con
sciousness arose with the evolution of nervous structures 
corresponding to the human cerebrum. The development 
from the s"implest protoplasm to reflexes , instincts, and 
then reason involved no demarcations, except that animals 
have no language or symbol s. The crucial point, however, 
was his  assertion that both animals and men are "conscious 
automata" of differing degrees of complexity. But what of 
the efficacy of mind? He argued that mind is an epiphenom
enon, l ike the whistle on a locomotive, with no causal 
role in the operation of the machine; mechanical forces 
form a closed, causal system. Thus, H uxley rejects the 
theological and ethical aspects of the Cartesian doctrine, 
while granting the existence of consciousness. 

Darwin fulfilled his  claim "Much l ight will be thrown on 
the origin of man and his history," but when he  turned to 
psychology, he  was deferential : "Psychology wil l  be se
curely based on the foundation already well laid by Mr. 
Herbert Spencer, that of the necessary acquirement of 
each mental power and capacity by gradation ."  S imilarly, 
Darwin gave his extensive notes on instinct to George 
Romanes, who used them as the nucleus for his  pioneer 
work in modem comparative psychology. Spencer spelled 
out the impl ications of uniting evolution with associa
tionism and the study of the nervous system, and he con
stantly emphasized that l earning is the continuous adjust
ment or adaptation of internal relations to external 
relations. M ind is a concomitant of nervous action and 
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arose when l ife' s  adjustments reached a certain level of 
complexity. Comparative psychology. Between 1890 and 19 10, 
comparative psychologists became increasingly cri tical of 
the sentimental way in which anecdotal evidence about 
animal behavior had been employed to demonstrate men
tal continuity in evolution. There were three salutary reac
tions :  ( 1 )  C. Lloyd M organ attempted to restrain specula
tive anthropomorphism with his "canon of parsimony"
"In no case may we interpret an action as the outcome of 
the exercise of a higher psychical faculty, if it can be 
interpreted as the outcome of the exercise of one which 
stands lower on the psychological scale." (2) E .  L. Thorn
dike introduced controlled, quanti fied experimental tests 
into the study of animal learning and brought compara
tive psychology into the laboratory. (3) Jacques Loeb at
tempted to extend the mechanistic principle of forced 
movements , or "tropisms," in plants, to account for as 
much animal behavior as possible. He concluded that 
consciousness appeared at the stage in evolution when 
animal s began to l earn from experience; "associative mem
ory" became a widely accepted criterion for consciousness. 
Experiments conducted on the assumption that conscious
ness can be identi fied with trial and error l earning led to 
the conclusion that al l animals ,  including the amoeba, 
have some degree of mental l ife, however simple. 

Although evolution , the canon of parsimony, and the 
development of experimental methods increased the 
confidence and (in most cases) the rigor of comparative 
psychologists, the fundamental is sues had not changed 
since Descartes 's opponents insisted that animals have 
minds; all that remained at stake was deciding the point on 
the scale where mind first appeared, and this  decision 
reflected more about the attitudes of various psychologists 
than about their experimental findings. It seemed almost 
an elective matter whether one appl ied mechanism as far 
up the scale as possible or extended mind as far downward 
as was consi stent with some observation or other. The 
context of the debate remained dualistic, and the attempt 
was made to infer mental states from behavior. 

It soon became clear that the interpretation of the an imal 
mind depended on an inescapable  anthropomorphism
that the analogy to human experience is  necessary for 
inferring psychic functions. Clearly, the problem with 
animals differs in  no essential way from that of attempting 
to find a basis for knowing the mental processes of other 
men. From 1910 to 1930 two sorts of answers were pro
posed. First, the subjectivists saw that in order to find 
criteria for the ascription of mental states to other species, 
it would first be necessary to find a reliable index for as
cribing ideas to other men. This index could then be 
modified and used in  animal experiments. Whereas th is  
approach begins with the concept of mind and sets out to 
derive methods for making the study of mind objective, the 
alternative-behaviorism-cal l s  for objective methods and 
attempts to achieve them by abrogating the concept of 
mind. Behaviorism. Behaviori sm began as a methodological 
reform which was closely l inked with a growing interest in 
the study of animal behavior and a growing frustration 
with the methods being employed in human psychology. 
J. B. Watson claimed that introspection in human psychol-
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ogy and anthropomorphism in animal psychology could 
never produce objective results. He  proposed that the sub
ject matter of psychology should be confined to observable 
behavior-movements and the stimuli which evoke 
them-and that psychologists should stop trying to infer 
mental states from the behavior of animals and men. (Later 
behaviorists stressed the relationship between behavior, 
brain function, and endocrine secretions. ) Watson coupled 
these claims with a polemic against dual ism and the con
cept of mind and in favor of m echanistic reduction , us ing 
the neurological concept of cond itioned reflex as the para
digm for l earning. The principle of the as sociation of ideas 
was recast in objective form as the association of stimul i  
and responses. Thought was reduced to subvocal speech ; 
language and speech remained parts of behavior but pro
vided no bas is for inference to unobservable mental 
events. In the hands of Watson, K. S .  Lashley, and B. F. 
Skinner, methodological behaviorism became metaphysi
cal behaviori sm-the assertion that there are no minds and 
that the phenomena of behavior are reducibl e, without 
remainder, to the quantitative variables of  physics and 
chemistry. Whereas La i\f  ettrie and Huxley had retained 
consciousness as a function of matter, the behaviorists 
were the true heirs of Cartesian animal mechan ism and 
extended it to man. 

ME CHANISM AND TELEOLOGI CAL EXPLANATION 

M ost experimental psychologists have accepted meth
odological behaviorism , determinism,  and epiphenom
enal ism, but there are a number who have insi sted that 
metaphysical behaviorism cannot account for the purposive 
aspects of behavior and that stimulus-response psychology 
cannot completely replace the phenomena of experience. 
Consequently, familiar controvers ies have reappeared in a 
new guise. I t  has been suggested that animal behavior can 
be wholly explained by reflexes but that human behavior 
requires reference to thought or rational i ty. In animal 
psychology i t  has sometimes appeared that American (be
haviori st) rats learn by trial and error, whil e European 
(Gestalt) rats learn by insight. In both of these cases the 
question is whether "gett ing the point" in solving a prob
lem consists of something more than a combination of 
movements and rewards leading to the establ ishment of a 
habit. Do such issues involve a simple choice of explana
tory parad igms,  or do they point to a fundamental short
coming of mechanistic explanation? 

Throughout the debates on the animal soul or mind and 
its implications for man, two issues have constantly re
curred : the problem of other minds and the problem of 
reduction of mental events to physical events. Recent 
developments have provided new perspectives on both 
issues. First, it has been shown that the sol ipsist position is 
probably not amenable to coherent statement. The ascrip
tion of consciousness to onesel f presupposes ascribing i t  to 
others , and conversely. Such ascriptions requi re criteria 
(whatever they may be), which must be publ ic. H ence, we 
cannot consider ourselves to be conscious unless we con
sider others to be so, and the argum.ent by analogy leads 
both from and to our own mental s tates. This does not 
solve the further problem of finding precise criteria for 

ascribing consciousness, intentions, or actions to other 
persons or to nonlanguage-users , but it does el iminate the 
most serious phi losophic barrier. The problem of language, 
moreover, remains crucial : on the one hand, evolutionary 
continuity m eans that the analogy from and to our own 
consciousness must extend down the evolutionary scale; 
on the other hand, it  has been argued that the possession 
of a publ ic language is a prerequ is ite for cal ling an organ
ism rational, since the public criterion of rational ity is the 
abil ity to make general statements and statements about 
the past. Thu s, we confidently believe in continuity but 
cannot demonstrate it scienti fical ly. However, this is an 
empirical issue, depending on advances in the study of the 
evolution of language in animals and our abi l i ty to trans
late from animal languages or protolanguages into our own. 

The second issue is whether or not one wants to ascribe 
mental states to any organisms : a metaphysical behaviorist 
would not. Critics of the reductionist program have at
tempted to show that the task of specifying the elements of 
behavior entirely in terms of physical variables is endless 
unless the behaviorist assumes that the animal is seeing 
the stimul i  and his own responses in terms of the same 
class concepts as the experimenter himself does. This is a 
prerequisite for deciding what behavior shal l count as a 
val id test for identifying a given response or class of re
sponses . Thus,  the control techniques of behavioral exper
iments can produce or shape a desired response, and the 
experimenter can specify the contingencies of reinforce
ment necessary to do th is .  However, it is objected that in 
order to specify the sufficient conditions,  the behaviorist  
must make an implicit  or explicit appeal to congruence 
between the animal 's behavior and concepts derived from 
both the experimenter's and the animal's consciousness. It 
is fu rther argu ed that this analogy to subjective human 
psychology employs teleological and intentional concepts. 
Thu s, some aspects of the concept of mind in animal and 
human psychology have not yet been shown to be entirely 
reducible to the units of physics and chemistry. 

Cybernetics. Cybernetics (the study of communication 
and control in machines and l iving organisms) and its 
technological appl ications have helped immensely in 
clari fying the problem of reduction. There can be no dou ht 
that computers and arti ficial automata are mechanical 
systems which are also adaptive; their self-regulatory fea
tures are apparently purposive, and they perform numer
ous operations which have traditional ly been cited as 
evidence for mind. I t  is becoming increasingly clear that 
the problems encountered in discussing the behavior of 
artificial automata are strictly analogou s to those involved 
in the traditional mind - body debate and that if minds are 
to be ascribed to men and animal s, they must also be as
cribed to some types of machines. The modern issue is 
thus an inversion of the traditional one. Instead of asking if  
animal s and men have minds or are machines, we now ask 
if we can account for the mindlike behavior of machines in 
purely mechanistic terms. In this context there can be no 
appeal to special vital forces or separate mental sub
stances. Yet, as with behaviorism, discuss ions of the self
regu lating and other mindlike features of machines invari
ably mention some conception drawn from the analogy to 
human intention. 



This  fact points to an important inconsistency in the 
concept11al scheme of modern science that has plagued 
biology and psychology since the paradigm of materiali st 
explanation was laid down in the seventeenth century. We 
are convinced that material objects are fundamental to 
scienti fic explanation and that matter and force are 
sufficient to produce all phenomena. However, our discus
sions of the adaptive features of mechanical systems (in
cluding biological ones, among which are animals and 
men) have invariably made reference to purposive and 
intentional variables wh ich th e Cartesian system restricted 
to the mental realm. The reaction against Cartesian animal 
automatism and the subsequent debate can be seen as 
persistent symptoms of this problem ; behaviorism and 
cybernetics have made i t  necessary to face it squarely: 
material forces and objects are basic to both the causal and 
the explanatory schemes of modern science; nevertheless, 
materiali stic explanation has so far been unable to account 
for all the features of adaptive systems. M ental ism cannot 
sati sfy the requirements of the causal scheme or the objec
tive methods of science, whi le Cartesian mechanism has 
not adequately accounted for purposive functions. At 
present th is  i s  a hi storical ,  rather than a philosophical, con
clusion : expl icit paradigms of explanation notwithstanding, 
the employment of th e language of purpose and intention 
has not yet been el iminated from discussions of the func
tions and adaptations of certa in material objects, such as 
nails, thermostats, computers , homeostatic systems, amoe
bas, monkeys, and men. Teleology has not yet been 
avoided; it remains to be shown that it  is, in  principle, un
avoidable. 

Whatever the outcome of th is  debate, we may decide 
that seventeenth-century mechanism involves a system of 
abstractions wh ich has ceased to serve us well in investi
gating certain  features of nature. If so, a new metaphysic 
will be required which selects its primitive concepts from 
among the fol lowing: organism, intention , adaptation, 
function , util ity. It may be convenient to make the concept 
of person primitive in human psychology and the social 
sciences, whi le recognizing that it  is ultimately derivative 
from that of organism by virtue of evolutionary continuity. 
To commit the pathetic fal lacy with caution would thereby 
become a responsibl e scientific activity. 
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ANNE T, PE TE R ( 1693 - 1 769), Engl ish freethinker and 
dei st. By profession a schoolmaster, Annet lost his em
ployment in 1 744 because of his outspoken attacks on 
certain Christian apologists. A debater at the Robin Hood 
Society (named after a public house where the meetings 
were held), he soon became a popular lecturer. The first 
publi shed result was a pamph let of 1739, entitled Judging 
for Ourselves: Or Free-Thinking, the Great Duty of Reli
gion .  Display'd in Two Lectures, deliver'd at Plaisterers
Hall, "By P. A. Minister of the Gospel. With A Seri
ous Poem address'd to the Reverend �Ir. Whitefield. " 
The tone of the work is indicated by the statement: "If the 
Scriptures are Truth, they wi ll bear Examination ; if they 
are not, let 'em go." This was fol lowed by several tracts 
directly attacking Thomas Sherlock, bishop of London : 
The Resurrection of Jesus Considered: In  Answer To the 
T1 yal of the Witnesses "By a Moral Philosopher," which 
ran through three editions in 1744;  The Resurrection 
Reconsidered ( 1744); The Sequel of the Resurrection of 
Jesus considered ( 1745); and The Resurrection Defenders 
stript of all Defence ( 1745). 

In Social Bliss Considered ( 1749) Annet, l ike �l i lton 
before him, advocated the liberty of divorce. He answered 
Gi lbert West's Observations on the Resurrection of Jesus 
Christ ( 1 747) in Supern aturals Examined ( 1 74 7) and 
George Lyttleton's Observations on the Conversion and 
Apostleship of St. Paul in  a Letter to Gilbert West ( 1 747) 
in  The History and Character of St. Paul examined ( 1 748).  
Arguing that all miracles are incredible, Annet proceeded 
to attack Old Testament history in his journal, The Free 
Enquirer (9 numbers, October 1 7, 1761 - December 12, 
1 76 1 ). For this work he was accused of blasphemous libel 
before Lord Mansfield in the Court of King's B ench in the 
Michaelmas term of 1 762. There is some evidence that 
Lord Mansfield, urged on by B i shop Warburton and oth
ers, used Annet as a scapegoat after a fruitless attempt had 
been made to suppress the publ ication of David Hume's 
Four Dissertations  of 1757. 

Annet pleaded guilty to the charge. "In consideration of 
which, and of his poverty, of his having confessed his 
errors in an affidavit, and of his being seventy years old, 
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and some symptoms of wi ldness that appeared on his 
inspection in  Court; the Court declared they had mitigated 
their intended sentence to the following, viz. , to be im
prisoned in Newgate for a month; to stand twice in the 
pi llory [Charing Cross and the Royal Exchange] with a 
paper on his forehead, inscribed Blasphemy: to be sent to 
the house of correction [Bridev,1ell]  to hard labour for a 
year; to pay a fine of 6s.8d. ;  and to find security, himself to 
1 00 £ and two sureti es in  50 £. each, for his good behav
iour during life . "  Having survived this "mitigated," chari
table, and humane punishment based on the iniquitous 
Blasphemy Act of 1 698, Annet returned to schoolmaster
ing. Archbishop Secker is said to have so far relented as to 
afford aid to the culprit until his death in 1 769. In 1 766 
Annet issued A Collection of Tracts of a Certain Free Enquirer noted by his sufferings for his opinions, a work 
containing all of the tracts mentioned above. 

Annet was long thought to have been the author of The History of the .\fan after God's own Heart ( 1 76 1 ), in  which 
the wri ter took exception to a parall el drawn by a divine 
between George II and King David. The anonymous 
writer argued that such a comparison was an insult to the 
late king. Recent scholarship has proved that the real 
author was John �oorthouck, a respected member of the 
Stati oners '  Company. 

Among his accomplishments, Annet was the inventor of 
a system of shorthand. Unlike most of the l eading English 
dei sts , Annet had relatively l i tt le formal education and 
spoke and wrote plainly and forcefully directly to the 
masses. H e  was the last to suffer phys ical punishment for 
his heterodox rel igious opinions. Bibliography 

There is no collected edition of Annet's works, and the texts 
mentioned in the article are extremely rare. Howe\"er, a useful 
article regarding the authorsh ip of The History of the �fan after 
God's own Heart is the anonymous "J ohn Xoorthouck, ·The �ian 
after God's own H eart,' " in  Times Literary Supplement, (August 
25, 1 945), -108. 

See al so The English Reports, \'ol. 96, King's  Bench Divi sion, 
X.'\\' (Edinburgh and London), 1 909: and E. C .  �iossner, "Hume's 
Four Disserta tions: An Essay in  B iography and B ibliography," in 
�fodern Philology, \'ol. 48 ( 1950), 37 - 57. 

ERXEST CA.\IPBELL �IOSSXER 

A N S E L M ,  ST . ,  of Canterbury ( 1 033 - 1 109), originator of 
the Ontological Argument for the existence of God and one 
of the foremost figures of medieval theology. Anselm was 
born of noble family at Aosta, in Piedmont. After study in 
the north , he entered the B enedictine order and became 
prior, later abbot, of Bee. He succeeded his  teacher Lan
franc as archbishop of Canterbury in 1093; his primacy was 
marked by a vigorous defense of the rights of the church 
against the king. 

An Augustinian in  theology, Anselm stood firmly against 
the anti-intellectual ism of his day, holding that rational 
analys is  of the Christian faith is not an intrinsic source of 
doubt and rel igious skepticism, but, rather, is essential to 
the understanding of faith and is a rel igious duty. This 
claim, and Anselm's appl ication of it in  theology, helped to 
initiate the high Scholastici sm of the twelfth and thi rteenth 

centuries .  Anselm's own view of the relation of reason to 
faith is that faith provides conclusions which reason, as
sured of their truth, can often prove necessary-credo ut intelligam ("I bel ieve in order that I may understand") in a 
very strong sense indeed. Anselm's argum ents, therefore, 
are meant as compelling to any rati onal mind. To judge 
them on purely intellectual grounds is to judge them as 
Anselm would have had them judged. 

AXS E Ul'S  PROOFS 

Among philosophers, Anselm is chiefly known for his  Monologion and Proslogion, a soliloquy and a discourse, 
respectively, on the nature and attributes of God. It  is on 
the Proslogion that his fame mainly rests, for it  contains the 
Ontological Proof (the term is Kant' s) for the existence of 
God. That proof has often been treated as a gem-or 
paste-whose worth can be judged apart from its setting; 
in  fact, i t  must be understood through the .\fonologion, 
which provides an account of two concepts vital to it ,  the 
concepts of existence and of goodness. (For discussion of 
the Proslogion, see O::-..-rOLOGICAL ARGL�iE..'\� FOR THE 
EXISTEXCE OF Con. ) 

The .\fonologion undertakes to pro\·e the exi stence of 
"one �ature which is the highest of existing things . . .  
and which confers upon and effects in al l  other beings, 
through its unlimited goodness, the very fact of their exist
ence is good."  Two major arguments are offered. 

Proof from goodness. The fi rst proof is one from good
ness, Anselm's version of an argument of the ancient Acad
emy, that "wherever there is a better, there must be a 
best. " ( 1 )  Certain attributes are comparative, that i s ,  admit 
of degree. Goodness is such an attribute, for one thing 
may be as good as,  better than, or less good than, another. 
(2 ) \\'here an attribute admits of degree, there is some ele
ment common throughout its variati on ; to say that a i s  good 
and that b is good is to use "good" in exactly the same 
sense, even though a may be better than b.  This argument 
is restricted:  i t  is  not meant to apply to every common term 
of discourse, but only to comparatives. (3 ) That through 
which good things are good is a cause of their  goodness; i f  
i t  did not  exist, good things, as good, would not exis t. An
selm is offering a theory of universals and a realistic, as op
posed to a nominal istic or conceptual istic, theory. (4 ) That 
which causes other things to be good must itself be good, 
and furthermore, supremely good: for since other things 
are good through it, while it is good only through 
itself, it can n ei ther be equaled nor excell ed by any other 
good th ing. The universal proved to exi st, then, is an exem
plar: i t  is the cause of goodness in those things which, in  
An selm's phrase, participate in i t ,  and, as  cause, itself 
exempl ifies goodness superlatively. 

Argument from existence. The second main argument 
of the Monologion is from existence. Everything that ex
ists, exists through something. (To exist through x is to 
derive existence from x. ) �ow, it is self-evidently false to 
suppose that things can exi st through each other-Anselm 
had not heard of H egel or of "internal relations. " l'\or can a 
plural i ty of things exist  independently, through them
selves ; for then each of them would have the power of 
existing through itself, and therefore all of them would 



exist in virtue of that power, which i s  one and the same. 
Thus there i s  one and only one th ing such that it exists 
through itself, and all other things must exist through it, for 
to say of a thing that it exists through noth ing i s  to say that 
it does not exist. 

That through which other things exist is the pre-eminent 
existent, and exists through itself. Further, it is identical 
with the supreme Good. Anselm's argument of th is  point 
assumes that a thing is better if it exi sts through itself than 
if it exists through something else;  since Goodness is su
premely good, it must exist through itself; but what exists 
through itself is Existence. Therefore, Existence and 
Goodness are one. Anselm goes on to prove that this Su
preme Being must be l iving, wise, powerful ,  true, just, 
blessed,  and eternal , s ince, as the Supreme Good, it must 
be whatever it is absolutely better to be than not to be. 

The Divine Nature, however, does not have these char
acteristics, for that would imply that it has them through 
something other than, and therefore higher than, itself. The 
Divine Nature is these characteristics. It is the same thing 
to say of God that he exi sts and that he is Existence, to say 
of him that he is good and that he is Goodness. "God is 
good" and "Socrates i s  good" are very different statements: 
in one, the "is" means identity; in  the other, roughly, 
predication. Were this not true, an infinite regress, Plato's 
Third Man, would arise (cf Monologion VI) And as there 
i s  a difference in  the meaning of the copula, so there is also 
a difference in the meaning of the predicate ; the difference 
is indicated by the fact that "God is good" is equivalent in 
sense to "God is Goodness," whereas no such equivalence 
holds for "Socrates is good."  "Good" has a primary and a 
derivative use:  primarily, it designates Goodness; deriva
tively, it designate s anything that participates in Goodness. 
Assertions about God, then, are analogical, and the ground 
of the analogy lies in the fa�t that God is the sourcEo or 
cause of such absolute ly good characteristics as he imparts 
to things.  Anselm's analysis of God's nature adapted Pla
tonic exemplarism to the needs of the Christian church . 

ANSELM'S THEO LOGY 

Anselm's intel lectual interests were essentially theolog
ical ,  and his philosophical speculation was the work of a 
bel iever seeking to understand his faith. His  view of the 
theologian's task, however, was anything but narrow. On 
the one hand, unlike many monastic teachers, he bel ieved 
that, for all who were capable of it, rigorous reasoning must 
be an integral part of the quest for closer communion with 
God. On the other hand, he was a sensitive apologist, con
cerned to make dissenters and unbelievers appreciate the 
inherent reasonableness of Catholic Christianity. 

Anselm's theology can fairly be described as a rethinking 
of the Augustinian tradition in the context of the Benedic
tine l ife and with a contemporary apologetic aim. While 
his work was obviously inspired by Augustine's synthesis 
of Biblical faith and Plotinian phi losophy, it bears the stamp 
of his own original genius and contains few direct refer
ences to earl ier authorities. 

Method. Anselm's originality is most apparent in  his 
characteristic use of dialectic-prompted, no doubt, by the 
philosophical awakening of his  time but unparalleled in 
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the theological work of his contemporaries. Augu st ine and 
other Church Fathers had already made use of metaphysi
cal , logical , and ethical notions, borrowed or adapted from 
Greek philosophy, to defend and expound Christ ian doc
trine. Anselm, however, developed a di stinctive systematic 
method, characterized by a subtle analysis of Christian 
doctrines and their metaphysical presuppositions (such as 
truth and rect itude, necessity and liberty, possibil ity and 
impossibil ity), and des igned to demonstrate the logical 
coherence of the Christian faith. An elementary example of 
his analytic technique, uncompl icated by theological con
siderations, can be seen in the dialogue De Grammatica , 
in which he introduced the Ari stotelian categories in  the 
course of his discussion of a contemporary dialectical 
questi on : whether words that occur  both as concrete nouns 
and as adjectives (for in stance, the Latin grammaticus, 
which can mean either "gram marian" or "grammatical") 
signify substances or qual ities. Rejecting the initial ly ap
peal ing claim that grammaticus sometimes signifies a 
substance and sometimes a qual ity, he contrasted the 
term's direct signification of the qual ity with its indirect 
signi fication of a person. But there is no thing signi fied by 
the word when the quality is meant; it signifies only being 
in possession of the qual ity (see SEMA..�TICS, HISTORY OF). 

Anselm's analysis of ideas sometimes derived its prem
ises from universal human experience, as in the Monolo
gion ,  which has its starting point in ou r common awareness 
of innumerable goods, perceived by the senses or dis
cerned by reason. At other times he drew his conclusion 
from distinctively Christian premises. Thus the Cur Deu s 
Homo, in  which faith in Christ is put to a rational test, 
bases its argument on the dogmatic principles of creation , 
eternal l ife, and original sin. Taken as a whole, Anselm's 
work can be said to move from what we should readily 
identify as ph ilosophical to more specifically Christian and 
theological themes. (His  Epistola de Incarnatione Verbi, in 
which he defends the dogma of the Trinity against the 
nominal ism of Roscel in, and his De Processione Spiritus 
Sancti, written in response to Greek criticisms of Latin 
theology, fall to some extent outside the natu ral l ine of 
development of his thought. ) It would be misleading, 
however, to describe some of Anselm's writings as essen
tial ly philosophical and others as theological . From start to 
finish, his speculative thought i s  an analysis of the logical 
structure of Christian faith, rather than an attempt to dis
cover rel igious truth by philosophical argument. 

God as supreme Good. The central theme of Anselm's 
theology is the relation of creatures in general , and of 
mankind in  particular, to God. From the Monologion and 
Proslogion and the three metaphysical dialogues (De Veri
tate, De Libertate Arbitrii, De Casu Diaboli) to the great 
Christological works of his later years, the same interest i s  
unmistakable :  Anselm wants to  explain how the nature of 
creatures is related to the divine nature and what that 
relati onship involves for human thought and behavior. 

The fundamental principle of Anselm's theology is the 
doctrine of God as the supreme Good and the primordial 
Truth, self-existent and eternal . The universe is totally 
dependent on God's creative power, and its nature and 
purpose are determined by his nature and reason. The 
essential real i ty of every creature is measured by its con-
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form ity to God, the supreme and creat ive Truth. Insofar as creatures  reflect the divine reason and wil l ,  they realize the authentic order of creaturely exi stence, which Anselm cal ls truth or rightness (rectitudo). Anselm is  most deeply interested in the particular form s that rightness takes in rational creatures- in angel s and men. The rat ional creature is capable of thought, of choice, and of action , and all three capacit ies are subject to the same ult imate standard. The criteri on of the sound m ind, the good wi l l ,  and the right act ion i s  i ts truth, i ts intell igible rightness, i ts order grou nded in the d ivine Being itsel f. The fu ndamental form of spiri tual order is truth, the rightness of i ntel l igence. Unless the mind is informed by the inherent rat ional order of God's world, right choice and action are impossible. Furthermore, it i s  ev ident that for Anselm a rational understanding of the real order of things is in itself a spiri tual good. The qual ity of personal l ife is deci s ively determ ined, however, by will and action, rather than by thought. The rational creatu re, whose mind can apprehend the order of God's truth and whose will can accept that order for i ts own decis ions and actions, is obl igated to maintain moral rightness or righteousness (iustitia) in the exercise of i ts freedom, wh ich was bestowed on it for that very purpose. \Vhen i t  freely con forms will, word,  and deed to the order of righteousness ,  the rational creature i s  right and just. 
Hierarchy of goods. The actual requirements of the moral order are primari ly determined by the structure of the Anselm ian universe. The fundamental di st incti on between moral order and disorder presu pposes a hierarchy of fin i te goods ranged beneath the supreme Good. Th i s  h ierarchy i s  most c learl y  depicted in  the  Monologion, in  success ive a ffirmations of  the supreme Truth and Good wh ich is God, of the complete and adequate expression of that Truth in the d ivine Word, of the truth of creatures as reflect ing the creative \Vo)'() ,  and of the possession of the supreme Trnth as the end of the rational creatu re. To l i ve righteously i s  to subordinate all creaturely loves and relat ionships to love for Cod and the quest for commun ion with h im .  It i s  because righteousness is  essentially an orien tation to the supreme and transcendent Good that Anselm can see in it the supreme val ue of creatu rely l ife, to be cheri shed for its own sake, and the gift of Cod, rather than a human achievement. Anselm's  major Christological works must be read i n  the l ight of this  doctri ne of moral order. In the De Conceptu Virginali Anselm presents man 's actual state of subject ion to sin and death as the result of the Fal l ,  in which Adam lost for all men Cod 's pri meval gift of righteou sness. In the Cur Deus Homo he interprets Christ 's sati sfact ion for sin as Cod's reversal of the Fal l ;  by Christ 's death man is restored to that righteousness wh ich he had lost by his own fault , yet no violence is done to the jus t ice and order of Cod's treatment of h i s  creatures. It can fairly be claimed that Anselm's analyses of the Christian gospel in the l ight of h i s  reasoned theory of Cod and creation constitute h i s  greatest and most in fluent ial theological ach ievement. Bibliography 
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ANTH R O P O L O G Y .  See the article on PHILOSOPHICAL 
ANTHROPOLOGY. 

ANT I S T H E N E S (ante 443 B.C. - post 366 B.C. ), son of an Athenian father and Thracian mother, was a pupil of the rhetorician Corgias and an intimate and admirer of Socrates. He taught professionally at Athens, maintaining h i s  own in terpretat ion of  Socrates against other Socrat ics l ike Plato and Aristi ppus. There i s, however, only one reference i n  clas sical l i terature to Antistheneans (Ari stotle, Metaphysics 1 043b24); later antiquity saw him as a founder of Cyn ici sm, a view that may have gained support through later historical systematization or from Stoics attempting to trace their phi losoph ical pedigree to Socrates .  Neverth eless, whi le the his torical relat ionsh ip between Anti sthenes and Diogenes remains  obscure,  there were elements in Anti sthenes' thought that heralded and may have given some impulse to Diogenes. H i s  numerous works have not survived (a l ist of tit les i s  found in Diogenes Laert ius '  Lives, 6. 1 5 - 18) ;  but he i s  characterized in Xenophon, and Diogenes preserves a doxographical and anecdotal account. Anti sthenes had rhetorical and sophistic interests and was famed for his style and his myths as well as for his Socratic dialogues. The influence of Socrates shaped Antisthenes' overriding interest in practical eth ics. He held happi ness to be dependent solely on moral virtue, which involved pract ical inte l l igence and so could be taught, part ly from a study of the names of things and definit ions. But the good man also required strength of mind and character; for by contrasting external goods with the inviolabi lity of the "wealth of the soul," Antisthenes came to stre ss the importance of se lfcontrol by a host i l i ty to luxury and sensual pleasure that went some way toward Cynic ascet ic ism. Thus, the ach ievement of virtue necess i tated a mental and physical effort to toi l through opposing di fficulti es, suffering, and pain.  Anti sthenes glori fied this struggle in the myths of Heracles; and for Cynics "toi l" (ponos) became a technical good and Heracles a saint. Anti sthenes combined a moral interest in  pol it ics with a wariness of the dangers of participation , and attacked the mies of convention when they were in opposition to the laws of virtue. He denounced famous  statesmen of previous generations and outl i ned his  own ideal k ing, whose pre-eminence was due to his own moral se lf-mastery. 



Most tantal izing is the brief glimpse Aristotle affords of 
Antisthenes' interest in the logic of predication and defi
nition. He denied the possib il ity of contradiction (Topics 
104b2 1 ) , apparently because he beli eved (Metaphysics 
1024b27 ff. ) that each object could be spoken of only by its 
own peculiar verbal designation that said what it was ; i .e. , 
words corresponded directl y with real ity, and since predi
cation was confined to assigning names to th ings, or 
limited to formulae determining their real structure, any 
other predicative account must then refer to someth ing 
different or to nothing at al l ,  and contradiction did not 
arise. There was a similar difficulty with falsity. Elsewhere 
(Metaphysics 1043b23 ff. ) the Antistheneans are said to 
have denied the possibili ty of defining what a thing (like 
si lver) was; one could only explain what sort of thing it 
was (for instance, "like tin"). Ari stotle's context referred to 
simple substances that could not be analyzed but only 
named or described. S imilar problems to these occur in 
Plato (as in Sophist 25 1A f. ; Theaetetus 20 1C ff. ; Euthyde
mus 283E ff. ; Cratylus 429B ff. ). I t  has been argued that 
in one or more of these pas sages Plato had Antisthenes in 
mind, but th is is not at all certain.  The problems were com
mon to the period. Interesting similarities have been 
poi nted out between Antisthenes' logic and the nominalism 
of Hobbes. 
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A N Y  A N D  A L L .  The universal quanti fier, commonly rep
resented as (x) ( · · · x · · · ), is used in symbolic logic to 
express general propos itions. Ordi nary language has many 
devices to the same purpose; to mention only affirmative 
forms :  

( 1 )  A tiger i s  an  animal. 
(2) The viper is a poisonous snake. 
(3 ) Cats love mice. 
(4 ) All men are mortal .  
(5)  Every paper I read ran the story. 
(6) Each letter I sent was intercepted. 
(7) Any doctor will tell you what to do. 
These devices are not freely interchangeable. Sentences 
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like "Any letter I sent was intercepted" and "Each cat 
loves mice" are ungrammatical or odd; the sentences "A 
paper I read ran the story" and "The letter I sent was inter
cepted" lack the general ity of (5) and (6). No wonder, then, 
that in face of such li nguistic complexities logician s  hail 
the simplicity of technical notati on . "Quanti fication cuts 
across the vernacu lar use of 'a ll , '  'every,' 'any' and also 
' some,' 'a certain'  etc. , . . .  in such a fashion as to clear 
away the baffling tangle of ambiguities and obscurities . . . .  
The device of quanti fication subjects th is level of discourse 
for the first time, to a clear and general al gorithm" (\V. \'. 
Quine, Mathematical Logic, pp. 70 - 7 1 ). 

Unfortu nately, the theory of quanti fication not only gets 
rid of the styl istic and lingui stic ballast but leaves a good 
deal of the logical burden beh ind as wel l .  Even if we con
fine our attention to the expl icitly quantifyi ng parti cles 
"each," "every," "al l ," and "any," we still encou nter im
portant logical differences that cannot be handled by a 
simple appl ication of the theory of quanti fication. 

"Each," "every," anrl "all." Let us first contrast "each" 
and "every" with "al l ."  With respect to nonrclational 
predicates no logical difference emerges. The proposition 
"All these blocks are red" is true if and only if the proposi
tion "Each (every one) of these blocks is red" is true. This 
is not so with relati onal predicates :  

(8)  Al l  these blocks arc similar. 
(9 ) All these blocks fit together. 

These sentences are by no means equivalent to 
( 10) Each (every one) of these blocks is similar to every 

other. 
( 1 1 )  Each (every one) of these blocks fits every other. 
Sentence ( 10) does not imply (8) if, say, th ree blocks have 

the fol lowing characteri sti cs : ab , be, ac. I n  that case any 
two wi ll be similar owing to a shared property, which makes 
( 1 0) true , but there wi ll be no property shared by all, which 
makes (8) false. As to (9) and ( 1 1 ) ,  a jigsaw puzzle sati sfies 
(9) but not ( 1 1 ) ,  and L-shaped blocks , of wh ich any two fit 
together to make a cube , sati sfy ( 1 1 )  but not (9). 

Thus ,  it is clear that although the generality of "each" 
and "every" is always di stributive, that of "all" may he 
col lective. To the same point, al though "All these items 
cost $,5" is ambiguou s (do they cost $.5 each or $.5 to
gether?), "Each (every one) of these items costs $5" is 
not. The conclusion can be su pported on pu rely linguistic 
grounds, too ; "All these people are similar," "Al l these 
blocks fit together," and "All these divisions make up the 
army" are correct sentences, but "Each (every one) of 
these people is 'iimilar," "Each (every one) of these blocks 
fits together," and "Each (every one) of these divisions 
makes up the army" are not. This is ,  of course, connected 
with the fact that "al l" normal ly requires the pl ural form of 
the noun but that "each " and "every" must be foll owed 
by the singular. 

Now, the theory of quanti fication does not discrimi nate 
between these two kinds of general ity. The import of the 
universal qu anti fier is always distributive; thu s, we have to 
look for other means to express the collective sense of 
"al l ."  

"Any." Turning to "any," the first th ing that stri kes us is 
the impossibil ity of using it in simple indicative sentences 
in the present or past tense. "Any tiger lives in Asia," " I  
saw any tigers," and "Any doctor told me  what to do" are 
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all  deviant sentences. The appropriate contexts are modal, 
interrogative, negath·e , or imperative : 

12 I can beat any one of you. 
13 Take any apples .  
1-1 ) _-\ny doctor ,1.il l  tel l  you what to do. 
1 5  Did you see any birds i n  the ca�e: 
16  I d id  not see  any birds in  the cage. 

�ow, compare 12 \1,ith 
l 'i I can beat one of you. 

It is d ear that "any" adds som e sort of generality to the 
indefinite "one." S entence 17 J tol erates the que stion 
"Which one ?": sentence 12 does noL Yet "any" does not 
amount to "every" and stil l less to the collective "all ."  I 
may be prepared to fight any one of you \1,ithout commi t
ting myself to fizht every one of you . The same holds v.ith 
respec t to the apples. Permitting you to take any one does 
not mtan that you are allowed to take all or e\·ery one. The 
generality of "any," therefore, is nei th er col lec.-tive nor 
distributive. i t  i s  the general i ty of indifference. Contrast 
tl-ie fol lowing sentences: 

1 S Ask Dr. Jones, and he \i.· i l l  tell  you what to do. 
lY Ask any doctor, and he v.il l  tell you what to do. 

"H e" in lS refers to Dr. Jones: "he" in 1�) refers to 
the doctor you choose, and you are free to select any one. 
Thus,  i t  is  you who name the referent Sentence 14)  i s  
somethinz like a carte blanc.he warranty, you fil l i n  the 
name. The same th ing is true with respect to { 12 and 1 3 ). 
"Any" offers you a choice, but after the choice i s  made, 
"any" loses its point This explains the impossibil i ty of 
using "any" in statements of fact "I  have beaten any one 
of you," "He took any appl e," and ".-\ny doctor told me 
what to do" are aH ungrammatical. Facts are not free, and 
the function of "any" in  affirmative contexts is to grant 
freedom of choice. 

Thi s  choice need not be a singular one; "any" is com
patible with more than one. S entence C 1 3), in fac4 permits 
you to take more than one appl e. How many? A gain,  thi s  i s  
u p  to you. I f  I ask you, "Did you take any?' you \1,il l  an
swer in the affirmative regardless of the number you took_ 
Had I asked, "Did you take two?' and, say, you had taken 
three, you wou ld have to an swer, "�o, I took three ." Of 
c.-ourse, I can specify how many you may take : "Take any 
two three, etc. apples." Yet even here "any" cannot 
amount to "all ." Suppose there are only three apples in the 
basket I cannot then say, ''Take any three," for to do so 
woul d  preclude free selection, which,  once again, is  the 
essential presupposition in the u se of "any." 

Existential neutrality. Sentences ( 1.5 ) and ( 16) lead to 
another interesting difference between "any" and the 
other particles.  It is ob\ious that (V5) and ( 16) do not as
sume the existence of any birds in the cage. "Each" and 
"every" do. "Did you see every (each) bird in the cage?' 
and "I  did not see every (each) bird in the cage" imply that 
there are some birds in the cage. This existential neutrality 
of "any" i s  put to good use in expl icit questions of e).ist
enc.e-"_-\re there any birds in the cage:' -and, more 
importantly, in contexts where the exi stence of appropriate 
subjects is problematic:-"Any persons found on the prem
ises will be prosecuted"-and in contexts that exclude 
such subjects-".-\ny l etters you m ight have sent would 
have been intercepted." 

�ote that "all" (but not "each" or "every") can suppl ant  
"any" in  the last tv.·o cases-".All persons found on the 
premises \\ill be prosecuted" and ".-\11 l etters you might  
have sen t  would have been intercepted." 

I t  appears , then� that both "any" and "al l "  are by them
selves that i s ,  \\ithou t additional referential apparatus l ike 
"all the," "any one of these," and so on) existentially  neu
tral. "each" and "every," on the other hand, have existen
tial import by themselves. The affinity of "each" and 
"every" and of "any" and "all" is shown by the possibil i ty 
of c.-ombined forms-"each and every" versus  "any and 
all ."  Although "Each and e\·ery letter has been returned" 
has exis tential import "_-\ny and all letters \1,i.ll be re
turned" does not And the combined quantifiers cannot be 
exchanged. 

Deelarath-e contexts.. As mentioned above, "any" does 
not occur in straigh t  declarative contexts. A sentence l ike 
"Any raven is black" is somewhat odd. We can correct the 
situation by introducing a restric.-tive clau se: ".-\ny raven 
you may select v.ill be black." 

�ow, "al l"  is  more liberal in this respect We do not 
need clauses or modal ities to form the correct sentence 
".-\11 ravens are black." Yet the import of the nonreferential 
"all" is s imilar to that of the nonreferential "any." First, i t  
is  exi stentially  neutral.  "All bodies not acted upon by 
external forces . . .  ". there are no such bodies. The law i s  
important and fertile, h owever. For  one thing, i t  warrants 
counterfac-tual inferences like "If this body were not acted 
upon by external forces . . . .  " Second, as I can claim that 
any doctor v.ill tell you what to do but not state that any 
doctor told you what to do, so I can also cla im that all 
ravens are black but cannot state that al l ravens \Vere 
blac.k. The best I can do is ".-\11 the ravens we inspected 
were black," which i s  the same as "Each (every) raven we 
inspected was black." 

Thus ,  the nonreferential "all" statement, much the same 
way as the nonreferential "any" statement, cannot be 
found true as a resu l t  of enumerative induction. Such 
statements always remain open, whereas statements of 
e\idence, statements of fact, are necessarily dosed. Laws 
are not statements of fact, and statements of facts are not 
laws. Consequently, "all" jumps into the breach to carry 
the logical import of "any" in  s imple declarative contexts 
where "any," ov.ing to i ts l inguistic constraints, would be 
ou t of place. And the result i s  the standard form of a 
scientific law. 

Laws of s.cience. \Ve just saw that scientific laws cannot 
he verified in a straigh tforward sense; this,  however, does 
not mean that they cannot be confirmed.. And it is exactly 
in  \iew of their confirmation that the affini ty of "al l"  to 
"any" rather than to "every" becomes crucial. 

The follo\1,ing fini te model shows this .  A bag contains a 
hundred marbles. \Ve inspec.t ten at random, and al l ten 
are red. Thus, the probabil ity that any marble we care to 
pick out of the hundred v.ill be red is very h igh. Yet the 
probabi l i ty of every marble's being red remains low. If the 
bag contains a thousand marbles, then, given the same 
e\idence, the probabil ity of the latter propos ition becomes 
much lower while that of the former \1,ill hardly change. 
And, ob\iously, if the number of marbles  approaches 
infinity, the probabi l i ty of the "every" proposition ap-



proach es zero while the probabil ity of the "any" proposi
tion remains substantial ly  the same. Now, let us suppose 
that our evidence is mixed; we found nine red marbles and 
one black marble. The "any" proposition sti l l  retains a fair 
probability, but the probabil ity of the "every" proposition 
will be zero. Any acceptable theory of probabil ity would 
agree with these intuitive conclu sions. 

I t  follows that if the law 
(20) All ravens are black 

is taken in the sense of 
(2 1 )  Every raven in the universe is  black 

then , no matter how large our evidence is ,  the law's  proba
bil ity wil l  stay close to zero in view of the near infinity of 
ravens past ,  present, and future. If, however, (20) is inter
preted as 

(22) Any raven we may select will  be black 
then, given th e actual evidence, i ts probability wil l  be high 
regardless of the s ize of the universe and the number of 
ravens  in it. �loreover, although an albino raven makes 
(2 1 )  plainly false, the probabil ity of (22) wil l  be only s l ightly 
affected. The scope of (22) can be extended - any two, three, 
and so on - as far as we care to go. Ample evidence will sup
port us  in  taking larger ri sks. 

Considering the actual practice of science, it i s  cl ear that 
its "al l"  statements are interpreted in the sense of "any" 
rather than that of "every. " Carnap recognizes this in pro
posing "qual ified-instance-confirmation" as the true meas
ure of confirmation for inductive laws (Logical Founda
tions of Probability, Sec. 1 10 G). 

Thus ,  the logical aspects of "any" may help us  in 
handl ing problems concerning the recognition, exi stential 
import, and confirmation of lawlike propositions. 
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ZENO VE1''DLER 

A P E I R O N/ P E R A S .  The Greek term Apeiron, mean
ing originally "boundless" rath er than "infinite," was used 
by Anaximander for the ultimate source of h is universe. He 
probably meant by it someth ing spatially unbounded, but 
since out of it arose the primary opposite substances (such 
as the hot and th e cold, the dry and the wet) it may have 
been regarded al so as qual i tatively indeterminate. Ari stot
le, summarizing the views of certain early Pythagoreans 
(Metaphysics A, 5), puts the pair Peras ("Limit") and 
Apeiron ("Unl imited") at the head of a l ist of ten opposites. 
Peras i s  equated with (numerical ) oddness, unity, rest, 
goodness, and so on; Apeiron is equated with evenness, 
plural ity, motion, badness. The two principles Peras and 
Apeiron constituted an ultimate dualism, being not merely 
attributes but also themselves the substance of the th ings 
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of which they are predicated. From the Pythagoreans on, 
the opposition of Peras and Apeiron was a standard theme 
in Greek philosophy. 

Parmenides (&. 8 ,  42 ff.)  seems to have accepted Limit 
and rejected the Unlimited for his One Being. The later 
Pythagoreans removed unity from the l ist  of identities with 
Peras and argued that unity was the product of the imposi
tion of the Peras upon the Apeiron, or else it was the 
source of both of them. Plato in the Philebus regards Peras 
and Apeiron as contained in all th ings, and supposes that it 
is through l imit that intelligibil ity and beauty are mani
fested in the realm of Becoming. Exactly  how the Ideas fit 
into thi s  scheme is  controversial, but in the doctrine of 
ideal numbers which Aristotle attributes to him Plato 
seems finally to have identi fied a material principle with 
the Apeiron and a formal principle with the Peras. Both 
principles apply to the ideal as well as to the sensible 
world. This  leads in due course to the doctrine in Proclus 
(Elementa 89 -90) that true being is composed of Peras and 
Apeiron, and beyond being there is a first Peras and a first 
Apeiron. The Chri stian \\Titer known as Dionysius the 
Areopagite identified this doubled First Principle  with 
God. 

Infinity. The concept of infinity, for long wrongly re
garded as contrary to the whole tenor of Greek classicism, 
was in  fact a Greek discovery, and by the fifth century B.C. 
the normal meaning of Apeiron was "infinite. " Infinite 
spatial extension was implied in the doctrines of Anaxi
mander, Anaximenes, and Xenophanes and was made 
expl icit by the Pythagoreans (see Aristotle, Physics I\', 6). 
Denied by Parmenides, it was reasserted for the Eleatics 
by �lel issus (frs. 3 -4)  and adopted by the Atomists. Plato 
however (in the Timaeus) and Aristotle (Physics I I I )  in
sisted upon a finite universe, and in this they were fol
lowed by the Stoics and most subsequent th inkers until 
the Renaissance. Ari stotle had, however, admitted that 
infinity could occur in counting and he stated the concept 
clearly for the first time. He also accepted infinite divisi
bility (Physics \'I ), which had been "discovered" by Zeno 
and adopted wholeheartedly by Anaxagoras. I t  was rejected 
by the Atomists. Plato rejected it in the Timaeus, although 
he seems to have admitted it at the precosmic stage in 
Parmen ides 158B - D, 164c - 165c. Ari stotl e accepted in
finite divisibil ity for movements , for magn itudes in space, 
and for time. The concept of a continuum so reached has 
been a basic concept in physical theory ever since. The 
mathematical concept of infinitesimal numbers associated 
with infinite divisibil ity and also with the doctrine of in
commensurables remained important until the develop
ment of calculus  in  modem times. 
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APO LOGISTS  i s  the term used historically in reference 
to Christian teachers from the second century to the fourth 
who wrote treati ses defending their rel igion against 
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charges of godlessness and immoral ity and usually ascrib
ing these traits to their opponents. The way had been 
prepared for such writings in H el leni stic Judaism when 
Philo of Alexandria wrote an apologetic Hypothetica (now 
lost). All his extant writings can be regarded as attempts to 
set forth the nature of Judaism in a way comprehensible to 
a Greek audience. J osephus had explained away the revolt 
against Rome (History of the Jewish War), had rewritten 
the history of I srael (Antiquities of the Jews), and had 
provided an explicitly apologetic defense of Judaism (Against Apion). In addition , fragments of apologetic 
sermons are preserved in the New Testament book of Acts 
( 1 4 . 15 - 17;  17 .22 -3 1 ) , and perhaps may be reflected in 
I Thessalonians 1 . 9 ,  I Corinthians 12 .2 ,  and Romans 
1 . 1 8 -32.  The earl iest  known Christian apologists, how
ever,wrote early in the second century. 

Quadratus apparently wrote at Athens in the reign of 
Hadrian ( I  1 7  - 138), and the one extant fragment of his  
work contrasts "our Savior" with some other savior. He 
argues that J esus' heal ings and revivifications were au
thentic because some of the bene ficiaries survived until 
Quadratu s' own time. The Apology of Aristides (second 
century) begins with a semi-Stoic definition of God and 
goes on to show that all the gods of popu lar cult and leg
end cannot be gods because their deeds or sufferings are 
not in harmony with the defin ition. Final ly, Aristides 
provides rather faint praise of Jews and high commenda
tion for Christians.  These writings cannot have won much, 
if  any, favor with the pagans who read them. 

The principal Christian apol ogist of the second century 
was Justin (c. 100 - c. 16,'5 ), born in Samaria of Greek parents 
and converted to Christianity (c. 130) after a fruitless quest 
for truth that had led him to rel igious-minded M iddle 
Platonism. His education, he says,  had not included many 
of the l iberal arts ;  and from his account of his conversion, 
it i s  evident that he knew l ittle about philosophy. A Chris
tian whom he met by chance used Peripatetic arguments 
to indicate inconsistencies in Platonism. Justin, seeking 
new authority, was given the Old Testament prophecies. 
He  had already admired the constancy of Christian mar
tyrs ; he soon became a Christian himself and instructed 
others, first in Asia M inor, later at Rome. He was martyred 
there between 163 and 167. Three of h i s  works have 
survived: his  Apology, written about 150 to show that 
Christians are not immoral and that Christ's l i fe was fore
told in the Old Testament; the Dialogue With Trypho, 
written about 160, developing thi s argument from the Old 
Testament; and an appendix to the Apology, al so written 
about 160. H is writings reflect a combination of Middle 
Platon ism with Stoic terminology; he  speaks of the divine 
Logos ("Word" for earl ier Chri stians ,  "Reason" for Philo 
and the apologi sts ), which was seminally present in some 
Greek philosophers but was incarnate in Chri st. By  work
ing out some of the implications of thi s  identification, 
Justin produced the first semiphilosophical Chri stian 
theology. I t  is possible that he knew something about 
Philo, but he cannot have understood his writings. 

Ju stin's di sciple Tatian (born c. 1 20), who later left the 
church, knew little about philosophy except for odd details 
from philosophers' biographies, although l ike Justin he 
discussed the Logos as God's agent in creation and criti-

cized the Stoic doctrine of fate. From Alexandria, perhaps, 
came the Plea for the C hristians by Athenagoras (second 
century). He is the first Christian writer to reflect knowl
edge of the compendium of philosophical opinions appar
ently used in school teaching, especially by Skeptics. On 
the basis of earl ier arguments in the school s ,  Athenagoras 
con structed a defen se of the unity of God; and h i s  later 
work On Resurrection contains  a similar rearrangement of 
arguments from the schools  to prove that God is able and 
will ing to rai se corpses,  and will do so because man is a 
unity of soul and body. The last Greek apologist of the 
second century was Theophilus ,  bishop of Antioch, whose 
work in three books, To Antolycus, i s  concerned with the 
works of the invisible God (Philonic - Platonic arguments), 
God's revelation to the prophets and his six-day work of 
creation, and Christian ethics and the antiquity of the 
J ewish -Chri stian revelation. Theophilus used handbooks 
for much of his information about philosophy, but he may 
have read some works by Plato. 

General ly speaking, the second-century apologists knew 
something about Platonism (that is, M iddle Platonism)  and 
Stoici sm (largely the older Stoics) and made use of phil os
ophy at points where it supported-or could be made to 
support-their own ideas of revelation , creation , provi
dence, free wil l ,  d ivine punishment, and resurrection. 
They reinterpreted the Johannine "Word" as the divine 
Reason, instrumental in creation and revelation al ike; 
Ju stin, unlike the others, used th i s  Reason to explain how 
i t  was that some Greeks possessed inklings of the truth. 
The apologi sts al so stressed the disputes among various 
schools in order to show how wrong the Greek philoso
phers usually were and how subjective their knowledge 
was . 

At  the very end of the second century an ex-lawyer 
named Tertul l ian produced two apologies in Latin. The 
first, Ad Nationes, is not very original,  since much of it i s  
derived from Varro 's critique of  Roman rel igion; the sec
ond, the Apologeticum, i s  a completely rewritten, and 
much more bri l l iant, revision of the first. Either before or 
after these works were publ i shed, another Latin apology, 
the Octavius of Minucius Felix, appropriated much of 
C icero's treatise De Natura Deorum to Christian use. Both 
Tertull ian and Minucius al so made use of their Greek 
predecessors' writings. 

Greek apologetic continued to be produced in the third 
century; examples include the anonymous booklet To Diognetus, the Protrepticus by Clement of Alexandria, and 
the highly important work Against Celsus by Origen,  in 
which the author often makes use of philosophical topoi 
(commonplaces) in his  argument (for instance, Platonic 
discussions of the divine nature; Stoic arguments in favor 
of providence) and reveal s that he shares many presuppo
sitions with Celsus himself. Apparently some of the writ
ings later ascribed to Justin, such as the Cohortatio and the Oration, also come from the third century. In them we find 
extensive use of handbooks and a l i ttle firsthand knowl
edge of philosophical writings. 

S timulus for the production of further apologies was 
provided about 260, when the N eoplatonist Porphyry 
produced a work in 15  books, Against the Christians. Now 
lost because it was later proscribed, th is work criticized 



the Old and New Testament, the apostles, and the l ife and 
thought of the church. The Praeparatio Evangelica of 
Eusebius  is primaril y  a reply  to it and to the similar work 
by H ierocles .  In the fourth century the emperor Jul ian 
composed a work in th ree books,  Against the Galileans; 
th is  was answered by Theodoret and Cyril of Alexandria, 
among others. Among the later Latin apologists we should 
mention Arnobius (died c. 330, vaguely acquainted with 
Neoplatonism), Lactantius  (c.240 -c.320, who relied exten
sively on Cicero), and-above all-Augustine, whose City of God contains much from Varro and sets forth a Chri stian 
philosophy of history in response to Porphyry and other 
critics. 

The significance of the apologi sts lies not so much in 
what they actual ly wrote (their works seem to have been 
read chiefly within  the church) but in  the influence their 
effort had on one another's thought and on the thought of 
later theologians. Their criticisms of Greco - Roman phi
losophy compelled them not only to learn something about 
it but also to employ its modes of discourse and some of its 
axioms in expounding the nature of Christianity. It was 
through the apologists that philosophical theology entered, 
and to some measure shaped, Christian thought. To be 
sure, later theologians could not accept the apologists' 
rather naive theologies (I renaeus, for example, learned 
from the apologi sts but also corrected some of their state
ments); but impetus for philosophical study was given in 
the apologists' works and by the school of Alexandria, 
whose members were more at home in philosophy, espe
cially Platonism. 

All the early apologists, and most of the later ones, ad
mired Plato and were influenced by Middle Platonism; the 
work they valued most highly was the Timaeus, i n  which 
they found intimations of Chri stianity (sometimes ex
plained as derived from the Old Testament). They usually  
employed traditional Stoic arguments in  defense of provi
dence and anti-Stoic arguments in opposition to fate. When 
they dealt with pagan mythology, they often employed the 
arguments of Skeptics. Their approach, then, was eclectic; 
and the famous statement of Justin, "Whatever has been 
wel l spoken by anyone belongs to us ," had been made by 
eclectic phi losophers. At the same time, the apologists were 
aware of the difference between al l ph ilosophies and their 
own cardinal doctrines of God (Creator ex ouk onton, 
"wrathful against  sin"), the Incarnation, and the future 
corporeal resurrection. Even those apologists who were 
most eager to express their doctrines in philosophical 
modes of discourse were usual ly aware that the basic be
l iefs could not be so expressed. Theophilus,  for example, 
defines pistis (faith) in a manner strongly reminiscent of 
the probabil ism of Carneades and then provides analogies 
to the resurrection of the body that are based on Stoic 
arguments for the cosmic cycle. He admits, however, that 
only faith is ultimately convincing. Bibliography 
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ROBERT :\l .  G RA:--:T 

A P P E A RA N C E  A N D  R E A L ITY.  In The Problems of Philosophy Bertrand Russell referred to the distinction 
between appearance and reality as "one of the distinc
tions that cause most trouble in phi losophy. " Why it should 
cause trouble in  philosophy, however, when it causes l ittle 
or no trouble outside of phi losophy, Russell did not say. 
The distinction has played an important part in the think
i ng of many philosophers , and some of them, including 
Russel l, have employed it in curious ways to support odd 
and seemi ngly paradoxical claims. It may be this last fact 
that Russell had in mind when he spoke of trouble. 

Before turning to some of its troublesome uses in  phi
losophy, let us consider some of its relatively untrouble
some uses in everyday discourse. 

LOOKS AND APPEARANCES 
There i s  a potential ly  troublemaking ambiguity in  the 

term "to appear" and its cognates. (This ambiguity is not 
peculiar to Engli sh but i s  also to be found, for example, in 
the Greek verb phainesthai and its cognates . )  Contrary to 
Russell 's suggestion, the distinction between appearance 
and reality is not simply the distinction "between what 
things seem to be and what they are", more precisely, the 
distinction between what things seem to be and what they 
are is not a simple distinction. There are at least two 
groups of appearance idioms-what might be cal led 
"seeming idioms" and "looking idioms. " The first group 
typically includes such expressions as "appears to be," 
"seems to be," "gives the appearance of being"; the sec
ond, such expressions as "appears ," "looks," "feels," 
"tastes," "sounds. " 

The two groups are not always as obviously distinct as 
these examples make them appear to be. The same expres
s ion ,  particularly one from the second group (notoriously, 
"appears ," but also such expressions as "looks as if"), may 
be used either as a seeming expression or as a looking 
expression. For example, "The oar appears bent" may 
mean either "The oar looks bent" or "The oar appears to 
be bent. " These are by no means the same. I may say that 
the oar appears to be bent because it looks bent, and this i s  
not to  say that the oar appears to be  bent because i t  ap
pears to be bent or that it looks bent because it looks bent. 
Nor is there any necessary connection between the two 
statements-or, general ly, between statements employing 
seeming idioms and those employing looking idioms. "The 
oar looks bent" does not imply or entai l "The oar appears 
to be bent"; for the oar may look bent-immersed in water, 
it naturally does-without appeari ng to be bent. As St. 
Augustine put it in a striking passage in Contra Academicos (I I I ,  x i ,  26): " 'I s  that .true, then, which the eyes see in  
the case of  the oar in water?' 'Quite true. For s ince there i s  
a special reason for the oar's looking (videretur) that way, I 
should rather accuse my eyes of playing me false if the oar 
looked straight (rectus appareret) when dipped in water; 
for in that case my eyes would not be seeing what, under 
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the circumstances,  ought to be seen. ' " (Compare J. L. 
Austin, Sense and Sensilfilia, p. 26. ) The oar's looking bent 
in  water is not an il lusion, something that appears to be the 
case but isn't ;  but this does not mean that the oar does not 
look bent. Coriversely, "The oar appears to be bent" does 
not imply "The oar looks bent"; for the oar may appear to 
be bent without its looking bent; there may be reasons for 
saying that it appears to be bent (evidence that suggests 
that i t  is bent) other than its looking bent. (On this distinc
tion, compare C. D .  Broad, Scientific Thought, pp. 
236 - 237. ) 

An example of the troublemaking neglect-or at least 
apparent neglect-of this distinction is to be found in  
Russell (op. cit. ) :  "Although I bel ieve that the table i s  
'really' of  the same colour all over, the parts that reflect the 
light look much brighter than the other parts, and some 
parts look white because of reflected l ight. I know that, if  I 
move, the parts that re flect the li ght wi l l  be different, so  
that the apparent distribution of colours on the table will 
change. " But further on he wrote: "To return to the table.  
I t  is evident from what we have found, that there i s  no 
colour which pre-eminently appears to be the colour of the 
table, or even of any one particular part of the table-it 
appears to be of different colours from different points of 
view, and there i s  no reason for regarding some of these as 
more really its colour than others. " B ut if  all we have 
found is that the parts of the table that reflect the l ight look 
brighter than the others , it is  by no means "evident" that 
there is no color which appears to be the color of the table. 

Seeming idioms. Seeming idioms have noth ing strictly 
to do with the senses; looking idioms characteristically do. 
From the evidence at hand, it may appear, or look as if, 
there wi l l  be an economic recession within the year. The 
characteristic uses of seeming idioms are to express what 
one bel ieves i s  probably the case ,  to refrain  from commit
ting oneself, or to express hesitancy about what is the case. 
(Compare G.  J. Warnock, Berkeley, p. 1 86 :  "The essential 
function of the language of 'seemi ng' is that it is noncom
mittal as to the actual facts. " )  Hence, "I know that X i s  Y, 
but it appears (to me) that it is not Y" is odd or paradoxical 
in much the same way as is "I  know that X i s Y, but it may 
not be the case that it is. " From "X appears to be Y" 
(though not "merely appears to be Y"), I cannot validly 
infer either "X is Y" or "X is not Y. " B ut "X appears to be 
Y" entai ls  that it is possible that X is Y and possible that X 
i s  not Y. 

The same is not true of looking idioms, except in so far 
as they double as seeming idioms. No oddity or paradox is 
involved in saying such things as " I  know that the two 
lines in M iil ler-Lyer' s drawing are the same length , but 
one of them still looks longer than the other. " 

Looking idioms. Looking idioms have a number of uses 
or senses which must be kept di stinct. Noticing resemblances. To notice that an inkblot has the 
appearance of (looks like) a face or that Alfredo's voice 
sounds like Caruso's is to note a visible resemblance be
tween the inkblot and a face or an audible resemblance 
between Alfredo's voice and Caruso's. Here appearance 
does not normally contrast with what is possibly real ity; 
rather it is a reality. "Alfredo's voice sounds like Caruso's" 

does not mean either "Alfredo's voice appears to be Ca
ruso's" or "Alfredo's voice (merely) sounds like Caruso's, 
but it isn't Caruso' s voice. " To be sure, in  certain circum
stances one might be misled by appearances. For instance, 
by the audible resemblance between Alfredo's voice and 
Caruso's one might suppose that he was hearing Caruso's 
voi ce. Compare, however, "At a distance ( in this light, at a 
quick glance) that looks l ike blood (a dollar bi l l ) ,  but it's 
really just red paint (a soap coupon)." Describing. To describe something's appearance may 
merely be to describe its perceptible (vi sible, audible, 
tacti le )  features, and as such it is to describe how some
thing is, not how it looks or appears as pos sibly opposed to 
how it is .  H ere the apparent qual ities of something are the real perceptible qualities of i t. To describe a man's ap
pearance , as opposed, say, to his character, is to describe 
those features of him (his " looks") that he can be seen to 
possess. Appearances in this sense are what are most often 
referred to as phenomena in  the nonphi losophical use of 
the latter term , in such phrases as "biological phenom
ena. " "Looks" and "merely looks." The phrase "mere appear
ance" ("merely looks ,  sounds") shows that there is a sense 
of "appears" as a looking idiom which is neutral with 
respect to how things are. "X merely looks red (to me, or 
under such-and-such conditions)" impl ies that X i s  not 
(real ly) red. But simply from "X looks red (to me, or under 
such-and-such conditions)" I cannot val idly infer either 
that X (real ly) i s  red or that X (real ly) is not red. I f  it is 
possible, however, for X to look (sound, feel ,  taste) Y, it  
must at least be possible for X (really) to be Y. This logical 
feature of looking idioms, which-in this sense-they 
share with seeming idioms, may be the source of some 
confusion between them. 

PROTAGOREAN RELATIVISM 
According to Plato (Theaetetus, 152; Cornford trans. ), 

Protagoras held that "man is  the measure of all things 
-alike of the being of thi ngs that are and of the non-being 
of things that are not. " And by this he meant that "any given 
thing is to me such as it appears to me, and is to you such 
as it appears to you. " This statement can be read in two 
different ways , depending on whether "appears" is con
strued as a seeming idiom or a looking idiom. I n  either 
interpretati on, however, it is a paradox or else a tautology. 

Expressions such as "is for me" and "is for you" are 
distinctly odd, and one is puzzled to know what to make of 
them. If they are construed to mean the same as "is ," Pro
tagoras' statement then becomes manifestly paradoxical. 
For if "X appears to me to be Y (or looks Y to me)" and "X 
appears to you to be Z (or looks Z to you)" are equivalent 
respectively to "X is Y" and "X is Z," where Y and Z rep
resent logical ly  incompatible predicates, then the joint 
affirmation of two (possibly) true propositions, "X looks Y 
to me" and "X looks Z to you," would be equivalent to the 
necessari ly false proposition that X is both Y and Z. 

On the other hand, if we interpret "is for me" to mean 
the same as "appears to me" and "is for you" as "appears 
to you," Protagoras' dictum reduces to a tautology. For if 



"X appears to me to be Y" and "X appears to you to be Z" 
are equivalent respectively to "X L Y for me" and "X is  z 
for you," then, even if Y and Z represent logically incom
patible predicates ,  the equivalent statements can be sub
stituted for one another. In that case, Protagoras' dictum, 
general ized, reduces to either "Everything is for any given 
person such as it i s  for that person" or "Everything appears 
to any given person such as it appears to that person. " But 
since the two statements are themselves equivalent, the 
effect of Protagoras' dictum is to obliterate any possible 
distinction between appearance and real ity, or to claim 
what i s  clearly false, that there i s  no such di stinction. 

Protagoras' statement can be read in yet another way, 
but read in that way it is also a truism. The Greek verb phainesthai, especially with the participle, was used to 
state, not that something (merely) appears to be so, but 
that something manifestly i s  so. Read in this way, Pro
tagoras' claim that appearance is reality is simply the 
claim that what is manifestly the case is the case. This 
innocent truism may have been intended to remind those 
of Protagoras' contemporaries who contemned the common 
run of men for l iving by appearances, which they equated 
with error, that what is reliably observed to be the case 
i s  justifiably said to be the case. 

THE ARGUMENT FROM I LLUSION 

What has been called the "argument from il lusion" has 
been used by many philosophers (for example, Berkeley in Three Dialogues, I, and A.  J. Ayer in Foundations of Empirical Knowledge, pp. 3 -5) to justify some form of phe
nomenal ism or subjective idealism. The argument rests on 
the fact that things sometimes appear (for example, look) 
different to different observers or to the same observer in 
different circumstances. Thi s  fact is  supposed to show that 
sensible qualities, such as col�rs or odors, are not really 
"in" things. For if things can, say, look one color when 
they are (supposedly) really another, then we can never 
say what color they really are, what color really "inheres" 
in them. For all sensible qualities, as Berkeley put it, "are 
equally apparent"; he seems to have meant that for every 
putatively veridical perception there is a possible corre
sponding  il lusory one (or wherever it is possible that "X is 
Y" i s  true, it  is equally possible that "X merely looks Y" is 
true). Hence, given any perception, P, it is  possible that P 
is veridical and possible that P is i l lusory. But since there 
is no apparent or observable difference between a veridi
cal P and an il lusory P, we cannot in principle tell which it 
is .  We cannot, for example, say what colors things are; we 
can only say what colors they look. 

The consequence of this argument is the same as that of 
Protagoras' dictum, namely, to obl iterate in principle any 
distinction between "is" and "(merely) looks  or sounds." 
But this i s  a distinction on which the argument itself rests: 
i f  the distinction cannot, in  principle, be made, then the 
argument cannot get off the ground; but if  the distinction 
can, in principle, be made, the conclusion of the argument 
cannot be true. (For more on this argument, see ILLUSION. ) 

"Is Y" as a function of "appears Y." Many philosophers 
who have used the argument from i l lusion have attempted 
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to resist the consequence that there is then no distinction 
between "is" and "(merely) looks. " Berkeley, for example, 
protested that "the distinction between real ities and ch i
meras retains its full force" (Principles of Human Knowledge, §34). He was able to suppose that it does because he 
supposed that "X is Y" is a logical function of "X appears 
(appears to be or, for example, looks) Y": when the ap
pearances of X are not only "l ively" but "steady," "order
ly," and "coherent," we say that X is (really) Y and not that 
it merely appears Y. Being is orderly and coherent ap
pearing (Principles, §29). 

But if  this is  so, the distinction between realities and 
chimeras does not retain its fu ll  force. "X appears Y con
si stently (steadily, in an orderly and coherent way)" nei
ther is equivalent to, nor does it entai l ,  "X i s  Y"; for it 
i s  possible that the former is  true wh ile the latter is  
false. The truth of the former may be evidence for the 
truth of the latter, but the latter is not a logical function 
of the former. (Compare Warnock , op. cit. , pp. 1 80- 182 . )  
The same holds for such claims as  that of G. E. t\1oore (Commonplace Book, p. 145) that " 'This book is blue' 
= Thi s book looks (or would look) blue to nonnal people 
. . .  who look at it by good dayl ight at normal distances, 
i .e .  not too far off or too near. " 

PHENOME NA AND THINGS- IN-THEMSELVES 

One of the foundation stones of Kant's phi losophy is the 
claim that "we can know objects only as they appear to us 
(to our senses), not as they may be in themselves" (Prolegomena, § 1 0. )  Read in  one way, Kant's claim is tautolo
gous.  If by "an appearance" we mean a possible object of 
knowledge and by "a thing-in-itself" something that can 
be "thought" but cannot be known, the claim reduces to 
"What we can know, we can know; and what we cannot 
know, we cannot know. " As such, this tel ls us nothing 
about the l imits of knowledge, about what we can know, 
any more than "God can do everyth ing that it is possible 
for God to do" tells us anything about the extent of God's 
powers. 

Kant may, however, have meant the following: I can 
know that X is Y on ly if X can appear (to be) Y; if, in prin
ciple, X cannot appear (to be) Y, then I cannot know that X 
is Y. This, too, i s  a truism. But it does not follow from this 
that "the things we intuit are not in themselves what we 
intuit them as being . . . .  As appearances, they cannot 
exist in themselves, but only in us" (Critique of Pure Reason, A42; Kemp Smith trans.) .  That is, it does not fol low 
that X as i t  appears is not what it is apart from how it ap
pears; nor does it fol low that what X is apart from how it 
appears is different from how it appears. To al low Kant's 
inference is implicitly to endorse a paradox or to adopt a 
new use of "appears" to which no sense has been given. 
For if  something appears (to be) so, it must be possible for 
it to be so "in itself"; and this is precisely the possibility 
which Kant does not a llow. 

Appearances of the impossible. Closely related to 
Kant's distinction between appearances and things-in
themselves is the notion of appearances of the impossible. 
According to Parmenides and Zeno, multiplicity and mo-
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tion, empty space and time, are impossible; yet things 
appear to be many, some of them appear to move, and so 
on. Similarly, for Leibniz bodies with their qualities, such 
as colors, are wel l-founded appearances (phaenomena 
bene fu ndata), mere appearances "grounded" in monads 
and their perceptions; in real ity there can be no such 
things as colored bodies. And according to F. H .  Bradley in 
Appearance and Reality, space, t ime,  motion and change, 
causation, things, and the self are "unreal as such" because 
they "contradict themselves"; hence, they are "mere ap
pearances" or "contradictory appearances ."  

Taken at  face value, th is v iew i s  blatantly paradoxical : i f  
for something to  appear (to be)  the case i t  must be possible 
for it "really" to be the case, then if it is impossible for it to 
be the case, it is  impossible for it to appear (to be) the case. 
(Compare M orri s Lazerowitz, The Structure of Metaphys
ics, pp. 208 -209. ) The meta physician of "contradictory 
appearances ," however, may mean that for certain  kinds of 
things, t, it is never permissible to say "There are t's ," but 
only "There appear to be t's. " But this ,  as Lazerowitz has 
pointed out (op. cit. , esp. p. 225), has the consequence of 
obl iterating the di stinction between "is" and "appears" 
and hence of depriving "appears" of its meaning. For if  
"There are t '  s" is in principle disallowed, "There appear 
to be t 's" loses its sense. 
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W. E. KENNICK 

A PP E R C E PT I O N  is usual ly  defined as the mental 
process which raises subconscious or indi stinct impres
sions to the level of attention and at the same time ar
ranges them into a coherent intel lectual order. However, 
the term "apperception" has been used ambiguously, 
sometimes to mean merely consciousness or awareness, at 
other times to mean the acts of concentration and assimila
tion. Inevitabl y, a process of such significance has impl ic
itly and expl icitl y been dealt with by philosophers ever 
s ince they first concerned themselves with the cognitive 
process. Aristotl e ,  the Church Fathers, and the Scholastics 
all distinguished between vagu e notions and feelings on 
the one hand, and conceptions brought about by an act of 
intell ectual wil l ing on the other. 

Descartes. The concept of apperception (in the form of 
the verb apercevoir) appears in Descarte s's Traite des 
passions. 

Later writers general ly use the term "perception" for 
denoting a state of dim awareness. So Locke bel ieves that 
perception is "the first step and degree towards knowl
edge, and the inlet of al l material s of it. . . .  " I t  "is in 
some degree in  all sorts of animal s" (Essay Concerning 
Human Understanding, Book I I ,  Ch. 9 ). On the other hand, 
apperception denotes a state of conscious or reflecting 
awareness.  

In  contrast, Descartes makes no distinction between the 
two. But he stresses the vol itional el ement (which he cal l s  
passion) i n  the cognitive process :  "For i t  i s  certain that we 
would not even know how to will something, unless we 
had apperceived it by the same medium by which we wil l .  
And just as one can say with regard to our soul that wi l l ing 
is a form of action, so one can al so say that there is  in the 
soul an el ement ["passion"] by which it apperceives that 
which it wil l s" (Traite des passions). 

Leibniz. It was Leibniz who introduced the concept of 
apperception into the more technical phi losophical tradi
tion. In his Principes de la nature fondes en raison et de la 
grace he says :  "One should distinguish between percep
t ion, which is an inner state of the monad reflecting the 
outer world,  and apperception, which is our conscious 
reflection of the inner state of the monad. " 

For the understanding of Leibniz' ideas about percep
tion and apperception, one should also refer to his Nou
veaux Essa is sur l' entendement humai n, which contain a 
discussion of Locke's Essay Concerning Human Under
standing. There Leibniz objects to Locke 's tabula rasa 
theory, according to which "there are no innate principles 
in  the mind" (Book I, Ch. 2 ). Leibniz' insi stence on innate 
mental powers had a decis ive influence on the ideal i sm of 
Kant and Herbart. 

Kant. The concept of apperception was taken up by Kant 
in his Critique of Pure Reason. There he distinguished 
between empirical apperception, the person's awareness 
of himself which depends on the changing conditions of 



hi s  consciousness, and transcendental apperception, or 
"pure reason," the inner, unchangeable fundamental , and 
therefore "transcendental " unity of consciousness.  This 
transcendental unity of consciousness precedes all data of 
perception and makes possible their inner order and 
meaning ("Transcendental Logic," Para. 12). It consists of 
the ideas of space and time, wh ich are not objects of per
ception but modes of perceiving, and a number of catego
ri es which Kant orders under the headings of quantity, 
quality, relation,  and modality. Kant's attempt to organize 
these categories and their subcategories according to a 
symmetrical scheme has been generally rejected as 
arti ficial. However, Kant's rejection of the opinion that our 
conscious reasoning about the world reflects the world as it 
really is remains as one of the great epi stemological prob
lems in h is  concept of apperception. 

Idealists. The sel f-critical qual ity in Kant's philosophy 
was not heeded by romantic ideal ists impatient to ach ieve 
a complete insight into the essence of all exi stence. Thus 
Fichte turned Kant's self-cri tical concept of apperception 
into the absolute self; H egel developed logical ideal i sm ;  
and Schell ing maintained i n  his philosophy o f  identity that 
the evolution of mind or consciousness is nothing but the 
evolution of ultimate real ity from its prerati onal and grop
ing state of wi l l ing toward self-consciousness and self
direction, toward the discovery of its inherent and universal 
laws. Whatever we th ink about Schelling's lofty specula
tion, it led its author to the understand ing of myth . For in 
myth , so Schell ing concluded, the human mind in  i ts  pre
rational state creates its first perceptions of reality in the 
form of artistic intuition and imagery. Myth , so we could 
say with Schelli ng, is not untruth but pretruth. About half a 
century later, fol lowing Schell ing's lead, Wilhelm Wundt 
became one of the foremost i nterpreters of prerational or 
mythical th inking. 

Herbart. In contrast with the romanticists, Kant's suc
cessor, J ohann Friedrich Herbart, insi sted on a less roman
tic and more empirical interpretation of the transcenden
tal i st position. However, i n  the second part of h is  Psychologie als Wissenschaft, Herbart characteri zes the 
gift of apperception as one-though not the only one-of 
the qualities that distinguish man from animal because it 
gives him the power of reflection. In  the human soul ,  so 
Herbart says, there are operating series of presentations, 
combinations, and whole masses of perceptions which are 
sometimes completely and sometimes incompletely inter
woven , in part conforming and in  part opposed to each 
other. It is the function of apperception to assimilate the 
various and often divergent ideas. In th i s  process the older 
apperceptive mass, consisting of concepts, judgments, and 
maxims ,  wil l  tend to assimilate more recent and less set
tled impressions. No one, however, can measure how 
strong the older apperceptive mass must be in order to 
fulfil l  effectively the function of assimilation. 

Obviously, the power of apperception as conceived by 
Herbart is closely related to a person's inner stability, 
self-consciousness, and self-identity. Apperception re
quires wi l l  and attention in order to function adequately. A 
mentally sick person will be unable to perform it. 

Inevitably, the concept of apperception plays a decisive 
role in Herbart's pedagogical theory. In his Allgemeine 
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Piidagogik aus dem Zweck der Erziehung Abgeleitet, Her
bart emphasizes the obl igation of the teacher to arrange 
the course of instruction in such a way that the new ma
terial can be properly integrated with the already available 
store of knowledge. If the two fall apart, the learner cannot 
assimilate the new experi ence and wi ll  feel frustrated. 

Wundt. The qualiti es of will and attention, which from 
Descartes to Herbart were emphasized as inherent in the 
apperceptive process, are sti l l  more accentuated by Wil
helm \Vundt. In his Grundriss der Psyclwlogie, Wundt 
distingui shes between passive apperception, in wh ich the 
consciousness s imply accepts impressions ,  and active 
apperception, in which the new impression is met by an 
emotional state of tension followed by a sense of satisfac
tion. Furthermore, in all apperception a personifying ele
ment i s  at work in  that the apperceived objects are colored 
by the mode of the apperceiving subject. This i s  the reason 
why we tend to identify apperceived objects with our own 
form of existence. The most obvious hi storical example of 
th i s  tendency is myth , in which, for example, animal s,  the 
forces of nature, and the gods appear in anthropomorphic 
transfiguration . 

Entirely in  the spirit of Wilhelm \Vundt i s  the following 
(freely translated) passage from the well-known Grundriss der Geschichte der Philosophie seit Beginn des neunzehnten jahrhunderts: 

There is nothing inside and outside of man which he 
could cal l totally h i s  own but his  will . . . .  Hence, 
looking for the terminus of individual psychological 
regression , we di scover the inner will or the pure apperception, which is not in a state of quiet, but in a 
state of never resti ng activity. The apperceptive wi l l  i s  
not a n  a-posteriori conception ,  but an a-priori, postu
lated by reason, a transcendental quality of the soul ,  
postulated by empi rical psychology as the ult imate 
source of all  mental processes, yet at the same time 
beyond the competence of the empirical psychologist. 
The deeper unity. In quoting the foregoing passage 

(omitted in later editions of Ueberweg-Heinze) we have 
already indicated the deeper unity that in spite of all 
differences underl ies the apperception theories of Leibniz, 
Kant, Herbart, and \Vundt. They predicate a transcenden
tal element, or an inherent logos,  in the human process of 
cognition because they are convi nced that there is no other 
explanation for its unit ing and ordering capacity. They 
belong, in the wide sense of the term, to the "idealistic" 
tradition of the philosophia perennis, although they are in 
no way opposed to painstaking empirical and stati stical 
inquiry, as the examples of Herbart and \Vundt prove. 

However, in postulati ng a transempirical factor as the 
condition of experience, they expose themselves to the 
reproach of mystici sm by the empirici st. And there can be 
no doubt that the modern experimental ,  associationist, and 
behaviorist schools have made us more cri tical of psycho
logical concept. However, it still seems to many contem
porary ph i losophers and psychologists that a purely em
pirical account of knowledge is inadequate and that in 
order to achieve a defensible position it i s  necessary to 
have recourse to nonempirical factors such as appercep
tion . 
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ROBERT LLlCH 

A P R I O R I . L I � G C I S T I C  T H E O R Y  O F  T H E .  See 
W.GCISTIC THEORY OF THE A PRIORI. 

A P R I O R I  A � D  A P O S T E R I O R L  The distinction 
ben.i.·een the a p:io:i and th e a posteriori has ahi.·ays be-en 
a.-i epistemological one.  tha� is to s.ay. it has ahi.·ays had 
somethin? to do \7,ith kno,i.-led�e. The �erms ._.a priori�' and 
"a pos teriori . . are Scholastic terms which ha,·e t.l1eir ori�n 
in certain ideas of Aristotl e. but their me has been consid
erably extended in the course of hi s�ory. and th en present 
use stems from the meanin�  given to the:n b� i-:.a.-it. The 
terms literally me.an "from what i s  prior"' and ""f:-o=n what 
i s  posterior. .. Accordin� to :\ri stot1 e . .  -\ 1 s  pno: to B m 
nature if and only if B could not e:nst \7,,:hout A • •  -\ is pnor 
to B in .:nowlecke 1f  and only 1f we c-.annot know B ,..,;thout 
.-no\7.;nc .-\ It is possible for these two semes of "?no:'" :o 
have an appl ication in common. substanc-e . fo: enm;J]e .  i s  
prior to  other things in bo:h of th ese senses  and i:1 others.  
It foHows that to l-now somethin; from what 1 s  pnor 1 s  to 
.:now what is, in s.ome s.ense. i ts  c-.ause_ Ari stotl e bel ie,·ed 
that 1t 1s possibl e to c! emo:istrate- a eaus.al relatio:i ship by 
means of a syJ Jogism in which the term fo: the c-.ause  is  :he 
middle term. Hence. to know somet.'½ i:i�  i:i terms of \7,hat 
is pnor i s  to l-now 1t in  terms of a demonstrable caus.al 
relationship. To .::now somethin; from what is postenor. 
on the other han� ca:i invoh-e no such de::ionstr2.:io:1. 
since th e l-nov,·l ed�e \7,, ll  be mc!uc-ti,·e m for:n. 

The transition to Kant's conception of the mat:er is e,.
dent in Leibniz. According to the latter, to know reali�
a posteriori i s  to l-now it from ,1.-hat is actually iou:ic! in ilie 
world. that i s .  by th e senses.  by the e:::ec>-...s of reali�- in 
experience; to knov,· realit)· a priori is to l--now it oy expos
ing the c-.ause O!" the possible gene;-2.tion o: the de�te 
thing" Souc,eau:r Eucis ,  Bk. III ,  Ch. 3 . It is also possible 
to speak o: a ;J:iori p.-oofs . .  -\.s a general consequence o:· 
this .  Leibniz could distinguish hen.i,een "rru� a pos�e
riori. or o: �act," and "tru::hs a priori, o.: oi reason"' Ibid�, 
Bk. I\", Ch. 9 : for a priori trutlis can be demonsuated in 
term s  of their being based on identical propositions.  while 
a poste:iori truths can be seen to be rrue only from expe
rience. Thus the distinction between the a posteriori and 
the a priori co:nes to be a distinction ben.1,een v.·hat is  
derived from experience and what is not, whether or not 
the notion of the a priori a1 so has the notion of cemonsua· 
tion in terms of cause or reason associated ,i.;th it.. Such is  
the distinction m Kant, and it ha.s remai:led roughly t.'½e  

s.a.me ever s ince. Sinc-e i!:l �t there i s  no  s i�?le op;iosi
�o::i he:-we-en s ense ex;>erie:1ce anc re.a.son there being 
also the unde.-s:ancin� • it is no� pos sible to express the 
dis:i:::u:-::io::1 he laid do,..--n as O:ie be:--.,,een what is  c.erived 
tro:-:i expe:ie:ic-e 21d wha! is derived i:rou1 re-.lSon. 

The distinction. t.l-ien. is roughly equh-.a.lent to th.at be
twee:1 the e:::i?i.-ic-..a.l a:ic! the noneu1piiic2.L �t also con
nected it ,i.;t., the distiaction be0,,een the nee-essay and 
the co:1:i:1;e::1½ 2. priori cuilis bein'.; neees s.ary .md a po-s te
rio:i t1.::hs cotl.:i:::1g-er.:.. Be: to �sume �thout fu:---Jier 
a:-;u::ien� rru.� the t,.,,o dis.:inctions coincide in their ap
pl ica::io:1 is to as s�e mo much. The s.a.me is true of the 
disti:ic-tio:1 betwe-e.::i the analytic and the s�,nthetic; Lhi s  too 
canno� he a.s simila:ed ,i.ithout ar;umea.: to that bet--1,een 
the a ;J:iori aac a posteriori. Whether or n� these  distine
tions cobcide in thei.: 2.pplica::ions . they c-er...ainly c-.mnot 
have the s.aaie .:iea.nin�. The cistinctio:1 betwee:1 the 
a priori a:1d 2. posteriori is .an epis:emolopc-..tl one: it  is 
c-er .. ably :i� e,ic!er..t tll.at ±.e �ers are. 

THE DISTL"CTIO� APPLIE D  TO C O� C E PTS 

Il,e di stinction ben.i.·een the 2. priori .and the a posterio:i 
has be-en &awn no:: only in conr1ection ,i.;�¾ truths O!" 

proposi::ions but also in connection v.i:h conc-ept.5. Indeed. 
some truths a.re doubly a priori. no� only is their truth 
knowable i::1dependently o: experienc-e but the concepts 
,i.-hich mey in,·olve a.re simib..rly independent  of e.xperi
enc-e Tne dis=:inction be:---1,een a. pos�eriori and a priori 
c--onc-epts may se-em a perspic-uous one. ior i t  may be 
tllou ::.ht to be d distioc-tion be01.-ee:1 concepts which ,ve 
deri,·e rrom experience by buildin; Lhem up therefrom 
and conc-e:'.)ts which ,1-·e lu,·e 1:1c!ep,e:-!dently of experience. 
h has sorneti�es be-e::1 s.aid also that Llie la:ter concepts a:-e 
i:ina.te ideas . \7,;:h which we a:-e born. so th�t we h.1..-e no 
:i eed to 2.cqmre t.liem. But the GU�"'tio::i whethe: ice-.as a:e 
inna.te or acqmred s ee::is to be o:i e o� psyc-ho!�-. as is the 
questio::1 o: how we acqt!ire ic!e-.1s i: '-e c!o. The cistinctio:1 
u:ic!er consic!er2.:10n. be!::J.f 2.:1 episte:::io!opc:: l one. h.ls no 
di� co:?:1ec'tion ,1.;:h psycbolo;y. A conc-ept which is 
1:1c!ep,e:1c!e:1t of expe:1e:1-c-e may or ITI2.y ::10:: be h:i..::.te. a."ld 
a!thou;h it c-.a.nnot be a�t:1red c::-ectly f:u::i experience. it 
may sn!1 be th2.t e._,.-p,erienc-e 1s in some way a nec-ess.a.ry 
cond1bon of oi::- h2n::?; the concept. Wha.t then does i t  
mea..-i to say t:ha.� a conc-e;Jt 1 s  1:1c!ep,e:1c!ent o:  experience·? 
The a...-i swer :nust be i:i ter.:is of the ,c.lic..1tio:1 o: the con
c-e-pt. 

It may he assumed �=- present pu_.-po-ses tha.t a coocept i-s 
\r,hzt is me.a_nt by t.½ e  cor7es-;iond1:1; te:m ald10u;h this 
:nay �ot be a fully ace<;u2.:e ,iew 2..:1d by1}Gsses the ques
tio:i whe�er co:1cepts are mc!ep,encent of words . To ha...-e 
2. concept ,.,,ll t!ius at le-.ast be to u:ic!ers�d the corre
spo:id::1; te:-:-:i. Perrups. then . .a.n a posteriori concept is 
one expres sed by 2. te::-o unders�"lcuble purely in terms of 
exp,e:ienc-e. 2._nd .a.n a priori co-:ieept o::1e which does not 
satisfy this  co:16::io:1. The poi;it h� so□etimes be-en m�de 
by s;2.�;n:;: tha� .an a pos:-e!iori. or e�piric-.al. conee� or 
term is  one which i s.  e2.sh.able in terms of sense experience. 
This  i s  o: course a met.?.phor. and wlut it me-.. ms is th.at 
�lie me-.a.:iin; o� e:npiric-.aJ terms c-.a.n be �h·en by defi
nitions which r:iust ulti�tely depend on o-s ten.s ive 



definitions only. Ostensive definition:: are those which pro
vide the definition of a term by a direct confrontation with 
experience. To define a term ostensively it is neces sary only 
to repeat the expression together with some form of point
ing to the object or phenomenon in question. I t  i s  highly 
questionable, however, whether any performance of th is 
kind could ever constitute definition as such. For the 
mean ing of a word to be taught in this  way there would 
have to be (as Wittgenste in in effect pointed out at the 
beginning of his Philosophical Investigations) a previous 
understanding that the noise made was a word in a lan
guage and in a language of a definite sort. Furthermore , it 
would have to be understood what sort of term was being 
defined-whether i t  was descriptive and, if so, what range 
of phenomena it was being used to describe. If all th is 
must be understood, it can scarcely be said that the term in 
question is defined purely by reference to sense experi
ence. 

Nevertheless, there is some distinction to be made here. 
Even if terms l ike "red" cannot be defined purely by ref
erence to experience , they could not be understood fully 
without experience, for example, by someone who does 
not possess and never has pos sessed sight. There is  a sense 
in which the blind can, up to a point, understand term s 
l ike "red," in that they can know that red is a color and 
even a color of a certain sort related to other colors in cer
tain ways. But since they cannot know when to apply the 
term in fact, there is an obvious sense in which they do not 
have a full  understanding of it-and the same appl ies to 
the notion of color itsel f. A posteriori term s and con
cepts may thus be defined as those that directly require 
our having experience in order for us to apply them or 
those that can only be fully understood by reference to 
terms that directly require our having experience to apply 
them. Whether or not a creature without experience could 
ever come to have a concept such as ,  for example, validity, 
it is clear that being able to apply the concept does not 
directly require experience. This may afford the bas is of a 
distinction between a posteriori and a priori concepts. 
There may be various views about a priori concepts, con
cerning, for example, whether they are to be restricted to 
concepts of, or concepts involved in, mental operations on 
a posteriori concepts . Empirici sts have in general held that 
the only a priori concepts are those which express relations 
of ideas. The field is thus restricted to the concepts of logic 
and mathematics. 

THE DISTINCTION APPLIED TO PROPOSITIONS 

In a sense, the di stinction between concepts presup
poses the distinction between propos itions, since concepts 
can be applied only in propos itions. According to the 
rough criteria al ready mentioned, an a priori proposition 
will be one whose truth is knowable independently of 
experience. It may be questioned, however, whether there 
are any truths which can be known if the subject has 
no experiences whatever. Hence, the matter is better put 
in terms of the val idation of the propos ition in question , in 
terms of its verification or fals ification. It has sometimes 
been suggested that a propos ition is a priori if its truth is 
ascertainable by examination of it alone or if  it is deduci-
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hie from such propos itions. An a priori proposition would 
thus be one which provides its own verification; it is true 
in itself. This account is too restrictive, since there may be 
propositions whose truth is ascertainable by argument that 
makes no reference to empirical matters of fact, but which 
may not be deducible from any propositions of the kind 
previously mentioned. That is to say, there may be circum
stances in which it is possible to validate propositions 
by argument that makes no reference to matters of fact 
discoverable by experience. Empiricists have general ly 
denied this, but the possibility of what Kant cal led "tran
scendental arguments" cannot be so l ightl y dismissed. 
Aristotl e's argument for the truth of the pri nciple of con
tradiction would be a case in point, namely, that a denial 
of it al ready presupposes it. 

On the other hand, to say s imply that a priori proposi
tions are those whose truth can be discovered without 
reference to experience is too wide a defin ition. For, it 
may be argued that the terms in which many such propo
sitions are expressed could only be fully understood by 
reference to experience. A propos ition may be a priori 
without its invol ving terms which are without exception 
a priori. It was for this reason that Kant distinguished be
tween a priori and pure a priori judgments; only in the 
latter are all the terms a priori. In view of th is, an a priori 
proposition may be defined as one whose truth, given an 
understanding of the terms involved, is ascertainabl e by a 
procedure which makes no reference to experience. The 
val idation of a posteriori truths, on the other hand, neces
sitates a procedure that does make reference to experi
ence. 

Can analytic propositions be a posteriori? I t  has al
ready been mentioned that Kant superimposed upon the 
a priori -a  posteriori distinction the disti nction between 
the analytic and the synthetic. There are di fficulties in
volved in defining this latter di stinction, but for present 
purposes it is necessary to note that Kant assumed it im
possible for analytic judgments to be a posteriori. He does 
this presumably on the grounds that the truth of an analytic 
judgment depends upon the relations between the concepts 
involved and is ascertainabl e by determining whether the 
denial of the judgment gives rise to a contradiction. This 
latter procedure is surely one which makes no reference to 
experience. Kant is cl early right in th is. As al ready seen, it 
is not relevant to object that since analytic judgments, 
propositions, or statements need not involve purely 
a priori terms,  evaluation of the truth of some analyt ic prop
ositions wil l involve reference to experience; for in deter
mining whether a propos ition is a priori, it is necessary to 
take as al ready determined the status of the terms in
volved. It  is similarly irrelevant to maintain that it is 
sometimes poss ible to come to see the truth of an analytic 
propos ition through empirical means. It may be poss ible, 
for example, for a man to realize the truth of "All bachel ors 
are unmarried men" as an analytic proposition as a conse
quence of direct experience with bachelors. But th is con
sequence will be an extrinsic one. That is to say that 
while the man may attain this insight in this way, it will be 
quite accidental ; the val id ity of the ins ight does not de
pend upon the method by which it is acquired. That is 
why the definition of an a priori proposition or statement 
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involves the idea that its truth must be ascertainable without reference to experience. As long as a nonempirical procedure of val idation exists, the proposition in question will be a priori , whether or not its truth i s  always ascertained by this proredure. It i s  quite impossible, on the other hand, for an a posteriori proposition to be val idated by pure argument alone. 
Must a posteriori propositions be contingent? Given that al l  analytic propos itions are a priori , it i s  a further question whether all synthetic propositions must be a posteriori. This is a hotly debated question, with empirici sts maintaining that they must be. But first it is necessary to consider the relation between the a priori -a  posteriori dich otomy and the necessary -contingent one. Kant certainly associated the a priori with the necessary, and there is  a prima facie case for the view that if a proposition is known a posteriori, its truth must be contingent. For how can experience alone tel l u s  that something must be so? On the other hand, it might be maintained that we can learn inductively that a connection between characteri stics of things holds as a matter of necessity. Some phi losophers maintain that natural laws represent necessary truths, and they do not all think this incompatible with the view that natural laws can be arrived at through experience. \\'hat is sometimes cal led intu itive induction-a notion originating in Aristotle-is also something of this kind; we see by experience that something is essential ly  so and so. An even greater number of philosophers would be wil l ing to assert that, in some sense of the word "must," experience can show us that something must be the case. Certainly the "must" in question i s  not a logical "must," and empiricists have tended to maintain that al l necessity is logical necessity. This, however, is just a dogma. It seems plausible to assert that an unsupported body must in nomrnl circumstances fall to the ground. Yet it must be admitted that the normal ph ilosoph ical conception of necessity is more refined than this, and to say that an unsupported body must in normal circumstances fall to the ground need not be taken as  incompatible with saying that th i s  is a contingent matter. Similarly, there is an important sen se in which natural laws are contingent; they are about matters of fact. If we al so think of them as necessary, the necessity in question stern s from the conceptual framework into which we fit them. It is possible to conceive of empirical con nections in such a way that, within the fram ework of concepts in which we place them, they are treated as holding necessari ly. It is  sti l l  a con tingent matter whether the whole conceptual framework has an appl ication. If propositions expressing such connections are a priori , it i s  only in a relative sen se. 
Must a priori propositions be necessary? It seems at first sight that there is no necessity for nonempirical propositions to be necessary, or rather that it is possible to construct propositions which , if true, must be true a priori, while they apparently remain contingent. These are propos itions which are doubly general. They may be formalized in such a way as to contain both a universal and an exi stential quanti fier, for example, (x) · 3 y • <f, xy. Such propositions have been called by J .  W. N .  Watkins (following Karl Popper) "al l and some propositions." Because they have this kind of double generality, they are both un-

veri fiabl e and unfalsifiable. Th e element corresponding to the un iversal quanti fier makes them unveri fiable ;  that corresponding to the exi stential quantifier makes them unfalsifiable. Under the circumstances they can hardly be said to be empirical. An example of thi s  kind of proposition i s  the principle of universal causal ity, "Every event has a cause," which is equivalent to "For every event there is some other event with which it is causal ly connected." It has been claimed by some philosophers, for instance, G .  J. \Varnock, that this proposition i s  vacuous, since no state of affairs wil l  falsify it. But the most that can be claimed in this respect is that no particular state of affairs which can be observed will  falsify it. It is clearly not compatible with any state of affairs whatever, since it i s  incom patible with the state of affairs in which there is an event with no cause. It remain s  true that it is impossible to verify that an event has no cause. Watkins does not claim that the proposition i s  necessary, al though the principle of causal ity has been held by many, for instance, Kant, to be an example of a necessary truth, and it cou ld  no doubt be viewed as such. But it is also possible to treat it as a contingent truth, one which holds only in the contingency of every event being causally determined. How we could  know that such a contingency held is a further question. It is clear that nothing that we could observe would provide such knowledge. Such propositions certainly could  not be known a posteriori ; if true, they must be known a priori if they are to be known at a l l .  The difficulty i s  just  thi s-how are they to be known at al l ?  Thus, it may be better to distinguish between a priori propositions and nonernpirical propositions of this kind. A priori propositions are those which can be known to be true and whose tru th is ascertainable by a procedure that makes no reference to experience; nonempirical propositions of the kind in question are not like this, for their truth is ,  strictly speaking, not ascertainable at al l .  If we accept them, it must be as mere postulates or as principles whose force i s  regulative in some sense. Thi s  does not exclude the possibil ity that there are other propositions whose truth can be ascertained by a nonempirical procedure but which are less than necessary. It has been argued by J. N. Findlay that there are certain propositions asserting connections between concepts that are only probable, as opposed to the commonly held view that all connections existing among concepts are necessary. He maintains that our  conceptual systems may be such that there are connections between their members which are by no means analytic; the connections do not amount to entailments. Perhaps something l ike the Hegelian dialectic i s  the prototype of thi s. Findlay argues,  for  example, that if one has likings, there i s  the presumption that one wil l  l ike l ikings of this sort; on this sort of basis one could  move toward the notion of a community of ends. It is difficu lt to speak more than tentatively here. Given, however, that the propositions stating these conceptual connections are, if  true, then true a priori (as they surely must be), i t  is not cl ear that it is necessary to claim only that what one knows in re lation to them is probable. Certainly the connections do not constitute entail ments; but this of itself does not mean that what one knows is  on ly probable. The fact that the argument for a certain position is not a strictly deduc-



tive one does not mean that the position cannot be expressed by truths which are necessary and can be known to be so. For the argument may justify the claim to such knowledge in  spite of the fact that the argument is  not deductively val id in the strict sense. If such a necessary proposition does not seem to have universal appl ication, this may be due to the fact that i t  holds under certain conditions and that its necessity is relative to these conditions. This was Kant's pos ition over the principle of universal causal ity. He held that the principle that every event has a cau se i s  necessary only in relation to experience. If propositions of this  sort lack absolute necessity, they need not lack necessity altogether. The tentative conclu sion of this section is that while some propositions may in a certain sense be both nonempirical and contingent, it neverthel ess remains true that if  a proposition i s  known a priori , it must be necessarily true in some sense or other. 
Must a priori propositions be analytic? It has been suggested in the previous section that there may be a priori propositions that are not analytic. They depend for their validation on a priori argument but cannot be given a deductive proof from logical truths .  The question of the synthetic a priori is one of the most hotly debated topics in philosophy and has, indeed, been so ever since Kant first stated the issues explicitly. Empiricists have always vehemently denied the possibil ity of such truths and have even tried to show that a proposition that is a priori must be analytic by definition. Most attempts of thi s  sort rest on mi sconceptions of what is meant by these terms. 
Kant's synthetic a priori. Kant claimed that synthetic a priori truths were to be found in two fields-mathematics and the presuppositions of experience or science-although he denied that there was a place for them in dogmatic metaphysics. He maintained that although mathematics did contain some analytic truths (s ince there were propositions which summed up purely deductive steps), the main bulk of mathematical truths 'were synthetic a priori ; they were informative, nonempirical, and necessary, but not such that their denial gave ri se to a contradiction. These characteristics were in large part due to the fact that mathematical knowledge involved intuitions of time (in the case of arithmetic) and space ( in the case of geometry). Kant's conception of arithmetic has not found much support, and his view of geometry has often been considered to have been undermined by the discovery of non-Eucl idean geometries. It is doubtful, however, whether the situation is qu ite so simple as this, for what Kant maintained was that an intuition of space corresponding to Euclidean geometry was necessary at any rate 

for creatures with sensibility like ours. That is to say, what we perceive of the world must conform to Euclidean geometry, whether or not it can be conceived differently in abstraction from the conditions of perception. Whether or not this  is true, it is not obviou sly false. The main attack on the Kantian view of arithmetic, and thereafter on that view of other branches of mathematics, came from Frege and from Russell and Whitehead. Frege defined an analytic proposition as one in the proof of which one comes to general logical laws and definitions only; and he attempted to show that arithmetical propositions are analytic in this sense. The crucial step in this 
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program is Frege's definition of "number" roughly in terms of what Russell called one-to-one relations. (Russell himself gave a parallel definition in tenns of similarity of classes. ) Given Frege's definition of number, arithmetical operations had to be expressed in terms of the original definition. It is at least an open question whether this attempt was successful. The definition has been accused of being circular and/or insufficient. This being so, the most that can be claimed is that arithmetic, while not reducible to logic, has a similar structure. However, Godel's proof that it is impossible to produce a system of the whole of formal arithmetic that is both consistent and complete may be taken to cast doubt even on this claim. At al l events, the exact status of arithmetical truths remains arguable. Other synthetic a priori truths claimed by Kant were the presuppositions of objective experience. He tried to demonstrate that the truth of such propos itions as "Every event has a cause" is necessary to objective experience. These propositions indeed express  the necessary conditions of possible experience and of empirical science. As such, their validity is lim ited to experience, and they can have no application to anything outside experience, to what Kant cal led "things-in-themselves. " According to Kant, these principles-which are of two kinds, constitutive or regu lative in relation to experience-are ultimately derived from a list of a priori concepts or categories, which he claims to derive in turn from the traditional logical classi fication of judgments. These principles, in a form directly applicable to empirical phenomena, are also established by transcendental arguments. In the "Second Analogy" of the Critique of Pure Reason, for example, Kant sought to show that unless objective phenomena were irreversible in time, and therefore subject to rule, and therefore due to causes, it would be impossible to distinguish them from merely subjective phenomena. Causality is therefore a condition of distinguishing phenomena as objective at all. The cogency of this position depends upon the acceptabil ity of the arguments , and it is impossible to examine them here. It is to be noted, however, that what the arguments seek to show is that certain necessary connections between concepts must be accepted if we are to give those concepts any appl ication. The connection between the concepts of "objective event" and "cause" is not an analytic one, but it is  a connection which must be taken as obtaining if the concepts are to have any application to empirical phenomena. Another instance of this kind of s ituation, perhaps more trivial, can be seen in such a proposition as "Nothing can be red and green all over at the same time in the same respect. " This proposition has sometimes been classified as empirical, sometimes analytic; but it has been thought by empiricists a more plausible candidate for synthetic a priori truth than any of Kant's examples. There is clearly some kind of neces sity about this proposition. It may be possible for something to appear red and green all over, but to suggest that something might be red and green al l over or that one might produce examples of such a thing has little plau sibility; for in some sense red excludes green. The question is, In what sense? Since "red" does not mean "not-green" and cannot be reduced to this (for terms like "red" and "green" do not seem capable of analy-
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sis) ,  the proposition under consideration cannot, strictly 
speaking, be analytic. How can red and green exclude 
each other without this being a logical or analytic exclu
sion ? It is not merely a contingent exclu sion, s ince it i s  
clearly impossible to produce something which i s  red and 
green all over (shot silk, for example, although it  appears 
so, does not conform to the conditions of being two-colored 
all over), and we cannot imagine what such a thing would 
be l ike. 

It may be suggested that red and green are different 
determinates of the same determinabl e-color. We distin
guish colors and use different terms in order to do so. To 
al low, then, that something might be described by two 
such terms at the same time would be to frustrate the pur
poses for which our system of color classification was de
vised. However, this may sound too arbitrary. After all ,  
given two colors that do in fact shade into each other, we 
might be less reluctant to al low that something might be 
both of them at once. It is no accident that we dist inguish 
colors as  we do. For creatures of  our k ind of sensibil ity, as 
Kant would put i t ,  col ors have a definite structure ; i t  i s  
natural to see them in certa in ways and to conceive of 
them accordingly. We then fi t them to a conceptual scheme 
which reflects those distinctions. If  we will not al low that 
something may be red and green all over, i t  is because the 
mutual exclusion of red and green is a necessary feature of 
our scheme of color concepts . Yet the whol e scheme has 
appl ication to the world only because we see colors as we 
do. The relative and absolute a priori. Because of the em
pirical preconditions for our scheme of color concepts, if 
we maintain that we can know a priori that someth ing 
cannot be red and green all over, it cannot be absolutely 
a priori . For the truth that something which i s  red cannot 
al so be green at the same time and in the same respect can 
scarcel y be said to be ascertainable without any reference 
whatever to experience. The same i s  true of the principle 
of universal causal ity discussed earl ier. I t  might be main
tained that the truth that every event has a cause is neces
sary because "cause" and "event" are so definable that 
there i s  an analytic connection between them (implausible 
as th is  may be in fact). In  that case the proposition in 
question would be true in all possible  worlds (to u se a 
Leibnizian phrase), s ince its truth would not depend on 
what is . In  a world in which no events occurred, it would 
be true, in this view, that every event (if there were any) 
would have a cause. \Ve can know the truth of th is  propo
sition absolutely a priori. However, if the principle is not 
analytic (and it i s  cl early  not, in its ordinary interpretation) 
but i s  sti l l  thought to be necessary, this can be so only 
because the connection between cause and event i s  nec
essary to our conception of the world as we see it. Similar
ly, the mutual exclusion of red and grPen i s  necessary to 
our conception of colors as we see them. These proposi
tions are not true in  al l possible worlds ,  and whi le  their 
truth can be known a priori, i t  is not known absolutely 
a priori. 

On the other hand, the so-called laws of thought, such as 
the principle of contradiction, whi le  not analytic, must 
again be known absolutely a priori , whatever the kind of 
necessity they possess .  The tru th of the principle of con-

tradiction is necessary to the possibil ity of thought in gen
eral ,  including the thought of the principl e itself. It is not 
possible even to deny the principl e without presupposing 
it. I t  cannot be maintained that its truth is in  any way as
certainable by a procedure that makes reference to experi
ence. Its truth is a necessity of thought, not of experience, 
and is not relative to experience. Hence it may be said to 
be known absolutely a priori. 

Of those propositions which are absolutely a priori there 
are two kinds-analytic truth s and the principles of logic 
themselves. (It is perhaps not surprising that these have 
sometimes been classified together, even if wrongly so. ) 
On the other hand,  there are some truths which are neces
sary but known only relatively a priori-truths such as the 
principle of causal ity and the principle of the incompati
bi l i ty of colors. Final l y, of course, there is that large class 
of truths which can only be known a posteriori. But for 
phi losophers these are naturally much less interesting than 
truths of the first two kinds-those which are a priori in 
some sense or other. And over these there is still much 
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A R C E S I LA U S , founder of the :\liddle, or �ev.·, Acad
emy of Athens, was born around 3 15 B.C. in Pitane in 
Aeolia, and died around 240 B.C. He took o,·er the head
ship of the Athenian Academy when Crates died. In his 
prime he was a handsome man, v.;th fiery eyes and a 
splendid voice, a gifted orator whose dialectical skil l s  were 
enormous. 

We have none of his writings. From the accounts of 
Cicero and Sextus Empiricus it is hard to tell whether the 
philosophy of h i s  Academy descended directly from the in
terrogatory methods of the Platonic Socrates , or whether 
it got most of i ts skeptici sm from Pyrrho and Timon of 
Phlius. We do know that his break ,,.;th the Old Academy 
was profound; he rejected the dogmatic Platonic meta
physics being taught there by his predecessors. But his 
main opponents were the Stoics. In  his attacks upon them 
he employed for the first time, if we can believe Cicero, 
the notion of epoche, or suspension of judgment Hi s  main 
attack upon them had to do ,,.;th their doctrine of the 
phantasia kataleptike, their belief that there were certain 
perceptions so distinct from all others and so prima facie 
true that no doubt was possible concerning them. Cpon 
thi s  doctrine the Stoics built their philosophy, sa:,.fog that 
the sage was one who, ha,;ng such perceptions,  assented 
to them and built a conclusive science upon them. 
Arcesilaus said that when a ,,.; se man claims that he  has 
such a perception, we call it the truth ; and when a fool 
thinks he has one, we call it fal sity. However, thi s  begs 
the whole question, s ince we ha,·e no criterion for deciding 
who is a sage and who is a fool. Lacking thi s  criterion, we 
must withhold our assent to the very foundations of dog
matic Stoical epistemology. 

B ut the Stoics had one important card to play. They 
accused the Skeptics of paralyzing men ,,.;th their epoche 
and thereby making impossible the main thing philosophy 
sought to obtain, a happy, ,;g9rou s  life. In response to thi s 
very important counterattack, Arcesilaus produced his  
famous doctrine of the eulogon. The "reasonable.. or 
"probable" i s  that which one can justify by displa)fog good 
reasons agreeing ,,.;th and supporting each other. Though 
these reasons are not conclusive for all men, if they support 
the conclus ion, they may help us to l ive well and to defend 
our way of l ife v.;th plausibil ity. 
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PHILIP P. HALLIE 

A R C H E ,  a Greek term signifying beginn ing, or origin. In 
its earl iest technical use the term referred to the primor
dial stuff out of which the · world, according to the Ionian 
philosophers, was generated. But questions about origin 
raised issues about foundations; these issues, in tum, 
posed problems about principles, and principles led to 
contro,·ersies about J...-nowledge or cause of being. As a 
result, there was a corresponding pressure on arche to 
accommodate these ideas. In practical usage, the mean ing 
of arche increasingly changed from "first power" to 
"method of go,·emment," "sovereignty," "realm,"  or "po
l i tical authori ty." In philosophical discussions, it ceased to 
designate the primordial stuff and b ecame instead a word 
for "principle of knowledge," "basis  of being," "cause of 
motion," or "source of action." 

.Anaximander was the first to use arche in a restricted 
sense and to identify it ,,.ith his peculiar idea of apeiron. 
He appears to have asserted, through the use of thi s  word, 
the existence of someth ing that antedated the cosmos
something that had no beginning; was the source and 
origin of e,·erything as well as the controlling influence 
o,·er e,·erything; and was eternal (aidion), und:,.;ng (atha
naton), and di,;ne (theion). By ,irtue of these associations, 
the beginn ing of the world acquired a sense other than 
temporal ; it seemed to imply extratemporal priority and 
physical u l timacy. Change and permanence in the created 
world were en,;saged, respecth·ely, as evidence of the 
dynamism and of the sustaining power of the arche; al l 
observable regulari ties were ,;ewed as reflections of the 
beginning's pervasive presence in the cosmos. 

\\nile .Anax imander' s ,·ersatile use of arche proved an 
economical way of explaining natural phenomena, philo
sophical cri ticism subsequently detected its weal-nesses. 
First, Anaximenes was compelled to identify arche v.;th 
:;ometh ing v.ithin the range of human experience (air) in 
order to make its pen·asiveness clearer. In doing so, he 
was forced to introduce rarefaction and condensation to 
account for the arche's relation to the actual world, thereby 
compromi sing conceptual economy. S imilarly, Heracl itus, 
by s idestepping the whole i ssue, ,,·as constrained to argue 
paradoxically for both universal change and the perman
ence of Logos. Later on, the Pythagoreans tried to disso
ciate the notion of arche from anything physical ;  they 
restricted it to the origin of number seri es, thu s  marking 
the abandonment of old-style physics . Parmenides was led 
to replace the idea of cosmic Beginning v.;th that of per
manent Being. Thi s  amounted to an expose of the incon
s istencies inherent in al l purely genetic interpretations of 
arche. When the post-Eleatic plural ists (Empedocles, 
Anaxagoras, and the atomis ts ) tackled the same problem of 
nature, they recognized that the only way to presen·e the 
idea of originating material was to regard it as something 
inert They saw i t  as generative of the world, but only 
through the introduction of a cause of motion ( ph ilia ,  nei
kos, nous). Finally, for reasons too complicated even to 
outl ine here, Plato found no use in his cosmology for an 
arche in any technical sense. 
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From Anaximenes to the atomi sts, the process of critical 
di scrim ination created an awareness in philosophical 
thought of the nature and conditions of successful phys ical 
theorizing; of the implications of general explanatory prin
ciples; of the presuppositions for a comprehensive doctrine 
of Being; and of the character of ru les regulating human 
action. The term arche could be used in each of these 
instances, but its meaning cou ld no longer be deduced 
from the idea of a precosmic mysterious Beginning. The 
new sense of the term would have to be dissociated from 
all crudely referential uses, and would have to become 
associated with newly evolved systematic concepts. Words 
and phrases such as matter, cause, demonstrative princi
ple, ground of being, motive force, and spring of action 
were recognized as apter synonyms of arche. 

The critical appreciation of the revolution that brought 
about these changes in arche's meaning is the exclusive 
accompli shment of Aristotl e's gen ius .  The reasons he 
offered to account for these changes represent the heart of 
his philosophy. Bibliography 
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P. OIAMAND0P0ULOS 

A R C H YTAS O F  TARENT U M ,  a cel ebrated figure of 
the second-generation Pythagoreans,  l ived in southern 
Italy during the first hal f of the fourth century B.C.  He 
studied under Philolaus and was known in antiqu ity as  a 
brill iant mathematician, distingu i shed physicist, and astute 
and humane ru ler of his  native city where he held the 
office of strategos for seven consecutive one-year tenns-a 
tribute to his  popularity. H e  was a close friend of Plato and 
was influential in the development of Platonic thought. 
Reconstructions of Archytas' thought usually stress his  
indebtedness  to Pythagoras and his original ity in advanc
ing the special sciences. The old Pythagorean num her 
metaphysics was transformed by Archytas into a principle 
for general izing special mathematical discoveries. H i s  
speci fic contributions t o  technical i ssues remain h i s  clear 
accompli shments. 

Archytas was the first to restrict mathematics exclusively 
to the technical d i sciplines of geometry, arithmetic (theory 
of numbers) ,  sphaerics (descriptive astronomy), and music 
(theory of sound and harmonics ). Confident in the power of 
number to account for everything, he held that the whole 
of nature, and each particular thing in i t, i s  mathematically 
explainable (he was said to have been the first to apply 
mathematics to mechanics) . He also appl ied this theory to 
human relations and to the organization of society. H i s  
genius in geometry i s  attested t o  b y  h i s  th ree-dimensional 
construction for finding two mean proportionals in contin-

ued proportion between two given straight l ines.  This 
constructi on marked the definitive solution of the problem 
of doubling the cube, as s impl ified by H ippocratus of 
Chios .  

"Archytas regarded finding the "natures of numbers" (eide) as essential to the understanding of the foundations 
of mathematics. He specified the characteri stics of 
arithmetical ,  geometrical , and harmonic progressions, and 
he proved the impossibil ity of finding a number which is a 
geometrical mean between two numbers in the superparticularis ratio [ (n + 1 )  : N ]-a most tel l ing anticipation of 
later Eucl idean contributions to arithmetic. 

Archytas reaffirmed the Pythagorean belief in infinite 
extension beyond the cosmos by the use of an ingenious 
argument based on the conceptual possibil ity of imagining 
ourselves at the rim of the world-thus supporting Mel i s
sus' thesis  of the infinity of the One. 

He explained the nature of sound by tracing its physical 
source to vibrations but related its qual ity or pitch, mi stak
enly, to the speed of propagation ; its audibi l i ty he attrib
uted to man's physiological possibil ities .  He al so ex
plained the musical ratios of the intervals between the 
notes of a tetrachord for the enharmonic, chromatic, and 
diatonic scales .  

His contributions reflect the attempts of a comprehen
sive mind to adjust old Pythagorean ideals  to the new 
insights gai ned from the advancement of the various 
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P. DIAMANDOPOULOS 

A R D I G O ,  RO B E RTO ( 1828 - 1920), the principal fig
ure in Ital ian positivism, was born in Casteld idone in 
Cremona. He became a Catholic priest, but left the priest
hood when, at the age of 43, he found it no longer compat
ible with his  beliefs, particularly h i s  conviction that human 
knowledge originates in sensation-a conviction that came 
to him suddenly, as he recounted it, whi le staring at the 
red color of a rose (Opere, Vol .  I l l ,  p. 368 ). From 188 1 to 
1909 he taught history of philosophy at the Univers ity of 
Padua. He spent the last years of h is  life defending and 
i l lu strating his fundamental ideas and debating with the 
prevail ing ideal ism, which had supplanted positivism as 
the dominant viewpoint within and without the Italian 
univers ities during the last three decades of the nineteenth 
century. He died in  Padua after two attempts at suicide. 



The basic interests of Ardigo's positivism were not his
torical and social , as were Comte's, but scientific  and natu
ralistic, l ike Spencer's. From Comte, Ardigo accepted the 
principle that facts are the only reality and that the only 
knowledge possible is the knowledge of facts, which con
si sts i n  placing one fact in  relation to others either 
immediately or by means of those mental formations that 
constitute ideas, categories,  and principles. When these 
relations are established, the fact i s  "explained." Science, 
therefore, is  the only kind of knowledge possible; and 
philosophy itself is a science that, like all other sciences, 
uses induction and does not have at its disposal privileged 
principles or procedures. Metaphysics , which claims  to 
start from principles independent of facts and to use de
duction, is a fictitious science. Yet philosophy is not just a 
"synthetic" di scipline in Spencer's sense of the unifier of 
the general results of the individual sciences. On the one 
hand, it is a complex of special d i sciplines that is left after 
the natural sciences have gone their way. As such, it en
compasses the discipl ines that are concerned with 
the "phenomena of thought" and finds articulation in two 
spheres : psychology, which includes l ogic, "gnosis" 
(epistemology), and aesthetics; and sociology, which in
cludes ethics, dikeika (doctrine of justice or of law), and 
economics. On the other hand, to philosophy belongs the 
fiel d  of the indistinct, which l ies outside the realm of the 
distinct, which constitutes the object of the individual 
sciences (matter, for physics; l i fe , for biology; society, for 
sociology; mind, for psychology, etc.). This realm of the 
indistinct consti tu tes the unique and common origin of all 
the realms of the di stinct, and it i s  the object of philosophy 
as peratology (Opere, Vol. X, p. 10). 

The indistinct in  the philosophy of Ardigo had the same 
function as the unknowable in Spencer. Ardigo di stin
guished i t  from the unknowable i n  that the indistinct i s  
not that which i s  not  known but that which is not yet known 
di stinctly. It is a relative co�cept, because the distinct that 
emerges from some knowledge is in its tum i ndistinct with 
respect to further knowledge insofar as it is that which 
produces, sol icits, and explain s  that knowledge (Opere, 
Vol. I I ,  p. 350). The indistinct - distinct relationship was, 
moreover, used by Ardigo-in a manner analogous to the 
way Spencer used the homogeneous - heterogeneous rela
tion-to explain "the natural formation"  of every known 
real ity. Every natural formation, in the solar system as wel l  
as in the human spirit, i s  a passage from the indistinct to 
the distinct. This passage occurs necessarily and inces
santly, regulated by a constant rhythm, that is, by an immu
table order. But the di sti nct never exhausts the indistinct, 
which both underlies and transcends it; and since the 
di stinct is the finite, then we must admit that, beyond 
the finite, l ies the infinite as indistinct. Ardigo con
ceived the infinite as a progressive development without 
beginning or end (the analogue to Spencer's evolution), 
denying that such a development leads to a transcendent 
cause or principle (Opere, Vol. I I ,  p. 129; Vol. I I I ,  p. 293; 
Vol. X, p. 5 19). All natural formations, including thought, 
which is a kind of "meteor" in  the life of the universe, 
emerge from and return to this  infinite (Opere, Vol. 1 1 ,  
p. 189). 

In  the domain of psychology, Ardigo held that the I (self) 
and natural things are constitu ted by neutral elements, that 
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i s ,  sensations. The self and things differ, therefore, only by 
the nature of the synthesis ,  that is ,  by the connections that 
are established among the sensations. Those sensations 
that refer to an internal organ and have the character of con
tinuity are associated in the "autosynthesis ," or the self. 
Those sensations that refer to an external organ and are 
discontinuous are associated in the "heterosynthesi s" that 
gives ri se to things (Opere, Vol. IV, p. 529 ff. ). This doc
trine, propounded by Ardigo in h i s  very first work, La psicologia come scienza positiva (Mantua, 1870), is similar 
to that later propounded by Ernst Mach in Die Analyse der Empfindungen ( J ena, 1886). 

In  the moral domain Ardigo carried on a polemic against 
every kind of rel igious and rationalistic ethic. It is  a fact, 
according to Ardigo, that man is capable of disinterested or 
altrui stic actions , but such actions can be explained by 
recourse to natural and social factors. The ideals and 
the prescriptive maxims  that determine them derive 
from the reactions of society to acts that either preserve or 
damage it-reactions that impress the individual and be
come fixed in  h i s  conscience as norms or moral imperatives. 
That which is called "conscience," therefore, is the progres
sive interiorizati on accompl i shed by the repeated and con
stant experience of the external sanctions that the antisocial 
act encounters in society (Opere, Vol. I l l ,  p. 425; Vol. X ,  
p. 279). 

Finally, Ardigo tried to mitigate the rigorous determin
ism found in all forms of positivism by giving some em
phasis to the notion of chance. Chance consists in the 
intersecting of various causal series that, taken together, 
constitute the order of the universe. These intersections 
are unpredictable, though the events that constitute every 
individual series are not unpredictable. So-called human 
"freedom" is an effect of the plurality of the psychical 
series, that is, of the multiplicity of the possible combina
tions of various causal orderings that constitute man's 
psychical life (Opere, Vol. I l l ,  p. 122). Works by Ardigo 
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NICOLA ABBAGNANO 

Translated by Nino F. Langiulli 
A R E TE/AGATHON/ KA KON.  Arete, traditionally 

translated as "virtue," i s  a key word in Greek ethical 
thought. Its central meaning was excellence of any kind, 
but from the beginning it was also associated with the idea 
of fulfi llment of function : excellence, whether in animate 
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or inanimate objects, consists in the ful lest performance of 
the object's function or its power to achieve the fullest 
performance. From the time of the Homeric poems on
ward, arete, with its associated adjective agathos ("good") 
and various synonyms, was the strongest word of commen
dation that could be used. The negative of agathos was kakos, and the neuter forms,  agathon and kakon, mean 
what is good and what is bad. Differences between Greeks 
about agathon and kakon did not normally concern the 
meaning of the words, but only the question of what ac
tions and what sort of behavior were manifestations of arete and hence what kind of behavior was entitled to be 
described by the adjectives aga thos and kakos. 

In the Iliad and the Odyssey, arete is most commonly 
found in the nobleman and the hero, applying above all to 
courage and strength, especially when exhibited in com
petition . Although certain restraints were regarded as 
necessary, the "quiet" virtues on the whole played l ittle 
part in the composition of a man 's arete. The s ituation was 
different for women : Penelope, for example, in contrast to 
Clytemnestra, i s  praised by Agamemnon (Odyssey XXIV, 
193) for her possession of the cooperative excel lences, not 
for those appropriate to a Homeric male hero. By the fifth 
and fourth centuries B .C . ,  the changes in Greek society 
from the H omeric pattern were such that there was a 
strong need to commend the quieter virtues, l ike dikaiosyne ("j ustice" )  and sophrosyne ("self-restraint") ,  as 
appropriate and neces sary in the adult male citizen. The 
natural way to do th is was to apply to such virtues the 
highest terms of commendation available by treating these 
virtues as aga thos and as constituents of arete. But the 
accepted denotations of the terms made this  appl ication 
seem strange and even paradoxical .  Plato tackled the 
problem by appeal ing to the connotation of the words ;  he 
also attempted to show that justice, self-restraint, and 
control by reason were ways in which men could fulfil l  
their functions as men and that without them they could 
not adequately do so. This approach culminated in the 
system of thought presented by Ari stotle in the Nicomachean Ethics. According to Aristotle, man has a function 
which it is his nature to try to fulfil l .  The fulfil lment of this 
function constitutes arete, and for man the aga thon is a l ife 
that involves such ful fi l lment. 

This approach to ethics remained the dominant one 
throughout antiquity. But Plato's doctrine of the Form of 
the Good in the Republic rai sed the possibil ity of a tran
scendent source of obligation and thus of a source of arete 
that lay outside and beyond the nature of man. Bibliography 
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ARI STI P P U S  O F  C Y R E N E ,  close friend and fol-
lower of Socrates and traditional founder of the Cyrenaic 
school of hedonism, earned his living by teaching and 
writing at the court of Dionysius of Syracuse and el se
where during the first half of the fourth century B .C .  Of his  

works only l i sts of  titles suryive (including dialogues l ike 
other Socratics ;  see Diogenes Laertius,  Lives, Book II, 83 
ff. ), but some of the apothegms ascribed to him may have 
occurred in his  books .  Our knowledge of Ari stippus i s  also 
l imited by a doxographic practice that groups him with 
general Cyrenaic doctrine; the formulation of this doc
trine, however, i s  more probably the work of h is  grandson 
Ari stippus, whose epithet was "Mother-taught. " But the 
personal anecdotes indicate that the elder Aristippus' 
teaching, which, incidental ly, earned high fees, was the 
matrix of the later system. 

Like Socrates, Ari stippus was interested almost exclu
sively in practical ethics, the end of which he bel ieved to 
be the enjoyment of present pleasure. H is hedonism was 
distinguished by a Socratic element of self-control, which 
he interpreted not as self-den ial but as rational control 
over pleasure as opposed to slavery to it (as i l lustrated by 
his remark on his  expensive mistress :  "I have Lais ,  not she 
me"). S ince all acts were indifferent except in their capac
ity to provide immediate pleasure, the science of life was 
displayed in a calculated adaptation of self to circum
stances ,  combined with the abil ity to use people and situ
ations  for self-grati fication. The key to this  philosophy was 
the character of Ari stippus himself, which superimposed 
on a Socratic freedom from desires an uninhibited capacity 
for enjoyment. Anecdotes tell how he could revel in luxury 
or be content with the s implest needs ,  choos ing each as he 
saw fit and as the circumstances demanded. H i s  succes
sors, however, found it more difficult to reconcile the two 
main elements of h is  teaching. Bibliography 
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A R I S T OT E L I AN I S M .  What is cal led Aristotelianism i s  
not the philosophy of  Ari stotl e himself but of  those who 
have more or less consciously used his doctrines, his con
ceptual apparatus, or his methods in their own thinking. 
These men include the Arabian Aristotel ians, from al
Kindi and ibn-Sina (Avicenna) at Baghdad in the ninth and 
tenth centuries to ibn-Bajjah (Avempace) and ibn-Rushd 
(Averroes) in Spain in the twelfth, the various Chri stian 
Ari stotel ians, and the authors of the traditional "Aristo
telian" logic of the textbooks. Ari stotl e was no Ari stotel ian. 

The legacies of great philosophers u sually become di
versi fied as they are transmitted to later ages. Doctrinal 
formulas may be preserved while their fundamental con
cepts are altered by reinterpretation in the l ight of new 
circumstances or by use in the service of new interests or 
methods. On the other hand, the methods and aims of an 
earl ier thinker may be revived without explicit use of his  
terms and propositions.  In the case of Aristotle, whose 
stature has been acknowledged in nearly every age, the 
proliferation of Ari stoteliani sms has been as active during 
periods when his phil osophy was l ittle understood and his 
writings al l  but unknown as during more informed ages. 

M oreover, the influence of Aristotle has evoked the most 
contrary judgments, and he has been regarded as both the 



friend and the enemy of progress. The intellectual renai s
sance of the thirteenth century in western Europe, stimu
lated by the new availabil i ty of the Aristote lian corpus in 
Latin, looked to him as The Philosopher, "the master of 
them that know," in Dante's words, the ally of innovation 
and expanded horizons. But to the scientific revolution of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Aristotelianism 
was the straitjacket that had kept learning in confinement 
for two thousand years. The latter opinion has achieved a 
certain academic orthodoxy, occasionally enl ivened by 
such remarks as Bertrand Russel l 's ,  in h i s  History of 
Western Philosophy ( 1945), that "Aristotl e's present-day 
influence is so inimical to clear thinking that it is hard to 
remember how great an advance he made upon all  h is  
predecessors. " Even so, recent Anglo-American analytic 
phil osophers have turned to such works as the Nicoma
chean Ethics for distinctions to help them clarify the con
cepts of mind and of intentional action, if not for moral 
insights. 

There is a broad sense in which we are all Aristotel ians, 
for in founding the first in stitute for special ized scientific 
and scholarly research, Aristotle gave us a surprising num
ber of our names for university departments and for the 
studies we pursue in them : logic, rhetoric, ethics, physics, 
metaphysics, pol itical science, economics, meteorology, 
and psychology. He also invented many technical terms 
that scientists and scholars have used ever since in  Greek 
derivatives or their Latinized equivalents : substance, 
attribute, essence, property, accident, category, topic, 
proposition, un iversal, induction, demonstration , energy, 
and dynamic. But to give the learned world much of its 
vocabulary i s  not to control the mean ing one's successors 
give it, nor is it to determine the nature of the inquiries 
carried on in departments one has helped name. The in
evitable ambiguities and shifts in mean ing have been such 
that our bondage to Aristode h2 s been more nominal than 
real. ' 

Writings. A sketch of Aristotel ian ism may well begin 
with an account of what Ari stotle would cal l its material 
cause, the documentary material s that have been avai lable 
to stimulate philosophical comment and speculation since 
he retired from the Lyceum. During his  l ifetime, Aristotle 
publ ished a number of dialogues in the Platon ic manner. 
Although they seem to have been widely circulated and 
were generally praised-Cicero spoke of their "golden" 
style-they have all been lost, except for a few fragments 
cited at second or th ird hand by later scholars. In  contrast 
with these "exoteric" publ ished works on comparatively 
popular and edifying themes, the terse and intricate didac
tic treatises that we know remained the "esoteric" prop
erty of the Lyceum until someone, presumably Andronicus 
of Rhodes, eleventh head of the school , edited and pub
l ished them about 70 B.C. C icero mentioned some of them, 
and their influence in his time appears to have been 
chiefly in rhetoric and logic, for by then few Greeks or 
Romans were interested in either the natural or the social 
sciences as Aristotle understood them. By the third cen
tury, Porphyry's commentary on the Categories at once 
distorted Ari stotl e's logical theory, began the "Ari sto
tel ian" logical tradition, and set the stage for subsequent 
centuries of controversy about un iversal s. By the sixth 
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century, when knowledge of Greek was decl in ing rapidly 
in the West, Boethius planned to translate all of Plato and 
Ari stotle into Latin.  Unfortunately, he was executed for 
treason before he could execute his plan ; but he did man
age to translate and comment on the Categories and On 
Interpretation, logical works that became the only Ari stot
le known at first hand in Europe before the twelfth cen
tury. 

M eanwhile ,  the treatises had found their way to Syria, 
where the Arabs of the cal iphate encountered them in 
Syriac versions and translated them into Arabic. The writ
ings first reached the West in the twelfth century, in Arabic 
and sometimes in Hebrew versions, through Spain and 
S icily; it was another hundred years before reliable Greek 
texts reached Paris and Oxford from Constantinople. Good 
Latin translations were soon made of all but the Poetics, 
which was di scovered during the Renaissance , and the 
Constitution of Athens, which turned up among some 
papyri in 1890. 

S ince the th irteenth century, then, Ari stotl e's writings 
have been accessible to readers of Greek and Latin, so that 
famil iarity with them has been l imited less by necessity 
than by fluctuations of interest and fashion. Critically 
sound texts were establ ished with the publ ication of the 
Berl in edition at intervals between 183 1 and 1870;  and 
with the Oxford Engl i sh translations dating from the 1920s, 
and similar ventures in other countries, the whole range of 
Ari stotl e' s thought is available to more readers than ever 
before. 

In sum, the works we know were not publ i shed by Aris
totle but were edited, perhaps with rearrangements, omis
sions, and embell i shments, 250 years later. Many were 
subsequently lost and recovered; and the "known" works 
have sometimes been known only in translations of yet 
other translations or even in paraphrases by commentators. 
Thus,  if  Aristotle was a dominant influence in phi losophy 
before the thirteenth century, it was by reputation or 
through imaginative extrapolations from a fraction of the 
writings we possess. 

All this  helps to explain why Aristotl e has been credited 
with a variety of dubiously Aristotel ian opinions, and why 
the traditional Ari stotel ian corpus includes both a core of 
unquestionably authentic works and a more doubtful 
fringe that has fluctuated according to the credul ity and the 
phil osophical predilections of many generations of schol
ars. This  fringe has included not only writings now attrib
uted to Aristotl e's successors in the Peripatetic School but 
also such obviously foreign intrusions as a Neoplaton ic 
work by Proclus and even a section of the Enneads of 
Plotinus that once passed as "the theology of Aristotl e." 

Problems of interpretation. Such unsteadiness in judg
ments about what Ari stotl e wrote is inseparable from 
changing views about what he thought, for anyone who 
could accept the words of Plotinus or Proclus  as those of 
Aristotle would read him as a Neoplaton ist, and vice versa. 
And despite developments in h igher textual criticism, the 
decisive factors in judgment about Ari stotle's authorship 
have been and remain philosophical in several senses. 

First among such considerations would naturally be 
some prior conception of what is essential in Ari stotle's 
phil osophy; thi s  would affect what he might be expected to 
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say and therefore whether a particu lar work or passage 
should be accepted as genuine. Such a criterion is indis
pensable, notwithstanding advances in  the attribution of 
authorship on the basis of vocabulary and style ;  and it is 
sti ll employed in deciding whether admittedly authentic 
parts of the corpus should be assigned to his early "Pla
tonic" years or to his "Aristotelian" maturity. Second, the 
phil osophy of the interpreter tends to influence his con
ception of the essence of Ari stotle's philosophy. To a Pla
tonist-and Aristotle's interpreters have most often been 
Platonists of some sort -Ari stotl e will be a Platonist too, 
although usual ly a l i teral-minded one with a knack for the 
special sciences :- as Coleridge put it, "the sovereign lord of 
the understanding-the faculty of judging by the senses," 
but incapable of rai sing himself to the comprehensive 
perspective of reason, "that higher state which was natural 
to Plato ."  

One of the most  subtly decis ive forms of philosophical 
reinterpretation ari ses from implicit commitments about 
the aims of philosophy, its "final cause. " For example, 
Ari stotle was a systematic thinker, and his multiple analytic 
distinctions were oriented toward the precise formula 
tion of problems (aporiai) for inquiry. His  most character
istic scientific treatises, from the Metaphysics to The Parts of Animals, were careful ly  organized presentations of prob
lems, with extensive and meticulous discu ssions of the 
methods most appropriate to a particular inquiry. But 
most of Aristotle's interpreters, from the beginning down 
through the great Scholastics, assumed that his systematic 
efforts were directed, as theirs were, toward an encyclo
pedic synthesis of doctrines rather than toward an analytical 
classi fication and clari fication of unambiguous questions. 
Such an inversion of priorities as that between the advance
ment of inquiry and the conservation and transmi ssion of 
truth makes a great difference, for it amounts to an al teration 
of principles. 

A second preoccupation of most ancient and medieval 
commentators may be summed up under the ambiguous 
heading of personal "salvation," which covers objectives 
as diverse as Stoic equanimity, retreat to an Epicurean 
garden, and the more radical redemption sought by Gnos
tics, Neoplatonists, M u slims, and Christians.  But no such 
conception of man's vocation can be found in Aristotle, for 
whom philosophic activity was, to be sure, the most pre
cious element of a good life and that in which man most 
nearly approaches the blessedness of divinity, but hardly a 
refuge from this  world or a means of access to another. And 
so in this respect also, later ages saw Ari stotl e's philosophy 
in an altered perspective. Thus, Boethius not only wrote The Consolations of Philosophy but al so sought to render 
Plato and Aristotle into Latin so that he could reconcile the 
insights of each with those of the other and those of both 
with the goodness of God. With the ri se of Christianity and 
Islam it became one of the offices of philosophy to "justify 
God's ways to man" in a sense quite unknown to Ari stotl e, 
who had no conception of an authoritative theology or of 
the use of his logical apparatus for theology's dialectical 
defense. Traditional "Aristotelianism." Gradually, from varied 
textual material s and guided by un-Aristotelian aims, the 
philosophers of the Middle Ages fashioned an "Aristo
telian" view of the world and of philosophy with a cos-

mological framework derived from Aristotl e himself. Once 
fixed by tradition, it was the intell ectual support for a gen
erally shared conception of a finite, hierarchically and 
purposefully ordered universe in which everything had its 
proper place between the center of the earth and the out
ermost heaven of fixed stars. It was this, as an essential ly 
complete and dogmatically defended obstruction to in
quiry, that Bruno, Copernicus, and Gal ileo gladly helped 
destroy; it was its eventual collapse that John Donne and 
many since have l amented because they fel t  "all coher
ence gone";  and it is to the memory of many of its features 
that the nostalgic hearken when they seek to revivify "the 
perennial phil osophy. " Let us trace its genesis .  

Acquainted only with the two introductory treatises of 
Ari stotl e's logic, scholars of the Dark Ages were di sposed 
to employ their considerable talents upon the little that 
they knew of Aristotl e in the spirit of the Platonism that they 
also knew. In consequence, the logic that developed in 
the trivium beside the grammar of Donatus and Priscian 
and the rhetoric of Cicero and Quinti l ian was without the 
means of observing Ari stotl e's fine distinctions between 
scientific demonstration, which the Posterior Analytics 
restricted to specific subject matters, and the free-ranging 
but less than demonstrative dialectic of the Topics. This 
logic favored the treatment of all  kinds of problems by a 
common method in  which the dialectical reconciliation 
and refutation of opinions took precedence, and which 
reached its fruition in the method of Scholasticism. 

Meanwhile the Arabs, sharing the apologetic and Neo
platonic biases of their European counterparts, ampl ified 
Aristotle 's cryptic remarks about the "active intellect" (On the Soul) to  a full-blown teaching about a superpersonal 
world soul that was heavi ly indebted to Plato and Plotinus. 
This was to implicate Ari stotel ianism in charges of heresy 
when Christians reflected on its consequences for personal 
immortal ity; but it i s  of interest now primarily as an illus
tration of how, under Platonizing influences, the functions 
and activities typical of Aristotle's scientific analyses be
came entities that gave ri se to "metaphysical" speculation, 
much as had happened in logic when Porphyry asked his 
fateful question about the independent exi stence of genera 
and species. Aquinas. In the thirteenth century's enthusiastic re
sponse to the breadth of Ari stotle's inquiries, Aquinas fully 
appreciated the range and complexity of the recovered 
logical and scientific works. Indeed, he was an extraordi
nari ly accurate and i l luminating interpreter of the texts on 
which he commented. But he nevertheless saw them in 
the l ight of theological ideas that, after centuries of Augus
tinian and Platonic habituation, had acquired the inevita
bil ity of second nature. For a rough indication of these 
ideas and the nature of their influence, consider the Arabs' 
world soul as the third person of the Trinity; conceive God 
as like the demiurge of Plato's Timaeus, but as the Creator 
in stead of a "workman" wrestl ing with intractable materi
al s ;  and final ly, restore the Platonic Ideas as exemplars 
that, being at once the objects of the divine intellect and 
the patterns of creation, are the measures of "God's truth ."  Teleology. Truth, according to Aquinas' famous d iscus
sion of the subject, i s  "the adequation of th ing ( res) and 
understanding"; but i t  varies in appl ication according to 
what is taken to conform to what. Truth for man is properly 



attributed to our understanding insofar as it i s  adequate to 
the natures of the things which are its objects and its 
measures. But truth is also attributable to things insofar as 
they are adequate to their exemplars in G od's understand
ing. I n  bri ef, man's thoughts are true to the degree that they 
conform to things; but things are true to the degree that 
they conform to God's thoughts. I n  everyday terms, nature 
embodies God's plan, so that fi nal causes in nature will 
reflect "purposes" in  an anthropocentric (or at least theo
centric) sense qu i te foreign to Ari stotle 's understanding of 
natural teleology. The latter was much more in keeping 
with modem biology: If one proposes to understand, say, 
the l iver, one needs to know its functions, such as its han
dl ing of glucose, and how, without its contribution , the 
organism would be crippled. Given the fu nctions "for the 
sake of which" we have a l iver, one also needs to under
stand that organ's physiology and the chemical reactions 
by which i t  does its work. So  considered, "final causes" are 
innocent, unmysterious, and perhaps indispensable ;  and it 
does not fol low that the l iver "has a purpose" which it tries 
vitali stical ly  to ach ieve, or that i t  "has a purpose" as a 
hacksaw does, having been made to serve a purpose of its 
maker. But  for the Aristotel ianism considered here, these 
cl ean distinctions were muddied : Everything had a hack
sawl ike purpose in the divine plan, although some th ings 
were more purposive than others . Natural law. Simi larly, the laws of nature were consid
ered to reflect divine legislation in a manner that blurred 
the difference between laws describing necessary regular
ities and laws prescribing obligations that were necessary 
in  quite a different sense; and this undermined Aris totle's 
efforts to di scrim inate theoretic problems from practical 
ones. The laws of the new Ari stotel ian cosmos, whose 
principle of order was the natural subordination of things 
in a scale of perfection, were a paradigm for the moral 
order, where rational agents and their "natural " ends were 
ordered by analogously nat�ral laws. Aristotle had spoken 
cryptically of a natural justice that is everywhere the same 
despite variations in local law and custom, but not the 
same in the sense that fire burns in Persia exactly as it does 
in Hel las. Such quali fications were superseded by meta
physical and theological analogies :  The once autonomous 
criteria of rational del iberation and choice became subject 
to prior criteria of knowledge and proof more authoritative 
than the natural scientist's knowledge. Theol ogy, the An
gelic Doctor explained, is based upon revealed premises 
and i s  both a practical and a theoretic science. It does not 
confl ict with natural knowledge, as the Averroists had 
impl ied, but supplements and completes it. 

Reaction to the tradition. Associated with Scholastici sm 
and especial l y  Thomism, traditional Aristotel ianism has 
shared their fortunes.  Al though they won official endorse
ment by Pope Leo XII I  in  the 1870s, they have general ly 
been in  ecl ipse since the Renaissance, when scholastic 
logic-chopping was as despi sed by humani sts as its final 
causes and substantial forms were by astronomers and 
phys icists. On the whole, association with such a compre
hensive and institutional ized ideology has been an obsta
cle to the use of Aristotle's work so as to be relevant to the 
problems of the day. 

However, from time to time philosophers and scientists 
have employed Aristotelian concepts and criticisms with 
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strategic effect apart from the larger synthesis of the tradi
tion. Among them are Will iam of Ockham in logic, Will iam 
Harvey in h i s  work on the circulation of the blood, Leibniz 
in his pointed but premature criticism of the Newtonian 
concepts of space, time, and motion, and the biology of 
D'Arcy Thompson, who also translated The History of Animals for the Oxford edition, that has made it easier for 
us to know the analytical, problem-oriented Aristotl e as 
well as a synthetic Ari stotel iani sm. Bibliography 
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WARNER WICK 

ARI STOTLE (384 -322 B .c.), son of Nicomachus ,  the 
court physician to Amyntas I I ,  king of Macedon, was born 
in the Ionian c i ty of S tagira in Chalcidice. H i s  father died 
when he was still a boy and he was brought up by a 
guardian, Proxenus, who sent him to Athens, where he 
entered Plato' s Academy, about 367 B.C. He remained at 
the Academy until Plato's death in  347 B .C .  Plato was suc
ceeded as head of the Academy by his nephew and heir 
Speu sippus, and Aristotle, together with Xenocrates, 
joined a circle of Platonists l iving at Assos in  the Troad 
under the protection of the tyrant Hermias of Atarneus. 
The story that there had earl ier been a quarrel and a break 
in relations between Plato and Aristotle belongs to a later 
tradition hosti le to Ari stotle and is contradicted by contem
porary evidence. 

But the departure of Aristotl e and Xenocrates from Ath
ens did involve the secession of a group of those associated 
with Plato, and it was probably related to the choice of 
Speusippus as Plato's successor. After three years in Assos,  
Ari stotl e moved in  345 B .C .  to Mytilene on the island of 
Lesbos. A number of detai l s  in his biological treatises 
make i t  clear that many of his  zoological i nvestigations 
belong to this period. Then in  342 B.C. he accepted an 
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invitation to supervise the education of the thi rteen-year
old son of Philip I I  of Macedon, the future Alexander the 
Great, at the Macedon ian court at Pella. Thi s  lasted for 
some three years. The following five years Aristotle spent 
at Stagira; and about 335 B.C. he returned to Athens to 
open a new school in a gymnasium called the Lyceum, a 
short di stance northeast of the city. On the death of Alex
ander the Great in 323 B.C. ,  the school was in danger of 
attack from the anti-Macedon ian party at Athens, and Aris
totle h imself took refuge in Chalcis on the island of Eu
boea, leaving Theophrastus in charge of the school. He 
died in Chalcis the following year, at the age of  62. 

WRITINGS 
It i s  convenient to consider Aristotle's writings under 

three headings: popular writings, memoranda and collec
tions  of material, and scient ific and philosophical  treati ses. 

Popular writings. Among Ari stotle's popular writings 
may be included some poems, of which three fragments 
survive, and also the fragments of certa in letters, not all  of 
which are genuine. But  far more important are the dia
logues and certain other phi losophica l  works constituting 
what Ari stotle refers to in the treatises as "exoteric writ
ings. " (The term "exoteric" thus applied is now under
stood to mean simply "written for those outside the 
school ,"  and it is opposed to "esoteric," appl icable to the 
treatises and meaning "for those inside the school" with
out conveying any idea of secrecy or mystery. ) Of these 
exoteric writings the most important are the Eudemus, the 
Protrepticus, On Philosophy, On the Good, and On the 
Ideas. None of these survive, but in some cases we have 
substantial extracts or summaries ;  and overall there are 
more than one hundred direct quotations and references in 
later writers to these works. The dialogues were on the 
Platonic model , and the high opinion of Aristotle's prose 
style several times expressed in antiqu ity clearly refers to 
them and not to the treati ses or memoranda. 

Memoranda and collections of material. Over two 
hundred titles are preserved in the three ancient cata
logues of Aristotle's works. Here belong the 158 constitu
tions of Greek states, of which the Constitution of the 
Athenians, rediscovered in a papyrus in 1890, alone sur
vives; a record of dramatic festival s ,  called the Didas
caliae, no longer extant; and perhaps also the surviving 
Problems and Historia Animalium. Clearly, Aristotle com
missioned others within the school to prepare col lections 
of research materials ,  and thi s  work continued after h i s  
death. Later writers drew extensively  on such works as  
Theophrastus' Opin ions of the Physical Philosophers and 
his writings on botany, Eudemus' h istories of various 
branches of mathematics and of theology, and other s imilar 
works which may well have been begun during Aristotl e's 
l ifetime. 

Scientific and philosophical treatises. The scienti fic 
and philosophical treati ses constitute the surviving corpus 
of Aristotle's writings and, excluding certain spurious  
works, they may be  li sted a s  follows : 

( 1 )  Logical works (the Organon) 
Categories 
On  Interpretation (De l nterpretatione) 

Prior and Posterior Analytics 
Topics 
On Sophistical Refutations (De Sophisticis 

Elenchis) 
(2) Physical works 

Physics 
On the He(l'l)ens (De Caelo) 
On Coming-to-be and Passing-away (De Genera

tione et Corruptione) 
M eteorologics 

(3) Psychological works 
On the Soul (De Anima) 
Parva Naturalia :  short treatises including On 

Memory and Remin iscence, On  Dreams, and On 
Prophesying by  Dreams 

(4 ) Work s  on natural h istory 
On the Parts of Animals (De Partibus An imalium) 
On the Movement of Animals (De Motu Animalium) 
On the Progression of Animals (De l ncessu A nimal-

ium) 
On the Generation of An imals (De Generatione 

Animalium) 
Minor treatises 

(5 ) Phi losophical works 
Metaphysics 
Nicomachean Ethics 
Eudemian Ethics 
Magna Moralia 
Politics 
Rhetoric 
Art of Poetry 

The nature of these surviving Aristotel ian treati ses has 
been much discussed. Some have supposed that they rep
resent lecture notes, either Ari stotl e's own or those taken 
by pupils,  while others regard them as essentially text
books or working notes prepared for the use of students in 
the Aristotelian School. However they first came to be 
written down , they seem to have continued in u se in the 
school for a considerable period. Some were edited by 
members of the School, and it  is  probable that at least until 
the death of Theophrastus they remained subject to addi
tion s and ampl ifications. Some of the works now judged 
spurious may be later revi sions  of original material going 
back to Ari stotle's own day. 

History of the writings. Before discussing Aristotle's 
thought in relation to his wri tings, it is necessary to know 
something of the external h istory of them. The treati ses 
passed to Theophrastus on Aristotle's death , and Theo
phrastus in turn bequeathed them to Neleus of Scepsis in 
the Troad. According to the story, they remained in the 
hands of Neleus' family until they were sold, together with 
the works of Theophrastus, to Apel licon of Teos, who died 
about 86 B.C. Apellicon publi shed them, but they had been 
damaged by damp and vermin,  and he fil led in the gaps 
incorrectly. Upon the death of Apellicon , Sul la carried off 
the books from Athens to Rome. There the elder Tyran
nion got possession of them, and together with Andronicus 
of Rhodes, the eleventh president of the Peripatetic 
school, he publ ished them sometime between 43 and 20 
B.C.  The story i s  told by Strabo, a pupil of Tyrannion, and 
probably i s  true in its es sentials. There is certainly every 



reason to believe that all subsequent versions of the trea
tises stern from this recension by Andronicus of Rhodes. 

But the impl ications of the story have been much dis
cussed. Taken l i terally, it impli es that the Aristotel ian 
treatises were lost to the Peripatetic school during the 
period from S trato (the successor of Theophrastus) to An
dronicus of Rhodes. It is both true and important to note 
that the vast majority of references to Aristotle's doctrines 
in the Hellenistic period before Andronicus are to the 
dialogues and not to the treati ses. This has led to the doc
trine of the "lost Ari stotle," expounded especially by Et
tore Bignone in  L'Aristotele perduto (2 vols . ,  Florence, 
1936). Nonetheless,  it is un l ikely that the treatises were 
altogether lost. It is hard to bel ieve that no copies of them 
were retained in the school at Athens. 

The oldest catalogue of Aristotle's writings probably 
goes back to Ariston of Ceos, head of the school at Athens 
about 200 B.C.  His catalogue l i sts works known to him at 
that time, i ncluding most but not all of the treatises. The 
library at Alexandria housed books sought with anxious 
care from all over the world and is said to have contained 
forty copies or versions of the Analytics-it probably held 
the rest of the treatises as well as the dialogues. There are 
some references to the treatises, especial ly  to the biologi
cal works, during the earl ier Hel lenistic period (see Ing
mar Di.iring, "Notes on the Transmission of Aristotl e's 
Writings," in  Goteborgs Hogskolas Arsskrift, Vol . 56 , No. 3 
(1950), 37 - 70). 

Andronicus' edition undoubtedly gave a fresh stimulus 
to Aristotel ian studies and concentrated attention once 
again on the treatises. Comparison of the dialogues with 
the treati ses revealed considerable differences in doctrine. 
In the second century A.D. the successors of Andronicus 
began the series of great commentaries on the treati ses 
culminating in the work of Alexander of Aphrodisias, who 
explained that in  the treatises Aristotle gave his own opin
ions and the truth, while 'in the dialogues he gave the 
opinions of others, which were false. Other commentators 
supposed that he preached a doctrine to those inside the 
school (in the treatises) different from that offered (in the 
dialogues) to those outside. From Andronicus onward, for 
over nineteen centuries, it was assumed that Ari stotle gave 
his real doctrines in the treatises. The logical extension of 
th is  approach came in 1863, when Valentin Rose concluded 
that al l the dialogues must have been spurious works 
not written by Aristotle at all (Aristoteles Pseudepigraphu s, 
Leipzig, 1863). 

DEVELOPM E NT OF ARISTOTLE 'S THOUGHT 

The bel ief that the Ari stotelian corpus gave a systematic 
statement of Ari stotle's thought written mostly in the pe
riod after 335 B.C.  dom inated Aristotel ian studies u ntil it 
was chal lenged by Werner Jaeger, first in Studien zur Enstehungsgeschichte der Metaphysik des Aristoteles 
(Berl in, 1912), and then in his definitive Aristoteles, Gru ndlegung einer Geschichte seiner Entwicklung (Berl in, 
1923), which has had a profound effect on all subsequent 
discussions. Jaeger maintained that Aristotl e's thought 
went through a gradual development that lasted most of 
his life. He distinguished three periods. In the first, down 
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to 347 B.C. ,  Aristotle was an emphatic and enthus iastic 
defender of Platonism. Here belong the dialogues, with 
the exception of On Philosophy, and in them Ari stotl e 
holds fast both to the Platonic view of the soul as given in 
the Phaedo and Republic and to the doctrine of the Fonns.  
In the second period, from 347 to 335 B.C. ,  Aristotle be
came increasingly critical of Platonism, above al l of the 
doctrine of Fonns. I n  this period he wrote On Philosophy. 
Finally,  in  the period after 335 B.C.,  Ari stotl e was feel ing 
his way toward a type of thinking based on a whol ly  new 
principle,  that of empirical science; and by the end of his 
l ife he had come to reject all the essential featu res of Pla
tonic otherworldly metaphysics. I n  many of the treatises it 
was,  Jaeger held, possible to distinguish  quite clearly parts 
written at different periods and reflecting different and 
inconsi stent stages in Aristotle's thought, ranging all the 
way from the ful l-blooded Platonism of the first period, 
typified by the dialogues, through the period of increasing 
criticism to the final period, when metaphysi cs in  the old 
sense was virtually abandoned. 

Jaeger's radical genetic approach inevitably provoked 
differing reactions from scholars. Apart from die-hard op
position, the initial tendency was to acknowledge that a 
new era had dawned in  Aristotel ian studies. Some adopted 
Jaeger's scheme whol eheartedly and attempted to apply it 
in detail to treatises that had not been subject to such 
analysis in  Jaeger's book. But some from the beginning, 
and an increasing number as time went on, while accept
ing the genetic approach, were doubtful whether Jaeger 
had correctly identified the actual stages of Aristotle's 
development. I n  particular, Jaeger had argued that Book A 
of the Metaphysics belonged to Ari stotle 's middle period 
while admitting that Chapter 8 must have been written 
toward the end of Aristotle 's l ife. But further study has 
suggested that Chapter 8 cannot be separated from the rest 
of the book in this way. It would follow that the whole of 
Book A must belong to the later period, and this means 
that Ari stotle never abandoned interest in metaphysical 
probl ems. 

This continued interest in metaphysical problems was 
suggested also by a fuller investigation into Aristotl e's 
di scuss ion of soul .  The biological treatises rest largely on 
studies made in the Aegean area around Lesbos in Ari stot
le 's  second period and may well have been partly written 
in that period. Aristotle, on this view, began with a Platon
ist conception of the soul as a separate substance, moved to 
a view of the body as instrument of the soul in the second 
or biological period, and in  the final period developed the 
doctrine of the soul as fonn of the body in the l ight of his  
developed theory of substance as expressed in  his Metaphysics (see F. Nuyens, L'Evolution de la psychologie d'Aristote). This comes close to inverting the order of 
Jaeger's middle and later periods in terms of Aristotl e's 
dominant interests at each stage. This reversal of Jaeger's 
scheme has been carried a step further, not without an 
element of deliberate paradox, by Ingmar Di.iring's apo
thegm that it would be truer to say that Ari stotle began as 
an empiricist and spent the rest of his l ife in striving to 
become a Platoni st. 

More recently the whole genetic approach has come 
under fresh attack. It is pointed out that there are many 
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passages in the treatises which imply a systematic order of 
exposition. In all probabil ity the treati ses as we have them 
represent lecture courses gi\'en in the later years of Ari stot
le 's  l ife. The attempt to dis solve them into a seri es of 
doctrines class ified .t5 earl ier or later according to whether 
they are closer to or more remote from position s adopted 
by Plato is inherently \'icious, in that it assumes at the start 
what shou ld only be a conclusion, namely, that "nearer to 
Plato" means "earl ier in date ." Inconsi stencies there cer
tainly are, and no doubt different treati ses or parts of trea
ti ses were written at different times. But the over-all inten
tion, it is argued, was to produce an organ ized system of 
thought. This was no doubt subject to continuous revision, 
and the process of revis ion was ne\'er completed. i\one
theles s ,  we miss the whole poi nt of Aris totle's undertak
ing if we reverse his intention in  order to dis solve h i s  
thought into a series of  stages. Even the doctrinal chaos 
within some of the treatises has been exaggerated, it is 
claimed, and in the crucial case of the .Uetaphysics it 
is poss ible to discern a logical progression from book to 
book which suggests unitary composition. 

So some would say that the break with Platonism was for 
all practical purposes complete by the time Ari stotle went 
to As sos-all that happened after that was a prolonged and 
sustained attempt to work out the consequences of the 
rejection of Plato's metaphysics. Others would attack e\'en 
the contrast between the treatises and the dialogues, in
terpreting the dialogues as Ari s totel ian rather than P latonic 
in outlook. Abo\'e al l ,  it i s  now quite widely held that there 
is no evidence anywhere in the dialogues that Aris totle 
there accepted Plato's theory of the Form s as tran scendent, 
and if th is  be the case, then Jaeger's thes is  is indeed in 
ru ins .  

This is  a discuss ion which wil l  long continue. In the 
present article the view is  taken that in most of the dia
logues Ari s totle accepts a number of P latonic pos itions 
which he later abandoned , that a movement away from 
Platonism occupied most of his  l ife but that he ne\'er aban
doned or rejected metaphys ical interests although he rec
ognized that the rejection of earl ier views required 
modi fications in h i s  metaphys ical doctrine. On the view 
assumed here, he was engaged from the s tart in  attempts to 
present a systematic view of the whole field of knowledge 
and reality, and he remained throughout a determined and 
unrepentent systemati zer without e\'er succeeding in 
producing a fully  coordinated system that could satisfy his 
own high standards of cri tici sm:  finally, the right way to 
present his  doctrines,  on this  account, is not to begin by 
attempting to distinguish any general s tages or layers in 
his thinking at different periods but to discuss separately 
the main positions to which he gives expression when 
discuss ing different topics, problems, or branches of phi
losophy, in the expectation that sometimes inconsi stencies 
can be explained along geneticist lines but that at other 
times Aristotl e may have been confronted with difficulties 
for which he had no solution. Indeed, much of his th inking 
is what he h imself calls  aporetic, that is, rais ing difficulties 
without solving them: and it  may be that the aporetic e le
ment is more fundamental than has usually been recog
nized. 

The problem of knowledge. In what follows , no account 
wi l l  be offered of Aristotle's important biological s tudies, 
and only some of his  basic philosophical ideas wil l  be 
discussed-and then only  in the most general terms. But 
before embarking upon this  extremely hazardous under
taking, i t  may be worth attempting to s tate some of the 
gu idelines which Ari s totle fol lows in his  thinking, above 
al l  with reference to the problem of knowledge. 

For Plato, knowledge, if i t  is to be knowledge, must be 
clear, certain ,  and not subject to change. It can have these 
characteri stics only if they are found also in the objects 
known . The objects of knowledge must consequently be 
definite, real , and unchanging, and so they mu st be non
sensible and universal-in other words ,  the Forms. (It may 
be noted that e\'en if the view is  taken that this  misrep
resents Plato, it is un questionably what Aristotle attributed 
to him. )  Ari stotle came to reject the transcendence of the 
Platonic  Form s ,  but he retained the Platonic  view of 
knowledge as knowledge of the universal and of the real. 
H is problem, then, was to find a way of giving real ity and 
permanence to the universal without reintroducing the 
Platonic Forms .  Second, Plato had regarded the Form s as 
the causes of things being or becoming what they are or 
become. The change in the status of the Forms required of 
Ari stotle a new doctrine of causation and a new source or 
sources of change and of motion. Third, when Aris totle 
attempted to systemati ze the various branches of knowl
edge on the bas is  of h i s  changed or changing conceptions 
of universals and of causes, he was led step by step to 
make profound changes in the general pictures implied by 
Plato and by Plato's predecessors, the pre-Socratics. These 
changes were so vast  that we are fully justified in  regard
ing Aristotelian i sm as a philosophical innovation of the 
first  importance. 

So much has , indeed, been generally recognized. But 
the i nterpretation of Ari s totle has i tself been a part of the 
subsequent his tory both of European phi losophy and of 
Christian theology and at many points has provided the 
terrain for subsequent battles .  A sound his torical approach 
to Ari stotl e must to some extent discard considerations of 
this  kind,  and the attempt must be made to see Aristotle 
against the background of Plato and the pre-Socratics 
rather than in the l ight of the subsequent his tory of philos
ophy. But not completely. Ari stotle was a thinker of great 
philosophical subtlety and pers istence and has much to 
offer those concerned with the discuss ion of s imi lar prob
lems today. Ideally, what is wanted is a critical h i s torical 
approach accompanied by a sym pathetic philosophical 
interest in the many problems which occupied Aristotl e's 
thoughts for a l ifetime. 

C LAS SI FICATIO� OF THE SCIENCES 

In Topics ( I ,  14)  Ari stotle divides propositions into ethi
cal , phys ical ,  and logical ,  thus suggesting the s tandard 
H elleni stic division of philosophy into logic, phys ics, and 
ethics ,  a divis ion which Sextu s Empiricu s tell s  us (Aga inst 
the Logicia ns I ,  16) originated with Plato but was first 
made explicit by Xenocrates. However, in Topics (\"I, 6) 
Aristotle gi\'es his  own famous tripartite division of 



knowledge into theoretical , practical, and poetic (or, 
rather, productive ). E lsewhere he subdivides theoretical 
knowledge into first philosophy, physics, and mathematics, 
and practical knowledge into ethics, politics, and a number 
of other activities. The bases of these divisions and subdi
visions are stated differently on different occasions, but the 
primary divi sion seems usuall y  to be based on the purpose 
involved-knowledge pursued for its own sake is theoret
ical ; pursued for the sake of actions, practical ;  and pursued 
for the sake of making or producing something, productive. 
The subdivisions of theoretical knowledge, on the other 
hand, are usual ly  related to d ifferences in the objects stud
ied. Things that cannot be other than what they are , but 
can exist separately,  are the subject of first  philosophy ; 
th ings that cannot change and cannot exist separately are 
the subject of mathematics; and things that can change and 
can exist separately are the subject of physics. 

Clearly, thi s  second principle of division leads to an 
incon si stency with the primary divi sion, since physics , for 
example, could be pursued either as a part of theoretical or 
productive or (as in psychology) practical science. A two
fold division between theoretical and productive science i s  
found in Protrepticus (Aristotelis Dialogorum Fragmenta, 
W. D. Ross, ed. ,  Fr. 6), but the primary threefold divi sion 
may well go back to the dialogue On Justice. The problem 
that results is typical. While all incon sistencies could be 
removed by positing a series of stages in the development 
of Aristotle's thought, al l  stages seem to be combined in Nicomachean Ethics (VI ,  3 -4 ). I t  seems probable that 
Ari stotle had not completely systematized h i s  thought on 
the classification of the sciences, or at the least that he did 
not intend a single  classification to be u sed for al l  pur
poses. H i s  classi fication was in fact ignored in the Hel len
i stic period, and its very considerable influence on su bse
quent thought, down to the present day, probably goes far 
beyond anything which Ari stotle had in mind . . 

LOGIC 

Whether logic was to be a separate part or merely an 
in strument of philosophy was a standard subject of debate 
between the Stoics and the Peripatetics. Aristotle's pre
ferred view did not include logic in h i s  classification of the 
sciences at al l ,  but treated i t  as a prel iminary to the study 
of each and every branch of knowledge. Hence, for him it  
was an in strument (organon) of study, and the name Organon came later to be applied to the collection of Ari stotle's 
logical treatises .  Ari stotle's own name for logic was "ana
lytics," and the term "logic" only subsequently came to 
have its ful l  modern sense. Thi s  sense is sometimes said fo 
have occurred first in Alexander of Aphrodisias about A.D.  
200. But the term is  found in a somewhat re stricted sense 
in Aristotle's own writings (for example, Topics I, 14); and 
there is evidence that i t  was beginning to be used as the 
equivalent of dialectic or analytics almost immediately 
after Aristotle's death , so that it may have been the Stoics 
who first consciously gave i t  its modern appl ication. 

For Aristotle, the heart of logic was the syllogism. H i s  
treatment o f  syllogi stic argument, with some restatements 
and embroideries, provided the bas i s  of the teaching of 
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traditional formal logic until the beginning of the twen
tieth century. While i t  is becoming clear that the tradition
al formal logic in some ways distorted Ari stotle's teaching 
on particular points, the main l ines of h is  treatment of the 
syllogism are too well known and also too detai led to jus
tify exposition in th is  present article (see LOGIC, HISTORY 
OF). The Organon has two preliminary treatises, the Categories and On Interpretation, dealing respectively with 
terms and with propositions .  Then come the Prior Analytics, dealing with the syllogism, and the Posterior Analytics, dealing with the conditions of sci entific knowledge, 
including what extra requirements besides consi stency are 
necessary for the attainment of truth. The Topics, to which On Sophistical Refutations forms an appendix, deals with 
syllogistically correct kinds of reason ing which fall short of 
the conditions of scienti fic accuracy. Genetic studies,  
without achieving any unan imity, have tended to place the Topics, or the greater part of it, earl iest in date of compo
sition ,  on the strong ground that at least part of it was 
written before the development of the doctrine of the 
syllogism. An attempt to date the Posterior Analytics be
fore the Prior Analytics has met with more criticism
while i t  owes more to Plato than the Prior Analytics does, 
thi s  in itself i s  not surpri s ing, s ince the doctrine of the 
syllogism is not Platon ic anyway. The Categories and On Interpretation are also generally regarded now as early 
works, but the i mportance of the Categories justifies a 
fuller discussion. 

The "Categories." Since it deals with terms in i solation, 
i t  i s  natural that the Categories should be placed first in 
the Organon. It is probable that the second part of the 
treati se, usually known as the Post-Predicaments, i s  as 
genuine as the earlier part, although its authenticity was 
generally doubted until  quite recently. According to Aris
totle, i solated expressions signify either substance, quan
tity, quality, relation, place, time, position, condition, 
acti on, or passivity. These "categories" were referred to 
quite frequently elsewhere, but neither the order nor the 
number was preci sely fixed. Most expres sions properly 
signify one category only, but (in Metaphysics � 10)  cer
tain pervasive term s  are recognized as able to run through 
all the categories, terms such as "one," "be ing," "same," 
and "other," a fact which is reminiscent of the doctrine of 
"greatest kinds" in P lato's Sophist (254B ff.) .  

The term "category" properly means "predicate ," but i t  
i s  clear that for Aristotle the expressions with which he is  
dealing can occur either in the subject or in the predicate 
position in a sentence. It fol lows that Aristotle is not sim
ply giving a theory of predication. What is  he doing? Ac
cording to one view, he is classifying terms upon the basis  
of  grammatical di stinctions as to their  u se-noun, adjec
tive, and so on. A second view argues that he is not classi
fying l inguistic symbols but what they symbolize, in other 
words, things. On thi s  "ontological " interpretation, Ari stot
le i s  attempting to classify the main aspects of reality. 
Others suppose that he i s  already dealing with strictly 
"logical" entities .  The answer probably i s  that Ari stotle 
would not have regarded these three views as mutually 
exclus ive-in the words of Porphyry's commentary on the Categories ( in Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, 
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A. Busse, ed . ,  Vol . 1 \1, Part I ,  Berlin, 1887, p. 7 1 , I. 13) :  
"As things are, so are the expressions which primarily in
dicate them." 

It i s  certainly as part of a theory of real ity that Aristotle 
later uses the categories to criticize Plato's theory of 
Forms.  For Ari stotl e, Plato was involved in a confusion 
between the category of substance and the other categories 
when, for example, he attributed substantial ity to predica
tions of quantity, such as "being tal l . "  H owever, in Chap
ter 5 of the Categories Aristotle distinguishes within the 
category of substance between "primary substance" and 
"secondary substance. " Primary substances are particular 
men, horses, and so on, and "secondary substances" are 
the species and genera to which the individuals belong. I t  
i s  noteworthy that Aristotle does not, as we tend to  do, 
treat all s imple nonrelational predicates as qualities-for 
him the genus and species to which a thing belongs are 
substances and not qual ities and so belong in the first 
category. In  the Metaphysics this treatment of species and 
genera as involving substantial ity seems to have been 
abandoned, and we have a more simple opposition be
tween substance and the universal .  If, then, Aristotl e d id 
gradually move farther and farther from Platonism,  thi s  
would help to  support an  early date for  the Categories. 

PHY S I C S  

The Eleatic doctrine of  being in itiated by Parmenides 
seemed to make predication impossible by treating iden
tity and being as the same and by arguing that being ex
cludes diversity, so that a th ing cannot have any predicate 
attached to it which is different from itself. To this ,  Aristotle 
repl ied with the doctrine of the Categories, distinguishing 
a number of different senses of being and so making possi
ble a series of different subject -predicate relations. The 
same Eleatic doctrine of being also seemed to make change 
and movement impossible by arguing that that which is ,  
always is ,  and that being cannot come into existence out of 
nonbeing. The pre-Socratics after Parmenides endeavored 
to keep change and movement by positing unchanging ele
ments which combine or emerge or separate on varying 
principles. Plato in  the Phaedo struck a death blow at such 
elements and principles as sources of change by argu ing 
that a th ing can never change into its opposite without 
being itself destroyed. Thereafter there were two pre
dictable courses for physical  theory to fol low. The first 
was to seek real i ty in a substrate behind the elements , a 
substrate to which varying qualities could attach. This was 
the course taken by Aristotl e.  The other alternative was to 
seek reality in unchanging permanent qualities, the Pla
tonic Forms, with a minimal "location" in which varying 
temporary projections and combinations of Form s  could 
occur and so constitute the phenomenal world. This second 
view is  the "Platonic" view, and it was the view toward 
which Plato himself u sually  tended. Matter, privation, and form. Ari stotle's  three basic in
gredients for the explanation of change are discussed at 
the beginning of his  treati se Physics ( I ,  5 - 7)-they are the 
substrate (that which persists through change), the absence 
of (a particular) form, and the form which appears in the 
process of change. Change consists in a substrate (matter) 

acquiring a form which it did not previously possess .  Hence 
we can speak of three principles,  matter, privation, and 
form. Not-being is associated with privation, and the sub
strate, since it is always in existence, i s  in itself free of not
being. But since form follows privation, there is a sense in 
which we do have "genesis out of not-being." The mention 
of the doctrine of potentiality as an alternative explanation 
of change ( 1 9 1  b27 ff.), whether a later insertion or not, is 
good evidence for the early date of the discussion in the Physics, and the first seven books are dated by Jaeger, for 
example, as belonging original ly to the early or Academic 
period in Aristotle's development. Nonethel ess,  the doc
trine of privation provides a whol ly new approach to the 
problem of change on the part of Aristotle.  The doctrine 
of the substrate cl early has affinities with that of the recepta
cle in Plato's Timaeus. But it inverts Plato's hierarchy of 
reality between form and substrate, and the doctrine of 
privation has its roots in the doctrine of the opposites in 
Plato's Phaedo. Substance. In the Categories substance is characterized 
above all by its power to be the recipient of contrary qualifi
cations (4a l0),  but it alone among the categories has no 
opposite. In the Physics change i s  from opposite to oppo
site, and this  would seem to exclude the genesis of sub
stances from substances .  The logical answer might seem to 
be to treat only the substrate as a substance, and this  is in
deed what i s  impl ied in the Phusics. But in On Coming-tobe and Passing-a way Aristotle has to deal explicitly with 
the genesis of substance. Once again potential being is 
considered, but only to be dismissed as a possible source 
for substance. Once again potential being is considered , 
but only to be dismi ssed as a possible source for substance 
(3 17b l9 - 33), and an unhappy attempt is made to distin
guish certain elements, such as earth , as "not-being" so 
that another element can come into being out of not-being. 
In the Metaphysics the question is taken up again, and from 
two points of view. First, the question of substance is much 
more thoroughly discussed (see below under the heading 
":Metaphysics"), and second, the doctrine of potential being 
i s  used to provide a more nearly adequate solution (Metaphysics Z 7 -9 and 0). I n  the strict sense, substance does 
not come into exi stence or pass out of exi stence either as 
matter or as form. \Vhat comes into existence is  a "this
such," or concrete object combining matter and form. Both 
the matter and the form were already in existence, but in 
re lation to each other their previous existence was only 
potential .  The genesis of a new substance involves the pas
sage from potential to actual exi stence for both matter and 
form in a new "this- such" or concrete object. Efficient and final causes. The cause of a genesis or of 
any other change requires for Aristotl e a twofold analy
sis- first, a correct analysis of the process of change itself, 
and second, the identi fication of the source or sources of 
the change. Virtually the same account of the doctrine of 
"the four causes" is found in the Physics and the Metaphysics (a 2), but there is reason to suppose that the ac
count was first given in the Physics. Two "causes" have 
already been identified in the account of substrate and 
privation. These are matter and form. Two more must be 
added, the efficient cause and the final cause. All four can 
be separately identi fied in Plato's writings, but they do not 



form a system as they do for Aristotle. Thus Aristotle can actually criticize Plato for operating only with the formal and material causes, just as he criticized most of the preSocratics for employing only the material cause, although he recognized the emergence of efficient causes in Empedocles' Love and Strife. For Ari stotle, to know is to know by means of causes, and it is clear that the four Aristotel ian causes are necessary elements in things, which must be known or understood if full understanding i s  to be reached, rather than causes in the modem sense. Viewed in this way, the material cause deals with the substrate, such as the bronze of a statue, while the formal cause is concerned with the shape of the statue. The final cause i s  the end or purpose for the sake of which the process of making the statue was commenced, and the efficient cause is that which initiates the process of change and so is  its primary source. In some cases this might be a person acting as agent. It might seem at first that two of the causes, matter and form, are sited within the object to be explained, and two outside, the efficient and the final causes. This would misrepresent Aristotle's views in two ways .  First, i t  i s, strictly speaking, not the object, but the process of change by which it comes into existence, that the doctrine of the four causes is intended to explain. Second, Aristotle tells us (Physics 198a24) that in many cases the formal, final, and efficient causes all coincide. In the case of living creatu res, the form of an object may also be that at which nature was aiming when the object was produced, and in the case of an artifact the final cause may be the form as known by the arti st or manufacturer. In this last case the formal cau se may be the efficient cause as well, in  that the form as present in the artist's mind and des ired by him in the object is the true source of the process of change that results. When appl ied to objects of different kinds, the doctrine of the four causes is capable of cpnsiderable elaboration and subtlety. For example, in the case of a c ity one might say that the matter is  the people, the form is its organization, the final cause is  l iving or living well, and the efficient cau se is  the realization or acceptance of the final cause as desirable by some or all of the people. 
The ultimate source of motion. The distinction between external and internal causes raises in an acute way the question of the ultimate source  or sources of motion and change in the universe. For the earlier pre-Socratics, Physis (Nature) as the object of study by physical philosophers was assumed, rather than consciously concluded, to have its own quasi-living source of motion within itself. Thinkers after Parmenides made increas ing use of external agents acting upon the primary elements in order to initiate or maintain change. Plato in the Laws (894c ff. ) supposed that the primary cause of movement must be that which can move both itself and other things, and thi s  he identified as soul. Soul carries round the sun, moon, and stars, but he leaves it doubtful  whether thi s  is becau se soul is present in the sun as it is in man or because soul pushes the sun from outside or because the sun i s  moved from outside by soul in some other way. But for Plato the real world itself is not in motion. He supposes that things in the phenomenal world are imitations or reflections of the Forms, and on occasion he can speak of them as endeav-
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oring to reproduce the Forms. When thi s  happens, the Forms and the "love" they inspire are causes of change in the phenomenal world. Ari stotle takes over from the preSocratics the concept of nature as possessing a sou rce of motion within itself. In On Philosophy three causes of motion are distingui shed-nature, force, and free willand the motion of the stars is  attributed to free wil l .  This seems to represent the first s tage of Ari stotle's thinking, and there seems to be no evidence yet for any single transcendent mover of the heavens. In On the Heavens the doctrine of natural movement is  carried a step further. Of the four elements, air and fire naturally move upward and earth and water downward, a doctrine already implied in On Philosophy. A fifth element, aether, now appears (the later "quintessence"), with a natural circular movement which explains the movements of the stars, since these are composed of aether. \Ve now seem to have only two sources of motion, nature and force, and we are probably justified in concluding that here too Ari stotl e is not envi saging any transcendent mover, certain passages to the contrary being best explained as later insertions. Both in On the Heavens and in On Philosophy it is to be understood that living creatures move themselves and also are moved (on occasion) by forces from without. But what makes a living creature move itself? This question is tackled in Physics VIII, where it is argued that even a selfmoved mover requ ires a cause outside itself to initiate its movement. If we are to avoid an infinite regress, we must suppose that this leads us to one or more prime movers that are themselves unmoved and that have the power to move by acting as objects of des ire. Aristotle actual ly supposes that the prime mover i s  one, eternal, and nonmaterial and that there is one first-moved object, namely, the outermost heaven.  The introduction of this transcendent mover is sometimes interpreted as the fulfillment rather than the negation of the view found in On the Heavens because it is possible to identify what is first moved with the aether. The identi fication is no doubt correct, but the loss of aether's natural movement is a major change. The unmoved mover is  necessarily at rest, and this doctrine clearly is  in some danger of introducing a conflict with the doctrine that nature is  that which has a source of movement within itself. This would fit in well with an analysis of the Physics which would make the first six books represent an earlier stage in Aristotle's thought than Books VII -VIII. But it should be pointed out that if this is correct, the doctrine of the unmoved mover in the later books is nonetheless more Platonic in character than the doctrine of nature in the earlier books. The final stage comes in Metaphysics A, the lateness of which is  now generally regarded as established by the reference in Chapter 8 to the astronomical theories of Callippus, which can hardly be earlier than 330 B.C.  In this chapter Aristotle puts forward the theory that there are 47 or 55 celestial spheres, each eternal, and for each of them there is  a separate unmoved mover. The preceding chapter speaks of an unmoved mover in the singular, and the relation between the two chapters is a considerable problem. But there is a single unmoved mover clearly referred to within Chapter 8, and it is probable that there i s  no rejec-
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tion of a single unmoved mover- it should ,  rather, be 
regarded as standing on a higher plane than the "depart
mental " movers assigned to individual planets. 

Teleological physics. Nature for Aristotl e makes nothing 
without a purpose (On the Heavens 27la33), and a word 
must  be said about the tel eol ogical character of Ari stotl e's 
physical theories, which has brought so much cen sure 
upon his head. It has tended in modern tim es to seem a 
natural bu t dangerous doctrine in biol ogical studies and 
whol l y  wrong in the study of inan imate nature. I ts useful
ness is cl early a matter for scientists to decide for th em
selves, but two points seem worth making. Normally Aris
tot le's  teleol ogy is not a doctrine of any over-al l pattern of 
purpose in th e universe, nor i s  it  even intended to show 
how natural objects may serve purposes outside them
selves. I t  is ,  rather, a doctrine of internal final ity, that is ,  a 
doctrine  that the end of each object is to be itse l f. Second, 
his tel eology is rooted in his  equation of final cause with 
formal cau se. The study of the end or purpose of a thing is 
th e study of its form ,  and to the extent  that a modern scien
tist is  concerned with the formal and universal el ements in 
nature, he is, paradoxical ly  enough, fol l owing Aristotl e's 
approach. He would differ in  supposing that the achieve
ment of form in inan imate objects cannot profitably be 
described as their  end.  

PSYCHOLOGY 

For Aristotle,  the study of sou l and of l ife i s  a part of the 
study of the physical world. In the Eudemus he had argued 
for the pre-existence of the sou l ,  and in refuting the view 
that the soul was a harmony, he was c learl y enough de
fending th e ful l  Pl atonic doctrine of the soul ,  even in
cl uding the doctrine of recol l ection of knowl edge acquired 
by the soul before birth, and maintai ning that the l i fe of 
the sou l in th e body is "contrary to natu re." In the Protrepticus, while the im portance of the soul and its superiority 
to the body are emphatical l y  proclaimed, we have not 
enough information to say whether there is  any chan ge 
from the view expressed in the Eudemus. But  in Fragm ent 
60 (Aristotelis Fragmenta, Valentin Rose, ed. ) the impl ica
tion that the soul is fitted "part to part" throughout the 
body cl earl y involves a view of the soul as a separate sub
stance. In th e dialogue On Philosophy, whi le  apparently 
disagreeing with Plato on some points,  Ari stotl e puts for
ward a series of Platon ic-type views of the sou l ,  including 
the attribution of  divin ity to mind (Fr. 26, Rose). 

The two-substance view of soul and body i s  found both 
in the biological treatises and throu ghout the Parva Naturalia, where the soul i s  frequently given a physical basis in 
heat and l ocated or at l east concen trated in a central gov
ern ing place in the body, the heart. This  has been cal l ed 
the second stage in the history of Aristotl e's view of the 
sou l .  If we were deal ing  with human beings, this  conclu
sion could be accepted with con fidence. But since the 
reference i s  to animal s and plants, we cann ot be certain 
that Aristotl e had abandoned his earl ier view of the human 
soul at this  stage, and at least one passage suggests that he 
had not (On the Generation of Animals 736b28). In the 
treatise On the Soul, however, we do find a sharply con
trast ing doctrine, according to which the soul and body 

con stitute a single substance, standing to each other in the 
rel ation of form to matter. Whi le  it is tru e that in the Eu demus at one point  the soul i s  rather vaguely referred to as a 
sort of form (Fr. 46, Rose), it is al so in  the same passage 
described as "receiving the Form s," implying that it is 
i tse l f  a separate substance. Apart from th is  there do not 
seem to be any anticipation s of th e doctrine presented 
in On the Soul. 

Active and passive reason. The analysis of the function s 
of the sou l in On the Soul i s  el aborate and detail ed. After 
the usual survey of earl ier theori es, the soul i s  defined in 
technical language and i ts function s treated one by one. In 
the third and fi nal book we com e to the doctrine of Inte l l i
gence ( Nous). The main fun ctions of the soul have earl ier 
been distinguished as the nutritive , the perceptive, the 
power of initiating movem ent, and the intel l igence. They 
form a hi erarchy, with the intel l igence fou nd only in man , 
so that l ivi ng creatures can be arranged in  a series accord
ing to the number of facul ties possessed. Thinking is 
treated by Ari stotle as analogous to perceiving. The mind is 
related to intel l igib le  objects in the same way that sen se 
is rel ated to sen sibl e objects . It is thus  impas sive and is 
itse lf  nothing but potential i ty (namely, the potential ity of 
receiving form s), and it  has no form of i ts own . 

General l y  Aristot le  speaks of Nous as one, but in  the 
famous fi fth chapter of Book I I I  of On the Soul he distin
guishes two, of which one Nous becom es al l things l ike 
matter and the other makes al l  things, just as l ight makes 
potential col ors actual . This  latter Nous  is separabl e ,  im
passive, and unmixed, and on l y  when it i s  separated does 
it  have its true nature, immortal and eternal . What Ari stotl e 
means by th is  doctrine of an act ive and a passive reason is 
not explained el sewhere and has given rise to a famous 
controversy lasting over the centuries .  Some suppose that 
we have real ly  on l y  one intel lect function ing in two ways.  
One tradition interprets the active reason as a tran scendent 
entity, identical with the prime mover and in effect God 
himsel f, thinking in  us. This  view began with Al exander of 
Aphrodisias in the second century A.D.  and was devel oped 
further by Averroes, who regarded the active reason as a 
un ique separate substance, inferior, however, to God. But  
Aristotl e says that the  distinction arises "within the soul ,"  
and Themistius cited these words against Al exander i n  the 
fourth century A.D. when arguing for a whol l y  imman ent 
view of the active reason (in th is he was fol l owed by 
Thomas Aquinas).  

I t  coul d  be that we have here a vestige of an earl ier 
P laton ic view of th e soul (see Protrepticus Fr. 6 1 ,  Rose), 
but the doctnne seem s to ari se out of the discussion in 
earl ier chapters in  Book III of On the Soul, and, obscure 
th ough it is ,  i t  probabl y  belongs to the latest stage of Aris
totl e's thought, when he was concern ed with the con se
quences of anal yzing the soul - body relationship in terms 
of form and matter. The question of a divine el ement in 
the human soul was possibly related in Aristotl e's mind to 
the doctrine  of God as actual ity (which wi l l  be discussed 
u nder the heading "Theol ogy"). His theory of kn owl edge 
l ikewise bel ongs as much to metaphysics as to psychol ogy. 
(Anoth er important aspect of Aristotle's psychol ogy, his  
account  of m ovement  and desire, wi l l  be d iscussed under 
the heading "Ethics . ")  



METAPHYSICS 

The title Metaphysics is of  uncertain origin , but  it seems 
clearly to have ari sen only after Ari stotle's death. The 
traditional explanation supposes that it refers to the order 
of the treati ses in the Aristotel ian corpus as organ ized by 
Andron icus of Rhodes, in which the Metaphysics comes 
after the Physics (meta ta physika). But there i s  some evi
dence that the title may be earl ier than Andron icus. How
ever, if its origin was a matter of chance, the mean ing of 
the term was not interpreted as a matter of chance by the 
Greek commentators . S impl icius, speaking in a Platon izing 
vein, interpreted meta as meaning "beyond" and supposed 
that the reference was to a hierarchic order in the objects 
studied-metaphysics was concerned with objects which 
were beyond or outside the world of nature. The majority 
supposed that meta meant "after" and referred to an order 
of succession in knowledge, according to which metaphys
ical knowledge comes after physical knowledge. Ari stotle 
himself uses the term "first philosophy,"  which he says 
deals with things that exist separately and are not subject 
to change or movement ( Metaphysics 1026al6).  Whether 
for Aristotle first philosophy covered the whole subject 
matter of the Metaphysics or only a part of i t  depends 
mainly on what view we take of the ultimate subject of 
study in the treati se. 

The starting point for Ari stotle's thought here, as so 
often, was his  reaction to Plato's two-world doctrine, and 
in  particular to the doctrine of the Forms .  On Jaeger's 
view, Ari stotle began by accepting the essentials of Plato's 
doctrine of the Forms, which Jaeger found clearly implied 
by Eudemus (Fr. 4 1 ,  Rose).  At thi s  stage of Ari stotle's 
thought, metaphysics, it  is  claimed, was identical with 
theology. The concept of metaphysics as the science of 
being-as-such belonged to the second stage, and in the 
third stage metaphysics either compri sed or at least was 
based on the subject matter ot physics. Jaeger's interpreta
tion of the Eudemus fragment has since been denied by 
some, but probably without good reason. A similar contro
versy, which is currently unresolved, concerns the Pro
trepticus (Fr. 13, Walzer and Ross), which uses highly 
Platonic language to describe the objects of the theoretical 
knowledge that is the concern of the true philosopher. 
There is clearly a reference to the Forms as distinct from 
phenomena, and while it may be conceded that the frag
ment does not say that the Forms have separate transcend
ent existenee , it does not say they have not; and the con
clusion that it is the transcendent Forms to which Ari stotle 
is referring seems the more natural one. 

Whether or not Aristotle accepted transcendent Forms in 
the Eudemus and Protrepticus, it  is clear that he had come 
to reject them in On the Ideas. There (Fr. 187, Rose) he 
took the view that, while there must be things other than 
sensible particulars and that these are universals,  it does 
not follow that universal s are Ideas or Forms in the Pla
tonic sense; and he brought against the Ideas a number of 
the objections later elaborated in the Metaphysics. In On 
Philosophy, which Jaeger placed in the period after Aristot
le left Athens for Assos, we have an attack on the Platonic 
doctrine of ideal numbers (Fr. 9 ,  Rose). Proclus and Plu
tarch, apparently independently (Fr. 8 ,  Rose), state that 
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Ari stotle rejected the doctrine of Ideas completely in the 
dialogues as well as elsewhere. But there is  no evidence 
that these statements refer to the On Philosophy, so that 
they cannot be used to argue that that dialogue represents 
a later stage in Ari stotle's thought than, say, On the Ideas 
or any other dialogue. All that we know is that in some of 
the dialogues Ari stotle did criticize the theory of Forms, 
but this could very well be in the period before he left 
Athens, when,  for all we know, On Philosophy itsel f was 
composed. 

What is  substance? The key to Aristotle's considered 
rejection of the Platon ic Forms l ies in his doctrine of sub
stance, which was always for him the basic question in 
philosophy, as he himself says in the famous sentence in 
the Metaphysics (Z, 1028b2) :  "The question that was asked 
long ago, is asked now, and always is a matter of difficulty, 
'What is  being?' is  the question 'What is  substance?' " 
Rightly or wrongly Ari stotle interpreted the Platonic 
Forms as un iversal s and asked from the Categories onward 
how universal s stand in relation to substance. He  began by 
distinguishing betwee:1 primary substance and secondary 
substance. Primary substance is always the individual 
concrete thing, and as such it is the subject of attributes in 
all the categories.  The genera and species to which the 
individual thing belongs are secondary to it and would not 
exist without some primary substance to which they may 
apply (Categories 2b5). But every genus and species can 
be the subject of the same attributes as the primary sub
stance of which they are genus and species (apart, of 
course, from that of coming under the genus and species 
which they themselves are ). Accordingly genus and spe
cies, as subjects, can sti l l  claim to be substances. In this 
way the Platonic Forms, as species and genera, retain a 
kind of secondary existence. 

The search for substance is for Aristot le the search for 
what is, as di stinct from what "is something," since if a 
thing does not exist, it cannot be anything. In the Catego
ries the Form as genus  can sti l l  "be something," and so it 
retains its claim to substance. But Aristotle had already had 
the basic intuition which was to destroy Platonic transcend
ence-the substance of the genus  or species is not a 
different substance from the substance of all  or any mem
bers of the genus or species. In the statement "Socrates is  
a man," the substantial ity of "man" is  the substantial i ty of 
Socrates and not an independent substantial ity. So while 
"man" stands for an entity, this entity is  the subject of 
which i t  is  predicated and not some other entity. In Meta
physics Z the priority of substance among the categories 
rests on three grounds. ( 1 )  It can exi st alone, whil e what is 
sign ified by the other categories cannot. Of course a sub
stance wil l  have qual ities, but it does not depend on them 
for its ex i stence, whi le  they do depend on i t. (2) Substance 
is prior in definition , since a definition of the substance of 
a thing must be present in any definition. (3) Substance is 
prior for knowledge, si nce we need to know what a thing 
is  before we know its quantity, quality, and so on. 

There are four objects to which the term "substance" is 
appl ied : the essence, the universal , the genus, and the 
substrate. But substrate in the sense of matter, which in 
itself is  not a particular thing, cannot be substance because 
both separabi l ity and "thisness" are lacking. The same 
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objections are sufficient to show that the universal cannot 
be a substance, although the opportunity is taken to bring a 
whole range of other objections against the Platonic 
Forms; and the objections to the universal as substance 
apply al so to the genus. However, substrate in the sense 
of subject to which predicates attach may properly be 
cal led substance. But we want further information as to 
what such subjects are. Es sence is the traditional render
ing of Aris totl e's curious coinage of which even the syntax 
is not altogether clear, but which perhaps should be l iter
al ly rendered "the what it was to be (something). " (For a 
discussion of other views, see Joseph Owens, The Doctrine of Being in the Aristotelian Metaphysics, 2d ed. ,  pp. 
353 -354). But the meaning is cl ear enough in general
the essence is what a thing is by its very nature, what gives 
it its identity and makes it what it is .  Consequently we 
may say that the essence of a thing is the thing in its truest 
sense, and so the essence can be identified with substance. 

Essence. A fuller account is needed of the essence of a 
thing than identifying it with substance . In  what does a 
thing's essence consist? Aristotl e's answer is given in 
terms of the doctrine of causes,  which was intended to 
answer the questions of how and why a thi ng comes to be 
what it is. Normal ly the essence of a thing wi l l  be its final 
cause, which in  turn wi l l  tend to be the same as its formal 
cause. \\'e may say, then, that essence consists in form. But 
here an important distinction must be made. The essence 
of a thing consists in  the form which i t  has achieved, not in 
any form which it does not have but might acqui re. 
Achieved form is form actually real ized in a concrete thing, 
and Aris totl e uses two virtually interchangeabl e technical 
terms for it, "entelechy" and "actual ity. " (Strictly speak
ing, "actuality" refers primari ly to the process which 
reaches its termination in the "entelechy. " )  These are 
opposed to potential ity. Form without matter exists poten
tial ly but not actually, and matter without form would  also 
exist only potential ly. Thus the concrete individual object 
is the essence, which is substance for Aristotl e. 

The nature of metaphysics. The discuss ion of potenti
al i ty and actual i ty provides a bridge to Ari stotle's theology. 
But it al so uncovers a major problem as to the nature of 
metaphysics as Ari stotl e saw it. S ide by side in the Metaphysics there appear to be two conceptions. On one view, 
there is a separate subject of study, the study of being-as
such, distinct from the study of particular kinds of being 
which form the subject matter of separate sciences .  On the 
other view, the subject matter of metaphysics is separate 
but unchanging being, in other words, transcendent su
persensible being of which God is the outstanding case. 
The former view is  the antecedent of the scholastic general 
metaphysics, and the latter, which Ari stotl e tended to call 
fi rst phil osophy or theology, is the later special metaphys
ics. According to Jaeger, Ari stotl e's progress ion was from 
metaphysics as theology to metaphysics as the science of 
being-as-such. But Ari stotle's fullest discuss ion of theology 
comes in Metaphysics A, which is probably one of the 
latest parts of the treatise as a whole. The transition to 
theology begins in  the di scussion of potential i ty and ac
tual ity in Book 0, and the doctrine of actual i ty, which 
seems to be a later addition in  the Physics, looks very l ike 
the latest formulation of Aristotl e's thinking on the prob-

lem of being-as-such. So it could be that Jaeger's order of 
progress ion should be i nverted-in this case, Ari stotl e 
would proceed from being-as-such to theology. A unitarian 
i nterpretation of the Metaph ysics would argue that such a 
progress ion i s  i ndeed there but that it is a logical progres
sion, a progress ion in argument, rather than a reflection of 
any chronological sequence in the stages of Aristotl e's 
thought. 

THEOLOGY 

The relation of the divine world to the phys ical world 
was one of the main themes in the dialogue On Ph ilosophy. I t  seems cl ear that Aristotle had already rejected 
much of Plato's cosmol ogy as expressed in the Timaeus, 
above all the view (which he thought he found there) that 
the world had a beginning. But he deployed a whole series 
of arguments to establ i sh the exi stence and importance of 
divine beings . The divinity of the heavenly bodies seems 
to have been accepted together with the soul s in  them, 
which were the sources of their movements. This does not, 
as has sometimes been claimed, exclude a transcendent 
mover as wel l ;  but there is no positive reference anywhere 
to such a mover, and Jaeger was not justi fied in claiming 
such a mover for this dialogue. The position concerning 
the unmoved mover i s  probably the same in  the treatise On the Heavens, where there are indeed positive refer
ences-but these are probably later additions. The general 
impression here also i s  that the outermost heaven is the 
primary source of movement and that i t  in i tiates movement 
by moving itsel f. 

The Unmoved Mover. By the time he wrote the last two 
books of the Physics, Ari stotle had come to bel ieve in the 
neces sity of an unmoved mover, and the doctrine is de
veloped ful ly  in the Metaphysics. In Book 0, Chapter 8 he  
develops the contrast between actual i ty and potential ity. 
The potential is actual ized only by some actual ly  exi sting 
th ing acting as cause. Consequently  the prime mover must 
exist actual ly because it actual izes potential movements 
throughout the universe, and this is supported by addi
tional arguments. In  Book A we have a separate treatise on 
theology which begins with a fresh rehearsal of the doc
trines of substance, form, privation, matter, actuali ty,  and 
potential ity. It is then argued that change must be eternal 
because the nature of time excludes the possibil ity of time 
without change, whether in  the past or the future. I f  
change i s  eternal , then the actual ity which causes i t  must 
be eternal . Therefore the prime mover must be eternal ; 
and i f  it is eternal , i t  must be immaterial , s ince matter 
involves potential i ty of change and consequently mi l i tates 
against eternal exi stence. The prime mover, then, as ac
tual i ty must be pure actual i ty without matter-a concept of 
actual i ty which it is difficult indeed to bring into accord 
with Ari stotl e's doctrine of actual i ty as matter + form. 
Being immaterial , the prime mover is not extended in  
space. I t  moves other objects as  the object of  their des ire 
and their thought. This is the source of the principle of 
movement u;ithin nature which continues to l ie at the root 
of Aristotle's conception of physics. As object of des ire it is 
good, and as actual i ty it must be substantial because it 
moves substances .  Its freedom from change is explained 



by identifying it with thought, an identification made the 
easier for Aristotle because of his normal equation of form 
without matter and thought. The prime mover turns out to 
be eternal and thus divine thought or mind, and Ari stotle 
now no longer hesitates to call it God. 

But what is this divine thought about? In his famous 
sentence (Metaphysics 1072bl9) Aristotle says, "Thought 
thinks itself as object in virtue of its participation in what 
is thought. " The plain meaning of this is that God is the 
object of his own thinking. A long tradition going back to 
Alexander of Aphrodisias and given further currency by 
Aquinas, maintains that in thinking himself as object, God 
thinks all the things that are in the world. But this  cannot 
have been Aristotle's meaning. Knowledge of the visible 
world would involve knowledge of material and so of 
changeable being, and since the qual ity of thought de
pends, for Ari stotle as for Plato, on the nature of its objects, 
to think changeable objects would make the thought itself 
subject to change, and so God would no longer be immu
table. The objects of God's thought must be limited to 
what is unchangeable and so to himself. This does not 
mean, however, that Aristotle has produced thought with 
no object of thought. We should, rather, suppose that God is those truths which are free from change and that it i s  
these which he thinks. 

This i s  the theology which there i s  good reason to sup
pose represents the latest stage of Aristotl e's thinking. 
While completely un-Platonic in its detai ls, it can not 
unfairly be characteri zed as a fresh affirmation of the basic 
Platonic position that the world of the sen ses is a deriva
tive world dependent for its continued activity upon a 
real ity outside itself. Metaphysical inqu iry understood in 
this way was clearly something which Aristotle never 
abandoned. On the other hand, his doctrine of the substan
tial ity of the concrete individual remained with him also, 
and this marks a decisive break with Platoni sm. 

ETHICS AND POLITICS 

Of the three major ethical treatises in the Ari stotel ian 
corpu s-the Nicomachean Ethics, the Eudemian Ethics, 
and the Magna Moralia-only the first was generally ac
cepted as genu ine in the pre-Jaeger period of Aristotel ian 
studies, the Eudemian Ethics being attributed to Aristot
le's pupil Eudemus of Rhodes and the Magna Moralia 
regarded as a later Peripatetic compilation. S ince Jaeger, 
the Eudemian Ethics is usual ly accepted as also genu ine 
and as repr�senting an earl ier stage in Aristotle's ethical 
thinking. A minority of scholars wou ld regard the Magna Moralia as a still  earlier work by Aristotle, but most would 
sti ll regard it as a later Peripatetic compilation based on 
the Eudemian Ethics rather than on the Nicomachean Ethics. The relationship between the two works is com
pl icated by the apparent absence of three books in the 
manuscripts of the Eudemian Ethics and the statement 
made at the end of Book III that the three missing books 
are identical with Books V, VI, and VII of the Nicomachean Ethics. The older view that these three books 
should be transferred to the Eudemian Ethics is now bet
ter abandoned in favor of the view that they represent the 
latest stage in Aristotle's th inking about the topics dealt 
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with and so are correctly placed in the Nicomachean Ethics, the original books of the Eudemian Ethics being re
placed by them . 

The earliest Aristotel ian treatment of ethical themes of 
which we have any knowledge is the Protrepticus. There 
philosophy in a highly Platonic sense is the key to the 
grasping of the norms of right conduct. No distinction i s  
made between practical and theoretical wi sdom, both 
being cal led phronesis, and ethics is treated as an exact 
science. Eudemian Ethics I, 6 admits an empirical part of 
ethics but sti l l  does not divide phronesis. In Nicomachean Ethics VI, however, phronesis as practical wi sdom is con
trasted with sophia (theoretical wisdom), and both are 
neces sary for achieving "intellectual virtue." All this is 
most simply explained by the hypothesis that we are wit
nessing a progressive development of Aristotle's ideas and 
that the culmination (in the Nicomachean Ethics) of this 
development is the product of his attempt to apply his later 
metaphysical and psychological doctrines in the sphere of 
ethics. 

It is difficu lt for a modern philosopher not to either 
miscon strue or wholly condemn Aristotle's ethical thought. 
This is because Aristotle begins by implicitly rejecting the 
bas ic modern contention that value judgments either are 
not judgments of fact at all or, if they are, are judgments of 
a kind of fact altogether different from the facts involved in 
judgments about the physical world. The good for Aristotle 
i s  whatever is in fact aimed at. So the good for man is  what 
man by nature is seeking. His seeking is not identical with 
what he wishes, since his seeking is rooted in his nature in 
a way in which his wi shing need not be. What man is 
seeking may be given the formal name eudaimonia, which 
we misleadingly translate as "happiness," but if  we have 
to be more expl icit as to what eudaimonia involves, we 
wi ll say that the good for man is the ful fillment of his func
tion . This, in terms of Aristotle's metaphysical thought, is 
expressed as "the actuality of a soul with respect to its 
function" (1098al6). The soul has a rational part and a 
nonrational part. The rational part has one aspect which is 
completely rational and another which is  also an aspect of 
the irrational part, namely, the seat of the appetites and of 
des ire. In sofar as desires conform to reason, the part is 
rational, and insofar as they do not, it is irrational . The 
rational control of desires is the province of what Aristotle 
cal ls moral virtue. This is confined to cases where a choice 
is possible. Moral virtue is promoted by regular practice, 
which induces habits; and it involves following a mean 
course between extremes, which are vices-as courage is a 
mean between rashness and cowardice. But action is not 
virtuous because it follows a mean course-it is virtuous 
because it is in conformity with reason , and as a result it 
wil l  in fact involve a mean. 

The whol ly rational part of the soul is the province of 
"intellectual virtue," and it is itself twofold inasmuch as 
one part of it is concerned with the contemplation of un
changeable truths and the other with truths and objects 
which are subject to change. The virtue of the first part is sophia, or theoretical wi sdom, and that of the second is  phronesis, or practical wisdom. It i s  phronesis which dis
covers what is right in action and so makes it possible for 
desires to conform to reason by discovering ends and then 
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re lati ng means to ends. But the ultimate end for man, 
which is l iving well (eudaimonia), is not a matter of del ib
eration or choice-it i s ,  rather, someth ing given in the 
nature of man. Th is is something wh ich could vary, al
though it is clear that Aristotle does not suppose that in 
fact it does vary. The highest of the virtues is ,  however, 
theoretical wisdom, and th is is an activity of which man is 
capable because of something divine in his nature-in its 
exercise he approximates to the l ife of God; and for man, as 
for God, his h ighest function is thought. This thought will  
be about objects which cannot be other than what they are 
and so never change. 

For Aristotle,  pol itics is a branch of practical knowledge, 
being that part of ethics which deals with men in groups. 
Some groups have l imited purposes, but a pol is ,  or "pol it
ical" group, i s  one whose ends are coterminous with the 
ends of human life. �fan is a "pol i tical animal," by which 
Ari stotle means that it is his nature to form groups of th is  
kind. These principles are established at the beginning of 
the Politics. Critical and descriptive surveys of various 
types of constitutions occupy most of Books II - VI, and in 
Books \ ' I I - \'I I I  Aristotle discusses the best form of the 
pol is without actual ly saying what it is , although earl ier he 
had expressed his approval of rule by the best men, 
whether a group or an individual. It is pos sible that the 
treati se as we have it is unfini shed. Attempts to rearrange 
the books in a more "logical" order must fai l ,  for the 
present order is that laid down at the end of the Nicomachean Ethics. Nor is it plausible any longer to di stinguish 
an empirical trend as representing a later stage in Aristot
le's thought than the search for the ideal or best constitu
tion. On th is question, as elsewhere, the search for the 
ideal Form is for Ari stotle a search for actual ity, and th i s  
involves consideration of  concrete individual cases .  Bibliography 
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G. B. KERFERD 

A R I TH M E T I C .  See MATHE.\IATICS , FOUNDATIONS OF; NU.\IBER. 
A R I U S  A N D  A RI A N I S M .  Arius,  the heresiarch (died 

A.D.  33.5), was concerned to maintain consistently the un ity 
of God. God, he held, is one, the monad , completely indi-



visible and without parts. Therefore , he could not separate 
part of himself by emanation to make a second divine 
being. The son , or logos, of God is called the dyad, sepa
rate from and inferior to the monad. Arius represented a 
strain of Platonic tradition within the early church, a tradi
tion which included Justin, Clement, Origen, and the 
theologians of the Greek Church who came after them. 
From Libya he went to Alexandria; then, theologically 
unsatisfied, he went to Antioch and became a pupil of 
Lucian. Here the continuing influence of Origen's tran
scendent monotheism helped to stress the u ltimacy of 
God:  God alone is  unbegotten and this i s  God's distinctive 
qual ity. Arius  spoke and wrote against the teaching of his 
bi shop, Alexander, who maintained a plurality within the 
unity of the Godhead and spoke of the monad as existing 
in the triad, the son and the Father being inseparable 
real ities, both eternal and without beginning. Arius, in his 
ins istence on the solitary perfection of God, was unable to 
assign the son, or logos, the place which the faith of the 
church considered he should have. The result of the 
conflict was the council of N icaea in 325, at which Arius 
and his doctrine were condemned. Fifty years of contro
versy followed, with Athanasius as the chief opponent of 
Arianism. The controversy culm inated in the council of 
Constantinople in  38 1 .  

Arius begins  a statement of his beliefs, "We confess one 
God, who alone i s  unbegotten, alone eternal, alone with
out beginning, alone true, alone possessing immortality, 
alone wise and good. " God is alone or unique (monos). 
This was a them e of Platonic philosophy and early Chris
tian thought. There can be only one unbegotten. The 
presence of this l ast term has led some to call Arius an 
Aristotelian, but the term was also used by Platonists and 
by Christians like Justin nearly two centuries earl ier. (In 
the fourth century Ari stotelianism existed only as part of 
Platonism. ) There can be only one being who has no be
ginning, Arius held, and his \visdom and goodness must be 
different from the wisdom and goodness of those who are 
inferior to him. But God is not merely unique in transcend
ent i solation. He is also unique because his relationship 
to the world i s  that of complete sovereignty. He is the only 
ruler, judge, and disposer of all things. There are no other 
beings to rival his  sovereignty and power. He does not 
change and does not vary. He is the God of the law and the 
prophets as well as the G od of the new covenant. Arius 
maintained con si stently that there i s  one God, unique in 
hJ s power� and un ique in his  relationship to all other 
things. 

The son of God cannot possess the unique qual ities of 
the Father. He is begotten and had a beginning. There was 
a time when he did not exist. He i s  a creature and belongs 
to the realm of becoming. His creation came through the 
will of God. "By the will and wish of the Father he arose 
before time and before the ages. " God made him so that, 
through him, God might create the world and men. The 
exi stence of the logos, or son, is derived from God's will  to 
create, and he is the first step in God's creating act. The 
logos is the first of all creatures but belongs with them and 
not with the transcendent Father. 

The relationship of the logos to God is one of difference 
or contrast. The Father is foreign in substance to the son as 
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he is foreign in substance to, and unlike, all things. The 
logos is unl ike the Father in every respect. The triad of the 
three persons of the godhead are distinct entities and are 
not mixed up with one another in any way. There is an 
infinite difference of glory between one and the other. 
Arius explained the attribution of d ivin ity to the son 
through the Platonic doctrine of participation. By partici
pation the son has become divine. Sharing in the divine 
nature is possible to all  creatures, but he alone has 
achieved it and has received the name of God. Like all 
creatures he is changeable, but by his own free will he 
remains good. Arius' system was one of uncompromising 
dualism. All things other than God are created by the will 
of God out of nothing. 

Athanasius and others reacted strongly to the teaching of 
Arius ;  after many maneuvers the council of Nicaea adopted 
a statement which was incompatible with Arius' views. It 
insisted that Jesus Christ is the son of God, begotten of the 
Father in a unique way, "only begotten, that is. of the 
substance of the Father, God of God, l ight of light, true 
G od of true God, begotten not made, of one substance with 
the Father. " A statement was added in condemnation of 
those who claimed that "there was a time when he did not 
exist, and before he was begotten he was not, and that he 
came into being out of nothing or from another substance, 
or that the son of God is created or changeable or subject 
to alteration ."  These were the distinctive points of Arian
ism. Arius was ban ished by the emperor Constantine. 

However, Arianism was far from finished, for the state
ment of Nicaea was not a true expression of the belief of 
the church at that time. There was a reaction in favor of 
Arius against the creed of Nicaea. Arian leaders who had 
been exiled were brought back, and after thP- death of 
Constantine in 337 they were dominant in the East. From 
350 to 36 1 Constantius made every effort to destroy the 
doctrines put forward at Nicaea. Nevertheless, between 
36 1 and 38 1 Arianism was gradually discredited, and at 
Constantinople in 381 the creed of Nicaea was reaffirmed 
and Arian ism permanently rejected. It l ingered on among 
the Goths but ended with their conversion to orthodoxy at 
the end of the sixth century. 

In the controversy the three main terms were homoousios (of the same substance), homoiousios (of l ike sub
stance), and anomoios (unl ike). The extreme Arians in sisted 
that the logos was of different substance from God and 
unlike him. The Nicene account and Athanasius insi sted 
that the son was of the same substance as God. A version of 
the doctrine of l ike substance was a key to a solution, be
cause it avoided a division within the Godhead and con
veyed the basic meaning of Nicaea without plurali stic 
overtones. Once it became clear that Athanasius was pre
pared to accept a doctrine of homoousios interpreted in the 
generic sense, agreement became possible. It is difficult to 
give an exact account of homoousios as a logical term in 
the thought of Athanasius. For him it meant the essential 
unity of God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, interpreted in 
conjunction with such B iblical metaphors as father and 
son, l ight, image, spring, and river. In  this  way Athanasius 
understood plurality within the divine un ity and avoided 
the literali stic duali sm of Arius. Arians objected still more 
strongly to the idea that the Holy Spirit was of the same 
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substance with the Father and the Son, for this in their view impl ied that the Father had two sons. Athanasius insisted that Father, Son, and Holy Spirit were of the same substance. The Cappadocian fathers (Gregory of Nazianzu s, Gregory of Nyssa, and Basil) developed the notion that the Godhead is one ousia and three hypostaseis. Ousia is essential being, while hypostasis is objective individual ity. While in all other cases a hypostasis is the realization of a particular ousia, in the case of God the one ousia is  realized in three hypostaseis, or prosopa. The Latin tres personae in una substantia has led to the English rendering, "three persons in one substance. " Texts on Arius and Arianism 
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A R M I N I U S  A N D  A RM I N I AN I S M .  Jacobus Arminius Qacob Harmanszoon, 1560 - 1609), who gave his name to a variant of Refom1ed bel ief, was born in Oudewater, Holland. After his father's early death, the boy was protected in tum by a minister, who converted him to Protestantism; by Rudolphus  Snel van Rooijen the mathematician; and by Pieter Berti us  of Rotterdam. With Pieter Berti us, J r., later important in the great Arminian disputes ,  Arminius studied at Leiden under the French Protestant Lambertus Danaeus. Later Arminius studied under Theodorus Beza in Geneva, where he met J ohannes U ytenbogaert (Wtenbogaert), the chief proponent of Arminian doctrines after the death of Arminius. Soon after his ordination (1 588), Arminius was called upon by the eccles iastical court of Amsterdam to refute the arguments of the Dutch "libertine" theologian Dirck Volckertszoon Coomhert, an exercise that undermined Arminius' orthodox Calvinism. He came to doubt the deterministic doctrine of damnation, and believed that election, dependent in part on man's free will, was not arbitrary but arose from God's pity for fallen men. Arminius was consistently attacked by orthodox clergymen (notably Petrus Plancius and Franciscus Gomarus)  for his alleged Pelagianism; in spite of all opposition, however, he was made professor of theology at Leiden in 1603 and thereafter exercised great influence upon the next generation of divines. He died just prior to the national schism brought about by his beliefs. Arminianism. In 16 10  the Arminian clergy published their Great Remonstrance, a codification of Arminius' creed. Thi s  work dealt with five doctrinal points : it rejected 

the doctrine of election and predestination, both supralapsarian and su blapsarian. It rejected the idea that Christ died for the elect alone and belief in irresistible grace. It asserted belief in the sufficient power of saints, rejecting the idea that saints could fall from grace. To the orthodox, these were Hornish heresies; for eight years the battle of the pulpits raged, with Uytenbogaert, Bertius, and Hugo Grotius the great defenders of the Remonstrance. A theological question of this magnitude necessarily involved political theory and practice: the Remonstrants developed several versions of a theory by which, to protect consciences, the magistrate, rather than the Dutch Reformed church, was given final say in matters of religion. Naturally, since such a theory favored republican administration, Arminianism gained support in the town governments and in the States-General, particularly in the figure of the pensionary of Holland, J an van Olden Bameveldt. In 1 6 18  a synod was called to rule on Remonstrant doctrine, with the open support of the stadholder, Prince Maurice of Orange, who realized that the theological controversy might be used to curb the power of the StatesGeneral. For the hearing at Dordrecht (Dort), Arminian tenets were slightly modified by Uytenbogaert. Election was interpreted as God's grace to true believers ; but this grace was not irresi stible, and salvation sti l l  depended on the cooperation of the human will, which was sufficiently strong to overcome the temptations of evil .  By the time the sessions began, the leading Arminian laymen had been arrested for treason: Olden Barneveldt was sentenced to be beheaded in The Hague; Grotius  and Rombout Hogerbeets were imprisoned in Loevestein Castle. The Synod was international : representatives from Germany, Geneva, and England took part in the hearings, but the Remonstrants were barely allowed to be heard. Their five tenets were declared inadmissible, or heretical, and orthodox Calvinism was upheld. Remonstrants were given the choice of recantation or exile. M ost chose exile-in France, Geneva, or England. Until the death of Prince Maurice in 1625, Arminianism was persecuted in Holland; but with the accession to the stadholderate of the tolerant Frederick Henry, Arminians began to return, particularly to the great cities of Amsterdam and Rotterdam. In 1 630 a church was organized in Amsterdam, to which in 1632 an academy was attached, to train Remonstrant clergymen and the sons of Remonstrants barred from studying at the universities. Dutch Arminianism was closely allied with advanced secular leaming, both philosophical and scientific. The Remonstrant "Illu stre School" (later the nucleus of the University of Amsterdam) was distinguished for its mathematical and medical, as well as its theological and philosophical, faculties. Whatever the philosophical impl ications of Arminius' humanistic doctrine, in the seventeenth century it was coupled with broad learning: an Arminian professor translated Descartes '  Discourse upon Method into Latin for the general u se of the learned world; Arminian professors contributed to the periodical s of the republic of letters; and J ohn Locke found a home among the Arminians during his exile from England. 
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R. L .  COLIE 

A R N  A U L D ,  A NTO I N E  ( 1 6 1 2 - 1694) ,  Jansenist theolo
gian and ph ilosopher, was one of the most bri l l iant think
ers of the seventeenth century. He  was born in Paris into a 
large and distinguished family that was to be long asso
ciated with Jansenism. Hi s  si ster Angel ique was the ab
bess of Port-Royal and reformed it along Jansenist l ines.  
Ordained a priest and awarded a doctorate in theology in 
164 1 ,  Antoine entered the Sorbonne in 1 643 after the 
death of Cardinal Richelieu, who had opposed his admit
tance. Twelve years later he was expelled from the Sor
bonne, and for the balance of his l ife , like most members 
of the Jansenist faction, he was subjected to almost con
tinual persecution by the Jesuits .  However bril l iant the 
members of the Jansenist, or for that matter of the Car
tesian, parties may have been, they proved to be no match 
for the poli tical mach inations of the J esuits. Amauld died 
in exi le in Brussel s .  

Criticisms of Descartes. Arnauld' s works have not been 
printed since the eighteenth century. A major portion of 
his writing was devoted to purely theological topics, to the 
Jansenist controversy (in which he was aided by his 
friends Blaise Pascal and Pierre Nicole), and to polemics 
with Calvinists. Nevertheless,  his philosophical contribu
tion was both large and sign ificant. Descartes expres sed 
pleasure at having Amauld,  a doctor of the Sorbonne, 
present objections to his Meditations. One of Arnauld's 
criticisms has become a standard item in the Cartes ian 
l iterature-the question of th e circularity of Descartes's 
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argument: "The only secure reason we have for bel ieving 
that what we clearly and distinctly perceive is true, i s  the 
fact that God exists. But we can be sure that God exi sts 
only because we clearly and evidently perceive that; 
therefore prior to being certain that God exists, we should 
be certain that whatever we clearly and evidently perceive 
is true" ( Quatriemes Objections, 164 1 ). 

He  pressed Descartes on at least two other i ssues. First, 
he chal lenged Descartes's account of the nature of the 
human mind-specifically, on the adequacy of Descartes's 
radical di stinction between mind and body. Arnauld 
argued that since Descartes seemed to distinguish be
tween his own ideas and the perfect ones in God's �f ind, 
there i s  a problem (which demands further clarification) 
involved in showing that from a belief that the mind is not 
corporeal it  follows that the mind truly i s  not corporeal . 
Second, he queried Descartes on whether an account of 
the Eucharist can be given on Cartesian grounds, since the 
position of Descartes with reference to sense qual ities 
would seem to create theological difficulties .  As Descartes 
subsequently di scovered, Arnauld's suspicions proved 
correct. 

The "Port-Royal Logic." Arnauld's second major philo
soph ical contribution was the logic text, that he wrote with 
Pierre Nicole,  La Logique, ou !'art de penser ( 1662), best 
known as the Port-Royal Logic. A handbook on method 
rather than a study of formal logic in the strict sense, it was 
strongly and consciously Cartes ian-roughly, a develop
ment from Descartes's Regulae rather than Aristotle's Prior A nalytics. By greatly elaborating the theory of clear and 
distinct ideas, Amauld sought to provide a way to science 
that would escape Pyrrhonism. 

Controversy with Malebranche. Amauld' s th ird and 
most important contribution is to be found in his extended 
d ispute with his onetime friend, r,..;icolas � lalebranche, 
priest of the oratory, who although not a disciple of Des
cartes, was nevertheless a philosopher in the Cartesian 
tradition. �l al ebranche's Recherche de la verite appeared 
in 1674. Amauld had objections to the Recherche, but did 
not initiate his dispute until after the publ ication of �lale
branche' s Traite de la nature et de la grace ( 1680). Pro
foundly disturbed by the theological vi ews expressed in 
the Traite, Amauld sought to show the fallacies in the 
theological account by undermining the philosophical 
aspects of it. Thus, in 1683, Arnauld publ ished Des Vraies et des Fausses Idees contre ce qu 'enseigne /'au teu r de la recherche de la verite, and he published almost a dozen 
more works against �lalebranche before his own death. He 
was primarily concerned over what he took to be the 
theological consequences of J\lalebranche's thesis that "we 
see all th ings in God," in reference to such issues as grace, 
God's will ,  faith versus reason, and so forth. Thus, his first 
attack on J\l alebranche was an attempt to disprove �lale
branche' s account of representative ideas as being "in" 
God and to return to what he took to be the more purely 
Carte sian account of such ideas-that is, as being ontolog
ical ly  "in" us. 

Accordingly, the Arnauld - �lalebranche dispute has 
general ly been classi fied as being over a representative 
theory of perception. This is an overs impl i fication, how-
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e,·er, because Amauld. and not just :\ talebranche, accepted 
some sort of representath·e component in perception. The 
crucial factor in their disagreement was the question of the 
ontological status of that component. Despite the con sid
erable.heat generated by this  dispute (.-\mauld argued that 
the church should condemn the Traitc, :\ 1 alebranche ,\·as 
charged \\i th Spinozism. and Arnauld was criticized for 
defending Jansenism). it ne,·ertheless contains  a great deal 
of philosophical material on such topics as intentional i ty, 
the correct analysis of mental acts , and the ontological 
statu s of conceptual entities . .  -\rnauld had been sensiti,·e to 
Descartes's discuss ion of our ideas in relation to God's. 
According to :\ tal ebranche's ,·iew, we apprehend these 
ideas in God's mind without any m ediation. These ideas, 
or Platonic es sences. are the eternal archetypes of al l pos
sibl e worlds, and their content is primarily mathematical . 
They "represent" the created world in  that they ··make it 
kno,n1" to us. This realm of Ideas, or as :\talebranche later 
called it, I ntel l igible Extension, comprehends the essence 
of extended objects but not their existence (which depends 
on God's wi ll rather than his intel lect). :\talebranche held 
that we can belieYe that material objects exi st but not 
know it, and that while such objects may be the causal 
occasion of certain sensations in us .  the proper objects of 
knowledge are the eternal I deas. 

Redundancy of ideas . . -\mauld pressed :\1alebranche on 
se,·eral points. First, he argued that Ideas (ctres reprcse11-
tatifs) are redundant, since our perceptions are already 
representati,·e of objects. Thus, if anythi ng, Amauld ap
pears as the defender of a representath·e theory of percep
tion. whil e :\talebranche seems to be the defender of direct 
real i sm with regard to our knowledge of the Ideas in God's 
mind. 

For his part. :\Ldebranche saw a graYe source of Pyr
rhonism in Amauld's attempt to make perception repre
sentati,·e . .  -\rnauld's a.ccount seemed subject to the tradi
tional problem of how one can e,·er be said to knou: a 
thing that one · ·grasps · · only mediately, and al so the more 
pecul iarly Cartes ian problem (which .-\rnauld himself had 
originally fonnulated) of whether one's set of internal 
ideas relate to anything external at al l .  Sometimes they 
argued about these ideas by arguing about the correct 
interpretation of Descarte�•s ow11 d iscussions. Each was 
,\· i l l ing to grant that "perception" coYered both the mental 
act proper \e . g. ,  seeing. kno,\ing) and the conceptual ele
ment whereby perceptions (e. g., seeing a cube, seeing a 
sphere ) differed from one another. .-\rnauld argued that this  
conceptual element ( i .e . ,  the idea of  a cube or  a sphere) 
was mental , both in  Descartes's philosophy and in  truth.  
:\ talebranche argued that this conceptual element ,\·as to 
be disti nguished sharply from the mental substance to 
which it might be related in perception, and that this ,\·as 
required both by Descartes and by the truth. if the ontolog
ical independence of the object known was to be pre
sen·ed. :\ 1alebranche fel t  it was cl ear that Descartes's 
frequent use of mathematical examples was ample e,i
dence for saying that Descartes never held that the triangle 
"objecti,·ely in the mind" was mental in the sense of being 
ontological ly  part of the mind. Since :\1alebranche had 
discmsed both the infinite and the eternal , and since he 
did not think the human m ind was e ither, i t  seemed clear 

to him that Descartes had gi,·ei1 special status to these 
"ideas" -and of course Descartes had, hadng ranked them 
an10ng the innate ideas. This classification al so ga,·e A.r
nauld some good Cartesian reasons for treating these 
"ideas" as m ental m odes-that is, dependent for their 
being on minds .  

Arnauld and :\1alebranche were attemptin £!  to offer ac
cou nts of the nature of concepts just as their scholastic 
predecessors had done-but \\ith one crucial difference : 
the mind - matter relation :1ad becan1e problematic, and 
with it the status of the concept. The concept could no 
longer merely be assumed to function as that by u·hi.ch 
I know an independent thing, since the relation between 
concept and thing known \\·as preci sely what the Cartesian 
re,·olution required to be rethought. 

Descartes rested his case on innate ideas, whereas :\1a
lebranche placed them i n  G od, a moYe in which Arnauld 
saw nothing but philosophical confusion and religious 
heresy . .  -\rnauld ob,·iously knew the probl em of getting 
· ·outs ide" our ideas, and the hopeless Pyrrhonism that 
followed from successfully  chal lenging the existence of a 
relation between m ind and object known, indeed. he had 
raised such a question against Descartes. He started from 
the position that our clear and distinct ideas must refer 
beyond themseh-es and sou ght to show that, ,\ith all i ts 
d ifficulties, such a position was both closer to Descartes's 
and preferable to :\ talebranche's. 

Perception and pleasure. The lengthy d ispute between 
Arnauld and :\ t alebranche was chronicled in Pierre Bayle's 
Som.:elles de la rcpublique des lettres. Arnauld accused 
Bayle of being a partisan of :\ 1alebranche and dre,\· him 
i nto the conflict. One of the topics rai sed in the Ar
nau ld - :\talebranche discussions also appears in the side 
contro,·ersy \\ith Bayle-that is, the general question of 
extending analyses of knowing and percei,ing to the sen
sible feeling of pleasure. Briefly, Bayle argued that Ar
nauld had been mis led in  claiming a logical analogy be
tween perception s and pleasures. Bayle claimed that whil e 
the forn1er necessari ly ha,·e objects, the l atter n eed not. (A 
reference to this di spute i s  to be found in  Bayle' s Di.ctio11-
11 aire, "Epicure." Remark H . )  This sen·ed to bring  out a 
second point probed by Arnauld . nan1ely, the sort of rela
tion to be found between the mental act per se for exam
ple, l_71owing, feeling, etc. ) and the concept that might 
qual ify it. 

Mind's rela tion to  ideas. The third point on which :\r
nauld pressed :\fal ebranche was closely l inked to the first 
two. How did :\falebranche propose to explain the relation 
between an indhidual m ind and eternal I ntellicible Ex
tension \the realm of Ideas ) ?  Amauld fully appreciated the 
dialectical moti,·ations lfor example. the anti-Pyrrh onism 
and the traditional Platonic attempt to guarantee the real i ty 
of the object knO\m )  behind :\f alebranche's appeal to 
.. intimate union ,"  but he felt  that such metaphors merely 
sen·ed to obscure the question . \\'hen .-\mauld arrued that 
:\tal ebranche' s ctrcs reprcsentatifs were redundant. he 
showed that another question. fully as problematic. had 
been added to the question of how mind and matter were 
related-namely, How are minds related to I ntel l igible  
Extension? Despite the fact that many harsh words pas:-ed 
between the d isputant�, the texts of the Arnauld -



�lalebranche dispute consti tute what i s  perhaps the 
most careful ,  historical ly well-informed, and extended 
philosophical analysis of the cluster of problems u sual ly  
ranged under "mental acts. "  

Although Thomas Reid, wri ting i n  the second half of the 
eighteenth century, discussed Amauld at l ength in his  
analysi s  of modem philosophy and of its basic mistake 
(i .e. ,  the "way of ideas"), A mauld is now probably best 
known as the author of the Fourth set of Objections (in 
which the problem of "Amauld's Circle" was proposed ), 
and of a correspondence with Leibniz on the topic of the 
latter's phil osophical system. 

Works by Arnauld 
A complete edition of Amaul d's work is Oeucres, -13 vols. (Paris, 

1775 ff.). His Objections to Descartes and h i s  correspondence ,,·ith 
Leibniz are avai lable in many forms, as i s  the Art de penser. A 
new English \·ersion of the Art de penser, translated by James 
Dickoff and Patricia James, is The Art of Thinking (Indianapol is, 
Ind., and :\"ew York, 196-1 ). The first contribution to the di scussion 
with .\fal ebranche, Des Vraies et des Fausses Idees, is also to be 
found in  a .. -olume which includes .\falebranche's first Reponse and 
is inaccurately entitled Oeucres ph ilosophiques de Antoine 
Arnauld, edited by Jules Simon (Paris, l&-13). 

Works on Arnauld 
For secondary material , see especial ly Gregor Sebba, B ibliogra

phia Cartesiana: A Critical Guide to the Descartes Literature 1800- 1960 (The Hague, 196-1) and Xicholas :\!alebranche: A 
Preliminary B ibliography (Athens, Ga., 1959). See also A. 0. 
Lovejoy, " 'Representative Ideas' in .\falebranche and Amauld," 
in :\!ind, Yol. 32 (1923), -1-19 --161 ;  Ginette D reyfus, Com mentaire 
on .\falebranche's Traite de la Xature et de la Grtice (Paris, 195S); 
and Andre Robinet, ed. , Oeunes completes de !ifalebranche, 
currently being publ ished. 

The Jansenist l iterature is not primarily philosophical, and in 
any case it i s  too large to be surveyed h ere, but for some indica
tion of Amauld's rol e  in the Port-Royal i ssue, see the recent stud
ies in J ean Laporte, Le :\lorale de Port-Royal, 2 \·ols. (Paris, 195 1 - 1952). See al so D. C.  Cabeen and J. Brody, eds., A Critical 
B ibliography of French Literature (Syracuse, 196 1 ), \"ol .  Ill .  

HARRY �I. BR.\.CKE-, 

A R N O L D ,  �I A T T H E W  ( 1822 - 1888), Engl i sh poet and 
social and l iterary critic, was the son of Dr. Thomas 
Arnold,  headmaster of Rugby. He was educated at Winches
ter and Rugby and entered Bal l iol College,  Oxford , in  
1 84 1 .  In  1 847 he  became private secretary to  Lord Lans
downe, who in 1 85 1  appointed Arnold inspector of 
schools ,  a .,Positi on he held unti l  1 886. In 1 857 he was 
elected professor of poetry at Oxford. 

As a cri tic, Arnold ranged over a broad spectrum from 
literary criticism through educational theory to politics, 
social thought, and rel igion. 

Arnold's most important contribution to nineteenth
century thought was his discuss ion of the significance of cul
ture as a social ideal . His related di scuss ion of the function 
of criticism has been widely influential. He also contrib
uted to the dispute over the relation between the Christian 
Scriptures and beli ef. 

In  Culture and Anarchy (London, 1869), Arnold defined 
"culture" as "a pursuit of our total perfection by means of 
getting to know, on all the matters which most concern us, 
the best which has been thought and said in the world; 
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and, through this knowledge, turning a stream of fresh and 
free thought upon our stock notions and habits . "  Culture is 
thus a process of l earning, which can refine indi..-iduals 
and reform societi es. Arnold often attacked the kind of 
reforming or progressi..-e spirit that is not go..-emed by this 
humane reference. At the same time, he made it clear that 
the object of the learning and refining process  was indeed 
reform. He laid great stress on the de..-elopment of the 
individual through the right use of literature and knowl
edge, but the pursuit  of total perfection was still the ulti 
mate objecti..-e. He  argued that culture taught men "to 
conceh·e of true human perfection as a harmonious 
process,  developing all sides of our humanity; and as a 
general perfection , de..-eloping all parts of our society. " 
Perfection , although an "internal condition," i s  ne..-erthe
less "not possible while the indhidual remains i solated. 
The individual is required, under pain of being stunted 
and enfeebled in his own de..-elopment if he disobeys, to 
carry others along \\ith him in his march towards perfec
tion, to be continually doing all he can to enlarge and 
increase the ..-olume of the human stream sweeping 
thitherwards." 

This pos ition i l luminates some of the apparent paradoxes 
of Arnold's thinking. In one sen se, he was clearly a l ib
eral th inker, stressing the criticism of insti tutions and 
beli efs by thought and knowledge and placing central 
emphasis on the development of the indhidual toward a 
possible perfection. In other respects Arnold was a notable 
critic of much of the liberal thought of his time. He criti
cized the "stock notions" of nineteenth-century liberali sm 
and was a particularly £inn ad..-ocate of  increased social 
intervention by the state. He criticized the common liberal 
conception that progress is merely mechanical and the 
liberals' preoccupation with material and external im
provement, which not only ignored the human results of 
its material ist  emphasis ,  but al so fai led to advance any 
conception of humanity toward the real ization of which 
material progress might be a means. His  criticism of the 
"stock notions" of industry and production as major so
cial ends is of this character. He similarly criticized the 
standard conception of freedom-"a very good horse to 
ride, but to ride somewhere. " I t  is the way men use free
dom, not merely their abstract pos session of it, that for 
Arnold is really  important. �lost liberal thought in  his time 
opposed the state in the name of just this kind of abstract 
freedom. Arnold argued that the state was simply "the 
representative acting-power of  the nation." To deny its 
right to act was to deny the possibility of any general ac
tion on behalf of the nation as a whole and to reserve 
the power of action to particular interests and classes. In 
the England of his time, he distinguished three classes 
the aristocracy ("Barbarians"), the middle classes ("Phil is
tines"),  and the working class (the "Populace"). Social 
action by any one of these interests alone merely led to the 
clash  of men's "worst seh-es ."  This  disorder, or the re
sultant breakdown of effective go..-emment, would be 
"anarchy. " But there existed, with in  each of these classes , 
"persons who are mainly led, not by their class spirit ,  but 
by  a general humane spirit ,  by the lo..-e of human perfec
tion. " Each member of thi s human "remnant," maintaining 
his own "best self" by the process of cul ture and seeking 
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to awake in  others the "best sel f" now obscured by the 
"stock notions" and habits of the group, represented 
the "best self" of society as a whole. I t  was th i s  "best self" 
that the state must represent and express. 

Arnold never translated these i deas into a coherent 
political philosophy, but his liberal critique of l iberal ism 
was of considerable historical importance. The state , he 
fel t, had to become a "centre of authority and l ight"; yet i t  
must do th i s  through the existing struggle, or deadlock, 
between limited interests and classes .  Arnold's arguments , 
at this point, were sometimes vague. In  l ine with h i s  defi
nition of culture as a learning process and with his career 
as i nspector of schools,  he stres sed, not pol i tics, but edu
cation. It was in education that the state most needed to 
intervene, and Arnold acted as a tireless propagandist for a 
new system of humane state education. 

Arnold saw the study of literature as a principal agency 
of the learning process,  that i s ,  of culture. At times,  his  
definitions of critici sm and of culture were vi rtually iden
tical .  Criticism was the central ,vay of learning "the best 
that is known and thought in the world." Poetry in  particu
lar offered standards for the development of the best l ife of 
man. 

I n  the same vein, i n  Literature and Dogma (London, 
1 873) Arnold offered to "reassure those who feel attach
ment to Christianity, to the Bible, but who recognise the 
growing discredit befalling miracles and the supernatural. " 
For any adequate reading of the Bible,  after the effects of 
the Higher Criticism and the sci enti fic controversies,  the 
spiri t  of culture was indispensable. Only by th i s  approach 
could the Christi an ethic, and its i ntense expression in the 
Scriptures as read undogmatical ly, be preserved in a time 
of inevi table change. In parti cular, it was necessary to 
understand that "the language of the Bible is fluid,  passing 
and l i terary, not rigid, fixed, and scientific"; its truth had to 
be veri fied through reading, rather than merely assumed. 
The Christian ethic so verified would be stronger than the 
dogmatic theology that had made the Bible into what it 
evidently was not. Works by Arnold 

Poetical Works, C. B. Tinker and H. F. Lowry, eds. Oxford, 
1950. 

Essays in Cri t icism. London, 1865. 
God and the Bible. London, 1875. 
.\fixed Essays. London , 1879. 
Passages from the Prose Writings of .\fattheu; Arnold, Selected 

by the Author. London, 1 880. Ed. by \\'. E. Buckl er. �ew York, 
1963. 

Discourses in America. London , 1885. 
Essays in C riticism, Second Series. London, 1888. Works on Arnold 
Bonnerot, Louis ,  .\fatthew Arnold, Poete. Paris, 19-17. 
Brown, E.  K. , .\fatthew Arnold. Toronto, l 9-1b. 
E l iot, T. S., "�1atthew Arnold," in The Use of Poetry a nd the 

Use of Criticism. Cambridge, �lass . , 1932. 
Tri l ling, Lionel ,  .\fattheu; Arnold. �ew York , 1939. 

RAnm::-.;o \\'ILLIA.\IS 

A R O U E T ,  F R A N C O I S -M A R I E. See \'OLTAIRE, FRA.�
c;:01s-.\lARIE AROUET DE. 

ARTI F I C I A L  A N D  NATURAL L A N G U AG E S .  The 
distinction between artificial and natural languages has 
been of special importance in  twentieth-century philoso
phy, although its beginning can be traced to antiquity (see 
SDIA�"TICS, HISTORY OF). The contrast i s  between lan
guages ordinari ly called the natural languages-Engl i sh ,  
French , and so on-and the arti ficial languages-various 
sym bol isms constructed or contemplated by philosophers 
for special purposes. Arti ficial languages, in the sense 
occurring in contemporary philosoph ical thought, are to be 
distingui shed from artificial languages like Esperanto and 
Ido-that is, from invented languages intended to be 
full -blown substitutes for natural languages. Arti ficial 
languages in  the philosophical sense are also som etimes 
cal led formal,  formal ized, symbol ic, or ideal languages. 

An artificial language may be characterized more explic
i tly as an interpreted formal system. A formal (or logistic) 
system in the sense involved here is a symbolism whose 
structure and manipulation are stri ctly specified by rules 
giving the vocabulary and syntax of the system. In addi
tion, th i s  formal system is interpreted; that i s ,  certain 
rules ,  th e semantical rules ,  specify what meaning or deno
tation i s  to be attached to certain  elements of the vocabu
lary. At least in this century artificial languages have 
always contained a logic (at least a propositional , and 
usual ly a functional, calcu lus) ;  thu s, their vocabulary 
ordinaril y contains variables of one or more sorts-perhaps 
punctuation sym bol s and two sorts of constants, logical 
and descriptive, both sorts being symbol s with definite 
meanings specified by the semantical ru les  (including 
rules of definition, if any). The syntactical rules  of the 
arti ficial language specify wh ich strings of these symbol s 
are to count as well -form ed formulas and as sentences (if 
these two differ) and which formulas or sentences are 
regarded as asserted in the system (th e axioms and the
orems). 

There are two distinct and essential ly quite different 
u ses to which arti ficial languages have been put in twen
ti eth-century ph ilosophy: ( 1 )  for the formali zation of par
ticular theories and (:2) as what are usually termed ideal 
languages .  Formalization of particular theories. In  the formal iza
tion of particular theories ,  the vocabulary will contain,  in  
addition to  th e symbols requ ired for the strictly logical 
pa1t of the system , one or more descriptive or theoretical 
constants whose logic and semantics are being formal ized, 
along with the theory stated in  terms of them. To take 
examples from twentieth-centu ry empirical sci ence, where 
the added constants are unquestionably descriptive, there 
are the arti ficial languages created for cell theory (Wood
ger), learning theory (H ull and others), quantum theory 
(Reichenbach ), classical mechanics (Suppes and others ), 
phonemics (Bloch), and kinship relationships (Greenberg). 
The same use of artificial languages is also found in  math
ematics-for instance, i n  proof theory (Godel ) ,  mathe
matical semantics (Tarski,  Chwistek), probabil ity theory 
(Carnap), modal logic and entailment (C. I .  Lewis),  classi
ca l mathematics general ly (Peano). This is essentially the 
same u se, s ince one or more constants and one or more 
axioms  are added to an already given formal logic (exten
s ional ). 



These artificial languages are intended to deal only with 
particular topics, which means that the person construct
ing the artificial language intends to formal ize a particul ar 
theory, usual ly  one that existed beforehand in  one or more 
unformal ized versions. The artificial language is not in
tended to formulate all of science or everything factual or 
cognitive but at most only some particular field or theory. 
�l ost, though not al l ,  efforts of this kind have been moti
vated by philosophical considerations and usually have 
involved philosophers, most frequently logical positivi sts. 
Th i s  use, however, is one which need not, and frequently 
does not, involve anything more than a desire to clarify 
and systematize whatever theory is in question. 

Ideal languages. The use of artificial languages as ideal 
languages differs &om that for th e formalization of particu
lar theories in that an artificial language is intended to 
have the power of expres sing, besides the basic logic, 
more than just a single theory. � ow, as has been said, 
artificial languages in the philosophical sense are not, at 
least any longer, intended to provide substitutes for natural 
languages. Thus, no recent ideal language has been in
tended to have the full expressive power of a natural lan
guage; none was intended to express imperatives or ques
tions, for example. (Some arti ficial l anguages contemplated 
by earl ier thinkers "vere apparentl y  so intended. ) Rather, 
ideal languages are conceived of as being capable,  in prin
ciple, of expressing any proposition, any fact, or anything 
cognitively meaningful ; that i s ,  they are intended to be 
capable of expressing only the fact-stating part of what a 
natural language can express. (Thi s set of things has some
times been identified with the statements involved in 
science and its appl ications. ) Philosophers who have used 
the notion of such an ideal language in their philosophiz
ing include Leibniz, Frege, Russell , the early Wittgen
stein, the logical atomists (including C. A. :\lace and L. S .  
Stebbing), the logical pos itivists, \\". V .  Quine, �elson 
Goodman, and Gustav Bergmann-a large, hi storical ly 
important, and influential collection. It should al so be 
noted that these philosophers in no sense constitute a 
school or movement, unless merely using the notion of an 
ideal language makes them one. They differ in epistemol
ogy, metaphysics, ph ilosophy of science, philosophy of 
language, and even methodology. In some cases-for in
stance , with Russell and Bergmann-the use of ideal lan
guages has survived what seem to be significant changes in 
viev.-point. 

C ase for a,rtificial l anguages. The case in  favor of using 
artificial languages in the two ways described is, on the 
face of it, very strong; moreover, in some areas definite 
results in  the form of new discoveries and even new and 
profitable fields of inquiry-for example, mathematical 
semantics-may be cited The reasons for using an ideal 
language in philosophy may be regarded simply as a gen
eralization, to all propositions, facts, and so forth, of the 
reasons for using artificial languages for the elucidation of 
a particular area or theory, a generalization it was natural 
to make after special arti ficial languages had been applied 
to logic. Th i s  i s  not to say that their use as ideal languages 
i s  just the sum of their uses for particular theories. Clearly, 
one could not even pretend to accomplish the exclusion of 
metaphysics &om philosophy (as the logical positivists did) 
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by simply adding up uses of the second kind; one al so 
needs the contention that nothing of interest is left out. 
Apart from this ,  however, the arguments for using artificial 
languages appear to be the same for the two uses de
scribed. 

The reasons commonly ci ted by proponents of the use of 
arti ficial languages in philosophy involve, of course, var
ious alleged contrasts between arti ficial and natural lan
guages .  It has been said that the expressions of natural 
languages are ambiguous, vague, and otherwise imprecise, 
whereas in an artificial language with precise semantical 
and logical rules these defects can be avoided; that in an 
arti ficial language it can be precisely determined that 
certain th ings are logical consequences of a given propo
sition and, as a corol lary, in favorable cases, whether para
dox or contradiction results &om certa in assumptions; that 
arti ficial languages can be so contrived as to avoid certain 
known kinds of paradox or inconsistency wh ich allegedly 
arise in any natural language (such as the liar and the 
Grelling paradoxes) or in unformalized mathematics and 
logic (the Russell and Richard paradoxes ). 

These rea sons carry over to the ideal-language concep
tion of arti ficial languages and are general ized to all facts 
or propositions, not just those of some particular th eory. I n  
order to justify the contention involved in  thi s that nothing 
is left out in the way of facts that might be stated, some 
independent criterion of what these are is  necessarily 
involved. At first, common-sense intuitions appear to have 
furnished the cri terion for Frege, Russell, and the logical 
atomi sts ; the veri fiabi l i ty principle of meaning (that is, of 
cognitive meaning) did so for the logical positivists ,  so that 
the propositions admitted were those of the empirical 
sciences and mathematics ; and a behaviorist account of 
meaning does so for Quine, with the same result. �ow, 
when some such criterion is added and the general ization 
i s  made to all facts or proposi tions, there derive other 
advantages that have commonl y been claimed for artificial 
l anguages. Thus, Russell thought that in an artificial lan
guage one could give logical constructions of certain kinds 
of thing out of other kinds of thing or, in other words, show 
that statements about the former could be eliminated by 
definitions in  favor of statements about the latter, thereby 
minimizing one's ontological assumptions. Th i s  view of 
Russel l 's has been modified by Quine, who offers as an 
ideal-language criterion of ontological commitment that to 
be is to be the value of a variable, that those things to 
whose existence one is  committed are precisely those 
things wh ich in one's ideal language one is committed to 
saying there are. 

Earli er-and perhaps this cannot be consistently com
bined with Quine's logical pragmatism- Russell, Wittgen
stein, and the logical atomists and, more recently, Berg
mann and h i s  followers have held that consideration of the 
nature of the ideal language would reveal or exhibit more 
clearly and closely the structure of real ity. In  this connec
tion it should be kept in mind that ideal languages have 
only rarely been intended to be a medium of aetual com
munication (though Leibniz and others apparently had this 
in mind); rather, the contention has been that what an 
ideal language is, would be, can be, or must be like is 
philosophically reveal ing. ( In connection with the use of 
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CHARLES E. CATO� 

A S C E T I C I S :\l. There is a morbid fascination in any 
survey of the ascetic practices of man. Fasting, the virgin 
priestess, and the mutilation of the body are common 
features of ancient rel igions. In monastic Christianity the 
austere ideals of cel ibacy, obedience, and poverty have 
been both practiced and admired. Even today there are 
many who observe Lent and 'those for whom fasting and 
penance are seldom out of season. The most accomplished 
ascetics have been the wanderers (sunnyasins) of anci ent 
India and the anchorites of fourth-century Egypt. One 
sunnyasin held his arms above his head with fists 
clenched until the muscles in his arms atrophied and the 
nails grew through his palms .  It is  said that the anchorite 
S t. S imeon S tyl ites ti ed a rope tightly around himself until 
it  ate into his body and his flesh became infested with 
worms.  As the worms fell  from his body he replaced them 
in his putre1ied flesh,  saying, "Eat what God has given 
you . "  

Behind such ascetic practices usually lies the philosoph
ical theory of asceticism, a theory that demands and 
justi fies this unnatural way of life. Although the term "as
cetic" was originally appl ied to any sort of moral disci
pline, it  has since acqui red a narrower and more negative 
meaning. Ascetici sm may now be defined as the theory 
that one ought on principle to deny one's des ires. Asceti
cism may be partial or complete. Partial ascetici sm is the 
theory that one ought to deny one's "lower desires ," 
wh ich are usually identified as sensuous, bodily, or world
ly and are contrasted with more virtuous or spiritual de
sires. Complete ascetici sm is the theory that one ought to 
deny all desires without exception. Ascetici sm may also be 
moderate or extreme. 11oderate asceticism is the theory 
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that one ought to repress one's desires as far as is compat
ible \vith the necessities of this life. Extreme asceticism is 
the theory that one ought to annihilate one's desires total
l y. History. The belief that au sterities ( ta pas) bum away sin 
was a product of the non-Aryan tradition of ancient India. 
This belief pers isted, and austerities were recommended 
by the yogi s and the Jains. All orthodox systems of Indian 
phil osophy agreed that the goal of l ife is l iberation (moksa) 
from this world of suffering, and most maintained that the 
renunciation of worldly desires is neces sary for l iberation. 
Although the Buddha tried and rejected austeriti es, his 
principle that the cause of suffering is craving led later 
Buddhists to advocate renunciation and even to practice 
austerities. The Jains held that liberation is pos sible only 
when one has annihilated all passion , because pass ion 
attracts karma, beli eved by this sect to be a subtle form of 
matter that holds the soul in bondage. 

Asceticism seems to have entered \\' estem philosophy 
from the mystery rel igions that influenced Pythagoreanism 
about the end of the sixth century B .C. Although Greek 
ethics was predominantly natural istic, Plato sometimes 
argued that one ought to repress the bodily des ires in 
order to free the soul in its search for knowledge. Some 
Cynics renounced worldly des ires in order to pursue vir
tue in independence. The early Stoics defined emotion as 
irrational desire and held up the ideal of the apathetic man 
in whom all emotions had been annihilated. Plotinus 
emphasized the ascetic side of Plato's philosophy and 
claimed that matter is the source of all evil. 

This undercurrent of asceticism rose to the surface in 
medieval philosophy with i ts emphasis on rel igious o ther
worldl iness .  The foundations of this  asceticism were laid 
by such theologians as S t. Athanasius,  St. Gregory of 
::'\yssa, St. Ambrose, and even St. Augustine. They be
l ieved that the desires of the flesh should be repressed in 
order to achieve moral virtue and the contemplation of 
God. Their view molded the monastic insti tutions that 
were established in the fourth century. \'irtually unchal
len ged, this asceticism remained a potent influence on 
rel igious l ife until the Renaissance. 

Of modem philosophers, only Schopenhauer has been 
an important advocate of ascetici sm; he would have one 
completely annihilate the will to l ive in all its manifesta
tions. Bentham and ::'\ietzsche have each criticized asceti
cism from very different standpoints. Arguments for asceticism. The arguments for asceti
cism fall into three main classes. First, there are those that 
attempt a direct justi fication of self-denial. Although some 
of these arguments might justify a complete asceticism, 
they have traditional ly been used to support only a partial 
asceticism. ( 1 )  We know by some authority that one ought 
to deny one's lower desires. One authori ty is the Bible, in 
which we find both express ascetic commandments and 
examples l ike those of the Virgin �lary and the cel ibate 
Christ. (2) The sacrament of penance requires the denial of 
worldly desires. Although one is cleansed of original sin 
by baptism, subsequent sins must be expiated by penance; 
the best way to make penance more than a formal ritual is 
to express repentance in a life of self-denial. (3) By under
going the suffering of self-denial , one is taking up the cross 
of Christ. S ince Jesus came into this world as a model for 
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al l men, al l men ought to share in his redemptive suffering. (4 ) Man ought to deny his lower des ires to prove his virtue, for the ascetic life is a test of devotion to God, and those who pass the test wil l  win a heavenly reward. (5 ) The suffering of self-den ial is required by our gui lt. Since al l men have sinned, the retributive theory of punishment requires that all men suffer. By inflicting pain upon onesel f, one balances the scales of justice and l ifts the guilt from one's soul . (6) Sel f-den ial is valuable because it develops in man certain character traits l ike persi stence and self-discipline, which are essential to l iving well . The second class of arguments attempts to justify denial indirectly through a criticism of the lower desires. Since these criticisms are aimed only at certain desires, they can support only a partial ascetici sm. ( 1 )  The lower desires cost too much to sati sfy. Gratification must be purchased with great effort, and perhaps these desires are insatiable, so that no expenditure of effort will gratify them. (2 ) The lower desires are misguided, for their objects are real l y  evils or, at best, indifferent things. In either case, no  genuine value is real ized by fu lfil l ing one's des ires. (3) Although the objects of the lower desires are good, they are much less good than higher values l ike virtue, knowledge, or heaven. Since an individual 's time and energy are l imited, one ought not to allow these lower desires to dis tract from the pursuit of what really matters. (4 ) The lower desires are intrinsical ly evil . Since they turn man away from God and his commands toward earthly objects , they are infected with the sin of pride. (5) Although not sinful in themselves, the lower des ires do motivate one to sinful actions. Thus greed may tempt a person to steal , and lust can lead him to adultery. (6 ) These lower desires interfere with the pursuit of knowledge, wh ich is essential for the good l ife. They interfere either by causing an agitation that destroys one's power of reasoning or by fixing one's attention on sensory objects that distract from the transcendent real ity. The third class of arguments also attempts to justify ascetici sm indirectly through a criticism of desire per se. Since these arguments are aimed at all desires, th ey support a complete asceticism. ( 1 )  Schopenhauer argued that des ire, by its very nature, can yield nothing but suffering. Des ire springs from a lack and consists in a dis satisfaction. When it meets with hindrances, it produces nothing but frustration, because it cannot attain its object; when it does attain its object, it produces nothing but boredom, because desire ceases with fulfil lment and l eaves one with an undesired object. Since desire necessarily involves dis satisfaction , frustration , and boredom, the only escape is by the annihilation of al l desire. (2) The Buddhists and the Jains maintain that one ought to ann ihilate desire in order to achieve l iberation from this world of pain. A person must destroy all des ire because des ire is  the cause of rebirth into this world .  For the Buddhi st, des ire causes rebirth because, being sel fish, it causes sel fish actions; these, by the moral law of karma, cause rebirth in  painful forms.  For the Jain, desire magnetizes the soul so that it attracts karmic matter which , by the physical laws of mechan ics, weighs down the soul and causes it to be reborn into this l ower world of pain. 

Arguments against asceticism. It is much harder to classify the traditional arguments against asceticism. Many of them attack some presupposition of the doctrine. ( 1 )  Many, but not al l ,  forms o f  asceticism require a dualism of mind and body. The various philosophical difficulties with metaphysical dual ism therefore tend to undercut asceticism. (2) Ascetic practices are often recommended as a means of freeing the soul from the body so that it can contemplate the truth. Actual ly these practices make knowledge in al l its forms imposs ibl e because self-denial produces frustration, uneasiness, and pain ,  which make clear thinking difficult, and self-mutilation destroys the bodily health that is the phys iol ogical basi s  of thought. (3 ) Asceticism usual ly assumes that desires are l ike l ittl e an imal s inside the self that grow when they are fed and wither when they are starved. Freudian psychology, however, reveal s that one does not destroy a desire by suppressing it but that the desire continues to exi st and to exert itself in new and usual ly devious ways. Hence ascetic practices may not be an effective means of annihilating or even of controll ing des ire. (4 ) Ascetic practices are often thought to be a means to, and even a guarantee of, moral goodness, but in fact they are no protection against vice. The ascetic may become complacent in his confidence in his ascetic practices; he may become proud of his ascetic achievements; and he may even despise fel low men who are l ess accompl ished in asceticism. (5 ) The rel igious arguments for asceticism frequentl y assume that God requires one to renounce available goods and even to inflict harm upon him self, but this is incons istent with the benevolence of God. (6) There is al so a rel igious argument against the view that bodi ly des ires or worldly objects are essential ly  evil. Both this world and human nature must be good, because they are creatures of a Creator who is perfectly good. Another group of arguments is pragmatic in nature. ( 1 )  A s  Bentham pointed out, asceticism cannot b e  consistentl y practiced because it runs counter to the basic motives in human nature. Since the function of moral ity is to guide conduct, asceticism is incapable of becoming a genuine moral standard. (2) To the l imited extent that asceticism can be put into practice, its effects are harmful .  It obviously increases the amount of suffering in the world. If Freudian psychology is correct, its attempt to suppress natural des ires will result in various neuroses. Finally, it stul tifies vital i ty, produces emotional excesses, and fosters the weakl ing at the expense of the strong man. Then there are those arguments that attempt to refute ascetici sm by showing that it has unacceptable  implications. ( 1 )  Asceticism condemns worldly concerns and natural impulses. This impl ies that one ought to abandon al l social ties and mortify al l family affection, which would be immoral .  (2) If it is good for one to suffer, it should be better for everyone to suffer. This implies that a person has a duty to inflict pain on others , but not even the hardened ascetic will accept this. (3) If pleasure is really bad, it would  seem that pain must be good. This impl ies the absurd conclus ion that the best of al l poss ible worlds would be the one with the least pleasure and the most pain .  Final ly, there is Nietzsche's ad hominem argument. Those who are incapable of l iving well d isgu ise their 



impotence and fear by inverting moral ity in order to ex
cuse their own moral sickness and to restra in the strong 
men who appear dangerous. Although the ascetic priest 
condemns the wi ll to power, he uses ascetic ideal s as a 
means of maintaining his  own power over the sick herd. 
Thus an analysis of the psychological origin of asceticism 
reveal s that it  is  far from a worthy ideal. 

Asceticism is  the doctrine that one ought to deny his  
desires. In  practice, denial means refraining from the 
fulfillment of desires and sometimes mortifying the desire 
by inflicting upon oneself the very opposite of what i s  
desired. This involves abstinence from genuine goods, the 
frustration of unfulfil led des ires, and even self- inflicted 
pain. Unless one is prepared to accept the view that ab
stinence, fru stration, and pain  are intrinsically good, the 
ascetic l ife can hardly be defended as an end in i tself. 

I f  ascetic practices are to be recommended, they must be 
a necessary evi l, a means to something better. One might 
regard the ascetic l ife as a means to l iberation from thi s  
world of  suffering. I t  would be  unreal istic to  deny that we 
all suffer from time to time and that there are those for 
whom life is mostly suffering. I t  would be equally unreal
istic, however, to deny that for most of us the evils we 
experience are more than balanced by the genuine values 
we enjoy. Granted the exi stence of evi l ,  the obvious ex
pedient is to improve -our world rather than to make it even 
worse by adding the sufferings involved in ascetic prac
tices. If escape were desirable, there is no guarantee that 
the ascetic l ife would actual ly lead to freedom. 

One might advocate the ascetic life as a means of pleas
ing God and winning the eternal bliss of heaven. Asceti
cism seems most plaus ible within a rel igious context. But 
are its theological presuppositions themselves plausible? 
Is there real ly an immortal soul to be rewarded or a God to 
do the rewarding? Even the believer may reject asceticism 
on rel igious grounds. A benevol ent deity would hardly 
have created us  with natural desires and then commanded 
us  to deny these very desires and to suffer the consequent 
evi l s  of fru stration and pain. 

The ascetic life might be urged as  a means to that 
knowledge which in turn brings the good life. Ascetic 
practices are supposed to help by freeing the soul from the 
body. Sti l l ,  no empiricist would admit that the body, which 
is the source of all experience, is  a h indrance to knowl
edge, and even a rationalist like Plato concedes that expe
rience remiuds reason of the truth. Unless reason is  
thought of as a disembodied spi rit-in which case it is  hard 
to see how the body hinders reason in the first place-it 
would seem that ascetic practices make one less, rather 
than more, capable of the clear and su stained reasoning 
that i s  required for attaining knowledge. 

Finally, the ascetic l ife might be advanced as a means to 
virtue. It must be admitted that some desires sometimes 
cause one to act wickedly, but these same desires a lso cause 
one to act virtuously. The sexual desire that can lead to 
adultery more often leads to conjugal fidelity. Hence there 
is a double error in regarding sexual desire as evil . I t  
does not always, o r  even usually, express itself in  sinful 
action; and if adultery i s  a sin, that i s  because i t  does vio
lence to the institution of marriage, which i s  itself an 
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expression of sex. As this example shows, natural desires 
are in themselves morally neutral , and to deny desire is to 
forbid the virtuous act as wel l as the sin .  Instead of being a 
means to virtue, self-denial i s  actually a vice. Virtue re
qu ires at least prudence and benevolence, but the ascetic 
is imprudent in absta ining from available goods and in 
even i nfl icting harm upon h imself. By concentrating on the 
cultivation of his own soul through suffering, the ascetic 
tends to become cal lous toward the suffering of others and 
to ignore h i s  obl igation to work for their welfare. 

The ascetic l ife is not good in itself, nor is it  a means to 
l iberation, divine reward, knowledge, or virtue. It does not 
follow that one must accept the advice of Cal l icles to at
tempt gratification of every desire without regard for tem
perance or justice. Self-di scipl i ne is a genuine virtue, but 
i t  denies desire only when th i s  i s  necessary to achieve an 
inclusive and ham10nious sati sfaction. Ascetici sm goes 
beyond this point to advocate an unnecessary and point
less denial. The logical conclusion i s  that asceticism 
should be rejected. 
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CARL \\'ELL\lA..." 

A S S O C  IA T I O �  I S �I .  See PSYCHOLOGY, HISTORY OF. 

A T H E  I S M .  The terms "atheist" and "godless" are sti l l  
frequently used as  terms of abuse. :--.; evertheless, there are 
relati vely few people nowadays in whom the thought of 
atheism and athei sts arouses unspeakable horror. I t  seem s 
to be agreed that an atheist can be a good man and that his  
oaths and promises are no less trustworthy than those of 
other people, and in most civil ized lands atheists have the 
same or nearly the same rights as anybody else. What i s  
more, it  appears to  be general ly real ized that some of the 
world's foremost philosophers , scientists, and arti sts have 
been avowed athei sts and that the increase in atheism has 
gone hand in hand with the spread of education. Even 
spokesmen of the most conservative religious groups have 
in recent years conceded that atheism may well be a phil
osophical position that is adopted for the noblest of rea
sons. Thus, in "The Contemporary S tatus of Atheism" 
( 1965), J ean-:\f arie Le Blond appeal ed to his fellow be
lievers for a "truly human and mutually respectful dia
logue" with atheists , in sisting that a "life without God need 
not be . . .  bestial, unintel l igent, or immoral" and that 
atheism can be "serene and deeply human." In the pre
vious year Pope Paul \' I ,  in his encycl ical Eccles iam Suam, had observed that some atheists were undoubtedly 
inspired by "greathearted dreams of ju stice and progress" 
as well as by "impatience with the mediocrity and self
seeking of so many contemporary social settings ."  

HOSTI LITY TO ATHEISM 

It was otherwise in  earl ier  ages. One could fi ll many 
volumes with the abuse and calumny contained in the 
writings of Chri stian apologists, learned no less than popu
lar. The tenor of these writings is not simply that atheism 
is mi staken but al so that only a depraved person could 
adopt so hideous a posi tion and that the spread of atheism 
would be a horrifying catastrophe for the human race. "No 
atheist as such," wrote Richard Bentley in Eight Sermons 
(Cambridge, 1724 ), "can be a true friend, an affectionate 
relation, or a loyal subject. " In the preface to his The True Intellectual System of the Unicerse ( 1678), Ralph C ud
worth made it clear that he was addressing himself not to 
"downright and professed atheists" but to "weak, stagger
ing and sceptical theists. " Downright atheists were beyond 
the pal e, for they had "sunk into so great a degree of sot
tishness" that they evidently could not be reached. Wri ting 
almost exactly two centuries later, the Protestant theolo
gian Robert Flint, who readily admitted that he had met 
atheists of great courage and integri ty, nevertheless ex
pressed his extreme concern over the "strenuous propaga
tion" of atheism , especial ly in the "periodical press." "The 
prevalence of atheism in any land," he wrote, "must bring 
with it national decay and di saster." The triumph of 
atheism in England would "bring with it hopeless national 
ruin ."  If once the workers of the large cities became 
atheists, "utter anarchy would be inevitable" (Anti-Theis-

tic Theories, pp. 36 -37).  All these quotations are from 
British Protestants. Very similar and frequently more 
virulent remarks could be quoted from German, French, 
Italian, and American bel ievers of the same periods. 

In  France until the Revolution and in most other coun
tries unti l some time later, it was i l legal to publish works 
in defense of atheism, and in fact real or al leged athei sts 
were subject to dire persecution throughout the times of 
Chri stian dom ination. Some of the world's greatest philos
ophers were among those who advocated and in some 
in stances actively promoted th is persecution. The story 
antedates Christianity, and persecution of atheists was 
already advocated in Plato's Lau;s. Plato divided atheists 
into several groups, all of which must be punished; but 
whereas the members of some groups requ ired no more 
than "admonition and i mpri sonment," those belonging to 
others deserved pun ishment exceeding "one death . . .  or 
two." Aquinas (Summa Theologica, I I ,  1 1 , 3 and 4) had no 
doubt that unbelievers should be "shut off from the world 
by death ."  Such a course, he argued, is  justi fied since i t  
surely is  "a  much more serious matter to  corrupt faith , 
through which comes the soul's l ife ," than it is "to forge 
money, through which temporal l ife is afforded."  I f, as is 
just, forgers of money and other malefactors are straighta
way put to death , it is all the more just that 
"heretics . . .  be not only excommunicated but also put to 
death . " 

John Locke, one of the great pioneers of rel igious tolera
tion, explicitly exempted Roman Catholics and atheists 
from the application of the principles he advocated. "Prom
ises, covenants , and oaths, which are the bonds of human 
society," he wrote, "can have no hold upon an athei st. " 
:\1 oreover, s ince atheism is not a re ligion but, on the con
trary, a position which is out to "undermine and destroy all 
re l igion," it cannot come under the privil ege of the tolera
tion that is justly claimed by bona fide rel igions (A Letter Concerning Toleration). It may be assumed that Locke did 
not advocate that athei sts be shut off from the world, but 
that he was merely opposed to th e free advocacy of 
atheism in writing and speech. 

After Locke's time, the "shutting off'' approach became 
infrequent, but athei sts continued to be the victims of 
persecution and discrimination in various forms. To give 
some interesting and far from untypical i l lustrations : Baron 
d'Holbach's The System of Nature was falsely attributed in 
its first edition to :\f irabaud, a former secretary of the 
French Academy who had been dead for ten years. Very 
shortly after its publ ication in 1 770 , i t  was condemned to 
be burned by the public hangman after a trial in which the 
public pros ecutor expressed his regret that he could not 
lay his hands on the unknown real author, adding that the 
corruption of moral s evident in almost all sections of soci
ety was very probably due to the spread of ideas l ike those 
contained in the condemned book. \\'hen the poet S helley 
was an undergraduate at Oxford, he publ ished a short and 
very temperate pamphlet entitled The Necessity of Atheism. This at once aroused a violent protest which 
resulted in the burning of all undistributed copies and in 
the expulsion of Shelley and his friend Thomas Hogg from 
the university. Some years later Shelley was judicially 
deprived of the custody of his children on the ground that 



he was "l ikely to inculcate the same [atheistic] principles upon them." As late as 1877 Annie Besant, the noted social reformer, was judged to be unfit to take care of her children on the same ground, although the judge admitted that she had been a careful and affectionate mother. Until the passing of the Evidence Amendment Act of 1869, unbel ievers in Great Britain were considered incompetent to give evidence in a court of law. Athei sts were thus in effect unable to sue when they were the victims of fraud or slander. Charles Bradlaugh , whose efforts were largely responsible for the Act of 1869, was al so the main figure in a prolonged battle to secure the right of avowed athei sts to s i t  in the House of Commons.  After Bradlaugh was elected, he was found unfit to take his seat. He won the resulting by-election and was again declared unfit to sit  in the House, and this merry-go-round continued for several years , until a Conservative speaker found a legal way of securing Bradlaugh's  admission. In the United States there has not been similar legal discrimination against atheists, but there i s  perhaps to this day more de facto di scrimination and prejudice than in any other \Vestem country. A comprehensive article on atheism wou ld, among other things, trace the hi story of the persecution of real and alleged atheists, of the changes in public attitudes, and of the gradual repeal of discriminatory legislation. It would al so inquire into the psychological sources of the hatred of athei sts that is sometimes found in otherwise apparently kindly and sensible men. Because of space l imitations, the present article wi l l ,  however, be largely confined to what is undoubtedly the most interesting question for phil osophers : is  atheism a logical ly tenable position? What are the arguments for i t, what are the arguments against it, and how strong are these, respectively? It will  not be possible to deal exhaustively even with these questions, but an attempt wil l  be made to sketch :the position of a philosophical ly sophisticated atheist and to explain why a view of thi s  kind has appealed to many important thinkers in recent times. 
DEFINITION OF "ATHE ISM" No definition of "atheism" could hope to be in accord with all u ses of thi s  term. However, it would be most confusing to adopt any of several definitions which can only be regarded as eccentric. These would result  in classifying as bel ievers many people who would not regard themselves as such (and who would not commonly be so regarded ) and in classifying as atheists many people who have not usual ly been thought of in this way. Thus , Fichte, in denying the charge of atheism, wrote in "Uber den Grund unseres Glaubens an eine Gottl iche Wettregierung" that the "true atheist" is the person who, instead of fol lowing the voice of conscience, always calculates consequences before acting in a moral situati on. Friedrich Jodi , who was himself a positivist and an unbel iever, s imilarly remarked that "only the man without ideals is truly an atheist," implying, no doubt, that, although he did not bel ieve in God, he was not a "true" atheist (Vom Lebens

wege, 2 vol s. , Stuttgart and Berl in, 19 1 6 - 1917, Vol. II, p. 370. ). In our own day Paul Till ich has defined "atheism" 
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as the view that "life has no depth, that it is shallow." Anybody who says this "in complete seriousness is an atheist"; otherwise, he is not (Shaking of the Foundations, New York, 1948, p. 63). Recently, Stephen Toulmin, in an article ("On Remaining an Agnostic," The Listener, Oct. 17, 1957) in which he champions agnostici sm as he understands it, di stingu ishes his own position from that of both believers and atheists in that, un l ike them, he does not "find personal attitudes of any sort in Natu re-at-large." The believer, according to Toulmin, regards the Cosmic Powers as friendly to man, while the atheist regards the cosmos as indifferent or as "positively cal lous. " Whatever the point of the definitions just quoted, their paradoxical consequences make them useless in the present context. For our purposes, definitions of "atheism" and corresponding definitions of "God" will be serviceable only if they preserve, at least roughly, the traditional battl e l ines. Whatever their differences, Au!-,71.lstine, Aquinas, Locke, Berkeley, Will iam Paley, H. L. �lansel, J. S. �t i l l ,  Wil l iam James, Paul Til l ich, and John H ick should continue to be classified as bel ievers; T. H. Huxley, Leslie Stephen, and Clarence Darrow as agnostics ; and Holbach, Buchner, Feuerbach, Marx, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, and Sartre as atheists. The definition proposed in the present article will, in  taking account of certain complexities of the situation, depart in a significant respect from the one that is most popular, but it will not involve reclassi fication of any of the great philosophers of the past. According to the most usual definition, an "atheist" is a person who maintains that there is no God, that is, that the sentence "God exi sts" expresses a false proposition. In contrast, an agnostic maintains that it is not known or cannot be known whether there is  a God, that is, whether the sentence "God exists" expresses a true  propos ition. On our definition, an "atheist" i s  a person who rejects bel ief in God, regardless of whether or not his reason for the rejection is  the claim that "God exists " expresses a fal se proposition. People frequently adopt an attitude of rejection toward a position for reasons other than that it is a false proposition. It is common among contemporary ph ilosophers, and indeed it was not uncommon in earl ier centuries, to reject positions on the ground that they are meaningless. Sometimes, too, a theory is rejected on such grounds as that it is steri le or redundant or capricious, and there are many other considerations which in certain contexts are general ly agreed to constitute good grounds for rejecting an assertion. An atheist in the narrower, more popu lar sense, is ipso facto an atheist in our broader sense, but the converse does not hold. Theistic positions. Before exploring the impl ications of our definition any further, something should be said about the different uses of the word "God" and the correspondingly different positions, all of which have been referred to as "bel ief in God." For our purposes, it wil l  be sufficient to distinguish three of these. Al l the bel ievers in question have characteri zed God as a supreme personal being who is the creator or the ground of the universe and who, whatever his other attributes may be, is at the very l east immensely powerful , h ighly intell igent and very good, loving, and just. While some of them, would maintain that the predicates just mentioned-"powerful ," 
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"good," and the rest-are used in a l iteral sense when 
applied to God, other believers insist that when appl ied to 
God, these, and indeed all or almost all, predicates must 
be employed in "metaphorical ," "symbolic," or "analogi
cal"  senses. Let m. ,  without implying anything derogatory, 
refer to the belief that predicates can be applied l iterally to 
God as the "anthropomorphic" conception of God and to 
the belief that predicates can only be appl ied analogically 
to God as the "metaphysical" conception of God. 

Among professional philosophers, bel ief in the meta
physical God has been much more common than bel ief in 
the anthropomorphic God. This metaphysical position is at 
least as old as Aquinas (and, it may be plaus ibly argued, as 
old as Plato). In  the early e ighteenth century it was cham
pioned by Peter Browne, bishop of Cork, who was trying 
to answer difficulties ra ised by the infidel John Toland. In 
the nineteenth century this position was defended by 
Dean Mansel in his Bampton lectures, and in our own day 
it has been a key feature of Tillich's philosophy. God, on 
Till ich's view, "infinitely transcends every fin ite being"; 
between the finite and the infinite there is "an absolute 
break, an 'in finite jump' " ;  there is here "no proportion and 
gradation ."  When we say, for example, "God is Love," or 
"God is Life," the words "love" and "life" are used sym
bol ically, not l iteral ly. They were originally introduced in 
connection with "segments of finite experience," and 
when appl ied to God, they cannot have the same meaning 
that they have in ordinary human situations. 

The anthropomorphic position is by no means confined 
to unsophisticated bel ievers. I t  has commanded the sup
port of several eminent philosoph ers, especially bel ievers 
who were also empiricists or otherwise opposed to ration
al ism. Thus ,  Berkeley emphatically defended the anthro
pomorphic position against B i shop Browne. In Alciphron 
Berkeley attacked Browne's procedure on the ground 
that unless "wise" and "good" are used in the same sense 
for God and man, "it is evident that every syllogism brought 
to prove those attributes, or (which is the same thing) to 
prove the being of a God, will be found to con sist of four 
terms ,  and consequently can conclude nothing. " In the 
nineteenth century J. S. 1 l i l l  championed anthropomorphic 
bel ief as opposed to the metaphysical theology of Hamilton 
and �lansel ; more recently, Unamuno, who is perhaps best 
classified as a fideist, indicted the metaphysical God as a 
"Nothing-God" and a "dead thing. " I n  The Tragic Sense of Life in Men and in Peoples he wrote that such a fleshless 
abstraction cannot be the answer to the cravings of the 
human heart. Only the anthropomorphic God can ever 
be "the loving God," the God to whom we come "by the 
way of love and of suffering." 

Among those who believe in  an anthropomorphic God, 
there are two positions to be distinguished. First, there is 
the more traditional position which allows no limitations 
upon the extent to which God possesses the various admi
rable characteristics-on this  view, God is all-powerful,  
all-loving, infinitely good, perfectly just, and so on. Sec
ond, there is the somewhat heretical position of those who, 
while maintaining that God possesses these characteristics 
to a high degree, allow that he is l imited at least in his 
power or in his goodness. M il l ,  who bel ieved in such a 
finite anthropomorphic deity, claimed that regardless of 

the official pronouncements of the variou s rel igions, in 
actual practice most \Vestern bel ievers adhered to a theory 
l ike his own. Creation. A few words  must be said about the possible 
meanings of "creation" when God is  referred to as the 
creator (or ground) of the universe. Aquinas , in his On the Eternity of the World and elsewhere , makes a distinction 
between the temporal sense in which God is  supposed to 
have made the universe at a certain moment in time, prior 
to which it did not exist, and the more sophisticated sense 
in  which it is asserted that the universe i s  absolutely de
pendent on God so that it would cease to exist if God were 
not sustain ing it. Aquinas himself bel ieved in God's crea
tion of the universe in both senses, but it was only in the 
second sense that he regarded the theory of divine creation 
as susceptible of logical proof. Both these senses must be 
distinguished from the creative activity ascribed to the 
demiurge of Plato's Timaeus or to M il l 's God. Here the 
deity is not, strictly, a creator but merely an arranger of 
pre-existing material. For the purposes of this article, a 
person will count as a believer in the creation of the uni
verse by God if he makes any of three claims just d istin
guished. 

The broader sense of atheism. Let us  now return to our 
definition of "athei sm." A person is  an atheist in our sense 
if he adopts an attitude of rejection toward all three theistic 
positions previously stated-bel ief in a metaphysical God, 
in an infinite anthropomorphic God, and in a fin ite anthro
pomorphic God. He will cou nt as  a believer in God if  he 
maintains that "God exists" expresses a true proposition, 
where "God" is employed in one of the three ways de
scribed. A person will be an agnostic if he does not accept 
any of these three claims but at the same time suspends 
judgment concerning at least one of them. It will be ob
served that on our way of drawing the lines,  agnosticism 
and atheism remain distinct positions, since suspension of 
judgment and rejection are different attitudes. 

The broader definition here adopted enables us to clas
s ify together phil osophers whose attitudes toward belief in 
God are exceedingly simi lar, although their detailed rea
sons may not always coincide. Rudolf Carnap, for example, 
regards metaphysical theology as meaningless, while 
treating bel ief in an anthropomorphic God as "mythology," 
implying that both are false or probably false. In our sense, 
he can be classified as an atheist without further ado, and it 
is doubtful that bel ievers would cons ider him less hostile 
than atheists in the narrower sense. I t  is also worth ob
serving that our broader definition receives a good deal of 
backing from the actual writings of philosophers and others 
who regarded themselves as atheists. � lany of them were 
by no means unaware of the fact that the word "God" has 
a number of uses and that what may be a plausible justifica
tion for rejecting one kind of bel ief in God may be quite 
inappropriate in the case of another. Charles Bradlaugh, 
for example, made it very clear that in cal l ing himsel f 
an atheist he did not s imply maintain that there is no God. 
In his "Plea for Atheism," he wrote : 

The atheist does not say "there is no Cod," but he says 
"I know not what you mean by God; I am without idea 
of God; the word 'God' is to me a sound conveying no 



clear or distinct affirmation . . . .  The B ible God I 
deny; th e Christian God I disbel ieve in ;  but I am not 
rash enough to say there i s  no God as long as you tel l  
me you are unprepared to define God to me." 

The writings of Jean Mesl ier, Holbach , and other eight
eenth-century and nineteenth-century atheists, wh ile 
certainly containing remarks to the effect that the sentence 
"God exi sts" expresses a false proposition, are also full of 
claims that once we critical ly  examine the talk about a 
"pure spirit" which supposedly exists timelessly and with
out a body, we find that words have been used without any 
meaning. In  any event, by us ing the word "atheism" in the 
broader sense, it wil l  be possible to discuss certain anti
theological considerations of great interest which would 
otherwise have to be excluded. 

TRADITIONAL ATHE ISTIC ARGUMENTS 

In  this  section we shal l discuss two of  the arguments 
popular among atheistic writers of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. In later sections we shall present 
considerations commonly urged by Anglo-Saxon writers in 
recent years. However, in a rudim entary form these more 
recent reflections are already present in the writings of 
earl ier atheists, just as the older arguments contin ue to be 
pressed in current l i terature. 

The eternity of matter. The first of the two older atheis
tic arguments is based on the doctrine of the eternity of 
matter, or, to bring it more in accord with recent physical 
theory, the eternity of mass-energy. (As far as the basic 
issues here are concerned, it is not of any moment whether 
what is  said to be eternal is  matter or energy or mass
energy, and for the sake of convenience we shall speak 
only of the eternity of "matter.") There are two steps 
in this argument. It is claimed, first, either as something 
self-evi dent or as a proposition proved by science, that 
matter is eternal ; second, it is asserted that this  claim rules 
out a God conceived as the creator of the material uni
verse. I f  the physical universe had been created by God, it  
would fol low that there was a time wh en the quantity of 
matter was less than it is now, when it was in fact zero. But 
physics proves or presupposes that the quantity of matter 
has always been the same. 

S ince most ordinary peopl e include "creator of the ma
terial universe" in their concept of God, and since they 
mean by "creation" a temporal act of making som eth ing 
out of nothing, the appeal to the eternity of matter is 
effective as a popular argument for atheism. A l ittl e 
reflection shows, however, that by itself the argument is of 
very l im ited significance. To begin with, regardless of any 
scientific evidence, the doctrine of the eterni ty of matter, 
in all its forms, would be chal lenged by anybody who 
accepts any of the causal varieties of the Cosmological 
Argument (see COSMOLOGICAL ARGUMENT FOR THE 
EXISTENCE OF Con) . Such a person would  presumably 
argue that wh ile conservation principles may accurately  
describe a certain feature of  the material universe euer 
since it began existing, the material un iverse itself re
quires a nonmaterial cause. Hence, any atheistic conclusion 
in the present context would have to be accompanied by a 
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refutation of the causal form s  of the Cosmological Argu
ment. But granting for the moment that the eternity of 
matter is fully established, th is  is not incompatible with 
the theory of divine creation in the sense in wh ich it has 
been put forward by its ph ilosophical ly  more sophisticated 
adherents. The eternity of matter is no doubt incompatible 
with the existence of a God who made the material uni
verse out of nothing and with the kind of activity in which 
the demiurge is supposed to engage (since bringing order 
into previously chaotic materials requires the addition of 
energy); but it is  not incompatible with creation _in the 
second of the two senses distinguished by Aquinas, in 
which "creation" means "absolute dependence" and does 
not refer to any datable act. There may indeed be some 
difficulty in the notion of a nonphys ical entity nonphysi
cal ly sustaining the un iverse, and it is tempting to think 
that th is  is an intell igible doctrine simply because the 
words "sustain" and "depend" immediately call up certain 
pictures in one's mind; but these difficulties raise rather 
different questions.  Final ly, in this  connection it should be 
pointed out that the eterni ty of matter in all its forms i s  
compatible with a bel ief in God or  gods, l ike those of  the 
Epicureans  and Hobbes (if Hobbes was serious), who are 
physical beings, or in gods of any kind, as long as it is not 
claimed that these have created the universe or any aspect 
of it. 

A few words shoul d  perhaps be added here about the 
claim of some writers that the doctrine of the etern ity of 
matter in all its forms has not been refuted by physics and 
that physics even somehow proves the existence of God. 
In th i s  connection it should be mentioned, first, that the 
great majority of scientifical ly informed phil osophers agree 
that the findings of recent physics do not affect the i ssues 
dividing bel ievers and unbelievers, and, second, that even 
if  the doctrine of the eternity of matter were now untena
ble in all its forms, this would undermine one of the argu
ments for athei sm , but not atheism itself. If there was a 
time when matter did not exist (assuming th is to be a 
meaningful assertion), it does not automatical ly follow that 
matter was created by God. To show that matter was 
created by God, an appeal to the Cosmological Argument 
(and not to physics) would  be as necessary as ever. As for 
the theory of continuous creation, advocated by some 
cosmologi sts, it does indeed imply that the principle of the 
conservation of mass-energy is false. However, the basic 
assumption behind the theory of continuous creation is  the 
so-cal led "perfect cosmological principle," which is in 
effect an endorsement of the eternity of matter. Thi s  prin
ciple asserts that the large-scal e aspects of the universe are 
the same at all times and in all places; and th is,  more 
specifical ly, means that the stars and galaxies have always 
been about as evenly distributed as they are at the present 
time. 

Evil and other imperfections. Among the traditional 
atheistic arguments a second type has general ly  been 
regarded as more formidable and sti l l  enjoys an undimin
ished popularity. Th is type of argument points to some 
imperfection or defect in the universe and argues that the 
defect is incompatible with the exi stence of God in sofar as 
God is  defined as a perfect being. 

Among the imperfections or alleged imperfections, 
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emphasis has frequently been placed on the enormous 
waste in nature, especial ly in matters of reproduction, and 
on the trial-and-error "method" of evolution. Referring to 
the process of evolution, G.  H .  Lewes remarked that 
"nothing could be more unworthy of a supreme intel l i
gence than this inabil i ty to construct an organism at once, 
without making several tentative efforts, undoing today 
what was so carefully done yesterday, and repeating for 
centuries the same tentatives and the same corrections in 
the same succession. "  And if the end of this  entire process 
i s  man, i t  has been questioned whether i t  was worth all  the 
pain and tribulations that preceded it .  "If I were granted 
omnipotence, and mil l ions of years to experiment in," 
writes Bertrand Russel l ,  "I  should not think � Ian much to 
boast of as the final result of my efforts" (Religion and 
Science, p. 222). Again, it has been suggested by several 
writers, and not at all facetiously, that if there 1,,vere a God, 
then surely he would have provided human beings with 
cl earer evidence of his own existence. If an omniscient 
and omnipotent God did not take  care that his intentions 
should be understood by his creatures , asked Nietzsche, 
"could he be a God of goodness?" Would he not, rather, be 
a cruel god if, "being himself in possession of the truth ,  he 
could calmly contemplate mankind, in a state of miserable 
torment, worrying its mind as to what was truth?" (;\for
genrote, Aphorism 9 1 ). If a God exists, then, in the words of 
Charl es Bradlaugh, "he could have so convinced all men 
of the fact of h i s  existence that doubt, disagreement, or 
disbel i ef would be imposs ible. " 

The most widely discussed of all these arguments from 
the imperfections of the universe is the argument from 
evi l ,  and it may be best to restrict our discussion to i t. The 
following is a recent statement by B rand Blanshard : 

We are told that with God all things are possible. If so, 
it was possible for h im to create a world in which the 
vast mass of suffering that is morally pointl ess-the 
pain and misery of animal s, the cancer and bl indness 
of littl e children, the humiliations of senil ity and in
sanity-were avoided. These are . . .  apparently . . .  
inflictions of the Creator himself. I f  you admit that, you 
deny his  goodness; if  you say h e  could not have done 
otherwise, you deny that with him all th ings are pos
sible. ("Irrational ism in Theology," in John Hick, 
ed., Faith and the Philosophers, London , 1964, p. 1 72) 

I t  should be emphasized that the argument from evil ,  as 
here stated, is directed against the conclusio n of the be
l iever in an infinite anthropomorphic God and is  not merely 
a criticism of his eddence. On occasions, for example in  
Hume's Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, the argu
ment has been used for the milder purpose of showing that 
the Design Argument cannot succeed in establishing a 
maker of the universe who is  both omnipotent and perfectly 
good. I t  argues from the nature of the world to the nature of 
its cause, and since the world is a m ixture of good and evi l ,  
it cannot be established in  this way that i ts creator i s  per
fectly good. The form in which we are concerned with the 
argument from evil-what we may call its stronger 
sense-maintains that the evi l in the world shows the 
theological claim to be fal se. The argument may be con
strued as comparing the theological assertion to a falsified 

scienti fic hypothesis :  If the theory that the universe is the 
work of an all-powerful and all-good being were true, then 
the universe would not exhibit certain features ; experience 
shows that it does exhibit these features, and h ence the 
theory is fal se. 

The argument from evil has no logical force against 
bel ief in a finite God. The evil in the world is perfectly 
compatible with the existence of a God who i s  lacking 
either omnipotence or perfect goodness, or both. In  fact, 
E. S .  Brightman and the American personal i sts and other 
well-known champions of bel ief in a finite anthropomor
phic God adopted their position precisely in order to rec
onci le  bel ief in God with the existence of evil .  There i s  
a lso  no obvious incompatibil ity between the existence of 
the metaphysical God and the evil in the world, since it  i s  
not  claimed for the metaphysical God either that he  is 
all-powerful or that he i s  perfectly good in the ordinary 
senses of these words. � lansel , for example, in Limits of 
Religio us Thought openly  acknowledged that in the light 
of the injustice and suffering we find in the world,  the 
moral character of God cannot be represented "after the 
model of the h ighest human moral ity which we are cap
able of conceiving. " His  position, � lansel insi sted , un
l ike the position of anthropomorphic bel ievers , to whom 
�lansel referred as "vulgar Rational ists" in this  context, 
was immune from difficulties l ike the problem of evi l  
S ubstantial ly s imilar remarks are to  be found in  the writ
ings of many other members of this tradition. 

The most basic objections to m etaphysical theology will  
be di scussed in the next section , but perhaps it should be 
mentioned in passing that according to some critics, phi
losophers like �lansel have a tendency to revert to the 
view that God is good in the very same sense in which 
human beings are sometimes good and, more generally, to 
anthropomorphic  theology. This  is not at al l surprising 
s ince , l ike other bel ievers, they derive or wish to derive  
comfort and reassurance from their theology. Such comfort 
may be derivable from the view that the ul timate real ity i s  
good and just  in the sense or  one of the senses i n  which we 
use  these terms when we praise good and just human 
beings. �o comfort at al l ,  on the other hand, seems deriva
b le  from the statement that God is good and just but that 
"the true nature and manner of al l the divine  operation of 
goodness," in the words of B ishop Browne, "is utterly 
i ncomprehensible" or that they differ from human justice 
and goodness, as �lansel  put it, "in kind," not only in 
degree. 

There i s  a long h istory of attempts by bel ievers to show 
that the argument from evil does not really refute the as
sertion that an infinite anthropomorphic God exists. I t  has 
been maintained by some  that evil i s  unreal ; by others 
that, although real, it is of a "privative" rather than a "pos
itive" character; that it is real and positi ve but that it is the 
consequence of man's abuse of his gift of free \1,,;ll  and that 
a universe without evil and without free wi l l  would be 
worse than one with both ; that the argument is based on a 
narrow hedonistic conception of good and evil and that, in 
any event, the theological position cannot be adequately 
judged unless it i s  viewed in  conjunction with bel ief in an 
afterlife in which the wrongs of the present l ife will some
how be righted ; and many more (see E\'IL, PROBLDI OF). 



Critics have come up with various answers to these rejoin
ders , and the discussion has been going on with unabated 
vigor in recent years. There would be l i ttle point in re
viewing this  debate here, but something should perhaps 
be said about two retorts by believers which have not been 
adequately discus sed by the proponents of the argument 
from evi l .  A Christian rejoinder. One rejoinder to the argument 
from evil seems to be of considerable value in  showing 
that this argument does not by itself justify rejection of 
bel ief in an infini te anthropomorphic God. It has been 
argued (for example, by Arnold Lunn in his exchange of 
letters with C. E. M. Joad published in Is Christianity True?, London and Philadelphia, 1933) that al though the 
existence of evil cannot be reconci led with the existence of 
an infinite anthropomorphic God, this is not too serious a 
problem in  view of the powerful affirmative evidence for 
this position. I n  other areas too, Lunn reminds us ,  we do 
not abandon a wel l-supported theory just because we meet 
with some counterevidence. He is not in the least dis
turbed by "the fact that divine science, l ike natural 
science, brings us face to face with apparently insoluble 
contradictions. " This hardly d isposes of the argument from 
evil , as Lunn seems to think. The comparison between the 
difficulty that a believer faces from the facts of evil and the 
difficulties besetting a scienti fic theory for which there is 
otherwi se strong evidence is somewhat tenuous.  There are 
indeed cases answering to th is  description in  science, but 
they are invariably resolved by fu rther inquiry. E i ther we 
come to see that the difficulty or exception was merely 
apparent or else the original theory is modified or aban
doned. In the theological case, several mil lennia of ex
perience and debate do not seem to have brought us any 
nearer a resolution. But, assuming that Lunn's comparison 
fails as a defense of bel ief in an infinite anthropomorphic 
God, there can be no question that he would have made 
out a strong case in favor �f agnosticism as opposed to 
atheism if there were in fact good evidence for the exist
ence of the God i n  question. If, for example, the Cosmolog
ical Argument were, as far as we can judge, free from 
fallacious transitions, we would  have a s ituation simi lar to 
the kind we frequently face in which there is sign ificant 
and roughly equally impressive evidence both ways (for 
example, some apparently trustworthy witnesses implicat
i ng the defendant in a court case, and other equal ly trust
worthy witnesses exonerating him) and i n  which suspense 
of judgment is  the most rational atti tude. The moral for our 
discussion is that an atheist cannot afford to neglect the 
arguments for the existence of God. U nless he can demol
ish them, the argument from evil wil l  not by itself estab
l ish the atheist's case, even if none of the answers men
tioned earl ier are in fact successful.  A fideistic rejoinder. Another rejoinder to the argument 
from evil has become extremely popular in recent years 
among existential ist  believers and al l  who maintain that 
arguments for or against the existence of God are, as it is 
put, radical ly beside the point. We are told that one s imply 
either has faith or one has not, one is either "open" to the 
presence of God or one is not. If  one has faith, proofs and 
reasoning are not needed; if one lacks faith, they are of no 
avai l .  A person who has faith is not shaken by absence of 
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evidence or by counterevidence; a person who has no faith 
will never become a true bel iever even if  he is intellec
tually convinced by arguments of rational istic theology. 

Systematic defenses by those who adopt such a position 
are exceedingly rare, but recentl y  an article appeared by 
an exi stential i st philosopher who seems familiar with 
contemporary analytic phi losophy and whose answer to 
the argument from evil i s  representative of this entire 
approach. In his  "On the Eclipse of God" (Commentary, 
June 1964 , pp. 55 - 60), Emi l  Fackenheim insists that the 
essential mark of the faith of a person who is "primordial ly 
open to God" is certainly, or, specifically, "the believer's certainty of standing in relation to an unprovable and irrefutable God" (Fackenheim' s italics). It is this "irrefuta
bil ity" of his faith that, Fackenheim bel ieves, enables him 
to circumvent the problem of evi l .  No conceivable experi
ence, he i nsi sts, can poss ibly upset the true Biblical faith. 
If  there is good fortune, it "reveals the hand of God." If the 
fortune is bad and if thi s  cannot be explained as just pun
ishment, the conclusion i s  that "God's ways are unintel l i
gible, not that there are no ways of God. " To put it "radi
cal ly":  "Religious faith can be, and is, empirically verifiable; but nothing empirical can possibly refute it" 
(Fackenheim's i tal ics ) .  Fackenheim cites the examples of 
Jeremiah, Job, and the Psalmist, all of whom encountered 
tragedy .and disaster without losing their faith in the exi st
ence of God. Bibl ical faith, he observes in this connection, 
"is never destroyed by tragedy but only tested by it," and 
in  the course of such a test, i t  "conquers" tragedy. To 
underl ine the invulnerabil ity of th is position, Fackenheim 
adds that no amount of scientific evidence can "affect" 
Bibl ical bel ief any more than "historical tragedy" or "an 
empty heart" can. 

What is to be said in reply to all th is ,  especially to the 
remarkable claim , made in all seriousness, that although 
faith is empirically veri fiable, nothing can possibly refute 
i t ?  The answer is surely that there is a confusion here 
between logical and psychological issues.  Fackenheim 
may well have given an accurate account of faith as a psy
chological phenomenon, but this is totally irrelevant to the 
question at issue between bel ievers , agnostics , and 
atheists-namely, which position is favored by the evi
dence or lack of evidence. All the words-"destroy," 
"test ," "conquer," "affect," and "refute" -are used am
biguously in this as in countless similar discussions. They 
refer on the one hand to certain psychological effects (or 
their absence) and they also refer on the other hand to the 
relati on between facts and a propos ition for or against 
which these facts are (or fail to be) evidence. If  the ques
tion at issue were whether tragedy and injustice can produce loss of belief in a person who has the "Bibl ical 
faith," the answer may wel l  be in the negative, and Fack
enheim' s examples support such an answer. They have not 
the sl ightest bearing, however, on the question of whether 
the tragedies and the injustices in the world disprove or make improbable or are any kind of evidence against the 
statement that the world is the work of an all-powerful and 
al l-good God-the statement in which the bel ievers have 
faith .  The first  question may be of great psychological and 
human interest, and if Fackenheim is right, then a person 
interested in dissuading "Biblical" bel ievers would be 
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foolish e\'en to try. I t  is the second question alone, how
ever, that is of interest to philosophers , and it alone is at 
issue between bel ievers and unbel ievers. By  tell ing his 
B ibl ical stories ,  Fackenheim has done nothing whatsoever 
to circumvent the problem of evil or to show that what the 
bel ie\'er has faith in i s  immune to critic ism. 

Before leaving this  topic, a few words are in order about 
a certain concession, occasional ly made by unbel ievers, 
which does not appear to be warranted. Some atheists are 
will ing to concede that whereas they can come to grips with 
rational i stic bel ievers , they are powerless when faced 
with a fideist l ike Fackenheim .  Thus,  Ernest :\"agel ,  in his  
"Defense of Atheism," remarks that such a position is 
"impregnable to rational argument. " :'\ow, if  a proposition , 
p, is endorsed on the basis of faith and not on the bas is of 
logical arguments , then indeed a cri tic cannot undermine 
any arguments supporting p, but he may well be in a posi
tion to test (and fal s ify) p itsel f. If  a fideist were to main
tain, admitting from the outset that he has no evidence for 
th is propos ition and that it is based on faith alone, that the Seu; York Times sel l s  for 50 cents on weekdays , there is of 
course no evidence for his proposition that can be at
tacked, but this would  not prevent us from di sproving his 
assert ion. Any plea by the fideist that he gave no evidence 
or that no evidence can ever mo\'e h im will not have the 
sl ightest bearing on the soundness of the refutation . A 
proponent of the argument from evil would similarly 
maintain that the assert ion of the existence of an infinite 
anthropomorphic deity has certain publ icly testable conse
quences-that there i s  no evil in the world or at least not 
certain kinds of evil -and that experience shows these to 
be false. I t  would be to the point to argue either that the 
assertion of the existence of such a de ity does not real ly  
have the consequences in question or  that experience does 
not real ly  fal s ify them; but it  i s  total ly beside the point to 
maintain either that faith in an infin ite anthropomorphic 
God is not, in the case of a particular bel iever, based on 
any evidence or that the bel iever will not abandon his 
pos iti on, come what may. 

REJECTIO� OF �IETAPHYSICAL THE OLOGY 

In presenting the case against metaphysical theol ogy, we 
shal l concentrate on the views of Til l ich and his d isciple ,  
Bishop J .  A. T. Robinson , whose Honest to God created 
such a stir among theologians when it was publ ished in 
1963. �o defender of this  pos ition has had as much 
influence in  recent years as Til l ich.  � foreover, his s tate
ment of the position is radical and uncompromis ing and is 
thus easier to discuss than more qual ified versions.  At the 
same time it may well be the case that some of these more 
qual ified versions are not open to quite the same objec
tions. In particular, it might be claimed that the Thomistic 
doctrine of analogy enabl es its proponents to escape both 
the difficulties of straightforward anthropomorphic theol
ogy and those besetting Til l ich's position (see AXALOGY IX 
THEOLOGY). 

Til l ich and Robinson enti rely agree with athei sts that 
bel ief in any anthropomorphic deity should be rejected. 
Traditi onal theism, Til l ich writes ,  "has made God a heav
enl y, compl etely perfect person who resides above the 

world and mankind" (S ystematic Theology, Vol . I, p. 27 1 ). 
Against such a h ighest person, he goes on , "the protest of 
atheism is correct. " E l sewhere Til l ich repeatedly pours 
scorn on what he terms "monarchic monotheism" and the 
theology of the "cosmic pol iceman."  Following Til l ich,  
B i shop Robin son tel l s  us that we must now give up bel ief 
in God as somebody "out there," just as Copernican astron
omy made people abandon "the old man in the sky." 
� lost bel ievers , he writes, are incl ined to think of God as a 
kind of "vis i tor from outer space" (Honest to God, p. 50). 
Unl ike the "old man in  the sky" or the "vis itor from outer 
space," the God of Ti l l ich and Robinson is not another 
individual entity besides the fami l iar entities of experi
ence, not even the "most powerful"  or the "most perfect" 
one. He is "being-itself."  As such, God is not contingent 
but neces sary, and arguments for his existence are not 
required. The idea of God,  writes Til l ich, i s  not the idea of 
"something or someone who might or might not exist" (Systematic Theology, Vol. I ,  p. 205). "In making God an 
object besides other objects , the existence and nature of 
which are matters of argument, theol ogy supports the 
escape to atheism . . . .  The first step to atheism is always 
a theology which drags God down to the level of doubtful 
things" (Shaking of the Foundations, p. 52 ). 

It should be mentioned in passing that to some readers 
of Ti l l ich and Robinson there appears to be a radical am
biguity in their entire position, specifical l y  in the reasons 
they give for rejecting the anthropomorphic theory of the 
God "out there ."  At times we are told that the old-fashioned 
bel ievers are mistaken because God i s  reall y  inside us
insofar as our l ives have "depth ," insofar as we l ive "aga
peistical ly. " This is what we may cal l the Feuerbach
ian tendency in Til l ich and his fol lowers. At other times 
anthropomorphic theology is denounced because God 
so radica l ly  transcends anything we ever experience 
that the picture of a glori fied man cannot possibly do jus
tice to the real i ty. In the form er context, God must not be 
said to be "out there" because he is real ly  "in here deep 
down ," in the latter context, because he is too removed to 
be ecen out there. In the former context, theological sen
tences become a species of very special psychological 
statements, and in the latter they are cl early items of tran
scendent metaphys ics. There seems to be a constant oscil
lation between these two positions ,  so that at times tradi
tional theology is denounced for not being sufficiently 
thi s-worldly, while at other times it i s  condemned for 
being too close to the world. The former position is of no 
interest to us, s ince i t  may rightly be dism issed as not 
being in any accepted sense a theological position at al l-it 
is cl early quite compatible with the most thoroughgoing 
positivism and atheism. Our discuss ion will therefore be 
con fined to the latter position exclus ively. 

As al ready explained in a previous section, Til l ich (that 
is, Till ich the transcendent metaphys ician) regards God as 
so vastly transcending any finite, fami l iar entity that pred
icates taken from ordinary experience cannot be em
ployed in their l iteral senses when appl ied to God but 
must be used symbol ical ly  or metaphorical ly in that con
nection. There is just one statement that we can make 
about God in which al l words are used "directly and prop
erly," namel y, that "God as being-itsel f is the ground of 



the ontological structure of being without being subject to 
the structure himself."  Ti ll ich expands thi s  statement as 
follows : "God is that structure; that is, he has the power of 
determining the structure of everything that has being" 
(Systematic Theology, Vol . I, p. 239). If anything is said 
beyond this "bare assertion," Till ich insists it cannot be 
regarded any longer as a "direct and proper statement. " 
Although all other predicates must be used symbol ically 
when appl ied to God, certai n  symbols are justified or ap
propriate, while others are unjustified or inappropriate, 
since the former "point" to aspects of the ultimate real ity , 
while the latter do not. Thus,  we are justi fied in speaking 
of God, symbolically, as "King," "father," and "heal ing." 
These are "pointers" to the "divine l ife."  

Unintelligibility of metaphysical theology. A philo
soph ically soph isticated atheist would object to Tillich 's 
theology not on the ground that i t  is  false or not proven but 
on the very different ground that i t  is unintell igible-that 
it consi sts of sentences which may be rich in pictorial 
associations and in expressive meaning but which fail to 
make any genuine assertions. Til lich's position may in
deed be immune to the difficulties of an anthropomorphic 
th eology, but only at the expense of not saying anything 
about the world.  This criticism would almost certainly be 
offered by anybody who accepts an empiricist criterion of 
meaning, but it is worth pointing out that it is an objection 
that has been endorsed, in substance if not in precisely 
these words, by numerous bel ievers in an anthropomor
phic God. Voltaire on occasion objected on such grounds 
to the theologians who claimed that we must not use words 
in their familiar senses when applying them to God, and it 
has already been mentioned that U namuno dismissed the 
metaphys ical God as a "Noth ing" and a "dead thing." 
Similarly, Will iam James objected to the emptiness of the 
"universali stic" theology of the H egelians of his  day, pre
ferring what he cal led a parti'cularistic belief. 

Untranslatable metaphor;. This criticism might be 
backed up in the fol lowing way. While recognizing that he 
constantly uses words symbolically or metaphorical ly, 
Tillich does not appreciate the difference between translat
able and untranslatable metaphors, and he does not see 
that his metaphors are untranslatable. Very frequently 
indeed, especially in ordinary life, when words are used 
metaphorically, the context or certain  special conventions 
make it clear what is asserted. Thus,  th e editor of an ency
clopedia, when asked why he looks so troubled, may reply, 
"Too many- cares are weigh ing down on me-the  pressure 
is too great. " He is obviously using the words "weighing 
down" and "pressure" metaphorically, yet we all under
stand what he is saying. Why? Because the metaphorical 
expressions are translatable-because we can eliminate 
them, because we can specify in nonmetaphorical terms 
what the sentence i s  used to assert. If  the metaphors cou ld 
not be eliminated, we would not have succeeded in  mak
ing any assertion. 

A critic would proceed to argue that Tillich 's metaphors 
are of the untranslatable variety and that when he has of
fered what seem to him translations, he has really only sub
stituted one metaphor for another. Till ich believed that in  
h i s  basic statement, quoted earlier, all words are used l iter
ally, or "properly." But this is open to question. The word 
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"ground," for example, i s  surely not used in any of its 
l iteral senses when being-itself is  said to be the ground of 
the ontological structure of being. I t  can hardly be used in 
the physical sense in which the floor or the grass under
neath our feet could be regarded as a "ground," or in the 
logical sense in which the premises of an argument may be 
the ground for endorsing the conclusion. S imilar remarks 
apply to the use of "structure," "power," and "determine. " 
H ence, when we are told that "God is personal" (wh ich is  
acknowledged to be metaphorical ) means "God i s  the 
ground of everything personal" or that "God l ives" (which 
is also acknowledged to be metaphorical ) means "God is  
the ground of life," one set of metaphors i s  exchanged for 
another, and l iteral significance is not achieved. Till ich's 
God, it should be rem embered, is so transcendent that not 
even mystical experience acquaints us with h im. "The 
idea of God," he writes, "transcends both mysticism and 
the person-to-person encounter" (The Courage To Be, 
p. 1 78). Consequently, he does not have at his  disposal any 
statements in which God is literally characterized and 
which could serve as the translations of the metaphorical 
utterances. The absence of such statements l i teral ly  char
acterizing being-itself equally prevent Till ich from justify
ing the employment of his  set of "symbols" as appropriate 
and the rejection of other symbols as inappropriate. 

Unfal,sifiability of metaphysical theology. \Ve noted 
earl ier that a metaphysical theology l ike Tillich's avoids 
the troublesome problem of evil because it does not main
tain that God is perfectly good or, indeed, omnipotent in 
any of the ordinary or l i teral senses of these words.  This 
very immunity would,  however, be invoked by some crit
ics as a decisive objection and they would, by a somewhat 
different  route, reach the same conclusion-namely, that 
Till ich 's theological sentences do not amount to genuine 
assertions. The point in  question may perhaps be most 
forceful ly  presented by contrasting Till ich's position with 
that of anthropomorph ic believers l ike John H ick or A. C. 
E wing. H ick and Ewing are (theoretically) very much 
concerned with the problem of evi l .  They argue that given 
th e nature of man and a world with dependable sequences 
(or cau sal laws), evil of certain kinds is  unavoidable and, 
fu rthermore, that (though they do not, of course, claim to 
be able to prove th is)  in the next life there will be appro
priate rewards and compensations. They admit or imply 
that their bel ief would be logical ly  weakened, perhaps 
fatal ly so, it if  could be shown that there is no afterl ife or 
that in the afterlife injustice and misery, far from vanish
ing, will be even more oppressive than in the present l ife, 
or that the evils which, given the nature of man and a world 
of dependable sequences, they thought to be unavoidable, 
coul d in fact have been prevented by an omnipotent Crea
tor. Ti llich , however, need not be (theoretically) con
cerned about any such contingencies. Even if things in th i s  
life became vastly more horrible than they al ready are, or 
even if we had conclusive evidence that in the afterl ife 
things are so bad that by comparison, Auschwitz and Bel
sen were kingdoms of joy and justice, Tillich's theology 
would be totally unaffected. Being-itself, as Till ich put it, 
would still be "actual" :  it is not "someth ing or someone 
who might or might not exist." God, as Bishop Robinson 
puts it, i s  not a "problematic" entity, which might con-
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ceivably not have been there. " Thi s  is true of the anthro
pomorphic deity, but not of what Til l ich in one place terms  
"the Cod above God" (The Listener, Augu st 196 1 ,  pp. 169 
ff. ). 

In other words, unl ike the position of H ick and Ewing, 
Tillich's theology i s  compatible with anything whatsoever 
in this life as well as in the next one; and it is the opinion 
of many contemporary philosophers, bel ievers as well as 
unbel ievers, that if  a putative statement is  compatible with 
anything whatsoever, if  it excludes no conceivable state of 
affairs, then it is  not a genuine assertion (it should be noted 
that "state of affairs" is  not u sed in a narrow way so that 
much that positivists exclude, for example, happiness or 
suffering in the n ext world, could count as conceivable 
states of affairs). This criterion may, of course, be ques
tioned , but if it i s  accepted, then Til l ich 's  theology, unl ike 
that of anthropomorphic bel ievers , would have to be con
demned as devoid of any assertive force. 

We have not here considered other variants of metaphys
ical theology but those opposed to Till ich 's system for 
the reasons here outl ined wou ld maintain that other forms 
of this general outlook are bound to be open to some of the 
same objections :  In every case, words wou ld have to be 
used in a metaphorical way in  crucial places,  and these 
metaphors would turn out to be u ntranslatable; in every 
case it would be impossible to justify the employment of 
one set of metaphors or symbols  in preference to another; 
and in every case the author of the system would be un
able to specify what conceivable state of affairs is excluded 
by his  sentences or, if he did do so,  the exclusion could be 
shown to be arbitrary in a way that would not be true  of 
the statements of anthropomorphic believers. 

ATHE ISM OR AGNOSTICISM? 

It is  time to discuss  a very common challenge to  atheists. 
The chal lenge is  u sually issued by agnostics ,  but i t  would 
in general al so be endorsed by fideistic bel ievers. " It i s  
admittedly impossible," the critic would reason, "to prove 
the existence of God,  but it is equal ly impossible to dis
prove his  exi stence; hence, we must either suspend judg
ment or, i f  we embrace som e position, we must do so on 
the basis  of faith alone." To avoid misleading associations 
of the words  "prove" and "di sprove," the same point may 
be expressed by saying that we have no evidence either for 
or against God's existence. Sometimes the reminder i s  
added that the  mere failure of the arguments for the exist
ence of God does not show that there is no God. Anybody 
who supposed thi s would plain ly be gu ilty of the fallacy of 
argumentum ad ignorantiam. 

If certain of the considerations advanced by atheists 
which were discussed in previous sections are sound, thi s  
agnostic charge would b e  quite beside the point a s  far a s  
bel ief i n  an infinite anthropomorphic or a metaphysical 
God is concerned . For in that event, the first theory can be 
shown to be fal se (with certain qual i fications explained 
earl ier), and the second can be rejected on the ground that 
it is unintell igible.  In the case of an infinite anthropomor
phic God, there is evidence against the position ; in the 
case of a metaphysical God, we do not have a coherent 
position. However, when we tu rn to the question of a finite 

anthropomorph ic God, the chal lenge does at first sight 
seem very plausible. As al ready pointed out, the argument 
from evil does not affect thi s  position, and we may, at l east 
provis ional ly, grant that belief in a finite anthropomorphic 
God is intell igible because  the predicates which are u sed 
in expressing it are appl ied to this deity in their famil iar 
senses. We shall see, before long, that there are difficulties 
in regard to the i ntel l igibil ity of even thi s  position, but 
waiving al l  considerations of this  kind for the moment, let 
us  inquire how an atheist could reply to thi s  chal lenge. It 
i s  admitted by the chal lenger that there is no evidence for 
the existence of such a deity; where, he asks, is the evi
dence against its existence? If  there is none, why should 
one be an atheist rather than an agnostic? Why is atheism 
ju stified if we cannot be sure that there i s  no God in the 
sense under discussion? 

Grounds for the rejection of theories. In  ju stifying his  
position, an atheist should perhaps begin by call ing atten
tion to the fact that the agnostics who suspend judgment 
concerning God are not al so agnostics in relation to the 
gods of the Greeks or in relation to the devil and witches. 
Like the majority of other educated people, most agnostics 
reject and do not suspend judgment concerning the Olym
pian gods or the devil or witches. Assuming that rejection 
i s  the appropriate attitude in these cases,  what justi fies this 
rejection ? 

It will be instructive to look at a concrete example of 
such a bel ief which is rejected by agnostics and atheists 
al ike and, incidental ly, by most believers in God. Bil ly 
Graham i s  one of the few Protestant ministers who sti ll 
believe in the devil .  The devil is introduced by Dr. Gra
ham as the only plausible explanatory principle of a great 
many phenomena. He is brought in to explain the constant 
defeat of the efforts of constructive and wel l-m eaning 
people, the perverse choices of men who so commonly 
prefer what is degrading to what is "rich and beautiful  and 
ennobling," the speed with which l ies and slander spread 
in all directions ,  and al so the failure of the world's  diplo
mats. "Could men of education , intell igence, and honest 
intent," asks Dr. Graham, "gather around a world confer
ence table and fail so completely to understand each 
other's needs and goals if their thinking was not being 
deliberately clouded and corrupted?" All such failures are 
"the works of the devil" and they show that he "is  a crea
tu re of vastly superior intell igence, a mighty and gifted 
spirit of infinite resourcefulness ." The devil is no "bun
gling creature" but "a prince of lofty stature, of unlimited 
craft and cunning, able to take advantage of every opportu
nity that presents itself" (Peace With God, New York, 1954, 
pp. 59 -63). 

What reasons could or would be given for rejecting this 
explanation of diplomatic failures  in terms  of the devil ' s  
cunning ways? Aside from possibly questioning some of 
Dr. Graham's descriptions of what goes on in the world, 
that is, of the "facts" to be explained, our reasons would 
probably reduce to the following: first, we do not need to 
bring in the devil to explain the failure of diplomats to 
reach agreement on important international i s sues. We are 
confident, on the basis  of past experience, that explana
tions of these failures in term s of human motives, in terms 
of human ignorance and miscalculation, are quite ade-



quate, although in any particular case we may not be in  the 
possession of such an explanation; and, second, the devil 
hypothes is ,  granting it to be intel l igible, is too vague to be 
of any use. I t  is hinted that the devil has a body, but what 
that body is l ike or where it l ives and exactly how it oper
ates , we are not told .  If  "devi l" is construed on the analogy 
of the theoretical terms of the natural sci ences , our com
plaint would be that no, or none but totally arbitrary, cor
respondence rules have been ass igned to i t. 

I t  should be observed that the devil theory is rejected 
although it has not been tested and, hence, has not been 
falsified i n  the way in which certain exploded medical 
theories have been tested and falsi fied. There are , in other 
words,  theories which we reject (and which agnostics , l ike 
others , believe they have good reason to reject), although 
they have not been fal sified.  I t  i s  important to distinguish 
here two very different reasons why a theory may not have 
been tested and, hence, why it cannot have been falsified. 
The theory may be sufficiently precise for us to know what 
would  have to be done to test it, but we may be chronical ly 
or temporarily unable to carry out any of the relevant tests. 
This  is to be sharply contrasted with the situation in  which 
a theory is so vague that we do not know what we must do 
to subject i t  to a test. In the former case, suspens ion of 
judgment may wel l be the appropriate attitude; it does not 
fol low that the same is true in the latter case, and in fact 
most of us regard rejection as the appropriate attitude in 
such a situation until and unless the theory is stated with 
more precision. 

An atheist would  maintain that we have just as good 
grounds for rejecting belief in a finite anthropomorphic 
deity of any sort as we have for rejecting bel ief in Zeus or 
in  the devil or in witches. It should be noted that the be
l i evers in the finite anthropomorphic God usually advance 
their theory as a hypothesis which is the best available 
explanation of certain facts. M il l ,  for example, thought that 
the Design Argument, in th

0
e form in which he advocated 

it, affords "a large balance of probabil ity in favor of crea
tion by intel l igence," although he conceded that new 
evidence for the Darwinian theory would al ter this balance 
of probabil i ty (Three Essays on Religion, New York, 1874, 
p. 1 74 ). An atheist would argue that we do not need a finite 
God to account for any facts any more than we need the 
devil theory; and, more important, that the theory is too 
vague to be of any explanatory value. Mi l l ,  for exampl e, 
tal ks of "creation by intel l igence," but he does not tel l us 
in any detail what the "Author of Nature" is l ike, where he 
can be found, how he works, and so on. Furtherm ore, 
because of its vagueness the theory is totally  steri le .  It 
does not lead to subsidiary hypotheses about celestial 
laboratories or factories in which eyes and ears and other 
organs are produced. Nor does it help us to interpret fossils 
or other remains here on earth. I t  is tempting, but it would 
be misleading, to say that the accumulation of evidence for 
the Darwinian theory (or some modi fied vers ion of it) s ince 
�I  ill wrote on the subject has put the design theory "out of 
court ."  This would suggest that the theological explanation 
was at some time "in court," in the way in which a fals ified 
scientific explanation may once have been a serious con
tender. It is true, of course, as a matter of h istory, that 
informed people cease to bring in God as an explanation 
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for a given set of phenomena once a satisfactory scientific 
or naturali stic explanation is available. In a more important 
sense, however, the theological explanations were never 
serious rival s, just as the devil explanation of diplomatic 
failures is not a serious rival to psychological explanations. 
The theological explanations never were serious rival s 
because of their excess ive vaguenes s and their consequent 
steri l i ty. \Ve do not at present have anything l ike a satis
factory scienti fic explanation of cancer, but no theological 
theory would be treated as a genuine al ternative by a can
cer researcher, even if he were a devoutly rel igious man. 

It should be added to all this that believers who, unl ike 
Mi l l ,  do not treat their  theology as a kind of hypothes is ,  
are not affected by the above objections. Indeed, quite a 
number of them have strenuous ly opposed any kind of "God 
of the gaps. " However, some of the very writers who insist 
that their theology must not be regarded as a sci enti fic 
hypothesis el sewhere make statements which imply the 
opposi te. They also frequently maintain that certain phe
nomena-for example, the universal hunger for God or the 
origin of l ife-can be explained only, or can be explained 
best, on the assumption that there i s  a God, and a God of a 
certain kind. \Vhatever they may say on other occasions, 
insofar as they propose their theology as the only possible, 
or as the best available, explanation of such phenomena, 
they are committed to the position that has been cri ticized 
in this  section. 

THE DEMAND FOR A COSMIC B RAIN 

There was a good deal of discussion in  the late nineteenth 
century of an antitheological argument which ought to be 
briefly mentioned here. To many persons, incl uding un
bel ievers , the argument will seem to be merely grotesque; 
but in view of the revival in recent years of several forms of 
extreme materialism, i t  deserves some discuss ion. More
over, even if it is granted that the argument fails to prove 
its conclus ion, the very grotesqueness of some of its formu
lations enables a more sophisticated contemporary atheist 
to state his chal lenge in a particularly forceful way. 

The two writers chiefly associated with this argument 
were the German physiologist Emil Du Bois-Reymond and 
the Engl ish mathematician \V. K. Clifford, both of whom 
wrote extens ively on philosophical subjects . However, the 
argument is really  much older, and vers ions of it are found 
in M eslier and Holbach. The remark attributed to Laplace 
that "in scanning the heavens with a telescope he found 
no God" may be regarded as an argument belonging to the 
same family. "Can we regard the universe," asked Clifford 
in his es say "Body and M ind," "or that part of it which 
immediately surrounds us ,  as a vast brain, and therefore 
the real i ty which underlies it as a conscious mind? This 
question has been considered by the great natural i st, Du 
Boi s-Reymond, and has received from him that negative 
answer which I think we al so must give. " The student of 
nature, Du Bois-Reymond had written, before he can "al
low a psychical principle to the universe," will demand to 
be shown "somewhere within it, embedded in neurine 
and fed with warm arterial blood under proper pres sure,  a 
convolution of gangl ionic globules and nerve-tubes pro
portioned in size to the faculties of such a mind" (Uber die 
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Grenzen des Naturerkennens, p. 37). But, in fact, no such 
gigantic ganglionic globu les or nerve-tubes are discovera
ble, and, hence, we should not al low a "psychical princi
ple" to the universe. The following would be a more sys
tematic statement of the argument: experience shows that 
thinking, vol ition ,  and other psychological phenomena do 
not and cannot occur without a certain physiological ba
si s-more specifically, without a brain and nervous system. 
Our observations  appear to indicate, although thi s  is  not a 
matter of which one can be certain,  that no cosmic brain or 
nervous system exists. H ence, it is probable that no cosmic 
consciousness exists either. 

Thi s  argument has been cri ticized on the ground that i t  
assumes a certain view (or a certain group of  views) about 
the relationship between body and mind which is  not 
self-evidently true and which many bel ievers would deny. 
It assumes that consciousness can exist only in conjunction 
with a nervous system and a brain. H owever, the objector 
would maintain , the actual evidence on the subject does 
not warrant such a claim. It is true that within our experi
ence, conscious processes are found on ly in connection 
with a highly developed brain,  but thi s  does not prove that 
consciousness may not occur in conjunction with other 
physical structures or without any physical "attachments" 
whatsoever. Thi s  is  a big question about which nothing 
very useful can be said in a few words. Perhaps al l  we can 
do here is point out that if material ism of some kind is true, 
then the demand to be shown the bodily foundation or 
aspect of the divine consciousness is not misplaced, while 
if  the opposite view that consciousness can exist inde
pendently of a phys ical structure i s  correct, the Du Boi s
Reymond argument would have no force. 

Quite aside from this  objection, the argument probably 
seems to many people, beli evers and unbelievers al ike, to 
rest on a total , one is almost inclined to say a wil lful,  
misunderstanding of the theological position. James Mar
tineau, who repl ied at some length to Du Bois-Reymond, 
protested that the "demand for organic central ization "  was 
"strangely inappropriate," indeed quite irrelevant to tl:e 
question at issue between the believer and the unbel iever. If Du Bois-Reymond himself, wrote Martineau , were "ever 
to alight on the portentous cerebrum which he imagines, I 
greatly doubt whether he would fulfill  his promise and 
turn theist at the sight: that he had found the Cause of 
causes would be the last inference i t  would occur to him to 
draw: rather would he look round for some monstrous 
creature, some cosmic megatherium,  born to float and 
pasture on the fields of space" (Modern Materialism and Its 
Relation to Religion and Theology, p. 184 ). Martineau then 
l ikened the argument to Laplace's remark , mentioned 
earl ier, that in  looking at the heavens with his telescope, 
he could nowhere see God and to statements by certain 
physiologists that in opening the brain,  they could not 
di scover a soul. All such pronouncements Martineau re
garded as absurd. Al though the physiologi st finds no soul 
when he opens up the brain, "we positively know" (by 
introspection) the existence of conscious thought. S imilar
ly, that "the telescope mi sses all but the bodies of the 
universe and their l ight" has no tendency to prove "the ab
sence of a Living Mind through al l ."  If you take the "wrong 
instruments" you will not find what you are looking 
for. "The test tube will not detect an insincerity," nor 

will "the microscope analyse a grief"; but insincerity and 
grief are real for all that. The organism of nature, Mar
tineau concludes, "like that of the brain, l ies open, in its 
external features, to the scrutiny of science; but, on the 
inner side, the l ife of both i s  reserved for other modes of 
apprehension, of which the base i s  self-consciousness and 
the crown is rel igion ."  

One is  strongly incl ined to  agree with Martineau that 
there is something absurd in scanning the heavens for 
God. Etienne Borne, a French Catholic whose discussions 
are distinguished by fairness and sympathy for the oppo
sition , refers to this approach as "a tritely positivist 
atheism" which "misses the point of the probl em alto
gether" (Modern Atheism, p. 145). One must not expect to 
find God or God's body in the heavens because God is not 
a huge man with huge arms, legs , arteries, nervous system, 
and brai n. Only children think of God as a "king" sitting 
on his throne in H eaven. Educated grownups do not think 
of God in any such crude fashion. Du Bois-Reymond, 
Cl ifford, and Laplace are all guilty of an enormous ignora
tio elenchi. 

Is anthropomorphic theology intelligible? Let us grant 
the force of Borne' s objection. A cri tic may nevertheless 
raise the following questions :  What is  God l ike if  he is  not 
a grand consciousness ti ed to a grand body, if  he is so 
completely nonphysical as to make any results of telescop
ic exploration antecedently irrelevant? If the telescope, 
as Martineau put it, is the "wrong instrument," what is the 
right in strument? More specifical ly, what does i t  mean to 
speak of a pure spirit, a disembodied mind, as infinitely (or 
finitely) powerful, wi se, good, just, and all the rest? We can 
understand these words when they are appl i ed to human 
beings who have bodies and whose behavior is publ icly 
observable; we could undoubtedly understand these 
words when they are appl ied to some hypothetical super
human beings who also have bodies and whose behavior is  
in principle observable; but what do they mean when they 
are appl i ed to a pure spirit? Do they then mean anything at 
all ? In recent years it has come to be widely questioned 
whether i t  makes any sense to talk about a disembodied 
consciousness. It is widely bel ieved, in other words,  that 
psychological predicates are logically tied to the behavior 
of organisms. This view, it should be pointed out, is  not 
identical with reductive material ism. It does not, or at least 
does not necessarily, imply that the person is  just his body, 
that there are no private experiences, or that feelings are 
simply ways of behaving. It makes the mi lder claim that 
however much more than a body a human being may be, 
one cannot sensibly talk about this "more" without  pre
supposing (as part of what one means, and not as a mere 
contingent fact) that he is a l iving organism. Anybody who 
has studied and felt the force of this thesis is not l ikely to 
dismiss as facetious or as "trite positivism" the question as 
to what words l ike "wise," "ju st," and "powerful" can 
mean when they are appl ied to an entity that is supposedly 
devoid of a body. What would it be l ike to be, for example, 
just, without a body? To be just, a person has to act just
ly-he has to behave in certain ways. But  how is it possi
ble to perform these acts, to behave in the requ ired ways, 
without a body? S imilar remarks apply to the other divine 
attributes. 

One may term this the "semantic" challenge to anthro-



pomorphic theology, as di stinct, for example, from argu
ments l ike the one from evil or from the eternity of matter, 
which assume the meaningfulness of the pos ition attacked. 
A proponent of this chall enge does not flatly maintain that 
anthropomorphic theology is unintell igible.  For his 
point-that the predicates in question lose their meaning 
when appl ied to a supposedly disembodied entity-would 
be accompanied by the observation that in fact most an
thropomorphic believers do, in an important sense of the 
word, believe in a god with a body, whatever they may say 
or agree to in certain "theoretical" moments. If we judge 
the content of their bel ief not by what they say during 
these "theoretical" moments but by the images in terms of 
which their th inking is conducted, then it seems clear that 
in this  sense or to th is  extent they believe in a god with a 
body. I t  is true that the images of most Western adults are 
not those of a big king on his heavenly throne, but it never
theless seems to be the case that, when they think about 
God unself-consciously (and this is, incidental ly, true of 
most unbelievers al so), they vaguely think of him as pos
sessing some kind of rather large body. The moment they 
assert or deny or question such statements as "God created 
the universe" or "God will  be a just judge when we come 
before him," they introduce a body into the background, if 
not into the foreground, of their mental pictures. The 
difference between children and adults, according to this 
account, is that children have more vivid and definite 
images than adults. 

This entire point may perhaps be brought out more 
clearly by comparing it with a similar "semantic" criticism 
of bel ief in human survival after death . The semantic critic 
would maintain that while a believer in reincarnation or 
the resurrection of the body may be immune from this 
objection , those who claim that human beings will con
tiirne to exist as disembodied minds are really us ing words 
without meaning. They do not see this because of the 
mental pictures accompanyi'ng or (partly) constituting their 
thoughts on the subject. Or, alternatively, they do not see 
this because, in spite of what they say in certain "theoreti
cal" contexts , in practice they believe in the survival of the 
famil iar embodied minds whom they know in this l ife. 
When they wonder whether their friends, enemies,  certain 
historical personages, or, for that matter, anybody did or 
will go on existing after death , they think of them auto
matically in their fam il iar bodily "guises" or el se in some 
ghostly "disguises," but sti l l  as bodily beings of some 
kind. If these images are eliminated on the ground that 
they are irrelevant or inappropriate because the subject of 
survival is a disembodied mind, it is not clear that an in
telligible statement remains.  \Vhat, for example, do words 
l ike "love" and "hate" or "happiness" and "m isery" mean 
when they are predicated of a disembodied mind? (See 
bt:MORTALITY. )  

I t  will be  seen from al l this that the argument of  Du 
Bois-Reymond and Cl ifford is not without some point. One 
may incorporate what is of value in their discussion into 
the foll owing challenge to anthropomorphic theology : 
Insofar as the believer bel ieves in a god with a body, what 
he says is intell igible; but in that case the available evi
dence indicates that there is no such body, and the re
marks of Du Bois-Reymond and Clifford are to the point; if 
or insofar as God is declared to be a purely spiritual entity, 
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the observations of Du Bois-Reymond and Clifford become 
irrelevant, but in that case the predicates appl ied to God 
have lost their meaning, and, hence, we no longer have an 
intel l igible assertion. Summary of the atheist's position. Let us summarize 
the athei st's case as it has here been presented. A philo
sophical ly sophisticated atheist would begin by distin
gu ishing three types of belief in God-what we have 
cal led the metaphysical God, the infin ite anthropomorphic 
God, and the finite anthropomorphic God. He will then 
claim that he can give grounds for rejecting al l three, al
though he does not claim that he can prove al l of them to 
be false. He will  try to show that metaphysical theology is  
incoherent or unintel l igible, and, if he can do thi s ,  he will 
certainly  have given a good ground for rejecting it. He 
will also question the intelligibil ity of anthropomorphic the
ology insofar as God is here said to be a purely spiritual 
unity. If and insofar as belief in an infin ite anthropomor
phic God is intell igible, he will maintain that it is shown to 
be fal se by the existence of evi l .  In the sense in which he 
wil l  allow the existence of a finite anthropomorphic God to 
be an intel l igible hypothesis, he will argue that it should 
be rejected because it  is not needed to account for any 
phenomena and, further, because it is too vague to be of 
any explanatory value. \Ve saw that some of these 
justi fications, even if  sound as far as they go, would not 
establish the atheist's case unless they are accompanied by 
a demolition of the arguments for the exi stence of God. 

SOME OBJECTIONS TO ATHEISM If there were reason to  bel ieve that any of  the arguments 
for the existence of God are sound or have at least some 
tendency to establish their conclus ions, then they would of 
course constitute objections to atheism. S ince these argu
ments are fully discussed elsewhere in this encyclopedia, 
we shall here confine ourselves to objections which are 
logically independent of them. Some of these objections 
have been put forward by writers who expl icitly reject all 
the traditional proofs but nevertheless regard atheism as an 
untenable position. The mystery of the universe. It has been argued by 
several writers that whatever the objections to the different 
forms of theology may be, atheism is al so unacceptable 
since it has no answer to the "ultimate question" about the 
origin of the universe. Thus, the nineteenth-century phys
icist John Tyndall, after endors ing a thoroughgoing natu
ral ism, proceeded to reject atheism in favor of an agnostic 
position. In a paper entitled "Force and t-.latter," he tel ls 
the story of how Napoleon turned to the unbel ieving sci
enti sts who had accompanied him to Egypt and asked 
them, pointing to the stars , "Who, gentlemen, made all 
these?" "That question," Tyndal l comments, "still remains 
unanswered, and science makes no attempt to answer it. " 
Later he adds that "the real mystery of this un iverse lies 
unsolved, and, as far as we are concerned, i s  incapable of 
solution" (Fragments of Science, pp. 92 -93). In much the 
same vein, the celebrated American freethinker and social 
reformer, Clarence Darrow, after pointing out the weak
nesses of the First Cause Argument, observed that the 
position of the atheist is just as vulnerable. If, he wrote, 
the atheist answers the question "What is the origin of it 
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all ?" by saying that the universe always existed, he has the same difficulty to contend with as the bel iever has when he is asked the question "Who made God?" To say that "the universe was here last year, or mill ions of years ago, does not explain ih origin. Thi s is sti l l  a mystery. As to the question of the origin of things, man can only wonder and doubt and guess" (Verdicts out of Court, pp. 430 -43 1 ). A philosophicall y  acute atheist could offer a twofold answer to arguments of this kind. First, he would maintain that the question about the "origin of the universe" or the "origin of it all"  is improper and rests on the mistaken or doubtful  assumption that there is a thing cal led "the universe. "  It is  tempting to suppose that there is  such a thing because we have a tendency to think of the un iverse as a large container in which all things are located and, perhaps more important, because grammaticall y  the expression functions analogously to expressions l ike "this  dog" or "the Cathedral of Notre Dame," which do denote certain things. Upon reflection, however, it becomes cl ear, the rejoinder would continue, that "the un iverse" i s  not a thingdenoting expression or, putting the point differently, that there is not a universe over and above the different things within the universe. While it makes sense to ask for the origin of any particular thing, there i s  not a fu rther thing left over, cal led "the universe" or "it all," into whose origin one can sensibly inquire. The origin of a great many things is of course unknown to u s, but this i s  something very different from "the ul timate mystery" that figures in the argument under discussion; and there is no reason to suppose that questions about the origin of any individual thing fall in principle outs ide the domain of scienti fic investigation. Furthermore, even if i t  is granted both that the question concerning the origin of the universe is proper and that we do not and cannot discover the true answer, this is  not by itsel f an argument against  atheism. It may wel l be possible to know that a certain suggested answer to a question is  false (or meaningless )  without knowing the true answer. All kinds of crimes have never been solved, but this does not prevent us from knowing that certain people did not commit them. An atheist can quite consistently maintain "I have no idea how the origin of the un iverse is to be explained, but the theological theory cannot be the right answer in view of such facts as the existence of evil." To support his pos ition, the atheist must be able to justify his rejection of theological answers to the question "What is  the origin of the universe?" He does not have to be able to an swer that question. 
Atheism presupposes omniscience. In the popular apologetic pronouncements of l iberal believers, it i s  customary to contrast the agnostic, who is praised for his circumspection , with the athei st, who is accused of arrogant dogmatism and who, l ike the orthodox or conservative believer, claims to know what, from the nature of the case, no mere human being can possibly know. "The atheist," in the words of Dr. W. D. Kring, a contemporary Un itarian, "can be just as closed-minded as the man who knows everything. The atheist just knows everything in a negative direction" (New York Times, March 22, 1965). Reasoning of this kind figured prominently in several influential works by nineteenth-century Protestant theolo-

gians .  Their favorite argument was the fol lowing reductio 
ad absurdum: Atheism could be known to be true only if the atheist knew everything; but th is is of course impossibl e ;  hence, atheism cannot be known to be true. For a man to deny God, wrote Thomas Chalmers, "he must be a God himself. He must arrogate the ubiqu ity and omniscience of the Godhead." Chalmers ins ists that the bel iever has a great in itial polemical advantage over the athei st. For, he argues, some very l imited segment of the universe may provide the bel iever with strong or even decisive evidence, with an "unequivocal token" of God's exi stence. The atheist, on the other hand, would have to "walk the whole expanse of infinity" to make out h i s  case (On Natu
ral Theology, Vol. I, Book I, Ch. 2). By what miracle, asks John Foster, can an atheist acqu ire the "immense intell i gence" required for th i s  task? Unless he i s  "omnipresent-unless he is at this moment at every place in the universe-he cannot know but there may be in some place manifestations of a Deity by which even he would be overpowered." And what is  true of space equal l y  applies to "the immeasurable ages that are past" (Essays, 18th ed. , p. 35 ). The atheist could not know that there is no God unless he had examined every part of the universe at every past moment to make sure that at no time was there a trace of divine activity. According to Robert Fl int, who endorsed and elaborated the arguments of Chalmers and Foster, the situation should be cl ear to anybody who reflects on the difficulty of "proving a negative. " If a man landed on an unknown is land, any number of traces in almost any spot would be sufficient to show that a l iving creature had been there, but he would have to "traverse the whole island, examine every nook and corner, every object and every inch of space in it, before he was entitled to affirm that no l iving creature had been there"  (Anti-Theistic Theories, pp. 9 - 1 1 ). The larger the territory in question, the more difficult  it would become to show that it had not a single an imal inhabitant. If, then, it i s  "proverbially difficult to prove a negative," there can surely "be no negative so difficult to prove as that there is no God." This i s  plain if we reflect that "before we can be sure that nothing testifies to His existence, we must know all th ings." The territory in this case  is "the  universe in all its length and breadth." To know that there i s  no trace of God anywhere in eternal time and boundless space, a man would have had to examine and to comprehend every object that ever existed. This would indeed require omnipresence and omnisc ience, and Chalmers was there perfectly right when he maintained that the atheist's claim implies that "he i s  himself God" 
(ibid. ). Whatever its rhetorical force, this argument i s  so patentl y  inval id that it can be disposed of in just a few words. We have in preceding sections of this article presen ted several of the most widely used arguments and considerations that have been advanced in support of athei sm. These may or may not be logicall y  compel l ing, but none of them in any way imply that the atheist must be omniscient if he is right. To establish that the existence of evil is  incompatible with the view that the un iverse is the work of an allpowerful and all - good creator, to show that a given theory i s  too vague to be of any explanatory value, or to cal l atten-



tion to the fact that certain words have in a certain context 
lost their meaning-none of these require omni science. 

Writers l ike Chalmers, Foster, and Flint seem to labor 
under the impression that as far as its refutabil ity is  con
cerned, "God exists" is on par with a statement l ike "A 
hippogriff exists, exi sted, or will exist in some place at 
some time." I t  may be plausible to maintain that our not 
having found any h ippogriffs on earth i s  no conclu sive 
evidence that such an animal does not exist in some other 
part of the universe to which we have no access.  The same 
does not at all apply to the question of whether one i s  or 
can be entitled to reject the claims of believers in God.  
For, unl ike the hippogriff, God is  by some declared to be 
the all-powerful and all-good creator of the universe;  he is  
said by most believers to be a mind without a body; and it 
is asserted by some that predicates taken from ordinary 
experience can never be appl ied to God in their l iteral 
senses.  These features of theological claims may make it 
possible to justify their rejection although one has not 
explored every "nook and cranny" of the u niverse. 

ATHEISM,  ZEAL, AND GLOOM 

In  the opening section of this article we referred to the 
view, common in previous centuries, that atheism is bound 
or, at any rate, very l ikely to lead to immoral ity, to national 
ruin,  and to other di sasters. This warning is no longer 
taken very seriously among reputable thinkers, but certain 
other statements about the baleful consequences of unbe
l ief in general and atheism in particular continue to be 
widely discussed. Thus, it is frequently maintained that if 
atheism were true or justi fied, l ife would be deprived of all 
m eaning and purpose. Again, it has been held that without 
God the universe becomes "terrifying" and man's l ife a 
lonely and gloomy affair. "Old age," wrote William James 
in his Varieties of Religious Experience (New York and 
London , 1902), "has the last word: a purely naturali stic 
look at life, however enthus iastically it may begin, is sure 
to end in sadness." Pascal , who was particularly concerned 
about the terror of a "silent universe" without God, ob
served in a similar vein that "the last act" i s  always 
tragic-"a littl e  earth is thrown upon our head, and that is  
the end forever. " 

J ames and Pascal were believers , but very similar state
ments have frequently come from unbel ievers themselves. 
"I am not ashamed to confess," wrote G.  J .  Romanes, a 
nineteenth-century biologist, at the end of his  A Candid Examination of Theism (a work which was publi shed 
anonymously in London in 1878 and which caused a com
motion at the time), "that with this virtual denial of God, 
the universe has lost to me its soul of lovel iness ." 

Much more recently, the anthropologi st Bronislaw Ma
l inowski spoke of the state of mind of an unbeliever l ike 
himself as "tragic and shattering." Not only does the ab
sence of God, in the opinion of these writers, make the 
universe "lonely," "soulless ," and "tragic," but it al so 
deprives it of love. Only when we have become accus
tomed to a "loveless" as well as a "Godless universe," in 
the words of Joseph Wood Krutch, shall "we realize what 
atheism really means ." 

Finally, it has been claimed that atheism is  fatal to what 
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Will iam James cal led the capacity of the strenuous mood. 
James himself had no doubt that the unbel iever is pre
vented from "getting out of the game of existence its keen
est possibilities of zest." Our attitude toward concrete 
evil s ,  he asserted, " is  entirely different in a world where 
we believe there are none but finite demanders, from what 
it is in one where we joyously face tragedy for an infinite 
demander's sake. " Religious faith sets free every kind of 
energy, endurance, and courage in the believer and "on 
the battlefield of human history," religion will for th is  
reason always "drive irreligion to the wall" (The Will to Believe, pp. 2 13 ff. ) 

Some of these claims seem a great deal more impressive 
than others. It is not easy to deal with the charge that 
atheism deprives l ife of its meaning, chiefly because the 
word "meaning" in this connection is both ambiguous and 
extremely vague. However, if what is meant is that an 
atheist cannot be attached to certain goals which give 
direction to his l ife, then the charge is quite plainly fal se. If what is  meant is that although the atheist may, l ike other 
men, pursue certain gmds, he will not be able to justify 
any of his  activities, then it should be pointed out that 
most human beings , even believers in God, do not ju stify 
the great majority of their acts by reference to God's will .  
H ence, the justification of these actions, if  they ever are 
ju sti fied, could not be affected by the soundness of 
atheism. It is difficult to see how such activi ties as engag
ing in scientific research, assisting people who are in trou
ble, s inging or dancing or making love or eating superb 
meals, if they ever were worthwhile, would cease to be so 
once belief in God is rejected. If what is meant by the 
charge is  that the unbel iever will eventual ly have to fall 
back, in h is  justification, on one or more value judgments 
which he cannot justify by reference to anything more 
fundamental , this may be true, but it is not necessarily 
baleful, and it is  not a consequence of atheism. Anybody 
who engages in the process of justifying anything will 
eventually reach a stage at which some proposition, prin
ciple, or judgment will s imply have to be accepted and not 
referred back to anything else. The unbeliever may, in 
ju stifying his  acts,  regard as fu ndamental such judgments 
as "happiness is intrinsically worthwhile" or "the increase 
of knowledge is good for its own sake," whereas some 
believers may say that only service of God is  intrinsically 
valuable. If it i s  a sign of i rrational ity,  which in  any normal 
sense of the word it is not, to accept a value judgment that 
is not based on another one, then the atheist is not one 
whit more irrational than the bel iever. 

On the question of zest, it should be observed that nei
ther James nor anybody else has ever offered empirical 
evidence for the assertion that unbelievers lead less active 
or strenuous l ives than bel i evers. What we know about 
human temperament suggests that the acceptance or rejec
tion of a metaphysical position has, in the case of the vast 
majority of men, exceedingly l ittle to do with whether they 
lead active or inactive l ives. The Soviet astronauts, who 
are atheists (to take one recent illu stration), appear to dis
play the same courage and endurance as their American 
counterparts, who are bel ievers . In general terms ,  a survey 
of the contributions of atheists and other unbel ievers to 
science and social progress,  often in conditions requiring 
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unusual stamina and fortitude, would seem to indicate that 
James was in error. The a priori character of James's ,iews 
on this subject remind one of Locke's conviction, men
tioned earlier in this  article, that atheists ,  since they do not 
fear dhine punishment, cannot be tru sted to keep oaths 
and promises.  

As for the "loveless universe"  presented by atheism, it 
must of course be admitted that if there is no God who 
loves his creatures, there would be that much l ess love in 
the world. But this is perhaps all that an atheist would  
have to  concede in  this connection. Aside from certa in 
mystics and their raptures , i t  may be questioned whether a 
biologically normal human being i s  capable of feeling any 
real or deep love for an unseen power; and it hardly seems 
credible to suppose that a person wi l l  cease to love other 
human beings and animals ( if he ever loved them) just 
because he does  not believe them to be the work of God. 
Perhaps one may hazard a guess that if more human beings 
grow up in an environment that is free from irrational 
taboos and repressions (and these, one may add, have not 
been altogether unconnected with re ligious belief in the 
past) , there wil l  be more, not l ess, love in  the world-peo
ple will be more lovable and wi l l  also be more capable of 
giving love. As far as love is concerned, the record of 
theistic rel igions has not been particu larly impressive. 

The writers whose views we are di scu ssing have proba
bly been on stronger ground when they maintain that 
atheism is a gloomy or tragic philosophy, but here too 
some qual i fications are in order. To begin with, if atheism 
impl ies that l i fe is gloomy, it does so not  by itself but in  
conjunction with the rejection of  the bel ief in life after 
death. There have been atheists ,  of whom J .  E. �le Taggart 
is probably the most famous, who believed in immortal i ty, 
and they wou ld deny that their atheism had any gloomy 
impl ications. However, si nce the great majori ty of atheists 
undoubted ly  reject any belief in survival, this does not go 
to the root of the matter. I t  cannot be denied that the 
thought of annihilation can be qu i te unendurable; bu t it 
may be questioned whether bel ievers, whatever they may 
be expected to feel ,  do in fact find the thought of death any 
less distressing. I n  the opinion of some observers , this is 
due to the fact that regardless of his profession, the be
l iever frequently does not really  believe that death is the 
gate to an eternal life in the presence of God. "Almost 
inevitably some part of h im," in the words of Bertrand 
Russel l, i s  aware that beli efs of this  kind are "myths and 
that he believes them only because they are comforting" (Human Society in Ethics and Pol it ics, p. :207). Russell  and 
Freud regard bel ief in  God and immortal ity as i l lu sions 
which usually do not work, but they are quick to add that 
anybody who refuses to be the ,ictim of unworthy fears 
woul d  dispense with such i llu sions even if they did work. 
"There is someth ing feeble and a l ittle contemptible," in 
Rus sel l 's words, "about a man who cannot face the peri ls  
of life without the help of comfortable myths" ( ib id. ). 
Some years earl ier, in an essay entitled "\\'hat I Bel ieve," 
Russell had put the point very bluntly:  

I believe that when I die I s hall rot, and nothing of my 
ego \\il l  survive. I am not young, and I love l ife. But  I 
s hould scorn to s hiver with terror at the thought of 

annihilation. Happiness is nonetheless true happiness 
because it must come to an end, nor do thought and 
love lose their value because they are not everlast
i ng . . . .  Even if the open windows of science at first 
make us shiver after the cozy indoor warmth of tradi
tional humanizing myths, in the end the fresh air 
brings vigor, and the great spaces have a splendor of 
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PAUL EDWARDS A TH E I S M U S STRE IT,  a famou s controversy in Ger
many during the closing years of the eighteenth century 
concerning the al l egedly subversive phil osophical vi ews 
of J ohann G. Fichte ( 1 762 - 18 14)  and of the much l ess well 
known Friedrich C.  Forberg ( 1770 - 1 848) . 

Fichte, who died as a pillar of respectability, had ad-
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vanced various radical views in his earl ier years, and on 
the nature and reality of God he never became fully ortho
dox. In 1793, whi le  l iving as a private tutor in Zurich, 
Fichte publ ished two pol itical pamphl ets entitled "Rec
lamation of the Freedom of Thought from the Princes of 
Europe" and "Contributions Designed To Correct the 
Judgment of the Public on the French Revolution" in 
which he enthusiastical ly supported the basic principles 
of the French Revolution, argu ing for free express ion of 
opinion as an inali enable human right and subjecting 
the privi l eges of the nobility and the church to trenchant 
critici sm. Fichte was at that t ime already famous ,  largely 
as a result of his Kantian work, Versuch einer Kritik aller Offenbarung ("E ssay Toward a Critique of All  Revela
tion"), which had been publ ished anonymously in Ko
nigsberg in 1 792. Some reviewers attributed the essay to 
Kant, who thereupon revealed Fichte as the true author, at 
the same time bestowing high praise on his gifts . In spite 
of Fichte's reputation as a pol itical radical , he  was ap
pointed professor of phi losophy at Jena in 1794. 

For some t ime  things went fairly  smoothly at Jena. 
Fichte, who was a dynamic lecturer, made numerous 
converts among both his col leagues and the students, 
although there were some acrimonious exchanges with the 
psychologist C .  C. E .  Schmid and others distrustful  of 
Fichte's speculative bent. There were two viol ent contro
vers ies before the Atheismusstreit broke out. One of these 
concerned a series of public l ectures wh ich Fichte had 
scheduled on Sundays from ten to eleven o'clock in  the 
morning. Local clergymen were outraged, and the Over
Consi story (of which no l ess  a man than H erder was a 
member) appealed to the government at Weimar to inter
vene. One local journal cal led attention to Fichte's revolu
tionary pol itics and asserted that he and his democratic 
followers were engaging in a del iberate attempt to substi
tute the worship of reason for the worship of God. The 
senate of the univers ity and the government of \Veimar 
decided in Fichte's favor, but it was agreed to give the 
l ectures· at three in the afternoon. The other controversy 
involved the univers ity fraternities ,  which Fichte regarded 
as unethical and corrupt and whose abol ition he publicly 
recommended. On N ew Year' s Eve of 1 795 students be
longing to the fraternities attacked Fichte's house, break
ing windows and heaping insults upon him and h i s  wife. 
In the early months of 1795 Fichte felt his l ife to be in 
danger and found it necessary to reside outside of Jena 
until the tempers of the fraternity members had calmed 
down. 

The offending articles. The Atheismusstreit itself began 
in 1798 with the publ ication in the Philosophisches J ournal, a periodical of which Fichte was coeditor, of an es say 
by Forberg entitl ed "The Evolution of the Nature of 
Religion." Fichte's conservative English biographer, 
Robert Adamson, dismisses Forberg' s  position as an "ex
aggeration of the dismal rational ism into which the weaker 
Kantians had drifted." In fact, however, Forberg' s paper 
shows a powerful and independent th inker at work and 
does not seem dated even now. (Interestingly enough, 
Hans Vaihinger call ed attention to the ph ilosophical 
merits of Forberg' s work after almost total neglect for a 
century, citing him as an early pos itivi stic fictional ist  and 

praising his unusual ly fine appreciation of the more radical 
aspects of Kant's philosophy of rel igion . )  

What, Forberg asks, is the  foundation of the bel ief in a 
moral world order? There are three pos sible sources-ex
perience, speculation, and conscience. Experience cer
tainly lends no support to such a bel ief; if anything, i t  
shows an evi l  deity in confl ict with ,  and more often than 
not triumphing over, a good one. As for speculation, For
berg briefly and very clearly repeats Kant's objections to 
the ontological , cosmological , and teleological arguments, 
adding some critical observations of his own. Accordingly, 
the foundation of rel igion must be sought in our con
science. Rel igion is "purely and sol ely  the fruit of a 
moral ly good heart . . . ; it originates entirely from the 
wish of the good heart that the good in the world should 
triumph over the evi l ."  To have "genuine religion" is not 
to have a bel ief .in God; it is to be a partisan of the good, to 
act as if  the kingdom of God, which for Forberg simply 
means a just and moral world, were attainabl e. Forberg 
himself  evidently did not believe that such a world was 
attainable. Thi s  belief, however, is no more essential to 
true religion than is the belief in God. What is essential i s  
the striving in the direction of a moral world  whether or 
not one bel ieves in its attainability. Forberg most emphat
ically ins ists that an atheist can be a rel igiou s person in 
his s ense  of religion. "Practical bel ief and theoretical 
unbel ief on the one hand and theoretical bel ief and prac
tical unbel ief on the other may very well coexist. " 

At first s ight this posit ion may appear to be a k ind of 
voluntaristic defense of traditional rel igion and an en
dorsement of Kant's moral argument, as this  has frequently 
been interpreted. In fact, Forberg is very far removed from 
any such point of view. He is not saying that s ince there is 
no evidence either way, it is as well to bel ieve in a just 
God or the attainabil ity of a moral world. We are not, ac
cording to him, required to believe any such thing, and it 
does not really matter whether we do. We are requ ired to act as if we believed this. Forberg was h ighly critical of 
the common interpretation of Kant's moral argument as 
providing cognitive support for bel ief in God. In his later 
defense of himself, Friedrich Carl Forbergs Apologie seines angeblichen Atheismus (Gotha, 1799 ), he castigates 
the "u sual , far too theoretical presentation of the notion of 
a practical belief," adding that it is "an unphilosophical 
conception which allows people to reintroduce through a 
back door every kind of nonsense  of which theoretical 
philosophy has rid us with much effort. " 

In  the same issue of the Philosophisches Journal, Fichte 
published an essay, "Concerning the Foundation of Our 
Bel ief in Divine Government of the World," which was 
intended to complem ent Forberg's paper. In a somewhat 
patronizing opening Fichte informs the reader that al
though he agrees with much in Forberg' s piece, there are 
some important questions on which Forberg has not "qu ite 
reached" his, Fichte's ,  pos ition and that s ince he had not 
previously had an opportunity to explain himself on these 
issues,  he  would do so now. Attempts to infer the existence 
of God from the world of sense objects, he proceeds, must 
inevitably fail .  From the point of view of common sense 
and science, the world of sense objects i s  "absolute" and 
self-existing, and any attempt to go beyond it is "total 



nonsense. " The assumption of a cosmic intel l igence, moreover, would not explain anything, s ince it is  quite unintell igible to talk about the creation of material things out of ideas. Considered from the transcendental viewpoint, the world of the senses is a "mere reflection of our own activity," and as a "nothing" it can hardly require an explanation outside itself. Our bel ief in God can be grounded only in the supersensible world, which for Fichte is the only ultimately real world. This i s  the world of free moral agents, and unlike Forberg, Fichte teaches that the universe is, in fact, moral and just, that "every truly good act must succeed, that every evil one must surely fail, that for those who really love the good al l  things must tum out for the best." This does not mean that the good necessarily receives 1ewards in terms of pleasure but that the world in which we experience pleasure is not the real world. The world of sense objects exists only as a "stage" on which free agents perform or fail to perform their duty. It has not "the sl ightest influence on morality or immorality, not the sl ightest power over our free nature. "  It is ,  in fact, nothing more than the "material objectification of our duty; our duty is what is ultimately real, what is the fundamental stuff of al l phenomena." God i s  identical with the moral world order. A person beli eves in God insofar as he does his duty "gai ly and without concern ," without doubts or fears about consequences. The "true athei st" is he who calculates the consequences instead of following the voice of his conscience; he "raises his  own counsel above the counsel of God and thus raises himself to God's position." He who does evil in order to produce good is godless .  "You must not l ie," Fichte adds by way of i l lustration, "even if the world were to go to pieces as a consequence"; a moral agent knows, however, that the world could not go to pieces, since "the plan of its preservation could  not possibly be based on a l ie. " Both here and elsewher� Fichte argued that all cognition is based on the exi stence of the moral world order. The existence of God, which here, of course, simply means the moral world order, is therefore more certain than anything el se. It is presupposed in any piece of val id reasoning, and hence it cannot be, nor does it need to be, proved. "It is the ground of all other certainty and the only absolutely val id objective reality. " 
The anonymous pamphlets. Attention was drawn to these essays and their al leged subversion in a pamphl et publ i shed late in 1798 under the title "Letters From a Father to Hrs Student-Son Concerning the Atheism of Fichte and Forberg. " The pamphlet was signed G and was at first attributed to D. Gabler, a respectable theologian teaching at Altdorf. Gabler vehemently denied any connection with the pamphlet, however, and publ icly expres sed h i s  high regard for Fichte. Fichte himself attributed it to one of his  enemies at Jena, Gruner, but the authorship remains uncertain. The main argument of the pamphl et fol lowed a simple, popular l ine:  Belief in an ever present "witness and judge" is essential to the moral behavior of human beings; if men were not afraid of punishment in the next world, they would be certain to do evil whenever they expected to escape the secular penalti es. As a high school teacher, Forberg in particular is  regarded as a most dangerous man. How could  such a rector give a 
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"thorough rel igious education" to the students under his charge? "To sow the seeds of immoral ity among young people and make belief in God suspect is not a permissible game." When compared to the prokctor of morality who hunted Bertrand Russell in New York City 150 years later, the attack was conducted with decorum and refinement; however, several later anonymous pamphlets were somewhat less refined. As usual l y  happens in such cases, they contained slanderous comments about Fichte's private l ife and " sexual phil osophy." 
Fichte's dismissal. The rest of the story does l ittle  credit to any of the parties except Fichte and Forberg. �loved by the "Father' s Letter," the Saxon government, on i'\'ovember 19, 1798, publ i shed a Rescript ordering the universities of Leipzig and Wittenberg to confiscate all copies of the Philosophisches Journal because of the atheistic articles contained in it. This was fol lowed by a request to the neighboring German governments to take similar steps. The dukes of Saxe-Weimar were informed that Saxon students would not be al lowed to enroll in Jena unless there was an immediate investigation into the conduct of the two offenders. The grand duke of Weimar, a ru ler with a genuine respect for scholarship, was free from any trace of rel igious fanaticism ; however, any attempt he might have made to hush up  the case was prevented by Fichte's publ ic defenses of himself. In January 1799, Fichte wrote his "Appeal to the Publ ic Concern ing the Accusation of the Expression of Athei stic Opinions," a copy of which was promptly sent to the grand duke. In �larch 1799 he wrote the "Juridical Defense Against the Accusation of Atheism," which was primarily addressed to the university authorities but a copy of which was also forwarded to the grand duke. In these "defenses" Fichte contended, first, that his philosophical pos ition, although far removed from the anthropomorphic popular rel igion, could not fairly be regarded as a form of athei sm and was, in fact, "true Christianity" and, second, that any punishment inflicted on Forberg or h imself would be a gross violation of academic freedom. The case, Fichte insi sted, was one of great importance; since the accusation had been public, the verdict should also be publ ic. Fichte' s friends regarded thi s  as a most imprudent demand, and rumors were soon current that the \Veimar government was about to impose a public censure on Fichte. In the hope of preventing this ,  Fichte wrote a letter to Privy Council or Voigt in which he declared that he would under no circumstances submit to censure. In such an event, he said, he would instantly resign. He added that several distingui shed members of the Jena faculty shared his opinion that censure would  constitute infringement o f  their academic rights and that they would resign with him. Voigt was told that he was free to show the letter to others, including, .presumably, the Weimar authorities, who were about to reach their verdict. This letter turned out to be Fichte 's undoing at Jena. The Weimar government quite improperly treated it as a formal document. It avoided any censure of Fichte (or of his  coeditor Niethammer) on the charge of atheism. Instead, both were rebuked in the mildest possible language for their "indiscretion" and advised to exercise greater caution in their selection of articles for the Philosophisches 
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Journc1/. Tlw journal i tst' lf  was not prnscrilwd, nor wns 
then' :my nwntion of what teaclwrs should or should not 
s:1y in their dnssrnoms .  In a postscript, howen.'r, reft.•n.•nct' 
was madt' h) Fichtt- 's lettl'r to Voigt, nnd his  threatened 
res ignation in  enst' of Ct.'nsurt' wns notl'd and aect>pted. I n  
dfrct. this ammmkd to Fichte's dismissal,  a n d  two peti
tions lm his behalf  hy the J enn studt'nt body to tlw dnkl' 
were of no :wai l .  Cot.'tht.•, who a ft'\\' years t.'flfl i t.•r h:1d bet.'n 
lnrgdy instrunwntal  in S t.'curing the J t.'na chair for Fichte, 
was one of those in tilt.' \\'eimnr e01ml'il who demanded 
Fichte's ouster. Fichte's su1)port of thl' Fn_•nch He"ol ut ion 
was apparently n minor thing,  but t lw languagt.• u sed in  the 
ktt cr  to \'oigt wns unforgh·able. ..For my own part ,"  
Coctlw wrote in a le ttt.'r a fow months bter . .. I dt•clare that 
I would hnvt' ,·oted against my own son if lw had permit
ted himsel f such language against  n gm·t.•rnmt.•nt ." Forberg 
was mildly Ct.'ll Sllrt'd hy his  superiors and did not return to 
any writings on rel igion unti l  short ly  lwfort.' h is  dt.•ath .  
wlwn lw p11hl islwd his  a11tohiogmphy, in  which there i s  a 
,·ery fu l l  ace01mt of tlw t.•nt ire t.•pi sodt.• nnd n reaffinnat ion 
of nil his earl ier con\'ictions .  

The charge of atheism. In his "Ap1wnl to the Publ ic," 
Fichtl' hnd \'t'lwnwntly den ied tlw charge of atlwism. 
t r sing Lmgrn1gt' which is ,·t.•ry similar to that t.'mployed 
today hy Pnul Til l ich :md B ishop J. A. T. Hobin son, he 
i l1"eiglwd ag-a inst tlw popubr "idol-worship" of God as a 
"s11hst:rnct.' . . . as another entity in the world.  and against  
tlw ni lgar "cud:wmonistic" moral ity which makes God a 
gi,·t'r l)f "st'n s1rnus" rewards for good deeds and "sen
s11ous " punislrnwnts for t'\'il deeds. S uch a conception-or, 
indeed. :my att ribution of personal characterist ics to 
God-eonstituks a lowering :1.nd l imit ing of the deity and 
has to lw opposed in the interests of true religion . There is 
no need to qut.•stion Fichte's s inct.'rity. and in  more st.•nses 
th:m one it  ma� lw granted thnt he wns a rel igious mnn. 

:\t tlw s:mw tinw the charge of  atheism does not nppe:u 
tl) h:H'e been tot:1 l ly unju st i fied. People do not usual ly 
mean by Cod s imply the n10r:.1l world order. and the den ial 
of God as an t'ntity on'r and abo,·e the more famil iar ob
_kct s of experit'nce (including mor:.1.l hmn:rn agents)  i s  
prc·ci sdy what i s  ordinarily nw:mt by  atheism. On  al l these 
points  Fichte had been ,·ery expl icit i n  the original essay. 
" 'There can lw no doubt," he h:1d written. "that the notion 
of Cod as  a st.•p:1.r..1te subst:mce is impossible and contm
dictory. :md it is 1wnnittt•d to say th i s  plainly . · ·  :\gain .  ·,,·e 
need no otlwr god [th:m the moml world order] . and we 
cannot comprehend another one. There is no mtional 
justi fication for going bt•yond the mor..11 world order to a 
sepamte entity a s  i t s  c:m se. " 

Granting that there ,vas some basis for the charge of 
atheism ag:1. inst Fichte, this in no ,vay excuses the beh:H·
ior of the \\'eimar :mthorities or of Fichte's and Forberg's 
other detractors. �ot one dist ingu i shed \'Oice was rni sed 
anywhere in Cennany in defense of the accused men. 1-::ant 
himsel f. who was s ti l l  alh·e . was moved to a s t:l.tement in 
the A.llgcmdnc Litt.�ratur:.citung (I ,99, �o. 109) in wh ich 
he emphatical ly d i ssociated h i s  phH osophy from Fichte's 
system. ·,,·hen I compare the s t:1te of the Cenn:m republ ic 
of l etters of this period with the Enl ightenment l i temtu re 

of Fmnce a generation e:ul it.•r, I am overcome with the 
deepest shame," was the apt comment of the historian 
Fri tz �t :rnthner. 
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PAUL EDWARDS 

.A T H E N I A N"  S C H O O L .  the name gh·en to Plato's 
:\.cademy in i ts  post- Pl otinian period, was strongly influ
enced by Ploti nus himself, by Porphyry, and by lambl ichus. 
I ts  first represent:1ti,·e known to us is Pl ut:uch of Ath ens 
(d. -t 3 1 /-t3::!.). Fol l owing Plot inus, he found his fi,·e realms of 
rea l i ty (One, Intel l igence. Soul ,  l'\ature. � l atter) in the 
hypotheses of Plato's Parm"nid"s. He tried to connect 
Aristot le's noetic with Pl ato's an:unnesis theory; contm
dicting Alexander of Aphrodisias,  he asserted that by Ac
ti, ·e Inte l l igence Aristotle meant not the divinity but an 
actual , al though di, · ine. part of our sou l .  Plut:uch 's  suc
ces sor. Syrianu s . declared the study of Aristotl e to be pre-
l imin:uy and ancil lary to that of Plato, but did not try to 
h�mnon ize the two; r..1.ther. he defended Plato from Aris
totl e's cri tici sm. But  h is  interpret:1.tion of Plato made ful l  
u se of Aristotl e's report. according to which Plato recog
nized the One and the Indefinite Dyad as supreme princi
ples. deri\ ' ing from them ideas, ideal mathematical s. and 
sensibl es. In  h is  probabl e successor Domninus,  who was of 
J ewish origin .  mathematical interests seem to ha,·e been 
predominant. 

I t  is differen t with Proclu s. for. in addition to m:1..themat
ical . astronomic:1.l ,  physical ,  as trological . and philol ogical 
works.  he al so \\Tote on phi losophic �1..nd rel igious topics 
(including theurgy, which he pr..1.cticed). besides com pos
ing h�,nns to ,·arious gods-a remarkable example of �eo
pbtonic piety. In presenting what he concei,·ed to be 
Plato's theology, he made ful l  use of the system of Ploti
nus. But in al l his phi losophic-al works (among them a 
number of commentaries on Plato's dialogues) he g.we to 
Plotinus · system a great rigor. Particu larly remarkable was 
h i s  description of the emanath·e process; the lower in  one 
aspect remains in the higher, in another le.ffes it. in a 
third returns to it .  By splitting the Plotinian hypostases 
,·ertically  .rnd horizontal ly ,  he created many entities, 
wh ich he identified on one hand ,dth ph i losoph ic con
cepts (taken from various contexts). on the other ,dth 



deities of Greek and non-Greek rel igions. Like Plotinus he 
assumed the One (whose transcendence and ineffabi l ity 
he  described by a wealth of terms, only to negate them) to 
be the source of the emanative process, but whereas 
according to Plotinus the first emanative step produces In
tell igence (nous), Proclus, probably inspired by the doc
trine of ideal numbers that Aristotle attributed to Plato, 
interposed between the One and Intell igence a very pe
cul iar kind of number, which he called henads and iden
tified with highest deities .  The emanative process is ,  as in 
Plotinus ,  a descent; but matter, in  which the descent ter
minates, was not considered evil by Proclus,  as it was by 
Plotinus; Proclus often made the soul responsible for the 
origin of evi l .  Like Plotinus, Proclus taught the mystical 
union with the One as man's ultimate goal but described 
with greater clarity than Plotinus the part of the soul mak
ing such a union possible as superior to I ntel l igence. H e  
cal led it the flower of Intell igence, borrowing the term 
from the Chaldaean Oracles (a forgery of the second cen
tury, on which Proclus wrote a commentary, as did Syri
anus before him, and which he considered one of the only 
two works unconditional ly worth preserving-the other 
was Plato's Timaeus). The influence of Proclus' philoso
phy on both the scholastic and mystical philosophy of the 
M iddle Ages was extraordinary, although Proclus-and 
with him the entire School of Athens-was opposed to 
Christianity and was a fervent polytheist. This paradoxical 
influence is partly explained by the fact that a man whose 
identity is still unknown, pretending and believed to be 
Dionysius the Areopagite, disciple of  the Apostle Paul (Acts 17.34 ), and therefore enjoying unlimited authority, 
presented Christian ity in terms of Proclus in a number of 
works (or, as could also be said, presented Neoplatonism, 
disguising it as Christianity). 

Proclus' successor was Marin us, a J ew, which lends 
support to the hypothesis that the fountainhead of J ewish 
mysticism , the Sefer Yezirah ("Book of Creation"),  in its 
doctrine that the first entities after God were ten Sephirot 
(a pecul iar kind of numbers) was inspired by Proclus .  The 
last scholarch was Damascius (born c. 458 ), with whom 
the school came, perhaps, to its apt conclusion. According 
to him, it i s  not only the One that is ineffable and therefore 
above any rational knowledge. To no moment, or result of 
the emanative process can concepts such as sameness or 
difference, cause or effect, remaining, stepping forward, 
or turning be appl ied. All these concepts are only our modes 
of thinking. The One is and remains one and indetermi
nate and has never become many or determinate. Among 
Damascius' fel low scholars were Priscianus and S impli
cius. The latter personal ly and in  spirit represented a link 
between the School of Athens and the School of Alexan
dria. He was a scholar and a commentator rather than a 
systematic thinker. According to him, the differences be
tween Plato and Aristotle were merely verbal; and where 
Aristotle seemed to contradict Plato, he actual ly criticized 
only erroneous interpretations of Plato. In 529, as part of 
his antipagan campaign , Justin ian made it unlawful for any 
pagan to teach, and as a result the School of Athens was 
closed. A number of its members left for Persia (Priscianus 
wrote a philosophic manual for the Persian King Chos-
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roes), but after some two years in that country they returned 
to the Roman Empire. Bibliography 
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PHILIP M ERLAN 

A T O M I S M  is a doctrine that has a long history in both 
philosophy and science. For this reason it is not easy to 
define its content in such a way as to comprehend all the 
historical variations and especial ly the historical develop
ment of the doctrine. In a very general sense, however, 
atomism may be defined as the doctrine that material 
real ity is composed of s imple and unchangeable minute 
particles, cal led atoms. It holds that al l observable changes 
must be reduced to changes in the configuration of these 
particles. The multipl icity of visible forms in nature must 
l ikewise be based upon differences of configuration. The 
best way to discuss the variations of this general idea of 
atomism is to follow the historical development, which 
shows a gradual shift of emphasis from philosophical to 
scientific considerations. Consequently, the first part of 
this article, covering the period from the sixth century 
B.C.  to the seventeenth century,  will be of a philosophical 
nature because in this period atomism was considered 
preponderantly from a philosophic point of view. The 
second part is concerned primarily with science, for it was 
in the period after the seventeenth century that atomism 
evolved in a scientific theory. 

THE PHILOSOPHICAL PERIOD 

In Greek philosophy we are already confronted with 
several types of atomism. Atomism in the strict sense, 
propounded by Leucippus and Democritus (fifth century 
B.C.),  should be looked upon as an attempt to reconci le the 
data of sense experience with Pannenides' thesis that 
matter is unchangeable. Parmenides rejected the possibil
ity of change on rational grounds; change seemed to be 
unintell igible. He was convinced that reality must be one, 
that it must possess unity, and that, being one reality, it 
could not change. It may be remarked that this thesis 
of Parmenides is a presupposition for all  rational sci
ence. Without fundamental un ity, no universal laws are 
possible; without fundamental immutabil ity, no laws cov
ering past, present, and future can be val id. Yet, it is cl ear 
that Pannenides' approach is one-sided. Science may pre
suppose un ity and immutabil ity, but it also presupposes 
change. Only by studying changes is science able to dis
cover the immutable laws of nature. 

Democritus agreed with Parmenides on the unintelligi
bil ity and impossibility of qual itative change. He did not 
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agree on the unintelli gibi l ity and impossibil ity of quanti
tative change. This type of change is subject to mathemat
ical reasoning and therefore is possible. By the same 
token,  Democritus denied qualitative multiplicity, but 
accepted multiplicity based on purely quantitative differ
ences. Consequently, he accepted a numeric multitude of 
original beings, the atom s. These atoms did not differ 
qual itatively; only their sizes and figures differed. The 
infinite variety of observable things could be explained by 
the different shapes and sizes of the atoms that constituted 
them and by the different ways in which the atoms were 
combined. Observable changes were based upon a change 
in combinations of the atoms .  During s uch changes,  how
ever, the atoms themselves remained intrinsically un
changed. They did not change their nature, or even their 
s ize or figure; they were indivisibl e  (hence their nam e 
aroµ,o�, or indivis ible). 

Other forms of Greek atomism differed from that con
ceived by Democritus mainly in  two points. First, they did 
not restrict the differences between the atoms to purely 
quantitative ones , but also accepted differences in quality. 
There was even a system that as sumed as many quali ta
tively different atoms as there are different observable 
substances (Anaxagoras, fifth century B .C . ). Usually, how
ever, only a few kinds of atoms were assumed, based upon 
the famous doctrine of the four elements : earth, water, air, 
and fire (Empedocles, fifth century B.c.) .  

The second point of difference concerned the indivisi
bi lity of atoms. It  i s  evident that a system that does not 
accept the indivis ibility of atoms cannot properly be called 
atomism, but s ince such systems have played an important 
role in the history of atomism, we must mention them. For 
Democritus ,  the indivisibility of atoms was an absolute 
indivisibil ity, being the consequence of an absolute im
mutability. There were systems, however, that considered 
the indivisibi lity and immutabi lity as only relative. The 
"atoms" could be divided, but they then became "atoms" 
of another substance; they changed their nature. (Here 
again an exception must be made for atoms as conceived 
of by Anaxagoras.  These could be divided, but remained of 
the same kind. Hence they received the name of homoiomerics, possessing sim ilar parts. )  From the historical view
point, the most important system with qual itatively 
different atoms is that developed by the commentators on 
Aristotle-Alexander of Aphrodis ias (second century A.D.), 
Themistius  (fourth century) and J ohn Phi loponus (sixth 
century). In their system the atoms are called elachista 
(very small or smallest), the Greek equivalent of the Latin minima, which in medieval Latin writings indicates the 
smallest particles. 

That these commentators on Ari stotle combined the 
exi stence of "atoms" with the possibil i ty of their  changing 
their nature i s  not surpris ing. Ari stotle was not sati sfied by 
Democritus' atomi sm and was of the opinion that Democ
ritus  went only hal fway. Atomism certainly opened up the 
possibility of explaining some changes that occur in na
ture, but not all. Nor did it account for all variety. Thus,  
the first  task imposed upon Aristotle was a careful and 
critical re-examination of Parmenides' thesis .  The result 
was his matter- form doctrine, stating that every material 

being is composed of primary matter and form of being. 
This  composition, however, is not chemical or physical ; it 
goes deeper. The possibil ity of change presupposes a 
certain  fundamental nonsimplici ty, for otherwise i t  i s  not 
possible to account for both aspects that are present in 
change: the aspect of a certain permanence (matter) and 
the aspect of something that is really new (form). Matter 
in the Ari stotelian sense is not a substance, but the capacity 
to receive "forms. " 

To a certain extent, Democritus followed the same l ine 
of thought. Democritus, however, "substantialized" the 
permanent aspect (the atoms), thus narrowing the possi
bi l ity of change. For Aristotle the "atoms" too should be 
subject to change and therefore "composed." However, 
Aristotl e did not propound a corpuscular theory of his own. 
Only a few remarks that could have been the starting  point 
are found in a passus (Physics I 4 ,  1 87B l8 -34)  in which he 
criticizes Anaxagoras' theory about the infinite divisibil ity 
of material things. Somewhere there must be a l imit to 
divisibil ity. This  l imit depends on the specific nature of a 
thing. I t  was left to Aristotle's H ellenistic, Arabian, and 
medieval commentators to develop the casual remarks of 
their master into the minima naturalia theory, stating that 
each kind of substance has its specific  minima naturalia. 

In Greek phi losophy there were also transiti onal theo
ri es between qualitative and quantitative form s of atom
ism. Plato (427 -347 B.C.) ,  for example, adhered to the 
doctrine of the four elements; but the differences between 
the atoms of the respective elements were quantitative. 
An atom of fire had the form of a tetrahedron; that of air, an 
octahedron; that of water, an icosahedron; and that of 
earth, a cu be. 

When evaluating the importance of Greek atomism in 
the light of modern atomic theories,  i t  should be borne 
in mind that in Creek thought philosophy and science sti ll 
formed a unity. Greek atomism, therefore, was as much 
in spired by the desire to find a solution to the problem of 
mutabi l i ty and plurality in general as by the desire to 
provide scientific  explanations for specific phenomena. 
Although we meet with some ideas that can rightly be 
considered as precursors of classical physics and chemis
try, the main importance of the old atomistic doctrines to 
modern science does not l ie in these rather primitive 
sci entific anticipations. The greatest achievement of Greek 
atomi sm was its general view of nature. The multitude of 
phenomena must be based upon some unity, and the 
ever-changing aspects of the phenomena are nevertheless 
aspects of a fundamentally unchanging world. To this view 
both the quantitative and the qualitative atomism have 
contributed-the latter by drawing attention to empirical 
aspects ; the former, to the mathematical. 

The history of the two forms of phi losophical atomism 
until the birth of a scientific atomic theory has been rather 
different. This can easi ly be explained. Owing to the in
fluence of Plato and Ari stotle, Democritus' atomism did 
not gain pre-eminence in  Greek, Arabian, and medieval 
thought. Yet that is not the only reason. Much more im
portant i s  the fact that Democritus '  atomism was more or 
less complete; and his  followers, such as Epicurus 
(34 1 -270 B.C. ) and the Latin poet Lucretius Carns (96 -55 



B.C.) , could confine themselves s imply to taking over De
mocritus' doctrine. 

The Ari stotel ian minima theory, however, existed only  
in  an  embryonic state. To Ari stotle and h i s  Hel lenistic 
commentators the minima naturalia did not mean much 
more than a theoretical limit of divi sibi l i ty; they were 
potential it ies rather than actual i ties .  \\'ith Averroes,  how
ever, we find an i mportant development. According to him, 
the minima play an i mportant role during chemical reac
tions. The Latin Averroists fol lo,ved up this  l ine of 
thought. Whereas most of the Latin commentators on Ari s
totle restricted themselves to a more or less systematic 
treatment of the minima as theoretical l imits of divisibi l ity, 
such Averroists as Agostino ::'\ifo ( 1473 - 1538) attributed to 
the minima a k ind of independent actual existence. The 
minima were considered as actual building stones of real
i ty. The increase or decrease of a quantity of a substance 
amounts to the addition or subtraction of a certain number 
of minima. A chemical reaction takes place among the 
minima. 

The fundamental importance of this view to science will  
be clear. Because the minima had acquired more physical 
real ity, it became necessary to examine how their prop
erties could be reconciled with the specific sensible proper
ties of different substances. A first attempt to do so is 
found in J ul ius Caesar Scaliger ( 1484 - 1558). Some prop
erties of matter, such as fineness and coarseness ,  depend 
on the minima themselves , while others depend on the 
manner in which the minima configurated. Rain, snow, 
and hai l are composed of the same minima; but their den
sities are different because the minima of these three sub
stances are at smaller or greater distances from one an
other. As to the chemical reaction, Scaliger remarked: 
"Chemical compositi on is the motion of the minima to
wards mutual contact so that union is effected" (Exercitationes, p. 34.5) .  Like Aristotle, he was convinced that 
Democritu s was wrong. In a chemical compound the parti
cles are not just lying close together; they form a real unity. 
However, Scal iger was also convinced that the minima 
play a role in effecting the composition; and for that reason 
he was not sati sfied with the Aris totel ian defini tion of 
chemical composition as "the union of the reagents," in 
which the minima are not mentioned. 

To sum up our s urvey of the development of the minima 
doctrine, and to prove that the opinions of ::'\ifo and Scali
ger were no exceptions, we may quote Francis Toletu s 
( 1 532 - 1596}-, one of the best-known sixteenth-century 
commentators on Ari stotle: "Concerning the manner of 
chemical composition, the opinions of authors vary, but 
they all agree in th i s :  the reagent substances are divided 
into minima. In thi s  division the separated minima of one 
substance come alongs ide the minima of the other and act 
upon each other t i l l  a third substance, having the substan
tial form of the compound is generated. " (De Generatione et corruptione I ,  10, I Y ). 

THE SCIENTIFIC PERIOD 

The seventeenth century is an important period in the 
history of atomism. ::'\ot only did atomism come to occupy a 
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central position in  philosophical discussion, but it al so 
became an inspiring idea for the spiri tual fathers of mod
ern science. The philosophic differences between the 
atomic systems were soon pushed into the background, 
whi le  the more scientific aspects that were held in com
mon came to the foreground. Daniel Sennert ( 157:2 - 1 6.57 )  
offers a cl ear example of  this  tendency. Basically, h i s  cor
puscular theories were derived from the doctrine of minima naturalia, but they also contain typical ly Dernocri
tean ideas. In a sense the same could be said of Scaliger; 
but the difference is that Scaliger discussed the philosoph
ical controvers ies between Ari stotle and Democri tus ,  
whereas Sennert showed a pronounced eclectic tendency. 
He was interested mainly in a chemical theory, and he 
found that from a chemical  point of view the two theories 
real l y  amount to the same thi ng. In  order to support this 
opinion,  Sennert refused to accept the interpretation that 
Democri tus meant to deny the qualitative differences of 
atoms. As a chemist, Sennert was convinced that elemen
tary atoms differ qual i tatively. H is main contribution to the 
corpuscular theory l ies in the clear distinction that he 
made between elementary atoms and atoms of compounds (prima mista). This distinction forced i tself upon Sennert 
through chemical experience. Each chemical substance , 
elementary or compound, must have its own atoms.  

Contrary to Sennert, Pierre Gas sendi ( 159:2 - 1 65,5 ) faith
fully copied Epicurus and therefore Democritus as well . 
His own contribution consi sted of a number of annotations 
designed to make the original atomic doctrine acceptable 
to his contemporaries.  In order to effect th is purpose, two 
things were necessary. First of al l ,  the atomic system had 
to be divested of the materiali stic interpretation with 
which it was hereditari l y  connected.  Second, Gassendi had 
to "adapt" the original atomic theory to the science of his 
t ime. Science had reached the stage at which certain defi
nite physical and chemical properties were attributed to 
the atoms-i.e . ,  the atoms must possess definite natures; 
they could not be qualitatively equal. For this reason Gas
sendi stated that from the original atoms certain molecules 
were formed first; these differed from each other and were 
the seeds of different th ings. 

\\'hile Gassendi' s system is basical ly  without any 
trace of original i ty, the corpuscular theory of Descartes 
( 1 596 - 1 6,50) is original in outline and execution. Accord
ing to Descartes , matter and extens ion are identical . This 
thes i s  of course excludes the idea of indivisible atoms, but 
not of smallest particles .  To the question of how such 
particles are separate and di stinct from each other, Des
cartes answered that when a quanti ty of matter moves 
together, that quantity forms a unit, distinct from other 
units that have different motions. Along these l ines,  Des
cartes succeeded in devis ing a corpuscular theory in which 
the corpuscles were characterized by differences in mass, 
in amount of motion, and other properties that could be 
expressed in  physical terms and treated mathematical ly. 
Descartes's corpuscles were endowed with exactly those 
properties that could be used in contemporaneous me
chan ics. As we have seen with Sennert, the seventeenth 
century was less in terested in phi losophical considerations 
than in scientifically fruitful ideas. Therefore , a corpuscu-
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lar theory was judged, first of al l ,  by thi s standard; and 
underlying philosophical di screpancies did not much 
interest the scienti st. This explains  why, to their contem
poraries, Gassendi and Descartes could stand fraternally 
united as the renovators of the atomic theory. 

Robert Boyle ( 1627- 169 1 ), for example, repeatedly 
confessed how much both Descartes and Gassendi had 
inspired him. On the other hand, Boyle was too much a 
chemist to be sati sfied with a general idea of atoms or even 
with atoms endowed only with mechanical properties. 
Boyle looked for specific chemical properties. In contrast 
with mechanics, however, chemistry was not yet suffi
ciently developed to provide the theoretical framework 
necessary for a satisfactory chemical atomic theory. B oyle 
was keenly aware of this situation, as h is  The Sceptical Chymist (Oxford, 166 1 )  proves. Neither the traditional 
theory of four elements nor the three-principle theory 
current among chemists could be of any use to him. Yet 
he was convinced that the distinction between elements 
and compounds was a sound one. This di stinction there
fore governed his  own atomic theory. Theoretically, he 
adhered to the atoms of Democri tus; practically, he did not 
use them. He was convinced that atoms were associated 
into so-called primary concretions, "which were not easily 
dissipable into such particles as composed them."  Thus 
the primary concretions were corpuscles with definite 
qualities; they corresponded to the smallest particles of 
elements, and consequently Boyle treated them as such. 
The primary concretions could combine to form com
pounds of a higher order that may be compared with 
Sennert's prima mista. Although Sennert's corpuscular 
theory was based more on the min ima theory and Boyle's 
theory more on the ideas of Gassendi and Descartes,  in 
practice their theories were not very d ifferent. Both theories 
recogn ized atoms of compounds that are composed of atoms 
of elements. For Sennert the latter were elements, both 
theoretically and practical ly. For Boyle, theoretical ly they 
were not elements , but practically they were,  because in 
chemical and physical processes primary concretions are 
not dissolved. 

By combining the relative merits of the minima theory 
(qualitative atoms) and of Democritus' atomism (open to 
quantitative treatment), the seventeenth century laid the 
foundations for the scientific atomic theory of the nine
teenth century. However, the further development of the 
seventeenth-century atomic theory required better chemi
cal insights,  and especial ly a method of di sti nguishing 
elementary from compound substances. This method was 
found by Antoine Lavoisier ( 1 743 - 1 794 ),  who postulated 
the conservation of weight as the guiding principle in chem
ical analysis. For the first time in history, a l i st of chemical 
elements could be given, based upon the resul ts of chemi
cal analysis .  

The outstanding achievement of John Dalton ( 1766 -
1844 ) was that he connected these chemical results with 
the atomic theory. His  atoms were no longer smallest 
particles with some general and rather vague physical 
properties, but atoms endowed with the properties of chem
ical elements. Dalton himself in A New System of Chemical Philosophy stressed the great importance of "ascertaining 
the relative weights of the ultimate particles, both of sim-

pie and compound bodies,  the number of simple elemen
tary particles which constitute one compound particl e, and 
the number of less compound particles which enter into 
the formation of one more compound particl e. " (2d ed. , 
p. 2 13). 

The fact that Dalton's theory i s  primari ly a chemical 
theory does not mean that it has no philosophical impl ica
tions. It is interesting to note that Dalton conceived the 
union of atoms in a compound as their simple juxtaposition 
without their undergoing any internal change. On thi s  
point the founder of the chemical atomic theory did not 
differ from the Democritean tradition. On another point, 
however, he followed the minima tradition. Dalton 's atoms 
were specifical ly different for every kind of substance. He 
did not  even th ink of  bui lding these atoms from particles 
without qualities, as Gassendi and B oyle had done. 

After Dalton, the development of the atomic theory was 
very rapid. J ons J akob B erzel ius ( 1 779 - 1848) determined 
the relative atomic weights with su rprising accuracy, guided 
by the hypothesis that under the same pressure and at 
the same temperature the number of atoms in all gaseous 
substances is the same. S ince hydrogen and oxygen com
bine in the constant volume proportion of two to one, 
Berzel ius concluded correctly that two atoms of hydrogen 
combine with one atom of oxygen.  Berzelius also gave 
to chemistry its modem symbols. Amedeo Avogadro 
( 1 776 - 1856) completed the atomic theory by assuming 
that compound atoms , or molecules, do not  necessarily  
have to  be  formed out of  atoms of  different elements; mol
ecules of elements (H

2
; 0

2
) also exist. According to Avoga

dro, the law that postulated an equal number of atoms in 
equal volumes of gas had to be understood as applying to 
an equal number of molecules. In a short time, the frame
work for classical chemi stry was completed on the basis of 
Dalton's atomic theory. Chemical reactions were con
ceived of as a reshuffling of atoms and described by such 
chemical equations as 2 H

2 
+ 0

2 
� 2 H

2
0.  

An important contribution to the development of  the 
atomic - molecular theory came from physics in the form 
of the kinetic theory of gases. With the aid of the calculus of 
probabil ity, J ames Maxwell and Ludwig Boltzmann suc
ceeded in deriving the behavior of gases, as described in 
the empirical laws of Boyle and Gay-Lussac, from the 
motions of the molecules. 

The discovery of the electron, the electric atom, paved 
the way for a new theory about the nature of chemical 
compounds and chemical reactions. According to the new 
theory, a molecule such as NaCl did not consist of an Na 
atom and a Cl atom, but of an Na ion and a Cl ion; the 
Na ion was an Na atom minus an electron , and the Cl ion 
was a Cl atom plus an electron. Thus the so-cal led ion ic 
theory revealed the nature of the forces of attraction be
tween the various atoms of a molecule. The Na ion with i ts 
positive el ectric charge was attracted by the Cl ion with its 
negative charge. As a result of the connection that the theory 
of electricity establ ished between physics and chemistry, 
theoretical and experimental materials were avai lable at 
the beginning of the twentieth century. They led to a new 
development of the atomic theory that would endeavor to 
penetrate into the interior of Dalton's atoms. 

The atomic model of Niels Bohr ( 19 13)  considered every 



atom as built of a positively charged nucleus around which 
circled, in fixed orbits as many electrons as were indicated 
by the charge of the nucleus. This charge corresponded to 
the place of the element in the periodic system. Bohr's  
model could explain not only the fundamental chemical 
properties of the elements, but also such physical proper
ties as the spectrum that is characteristic of each element 
when it is emitting or absorbing light. However, there 
were also serious difficulties with this model. According to 
electrodynamics, the moving electrons would ceaselessly 
emit electromagnetic waves. The atom would not be sta
ble, but would always be losing energy. Hence, the motion 
of the e lectrons would gradually decrease and finally cease 
entirely. In order to save his model, Bohr postulated that 
emission of energy occurs only when an e lectron "jumps" 
from one orbit to another. In other words , the emi ssion of 
energy is  discontinuous. The emitted energy could be only 
a whole multiple of an elementary quantity of energy. 

Thus, following the work of Max Planck, the idea of 
minima of energy was added to the idea of minima of mat
ter, the traditional bas is  of atomism. Even l ight seemed to 
s how an atomi stic structure (photon theory). This would 
have meant a complete victory for the atomistic view if 
there had not been a complication. This complication was 
that the reasons which had formerly settled the dispute 
about the nature of light in favor of Christian H uygens' 
wave theory against Newton's corpuscular theory sti l l  
retained their value. Light showed a dual character. In 
1924, it occurred to Louis de Brogl ie that the same dual ism 
might  very wel l apply to the particles of matter. On the 
basis  of this hypothesis ,  he could readi ly explain Bohr's 
postulate. This resulted in quantum mechanics, a new 
theory propounded by Erwin Schrodinger and Werner C. 
Hei senberg, which showed that both the atomic theory 
and the wave theory were only approximate models and 
not adequate representations of material reality. 

The evolution of the atomic theory in the twentieth 
century was not limited to these rather startling new 
theoretical developments ; it also gave ri se to a new branch 
of physical science, nuclear physics, which studies the 
changes that the atomic nucleus is  subject to. The first 
work in this area was in connection with the study of natu
ral radioactivity. It had been observed that through radia
tion the nucleus of one element changes in charge and 
mass and thus  becomes the nucleus of another element. In 
1919 Ernest Rutherford succeeded in effecting an "artifi
cial"  transmntation; many others followed. The atoms of 
chemical elements appeared to be composed like the mol
ecules of chemical compounds. Through nuclear processes 
a confusingly great number of new elementary particles 
has been di scovered, all of which are subject to transfor
mation under certain conditions. Particles can be changed 
into other particles and even into radiation. With such 
transmutations enormous amounts of energy are released. 

Thus ,  twentieth-century science has revolutionized 
many fundamental ideas of the nineteenth century; the 
atom is not only much more complex than Dalton thought; 
it is  also much more dynamic. Yet Dalton is far from anti
quated. Modern chemistry sti l l  works along the lines 
drawn by Dal ton and his  contemporaries. Can the same be 
said in relation to his  forerunners in the philosophical 
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period of atomism? The answer to th is  question can be 
found in the fact that the main mistake of Dalton and other 
advocates of essentially mechanistic theories lay in the 
conviction that atoms did not undergo any internal change. 
Science showed that this assumption was erroneous, but 
this should not be a de facto statement only. For if we 
think of the nature of science as experimenta l ,  then it is 
clear that unchangeable atoms would not offer any possi
bil ity of being investigated by experimental means. With
out change, matter could not respond to experimental 
questions. Classical science could overlook thi s  s imple 
truth by assuming that it already knew all the relevant 
features of atoms. This assumption fol lowed from the 
mechanistic doctrine that, from the seventeenth cen
tury onward, formed the philosophical background of 
the atomic theory and of classical science in general. The 
mechani stic doctrine points up the fact that classical 
science originated in a rati onalistic climate. The idea of an 
unchangeable atom endowed with mechanical properties 
seemed to be in accordance with what an element should 
be. It sati sfied both the imagination and the intellect. 
The program of science seemed to consist in explaining the 
forms of nature on the basis  of component elements that 
were already known. 

With the development of science, however, increasing 
knowledge of chemical compounds affected our under
standing of elements. The elements , too, became the ob
ject of experimental investigation. From thi s it may be 
concluded that the mechanistic doctrine was not a real 
presupposition of the scientific method. In using the ex
perimental method, science presupposed a much more 
fundamental mutabi l ity in nature than traditional mecha
nism could account for, and the scientific method implied 
a much more refined view of material reality than the 
mechani stic interpretati ons of science suggested. For thi s  
reason, the less orthodox forms of atomism were a s  impor
tant to the origin of the scientific atomic theory as were the 
orthodox. From the point of view of twentieth-century 
science, the Greek philosophical discussions about the 
nature of change remain amazingly modern. 
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A UG U S T I N E ,  ST. (354 -430), al so known as Aurelius 
Augustinus, was one of the key figures in  the transition 
from class ical antiqu ity to the M iddle Ages. He was born 
at Thagaste,  in north Africa , and died as the invading 
Vandal s were closing in on his epi scopal c ity, Hippo. He 
lived through nearly eighty years of the social transforma
tion, pol itical upheaval s ,  and military disasters that are 
often referred to as the "decl ine of the Roman Empire ."  
H is l ife also spanned one of  the most important phases in  
the transition from Roman paganism to Christianity. The 
old Roman pagan tradition was by no means dead, al
though the Roman emperors had been Christians s ince 
Constantine's conversion some forty years before Augus
tine was born. Augustine's youth saw the brief rul e  of 
Jul ian the Apostate as well as the last great pagan reaction 
in the empire, which broke out in  the 390s. Nevertheless ,  
it  was during th is period that the Roman state adopted 
Christianity as the official state rel igion. Medieval Europe 
began to take shape within the framework of the Roman 
Empire.  

Augustine belonged to the world of late Roman anti
quity, and its cultural and educational system had a deci
sive and lasting role  in shaping his mind. His education , 
following the standard pattern of the time, was almost 
entirely literary, with great stress on rhetoric. Its aim was 
to enable its recipients to imitate the great l iterary master
pieces of the past. It tended, inevitably, to encourage a 
conservative l iterary antiquarianism. The culture it pro
duced rarely rose above the level of the steri le cult of 
"pol ite l etters " and general ly had l i ttle contact with the 
deeper forces at work in contemporary society. There were 
many creative minds still at work; but even at their best, 
their thought was largely derivative. This is especially true 
of the philosophy of the period . Its stock of learning was in 
large part contained in compendia, though works of C icero 
were sti l l  widely read, and those of the Neoplatonist 
thinkers gave inspiration to both pagans and C hristians. 

This culture and its educational system were the two 
sources that supplied the in itial impulse for Augustine's 
thinking. His search for truth and wi sdom began with his 
reading at the age of 18  of a now lost dialogue by Cicero, 
the Hortensius. The work made an impact that Augustine 
could not forget and that he often mentions in  his  later 
writings. When he recounts the experience in the C onf essions ( I l l ,  4 ,  7),  written in his forties, he tel l s  us that it was 
this  work that changed his i nterests and gave his  l ife a new 
direction and purpose :  the search for wi sdom. The search 
l ed him far afield ;  hut looking back on it, Augustine could 

interpret i ts start as the beginning of the journey that was 
finally to bring him back to God. Philosophy and Christianity. It was not until 386 that 
Augustine was converted to Chri stianity; he was baptized 
the following year. M eanwhile,  h i s  career as a teacher of 
rhetori c took him from his native Africa to I taly, first to 
Rome and then to Mi lan. During this period he was under 
the spell of the Manichaean rel igion. Its teachings appeared 
for a time to offer Augustine the wisdom for which he had 
been searching, but he became increasingly dis sati sfied 
with it and finally broke with the sect through the i nfluence 
of his new friends in Mi lan, Bi shop Ambrose and the circle 
of Chris tian Neoplatonists around him. In Milan he learned 
the answers to the questions that had worried him about 
Manichaean doctrine,  and there he encountered a more 
satisfying interpretation of Christianity than he had pre
vious ly found in  the s imple ,  unintellectual fai th of his 
mother, .Monica. There was no deep gulf between the 
Christianity of these men and the atmosphere of N eoplatonic 
thought of the time. At this stage of his l ife Augustine saw 
no need to disentangle exactly what belonged to Christian 
and what to Neoplatonic teaching: what struck him most 
forcibly was how much the two bodies of thought had in  
common. The blend of  Neoplatonism and Christian belief 
won his adherence, and the moral conflict recounted in  his Confessions (Books VI - VII I )  ended with his bapti sm.  

Even in  400, when he  wrote his  Confessions, he spoke 
of the teachings of the "Platonists" as preparing his way to 
C hristianity. In  a famous passage (VII I ,  9 ,  1 3 - 14)  he 
describes Neoplatonism as containing the distinctive 
C hri stian doctrines about God and his Word, the creation 
of the world, and the presence of the divine l ight; all these 
he  had encountered in the books of "the Platonists" before 
reading of them in the Scriptures. What he had failed to 
find anticipated in Neoplatonism were the bel iefs in the 
Incarnation and the Gospel account of the life and death of 
J esus Christ. Later in l ife Augustine came gradual ly to see 
a deeper cl eavage between phil osophy and Christian faith; 
but he never ceased to regard much of philosophy, espe
cial ly that of the Neoplatonists, as containing a large 
measure of truth and hence as capable of serving as a 
preparation for Christianity. 

From M ilan he returned to north Africa and retired to 
l ive a kind of monastic life with like-minded friends until 
he was ordained,  under popular pressure,  to assist the aged 
bishop of H ippo as a priest. Within four years , in 395, he 
became bishop of Hippo. From the 390s onward, all of 
Augustine's work was devoted to the service of his  church. 
Preaching, admini stration, travel , and an extensive cor
respondence took much of his time. He continued to 
lead a quasi-monastic l ife with his clergy, however, and 
the doctrinal conflicts with Manichaeans, Donati sts, Pela
gians,  and even with paganism provoked an extensive 
l iterary output. Despite this  multifarious activity, Augus
tine never ceased to be a thinker and scholar, but his gifts 
and accompli shments were turned increas ingly to pastoral 
uses and to the service of h i s  people.  The Scriptures took a 
deeper hold on his mind,  ecl ipsing the strong philosophi
cal interests of the years immediately preceding and fol
lowing his convers ion. 

Augustine did not, however, renounce his philosophical 



interests. He shared with all his contemporaries the bel ief 
that it was the business of philosophy to di scover the way 
to wi sdom and thereby to show men the way to happiness 
or blessedness (beatitudo). The chief difference between 
Christianity and the pagan philosophies was that Christian
ity considered this way as having been provided for men 
in Jesus Christ. Christianity could stil l  be thought of as a 
philosophy, however, in that its aim was the same as that 
of other philosophic schools. The ultimate source of the 
saving truths  taught by Christianity was the Scriptures ,  
which for Augustine had supplanted the teachings of the 
philosophers as the gateway to truth. Hence, authority 
rather than reasoni ng, faith rather than understanding, 
came to be the emphasis of "Christian philosophy." For 
although the pagan philosophers had discovered much of 
the truth proclaimed by the Christian Gospel , what their 
abstract speculation had not, and could not have, reached 
was the kernel of the Christian faith : the bel ief in the 
contingent hi storical facts that constitute the hi story of 
salvation-the Gospel narrative of the earthly l ife, death , 
and resurrection of Jesus.  

Belief and understanding. Bel ief in  the above facts was 
the essential first step along the way to saving truth and 
blessedness, but it was only a first step. Faith, whil e re
quired of a Christian, was not in itself sufficient for a ful l  
real ization of the potential rational ity of  man. For Augus
tine, an act of faith ,  or belief, was an act of rational think
ing, but of an imperfect and rudimentary kind. In  a late 
work he defined "to bel ieve" as "to think with assent" (De Praedest. Sanct. 2, 5) .  The act of bel ieving is ,  therefore , 
itself an act of thinking and part of a context of thought. 
What distinguishes it from u nderstanding or knowledge i s  
best brought out by  Augustine in passages where he  con
trasts bel ieving with "seeing. " By "seeing" Augustine 
meant either vision , l i teral l y, or, metaphorically, the kind 
of knowledge to which its object is cl ear and transparent. 
Thi s  kind of knowledge could be acquired only through 
direct experience or through logical demonstration, such as 
is  possible in mathematics and other forms of rigorous 
reasoning. Bel ieving, though a necessary and ubiquitous 
state of mind without which everyday life would be im
possible, is therefore a form of knowledge inferior to un
derstanding. Its object remains distant and obscure to the 
mind, and it i s  not intellectual ly satisfying. Faith demands 
completion in understanding. 

In  this emphasis on the priority of bel ief and its incom
pleteness without understanding, we may see a reflection 
of Augustine's own intellectual pilgrimage. H i s  tortuous 
quest for wi sdom, with its false trai ls ,  had ul timately led 
him to cons ider the Christian faith as the object of h is 
search. But this faith offered no resting place, for Augus
tine never l ost his passion for further intellectual inquiry. 
His  faith was only the first step on the way to u nderstand
ing. He never ceased to regard mere faith as only a begin
ning; he often returned to one of h i s  most characteristic 
exhortations :  "Bel ieve in order that you may understand; 
Unless you shall bel ieve, you shal l not understand." The 
understanding he had in mind could be ful ly achieved 
only in the vision of God face to face in the l i fe of blessed
ness; but even in this l ife, faith could be-and had to 
be-intensified in the mind by seeking a deeper insight 
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into it. Progress  in understanding, founded on faith and 
proceeding within its framework, was part of the growth of 
faith itself. After his convers ion, then, reasoning and un
derstanding were for Augustine no longer an independent, 
al ternative route to faith. They sti l l  had their work, but 
now within a new setting and on a new foundation. 

Some things, l ike contingent historical truths, could be 
the objects only of bel ief; others could be the objects of 
either bel ief or understanding (u nderstanding means 
having an awareness of grounds and logical necessity ). For 
instance, a mathematical theorem can be bel ieved before it 
is understood. With u nderstanding, however, bel ief inevi
tably fol lows. God, Augustine thought, belongs among the 
objects that are first bel ieved and subsequently under
stood. In the process of gaining this  understanding, the 
ordinary human endowments of rational thought, culture, 
and philosophy have a part to play. They form the equip
ment of which a Christian may avail h imself in the work of 
seeking deeper insight into the meaning of his faith. 

In  his  De Doctrina Christiana Augustine discusses the 
ways in which the va::-ious intellectual disciplines may 
serve to assist the Christian in understanding the faith he 
derives from scriptural sources. Philosophy, along with the 
other branches of learning, is here seen as subordinated to 
the service of a purpose outside it, that of nourishing and 
deepening faith ;  it is  no longer to be pursued for its own 
sake, as an independent avenue to truth. It  is also in  De Doctrina Christiana that Augustine uses the image of the 
chi ldren of Israel, on their way to the Promised Land, 
spoiling the Egyptians of their treasures at God's bidding: 
in the same way, Christians are bidden to take from the 
pagans whatever is serviceable in  understanding and 
preaching the Gospel. Again, we may see here a reflection 
of Augustine's narrowing of interests and the growing 
dominance of pastoral concerns in h is  mind. The theoreti
cal statement of his subordination of secular learning and 
cul ture and their consecration to the service of preaching 
the Gospel (in its widest sense) is contained in the pro
gram laid down in the De Doctrina Christiana. 

Therefore , Augu stine is not interested in philosophy, in  
the modern sense of the word. Philosophical concepts and 
arguments play a subordinate role in his work; and where 
they occur, they are usually employed to help in the elu
cidation of some aspect of Chri stian doctrine. Typical 
examples are his use of Aristotle's Categories in an attempt 
to elucidate the notions of substance and re lation in the 
context of Trinitarian theology, especially in his  great work De Trinitate; his subtle inquiries into human knowledge 
and emotions, in the second half of the same work, with a 
view to discovering in  man's mind an image of God's 
three-in-oneness; and his analysis of the temporal relations 
"before" and "after," undertaken to elucidate the nature of 
time in order to solve some of the puzzles presented by the 
scriptural doctrine of the creation of the world. In all these 
cases and many more, his purpose would be described 
today as theological .  In Augustine's day the distinction 
between theology and philosophy did not exist, and "phi
losophy" could be-and often was-used in a sense so 
wide as to include what we should cal l theology. 

To study Augustine's thought as philosophy is in a 
sense, to do violence to it :  it is to isolate from their pur-
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pose and context what he would have regarded as mere techniqu es and in struments. To focus attention on what Augusti ne would have regarded as belongi ng to the sphere of means , however, all ows us to see something more than a mere agglomei ation of phi losophical commonplaces deri ved, in large measure, from Neoplatonism. Augusti ne's original ity lies not only in his determinati on to use h i s  inherited philosoph ical equipment but  al so in the often sl ight, bu t sometimes profound, modi fication it underwent at his hands. And in the service of Augustine's  purpose, many old ideas received new coherence and new power to move. Through h i s  "spoi l ing of the Egyptians" much of the heritage of late antiqu ity received a new life i n  the European M iddl e Ages. The mind and knowledge. At an early stage of Augusti ne's intel lectual development, the skepti cism of the Academic tradition of philosophy appears to have presented him with a serious chal lenge. Hi s  earl y philosophical dialogues, wri tten in  the period immediately after h i s  conversion, are fu l l  of attempts to sati sfy h imself that there are at least som e inescapable certainties in human knowl edge on which we may absolutely rely. The basic facts of being al ive, of th inki ng, or of simply existing are di sclosed in one's immediate awareness of onesel f. But  Augustine did not l im i t  the range of what was indubitabl y rel iabl e in  one's experience; nor did he seek to bu il d an enti re structu re of indubitable knowledge on the basis of the absolute certainties of immediate awareness and its strict logical consequences ,  as Descartes was to do. He tried in stead to vi ndicate the whole range of hu man knowledge as being capable of arri ving at truth, though al so l iabl e to err. H is vindication proceeds on two fronts, accord ing to the fu ndamental duality of knowledge and of the objects corre sponding to i t. Th i s  dual i ty, l i ke much i n  his theory of knowledge, is of Platonic or igin. Plato is the sou rce of h i s  bel ief that "there are two worlds, an intel l igible world where truth i tself dwel ls, and th i s  sensible world wh ich we perce ive by sight and touch" (C. Acad. III , 1 7, 37); and of i ts corollary, that things can be divided i nto those "wh ich the m ind knows th rough the bodi ly senses" and those "which i t  perceives through itself' (De Trin. XV, 12 ,  2 1  ) .  Although he never departed from th i s  dual i stic theory of knowl edge, Augustine also always in s isted that all knowledge, of e i ther k ind, is  a function of the mind, or the soul . He defines the soul as "a substance endowed with reason and fitted to rule a body" (De Quant. Anim. 13 ,  22). Augu stin e's use of the conceptual framework of the Platonic traditi on made i t  d ifficu lt for h im to treat man as a si ngle, substantial whol e. He  did,  nevertheless, attempt to stress the unity of body and soul in man as far as his i nherited conceptual framework all owed. In a characteristical ly Platonic formula he defines man as "a rational soul us ing a mortal and material body" (De Mor. Eccles. I, 27, 52 ). The soul is one of two elements in the composite, but it i s  c learl y the dominant partner: the relation between it and its body is conceived on the model of rn ler and ru led, or of user and tool . This conception gave Augustine cons iderable trouble in his attempt to work out a theory of sense knowledge. 

Sense and imagination. It was a basic axiom of Augusti ne's view of soul and body that whil e the soul can act on the body, the body cannot act on the soul. This  is a consequence of the user - tool model in terms of which he understood their relati on. The tool cannot wield its user; the inferior in nature has no power to effect or induce any modification in the higher. Augustine could not, therefore, el aborate a theory of sense knowl edge in which the bodily affecti ons would in  any way cause or give ri se to modifications in the soul ;  nevertheless ,  he insisted that even sense perception was a function of the soul , one that it carri ed out through the bodily sense organs. The mere modification of a sense organ is not in itself sense experience, unless it is in some way noticed by the mind.  Augustine's problem was to explain this correlati on between the mind's awareness and the modi fication of the organ without allowi ng the latter to cause  or to give rise to the former. In an early discussion of this probl em, Augustine tri ed to explain th e process  of seeing as a kind of man ipulation by the mind of its sense organs, much like a blind man's manipulation of a stick to explore the su rface of an object (De Quant. Anim. 23, 4 1 -32, 69). This i s  very much in l ine with his general conception of the relation of the body to the mind as that of an instrument to its user, but i ts inadequacy as an explanation of sense perception may have been apparent to Augustine. At any rate , he later came to prefer an account constructed in quite different terms. This account (elaborated in De Genesi ad Litteram, Book XII and general ly underlying his later views, for instance, those stated in De Trinita te) is based on a di stinction between "corporeal " and "spiritual " sight. "Corporeal s ight" is the modification undergone by the eyes in the process of see ing and i s  the result of their encounter with the object seen. "Spiritual s ight" is the mental process that accompanies corporeal sight, i n  the absence of which the physical process cannot be reckoned as sense experience (since all experi ence is  a function of mi nd). Spiritual seeing is not, however, caused by corporeal seeing, si nce the body cannot affect the m ind .  Indeed, spiritual sight is a separate process that may take place in the mind spontaneously, in the absence of its corporeal counterpart-for instance, in dream ing or imagini ng. The mental processes involved in s ight and in dreaming and imagination are identical; what i s  before the mind is, in  all these cases, of the same nature. What the m i nd sees in each case is not the object outs ide it, but the image with in  i t. The difference between sensation and imagi nation is that in sensati on a process of corporeal seeing accompan ies the mental process; th i s  i s  absent i n  imaginati on. Augustine never quite answers the question of how we may know the di fference between perception and imagination. The part, however, which he attributes to attention in the process of sense perception i s  important and gives a clue:  it i s  attention that d irects the mi nd's gaze, and i t  appears that i t  is attenti on that checks the free play of imagery in the mi nd. Thus, perception and imagination can be di sti nguished in experience by adverti ng to the presence of c1ttention ; i ts presence immobilizes the creative imagaination and insures that the content of the mind has some sort of rapport with the bodily senses and their  



world. It is d ifficult to escape the impression that under 
the gu ise of "attention" Augustine has introduced what he 
had begu n  by excluding-mental process as responsive to 
bodily change. This is the peculiar difficul ty that his hvo
l evel theory of man never quite allowed him to escape. 

Augustine also speaks of a third kind of sight, one that he 
call s intell ectual. This, the highest kind of sight, is the 
work of the mind whereby it interprets , judges,  or corrects 
"messages" from the l ower kinds of sight. The type of 
acti,ity Augustine has in  mind here is  exempl ified by any 
act of judgment on the content of sense perception; for 
instance, the judgment that an oar partly submerged in 
water is not actually bent, even though it looks bent. This 
acti,;t)· of interpretation and judgm ent brings us to the 
second kind of knowledge, that which the mind has inde
pendently  of sense experience. Reason and illumination. In his account of sense 
knowledge, Augustine's Platonic inheritance was a source 
of difficult)·. In the elaboration of h is  views on reason and 
i ntell igence, the reverse is  the case: Augustine's account of 
these is largely an adaptation of the fundamental tenets 
of the Platonic tradition. Typical instances of knowledge 
that the mind has independently  of sense e:x-perience are 
the truths  of mathematics. Here Augustine discovered the 
unh·ersalit)· , necess it)·, and i mmutabilit)· that he saw as 
the hallmarks of truth. Although he did not bel ieve that 
knowledge obtained through the senses possessed these 
characteristics, Augustine \\;dened the scope of truth con
siderably beyond the necessary truths of mathematics and 
logic. He thought that our moral judgments and judgments 
of ,·alue, at least of the more fundamental kind, also shared 
the character of truth. He did not, however, trace thi s  uni
versali t)' and necessit)' of such propositions to their l ogical 
form or to the nature of the definitions and logical opera
tions invoked in them. (He  ,note 1-1 centuries before 
Kant's di stinction behveen analytic and synthetic judg
ments. ) 

Like all h i s  predecessors and contemporaries, Augu stine 
thought  that thi s  kind of knowledge was just as empirical 
as sense experience, and that it differed from the latter 
only in ha,;ng objects that were themseh-es superior to the 
physical objects of sense experience by being immutable 
and eternal, and therefore capable of being known with 
superior clarit)· and certaint)'. The k-nowledge open to the 
mind v.;thout the mediation of the senses was conceived 
as analogous to sight; indeed, Augu stine often speaks of it 
as s ight, some.times qualifying it as "intellectual sight. " Its 
objects are public, "out there," and independent of the 
m ind that knows them, just as are those of physical s ight. 
In i ts knowing, the mind di scovers the objects; it does not 
create them any more than the eyes create the physical 
objects seen by them. Together, the truths acces sible to 
this  kind of knowledge form a realm that Augustine, fol
lowing the whole Platonic tradition of thought, often cal l s  
the intell igible world. This  he identifies with the "Divine 
�l ind" containing the archetypal ideas of all things. H e  
was not, however, the first to take this  step; this 
identification was the key to all forms of Christian Platon
ism. 

Before Augu stine, Plato had already used the analogy 
behveen s ight and understanding. I ts detai l s  are worked 
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out  in the  analogy of the sun in the Republic. Here the 
intellectual " l ight" that belongs to the world of intell igible 
forms  i s  analogous to the visible l ight of the material 
world. Like the latter, it renders "vi sible" the objects seen 
by i l luminating both them and the organ of perception-in 
this  case, the mind. All understanding i s  a function of 
i l lumination by this l ight. The intell ectual l ight that i l lu
minates the mind and thus brings about understanding  is  
spoken of in various ways by Augu stine. S ince it is a part 
of the intel ligible world,  it is naturally conceived as a kind 
of emanation from the divine mind or as an il lumination of 
the human mind by the divine. Augustine also refers to it 
as the human mind's participation in the \\'ord of God, as 
God's interior presence to the mind, or even as Christ 
dwelling in the mind and teaching it from within. 

Plato had tried to account for the mind's knowledge of 
the forms in  the theory, ex-pressed in the language of myth, 
that th i s  knowledge was left behind in  the mind as a mem
ory of its l ife among the forms before i t  was enclosed in an 
earthly body. After some early fl i rtation with this  theory of 
reminiscence, Augustine came to reject i� to hold that the 
mind's k-nowledge derived from a premundane existence 
would have raised serious theological difficulties. There
fore, instead of tracing this  knowledge to a residue of a 
past experience, he accounted for it in  terms of present 
experience; it  was the result of continual di scovery in the 
di,;ne l ight always present to the mind. For thi s  reason, 
too , his conception of memoria became so ,ddened as to 
lose the reference to past experience that memory neces
sarily impl ies in Engl i sh. Augustine's memoria included 
what we should ecJl memory: in it, he thought, were pre
sen-ed traces of past experience, as in a kind of storehouse 
or a stomach. But memoria included very much more than 
this. H e  speaks of our a priori mathematical ideas, num
bers and their relations, as being contained in i t; and in the 
course of the tenth book of the Confessions, in which he 
devotes a long discussion to the subject, the scope i s  so 
widened as to extend to our knowledge of moral and other 
values,  of all truths of reason, of ourselves, and of God. It 
is, in effect, i dentified v.;th al l the latent potential ities of 
the mind for knowledge . . \lemoria and divine il lumination 
are alternative ways of ex-pressing the basis of Augustine's 
theory of knowledge. The theory is, in  i ts essence, the 
belief that God is  always intimately present to the mind, 
wheth er this  presence i s  acknowledged or not. His pres
ence pervades evef)thing and is operative in evef)thing 
that happens. To this  metaphysical principle the human 
mind is no exception. The only difference ben,\·een the 
human mind, in  respect to the di,;ne presence with in  it, 
and other things is  that unl ike these other things, the hu
man mind is  able to tum freely toward the l ight and to 
acknowledge its presence, or to tum away from it and to 
"forget" i t. Whether the mind is present to the divine l ight 
or not, however, the l ight is  present to the mind;  on thi s  
presence i s  founded a l l  the mind's abilit)· to  know. 

The manner of operation of this  i l lumination in the mind 
and what exactly i t  produces in the mind have been the 
subject of much debate. Thi s  uncertaint)· is due partly to 
the enormous varlet)· of expressions used by Augustine to 
describe the divine l ight, but it is al so partly the result of 
approaching Augustine's ,iews with questions formulated 
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in terms of concepts between which he would not have 
made a disti nction. It is cl ear, at any rate, that Augu stine 
did not th ink that the divine l ight i n  the mind gave the 
mind any kind of direct acces s to an immediate knowledge 
of God. This kind of knowledge was, to h im,  the result  of 
understanding, a goal to be reached only at the end of a 
long process-and not this s ide of the grave. If, however, 
we ask further what exactly he thought i l lumination did 
reveal to the mind, the answer i s  m ore difficult. I n  particu
lar, i f  we ask whether he conceived i l lumination primari ly 
as a source of ideas in the mind or, alternatively, as provid
ing the mind with its ru les  for judgment, the answer is not 
at all clear. H e  did not disti ngu ish as sharpl y as one might 
wi sh between the making of judgments and the formation . 
of concepts ; he often speaks of both activities in the same 
breath or in similar contexts, or passes without the least 
hesitation from one to the other in  the course of discu ssion. 
Sometimes he speaks of i l lumination as implanting in the 
mind an "impressed notion" (notio impressa), whether it 
be of number, unity, wisdom, blessedness, or goodness.  
Such passages suggest that Augustine thought of i l lumina
tion primari ly as a source of ideas, as provid ing "impressed 
notions ."  I t  is clear, however, that such "impressed no
tions" were also to serve as the yardsticks for judging all 
imperfect participations in individual instances of these 
notion s. And in other passages, again, i l lumination is spo
ken of not as supplying any ideas or notions but s imply as 
providing a cri terion of the truth or falsi ty of our judg
ments. 

I t  was very easy to pass from ideas  to judgments in Au
gustine's way of speaking of i l lumination. In addition, 
Augustine's language when he speaks of the mind's judg
ment made in the l i ght of divine i l lumination often has 
fu rther overtones; the judgment he speaks of appears as a 
kind of foreshadowing of the ultimate divine judgment on 
all  human l ife and acti on. The basic reason why Augustine 
had found Platon ic metaphysics so congenial was that it 
harmonized so easi ly with the moral bearings of his own 
views ; and its theories, especially in some of their more 
imaginative and dramatic expressions, al lowed themselves 
to be exploi ted to serve Augustine's interests as a moral i st .  
In his d iscu ssion of knowledge, as in his discussion of the 
relation of m ind and body, ethical considerations very 
often play the major part. The central theories of Platonic 
thought buttressed views held by Augustine primari ly on 
account of their moral bearings. 

Will, action, and virtue. Moral i ty l ies at the center of 
Augustine's thought. There are many reasons for th is ,  the 
most noteworthy being his conception of phil osophy. As 
we have seen, philosophy was for Augustine far from being 
an exclusively theoretical study; and moral ity itsel f be
longed to its substance more intimately than the discussion 
and analysis of moral concepts and judgments . Phi losophy 
was a quest for wi sdom, its aim being to achieve man's 
happiness ;  and th is  depended on right l iving as much as 
on true thinking. H ence the practical orientation of Au
gustine's thought-an orientation that it shared with most 
contemporary form s  of th inking. 

On human conduct and human destiny Augustine's 
thinking was, of course, molded very largely by the New 
Testament and by the Christian church's tradition in un-

derstanding its conceptions of divine law and command
ment, of grace, of God's wi l l ,  of si n ,  and of love. Much of 
this, being specifical ly theol ogical in  intere st, lies outside 
the scope of thi s presentation of Augu stin e's thought. What 
is remarkable  is the extent to which Augustine was pre
pared to read back the characteri stic teaching of the Chris
tian church  i nto the works of the philosophers, Plato in 
particular. Thus he held that Plato had asserted that the 
supreme good, pos sess ion of which alone gives man bless
edness ,  is God.  "And therefore," Augustine concluded, 
Pl ato "thought that to be a phi losopher is to be a lover of 
God" (De Civ. Dei VII I ,  8) .  Rapprochements of this  kind 
helped to reconcile the Christian and the Platonic teach
ings to each other; in Augustine's treatment of ethical 
topics the characteristically Christian themes and di stinc
tively Platonic concepts are so closely in terwoven that 
they are often inseparable. 

Augustine i s  able, therefore, to define blessedness itsel f 
in terms that make no reference to any di sti nctively Chris
tian teaching, for i nstance, when he  says that man i s  
blessed when all h i s  actions are in  harmony with reason 
and truth (cum omnes rnotus eius rationi veri tatique consentiunt-De Gen. C. Man. I, 20, 3 1 ) . Bl essedness, accord
ing to thi s  view, does not consi st  simply in the total sati sfac
tion of all desires .  In  another discussion Augustine makes 
this more explicit :  wh ile blessedness is incompatible with 
unsatisfied desires, the satisfaction of evil or perverse 
des ires gives no u l timate happiness ;  hence blessedness 
cannot be identified simply with total sati sfaction. "No one 
is happy unless he has all he  wants and wants nothi ng that 
is evi l"  (De Trin. XIII, 5, 8 ;  for the entire discussion , see ibid. XIII, 3, 6 -9, 1 2). The only element in al l thi s  that is 
specifical ly Chris tian is the insi stence that th i s  happiness 
cannot be  attained by man except with the aid of the way 
revealed by Christ and of God's grace given to men to 
enable them to fol low it. 

The dramatic account, given in h i s  Confessions, of his 
own turning to God, though steeped in the language of the 
Bible and throbbing with the intens ity of Augustine's 
feel ings, is ,  at the same time, an i l lu stration of a central 
theme in Greek metaphysics. The book opens with a pow
erful evocation of his coming to rest in God; it ends with a 
prayer for thi s rest, peace, and fu lfil lment. This central 
theme of longing and sati sfaction is a commonplace of 
Greek thought from Plato's Symposium onward. Man, 
according to the cosmology impl icit in thi s picture, i l lus
trates in  h is  being the forces that are at work in  nature in 
general .  Man, l ike everything else ,  i s  conce ived as part of a 
vast nexus of interrelated things with in  an ordered hier
archy of beings which together form the cosmos. But it i s  
an order in which the components are not  stationary but  
are i n  dynamic rapport;  they are a l l  pursu ing their own 
ends and come to rest only in attaining these ends. Their 
striving for rest, for completion or sati sfaction, is the mo
tive power that drives all things toward their purposes, just 
as weight, according to th is image, causes th ings to move 
to the places proper to them in the cosmos-the heavy 
thi ngs downward, the l ight upward. Augustine  thought of 
the forces that move men as analogous to weight and 
cal led them, col lectivel y, love or loves. In  a famous pas
sage he wrote, "My weight is my love; by it am I carried 



wheresoever I am carried" ( . . . eo feror quocumque 
feror-Conf XIII, 9, 10) .  

Love, law, and the moral order. Man, however, differs from other things in  nature in that the forces wh ich move him, his "loves," are very much more complex. With in him there are a great many desires and drives, impul ses and incl inations-some of them conscious ,  others not. The satisfaction of some often involves the frustration of others, and the harmonious sati sfaction that forms the goal of human activity appears to be a very distant and scarcely real izable purpose. The reason for th is is not only the multipl icity of el ements that go into the making of human nature; a further reason i s  the fact that these elements have been disordered and deprived of their original state of harmony. Augustine interpreted th is aspect of the human condition as a consequence of the sin of Adam and the fall of man. There is, however, a further respect in which man differs from other /th ings in the way his activity is determined. Th i s  l ies in the fact that even with his d isordered impulses, he is not-at least not entirely-at the mercy of the conflicting forces within him. Hi s  activity is not, so to speak, a resultant of them : he is, in some degree, capable of selecting among them, deciding wh ich to resi st, which to fol low. In this capacity for choice Augustine saw the possibil ity of what he cal led voluntary action as d i stinguished from natural or necessary behavior. He called th is human capacity "wi l l . "  It is a source of some confu sion that he used the term "love," or its plural , "loves," to designate the sum total of forces that determine a man's actions, whether they are "natural " or "voluntary. " As a col l ective name for natural impul ses, "love" is therefore moral ly neutral ;  only insofar as the will endorses or approves love of thi s  kind is love morally praiseworthy or blameworthy. Augustine expres ses th i s  graph ical ly  by distinguishing between loves that ought to be loved and loves that ought not to be loved; and he defines man's moral task in terms  of sorting out these commendable and reprehensible loves in himself and putting his loves in their right order. Augustine's favorite definition of virtue is  "rightly ordered love" (as in De Civ. Dei XV, 22). This consists in  setting things in their right order of priority, valuing them according to their true worth , and in following this right order of value in one's inclinations and actions. The idea of order is central to Augustine's reflections on moral s. Before becoming a ,!:hri stian , he had bel ieved with the Manichaeans that the existence of good and of evil in the world was accounted for by their different origins, respectively from a good and an evil deity. The Neoplatonism of his Christian friends in Milan helped Augustine find an alternative explanation, one that was more in keeping with the Christian doctrine of one world created by one God. According to th i s  theory, evil had no independent, substantial exi stence in its own right; it exi sted as a privation, as a distortion or damage within the good. All evil was thus in some sense a breach of the right relation of parts with in a whole, a breach of order of some kind. Hence the great emphasis on order in Augustine 's thought, from the time of his convers ion to the writing of his last works. Augustine cal ls the pattern to which human activity must 
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conform "law." Law is, in the first place, the archetypal order according to which men are required to shape their actions and by which their actions are to be judged. Augustine makes it  cl ear that by "law" he means very much more than the actual l egal enactments of public authorities. These "human laws" deal only with a part, greater or lesser, of human conduct ;  they vary from place to place and from time to time;  they depend on the vagaries of individual legislators. The true "eternal law" by which all human behavior is  judged leaves no aspect of man 's l ife out of its purview; it i s  the same everywhere and at all times. It is not quite clear how Augustine conceived the re lation between divine and human, eternal and temporal , law. His terminology is variable, and although he thought that human law ought to seek to approach the divine, or at l east not to contradict it, he does not appear to have denied its claim to being law even when it failed to reflect the eternal law. Also, as we shall see, he appears to have changed his views on this matter in the course of his life. The "eternal," or "divine," law is in effect the intell igible world or the divine mind (see d i scussion of reason and i l lumination above) insofar as it is considered as the pattern that should regulate activity. The language in which Augustine speaks about the divine law is the same as that which he uses in speaking of the eternal truth, and he bel ieved that the ach ievement of wisdom cons isted in pursu ing th is truth by understanding and then embodying in onesel f the order understood. It is  clear that there is no significant difference between "eternal law" and "eternal truth "; the two are identical : eternal law is eternal truth considered under its aspect as a standard of moral judgment. Thus, the problem of how the eternal law is known to men is the same as the problem discussed above of how the eternal truth is known. Here, too, he speaks of the eternal law as being "transcribed" into the human mind or of its "notion" as being impressed on the mind. The del iverance of conscience or reason as manifested in moral judgment is thus no less and no more than the human mind's i l lumination by the eternal law, or i ts participation in it; Augustine describes conscience as "an interior law, written in the heart itself" ( . . .  lex intima, in ipso . . .  
corde conscripta-En. in Ps. 57, 1 ). He refers to th is law, inscribed in man's heart or known to him by reason, as "natural . "  He can thus speak of law (eternal or natural ), reason, and order interchangeably when discussing the ordering of human action to bring about its virtuous disposition. In defining this order of priority in  value, the fol lowing of which constitutes virtue, Augustine makes a fundamental distinction between "use" and "enjoyment. " These two forms of behavior correspond to the twofold classi fication of th ings according to whether they are valuable for their own sake or as means,  for the sake of something el se. Things valued for themselves are to be "enjoyed," th ings valued as means are to be "used"; the inversion of the relation between use and enjoyment is the fundamental perversion of the order of virtue. To seek to use what i s  to be enjoyed or to enjoy what i s  to be used is to confuse means with ends. The only object fit for enjoyment, in this sense, is God; he alone is  to be loved for his own sake, and al l other th ings are to be referred to this love. In elabo-
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rating th is theory, Augustine was expressing the tradi tional 
view that i t  behooves men to journey through their l ives 
on earth as pi lgrims and not to regard any earthly goal as a 
fit resting place. Th is did not, of course, imply, to Augus
tine's mind, that noth ing but God was a fit object of love; 
on the contrary, it was a way of stressing the need to put 
loves in their right order and to love each th ing with the 
kind and degree of love appropriate to it. Al though he  
clearly conceived of  love a s  capable of  an  endless series of 
gradations, Augustine is usual ly content to speak of two 
kinds of love, which he contrasts : charity (caritas) and 
cupidity (cupiditas). The bas ic distinction is between 
upright, well-ordered, and God-centered love and per
verse, disordered, and self-centered love. A great deal of 
Augustine's  th inking and writing hinges on th is distinc
tion. 

The individual virtues interested Augustine less than 
the concept of love. H e  was content to take over the clas sical 
enumeration of the four cardinal virtues. But his own 
characteristic thoughts on the moral l ife  are always devel
oped in terms of love rather than of any of the virtues .  
Indeed, as we have seen, he defined virtu e  in terms of 
love; similarly, he l i ked to define the individual cardinal 
virtues as different aspects of the love of God.  This tend
ency is one of the most important l inks between what we 
wou ld di stinguish as the theological and philosoph ical 
s ides of his thought. 

The world and God. Order is a key idea in Augustine's 
reflections on the moral ity of human behavior. I t  also plays 
a large part in his reHection on the physical universe in its 
re lation to God. The world of nature was not in itself an 
object of particular interest to Augu stine. In cosmological 
thinking of the kind to be found in Ari stotle's Physics, for 
instance, he had li ttl e interest. The phys ical world con
cerned h im only in sofar as it was related either to man or 
to God. Order, then , for Augustine was the expression of 
rationality. In human action th is  was something that m en 
should seek to embody in their conduct; in the world of 
physical and an imate nature, which did not share the free
dom of human activity, order expressed the divine ration
al ity at work in all natural happen ings. To human eyes, 
however, th is  order was often glimpsed only in isolated 
instances, wh i le  a great deal of disorder was man ifest in 
the misery, di sease, and suffering with wh ich the world is 
shot through . In part these frustrations of order were held 
to be due, ul timately, to the in itiative of human sin;  in part 
they were held to be merely apparent and capable of being 
resolved within a perspective larger than that of fin ite 
human vision. 

Behind the world order stands its author and sovereign 
rul er, God. All th ings testify to his presence; the world is 
full of his "traces" (vestigia). God's presence in and be
hind his creation was , for Augustine, not so much some
thing to be establ ished by argument as it was the premi se, 
taken for granted, of a further argument. Th is  argument, to 
which Augustine returned on a number of occasions,  is 
particularly well expressed in a chapter of h i s  Confessions 
(X , 6, 9 and 10). He there speaks of putting th ings to the 
question in order to allow them to reveal themselves as 
dependent on their creator. I t  i s  cl ear that what primari ly 
interested Augustine was the questioner's moral atti tude : 

the point of h is  argument i s  not so much that the order and 
beauty of things imply the existence of God, but rather that 
since God had created them, we must so discipline our
selves as to see things for what they are-his handiwork
and to value them at their true worth and worship only 
him, their creator-not his handiwork. Again, the moral 
concern is uppermost in Augustine's mind. 

Th is is not the case with the discussion of the problem of 
time, in Book XI of the Confessions. The problem was 
forced on Augustine's attention by the scriptural doctrine 
of creation, but it i s  cl ear that i t  fascinated him and that he 
pursued it simply because he was interested in it . Mani
chaean objectors to the Christian doctrine of creation from 
noth ing had rai sed difficulties about speaking of an abso
lute beginning. These critics had pointed out that in our 
ordinary language there is no room for an absolute begin
ning of the kind envi saged by adherents of the doctrine; 
we can always ask what happened before something else, 
even if th is was the first of all happenings. Questions of 
th is kind revealed the arbitrariness and absurdity of the 
bel ief that God made the world out of noth ing:  What was 
God doing before the creation ? Why did he  create the 
world when he  did and not sooner, or later? 

In answer to these difficulties Augustine in effect un
dertook a critique of the conception of time  that underlay 
them. Such difficulties ari se from the fact that time i s  
thought of  a s  having the same kind of  being as the  events 
and happen ings going on in t ime;  the question "What 
happened before time?" was thought to be of the same 
logical form as questions about what happened before any 
particular events. Augustine denied th is  assumed logical 
s imi larity behind the grammatical s imilarity of the ques
tion s. He pointed out that whereas it makes sen se to ask 
what happened before any particular event, i t  does not 
make sense to ask whac happened before al l events, be
cause time i s  the field of the relationships of temporal 
events, and there could ex hypothesi be nothing before the 
first temporal event. In thi s  argument Augustine in effect 
rejected the conception of time according to which time 
has a substantial reality of its own, and he adopted a theory 
according to which time is the field of temporal relations 
between temporal events. 

He did, however, go further in his refl ections on time. 
Neoplaton ic thought had always treated time in close 
relation to the soul, and Augustine could scarcely avoid 
discuss ing this topic. The real ity of the past and of the 
future puzzled h im:  Can what is not yet bu t will be, and 
what is no longer but has been, be sa id to be? If not, then 
only  the present has any real ity. But if only  the present i s  
real ,  then real ity shrinks to  a dimensionless point at  wh ich 
the future i s  becoming the past. Augustine resolved the 
whole problem by locating time in the mind and adopting 
at the end of his discussion, though with hesitation, a defini
tion of time as "extension [distentio], I am not sure of what, 
probably of the mind itself" (Confessions XI,  26, 33). 

Another question that the doctrine of creation rai sed for 
Augustine concerns the natural activity, functioning, and 
development of creatures. This  problem arose from the 
need to harmonize the story of the creation of the world in 
seven days or, according to an al ternative version, at once, 
with the fact that some things came into exi stence only 



after the creation took place. Augustine's solution of th i s  
problem lay essential ly i n  asserting that God created 
different th ings in different conditions; some left h i s  hands 
complete and ready-made, others in  a potential or latent 
state,  await ing the right conditions and environment for 
their full development. The latter are analogous to seeds, 
which are thought of as containing in themselves the fully 
developed plant i n  potency; and on th i s  analogy, and using 
the traditi onal vocabulary , Augustine cal led these potenti
alities for later development "seminal reasons" (rationes seminales, or causales). 

Apart from help ing him to resolve the apparent contra
diction between the belief in a prim ordial creation and the 
concept of continued development as a process of natural 
causality, thi s  theory of "seminal reasons" al so prompted 
Augustine at least to begin to feel h i s  way toward some 
conception of nature and natural causal i ty. At times,  he 
comes very close to the later medieval di sti nction between 
the "First Cause" and the whole range of "second causes," 
the distinction according to which th ings depend in 
different senses both on God (the First Cause) and on their 
own immediate or distant created causes. Augustine, too, 
tried to endow the world of created causes with a specific 
real i ty of its own , one distinct from the causal activity of 
God in the world. In this he did not quite succeed. H i s  
failure becomes apparent in  h i s  treatment o f  miracles. H e  
did not treat these-as the Scholastics later d i d  a s  effects of 
the First Cause (God) produced without the instrumental
i ty of second cau ses. He allowed the distinction between 
the two orders of causal ity (which he had never clearly 
formulated and which i s  h inted at, rather than stated, in h i s  
writings) to disintegrate during h i s  d i scussion of  miracles .  
I n  this context the very idea of "nature" i s  so widened as  
to  include the m iraculous within i t s  scope. M iracles do not 
contradict the order of nature; they contradict only our 
idea of thi s  order, an idea based on our restricted view and 
l imited experience. They are not against nature, since 
nature is God's will; they are only against nature as i t  i s  
known to us .  The di sti nction between nature and miracle 
van i shes here, and i n  his  well-known chapter in  The City of God (X, 12 )  they become synonymous to the extent that 
nature itself and man, its crown, become the greatest mira
cles  of al l .  Man in society. Society was not one of the subjects that 
loomed large in Augustine's earl ier thought. Such h ints as 
he gives us of his conception of society in his earl ier works 
(those written before the mid-390s) suggest that he thought 
that organized human society and the state were part of the 
worldly dispensation whereby man is assisted to fulfil l  his 
destiny. A properly ordered society, l ike a properly or
dered moral l ife, is a stage on the way to man's ultimate 
destination in eternity; and as far as Augustine's hints 
enable us to tel l ,  he expected a properly ordered society to 
reflect, particularly by means of its legal inst i tutions, the 
perfection of the eternal , intel l igible world. 

In step with his theological development, however, h i s  
views on  human society underwent profound changes, and 
by the time that society became an important theme in his 
reflection, especial ly  in his  great work The City of God 
(written 4 13 -427), these views had been radical ly trans
formed. An important factor in the course of thi s  transforma-
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tion was the i ncreasi ng stress  Augustine had come to lay on 
the power of s in  i n  human life and i n  all earth ly instituti ons, 
on man's need for redemption through Christ, and on his 
need for grace. I n  the most general term s Augustine came 
to see man's destiny and h i s  real ization of it more in tcnns 
of the scriptural pattern of a redemption-history and less 
in terms of the Neoplaton ic theme of the ascent of the soul .  
Accordingly, human society came to be understood more 
in terms of i ts horizontal , historical re lationships within 
the divine plan for men's salvation and less i n  terms of 
what we might cal l its vertical relation sh ip to the intel l igi
ble world. 

The first event in the course of the Biblical redemption
history, man's fall from grace through Adam's s in ,  is of 
decisive importance for Augustine's changed atti tude to 
organ ized human society. To l ive in society, according to 
Augustine, was natural to men;  without society they would 
not be able to real ize ful ly their human potential ities, and 
the company of their fel low human beings was necessary 
to them. This ,  he held, was as true before man's fall as 
after; even in h is  state of primal innocence , in ful l  posses
sion of h is  nature prior to i ts distortion by s in ,  man was a 
social an imal by nature; even the l ife of the blessed in 
heaven i s  a social l ife. But al though Augustine bel ieved 
that man's nature is socia l ,  he did not agree with Ari stotle 
that it is also pol itical . Politically organized society-the 
machinery of authority, government, and coercion-is ,  in  
Augustine's view, not natural to man. I t  was a useful and 
necessary arrangement for man in h is  fallen condition, and 
indeed the purpose of pol i tical society was to remedy at 
least some of the evi ls attendant upon man's fal len state. 
I ts  function was to check the social disorder and disinte
gration that fol lowed from the general loss of order at the 
Fall. The institutions of government, the subjection of 
governed to government, and the coercive power of pol iti
cal authority over its subjects are thus but one instance of 
the subjection of man to man, and this was something that, 
Augustine held, did not exist in man's primal state of inno
cence. No slavery, servitude, or subjection could exist in 
that state of natural integrity; these things make sense only 
if  understood as God's puni shment for the sin that incurred 
the loss of integri ty and, at the same time, as h is  di spensa
tion for coping with the needs of man's condition i n  h i s  
new, fallen state. 

Augustine used the traditional language of Christian 
theology to state his view of pol itical society. For reasons 
to be considered below, he never drew out, at least not 
expl icitly, the full impl ications of thi s  view. In this view of 
society, however, the legitimate functions of the state are 
very much more restricted in scope than in theories ac
cording to which man i s  by nature a pol itical animal. In 
Augustine's view, the state's sphere i s  confined to the 
requirements of social order and welfare; the individual's 
ult imate welfare and eternal destiny l ie outside i ts realm of 
competence, whereas they are very much a part of the 
state 's  interest if the state i s  thought of as an ordinance of 
nature, as an indispensable means of man's real izing h i s  
ultimate destiny. In Augustine's estimate, the task of  the 
state in the economy of salvation would be rather to estab
l i sh the conditions in which men may work out their own 
salvation in relative peace and security than actively to 
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promote their individual salvation through l egislation and 
coercion. 

The state was , for Augustine, synonymous with the 
Roman E mpire; and having revised his ideas on the state 
in term s of the large categories of the scriptural redemption
history, he had inevitably to take the measure of the state 
he knew in this same perspective. Here his ideas make 
sense only if seen as a rejection of views of the empire 
general ly current among Chris tians during the fourth 
centu ry ,  after the adoption of Christianity by the emperors. 
The empire, represented as eternal ever since \' ergil '  s day, 
was now widely regarded among Christians as an es sential 
in strument of divine purpose in history, bound up with the 
possibil i ty of salvation and destined to last until  the end of 
time. I t  had been taken up into the dimens ion of the Bib
l ical redemption-hi story. The sack of Rom e by the \'isi
goths in -1 10 gave a profound shock to this mental i ty. I t  led 
Augu stine, whose mind had al ready moved a long way 
from the popular picture, to devote his greatest work,  The City of God, to a reappraisal of the Empire's place in the 
divine providential plan. The upshot was that the empire 
was no longer all owed an eternal destiny and was removed 
from the dimension of the redemption-his tory; the possi
bi l i ty of salvation was not necessari ly bound up with it as a 
means of God's grace. It was s imply one of a series of 
empirical ,  historic societies. The eternal categories of sin 
and holiness,  of salvation and reprobation, did not apply to 
i t  or, indeed, to any other human assembly: they were 
embodied only in what Augustine cal led the earthly city 
and the heavenly city. 

The two "cit ies" cons i st, respectively, of those predes
tined to eternal glory and those predestined to eternal 
torment or, as Augustine also defined them (clearly in
tending the various defini tions to be equivalent), of those 
who l ive according to God and those who l ive according to 
man, of the altru istic and the selfi sh, of those whose love is  
upright and those whose love is perverse, and so forth. In 
none of these senses, however, have the two "cities" any 
discernible real ity as communities until their final separa
tion at the Last J udgment. In all di scern ible human com
munities they are inextricably intertwined. H ere again we 
may see Augustine's modest estimate of the state's func
tion, for when he discuss es it in th is context, the realm of 
the state is identi fied with the sphere in \vhich the con
cerns of the two cit ies overlap. Its task is  to secure the 
temporal peace: the order, security, and material welfare 
that both the wicked and the righteous citi es require dur
ing their earthly careers . I ts concern is with specifical ly 
communal , public matters affecting all i ts members.  Citi
zens of the heavenly city will not, of course, be content 
with the welfare and peace thus  secured : they will use 
these things but refer their use to the ultimate enjoyment 
of a peace beyond the terrestrial. 

The general tendency of these views of Augustine's was 
to undermine the extremely close l i nks that had come to 
exist between the empire and the Chris tian church , espe
cial ly during his own lifetime. H e  was cl early ill  at ease 
with the current representations of th is relationship; but 
there were considerable pressures working on the minds 
of his contemporaries to keep them active, and Augustine 
himself was not exempt from their operation. In the course 

of the struggle with the Donati st movement in north Af
rica, a dissenting movement increasingly repres sed by the 
imperial authorities,  he came gradual ly  and reluctantly to 
give his consent to the coercive measures that \Vere being 
brought into use against the movement. His endorsement 
of these means of  repres sion ran counter to the most fun
damental directi on of  his  thought. Although his endorse
ment must be regarded as a development in  his practical , 
pastoral , and pol i tical att itudes rather than as a reversal of 
his basic views on the nature of pol i tical society, i t  left 
deep marks on those views. In later centuries his use of 
the Gospel phrase "Compel them to come in" (Cage intrare- Luke 19.23) and its consecrati on of repres sion, 
persecution, and coercion paved the way to much tragedy. 
It also helped to obscure the most profound and most 
original of his contributions to Christian pol i tical thinking. Bibliography 
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R. A. MARKUS 

A U G U S TI N I AN I S M  may be described as that complex 
of philosophical ideas wh ich reflected to a greater or lesser 
degree the philosophy of Augu stine. J\fany of the philoso
phers who came after Augu stine not only restated his lead
ing ideas but also frequently modified them with their own 
interpretati ons. Such interpretations were often the result 
of the impact of other schools of thought, notably the Avi
cennian and the Aristotelian. Occasionally doctrines that 
were only implicit in Augustine-for instance, the plurality 
of forms and universal hylomorph ism-were made expl icit 
and assumed considerable importance. Thus there origi
nated in the medieval period what has been termed the 
Augustinian tradition, wh ich in  the later years of its de
velopment was closely identified with the Franciscan order. 
Such a tradition dominated medieval thought to the time of 
Aquinas. Aftet Aquinas it gradually disintegrated owing to 
the impact of Thomism and a resurgent Ari stotel ianism, and 
no longer represented a distinctive school or tradition. 
However, it  continued to be influential to the extent that it 
inspired or characterized in  varying degrees later medieval 
and modern ph ilosophers. The principal theses of Augus
tinianism will be discussed under seven headings. 

Faith and understanding. The relationship between 
faith and understanding (or reason), with the impl ications 
of such a relationship for philosophy and theology, and the 
conception of Christian wisdom and Christian mysticism 
are central in the structure of Augustinian phi losophy. One 
of the most influential and significant expres sions of the 
relation between faith and understanding in  Augustinian 
thought is summarized in the famous maxim of Anselm:  
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Credo u t  intelliga m ( I  believe in order to understand). 
Abelard similarly expressed the idea of the primacy of faith 
over understanding in his comments on the function of 
ph ilosophy: "I do not want to be a ph ilosopher if i t  is neces
sary to deny Paul. I do not want to be Aristotle if it is nec
essary to be separated from Christ. 'For there is no other 
name under heaven given to men, whereby we must be 
saved. ' "  With Roger Bacon the relationship of philosophy 
and theology is profoundly Augustinian. A conservative 
theologian despite his enthusiasm for scienti fic method and 
experimentation, he was convinced that the highest wi sdom 
is found in Scriptu re and that ph ilosophy exists only to ex
plicate that wisdom. A similar theme is developed by Bona
ventura in  his  De Reductione Artium ad Theologia m. He 
declared that all the sciences and ph ilosophy should be 
subordinated to theology, wh ich in tu rn must be subordi
nated to faith and the love of God; for faith alone enables 
man to avoid error and attain  a union with God. Other phi
losophers of the Middle Ages who accepted th is primacy of 
faith over reason and the complete subordination of phi
losophy to theology were Alexander of Hales, John of La 
Rochelle, Matthew of Aquasparta, and Roger �larston. 

Psychology. The Augustinian psychology is character
ized by the definition of man as a soul using a body and the 
impl ication of th is definition for the relation of soul and 
body. The soul is regarded as an image of the Trinity and i s  
said to  have a direct knowledge of  itself. Hugh of  St. 
Victor is notably Augustinian, not only in  his  mysticism but 
also in his identification of the soul with man and his bel ief 
that we have a direct k nowledge of the soul and its spiritu
ality. The union of soul and body he described as one of 
"appos ition" rather than composition. Similarly, William 
of Auvergne is Augustinian in his account of man as a soul 
using the body, his affirmation of the presence of the soul in 
all parts of the body, and his statement that :  ";,..; o knowledge 
is more natural to the soul than the knowledge of its own 
self."  The mysticism of Bonaventura is characterized by the 
notion of the journey of the soul to God, the presence of 
the Trinity in the soul of man, and the direct knowledge the 
soul has of itself. Th is principle that the soul has a direct 
knowledge of itself is characteristic of both the Augustinian 
psychology and the Augustinian theory of knowledge. I t  has 
been termed the "principle of interiorization. " Augustine 
expressed it: "For what is so present to knowledge as that 
wh ich is present to mind? Or what is so present to the mind 
as the mind itself?" In modern philosophy the principle 
of interiority was to have significant influence upon writers 
l ike Descartes, Pascal, Tommaso Campanella, and :\laurice 
Blondel. 

Epistemology. The Augustinian theory of knowledge 
had an extensive influence upon medieval philosophers, 
but it was frequently compromised with Ari stotelianism. 
Th is was particu larly true with respect to the Augustinian 
theory that sensation is essentially an act of the soul. How
ever, the theory of the divine il lumination, in conjunction 
with the doctrine of exemplary ideas , and the concept of 
truth as identified with God and present to, but superior to, 
all  minds had a much stronger influence; but it, too, was 
often qual i fied with an Aristotel ian theory of knowledge. 
Anselm held that truth is based on the Divine Ideas that 
are one with God. Will iam of Auvergne accepted the doc-
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trine of di\ine i l lumination but interpreted it as gidng us 
an intu iti,·e knowledge of the intel l igible forms .  Robert 
Grosseteste combined the Augustinian theory of the divine 
i l lumination \dth an empirical approach in science: he re
garded truth as the conformity of a thing with its didne 
exemplar_ Roger Bacon considered di,ine il lumination as 
an i nspiration, and he compared the di\ine action in i l lumi
nation to that of the active intellect .-\lexander of Hales 
combined the theory of divine il lumination with an Ari s
totelian theory of abstraction. J ohn of La Rochelle also com
bined the two theories of knowledge, especially the notion 
of the active intell ect and the divine i l lumination. Bona
ventura and \latthew of Aquasparta also modified the Au
gusti nian theory of knowledge. The former accepted an 
Ari stotelian account of sense knowledge and abstraction. 
of the existence of a poss ible and an acti \·e inte l lect, as well 
as the Augustinian concept of the necess i ty of the di\ine 
i l lumination for the attainment of truth . .  -\quasparta modi
fied the Augustinian theory of sen sation. On the other hand. 
Roger \la.rs ton and Peter Oli,·i followed closely .-\ugustine's 
theory of knowledge. Among modem phi losophers , the 
Augustin ian doctrine of divine i l lumination was particu
larly influential with such phil osophers as �icolas de 
:\lalebranche, .-\ntonio Rosmini ,  and \' incenzo GiobertL 

Rationes seminal es. The concepti on of the rationes 
semirwles ( phys ical powers or "seeds ' ' ) that .-\ugustine 
postu lated as potential ly present in matter in order to 
explain the origin  of creatures after the creation of the s ix 
days reappeared most markedly in  the philosophical  sys 
tems of the .-\ugustinians  of the th irteenth century. 

Hylomorphism and plurality of forms. Hylomorphi sm 
and plural ity of  fonns were doctrines that were de\·e loped 
from the thought of Augustine. The latter is said to have 
appeared first in Robert Grosseteste's metaphysics of l ight  
and his  analysis of  bodies as  possess ing a n umber of  dif
ferent forms-for i nstance . the fom1s of e lements, plants . 
animals. The h ighest fom1 possessed by any body he held 
to be l ight, wh ich was des ignated as the "form of corpore
i ty ." This notion of a plurality of fonns was \\idely accepted 
by Augustin ian s after Grosseteste and is particularly promi
nent in the phi losoph ies of Bonaventura, Raymond Lull .  
and Duns Scotus. General ly it appears with its corollary 
universal hylomorphism, whi ch states that all creatures 
are composed of matter and fonn. Thus angelic beings 
and human souls were said to be composed of a form and 
a spiri tual matter. These doctrines enabled philosophers 
like Bonaventura and Scotus to maintain more effectively 
their conception of the completeness of th e substantial 
character of the human soul apart from the body. The 
Franciscan school s trongly supported both doctrines. 
Robert 1-:ilwardby and J ohn Peckham in particular ap
pealed to the plural i ty of forms in their dgorous opposition 
to the Thomistic doctrine of the onenes s of man's substan
tial form. 

The meaning of history . .  -\ugustine rejected emphati 
ca lly the cyclical conception of h i story as expressed i n  th e 
Christian re\·e lation and the doctrines of the Incarnation 
and salvation. H istory i s  a part of the divine plan and prov
idence ,  and reflects the presence of the divine reason. The 
didne dispensation of grace gives hope to man and makes 
i t  possible for h im to attain his  eternal beati tude in the 
City of God after his  pi lgrimage in th e earth ly ci ty. Few 

medieval philosophers escaped the influence of this  Au
gustinian conception. It i s  particularly noticeable in the 
work of Dante and i n  Roger Bacon's idea of a Christian 
republic. I t  i nfluenced such later philosophers as Campa
nella, J acques Bos suet, and Leibniz. And it is i ndirectly 
represented i n  modem secularized versions of the idea of 
progress and social utopias . 

E thics of charity and superiority of the �ill .  The ethi cs 
of charity and the principle of the superiority of the \\i l l  
over th e i nte l lect i n  man as  formulated by .-\ugustine were 
i mportant in the de\·elopment of rel igious thought The 
former, \\ith its corre lath·e doctrines of grace, e lection, and 
predestination.  is essentially a re l igious ethic. I t  found 
uni \·ersal acceptance \\ithin the Franciscan school and 
exerted considerable influence on all medie,·al theology 
and eth ics .  It affected such later thinkers as Luther and 
Cah-in. The principle of the primacy of the \\il l  i s  reflected 
in Bona\·entura's insi stence upon the need for moral as 
well as intel lectual i l lumination. Richard of \ l iddleton 
held that the \\i l l  i s  a faculty that determines itself \dthout 
being detennined by any other faculty. Duns Scotus as
serted that the will is free, whereas the intellect is  deter
mined by that which i s  k nown. The \\i l l  i s  the nobler of 
the two faculties and commands the i nte l lect 
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A C R E O L ,  P E TE R .  See PETER .-\CREOL. 

A C R O B I � D O  G H O S E  ( 1 572 - 19.50), commonly re
ferred to as Sri .-\urobindo. was an Indian metaphysician 
and founder of a new rel igious mo,·ement with headquar
te rs i n  Pondicherry, in former French I ndia. Aurobindo 
was educated mainly in England. at St. Paul 's Sch ool. 
London, and at hlng's College. Cambridge. where he was 
an outs tanding undercraduate student in classics . .  -\fter his  
return to I ndia in  1 59.3 and a few years of col lege and 
university teaching. he became in\"oh-ed in  nationali s t  
politics , wh ich led to his imprisonment i n  190S. \\"h i le 
under detention. he had a powerful re l igious experience, 
and in 19 10. shortly after his  release, he settled in Pondi
cherry, where his Ashram (rel i gious community) was es
tabl ished. He remained there unti l  his death . The re ligious 
movement as sociated with him has increased its follo\\ing 
in India, and has made some converts i n  the \\" est. 



Aurobindo's writings constitute a reinterpretation of the 
Indian heritage in the light of his own Western education. 
He modified traditional accounts of the re lation between 
the world and the Divine Being, or Brahman (see H1x
DUISM), by introducing the concept of evolution. Further, 
he rejected what he cal led the supracosmicism of much 
influential Hindu theology-namely, the doctrine that the 
cosmos is in some sense i l lusory, Brahman being the sole 
reality (this doctrine was held by Sankara). Thus Auro
bindo formulated a set of doctrines which retained the 
contemplative ideal but rejected the world negation often 
accompanying it, and delineated the evolutionary process 
as centering on the progressive manifestation of the spirit. 
The chief expression of these doctrines is found in his 
massive work The Life Divine. 

According to Aurobindo, the emergence of conscious
ness is not sati sfactorily  explained either as the conse
quence of the increased complexity of material organisms 
or as the work of an extracosmic deity. Nevertheless , on 
the basis of contemplative intuition and the Indian re li
gious tradition, he beli eved in  a Divine Being. He con
cluded that cons ciousness is somehow already concealed 
in living matter before its evolutionary emergence, and 
that the Divine Being is in some way immanent in the 
process. Aurobindo therefore argued that Brahman by a 
transformation (or "involution," as he cal led it), manifests 
itself as matter and then progressively brings about an 
unfolding of its powers through evolution. There is a hier
archy of substances appearing successively, but in such a 
way that each higher stage includes its predeces sor, al
though transformed. For instance, rational beings are al so 
material organisms, but the animal characteristics of man 
are transformed because of the pres ence of his mental 
powers. Aurobindo inferred that evolution is not completed 
by the emergence of Homo sapiens. The stage is set for 
the arrival of "superman"; this appearance will  change the 
character of social, cultural , and individual life. 

The concept of Brahman and associated ideas gives th is 
metaphysical  scheme a religious dimension. In one respect 
the Divine Being is in repose: the Absolute is a timeless 
and nonspatial being. B ut in its creative energy the Abso
lute manifests itself as the Supermind (Aurobindo regards 
this as corresponding  roughly to the God of theism), which 
is ,  so to say, an intermediary between the world as we 
observe it and the Absolute. Thus, the next stage of spirit
ual progress is to attain Godhood or the life divine. For 
this ,  two things are neces sary. First, men must prepare 
themselves through a new form of yoga ("integral yoga," 
implying that spiritual insight should accompany and 
permeate physical , social , and cultural life). Second, God 
must "descend" into human experience. This il lumination 
of individuals will lead to the emergence of a divinized 
community. In accordance with the principle that each 
higher stage transforms, or should transform ,  what it tran
scends, Aurobindo produced a synthesis between older 
I ndian religious ideals and the world-affirming attitudes of 
Chri stian theism. Thus, religious mysticism should give 
a new character to ordinary life, not negate it. Since the 
process is divine, the human possibil ities released by 
the descent of God wi l l  be l imitless . 

In  accord with his "integrali sm," Aurobindo had much 
to say about physical and cultural pursuits and was the 
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author, among other things ,  of a considerable body of po
etry in E nglish. The Pondicherry Ashram , which is an 
efficiently organized community, emp�as izes physical and 
educational activities-an unusual feature in comparison 
with other I ndian rel igious communities. Bibliography 
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:\°IXIAX S:\IART A U S T I N ,  J O H N  ( 1 790 - 1 859), the most influential Eng
lish legal phi losopher of the analytical school. He was born 
in London; at the age of 16 he enlisted in the army and 
served five years , resigning his commission to study law. 
He  was cal led to the bar in 18 18. The fol lowing year he 
married S arah Taylor, a woman of great intel l igence and 
beauty, to whom many distinguished men of the age were 
deeply devoted. 

The Austins became neighbors of Bentham and the 
� l i l lses and for twelve years remained closely associated 
with individuals in the Benthamite circle. The practice of 
law held l i ttle appeal for Austin, whose interests were 
primarily scholarly and theoreti cal; and after se,·en years 
he gave it up. In 1826, on the founding of the University of 
London by the Benthamites with whom he had been 
closely associated for years , he was offered its chair in 
jurisprudence. He accepted with enthusiasm and immedi
ately began to prepare himself by establishing his family 
in Bonn, where he taught himself German and studied the 
newly discovered Institu tes of Caius: the Pandects; and 
the works of Gustav H ugo, Thibaut, and Savigny. Some of 
the finest young minds in E ngland-] ohn Stuart � l il l ,  
George Cornewal l Lewis,  Sir J ohn Romil ly, and Sir  Wil
l iam Erle among them-attended the first series of lectures 
at London. The Prodnce of jurisprudence Determined, 
published in 1832 , is an expanded version of the first part 
of these lectures. Apart from this work, Austin published in 
his l ifetime only two articles and a pamphlet attacking 
reform, A Plea for the Constitution. Austin, who once 
remarked, "I was born out of my time and place-I ought 
to have been a schoolman of the twelfth century-or a 
German professor," never again reached the high point of 
his first year at London. S tudent interest decl ined, and the 
chair, which had been supported by student fees , was 
given up by Austin in 1832 for financial reasons. His wife 
tel ls us that this was "the real and irremediable calamity of 
his life-the blow from which he never recovered. " 
Pl agued by i llness and self-distrust, he served a brief and 
frustrating period, begi nning in 1833, on the Criminal Law 
Commission; and later, with more satisfaction, he served 
as royal commissioner of 11alta. During his remaining 
twenty years Austin spent some time on the Continent and 
a final period in Weybridge, not far from London , which 
proved to be the quietest and most contented part of his 
life. The second edition of the The Procince was publi shed 
in 1861 , two years after his death . The first complete edi
tion of The Lectu res on jurisprudence or The Philosophy of 
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PosititJe Law, reconstructed from his notes by h i s  wife, was 
published in 1863. 

Both the nature and the results of Austin 's inquiry de
sen·e attention. \\'hat are the characteri stics of his inquiry? 
First, h i s  aim w,1s to keep rigorously separate two ques
tions that had formerly been confused, with much practical 
hann resulting: what is law? and what ought the law to 
be? Austin wished to lay a solid foundation for answeri ng 
the second questi on by clarifying the first. H i s  answer 
to the second question was along strictly uti l itarian l i nes. 
Second, his  inquiry was analytical rather than empirical. H e  
was concerned with the analysi s  of concepts, not, for exam
ple, with historical or sociological questions. Finally, con
nected with the preceding analys is ,  he hoped to provide a 
general theory of law-"General juri sprudence" -whose 
concepts would permit us to grasp the essential features of 
any legal system without describ ing any particular system;  
th is task of  description was reserved for "particular juri s
prudence. " 

\\'hat were the results of Austin's inquiry into the nature 
of law? The province of jurisprudence, the subject matter 
selected for study, is law "strictly so-cal led," or positi\·e 
law, as contrasted, for example , with divine law (related to 
it by analogy) or phys ical laws of nature (re lated to it by 
metaphor) . Positive law is a ru le set for subjects by a sov
ereign in  a pol i tically independent society. A major part of 
The Prodnce consists of analyses of the concepts in this 
explanatory definition. A ru le is a species of command; it is 
a command that obliges the performance of a class of ac
tions. A command is an express ion or intimation of a wish 
that another do or forbear from doing some act, coupled 
with the abil i ty and intention to i nflict harm in  case of 
noncompliance. The command concept, the key to the 
science of juri sprudence for Austin ,  encompasses the con
cept of a sanction (the evi l that wi l l  probably be incurred 
in case of noncompliance), the concept of superiority (the 
power of forcing  compliance with one's wishes) ,  and 
the concept of obl igation or duty ( sometimes , for Austin ,  
one  i s  "obliged" because one  fears the sanction , sometimes 
when one is " liable" to the sanction) . A sovereign i s  that 
person or group of persons receiving habi tual obedience 
from most members of a given society but not in turn hav
ing a like habit of obedience to a superior. An i ndependent 
poli tical society i s  one in  which most members of the 
society have a habit of obedience to some person or group 
of persons who have no such habit of obedience to an
other . . 

Austin addressed his first  class at London i n  these 
words: " Frankness i s  the highest compliment . . . I 
therefore entreat you,  as the greatest favour you can do me, 
to demand explanati on and ply me with objections-turn 
me i nside out. " Legal phi losophers have paid h im th i s  
compl iment. His  method and h i s  resu lts have come in  for 
se\·ere and often valid critici sm. The inadequacies of Aus
ti n's theory result mainly from his se lecting as basic tools 
of analysis the concepts of a command and habi tual obedi
ence. The former cannot account for certain commonly 
accepted features of la\v. It fai l s ,  first, to explain the varied 
content of laws , for if v,:e view all law as an order or com
mand backed by threats, we neglect those many laws that 
do not impose duties but, rather, function in a vari ety of 
ways. It also fai l s  to account for the range of persons to 

whom laws are normal ly appl icab le, for orders are ad
dressed to others, whereas most laws bind those who have 
enacted them as well as those who have not. �ext, orders 
are deliberate datable events : only with much stretching of 
meaning and introduction of ficti on s (the sovereign com
mands what he pennits) can they account for the legal 
statu s of customary law and the deci sions of the courts. 
Final ly, the concept of a command leads Austin to the 
erroneous claim that one has a legal obl i gation because 
one fears the sanction. 

The pecul iar deficiency of a concept that l inks the law 
to habi tual obedience i s  that serious difficulties are en
countered in accounting for either the continuity of legal 
authori ty or the persi stence of law. \\'ith the concept of ha
bitual obedience alone, we should be unable to explain 
the common legal phenomena of one person's succeeding 
another in the authority to legis late or of laws that remain 
obligatory long after the legislator and those who habi t
ually obeyed him are dead. Finally, focusing on coercion 
as the essence of law prevented Austin from developing 
sufficiently the connections that law has with morality, 
connections that make understandable one's moral obl iga
tion to obey the law. 

In addition to these criticisms, Austi n has been charged 
with lack of originality, even in h is  fundamental mistakes, 
for identical views may be found in Hobbes and Bentham. 
Bryce commented, "Bentham . . .  drops plenty of good 
things as he goes along. Austin i s  barren. " It i s  under
standable that we should wonder at Austin's great in
fluence, and his  reputation as a great legal phi losopher. 

First, Austin 's  positivi sm, h is  insistence on separating 
questions of fact and value,  has made legal phi losophers 
sensitive to how easi ly these questions may be confused 
and how we may, as a result, delude ourselves into think
ing we have answered one of these questions when we 
have, in fact, an swered the other. E\·en more important, 
Austin's fai lures, all associated in some way with h i s  im
perativism, lun-e been helpful. He was not alone in  feel ing 
the grip of a certain idea, the idea that law is  s imply the 
impressing of the wi ll  of the stronger upon the weaker. 
Austin 's ch ief virtue was that he systematically developed, 
defended, and refi ned thi s idea, stripping it of excess 
phi losophical baggage. In doing this he enabled us  to 
focus with greater precision on those features of law that 
connect it with coercion. � lore than thi s ,  h i s  model presses 
us to remark upon its l imitations, the respects in which 
viewing law as coercion obscures i ts  complicated role in  
our l ives .  After Austi n ,  we understand better what there i s  
in  law that connects it with coercion and what there i s  in  
law that does not. This  i s  his  principal legacy. He provides 
one more i nstance in phi losophy of our gaining something 
from a false statement that we might not have gained from 
a true one. Works by Austin 

Lectures on jurisprudence, 5th ed. , :2 vols. London , 1885. 
The Proi.: ince of Jurisprudence Determ ined, i ntroduction by 

H .  L. :\. Hart. London, HJ5-1. Works on Austin 
Brown, J ethro, The A11sti n ian Theory of La w. London, 1 906. 
Bryce, J ames,  Studies in History and jurisprudence, \'ol l l. 
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HERBERT �I ORRIS A U S T I N ,  J O H N  L A N G S H A W ,  born in  19 1 1 , was 

White's professor of moral philosophy at Oxford from 1952 
until his death in 1960. Educated at Shrewsbury School 
and Bal l iol College, Oxford, he became a fellow of All 
Souls Coll ege in 1933; in 1935 he moved to �lagdalen 
Col lege, where he taught with conspicuous success until 
el ected to the White's chair. During World War II he 
served with distinction in the Briti sh Intell igence Corps; 
he attained the ran k of l i eutenant-col onel and was awarded 
the O .B .E .  and the Croix de Guerre, as well as being made 
an officer of the Legion of 1\l erit. 

In the years before the war Austin devoted a great deal 
of his  time and energy to philosophical scholarship. He  
made himself an expert in  the philosophy of Leibniz  and 
al so did much work on Greek philosophy, especial ly  Aris
totle's ethical works. At this period his own thought, al
though notably acute and already di stinctive in style, was 
largely critical and altogether lacked the positive approach 
that distinguished his postwar work. H i s  one publ ished 
paper bel onging to this early period, "Are There A Priori 
Concepts?" very fairly represents the astringent styl e and 
outlook that gave him the reputation of being a rather 
terrifying person. According to Austin's own statements, it 
was not until the beginning of the war that he began to 
develop the outlook on philosophy and m ethod of philoso
phi zing that marked his mature. work, and it is of th i s  work 
alone that an account will  be given . 

A ll\l S AND M ETHODS 

The practical exigencies of lecturing and the traditions 
of paper reading (especially in symposia, to which some of 
h is  important papers were contributions) prevented some 
of the most characteristic features of Austin 's preferred 
methods and aims from being clearly and fully exemplified 
in his written work. Lecturing is es sential ly a solo effort, 
whereas Austin believed that the best way of doing phi
losophy was in a group, and papers , especially  in sympo
sia, are almost inevitably on topics of traditional philo
sophical interest, whereas Austin preferred to keep the 
traditional problems of phil osophy in  the background. We 
shall therefore start by giving some account of the method 
and aims that Austin always advocated and practiced, most 
notably in meetings held regularly on Saturday mornings 
in the Oxford tem1 with a group of like-minded Oxford 
phil osophers. 

Language. Austin did not present h is  aims and methods 
as the only proper ones for a philosopher; whatever one or 
two uncautious remarks in his British Academy lecture "Ifs 
and Can s" may suggest to the contrary, he did not claim 
more than that his procedures led to defin ite results and 
were a necessary preliminary for anyon e who wished to 
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undertake other k inds of ph ilosophical investigation. But 
he certainly considered them so val uabl e and interesting 
in their results, and so suited to his own l inguistical ly 
trained capabil ities and tastes , that he never felt it neces
sary to investigate for himself what el se a phil osopher 
might usefully do. What he conceived of as the central 
task, the careful elucidation of the forms and concepts of 
ordinary language (as opposed to the language of phil oso
phers, not to that of poets, scientists, or preachers ) was, as 
Austin h imself was wel l aware, not new but characteri stic 
of countless phil osophers from Socrates to G. E. � loore. 
Nor were the grounds for this activity especially novel . 
First, he claimed, it was only common prudence for any
one embarking on any kind of philosophical investigation, 
even one that might eventually involve the creation of a 
special technical vocabulary, to begin with an examination 
of the resources of the tenn inology al ready at his disposal ; 
clari fication of ordinary language was thus  the "begin-al l ,"  
if  not the "end-al l , "  of any philosophical investigation. 
Second, he thought that the institution of language was in 
itself of sufficient interest to make i t  worthy of the closest 
study. Third, he bel ieved that in general a cl ear in sight 
into the many subtle distinctions that are enshrin ed in 
ordinary lan guage and have survived in a l engthy struggle 
for existence with competing distinctions could hardly fail 
to be al so an insight into important d isti nctions to be ob
served in the world around us-distinctions of an interest 
unl ikely to be shared by any we might think up on our 
own unaided in itiative in our professional armchairs. 

It is not too soon to remove at this stage some common 
misconceptions about Austin's aims and methods. First, 
although he was not concerned with studying the techn ical 
terminology of philosophers, he had no objection in prin
ciple to such terms ;  he thought that many such technical 
terms had been in troduced inappropriately and uncriti
cally, as is  cl ear from his discussion, in Sense and Sensibilia, of the sense-datum terminology, but he used much of 
the traditional technical vocabulary of philosophy and 
aJded many techn ical terms of his own invention-as 
almost any page of How to Do Th ings With Words will 
bear witness. Second, Austin did not think that ordinary 
language was sacrosanct; he certainly thought it unl ikely 
that hopelessly muddled uses of languages would survive 
very long and felt that they were more l ikely to occur in 
rather special ized and infrequently used areas of our vo
cabulary, but there was never any suggestion that language 
as we found it was incapable of improvement; all he asked 
was that we be cl ear about what it is l ike  before we try to 
improve it. 

Technique. We have seen that there was nothing essen
tial ly novel in Austin 's philosophical aims; what was new 
was the skil l ,  the rigor, and the patience with which he 
pursued these aims. H ere we are deal ing with Austin's 
own personal gifts, v.·hich cannot be philosophically dis
sected. Nor did Austin have any theory of philosophical 
method; what he had was a systematic way of setting to 
work, something on a par with a laboratory technique 
rather than with a scientific methodology. This techn ique, 
unlike the skill with which he followed it, was quite pub
lic and one that he was willing and eager to employ in 
joint investigations with others, so we can easily give an 
account of it. 
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A phi l osopher or, preferably, a group of phi losophers 
using thi s  technique begins by choosing an area of dis
course in which it i s  interested, often one germane to some 
great phil osophical i ssue. The vocabulary of th i s  area of 
discourse is then  collected, first by th inking of and l i sting 
all the words belonging to it that one can-not just the 
most discussed words or those that at first sight seem most 
important-then by looking up synonyms and synonyms of 
synonyms in dictionaries,  by reading the nonphil osoph ical 
l iterature of the field, and so on. Alongside the activity of 
col lecting the vocabulary one notes expressions within 
which the vocabulary can legitimately occur and,  stil l more 
important, expressions including the vocabulary that seem 
to be a priori plausible but that can nonetheless be recog
nized as unusable. The next stage is to make up "stories" 
in  which the legitimate words and phrases occur; i n  par
ticular, one makes up stories in wh ich it is clear that one 
can appropriately use one dictionary "synonym" but not 
another; such stories can also be found ready made in  
documents . In the l ight of  these data one can then proceed 
to attempt to give some account of the meaning of the 
terms and their interrelationships that wil l  explain the 
data. A particularly crucial point, which i s  a touch stone of 
success,  is whether one's account of the matter wi l l  ade
quately explain why we cannot say the th ings that we have 
noted as "plausible" yet that in fact we would not say. At 
this stage, but not earl ier, it becomes profitable to exam ine 
what other philosophers and grammarians have said about 
the same region of discourse.  Throughout (and th is  is why 
Austin so much preferred to work in a group) the test to be 
employed of what can and what cannot be said is a reason
able consensus among the participants that th is  is so. Such 
a consensus,  Austin found, could be obtained in  an open
minded group most of the time; where such agreement 
cannot be obtained the fact shou ld be noted as of possible 
significance. Austin regarded th is method as empirical and 
scienti fic, one that could lead to definitely establ i shed 
results, but he admitted that "l ike most sciences, it is an 
art," and that a su itably ferti le imagination was all impor
tant for success .  

It was the lack of thoroughness,  of sufficient research 
before general ization, in previous investigations of lan
guage, whether by those who cal led themselves gram
marians or by those who cal led themselves phi losophers, 
that Austin most deplored. He seriou sly hoped that a new 
science might emerge from the kind of investigations he 
undertook, a new kind of l inguistics incorporating workers 
from both the existing l ingu i stic and the ph i losophical 
fields. He pointed to other "new" sciences, such as logic 
and psychology, both formerly  parts of ph ilosophy, as 
analogues and was indifferent about whether what he was 
doing "was real l y  ph i losophy. " 

So  much must suffice as an account of the method of 
work that Austin advocated. It has been based on a set of 
notes for an informal tal k, characteristical ly entitled 
"Something About One Way of Possibly Doing One Part of 
Phil osophy. " As Austin admitted in  those notes ,  he had said 
most of th i s  in his papers "A Plea for Excuses" and " Ifs 
and Cans," and to all who worked with h im it was famil iar 
from his practice. Al though inevitably, as we have noted, 
th is  method could not be followed in writings (it is in any 

case a method of discovery and not of presentation), its use 
underl ie s  and can be di scerned in his publ i shed work. 
Thus ,  before writing "Words and Deeds" or How to Do Things With Words he went right through the dictionary 
making a l i st, which sti l l  survives, of all verbs that might 
be classed as "performative" in h i s  terminology. The art of 
tel l ing "your story" is amu singly  i l lu strated over and over 
again in h i s  paper "Pretending" and, indeed, in all h i s  
other publ i shed writings. His  insi stence that it i s  a mistake 
to dwel l  only on a few wel l-examined notions in a field of 
di scourse is i l lustrated by h i s  concentration on such no
tions as "mistake," "accident," and "inadvertence" ( in "A 
Plea for Excu ses" )  and on the use of "I can if  I choose" ( in 
" Ifs and Cans") ,  rather than on "re sponsibil ity" and "free
dom," in h is  papers that have a bearing on th e free-will 
problem. S imi larly, when his Saturday morning group 
turned its attention to aesthetics Au stin betrayed far more 
interest i n  the notions of dainty and dumpy milk jugs than 
in that of a beautiful picture. 

WORK 

I t  i s  not possibl e to give a systematic account of Austin's 
"ph i losophy," for he had none. His  technique lent itsel f 
rather to a set of quite independent inquiries ,  the conclu
sions of none of wh ich could serve as premi ses for a fur
ther inquiry; h i s  discussions of the language of perception 
( in Sense and Sensibilia), the concept of pretending, the 
notion of truth , and the terminol ogy of excuses were all 
based on the study of speech in those fields and not on any 
general principles or theories .  Nor would it serve any 
useful purpose to attempt to summarize his various inves
tigati ons one by one, since they depend so much for their 
interest and force on th e detai led observations about lan
guage that they contain. It will be more useful to discuss,  
first, what he thought of as his  main constructive work
the doctrine of i l locutionary forces that arose out of h is  
earl ier distinction of  performative and constative utter
ances ,  contained in  How to Do Things With Words-and, 
second, the appl ication of his  technique to the cri ticism of 
some traditional th eories about perception as found in h is  Sense and Sensibilia. 

Theory of illocutionary forces. Austin's theory of i l locu
tionary forces arose from h i s  observation that a considera
ble number of utterances, even those i n  the ·  indicative 
mood, were such that in at least some contexts it would be 
impossible to characterize them as being true or false. 
Examples  are "I name th i s  ship the Saucy Sue" (which is 
part of the chri stening of a sh ip, and not a statement about 
the chri stening of a ship),  "I promise to meet you at two 
o'clock" (which i s  the making of a promise and not the 
report of a promise or a statement about what wi ll  happen) ,  
and "I guarantee these eggs to be new-laid" (which i s  the 
giving of a guarantee and not a report of a guarantee). 
These utterances Austin cal led "performative," to indicate 
that they are the performance of some act and not the re
port of its performance ; he did not speak as some do who 
purport to discuss his views, of "performative verbs," for 
the verb "promise" can well occur in reports-for example,  
" I  promised to meet h im ."  To provide the necessary con
trast, Au stin coined the technical term "constative" to 



apply to al l those utterances that are naturally cal led true 
or false; he thought that "statement" and s imi lar words 
often used by philosophers roughly as he used "consta
tive" had in ordinary use too narrow a meaning to serve 
the purpose. 

For a time Austin appears to have been fairly sati sfied 
with this  distinction, which he gave in print in h is  "Other 
.\l inds" articl e in 1946, using it to i l luminate some features 
of utterances beginning "I know . . . .  " B ut although the 
distinction i s  cl early useful at a certain level , Austin began 
to doubt whether it was u ltimately sati sfactory. He found it 
impossible to give �ati sfactory criteria for distinguishing 
the performative from other u tterances. The first person of 
the present indicative, which occurs in the three examples 
given above, i s  cl early not a necessary feature; "Passen
gers are warned to cross the tracks only by the bridge" is 
an act of warning as much as "I warn you to cross . . . .  " 
Further, in a sui table context "Don't cross the tracks ex
cept by the bridge" may also be an act of warning (as in 
another context i t  might  be an act of commanding); thi s  
makes it necessary to distingu i sh the primatir:e performa
tive from the expl icit performative, the latter, but not the 
former, making clear what act was being performed in its 
formulation. 

Still  more importan t, the constative seemed to col l apse 
into the performative. Let us consider the four utterances 
"I warn you that a train is coming," "I  guess that a train 
is coming," "I state that a train i s  coming," and "A train i s  
coming. " The first of  these is  an  act of  warn ing, the second 
is  surely one of guessing, the third apparently one of stat
ing, while the fourth may be any of these as determ ined by 
context. Thus, the various form s of constatives-stating, 
reporting, asserting, and the rest-seem to be merely a 
subgroup of performatives. I t  might seem that still one 
crucial difference remains,  that while performative utter
ances may be in various ways url.happy (I may say "I prom
ise to give you my watch" whe� I have not got a watch, or 
am speaking to an animal, or ha\·e no intention of handing 
the watch over), the characteristic and distinctive happi
ness or unhappiness of constatives is  truth and falsehood, 
to which the other performath·es are not l iable. 

In a bri l l iant, if not always immediately convincing, 
discussion (Lecture XI of How to Do Things With Words) 
Austin tried to break down even this di stinction . First, we 
cannot contrast doing with saying, since (in addition to the 
trivial point that in stating one is performing the act of 
uttering word� or the l ike) in constative utterances one is 
stating, describing, affirming, etc. , and these acts are on a 
par with warning, promising, etc. Second, all constati ves 
are l iable to al l those kinds of infelicity that have been 
taken to be characteristic of performatives. Just as I should 
not promise to do something if  I do not intend to do i t ,  so I 
should not state that something i s  the case unless I believe 
it to be so; ju st as my act of sel l ing an object is nul l  and 
void if  I do not possess it, so my act of stating that the king 
of France i s  bald is null and void if  there is  no king of 
France; just as I cannot order you to do something unless I 
am in a posi tion to do so, so I cannot state what I am not in 
a position to state (I cannot state, though I can hazard a 
guess about, what you will do next year). Further, even if  
we grant that "true" and "false" are assessments specific to 
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constatives, is not their truth and fal sity closely parallel to 
the rightness and wrongness of estimates, the correctness 
and incorrectness of fi ndings, etc. ? Is the rightness of a 
verdict very different from the truth of a statement? Fur
ther, to speak of inferring r:alidly, arguing sou ndly, or 
judging fairly ,  i s  to make an assessment belonging to the 
same class as truth and fal sehood . .\ loreover, it is only a 
legend that "true" and "fal se" can always be appropriately 
predicated of constatives; "France is  hexagonal" is  a rough 
description of France, not a true or fal se one, and "Lord 
Raglan won the battle of Alma" (since Alma was a soldiers' 
battl e in which Lord Raglan's orders were not properly 
transmitted) is exaggerated-it is pointl ess to ask whether 
it is  true or false. It was on the basis of such considerations 
as these that Austin felt  h imself obliged to abandon the 
di stinction between the performative and the constative. 

To replace the unsati sfactory distinction of performati\·es 
and constatives Austin introduced the theory of i l locu
tionary forces. \\'henever someone says anythi ng he per
forms a number of distingu i shable acts, for example, the 
phonetic act of making certain noises and the phatic act of 
uttering words in conformity with grammar. Austin went 
on to distingu i sh three other kinds of acts that we may 
perform when we say something: first, the locu tionary act 
of u sing an u tterance with a more or less definite sense and 
reference, for example, saying "The door is open" as an 
Engl i sh sentence with reference to a particular door; sec
ond, the illocutionary act, which is the act I may perform 
in performing the locutionary act; third, the perlocutionary 
act, which is the act I may succeed in performing by means 
of my il locutionary act. Thus,  -in performing the locu
tionary act of saying that a door is open I may be perform
ing an i l locutionary act of stating, or hinting, or exclaiming; 
by performing the i l locutionary act of h inting I may suc
ceed in performing the perlocutionary act of getting you to 
shut it. In the same way, by performing the locutionary act 
of saying "Down with the monarchy" I may succeed in the 
perlocutionary act of bringing about a revolution, whereas 
in performing the locutionary act I would be inciting to 
revolution (successfully or unsuccessfully). 

\\'e now see that the constatives, along with performa
tives, can be construed as members of one particular sub
class of i l locutionary forces. Thus, in his provi sional 
classification of il locutionary forces Austin had a subclass 
of expositir:es, which included the "constative" acts. In 
performing a locutionary act we may be affirm ing, denying, 
stating, describing, reporting, agreeing, testifying, rejoin
ing, etc. , but in performing a locutionary act we may also 
perform an act with commissir:e force, as when we prom
ise, bet, vow, adopt, or consent; \\·i th r.:erdict ir:e force, as 
when we acquit, assess, or diagnose; with exercitir:e force, 
as when we appoint, demote, sentence, or veto ; or with 
behabitir:e force, as when we apologize, thank, or curse. 

Such is the crude outl ine of Austin 's theory of i l locu
tionary forces. Though his own exposition is of course 
much more full and rewarding, he said of i t  ( Hou; to Do 
Things With Words, p. 163) :  "I  have purposely not em
broi led the general theory with philosophical problems 
(some of which are complex enough almost to merit their 
celebrity); thi s  should not be taken to mean that I am una
ware of them."  We may be permitted to i l lustrate the phi l -
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osophical importance of bearing in m ind the distinctions 
Austin made with one example of our own. Very often in 
recent years philosophers have set ou t to explain the 
meaning of the word "good" or of sentences  conta in ing the 
word "good. " Some of them have done so by saying that in 
such sentences the speaker expresses h is  own feel ings 
(attitudes) and evokes similar feel ings (attitudes in  others). 
I t  might wel l seem that here they have set out to give an 
account rel evant to locutionary force and that they have 
instead given one possible i l locutionary force ("In  saying 
that it was good I was expressing my favorabl e  attitude 
toward it") and, alongside it, one possible perlocutionary 
force ("By saying that it was good I evoked in him a favor
able attitude"). It should be clear in the l ight of Austin 's 
work that such an account will not do. But Austin said very 
l ittle about locutionary force in detai l ,  and one of the most 
pressing general questions that ari se  from h i s  work i s  that 
of the relationship between il locutionary force and locu
tionary force; while recognizing that they are different, and 
that locutionary force is in some way prior, can we, for 
example, conclude that the locutionary force of utterances 
containing the word "promise" can be explained without 
reference to the typical il locutionary force of "I promise"? 
This  i s  far from clear. Criticism of traditional philosophy. We have examined 
in outl i ne an example of Austin's work on a piece of 
clari fication of language without any reference, save inci
dental ,  to the traditional problems of phil osophy. We shall 
now turn to Sense and Sensibilia, which i s  emphatical ly a 
polemical d i scussion of one of the central probl ems of 
epistemology. But we shall find the essential features of 
Austin's method sti l l  present, the presentation only being 
different. Austin had recommended that when the method 
i s  u sed as one of inqui ry the vocabulary and phrases ,  natu
ral and odd, that occur to us should be studied and conclu
s ions  drawn before the conclu sions of traditional ph il oso
phy are compared with them. H ere, however, when he 
presents results he at each stage presents first the tradi
tional philosophical theses and then shows their errors by 
confronting them with the actual facts, l ingui stic and oth
erwise. 

In  Sense and Sensib;lia, Austin examines the doctrine 
that we never directly perceive material things but  only 
sense data (or ideas, or sense contents, etc. ), insofar as that 
doctrine is based upon the so-cal led argument from i l lu
s ion.  H e  maintains that it i s  largely based on an obsession 
with a few words "the uses of which are oversimpl ified, 
not really understood or careful ly studied or correctly 
described" (Sense and Sensibilia, p. 3) .  With special refer
ence to Ayer and Price, he  shows how i l lu sions are tradi
tional ly confused wi th delus ions,  are defined in tenns of 
bel ief that one sees a material thing when in fact one does 
not (whereas some i l lus ions, such as one hatched l ine 
appearing to be longer than another of equal length, in
volve nothing of the sort), and are taken to include such 
phenomena as sticks looking bent in water, which are not 
i l lusions at al l .  A portion of the argument that cl early ex
hibits his m ethod at work is where he contrasts the actual 
complexities and differences in our use of "looks," "ap
pears," and "seems" with the traditional confusion of these 
terms in tradi tional philosophy. E special ly interesting is 

the discussion of the traditional accounts of "reality"; 
these he contrasts with the multifarious u ses of the word 
"real ," which takes its s ignificance only from the impl ied 
contrast in context with "artificial ," "fake," "bogus," "toy," 
"synthetic," etc. , as well as with "il lu sory" and "appar
ent. " 

But i t  i s  perhaps more important now for u s  to notice 
another el ement in the argument that i s  very characteri stic 
but that we have as yet given l ittl e notice, which is Aus
tin's care to avoid oversimpl i fication and hasty general iza
tion of nonl ingui stic, as well as l inguistic, fact. The ordi
nary man does not, as is so often stated or implied in  
accounts of  the argument from i l lusion, bel ieve that he 
always sees material things; he knows perfectly well that 
he sees shadows,  mirror images,  rainbows, and the l ike. 
The number of kinds of things that we see i s  large and to 
be settled by scienti fic investigation ,  not by philosophy; 
the question whether the invariable object of perception is 
a material thing or a sense datum is thus absurd. Again ,  it 
i s  not true that a straight stick in water normal ly looks l ike 
a bent stick out of water, for we can see the water; an after
image does not look l ike a colored patch on a wal l ;  a 
dream i s  distingui shed by the dreaml ike qual ity that occa
s ionally, but only occasional ly, we attribute to some wak
ing experi ence. Again, he points out that s i tuations in  
which our  perception i s  queer may ari se because of  defects 
in sense organs or pecu l iarities of the m edium or because 
we put a wrong construction on what we (qu ite normally) 
see, and it is a mistake to attempt to give a single  account 
of all perceptual error. None of these are l ingu istic points, 
and Austin had no puri st, theoretical notion that he was 
prohibited as a phil osopher from any attention to noncon
ceptual issues ;  he thought that philosophical error did 
arise  from empirical error. 

Once again,  it would be pointless to attempt to recon
struct the whole argument of Sense and Sensibilia here; 
we must be content with noticing the few points made that 
perhaps have some bearing on a general understanding of 
his general pos ition. But it should perhaps be stressed that 
Austin in these l ectures discussed only one theory of per
ception as  based on one particular kind of argum ent; al
though one may expect to get help from it in study of other 
problems in the field of perception, it would be a mistake 
to suppose that the book contains a ful l  study of al l prob
lems of perception or to criticize it because it l eaves many 
difficult problems unanswered. 

It  is hardl y imaginable that anyone would ever deny that 
Au stin d i splayed a very great tal ent in the kind of work he  
chose to  do. Some have criticized h im on  the ground that 
there are more important things for phi losophers to do than 
this ;  on that point Au stin always refused to argue, simply 
saying that those who preferred to work otherwi se shou lcl 
do so and asking only that they not do what he did in the 
traditional s l ipshod way. To those who said that philoso
phers should work with an improved scientific language he 
rep] ied flatly that the distinctions of  ordinary language 
were of interest in their own right and that one should not 
modify what one does not fully understand, but he offered 
no theoretical objections to such projects. H e  was content 
to work in a way which he felt he understood and found 
rewarding. As for the assertion sometimes made, that Aus-



tin's kind of work i s  private to his own pecul iar gifts and 
that it was therefore a mi stake for him to recommend the 
method to others, time alone can decide. 

A final word should be said about Austin's relation to 
other ph ilosophers. H e  greatly admired G.  E .  Moore, but it  
i s  a mi stake to view his work as an offshoot of Cambridge 
philosophy. Moore, l ike Austin and unlike most Cam
bridge philosophers, had a l inguistic and classical back
ground rather than a scientific one. Austin owed no special 
debt to Russell and was far more unl ike Wittgenstein than 
is sometimes recogn ized. For Wittgenstein an understand
ing of ordinary language was important because he be
l ieved that the traditional problems of philosophy arose 
from misunderstandings of it, but Wittgenstein had in 
mind gross category mistakes, and he wished to study 
ordinary language only so far as was essential for elfmi
nating these. Austin was interested in fine disti nctions for 
their own sake and saw the application of his  resu lts to the 
traditional problems of phil osophy as only a by-product. He was uninterested in the party conflicts of philosophy, 
following always his individual bent. Works by Austin 
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J. 0. URMSON A UT H O R I T Y .  "Authority" is often defined as "legi ti
mate power. " Nevertheless, many writers insist, with de 
J ouvenel, that "power i s  something very different from 
authority. The di stingui shing mark of the latter is that it  
i s  exerci sed only over those who voluntarily accept i t" (Sovereignty, p. 32 ). This disagreement i s  partly due to 
the vagueness and ambiguity of "power. " One sense of the 
word suggests the coercion of unwilling subjects who, far 
from acknowledging a ruler's authority, submit to his 
power as to a gunman 's,  for fear of what he might  do to 
them. But in a broader sense, to have power is to be able 
to get what one wants by affecting the behavior of others. 
This sense of "power" covers a wide range of relations 
between actor and subject and includes that of authority, at 
any rate in one sense of "authori ty. " I f, however, "author
i ty" does signify a kind of power, it i s  evidently not the 
kind manifest in the exercise of naked or coercive power. 

The relations between power and authority are compli
cated, however, not only by the vagueness of "power," but 
also by the varying shades of meaning of "authority. " Au
thority cannot always be understood as a capacity to affect 
other men's behavior. A man who has authority to act may 
yet be unable to make his will effective, l ike a policeman 
vainly tryi ng to quell a riot. Again, an authority on Etrus-
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can ceramics may command respectful attention and may 
influence beliefs but have no effect on men's behavior. 

Nor is authority neces sari ly legi timate, if by that one 
means that it  derives from some recognized set of institu 
ti onalized rules or traditions. Max Weber distinguished 
three ideal types of authority, according to the type of their 
legitimacy : traditional, legal - rational,  and chari smatic. 
The sense in which the first two are legitimate i s  reasona
bly clear, but the last is more elusive. "Charisma" is a 
theological term meaning "a gift or talent special ly vouch
safed by God. " Weber used it to cover the kind of relation 
that exists characteristically between the prophet or the 
insurgent leader and his fol lowers. It is an eminently per
sonal relation, and may often imply a repudiation of insti
tutionalized authority, whether of law or custom. "It is 
written . . .  but I say unto you . . .  ," says \Veber, ex
presses the characteri stic authority of the innovating 
leader; he impresses his will by the appeal of his person
al i ty, by generating a faith in his mission, or by the belief 
that he can save his followers from their doubts and per
plexities. 

Though there seems at first sight very l i ttle in common 
between the last type of authori ty and the policeman's 
authority to detai n on suspicion, or the savant's to pro
nounce on the age of a vase, they are, nevertheless,  re
lated. One must distinguish, however, between de facto 
and de jure uses of the word "authority. " 

De jure authority. "Authority" is used in a strictly de jure sense when one says, for instance, that a subordinate 
official has exceeded his authority. This presumes a set of 
rules, according to which certain persons are competent 
(authorized) to do certain things, but not to do other th ings. 
In th is instance, there may be no question of securing the 
obedience or compliance of others-the extent of the offi
cial 's authority depends not on whether he can get others 
to act, but rather on what actions are open to him within 
the rules. But, of course, governmental authority is very 
often authority, under rules,  to issue instructions to others. 
This is the aspect of authority that writers such as Hannah 
Arendt and C .  J .  Friedrich have in  mind. They want to 
distinguish it from power, and particularly from despotic or 
tyrannical power. The latter, they say, is subject to no 
l imits, whereas true authority, because it is always derived 
from rul es, must, therefore, be limited and restrained by 
rules. This  i s  dubious because the rules may confer, as in 
the case of a sovereign legislature, an unlimited authority, 
even to change the rules at wi ll .  So long as it makes sense 
to say that a person has a right to command, there seems no 
good reason to deny that he has true authority, however 
much one dislikes it. 

Closely related to the concept of rule-conferred authori ty 
is the authority that a person gives another to act on his 
behalf. Hobbes treated this, indeed, as the standard use, 
defining the expression "done by authority" as "done by 
commission , or licence from him whose right it is" (Leviathan, ch. 16), the latter being the "author" of the act, as 
opposed to the "actor. " The authority of the·ruler, as actor, 
was an unconditional commission from his subj ects , the 
authors , to represent them, that is ,  to act on their behalf. 
From th is,  Hobbes concluded that "every particular man is 
author of all  the sovereign doth" ( Ibid. , ch. 18). Hobbes 
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wanted to treat this i nitial authorization as the source of al l 
ru le-making authority and, therefore, of all ru les. But this 
cannot be the case. The concept of action on behalf of 
another does not describe a natural fact. I t  presupposes a 
normative category defined by a rule, namely, that what
ever the effects of A's actions,  they shal l ,  if done with B's  
authority, carry the same normative consequences as  i f  
done by B himself. But in  that case, "authority" and "au
thorization" are meaningless without a pre-existing system 
of rules. So the sense of authority (de jure) as a ru le-created 
competence must logical ly precede that sense in which 
authority i s  granted by one person to another. 

De facto authority. Authority in  a de facto sense exi sts 
whenever a man recognizes another as entitled to com-· 
mand h im. That is not quite the same as saying, as some 
writers do, that all compliance with authority is  wi l l ing 
compl iance; for, on a given occas ion, one may comply very 
re luctantly, or not at al l ,  yet stil l  recognize that one ought 
to comply. The real difference between this case and that 
of the man who disobeys someone who s imply i s  powerful 
(i . e. , whom he does not recognize as in  authority) i s  that 
the former would see his disobedience as a lapse or a 
failure, while the latter's only anxiety would be to avoid 
reprisals .  

To have de facto authori ty is to stand in such a relation to 
other people that one can , as a matter of fact, induce them 
to do (or, equal ly, to believe) what one tells them, because, 
for whatever reason,  they are convinced that they ought to 
do so. Of course,  the relationship of de facto authority most 
commonly ari ses from de jure authority-where some 
principle of legitimacy, of law, custom, rel igion, and so on , 
gives an official or ru ler a right to command or to make 
pronouncements for others to accept. Providing the sub
ject respects the legitimating principle, the official wi ll 
also enjoy de facto authority. This ,  in turn, can be a source 
of power, in the narrow sense of coercion, over those who 
reject the person in authority, since those who accept it 
can be used to coerce those who do not. 

A person may fall in with another's suggestions, how
ever, not precisely because he feels that he has a duty to 
obey, but because the other person is an au thority, mean
ing that he is bel ieved to possess expert knowledge and 
therefore the right to be li stened to because "he knows 
what he i s  talking about. " This is the borderline case be
tween authority and influence. If  A has influence with B ,  
B is predisposed, perhaps because  of ties of  friendship or of 
loyal ty, to consider A's suggestions favorably, but not be
cause he considers that he ought to defer to A's judgment 
or thinks it presumptuous or i mpudent to ask him for his  
reasons. The authority of the expert ,  on the other hand, 
involves the notion of someone qual ified to speak. I t  pre
sumes standards by which experti se is assessed and recog
nized, for example, degrees or professional reputation. 
Evidence of this kind serve as reasons why laymen should 
take the expert's word without understanding his reasons, 
even without aski ng for them. 

"Authori ty," "competence," and "recognition" are thus 
all very closely related concepts;  and thi s is true even of 
the cases that come closest to \Veber's pure chari sma-the 
prophet with the mark of grace, the Napoleon, the Lenin, 
or the de Gaulle, whom men follow even though, at first, 

their claim to obedience derives from no established rules. 
I t  is mis leading to talk of authority as if  it were a kind of 
natural force emanating from some individual s  and at
tracting followers as a magnet attracts iron fi lings. The 
qualities that sustain leadership and authority vary with 
the group and its tradi tions and standards. Among some 
peoples, epilepsy is  a mark of divine inspirati on; among 
others , soldiers are highly regarded and readily qualify as 
charismatic, particularly in emergencies. Agai n,  the au
thority a man enjoys in a special field may spill over if that 
field has high prestige in  the society, i nto fields where he 
has no special competence, as when soldi ers are greeted as 
political oracles and scienti sts as prophets. 

But while the qualities that characteri ze authority may 
vary with the society, it  is a fai r generalization that the less 
a leader's authority i s  firmly rooted de jure in an estab
li shed tradition or in  accepted institutions, the more it will 
depend on continuing success ,  on his faith in  his own 
miss ion or destiny and on his abi l ity to communicate this 
faith to others . Conversely, de J ouvenel  argues that insti
tutionalized authority, by its very nature, must have a 
bui lt- in tendency to exclude the dynamic and thrusting 
innovator. The k ind of l eader who relies on personal as
cendancy rather than on the authority of office i s  l iable to 
disrupt the limiting structure of legitimate authority, i f  
once he gets a foot inside. The tension between those in de jure authority and what de J ouvenel calls  "emergent 
authority, the active force in pol itics" i s ,  he maintains, a 
natural feature of every political system. 

Justifying authority. The question, "What, in general , 
can justify authority?" became pressing in  pol itical philos
ophy only after the Reformation. The Greeks and the Ro
mans , taking the need for authority for granted, were 
mainly concerned about who should exerci se it, under 
what conditions, and within what l imits .  Christianity 
taught that al l authority was of God, as a remedy for sin,  
and men owed obedi ence to earthly authorities because 
they were divinely commissioned. Only with the growth of 
early liberalism, out of the wreck of the universal church , 
and under the influence of Protestant doctrine of the equal 
priesthood of all believers and the doctrine of the I nner 
Light, did the problem of justifying human authority in 
secular terms become urgent. 

The liberal tradition in pol itical philosophy can be re
garded as a prolonged exploration of the relati ons between 
three concepts :  authority, reason, and freedom. On the face 
of it, there would seem to be a fundamental conflict be
tween the liberal ideal of the free, rational individual, 
choos ing his  own course in the l ight of reason or con
science, and the plai n necessity that members of a society 
must forgo acti ng on their own judgment and making their 
own choices and must submit instead to the instructions of 
another man, not because they recognize them as wiser or 
better, but because they are his .  According to Locke, tute
lage is a natural condition for chi ldren; but when man 
grows to be a reasonable being, he achieves freedom and 
equal ity with other reasonable men. If men are born free, 
asked Rousseau, what can justify their chains ? 

Rousseau's answer was a variant of Hobbes's. To be 
justi fied, authority must be self-imposed. It must derive 
from a compact, or covenant, whereby each member of the 



society agrees with all the rest to submit to one or a few of 
their number (Hobbes ) ,  or to the General Will of the whole 
people (Rousseau) .  This solution had the merit, at least, of 
taking into account recognition and acceptance as neces
sary conditions for de facto authority. But i t  conceded too 
much : the subject was committed, by a free act of wi l l, to a 
total submission, no matter what he might  think of the 
actual purposes to which authority was put. H obbes,  it is  
true, took it for granted that the point of the compact was 
the welfare of the subject; and Rousseau believed that, at 
its highest, this was identical with that of the whole com
munity. The liberal , rationali st tradition in politics, how
ever, has been reluctant to grant that there could never be 
a right to disobey a government. Even Hobbes admitted 
that a man's duty to submit ended if the sovereign threat
ened his l ife or fai led to protect him. Locke went much 
further, making political obligation depend on good gov
ernment and the safeguarding of natural rights. But  con
fronted with the dilemma that it would be incompatible 
with order to give every i ndividual the right to withhold 
obedience whenever he judged himself aggrieved, Locke 
fal tered and seemed to reserve the right to judge to the 
people,  deciding by majorities . Thus, Locke threatened i n  
the end t o  subordinate individual judgment to majority 
decis ions as absolutely as Hobbes subordinated it to the 
sovereign, or Rousseau to the General Will .  

Applied cons istently, consent theory presents two major 
difficulties. If consent is taken as a neces sary condition for 
authority, it seems to deny a government any rightful au
thority over anyone who dissented from it, or, at least, from 
the basic principles of the constitution (considered as the 
terms of the contract) ,  from which the government's au
thority derived. The only pos sible relation between the 
government and the dissenter would then be naked power. 
But this would not meet the liberal democrat's usual re
quirement. He wants to say. that preci sely because the 
form and principles of demdcracy are more just than its 
rivals,  a democratic government is morally justified in  
preventing subversion and coercing dangerous dissenters. If the dissenters mistakenly fai l  to recognize this moral 
superiori ty, that error does not inval idate a democratic 
government's right to exact obedience, provided it has 
majority support. Consent theory in this form, therefore, 
wi l l  not provide the justification for political authority that 
is  generally required of it. If, however, consent is taken as a sufficient condition for 
authori ty, ooe may be committed to too much, for instance, 
to defending anyone who condoned and submitted to 
immoral abuses of authority on the grounds that he once 
voted for it. If one consents for self- interested, even im
moral , reasons to authorities to which one ought not to 
consent, is one therefore morally committed to cooperating 
with them in  their immoral pol icies ? Or should one rather 
say that s ince one ought not to have given consent in the 
first place, the authority is i l legiti mate and the duty void? 

Consent theory is an attempt to define the conditions 
under which there can be a moral duty to accept authority, 
without giving up that conception of morality that stres ses 
rational ity and personal judgment. It tries to find a way out 
of the difficulty characterized by the fact that whereas , in  political terms, we speak of  a right to  act according to 
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one's own best judgment or conscience, in  moral terms we 
speak of a duty to do so. Whatever i ts weaknesses, consent 
theory suggests an i mportant principle, namely, that a 
moral theory of authority can never be a theory of absolute 
authority. Recognizing that authority is essential to social 
survival , a rational man would concede that he could not 
i nsist on a right or a duty to disregard authority, whenever 
he disagreed with it, and to act i nstead on his  own judg
ment. Nevertheless, he need surrender only his right to 
act, not to judge. It is consistent with submiss ion to politi
cal (though not perhaps to religious) authority to obey 
while believing the injunction to be wrong. Nor is th is 
irrati onal , if disobedience or revolt would be more disas
trous than obedience. A democrat might properly submit to 
a corrupt oligarchy, if  the alternative were tyranny or total 
disruption of society. 

E ven so, submission even i n  this spiri t  can be neither 
absolute nor fi nal. If authority is justified by its general 
consequences , consi stently evil consequences would con
demn it. The duty to submit, which is the reverse side of 
the right to command, must always depend, therefore, on 
whether the authority tends in general to real ize the ends 
that are held to justify it. One cannot be rationally com
mitted to refrain from judging for oneself whether the 
authority has that tendency, nor to continue to recognize it 
as an authority once one concludes that i t  has not. Of 
course, anyone who sti l l  believes that the proper ends of 
authori ty are being served will continue to support it, and 
he wil l  be quite consistent if he holds that the recalcitrants 
must be restrained by force if necessary. From his poi nt of 
view, they are s imply wrong in judging that the conditions 
for obedience are not being fulfilled, and therefore wrong 
to reject the authority. Nevertheless, he cannot rationally 
deny them the right to judge or, given their judgment, the 
right to act on it; he can complain only that they have 
judged wrongly, and that their rebellion is not therefore 
justified in  reali ty. 

In short, a moral duty to submit to authority may i nvolve, 
in a sense, suspending the moral duty to act on one's own 
immediate judgment; but that can only ari se from, and be 
conditional upon, one's own continuing judgment of the 
broader issues involved. The idea that one could give up 
th is fundamental duty, or suffer its extinction, would be 
incompatible with the idea of a morally responsible and 
rational person. Bibliography 
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A V E N A R I U S ,  RI C H A RD ( 1843 - 1896), German posi
tivist ph ilosoph er, was born in Pari s. He studied at the 
Univers ity of Leipzig, where he became a Privatdozent in 
philosophy in 1 876 . The following year he was appointed 
professor of philosophy at Zurich, where he taught until 
his death . H i s  most influential work was the two-volume 
Kritik der reinen Erfahrung ( 1888 - 1 890), which won h im 
such fol lowers as Joseph Petzoldt and such opponents as 
Len in. 

Avcnarius was the founder of empiriocriticism, an epis
temological theory according to which the task of phil oso
phy is to develop a "natural concept of the world" based 
on "pure experience ."  To obtain such a coherent, consist
ent view of the world requires a positivi stic restriction to 
that which is  directl y given by pure perception, together 
with the el im ination of al l metaphysical ingredients which 
man, through introjection , imports into experience in the 
act of knowing. 

There is  a close kinship between the ideas of Avenarius 
and those of Ernst Mach, especially as set forth in  Mach's 
Analyse der Empfindungen. The two men never became 
personal ly acquainted, and they developed their points of 
view quite independently of one another; hence, it was 
only gradually that they became convinced of the profound 
agreement of their basic conceptions. They held the same 
fundamental view on the relationship between physical 
and mental phenomena, as well as on the significance of 
the principle of the "economy of thought. " Above al l ,  both 
were persuaded that pure experience must be recognized 
as th e sole admissible-and thoroughly adequate-source 
of knowledge. Thus ,  the el imination of i ntrojection by 
Avenarius is  only a special form of that total el imination of 
the metaphysical wh ich Mach sought. 

In addition to Petzoldt and Lenin, others who deal t at 
length with the ph il osophy of Avenarius  were Wilhelm 
Schuppe and Wilhelm Wundt. Wh ile Schu ppe, the philos
opher of immanence, agreed with Avenarius on essential 

points, Wundt criticized the scholastic character of 
Avenarius '  expositions and sought to point out internal 
contradictions in h is  doctrines. Cognition. The two presuppositions of empiriocriticism 
are the empiriocritical axiom of the contents of cognition 
and the axiom of the forms of cogni tion. The first axiom 
state s that the cognitive contents of all philosophical views 
of the world are merely modifications of the original as
sumption that every human being initially assumes him self 
to be confronted with an environment and with other hu
man beings who make assertions and are dependent on the 
environment. The second axiom holds that scientific 
knowl edge does not possess any forms and means essen
tial ly  d ifferent from those of prescientific knowledge and 
that all the form s and means of knowl edge in the special 
sciences are extensions of the prescienti fic (Kritik der 
reinen Erfahrung, Vol . I, Preface). 

Especial ly characteristic of Avenarius'  theory of human 
cognition was his b iological approach. From this biological 
point of view, every process of knowledge is to be inter
preted as a vital function , and only as such can it be un
derstood. Avenarius' interest was d irected chiefly to the 
pervasive relations of dependency between individuals 
and their surroundings, and he described these relations in 
an original term inology involving many symbols. 

The point of departure for his investigations was the 
"natural " assumption of a "principal coordination" be
tween self and environment, in consequence of which 
each individual finds h imself facing both an environment 
with various component parts and other individuals who 
make assertions about thi s  environment which al so express 
a "finding. " The initial principal coordination thus  consi sts 
in the existence of a "central term" (the individual ) and 
"opposite terms" about wh ich he makes assertions. The 
encountering individual is represented and central ized in  
system C (the central nervous system, the cerebrum ), the 
basic biological processes of which are nourishment and 
work. 

System C is exposed to change in two ways ; changes in 
it are dependent on two "partial -systematic factors": varia
tions in the environment (R) or stimul i  from the external 
world (whatever can,  as a stimulus ,  excite a nerve), and 
fluctuations in metabol ism (S), or absorption of food 
(whatever in the environment of system C conditions and 
constitutes its metabolism). System C constantly strives for 
a vital maximum conservation of i ts strength (V) ,  a state of 
rest in which the mutual ly opposed processes f(R) and 
f(S)-that is, the variations of system C as functions of R 
and S-cancel each other out, and the two variations main
tain an equil ibrium (f(R) + f(S) = 0, or !.f(R) + !.f(S) = 0). 
l f  f(R) + f(S) > 0, then there arises in  the state of rest or 
equi l ibrium state of system C a  distu rbance, a relationsh ip 
of tension, "a vital difference ."  The system strives to dimin
ish or cancel out and equal ize th is  disturbance by passing 
over spontaneously to secondary reactions in order to 
re-e stabl ish its original state (the conservation maximum, 
or  V). These secondary reactions to deviations from V or to 
physiological fluctuations in system C are the so-called 
independent vital sequences (the vital functions in system 
C, the physiological processes in the brain), wh ich run 
their course in three phases :  the initial segment (appear-



ance of the vital difference ),  the middle segment, and the 
final segment (reappearance of the earl ier state). The can
cel i ng out of a vital difference is possible, of course, only 
in the manner and to the extent that system C exhibits a 
readiness for it. Among the changes preparatory to achiev
ing readiness are hereditary dispositions, developmental 
factors, pathological variations, practice or exerci se, and the 
l ike. The "dependent vital sequences" (experi ences, or 
E-values) are functionall y  conditioned by the independent 
vital sequences. The dependent vital sequences, which , 
l ike the independent, proceed in  three stages (pressure, 
work, release), are the conscious processes and cognitions 
("assertions about contents"). For example, an instance of 
knowledge is present if in the initial segment the charac
terization reads "unknown" and in the final segment it 
reads "known ."  

Avenarius sought to  explain the rise and di sappearance 
of problems in general as fol lows. A disparity can ari se 
between the stimulation from the environment and the 
energy at the disposal of the individual either ( a) because 
the stimulation is strengthened as a resu lt of the individ
ual ' s  having found anomal ies, exceptions, or contradictions 
in the given,  or (b) because an excess of energy is present. 
In the first case, problems ari se that can , under favorable 
circumstances, be solved by knowledge; in the second 
case, practical-idealist  goals ari se. The latter are the pos
iting of ideal s and values (for example, eth ical or aesthetic 
ideal s and values) , the testing of them (that is, the forming 
of new ones), and through them the alteration of the given. 

The E-values, which depend on the fluctuations in  the 
energy of system C, fal l into two classes. The first are "ele
ments," or simple contents of assertions-contents of 
sensation, such as green, hot, and sour, which depend on 
the objects of sensation or stimuli  (whereby the "things" of 
experience are understood as nothing more than "com
plexes of elements") .  The second are "characters," the 
subjective reactions to sensatio�s , or the feel ingl ike modes 
of apprehension. Three groups of basic characters (kinds of 
awareness) are distingu i shed : the "affective," the "adap
tive ," and the "prevailing. " Among the affective characters 
are the feel ings proper (the "affectional ,"  pleasure and 
avers ion) and the feelings in a figurative sense (the 
"coaffectional ,"  such as anxiety and rel ief, and the "vir
tual ," such as feel ings of movement). The adaptive charac
ters include the "identical " (sameness or "tautote," 
difference or "heterote");  that is, the "fidential ," the 
"exi stential " tbeing, appearance, nonbeing), the "secural" 
(certainty, uncertainty), and the "notal" (the being known, 
the being unknown), together with many modifications of 
these. For example, modifications of the "idential " in
clude, among others, general ity, law, whole, and part. 

Pure experience and the world. Avenarius constructed 
the concept of pure experience and related it to his theory 
of the natural concept of the world on the bas is  of his  
views on the biology and psychology of knowledge. The 
ideal of a natural concept of the world of pure experience 
is fulfil led in the complete elimination of metaphysical 
categories and of dual istic interpretations of reality, by 
means of h is  exclusion of introjection. The basic prerequi
site for this is first to acknowledge the fundamental equiv
alence of everythi ng that is encountered and that can be 
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grasped, regardless of whether it is given through external 
or internal experience. As a consequence of the empirio
critical principal coordination between self and environ
ment, individual s and environment are encountered in the 
same fashion, without di stinction. "With respect to given
ness, I and the environment are on completely the same 
footing. I come to know the environment in exactly the 
same sense that I come to know m yself-as members of a 
single experience; and in every experience that i s  realized 
the two experience-values, the self and the environment, 
are in principle coord inated to each other and equivalent" (Der menschliche Weltbegriff). 

Likewi se, the difference between R-values and E-values 
is conditional upon the mode of apprehension. Both values 
are equally accessible to description. They differ only in 
that the former are interpreted as constituents of the envi
ronment, while the latter are conceived of as the content of 
an assertion of another human individual. In the same way, 
there is no ontological distinction between the mental and 
the physical ; rather, there is a logical functional relation 
between them. A process i s  mental i nsofar as it i s  depend
ent on a change in system C and has more than mechanical 
significance , that is ,  insofar as it s ignifies an experience. 
Psychology has no separate subject matter at its disposal ; it 
is nothing other than the study of experience insofar as 
experience is dependent on system C. Avenarius rejected 
the usual interpretation of and distinction between mind 
and body. He recognized neither the mental nor the phys
ical but only a single kind of being. 

Economy of thought. Of particular importance for the 
real ization of the cognitive ideal of pure experience and 
for the notion of the natural concept of the world is the 
principle of the economy of thought. In the same way that 
thinking in conformity with the principle of least exertion 
is the root of the theoretical process of abstraction, so 
knowledge general ly orients i tself by the degree of exer
tion requi red to ful fil l  experience. Hence, one should 
exclude all elements of the mental image that are not con
tained in the given, in  order to th ink about that which is 
encountered in  experience with the least pos sible expen
diture of energy, and thus to arrive at a pure experience. 
Experience, "cleansed of all adul terating additions," con
tains nothing but constituents of experience that presup
pose constituents of the environment only. Whatever i s  not 
pure experience, and thus is not the content of an assertion 
(an E-value) subject to the environment itsel f, is to be 
el iminated. What we term "experience" (or "existing 
things") stands in a certain relationship of dependence to 
system C and to the environment; and experience is pure 
when it is cl eansed of all those contents of assertions that 
do not depend on the environment. 

A world concept relates to the "sum total of the constitu
ents of the environment" and is dependent on the final 
character of the C-system. It is natural if it  avoids the error 
of introjection and is not fal si fied by animi stic "insertions. " 
lntrojection transfers the perceptual object i nto the per
ceiving man. It spl its our natural world into inner and 
outer, subject and object, mind and matter. This is the 
origin of metaphysical problems (l ike immortal ity and the 
mind -body problem) and metaphysical categories ( l ike 
substance). All of these must therefore be el iminated. 
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Introjection, with its unwarranted dupl ication of real i ty, 
must be replaced by the empiriocritical principal coordi
nation and the natural concept of the world that rests on i t. 
Thus ,  at the end of its development the world concept 
returns to that natural form with which i t  began:  a purely 
descriptive comprehension of the world, with the least 
expenditure of energy. Works by Avenarius 
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FRAXZ A USTEDA 
Translated by Albert E. B lu mberg 

A V E R R O E S ,  or ibn-Rushd (c. 1 1 26 -c. 1 198), was the 
foremost figure in I s lamic phi losophy's period of h ighest  
development (700 - 1200). His  pre-eminence i s  due to  
his  own immense philosophical acui ty and power and 
to his enormous influence in  certa in  phases of Latin 
thought from 1200 to lo.SO. 

Averroes ("ibn-Rushd" is  a more exact transl i teration of 
the Arabic, whi le  "Averroes" is the medieval Latin ver
sion) was born in Cordoba i nto a family of prominent 
judges and l awyers ; his grandfather, bearing the same 
name, serYed as the chief qiidi (judge) of Cordoba, and 
there i s  a tradi tion that his father carri ed out the same 
duties .  (In �I us l im society a qadi' s profess ional concepts 
and practical duties \Vere s imultaneously civil and rel i 
gious. Thus ,  a "lawyer" had expert knowledge of divine 
law. ) 

There are, however, few other specific detai l s  about h i s  
l ife and career. Ernest Renan and Salomon � Junk mention 
that he studied under the most learned teachers in theol
ogy and law (i n the �I us l im world the two discipl ines are 
effectively the same). It has been suggested that he s tud
ied with such scientists and phil osophers as ibn-Tufai l (d. 
l l b.5 ) and ibn-Bajja (or Avempace, d. 1 138), but the tenu
ous evidence would indicate that he became acquainted 
with the former only when he was past forty and that the 
death of the latter occurred when Averroes was only l l or 

12 years of age. Thus ,  significant pedagogical influence by 
these personalities upon Averroes is  doubtful. . 

There remain,  nevertheless , scattered pieces of evidence 
and suggestions of dates delineating h i s  career. Averroes 
h imself mentions that he was in  � larrakesh in  1 153, on 
which occas ion he observed the star Canope, not visible in 
Spain at that time. Thi s  s ighting confirmed for him the 
truth of Aristotle's claim that the world was round. Some 
years later he seems to have been associated with the 
family of the Ibn Zuhr, traditionally phys icians and schol 
ars of medicine. H e  i s  reported to have been well ac
quainted with Abu �l arwan ibn-Zuhr, perhaps the most 
outstanding member of the family, and \Vhen Averroes 
composed his medical handbook entitled Kulliyat ( l i teral
ly, "general ities ," which became latinized to Colliget), he 
encouraged Abu �l arwan to write a companion text con
cerned with the detai l s  of spec ific ailments. 

Tradition next reports that Averroes came into the favor 
of the sultan of � l arrakesh, a notable patron of scholarship 
and re search, through the personal recommendation of h i s  
friend and presumed mentor, ibn-Tufai l .  H is ready intel l i 
gence seems to have pleased the calif, who,  according to a 
student of Averroes , subsequently encouraged the vast 
seri es of commentaries on Ari stotl e which became known 
in the \\'est around 1200. I t  i s  general ly  conjectured that 
the association among ibn-Tufail , the calif, and Averroes 
can be dated between 1 153 and 1 169. 

Through the calif s offices ,  Averroes was appointed qadi 
of Sevi l le in 1 169 , and he began his array of commentaries 
on Aristotle about that t ime.  In  1 1 7 1  he returned to 
Cordoba, probably as qiidi, and eventual ly became chief qiidi. He was, however, continually travel ing to Seville 
and to �larrakesh, as  the colophons of vari ous of his  writ
ings attest. In 1 182 he became physician to the calif of 
�larrakesh, conti nuing as a court favorite until about 1 195. 
At that time he i s  supposed to have reti red, possibly under 
a cloud as the result of rel igious controversy, or perhaps to 
be protected from conservative theologians, to a village 
outside Sevi l le; detail s are not avai lable. In any case, he 
soon returned to � l arrakesh, where he died. 

H i s  death coincided with the virtual disappearance of 
the dynamic speculative tradition evidenced in Arabic 
thinking for the several centuries after 700. Interestingly, i t  
al so coincided with the bursting forth o f  a s imi larly active 
tradition in the Latin \\'est, which was greatly stimulated 
by the translations of Ari stotl e and Greek science from 
Arabic and H ebrew manu scripts . All these events-the 
death of Averroes, the abrupt decl ine of Arab intel lectual 
dynamism,  the trans lation into Latin of Ari stotle (notably 
the Jletaphys ics and De Anima about 1200 ), and the expo
nential acceleration of \Vestern philosophizing-occurred 
virtually with in  two decades. These are perhaps neither 
radically causative nor dependent events, but their close 
as sociation i s  h i storica l ly  remarkable. Writings. During the course of h is  active professional 
l ife as qadi, physician, scienti st, and philosopher, Averroes 
found time to compose an impress ive number of scientific, 
philosophical , and rel igious writings. It is possible that 
some of his appointments may have been, in part, prefer
ments for the purpose of sustaining scholarsh ip. Certainly 
in the medieval Latin West, many a Sorbonne scholar 



formally designated "canon of Rheims," for example, could 
rarely be found at Rheims ful fill ing his canonic responsi
bilities. 

Most of Averroes' writings that can be dated fall be
tween 1 159 and 1 195. There is the medical encyclopedia Kulliyat (composed before 1 162), along with expositions of 
and commentaries on such medical writers as the Greek 
Galen and the Eastern I s lamic ibn-S ina (normal ly latin ized 
as Avicenna) . There are writings on astronomy. In rel i
gious philosophy there is the famous reply to the philoso
pher al-Ghazzal i ' s  attack on the pretensions of rational ism 
in matters of divine law (The Incoherence of the Philosophers) ;  Averroes' response is titled The Incoherence of the Incoherence, in  which he strongly affirms the solid ade
quacy of natural reason in all domains of intel lectual in
vestigation. There are many lesser writings, on problems 
of divine law, on logic, on natural phil osophy, and on 
medicine. Final ly, there i s  the mass ive set of commentar
ies on the Ari stotelian corpus, which profoundly affected 
medieval Latin thought-sometimes with official ecclesi
astical approbation, sometimes not. Commentaries on Aristotle. The commentaries on Ari s
totl e are of three kinds :  short, often cal led paraphrases or 
epitomes; intermediate ; and long, usually meticulous and 
detailed expl ications. These different versions may well 
correspond to stages in the educational curriculum. 

The commentaries survive in many forms.  For some 
writings of Aristotl e, all three commentaries are available, 
for some two, and for some only one. Since Aristotle's  Politics was not accessible to him, Averroes wrote a com
mentary on Plato's Republic, under the assumption that 
Greek thought constituted a coherent philosophical whole. 
He bel ieved that the Republic contributed to this total 
philosophical construction. In sti l l  a further attempt to 
complete the presumed integrity of all Greek natural phi
losophy, Averroes supplemented Aristotle's Physics and De Caelo with a treati se of his 'own entitled De Substantia Orbis. 

In supplementing Aristotl e in this fashion, Averroes did 
violence to the original methodology of the S tagirite. For 
Aristotle the Physics and De Caelo investigated motions 
and processes according to two different perspectivesPhysics, mot ion as such ; De Caelo, moti on in the particular 
context of the activities of the heavenly bodies. These 
investigations were not conceived as  standing in any hi
erarchical order, reflecting any vertical order of being or 
real ity; they were simply different investigations and must 
not be taken, as did many ancient and medieval commen
tators , in terms of category and subcategory. Averroes, with 
methodological dispositions akin to the Platonic, did take 
them in this way, and thus eventually he found it neces
sary to provide an all-comprehensive celestial physics
hence, the De Substantia Orbis. Textual tradition. The actual textual tradition of Av
erroes works is extremely complex. Some of the 
commentaries remain in Arabic versions, some in Hebrew 
translations from the Arabic, some in Arabic texts recorded 
in Hebrew script, and many in Latin translations. These 
categories are not mutually exclu sive. Beginning in 1472 
there appeared numerous printed editions of some, but by 
no means al l ,  of the commentaries; the format usually 
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consists of a paragraph of Aristotelian text followed imme
diately by Averroes' comments on and interpretation of 
that text. Th is was no doubt an apparatus designed for the 
practical needs of the teaching of natural philosophy in the 
Western Latin universities, for it is cl ear that Averroes' 
analyses had become influential by the first quarter of the 
thirteenth century, accompanying as they did the transla
tions of Aristotle, and they remained influential in the 
traditions of the universities well into the seventeenth 
century. 

AVERROE S' PHILOSOPHY 

Averroes' own philosophical position can best be char
acterized as Ari stotl e warped onto a Platonic frame. He in
herited Greek thought as a l iterary corpus and, l ike his  
Islamic philosophical predecessors, viewed th is corpus as 
an intel lectual ly integrated total ity. Aristotle, his commen
tators (such as Alexander of Aphrodisias and Simpl icius) 
and such thinkers as Plotinus and Proclus were all under
stood as parts dovetail ing into a single coherent philosophi
cal system. Al-Farabi (died c. 950) is an eminent  example of 
this syncreti sm : he composed a work entitled The Harmony between Plato and Aristotle, and Averroes himself, lacking 
Ari stotle's Politics, found l ittle difficulty in incorporat ing 
Plato's Republic within his compass of speculation. 

Reliance on Neoplatonism. The doctrinal pos itions of 
Greek and Alexandrian thinkers were, in fact, often quite 
divergent and even incompatible, and to complete the final 
union of their philosophies into a singl e intel lectual sys
tem the Arab philosophers made use of a writing cal led the Theology. Late ancient tradition attributed this treatise to 
Aristotle, but modern scholarship has establ i shed that the Theology is fundamental ly a compendium based on 
Plotinus' writings. This work was taken uncritically by 
Arabic philosophers as the capstone of all Greek specula
tive thought and, as such, was employed by them to effect 
the unity of ancient philosophy. "Mystical" knowledge. There were at least two reasons 
for the eager I slamic approval of the Theology. First, it 
strongly reflected the Neoplatonic emphasis especial ly 
evident in Plotinus' Enneads, on the culminating "mysti
cal " experience at the apex of human knowledge. This  
experience involved a passing from a condition of ordinary 
logical ratiocination over into a condition of nondiscursive 
(although quasi-rational ) grasp of ul timate real ity. Such an 
attitude is strongly sympathetic to the Islamic conception 
of ultimate rel igious experience, in which there is an anal
ogous passing from individuality into an impersonal 
fusion with a Whole or Divine Essence. Hierarchy of reality. Correlative to its refl ection of Neo
platonic "mystical " knowledge, the Theology reflected the 
Neoplaton ic methodological conception that is ordered in 
an organic hierarchy, with interlocking level s indicating 
superordinate and subordinate dependency. Such relation
ships involve level s of being and, concomitantly, sources 
and receivers of being. Such an intellectual structure 
might be visual ized as a series of pyramids successively 
superimposed, with the pre-eminent pyramid pointing to 
an ultimate One which simultaneously comprehends being 
as such and is  the culmination of human reflective experi-
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ence. This structure is ,  moreover, dynamic and not static, with a continuing flow of creativity downward and a continuing activity of noetic discovery upward . 
Analysis of the soul. The general methodology described above is evident in many speci fic  places in Averroes' phil osophy. In his analysis of the soul ,  for example, Aris totl e's original doctrine undergoes a transformation. Whereas Aristotle 's insi stence on the physical principle that every form separate from matter is one in species leads to a presumption agai nst the possibil ity of individual immortal ity, Averroes takes the obverse : separate form s or substances can subsist in the general hierarchy of being, and thus immortal ity, in a purely impersonal sense, is possible. 
Scientific knowledge. The case in natural science is sim ilar to that of the soul. In  Ari stotl e the various sciences are diverse and not neces sarily reducible to one another in any formal sense: the Physics views natural behavior from one perspective and in accordance with one set of working pri nciples, while the De Caelo, in contrast, uses another perspective and another set of principles. Ari stotl e's natural sciences are irrefragably diversified. In the Metaphysics he goes so far as to say that similar tenn inology is employed in the several sciences; however, this apparent un ity of the sci ences is qualified by his insi stence that the use of the most general metaphysical language is ,  in disparate domains, only analogous and not semantical ly equivalent. The particular subject matter that a science encompasses control s the precise significance of the terms and logic used in the analys is and description of that science; the term "being" as i t  is used in the Physics does not possess the same meani ng as "being" used in De Anima. For Averroes, however, such differen tiations among the sciences were not the case. "Being" had a univocal signi ficance, not equivocal , as it had for Ari stotl e; and Averroes viewed nature and reality as exh ibiting a single coordinated and coherent structure, proceeding in orderly hierarchical fashion from level s that are lesser (both metaphys ical ly and noetical ly) to greater and richer levels of being. Ari stotl e's horizontal and discrete conglomeration of sciences became a harmonious order of vertical ly structured science with dependent and causative relationships. 
Active and passive intellects. From Ari stotle, Averroes understood that the knowing process in man comprised a passive aspect-adumbrant concepts capable of being ful ly  activated-and an active aspect-a power of  dynam ical ly  activating such concepts. This power, termed during the medieval period the "active intell ect ," was taken to operate against a "passive intel lect" to actual ize concepts and thus constituted the th inking activity; and the resulting fu sion of function was termed the "acquired intell ect. " Th is terminology appl icable to the noetic process was based on Ari stotle's De Anima, and appears, with minor variations,  in Greek and Arabic thought down to the time of Averroes. God, as the First Intel l igence, provides through the next subordinate level of intel l igences-the cel estial bodies , upon which he exercises immediate control-activating power for the acfr1e intell ect control li ng man's thought. However, the active intellect is not personal ized because it is Ari stotel ian form, and each such fonn is a spe-

cies and never an individual . Nor is the passive intel lect , in its nonnoetic statu s apart from partici pation in the acquired intel lect-a further pressing of Ari stotle impel led by Platonic dispositions .  I n  Averroes' philosophy, consonant with �lu sl im theology, it is thus a domain of real ity which looks upward to God for its sustaining power and wi th which individual souls strive to fuse impersonal ly, in knowledge and ultimately in immortal ity. Thu s Averroes, and certainly his medieval interpreters , bel ieved in the unl ikelihood of individual immortal ity-the active intellect with which man hopes to unite at death being a single undifferentiated form-and the soul ,  as individuated in th is l ife, cannot subsist without the body. 
Metaphysics, natural philosophy, science. Averroes' metaphysics , natural phil osophy, and science can be clas sified as a moderate Platonism, tempered with a profound appreciation of Aristotle. Unl ike many of his I s lamic predecessors , Averroes accepted Ari stotl e's rigorous rational ism wholeheartedly, although at various crucial points his renderings of Aristotle's laconic texts are governed by his own Platonic methodological predispositions. Against the latter, he held the principle of the univocal ity of being, flowing downward from a Supreme Principle. Cod's exi stence is establ i shed from the Physics, in that the etern ity of motion demands an unmoved mover, which is in itself pure form. In addition to being the source of motion, such pure form is al so Intel l igence as such, operating not only as the source of the celestial bodies and al l subordinate motions but al so as the creative originator and su stai ning force behind all lesser intel l igences. 
Theology and natural philosophy. In  the Christian intellectual envi ronment of the thirteenth century, apparent conflicts between argumentation in natural phil osophy and argumentation in matters of theological doctrine became exceptional ly acute. The newly introduced writings from the ancients-Greek philosophy and science, accompanied by Arabic and Hebrew commentary-rigorou sly set forth propos itions al ien to fundamental dicta of Christian faith : for example,  the eternity of the world,  the impossibil ity of individual immortality, and the rad ical noncontingency of existence as such. Averroes '  rendering of the Ari stotel ian writings contributed heavi ly to these conflicts. Ari stotl e was read in the medieval faculties of arts as the staple of natural philosophy and sci ence, and Averroes was read as his primary interpretive adjunct. In fact, in later medieval wri tings Averroes is merely referred to as "the Commentator. " Thus, s ince he put forward analyses understanding Ari stotl e to deny the creation of the world in time, personal immortal ity, and the contingency of existence, such views attained wide currency among masters of arts. The response from the theological side was early and direct. "Arabic" commentary was forbidden to be read in 1 2 10 and 12 15,  and permitted only with censuring in 123 1 ,  at the Univers ity of Pari s. Albert the Great publ ished a treatise, Contra Averroistas, and Thomas Aquinas wrote about 1269, at a time of great intell ectual controversy at Pari s ,  a Tracta tus de Unitate Intellectus Contra Averroistas. "Double-truth" doctrine. The repl ies to Averroes were reasoned and moderate , but they seem to have been accompanied by man y contemporary declarations that the 



"Averroists" were actually maintaining a doctrine of "dou
ble truth ," according to which conclusions in natural phi
losophy were said to be true, while simultaneously con
clu sions affirming the contrary in theol ogical argument 
were held true-presumably an intolerable intell ectual 
situation. Thus there were official condemnations of 
"unorthodox" doctrines at the University of Paris in 1270 
and 1277, including specific injunctions against two stand
ards of truth. It is not, however, clear that any philosophers 
in the th irteenth century expl icitly held such a theory of 
"double truth" ;  in  the writings that survive, philosophers 
faced with these confl icts take great pains to concede truth 
itself to the declarations of faith and say of Aristotel ian 
wri tings only that they have been properly arrived at ac
cording to Aristotle 's methods. 

Averroes himself composed the short treatise On the Harmony Between Religion and Philosophy; his main 
effort in th is  work was to establ ish that there i s  but one 
truth to wh ich there are several modes of access-the 
rhetorical ,  open to any man through the persuasions of 
teach ers; the dial ectical , available for some to explore the 
probability of truths of divine law; and the philosophical , 
to be used only by those few capabl e of exercising pure 
ratiocination with the ful lest competence. Such a variety of 
methods in sures for each man, depending on his individ
ual capabil i ty, the possibil ity of grasping ultimate real ities. 
The fact that in this work Averroes distingui shes between 
such modes of access to truth has, by many hi storians, 
been taken to adumbrate the theory of the "double truth," 
as attributed to many thinkers in  the thirteenth century, 
but th is  i s  not probable. First, th is work of Averroes was 
not available to medieval Latin scholars and thus obvious
ly cannot have been directly influential ; second, the doc
trine of al ternative modes of access to truth is hardly the 
same as that of maintaining incompatible truths in  dispa
rate domains .  

Thus, the attribution of a d�ctrine of "double truth" to 
medievals cannot be su stained by any writings of Ari stotle 
accompanied by A verroi stic commentaries, nor can it be 
justi fied expl icitly from any Chri stian medieval master. 
The oppositions between Aristotel ian - Averroist argument 
and basic Chri stian doctrine constituted a fundamental 
inte llectual dilemma within Chri stian speculation-one 
never resolved by the masters of arts in an expl icit procla
mation of a logical contradiction between two domains of 
reflection but always by an absolute accession of truth to 
faith . Averroes did not contribute specifical ly to the dis
cuss ion ari sing from th is  dilemma, except insofar as his 
rigorous analysis of Aristotle made necessary certain con
clusions in natural ph ilosophy. 

Averroes stands as a ph il osopher in  his  own right, but 
his influence was felt essentially in Western Latin ph iloso
phy from 1200 to 1650. H i s commentaries on Aristotle, an 
integral part of the educational curriculum in the faculties 
of arts of western European universities, shaped several 
centuries of Latin phil osophy and science. Despite institu
tional criticism and even formal condemnation, his power
ful statements of Aristotel ian doctrine were su stained 
among Latin scholars and th inkers wel l into the mid-sev
enteenth century. 
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STUART �IACCLI�TOCK 

AVE RR O I S M .  As a designation applicable to a tradition 
or mode of phi losophizing, A verroism cannot be used in 
any accou nt of Arabic thought after the death of Averroes 
( 1 198) .  After that, in a most unusual intell ectual situation , 
Averroes' influence is to be found not in �lusl im thought 
but in Western Latin philosophy between 1200 and 1650, 
for the dynamic speculative activity vital for five centuries 
in the Arabic tradition, which was founded in large part on 
Greek writings in philosophy and science (Aristotle 's in 
particular), di sappears after 1200, reappearing almost im
mediately in Western Latin thought. Throughout the cen
tury 1 150 - 1250 a vast number of transl ations of most  of 
Greek and Alexandrian philosophy and science were made 
from Arabic and Hebrew into Latin. This l iterary corpus, 
which had made its way around the !\ledi terranean littoral 
translated from Greek into Syriac and thence into Arabic 
and Hebrew, caught the attention of Latin scholars and 
such patrons of scholarship as King Frederick I I  of Sicily 
and Archbi shop Raymond of Toledo. As a consequence, by 
about 1200 the indefatigabl e efforts of many transl ators 
working in many locations had made Greek thought, espe
cial ly that of Ari stotl e, available to Latin thinkers. The 
impact of this sol id and integrated corpus of natural 
science on the Western intell ectual world was enormous, 
coming as it did into a climate where for centuries scholars 
eager for knowledge had had to content them selves with 
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third-hand encyclopedic compilations of inadequately 
developed science and scientific methodology. 

Averroes' commentaries. The translations of the Greek 
writings were normally accompan ied by many Greek and 
Arabic commentaries. Commentaries by Alexander of 
Aphrodisias and by S implicius were frequen t, but those by 
the Arab Averroes on the Aristotel ian works were ul ti
mately the most influential . During a long and vari ed ca
reer as judge, teacher, philosophical and medical advi ser 
to several Muslim rul ers, Averroes found time to compose 
a series of glosses and commentaries on Aristotl e's works. 
These fall into three categories-short (often cal led epit
omes), intermediate or middle, and long, a differentiation 
which probably corresponds to stages in the academic 
curriculum. The particular argumentation of certain pas
sages of Aristotle presented by Averroes in the mass of 
commentary had strong appeal for many Western Latin 
th inkers, and the reflection of his interpretations in their 
own philosophical analyses gave rise to attitudes which 
were first termed (by Christian scholars suspicious of their 
novel ties ) Arabic and later more specifically cal led Aver
roist. 

Initial impact in the West. Upon translation the Greek 
wri tings, with their attendant commentaries, were rather 
qu ickly absorbed into Western Latin scholarship, but not 
without some formal oppos ition. These writings were 
banned at the University of Pari s in 1 2 10 and 1 2 1 5, 
deemed u sable only if corrected in 1 23 1 , and not official ly 
in troduced into the curriculum until 1 2.55. Thi s  l iterature 
was nevertheless being intensively read during these 
years ; the philosoph ical writings of Albertus Magnus (ac
tive at least as early as 1230 ), Wil l iam of Auvergne (d ied 
1249), and Alexander of Hales (died 1 245), to name only 
three prominent examples,  reveal an intimate acquaint
ance with the recently acqu ired corpus of Greek science. 
S imi larly, in England the philosophy of Robert Grosseteste 
(bishop of Lincol n, died 1253) shows strong influences 
derived directly from the n ewly inherited Greek l iterature. 
In Italy, too, the Greek trad ition was rapidly assimilated 
into the scholarly mi l ieu, but the Ital ian intell ectual at
mosphere was either medical , as it had been at the Uni
vers ity of Salerno for several centuries, or else legal , as at 
Bologna. There do not appear proscriptions by Italian 
ecclesiastical authorities as stringent as those made at the 
Un ivers ity of Pari s throughout the thirteenth century, 
and the possible intel lectual conflicts raised by the intro
duction of these writings i nto a context of Chris tian phi
losophy do not seem to have been seriously felt. 

I ntell ectual con fl icts became extremely expl icit, how
ever, when the Ari stotel ian writings were conceived to be 
in direct confrontation with doctrines of Christian faith. 
Aristotl e asserted , for example, the eternity of the world, 
the unlikelihood of individual immortal i ty, the possibil ity 
of man 's attaining ethical perfection in this l ife,  and other 
theses incompatible with tenets of Christian bel ief. The 
appearance of such philosophical conclusions, apparently 
well reasoned and buttressed by Arabic commentary, oc
casioned some severe cri ses for Western Christian philos
ophy. 

The chief agents presenting these, as wel l as other, 
renderings of Aris totle were the commentaries of Averroes. 

For centuries he was cal led simply the "Commentator" in 
Latin writings, and his expos itions of the Ari stotel ian cor
pus were read into the seventeenth century. Cesare Cre
monini (died 163 1 ) , the last of the self-proclaimed Aver
roists, used these commentaries, and even at that late date 
he was considered unorthodox enough to be included in  
an  array of  formal proceedings along with Gal il eo himself. 
Unorthodoxy makes strange bedfel lows when the resolute 
claimant of Ari stotel ianism and the architect of a scientific 
rupture with Aristotel ian Scholasticism are included in  the 
same condemnatory document. 

Latin Averroism. H istorical ly, Averroi sm is a designa
tion appl ied to certain interpretations of Aristotel ian doc
trine by Western Latin thinkers . (There are medieval J ew
ish phi losophers holding positions close to these, but the 
epithet itself does not seem to have been appl ied to them . )  
I t  was original ly  a term of opprobrium;  no one  cal l ed him
self Averroist until possibly John of Jandun (died 1328), 
who was followed by Urban of Bologna (fl. 1334 ) and Paul 
of Venice (died 1429 ). Duri ng the thirteenth century Aver
ro ists were the object of violent philosophical attack and 
severe authoritarian action. 

Averroes insi sted upon, and many scholars in  the West
ern faculties of arts concurred in,  the rel iabl e logic of Aris
totl e's argumen tation .  Thus, there was clearly the neces
sity of the purely rational acceptance, given Aristotl e's 
premises,  of such "unorthodox" conclusions as have been 
mentioned. Acceptance is, however, intolerable for serious 
C hristian thinkers , and so such conclusions were taken to 
be erroneous and thus subversive when pronounced in the 
school s. When thirteenth-century arts masters taught Aris
totl e in this fashion, they were awarded (by their oppo
nents) the pejorative title Averroist, and official action 
often resulted. S iger of Brabant, Boethius of Dacia, and 
Bern ier of Nivel les, masters in the faculty of arts at Pari s, 
were all named in condemnations of the 1 270s. This spe
cial mention seems to have had l im ited effectiveness ;  
although these particular masters disappeared from the 
intel lectual scene, countl ess commentari es on Ari stotl e 
dating from the last quarter of the th irteenth century offer 
similar i nterpretations and similar caveats as to the logical 
val idity, if not truth, of these interpretations. No recorded 
disapproval s have been found. 

Incidental ly, this represents another aspect of the hi story 
of intel lectual confl ict. Expl icit authoritarian condemna
tions were more often the resul t  of a refusal to accept or
ganizational discipl ine than of a genuine philosophical 
error or ideological heresy. This  can be i l lu strated in the 
careers of Gottschalk (died c. 868), Peter Abelard (died 
1 142) ,  and Roger Bacon (died c. 1290), all of whom were 
subjected to ecclesiastical punishment although l i ttl e of 
their thinking was drastically at variance with establ ished 
or recommended philosophical systems. 

The "double truth" problem. Every exposition of Aver
roism must examine the problem, ari sing in the thirteenth 
century, of the "double truth. "  The masters of arts , reading 
Ari stotle and following his  rigorous logic to conclus ions 
incompatible with certain propositions held by faith, tried 
to resolve apparent contradictions by including in their 
commentaries reservation s of this nature: "Although this 
concl usion has been reached according to the method of 



Ari stotle and the Commentator, nevertheless faith and truth decl are otherwise. " While proclaiming logical rigor and precise val idity for Aristote l ian arguments, they conceded the final determination of truth itself to the Christian faith. In th is hi storical context it has often been maintained, both in the th irteenth century and in contemporary scholarship, that such th inkers were actual ly  practicing a system of "double truth ," in wh ich a proposition can be true in natural ph i losophy but contradict a proposition true in theology and conversely. But, as Etienne Gil son and other scholars have convincingly pointed out, no master of arts has yet been found expl icitly holding such a radical position. Regardless of the apparent persuas iveness of Aristotel ian argument, the truth itself was always the dominant prerogative of Christian faith . In the face of such overwhelming requirements, the l imitations and inadequacies of natural reason were recognized by the arts masters . 
Attempted solutions. Thus, an intellectual cris is  of the first magnitude appeared in Western scholarship in  the early thirteenth century. The attempts to deal with th is confl ict between important arguments in Greco-Arab philosoph ies and Chris tian-oriented intellectual systems fal l into several main categories. Reason not apodictic. First, the masters of arts, whose primary profess ional obl igation was teaching natural philosophy, the core of wh ich was Ari stotle and his commentators, resorted to the attitude that although such science was orderly and rigorous ,  the unreliabil ity of reason and the merely probable nature of its re sults suggested that conclus ions based on such unaided reason must always yield, with respect to truth, to the apodictic proclamations of the faith . Such masters never claimed "truth" for a proposition of natural ph ilosophy in conflict with a propos ition of faith ; they insi sted on its logical validity, however, and conceded the determination of truth-value to faith. In th i s  manner they endeavored to handle an intractable intellectual dilemma and at the same time to avoid subjecting themselves to overt charges of intel lectual and ideological inconsi stency. Augustinians. Second, masters of theology-for example, Bonaventure, Peter John Olivi , and, in the first decade of the fourteenth century, John Dun s Scotus-employed a methodology often termed Augustinian. Their attempt to resolve the difficulties entailed,  essentially, an assim ilation of Aristotel ian natural phi losophy into a hierarchical scheme of knowledge. Such a resol ution provided a coherent and o;derly vertical relation among the several sciences, proceeding from the less perfect to the more perfect, from the less wel l known to the more surely known, from the less exact to the more exact. Such a structure, culminating in God himself, the ultimate source of perfection, knowledge, and precision, could be coherent and consi stent and could accommodate both Chris tian doctrine and a qual ified, because essential ly incomplete, natural philosophy. But the achievement of th is coherence was purchased at the cost of Ari stotl e himself, for his  scheme of the sciences does not envisage a vertical , or hierarch ical , ordering, whereby lesser sciences derive their logic, meaning, and real ity from superior sciences. H is sciences are bas ical ly ordered horizontal ly, diversified 
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methodological ly, and irreducible t o  any single set of common and univocall y meaningful fundamental principles. Aquinas. Third, the pre-eminent theologian Thomas Aqu inas (died 1274 ) attempted a mas sive resol ution maintain ing the logical integrity and autonomy of Aristotel ian natural philosophy wh ile setting forth a supplementary and compatible structure of Christian theology. The two discipl ines run in paral lel courses, with differences based on di stinctive premises and arguments, hut there are many points where the propositions in each discipl ine are the same and are concl uded to be true in both domains. These points were taken by Aqu inas to ensure the compatibil ity of Aristotel ian natural phil osophy and Christian theol ogy, and by th is means St. Thomas sought to sustain a consistent intel lectual whole comprehending Greek philosophy and Christian truth . The carefully poised system of Aquinas was not, however, influential in his  own time, and most of his immediate successors in the theological faculties preferred to continue in the Augustin ian methodology. By the early fourteenth century, moreover, both approaches-the Augustin ian ass imilative technique and Aquinas' soph isticated and del icatel y poised structure of compl ementary systems-were abandoned. Th is becomes explicit in the phil osophy of Will iam of Ockham, in whose thought natural science and systematic theology are totally independent domains. Insofar, then, as the masters of arts, reading Averroes in close conjunction with Aristotl e, tended to bring forward the incompatibi l i ties between the two systems, it is poss ible to affirm the judgment of Etienne Gi lson that "the rupture of Christian ity is from th is moment an accompl ished fact. " 
Italian Averroism. As a designation Averroism di sappeared in the intel lectual history of the University of Pari s after the first quarter of the fourteenth century, although there are many man uscripts making expl icit these crucial difficulties ;  however, their overt dependence on and acknowl edgment of Averroes' commentaries diminish. From about 1300 to 1650 the term Averroism-assumed favorably by some thinkers and in a derogatory fashion by others-is found associated with philosophical activity in the Ital ian univers ities-Bologna and especial ly Padua. Renan wished to establish a dichotomy between Averroist and Alexandrist Aris totel ianism in Italy at this time. This di stinction was based on al ternative interpretations of Aris totle's De Anima. The Averroist view emphasized that personal , individual immortality could not be establ ished in Aristotl e's writings. In th is interpretation the soul ,  when separated from the body, loses al l individual ity-a conception congenial to the Muslim doctrine of complete impersonal fus ion at the apex of noetic experience. In purely Aris totel ian terminology th is is known as the theory of the unity of the active intell ect-that is, that any form distinct from matter is one in species and never individuated . The Alexandrist analysis l ikewise denied the poss0ibil ity of individual immortality but argued against the separate subsi stence of the soul under any conditions whatsoever; when the soul -body composite dissolves , nothing remains .  
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This di stinction i s  an oversimpli fication of the complex
i ties of Ital ian Ari stotelianism between 1300 and 1650, but 
i t  was employed by the scholars themselves and may thus  
be used with appropriate reservations. However, whether 
or not these th inkers were designated Averroist or Alexan
dri st, th ey all did agree in affirming the logical integrity of 
Aristotel ian natural philosophy, even though some conclu
sions reached in  this phi losophy appeared in radical con
tradiction to dicta of Christian faith . 

Although i t  would be mi sleading to speak crudely of an 
Alexandrist tradition in the later M iddle Ages, th ere were 
eminent philosophers who, though thoroughly convinced 
of the logical autonomy of Aristotel ian thought as such , did 
not adhere to the letter of Averroes' rather Platonic or 
Augustinian interpretation. Jean Buridan (died c. 1358) at 
Paris and Pietro Pomponazzi (died 1525) and J acopo Za
barella (died 1589), both at Padua, can be taken to fall 
within the non-A verroist but still natural istic method of 
Ari stotel ian natural philosophy. 

Averroism as a term designating a tradition, type, or 
method of phi losoph izing is difficult to make precise. 
Thinkers of varied methodological persuasions-for in
stance, Siger of Brabant and John of Jandun-have been 
called Averroist. Averroism can, however, be sol idly con
nected with Latin Aristotel ianism where Lati n Aristotel ian
ism is taken to include philosophies that agree on the 
logical rigor and systematic autonomy of natural phi loso
phy as exemplified in Ari stotl e's writings. S ince such argu
ments appear to lead to conclusions incons istent with 
truths of Chri stian faith, Averroism in its earl iest usage was 
pejoratively employed . But the demands of reason, work
ing with the Aristotel ian corpus ,  were insistent, and by the 
middle of the fourteenth century philosophers began to 
proclaim themselves openly Averroist. G il son has sug
gested that Averroism was essential ly conservati ve and 
steri le,  but it  is clear that it  was an integral part of the 
tradition of Aristotelian scholasticism and that its d isap
pearance in the seventeenth century coincided with the 
demise of medi eval Scholasti cism itself. Bibliography 
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A V I C E B R O N .  See IBN-GABIROL, SOLO.MON BEN JUDAH. 

A V I C E N NA (980- 1037), whose full name was Abu 'Ali 
al -Husayn ibn 'Abd-Allah ibn Sina, was the most re
nowned and influential philosopher of medieval I slam.  He 
was a Persian, born near Bukhara, then the capital of  the 
Persian Samanid dynasty. His father was a parti san of the 
heterodox Isma'Ili sect, whose theology drew on current 
popularized Neoplatonism. As a boy, Avicenna was ex
posed to Isma'ili doctrine but found it intellectually 
lacking. He received some of the basic Islamic rel igious 
education, then studied logic, mathematics, the natural 
sciences, phil osophy, and medicine, mastering these sub
jects by the age of 18.  A certain al-Natili introduced him 
to logic, geometry, and astronomy, but Avicenna was 
largely self- taught. He records that he was able to fathom 
Aristotle's Metaphysics only after a chance discovery of a 
commentary on i t  by Alfarabi (al-Farabi). Appointed phy
sician at the S amanid court, he intensified h is  studies at i ts  
excel lent l ibrary. Thereafter, he states ,  he added l ittle to 
h is stock of learning but deepened his understanding of 
what he had acquired. 

In 999 Samanid rule disintegrated with the onslaught of 
the Turkish Ghaznawid dynasty. Avicenna left Bukhara to 
roam the cities of Transoxania and I ran , serving local war
ring princes. Between 1 0 15 and 1022 he acted as both 
vizier and physician to the ruler of Hamadan; after the 
latter's death he was imprisoned but was released four 
months later when 'Ala al-Dawla, the ruler of I sfahan , 
temporarily occupied the city. Soon afterward, disguised 
as a dervish, Avicenna left Hamadan for Isfahan, where he 
spent the rest of his  l ife as physician to 'Ala' al-Dawla. 
Thi s was a relatively peaceful period of his l ife, during 
which he undertook astronomical investigations. A serious 
interruption occurred in 1030, when the Ghaznawids 
sacked Isfahan and some of Avicenna's works were pil
laged and lost. He died in Hamadan while accompanying 
his patron on a campaign against that city. 

Over a hundred of Avicenna's works have survived, 
ranging from encyclopedic treatments to short treatises and 
covering, apart from ph ilosophy and science, rel igious, 
l inguistic, and l iterary matters. He wrote some works in 
Pers ian, of which the D[mishnama-yi 'Ala'i (°The Book 
of Science Dedicated to 'Ala al-Dawla") is the most im
portant. Most of his works, however, are in Arabic. His  
chief medical work i s  al-Qaniin fi al-Tibb ("The Canon of 



�l edicine"), a synthesis of Greek and Arabic medicine 
which al so includes his own cl in ical observations and 
views on scienti fic m ethod. The most detailed phi losophi
cal work is the rnluminous al-Sh ifa' ("The Healing"). A.1-Xajat ( 'The Del i,·erance") i s  largely a summary of al-Shifa', although there are some deviations. Al-Isharat tea al- Tanbihat ( 'The Directi ,·es and Remarks" ) gi,·es the 
quintessence of .-h·icenna's phi losophy, sometimes in an 
aphori stic style,  and concludes with an e:x.-pression of his 
mystical esoteric views, a part that relates to certain sym
bolic narratives which he al so wrote. 

PHILOSOPHY 

A,·icenna forged a comprehensh·e philosophical system 
that owed a great deal to Aristotle ,  but his system cannot 
be strictly cal led Ari stotel ian. In both his epistemology 
and his  metaphysics he adopted �eoplatonic doctrines but 
fomrnlated them in his  own special way. There were other 
Greek influences : Plato on his pol i tical phi losophy; Galen 
on his  psychology; the Stoics on his logic. ;\earer home 
was the influence of Is lamic theology and philosophy. The 
theologians had stressed the contingent nature of things, 
subjecting Aristote l ian causal theory to se,·ere logical and 
empirical criticism . .-\\icenna undertook to meet this criti
cism and attacked the theologians '  formulation of the no
tion of contingency, but he nonethel ess was influenced by 
it. The Is lamic philosopher who influ enced him most was 
Alfarabi : A,·icenna adopted Alfarabi' s concept of the iden
tity of di,·ine essence and existence, and de,·eloped his  
dyadic emanative system into a triadic scheme . .  -\s both 
metaphysician and political th inker, .-\,icenna interpreted 
the Is lamic rel igion in terms of h is  own system. \\"hether 
this re l igion remains "Is lamic" when so interpreted is a 
debatable point, but i t  condition ed the way A,icenna 
formulated his phil osophy. 

�letaphysics. Although .-h-icenna's system rests on his  
conception of the �ecessary Exi stent, God, he held that 
the subject matter of metaphysics is broader than theolo�·
.As distinct from physics, which cons iders mO\ing things 
"inasmuch as they mO\·e," m etaphysics i s  concerned with 
the existent "inasmuch as it exists . "  \\"e anive at the � ec
essary Existent by first examining the attributes of the 
exi stents. Avicenna undertook such examination in detail ,  
dra,\ing those distinction s which greatly influenced Latin 
scholastic thought. One such di stinction is that between a 
un iversal l ik� "horse," by definition predicable of many 
in stances,  and a unh·ersal l ike "horseness," in itself out
side the category of such predication : cons idered in itself, 
horseness is simply horseness, ne ither one nor many. 
Related to this is the fundamental distinction between 
essence and existence. 

If we examine any exi sting species,  we find nothing in 
its essence to account for its existence. In itself, such an 
existent  is only possible :  i t  can exist or not exist. From tchat it i s ,  we cannot infer that it exists, although in fact i t  
exists. Something has "speci fied" i t  \\ith exi stence: and 
this something, argued Adcenna, must be its neces sitating 
cau se. If  it were not-if it were a cause that may or may not 
produce its effect- we would ha,·e to suppose another 
cause: and if  thi s  cause were not necess itating, yet an-
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other. and so  on  ad  infinitum. But  an infinity of  such 
causes-e,·en if allowed-would not specify the possible 
\\ith exi stence. Hence, such an existent must be necessi
tated by another, by which .-\dcenna meant that its exi st
ence is the consequence of the essence of another existent. 
The theory im·oh-ed here is that of essential c-ausality. 
where causal action is a necessary attribute of a thing's 
essential nature and where cause and effect coexist . Exi st
ents forn1 a chain of such es sential causes: and since these 
coexist, the chain must be finite. Otherwise it would con
sti tute an actual infinite ,  which .-\,·icenna deemed impos
sible. The chain must proceed from an exi sting e ssence 
that does not deri ,·e its existence externally. Thi s is God. 
the :\"eces sary Existent. who . .  -\,·icenna attempted to dem
onstrate, must be eternal . one. and simple, de,·oid of al l 
multiplicity. S ince God. the necessitat ing cause  of all the 
exi stents , is eternal, his  effect, the world. is necessarily 
eternal. 

The world emanates from God as the consequence of his 
s elf-l--nowledge. Self-knowledge, howe,·er. does not imply 
multipl icity in the kno,�·er: nor does multiplicity proceed 
from God directly. God's act of self-knowledge necessi
tate s the existence of one intel lect �lultipl icity proceeds 
from this  intel lect which undergoes three acts of aware
ness,  corresponding to the three facts of existence it en
counters : ( 1 )  God's existence as necessary in itself: (:;) the 
intellect's own existence as necess i tated. (3 ) the intellect's 
O\\"TI existence as only possible  in itself. These three acts of 
awareness necessitate the existence of three things-an
other inte ll ect, a soul ,  and the first hea,·en .  re specti,·ely. 
The second intellect. in tum. undergoes a similar cognith·e 
process, necessitating another triad: the third intellect. yet 
another: and so on down to the sphere of the moon. The 
last intellect thus generated i s  the .-\cti,·e Intel l igence. 
whose acts of comition necessitate the world of generation 
and corruption . 

. -\,·icenna's cosmology was ori ented toward the Ptol
emaic system as modified by some of the Islamic astron
omers, who, in order to e:x.-plain the precession of the 
equ inoxes,  added another hea,·enly sphere beyond that of 
the fixed stars, and .-\ ,·icenna incl ined toward regarding the 
number of intell ects as ten. He was not dogmatic on this 
point, howe,·er, l ea,ing the question of the number of 
intel lects adjustable to changes in astronomical and cos
mological theory. \\.hat he insisted on was that the number 
of intel lects should be at l east equal to the number of 
hea,·en s. 

In  this scheme .-\,·icenna attempted to make precise the 
relation of the cele stial intel lects to God, something left 
uncertain in .-\ri stotle . .  -\ccording to .-\vicenna, the intel
lects derive their existence from God and are arranged in  
an ontological and nonnati,·e hierarchy corresponding to 
their proximity to God. God, for h im. i s  not only the prime 
mo,·er but al so the cau se of exis tence. The celestial intel
lects , in tum, although deri,·ing their existence from God. 
cause other existents and act as teleological causes. Thus. 
in each of the triads the hea,·enly body is mO\·ed by its 
soul through the soul 's desire for the inte llect. The souls 
differ from the intel lects in that they ha,·e a material aspect 
enabl ing them to ha,·e direct influence o,·er the particulars 
in the sublunar world and to know them in their particu-
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larity. Neither God nor the celestial intell ects have th is  
direct influence and know these particu lars only " in a 
universal way. " 

The human soul. According to Avicenna, both the hu
man soul and the rational knowl edge it acquires are ema
nations from the Active Intel l igence. As such , the body 
"receives" the soul and the soul "receives" rational 
knowledge. Certain combinations of formed matter induce 
the reception from the Act ive Intell igence of the vegeta
tive soul . Other combinati ons induce, in addition to th is ,  
the reception of the animal soul ; and others, in addition to 
these two, induce the reception of the rational soul ,  with 
its practical and theoreti cal aspects. The human rational 
soul is an individual, indivi sible, and immaterial substance 
that does not exist as an individual prior to the body-Avi
cenna denied the theory of transmigrati on. Further, it i s  
created with the body, not "imprinted" on  it. The body i s  
no more than the soul 's instrument, which the soul must 
use for perfecting itsel f through the attainment of theoret
ical knowledge; this  involves complete control of the ani
mal pass ions. Souls inherently incapable of attaining 
theoretical knowl edge can still control the body and l ive 
pure l ives by adhering to the commands of the revealed 
law. With the body's corruption (death),  the soul separate s 
to exi st eternally as an individual. S ou l s  that have led pure 
l ives and have actual ized their potentialities continue in  
eternal bl iss ,  contemplating the celestial principles. The 
imperfect souls ,  tarnished by the body, continue in eternal 
torment, vainly seeking their bodies, which once were the 
in struments of their perfection. 

Avicenna denied bodily re surrection hut ins i sted on the 
Soul ' s  individual immortal ity .  To begin with, he held that 
the immaterial is i ncorruptible. � loreover, he was con
vi nced not only of the sou l 's immaterial ity but also of its 
individual i ty. He argued for both these points simultane
ous ly :  When one refers to himself as " I ," th is cannot be a 
reference to his  body. If  a man were to come into being 
fu l ly mature and rati onal but su spended in space so that he 
was total ly unaware of h is  physical circumstances ,  he 
would sti l l  be certain  of one th ing-his  own exi stence as 
an individual self. 

Theoreti cal knowledge consi sts i n  the reception of the in
te ll igibles from the Active Intel l igence. The primary intel
l igibles, the self-evident logical truths, are received by 
men directly, without the need of the soul ' s  preparatory 
activities on the sensory level. The secondary intel l igibles, 
concepts and logical i nferences ,  whose reception i s  l imited 
to peopl e capable of demonstrative knowledge, normal ly 
require preparatory activiti es involving the external and 
internal senses-sensation, memory, imagination , estima
tion, and cogitation, or imaged thinking. Avicenna as
signed special faculties and physiological places to these 
activities. The human intellect undergoes various stages in 
its acquisition of the intel l i gibles .  At first it i s  a material 
intell ect, a pure potential i ty analogous to prime matter, 
ready for the reception of the intel l i gibles. With the recep
tion of the first intel l igibles it becomes the intel lect with 
positive disposition. When it i s  in the act of receiving the 
secondary intell igibles,  it becomes the acqui red inte llect. 
\\'hen an intellect that receives the secondary intel l igibles 
i s  not engaged in the act of reception, it i s  termed "the 
actual intel lect. " 

Political and religious philosophy. Avicenna followed 
Alfarabi in holding that revealed rel igion gives the same 
truth s as ph il osophy but in the symbol ic, particular, im
aged language wh ich the masses can understand. Accord
ing to Avicenna, some prophets receive th is  particular 
symbol ic knowledge directly from the celestial souls .  Such 
reception involves the prophet's imaginative faculty. In  a 
h igher form of prophecy that i s  intell ectual , the prophet 
receives from the celestial intell ects not only the first in
te l l igibles, without the need of the soul ' s  preparatory ac
tivities, but al so the second. Prophetic reception of 
knowledge thus differs from the phil osophical "in man
ner. " It al so differs "in quantity." Avicenna suggested that 
th e prophet receives all or most of the intel l igibles from 
th e Active Intell igence "al l at once ."  This intell ectual 
revelation is th en tran slated into the language of imagery 
and divulged to the publ ic. It includes the basic com
mands of the reveal ed law, without which man as a politi
cal animal cannot survive. Hence,  divine goodness must 
reveal the law at certain moments of discuss ion through 
prophets. Prophecy is thus  necessary in the sense that it i s  
required for  the survival o f  civi l ized society and in  the 
sense that it i s  neces sitated by the divine nature. Having 
argued for the necessity of prophecy, Avicenna proceeded 
to accommodate I slamic insti tutions within h i s  phil osoph
ical framework. 

The high point of Avicenna's rel igious philosophy i s  h i s  
discussion of mysticism in  the Ishiirii t. In thi s  work he  
adopted the language of I slamic mysticism ($ufism) to 
describe the mystic's spiritual journey to God : Beginning 
with faith and motivated by desire and love, the mystic 
undertakes spiritual exercises that first bring him to inter
rupted glimmerings "of the l ight of the Truth. " These 
experiences become progressivel y more frequent and 
durable until  the stage of "arri val " is reached, in which the 
mystic has a direct and an uninterrupted vis ion of God. 
According to Avicenna, there are further stages beyond 
th i s ,  but he declined to d i scuss them. He also ascribed 
some of the propheti c qualities to mystics, without imply
ing that all mystics are law-reveal ing prophets . On the 
other hand, his language suggests that he held that all 
prophets are mysti cs. 

Logic and demonstrative method. Avicenna inherited 
the Ari stotel ian and Stoic logical tradition as expounded by 
Alfarabi and the Baghdadi school of logicians but treated 
h i s  subject more independently. He found th e then current 
cl assification of syl logisms into "attributive" (categorical ) 
and "conditional" too narrow. In stead, he classi fied them 
as "connective" and "exceptive. " Connective syl logi sms 
have the form of the categorical ,  but their premises may 
consist of combinations of attributive and condi tional 
statements. S imi larly, exceptive syllogisms have the form 
of one of the two types of conditional syll ogisms-tl1e 
conjunctive , corresponding to the modus ponens and 
the modus tollens, and the disjunctive in wh ich the logi
cal re lation is excl us ive-but their premises may cons i st 
of attributive statements conditional ly related, or com
bi nations of conditional and attributive statements. He 
attempted the quanti fication of both conjunctive and 
disjunctive premises, discussed the temporal aspects of 
quanti fication in general , and treated the modal ity of 
premises and arguments at length. 



Although Avicenna held logic to be merely a tool of 
knowledge and strove to treat it as distinct from philoso
phy, his  d iscussion of th e epi stemic statu s of premises 
(wh ich carried him considerably beyond anything in  Aris
totl e) rendered his logic philosophically committed; h i s  
discussion of  demonstrative premises was committed to  h is  
epi stemology and metaphysics of causality. He followed 
Aristotle in h i s  treatment of demonstrative inference, dis
tingu i shing between demonstrations that give the rea
soned fact and those that give the fact. The former involve 
inference from cause to effect; the latter, inference from 
effect to cause. He also included in the latter class infer
ences from one effect to another. This is possible when it 
has been establ ished that a single cause necessitates two 
effects; Avicenna gave a medical example of a disease that 
has two symptoms. 

Avicenna's endorsement of the Posterior Analytics ex
tended to much of the Physics. He rejected, however, 
Aristotl e' s account of falling bodies, substituting for it a 
theory of acqu ired force that was a forerunner of the theory 
of momentum. 

Although some Jewish and Is lamic philosophers 
(�laimonides, Avempace, Averroes) showed a preference 
for Alfarabi,  Avicenna's influence overshadowed the lat
ter's in the I s lamic world. The mystical side of his  philoso
phy was elaborated i n  the i l luminationist thought of the 
philosophers of Persia. The orthodox Ash'arite theologi
ans who condemned h i s  metaphysics adopted his l ogic, 
and his medical works continued to dominate the Islamic 
world until th e emergence of th e modern university. 

In the Latin West his emanative metaphysics and epis
temology blended with the Augustinianism of the Fran
ci scan schools as a basic ingredient of their thought. His  
influence on Thomas Aquinas was considerable,  notwith
standing Aquinas' rejection of m'any Avicenn ian doctrines. 
He also greatly influenced the development of logic and 
science, his  Canon of Medicine remaining an authoritative 
medical text into the seventeenth century. Bibliography 
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A X I O L O G Y .  See VALUE A .. ""D \'ALUATIOX. 
A X I O :\I A � D  A X I O M A T I C  M E TH O D .  See LOGICAL 

TER\IS , GLOSSARY OF. 

A Y E R ,  A L F R E D  J U L E S ,  contemporary Bri tish phi
losopher. Ayer was born in 19 10. He recei\·ed his educa
tion at Eton , where he was a king's scholar, and at Chri st 
Church , Oxford. After graduating in 1932, he spent some 
tim e at the University of \' ienna famil iarizing himself with 
the l ogical positivi st movement, then l ittl e known among 
Engl i sh-speaking phi losophers. He returned to Oxford 
in 1 933 as a lecturer in philosophy at Christ Church and in 
1935 became a research fel low of the college. Arn1y service 
in World \\'ar I I  kept him from ph ilosophy until 19-15, 
when he went back to university teach ing as fel low and 
dean of Wadham Col lege, Oxford. In the following year he 
became Grote professor of the philosophy of m ind and 
logic at Un iversity Coll ege, London, where he remained 
until his return to Oxford as Wykeham professor of logic in 
1959. 

Ayer' s first book, Language, Truth and Logic, was pub
l ished in  1936. Its combination of lucidity, el egance, and 
vigor with an uncompromisingly revoluti onary position has 
made it one of the most influential philosoph ical books of 
the century. As Ayer explain s in the preface, the views he 
advocates derive from Russell and Wittgenstein among 
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modern ph ilosophers and from the earl ier empiricism of 
Berkeley and H ume and have much in common with the 
logical positivism of the \'ienna circle. But he accepts none 
of these influences uncritically and clearly puts his own 
stamp on thr position he outlines.  He adopts Hume's 
division of genu ine statements into logical and empirical , 
together with a principle of verification which requires 
that an empirical statement shall not be counted as mean
ingful unless some observation i s  relevant to its truth or 
fal sity.  This starting point has drastic and far-reaching 
re sults. � l etaphysical statements, since they purport to 
express neither logical truths nor empirica l  hypotheses, 
m ust accordingly be reckoned to be without meaning. 
Theology is a special case of metaphysics; affirmations of 
divine exi stence are not even fal se, they are without sense. 
For the same reason, value statements in eth ics or aes
thetics fail  to attain the status of genuine statements and 
are exposed as expressions of emotion with imperative 
overtones. The a priori statements of logic and mathemat
ics are empty of factual content and are tme in virtue of the 
conventions that govern the u se of the words that compose 
them. The tasks left for philosophy after th is  withdrawal 
from its traditional boundaries are those of solving by 
clarification the problems left untouched by the advance of 
the sciences. Philosophy is an activity of analysis and is 
seen, in  the end, to be identical with the logic of science. 

The second edition of the book ( 1946) contains  an intro
duction which modifies, though it does not retract, the 
main theses of the first edition. Ayer's attention here is 
directed chiefly  to giving a precise formulation of the prin
ciple of verification. His original version is replaced by a 
much more elaborate and careful ly  worded fonnula. Both 
version s have, however, been shown to be faul ty in ad
mitting as meaningful metaphysical statements of precisely 
the kind that the principle is designed to outlaw. I ndeed, 
there seems to be a weakness of the principle in that. it  
appears plaus ible only when its expression i s  left uncom
fortably  vague. 

The Forrnda tions of E mpirical Kno rcledge ( 1 9-10) is 
concerned with two groups of problems, those of percep
tion and those of "the ego-centric predicament" (privacy 
and publ icity in language and in sense experience and the 
problem of other minds). The most interesting and original 
feature of the book is Ayer's treatm ent of th e terminology 
of sense data as a language in wh ich the problems of per
ception can be most appropriately dealt  with rather than as 
a thesis embodying a discovery about the facts of sense 
experience. Th inking and J!ean i ng ( 1 9-17) was Ayer's 
inaugural lecture in the L1 niversity of London. I t  is a trench
ant appl ication of Ockham's razor to the problems of 
intentional ity and the relations between minds,  th inking 
objects, words, and meaning. This short , powerful essay 
has so far received less than its due of critical attention . 
Ph ilosoph ical Essays ( 195-1 ) i s  a collection of papers rang
ing over ph i losoph ical logic, the theory of knowledge, and 
moral ph ilosophy. Half the papers are careful ly argued 
treatments of problems raised in Ayer's first two books ;  in 
particular, "The Analysis of �loral Judgements" is a mod
erate and persuasive restatement of the hints on ethics 
thrown out in La nguage, Tru th a nd Logic. 

In 19 ,56 Ayer publ ished The Problem of Knowledge, his 

most important book since 1936. I t  is a sympathetic and 
constructive treatment of the various problems of philo
sophical skepticism. After a short discussion of phil osophi
cal method and the nature of knowledge , he discusses at 
length the pattern of skeptical arguments. He then ex
amines three problems familiar from his earl ier work 
-perception, memory, and other minds-as in stances of 
skepticism at work. I t  may be that no statement i s  immune 
from doubt, but this does not entai l  that no statement can be 
known to be true. \\'here statements cannot, even in prin
ciple, be justified, we may conclude not that they are to be 
rejected but rather that no justi fication is cal led for. 

The Concept of a Person ( 1963) is a col lection of essays. 
The most striking, the one that gives the book its title ,  is a 
notable survey of some aspects of the problems of body, 
m ind, and personal identity. The outcome can be roughly 
summari zed as fol lows: to say that I own a mental state J! 
i s  to say that there is a physical body B by which I am 
identified and that a state of B causes J!. 

Ayer's most recent work, embodied in his Shearman 
lectures at the University of London in 1964 and so far 
unpubl ished, i s  on induction and probabi l ity. This is a 
new field of interest for Ayer, although it was foreshad
owed in two papers in The Concept of a Person .  

Ayer's work is very much of  a piece, both in  style and 
attitude. He is now more catholic in interest and more 
cautious and temperate in  expression than in his earlier 
writings. But h i s  arguments are informed by the same 
principles and set out with the same grace and clari ty. He 
leans perhaps too heavi ly on Hume's dichotomy of state
ments into logical and factual, and he has not so far set 
h imself seriously to meet contemporary criticisms (particu
larl y those of \\'. \'. 0. Quine) that have been made of th is 
famous di stinction. This is at once a weakness of his 
present position and, perhaps, a presage of its future de
velopment.  

Works by Ayer 
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B AA D E R , F RANZ XAV I E R  V O N  ( 1 765 - 184 1 ) , G er
man philosopher and theologian, was born in M unich. H e  
studied medicine at lngol stadt and Vienna and practiced 
for a short t ime, but soon abandoned this career. While he 
was in England from 1792 to 1796 studying mineralogy 
and engineering, he became interested in philosophy and 
theology. On his return to Germany he formed friendships 
with Jacobi and Schel ling. Although Baader later broke 
with Schell ing, the three phil osophers continued to exert 
strong influence on one another. Baader was appointed 
superintendent of the Bavarian mines and won a prize 
from the Austrian government for inventing a new method 
of glass manufacture. He retired in 1820 to devote himself 
to philosophy. 

Baader's two major works were Fermenta Cognitionis 
(Vol s .  I - IV, Berl in, 1822- 1824 ; Vol. V, Munich , 1825) and 
Spekulative Dogmatik (5 · fascicles, Munich , 1827 - 1828). 
H e  was appointed professor of philosophy and speculative 
theology at the new University of M unich in 1826. He  
stopped lecturing on  theology in  1838, when the Catholic 
bi shop banned the public discussion of theology by lay
men, but he continued to lecture on philosophy until  his 
death. 

Baader's philosophy is couched in aphori sms, symbol s, 
and analogies, and it is therefore difficult to summarize. He 
detested Hume's empiricism , Godwin's radicalism, and 
Kant's rationalism. H e  turned the critical method he had 
learned from Kant against criticism itself, calling for a 
return to the .mystical tradition of Boehme, Paracelsus, 
Eckhart, the Cabala, the Neoplatonists, and the Gnostics. 
He bel ieved that s ince G od is in al l things, all knowledge 
is partly knowledge of God. God is not an abstract being 
but an eternal process,  eternally becoming. As God creates 
himself, he comes to know himself. The relation between 
his will and his self-consciousness is the Holy Spirit. The 
Trinity is an eternal possibility in God and only becomes 
actual in nature, which i s  the principle of selfhood eter
nally produced by God. Nature i s  God alienated from 
him self-his shadow, his  desire, his want. The purpose of 
the exi stence of nature is to afford an opportunity for the 
redemption of man. 

Moral i ty is not a matter of inner law, as Kant believed, 
but apprehen sion of, and obedience to, God's wil l .  Salva
tion depends on prayer, faith, and the sacraments as wel l 

as on morality and good works. Man is  a social being under 
the law of the state, and the subject owes total subser
vience to his ruler. But the state is under the law of the 
church. Any departure from this divinely ordained order 
leads to the twin modern evi ls  of despotism and liberal ism. 

Baader sought a theistic, Cathol ic philosophy reconciling 
nature and spiri t, science and rel igion, the individual and 
society. He bel ieved that philosophy had to go back to its 
sources, from which i t  had been separated since the time 
of Descartes. Baader was thus a precursor of the neoscho
lastic revival , but his own teachings, close to heresy, have 
no important place in the movement. 

Bibliography 
The col lected works of Franz van Baader were publi shed as 

Sammtliche Werke, 16 vols. (Leipzig, 185 1 - 1860). Vol .  XV con
tains  a biography; Vol . XVI, a systematic exposition of Baader's 
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Baaders Leben und theosophische Werke, 2 vols. (Stuttgart, 
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ADAM MARGOSHES 

B A C H E L A R D ,  GASTON ( 1884 - 1962), French epis
temologi st and phil osopher of science. Bachelard was born 
at Bar-sur-Aube. He was a postal employee until 1 9 13,  
when he gained his  licence in mathematics and science 
and became a teacher of physics and chemistry at the 
Coll ege of Bar-sur-Aube. In 1927 he received his doctorate 
of letters and in 1930 became professor of philosophy at 
the Un iversity of Dijon. From 1940 to 1954 he held the 
chair of history and philosophy of science at the University 
of Pari s. 

Bachelard expounded a dialectical rationalism, or "dia
logue" between reason and experience. His philosophy 
was a departure from the view of rational discovery as a 
process whereby new knowledge i s  assimilated into a sys
tem that changes only insofar as it grows. H e  rejected the 
Cartesian conception of scientific truths as immutable 
elements of a total truth that is in process of being put 
together l ike a jigsaw puzzle. 

According to Bachelard, experiment and mathematical 
233 
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formulation are mutually complementary. Mathematics is 
not merely a means of expressing physical laws, nor is it a 
static realm of ideas; it is "committed. " In this context 
Bachelard talked of "appl ied rational ism." Bachelard held 
that the empirical world is not utterly discontinuous and 
absurd ; the confrontation of an isolated, rational human 
mind with an indifferent and meaningless world postulated 
by some exi stential ists is  naive. Scienti fic hypotheses, 
and even scientific facts, do not present themselves pas· 
sively to the patient investigator but are created by him. 
The investigator's reasoning and the natural world on which 
it operates together constitute a second nature over and 
above the crudely empirical one. 

Bachelard described his conception of this two-way· 
process in which rational organization and experiment are 
in constant cooperation as a "philosophy of saying no" (philosophie du non). It involves negation because the 
scienti fic attitude is  necessarily "open" or "available" (disponible), and the scientist may be obliged at any time 
to recast his  formulation of reality by facts which fail to fit 
into the old formulation. S ince it i s  frequently mathemati
cal , the reformulation may not necessarily involve the 
adoption of a new model , but it will often be analogous to 
a change of structure. At the same time, there wil l be no 
jetti soning of truths :  The philosophie du non destroys 
nothing, Bachelard held; it consol idates what it super
sedes. The framework may be recast and the picture of 
real ity tran sformed, but only in such a way that the new 
phenomenon might have been foreseen. 

Bachelard did not confine himself to an exclu sively 
rational ist philosophy of science. He saw both technologi
cal and imaginative thinking as issu ing from reverie and 
emotion into practical express ion. His  works on the psy
chological significance of the four elements, earth, air, fire, 
and water, i l lustrate th is. He rejected, for example, the 
common account of the di scovery of fire in the rubbing 
together of two sticks ,  seeing i t  rather as the outcome of a 
kind of symbol ical representation of sexual intercourse. 
Thus pass ion is no more metaphorical fire than fire i s  met
aphorical passion. Our science and our poetry have a 
common origin access ible only to psychoanalysis .  There i s  
a unity in Bachelard's studies on reason and imagination. 
In both cases he stressed the projective or creative role of 
the mind; in  art "the subject projects his dream upon 
things," and in modern science, "above the subject, be
yond the immediate object . . .  is the project. " Works by Bachelard 

L'Intuition de / 'instan t. Pari s, 1932. 
Le Pluralisme coher€nt de la chimie moderne. Pari s, 1932. 
La Dialectique de la duree. Pari s, 1933. 
Le Noucel Esprit scien tifique. Pari s ,  1934. 
La Psychanalyse du feu. Paris ,  1 938. 
La Formation de l 'esprit scientifique. Paris, 1938. 
Lautreamont. Paris ,  1 939. 
L'Eau et les reces. Paris ,  1942. 
La Philosophie du non. Paris,  1940. 
L'Air et les songes. Paris,  1 942. 
La Terre et les reveries de la volonte. Pari s, 1945. 
La Terre et les reveries du repos. Paris ,  1945. 
Le Rationalisme applique. Paris, H)49. 
La Poetique de l'espace. Pari s, 1 9.57 .  
La Poetique de la reverie. Pari s, 1960. 
La Flamme d'une chandelle. Paris ,  196 1 .  
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COLIN SMITH 

B A C H O F E N, J O H A NN J A K O B  ( 1 8 1 5 - 1 887), Swiss  
jurist, cultural anthropologist, and philosopher of history, 
studied philology, h istory and law at the universities of 
Basel ,  Berlin (under Savigny) , and Gottingen. After taking 
his  doctorate in  1839 in Roman law, he spent two years at 
the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Paris. In 1 84 1 , 
Bachofen was offered the chair in  Roman law at the Uni
versity of Basel , and a year later he was appointed a judge 
of the criminal court at Basel. In 1 844 he resigned his  
professorship to devote himself  to legal and anthropologi
cal research. In 1866 he also gave up his positi on as a 
judge. He traveled widely and lived for long periods in 
Greece, Italy, and S pain .  

Bachofen' s major works were in  the fields  of  ancient 
Roman law and Greek antiquity. The work for which he is 
best known i s  Das Mutterrecht. Eine Untersuchung iiber die Gynaikokratie der alten Welt nach ihrer religiosen und rechtlichen Natur (Stuttgart, 1 86 1 ). Following up Herodo
tus' description of a matriarchal system among the Ly
cians , Bachofen investigated diverse ancient myths and 
concluded that both matril ineal descent and matriarchal 
ru le developed out of a state of unregulated promiscuity (Hetiirismus) by virtue of the difficulty of ascertaining 
paternity under such conditions. He maintained that the 
dominant role of the mother in  both the economic and 
poli tical spheres was a phenomenon common to all primi
tive societies and that this role was inseparably l i nked to 
re l igious beliefs that established the secu lar primacy of 
woman on the basis of the cult of a female deity. 

There i s  no element of evolution in  Bachofen' s theory. 
His  main interest lay in tracing  the transmission of social 
cultures,  not in the biological characteri stics attending 
heredity. Bachofen likewise rejected interpretations of 
myths in terms of individual psychology. The elements 
that constituted for him the essential ingredients of histor
ical traditions-myths,  cults and rituals ,  customs,  law, and 
folklore-were shared characteri stics and hence, in his  
view, objective factors. They embodied a people's collec
tive "spirit," or Volksgeist, which, though a persistent 
continuum in social deve lopment, nonetheless operated at 
a nonrational and subconscious level. According to Bacho
fen it was the function of the woman and mother to pre
serve and uphold these nonrational hi storical forces and 
thus to exercise a uniting influence, whereas man, repre
senting the progressive and rational forces,  exercised a 
dividing influence over the development of mankind. The 
historical process consi sted in a continuous striving for 
reconci liation between these opposing tendencies. Das Mutterrech t encountered considerable skepticism, if 
not hosti l i ty, among contemporary anthropologi sts. Bacho
fen was charged with introducing rather fanciful  and 
value-loaded notions into his theory and with confusing 
matri l ineal descent with a matriarchate. But even though 



some of h is  theses have been disproved and others con
tinue to be chall enged, many o� his  suggesti ons have led 
to fruitful further research into the family customs of 
primitive peoples. Increasingly, too, Bachofen's works 
have been apprai sed as a major contribution to the philos
ophy of hi story. 

Bachofen stressed the continuity of hi storical sequences 
and, above al l ,  the close interpenetration of myth and 
history. In opposition to H egel , Bachofen attach ed deci
sive importance to myths and symbol s in the shaping of 
human history, s ince he accorded to them a far greater and 
more lasting emotive power than he did to rational con
cepts. In h i s  stress on the i rrational el ements in history, as 
al so in his ins istence on regarding history as a continuous 
organic growth, Bachofen shared some of the basic prem
ises  of romantic thought. Yet, l ike H erder, the great pre
cursor of romantici sm, he never regarded himself as a 
romantic. Indeed, he expl icitly repudiated the nostalgic 
sentimental ity with which a number of romantics ap
proached the study of the past. 

Bachofen's pol itical views show an undeniable affinity 
for the conservati sm of the pol itical romanti cs, but here 
al so he was more directly influenced by Burke, whom he 
had assiduously studied during h i s  stay in England. Para
doxical ly enough , Bachofen has often been associated with 
L. H .  M organ as one of the founders of a social i st phi loso
phy of h istory. Bachofen did stipulate a "communist" 
origin of mankind in that he den ied the exi stence of pri
vate property among primitive communities. He al so proph
esied an ultimate return to communism, understood in 
this  sense.  But he viewed such a return as a regression, not 
as "progress ."  Bachofen saw in social ism and democracy 
portents of social and political decay, for he held them to 
be inherently in imical to harmon ious community l ife. 
Social and political harmony presupposed, in h i s  view, the 
wil l ing acceptance of the princip-Ie of subordination , for he 
regarded th i s  principle as the p�ime source of a naturally 
and divinely ordered historical process. 

Bachofen may have gone too far in the pol itical appl ica
tion of h i s  tradition-centered hi storicism, just as he proba
bly overstated the role of woman in the development of 
rel igion, morals ,  law, and customs. But he did advance a 
functional conception of social development, in which 
social structures are seen as el ements of a hi storical contin
uum and as constituents of an "idea- system" of nonra
tional and nonlogical bel iefs and symbol s, and in so doing 
he substantially contributed to the understanding of both 
ancient communities and societies of the modern world. Works by Bachofen 
COLLECTIONS 
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FREDERICK M. BARNARD 

B A C O N ,  FRA N C I S ,  Baron Verulam, Vi scount St. Al
bans  ( 156 1 - 1626), English statesman and phi losopher of 
science. Francis Bacon was a versati le man , if not the uomo universale so beloved of Renai ssance hi storians. He 
was distinguished in politics,  law, l i terature , ph ilosophy, 
and science; he achi eved the highest political office in the 
kingdom of James I ;  and at a time when the reli gious fanat
icism of the Counter Reformation had driven modern 
science from its birthplace in Italy, Bacon became the 
founding father of modern sci ence in England. He was not, 
strictl y speaking, a scientist himself; he had no laboratory 
and he made no new di scoveries. However, he was both 
the phi losopher and, in an important sense, the prophet of 
modern science; he gave it its method and its inspiration. 
The French Encyl opedi st Diderot once said that the 
gen ius  of Bacon lay in the fact that "when it was impossi
ble to write a history of what men knew, he drew up the 
map of what they had to learn . "  

Life. The personal ity of  Bacon i s  a puzzl ing one. H i s  
nobil ity of  purpose and great powers of intel lect seem 
occas ional ly to have been mixed with base unscrupulous
ness and sheer fol ly. B ut wh ile admi tti ng that he l ived by 
his  wits ,  he claimed that ill luck had obl iged him to do so. 
He was born into the privi leged family of S i r  Nicholas 
Bacon , lord keeper of the great seal under El izabeth I .  His  
mother, Lady Bacon , was a woman of  unusual learning and 
strong rel igious sentiments : she was a zealous Puritan. 
Francis ,  the youngest child, was frail  and solemn. He 
entered Trin ity Col lege, Cambridge, at the age of 12 and 
later attracted the interest of the queen because of his 
intel lectual precocity. His mother encouraged his earnest
ness and piety; h is  father, who hoped to see h im become a 
diplomatist, taught him the worldly ways of a courtier. I t  
was a contradictory upbringing. 

When Francis  Bacon was 18, his father died; and since 
he was the youngest son,  he found himself at once virtual
ly penni less .  He therefore turned to the career that seemed 
to offer most to a poor man with rich connections-the law. 
He qualified quickly, and at the age of 23 he had al ready 
found a seat for himself in the House of Commons. B ut 
Bacon 's influential relations did not bestir themselves on 
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his  behalf as much as he had hoped, and the progress  he 
made was through h i s  own efforts. Then, when he seemed 
on the point of being made attorney general to Queen 
El izabeth , Bacon criticized her taxation policy in Parl ia
ment, thus n,1 ii i ing his  prospects for office. He drew from 
th is  experience the conclusion that sincerity in politics i s  
unprofitable.  

Bacon 's friends did better for him than did his relations ;  
h i s  best friend was the earl o f  E ssex, the queen 's favorite, 
who pressed Bacon's claims to office with unflagging de
votion. But E l izabeth shil ly- shall ied because she mis
trusted Bacon . When E ssex finally real ized that she was 
not going to appoint Bacon, he personally settled a hand
some estate on h is  friend. A few years later, E ssex himself 
fell from the queen 's favor, and when E s sex was accused 
of treason, Bacon was called in by the queen to prepare the 
legal prosecution of his  friend and patron. After some 
attempt to reconcile the queen and the earl , Bacon did as 
he was ordered; and the same Essex who had done so 
much for Bacon was brought to trial-and then to the 
scaffold-by Bacon's  efforts. Bacon defended h i s  conduct 
in a pamphlet entitled An Apology in Certain Imputations Concerning the late Earl of Essex. His argument, against 
charges of perfidy, was that he had put duty to his queen 
above personal affection and that he had been moral ly 
right to do so. 

The death of El izabeth and the succession of James I 
improved Bacon's fortunes still further. He  was made 
sol icitor general, then attorney general , and soon after
ward lord keeper of the great seal (the office his father 
had held). When the king, for reasons of prestige, wanted a 
certain prisoner tortured to obtain a confession and then 
pronounced gu ilty, Bacon obliged him wh ile the other 
chief law officer, S i r  Edward Coke, resisted. Coke was 
duly humbled, and Bacon rose to greater heights. Bacon 
was named lord chancellor at the age of 57, ennobled as a 
baron, then advanced to a viscountcy. 

The rival ry between Bacon and Coke was more than a 
personal struggle for advancement. The two men were the 
spokesmen of competing phi losoph ies of law; and it was 
Bacon's theory-an absolutist one-that the king preferred. 
All seemed to be going wonderfully well for Bacon when 
suddenly, at the age of sixty ,  he was ru ined. He was in
dicted for accepting a bribe from a l itigant, found gu ilty, 
and removed in disgrace from all his offices under the 
Crown. He did not deny the accusations but regarded h i s  
dismissal as  a misfortune rather than a punishment; he 
adm itted he was "frai l"  and "did partake of the abuse of 
the times ."  He spent the few years that remained to him 
writing books and working out schemes for the advance
ment of science. 

Bacon publi shed books at interval s  throughout his l ife, 
and his interest in philosophy and science was never en
tirely separate from his activities  as a lawyer and states
man . There was a good reason for th is .  Bacon bel ieved that 
science, if it was to be effectively promoted, must be or
gan ized on a large scale and lavishly financed. Indeed, he 
was the first to see the amount of planning and money that 
modern science was to need. H i s  aim was to persuade the 
king, as head of the state, to subsid ize the new scientific 
institutions he proposed to establ i sh ;  and he hoped that by 
proving himself to be a wise and successful statesman, he 

might be able to win the king's  assent to h i s  schemes. 
Bacon' s  general pol itical theory was in accord with thi s  
ambition. He believed i n  a large , modern , central ized 
nation-state and in a powerful ,  dominant monarchy. Ba
con was against medieval ideas of feudal i sm and the divi
sion of power ju st as much as he was against medieval 
notions in metaphysics.  

All thi s  underlay Bacon's  di sagreement with Coke. Coke 
believed that sovereignty resided not in the king alone, 
but in the king and Parl iament; he also bel ieved that nei
ther the king nor the Parl iament was at l iberty to legislate 
as they pleased. The law itsel f-by which Coke meant the 
traditional common law-was supreme. Any enactment of 
the king and Parl iament would be void if  it were contrary 
to common law. Bacon rejected Coke's theory of the su
premacy of the common law, preferring to ascribe suprem
acy to natural law, or to what he went so far as to cal l  rea
son. He pointed out that legal theori sts tended to be either 
philosophers, who knew noth ing of real ity, or lawyers ,  
who could not see beyond the bounds of existing legal 
institutions. What was needed was the vision of the states
man, and th i s  Bacon himself volunteered to contribute. 
The statesman was ready to agree that the judges should 
be honored as lions, but the l ions should be "under the 
throne. " •Bacon argued that the throne should be above the 
law, not the law above the throne. It was th i s  opinion that 
recommended him to James I, who bel ieved that his  right 
to make law came not from Parl iament but from God him
self. Although Bacon did not accept the divine righ t of 
kings in James's own terms,  he did believe in the absolute 
sovereignty of kings, wh ich came, in practice, to much the 
same th ing. 

Despite the fact that Bacon and h i s  monarch saw eye to 
eye about the need to exalt kingly power, Bacon did not 
succeed in winning James's sympathy, even when he was 
closest to h im,  for any of h i s  scienti fic projects. James was 
by nature a reactionary man; and h i s  imagination was not 
in the least fired, as Bacon's was,  by progressive dreams of 
human betterment. 

To Bacon himsel f, such improvement was a crucial 
factor. The new science, as Bacon envisaged it, was not 
just an academic or intellectual enterprise to increase 
man's knowledge of nature ; its purpose was to give man 
mastery over nature , a mastery that would enable man to 
transform the quality of h is  l ife on earth . Once again ,  Ba
con spoke as no one had spoken before, as the champion 
of science, on the grounds that science could be useful. 

Bacon' s  manner of death was much in character. He  
went out one winter' s day to stuff a ch icken with snow to 
see how long the cold would preserve the fl esh. He caught 
a cold but retired to a damp bed in  the best room of a no
bleman's house in preference to a dry bed in a more mod
est room. Th is led to his  death from bronch itis .  The debts 
he left were colossal . H e  had always l ived on a grand 
scale, excusing h i s  extravagance, as wel l as his  ambition 
and his corruption, by saying that he needed to l ive 
splendidly to hold power and that he needed power to do 
good in the world. 

PHI LOSOPHY 
Bacon wrote of h imself in the Preface to De Interpretatione Naturae: 



Believing that I was born for the service of mankind, I 
set mysel f to consider what service I was myself best 
fitted to perform. Now if a man should succeed , not in 
striking out some new invention, but in kindling a 
l ight in nature-a l ight that should eventual ly disclose 
and bring into s ight all that i s  most h idden and secret 
in the universe-that man (I thought)  would be bene
factor indeed of the human race . . . .  For mysel f I 
found that I was fitted for nothing so well as the study 
of truth, as having a mind nimble and versati l e  enough 
to catch the resemblances of things (which is the chief 
point) and at the same time steady enough to fix and 
distinguish their subtler differences ; as being gifted by 
nature with desire to seek, patience to doubt, fondness 
to meditate, slowness to assert, readiness to recon
sider, carefulness to dispose and set in order; and as 
being a man that neither affects what is new nor ad
mires what is old,  and hates every kind of imposture. 
So I thought that my mind had a kind of famil iarity 
and relationship with truth. 

These words might serve as h is  epitaph . His celebrated Essays, largely on moral themes, were publ ished in 1597, 
when Bacon was 36. His  phil osophical works were al l 
published after he had achieved high office under James I .  
They include the Advancement of Learning ( 160.S ) ,  Cogitata et Visa ( 1 607), De Sapienta Veterum ( 1609), the Novum Organum ( 1620), De Augmentis Scientiarum ( 1 623), 
and the New Atlantis ( 1624). In  the pages of these various 
works Bacon argued that "natural phi losophy" had made 
no progress since ancient times; in many respects, modern 
phi losophers knew even less than the Greeks did. Though 
he had a minimal regard for Plato and Ari stotle, Bacon 
greatly admired some of the more material ist Greek phi
losophers, including Democritus. H e  saw no merit what
ever in the speculative ph i losophers of his own time, 
whose work was barren while knowledge in other fields 
had made swift, and in some cases revolutionary, ad
vances. Bacon mentioned the geograph ical di scoveries of 
Marco Polo and the other explorers , the technical innova
tions of the men who had introduced the use of gunpowder 
and printing, and the great di scoveries in astronomy by 
Copernicus and Gal i leo, who had taught men for the first 
time what the un iverse was real ly  l ike. These, said Bacon, 
were the makers of a new world, and a new world needed 
a new ph ilosophy. The traditional debased philosophy had 
noth ing more to offer and had contributed nothing to the 
new advances that had been made in  knowledge. 

The traditional metaphysical phil osophers, Bacon ar
gued, were like spiders ; they spun webs of marvelous in
genuity and formal perfection out of their own bodies, but 
they had no contact with real ity. They existed side by side 
with alchemi sts and other such crude empirics , who col
lected a certain amount of random and recondite knowledge 
but could not put it into any coherent intell ectual frame
work . Such people were l ike  ants, who gather raw materials 
without selectiveness and store them up without 
modification. Spiders and ants were both bad model s ;  a 
true scienti fic ph ilosopher should model himself on the 
bee-he should work together with other men in the sys
tematic accumulation of knowledge. Men should amass 
data, interpret them judiciously, conduct experiments, and 
thus learn the secrets of nature by planned and organ ized 
observation of its regularities. 
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The Great Instauration. Bacon himself cal led the 
method described above the Great Instauration, because 
he saw it as a technique of restoring man to his lost mas
tery over the natural world. The theory of the Great I nstau
ration was presented in six parts :  a complete class ification 
of the existing sciences;  the principles of the new art of 
interpreting nature, a new inductive logic, to provide a 
rel iable guide to the invention of new arts and sciences; 
the collection of empirical data and the conducting of 
experiments ; a series of examples i l lustrating the success
ful working of the new method; a l i st of the general ization s 
that could be derived inductively from the study of natural 
h i story; and the n ew phil osophy set forth as a complete 
science of nature. 

Such was the outl ine of knowledge that Bacon drew up. 
Needless to say, he did not complete the project. It was, as 
Diderot said, more a hi story of what had to be l earned than 
a resume of what Bacon had himself fully worked out. 
Bacon said, with a certain self-satisfaction, "I  hold it 
enough to have constructed the machine, though I may not 
succeed in setting it to work. " He saw himself, above all ,  
as a pioneer, the one whose destiny was to make the deci
sive break with the past. 

Respect for antiquity was a habit of mind that Bacon had, 
he felt, to oppose most vigorously. He set himsel f  against 
both the Schoolmen-that is ,  against the medieval tradi
tion in ph i losophy-and the new Renaissance cult of the 
rediscovered class ics. The Schoolmen, with their love of 
disputation, only passed from one question to another, 
without ever reaching knowledge. The Renais sance hu
mani sts were so much in love with the style of the classical 
writers that they had come to cultivate eloquence for the 
sake of eloquence and thus to "hunt after words more than 
matter. " Looking at scholars in general , Bacon declared 
that many of them sought in knowledge "a couch whereon 
to rest a searching and restl ess spirit" instead of a "rich 
storehouse for the glory of the Creator and the rel ief of 
man's estate. " 

The "Idols." Beyond the defects of current learning, 
Bacon di scerned certain general tendencies of the human 
mind that needed to be corrected if knowledge was to be 
advanced. He cal led these false notions Idols, and he 
divided them into four types. The first are the " Idols of the 
Tribe," so called because they are "inherent in human 
nature and the very tribe or race of men ."  It is natural for 
men, said Bacon, to suppose that their senses give direct 
and veridical knowledge of real ity. They forget that their 
sense perceptions are at l east part ial ly dependent on their 
own minds and that thus all sensory knowledge is relative. 
Our faculties of perception often act l ike "false mirrors ," 
di storting what is received from outside. Our understand
ing imposes on the external world an order and regularity 
that comes from us and does not belong to reality itself. 

Furthermore, said Bacon, our judgments are colored by 
our feel ings-we tend to bel ieve what we want to bel ieve. 
For example, if we have a dream that comes true, we jump 
to the conclusion that our dreams are prophetic, forgetting 
the numerous in stances of dreams that have not come true. 
The on ly way to correct this tendency, Bacon argued, is to 
give as much attention to negative as to positive instances 
of such seemingly connected sequences. 

Such are the ways in which all men tend to be deceived, 
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and because they are common to the generality of men, 
they are the "Idols of the Tribe. " But there are also defects 
that are peculiar to each individual ; these are the "Idol s of 
the Den." By "den " Bacon referred to the Platonic myth of 
people living in a cave, or den, and mi staking the shadows 
that pass before them for real ity. Each person, said Bacon , 
"has his  own private den or cavern, which intercepts and 
discolours the l ight of nature . "  Each of us is prone to in
terpret what he learns in the l ight either of his "pecul iar 
and s ingu lar disposition" or of his  favorite theories.  Each 
of u s  tends to see the whole in the l ight of a particu lar part 
with wh ich he is specially acquainted. Bacon had a ru le 
that he thought might serve as a corrective to this tend
ency: whatever one's mind "seizes and dwel l s  upon with 
pecul iar sati sfaction is to be held in  su spicion . "  

Bacon cal led the third class of false notion s the "Idols of 
the Market Place. " Here he was thinking of the errors that 
ari se from commerce and intercourse between men. M en 
converse with one another in language, by means of words, 
and words have two dangers : they are often ambiguous 
and they are apt to be taken for things. Two men use the 
same word with a different meaning and do not real ize 
what they are doing; they th ink they are agreed when they 
are not agreed, and that they disagree when they do not dis
agree. Likewise, men treat those words which serve to 
name fictions as if they were the names of real entities. 

Last come the " Idol s of the Theater," the errors "which 
have crept into men s minds from the various dogmas of 
systems of philosophy. " These systems,  Bacon argued, are 
real ly  inventions,  l ike stage plays ; they do not give a pic
ture of the universe as it actual ly is .  One type of ph i loso
phy is defective because it " leads experience l ike a captive 
in a procession";  another is worse because it has "aban
doned experience altogether. "  Yet a1 1other type passes 
hasti ly from a few obscure experiments to create a com
plete natural philosophy. Then there is the type that con
fu ses philosophy with theology: th is  was Plato 's mistake. 
Bacon wrote sternly :  "Not only fantastical philosophy but 
heretical rel igion spri ngs from an absurd mixture of mat
ters divine and human." 

Views on religion. The above reference to "heretical 
religion" is a reminder that Bacon, for al l  h i s devotion to 
science, was no enemy of the church. Some of Bacon 's 
progressive admirers-such as Diderot-as well as some of 
his  reactionary critics-such as Joseph de l\faistre
regarded him as an atheist who paid only l ip service to 
rel igion ; nevertheless, the category of the supernatural 
plays a prominent part in the outl ine of knowledge that 
Bacon gives in the Great lnstauration, however l ittl e part 
the worsh ip of God may have played in Bacon's personal 
l ife . Bacon's  attitude toward rel igion was perhaps closest to 
that of the more worldly Angl ican Latitudinarians of the 
eighteenth century, who bel ieved that a national church 
was needed to provide for the spiritual needs of the people 
and to act as a firm prop for the state, wh ile avoiding the 
fanaticism of both the Catholic and the Calvini stic teach
ings. Once, in speaking of metaphysics, Bacon said, "The 
research into final causes, l ike a virgin dedicated to God, is  
barren and produces noth ing. " Although th i s  may sound 
like an attack on both metaphysics and rel igion , Bacon had 
no objection to either, providing that each was kept in its 

place. What he wi shed most to bring about was the separa
tion of metaphys ics and science. 

However, in speaking of theology, Bacon certainly said 
things that skeptics l ike Diderot could regard as anticipa
tions of their own iron ical attitude toward Chri stianity. For 
example, Bacon said there was no reason to expect God's 
nature to conform to our own wi shes or fancies, and that 
the more preposterous a rel igiou s doctrine,  the more meri t 
there> was in  bel ieving it-just as in  the realm of morals, 
the more painful the duty, the more virtuous the execution 
of it. Again , what Bacon seems to have been most con
cerned to say was that whereas i t  did not matter much 
what people bel ieved in  theology, the realm of faith, it was 
very important that they should not be deceived in 
science, the realm of knowledge. 

Natural philosophy. Bacon divided ph i losophy into 
natural theology and natural philosophy. The latter branch 
he further separated into th e theoretical , wh ich seeks the 
cau ses of effects, and the practical , which tries to produce 
effects by applying knowledge of cau ses. The theoretical 
part of natural phi losophy is, in tum, divided into meta
physics and physics ; metaphysics is concerned with first 
and formal causes, whereas physics concerns itself with ma
terial and efficient cau ses. 

In  working toward what he intended to be a comprehen
sive account of man's actual and possible knowledge, 
Bacon suggested that part of our knowledge is  supernatural 
in origin (it comes from God), wh ile other parts of what we 
know are obtained through our own endeavors. Bacon 
further divided knowledge into reason, memory (in which 
he included knowledge derived from the senses), and 
imagination . Memory and imagination are concerned with 
th ings, events, facts; memory with what is  real, imagina
tion with what is  fe igned. Reason i s  concerned with gen
eral laws and ideas. In Baconian psychology, a man has 
two soul s :  one that is pecul iar to human beings alone; the 
other, shared with all an imals .  The study of man's animal 
sou l is part of science, but the higher soul is immaterial 
and cannot be investigated by the same techn iques. 

Bacon said that we can enter the kingdom of nature, as 
we can the kingdom of heaven, only by becoming as l ittle 
ch ildren .  But what does th is  mean ? Bacon's argument is  
that to know anything is to have understood its  anteced
ents or causes, and that knowledge of causal relationships 
i s  the greater part of science. To know i s  to be able to 
interpret an event as an in stance of a general law, or to be 
able  to put a particular fact into the context of a wider 
system, which would hardly seem to requ ire a ch ildlike 
mind. However, what Bacon was th inking of when he 
invoked the image of the chi ld was a mind that was both 
humble and uncorrupted by fal se notions. These virtues 
are, so to speak, the entrance qual ifications ;  the actual 
work of the scientist, as Bacon envisaged it, is by no means 
unsoph isticated. Scientific method. Bacon began the outl ine of his 
scienti fic method with what he called the three Tables of 
Investigation. The first of these was the Table of Affirma
tion, or "the ru le  of presence. " This was to be the 
assembl ing of all known instances of a phenomenon that 
agreed in having the same characteri stic. For example, if 
the subject was heat-a subject, incidentally, in which 



Bacon was especial ly  interested-then the scientific in
vestigator would have to study all known instances of 
warm "bodies" :  the sun,  flames, human blood, and so 
forth . However, such a study of affirmative instances alone 
would suffice to instruct only God and the angels,  but not 
men. Men must therefore add to the study of affirmat ive 
instances the study of negative instances. Thi s ,  in the case 
of the problem of heat, would mean the i nvestigation of 
such entities as the moon's rays and the blood of dead 
animals, wh ich do not give forth heat. Bacon's Tables of 
Affirmat ion and Negation are reproduced in John Stuart 
M il l 's "Joint M ethod of Agreement and Difference ."  

Bacon 's th i rd table i s  the Table of  Compari son, or "the 
rule of differing degrees. " This enjoins the study of varia
tions in different phenomena to see if there is any correla
tion between the various changes observed. When Mi ll 
adopted this  method, he cal led it the Method of Concomi
tant Variations. To these three Tables of Presentation, as 
he also cal led them, Bacon added some further "helps of 
the understanding in  the interpretation of nature. " Such 
are his "prerogative instances." These are the cases in 
which certain events by their very singularity force them
selves on our attention.  Bacon divided these into no fewer 
than 27 types, of which the most important are the follow
ing; "sol itary instances," where bodi es, otherwise the 
same, differ with respect to only one characteri sti c; "trav
eling in stances," where one characteri stic i s  seen to 
change, as when water freezes and becomes hard; "glaring 
in stances," where one feature is  particularly conspicuous, 
such as the weight of quicksilver; "analogous in stances," 
as when one natural phenomenon seems at once to throw 
l ight on another; and "crucial instances," which are the 
decisive ones when the mind is  "at the crossroads" or 
divided between two equally  compell i ng theories. 

Although Bacon 's scienti fic method is  richer than any 
brief summary can indicate, it is :undoubtedly defective in 
parts and in  several ways outmoded. However, i t  would be 
an error to underestimate either its original i ty or its value. 
Some crude anticipation of Bacon's inductivism can be 
found in Greek philosophy, notably in that of the pre
Socratics, but these are fragmentary, whereas Bacon offers a 
complete theory, so complete that even J .  S .  M il l  in the 
nineteenth centu ry cou ld really add very l ittl e to what he 
had said. 

Some parts of Bacon 's theory remain obscure, and critics 
are divided as to how they should be interpreted. Th i s  i s  
especial ly true- of Bacon's theory of  forms. Bacon agreed 
with Plato that form s were the "true object of knowledge," 
but it is clear that Bacon did not understand forms, as Plato 
did, as ideas existing in some metaphysical realm. Bacon's 
forms were in nature itself; forms belonged to the empi ri
cal , not the metaphysical , universe. Sometimes Bacon 
speaks of form s as the ipsissima res (the real th ing), some
times as "the source from wh ich a thing emanates," some
times as "those laws of absolute actual i ty which govern 
and consti tute any simpl e natu re. " It seems most plausible 
that what Bacon had in m ind when he spoke thus of form s  
was something that later theorists-Locke, for example
cal led primary, as opposed to secondary, qual it ies. Sec
ondary qual ities for Locke were those properties of a ma
terial object whose existence depended at least in part on 
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their being perceived by a knowing mind ;  primary qual i
t ies belonged to the objects themselves. Primary qual ities 
included extension, figur�, number, and impenetrabil ity. 
Bacon did not give the same account of his forms, but it is  
fairly  clear that when he spoke of form s, he was th inking of 
those properties of which an object cannot be stripped 
(even in imagination) without its ceasing to be an object. 

Bacon was led from these reflecti ons on forms-as was 
many another ph ilosopher- into a fl i rtation with the am
bit ion of all alchemists :  to make gold.  Bacon argued that 
the congeries known as gold has a certain schematism, a 
way i n  which its propert ies-density, softness, color, and 
so forth-are arranged. Find that schematism and the 
forms ,  and gold can be made. In a short essay on natural 
h i story, entitled Sylva Sylvarum, Bacon writes : " if a man 
can make a metal that has all these properties, dispute 
whether i t  be gold or no." Fail ing to find these simple 
natures, Bacon necessari ly left his  scheme unfinished. 

Bacon was not a disappointed man, for he never ex
pected that he would be aole to do much alone, or that any 
man could do much alone in  the field of science. Sci ence 
must be a col lective enterpri se, and one of Bacon's just 
boasts was that he "rang the bell wh ich brought the wits 
together." In Bacon's imaginary society, described in his 
New Atlantis, there i s  a col lege of science cal led Solo
mon's House, wh ich is "dedicated to the study of the 
works and creatures of God." Bacon did not think such 
schemes utopian or impossible to real ize. He was continu
al ly pressing on James I the idea of founding a great col
lege where men could pursue experimental sci ence; he 
proposed to set up learned soci eties for research and to 
create professorships of science at Oxford and Cambridge. 
None of these proposals were adopted in Bacon's l ifetime, 
but several of them were taken up soon after his death : the 
Royal Society, for example, of which the grandson of James 
I-Charles I I-was the enthusiastic patron, was an essen
tial ly  Baconian institution ; so were the various learned 
societies that grew up in France, where the influence of 
Bacon's writings was qu ite as great as it was in England. 

The twentieth century, with its more sophi sticated theo
ries of scientific method, has become somewhat impatient 
with Bacon , and one seldom hears modern scientists 
speak, as Newton and Darwin spoke, of their debt to h im. 
This may be because men have forgotten what the world 
was l ike before the lessons of Bacon were learned. There 
were one or two great scienti sts before Bacon's time, but 
they were men who worked alone and by largely haphaz
ard methods. It was Bacon who introduced the notion of 
science as a systematic study. He was by far the most 
"modern" of Renai ssance th inkers. In the words of one of 
his biographers, Thomas Fowl er, "He stood l i ke a prophet 
on the verge of the promi sed land, bidding men to leave 
without regret the desert that was behind them, and enter 
with joyful ness and hopefulness on the rich inheritance 
that was spread before them. "  
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r-- l AURICE C RANSTON 

B A C O N ,  R O G E R ,  Engl i sh phil osopher and scienti st ,  
known as Doctor Mirobilis, was probabl y born between 
1214  and 1 220 and died in 1 292, probabl y at Oxford. Bacon 
wrote in 1 267 that he had learned the alphabet some forty 
years before and that his once wealthy brother had been 
ru ined by his support of King Henry I I I  during the barons' 
revolt. He studied arts at Oxford and then at Pari s ,  where 
as regent master (c. 1 237) he was among the first to lecture 
on the forbidden books of Ari stotl e when the ban was 
l ifted. Here he wrote his Summa Grammatica ,  Summulae Dia lectices, S umma de Soph ismatibus et Distinctionibus, 
his Quaestiones on Aristotle's Physics, Metaphysics, and De Sensu et Sensibili, and on the pseudo-Aristote lian De Plantis and Liber de Causis; he also wrote commentaries, 
now lost, on De Anima, De Genera tione et Corruptione, De Caelo et Mundo, and De Anim alibus. 

These early lectures reveal a phil osopher, immature but 
of unusual abi l i ty, conversant with the new literature of 
Ari stotl e and his  Arabic commentators. They are of some 
historical interest, since Bacon was representative of the 
new breed of masters at Pari s who prided themselves on 
being pure Aristotel ians. In  fact, however, l ike Avicenna 
and Gundi ssal i nus before them, they were still strongly 
influenced by other traditions (especial ly  Neoplatonism) 
that dominated such apocryphal works as  the Liber de Causis and, in Bacon's case, the popular Secret of Secrets. 
This latter work , thought to be Ari stotle's esoteric i nstruc
tions to Alexander the Great, is a study in kingcraft wh ich , 
in  addition to advocating a sound, practical phil osophy, 
gives much astrological advice and hints at the magical 

virtues of herbs and gems and the occult  properties of 
numbers . From his glosses on the book, it seems that Ba
con was most impressed by its vision of a universal science 
of great practical import which included all the secrets of 
nature. This unified science, revealed by God to the He
brews , who passed it on through the Chaldeans and Egyp
tians to Aristotle, was concealed in figurative and enigmat
ic language but m ight be redi scovered by one moral ly 
worthy and mental l y  qual ified to receive it .  Where the 
pagans failed, Bacon held, a Christian might succeed. 
Therefore , around 1247 he left Pari s, where he had been 
pursui ng a mastership in theol ogy, and returned to Oxford, 
where Adam Marsh,  Robert Grosseteste' s Franciscan asso
ciate , i ntroduced him to that great man's work. For two 
decades,  Bacon wri tes, he studied languages and the 
sciences , training assi stants, cul tivating the fe llowship of 
savants, and spending more than £2,000 on "secret 
books," instruments , and tables .  

Sometime during the latter half of this  period he must 
have joined the Franci scans,  to whom Grosseteste be
queathed his l ibrary. Neither his  impoverished brother nor 
the mendicant friars could provide the experimental 
equipment Bacon longed to have; nor did the majority of 
the friars share his views on the importance of his work. 
Resenting the preference shown to the more orthodox 
theologians, Bacon became embittered and vented his 
spite in  cutting and often unjust criticisms of some of the 
best minds of the age. Worse, his childl ike credul i ty with 
regard to the apocalyptic l iterature of the times led him to 
side with the extremist fol lowers of J oachim of Flori s. This 
made his views suspect; he was sent to Pari s and forbid
den to circulate his  writi ngs outside the order. But Pope 
Clement IV, learn ing of Bacon's proposed encyclopedia of 
uni fied science in the service of theol ogy and unaware that 
the work was largely in the planning stage , wrote for a 
secret copy on June 22, 1266. H oping for papal aid to com
plete the project, Bacon , in the short space of 18 months, 
composed as a prel iminary draft his  Opus Maius (synop
s ized and implemented by the Opus Minus and Opus Tertium, the latter rich in biographical detai l ). With the Opus Mai us, Bacon sent the pope a copy of h is  Multiplicatio Specieru m, a concave lens "made at great expense," 
and "a precious map of the world. "  Unfortunately, Clem
ent died in November 1268 , before the last of the opera 
arrived. 

Bacon probably returned to Oxford; he completed his  Communia Mathematica and Communia Naturalium (two 
of his most mature works)  and wrote Greek and Hebrew 
grammars and his Compendium Studii Philosophiae. The 
last, intended as a general introduction to his principal 
wri tings, degenerated into an emotional diatribe against 
the evils of the age ; these were , according to Bacon, espe
cial ly manifest in the universities where the two teaching 
orders (Dominican s  and Franciscans )  were neglecting his 
favorite subjects. I t  also revealed a revival of Joachi te 
interests (Bacon referred to the ridicule his "logi cal proof' 
of the imminence of Antichrist provoked am ong the friars ). 

According to the Chronicle of the Twenty-four Generals, 
written in 1370, the Franciscan mini ster general , Jerome of 
Ascoli (later Pope Nicholas IV), impri soned him for "sus
pected novel ties. " This account has been questioned, 



primarily because nothing could be found i n  Bacon's 
scientific or astrological views that had not been endorsed 
by many reputable theologians of the day, such as Albertus 
Magnus. More l ikely, it was a pol itical move to sil ence the 
irascible friar, whose caustic views on the moral s of the 
secular masters would do l ittl e to ease the strained rela
tions between them and the friars (whose orthodoxy had 
been seriously compromi sed by the fanatical J oachite 
fringe). At any rate, Bacon's confinement could hardly have 
been rigorous or l ong enough to i nhibit his penchant for 
frank expression; in 1 292 he was writing in the Compendium Studii Theologiae on his  favorite topics with all h i s  
old verve and biting invective. He died, however, before 
this  work was completed. 

Thought. The strength and the weakness of Bacon' s  
erratic genius are nowhere more apparent than i n  the Opus Maius, his most characteristic and distinctive work. Both a 
plea and a plan for educational reform along the study 
lines pursued by Bacon himself, it is divided into seven 
parts-the causes of error, philosophy, the study of lan
guages ,  mathematics, optics, experimental science, and 
moral philosophy. The first part descries four barriers 
blocking the road to truth : submi ssion to unworthy au
thority (for example ,  crediting l iving theologians with a 
prestige due only to the Church Fathers or the Scriptures), 
the influence of custom, popular prejudice, and conceal
ment of one 's  ignorance with a technical show of wi sdom. 
Although by far the greatest  portion of the book is devoted 
to mathematics, optics, and moral philosophy (to which, 
Bacon claimed, all speculative science should be ordered ), 
Bacon's fame until recently rested on thi s  first part and the 
relatively short section on experimental sci ence. The be
l ief that experimental science was the keystone of Bacon's 
reform was in  part based on the mis leading evidence of 
Samuel J ebb's 1 733 edition of the Opus Maius, which 
omitted Part VII .  By scientia 'experimentalis, however, 
Bacon meant any knowledge through experience as op
posed to inferential or reasoned knowledge. When he said 
that nothing can be known with certainty without experi
ence, his use of the term "experience" was twofold. One 
aspect of experience i s  based on sense perception and is  
cal l ed human or  philosophical ; the other aspect i s  interior 
and i s  derived from an i l lumination of the mind by G od 
(whom Bacon identified with Ari stotle's agent intellect). 
Thus, although sense perception is necessary to knowl
edge, certainty cannot be attained without divine il-
1 umination. Interior experience admi ts of seven degrees, 
beginning with that required for certitude in mathematics 
or the natural sciences and culminating in such mystical or 
ecstatic states as St. Paul's vision of heaven. 

Bacon devoted the most attention , however, to what man 
can know about the wonders of nature by sense perception 
and the first degree of i l lumination. From the examples 
cited in Part VI  and throughout the work, Bacon seems to 
have been less an original experimenter and more a prop
agandist for scientists such as Peter of Maricourt. His 
contributions to scientific theory, l ike his  empirical re
search, were confined largely to optics. With the aid of 
new source material from Alhazen and Alkindi , he was 
able to develop significantly many of Grosseteste's views 
concerning the tides, heat, and double refraction and to 
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give the most mature expression to Grosseteste' s theory 
that l ight (and all physical force generally) i s  transmitted in 
pulses l ike sound waves. S ince th is "multipl ication of 
species" requires a medium, Bacon argued, the transmis
sion cannot be instantaneous, even though the time inter
val is imperceptible. H i s  application of the theory to vision 
and the working of the eye was one of the most important 
studies done on th is  subject during the J\l iddle Ages and 
became the point of departure for developments in the 
seventeenth century .  Bacon seems to have surpassed h i s  
teachers both in his knowledge of  convex lenses and para
bol ic mirrors and i n  his  abil i ty to foresee such applications 
of sci ence as automobi les, motorboats , and aircraft. 

I f, by continuing the Oxford tradition begun by Grosse
teste, Bacon was in advance of his contemporaries, he was 
also incredibly naive in some of his other views. His  un
critical acceptance of what others claimed to have ob
served is often in violation of his own canons for avoiding 
error. M uch of his stress on the importance of language 
studies came from his conviction that all knowledge can be 
found in the Scriptures and "secret books," whose full  
meaning God reveal s by interior i l lumination only to those 
whose l ives are pure. H e  held that because of men's s ins ,  
God's scientific revelations were obscured by errors
which i s  one reason for testing empirical ly what the an
cient sages say. Bacon seems to have had l i ttle use for 
abstract reasoning or speculation for its own sake. His  
interest in  mathematics and logic, l ike his  interest in astrol
ogy and alchemy, was purely practical. I f  all physical 
force, l ike l ight, is propagated recti l inearly, it is subject to 
geometric analysis. This ,  together with his  conviction that 
the movement of the planets influences all terrestrial 
events except free will itself, was his reason for thinking 
that mathematics is the key to all natural sciences. 

Not only was his faith in astrology unwarranted, but his 
ideas of theology belonged to a bygone age. Even prior to 
1250, the Paris Franci scans, impressed by the Eucl id
ean -Aristotelian ideal of a deductive science, were ex
ploring how far the concepts of theology might be analyzed 
with greater logical rigor and theological propositions form
al ized in terms of axioms (first principles of reason and 
philosophy), postulates (the articles of faith), and theses 
(theological conclusions). Despite his sporadic attendance 
at theological lectures ,  Bacon seems to have had no com
prehens ion of what the avant-garde theologians were doing. 
Perhaps this ,  more than any insistence on scienti fic val ues 
or the need for experimentation, brought him into confl ict 
with his educated confreres ,  who apparently considered 
him, for all his flashes of bri l l iance and his scientific lore, 
something of a crank. Bibliography 
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B A HR D T ,  C A R L  F R I E D R I C H ,  probably the most 
v,id ely  read German theologian except for Luther, '\\'as 
born in 1 -;  40 or 1-;  4 1  in Bischofswerda in the electorate of 
Saxony. H e  held professorships and l ectureships of theol
ogy, B ibl ical studies, Christian ethics, classical l ar nruages, 
and many other subjects at the u niYersities of Leipzig, 
Erfurt, Giessen, and Hal le. He was the headmaster of a 
boys school, or Philanthropinum, i n  .\1arschlins in  S wit
zerland and established his own Philanthropinum in 
H eidesheim while he was at the same  tim e  Superin tendent the hi ghest ecclesiastical official ) in the domains of 
Count Carl of Leiningen-Dachsburg. In his last years , he  
was an innkeeper near Hal le. H e  died a t  Hal le  in 1 -;9�_ 

Bahrdt was always at the center of a controYersy. In his 
early days he  wrote in a fiery orthodox Yein,  but Yery soon 
he  seems  to haYe been started on the road to "enl ighten
ment" by suddenly l earning that the language of I John 
5 :-; ,  did not, when subjected to philological scrutiny, 
constitute proof of the doctrine of the Trinity.  He was sti l l  
further dismayed to learn that the passage was considered_ 
by some excellent scholars to be an interpolation. Bahrdt 
then set out to find undoubted philological support for the 

orthodox Lutheran system of theology, and instead found 
that his doubts continued to increase, until by the end 
of his l i fe he had arrived at a fully rationalistic concept of 
natural religion. 

The high points in Bahrdt' s "Rational ist's Progress" are 
his four-volume paraphrase of the Xew Testament, Seueste Offenbarungen Gottes (Riga, 1 7-;3 _ 1 774), his 
confession of faith, Glaubensbekenntnis, ceranlasst durch ein Kaiserliches Reichshofratsconclusum ( 1 779 ), and his 
fictionalized l ife of J esus, Briefe iiber die Bibel im Volkston 
(Halle, I 782 - I 783) and Ausfuhru ng des Plans und Zu:eckes ]esu (B erl in, 1 -;83 - 1785). Bahrdt's Xew Testa
ment paraphrase was up-to-date, intelligible, fluent, and 
coherent, but it was also a propagandistic vehicle for his 
h eretical views. His enemies were thus  enabled to secure, 
in 1 7-;,S, a decree barring him from all ecclesiastical of
fices in the Holy Roman Empire and adjuring him to recant. 
Bahrdt immediately publi shed his confes sion of faith, 
stating in cl ear and succinct language what he did and 
did not bel ieYe. Through- discarding bel iefs that he fel t  
could not endure the acid test o f  rational examination, 
Bahrdt was l eft with a J esus who was a mere product of his 
l ife and time. In  this almost completely natural istic view, 
the teasing question was, "In what way did J esus obtain his 
amazing wisdom?" In order to give a hypothetical answer 
to this question, Bahrdt produced his fictional l ife of J esus, 
the culmination of his deYelopment and the first work of its 
kind. It took the form of a seri es of weekly letters about the 
B ible, written in a popular vein, and tried to demonstrate 
how J esus might have learned and built up his teachings 
from the writings of Greek sages , which ProYidence could 
have put into his hands through his association with H el
l enistic J ews. These fi rst letters were continued in a series 
on the execution of J esus' plan and purpose, in which 
Bahrdt advanced the theory that J esus founded a kind of 
Freemasonry to aid h im in his purpose to destroy super
stition, eliminate all positiYe rel igion, restore reason to its 
rightful rule, and unite people in a rational faith in God, 
ProYidence, and I mmortal ity. Bibliography 
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Tiibingen, 19 13. 
STEX G .  FLYGT 

B A H YA B E �  J O S E P H  I B �  P A Q U D A  (fl. 1 1 th cen
tury), J ewish Xeoplatonist, was the author of the first sys
tematic philosophic work on ethics in the J ewish tradition. 
Beyond the fact that he served as a judge (dayyan) of the 
rabbinical court in  Saragossa, details of his l ife are un
known. About 1040 he wrote in Arabic Al-Hidaja ila Fa raid al-Qu lub ("Guide  to the Duties of the Heart"). This 
work, as translated into H ebrew about 1 160 by Judah ibn 
Tibbon, under the title Hoboth Ha- Lebaboth (Duties of the Heart ), has achieved great popularity, both in full text 
and in abridged '\·ersions. 



Bahya's work cites Arabic as wel l as Jewish philosophers 
and contains  many fine quotations from Arabic l iterature. 
There are considerable simi lariti es between his  general 
phil osophic orientation and that of the Arabic school of 
encyclopedists known as the Brothers of Purity. If th is  
relationship is accepted, there i s  no need to search further 
for the sources of the somewhat mystical , somewhat ascetic 
Neoplatonism that moderates the generally Aristotel ian 
character of his position. It has also been suggested that 
Bahya fel l  under the influence of the Sufi mystics of I s lam, 
chiefly because of his  emphasis on the cultivation of self
renunciation and indifference to the goods of the world in  
the last three books of  Duties of the Heart. 

The di stinction between outward and inward obl igation, 
"duties of the l imbs" and "duties of the heart," which 
accounts for the title of the treatise, is a familiar distinction 
in both Arabic and Hindu rel igious l i teratu re. Bahya used 
the theme to suggest that the rabbis, the leaders of the 
J ewish community, were overly concerned with the exter
nal obl igations of men, rather than with the duties of 
the heart, and that, because of the rabbi s' ins istence on the 
duties of the l imbs, the masses of the Jewish people re
mained total ly unconcerned about all rel igious obl igations. 
He tried to correct this deficiency by presenting Judaism 
as a message of great spiri tual vital ity and force, directed to 
the human heart and resting on the threefold base of rea
son, revelation, and tradition. The fu ndamental principle 
upon which the whol e structure of Bahya's work is based 
is the wholehearted conviction of God's exi stence and 
unity, the subject of the first book of Duties of the Heart. 
From this, he  moves to the necess ity for apprehending the 
wisdom, power, and goodness of God by careful study of 
the larger world in  which we l ive and the smal l er world 
of our own human nature. In th is latter study there emerge 
the duties of the heart: service of God, tru st in God, whole
hearted devotion to God, humil ity in God's presence, 
repentance, self-communion, and renunciation. In th is  way, 
man reaches the height of the re l igious l ife, the love of 
God. Despite the superficial ly  rati onal structure of the book, 
Bahya was not truly a rational ist; rather, he used the tech
niques of reason to subserve the ends of a contemplative 
view of l ife whose method was moral intuition, and whose 
goal was piety. 

An Arabic treatise, Ma'ani al-Nafs ("The Attributes of the 
Sou l"), known only in manuscript until its publ ication in  
the early twentieth century, bears the nam e of  Bahya on  its 
title page, but this is now general ly conceded not to be his 
work. No other works of Bah ya are known. Bibliography 

For Bahya's work, see Torath Hoboth Ha-Lebaboth, 5 vols. 
(New York, 1925 - 1947). This contains Judah ibn Tibbon 's He
brew translation plus  a facing English translation and an introduc
tion by Moses Hyamson. 

For discussions of Bahya, see I saac Husik, A History of Mediae
val Jewish Philosophy (New York and Philadelphia, 1 9 1 6); Jacob B. 
Agus, The Evolu tion of Jewish Thought (London and New York, 
1959); and Joseph L. B lau, The S tory of Jewish Philosophy (New 
York, 1962). See G. Vajda, La Theologie ascetique de Bahja ibn 
Paquda (Paris, 1947), for a comparison of Bahya's doctrines with 
I slamic ascetic l iterature. 
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B A I N ,  A L E X A N D E R  ( 18 18 - 1903), Scottish philoso
pher and psychologist, was the son of a weaver. H e  was 
mainly sel f-educated but managed to attend �t ari schal 
Coll ege, in his native city of Aberdeen. After graduating he 
ass isted the phil osophy professor there from 184 1 to 1844 . 
A confirmed radical , Bai n establ ished close contacts with 
util i tarian circles in  London, helping John Stuart �t i l l  in 
the revisions of his unpubl ished System of Logic in 1 842 
and helping Edwin Chadwick with his san itation reforms 
from 1848 to 1850. During the next decade, supporting 
himself by journal ism, he produced his magnum opus in 
two instal lments, entitl ed The Senses and the Intellect 
(London , 1855) and The Emotions and the Will (London, 
1859) .  Appointed professor of l ogic and rhetoric at Aber
deen in  1860, he  publ ished his  Manual of Rhetoric (Lon
don, 1864 ) and his Logic, Deductive and Inductive (London 
and New York ,  1870). On the proceeds of these and other 
textbooks he founded Mind in  1876, choosing his disciple 
George Croome Robertson as editor. After Bain's death 
his  Autobiography (London, 1904 ), which gives his per
sonal background and a u seful criticism of his own books, 
was publ ished. 

Criticisms of associationism. Bain was not simply a 
pedestrian disciple of the two M il l s . Fundamental ly  loyal 
to associationism,  he was as di scontented as J .  S .  M il l  with 
its tenets but more systematic in  his criticisms of them. 
What apparently  made Bain uneasy was the narrow com
bination of introspection and emphasis on facts that char
acterized the associationistic science of mind. He was 
attracted by the physiologists ' contemporary program of 
studying mind by a method un iting emphasis on facts with 
observation rather than introspection. At the same time 
Bain was i nterested in  the recent efforts of the epistemol
ogists to found a science that, wh ile sti l l  introspective , 
was concerned not with empirical facts but with neces sary 
truths. H e  had contacts with Will iam Sharpey among the 
physiologists and James Ferrier among the epistemolo
gists . Physiol ogy and epistemology were interests al ien to 
M i l l .  

The will. The fusion o f  diverse tendencies i n  Bain's 
phi losophy is best seen in  the final section of his chief 
work-the discussion of the will -and especial ly  its last 
hundred pages, wh ich contain Bain's spirited defense of 
determinism, his  justl y  famous theory of bel ief, and his 
equal l y  interesting, though less known, anal ys i s  of con
sciou sness .  For Bain the central problem of the wil l appar
ently  is the question of how I exercise vol untary con trol 
over m y  limbs. From the traditional ist standpoint it seemed 
an insoluble mystery how the mind knows just what motor 
nerves to activate when, for in stance, expecting a bl inding 
l ight to be switched on, it causes the eyes to close in ad
vance. Bain's theory swept aside the traditional analogy 
with the case of first getti ng information about what is 
ahead and then operating a lever. The l imbs are not inert 
l ike levers but possess an inherent spontaneity, and th is 
spontaneity means that the expectation of the painful glare 
is i nseparabl y associated with preparations to close the 
eye. The idea is that theory and practice are one. This doc
trine of spontaneity, a di rect ancestor of pragmati sm, Bain 
rightl y considered to be his most original contribution 
to philosophy, and he both discussed it  effectivel y at the 
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animal level and struggled honestly, in  his discussion of 
effort, with the difficulty of applying it at the human level. 

Belief. Bain's doctrine of belief arose in the context of 
his view of will . When he spoke of belief as being insep
arable from "a preparation to act," he was envi saging as 
basic a situation in which one seriously expects al leviation 
of a present pain from someth ing that i s  visible but out of 
reach . In the ensu ing action of trying to grasp th is  thing, 
the bel ief is inevitably put to the test: "We bel ieve first 
and prove or di sprove afterwards. " The essence of the 
human situation was thus for Bain a kind of circle of activ
ity in which we inevitably acquire new nonrational beli efs 
as a direct consequence of practical ly and experimentally 
testing those we start with. The point is apparently that our 
actions have unforeseen consequences. 

Consciousness. By an ingenious turn Bain used the 
pragmatist analysis of bel ief as a basis for a theory of con
sciousness in spired by Will iam Hamilton 's doctrine of the 
inverse ratio of sensation and perception. In Bain's version 
of the theory, a sharp contrast is drawn between the emo
tive pole of consciousness, where absorption in  one's pains  
or pleasures prevents the objective assessment of one's 
situation, and the cognitive pole, where pleasures and 
pains are forgotten in the business of mapping one's world 
and where emotion appears only in the shock of scientific 
discovery, as a feeling that, like boredom, is outside the 
pleasure - pain sphere. The movement from feeling to 
knowledge in consciousness is l inked with the same facts 
that give human l ife the character of a passage from belief 
to self-criticism. 

But what, then , is this consciousness that underl ies both 
the emotional side and the intel lectual ? Inspired by Ham
ilton and Ferrier, Bain made two points. First, we are 
unconscious of the undifferentiated. "A constant impres
sion is to the mind a blank"- if temperature were unvary
ing we would not notice it. Second, we are conscious of 
the constant only in the midst of variety and difference. 
The essence of consciousness is thus to be discrim inative, 
and Bain pointed out that of the di scriminations involved 
in consciousness, the most l iable to be misunderstood i s  
that implicit in  the problem of  the external world .  Bain 
argued that although Berkeley was right in denouncing as 
meaningless the notion of material objects independent of 
experience, he overlooked an important point-that a 
distinction can be drawn with in experience between the 
person sensing and the sensation sensed. Thus  Bain,  un
l ike J .  S. Mil l ,  conveyed a profound sense of the complex
ity of the problem of the external world .  

Bain was aware that his ph ilosophy was far removed 
from ordinary associationism. Above al l ,  i n  the important 
Note F to the third edition of The Senses and the Intellect, 
he made it clear that for him association presupposed dis
association. 

Bain progressively broke away from the heritage of the 
Mil ls ,  in logic as well as in  psychology (he ultimately gave 
up Mi l l 's view of logic for De Morgan's) .  At the same time 
there always survived in him certa in tracts of unredeemed 
associationism. Thus, he retained to the last Mil l 's pecul iar 
doctrine about the dependence of s ight on muscular sense. 
So, too, his discussions of sympathy and of our knowledge 
of other minds are very crude examples of associationism. 

These weaknesses in Bain have been too much stressed 
by his  critics to th e neglect of his  merits. Thus, in deal ing 
with the emotions the important role he gave to pure mal
ice, or sadism, as a human motive contrasts refreshingly 
with the more commonplace views of such critics as Brad
ley. H owever, the only part of Bain' s work that has been 
ju stly appreciated in our time is not his philosophy but his 
contribution to rhetoric. Bibliography 

Mental and Moral Science (London, 1868) is an abridgment of 
The Senses and the Intellect and The Emotions and the Will. 

For works on Bain,  see \V. L. Davidson, "Professor Bain's Phi
losophy," in Mind, N.S .  Vol. 13 ( 1904), 1 6 1 - 1 79 ;  and Howard C. 
Warren, A History of the Association Psychology (New York, 
192 1 ), pp. 104 - 1 1 7. For Bain 's contributions to rhetoric, see 
S tephen Potter, The Muse in Chains (London, 1937). 

GEORGE E. DAVIE 

B A K U N I N ,  M I CH A E L ( 1 8 1 4 - 1876),  anarchist writer 
and revolutionary leader, was born on the estate of Premu
khino in th e Russian province of Tver. His fami ly  were 
hereditary noblemen of l iberal pol itical inclinations. H i s  
father had been i n  Paris during the French Revolution and 
had taken his doctorate of philosophy at Padua. Hi s  mother 
was a member of the M uraviev family;  three of her cousins 
were involved in the earl iest Russian revolution, the 
December ri sing of constitutionali sts i n  1825. Bakunin was 
carefully educated under the supervision of his father, who 
regarded himself as a disciple of Rousseau ; later he was 
sent to the Art i l lery School in St. Petersburg. H e  received 
his commission and went on garrison duty in  Lithuania. An 
awakening taste for l iterature made him di scontent with 
mil i tary life, and in 1 835 he obtained his discharge from 
the army and went to Moscow to study philosophy. There 
he joined the discussion circle centered on Nicholas Stan
kevich , which concentrated on contemporary German 
philosophy. 

Hegelianism and revolution. Bakunin was first influ
enced by Fichte; his earl i est literary task was the trans lation 
of that philosopher's writings for Vissarion Belinsky's 
periodical, The Telescope. Later he transferred his al
legiance to H egel ,  and he advocated the Hegel ian doc
trine in its most conservative form with such enthusiasm 
that when Stankevich left for western Europe, Bakun in  
became the leader of the Hegelian school in  Moscow and 
chall enged the l iberal ism of the rival group associated 
with Alexander H erzen,  who propagated the ideas of 
Charles Fourier, Saint-Simon, and Pierre-Joseph Prou
dhon. 

B akunin l eft Russia i n  1840 to study G erman philosophy 
in Berl in.  H e  still wished to become a professor of phi l os
ophy, and assiduously attended the lectures for some time; 
in  his leisure hours he frequented the literary salons in the 
company of Ivan Turgenev, who used him as a model for 
the hero of his first novel, Rudin. 

I n  1842 Bakunin moved to Dresden, an intel lectual as 
wel l as a physical journey. He had made the acquaintance 
of Arnold Ruge, leader of the Young H egelians, whose 
contention that H egel 's dialectical method could be used 
more convincingly to support revolution than reaction was 
to influence almost every school of socialist philosophy in 



mid-nineteenth-century Europe. Bakunin's meeting with 
Ruge, combined with his reading of Lorenz von Stein's 
writings on Fourier and Proudhon, effected a change of his 
viewpoint that had all the strength of religious conversion. 

The first manifestation of this change was the essay 
"Reaction in G ermany-A Fragment by a Frenchman," 
which Bakunin published under the nom de plume of 
Ju les Elysard in Arnold Ruge's Deutsche ]ahrbiicher fur Wissenschaft und Kunst (October, 1 842). I t  puts forward a 
Young Hegel ian view of revolution; before it succeeds, 
revolution is a negative force, but when it triumphs, it wil l ,  
by a dialectical miracle, immediately become positive. 
However, the most striking feature of the essay is the apoc
alyptic tone in which Bakunin introduces the theme 
-recurrent in  his writings-of destruction as a necessary 
element in the process of social transformation. "Let us put 
our trust in the eternal spirit which destroys and annihilates 
only because it is the unsearchable and eternal ly  creative 
source of all l ife. The urge to destroy is also a creative 
urge." 

"Reaction in  Germany," with i ts  glorification of the idea 
of perpetual revolt, was the first step toward Bakunin's 
later anarchism, but he  went through many stages before 
he reached that destination. At first, in Swi tzerland, he 
associated with the German revolutionary communist, 
Wilhelm \Veitl ing. Thi s  drew the attention of the Russian 
authorities to Bakunin's awakening radicali sm,  and he was 
condemned in absentia to indefinite exile with hard labor 
in S iberia. Pan-Slavisrn. Meanwhi le, Bakunin moved to Pari s, 
where he associated with �larx, Robert de  Lamennais, 
George Sand, and, most important, Proudhon. Only in  later 
years did these discussions bear fruit, when Bakunin be
came � larx's great enemy and Proudhon's great disciple; 
for the time being, he was concerned with the l iberation of 
the Poles and other S lav pepples. For h is  speeches 
against the Russian government he was expel led to Bel
gium; he returned to Paris with the February Revolution of 
1848. The years of the revolutions in Europe-1848 - 1849 
-were the most dramatic period of Bakunin's l ife. He was 
an enthusiastic partisan of the upris ing in France; later in 
1 848 he fought on the barricades of Prague, and in �larch 
1 849, he took a l eading part, with Richard Wagner, in the 
Dresden revolution. He was captured there and, after 
periods in Saxon and Austrian prisons and twice being 
sentenced to death and reprieved, he was handed over to 
the Russian m.rthorities, who imprisoned h im in the Peter 
and Paul Fortress. Six years there ruined h i s  health. I n  
1857 he  was sent to exil e  i n  Siberia, and in  1861 h e  es
caped, via Japan and the United States, to western Europe. 

During the years of action and imprisonment Bakunin 
produced two important works, the Appeal to the Slavs, 
written in the interval between the Prague and Dresden 
revolutions, and the Confession, which he wrote in  prison 
at the request of Tsar Nicholas II and which was publ ished 
after the Russian Revolution. The Appeal to the Slavs is 
much more than a statement of Bakunin's Pan-Slavism ; in 
many ways it anticipates h is  later anarchist attitudes . The 
social revolution, he declares, must take precedence over 
the political revolution and, on moral grounds, he claims 
that the social revolution must be total. "\Ve must first of 
all purify our atmosphere and transform completely the 
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surroundings in  which we l ive, for they corrupt our in
stincts and our wil l s  . . . .  Therefore the social question 
appears first of all as the overthrow of society," by which 
Bakunin evidently means the overthrow of the contempo
rary social order. Bakunin further maintains that l iberty is 
indivisible and thus implies the rejection of individualism 
in favor of the col lectivism that becomes expl icit in the 
later development of his anarchist doctrine. The Confession is important principal ly  for its account of the early 
development of Bakunin's revolutionary philosophy. 

After his  escape to western Europe in 186 1 ,  Bakunin 
resumed the course of Pan-S lavism he had been forced to 
abandon in 1 849 but, after taking part in  an abortive Polish 
attempt to invade Lithuania in 1863 , he  went to Italy. Anarchism. I n  1865 Bakunin founded the International 
Brotherhood in Naples. Its program-embodied in Ba
kunin's Revolutionary Catechism-was anarchism without 
the name; it rejected the state and organized rel igion, 
advocated communal autonomy within a federal structure, 
and maintained that labor "must be the sole base of human 
right and of the economic organization of the state. " In 
keeping with the cult of violence that was part of the ro
mantic revolutionary tradition, Bakunin insisted that the 
social revolution could not be achieved by peaceful means. 

The I nternational Brotherhood was a conspiratorial 
organization, for Bakunin never outl ived his  taste for the 
dark and the secret. Nevertheless,  in  1867 he emerged into 
public l ife as a figurehead of the short-l ived League for 
Peace and Freedom. This was mainly a body of pacifistic 
l iberal s, within which Bakunin l ed the l eft wing. 

Bakunin was not a systematic writer. H e  admitted that 
he had no sense  of " l iterary architecture" and saw himself 
primarily  as a man of action, although his action was rarely 
successful and his  l ife was punctuated by abortive revolu
tions .  His writings were intended to provoke action; they 
were topical in inspiration , if not always in content, and it 
i s  in pamphlets on current events and in  reports written for 
congres ses and organizations that his opinions are scat
tered. One such report, prepared for the benefit of the 
central committee of the League for Peace and Freedom, 
was eventually published as Federalism, Socialism and Anti-Theologism.  �lore than any other work, i t  contains the 
gist of Bakun in's anarchism. 

Bakunin was not a great theoretical originator. The 
influences in his writings are obvious-Hegel , Comte, 
Proudhon, Ruge, Darwin, and even :\larx. Original in  
Bakunin are his  in sight into contemporary events (he proph
esied with uncanny exactitude the way in which a 
Marxist state would operate) and his power to create 
a synthesis of borrowed ideas around which the early an
archist movement could crystal l ize. I n  Federalism, Socialism and Anti-Theologism the view of the structure of a 
des irable society is almost completely derived from 
Proudhon's federalism. In one vital respect, however, 
Bakunin's view differs from Proudhon's: whi le  he follows 
Proudhon in measuring the consumer's right to goods by 
the quantity of his labor, he also advocates the col lectivi
zation of the means of production under public ownership; 
Proudhon and his mutualist fol lowers wished to retain 
individual possess ion of land and tool s by peasants and 
art isans  as far as poss ible, in  order to create a guarantee of 
personal independence. This difference was regarded as so 
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important that Bakunin's followers were actually described 
as "collecti\·i sts " and did not assume the name of "anarch
ists" until the 18,0s. 

ln 1868 Bakunin left the League for Peace and Freedom 
to found the lnttmational .-\l l iance of Social Democracy, 
which was dissoh-ed when he and his fol lowers entered 
the lntemational \\'orkingrnen's Association in 1869. 
\\'i thin the lntemational , Bakunin and the southern Euro
pean federations challenged the power of Karl \ larx. The 
dispute centered on disagreement O\·er political methods. 
\ larx and his followers held that socialists must seize the 
state and usher i n  a transi tional dictatorship of the prole
tariat. Bakunin argued that power seized by workers was 
no less e\· i l  than power in  other hands,  and a communist  
state would magnify the e\·i l of other states: he called for 
the earliest pos s ible destruction of the state and the a\·oid
ance of political means toward that end. The workers must 
win their own l iberation by economic and insurrectional 
means. The dispute came to a head at The Hague Con
gress of the lntemational in 1872, when Bakunin was 
expelled. The southern federations and those of the Low 
Countries seceded to fom1 their own federation, and 
\ larx 's remnant faded away. 

\ leanwhile, Bakunin's health declined rapidly. He took 
part in the Lyons rebel l ion of 1870 and in the aborti\·e 
Bologna upri s ing of 1S7-l . He died, exhausted, two years 
later at Bern . .-\fter his  death, the anarchist communism of 
Kropotkin  superseded his col lecti\'i st anarchi sm,  except in 
Spain ,  \\·here the large anarchist 1110\·ement held h i s  ideas 
in  thei r  purity unti l  1939. Bibliograph y 

After his death, most of Bakunin's  works were col lected in J 
Guil laume, ed. Oeurres , 6 ,·ols. \ Pari s ,  1S96 - 191-t ) . Other editions 
of his  selected works have been publ ished in Russian, German. 
and Spanish, and in 1961 the I nternational In stitute of Social 
H i story announced that it would undertake the public-ation of h i s  
unpubl ished works .  Yol. l i s  :\ Lehning, :\ J C. Ruter, and P. 
Scheibert, eds. , .\lichel Bakounine et l 'Italie lo;'l - 18;'2 ( Leiden, 
1961 ). 

Endish translations are scanty: they include God and the State, 
translated by Benjamin Tucker (Boston. l 'l93): .\farxism,  Freedom 
and the State, translated by I-:. J .  Kenafick (London , 1950); and 
G .  P. :\taximoff, ed. , The Political Ph ilosoph y of Bakunin \Glencoe, 
1 1 1 . ,  19.53). 

The only Engl ish biography is E. H .  Carr, Bakunin ( London, 
1937). H E .  Kaminski ,  Bakounine, la t· ie d'un rernlu tionna ire 
( Paris .  193S , is a useful study. I n  Bertrand Russell ,  Proposed 
Roads to Freedom ,:\"ew York , 1 9 1 9), Ch. � is a discussion of Ba
kunin and anarch i sm. 

B A L F O L' R ,  A R T H U R  J A )I E S  ( 1 8-lS - 1930), first earl 
of Balfour. Born at \\.hi ttingehame, Haddington, East 
Lothian, he was the son of a Scotti sh l andowning family and 
was connected, through his mother, \\ith the ari stocratic 
house of Cecil. After an education at E ton and Trinity 
Col lege, Cambridge, where he came under the influence 
of H enry S idgwick (later his brother-in-law), he became a 
Conser\'ati\·e \ 1 . P. in 187-l and, despite an early reputation 
for indolence and fri\·ol ity, soon rose, by a combination of 
influence and abi li ty, to ministerial rank. Ha\'ing made his 
name as a courageous and enl ightened chief secretary for 
I reland during  the turbulent period from 1857 to 189 1 .  he 

became leader of the House of Commons in 1891  and in 
1902 succeeded his uncle,  Lord Sal isbury, as prime minis
ter. Beset by dissensions over tariff reform, his administra
tion fel l  in  1905: but he remained leader of the Opposition 
unti l  191 1 .  He  resumed office in  the wartime coal ition as 
first lord of the admiralty, later becoming foreign secretary 
and lord pres ident of the council .  l n  these capacities he 
played a major part in the postwar negotiations at \·er
sail les and \\'ashington and, by the Balfour Declaration of 
1 9 1 7 , in the e\·entual establishment of the state of Israel. 
He received the Order of \ lerit in 19 16  and a Garter 
knighthood, fol lowed by an earldom, in 1922 . .  -\mong many 
other distinctions ,  he was chancellor of both Cambridge 
and E dinburgh universities, fel low of the Royal Society, 
president of the B riti sh Academy, the Briti sh Association, 
and the Aristotel ian Society, and one of the founders of the 
Scots Philosophical-El-uh. As an elder statesman whose 
disinterested sagacity was equal ly valued by both parties ,  
Balfour in  his later years enjoyed a unique positi on in  
B riti sh political life. He died ,  unmarried, a t  \\'oking. 

Balfour's intell igence, \·ersati l i ty, and charm were at the 
sen·i ce of many causes besides politics. Science and edu
cation were among his keenest interests: with his s i s ter, 
\ l rs .  S idgwick, he was a leading  fi gure in the Society for 
Psychical Research . H i s  leisure was di\·ided equal ly be
tween the arts and society, on the one hand, and tennis 
and golf on the other. Phil osophy, howe\·er, was his main 
pursuit  in pri\·ate life, and in  this sphere also-like his 
fellow states man Haldane-he made a definite, if tempo
rary, mark. Aside from ha\·ing considerable l iterary merits , 
his writings are chiefly notable as a \·igorous and inde
pendent contribution to the l i terature of the perennial 
conflict between science and rel i gion. 

Balfour had a strong distaste for the e\·olutionary natu
ralis m  of his younger days , and made repeated attempts to 
expose its pretensions as a prelude to stating  the case for a 
"higher Reason" and the acceptance of Chri s tian belief. To 
this end he employs skeptical weapons of a type forged by 
Berkeley and H ume and subsequently wielded by \ lansel,  
while his  own defenses owe more than a littl e to Burke. If  
the would-be scientific answers to the problems of knowl
edge and human existence tum out, on examination, to be 
at once ungrounded and inconsistent, they supersede 
neither the time-honored beliefs of common sense nor the 
equal ly cheri shed, albeit unpro\·able, com-ictions of reli
gion. Balfour's first book , A Defence of Ph ilosoph ic Doubt  
(London, 1879), argues derish·ely against  the claims of any 
pre\·ai l ing system of thought to justify, let alone criticize. 
the natural and "ine\·itable" beliefs in the external world, 
in  the unifom1i ty of nature and, to a les ser extent, in 
theism. H i s  second book, the widely read Fou ndations of Belief (London, 1S95), renews the polemic against  \l i l l  
and Spencer, dwel ling on their inabi l i ty to account either 
for the facts of perception or for the appearance of natural 
law, and still  less for the data of ethi cal and aesthetic ex
perience. So far from being rational, they degrade reason 
to the s tatus of an e\'olutionary by-product and i gnore the 
importance of belief. The latter, it is argued in a famous 
chapter, is founded, not on induction , but on the more 
enduring bas is of "authority" -the cl imate of traditional 
opinion, by which all reasonable men lh·e. \\·here nothing 



is certain  and everyth ing rests on belief, science not only 
cannot dictate to rel igion, but even presupposes theism as 
the basis for i ts own claims to rati onality. 

If B alfour's strictures on natural ism were not infre
quently mistaken by his opponents for a tory attack upon 
science, his defense of the faith tended equally to unnerve 
the faithful who distrusted its appearances of skepticism. 
So  far as these misunderstandings resulted from his own 
rather casual employment of such terms as "naturalism," 
"rationalism," "theism," "reason," "authority," and the 
like, they were clarified, in part, by his two sets of Gifford 
Lectures ,  Theism and Huma nism (London, 1 9 1 5) and Theism and Thought (London, 1923). These works, how
ever, though readable enough as a restatement of his  
position, are essentially products of a bygone phase of 
controversy and have l i ttle to add that is new. Bibliography 

Balfour's minor writings are represented in Essays a nd 
Addresses (London, 1 905) and Essays, Speculative a nd Politica l 
(London, 1 920). See also an anthology by his  secretary, \\'. :\L 
Short, A. J. Balfour as Ph ilosopher and Thinker (Londo_n, 1 9 12). 

The leading biographies are �f rs. Dugdale (h is n iece), Arthur 
James Balfour, 2 vols. (London, 1937), and K. Young, Arthur James 
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ophy by A.  Seth Pringle-Pattison, an old friend, whose Man 's Place 
in the Cosmos (London, 1 897) also contains a useful appreciation 
of Balfour's earl ier point of view. 

P. L. HEATH 

B A L G U Y ,  J O H N  ( 1686 - 1748), Engl ish theologian and 
moral ph ilosopher, was born in Sheffield and educated at 
the Sheffield grammar school and at St. John's Col lege, 
Cambridge. He was admitted to the B.A. in 1706, ordained 
in  the establ ished church in 1 7 10, and granted the l iving of 
Lam esley and Tanfield in Durham in 1 7 1 1 .  Later he was 
made a prebendary of Sal i sbury ( 1727), and finally vicar of 
�orthallerton , York ( 1 729). He 'was an associate of B ishop 
Benjam in Hoadley and was the bishop's defender in the 
Bangorian controversy. Hoadley was the close friend of 
Samuel Clarke. 

Balguy's first piece of moral philosophy was an attack on 
th e philosophy of Shaftesbury, entitled A Letter to a Deist Concerning the Beauty and Excellency of Moral Virtue, and the Support Which It Receives from the Christian Religion (London, 1726). H i s  most important work was The Foundation of Moral Goodness (Part I first publ ished in 
London in  17�8, Part I I  in  1729). Part I is a criticism of the 
moral phil osophy of Francis Hutcheson ·and an exposition 
of Balguy's own views, much influenced by Samuel 
Clarke. Part I I  is a set of critical queries with Balguy's 
answers. A Lord Darcy, an admirer of Hutcheson's philos
ophy, is said to have proposed the queries. 

Hutcheson claimed that we distinguish between virtue 
and vice by means of the perceptions of a moral sense. 
These perceptions are kinds of pleasure and uneasiness, 
and they are invoked to account for our approval of virtue 
and our abhorrence of vice, as well as our obl igation to 
behave virtuously and to avoid viciousness. Hutcheson 
bel ieved that our moral sense has been determined by 
God to operate as it does and that we are naturally en
dowed with a benevolence toward our fel low creatures. 
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Balguy agreed that God has endowed our minds with 
benevolent affections toward others, but these affections 
are only helps or incentives to virtue and not the true 
ground or foundation of it. By making virtuous behavior 
flow from divinely founded i nstincts , Hutcheson had made 
virtue arbitrary. It is compatible with Hutcheson's view 
that God might have made us different from what we are, 
even inverting virtue and vice if he pleased. What is more, 
if God had not given us an instinct for benevolence, it 
appears that we should be altogether incapable of virtue: 
and th i s  would be so even if we were possessed of reason 
and l iberty. 

Balguy argued that there is something in actions abso-
1 utely good (or bad) that is antecedent to both affections 
and laws. If th is  were not so, no reason could be given for 
God's preferring us  to act benevolently and disposing us 
accord ingly. For an action to be virtuous, there must be a 
perception or a consciousness of its reasonabl eness, or we 
would have to admit  that beasts can be virtuous. Genuine 
goodness consists in our being determined to do a good 
action merely by the reason and the right of the th ing. This 
is the purest and most perfect virtue of which any agent is 
capable. The obl igation to perform a virtuous act i s  to be 
found in its reasonableness, and for a rational creature to 
refuse to be reasonable is unthinkable. 

Balguy's elucidation of "reasonable" is  found in his 
account of our knowledge of virtue. He argued that our 
understanding is altogether sufficient for the perception of 
virtue. Virtue is the conform ity of our moral actions to the 
reasons of th ings; vice is the contrary. �l oral actions are 
actions directed toward some intell igent being, and Balguy 
cal led th em moral to di stingui sh them from other kinds of 
action. By a moral action's conformity to reason, Balguy 
meant the agreeableness of the action to the nature and 
circumstances of the persons concerned and the relations 
existing between them. Gratitude is an example of what he 
meant by conform ity to reason : "We find . . .  that some 
actions are agreeable, others disagreeable, to the nature 
and circumstances of the agent and the object, and the 
relations interceding between them. Thus, for instance, we 
find an agreement between the gratitude of A and the 
kindness of B; and a di sagreement between the ingratitude 
of C and the bounty of D. These agreements and disagree
ments are visible to every intell igent observer, who at
tends to the several ideas" (The Foundation of Moral Goodness). He l ikens our perception of such an agreement 
to our perception of the agreement between the three 
angles of a triangle and two right ones, or our perception of 
the agreement between twice three and six. S ince we do 
not require an intell ectual sense superadded to our under
standing in order to perceive these mathematical agree
ments, then clearly we do not requ ire a moral sense to 
perceive the agreement of A's gratitude and B's kindness. 

There are difficulties in Balguy's account of virtue as 
conformi ty to reason. The agreement between twice three 
and six is an equal ity, which is logical ly necessary. But the 
agreement of A's gratitude and B's kindness is not a 
defined equal ity. H ow, then, does the agreement come 
about? One of Balguy's synonyms for "agreement" is 
"fitting," and it  appears to let the proponents of the moral 
sense in at the back door. For why is gratitude a fitting 
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respon se to kindness and a lack of gratitude unfitting? 
\\'hat can we say but that we feel gratitude to be fitting and 
the lack of gratitude unfitting? "Fitting" and "unfitting" 
are normative terms, and while one can learn such a rule 
as "Gratitude is the fitting response to kindness," the rule 
must original ly have been given l ife by someone's feeling 
that gratitude is the fitting response to kindness. Balguy 
would treat the rule as an end in itself, becau se he be
l ieved it exhibits some inherent self-consistency. The 
proponents of the moral sense would argue that the con
si stency of gratitude and kindness l ies not in them but in 
us who find them to be consi stent. 

Balguy would agree, of course, that i t  i s  we who find 
gratitude to be the fitting response to kindness. The dis
pute is only over how we find it to be fitting, and we find it 
so not by a moral sense as by us ing our reason or under
standing. The final defense for this contention is Balguy' s 
assessment of reason as the noblest of our faculties, supe
rior to any sense. Therefore, reason must be the arbiter of 
virtue and vice. The question of what faculty assesses the 
relative superiori ty of our faculties is never asked. 

Balguy also wrote Divine Recti tude: or a Brief Inquiry Concerning the Moral Pe,fections of the Deity, Pa rticularly i11 Respect of Crea tion and Providence (London,  1 730). 
He argued that God's goodness fol lows from a regard for a 
real and absolute order, beauty, and harmony. Bibliography 

L. A. Sel by-Bigge, ed . ,  The British Moralists (Oxford, 1 897), Vol. 
I I ,  reproduces Part I of The Foundation of Moral Goodness and 
representative sel ections from Part I I .  

For critical discussion,  see B .  Peach , "John Balguy," in \'. Ferm, 
ed., Encyclopedia of Morals (New York, 1 9.56). 

ELMER SPRAGUE 

B A N E Z ,  D O M I N I C  ( 1528 - 1604 ), Spanish theologian, 
was born at Val ladol id and died at Medina del Campo. He 
studied at the University of  Salamanca, where he  entered 
the Dominican order. l ie  fi rst taught courses in philosophy 
and theology in various houses of study of his order in 
Spain (Salamanca, Avila , Alcala de Henares ,  Val ladol id) 
and then became a professor at the Universi ty of Sala
manca, teaching phi losophy from 1577 and theology from 
158 1 .  He  was noted for h is  role as the spiritual director of 
St. Teresa of Avi la and for his bitter controversy with the 
J esuit Luis de �lol ina concerning divine grace. Banez' 
view on grace and human liberty is called "phys ical 
predetermination," which means that man's will  is unable 
to act unless empowered and appl ied to action by an 
ultimate principal cause, which is God. Apart from a com
mentary on Aristotle's treatise On Generation and Corruption ( 1585), Bafi.ez' phi losophy is found in his theological 
work Scholastica Commentaria in Primam Partem Angelici Doctoris ("Commentary on the First Part of the Summa of 
Theology," 2 vol s . ,  Salamanca, 1584 - 1588). As a phi loso
pher, Banez was at his best in interpreting the metaphysics 
of St. Thomas . Unlike most of his contemporaries ,  he saw 
the importance of the act of being (esse) as constituting 
every nature in exi stence (see L. Urbano, ed. , Scholastica Commentaria, I, p. 1 4 1 ) . In this he anticipated the existen-

tial view of Thomistic metaphysics now favored by such 
thinkers as Jacques Maritain and Etienne Gi lson. On the 
other hand, Banez interpreted the real distinction of es
sence and existence as the difference between two indi
vidual things (res) and then rejected this notion. Moreover, 
he regarded the l imitation of the act of existing by the 
essence that receives it as an indicati on that essence may, 
in this sense, be more noble than existence. Bibliography 

Works by Bafiez i n'c;.lude Scholastica Commentaria, new edi 
t ion,  edited by L. Urbano (Madrid and Valencia, 1 934). A later 
section of the same Commentary has also been publi shed as Commentaria in Primam Secundae, edited by B.  de Heredia, 2 vols .  
(l\ladrid, 1942 - 1944). 

For works on Banez see W. R. O'Connor, "l\1olina and Banez as 
Interpreters of Thomas Aqu inas," in New Scholasticism, Vol. 2 1  
( 1947 ), 243-259; and L .  Gutierrez-Vega, "Banez fil 6sofo existen
cial ," in Estudios Filos6ficos, Vol. 3 ( 1954), 83 - 1 14 .  

VERNON J .  BOURKE 

B A N F I ,  A N T O N I O  ( 1 886 - 1957), Italian philosopher. 
Banfi was born in Mi lan and studied at the Academy of 
Science and Letters there and at the University of Berl in.  
Ban fi enjoyed a long acquaintance with Edmund Husserl ,  
who influenced Ban fi's thought along with the �larburg 
Neo-Kantians. Banfi taught at the universities of Florence, 
Genoa, and Mi lan. In 1940 he founded the review Studi filosofici, which played an important part in the Ital ian 
revolt against ideal ism. Banfi participated actively in po
litical l ife.  In 1925 he adhered to the manifesto of the 
antifascist intellectuals prepared by Benedetto Croce. 
After World \Var II he sat in the Italian Senate as a Com
munist. 

German rather than I tal ian influences are apparent in  
Banfi's major work, Principi di  una teoria della ragione 
("Principles of a Theory of Reason," Mi lan ,  1 926). Accord
ing to Banfi phi losophical inquiry does not spring from an 
immediate spontaneity of thought but arises as critical 
reflection on the cultural heritage of the speculative tradi
tion. By studying the structures of knowledge, reflection 
grasps the function of reason. Reason is to be understood 
neither i n  a psychological sense nor in the metaphysical 
sense of Hegel ianism. Reason , according to Banfi,  is the 
indefin ite law of the process of organi zation or of coordi
nation of experience. 

The task of science, Banfi held, is to study experience 
and resolve it i nto functional relations or laws. Philosophy 
continues the work of science in its own manner. I t  
clari fies experience in  terms of  dial ectical antitheses (real
ity and appearance, matter and form, necessity and l iberty, 
and so on); it resolves the opposition of the antitheses in 
the unity of an idea; and in the phenomenological conclu
sion it discloses the rational structure progressively at
ta ined in the ordering of experience. 

In subsequent works Banfi sought to emphasize the 
problematic nature of reason as an open system and as the 
self-ordering of experience. He saw in dialectical materi
al ism the elimination of the mythical moment of knowl
edge, the affirmation of the unending development of 
reason, and the l iberative function of reason. 
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EUGENIO GARIN 
Translated by Robert M. Connolly 

B A RTH , K A R L ,  Swiss theologian, was born in Basel, 
in  1886, and has held professorships at Gottingen, M iin
ster, B onn, and Basel. H i s  impact on the theological world 
dates from 192 1 ,  with the substantial ly revised second 
edition of his  Der Romerbrief (the first edition was pub
l ished in  19 19). Herein he attacked the prevalent "sub
jectivism" of Protestant theology, in which he perceived 
the attempt to fit the Christian revelation into the mold 
of human preconceptions. Since then, though Barth 
has changed and developed many of his ideas, a single 
main concern has run through all his writings : namely, 
how to prevent theology from becoming an ideology, that 
is ,  a creation of human culture. Th is was the reason for his 
early violent attacks on the then fashionable l iberal theol
ogy, as expounded, for instance, by Adolf von Harnack. 
According to Barth , the danger of such attempts to formu
late a "reasonable" Christianity i s  threefold :  intel lectual, 
ethical , and soteriological. First, there i s  the danger of 
identifying human conclusions with the Word of God and 
thus of destroying th e validity of the concept of revelation , 
which is G od's self-manifestation and owes nothing to 
human in itiatives. Second, there is the danger that the 
church will simply reflect the social and cultural situation, 
thus  losing its power of criticism and its prophetic func
tion. Barth was deeply di sturbed by the support given to 
the kaiser by a number of his l iberal theologian teachers in  
19 14 .  It  i s  notable that, while at  Bonn, he threw his sup
port behind the Confessing church in its opposition to the 
Nazis,  an action that cost him his  chair. Third, salvation 
comes from God alone, and the attempt to identify a hu
man Weltanschauung with God's Word is  an instance of 
the refusal to accept that the only justi fication is by grace. 
As Barth wrote : "This  secret identification of ourselves 
with God carries with it our isolation from him." 

The principle that theological exposition should be 
basically  independent of human speculations (except inso
far as historical and l inguistic i nvestigations, etc. are a 
necessary part of understanding Scripture) was reinforced 
by Barth 's interpretation of the Fall .  Not onl y  is the human 
will vitiated by the Fal l ,  but reason also, in  such a way that 
it is impossible for men to di scover the truth about God 
through their own efforts. Only if God manifests himself 
can there be any revelation. Thus Barth rejected the whole 
of natural theology as expounded by, for instance, Aquinas, 
and in  particular its basis in the doctrine of the analogy 
of being ( analogia entis), on the ground that it  implies 
some simi larity between creatures and God. A strong motif 
in Barth 's theology, therefore, is the transcendence of 
God (in the sense of his di stance from creatures-"the great 
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Calvinist distance between heaven and earth"). ;-. f  ethod
ologically, all this implies that interpretation of the Bible 
should not betray the genuine meaning of the text by ex
plaining away or avoiding those hard sayings that are sup
posedly scandals to modern thought. Nevertheless, Barth 
is no fundamentali st: the Word of God is  not to be identi
fied with the witness to it found in the Bible, and there i s  
no question of  us ing the latter as a "paper pope." 

Der Romerbrief was critical rather than constructive , and 
during the 1920s Barth 's theology had the character of 
being dialectical (to use a term that he later came to reject), 
that is, it  called in question human preconceptions about 
God, often by denying them in the sharpest terms;  but 
since theology is designed to proclaim what is God-given, 
it i s  always necessary to reach out beyond such denials. In  
this way, there i s  a constant dialectic between grace 
and man's rel igion. The concept that rel igion itself is un
der divine judgment, and is a human rather than strictly a 
divine phenomenon, has had great influence , culminating 
in Dietrich Bonhoeffer' s idea of a "rel igionless Christian
ity. " 

In  the late 1920s Barth started on the second main phase 
of h i s  theological writing, and after what he called his 
"wel l-known false start," with the Prolegomena to a 
Christian Dogmatics (Christliche Dogmatik im Entwurf, 
1927), he began on his many-volumed Church Dogmatics 
(Die kirkliche Dogmatik, 1932 and onwards). Herein he 
was influenced by his study of Anselm (expressed in Fides 
Quaerens Intellectum, 193 1 ). The heart of the Ontological 
Argument is the recognition that theology does not need 
any metaphysical substructure ; it contains within itself its 
own rationale, namely the unfolding of the inner form of 
God's Word. Thus dogmatics is systematic in that it 
presents the material in an orderly  way and in that it aims 
exhaustively to touch on all areas of human concern, but it 
is not a deduction from some principle or set of principles. 

The Church Dogmatics i s  a rich work, though not alto
gether a consi stent one, since Barth 's thought has been 
developing in the course of his writing. Its main emphasis 
i s  Christocentric. God's revelation i s  essential ly  seen in  
the Christ-event, and Christ i s  God's Word. However, the 
God so revealed is trinitarian: " . . .  the work of the Son 
of God includes the work of the Father as its presupposition 
and the work of the Holy Spirit as its consequence. " The 
first article, the work of the Father, is "to a certain extent 
the source, the th ird article, the work of the Holy Spirit, 
the goal of our path . But the second article, the work of the 
Son, is the Way upon wh ich we find ourselves in faith. 
From that vantage we may review the entire fu l lness of the 
acts of God. " Consequently, such doctrines as creation 
must be seen from this perspective. The Bible presents no 
cosmology, but it does contain an anthropology; and thus 
God's relation to the natural world can only be understood 
by analogy with his saving revelation to human beings. 
Notions of a First Cause and Necessary Being, as ex
plaining the existence of the cosmos, are thus  beside the 
point, for they make no use of the concepts of grace and 
personality as ascribed to God. By contrast, the biblical 
saga of creation makes it continuous with God's covenant 
relationship with I srael. 
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Barth's exposition is control led throughout by two con
siderations. First, dogmatics is neces sari ly church dog
matics , i . e . ,  it is an activity that must be carried on within 
the church, as the place where the preaching or proclama
tion of the Word occurs. Thus the theologian 's continuous 
concern i s  to test the doctrine and preaching of the church , 
which, because it is carried on through human beings,  
i s  l iable to go astray. Second, the standpoint from which 
the proclamation is tested is that of Scripture, wh ich is "the 
document of the manifestation of the Word in Jesus  
Christ. " Dogmatics would become irrelevant if  i t  sacri ficed 
this  standard. 

The implications of Barth 's thesis for the relation ship 
between philosophy and theology are clear. I nsofar as 
philosophy is metaphysical , in the sense of saying some
thing about God or some such substitute as the Absolute, it 
col l ides with theology; and it i s  the theologian's proper 
task to show how metaphysics has here gone beyond its 
legitimate l imits. Philosophy, as l ogic, philosophy of 
science, etc. , is a proper i nqu iry, but one which is quite 
separate from theology. Barth does, however, allow ( in h is  Fides Quaerens Intellectum and elsewhere) that philo
sophical concepts may be used in  exegesis ,  so long as they 
are kept strictly subordinate to the Word of God. But Barth 
remains insistent that theologians should not make 
concessions to secular thought; indeed, he holds that 
such concess ions arc a principal reason for the contempt 
that many philosophers have had for "philosophical " theo
logians. Thus traditional forms of apologetic arc ru led out. 

Two issues aris ing from Barth's whole approach are 
crucial . First, how is one to know that the revelation in 
Christ i s  the true one?  Or more particularly, how i s  one to 
know that the whol e doctrine of God as expounded hy 
Barth is true?  Second, how can these propositions about 
God be meaningfu l if the s imi larity or analogy between 
God and human persons is denied? For Barth , the first 
question is one that virtually does not arise .  The Bible, for 
instance, does not set out to prove God's exi stence or at
tributes, rather, i t  witnesses to h is  acts . The task of the 
preacher or theologian is to proclaim thi s  revelation. The
ology must be a rational inquiry that i s  appropriate to its 
subject matter, namely God's gracious self-revelation; and 
any attempt to establ ish the truth of doctrine upon grounds 
that are extraneous to its subject matter is both i rrelevant 
and dangerous.  Thus the Chri stian message i s  not to be 
seen as a re l igious teaching amid rival teachings,  for all 
rel igious and metaphysical revelations and conclusions are 
projections of human wishes (here the influence of Ludwig 
Feuerbach i s  apparent) . I t  by no means follows, however, 
that any particular statement of theology that is consi stent 
with these presuppositions as to the nature of theological 
inquiry is correct. Barth holds that dogmatics i s  a continu
ing process within the church , and it  is, of course, a human 
activity suffering from the defects of human reason. I t  is 
therefore neces sary to consider the criteria of the worth of 
a system of dogmatics. These criteria are necessari ly de
rived internal ly from God's self-revelation (by the former 
arguments ). Barth singles out two. First, theological think
ing must be humble :  this is a practical test of whether i t  is 
refraining from establ ishing its own claim to truth , i . e . ,  its 

being in effect an ideology. Second, it must express the 
doctrine of predestination, which encapsulates the whole 
of the revelational approach-what man "achieves" i n  
re lation t o  God i s  due t o  God. Because o f  the el ement of 
paradox in the first criterion (for the Thomist can be hum
ble in h i s  approach), Barth is at times inc l ined to speak in a 
syncreti stic way. Imagin ing a conversation in heaven, he 
says : "Yes, dear Schlei ermacher, I understand you now. 
You were right, except on some points ! "  (Karl Barth's Table Talk). Further, the notion that theology is dialecti
cal ,  so that a statement can be balanced by affirming its 
apparent contradictory, has rendered Barth less  rigid than 
many of the Barthians. 

As to the problem of the meaning of theological utter
ances, Barth holds that revelation is a relational concept, 
and thus God does not, so to say, reveal himself independ
ently of the human apprehension of h is  self-man ifestation. 
Consequently, the knowledge of God is i tself given by 
God, through grace. Thus, the analogia entis is replaced 
by the analogia fidei (the anal ogy of faith); faith gives us 
understanding of the nature of God and is God-given. Thus 
God is the cause of true theological assert ions,  as wel l as 
their ground. 

Barth 's influence has been great. This is partly because 
he has provided the outline of a theology that i s  powerful ly 
biblical without being fundamentalist and, therefore, can 
escape the charge of being irrational by being nonrational . 
The most eminent Europeans who stand close to Barth are 
Emil  Brunner and Oscar Cul lmann. The former entered 
into controversy with Barth in the early 1930s over the 
question of the fallen character of human reason. Brunner 
held that in  some areas this  thesis  was obviously fal se, for 
exampl e, in the natural sciences;  but, nevertheless ,  in 
relation to knowl edge of God, men are capable of only the 
most shadowy awareness on their own. One of the most 
important attempts to apply Barth's theology has been 
Hendrik Kraemer's The Christian Message in  a NonChristian World ( 1938), which aims to show that al l rel i
gions,  including empirical Christianity, are under the 
judgment of the revelation in Christ. Thus there is no need 
to argue for Chri stianity as an empirical phenomenon as 
against other religions. But  the question remains :  If  there 
i s  no correspondence between the Gospel and empirical 
Christianity, the church is a sham; and if there i s ,  then the 
compari son and contrast between empirical Chri stianity 
and other faiths i s  possible, and apologetics unavoidable. 
This is one i l lustration of the central problem posed by 
Barth 's theology. Bibliography 
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NINIAN SMART 

B A S E D O W , J O H AN N  B E RN H A R D  ( 1 724 - 1790), 
German philosopher, theologian, and educational theorist, 
was born in Hamburg into the family of a poor wigmaker, 
whose name, more properly, was Bassedau. A benefactor 
financed his  studies, first at Hamburg under H. S. Rei
marus .  In 17 46 he entered the faculty of theology at 
Leipzig University, where he studied ph ilosophy under the 
Pietist philosopher C. A. Crusius.  I n  1749 he became a 
private tutor in  the family of Herr van Quaalen in  H ol 
stein. H i s  experiences as  a tutor turned his  attention to 
educational problems,  which were the subject of his  mas
ter's thesis at Kiel University in 1 752. On Klopstock's 
recommendation, he was appointed professor of ph iloso
phy and rhetoric at the Knightly Academy at Soro, Den
mark. A heterodox work, Praktische Philosophie fii r alle 
Stiinde ("Practical Philosophy for all States," Copenhagen, 
1 758), led to his dismissal. In 1 76 1  he moved to the gym
nasium at Altona, but again lost his  position, and his  writ
ings were prohibited. He left theology and, supported by 
his  benefactor, publi shed his  Vorstellung an Menschen
freunde fiir Schulen, nebst dem Plan eines Elementar
buchs der menschlichen Erkenntnisse ("Appeal to the 
Friends of Mankind about School s ,  with a Plan for an 
Elementary Book on H uman Knowledge," Hamburg, 
1 768"), his  first s ignificant work on education, which met 
with a tremendous response. With fi nancial help from 
several influential people, he publ ished during the fol low
ing years several textbooks, the most important being his  
Methodenbuch fiir Viiter und ·Mutter der Familien und 
Volker ("Methodology for Fathers and Mothers of Famil ies 
and Nations," Leipzig, 1 770; edited by T. Fritzsch , Leip
zig, 1 9 13) .  Prince Franz Leopold Friedrich of Dessau in
vited him to organize an experimental school in Dessau. 
Basedow accepted, and the school , cal led the Philanthro
pin, opened in  1 774 . It was soon imitated by a number of 
similar institutions in  Germany and S witzerland.  

By  1 776 Basedow had returned to theology, l iving in  
Dessau, Leipzig, Halle, and :Magdeburg. During thi s  
period he  published his  Examen in  der alten natiirlichsten 
Religion ("Examination of the Old M ost Natural Reli
gion"), wh ich he considered his masterpiece. Basedow's 
theological ideas, inspired by the Engli sh and French 
dei sts, aimed at a natural re l igion, rational and pract ical , 
refraining from dogmas and rejecting every kind of ortho
dox Chri stianity. 

Basedow was one of the "popular ph ilosophers" (Popu
larphilosophen), but h i s  importance as a theoretical phi
losopher has been underrated by modem historians. H i s  
work on theory of knowledge and metaphysics, Philalethie 
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(Lubeck, 1 764), inspired by Crusius,  Hume, and the 
French philosophes, was one of the most significant books 
on methodology of its time and influenced Kant, Tetens, 
and others .  He  supported a moderate skeptici sm based on 
common sense and denied the possibil ity of reaching 
absolute demonstrative truth in  natural ph ilosophy (out of 
skepticism concerning causation),  in rational psychology, 
or in theology. 

Basedow's ch ief i mportance l ies in his educational theo
ries,  which are based on Comenius, Locke, and Rousseau . 
H e  claimed that education should be cosmopol itan, free 
from any confessional imprint, equal for all classes, and 
aimed at enabl ing men to live u seful and happy l ives as 
good citizens.  I nstruction should appeal to the child's 
sensibility rather than tt, his understanding and should be 
encouraged by games and colloquial intercourse. Images 
(Zeichen) are more effective than words. 

Works by Basedow 
Ausgewiihlte Schriften, Hugo Goring, ed. Langensalza, 1880. 

Works on Basedow 
Basedow, Am1in, "J ohann Bernhard Basedow." Friedrich 
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Diestelmann, Richard, Johan n  Bernhard Basedow. Leipzig, 

1897. 
�f eyer, J. C., Leben, Charakter und Schriften Basedows, 2 vols .  

Hamburg, 179 1 - 1792. 
Rammelt, Johannes , ] . B. Basedow, der Philanthropinismus und 

das Dessauer Philan thropin. Dessau, 1 929. 
Rathmann, H . ,  Beitriige zur Lehensgeschichte Basedou:s. 

�lagdeburg, 179 1 .  
Surakoff, K .  D . ,  Der Einfiuss der zeitgeniissischen Philosophie 

auf Basedows Piidagogik. Giessen, 1898. 
Zimmermann, Hans, Die Piidagogik Basedou:s vom Stand

punkte moderner Geschichtsauffassung. Langensalza, 1912. 

GIORGIO TO:\'ELLI 

B A S I C  STAT E M E N T S .  Any statement of fact is tru e 
or fal se in virtue of some exi sting state of affairs in the 
world. In many cases the truth-value of a statement is 
determined by appealing to the truth-values of certain 
other statements, but th is process must terminate some
where if the truth-value of any statement of fact is to be 
assessed at al l .  An epistemological view according to 
which the process of verification or falsification terminates 
with statements of a logically distinct kind is a view to the 
effect that there is a distinct class of basic statements. The 
principal questions that have been considered are ( I )  Is  
there such a class of statements ? (2) If  there is ,  what i s  the 
relation between these statements and certa in nonverbal 
occurrences cal led experiences? (3) Are basic statements 
descriptions of the private experiences of the speaker or of 
publicly observable events? (4 ) Are these statements either 
incorrigible (that is ,  of such a character that they cannot be 
fal se, or cannot be shown to be false) or indubitable (that 
i s ,  such that they cannot rationally be doubted)? These 
questions have been much discussed by modern empiri
cists, especially in  connection with the verifiabil ity crite
rion of meaning. The problems concerning basic state
ments are not, however, essential ly con fined to empiricist 
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theories of meaning and truth ; they are fundamental in any 
theory of knowledge. 

Wittgenstein. The thesis that there is a class of basic or 
elementary propos itions is powerful ly presented in Witt
genstein's Tractatus Logico-philosophicus ( 1 92 1 ;  first 
English translation, 1922). Wittgenstein argues that i f  a 
proposition contains expressions standing for complexes, 
the sense of the proposi tion will depend upon the truth of 
other propositions describing those complexes.  This will 
again be the case if any one of those other propos itions 
contains expressions standing for complexes .  Thus, the 
determinateness of the sense of the original proposition 
requ ires that its analysi s should terminate in elementary 
propositions consisting only of names of simple th ings (see 
2.02 1 1 - 2 .02 12 ,  3.23). An elementary proposition is an 
arrangement of names wh ich represents a possible ar
rangement of simple th ings; it is a logical picture of an 
elementary state of affairs. Wittgenste in gave no expl icit 
interpretation of "simple things," "names," or "elementary 
propos itions . " He is reported as saying that at the time he 
wrote the Tractatus he thought it was not his business ,  as a 
logician, to give examples of simple things, this being a 
purely empirical matter; the Tracta tus view is  that the 
appl ication of logic decides what elementary propos itions 
there are (5.557). 

Schlick. M oritz Schl ick and some other members of the 
Vienna circl e gave an empiricist interpretation to \Vittgen
stein 's theory. In "Uber das Fundament der Erkenntnis" 
( 1934 ) and other articles, Schl ick inqu ired whether there is  
a class of statements which provide an "unshakeable,  
indubitable foundation" of al l knowledge. Th is  kind of 
incorrigibility, he argued (against Neurath and Carnap), 
cannot depend simply upon the coherence of a statement 
with the exi sting system of science, nor simply upon 
someone's decision to accept a statement as true. It is 
pos sessed only by the statements a person makes about his 
own experiences. Schl ick cal led such statements Konstatierungen ("confirmations") and contrasted these with the 
"protocol sentences" described by Neurath and Carnap. Konstatierungen have the fol lowing characteri stics :  ( 1 )  
They have the form "here, now, so and so"; examples are 
"here two black points coincide," "Here yel low borders on 
blue," "Here now pain ."  (2 ) In the case of other synthetic 
statements , understanding their meaning is qu ite di stinct 
from the actual process of verifying them , and their mean
ing does not determine their truth-value;  but in the case of 
a Konstatierung (s ince " 'th is here' has mean ing only in 
connection with a gestu re . . .  one must somehow point 
to real ity"), the occasion of understanding it is the same as 
that of verifying it. Therefore a (signi ficant) Konstatierung 
cannot be fal se. (3 ) Unlike "protocol sentences," these 
statements cannot be written down or recorded at all be
cause of the fleeting reference of the demonstratives that 
occur in them; but they provide the occasions for the for
mation of protocol sentences. (4 ) They are the only empir
ical statements which are not hypotheses. (5 ) They are not 
the starting points of science in either a temporal or a 
logical sen se, but simply  the momentary consummations of 
the sci enti fic proces s ;  they are the means by which all 
scientific hypotheses are confirmed. 

Th e first and most obvious objection to the view that 

there are Konstatierungen (in Schl ick's sense) is that it 
results immediately in a radical form of solips i sm .  It may 
al so be objected that Konstatierungen are either genuine 
contingent statements, in wh ich case they cannot be of 
such a nature that they cannot be fal se, or they are purely 
demonstrative, in which case they are not statements. 
Following Wittgenstein's later work, many philosophers 
would deny the possibility of the essential ly private use of 
demonstratives and description s which are supposed to 
occur in Konstatierungen. Further, no adequate account is 
given of the relation between these private statements and 
the public protocol sentences to which they give ri se. 
}. loreover, if the Konstatierungen are meaningful only at 
the moment at which they are verified, they cannot occur 
in predictions, and hence it cannot be through them that 
sci en ti fie hypotheses are con firmed. 

Carnap. Rudolf Carnap, in "Die physikal ische Sprache 
al s Un iversal sprache der Wissenschaft" ( 1 93 1 ;  translated as The Unity of Science, 1934 ) and elsewhere, had at first 
held that science is a system of statements based upon 
sentences describing the experiences of scientific observ
ers. These "prim itive protocol sentences," Carnap sup
posed, contain no inferential or theoretical additions;  they 
describe only what is directly given , and hence they stand 
in no need of any further justi fication. At this time Carnap 
left it  an open question whether protocol sentences de
scribe the simplest sensations and feelings of the observer 
(for example,  "here now red," "joy now"), or partial or 
complete gestalts of s ingle sensory fields (for example, 
"red circle now"), or the total experience of the observer 
during an instant, or macroscopic material th ings (for exam
ple, "A red cube is on the table"). Later, however, in Logische Syntax der Sprache ( 1934) and other publ ications, 
due mainly to the criticisms of Neurath, Carnap held that 
the question of what protocol sentences describe is not a 
factual but a l inguistic question and that we are free to 
choose whatever form of language is most convenient for 
reporting observations in science. 

Neurath. Otto N eurath , in "Soziologie im Physikal
i smus" ( 193 1 / 1932; English translation , 1959 ) and other 
articles ,  had argued that sentences cannot be compared 
with the private experiences of the observer, nor with 
public material th ings, but only with other sentences. 
Some sentences are reports of acts of observation, in the 
sense of being behavioral responses to those acts, and such 
protocol sentences may have whatever form we find most 
convenient. In  "Protokollsatze" ( 1932/ 1933), Neurath 
maintained that for the purposes of science it must be 
possible to incorporate the protocol sentences expres sed at 
one time in those expressed at another time ,  and that com
pari son of protocols ,  even with one's own past protocol s, 
requires an intersubjective language. Neurath remarks, "every language as such is inter-subjective. " Carnap later 
agreed that if protocol sentences were regarded as de
scribing the observer's private experiences, they could be 
understood, if at al l ,  only solipsi stically. Neurath suggested 
that a convenient form for protocol sentences wou ld be 
one which contained a name or description of an observer 
and some words recording an act of observation; he gives 
as an example "Otto's protocol at 3: 17 o'clock [Otto's 
word-thought at 3 :  16 :  ( In the room at 3: 15 was a table 



percei\·ed by Otto)] ."  I n  th i s  example, it is supposed that 
the entire sentence is written down by Otto at 3: 1, ,  simply 
as an overt verbal response: the sentence in  brackets is 
Otto's response at 3 : 16, and the sentence in  parentheses is  
h i s  response at 3 :  15 .  The word "Otto" i s  repeated, instead 
of using "my" and "me," in order that the components of 
the protocol may be independently tested, for example, by 
being found in the protocols of other obser,ers. The proto
cols of d ifferent obseI"Yers or of th e same observer may 
conflict, and when th is  happens, one or more of them i s  to 
be rejected. According to X eurath, Carnap, and also Hem
pel in "On The Logical Posith·ists' Theory of Truth" 
( 193-1/ 1935) i t  is a matter of com·enience and deci sion 
wh ich of the confl icting protocol s should be rejected; 
hence, no protocol is incorrigible. The aim of science is  to 
build up a coherent system of sentences, but no sentence 
at any le\·el is sacrosanct: e\·ery sentence in science is  in 
the end accepted or rejected by a decision made in the 
interests of coherence and uti l i ty. Th i s  view was strenu
ously opposed-by Schl ick, Russell ,  and .-\yer, among 
others, who argued that ( 1 )  on this  account protocol sen
tences are distingui shed from others only in respect of 
their syntactical form: (2) a purely syntactical criterion 
of truth cannot do the work required of it: and (3) the 
X eurath - Camap doctrine is  a complete abandonment of 
empiricism. 

Russell. According to Bertrand Russel l 's  early doctrine of 
knowledge by acquaintance and knowledge by description, 
"every proposition we can understand must be composed 
whol ly  of constituents with which we are acquainted." 
A person is acquainted with those objects that are di
rectly presented to h i s  mind, and Russell  held that sense 
data and uni\·ersal s are so presented. Later, in  The Analysis of JI ind ( 192 1 ) , Russell  maintained that it is not poss i
ble to make a distinction between sensation and sense 
datum and that a sensation is hot i tself a cognition, al
though it i s  a cause of cogniti�ns. Th i s  view led to the 
account of basic propos itions that Russell gh·es in An In
qH iry into �! eaning and Truth ( 19--10). In  epistemology, he 
says , we can arrange our proposition s about matters of fact 
in  a certain order such that those that come later are 
known, if they are known, becau se of those that come 
earl ier. At the beginning of such an ordering there will be 
"basic propositions"-those which "on reflection appear 
credible independently of any argument in their fa\·our. " A 
bas ic proposition is one whose utterance is caused as im
mediately as possible by a perceptual experience. I t  is 
known independently of inference but not independently 
of e\·idence, since the perceptual experience which causes 
it to be e:x.-pressed also gi\·es the reason for bel ieving it. 
The perceptual experience in  questi on provides the 
strongest pos sible e\·idence for the basic proposition: no 
previous or subsequent occurrence and no e:x.-periences of 
oth ers can prove that the proposition i s  false.  X evertheless, 
according to Russell, a bas ic proposition i s  not incorrigi
bl e: it cannot be disprO\·ed, but it may be fal se. Since one 
of the aims of epi stemology is to show that all empirical 
knowledge is based upon these propositions, it is  desirable  
that they should be  given a logical form wh ich makes 
contradiction between them impossible. Russell therefore 
defines a basic proposition as one "which ari ses on the 
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occasion of a perception, which i s  the e\·idence for its 
truth, and . . .  has a fom1 such that no two propos ition s 
hadng th is form can be mutually  inconsi stent if deri\·ed 
from different percepts" ( Inqu iry In to .\lean ing and Truth, 
p. 139). Examples are "there is a canoid (shaped ) patch of 
color," "I  am hot," "that is  red." .-\ltemati\·ely, "we can 
consider the whole body of empirical knowledge and 
define 'basic propositions' as those of its logical ly inde
monstrable propositions  wh ich are themselves empirical " 
( ibid. ). Russell bel ieves that this logical definition is ex
tensionally equirnlent to his  epistemological definition. 

Ayer. Whether basic propositions are incorrigible or 
indubitable, and if  so in what sense, has been considered 
at length by .-\ . J . .-\yer. In "Basic Propositions" ( 1950) he 
defends the \·iew that if a sentence is  a d i rect description 
of a pri\·ate experience, it may be \·erbally incorrect. but it 
cannot express a propos ition about which the speaker can 
be factual ly mistaken. He e:x.-plains th i s  in the fol lowing 
way. :\ lany descripth·e sentences, for example, 'That is a 
table," may be used correctly (that i s ,  in  accordance with 
the rules of the language and on occasions general ly 
agreed to be appropriate for their use), and yet the propo
sitions they express may tum out to be false. But in the 
case of a sentence which directly describes a present ex
perience, if the sentence is used correctly lthat i s, in ac
cordance with the speaker's rules), the proposition it ex
pres ses cannot tum out to be fal se. Thus, "the sense in 
wh ich statements l ike 'Th i s  is green, ' 'I feel a headache,' ' I  
seem to remember ___ , can be  said to be  indubitable is 
that, when they are understood to refer only to some im
mediate experience, their truth or fal sehood i s  conclus i\·e
ly determined by a meaning ru le of the language in which 
they are expressed" ("Basic Propositions, " p. 72). 

Later, i n  The Problem of Knou;ledge ( 19.56) and else
where, Ayer argues that language rules may be essential ly 
pri\·ate and that basic statements may be expressed in a 
sense-datum terminology, provided that th is terminology is 
translatable into a terminology of seeming. Incorrigibi l i ty 
i s  not a property belonging to statements as such : "the 
sentences 'He has a headache,' when used by someone el se 
to refer to me, 'I shall ha\·e a headache,' used by me in the 
past with reference to th is  moment, and 'I ha\·e a head
ache' all express the same statement: but the th i rd of these 
sentences alone is used in such conditions as make it rea
sonable for me to claim that the statement is incorrigibly 
known" (The  Problem of Knou:ledge, p. 55). But .-\yer here 
al lows that if he were asked, regarding two l ines in his 
dsual field, which looked to him to be the longer, he 
might \·e ry well be uncertain how to answer: and th i s  
uncertainty would not be about the mean ing of  the expres
s ion "looks longer than" but about a matter of fact. I f  
anyone can ha\·e doubt about such matters o f  fact. h e  can 
presumably come to the wrong deci sion, that is, he can 
judge that one of the lines looks to him longer than the 
other when in fact it does not. ;\O d i rect test of such a 
mistake is possible, but there may be variou s kinds  of  
indirect evidence to show that it has occurred : hence, Ayer 
concludes, there is no class of descripth·e statements 
which are incorrigible. 

Popper. The requirements made upon basic statements 
are \·ery often gO\·emed by the general nature of the th eory 
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of knowledge held by a philosopher. Thus, according to 
Karl Popper, our experiences cannot justify or establ ish the 
truth of anv statement. the question for epistemology is not 
" . . .  on �drnt does our knowledge rest? . . .  or more 
exactlv, ho\\" can I, hadng had the experience S, justify my 
descri�tion of it and defend it against doubt," but rather 
"how do we test scientific  statements by their deductive 
con sequences . . .  what kind of consequences can we 
select for this purpose if they in their tum are to be inter
subjecti\'ely testable?" (The  Logic of Scien t ific Discoi;enJ, 
p. 9S). Popper requires a class of basic statements by ref
erence to which it can be decided whether a theory or 
hypothesis in science is fal s ifiable. E,·idently a theory can 
be falsi fied by a basic statement only if the negation of the 
latter is deri \'able from the theory. Popper finds that h is  
requirements are met by taking s ingular existentia l state
m ents of the fonn "There is a so-and-so in space-time 
region k" as basic. I t  fol lo\\"S that the negation of a -basic 
statem ent is not itsel f a basic statement (Popper a l lows 
some simple exceptions to this in Conjectures and Refuta
tions, Addenda. p. 386); it also follo\\"s that any conjunction 
of basic statements \\"hich i s  not a logical contradiction is a 
basic statement and that the conjunction of a nonbas ic and 
a bas ic statement may be a bas ic statement (for example, 
the conjunction of "There is no pointer in motion at k" 
with 'There is  a pointer at k," which i s  equ ival ent to 
"There i s  a pointer at rest at k"). G iven a theory t con
joined with a statem ent of initial conditions r, from which a 
prediction p can be derived, it fol lows that r ·  ~ p  will be a 
falsi fier of t and a basic statement- since i f  (t • r)- p, then 
t- ( r- p), that is, t- ~(r · ~ p). 

Popper a l so stipulates that the e\'ent referred to in  a 
basic statement should be observable, that i s ,  a basic state
ment must be intersubjecth·el y testable by observation. He  
claims that the concept of  an  observable e,·ent can be 
elucidated either in tenn s of the experiences of an ob
sen·er or in tenns of macroscopic physical bodies, and 
hence that his account i s  neutral regarding the issue be
tween psychologism and physical ism. In Popper's theory, 
the expression "observable e,·ent" is introduced "as an 
undefined term \\"hich becomes sufficiently preci se in use :  
as  a primith·e concept whose use  the epi stemologist has  to  
learn . . . .  " According to Popper, "a sci ence needs points 
of \"ie\\" and theoretical problems" ;  hence, in the practice 
of science \\"e should not accept stray basic statemen ts but 
only those which occur in the course of testing theories. 
E\'ery test of a theory must tem1inate with some basic 
statement, but every basic statement can itself be subjected 
to further tests. There are no logical grounds Jar stop
ping at any particu lar basic statement. It is a matter for 
agreement and deci sion among those engaged in testing a 
theory: the process of corroboration or fals i fication tem1i
nates at  the point at  which they are sati sfied for the time  
being. 

From the preceding selection of views, held by recent 
and contemporary philosophers , it will be seen that there 
i s  no consensus concerning basic statements. The ques
tions l i sted at the beginning of this article can be answered 
only in relation to a more general semantic and epi stem o-

logical theory. 1 1any such theories allow that there is a 
di stinct class of basic statements. I t  seems that the relation 
between these statements and certain "experiences" of the 
speakers who express them must be partly semantic, and 
perhaps al so partly causal , but the correct analys i s  of this 
relation is a matter of great difficul ty. 1 1any phil osophers at 
the present time deny that there can be a class of state
ments that describe the private experiences of the speaker, 
on the grounds that there cannot be a language that is 
essential ly private; but this latter view is also strongly 
contested. Finally, a l though on some views basic state
ments are indubitabl e, it  seem s that these statements can
not be incorrigible, at least in any sense that impl ies that 
they cannot be fal se. For if basic statements are to play the 
role assigned to them-namely, of being the tem1inating 
points of empirical veri fication-they must be genu ine 
contingent statements ; and a contingent statement is one 
whose negation i s  significant and could,  as far as logic is 
concerned, be true. 
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R. W. ASHBY 

B A U E R ,  B R UNO ( 1809 - 1882), German theologian and 
historian , studied theology under P. H.  �l arheineke in 
Berl in,  at the height of Hegel 's influence there. When 
Bauer became a docent at the Uni,·ersity of Berl in in 1834, 
he joined 1 1arheineke on the Hegel ian right wing. H ow-



ever, when he transferred to the University of Bonn in  
1839, he was already reacting theologically against right
wing Hegel ianism. D. F. Strauss' Life of Jesus ( 1835 -
1836) rocked the theological world, but it seemed to Bauer 
not sufficiently critical ,  and helped to spur him on to his  
own investigations of the Gospel s. 

Bauer began with l iterary criticism of the Gospel texts 
themselves, without making any assumptions about the 
historical life of J esus or the early church. The fourth Gos
pel was simply a work of reflective Christian art dominated 
by Philo's logos concept, impressive as such , but without 
hi storical basis (Kritik der evangelischen Geschichte des Johannes, Bremen, 1840). The situation was the same with 
regard to the Synoptic Gospel s,  except that they were 
based on the conception of the Messiah (Kri tik der evangelischen Geschichte der Synoptiker, 3 vols. Leipzig, 
184 1- 1 842. ) Bauer adopted the conclusion of C. H. Weisse 
and C.  Wilke that only Mark's Gospel was original, but 
argued further that there was no reason to assume any 
hi storical tradition behind this single l iterary source. In
congruities in  Mark's text suggested that Mark had invented 
the events he related. M ark's story was accepted because 
it answered the spiritual needs of his age. Jesus was the 
man in whose consciousness the antitheses between 
heaven and earth, God and man, were reconci led. His  
character evoked the M essiah concept, into which his life 
was absorbed by Mark. Bauer's view seemed to undercut 
the historical basis of Christianity so sharply that the theo
logical faculties of the Prussian universiti es were polled 
(with mixed results) as to whether Bauer should be dis
mi ssed from Bonn. Bauer sealed his fate with the article 
"Theological Shamelessness" ( 18 14) ,  in which he de
nounced the Christian faith as the source of l ies and servile 
hypocrisy; he was dismissed in  March 1842. Ultimately, 
Bauer denied the historicity of Jesus altogether, holding 
that Chri stianity was an amalg�m of Stoic and Gnostic 
ideas in Jewish dress. 

Meanwhile, Bauer had written his anonymous Die Posaune des jiingsten Gerichts uber Hegel den Atheisten und Antichristen ("Trumpet of the Last Judgment on Hegel the 
Atheist and Anti-Christ," Leipzig, 184 1  ), ostensibly from 
the standpoint of faith, attempting to show that the real 
result of H egelian philosophy was neither the pantheism 
of Strauss nor the humanism of Feuerbach-much less a 
defense of the Gospel-but Bauer's own out-and-out 
atheism. 

At that time •l iving on a smal l  estate in  Rixdorf, near 
Berlin, Bauer gathered around himself a circle of "free 
spirits" (including his  brother Edgar) who frequ ented 
Berl in cafes. Bauer wrote bril l iantly ironical "critiques" of 
recent historical developments in which he announced the 
downfall of Western philosophy and culture. For a time he 
collaborated with Arnold Ruge and with other left-wing 
H egel ians. But Bauer was as contemptuous of their revolu
tionary programs as he was of the bourgeois establi shment. 
He attacked the inconsi stencies and misconceptions of 
both groups; special class interests, he argued, are blindly 
one-sided, and the masses are so much dead matter, and 
inimical to the spirit .  Only critici sm , without presuppo
sition, reservation, or special pleading, can be pure, can 
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replace blindness with true conceptions, and can bring 
about the fund.1mental change in human consciousness 
that would really be l iberating. History will ,  by its own 
"logic," bring about the transformation which no deliber
ate program can institute: what criticism has destroyed in 
thought today, h istory will destroy in fact tomorrow. Bauer 
justi fied these views by means of a metaphysic of con
sciousness, according to which the world is the projection 
of the ego. Matter is the as yet unclarified aspect of the 
world ;  evil social conditions are the product of uncritical 
and self-al ienated principles. Christian ity, for example, 
freed the ego from its thral ldom to the material world, but 
only through an al ienation of spirit from matter that had 
in its turn created a new burden. But Bauer held that 
once Christianity's historical roots are exposed, its self
alienating power is broken; hence the importance of criti
cism. The same must be done with other forms of human 
bondage: revolutionary programs which do not reach to the 
roots of consciousness are futile. 

Accordingly, Bauer attacked various reform movements 
as i nsuffici ently radical . Jewish agitation for political 
rights, for example, was based on the separate rel igious 
identity of the Jew, and could never be defended on those 
grounds against those whose religious prejudices took a 
different form; the Jew could become free only by ceasing 
to be religious. Marx answered this argument in his essay 
"On the Jewish Problem" ( 1844), and attacked Bauer as 
"St. Bruno" in The Holy Family: Critique of the Cri tical Cri tic, Against Bruno Bauer and Consorts ( 1845). The real 
problem, according to Marx, was economic class behavior, 
and not the religious projections of that behavior. Bauer's 
view that social conditions could be changed by changing 
men's minds was a vestige of idealist- theological error, 
and the practical result of Bauer's theoretical radicalism 
would be pol itical reactionism. 

Bauer did in fact become a defender of Prussian con
servatism, on the radical grounds, that l imited reform move
ments seemed to him to do more harm than good. But after 
1850 his influence waned; though he continued to write 
prodigiously, his views were general ly too eccentric to be 
relevant. Additional Works by Bauer 

Vollstiindige Geschichte der Parteikiimpfe iu Deutschlaud 
wiihrend der ]ahre 1842 - 1 846, 3 vols. Berl in, 1 847. 

Die biirgerliche Revolu tion in Deu tschland seit dem Aufang der 
deu tsche-katholischen Bewegung bis zur Gegenwart. Berl in , 1 849. 

Russland u nd das Germanentum. Berlin, 18.53. 
Die Hegelsche Linke, Karl Lowith, ed. Stuttgart and Bad Cann· 

statt, 1962. I ncludes Die Posaune and selections from Russland und 
das Germanentum. 

Christus und die Ciisaren, der Ursprung des Christentu ms aus 
dem romischen Griechentum. Berl in,  1877. Works on Bauer 

Hertz-E ichenrode, Dieter, Der ]unghegel ianer B runo Bauer im 
Vormiirz. Berlin, 19.59. 

Hook, Sidney, From Hegel to Marx. New York, 1936. pp. 
89 - 12.5. 

Lowi th, Karl , Von Hegel zu Nietzsche, 4th ed. Stuttgart, 19.58. 
pp. 1 20 - 12.5; 322 - 324 ; 366 - 374. For an extensive bibl iography 
see pp. 432 - 433. 
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Schweitzer, Albert, Geschichte des Leben-]esu-Forschung. 
Tiibingen, 1926. pp. 14 1 - 16 1 .  Translated from the first German 
edition ,  Von Reimarus zu Wrede ( 1 906), by \V. 1\tontgomery under 
the title The Quest of the Historical Jesus. London, 1 9 10. pp. 
1 37 - 1 60. Reprinted �ew York, 1 950. 

STEPHEN D. CRITES 

B A U M GARTE N ,  A L E X A N D E R  G O TTL I E B  ( 1 714 -
1762),  German Wolffian philosopher and aesthetician, 
was born in Berl in ,  the son of an assistant to the Pietist 
theologian and pedagogue August Hermann Francke; h is  
brother was the famous divine and church historian Sig
mund Jakob. Baumgarten studied philosophy and theology 
at Hal l e. After receiving a master's degree in 1735 , he was 
appointed a teacher at Halle and in 1738 became extra
ordinary professor. While teaching there,  Baumgarten,  in 
reaction against the Pietism dominant at Halle after the 
expu l sion of Christian Wolff  in 1 723, re introduced Wol ffian 
philosophy. In 1740 he was appointed ful l  professor at 
Frankfurt an der Oder, where he remained u ntil h is  death. 

Baumgarten 's  Latin handbooks on metaphysics, eth ics , 
and practical philosophy were widely used in German 
universities both in his time and after h is  death, and his 
influence was extraordinary. Kant considered him to be 
one of the greatest metaphysicians of his  t ime and adopted 
his Metaphysics and Practical Ph ilosophy as textbooks 
for his own lectures at Konigsberg. With the exception of his  
works on aesthetics, Baumgarten in general kept very close 
to Wolff's teachings, although he dis sented from Wolff on 
several special points. For instance , he adopted a middle 
position in the controversy over the problem of the in
teraction of substances by reconcil ing Wolff's theory of the 
"pre-establ ished ham10ny" of the soul and body with 
the theory of physical influence supported by the Pietists. 
Baumgarten ,  as a supporter of Leibn izian panpsychism, 
appl ied h is  solution to the connections among all sub
stances. Wolff, to the contrary, d istingu ished very sharply 
between spiritual and material substances.  Baumgarten 
was thus less Leibnizian than Wolff in accepting physical 
influence and more Leibnizian in his  panpsychism. 

Baumgarten made his  most important contributions i n  
the field o f  aesthetics, expanding a subject which had been 
summari ly treated by Wolff and going far beyond Wolff i n  
developing it. In this field h e  col laborated s o  close ly with 
his pupil G .  F. Meier ( 1718 - 1777) that it is difficul t  to 
establ ish the real authorship of many doctrines. There is a 
very close connection between Baumgarten's Meditationes Ph ilosophicae de Nonnu llis ad Poema Pert inentibus and 
his  unfinished Aesthetica and Meier's Anfangsgriinde aller schbnen Kiinste und Wissenschaften, (3 vols ,  Halle,  
1748 - 1750). Baumgarten introduced the term "aesthetics" 
to designate that section of empirical psychology which 
treats of the inferior faculty, that is ,  the faculty of sensible 
knowledge. The problem of beauty was only one part of 
thi s  subject. Even in Kant, "aesthetics" referred both to 
sensible knowledge in general and to knowledge of beauty 
and the subl ime in particular. Only later was it restricted 
to the field of beauty and sublimity. Aesthetics and logic 
together composed, in Baumgarten's view, a science which 
he cal led "gnoseology," or theory of knowledge. 

According to Baumgarten, the foundations of poetry and 

the fine arts are "sensitive ( sensitivae) representations," 
which are not simply "sensual " (sensuales), but are con
nected with feeling (and therefore are pertinent both to the 
faculty of knowledge and to that of wi l l ). A beautiful poem 
is a "perfect sensitive discourse," that i s ,  a discourse 
which awakens a l ively feel ing. This requires a h igh de
gree of "extensive clarity," which is  different from "inten
sive (or intel lectual ) clarity. " This means that an aesthetic 
representation must have many "characteristics ," that is, it 
must be characterized by many different traits or particular 
elements, rather than by a few well-differentiated eharac
ters .  Beauty must be "confused" and, therefore, excludes 
"di stinctness," the main property of intellectual represen
tations. Distinctness i s  reached by rendering clearly each 
of the characteri stics of the characteristics of a representa
tion. Establishing these characteristics presupposes inten
sive clarity and leads to a further abstraction of the concept 
of representations. This abstraction is  obnoxious to aes
thetic l ivel iness and leads to pedantry. 

The arti st is  not an imitator of nature in the sense that 
he copies it: he must add feel ing to real ity ,  and thereby he 
im itates nature in the process of creating a world or a 
whole. This whole i s  unified by the artist through a coher
ent "theme," which is the focus of the representation. 

This does not mean that the artist should prefer fiction to 
truth; on the contrary, knowledge of the beautiful is, at its 
best, sensible knowledge of truth made perfectly l ively. 
This i s  a main point of divergence between Wolff and 
Baumgarten. Baumgarten held that, since rational knowl
edge of several orders of facts or of many facts in general 
is impossible, it must be replaced or supplemented 
by "beautiful knowledge," i .e . , rel iable sensible knowledge 
of th ings that cannot be known rational ly; such knowl
edge is as rel iable as rational knowledge; typical aesthetic 
el ements of the cognitive process are inductions and exam
ples.  By stressing the importance and relative independ
ence of the inferior faculty (which Wolff held to be only 
an imperfect stage of knowledge, to be superseded by in
tel lect and reason ), Baumgarten foreshadowed Kant's 
doctrine of the pecul iar and independent function of sen
sibil ity in knowledge. Works by Baumgarten 

Medita tiones Philosophicae de Nonnullis ad Poema Pertinen
tibus. Halle ,  1735. Translated by K. Aschenbrunner and \V. B. 
Hoelther, eds . ,  as Reflections on Poetry. Berkeley, Cal if. ,  1954. 

M etaphy$ica. Hal le ,  1739. 
E thica Ph ilosophica . Halle, 1740. 
Aesthetica, 2 vol s. Frankfurt an der Oder, 1 750 - 1758. 
In itia Philosophiae Practicae Primae. Hal le ,  1 760. 
Acroasis Logica. Halle ,  1 76 1 .  
lus Naturae. H alle ,  1 765. 
Sciagraphia Encyclopaediae Philosophicae, J. C. Forster, ed. 

Hal le ,  1 769. 
Philosophia Generalis, J. C. Forster, ed. Hal le ,  1769. Works on Baumgarten 
Abbt, Thomas, A. G. Baumgartens Leben und Cha rakter. Halle, 

1765. 
Bergmann, Ernst, Die Begriindung der deutschen Aesthetik 

durch A. G. Baumgarten und G. F. Meier. Leipzig, 1 9 1 1 . 
Cassirer, Ernst, Die Philosophie der Aufkliirung. Tiibingen, 

1932. Trans lated by F. C. A. Kael in and J .  D. Pettegrove as The 



Philosophy of the Enlightenment. Princeton, N.J . ,  1954. Pp. 
338 -357. 

Meier, G.  F. , A. G. Baumgartens Leben und Schriften. Hal le, 
1763. 

Poppe, B . ,  A. G. Baumgarten, seine Bedeutung und seine Stel
lung in der Leibniz - Wolffschen Philosophie und seine Beziehung 
zu Kant. M iinster, 1907. 

Riemann, A. , Die Asthetik A. G. Baumgartens. Halle, 1928. 

ON BAUMGARTEN1S RELATION TO KANT 

Baumler, A. , Kants Kritik der Urteilskraft. Halle, 1923. 
Tonel l i ,  Giorgio, "Kant, dal l 'estetica metafisica all'estetica 

psicoempirica." Memorie della Accademia delle Scienze di Torino, 
Series 3,  Vol. 3, Pt. 2. 

GIORGIO TONELLI 

B AUTA I N ,  L O U I S  E UG E N E  M A R I E  ( 1796 - 1 867), 
French cl eric and philosopher, was born in Pari s. After 
studying at the Ecole Normale under Victor Cousin, he 
taught philosophy at Strasbourg. A breakdown and sudden 
conversion led to his taking orders in  1828, and he was 
appointed professor of moral theology in the theological 
faculty in 1853. 

Bautain' s main contribution to philosophy lay in his 
defense of faith as superior to reason. Reason, he believed, 
varies from man to man and from group to group, as i s  
proved by  the conflicts in the conclusions of  the rational
i stic school s .  But above the reasoning processes of indi
viduals there i s  a divine reason, one and eternal, revealed 
in Scripture, whence all true reasoning proceeds. One 
must always start with unproved premises, regardless of 
one's problem, and it is  wi ser to use those that come from 
God than those that are invented ad hoc. These premises 
mu st be accepted on faith ,  for from their very nature as 
premises they cannot be proved. Once accepted, the rea
son can deduce their consequences. In his  Philosophie du christianisme (Pari s, 1 833), Bautain attributed thi s  idea to 
the influence of Kant' s antinomies, which leave man in a 
state of doubt about those truths of which he has the 
greatest need. But he also introduced a pragmatic element 
into his argument in maintaining that the moral conse
quences of this procedure are more sati sfactory than those 
that fol low from a purely rationali stic technique. 

Bautain' s fideisme was condemned by Pope Gregory 
XVI ,  and in 1 840 Bautain recanted and signed the fol low
ing six theses : ( 1 )  reason can prove the exi stence of God 
with certainty; and faith , a divine gift, i s  posterior to reve
lation and cannot be asked of an atheist in proving God's 
exi stence ; (2f the divinity of the Mosaic revelation is 
proved by the oral and written tradition of synagogue and 
church ; (3) the proof of the miracles of Jesus Chri st i s  
contained in  the testimony of  eyewitnesses ; (4) the skeptic 
cannot be asked to accept the Resurrection until he has 
been given rational arguments; (5) in certain questions, 
faith surpasses reason and ought to lead us to it ;  (6) how
ever weak reason may have become because of original 
sin, it retains enough clarity and power to lead us to rec
ognize the exi stence of God, the revelation made to the 
J ews through Moses, and that made to Christians through 
"our adorable Man-God. " Bautain's signing endedfideisme 
with in  the church. 

Bautain's affil iation with traditional ism lay not only in 
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his  emphasis on  the Christian tradition itself but also 
in his acceptance of the thesis that language is identical 
with truth once its meaning is reflected upon because lan
guage has a divine origin in  the Logos. Works by Bautain 

La philosophie du christianisme, 2 vols. Paris, 1833. 
Psychologie experimentale, 2 vols. Strasbourg, 1839. Revised ed. 

L'Esprit hwnain et ses facultes, 2 vols .  Paris,  185D. 
Philosophie morale, 2 vols. Paris ,  1842. 
Religion et liberte. Paris ,  1848. Works on Bautain 
Boas, George, French Philosophies of the Romantic Period. 

Baltimore, 1926,  pp. 233 -239. 
Denzinger, H . ,  Enchiridion Symbolorum et Definitio,z um, 13th 

ed. Freiburg, 192 1 ,  nos. 1622 - 1627 inc. The theses to which 
Bautain subscribed. 

Ferraz, M . ,  Histoire de la philosophie en France au XIXe siecle, 
traditionalisme et ultramontanisme. Paris, 1880, Ch. 6. 

GEORGE BOAS 

B AY L E , P I E RR E  ( 1 647 - 1706), the most important and 
most influential skeptic of the late seventeenth century, 
was born in Carla, a French vil lage near the Spanish fron
tier, where his  father was the Protestant pastor. He grew 
up during the rel igious persecutions under Lou is XI\' that 
culminated in the revocation of the Edict of Nantes ( 1685) 
and the outlawing of Protestantism in France. Bayle was 
sent first to a Calvinist school and then to the Jesuit col
lege at Toulouse, where after studying the controversial 
l iterature and hearing the d ialectical arguments of some of 
the professors, he converted to Cathol icism. The intel lec
tual considerations that led him to Cathol icism, after fur
ther examination, soon led him back to Calvinism. He 
became technical ly a relaps, a person who has returned to 
heresy after having abjured it, and under French law he 
was therefore subject to severe penalties. He left France 
for Geneva, where he completed his  philosophical and 
theological studies. In 1674 he returned to France incog
nito and became a tutor in Paris and Rouen. The next year 
he obtained the philosophy professorship at the Protestant 
academy of Sedan as the protege of Pierre Jurieu, a super
orthodox theologian who was to become Bayle's great
est enemy. Bayle taught at Sedan until the school was 
closed in 168 1 .  He and Jurieu went to Holland; they be
came members of the Ecole illustre of Rotterdam and of 
the French Reformed church there. Bayle brought with 
h im his  first work, a letter concerning the comet of 1680, 
which he publ ished under a pseudonym. This volume, like 
many of those to follow, attacked superstition, intol erance, 
and poor philosophy and hi story. The work was immed
iately successful and was soon followed by others, includ
ing an answer to Father Maimbourg's history of Calvinism 
and a coll ection of defenses of Cartesian ism. 

During these early years in Rotterdam, Bayle apparently 
made some fundamental personal decisions that affected 
the rest of his l ife. The first was not to marry but to devote 
himself to the sol itary l ife of the dedicated scholar seeking 
truth. The second was to refuse any important professor
ship in order to carry on his work in Rotterdam (where he 
l ived almost continuously for the rest of his l ife). Lastly, 
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after his  father and his brothers died in France as a result of the rel igious persecutions, Bayle apparently committed himself both to the cause of Calvinism and the cause of toleration. From 1 684 until 1687 Bayle edited the Nouvelles de la republique des lettres, one of the first learned journals  of modem times, in which he reviewed works in many fields. His critical apprai sal s soon made him a major figure in the l earned world and brought him in contact with the l eading l ights of his day, among them, Antoine Amauld, Robert Boyle, Leibniz, Locke, and Malebranche. Toleration. In 1 686 Bayle published in Amsterdam his  Commentaire philosophique sur ces paroles de JesusChrist "Constrains-les d'entrer" ("Philosophical Commentary on the Words of Jesus 'Constrain Them to Come in"'), a bri l l iant argument for complete religiou s  toleration. Starting with the problem raised by Louis XIV's persecutions, Bayle developed a defense of tol eration for J ews, �toslerns ,  Socinians (Unitarians) ,  Catholics, and even athei sts ,  extending its scope far beyond Locke's not yet publi shed Essay on Tolera tion. Enmity had begun to develop between Bayle and J urieu, who conceived of himself as the chief spokesman for Calvinist orthodoxy, opposed all kinds of deviation as heresy and atheism, and advocated pol itical victory over Louis XI \'. As Jurieu became a violent pol itical radical and rel igious bigot, Bayle dri fted away from the views and company of his erstwhi le  mentor. According to Jurieu,  the disaffection reached the break ing point with the publ ication of Bayle's "Philosoph ical Commentary. " Bayle had tried to hide his authorship, but Jurieu soon guessed the truth and real i zed that they di sagreed completely about almost everything. He saw his colleague as a menace to true rel igion and a secret athei st. Bayle intensified the quarrel by ridicu ling Jurieu, attacking his intolerance and his pol itical plans. Bayle, throughout the quarrel , insisted that he, Bayle,  was a true follower of Calvin and that he  had imbibed h i s  orthodoxy from Jur ieu 's  antirational theology. When Bayl e began to publish his views, the Protestant l iberals thou ght that he was on their side. But Bayle qu ickly employed his dial ectical and critical skil l  to dec i mate their contentions and to show that there was no way of making the rational and scientific world compatible with the basic claims of Chri stianity, as they in part believed it to be. As a result, variou s  l iberal Protestants spent years defending themselves against Bayle's sharp critici sms, whi le  Bayle alternately joi ned them in attacking Jurieu and Jurieu in attacking them. B etween 1690 and 1 692 the argument between Bayle and Jurieu reached fever pitch , especial ly concerning whether or not Bayle was the author of the notorious "Advice to the French Refugees," a work criticizing the romantic optimism and hopes of the Protestant exil es. (Bayle so confused the evidence that even present-day scholars are unwilling to state positively that he did write it.) These controversies with Jurieu led in 1693 to Bayle's dismissal from his teaching post, an event which al lowed him time to carry on his many controversies and to complete his great Dictionnaire historique et critique (first published in two volumes in Rotterdam in 1695 and 1 697), a work in which Jurieu is constantly attacked. 

History and composition of the "Dictionary." Bayle had conceived the basic idea of the Dictionary long before its composition. For many years he had been assembling collections of errors uncovered in various hi storical works. As early as 1675, Bayle's letters show, he was actively interested in skeptical thought. In the lectures Bayle gave at Rotterdam he criticized every possible theory. The Dictionary brought his critical and skeptical sides together. Originally B ayle planned only to write a dictionary that would l i st the mistakes in all other dictionaries and in particular the one by Louis � loreri. A sample portion of this project was printed in 1692 to test public interest. The negative reaction led to a change of plan ; the dictionary became a historical and critical one, deal ing principally with persons and mainly with those who were not treated ful ly or at all (usually because of their obscurity or insignificance) in �loreri 's opus. The result was two folio volumes ful l  of articles on very little known or totally unknown figures ,  omitting very significant figures l ike Plato, �lontaigne, and Cardinal Richel ieu. The Dictionary was composed in Talmudic style. Relatively brief biographical articles appeared at the top of the page, whi le  all sorts of digressive notes on factual , philosophical , religious, or other matters appeared below, with notes on notes appearing in the margins. The biography of some extremely litt le-known personage, l ike Rorarius ,  would provide the stage for profound discussions of the nature of man and beasts , the mind - body problem, and the new metaphysical theory of Leibniz. Other subjects would provi de forums for discussing the problem of evil ; the immorality of great figures ,  especial ly Old Testament ones; the irrationality of Chri stianity; the problems of Locke's , Newton's, Malebranche's ,  Aristotle's , or anyone else's phi losophy; or for some salacious tale about a famous theologian, Cathol ic or Protestant, or a famous pol itical figure of almost any age. There was l i tt le relation between the official subject of an articl e  and its real content. But there were several major themes and threads that ran through many or most of the articles, themes that amounted to a massive onslaught against almost any religious, phi losophical, moral, scientific, or historical vi ew that anyone held. (Once Bayle explained that he was a Protestant in the true sense of the term, that he  opposed everything that was said and everything that was done.) The Dictionary was an instant success and immediately l ed to criticism and condemnation, both by the French Reformed church of Rotterdam and by the French Catholic church. The latter group banned the work , while the former demanded that the author revise or explain his views about the good moral character of atheists, the inabil ity of Christians to answer the Manichaean views about the nature of evi l ,  the strength of Pyrrhonian skepticism, the immoral character of King David, and to explain why so many obscenities appeared in the work. Bayle promised the congregation of the French Reformed church that he would revise  the article "David" and would offer explanations of the other matters. Almost as soon as the first edition of the Dictionary appeared, Bayle began work on the second, revi sing the article "David" and addi ng many additional articles, plus a set of clari fications. This final edition appeared in Rotterdam in 1702 and consi sted of seven to eight mill ion words. After this monumental effort, 



the rest of Bayle's career was devoted to carrying on var
ious controversies, defending some of the claims in the Dictionary and fighting a growing l i st of opponents. He 
died on Dec. 28, 1 706 whi le completing  his  Entretiens de Maxime et de Themiste ("Conversations between � lax ime 
and Themiste," Rotterdam, 1707), a final reply to the lib
eral Protestants. 

Repl ies  to Bayle kept appearing, written by such figures 
as Leibniz, B ishop Will iam King, and J ean-Pierre Crousaz; 
and the avant-garde spirits of the Enl ightenment found 
much ammunition in  B ayle' s folio columns with which to 
attack the ideological and theological ancien regime. \' ol
taire, H ume, Gibbon, Diderot, and many others found 
inte llectual nutrition in Bayle's skeptical and cri tical ef
forts. Thomas Jefferson recommended the Dictionary as 
one of the hundred basic books with which to start the 
Congressional Library. Poets and writers of fiction like 
Alexander Pope, Henry Fielding, and Herman �l elvi l le  
found i nspiration and plots in  some of Bayle' s spicy tales. 
Ludwig Feuerbach , in the nineteenth century, saw Bayle 
as a major figure in  the ri se of modern thought and devoted 
a whole volume to him. 

The Dictionary was enormously influential during the 
eighteenth century,  both for its spirit and for its wealth of 
information. Though it was written in the form of a refer
ence work , its lopsided contents, overloaded with l ives of 
obscure theologians and figures of French pol i tical hi story, 
made it difficult for the Dict ionary to maintain its character 
as a guide to research and scholarship. Efforts to improve it 
by adding and updating articles were only temporari ly 
successful .  The editors of the 1 734 - 1 74 1 English edition 
put in hundreds of articles on English and Arabic figures, 
plus some "correctives" to what they regarded as outland
ish in Bayle's original. J acques-Georges Chaufepie in 1 740 
translated many of the Engl i sh articles into French , adding 
a great many more on Bayle's opponents,  and put out a 
four-volume folio supplement. However, the type of criti
cal and careful research Bayle had fostered gave birth to 
projects that would forever make his Dictionary obsolete 
as a reference work. La Grande Encyclopedie and the Encyclopaedia Britannica, which replaced it, were con
tinuing team efforts,  rather than one man's appraisal of the 
whole intellectual world. Thus Bayle' s work became a 
victim of its own offspring. I t  gradually disappeared as an 
important element in the inte llectual world and was su
perseded by the works of leaders of the Enlightenment 
who had imbibed at least part of Bayle's spiri t. Philosophical aspects of the "Dictionary." The discus
sions  in  the Dictionary that had the greatest phil osophical 
impact were those deal ing with the problem of evi l ,  with 
the independence of morality from rel igion, and with the 
unintelligible nature of the physica l  and mental world, 
especially when analyzed in terms of the categories of the 
"new science" and the "new philosophy. " With a dialec
tical skill unknown to earl ier skeptics Bayle dissected 
every theory and showed that it was unsatisfactory. In
stead of merely utilizing the classical epistemological argu
ments of Sextus Empiricus, sl ightly modernized by the 
;\l ontaignians, Bayle employed primarily the method of one 
of his heroes, the "subtle Arriaga" (Roderigo Arriaga, the 
last of the Spanish scholastics , who died in 1667), a method 
that Bayle had probably learned from the J esuits at Tou-
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louse. The technique consisted in exposing the weakness 
of every rational attempt to make sense of some aspect of 
human experience. Bayle, like Arriaga before him,  repeat
edly exhibited man's sorry inte llectual plight. All human 
rational efforts are always their own undoing and terminate 
in theories that are "big  with contradiction and absurdity. " 
Bayle concentrated on a few shocking i l lustrations of th is  
thesis .  In  a series of articl es, "�lanichaeans," "�l arcion
ites," "Paulicians," and "Rufinus," he contended that the 
;\lanichaean or duali stic theory of two gods, one good and 
one evi l ,  could not be refuted by orthodox Chri stian the
ology, that it was a better explanation of human experience 
of evi l ,  but that it was ultimately repugnant to sound rea
soning. (Leibni z' Theodicy was largely  an attempt to refute 
Bayle on �1anichaeanism and the problem of evil . ) Religion and morality. Throughout his writ ings, from h is  
letter on the comet to  the Dictionary and i t s  various de
fenses, Bayle argued the then scandalous thesis that a 
society of atheists could be moral and a society of Chris
tians immoral. He tried to show that peopl e's moral behav
ior is not a consequence of their beliefs but is rather the 
result of many irrational factors , such as education, custom, 
passion, i gnorance , and the grace of God. In the article 
"J upiter" Bayle pointed out that Greek mythology was 
absurd and immoral, but the Greeks l ived moral l ives 
nonetheless. In his "Clarification on Atheism" he stated 
that he could find no case of a classical atheist ,  or a modern 
one like Spinoza, who l ived a wretched, morally degener
ate life. I nstead, the cases he found all seemed to be ones 
of highly moral people, who also happened to be atheists. 
On the other hand, Bayle knew of myriad cases-from 
Bibl ical ones to leading Catholic and Protestant clergy of 
his day-of rel igious heroes who were quite immoral and 
whose behavior seemed to have been influenced by the 
most irrel igious factors. Among many articles dealing with 
the sexual aberrations of different rel igious fanatics, early 
reformers, and Renaissance popes, the very long one on 
"David" brought this poi nt out most forcefully. David was 
i ntroduced as the most holy figure in the Old Testament, 
and a series of notes outlined and analyzed his immoral 
conduct. 

This  massive assault on any alleged rational or necessary 
connection between rel igious belief and moral behavior 
greatly influenced the earl of Shaftesbury (who lived and 
argued with Bayle for awhile),  and Bernard ;\landevi lle 
(who was apparently one of Bayle's students at Rotterdam), 
and through them many of the eighteenth-century British 
moralists. Metaphysics. In metaphysics Bayle employed his di
alectical skill to show that theories about the nature of 
matter, space , time, motion, mind, and mind - body re la
tionships, when thoroughly analyzed, are contradictory, 
inadequate, and absurd. Starting with Zeno's paradoxes 
and the sections i n  Sextus against metaphysics, Bayle 
attacked all sorts of ancient and modern forms of atomism, 
Platonism, and Aristotelianism, as well as the modern 
substitutes offered by Descartes, Hobbes, Spinoza, �1ale
branche, Leibniz, Locke, Newton, and many others. He 
showed the weird, incredible conclusions that would fol
low from each of these theories. (Bayle 's article "Rorarius" 
was the first publ ic examination of, and attack on, Leibniz'  
theories of pre-establi shed harmony and of monads. ) In the 
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articles " Pyrrho" and "Zeno of Elea" (which greatly i n
fluenced Berkeley and Hume) Bayle bri l l iantly chal lenged 
the distinction between primary and secondary qual ities, 
so fundamental in  the theories about real ity of al l of the 
"new philosophers ."  Skepticism. Bayle repeatedly showed that the many 
attempts by human beings to explain or understand their 
world were al l just "highroads to Pyrrhonism," since they 
only made every suppositi on more perplexing, absurd,  and 
dubious. Rational activity, no matter what problem it i s  
directed at, leads to complete skepticism, since reason 
i nvariably leads us astray. In the article "Acosta" Bayle 
compared reason to a corrosive powder that first eats up 
errors , but then goes on to eat up truths.  "When it  is left on 
its own, it goes so far that i t  no longer Knows where it i s ,  
and can find no stopping place. " Fai th. Each time Bayle reached thi s  point he wou ld 
proclaim that in view of the i nabi l ity of reason to arrive at 
any complete and adequate conclusion about anything, 
man should abandon the rational world and seek a differ
ent guide-faith. (This claim was forceful ly stated in the 
articles "Bunel ," "Charron ," "�l anichaeans," "Pompo
nazzi," "Pyrrho," and the "Clarification on the Pyrrho
nians. " Bayl e's dwel l ing on the theme that reason makes 
men perpl exed and so requires that they look for another 
guide suggests , perhaps , that his  purpose was something 
l ike that of �laimonides in  The Guide of the Perplexed, 
one of Bayle 's  favorite works. Revelation. In  various discussions (such as the articles  
" Pyrrho," "S imonides ," and the "Clarification on the Pyr
rhonians"),  Bayl e ins i sted that the rational and the re
vealed worl ds are in compl ete conflict, because the latter 
is based 011 claims that are in direct opposition to the prin
ciples that appear most evident to reason. Starting with the 
first l ine of Genesis ,  the world of faith contains claims that 
are rational ly  unintel l igible and unacceptable. According 
to Bayle,  the pri nciple that reason finds the most evident 
and certain is that nothing comes from nothing, whereas 
faith reveal s that God created the world ex 11 ihilo. Simi larly, 
the most acceptable rational moral principles are at com
plete variance with the accounts reveal ed to us of the 
behavior of the heroes of the fai th , the leadi ng figures of 
the Old Testament. In this  total opposition between reason 
and revelation, faith is man' s  only refuge. Bayle insi sted 
that his  i rrati onal fide i sm \Vas the traditi onal orthodox 
position from St. Paul and Tertul l ian down to Calvin and 
J urieu. ( In  fact, some passages of Bayle sound like Kier
kegaard and other more recent fideistic theol ogians. ) 

Bayle's rel igious position. No matter how often Bayle 
claimed that he was advocating the faith and was merely  
restati ng what orthodox Chri stians had al ways said, h i s  
opponents, especial ly  J uri eu and some of  the l iberal s ,  
insi sted that Bayle was actual ly an u nbeliever trying to 
destroy the faith by making it sound as ridiculous and 
i rrational as possible. Certainly some of Bayle's passages 
have such a ring. And none of his statements of the fideis
tic message have the anguish of Pascal or Kierkegaard, or 
even the despair of the truth seeker u nable to find satisfac
tion in either the rational world or in revealed truths. 

However, this  may not neces sari ly  be a s ign that Bayle 
was insincere. Bayle himself offered an al ternative possi-

bi l ity in a di scussion in the longest article in  the Dictionary, that on Spinoza. In note M, Bayle described two 
ki nds of peopl e, those who have re l igion i n  their minds, 
but not in their hearts, and those who have rel igion in their 
hearts ,  but not in their minds. The first kind are convinced 
of the truth of re l igion,  but their consciences are not af
fected by the love of God. The second kind lose sight of 
rel igion when they seek it  by rational means and are lost in  
the wilderness of the pros and cons; but  when they l i sten 
only to their feelings, conscience, or education , they find 
that they are convinced of  rel igion and regulate their l ives 
accordingly, within the l imits of human frai l i ties.  If Bayle 
had re l igion in the heart in this  sense (rather than Pas
cal 's) ,  it was an emotionless rel igion, which became con
fused and perplexing whenever he tri ed to explain or 
comprehend it. When he abandoned the attempt to be 
rational about it, then it became a calm guide for a life of 
pious study. 

In the article "Bunel ,  Pierre" Bayle presented thi s  fer
vorless rel igion as almost a testimonial of faith. Bunel , an 
obscure Renaissance pedant from Toulouse (who acciden
tal ly  had an enormous i nfluence on the development of 
modern skepticism by giving Raimond Sebond's Natural Theology to �lontaigne's father) is one of the very few 
genuine heroes of Bayle's Dictionary . He was pictured as a 
perfect Christian, i n  contrast to myriad imperfect ones 
( including J urieu), because he rejected al l worldly goals 
and devoted himself solely to the l ife of the pure scholar, 
harming no one and seeking truth. Bayle's own life was 
very much like B unel 's .  Beyond thi s  Bayle's reli gion 
seems to have had little or no content, though he always 
claimed to he a Calvinist Chri stian. 

The lack of content in Bayle' s rel igion may account for 
his important doctrine of tol eration of the rights of the 
erri ng conscience. I n  many works B ayle insi sted that 
man' s  u ltimate appeal for justi fication of his  beliefs and 
actions was his own conscience and that man had no fur
ther ultimate standard to employ in  order to determine i f  
his  conscience was correct. Therefore, each man could act 
only as he saw fit, and no one was ju sti fied in trying to 
compel another to act contrary to the dictates of h is  con
science, erring or otherwi se. 

Though Bayle continually presented his  appeal to faith, 
and his own faith , in  tranquil and colorless terms,  a funda
mental problem remains of determining what Bayle did i n  
fact believe and what h i s  arsenal of doubts was intended to 
achieve. Shaftesbury, who knew Bayle wel l ,  cal led him 
"one of the best of Chri stians. " Jurieu was sure he was an 
atheist. The E nl ightenment leaders saw him as one of 
them, perhaps a dei st, but definitely a scoffer at all histori
cal re l igions. The biographical data would suggest that, 
barring some strange private joke, Bayle was committed to 
some aspects of the French Reformed church. He persisted 
in belonging to it, attending it, and proclaiming his si ncere 
adherence to it, no matter how much he was abused by 
J urieu and others. He could have l ived and prospered in 
Hol land either in a n ,ore l iberal church or as a complete 
independent. In tolerant Hol land it was extremely unl ikely 
that he wou ld have been punished or have had his works 
censored, no matter what he said or bel ieved . Coming 
from a family that suffered inordinately from persecu-



tion for i ts Calvinism ,  he may have felt a need and de
sire to maintain his original tradition. His  last message 
to a friend as he knew his l ife was ending was, "I am dying 
as a Christian philosopher, convinced of and pierced by 
the bounties and mercy of God, and I wish you a perfect 
happiness . "  Madame Labrousse has pointed out that this is 
a most minimal Chris tian testament, since J esus is not 
mentioned, nor any Christian doctrine, nor anything about 
Bayle's church. I n  his writings Bayle rarely discussed 
religion without making Manichaeanism or J udaism seem 
either more plausible or more significant than Christianity; 
and he  occas ionally (as i n  the articl e "Takiddim") even 
cal led J udaism the true rel i gion. Bayle may have been 
either a Chris tian in his own sense or actual ly a Mani
chaean or J udaizer or both , working out an enormous de
fense of his cause by undermining the rational or moral 
foundations of other possibil it ies .  

Until i t  is possible to ascertain Bayle's actual bel iefs, it  
will  remain extremely difficult to determine his aims and 
whether the impact he had was the intended one. Bayle 
undermined all the philosophical positions of the great 
seventeenth-century metaphys icians ,  and posed basic 
problems that Berkeley, H ume, Voltaire, and others were 
to use to establish other approaches and alternatives. He  
provided an  enormous amount of  argument and ridicule for 
the Enlightenment to use in destroying the intellectual ancien regime and in launching the Age of Reason. But 
even Voltaire and Hume were aware that Bayle was much 
more given to doubt and destructive criticism than they con
sidered themselves to be. At times they believed they had 
found new ways of overcoming Bayle's doubts. Perhaps 
they were both too far removed from Bayle's calm re
l igious haven to be able to entertain his complete doubt 
about everything without utter dismay and horror. Bayle 
seems to have lived in  a differept world from that of the 
Enl ightenment that he helped produce. Though he may 
not have been "the greatest master of the art of reasoning," 
as Voltaire cal led him, he was one of the best. He was a 
genius at seeing how to attack and destroy theories about 
almost anything and a master at determining what the facts 
in the case were. Bayle would turn his attacks against 
everyone and everything, modern, ancient, scientific, 
rational istic, or rel igious. He did not, apparently, see a 
new and better world emerging from his critique, nor see 
the need for one. The havoc he was wreaking seemed to 
l eave him completely tranquil .  It was for s ubsequent gen
erations to discover the problem of living in a world in  
which a l l  is in  doubt and in  which the solution proffered by 
Bayle seems meaningless or unattainable. 
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RICHARD H .  POPKIN 

B A Z A R O V ,  V LA D I M I R  A L E K S A N D R O V I C H  
( 1 874 - 1 939) , Russian Marxist economist and phi losopher; 
his real name was Rudnev. Bazarov was educated at 
M oscow University. His  first publ ication was a study in 
economic theory. After 1922 he worked as an economist in 
the Soviet State Planning Commission, publishing techni
cal papers th roughout the 1920s. He was arrested in  1930 
and died, presumably in a forced-labor camp, in 1939.  

Bazarov was a prolific translator, producing Russian 
versions of Emile Boutroux, Harald H offding, Karl 
Kautsky, Karl Pearson (with P. Yushkevich ), and Marx's Das Kapital (with I . I .  Skvortsov-Stepanov, 3 vol s . ,  
ID07 - ID09). He was less  involved in politics than either 
Bogdanov or Lunacharski but was prom inent in the Bol
shevik faction from HJ04 to 1907. 

Most of Bazarov's philosophic writings are polemical ;  all 
of them are forceful ,  some bri l l iant. His first critical studies 
( 1904 ) were aimed at the Kantian revision of Marx ism by 
Nicholas Berdyaev, Serge Bulgakov, and P. B .  Struve. 
Bazarov also publi shed a critique of Kropotkin's anarcho
social ism ( I D06 ) and of Plekhanov's real i stic epistemology 
and material istic ontology ( 1908). In 19 10 a volume of his  
essays appeared at St .  Petersburg under the title Na Dva Franta ("On Two Fronts" ). It was directed on the one 
hand against such philosophical ideal ists as Vladimir Solo
vyov, Leo S hestov, Nicholas Lossky, and Berdyaev, and on 
the other against such "orthodox" material i sts as P le
khanov and Lenin. Bazarov's last philosophical publ ication 
was an article 011 relativity theory, "Prostranstvo i Vremya 
v Svet Printsipa Otnositelnosti" ("Space and Time in the 
Light of Relativity Theory"), in Teoriya Otnositelnosti i Marksizm ("Relativity Theory and Marxism," Moscow, 
1923). 

Bazarov was harshly critical of normative eth ics. With 
Nietzschean elan he assailed "sodden, dul l ,  self-sati s fied 
moral systems," urging a "revolt against norms as such" (Na Dva Franta, p. 105) . H is own "amoral i stic hedonism" 
involved a Machian " least-action" principle for harmoniz
ing pleasures. I t  did not preclude suffering, but only the 
"suffering which degrades" ( ibid., p. xiv). 

Bazarov scorned the Kantian dictum, defended by Ber
dyaev and Struve , that the individual person must al ways 
be treated as an end, never as only a means. "The recog
nition of the ' individual person' as an absolute principle," 
he declared, "has always been, and wil l  always be, al ien to 
the proletariat" (ibid. ,  p. 1 4  I ). Bazarov' s social ideal was 
coll ectivi stic. In " objective social creativity," he wrote, 
"the very notion of 'the individual' and his interests wil l  
be  extinguished. " The intimacy of  lovers offers only a 
"faint hint of that fusion of all h uman souls which wi l l  be 
the inevitable  result of the communist order (ibid. , pp. 
140 - 14 1 ). 
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GEORGE L. KLINE 

B E ATTI E ,  J A M E S  ( 1735 - 1803), common- sense phi
losopher, was born at Laurencekirk, Kincard ine, Scotland. 
H e  was educated at the parish school in Laurencekirk and 
at Marischal Col lege, Aberdeen. H e  taught school in 
Fordoun and Aberdeen, and became professor of moral 
philosophy and logic at Marischal Col lege in 1760. 
Thomas Reid was his  colleague. Beattie was famous both 
as a poet and as the refuter of the philosophies of Berkeley 
and Hume.  For his  efforts in this latter direction, George 
I I I  honored him with a pension of £200 a year i n  1773, 
and Dr. Benjamin  Rush secured his election to the Ameri
can Philosophical Society. 

Beattie's philosophical reputation rests on his  Essay on the Nature and Immutability of Truth, in  Opposition to Sophistry and Scepticism (Edinburgh, 1770). Following 
Reid , Beattie argued that mankind is possessed of a faculty 
cal l ed common sense, which perceives truth by an instan
taneous, instinctive , and irresistible impulse. It is natural, 
and i t  acts independently of our wi l l .  By  attending to this 
faculty, we may provide ourselves with a set of incontro
vertible first principles, safe from skeptical doubts. We 
may also turn this faculty on the skeptical philosophers 
and expose the lack of truth in their sophi stical doctrines. 
It is this latter enterprise that was Beattie's chief interest. 
Without tying his  conclus ions too closely to the operations 
of the common sense, Beattie fired away at Descartes , 
Malebranche, and, occasional ly, Locke. But his  principal 
targets were Berkeley and Hume. He construed B erkeley's 
denial of substance as a denial of the real existence of such 
things as tables and chairs, and joked repeatedly about 
Berkeley's fol lowers ' breaking their necks because they 
cannot distinguish between real precipices and imagined 
ones. However, he  also saw that the world is not changed 
for those who take Berkeley seriously but is only talked 
about differently. 

Hume received by far the largest part of Beattie's atten
tion ; and from time to time the strictures on Hume's phi
losophy give way to outright attacks on Hume's character. 
When Beattie's Essay was publ ished,  H ume was l iving 
less than a hundred miles away in Edinburgh, surrou nded 
by his  friends. They thought that Beatti e  was rude, but the 
battal ions of the faithful  who had too long felt the sting 
of Hume's sarcasm thought Beatt ie a brave man. Hume 
never repl i ed to the Essay, perhaps because much of it was 
directed against A Treatise of Human Nature, a work that 
he di savowed in the Advertisement prefixed to his  own Essays (posthumous ed. , 1777). 

While the Essay was extravagantly received by the gen
eral publ ic in Beattie 's l ifetime, it is now largely neg
lected. Despite his  parti san motives, however, Beattie 



made certain tel l ing criticisms of Hume. He challenged 
the doctrine that ideas are dis tingu ished from impress ions 
only by their weakness or faintness. He found the mean
ings of "copy" and "resemble" unclear in the doctrine that 
ideas copy or resemble impressions. He found Hume's 
denial of the di stinction between objects and perceptions 
untenable, because ordinary di scourse tel ls against it . He 
was dubious of the scope to be allowed the doctrine that 
the meaning of words must be accounted for as ideas, 
which in Hume's system can only be derived from 
impressions. Final ly, he pointed out that by defining the 
self as a bundle of perceptions, Hume is at a loss to ac
count for a percipient being to perceive these perceptions. 
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ELMER SPRAGUE 

B E A U TY .  Unti l the eighteenth century, beauty was the 
single  most important idea in the history of aesthetics. One 
of the earl iest works in the l iterature of aesthetics , the 
Hippias Major (probably by Plato), was addressed to 
the question, "What is beauty?" Around this question most 
of later thought revolves. The tr�atment of the other major 
concept, art, when it is not anci l lary to that of beauty, lacks 
comparable general i ty, for it is often restricted to a s ingle 
artistic form or genre, or its theoretical status is equivocal, 
becau se art i s  taken as identical with craft or skill. The mod
ern notion of the fine arts did not appear until the eight
eenth century and, more important, it was then too that 
the concept of aesthetic experience was first formulated 
systematical ly. As a consequence, beauty lost its tradi
tional central i ty in aesthetic theory and has never since 
regained it. 

Our survey of these his torical developments wi l l  be 
se lective. Specific theories wi ll  be singled out because 
they are paradigms of the major kinds of theory of beauty. 
Thus,  where beauty is taken to be a property, we will be 
less concerned with what, on some particular proposal, this 
property is, more with the logical re lations of beauty, so 
construed, to the other properties of beautiful things and to 
the conditions of its apprehension. Where i t  is not so con
strued, the chief alternative meanings for beauty will be 
i l lu strated. Beautiful is used to esteem or commend and 
therefore to make a claim that is honored in the processes 
of critici sm. Throughout this article, accordingly, the im
pl ications of the major kinds of theory for evaluation of the 
object wi ll  be traced. 
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CLASSICAL AESTHETICS 

The concl uding section of Plato's Philebus is the proto
type of the dominant ways of think ing about beauty prior 
to the eighteenth century. This will be shown by un pack
ing its major theses, which, whether they were taken over 
or whether they became the focuses of di spute, made up 
the framework of classical theory and defined its preoccu
pations. 

The discussion of beauty in  the Philebus, as in other 
dialogues , arises in the course of discussion of a larger 
question not itself aesthetic, namely, whether pl eas ure or 
knowledge is the supreme good for man. Socrates wished 
to distinguish "pure" from "mixed" pleasures,  and among 
the examples that he gives of the former are the pleasures 
evoked by objects that are "beautiful intrinsically. " He 
cited simple geometrical shapes ,  s ingle colors, and musical 
notes (50E -52B). 

The first thing to see is that Plato took beauty to be a 
property i ngredient in  things. It is nonrelational twice 
over, for its existence is not dependent upon, or affected 
by, perceiving i t; and whereas "re lative" beauty exists 
only by virtue of comparison with things that are of a les ser 
degree of beauty or simply ugly, "intrinsic" beauty does 
not. This view can be specified in two different ways , both 
of which appear to be suggested by Plato: Either the prop
erty of beauty is identi fied with , and defined by, certain 
properties of the object, here the determinate ordering or 
"measure" of the whol e (64E), or beauty is itself indefina
ble, but supervenes upon a further, distinct property, the 
internal unity of the parts , which is the condition of i ts 
existence (66B). 

On the former theory, whether a thing is beautiful is 
decided just by finding whether it does or does not pos sess 
the salient property. In the Philebus, the success of such 
i nquiry, even on Plato's rigorous conception of knowledge, 
is assured by the markedly inte ll ectual ist character of 
measure. It is a formal or structural property and therefore 
cognate with the nature of intell igence (59B - C, 650), un
l ike matter which is opaque to mind. It  is no accident that, 
having i l lustrated intrins ic beauty by objects produced by 
the "carpenter's rule and square," Socrates later eulogized 
carpentering for i ts cognitive exactness (55o - 56E). This 
insi stence on the clarity and knowabi li ty of beauty (shared 
by Aristotle in Metaphysics 1078b) is also reflected in the 
choice of sight and hearing, the senses most appropriate to 
rational cognition, as the sole avenues of the perception of 
beau ty (cf. Phaedrus 2500). 

The nondefinist theory is ,  for the reasons to be cited in  
later phi losophers, more plausible but considerably more 
compl icated. This theory is that, given unity in variety in a 
thing, beauty is also necessari ly present. I t  will still be 
true that whether a thing is beautiful can be decided by 
showing that it possesses internal unity if-but this proviso 
is crucial-we can be certain that the two properties do, in  
all instances, exist together. Hence we must be  able to 
apprehend beauty i n  its own right. Yet to say that beauty is 
indefinable is to say that what it is cannot be identified 
conceptually and therefore in commonly understandable 
terms. The cognitive assurance and stabi l ity of definist  
theory may be lost  as a result. Plato was amply aware of 
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the possibility of uncertainty and di sagreement among 
judgments of beauty (Laws Bk. I I ). The account of intrinsic 
beauty in the Philebus guards against these dangers. 
Things are beautiful intrinsically precisely because they 
are "always beautiful in their very nature" (5I c - o). 
Though the objects cited by Socrates are empirical-"the 
surfaces and solids which a lathe, or a carpenter's ru le and 
square, produces from the straight and the round" -they 
nevertheless enjoy the self- identity, unaffected by adven
titious or contextual factors , that is also characteri stic of the 
Platon ic Ideas. Unlike objects of relative beauty, they 
resemble the ideal beauty described in the Symposium 
(2 1 1 -2 12 ), wh ich cannot be "fair  in one point of view and 
foul in another" (cf. Republic 479) .  Socrates held that they 
will necessarily arouse in the beholder a kind of pleasure 
that is pecul iar to intrins ic beauty (,5 1 D). That the appre
hension of such beauty wil l  be veridical is further assured 
in  the Philebus by the notion of "pure" pleasures, i .e . , 
those unmixed with pain. Pa in warps or fal sifies judgment 
(36c et. seq. ), hut it  is never present in the appreciation of 
intrinsic beauty. The related concepts of the i n trinsic and 
the pure are used to guarantee the stabi l ity of the experi
ence of beauty. They lead, however, to a severe delim ita
tion of the class of beau tifu l  objects . Paintings and living 
creatures are excl uded as relative, tragedy and comedy 
(,50A - B )  because they are impure. Human sign ificances are 
hostile to beauty because they encourage error and diver
sity in  our re sponses to i t. 

In  its analysis of the concrete phenomena of beauty, the 
Philebus is di stingu ished from the mythic and metaphysical 
approaches of the Plwedrus and Syrnposium and the social 
moralism of the Republic and La ws. Even here, however, 
the beautiful does not constitute a distinct and autonomous 
subject matter. I t  is treated as a "form "  or mode of good
ness in general , and the term beautifu l i s  used, as it was 
by the Greeks generally, interchangeabl y with excellent ,  
pe,fect, and sat isfying. I t  is also worthy of  note that the 
concept of art en ters in hardly at all .  Pa inting and l i tera
ture are mentioned only so that they may be excl uded. 
By contrast, Aristotle's Poetics devotes itself to a s ingle 
art form , tragedy, making only a casual reference to beauty 
-measure is a necessary condition (VI I ). Later treatments 
of beauty and art are even less congenial to our modern con
ception of aesthetics, wh ich led the h i storian Bosanquet to 
speak of a centuries-l ong "intermission" in aesthetics 
between the Graeco - Roman and the modern eras. The 
metaphysic of Plotinus, which derived from Plato, i s  spirit
ualist and Ideal ist ;  and here, as in later philosophy, the 
bias of such thought is to encourage regard for, and ins ight 
into, the experience of beauty. The soul is said to strive 
toward beauty, wh ich is a manifestation of the spiri tual 
force that animates all of reality. I t  is just because of the 
vitality and moving appeal of beauty that Plotinus rejected 
the identi fication of beauty with a merel y formal property. 
The living face and the dead face are equal ly symmetrical , 
but only the former stirs us .  Hence "beauty i s  that which 
irradiates symmetry rather than symmetry itsel f" (En neads 
VI;  VI I ,  22) .  Further, some simple, sensory objects lacking 
internal structure are beautiful , and, finally, symmetry i s  
present i n  some ugly things as well ( I ;  VI , I ) . Plotinus' 
critique of formal ism effectively made the larger point that 
beauty cannot he identi fied with any single element of the 

object, form or any other. It is the total object, the whole of 
form and expressiveness and what the form is of, that pos
sesses beauty. I f, on the other hand, beauty is thought to 
be a global quality that "irradiates" this object and moves 
us, it  is difficult or impossible, in a definition, to specify 
conceptually the nature of th i s  qual i ty. Moreover, Plotinus'  
argument cast doubt on the possibil ity of finding even the 
conditions of beauty. A formal property such as symmetry 
is the most l ikel y candidate , because it can be shared by 
objects that are otherwise highly diverse, artistic or natu
ral , abstract or representational , sensory or mathematical . 
Yet if the negative in stances cited by Plotinus show that 
this property is not even a universal concomitant of beauty, 
then a fortiori i t  cannot be the necessitating ground of 
beauty. 

Sti l l ,  the effort to enunciate a set of conditions for beauty 
is persi stent in Western thought, because it an swers to the 
des ire for a criticism whose verdicts will be certi fiable and 
authoritative. The h igh noon of such cri ticism was the 
neoclassical period, particularl y the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries, when the conditions were detailed and 
formal ized, and endowed with the institutional sanctions 
of the new "Academies . "  A multiplicity of treati ses were 
devoted to particular arts or genres,  each of which was 
taken to be subject to "rules," inherent in its specific na
ture and function,  which can be rationally known (e.g. , 
Castelvetro, Pal ladio). The treatises borrowed heavi ly from 
their  Greek and Roman antecedents-Ari stotle, Horace, 
Vitruvius. The "lawmakers of Parnassus" thereby invested 
their  claims to speak on behalf of "reason" and "nature" 
with the authori ty of antiquity. Given that beauty i s  an 
objective property, attainable art i stically and knowable 
critical ly, by reference to the rules,  the question of the 
percipient's response to i t  was scanted. As in the Philebus, 
beauty can be expected to arouse the appropriate response, 
which was referred to briefly and loosely as "pleasure," or 
"del ight. " 

THE EIGHTE ENTH CENTURY 

The rebellion against the rules, in the name of the spec
tator's fe lt response- "the taste is not to conform to the art, 
but the art to the taste" (Addison)-intimates, in art criti
cism, the larger and more profound reconstruction of 
thought that took place in aesthetic theory. In the eight
eenth century, indeed, aesthetics first establ ished itself as 
an autonomous philosophical discipl ine. It defi ned a sub
ject matter that is not expl icable in terms of any of the 
other disciplines and is therefore taken out of the meta
physical and moral context of much traditional aesthetics, 
to be studied in its own right. The pioneer work is to be 
found in the prolific and assiduous wri tings of the Briti sh 
who, throughout the century, carried out the inquiry that 
Addison , at its beginning, justly described as "entirel y 
new. " 

The century was a Copernican revolution, for in stead of 
looking outward to the properties of beauty or the art ob
ject, it first examined the experience of the perci pient, to 
determine the conditions under which beauty and art are 
appreciated. The decisive condition is dis interestedness , 
i .e. , perception d irected upon an object without, as in  
practical or cognitive acti vity, any purpose ulterior to the 



act of perception itself. In aesthetic theory so conceived, 
beauty is no longer the central concept. I t  now stands for 
just one kind of aesth etic experience among others , and i t  
can be defined and analyzed only by reference to the logi
cally more basic concept of aesthetic perception .  

The introspective exam ination of  our "ideas," stimulated 
by Locke's Essay, discloses experiences that differ signifi
cantly, in their felt qual ity, from that of beauty. This century 
distinguished a great many other "species" of aesthetic 
response , but the most important was that of subl imity. 
Sublimity is profoundly unlike beauty, for whereas the 
latter arouses "joy" and "cheerfulness ," the fee l ing of 
the sublime is  "amazement" and awe. Sti l l ,  most of the 
Briti sh hold that the two can coexist and that the experi
ence of both is pl easurable. The most drastic di stinction 
was drawn by Edmund Burke ( 1 757), who argued that 
beauty and sublimity are , conceptually, mutually ex
clusive and, exi stentially, antithetical . He at the same 
time l imited the range of beauty severely and pushed back 
the boundaries of the aesthetic to include a radically dif
ferent kind of experience, that cannot be accommodated 
in the traditi onal category. I ndeed B urke clearly consid
ered the experience of sublimity to be the more val uable of 
the two. Both � loses \ l endels sohn and Kant read Burke and 
were greatly affected by h im,  and through their in fluence 
Burke's cri tique of beauty made a lasting impress ion on 
Continental thought. 

Burke granted that a beautiful object arouses pl easure, 
but he argued that a sublime object, that is, one that is 
"terrible," even though it is apprehended disi nterestedly, 
arouses "some degree of horror. " Beauty "rel axes," but the 
experience of sublimity i s  of great emotional intensity. The 
two experiences are therefore incompatible with each 
other. � loreover, the properties that Burke attributed to 
sublime objects are just the opposites of those that the 
Ph ilebus had enshrined in  the clas sical conception of aes
thetic value. Against  clarity and l�cidity, Burke urged that 
we are moved most greatly by what is "dark , uncertain,  
confused. " I n  place of formal ordering, Burke eulogized 
what i s  "vast" and "infinite ."  The subl ime therefore ren
ders beauty "dead and unoperative. " When beauty had 
been taken as the sole value category, ugl iness ,  its contra
dictory, had neces sari ly been excluded from aesthetic 
value. Burke went so  far as to suggest that even the ugly 
can be an object of  aesthetic appreciati on. I n  al l  th is ,  he i s  
pointing the way to  the nineteenth-century and twen
tieth-century ccmcept of expression ,  which,  more catholic 
by far than class ical beauty, admi ts a lim itless divers i ty of 
subject matter, treatment, and fom1 , if only the work of art 
be moving and powerful .  

A comparab le challenge to the class ical values of order 
and serenity came from another direction. The hi storical 
study of art, pioneered by Winckelmann ( 1 76-1),  disclosed 
that these values are found only in relatively l imited ep
ochs and styles,  even,  indeed, of Greek art i tself. Later 
research emboldened the protest against the once unchal 
lenged arbi ters of clas sical and neoclassical criticism that 
they had identified selected styli stic properti es of Greek 
and High Renai ssance art with what is  beautifu l  "natural ly" 
and universally. 

In  the eighteenth century, also, the "l ogic" of beauty 
underwent a profound sea change. Franci s Hutcheson 
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( 1 7:25) announced a new locus for beauty: "Let it be ob
served, that in  the fol lowing papers , the word bea u ty is 
taken for the idea ra ised in us." It follows that any object 
whatever that does in fact excite th is idea must be judged 
to be beautiful .  But th i s  invites the poss ibi l i ty of diverse 
and conflicting judgments that, if  subjecti\'e response is the 
sole and deci si \'e test, must a l l  be accepted as equal ly 
val id. Are there, howe\'er, any properties peculiar to beau
tiful  objects ,  wh ich can be pointed to, to legitimate certain 
judgments and whose absence wil l  show others to be mis
taken? Hutcheson thought that there was-the c lass ical 
property of "uniformity in  variety. " Yet to be consistent 
with the definition of beauty wi th which he began, he had 
to guarantee that th ings possessing thi s  property would 
uniquely and uni\'ersal ly arouse the appropriate idea. It 
can be said summari ly that he failed to do so, and his fai l 
ure i s  i nstructive. It points up the tension between the old 
and the new ways of thinking, between taking beauty to be 
an inherent, nonrelational property and using bea u ty to 
refer to the capacity of th i ngs to evoke a certain experi 
ence. A capacity i s  not, however, an observable property in  
things l ike  uniformity. I t  must be  interpreted as  either a 
very different sort of property or else it is not a property at 
all .  Hurne drew out the radical implications of Hutcheson's 
in itial meaning for beauty with the acute remark that 
Eucl id described all of the properties of a circl e, but beauty 
is not among them ("The Sceptic"). 

In general , the later B ritish aestheticians did not take 
beau tifu l to denote a property. ;-..:ecessari ly, therefore, the 
logical s tatus of the properties that they attribute to beau
tiful  objects-proportion, uti l ity, etc. -is correspondingly 
altered. Such properties are no longer, as in  the Ph ilebus, 
either identical with, or the conditions of, a property 
of beauty. They are , rather, causes of the experience of 
beauty. Even so considered, however, the traditional for
mulas of beauty were brought under fire throughout the 
eighteenth century. S ince the attribution of causes can be 
justi fied only by the evidence of their effects in experi
ence, the Bri ti sh, arguing from the th ings that people do in  
fact find beautiful, showed that none of  these properti es 
are shared by all these th i ngs . There was also the more 
subtle and damning crit icism that the tradi tional formula of 
"unity in variety" i s  s imply devoid of meaning, because it 
applies indi scriminately to any object whatever. By the 
close of the century, Alison ( 1 790) concluded that any 
attempt to fi nd properties common and peculiar to beau
tiful objects is "altogether imposs ible. " Final l y  it was 
suggested that "beautiful" is just "a general term of appro
bation" (Payne Knight, 1805). 

The British thereby generated the problem that is 
central to Kant's Crit ique of Judgment  ( 1 790) :  How, if the 
aesthetic judgment arises from subjective feeling and 
predicates nothing of the object, can it claim to be more 
than an autob iographical report and can, indeed, cla im to 
be universally binding? 

THE NINETE E NTH AND TWENTIETH CENTU RIES 

The most  novel development in th is period has been the 
attempt at a scientific approach to aesthetics. Th is has 
taken two forms,  generally ,  and the status of beauty in each 
is worth noting. Psychological aesthetics applies experi-
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mental methods to aesthetic experience in  an  effort to work 
out "laws" of appreciati on. These are to be derived from 
the consensu s of pleasure and displeasure reported by the 
laboratory subject in the face of various objects. When 
beauty is med at all in speaking of these objects , as it was 
by Fechner ( 1 876), it is a loose, omnium-gatherum term. 
The objectivist - formali st connotati ons of the word have 
made it increasingly unsati sfactory to later psychol ogi sts. 
Either they have stipulated that it refers to certain psy
chological responses (e.g. , 0. Kiilpe, 192 1 ) , or they have 
abandoned it in favor of the more apt "liberal and com
prehensive" (E .  Bullough , 1 907) concept of "aestheti c 
value. " The last decades of the nineteenth century also 
saw the ri se of Kunstwissenschaft, which may be rendered 
as "the sciences of art," for it compri ses histori cal ,  anthro
pological ,  and other empirical studies of art as a cu ltural 
product. One of the impulses to the development of th i s  
field was a pervasive dissati sfaction with beauty, either 
because it is too l imited, if interpreted on the classical 
model ,  and cannot therefore encompass ,  for example, prim
itive art, or too vague, if it is not. Art, by contrast, is a con
crete, institutional phenomenon that is tractable to science. 
Thus  Ktmstwissenschaft, which is at present one of the 
most thriving and frui tful branches of aesthetics , defines 
itself by opposition to the concept of beauty. 

The di sti nction between the meaning of beauty when 
it is synonymous with aesthetic value general ly and when it 
stands for one class or kind of such value has been com
monly remarked in recent aesthetics. In the former sense, 
it  i s  often used to signal ize the characteri stic exce llence of 
a work of art or an aesthetic object. Thus beautifu l does 
not denote a property such as symmetry but also i t  i s  more 
than just a "term of approbation. " I t  makes a claim on 
behalf of the object, which must be supported by appeal
ing to the relevant val ue cri teria. These cri teria need not, 
however, be the same for two different arti stic media or 
even for two works in the same medi um. They are, per
haps indefinitely, plural; they are of different wei ght in 
different cases,  and no one of them can be said to be a 
necessary condition for the use of beau tifu l. Their rele
vance is  determ ined by the unique character of each work. 
In its second meaning, beauty general ly connotes a re la
tively high degree of value, in contrast to, for example, the pretty, a fairly orthodox style or genre , pleasure unmixed 
with pai n and the absence of bizarre or discordant ele
ments. But this is j u st why so much of recent aesthetics 
and ordi nary discourse finds the word awkward or even 
irre levant for evaluation. It will do for � lozart, but not 
the later Beethoven, for Raphael , but not Goya. In the Philebus, Socrates had, for his  own purposes , narrowed the 
range of beauty severely, but it was j ust thi s narrowness 
that made it impossible for later thought to preserve beauty as the sole, or perhaps even the major, concept of 
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B E C C A R I A ,  C E S A R E  B O N E SANA ( 1 738 - 1 794: ), 
Italian criminologi st and economist, was born in � l i lan of 
ari stocratic parents. His  formal educati on began at the 
J esuit college in Parma and ended with his  graduation 
from the University of Pavia in 1758. After graduati on 
Beccaria came under the inte llectual influence of two 
brothers ,  Pietro and Alessandro Verri, who had gathered 
around them selves the young �l ilanese intell igentsia to 
form a society known as the "academy of fists," committed 
to promoting reforms in pol itica l ,  economic, and admini
strative affairs. 

Beccaria was prompted by Pietro Verri to read the then 
prominent philosophies of � lontesquieu, Helvetius ,  Dide
rot, Hume, and Buffon. At the suggestion of h is  friends, 
Beccaria wrote and published his first treati se, Del disordine e de' rimedi delle monete nello Stato di 1..\lila110 11ell 'an110 1 762 (Lucca, 1762). It was also through the en
couragement of the \ 'erri brothers that Beccaria composed 
his most important work , Dei del itti e delle pene (trans. by 
H. Paolucci as On Crimes and Punishments, New York,  
1963) .  Through Alessandro \' erri , who was an official of the 
pri son in �l i lan , Beccaria vi sited that institution and saw 
the conditions that furnished inforn1ation and moral stimu
lus for his writing. Pietro, who had already begun wri ting a 
hi story of torture, in many conversati ons on the errors of 
criminal l aw and administration provided Beccaria with 
new arguments and insights for the treati se. In the end, the 
work was a lmost a col laboration by the three men, for 
Beccaria unti l that time had been relati vely uninformed 
about crime and puni shment. Begun in � larch 1 763 and 
completed in January 1764 , the book was publ i shed anony
mously at Livorno out of fear of repri sal s  because of its 
devastating attack on the legal and judicial system then in 
operation. But anonymity was soon dropped when it be
came clear that the � l i lanese authorities were receptive 
and when the essay drew the attention and respect of the 
Pari sian intell igentsia. 

Beccaria held a chair in pol itical economy in the Pala
tine School of � l i lan from 1 768 to 1770, and h is  lectures 



during this period were pub lished posthumously in 1804 
under the title, Elementi di economia pubblica. His eco
nomic ideas on the division of labor and the determination 
of wages have been com pared to those of Adam Smith 
(who wrote the Wealth of Nations seven years after publi
cation of Beccaria's econom ic views). In econom ics Bec
caria espoused a form of mercantil i sm based on some of the 
ideas of the physiocrats, expressed the belief that agricul
ture was the most productive enterprise, advocated com
mercial freedom within a nation and the abol i tion of guilds, 
and displayed a Malthusian concern with the relation of 
population growth to the means of subsistence. He also 
held a series of minor publ ic offices through which he aided 
his friends in securing reforms in taxation, currency, and 
the com trade. On Crimes and Punishments was a protest against the use 
of torture to obtain confessions, secret accusations, the 
arbitrary di scretionary power of judges, the inconsistency 
and inequal i ty of sentencing, the influence of power and 
statu s in obtaining leniency, the lack of distinction in 
treatment of the accused and the convicted, and the use of 
capital punishment for serious and even minor offenses. 

The concept� that Beccaria em ployed-rationalism , the 
social contract, util ity, and hedonism-were current among 
the intellectuals of his time. The appl ication of these ideas 
to crime and pulni shment, and the style of wri ting, were h is  
own. Building upon Rousseau's social-contract phi losophy, 
he argued that each person will ingly sacri fices to the po
litical community only so much of his l iberty as "suffices to 
induce others to defend it. " Laws are only the necessary 
conditions of this  contract, and punishm ents under the law 
should have no other purpose than to defend the sum of 
these sacrificed shares of liberty "against private usurpa
tions by individuals ."  Punishments for any other reason 
are unnecessary and unjust. 

Beccaria declared that the law s.hould be clear in defin
ing crimes and that judges should not interpret the law but 
simply ascertain whether a person has or has not violated 
the law. He also held that punishment should be adjusted 
in severity to the seriousness of the crime. The primary 
purpose of punishment, Beccaria argued,  i s  to insure the 
existence of society, and the seriousness of the crime, 
therefore, vari es according to the degree to which the 
transgressor' s act endangers that existence. Treason and 
other acts against the state are most harmful,  followed by 
injuries to the security of person and property and finally, 
by acts which ar� disruptive of publ ic harmony and peace, 
such as rioting or inciting to disorder. 

To insure the continuance of society, punishment should 
aim at deterrence, that is ,  at preventing offenders from 
doing additional harm and others from com mitting crimes. 
To be effective as a deterrent to crime, punishment should 
be swift and certain; it is the certainty rather than the 
severity of punishm ent that deters. Life imprisonment is 
sufficient to deter: the death penalty is not necessary, nor 
is it legitimate, for individuals did not under the social 
contract relinquish the right to their l ives. Corporal pun
ishment is bad, and torture as part of a criminal investiga
tion makes the suffering of pain rather than evidence the 
test of truth. Crimes against property should be punished 
by fines or, when fines cannot be paid, by imprisonment. 
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Beccaria's classic conclusion-the principles of which 
were adopted almost in their entirety by the revolutionary 
National Assembly of France in 1789 as Articl e V I I I  of 
the "Declaration of the Rights of � Ian and of the C it izen" 
-read in part as follows:  " In order for punishment not 
to be, in  every instance, an act of violence of one or of 
many against a private citizen, it must be essentially pub
lic, prom pt, necessary, the least poss ible in the given cir
cum stances, proporti onate to the crimes, dictated by the 
laws ."  

Beccaria's essay became famous almost overnight. I t  was 
translated into French in 1766 by the Abbe �lorellet, 
passed th rough six editions within 18 months, one of 
which was embel l ished by a laudatory comment by Vol
taire, and was thereafter translated into every important 
language. The Church of Rome placed the treatise on the 
Index in 1 766, but the Austrian government, which con
trolled M ilan ,  defended and honored Beccaria. Maria 
Theresa of Austria, Leopold I I , grand duke of Tuscany, 
and Catherine the Great of Russia announced their inten
tions to be guided by Beccaria' s principle in the reformation 
of their laws. The essay both paved the way for, and was 
the guiding force in,  the major penal reforms that took place 
for two centuries afterwards. Works by Beccaria 
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MARVIN E. WOLFGANG 

B E C K , J A K O B  S I G I S M U N D  ( 1 76 1 - 1 840), German 
Kantian ph ilosopher, was born in Marienburg. He studied 
mathematics and phi losophy in Konigsberg with P. Krause 
and Kant, completing his studies in 1783. In I 79 1 he be
cam e a teacher at the gymnasium in Halle and, in 1796, 
extraordinary professor of philosophy at Halle University. 
He was called to Rostock as professor of metaphysics in 
1799 and remained there until his death. 

Purporting to defend the "true" Kantian position against 
"dogmatic" misinterpretations, Beck cal led attention to 
problem s concerning the role of the thing-in-i tself in 
Kant's theory of perception. Beck rejected any positive role 
for the thing- in-itself and argued that the object affecting 
our senses must be phenomenal. Kant's theory of affection 
is to be understood not in the transcendent sense, as the 
working of an unknowable thing-in-itself on an unobserva
ble 'T'-in-itself, but only in the empirical sense: a phe-
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nomenal body in phenomenal space affects the " I"  of inner 
sense. 

But th i s  'T' and th is  body, according to Beck, are them
selves the products of an original activ�ty of the understand
i ng. The synthetic activity of "representing" (vorstellen) 
is presupposed by our viewing sense data as given by some
th ing objectively outside ourselves. Beck therefore ob
jected to Kant's definition of sensibil ity as an immediate 
relation to an affecting object. The intu itions of sense say 
nothing about their own objectivity or source. Not until  
they are subjected to the categories of the understanding 
do they become objective , for only then can we i nvoke the 
notion of external objects and speak of intuitions as given 
to our senses by such objects. The order of exposition - of 
the Critique of Pure Reason is therefore misleading. One 
ought not to begin with sensibil i ty, but with the synthetic 
unity or "original activi ty" (ursprungliche Beilegung) of 
the understanding, the unique a priori act of combination (Zusammensetzung). 

In phil osophy of rel igion, Beck hel d that God is a sym
bol created by man, a symbol of man 's eth ical conscience . 
Piety consists s imply in obedience to the commands of 
conscience. 

In letters to Beck ( 1 792 ) Kant compl imented him for 
investigating "what i s  just the hardest thing in  the Critique," approved Beck 's  reorganization of the Critical 
Phi losophy, and said that he himself plan ned to write a 
work on metaphysics that would uti l ize the order of expo
sition that B eck had suggested. Kant's Opus Postumum 
shows the extent of Beck's influence, particularly in  Kant's 
manuscript on the progress of metaphysics s ince Leibniz 
and Wol ff. 

Some of Kant's followers classed Beck with Fichte and ac
cused Beck of making the understanding the creator of ob
jects . Beck did wri te: "Heal i ty i s  itself the original act of 
representing, from which the concept of objects subse
quently derives . " But  although he spoke of the original act 
as object-generating, he told Kant that he did not mean that 
the understanding creates objects. Beck granted the exi st
ence and importance of the given in knowledge while he 
attempted to bridge the dual i sm of sense and i ntellect and 
to ins i st that neither the given nor the notion of "th ings" 
could be taken as  epi stemological ly primary. Works by Beck 
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ARNULF ZWEIG 

B E C O M I N G .  See CHANGE. 
B E H A V I O R I S M ,  as ph il osoph ical theory, is  as  old as 

reductive material ism.  In h i s  De Corpore Hobbes at
tempted to interpret all mental states in terms of matter in 
motion;  his  i s  probably the most celebrated theory of th i s  
sort. Contemporary di scu ssion of  behaviori sm, however, 
starts with the work of J .  B. Watson. 

Watson aimed to establ ish psychology as a science, 
protesting against what he viewed as the subjectiv ism of 
introspectionist psychology. Holding that a truly scienti fic 
enterprise seeks prediction and control, Watson main
ta ined that only "objective" methods will enable ach ieve
ment of these goal s. He believed that objectivity in turn 
requires that different sci entists be able to observe the 
same objects and events. States of consciousness being 
private, observation of behavior alone i s  able to provide 
the necessary data for a scientific psychology. The behav
iorism Watson espou sed received powerful support from 
the dramatic experimental work of I van Pavlov. 

Watson believed that psychol ogy could be reduced to 
physics-that psychol ogical phenomena were ul timately 
nothing more than molecular motions .  But the reduction 
could be achieved only through physiological i nvestiga
tion. Hence, sound physiological theory was, for Watson, 
the door to the promi sed land. Other behaviori sts, for 
example, B .  F .  Skinner, are content to adopt as their unit of 
analysis molar behavior-that i s, such behavior as bar
press ing, runn ing, and bl inking-not molecular behavior, 
that i s ,  the simplest behaviors that constitute molar behav
ior. However, behaviori sts who favor molar units have in 
common with those who favor molecular units a deep 
desire to establ ish psychol ogy as a science as rigorous in  
i t s  methods and rel iable in its results as  the physical 
sciences. They also share the conviction that experimenta
t ion with animals is of inestimable importance in the 
pursuit of their  goal .  

Although philosophers have been influenced by sci
enti fic behaviori sts, they have more distinctively  phi lo
sophical motives as wel l .  I n  particular, many have viewed 
the two-substance metaphysical doctrine that derives 
principal ly from Descartes's work as a myth which must be 
demolished. 

The fact that behaviori sm is h i storically rooted in 
different concerns and traditions has led to the fol lowing 
situation : If behaviorists are broadly viewed as sharing the 
conviction that what is termed "behavior" is in some way 
the matter of central importance i n  the study of human 
beings, two behaviorists may yet not agree about anything 
of importance. 

For one thing, their interests may be very different. A 
phi losophical behaviorist may be primari ly concerned to 
analyze ordinary psychological language; a behaviorist in 
psychology, more concerned to provide scienti fic explana
tion s of psychological phenomena. For another th ing, the 
term "behavior" may not have a single meaning. Finally, 



behaviori sts disagree about the role that behavior i s  supposed to play. Some psychologists insist that every term of the science of psychology must be behavioral ly defined. Others requ ire only that behavioral criteria for the application of al l or some of the terms of psychology must be provided. Similarly, certain philosophers are behaviori sts in the strict sense that they maintain that behavior alone exists or is  real and that all so-called nonbehavioral mental states are merely the mythological constructions of excessively fertile philo sophical imagination. Others more modestly contend that bits of behavior, while not constitu ting mental phenomena, are the indi spensable conditions for proper appl ication of all or most psychological terms .  Becau se these variations exist, i t  is impos sible to  give a single account that covers all fonns of behaviori sm. Instead, the different kinds of behaviori sm must be explored. Becau se the view that behavior alone is real is general ly  defended on grounds either of the analysis of our ordinary use of psychological expressions or on the basis of scientific util ity of behavioral defin itions of concepts, it will be neces sary to deal only with these two fonns of the doctrine. Before discuss ing them, however, prel iminary remarks about the meaning of the term "behavior" are requ ired. 
DEFINITIONS OF "BE HAVIOR" A behaviorist bel ieves that behavior is in some way central to the study of human beings. But what is meant by "behavior" ? The qu estion is not as simple as it seem s. Suppose "behavior" is  defined, following common sense, as an y movement of an organism. This definition encounters a number of difficulties. First, there are certain behaviorists who wish to restrict the range of movements to which the term "behavior" appl ies so as to excl ude physiological processes. (Is the heart's pul sation a fonn of behavior?) Although Watson's class ical formulation of behaviorism embraces such movements, B. F. Skinner prefers a more restrictive concept ion : In The Behavior of Organ isms Skinner first defines "behavior" as "the action of the organism upon the outside world. " His aim was to eliminate phys iological processes from the range of phenomena with which the psychologist is properly concerned. \Vatson and Skinner agree, however, that by "behavior" is meant some sort of movem ent of the organism. A second difficulty immediately arises. Skinner, l ike most psychologists, discus ses "verbal behavior. "  By this he means not such behavior as an organism's movem ents but rather sounds produced by those movements. To accommodate this extension Skinner adds that "it is often des irable to deal with an effect rather than with the movement itself, as in the production of sounds ."  But this modi fied conception encounters still another difficulty. The movement of one's arm would clearly seem to be an instance of behavior, but suppose that the arm's motion was the result of a hurricane's effect on that limb. Would a movement produced in this way be behavior? Or must the movement be involved in something the organism is doing, some action it pe,forms? This qual i fication seems to throw the net too wide, for among the things a 
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human organism does are dream ing, reflecting, observing, inferring, and so on. These do not seem to be behavior in any obvious sense. They seem to be precisely the sorts of proces ses behaviorism was originally designed to exclude. (i\'onetheless, there are those who regard these states as forms of behavior. )  For behaviorism of any variety seeks to restrict th e scope of the term "behavior" to those things which are oi;ert, are obseri;able. Perhaps, then, "behavior" may be defined as "whatever an organism does, provided it acts upon the outside world," the necessary and sufficient test of whether the movement does "act upon the outside world" being its observabil ity. For if the thing done acts upon the outside world, then it is presumably the sort of thing that can be observed. "Behavior" in its secondary sense indicates those effects produced by such movements when it happens to be convenient so to regard such effects. But even th is definition encou nters difficulties-which a few illustrations will make clear: Among the things human organisms do and wh ich are observable are moving one's arm , throwing rocks at windows, and writhing in pain. The following locutions are perfectly common:  "I saw him move his arm" :  "I noticed him throwing a rock at the window"; "As soon as I saw that he was writh ing in pain ,  I cal led the doctor. " (That i s ,  these are actions we are able to observe. ) Although such reports are frequently made, they may be false. Although his ann moved, he may not have moved it. Although the rock he threw did go through the window, he may not have intended that it should. Although he did lie on the ground, twisting, grunting and groaning, he may have been play acting; he may not have been in pain at al l .  I n  all three cases the error may depend on the nonoccurrence of someth ing that is, in an obviou s sense, not observable :  that is ,  whatever distinguishes his moving his arm from his arm moving, an in ten tion to throw the rock th rough the window, or a pain. \\'e are left with the paradoxical s ituation that, for example, although one can observe a person writhing in pain, one cannot observe the pain without wh ich the report would be false. It seems clear that if behaviorism is not to be made trivial , at least in  relation to the concerns that original ly generated the position, the criterion of observabil ity must be modified so that it pertains only to those aspects of someth ing do11e which can be observed. One can observe the movem ents that are described as "writhing," hut not the pain. One can observe the motions of the arm and rock but not the intention with which the rock was thrown. One can observe the moving but not the elush·e someth ing which makes it a case of his moving his arm. But if  this restriction is imposed, behaviorism col lapses into what might be cal led the motionism previou sly rejected. Some behaviorists (for example, Paul Ziff) welcome the extended sense implicit in the view that writh ing in pain is behavior in the intended sense. Others (for example, B. F. Skinner) try to get round the problem by defining such things as "intentions"  and "pains" i n  term s of  funct ional relations that refer exclusively to antecedent stimulus conditions and motions of bodies. The differences between behaviori sm construed in these different ways quite signi ficantly influence what philosophers and psychologists take to be their proper object of inquiry. 
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PHILOSOPHICAL B E HAVIORISM 

Current phil osophical defenses of behaviori sm have a 
common point of origin :  the conviction that our ordinary 
psychological language cannot be correctly analyzed in a 
way consi stent with the defining tenets of Cartesian du
al ism. That is, what we actual ly  mean when we say th ings 
l i ke "He is in pai n" cannot be explained in Cartesian 
terms .  By Cartesian dua l i sm i s  meant the view that ( 1 )  there 
are two causal l y  unrelated substances ,  mental and phys
ical ; (2) whatever i s  mental i s  private ; and (3) therefore, 
the only way a person can know that he is in a certa in 
mental state i s  through observation of  his  own internal 
states. I t  i s  important to note that behaviori sm is only one 
of many alternatives to Cartesian dual ism. For exampl e, 
one might deny that mental states are the sorts of things that 
one observes about onesel f but accept the two-substance 
view. Behaviori sm results only i f  one denies that there 
are two substances and maintains that all mental terms 
can be anal yzed in terms of behavior. Normal ly, those who 
are behaviori sts in th is  sense understand the position 
as implying that all so-cal led mental  states are s imply 
behavior and are therefore overt and publ icly observable. 
Seemingly private events , such as talk ing s i l ently to one
self, are re interpreted as verbal behavior which it may be 
d ifficult  but not, in principl e ,  impossibl e for others to ob
serve (for exampl e,  vi a laryngeal movements). 

Ryle. Gi lbert Hyl e's The Concept of Mind contains the 
most sustained contemporary attack on the Cartesian 
vi ew-a view which he label s  "the dogma of the ghost in 
the mach ine. " H i s  central claim is that the Cartes ian doc
trine  i nvolves a "category-mistake. " Asking whether ordi
nary psychological concepts logicall y s ignify mental  epi
sodes or physical movements is l ike aski ng whether 
someone came home in a bus or in a flood of tears . There is 
only the i l lu s ion of mutual ly excl usive alternatives, and 
fai lure to see that this is  so is due to conceptual confusion. 
In developing an array of arguments against the Cartesian 
pos i tion, Hyle attempts to reduce to absurd i ty specific 
Cartesian theses about particular aspects of our mental l ife. 
For example, Ryle considers the Cartesian claim that when 
someone performs an action carefully, there is a private 
inner event that accompan ies the overt behavior which 
corresponds to the care involved. There is the attending, 
and there is the doing. He argues that this two-occurrence 
account is comparable to claiming that when a bird mi
grates south there is behavior which consti tutes i ts flying 
south and an i nner event which constitutes the m igratory 
aspect of that f l ight. But such a supposition , he argues, i s  
absurd. Another example would be the clai m that there i s  
some private thought that is the counterpart mental act 
which accompanies the phys ical movements that occur 
when someone does something in telligently. But if this 
were so, then we could ask whether the mental act pre
sumed to occur was done intel l igentl y or not. I f  it were, we 
wou ld have to postulate another mental act which is the 
intel l i gent aspect of that first mental act, and so on ad infinitum, which is absurq .  Al though Ryle is wi l l i ng to 
have his views labeled "behaviori sm," some of the 
concess ions he makes impl y that he does not bel ieve that 
straightforward behavioral analyses can be provided for al l 

our mental terms-parti cul arl y not for sensation terms l ike 
"pain. " 

Al though Ludwig Wittgenstei n cannot be called a behav
iorist, some of the arguments and suggestions that appear 
in h i s  Philosophical Investigations have heavi l y  
influenced and reinforced behaviori sm. This  i nfluence 
derives from his conception of a criterion, specifical ly ,  of a 
cri teri on covering thi rd-person psychological statements, 
such as "He is in pain . "  But no such cri terion covers anal
ogous first-person utterances l i ke "I am in pain"; therefore, 
whatever val idity a behavioral analys i s  might have in the 
case of third-person statements, the behavioral el ucidation 
of first-person psychological statements surely presents a 
most formidabl e difficul ty for phil osophical behaviorism 
(see CRITERION and OTHER MINDS). 

The behaviori st has unexpected dial ectical resources. 
Th i s  can be shown by exami ning three important criti
cisms made by A. 0.  Lovejoy and C .  D.  Broad. At first 
gl ance their objections seem crushing. 

Lovejoy's criticism. A. 0.  Lovejoy, in "Paradox of the 
Th i nking Behaviori st," sought to prove that "behaviori sm 
. . .  belongs to that class of theories which become ab
surd as soon as they become articulate. " I n  his argument, 
directed principa l ly  against J. B. Watson's views , Love
joy tried to show that the behaviori st does make cognitive 
clai ms ;  for exampl e, he may claim to be aware of objects 
external to himself. But the moment the behaviori st 
makes such claims he invol ves h i msel f in contradic
t ion from which he can extricate himself only by deny
ing that he knows anything-which is an absurd al ternative 
from the behaviori st' s own point of view. Hence, the be
haviori st  must either contradict himsel f or lapse into 
absurdity. The al l eged contradiction consi sts in thi s :  
Awareness of  things di stant in time and space cannot be 
identical with movements of certa in muscl es (\Vatson 
maintained that they are identical ) or with bodi ly move
ments of any sort. For no such descripti on of internal 
bodi ly  events can account for the reference made to exter
nal objects. 

In repl y  to this kind of argument, Ryl e argues that what 
it is to be aware of something has to be understood dispo
si tional ly. An anal ysis of "A is aware of (or observes) the 
chair" wi l l  take the fol l owi ng form : "If a chai r is present, 
and given such and such other conditions, A will behave in 
such and such ways . "  This di spositional statement makes 
the requ i red reference to external objects. But the onl y 
things not external to the body to which the di sposi tional 
statement refers are behavioral processes. 

Broad's criticism. C. D. Broad advances two arguments 
agai nst behaviorism. One of his cri ticisms is that "however 
completely the behavior of an external body answers to the 
behaviori stic test for intel l igence, it al ways remai ns a 
perfectly sensible question to ask :  'Has i t  real l y  got a 
m ind, or is it merely  an automaton?' " Here it i s  assumed 
that "having a mind" or attributing similar psychol ogical 
predicates to an object cannot have the same meaning as 
any terms referri ng to actual and possibl e behavior. But to 
this the behaviori st  can reply that l i ving organisms are in 
fact au tomata, a lthough of very complicated sorts. That is ,  
the behavioris t can cl aim that Broad begs the underlying 
question which is at i ssue-whether human an imals are 1 



not, after al l ,  merely very compl ex automata, and whether 
l iving organ isms in general are not more or less compl i
cated automata. On th is  view, minds would simply be 
understood to be properties of relatively complicated, 
self-directing automata. 

Alternatively, the behaviori st can admit the distinction 
between automata and l iving organ isms  but can ins ist that 
Broad i s  wrong in supposing that h is  question makes sense 
once certain behavior i s  observed. That is, the occurrence 
of certain behavior is a logically sufficient ground for 
denying that what is observed is an automaton. For exam
ple, if you saw an object making martinis ,  passing them to 
other objects , uttering sounds in an an imated fashion while 
pouring some of the l iquid through an ori fice in  the round 
th ing on top of the object, you might take this as conclu
sive evidence that the object is, after al l ,  a l iving human 
being. 

The th ird re sponse open to a behaviorist is that the 
essential difference between an automaton and a living 
organism has noth ing to do with behavior but i s  in stead a 
matter of mode of origin or chemical composition. For 
example, a l iving being is born of woman and has calcium 
compounds constituting its bones, in  contrast to the metal 
automata manufactured by an affil iate of the International 
Business Machines Corporation. 

Broad' s  second criticism is  that perception neces sarily 
involves sensations and that th is sensati onal element can
not be analyzed behavioral ly. He supposes, for purposes of 
argument, that certain molecular changes accompany par
ticular sensations. It is nevertheless true that the sensation 
and the molecular changes are d i stinct. For, Broad main
ta ins, we can ask questions about the molecular changes
for example, are they slow, circular, etc. ?- which are 
nonsensical in the case of a sensation l ike the awareness 
of a red patch . But the behaviorist can repl y to th is that 
of course sensations are distinct from molecular changes, 
but that this  is so because sensations are dispositional 
properties. Broad considers the poss ibil ity and argues 
that the sort of behavior that wil l  occur depends on the 
intentions or wants of the person who perceives. But again 
the behaviori st has a ready reply. Intentions and wants, 
he can maintain,  are them selves nothing but di spositional 
properties of organisms. 

At th i s  point the critic of behaviori sm might argue that it 
is absurd to suppose that sensations such as pain  can be 
analyzed dispositional ly. After al l ,  he might claim, if pain 
were a behavioral disposition, it would be necessary for a 
person who i s  in  pain  to discover the fact by observing his 
own behavior. But the suppos ition is absurd,  as pain is 
someth ing one is directly aware of. To th is ,  however, the 
behaviori st can reply as Paul Ziff does, that events which 
are undoubtedly behavioral ,  such as moving one's arm, are 
events of which the actor is directly aware. It is not neces
sary for a person to observe that he is moving h i s  arm in 
order to know that he is. There is no essential difference 
between behavior and sensations in preci sely that respect 
to which the critic appeal s. 

However, as was observed earl ier, th is  defense of behav
iori sm seems to purchase l ife for the doctrine by so 
construing "behavior" as to re introduce precisely those 
elements the el imination of which generated behaviori sm 
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i n  the first place-that is ,  states of consciousness or other 
mental states not accessible to direct observation. Al 
though I can observe someone moving his  arm , I cannot 
observe the aspect of things that i s  involved in his modug 
it, rather than its moving without his  moving it (see \'ou
TION). 

To summarize, ph ilosophical behaviorists seem to he 
able to draw on unsuspected dialectical resources in 
meeting critic ism. But in so doing they seem to purchase 
impregnabil ity at the expense of those very features of the 
behaviorist outlook that attracted theorists to the position 
in the first place. 

SCIENTIFIC BEHAVIORISl\l 

Attention wi l l  be restricted in this section to the case 
that is made for a behaviorist psychology and to the im
portantly different methodological doctrines embraced by 
that expression. 

The argument for behaviorism in psychology may be 
stated in the following way (th i s  is not meant to express 
any particular person's argument; but it does make expl icit 
much that underl ies commitment to behaviori sm in any of 
its scientific variants ) :  

( 1 )  The criterion of the frui tfulness of any sci en  t i  fie 
result or process is the extent to which it facil itates 
prediction (and, some would add, "control ") of human 
behavior. (Th is presupposes that investigation of 
an imal behavior is general ly regarded as ancil lary to 
the study of human behavior. ) 

(2) In order to establish that a predicted event has 
occurred, it is neces sary that the investigator observe 
some publicly observabl e property or event. 

(3) The only human properties or events that are 
publicly observabl e are behavioral in character. 

(4 ) Hence, in the case of human beings the only 
prediction which can be establi shed is one that ena
bles us to foresee behavioral properties or events. 
(This ties things down to behavior at one end. ) 

(,5 )  The predictive power of the human scientist is 
maximized to the extent that he di scovers laws that 
relate publicly observabl e circumstances (independ
ent variables ) to behavioral properties or events. 
(These may be stati stical laws. ) 

(6) Insofar as these independent variables are hu
man properti es, they must be behavioral. (This ties 
things down to behavior at the other end. ) 

(7) Therefore, the central aim of a scientific study 
of human beings should be to discover laws re lating 
behavior and other publicly observable circumstances 
to subsequent behavior. 
All behaviori sts accept some form of this argument as a 

bas i s  for their behaviori sm. But there are disagreements 
among behaviori sts that are not brought out by an exami
nation of th is argument. More speci fical ly, behaviori sts 
disagree about what it is scienti fica l ly  permissibl e to say 
about processes that intervene between the terminal be
haviors predicted and the antecedent behavior used as the 
basis  for prediction. 

Some behaviorists (for example, B. F. Skinner) claim 
that whether or not such processes occur, noth ing sci-
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enti fical ly useful can be sa id about them. The argument 
for their view can hest be expressed in terms of what Carl 
H em pel has cal led the theoretician's di lemma. The di
lemma can be stated in the following way. A proposed 
theory either facil itates prediction (and control)  of behav
ior or it does not. If it does not, then it is scientifical ly 
superfluous. If it does, then i t  succe�ds only by relating 
certain antecedent, nontheoretical conditions to speci fied 
behaviors. But if theories do thi s ,  then they can be el imi
nated in favor of empirical laws that relate antecedent 
conditions to behavior without reference to intervening 
theoret ical processes . Hence,  in  either case theoretical 
notions and statements are scientifical ly superfluous.  B ut it 
is general ly recogn ized that the fact that a sci entific theory 
can be el iminated does not render it irrelevant. In particu
lar, it  may he scienti fical ly fru itful because it provides a 
means of simplifying complex relationships without wh ich 
limited human intell igence could not function effectively. 
Hence, radical behavi ori sts like Skinner are forced to 
suppl ement the theoretician's di lemma with some other 
argument by which they purport to show that theories are, 
from the point of view of prediction (and control) ,  either absolu tely pern icious or rela tively unfru itfu l .  One of the 
i ron ies of this position is  that although part of the inspira
tion for behaviori sm is the enormous success of the physi
cal sciences, it tends to ignore the undoubted fru i tfu lness 
of theori zing in  those sciences. Radical behaviorists are 
wil li ng to use terms that are ord inarily thought to denote 
mental states or processes-for example, such terms as 
"motive" and "purpose. " But  to the extent that they are 
wi l l ing to use such expres sions ,  they requ ire that the 
expressions he behaviorally defined i n  terms of functional 
relationshi ps .  

I t  wou ld he unfortunate if readers were to infer that most 
behaviorists are radical behaviori sts. \Ve have dwelt on 
th is form of behaviorism at length only because it is con
ven ient to formulate the family of views under considera
tion hy compl icating the radical posi t ion. In fact, most 
other behaviori sts reject rad ical behaviori sm either on the 
grounds that intervening variables for which behavioral (or 
physiological ) criteria (not necessari ly defining criteria )  
can be given are permissible,  or  on the grounds that the 
radical behaviorists' skepticism about the unfruitfulness of 
theories i s  unjusti fied. The second group understand by 
" theory" a set of statements that contain con structs for 
which it is not even possible to provide behavioral criteria 
of application.  As Hempel puts i t :  

A scientific theory might therefore be l ikened to a 
complex spatial network : Its terms are represented by 
the knots, wh ile the threads connecting the latter cor
respond, in part, to the definitions and, in part ,  to the 
fundamental and derivative hypotheses included in 
the theory. The whol e system floats, as i t  were, above 
the plane of observation and is anchored to it by rules 
of interpretat ion. ( Fu ndamentals of Concept Formation in Empirica l Science, Chicago, 1952, p. 36) 

Hempel goes on to explain that these rules of interpretation 
(or, as they have variously been cal led, coordinating rules,  
operational definitions ,  or ru les of correspondence) func
tion as threads which permit ascent to the theory and de-

scent back down to the observational plane. The point is 
that not every "knot" in the floating network requires a 
rule of interpretation. 

Among the perm issible theoretical con structs one might 
find te rms  that denote "unobservable" mental states and 
processes. It seems clear that anyone who accepts a behav
iori sm of th is kind i s  participating in  a methodological 
mil ieu far removed from radical behaviori sm. 

The psychologist Clark Hul l ,  although he often express
es himself in  ways wh ich suggest his commitment to theories, actually embraces the first, more l imited departure 
from radical behaviori sm. That is ,  he does require that 
criteria of application for every concept of psychol ogy be 
provided-although not necessarily defining criteria. 

Those who reject behaviori sm al together usually also 
reject the very first assumption of the original argument. 
They view the scientific investigation of human beings as 
aiming essentia! ly at understanding and only incidental ly 
at  prediction and control. And they hold that understand
ing cannot be achieved when one adopts the constraining 
methodological maxim s  of behaviorism in any of its forms. 
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LOGICAL BEHAVIORISM. 
B E I N G .  Philosophy proceeds in part by the asking of 

large, impreci se, and overgeneral questi ons. In  the attempt 
to answer th em , the questions themselves come to be 
reformulated with greater clari ty, and one large question 
often comes to be replaced by several smaller ones. The 
history of pre-Socratic philosophy is the best example of 
th is  process,  and Being first appeared on the ph ilosoph ical 
scene as part of it. To the question "What is Being?" the 
Parmenidean answer that there is Being and nothing else 
besides Being appears to have the merit of truth, even if it  
is tautological truth. What is, is ;  and what is not,  is not. But 
what Parmenides' question in fact contains is a nontau
tological demand for the characteri stics of what is, to 
which the answer that Being is one, unchanging, and 
eternal is appropriate. Since the objects we perceive are 
many, changing, and transient, they do not belong to the 
realm of Being. Parmenides thus  fathered in broad outl ine 
a doctrine of Being from wh ich philosophers as diverse as 
Aristotle, Hegel ,  and John Dewey have tried to rescue us. 
This is the doctrine that Being i s  a name. 

"Being" as a name. "Being" may be thought to name a 
property possessed by everyth ing that is . Or it may be 
thought to name an object or a realm beyond, above, or 
behind the objects of the physical world ;  in this case, 
physical objects somehow exist by virtue of their relation
ship to "Being. " Or again ,  "Being'<may be the name of the 
genus to wh ich everyth ing that is, belongs in virtue of the 
possession of the property of Being or of standing in rela
tion to Being. The doctrine that "Being" is a name implies 
some kind of dual ism, according to which the realm of 
Being is contrasted with that of the merely phenomenal. 
Vari ations on th is doctrine are general enough to be put to 
a number of different uses in the attempt to solve quite 
different problems. Nevertheless, the basic doctrine is 
founded on a fal se assumpti on, for it  obscures the facts that 
the verb "to be" has a number of different uses and that in 
its central and c�mmonest use it does not ascribe a prop
erty, a relati on, or class membership in any way. "Being" 
is normally a participle,  not a noun . To break with normal 
usage without special justi fication is to be gratuitously 
l iable to confusion. \Ve can investigate th e type of confu
sion generated by the acceptance of "Being" as a name, 
and also the type of clari fication that came to be needed, 
by considering what Plato and Ari stotle make of Being. 

Plato and Aristotle. Plato was anxious to mark the dis
tinction between properties and objects that possess prop
erties. He located the form er in the realm of Being and the 
latter in the realm of the transient. One reason for this 
di stinction was that Plato accepted the identi fication of 
Being with the unchanging (in th is  case, the unchanging 
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mean ings of  predicate, the Forms). As a consequence, he 
was forced to deny that phys ical objects "are"-they he
long to a stage intermediate between Being and :\'ot
Bei ng, that of becoming. This is not the only paradox in 
Plato's analysis of the subject : The Form of the Good, 
wh ich exi sts at a higher level than that of the other Forms, 
cannot just "be," either; it must exist "beyond bei ng. " 

Thus, we can see in Plato one of the characteri stic re
su lts of treating Being as either a special kind of object or a 
special kind of attribute , namely, that all sorts of ordi nary 
uses of the verb "to be" must be qual ified or rewritten. 
The outcome of the attempt to make what is mystifying 
clear is to make what was clear mystifying. The author who 
first attacked this kind of mysti ficati on was, of course, Plato 
himself. In the Soph ist, the problem of negative judgment 
is handled in  such a way that it is no longer possible to 
make Parmenides' mi stake of supposing that when one 
speaks of what is not, one is speaking of what does not 
exist. � l oreover, it is scarcely proper to speak casual ly of 
confusion and mi stake at this stage in the development of 
phil osophy. The first steps toward produci ng a logical 
grammar of the verb "to be'' perhaps necessarily involved 
assimilating the di fferent senses and uses of the words, and 
of consequently becoming caught up in paradox and learn
ing how to free oneself. When Aris totle, in Book I of the Metaphysics, clarified earlier errors, he was able to do so 
only because he had learned from the efforts and missteps 
of Parmenides and Plato. 

Ari stotle made th ree crucial points about the study of 
Being as Bei ng. The first is that the special sciences may 
make use of the concept of Being and of other similar 
fundamental concepts , but these concepts are not the ob
jects of their inquiries-only phil osophy has such funda
mental concepts as the proper object of its studies. Th e 
second point is that to inquire about Being as Being is to 
attempt to isolate the unifying strand of meaning in the 
multifari ous senses in which the word "is" is used. The 
th ird point is that th is inquiry can be carri ed on only as an 
inquiry into a whole range of closely related fundamental 
concepts, in which the different species of cause and the 
notions of unity and plurality are foremost. 

Aristotle recognized that we use "is" to deny as well as 
to affirm, and to ascribe properties as well as to ascribe 
exi stence; and in various pas sages he makes use of these 
distinctions to clarify conceptual points. He recogn ized, as 
did the Scholastics, that in ascribing properti es to a subject 
we sometimes imply the existence of that subject and we 
sometimes do not (see EXISTENCE). But in his wi ll ingness 
to recognize the diversity of uses of "is," Aristotl e almost 
too easi ly accepted the view that we can speak of abs tract 
entities as well as of phys ical objects without allowing the 
former "separate" existence. Aristotle said very l i ttle, in 
fact, about the common th read that binds together the 
various uses of "is . " 

Scholastic philosophers. The non-Aristote lian medieval 
wri ters who ins isted on a si ngle meaning for "is" uninten
tionally provided a reductio ad absurdu m proof of the 
correctness of the Aristote lian approach. Both nomi nali sts 
and realists, at least in their extreme and consistent ver
sions, asserted that properties and objects exist in the same 
way : properties for the nominali sts were merely collec-
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tions of objects, and objects for the real ists were merely 
properties of properties . For the nominalist Eric of Aux
erre, "Being" was simply the coll ective name of all the 
individual s that exi st taken together and was logical ly 
equ ivalent to "thi s and th i s  and this  . . .  , "  while for the 
realist Odo of Tournai, individual s were accidents of prop
erties that are substances, and the realm of Being was a 
realm only of properties. 

Abelard to some extent reasserted the Ari stotelian dis
tinctions (and Anselm suggested some new ones of h is  
own), but  it was Aquinas who returned to the pure Aristo
tel ian tradition. Aquinas refuted once again the view that 
Being can be either a genus or a property. 

In his Commentary on Aris totl e 's Metaphysics, Aqu inas 
diagnosed Parmenides' mi stake and appl ied his conceptual 
i nsights to related problems , notably in h is  refutation of 
Anselm's Ontol ogical Argument. But Aqu inas' position 
necessari ly has a compl exity lacking in some other writers 
who have been equally careful ,  for although he could not 
accept An selm's view that to know what God i s ,  i s  to know 
that he is, he also cou ld not reject the identification of 
God's Being with his essence. According to Aquinas, with 
all fin ite creatures it is the case that what they are-their 
essence- is one th ing, and that they are-their exi st
ence- is  another. But God simply i s  Being-Esse Ipsum 
Subsistens. Because th is i s  so ,  Aqu inas was obl iged to  
agree with Anselm that if God exists, he exists necessari ly. 
But from th is  it does not follow that God does exi st. That 
there is  such a being, who is Be ing, is  shown, according to 
Aquinas, by a posteriori proofs. And of course in Thomist 
terms it is improper to think of God as just a being, one 
entity among others .  The difficulty here, however, is de
rived from difficulties that are implicit in the notion of the 
God of monotheism and not from difficulties in the notion 
of Being itself. 

Central questions. We are now in a position to d iscrim
inate d ifferent kinds of questions about Being ra ised by the 
Greeks and the Scholastics. 

Is existence a predicate? How should we characterize 
the d ifference between ascribing exi stence to a subject and 
ascribing a property to a subject? Is "is" ever a predicate ? If it i s ,  what sort of predicate? Later writers who have 
discussed th is  probl em include Descartes, in his  version of 
the Ontological Proof; Gottl ob Frege, with h is  clari fication 
of the nature of predicates ;  G. E. � loore, with his argument 
that "existence" is  not a predicate because we cannot, for 
example, significantly replace "growl" with "exist" in  all 
the quantified and negated forms of "Tame tigers growl";  
and \V. V.  Quine, with h is  analysis of Being as "to be i s  to 
be the value of a variable. " This l i st of names points up the 
fact that these questions are su sceptible of solution only 
with in the ph il osophy of logic, and the solution depends 
upon an adequate characterization of names , predicates, 
variables ,  functions, and so on. It i s  also clear that it i s  of 
primary importance to di scriminate the metaphysical iy 
noncommittal " is ," formal izable by means of the existen
tial quantifier, from other uses of the verb "to be" that are 
far more committed in their impl ications .  Noncommittal 
uses of the verb appear in ordinary language in such 
express ions  as "There is a prime number between six and 
eight," "There are three basic col ors," "There is a moun-

tain more than 29,000 feet high. " Other uses of the verb 
"to be," however, are far more committed. For example, in 
the statement "Rachel wept for her chi ldren because they 
were not," "to be" is equ ivalent to "to be alive. " Clearly, 
however, if I say "There is such-and-such a prime num
ber," there is no such impl ication ; hence, this sense of 
"there i s"  must be different. 

One finds that all analyses of exi stential assertions that 
treat them as predicative are generally unsati sfactory. 
Briefly, the reason for th i s  is that predicates refer to prop
erties ,  and properties are what di scriminate individuals 
from each other and enabl e us to pick out similariti e s  and 
dissimilarit ies ,  and hence to classify. But Being cannot be 
a property in  this sense, for it is not something that it is 
logical ly poss ible for two objects either to have or not to 
have in common. Two objects cannot be said to resemble 
each other in virtue of their both being, and since exist
ence is not a shared property, it cannot characterize a class 
of objects. For th is  reason, Being can be neither a property 
nor a genus. 

Of course some philosophers-Leibniz, for example
have talked as though Being were a property shared by 
actual objects but not possessed by possibil ia. There is no 
objection to talking l ike th is ,  provided that it is noticed 
that the word "property" is not now being used to refer to 
distingui shable characteristics of real thi ngs. H ence, the 
assertion by such philosophers that Being is a property 
is not compatible with the Aquinas - Moore view that i t  is 
not, given the two different senses in which the word is 
used. 

Abstract entities. How do we characterize the status of 
abstract entiti es,  numbers , possibil ities ,  fictions ?  These are 
al l  d ifferent problems ,  each of them complex. They are 
envi saged as part of the problem of Being, partly because 
of our ordinary use of "There is/are" in ,  for example, 
"There are two possibi l it ies," "There i s  a prime number 
between six and eight," and partly because  of a misunder
standing involved in describing certain possibil ities by 
such terms  as "real . "  When we apply the adjective "real " 
both to possible states of affairs and to actual states, we 
suggest that there i s  a realm of real ity wider than the 
merely exi stent. Thi s  is one source of the bel ief that there 
is a genus Being, of which the exi stent and the nonexistent 
(such as the possible) are species. Everyth ing cal led real 
bel ongs to the realm of Being. The mi stake l ies in not 
seeing the difference between the way in which "real " 
functions as an adjective and the way in  which "real ity" 
functions as a noun.  If I cal l a dollar bill real, I contrast 
"real " with "counterfeit. " If I call a painting "a real Ver
meer," I contrast it with a copy. But I do not ascribe to 
dollar bill  and painting the common property of "being 
real ," in virtue of which they belong to the same realm, 
that of "reality ." To say that there is a kind of Being in 
which both what exi sts and what does not exist can share is 
obviously to commit the same mi stake. But at this point we 
have returned to the question of whether Exi stence and 
Being can be properties ,  which belongs to our first group 
of questions. 

The characterization of Being-as-such. Can we find an} 
characteri stic that belongs to everything that is and that 
may therefore be said to charac.�terize Being-as -such, rather 



than individual objects? H ere again, one must distinguish 
two kinds of questions. Aristotl e pointed out that of any 
object whose exi stence I affirm, I shal l also be abl e to say 
that it is one, that it is  an obj ect. That is, by picking out 
something for the purpose of saying that it is, or that it is 
such and such ,  I pick it out as an individual. But just be
cause this is so, individual ity or unity is  not something that 
it is logical ly pos sible for a given object to possess or not to 
pos sess any more than existence i s ;  hence, they are not 
properti es any more than existence is .  The Aristotel ian 
question of what concepts must be applicable  to anyth ing 
that exists must not, therefore, be identified with the 
question of whether there are any properties that belong to 
everything that exists. 

There might, of course, have been some property that 
belonged to everything that existed just as a matter of 
contingent fact. The world might have been such that 
everything was green or cubic, or made of blancmange. 
But this wou ld be ph ilosoph ically uninteresting (qu ite 
apart from the fact that in most such worlds there would be 
no phil osophers). I t  has been held, however, that it is 
neces sary on, for example, metaphys ical ly epistemological 
grounds that everything which is, shall be of a certain 
character. H ence, Plato's view in his middle period that 
only Forms exist ,  and hence Leibniz' view that there are 
only monads, and Berkeley's view that to be is always 
either to be percipient or to be perceived. Absolute Being. I s  there a being who exists without the 
limitations of finite beings and who may therefore just be 
said to be? This is the question of God's existence. Realm of Being-as-such. Is there-beyond, over, and 
above the being of individual objects-a realm of Being
as-such ? I f  so, what is its character? The bel ief that there is 
such a realm has always haunted metaphys ics. The notion 
that Ari stotl e held such a bel ief has pervaded the history of 
metaphysics. This misinterpretation of Aristotle has simi
larly been foisted upon Aqu inas, and a Neo-Thomist myth 
of the history of philosophy has been constructed in which 
the four questions that have already been distinguished, 
all of which are genuine questions, are merged into th is 
fifth question, whose character is much more dubious. It 
then becomes pos sible to suggest that there is a singl e  
problem : "What i s  B eing?" to which different philosophers 
have given rival answers. The kind of metaphysics to 
which reference is being made can be found in Jacques 
Maritain's Preface to Metaphysics, where Maritain is os
tensibly expounding Aquinas. However, in order to treat 
Being as a subject matter, Maritain invokes what he cal ls 
the intuition of Being, a notion that cannot be found any
where in Aquinas. Aquinas, as we have already seen, 
never treated "Being" as the name of an independent 
subject matter and thus had no reason to suggest any 
means of becoming aware of the existence of such a sub
ject matter. 

The kind of history of metaphysics to which reference is 
being made can be found in D. A. Drennan 's A Modern Introduction to Metaphysics, which asserts that to the 
question "What is Being?" Parmenides repl ied that it was 
One; Plato, that it was One and Many; Ari stotl e, that it 
was Substance; Descartes , that it was Substance in  the 
modes of thought and extension; and so on. However, an 
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awareness of the nonexistence of the single question of 
Being rids us of the misleading idea that we have here a set 
of competing answers to a single question. 

The temptation to see the history of metaphys ics in this 
light seems often to be provoked by an espousal of the 
metaphysics that makes "Being" a name. \Ve can illustrate 
th is point by considering two sequences in the history of 
modern phil osophy. Hegel argued that Being is the most 
fundamental of concepts because the most elementary 
forms of judgment must involve some assertion of exist
ence, no matter how bare. But, he  continued, the notion of 
Being by itself is the emptiest of all notions. �t erely to say 
of something that it is, is to say nothing at all about it; 
hence, the notion of Being merges into that of i ts apparent 
opposite ,  Noth ing. It is not necessary to follow through the 
H egel ian scheme of categories to see that Hegel is, in fact, 
extremely cautious at th is point. His extreme antidual ism 
always led him to assert that there is noth ing else beyond 
what we confront in experience. The H egelian Absolute is 
the rational cu lmination of historical experience, not a 
power beyond and outside it. Simi larl y, for H egel ,  Being is 
a concept expres sed in our judgments of experience at a 
certain level, not the name of a realm beyond all judg
ments about experience. 

In Nicolai Hartmann's philosophy, however, we find a 
misreading of H egel paral lel to the N eo-Scholastic mis
reading of Aqu inas and Aristotl e. In Grundziige einer Metaphysik der Erkenntnis, Hartmann begins by stating a set 
of antinomies between, for example, the nature of con
sciousness as consciousness of what is other than itself and 
the nature of consciousnes s as self-contained, so that 
whatever consciousness is aware of is part of conscious
ness. That is, Hartmann describes consciousness in two 
ways that appear incompatibl e and then inquires how he 
may reconcile these two descriptions. However, instead of 
asking whether the incompatibility is perhaps only appar
ent, he  suggests that the problem arises, and is soluble, 
because both the knowing, conscious subject and the 
known object exempl ify modes of Being, although 
different modes. Clearly, it is true that both knower and 
known are, but equally cl early-for reasons given ear
l ier-this is not a property that is open to further study and 
that has strange characteri stics which enable us to resolve 
antinomies. This, however, was Hartmann's conclusion, 
and he attributed it to H egel . He merged Hegel 's 
classi fication of different subject matters and his scheme of 
concepts in order to read him as a metaphys ician who 
understood Being as having different grades and modes. 

Just as Maritain misreads Aquinas and Hartmann mis
reads H egel , so H eidegger has misread the pre-Socratics. 
H eidegger's own views have a mixed ancestry. Kier
kegaard, one of the important influences on him, in the Concept of Dread writes of dread as an experience whose 
object is Nothing. Usually in  Kierkegaard th is sort of state
ment appears to be a dramatical ly effective and logical ly 
innocent way of characterizing dread as objectless, but at 
times it seems as if Kierkegaard is no longer saying that 
dread has no object. Rather, h e  gives it a particular object 
whose name is "Nothing," thus making-but not as a 
joke-the mistake of the Red King in Through the LookingGlass, who thought that if Nobody had pas sed the mes-
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senger o n  the road, .'.\obody should have arrived first. 
To treat ".'.\ othing" as a name is like treating "Something" 
as a name and easi ly becomes a counterpart to treating 
"Being" as a name, as it does with Heidegger. Heidegger 
takes up Leibni z' questi on, "\\"hy is there someth i ng 
rath er than nothing?" He objects that this question does not 
take seriously the fact that Being and .'.\othing necessarily 
exi st together as contrasted and opposed powers . Hei
degger allows that he i s  us ing "Being" and ".'.\othing" as 
names and is therefore im·oh-ed in treating ".'.\othing" as if 
i t  were the name of something. He e,· en al lows that thi s  i s  
"unsci entific," but he concludes that this i s  s o  much the 
worse for science and so much the better for philosophy 
and poetry. Being and .'.\othim!: are not objects, and Being 
i s  indeed s harply contrasted with beings. Logic pre sup
poses Being and .'.\othing, but they l i e  beyond the grasp of 
logic. Heidegger treats what others ha,·e wri tten of the 
indeterminateness of the concepts as evidence of the elu
si\·eness of Being and .'.\othin g. 

H eidegger extends his  metaphysics into the his tory of 
philosophy by finding his  views anticipated iu the thought 
of Heracl itu s  and Parmenides.  The e,·idence for this claim 
depends partly on a set of unrel iable etymologies that 
Heidegger thinks he has found for key Greek words,  but 
e,·en when H eidegger is plaus ibl e in h i s  interpretation at 
the l ingui stic le,·el , he i�  at the least anachroni stic in h i s  
v i ew of the kind of probl em the pre-Socratics confronted. 
They progressively recognized as paradoxical , and there
fore as needing reformulation, those ,·ery form s of utter
ance that to Heidegger are and remai n fundam ental . 

I f  the philosophy of Being ha� bred not merely rival 
doctrines but ri,·al ,· iews of the hi story of philosophy, it 
ha� al so bred rival diagnoses of the errors im·oh-ed in 
treating "Being" as a noun. A.  J .-\yer has su ggested that a 
misuse of the ,·erb "to be" is the root of the error. This 
wou ld imply, howe,·er, that standard form s of grammar 
embodied in ordinary usage are somehow philosophical l y  
normati,·e-and th i s  appears t o  get matters upside down. 
Limm istic d i s tortion i s  certainl y l iabl e to breed confusion, 
but there is ,  in fact, nothing grammatica1 1y  wron g wi th 
forming a verbal noun such as "Bei ng" as an analogy with, 
for example,  "riding. " "Riding" is  used as the name of an 
activi ty: why, th en, should "Being" not be made into a 
name? It i s  surely because of the logical and metaphysical 
confusion im·oh-ed that we want to cri ticize the l ingui stic 
construction and not because the l i nguis ti c  construction 
itself is an error. 

J ohn Dewey diagnosed a twofold root of errors about 
Being.  They are partly a suni,·al from rel i gious modes of 
thou2:ht, the retention of bel ief in a realm free from change 
and decay and separate from the realm of sense percep
tion. Thi s is  explained by th e fact that al though mytholog
ical thought has been discredited, the impulses  behind i t  
sti l l  need sati sfaction. Al so, bel ief in chan gel ess Being i s  a 
consequence of man's habit of abstracting truths from the 
contexts of practice and acti ,·i ty in  which they were ac
quired (and where alone they ha,·e meaning) and treati ng 
them instead as belongi ng to a timel ess real m in which 
they wait upon ou r apprehension. Dewey's diagnosis,  
howe,·er, whi le  i t  may explain how we come to hold and 
retain confused ,· iews of Being, does not embody an ex-

pl anation of why the views are confu sed, except perhaps to 
those who are already convinced in general of the truth of 
Dewey's pragmati sm. 

In order to clarify the i s sue, we must, in fact, make the 
sort of analysis of concepts that Ari stotl e u sed in the ).fetaphys ics. \\'e may expect any analysis of the concept of 
Being to ,·ary with the general framework of concepts 
within  which it is cons idered. Ari stotel ians, Hegel ians ,  
Quineans (see O�-rOLOGY) wil l  not  al l agree, but any 
analys i s  that fai l s  to discriminate the different questions 
im·oh-ed, and that fai l s  to identify the confusion that re
sults from merging them into a single qu estion, wil l  be 
doomed to conceptual error and ,·ery likely to a mi sreading 
of the his tory of philosophy as wel l .  Bibliography 
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ALASDAIR :\lACIXTYRE 
B E L I E F . See :Ki-...;owLEDGE AXD BELIEF. 
B E L I E F  S E N T E N C E S . See I .NTE�'TIOXALITY; PROPO

SITIOXS, JUDG�IEXTS, SEXTEXCES , AXD STATE�IE�'TS . 
B E L I N S K I , V I S S A R I O N  G R I G O RYE V I C H  ( 18 1 1 -

1848), Russ ian l i terary critic, was an early leader of the 
Russian intel l igentsia and a major representative of Ger
man Absolute Ideal ism, as wel l as of the subsequent re
action against it, in nineteenth-century Russ ian philosophy. 

Belinski was born in Sveaborg, Russia (now Finland), 
the son of a provincial physician. He entered the University 
of J\loscow in 1829 but was expelled after three years, per
haps for the radical critici sm of serfdom in a romantic drama 
he wrote; his subsequent education was self-acquired. He 
began a journal is tic career in 1833 and soon became the 
chief critic for a succession of l iterary journal s in � loscow 
and (after 1839 ) in St. Petersburg, principally Otechestvennyye Zapiski ("Annals of the Fatherland"). His brill iant, 
philosophically oriented critical essays, including percep
tive early appreciations of Gogol , Lermontov, and Do
stoyevsky, won him great renown but l i ttle material reward; 
he died in St. Petersburg after a short life filled with pov
erty and illness. 

Belinski's intell ectual development typifies that of the 
early Russ ian "\Vestern izers , "  or admirers of \Vestern pro
gressive ideas and institutions,' whose leader he became: 
he passed from the romantic extremes of German Absolute 
Ideal ism through Hegel to a mature position representing 
the influence of the French social ists and Feuerbach. In 
Belinski's case, the doctrinal changes were magn ified and 
accelerated by a mercurial personal ity ,  whil e their expres
sion was often clouded by the pressures of journalistic 
wri ting under tsarist censorship. Belinski publ ished no 
systematic theoretical works, and his voluminous critical 
essays and private correspondence leave room for diver
gent interprettttions of his views. 

Belinski's earliest wri tings ( 1831 - 1836) show the clear 
influence of Schiller and Schelling. Basing his views on 
Schel l ing's nature philosophy and philosophy of art, Be
lin ski glori fied art and the creative process, and empha
sized man's inner aesthetic and moral experience in ri sing 
above empirical real ity to the "eternal Idea ."  

In  1837, after a brief enthusiasm for Fichte, Bel inski was 
introduced bv his friend and mentor, � l ichael Bakunin, to 
the thought �f Hegel. Bel inski found in the Hegel ian for
mula "all that is real is rational " a summons to a "recon
cil iation with real i ty" that turned his attention from man's 
subjective world to the objective real ity around him and 
led him to praise Russian autocracy, to view the state as 
sacred, and to regard society as metaphysically and ethi-
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cally superior to  the individual.  He expressed a Hegel ian 
conception of art as "thinking in images" and as repro
ducing rational real ity . 

Belinski's Hegel ianism, however, could not extinguish 
the regard for human individuality that in some degree 
had always marked his thinking and had been manifested 
most expl icitly during his brief Fichtean period. By l �-1 1  
he repudiated Hegel 's  subordination of the individual and 
thenceforth turned from Absolute Idealism to an ethical 
personalism that emphas ized the supreme value of the 
individual personality. At the same time, he abandoned the 
attempt to show the rational ity of the tsarist order: he be
came acquainted with the writings of Saint-S imon and ot�1er 
French socialists , and cal led increasingly for radical social 
reforms in the direction of democracy and social ism. His  
mature view of art stressed art's moral and pol itical func
tions in express ing socially progress ive ideas, for which 
reason he is general l y  regarded as the founder of the domi
nant tradition of social or "civic" criticism in Russ ia. 

Belinski's socialism remained individual istic in inspira
tion, and there is evidence that toward the end of his life 
he moved to a more moderate liberal position, advocating 
the development of a middle class  in Ru ssia. His refom1 ist 
enthus iasm and generally enl ightened outlook were well 
expressed in a famous "Letter to Gogol" ( 18-17), which set 
a moral tone for the Russian intell igentsia for generations. 
The "Letter" illu strates the antiecclesiasticism and pos i
tivist leanings of Belinski's final period, if not the outright 
atheism and materialism attribu ted to him by Soviet inter
preters. Works by Belinski 
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]A.\IES P. SCA�LAX 
B E L LAR:M I N E ,  ST .  RO B E RT ( 1 .5-12 - 162 1 ), an I tal

ian cardinal and controvers ial ist ,  was born at .\ lonte
pulciano in Tuscany and died at Rome. Educated in the 
Jesuit order, of which he became a member, he taught 
philosophy and theology at the University of Louvain 
( 1 570 - 1576), then at the Roman (J esuit) College, where 
he later served as rector. After Bel larmine was created a 
cardinal in 1599, much of his time was devoted to the 
administrative and diplomatic affairs of the Roman Catho
lic church, in which he is now venerated as a saint. His 
chief published work is the Disputations on Controcersial Matters (Dispu tationes de Controcersiis), in which Book 
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I I I  (De Laicis) treats questions of pol i tical and social 
phi losophy. Another treati se in pol i tical philosophy is the Defense of His Reply to King James I of England (Apologia Bellarmi ni pro Responsione Sua ad Librum Jacobi Magnae Britanniae Regis, reprinted in Giacon's Scri tti politici), concerning the theory of the divi ne right of kings.  

In  general , Bellarrnine's philosophic thought is Thomis
tic. His lectures at Louvain covered all  of Aquinas ' Summa Theologiae and are now preserved in the Vatican Archives, 
though they have not been printed. As a result, l i ttle is  
known of his  metaphys ical and psychological views, ex
cept for occasional explanations given in his more practical 
wri ti ngs. It is assumed that he had a very sound under
standing of the speculative thought of Thomas Aquinas , 
however, and the publicati on of the Louvaine lectures is a 
des ideratum. In ethics and philosophy of law, Bellarrnine is  
a strong opponent of the view that the source of j ustice 
is the will of God; instead, he argues that man's awareness 
of moral law derives from his understanding of the nature 
of man and his  environment, and that ultimately the com
mand (imperium) of God's law is intellectual , stemming 
from the divine wisdom. Thus, he is opposed to volunta
ri sm and defends intellectual ism in morals  and juri spru
dence. 

Bellarrnine's political theories developed in part from 
opposition to King J ames's claim that both spiri tual and 
temporal power belong to the civil  monarch. In defending 
the autonomy of ecclesiastical authori ty, Bel lannine 
strongly supported the distinction and separation of the 
powers of church and state. In chapter 13 of the Apologia, 
he argued that, though the ul timate source of both powers 
is divine,  the civil power is conferred on ru lers,  mediately, 
through the people as a medium. Thus, with Francisco 
Suarez, Bellarmine is one of the most prominent Catholic 
advocates of the "translation theory" of political sover
eignty. 

Bellarmine was fi rm ly convinced of the importance of 
the individual c i ti zen and the dignity of every man. His  
social and pol i tical thinking is reminiscent of  the four
teenth-century views of �lars i l ius of Padua. There is a 
possibi lity that Bel larmine's arguments influenced Briti sh 
anti monarchi st thinking and, through John Lock e, the 
founders of American democracy. He also recognized 
something of the investment value of money and helped to 
modify the older Catholic theory that all taking of in terest 
on loans was to be condemned as usury. In  a treatise on 
the power of the pope (De Summa Pontifice, I ,  9) ,  Bel lar
mine favored the idea of a world state but admitted that a 
plural ity of national states regulated by international law 
might be more practi cal. 

About Bellarmine's role in the prosecution of Galileo i t  
i s  hard to be precise; in 1616 he seems to have warned 
Gal ileo to di scuss the Copernican theory merely as a 
"mathematical supposition," but he almost certainly did 
not enjoin him from "teaching or di scussi ng Copern ican
ism in any way," as was charged after Bellarmine's death. 
Gal ileo's publication of the Dialogue of the Two Chief World Systems, in 1632 , caused him to be prosecuted for 
heresy on the grounds that he had thereby violated the 
supposed stricter warn ing. 
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VERXOX J. BOURKE 

B E N E K E ,  F R I E D RI C H  E D UARD ( 1 798 - 1854), 
German philosopher and psychologi st. He was born in Ber
l in  and after his gymnasium education studied theology 
and phi losophy, fi rst at Halle and then at Berl i n. He be
came university lecturer (Privatdozent) at the University of 
Berl in  in 1820 and, despite Hegel's power and official 
connections, managed to have a considerable number of 
students . 

His  fi rst books were Erkenntnisslehre nach dem Bewusstsein der reinen Vernunft (Theory of Knowledge 
According to the Consciousness of Pure Reason) and Erfahrungsseelenlehre als Grundlage alles Wissens (Exper
iential Theory of the Soul as Foundation of All Knowl
edge ). Both were publ ished in J ena in 1820. Two years 
later, he publ ished in Berl in Grundlegung zur Physik der Sitten ("Foundations of the Phys ics of � lorals") ,  a work 
which found di sfavor among the entrenched Absolute 
Idealists and resulted in  his being forbidden to lecture. 
Beneke was accused of Epicureanism, although the objec
tions given by � l ini ster von Altenstein ,  a Hegelian who 
opposed Beneke's attempted appl ication of science to 
ethics, were that the book was not so much wrong on par
ticular points as that it was unphilosophisch i n  i ts total i ty 
because it did not attempt to derive everything from the 
Absol ute. Beneke's anti -Hegel ian position led to further 
difficulties. An offer of a position at the Univers ity of Jena 
was overruled by the authorities in Berl in ,  who managed 
to find a state law to support this move. Beneke moved to 
Gottingen, where his reception was more cordial,  and 
remai ned there unti l 1827,  when he received permis sion 
to resume his lectures in Berl in .  After Hegel 's death, 
Beneke managed to advance to the rank of "extraordinary 
profes sor. " Although he was active in teaching and wri t
ing, his later years were plagued by i l lness. I n  1854 , under 
unexplained circumstances, his body was found in  a Berl in 
canal. 

Along with Herbart and some others, Beneke repre
sented a reaction against the Fichte-Schel ling-Hegel phase 
of German phi losophy. He ins isted that psychology, which 
ought to be establ ished inductively, is  the neces sary pre
supposition of all discipl ines in philosophy. Logic, ethics,  
metaphysics, and especially the philosophy of re l igion 



should be based on it. Beneke's psychology i s  a form of 
associati oni sm, and shows the influence of both Kant and 
the British empiricists, especial ly  Locke, whose disciple 
Beneke claimed to be. The senses give us only a mediated 
k nowledge of the external world and of ourselves. How
ever, we can obtain an immediate, fully adequate knowl
edge of our own mental acts by means of i nner perception. 
S tarting from this perception, we infer the inner nature of 
other beings by analogy with our own. The result of thi s  
inference i s  a pictu re of  real i ty as  contai ning an  uninter
rupted series of minds or "faculties of representation" 
(Vorstellungsfiihigkeit), extending downward from man. 
The soul consists of a system of powers or forces; it is a 
"bundle" but, contrary to Hume, not a bundle of percep
tions. 

Beneke used the language of facul ty psychology, al
though he did not intend "powers" or "faculties" to 
be viewed as hypostatized concepts. Al l  psychol ogical 
processes, he claimed, can be traced back to four basic 
ones: ( 1 )  the process of stimulus appropriation (Reizaneig
nung), in which the mind creates sensations and percep
tions out of externally caused impressions; (2 ) the process 
of formation of new "elementary faculties" ( Urvermogen) 
by means of the assimilation of received stimul i ;  (3) the 
process of transmi ssion (Ubertragu ng) and equal ization 
(Ausgleichung) of stimuli and powers, whereby a system
atic connection is formed between our becoming conscious 
of one idea and our becoming unconscious of another idea; 
(4) the process of mutual attraction and "blending" (Ver
schmelzung) of ideas of the same sort. 

B eneke's attempt to explain the mind's activiti es in  
terms of their genesis i s  remini scent of  Herbart. Unlike the 
latter, however, he assumed that philosophy must proceed 
from what is immediately given in consciousness. \Ve have 
no alternative to this starting with inner experience, he 
bel ieved, because our own soul is the only thing that we 
k now as it is in itself. We rec�gnize it as a nonspatial and 
therefore an immaterial entity. At least we have no reason 
to suppose it to be material , since it is not perceived 
through outer sense. H owever, the soul cannot be simple, 
as Herbart had maintained. I t  has, as we have noted, 
specific powers or capacities for receiving and organizing 
stimuli ;  these powers must be underivative, since stimuli 
of different k inds can be received even at the outset of our 
experience. Each of our senses is supposed to include 
several of these Urvermogen. But the soul must also be 
capable of forming new Urvermogen, in order to be recep
t ive to new sorts of stimuli .  

Beneke thus concei ved the mental life as compounded 
of active impulses (Triebe) that are activated by external 
stimuli .  The seemingly substantial unity of mind is ex
plai ned by the persistence of traces (Spu ren) of ideas that 
have become unconscious and by the mutual adjustment of 
faculties that produce new impulses. 

Additional Works by Beneke 
Neue Grundlegung zur Metaphysik. Berlin, 1822. 
Psychologische Skizzen, 2 vols .  Gottingen, 1825 - 1827. 
Das Verhiiltn iss von Seele ,md Leib. Gottingen, 1826. 
Kant  und die Ph ilosoph ische Aufgabe unserer Zeit. Berlin, 1832. 
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Lehrbuch der Psychologie als .\'at 11 ru.:issenschaft . Berlin,  1 �13. 
Die Philosophie in ih rem Verhiiltn isse z11r Erfahru ng z11r Speku

la t ion und zum Leben. Berlin,  1 833. 
Grundlinien des niit urlichen Systems der prakt ischen Ph iloso

ph ie. Berlin, 1 837. Beneke re).!arded the last part of the G nrndli
nien, which contains his theory of moral s ,  as his best work. 

.\letaph ysik und Ph ilosophie der Religion. Berlin ,  l h-10. 
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Friedrich Eduard Beneke," in  Zeitschnft fiir Gesch ich te der 
Erziehung und des Un terrich ts (Berlin, 1923), 1 - -18. 

Samuel , E., Die Realitiit des Psych ischen bei Beneke. Berlin,  
1907. 

\\'andschneider, A . ,  Die .\letaphysik Benekes. Berl in, 1903. 

ARXULF ZWEIG 

B E N  G E R S H O N ,  L E V I .  See GERSOXIDES . 
B E N N ,  GOTT F R I E D  ( 1 886 - 1956) ,  German poet and 

critic, was born in �lansfeld in \\'estprignitz, of mixed 
Prussian and Swiss - French parentage. After studying 
philosophy and philology at the universities of �l arburg 
and Berl in ,  he received a military scholarship to the Kaiser 
Wilhelm Academy of Berl in, from which he graduated as 
doctor of medicine in 19 12 . Commissioned as a medical 
officer in the German Imperial Anny, he served briefly in 
19 12  and then again after the outbreak of the war in 1 9 1-t .  
A close friendship with the poet Else Lasker-Schuler 
ended in 1 9 1 3,  and in Ju ly 1914 he married the actress 
Eva Brandt. From 19 17 to 193.5 he practiced in Berlin as a 
specialist in venereal and skin diseases. After his wife's 
sudden death in 1922, he befriended Ellen Overgaard, a 
Dani sh woman, who adopted his daughter. 

Benn collaborated with Paul Hindemith on the oratorio 
Das Unauf71orliche, which was performed in 193 1 .  Exten
s ive contact with representative writers of the Weimar 
Republic led to his election, in 1932 , into the German 
Academy of Arts (whose president, Heinrich :\lann, the 
brother of Thomas, Benn eulogized in an essay in 193 1 ). A 
somewhat sordid period of jockeying for positions in the 
new Reich ended in 1935 with Benn's losing the post of 
municipal medical  specialist, and in 1938 all his writi ngs 
were banned. He rejoined the army in 1 93.5,  co ining for 
this move the much-publ icized term innere Emigration, in 
contrast to the actual emigration of his former friends. In 
1938 he married his secretary, Herte von Wedem eyer; she 
committed suicitle in 19-t.5,  when the Russian armies were 
approaching the vil lage to which she had been evacuated. 
After the war Benn's writings were banned, but the publ i
cation of Stat ische Gedichte in Switzerland ( 1 9-18) marked 
the beginning of a new creative phase. In 19-16 he married 
I l se Kaul , a young dentist. Benn gave up his medical prac
tice in  1953. Through his deci sion to remain in Berlin, he 
became something of a spokesman for the intelligentsia of 
the city. At his death he was hailed as the greatest German 
poet since Rilke; his influence on the styles and themes of 
contemporary German poetry, certainly, is second to none. 

Benn always insisted on the hermetic nature of his po-
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etry and prose; nevertheless ,  his work faithful ly reflects 
both the hi storical events and the intel lectual turmoil  of 
h is  age. His  first col lection of poems, Morgue ( 1 9 1 2 ), 
achieved notoriety and success because of its ruthless 
exploitation of the phenomena of physical decay and dis
ease. The stark natu ral i sm of such a poem as "�Ian and 
\\'oman Walking Through a Cancer Ward" l ies both in its 
rhythmical ly weak form and in the di rection of its argu
ment, typical of much of Benn's later work : the poem 
attempts to designate some bedrock of "real ity" that wil l  
withstand contemporary skepticism. The "real ity" that 
emerges from behind the cl in ical details is a representa
tion of l ife as impersonal , merel y phys ical or biological , 
and bereft of al l spirit. 

The major German poets of the twenti eth century have 
expressed an acu te consciousness of their h i storical situa
tion, a consciousness that derives from N ietzsche's critique 
of the h istorical imagination and from Spengler's Decline of the West. Benn, in the wake of these works , described 
the age after the defeat of HH S as "postnih i l i stic. " In the 
face of national col lapse he set out to formulate an "abso
lute aesthetic," the aim of wh ich was to "transcend" the 
actual situation by means of the idea of a "pure poem," 
the poem of "absolute expressiveness" (as opposed to the 
poem of communication or opin ion with didactic i n tent). 
In Benn's poetry, however, there are elements of self
d i sclosure that seem not to be consi stent with h is  concept 
of the "pure poem. " And his  doctrine that art should be 
exclus ively concerned with "style ,  not truth," rai ses more 
questions than it answers. 

Benn's i deas on the role of art in l i fe varied.  He was able 
to speak of art as "hi storical ly ineffective, without practical 
consequences," but also to define i t  (in the wake of 
Nietzsche) as "the only va l id vind iction of l ife. " The 
"biologi sm" of Benn's earl ier poetry had been morally 
indifferent, and he had nothing but contempt for every 
form of social organization and democratic politics, espe
cial ly those of the Weimar Republ ic. It is therefore not 
surpri sing that after �larch 1 933 he emerged as the most 
important of those German poets who convinced them
selves that national social i sm  offered an answer to their 
search for a val id artistic ideology-or, rather, for val id 
poetic symbol s. Benn di scerned in H itl er's regime the ru le  
of  "a new biological type . . . [and] the victory of  the 
national idea, the victory of genuine human val ues, in  
perfect harmony with the logic of  history. " His  courtship 
with national social i sm was brief, yet even in 1950 ( in his 
embarrassing au tobiograph ical apologia, Doppelleben )  his 
main cri ticism of th{., H itl er regime was that i t  "lacked 
style . "  "Style" was for Benn the product and the 
justi fication of an image-making faculty that conforms to 
certain "absolute" laws; these laws are "autonomous" in 
the sense of being indifferent to the demands of personal 
experience and social real ity al ike. Questions of personal 
expediency apart, Benn's astonishing expectations for 
H itler's regime seem to have sprung from that contemp
tuous di sregard of poli tical real ities that had .been charac
teristic of an important section of the Gem1an cultural 
scene for many years. He saw no contradiction in assert ing 
the hermetic nature of poetry wh i l e  claiming that the 
heroic virtues of the new regime wou ld be more propitious 

for its creation. The hi storicism he culti vated served Benn 
(as it did Heidegger in 1 933) as just i fication for h is  col lab
oration, but it did not lead him to a cl ear understanding of 
the total claim of H i tler's dictatorship.  

Benn is the only major German poet who felt, albeit 
bri efly, that his vision was real ized in the National Social
ist ideol ogy, even though his poem s soon proved to be 
i ncompatible with the party l i ne in art. The el ements that 
form his best poems derive from the cosmopol i tan expres
s ionist school that flourished i n  Germany in the 1 920s as 
much as from French and I tal ian imagism; even his  invo
cation of chthonic and instinctual values ( in  h i s  praise of 
"Quaternary man" and h is  values)  has its paral lel s in E zra 
Pound, T.  E .  Hulme, and Ju l ian Benda. His  poetic style is 
cl ipped, paratactic, fu l l  of laconic al lus ions to the natural 
sciences. � l emories are imaged by means of strong and 
complex sense perceptions ;  stri ki ng phys ical detail s are 
selected, often for their sound values; all mention of "you" 
and "we" i s  rhetorical, the sol ipsi stic circl e hardly ever 
being breached ; and the situations invoked are almost 
al ways re lated to a self whose isolation is, i f  anyth ing, 
underl ined by an appeal to primordial memories. Works by Benn 
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J .  P. STERK 

B E NT H A M ,  J E R E M Y  ( 1748 - 1 832), E ngl ish Ptil i tarian 
and leader of the Philosophical Radicals ,  was born in  
Houndsditch , in  London. He entered Queen's Coll ege, 
Oxford , at the age of 1 2 ,  graduated in 1 763, and i mmedi
ate ly entered Lincoln's Inn to study law, his  father's 
profession. He was cal led to the bar in 1 767 but, although 
the law was his major preoccupation throughout his  long 
l i fe ,  he never practiced it. Instead, he set himself to work 
out a system of jurisprudence and to codify and reform 
both civi l  and penal law. His motive was a profound dis
satisfaction both with what he witnessed i n  the courts as a 
student, and '" i th its theoretical justi fication by such ex
positors as Blackstone. The theory did not seem to Bentham 
either coherent in itself or in accordance with the prac
tice ;  the practice was brutal , cumbersome, costly, and 
wrapped in unnecessary obscuri ty. Bentham's l ife work 
was the advocacy of a clear, coherent, humane, and s im
pl i fied legal system. 



In pursuit of thi s  aim, Bentham wrote many thousands of pages , but in a curiously desultory way. Before finishing one work , he would start on another; many were left unfinished, and those that he did finish he often did not bother to publish;  some were made known to the world �nly through the French translations of his Swiss  fol lower, Etienne Dumont. Bentham began his writings on legal reform with a rationale of puni shment and an elaborate Comment on Blackstone's Commentaries . It was about 35 years before the first was published { in Pari s by Dumont, in 1811 ,  together with some later material , as Theorie des peines et des recompenses); the second escaped publ ication for nearly 150 years , until 1928. Bentham did, however, publish an extract from it, in which he attacked Blackstone's eulogy of the English constituti on , under the title A Fragment on Government (London, 1776) .  The only major theoretica l  work he publ ished himself was the Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (Oxford, 1789). He  did publish a large number of pamph lets on topical issues, attacking the law of libel, the packing of juries, the oath , the extortions of the legal profession, the establ i shed church, and much else; or defending the lending of money at interest, reforms in education, and his elaborate scheme for a model prison, on which he spent much time and money. Hi s  more theoretical works-such as The Book of Fallacies (London, 1824 ), prepared and edited at Bentham's direction from unfinished manuscripts by Peregrine Bingham ; the Rationale of judicial Evidence (London, 1827), simi larly edited by J .  S. Mill after the publ ication of a shorter version by Dumont; Traite des preuves judiciares (Paris ,  1823) ,  edited by Dumont; and the posthumous Deontology (London and Edinburgh , 1834), edited by Bowring-were mostly left in an unfinished state by Bentham. The book that did most to make him known was Dumont's Trait�s de legislation civile et penale ( Pari s ,  1802) ,  which was in part an exposition of Bentham 's ideas and in part a translation of some of Bentham's publ ished and unpublished works. There are several translations of Dumont's work , the first by John Neal (Boston, 1840). Bentham tried to interest Catherine of Russia and other European rulers in his Constitutional Code (Vol .  I first publ ished London, 1830; the complete work first publ i shed in the Works. ) He was made a citizen of the infant French republ ic in 1792 , and had some influence there and in other European countries ,  as well as in that other infant repubiic, the United States of America. His most abiding influence was, however, in England, where the Benthamites became a powerful political force that attracted men of the cal iber of James Mill and his son John Stuart M il l ,  continued long after Bentham 's death, and eventually accomplished at least some of the pol itical and legal reforms Bentham had hoped for. By the time Bentham died , he was already the revered sage of a strong movement. It had a journal, the Westminster Review, which Bentham had established in 1824, at his own expense, as an organ of radical opinion to counter the Whig Edinburgh and the Tory Quarterly. The movement had even succeeded in  founding a university-University Col lege ,  London-in wh ich one of Bentham's most notable 
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disciples, J ohn Austin, became the first professor of jurisprudence. There Bentham's embalmed body, surmounted by a wax model of his head, and dressed in his accustomed clothes, is sti l l  to be seen. 
Moral theory. It is as the exponent of utilitarianism and as the acknowledged leader of the phi losophical radical s ,  whose program of social reform was fi rm ly based on uti litarian theory, that Bentham is chiefly remembered. He thought of the principle of utility as primari ly a guide for legislators . Through it he hoped to impart some order into the chaos and i l logic of the law. Attack on intuitionism. This chaos was, it seemed to him, partly the result of intuition ism (or the be l ief in intuitively apprehended absolute principles), whic:h he called "the principle of sympathy and antipathy," or "ipsedixiti sm. " The legislator happened to be revolted by some actions, so he punished them heavi ly, even though they caused suffering to no one. Bentham cited sexual offenses as one example of thi s. On the other hand, other types of action that caused great public suffering were either left unpunished or were punished very leniently. This was the inevitable result of basing a penal code on immutable "moral laws" that sti gmati zed actions as bad in themselves, without regard to their consequences. Nor was 

it merely penal law that suffered from this error in moral theory. Civil law was traditional ly based on contract: the appeal was to an absolute principle ,  "promises must be kept." But it sometimes happened that the law was unwilling to enforce a contract, perhaps because it was against pub lic pol icy. Instead of drawing the conclusion that the ru le about keeping promises was not absolute, but subordinate to a more binding ru le about the public interest, the lawyers said that in this case the contract was null and void, that there never had been a contract. In  other words, they saved their moral theory by del iberately falsifying the facts. On the other hand, when the law wished to enforce an obligation that patently did not rest on a contract, s ince none had been made, it pretended that one had been made, and spoke of a quasi -contract. Legal fictions. Bentham put these cases forward as typi cal examples of the "fictions" by which , he claimed, the law was constantly bedevi led. (Bentham's more general, and more positive, doctrine of "fictions" i s  di scus sed below. ) These cases also made clear the role that the principle of utility would play in a more rational system. Once legislators were forced to recognize that legal obl igations rested, not on arbitrary absolute moral principles but on the single aim of increas ing happiness and reducing suffering, it would be pos sibl e to lay down much more rational and consi stent principles as to which obl igations should be waived and which enforced. Hedonic calculus. Bentham was , then, the theorist of the phi losophical radicals , in that he laid down general principles from which programs of legislative and social reform might fol low immediately. But he was much less concerned with the more abstract and metaphysical questions involved. His most characteristic contribution to uti l i tarian theory was his elaboration of the "hedonic calculus. " According to thi s  doctrine, the way to judge between alternative courses of action is to cons ider the consequences of each, in terms of the pleasure and pain of all the people 
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affected. Let us suppose, for example, that a Benthamite i s  
trying to  decide whether to  take his  small nephew to  the 
ci rcus or to spend his  evening at home with a book. H e  
knows that the circus wi l l  bore h i m :  h e  may esti mate thi s  
boredom at, let u s  say, 5 units of pain; i . e .  -5  units of 
pleasure. H e  wi l l ,  on the other hand, gain some sympa
thetic pleasure from watching the smal l boy's pleased ex
citement, though not enough, certainly, to compen sate for 
his  boredom. He may put this  at +2 units of pleasure. But 
the boy may be expected to gai n great pleasure from the 
outing: perhaps 10 units .  Taking the child to the circus, 
then, may be expected to yield ( 1 0  + 2 ) - 5  units of pleas
ure; i . e . ,  7 uni ts. Now consider the alternative. A quiet 
eveni ng at home, though pleasurable, does not transport an 
adult as much as an evening out does a chi ld :  perhaps we 
may evaluate i t  at 6 units. H i s  pleasure will be spoiled a 
l ittle, too, by the sympathetic pain that knowledge of h i s  

-nephew's di sappoi ntment wi l l  cause :  say - 2  units .  Then 
there i s  that disappointment itself: s ince both the pains  
and pleasures of  childhood are intense, we may put i t  
at - 8  units .  To stay at home, then , wi l l  cause 6 - 2 - 8  
units of pleasure; i .e . ,  4 units of pain .  The choice, then, i s  
between a course of  acti on that wi l l  cause, on balance, 7 
units of pleasure, and one that wi l l  cause 4 units of pain. 
The first is clearly the one that wi l l  contribute most to the 
sum of human happiness .  It is, then, the right action in 
these circumstances .  I ts rightness is not an intrinsic char
acteri stic, but depends entirely on its consequences in any 
given case :  if the uncle found ci rcuses more boring, or the 
nephew found them less pleasant, staying at home might 
become the right acti on. 

This is, of course, a comparatively crude example. Ben
tham devoted great ingenuity to refining the calcu lus and 
working out i ts implications for legal reform. Punishment, 
for example, must be just harsh enough to deter, and no 
harsher. Any more pain than i s  necessary for this purpose 
i s  unju sti fiable.  On the other hand, too lenient a puni shment 
is a worse evi l ,  si nce the pain inflicted on the crim inal, 
being insufficient to deter, wi ll  not be counterbalanced by 
the pain spared fu ture victim s  of s imi lar crimes. Greatest happiness principle. U ti l i tarian i sm presupposes 
one overriding moral principle :  that one ought to aim at 
the greatest happiness of the greatest number. Bentham 
cou ld not entirely avoid the question of the ontological 
status of this principle. He did say that it could not be 
proved, since "it is used to prove everyth ing else," and "a 
chai n of proofs must have their commencement some
where ."  This might be taken to mean that i t  is a self
evident principle known by reason, rather l ike the principle 
of the syl logism. But Bentham could hardly ins i st on this, 
s ince he main tained that the appeal to self-evi dent princi 
ples was an appeal t o  one's own prejudices. He might  
perhaps have meant that a careful analysi s of  men's moral 
judgments would show that the greatest happiness princi
ple always did underl ie them, so far as they were consist
ent: the principle itself could then be  accepted just as an 
aim that men did have, as a matter of fact. In part, this does 
seem to be Bentham's argument. He could not quite let the 
matter rest there, however. A prej udice uni versally held i s  
sti l l  a prejudice. He  needed an  indi sputable fact o f  human 
nature on wh ich to base his ethi cs. That men seek their 

own pleasure wou ld seem to be such a fact .  "Why bother 
about the pleasure and pain of others ?" is not a silly ques
ti on in  the sense that "Why bother about one's own pai n 
and pleasure ?" is .  B entham's dictum "Nature has placed 
mankind under the governance of two sovereign masters , 
pain and pleasure" has all the air of an obvious psycholog
ical fact; but only if the pain and pleasure in question are 
our own. Psychological hedonism. The word "pleasure" is noto
riously ambiguous. Bentham was not entirely guiltless of 
using i t  ambiguous ly; but J .  H .  Burton,  in h is  introduction 
to Bentham's Works, took him to mean that "what i t  
pleases a man to  do  i s  s imply what he wil ls  to do"; and this 
was perhaps h is  most cons istent meaning. Among his  cata
logue of pleasures B entham li sted the pleasures of sympa
thy; and he did not think it necessary, as H obbes did, to 
reduce these to self-interest in the narrower sense. If  this 
was h is  meaning, B entham's psychological hedonism can
not be dismissed as si mply false.  But is it, then , just a 
trivial tautology? What Bentham was saying i s  that the 
central fact of human psychology i s  that men have desires 
and seek to gratify them. It fol lows, he thought, that the 
only rational way to judge between alternative courses of 
action is to choose the one that gratifies most desires. This 
i s  scarcely trivial , s ince many moralists have held that the 
grati fication of desire i s  si nful ,  and that virtue consi sts in  
repressing desires .  Bentham's central contention was that 
grati fication as such is always good, and that, whi le  i t  may 
often be neces sary to repress some desires, thi s  is only i n  
order that other des ires may b e  grati fied. The opposition 
between duty and incli nati on is a false one :  the real con
test is between conflicting inclinations, and is to be settled 
by considering which incl inations lead to the greatest 
pl easure; i . e . ,  the most intense and lasting sati sfaction. 

There remains  a further charge. I s  egoi sm, so interpreted, 
compatible with uti l i tarianism? If "plea sure" means 
"whatever a man wil l s," he may wel l  take pleasure in the 
happiness of others . But i t  certainly does not fol l ow that 
he must. M oreover, while we can now understand why 
"Why bother about your own pl easure?" is a s i l ly question 
(s ince it means "Why bother about whatever you bother 
about?"), it is cl earer than ever that "Why bother about the 
desires of others ?" i s  not at all s i l ly. Again, the hedonic cal
culus  impl ies that men's des ires conflict, that the action that 
wi l l  bring pleasure to one man will bring pain to another. 
Why, then, should ei ther of them worry about the other's 
pleasure? 

Bentham did not give any very explicit answer to th i s  
question. He was certai nly influenced by  the quite elabo
rate theory of Davi d Hartl ey, according to which the most 
satisfying pleasures were those that did not interfere with 
the cultivation of sympathy. This version of the natural 
harmony of interests is compatible with the arti ficial har
mony of interests that, according to Bentham, it is the 
business of the legi s lator to bring about through an elabo
rate apparatus of punishments and rewards. For, even 
granted that the course of act ion that brings most pleasure 
to the individual in the long run wi ll  be the one that also 
brings most pleasure to others ,  i t  may sti l l  be necessary for 
the legislator to intervene. Men are eas i ly seduced by the 
temptation of the immediate pleasure. The cri minal, for 



example, might eventual ly find himself, in  h i s  old age, 
looking back on his  misspent years with regret; but this 
prospect is much less likely to deter him in his youth than 
the threat of imprisonment in  the very near future. On the 
other hand, though Bentham certainly made some use of 
Hartl ey's associationism, the pres uppos ition behind the 
hedonic calculus would seem to be that individual inter
ests may real ly, and not just apparently, conflict. 

The units of pleasure. Some of the other stock critici sms 
of Bentham are easier to answer. One obvious objection to 
the hedonic calculus is  that the units of pleasure and pain 
of which B entham spoke are quite ficti tious. It is not 
merely that accurate calculation is difficul t, but that 
the question "how many times greater?" is, in this con
text, meaningless .  There is no homogeneous stuff cal led 
"pleasure" that can be weighed and measured; there are 
many different kinds of pl easurabl e experience, each 
yielding i ts own kind of sati sfaction. This i s ,  of course, 
true, and was quite apparent to Bentham. But i t  is also true 
that we cannot avoid, in some quasi-metaphorical sense, 
weighing pleasures against  each other. It  is not nonsensi
cal to say that the uncle in our example asks h imself 
whether his nephew's pleasure does or does not outweigh 
his own boredom, though it is nonsens ical to take "out
weigh" literal ly. Yet the notion of quantity is  not entirely 
absent, since it makes a difference if the uncle is  very, 
instead of s l ightly, bored, and the nephew only sl ightly, 
instead of very, pleased. 

No doubt Bentham went too far when he tried to specify 
a unit of pleasure :  the minimum state of sensibility that 
can be distinguished from indifference. But elsewhere he 
made it clear that there are no real units of pleasure and 
that reference to them is merely a convenient device for 
making our calculations as accurate as the nature of the 
case allows. He did insist that the calculations themselves 
are indispensable. For example, when fines are imposed in 
the courts, some alternative punishment must be found for 
those who cannot, or will not, pay the fine. Clearly we 
cannot strictly say that the pain of losing five pounds is 
preci sely equivalent to the pain endured during seven 
days in  prison. Yet i t  is neces sary to find some such equiv
alent, and the job of fi nding equivalents can be better or 
worse done. So understood, the weighing of pleasures and 
pains against each other is not at all absurd. That the 
process is not mathematical ly exact can hardly count 
against it as an analysis of moral evaluation, since moral 
evaluation is not mathematically exact either. 

Quality of pleasures. It may still be objected, however, 
that Bentham's hedonic calculus ignores the quality, as 
distinct from the quantity, of pleasure. This comes out 
clearly in his famous aphorism that "quantity of pleasure 
being equal , pushpin is as good as poetry. " Quite apart 
from the difficulty of deciding how many games of pushpin 
(one mill ion? two mil l ion ?) are worth one Shakespearean 
sonnet, it is objected that poetry has a kind of value that is 
completely absent  from pushpin. That is to say, it would 
be contended that there are "higher" pleasures, such as 
poetry, that are intrinsical ly more valuable than "lower" 
pleasures ,  such as pushpin. Lower pleasures may some
times please us more than higher pleasures ; but even 
then the higher pleasures are to be preferred. If th is is ad-
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mitted, the util itarian contention that pleasure i s  the sole 
good would seem to col lapse, since the higher pleasures ap
parently have an element of value, other than the mere 
quantity of pl easure, that the lower pleasures lack. 

U nlike John S tuart Mi l l ,  Bentham did not admit this 
disti nction between higher and lower pleasures. But there 
are two points here that need to be carefu l ly distinguished. 
As we have seen, Bentham did not deny that pleasures 
differ in qual ity as well as in quantity. He gave, indeed, 
quite an elaborate classification of the different kinds 
of pleasure. But th is is, after al l ,  al so true of the lower 
pleasures. The point about the qual ity of pleasures,  then, 
is quite distinct from the point about higher and l ower pl eas
ures . What Bentham did deny is that the higher pleasure 
may be better, even though less pl easan t, than the lower 
pleasure. It is true that the lower pl easure may be more 
intense; but more is involved in quantity of pleasure 
than just intens ity. Bentham di stinguished other "di
mensions" of pl easure: apart from intens ity, these are 
duration, certainty, propinquity, fecundity, and purity. 
Now it is arguable that the so-cal led "higher" pleasures 
are just  those that afford a more lasting satisfaction than the 
"lower" pl easures (duration), that enlarge our horizons 
and so open up new poss ibil ities of pl easure (fecundity), and 
that are less l ikely to be foll owed eventual ly by the pain of 
satiety and boredom (purity). These are the characteristics 
that distinguish intel lectual activity, for example, from 
purely physical pleasure. Once these dimensions are taken 
into account, i t  is by no means certain that the difference 
between higher and lower pleasures is not, after al l, a 
quantitative one. The higher pleasures, it may be argued, 
are those which men have found, through long experience, 
to be productive of most pleasure when all these factors 
are taken into account. 

Justice. Perhaps the crucial question for a uti l i tarian 
ethic intended mainly for lawyers and legislators is 
whether it can account adequately for justice. It may be 
argued that justice requires the equal ization as wel l as the 
maximization of pleasure. It is not unjust to require me to 
endure five units of pain on Monday for the sake of ten 
units of pleasure on Tuesday. But is it just to require Smith 
to endure five units of pain for the sake of ten units of 
pleasure for J ones ? I t  is doubtful whether Bentham can 
meet this objection. He does, however, argue that the 
maximization of pl easure wil l itself involve an equal izing 
tendency. This is because the economist's law of dimin
ishing util ity applies to pleasure. The minor amenities of 
l ife afford much pleasure to someone whose other pleas
ures are few, but comparatively little to someone whose 
pleasures are many. Consequently, wh ile it is true that a 
util itarian, forced to choose between a course of action that 
gives X and Y 10 units of pleasure each and one that gives 
X 3 1  units of pleasure and Y 10 units of pain, will prefer 
the second, it is also true that such choices are most likely 
to arise when X's life is as a general rule more painful than 
Y's .  

In  Bentham's view, our conviction that it is unjust 
to punish an innocent man is based on nothing but the 
empirical consideration that punishing the innocent is 
not l ikely to deter others from crime. This is, however, not 
always true:  the innocent man may be a hostage, or he may 
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be general ly thought to be gui lty. Bentham met this kind 
of criticism by disti nguishing between first-order evi l ,  or 
pain caused to as signable individuals, and second-order 
evi l ,  or pain caused to the community in general . Insecu
rity is a very great second-order evil . The point is a general 
one, of central importance. U til itarians need to invoke 
Bentham 's distinction between first-order and second
order evil in order to explain the common belief that gen
eral rul es should be kept even in those cases where some 
sl ight i ncrease in the general happiness m ight seem to re
sult from breaking them. This sl ight  increase in first-order 
good, it is argued, is outweighed by the second-order evi l ,  
which usually consi sts in the lessening of public confi
dence. (A large increase in  fi rst-order good, i t  is conced�d, 
may justify breaking the ru le. ) 

The argument i s  plausible,  though of course there is no 
way of proving that the precise point at which we feel 
justified in breaking the rule is the point at which the 
first-order good begi ns to outwe igh the second-order evi l .  
I t  i s ,  however, open to the objection that. while i t  may be 
true as a matter of fact that punishing the innocent or 
breaking a promise will in general cause more pai n than 
pleasure, most of us feel that these actions would be wrong 
even if this were not the case .  The uti l i tarian can only 
reply that this i s  a mi stake. Moral ru les, he wi ll  say, em
body human experience about what kinds of action make 
for the general happiness-human nature and the world in 
wh ich we l ive both being what they are. I f  either were 
different, morality would be different; it is a mistake , 
though a natural one , to bel ieve otherwise. 

Political and legal theory. I f  the central question of 
political ph ilosophy is taken to be: "Why, if at al l ,  should 
the citizen obey the state ?" the uti l itarian answer i s  quite 
clear. The citizen should obey just so far as obedience wi ll  
contribute more to the general happi ness than disobedi
ence. If  the central question is taken to he the nature and 
ontological status of the state , the an swer is equally clear: 
the state i s  not a super-entity with purposes and a will of 
its own, hut a human contrivance to enabl e men to real ize 
as many of their  desires as poss ible .  The "general happi
ness ," or "the interest of the comm unity in general ," is 
always, in Bentham, to be understood as the resultant of 
the hedon ic calculus ,  the sum of the pleasu res and pains 
of individual s .  

Accordingl y Bentham opposed, on the one hand, those 
individualist theories of the state that invoke the concepts 
of "the social contract" and of "natu ral rights ," and, on the 
other, all "natural law" and "organic" theories of the state. Criticism of social contract theories. Bentham repeated 
Hume's arguments against the social contract. H i s  suspi
cion of i t  was increased by its being one of those legal 
fictions in which he saw the root of so much evi l .  It was 
not asserted that every citizen had in fact contracted to 
obey the law, but only that he should be deemed to have so 
contracted. But  this is m ischievous unless obeying the laws 
does in fact make for the general happiness .  The princi
ple of uti l i ty, then, i s  the real basis of obedience. To sup
pose anyth ing else is mis leading, s ince it suggests that 
the individual need not obey any law to which he has not 
personal ly assented-a principle that, i f  taken seriously,  
cou ld lead only to anarchy. 

Criticism of natural rights doctrines. Bentham attacked 
natural rights in his  A narchical Fallacies; being an Examination of the Declaration of Rights issued during the French Revolution (written about 1 791  and fi rst publi shed in  
French by Dumont as  Sophismes politiques, Paris ,  18 16),  
and declared the whole concept to be "nonsense on stilts . "  
The basic confu sion, in Bentham's view, i s  the failure to 
distinguish between what is and what ought to be. To say 
that men have inalienabl e rights is clearly false, when the 
assertion is made by way of protest against a government 
that has in fact al ienated rights. There would be no need 
for revolutions if men were in  fact equal ,  as they are as
serted to be : what i s  meant is that they ought to be treated 
as equal but are not. On the other hand, if we take the doc
trine of natural rights as a statement of what governments 
ought to do, i t  wil l be found untenable. No government 
could continue to govern if i t  abstained from ever de
priving any of its ci tizens of l ife,  l iberty, or property 
(sti l l  less of happiness) ,  s ince taxation and punishment 
would then be impossible. So i ndeed would law itse lf, 
s ince any law is a restriction on liberty. The only principle 
that can be justified to the extent that it is backed by coer
cion, i s  that the law should not impose restrictions on any 
individual unless this is neces sary to avoid greater pain, on 
balance, to other i ndividual s :  in short, the principle of 
uti l i ty. Denial of natural law. Bentham opposed natural law on 
much the same grounds . It is a confusion to think of natu
ral law as being l i terally law, so that an enactment that 
contravenes it is nul l  and void. This would mean that the 
"supreme governors ," who make the laws , have a legal 
duty not to make certain kinds of law. B ut "that is my duty 
to do, which I am liable to be punished, according to law, 
if I do not do. . . . Have these supreme governors any 
such duty? No:  for if they are at all l iable to punishment, 
according to law, . . .  then they are not, what they are 
supposed to be, supreme governors" (A Fragment  on Government, ch . .  5, §7 ). What is meant, doubtless ,  is that they 
have either a re l igious duty or a moral duty. In accordance 
with Bentham's definition of "duty," a rel igious duty is 
one whose neglect renders one l iable to punishment by 
God, and a moral duty is one whose neglect renders one 
l iable ,  not to punishment in a strict sense, but to various 
unorganized "morti fications and inconveniences" at the 
hands of one's fe l low men. This is in line with his classifi
cation of "sanctions" :  the "moral sanction" is fear of public 
opinion. In this sense, moral duties are certainly political 
realities: Bentham agreed that the ruler is l imited by what 
public opinion will tolerate. But he insis ted on distin
gu ishing th is from a legal l im itation , and both from a neb
ulous natural law. 

It may be objected that Bentham himself was clearly 
postulating a moral duty in a different sense from the one 
he allowed. For his main theme is that the legis lator ought 
to make those laws that promote the greatest happines s of 
the greatest number. He did make some attempt to as
sim ilate th is  to his "moral sanction," hut it is cl ear that a law 
that, on balance, causes more suffering than it prevents i s  
not  neces sari ly one so unpopular that i t  provokes the citi
zens to active resi stance. A s imilar objection may be made 
about natural rights : Bentham does seem to have postulated 



at l east one moral right: the right to have one's happi
ness considered equal ly with that of other men. This is 
clearly not the same as the fact that men wi l l  seek their 
own happiness ,  nor does it fol low from the further fact that 
the legis lator, seeking his own happiness,  wi l l  see to it, if 
he is wise, that he does not provoke his subjects too far. It 
is here, indeed, that the weakness of Bentham's attempt to 
base util itarianism upon egoi sm shows itself. Sovereignty. Bentham's theory of sovereignty is the one 
that he had inherited from Hobbes and that was later to be 
el aborated by Austin. A man has political authority when 
other men habitual ly obey him. The laws are the com
mands of such men, when enforced by punishment or 
the th reat of punishment. Bentham anticipated some of the 
objections that were to be made to Austin.  It is ,  he said, 
quite possible for the same man to be al ternatel y gover
nor and subject: "to-day concurring in the business 
of issuing a general command for the observance of the 
whole society, amongst the rest of another man in quality of Judge: tomorrow, perhaps, puni shed hy a particular com
mand of that same J udge for not obeying th e general 
command which he himself (in character of governor) had 
issued . . . " His  recognition of the moral sanction enab led 
him to say that the sovereign would  find himself com
pelled to pay attention to those customary ways of behav
ior that embody the experience of the community about 
what makes for the general happiness, and so to al low for 
the part played in law by custom and tradition. He insi sted, 
however, that it  is through the command of the sovereign 
that custom has the force of law. 

Theory of meaning. Although his main interest was in 
moral and pol itical phi losophy and jurisprudence, Ben
tham's numerous if fragmentary writings include an Essay on Logic and many passing references to the theory of 
meaning. An uncompromis ing nominalist, Bentham drew 
the conclusion that most of our' words refer to fictitious 
enti ti es and not to real ones. To c

1

onsider any part or aspect 
of a real entity in abstraction is to create a fictitious entity. 
Hence qualities,  relati ons ,  and classes are all fictions : so 
are the abstract notions of time, place, motion, and sub
stance. A fiction , Bentham said, is nothing; and a quali ty of 
a fiction is equal ly nothing. Thus most of our talk is strictly 
nonsense, though it can be given meaning by trans lating it 
into terms referring to real entities. The possibil ity of 
making such translations gives ri se to what he cal led "def
inition by paraphras is . " Some words , he said, are best 
defined by tran-slating the sentences in which they occur 
into other s entences in which all the words refer to real 
entities. Examples are "duty," "right," "power," and 
titl e ," which can be understood only by reference to such 
concrete situations as one man being punished by another. 
Legal and political fictions and the mental confusion that 
results from them are, Bentham thought, largely due to the 
fai lure to make such translations; men are caught in what 
he cal led "the shackles of ordinary language. " "Metaphys
ical speculations," he said, have as their object "under
standing clearly what one is speaking of. " 

In this B entham was anticipating both the "definition in 
use" of the logical atomists and much of their underlying 
theory. In other ways, too, he anticipated some of the 
views that became in fluential early in the twentieth cen-
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tury. S ince he regarded mathematics as concerned purely 
with fictitious entities and as being essential ly "a species 
of short-hand," he  was not far from the concept of a postu
late set in which the ru les of the system itself must be 
sharply distinguished from the ru les governing the ap
plication of the system. In a rather different area, he in
si sted on the distinction between the "eu logistic" and the 
"dys logi stic" use of words ,  maintaining that the eulogistic 
and the corresponding dys logistic term refer to the same 
real enti ty. What is the difference, Bentham asked, be
tween "that luxury which all the world condemns , and that prosperi ty which all  the world admires"? 

To give another example, he claimed that "vanity," 
"ambition," and "honor" were different names for the 
same motive. In each case the motive (what moves us) i s  
the love of  reputation, which is in itself neither good nor 
bad. Let us suppose that one father s laves day and night to 
pay off his son's gambling debts and so cl ear the fami ly 
name, whi l e  another devotes his energies to marrying his 
daughter into a titled fami ly. In saying that the former is 
moved by a sense of honor and the latter by ambition we 
are expres sing a difference in our attitudes to the two men 
that is, on uti l itarian principles,  thoroughly justified, since 
the one course of action is more l ikely than the other to 
increase the general happiness. \Ve are not, however, 
referring to any difference in motive; for both men act from 
precisely the same motive, the desire that his fami ly shall 
stand well in the general esteem. Bibliography 
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B E R D Y  A E V , N I  KO LAI  ( 1 874 - 1948), Russian re l i 
gious ph ilosopher, was born near the city of Kiev. Like 
many of his contemporaries in the nobil ity, he became 
associated with populism and Marxism during his univer
sity days-an association which resulted in a three-year 
exi l e  to Vologda at the turn of the century. These same 
socialist tendencies gained him official favor early in the 
Revolution, and in  1 920 he was appointed professor of 
phi losophy at the University of Moscow, only to be exi l ed 
in 1 922 after i t  had become apparent that he would never 
become an orthodox Marxist. With the aid of fel low exi les 
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and representatives of the Young Men's Christian Association, he establ i shed the Academy of Phi losophy and Religion in Berlin, which he moved to Pari s in 1924. He also founded a Rus s ian review, Put ("The Way"), in Paris ,  where he remained active in philosophical research and discuss ion until his death. 
Metaphysics. Berdyaev's thought i s  primarily a "religious metaphysics," influenced not only by philosophers like Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, Vladimir Solovyev, and Nietzsche, but also by rel igious thinkers such as Meister Eckhart, Angelus Si lesius, Franz von Baader, Jakob Bohme, and Dostoevsky. The unique position Berdyaev wove from these influences was presented in a rambling, sometimes aphoristic, style in over twenty books and numerous articles. Thi s unsystematic form was the result of Berdyaev' s continuous effort to relate h is  theoretical interpretations to concrete, existential concerns. He never made a clear separation between his  metaphysics and his  more specific interests in re l igion, society, and hi story. The most basic notion of th i s  re ligious metaphysics i s  that of  the Ungrund (the term comes from Bohme). The Ungrund i s  anal ogous to Aristotle's prime matter or Plato's receptacle. It might best be defined as pure potential ity; but actually it i s  indefinable, and Berdyaev cal led it a "myth," thereby signifying that it is an ultimate presupposition whose value is ascertained not by demonstration, but through its success in the interpretation of actual experience. A synonymous term is "meonic freedom" (from Greek µi,, not; '6v, being), intended to designate ultimate reality as dynamic, nonobjective, and indeterminate. The essence of every exi stent is  process ;  and meonic freedom is nothing but the creative energy underlying the forms an<l directions of all processes.  The Ungrund does not exist, but precedes being in the sense that it i s  the possibi l ity of being, the negative ground essential for the reali zation of the novel ,  creative aspects of existence. S ince actual existence, as di sti nct from the merely possible, is not an incletem1 inale, anarchic chaos, there must also be an initial creative, purposeful act, determining the pure possibil ity; this is God. Through God, possibi l ity becomes identified with potential ity; and one may speak of the tendency of freedom to become,  or of freedom "l inked with cosmic aim. "  Insofar as thi s aim achieves exi stential embodiment, God is the "Creator" bringing value into being ex nihilo; that is, out of freedom . This activity, which on the phenomenal level is identical with the production and pursuit of the various forms of order and value, i s  termed the "theogonic process" (from Greek 8eos-, God; yevw, to become,  be born). Since all existents (but especial ly  man) participate in the determination of value,  God and creatures are mutual ly re lated in the pursuit of the common goal of realizing maximum value. Due to this fundamental correlation, al l positive value experience may be interpreted as the immanence of God. Contrariwi se, all evil and frustration, as instances of unreal ized potential ity, involve a separation between the divine purpose and the creatures' actual i ty that may be described as the transcendence of God. Berdyaev appropriately termed h i s  theory "monoplural ism" or "theo-pantheism," and the nature of actual ity as interpreted by this theory he cal led "theandric existence" (from Greek 8eos-, God; owr,p, man). The term for creative process i s  "Spirit"; and since God 

and all the other lesser universal exi stents ( which constitute the world) are such processes, only spirit exists. Every exi stent, as a creative activity real izing value, is free subjectivity; that is, a unique, individual, self-determining process. Objectivity ari ses solely through "objecti fication ," which is the apprehension or hypostatization within some spirit of the past qualitative states of other spirits. All spirit is individual ; no general being exists. H owever, spirit  is also universal , for its activity is the realization of values (which cannot be particular). Moreover, each entity is internally related to other entities ,  for spirit is  "concretely universal ," existing only as i ndividuals whose ful lest potential ities are real izable only in communion (Russian, sobornost) with and dependence upon the others, especial l y  God. Berdyaev cal l s  this highest real ization of a spirit's essence "personality," the primary meaning of wh ich i s  unification of purposeful self-determination and creative activity throughout changi ng experiences. God is the only  complete personal ity, and the relati onship of men to God i s  not the objective aim of worship but the subjective one of identity of purpose in every creative act. It i s  through personality that the totality of exi stence i s  unified, not as a completed organic or hierarchical whole but as a meaningful unity in process of realization in and through the many individual centers of activity. 
Philosophical anthropology. Berdyaev's major concern was always man, as understood in terms of his metaphysical theory. Whenever spirit takes the special form of human exi stence, it constitutes an ego; but in accordance with the form of relation between spirit and personal ity, not al l egos are actually persons. Only when the ego freely acts to real ize its own concrete essence, rather than abstract or arbitrary goal s, i s  it a person. A society that furthers the goal of the development of egos into persons i s  a true community, and the relationship existing among its members is "communality" (sobornost). Communal i ty is opposed by the processes of individual i zation and socialization. Socialization i s  the tendency of an ego to assume the characteri stics of objectified, abstract society, thereby sacri ficing its true nature for the false role of a "theatrical ego. " Individual ization is  the tendency of the ego to become solitary, to lead a "hermetic existence ."  However, since the deepest solitude stems from the awareness of existing in a world of social i zed abstractions, these two processes are more complementary than opposed. The fateful element in both tendencies i s  their implicit preference for the objective; they are types of objectification. The ideal of Berdyaev's own theory, "personali st socialism," was the replacement of social objectification with the inherent developmental tendencies of human nature. Society should be founded upon the existence and maintenance of the creatively free individual; and the individual should recognize and develop his nature as it truly is; namely, in its organic unity with the universal . Personalist socialism is not collectivi st (Marxist) social ism, for the latter is merely one of the more vicious forms  of social objectification. The goal of personal ist socialism is soborn1J (communal) society; and sobornost finds its expression, not in economic forces,  but in love, for only "love transforms the Ego into a personal ity. " The real ization of comm unality has many facets. Three 



of the most important can be highl ighted by taking, in 
success ion, the perspectives of government, ethics , and 
hi story. From the first perspective, the process would 
appear as the replacement of nationali stic ideals by the 
"personal ist principle," according to which "every person
al i ty ought to be situated in a condition of human existence 
corresponding to its human dignity" (Solitude and Soci
ety, p. 149). Implementation of thi s  principle would pro
duce an "ari stocracy of freedom," and would avoid the 
leveling tendency of democracy as well as communism's 
anti personal myth of a classless society. The state would 
cease to have any intrinsic value and would be reduced to 
the purely instrumental level of a tool employed for the 
implementation of various humanitarian goals .  

Berdyaev's ethical theory emphasized freedom and 
creativity and rejected all uti litarian moralities with their 
fixed ends in favor of an "immanently spiri tual" moral i ty, 
for which the distinction between ends and means is  
a false abstraction. M an i s  free not only to act morally or im
morally but also to decide for himself what is moral or 
immoral. I t  must be remembered that man is concretely 
involved with others , so this radical freedom is not at all a 
license to dominate. No truly human act can use a person 
as a means; the ethics of freedom and creati vi ty must also 
be the ethics of compassion. The moral ideal is complete,  
harmonious being, manifesting  beauty in  the form of crea
tive energy guiding and unifying the entire world in the 
project of value realization. 

If such a goal seems overly optimistic, the historical 
perspective tends to promote a real i stic balance. Signifi
cant approximation to ideal exi stence would seem to re
quire a creative epoch-a "New Middle Ages" in which 
immanent values would be substituted for the whol ly 
transcendent values of the first Middle Ages. However, 
even this could not result in complete perfection, for the 
very structure of our exi stence f9rbids the realization of 
any utopia, not only because some actions fail to achieve 
their i ntended results but also because some goods are 
mutual ly exclusive. Moreover, since the goal is the fullest 
development of spirit, and since spirit has unlimited free
dom, the end of h istory can only be a limiting ideal to 
guide future action rather than an actual event in future his
tory. Therefore, h i story is tragic in  that it proposes a goal 
that is never completely attained. 

H owever, a tragedy is always meaningful ;  and history 
pos sesses s ignificance to the extent that those spirits 
whose l ives consti tute history achieve their divine pur
pose. Consequently, even if history involves fai lure and 
suffering, its failure is a "profound fai lure" and its suffer
ing is justi fied to the degree that historical beings actualize 
that nonhi storical community of personal values that is 
Berdyaev's equivalent of the Kingdom of God. 
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B E RG E R A C ,  C Y RA N O  D E .  See CYRANO DE BER
GERAC, SA VINIEN DE. 

B E R G S O N ,  H E N R I · ( 1 859 - 194 1 ), French ph ilosopher 
of evol ution, was born in Pari s of Anglo-Polish parentage. 
Duri ng a lifetime of teaching, lecturing, and writing, he 
gained an international reputati on as the author of a new 
and distinctive philosophical outlook presented in a 
succession of books whose fluent, nontechnical style gave 
them a wide appeal. In  1900 Bergson became professor of 
philosophy at the Coll ege de France, a post he held until 
192 1 ,  when ill health obliged him to retire. He received 
many honors , i ncluding election to the French Academy 
and in 1927 the Nobel Prize for l iterature. After World 
War I ,  Bergson devoted much attention to i nternational af
fairs , in the hope of promoting peace and cooperation 
among nations. But World \Var II had begun and France 
had been occupied by the armies of Nazi Germany at the 
time of his death. 

Despite the novelty of his outlook, Bergson owed much 
to h is  predecessors in the European, and especial ly in 
the French, phi losophical tradition, primari ly to th inkers 
whose ideas supported his opposition to materialism and 
mechanism; he was convinced that neither of these doc
trines is phi losophically tenable. Thus, he was influenced 
by the idea of Maine de Biran that we sense the "flow" 
of life as a primary inner experience; by the contentions of 
Felix Ravai sson that phi losophic thought should be fo
cused on the directly intuited, concrete indi vidual , and 
that mechanism is the external form of an inner spiritual 
activity; by the contention of Alfred Foui l lee that there is 
an intrinsic freedom in human acti on; and by the teaching 
of Emile Boutroux that there exi sts a radical conti ngency 
in  nature. H i s  obl igation to ancient thought was chiefly to 
Plotinus, whose mysticism became increasingly congenial 
to Bergson in the later years of his life. The theory of bio
logical evolution, in  both Darwin's scienti fic formulation 
and Spencer's speculative formulation deeply influenced 
him. He was once "very much attached to the philosophy 
of Spencer" (The Creative Mind, p. 93), but broke away 
because of its unsatisfactory treatment of evolution and of 
time. 

TWO KINDS OF  TIME 

Of central importance in  Bergson's outlook is his dis
tinction between the time that occurs in  the theories of 
natural science and the time that we directly experience. 
Scienti fic ti me is a mathematical conception, symbol ized 
in phys ical theory by the letter t and measured by clocks 
and chronometers .  Because these measuring instruments 
are spatial bodi es, scientific time is represented as an 
extended, homogeneous medium, composed of standard 
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units (years , hours, seconds). Most of man's practical life in 
society is dominated by these u nits. But time thus repre
sented neither "flows" nor "acts . "  It exists passively, l ike a 
l ine drawn on a surface. When we turn to our direct expe
rience, Bergson urged, we find nothing that corresponds to 
th is mathematical conception. What we find, on the con
trary, is a flowing, irrevers ible succession of states that 
melt into each other to form an indivisible proces s. This 
process is not homogeneous but heterogeneous. It is not 
abstract but concrete. In short, it  is "pure time" or "real 
duration" (duree reelle) , something immediately experi
enced as active and ongoing. If we try to represent i t  by a 
spatial image, such as a l ine, we only generate abstract, 
mathematical time, which is at bottom an i l lusion. The 
great weakness of mechanistic modes of thought is that 
they consider this i l lusion to be a reality. 

DETERMINISM AND FREEDOM 

In Time and Free Will Bergson undertook to show that 
the recognition of real duration provides a basis for vindi
cating hu man freedom and di sposing of determinism. The 
determinis t, according to Bergson, holds that freedom of 
choice does not exist. He supports his view by picturing 
the situation in which one confronts an ostensible choice 
as being like arriving at a point on a l ine where a branch
ing occurs ,  and taking one of the branches. The determin
ist then contends that the particular branch taken could 
not not have been taken.  He further holds that, given fu l l  
knowledge of  the antecedent states of  mind of  the agent, 
the branch taken cou ld have been predicted beforehand. 

The force of th is  argument, according to Bergson, de
rives from misrepresenting the situation of choice by using 
an abstract, spatial ized conception of t ime. At best the de
termini st's image of the l i ne symboli zes the choice already 
made, not the choice in the making. In aeting we do not 
move along a path through time. Deliberating about a 
choice is not l ike being at a point on a l ine and osci l lating  
in space between various courses confronting u s .  Deliber
ation and choice are temporal, not spatial, acts. !\loreover, 
the determinist makes the associationi st's mi stake of sup
posing that the mind of the agent consists of a succession 
of atomic states that determine how he wi ll  act. The asso
ciationist' s mechanistic interpretation of the mind pro
duced a fal lacious picture upon which determinism was 
superimposed. 

Freedom of action, according to Bergson, is something 
directly experienced. Man feels himself to be free as he 
acts , even though he  may be unable to explain the nature 
of his freedom. However, we are free only when our act 
springs spontaneously from our whole personality as it has 
evolved up to the moment of action. If this spontaneity i s  
absent, our  actions wil l  be simply stereotyped or  mechan
ical responses. In such cases we behave like automata. 
Hence, freedom is far from being absolute. Indeed, for 
most people free acts are the exception , not the ru le. To 
this extent the determinists are right. 

BO DY AND MIND 

Direct experience not only establ i shes the reality of time 
and of freedom; it also testi fies that each of us is a body, 

subject to the same laws as all other bits of matter. B erg
son's dualism emerges clearly in Matter and Memory. 
Bodies are there interpreted as "images"; that i s ,  objects 
perceived i n  space. Among these images is one that I know 
from the outside by perception and from the inside by 
sensation or affection. This is my own body, which I also 
know to be a center of action. 

What is the relation between the body and the mind? 
Material ism holds that mind,  or consciousness, is either 
identical with brain activity or existential ly dependent on 
brain activity. Bergson rejected both positions becau se, 
he claimed, there is vastly more in a given occasion of 
consciousness than in the corresponding brain state. The at
tempt to substantiate this claim led him to reject the doc
trine that a paral lel ism exi sts between the series of 
conscious states and the seri es of brain states. The consid
erations to which he appealed came mainly from an exam
ination of memory. 

TWO KINDS OF MEMORY 

Living organisms,  unlike nonliving objects , retain their 
past in the present. This phenomenon is manifested, ac
cording to Bergson, in two kinds of memory. One kind 
consi sts of sensory - motor mechanisms or "habits" fixed in 
the body of the organism and designed to ensure adapta
ti on to a present si tuation. When an appropriate stimulus 
arises ,  one of these mechanisms "unwi nds" as a response. 
The other kind of memory, which man alone possesses, 
records in the form of memory images all the events of 
dai ly life as they occur in time. These images provide the 
content of occasions of recalling. This is "pure" memory, 
wh ich is wholly spiritual. "Consciousness s ignifies,  before 
everything, memory. " 

To defend his view of pure memory, Bergson argued 
against any corre lation of memory images with hypotheti
cal memory traces stored in the brain .  Physiological ly, 
the brain consists of a vast number of neurons,  synapsing 
with each other and with afferent and efferent nerves.  It 
resembles a telephone exchange, not a storage device. 
There is no evidence that memories are located spatially 
within it. M oreover, if a visual recollection of an object 
were dependent on a brain trace ,  there would have to be 
thousands of traces, corresponding to all the variations due 
to different points of view from which the object has been 
perceived. But what we actually have in  each case is one 
practical ly i nvariable memory image of an object, not a 
large class of different images. This ,  Bergson thought, 
constitutes proof that something quite distinct from me
chanical regi stration is involved. F inally, there are facts 
associated with loss of word memory and i ts restoration 
which point to the conclus ion that the recollective process 
is independent of brain traces. I t  fol lows that materialism 
and psychoneural parallel ism are untenable doctrines. 

How, then, is pure memory re lated to the brain ? Berg
son's answer is derived from his contention that pure 
memory retains the whole of our past. If this is the case, 
something must prevent all our memories from being 
simultaneously present to consciousness ,  since we do in 
fact recall only one or two things at a time. The brain must 
therefore act as a fi lter for our memories,  al lowing on ly 
those that are practical ly useful to emerge on a given occa-



sion. In  other words ,  the brain i s  a mechanism invented by 
nature to canal ize and direct our attention toward what i s  
about t o  happen , i n  order t o  ass ist our actions. I t  i s  de
signed not so much to promote remembering as to promote 
forgetti ng. By bri nging pure memory into contact with 
practical actions, i t  also establ i shes a l ink with habit  mem
ory, since most of our everyday actions tend to be habi tual 
and routine. In this way the two kinds of memory are 
united. 

Although he would not countenance the idea that mem
ory traces are stored in the brain,  Bergson allowed for the 
storage of images in pure memory. He asserted that pure 
memory retains al l our conscious states "in the order in 
which they occur. " Thi s  view led him to accept the con
clusion that part of the mind is unconscious or subcon
scious. It is erroneous to suppose that the exi stence of 
psychical states depends on their apprehension by con
sciousness. To suppose this is to vitiate the concept of 
mind by casting an arti ficial obscuri ty over the idea of the 
unconscious. The significance of pure memory can be 
understood only by supposing that past psychologi cal 
states have a real, though unconscious,  exi st'3nce. 

It is now possible to explain the relati on between the 
body and the mind. Here , as el sewhere , there has been a 
strong temptation to think i n  spatial terms, envi saging two 
separate substances that have to be connected. But the 
re lation between body and mind must be understood i n  
temporal , not spatial , terms.  The poi nt becomes cl ear 
when we unite the insight derived from our consciousness 
of real duration with the recogn ition that the body i s  a 
center of action, for on an occasion of action, body and 
mind are related by a convergence in time. No spatial 
representation of this convergence can be adequate. It can 
be grasped only by noting what takes place whenever we 
act. A famil iar example is our perception of the external 
world. 

PERCEPTION AND THE EXTERNAL WORLD 

The discussion of th i s  question forms an i ntegral part of 
Matter and Memory. In considering perception, traditional 
reali sm and ideal i sm have, according to Bergson, made 
two unjustified assumptions.  First, they have assumed that 
perception is a kind of photographic process that yields 
a picture of what is perceived. The mind i s  envi saged as a 
camera obscura in side which images are generated. Sec
ond, they have �garded perception as a cognitive function 
whose aim is  to provide pure knowledge. Bergson con
tended that perception cannot possibly be a photographic 
process, for images are not inside the m ind but are part of 
the spatially extended world. Moreover, perception does 
not generate images,  but selects those images that have a 
possible bearing on actions. Nothing remotely akin  to pure 
knowledge is involved at the perceptual level. Once these 
assumptions are discarded,  the di spute between realism 
and ideal i sm can be resolved. 

In supporting thi s idea Bergson used biological consid
erations. B iologists are agreed that there has been an evo-
1 ution of the structure and the functions of the central 
nervous system in living organisms. This evolution has 
proceeded from relatively simple types of organi zation 
toward greater and greater complexity, through a series of 
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minute, adaptively significant changes. In s imple organ
isms the rudi ments of perception are to be found in me
chanical responses to external sti mu lation. Direct contact 
with bodies,  such as we experi ence in  tactile perception, 
belongs to this stage. The role of the rudimentary nervous 
system is to faci l i tate acti on. What occurs i s  a reHex activ
ity, not a "representation" of things. The sole difference 
between this stage and much later ones i s  that vol untary 
action became possible as a result of the evolution of the 
higher brain centers . But the difference is not one of kind, 
but only one of compl ication. Accordingly, si nce the nerv
ous system i s  constructed from one end of the evo lu
tionary scale to the other as a uti l i tarian device, we must 
conclude that perception, whose evol ution is regulated by 
the evol ution of the nervous system, is also directed toward 
action , not toward knowledge. 

If that is so, why is human perception a consci ous 
process,  and why does everyth ing happen as if conscious
ness were a product of brain activity? The reason is that 
human perception is normal ly "im pregnated with memory 
images . "  It i s  poss ible to form a metaphysical concept of 
"pure perception" free from any admixture of memory. I t  
i s  even possible, B ergson thought, to have such a pure 
perception , which he spoke of as an "i ntuiti on . "  But mos t 
of the time our perceptions are interlaced with memories ; 
conversely, a memory becomes actual by being embodied 
in some perception. The convergence that takes place 
accounts for the fact that perceptual images (objects per
ceived) have a "subjectivity. " We become conscious of 
them. This  phenomenon has a biological significance, for 
in  man, and in  higher organisms general ly, perception is 
predomi nantly directed toward di stant objects spread over 
a wide field. These objects have a great many potential 
effects on acti on. One way an organ ism has of adapting to 
this situation i s  to antici pate the effects by "reHecting" 
possible l ines of action from its body to the distant objects. 
Thi s gives the organism a biologi cal advantage by putti ng 
it in a posi tion where it can select a course of action that 
wi ll  serve i ts needs. Thus the world is consciously per
ceived by us; but it is not a different world from the one 
that antedated our perception. It is the same world related 
to our needs and intentions. 

Body and mi nd, then, are united in the selective act of 
perception. The body contributes perceptive centers that 
respond to the influences of environing bodies .  The mind 
contributes appropriate memory images that give to what 
is perceived a completed, meani ngful form. There is no 
"constructing" of the external world out of subjecti ve 
impress ions; no "inferring" of the exi stence of that world 
from ideas i n  the mind; no posi ting of things in themse lves 
that are beyond the li mits of poss ible experi ence. By in
terpreting phys ical things as images,  Bergson was able to 
regard the materi al world as directl y perceivable. Tradi
ti onal ideal i sm was therefore repudiated. Yet a partial 
conces sion to idealism was made by cal ling thi ngs " im
ages ." Thi s  term implies a rejection of the real is t's view 
that things consi st only of material particles, or of primary 
qual ities, or of some hidden substance. Things have all 
the qualit ies they are perceived to have. A partial conces
s ion to real i sm was made by admitting that the total ity of 
perceived things, past, present and future, must always be a 
small fragment of material reality. The upshot is a doctrine, 
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intermediate between idealism and reali sm, that combines, Bergson contends, what is sound in each and discards what is unsound. Body and mind are above all united in real duration, for perception is an event in  the concrete present, and the present is no geometrical point or "knife edge"  separating past from future. I t  is a continuous flowing, an  "invisible progress of the past gnawing into the future. " Perceptual acts are intrinsical ly temporal and dynamic. Yet the world we come to know by means of them is not a flux. It has a relative stabili ty. Our concepts often refer to things that remain much the same for long periods. These things may have fixed position, sharp outl ines, and clearly marked qual ities. In view of what has been said about perception, how are such facts accounted for? The reply involves Bergson's conception of the intellect and its functioning. 
THE INTELLECT AND THINGS The evolution of the human species gave rise to the capacity for conceptual or rational thought. This capacity i s  traditional ly referred to  as the  intel lect. I t s  origin, Bergson contended, was conditioned by several circumstances. Fi rst, man is one of the social animals,  and effective action in human societies requires some use of rational thought. Second, man is a tool-using and tool-making animal. These activities could not advance far without fosteri ng conceptual ization. Third, man is an animal who invents and uses language. Thi s  powerful in strument of communication stimulated the development of intel lect, and was in turn profoundly in fluenced by it. Here again the aim was to promote community of action. Thus, both in origin and in function, the intel lect is a practical capacity. It is no more speculative than i s  perception. By using his intellect, civil ized man has produced a vast body of knowledge about the world. Is  not much of this knowledge speculative, in the sense of being a cognitive reflection of the world as i t  really i s ?  Bergson held that this is not so. Since the intellect is practical, its products must be in strumental to action , not mirror- like reflections. Concepts , even when they belong to advanced theories in  the sciences, are sti l l  pragmatic devices. For scientific knowledge is di rected toward prediction and control of events, being in this respect an extension of common-sense knowledge. The technological triumphs of modern man provide the clue to the proper understanding of his intellectual powers . Because of its practical orientation, the intel lect functions in a characteristic way. It treats whatever it deals with in spatial terms, as if the latter were a three-dimensional body. Ordinary language i s  pervaded by spatial metaphors ; and scientific theories, especially those of physics ,  make great use of geometrical models. The operations of our intell ect, e specially in science, "tend to geometry, as to the goal where they find their perfect fulfilment" 

(Creative Mind, Introduction II). Again, the intellect has an inherent tendency to break up whatever it deals with into homogeneous units. A whole can be understood only by analyzing it in terms of uniform parts. This tendency i s  re flected in  the predominance o f  measuring operations and instruments, such as clocks, scales ,  and yardsticks ,  in civil-

ized societies . Furthermore, the intel lect is at home only when deal ing with what is static, fixed, immobile. Hence, in seeking to understand the phenomenon of motion, the intellect has recourse to immobile units, such as points of space or instants of time, out of which motion is reconstructed. Bergson spoke of "the cinematographical method" of the intellect, l ikening it to a movie camera that translates motion into a series of static "frames." An important consequence of th is is that the intell ect is committed to the use of formal logic and mathematics, both of which supply unchanging structures for thought. Finally, when something comes into existence or ceases to exist, the intel l ect interprets what happens as a rearranging of constituent elements. This mean s that the aris ing of something absolutely new, the creation of novelty, cannot be admitted by rational thought. Even growth and evolution mu st be understood as new arrangements of old parts . It i s  now pos sib le to explain why the world external to us consists of relatively stable, discrete things .  The intellect, functioning in its characteristic way, i s  responsible. It "breaks up," "cuts up," or "carves up" matter into distinct and separate objects so as to promote the interests of action. Presumably, the operation requires the collaboration of perception, although Bergson did not make the point clear. He al so fai led to make clear whether the intellect is perfectly free in  carving out individual things, or whether it  has to fol low certain lines of cleavage in the intrinsic structure of matter. Sometimes he talked as if the external world of things had been "fabricated" by the intellect's imposing form on a featureless, material flux. At other times, he implied that the intellect "carves nature at the joints," fol lowing "the lines which mark out the boundaries of real bodies or of their real e lements. " In one place he even stated that "matter is primari ly what brings divis ion and precis ion" into things ; but this can hardly be construed as an acceptance of the doctrine that matter is the principle of individuation. Despite these obscurities, Bergson's position entai ls that the intellect is  necessary, if not sufficient, for the "individuating" of things in space. This requirement is relevant, of course, only to things of which we have conceptual knowledge. What is its bearing on the knowledge each of us  has of his  own body? Here a further obscurity ari ses. Bergson declared that we know our body in two ways, external ly  by perception and internally by affection. But since at the level of affection the intell ect is not involved, it would appear to follow that the object known cannot be a separate, individual thing. Nevertheless, Bergson did speak of the central image, "distinct from al l others ," that each of us identifies as his body. What determines its distinct individuality? In Matter and 
Memory he remarked that "our needs . . .  carve out, within this conti nuity [of the perceptible world], a body which is to be their own. " This is a puzzling remark, be-cause often the body is what has the needs, and hence it can scarcely be "carved out" by them. It may be that the living human body, unlike inanimate bodies, has an individuality that does not depend on the functioning of the intellect. Or it may be that the obscurity here originates in Bergson's doctrine about what the intel lect knows and what can be known only by intuition. 



INTUITION AND INTELLECT 

Alongside the capacity for conceptual thought, there 
exi sts i n  man a capacity that Bergson cal led "intuition ."  
Both capaci ties are the result of  evolution, but  the second 
is derived from insti nct, the type of biological activity most 
elaborately manifested in the social insects. Instinctive 
activity has consciousness "slumbering" with in it, and 
evolution has awakened the consciousness in man . Intui
tion for Bergson is " insti nct that has become disinterested, 
self-conscious, capable of reflecting upon its object and of 
enlarging i t  indefinitely. " S ince i t  is  di sinterested, the 
capacity is  detached from the demands of action and of 
social l ife. It is  like a painter's power of seeing the world 
just as it is  presented to h im in pure perception. B ut in
stead of yielding an aesthetic experience, intuition yields 
knowledge. Hence, it is of profound importance for the 
philosopher. 

In his Introduction to Metaphysics, Bergson emphasized 
the immediate, nonconceptual character of i ntuition, en
vi saging it as a direct participation in, or identi fication 
with , what is i ntui ted. In the case of the external world, 
i ntuition is an act "by which one is transported into the 
interior of an object i n  order to coi ncide with what there is  
unique and consequently inexpressible about it. " In the 
case of the self, i ntuition is an immersion in the indivisible 
flow of consciousness, a grasping of pure becoming and 
real duration. The result is "knowledge which is  contact 
and even coincidence." U nlike the intellect, which remains 
outside what i t  knows , requires symbol s, and produces 
knowledge that is al ways relative to some viewpoint, 
i ntuition enters into what it knows, dispenses with sym
bols ,  and produces knowledge that is absolute. 

B ergson subsequently modified this doctrine in certain 
respects. He came to emphasize the cogitative character of 
intuition i nstead of its immediacy, and even spoke of it as a 
mode of thinking. As such , i t  i� not a spontaneous flash of 
insight  but an act that is engendered by mental effort. To 
achieve an intuition, we must turn our attention away from 
its natural concern with action. This act demands concen
tration of thought. Even when we are successful, the re
sults are impermanent. Yet the intel lect can effect a partial 
communication of the results by using "concrete ideas," 
supplemented by images. "Comparisons and metaphors 
will here suggest what cannot be expressed." Conse
quently, the knowledge attained by intuition is not alto
gether ineffa\ile. Nor is it ,  in the strict sense, absolute, for 
i ntuition i s  a progressive activity that can widen and 
deepen i ts scope indefinitely. Its l imits cannot be fixed 
a priori . These modificati ons were related to changes i n  
Bergson's conception of  the roles o f  metaphysics and the 
natural sciences. 

THE NATURAL SCIENCES AND METAPHYSICS 

The natural sciences are for Bergson a typical achieve
ment of the i ntell ect, and they therefore reflect a l imitation 
in  the inte llect's functioning. This l imitation emerges 
when the sciences form their conceptions of time and 
motion. In each case a static abstracti on is produced. Time 
is conceived as what clocks measure in spatial ly discrete 
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units .  � lotion i s  conceived as a succes sion o f  fixed pos i
tions on a linear path . Both abstractions are practically 
useful, but they falsify the nature of time and motion as 
concrete ly experienced by ignoring the crucial element of 
becoming. This fal sification i s  inherent in  the intellect's 
way of working. By its very nature, the intellect is 
equipped to handle only what is  repeti tive and routine; 
real becoming baffles it. Hence the sciences have a severe 
disabil i ty built  i nto them. � l oreover, as the ancient phil os
opher Zeno of Elea first pointed out, conceptual thought 
runs into contradictions or "paradoxes" whenever it tries 
to give a thorough analysis of motion. These paradoxes, 
although designed by Zeno for a different purpose, show, 
according to Bergson, that the scienti fic concept of motion 
is  basical ly i ncoherent. The concl usion must be that the 
sciences can never provide a complete and adequate ac
count of the universe. They need to be supplemented by 
some other discipline. 

An obvious choice would seem to be metaphys ics, but 
classical metaphysics is equal ly a creation c,f the intel lect 
and suffers from the same disabi lity as the sciences. �l eta
physicians, with a few exceptions l ike Heraclitus, have 
misconstrued change and failed to give it the priori ty it 
actual ly has in the world. They have regarded being as 
ultimate, and becomi ng as derivative. Accordingl y, meta
physical theories have been based on such concepts as the 
indestructible atoms of Democritus, the eternal forms of 
Plato, or the fixed categories of Kant. These concepts i l lus
trate the intellect's addiction to unchanging units that are 
mechanically combined or separated according to the rules 
of logic. Neither time nor change can be understood when 
so approached. The constructions of metaphys ics are as 
inadequate here as those of science, without the latter's 
usefulness. 

Classical metaphysics has also mistakenly supposed that 
an all-embracing "system" can be constructed, bringing 
within its scope not only what is actual but also what is 
possible. This idea rests on a fallacious assumption that 
there is a "realm of possibil ity" over and above the realm 
of actuality. The belief in  possibles that would be reali zed 
by acqui ring existence is  an i l lusion of the intellect, de
signed to exclude the notion of absolute novelty. "Let us 
have done," Bergson urged, "with great metaphys ical 
systems embracing al l the poss ible and sometimes even 
the imposs ible !"  

By fol lowing this course, we shall automatical ly get rid 
of a number of pseudo problems that classical metaphysi
cians have generated. They have asked, for instance, why 
something exists rather than noth ing. Thi s has seemed a 
sensible question because they could al ways add, "There 
could be nothing. "  Bergson replied that the sentence 
"There could be nothing" has no meaning. " 'Noth ing' is  a 
term in  ordinary language wh ich can only have meaning in 
the sphere proper to man, of action and fabrication." The 
term designates the absence of what we are seeking in  
the world around us .  It can be properly used only because 
many thi ngs already exi st. To oppose "nothing" in an 
absolute sense to existence is to embrace a pseudo idea 
and engender pseudo problems. 

These criticisms do not imply that metaphysics is to be 
rejected, for Bergson proposed to redefi ne metaphysics 
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and provide it with a new method. Instead of employing 
the intell ect, it  is to employ intuition. This is the theme 
of the Introduction to Metaphysics. In e laborating it, Berg
son sometimes seemed to be saying that since intuition 
alone provid�s knowledge of the real , the intellect i s  re
stricted to knowledge of appearances. It wou ld fol low from 
this that metaphysics is a di scipline superior to the natural 
sciences. Indeed, from a philosophical standpoint the sci
ences are cognitively worth less because they can say noth
ing about real ity. The impression was thus created that 
Bergson's outlook was "anti-scientific. " In later writ
ings he endeavored to correct this impression by urging 
that metaphysics and the sciences must be coordinate and 
equal in value. Both are concerned with the real ,  the sci
ences with the domain of matter, metaphysics with the 
domain of spirit. Moreover, the knowledge that each gains 
is capable of indefinite expansion, and can approach com
pleteness as an ideal l imit. I t  was in this connection that 
Bergson seems to have revised his doctrine of intuition, 
closing the gap between it and the intell ect without oblit
erating the distinction between the two. H i s  objective was 
to formulate a phi losophy that wou ld  submit to the control 
of science and that could in turn enable science to pro
gress .  The disciplines would then have a common frontier. 
I n  adopti ng the method of intuition, metaphysics is abl e to 
supplement the sciences by giving a true account of dura
tion, of becoming, and even of evol ution. 

M E CHANISTIC AND CREATIVE EVOLUTION 

Bergson was born in the same year that The Origin of Species was publ ished, and the revolutionary impl ications 
of th is work permanentl y affected his thought. He accepted 
the historical real ity of evol u tion,  but rejected attempts to 
explain it in mechani stic or material i stic terms. Hence he 
cri ticized Darwin's explanation, and also the less influen
tial explanations of Lamarck , Theodor Eimer, and Spencer. 
I n  place of them he advanced a doctrine that owed much 
to the tradition of European and especial ly French vital
ism, and at the same time drew inspiration from Plotinus .  
The result  was a vision of the cosmos going far beyond the 
facts of biology, though purportedly based on them. These 
matters were presented in  Creative Evolution, Bergson's 
most famous book. 

Darwin explain�d the evol uti onary process by supposing 
that in  every population of organisms there occur random 
variations that have different degrees of adaptive value. 
The variations having maximum value for the survival and 
reproduction of the organisms are "natural ly selected"; 
that is, they are preserved and transmitted to subsequent 
generations ,  wh ile the other variations are el iminated. 

Bergson argued that this explanation fai led to account for 
a number of facts. A multicel lular animal , or an organ l ike 
the vertebrate eye, is a functional whole made up of coor
dinated parts . If just one or a few of the parts happened to 
vary independently of the rest, the functioning of the 
whol e would be impaired. S ince evolution has occurred, 
we must suppose that at each stage all the parts of an ani
mal and of its complex organs have varied contempora
neously so that effective functioning was preserved. But it 
i s  utterly implausible to suppose, as Darwin did, that such 

coadapted variations could have been random , for then 
their coadaptation would  remain a mystery. Some agency 
other than natural sel ection must have been at work to 
maintain continuity of functioning through success ive 
al terations of form. 

Another fact that Darwinism fai led to explain is why 
l iving th ings have evolved in  the direction of greater and 
greater complexity. The earl iest l iving th ings were simpl e 
in  character and well adapted to their environments . Why 
did the evolutionary process not stop at this stage ? Why did 
l ife continue to complicate itself "more and more dan
gerously"? To appeal to the mechanism of selection for an 
answer was, Bergson thought, insufficient. Something must 
have driven l ife on to higher and higher l evel s  of organi
zation, despite the ri sks involved. 

Darwin's  predecessor Lamarck avoided the idea of ran
dom variations by supposing that variations were caused 
by the "effort" exerted by individual s in  adapting to the 
environment. Bergson considered this a more adequate 
explanation than the Darwinian. Yet it involved accepting 
the principle that acquired characteristics are transmitted 
from one generation to the next, and empirical evidence i s  
heavi ly against th is .  Furthermore , the Lamarck ian notion 
of a conscious "effort" i s  too l imited to serve as an explan
atory device. It could  perhaps operate in  the case of ani
mals but hardly in  the case of plants or microorganisms. To 
make the notion work , it  must be broadened and deep
ened. Simi larly, Eimer's appeal to orthogenesis ;  that i s ,  to 
an inner principle that directs the course of evolution, has 
merit if interpreted nonmechani stical ly,  but not if inter
preted,  as E imer did, in phys ico-chemical terms.  The 
synthetic ph i losophy of Spencer also had merit in so far as 
it sought to extend the evolutionary conception to the 
universe at large . Yet because Spencer rel ied exclu sively 
on the intell ect, and because he subscribed to the fal se 
idea that ph i losophy can be a super science, Spencer failed 
to do justice to real duration and to the creation of novel ty. 
He  held that evolution is due to combinations of matter 
and motion. This makes his ph i losophy a th inly di sgui sed 
vers ion of mechanical material i sm, wh ich reconstructs 
evolution "with fragments of the evolved. " 

To obtain a true  understanding of the evolutionary 
process,  the findings of biology must be supplemented, 
Bergson thought, by the fi ndings of metaphysics. The chief 
clue is found in  what intuition reveal s of our own inner 
nature as l iving beings; we are typical constituents of the 
universe, and the forces that work in  us also work in all 
th ings. When we focus upon what intuition discloses of 
ourselves, we find not only continuous becoming and real 
duration, but also a consciousness of a vital impetus (elan vital), of our own evolution in  time. We are thus led to the 
idea of "an original impetus of l ife" (un elan original de la vie) that pervades the whole evol utionary process and 
accounts for its dominant feature s. Accordingly, the history 
of l ife is to be understood in creative, not mechani stic, 
terms. 

THE VITA L  I MPETUS AND EVOLUTION 

Bergson's doctrine of the vital impetus i s  speculative , 
although often formulated as if it were a report of an estab-



l i shed fact. The impetus i s  declared to be "a current of 
consciousness" that has penetrated matter, gi ven rise to 
l iving bodies ,  and determined the course of their evolu
tion. The current passes from one generation to the next by 
way of reproduction-in bisexual organi sm�,  by way of 
the reproductive cel l s .  The vital impetus is the cause 
of variations that accumulate and produce new species. It 
coordinates the appearance of vari ations so as to preserve 
continuity of functioning i n  evolving structures. And i t  car
ries l ife toward ever higher complexity of organization. 
Strictly speak ing, the impetus does not generate energy of 
i ts own, over and above that already present in matter. \\'hat 
it does is "to engraft on to the necess ity of physical  forces 
the largest possible amount of indetermination. " This inde
termination is evident in the contingency and creativi ty that 
have characterized the history of life. At every stage the 
impetus has been l imited by recalcitrant matter. Hence, i t  
is always seeking to  transcend the stage i t  has reached and 
always remains inadequate to what i t  tries to produce. 

The earl iest l iving things were phys ico-chemical sys
tems into which the vital i mpetus "insinuated itself. "  I ts 
potential i ties could be real ized only minimally in  these 
systems. Consequently, i t  divided so that life moved for
ward in  several qui te different directions. One direction 
was taken by the plants , another by the insects , and a th ird 
by the vertebrates. The three directions i l lustrate respec
ti vely the predominance of stabil i ty, instinct, and intelli
gence. �o predetermined plan or purpose was involved in 
al l this. Bergson expres sed as much opposition to the doc
trine of radical final i sm as he did to mechani sm. Both 
doctrines deny that there has been an unforeseeable crea
tion of forms, that these forms i nvolve di scontinuous 
"leaps," and that real duration i s  a cumulative, i rrevers ible 
Row. Yet although the vital impetus is not finalistic, it does 
engender progress.  A perfecting of functions has occurred 
through successive stages .  An increasing realization of 
consciousness has also occurred. 

This last contention made it difficult  for Bergson to 
maintain an opposition to final ism, for it is in man that 
consciousness has been most ful ly realized. Here the vi tal 
impetus has found i ts most adequate expression as intelli
gence. I t  has l ikewise achieved genuine freedom by at last 
making matter i ts i nstrument. There was in fact "a sudden 
leap from the animal to man. " Hence in Creatice Ecolution Bergson said that man might be considered the reason 
for the exi stence of the entire organization of life on our 
planet. He immediately qual ified this statement by add
ing that it is "only a manner of speaking. " \\'e should not 
think that humanity was "prefigured" in the e,·olutionary 
process from the beginning. 

By the time he wrote the essay that became the "Second 
I ntroduction" to The Creatice J.lind, Bergson was more 
forthright. He there stated categorically that the appear
ance of man is the raison d'etre of l ife on the earth. I n  The Two Sources of Jlorality and Rel igion he also contended 
that it i s  man, "or some other being of l ike significance, 
which i s  the purpose of the entire process of evolution. " 
This contention seems very close to finali sm. However, 
Bergson continued to insist that the appearance of man 
was in no sense predetermined, though "it was not acci
dental , either. "  Terrestrial evolution might have produced 
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some other being "of the same essence." Such bei ngs have 
doubtl ess ari sen elsewhere, for Bergson thought that the 
vital impetus animates innumerable planets in the univer�e. 
The impetus is thus not l im ited to the earth; creati ve evo-
1 ution is a cosmic process .  

This contention i s  not argued for in  any detai l .  :\<;  so 
often in his writings , Bergson tried to make the contention 
acceptable by means of analogies. He likened the vital 
impetm to steam escapi ng at high pressure through the 
cracks in a container. J ets gush out unceasi ngly, the steam 
condenses into drops of water, and the drops fall back to 
the source. Each jet and its drop� represent a world of 
matter animated by l ife. A small part of the jet remains 
uncondensed for an instant, and makes an effort to raise 
the drops that are fall ing. But i t  succeeds at most in retard
ing their fall. So  the vi tal impetus achie,·es a moment of 
freedom at i t� highest point,  in man. I t  might be inferred 
from this analogy that matter is not �omething su i generis, 
but is rather the lowest form assumed by the outpouring of 
spiri t. However, matter and spirit were repeatedly de
scribed by Bergson as coexistent and interdependent. 

GOD A:\'D THE �IYSTICS 

The rel igious aspect of  Bergson\ outlook became in
creas ingly pronounced toward the close of h i s  l ife. Even in Creatice Ecolu tion he had spoken of the vital impetus as a 
"supra-consciousness" to which the name "God" might be 
attached. But this is very different from the conception of 
traditional \\'estern theology. For if God is identical with 
the vi tal impetus ,  then he is pure acth·ity, limi ted by the 
material world in which he is �truggling to manifest him
self. He is neither omnipotent nor omni scient. God "has 
nothing of the already made," but is ceaseles � ly chan ging. 
I n  The Two Sources of J.forality and Religion ,  Bergson 
moved somewhat closer to the Chris tian position; he af
fi rmed that God is love and the object of lm·e. There is also 
a divine purpose in the evolutionary process. Evolution i� 
nothing less than God's "undertak ing to create creators, 
that He may have, besides Himself, bei ngs worthy of His 
love ."  

The di scovery of  this pu rpose and of  the real i ty of God 
cannot be made by the intel lect. It can be made only by 
the sort of intuition that is the mystical experience. For the 
vital impetus, Berg�on contended, is communicated "in its 
entirety" to exceptional persons. These are the mystics 
who achieve contact and partial coi ncidence with the 
creative effort that "is of God, if i t  is not God Himself. "  
This experience ,foes not terminate i n  pas s i ,· ity, but lead� 
to intense activity. The mystics participate in God's lo,·e 
for mankind. They are therefore impe lled to advance the 
divine purpose by helpi ng to complete the development of 
man. They want to make of humanity what it would 
straightway have become if humanity had been able to 
reach its final form without the aid of man himself. The 
spiri t  of the mystics must become universal in order to 
ensure man's future e,·olution. 

Bergson acknowledged that the bi ggest obstacle to the 
spread of the mystical spirit is the ceaseless struggle that 
most men mu st wage against the material conditions of 
life. Yet he did not beli eve that these conditions could be 
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ameliorated by programs of pol itical and economic reform 
devi sed by the intellect. Consequently, the most we can 
hope for at present is that the spirit of the mystics will be 
kept alive by small groups of privileged souls ,  "until such 
time as a profouud change in the material conditions im
posed on human ity by nature should permit, in spiritual 
matters, of a profound transformation ."  The mystics, 
through their experience of love, will keep open a trail 
along which the whole of humanity can eventually pass. 

C LOSED AND OPEN SOC IETIE S 

Since man is a social animal , h i s  future evolution wil l be 
accel erated or retarded by the sort of group in which he · 
l ives. B ergson di scussed th i s  question in  The Two Sources of Morality and Religion, where he drew a distinction 
between a society that is "closed" and one that is "open," 
describing in  each case corresponding types of rel igion 
and of moral i ty. 

A closed society is one dominated by the routi ne and me
chanical. I t  is resi stant to change, conservative,  and author
i tarian. I ts stabi lity is achieved by increas ing i ts self
centeredness. Hence, conH ict with other self-centered 
groups, often involving war, is a condition of its preserva
tion. I nternal cohes iveness is secured by a closed morality 
and a closed re l igion. Bergson's analysis was influenced by 
the sociological doctrines of Durkheim.  Closed moral i ty is 
static and ahsolutistic; cl osed religion is ri tual i stic and 
dogmatic. Both i nst itutions exert pressure on individuals to 
accept the standard practices of the community. Spontaneity 
and freedom are reduced to a minimum. Conformity be
comes the prime duty of the cit izen. There is  an obvious 
analogy between such a society and the repetit ive mech
anisms dealt with by the intell ect. I ndeed , Bergson re
garded closed societies as i n  large measure the intel lect's 
products . 

The exi stence of a multiplicity of closed societies on 
the earth is an obstacle to human evol ution. Accordingly, the 
next development in  man requires the establ ishment of an 
open society. I nstead of being l imi ted, i t  will  embrace all 
mank ind; instead of being static, i t  will be progressive; 
instead of demanding conformity, it  will encourage the 
maximum divers i ty among individuals. I ts moral and reli
gious beliefs will he equal ly flexible and subject to growth. 
Rel igion will replace the stereotyped dogmas el aborated 
by the intell ect with the i ntuition and i l lumination now 
achieved by the mystics. The spread of the mystical spirit 
must ultimately create an open society whose freedom and 
spontaneity will express the divine elan which pervades 
the universe. 

Bergson's outlook had a marked influence on the thought 
and li terature of Europe. His gi fts as a writer, his ingenuity 
in constructing vivid anal ogies,  and h is  flair for describing 
the suotleties of immediate experience-"true empiri
cism," as he cal led it-contributed to the popularity of his 
work , as did the impressive use that he made of the bio
logical and psychological ideas of his time. On the other 
hand, critics have contended that many of h i s  doctrines are 
vague and il l -supported by arguments. Too often , it is said, 

rhapsodic formulations are offered where there ought to be 
sustained logical analysis. There is ,  for instance, no clear 
statement of how real duration, the flow of consciousness,  
and the vital impetus are related. Are these separate 
processes, or just di sti nguishable aspects of one process ? 
Does matter have an independent status, or i s  i t  simply a 
"devital ized" form of the elan vital? Such questions are 
d ifficult, if not impossible ,  to answer. Many critics have 
also deplored the encouragement that B ergson's doctrine 
of the intellect gave to the advocates of irrational ism and 
the cruder versions of pragmati sm. Yet when all these 
cri tici sms have been made, the Bergsonian heri tage 
remains an important el ement in twentieth-century 
phil osophy. Works by Bergson 
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T. A. GOUDGE 

B E R K E L E Y ,  G E O R G E  ( 1 685 - 1 753),  I ri sh philosopher 
of English ancestry, and Anglican bishop of Cloyne, was 
born at Kilkenny, I reland. He entered Trinity College, 
Dublin in 1 700 and became a fellow in 1707. In 1709 he  
publi shed h i s  first important book , An Essay Towards a New Theory of Vision. This was wel l received, and a sec
ond edition appeared in the same year. The fol lowing year A Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge, Part 1 ,  was publ i shed. This is the work in which 
Berkeley first published his immaterialist phil osophy, and 
although i t  made him known to some of the foremost wri t
ers of the day, its conclusions were not taken very seriously 
by them. In 17 13  B erkeley went to London and there 
published the Three Dialogues Between Hylas and Philonous, a more popular statement of the doctrines of the Principles. While in London , Berkeley became acquainted 
with Addi son, Swift, Pope, and Steele and contributed 
articles to Steele's Guardian, attacking the theories of the 
freethinkers. He traveled on the Continent in 1 713 - 1 7 14 
(when he probably met and conversed with Malebranche) 
and again from 1 7 1 6 to 1 720. During this  tour he lost the 
manuscript of the second part of the Principles, which he 
never rewrote. Toward the end of the tour, he wrote a 
short essay, in Latin ,  entitled De Motu, published in Lon
don in 172 1 ,  criticizing Newton's ph il osophy of nature and 
Leibniz' theor3/ of force. In 1 724 Berkeley was made dean 
of Derry. 

About this time, Berkel ey began to prepare a project for 
establ ishing a col lege in Bermuda, at which not only the 
sons of American coloni sts but also Indians and Negroes 
were to receive a thorough education and be trained for 
the Christian mini stry. Having obtained promises of sub
scriptions from many prominent people, B erkeley promoted 
a bi l l ,  which was passed by Parliament, providing for con
siderable  financial help from the government. In 1 728, 
before the money was forthcoming, Berkeley, who had just 
married, left for Rhode I sland, where he intended to es
tablish farms  for supplying food for the col lege. He settled 
in Newport, but the grant never came; and in 1 73 1 ,  when 
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it was clear that the government was diverti ng the money 
for other purposes, Berkeley had to retu rn home. Wh ile in 
Newport, however, Berkeley had met and corresponded 
with the Samuel Johnson who later became the first presi
dent of King's College, New York (now Col umbia Univer
sity). Johnson was one of the few ph il osophers of the time 
to give dose attention to Berkeley's philosophical views, 
and the correspondence between him and Berkeley is of 
considerable philosophical interest. While he was in New
port, B erkeley also wrote Alciphron, a series of dialogues 
in part developed from the articles he had written for the Guardian, directed against the "minute phil osophers ," or 
freethinkers. This was published in 1732. 

Berkel ey was in London from 1732 to 1734 and there 
wrote The Analyst ( 1 734), a critici sm of Newton's doctrine 
of fluxions and addressed to "an infidel mathematician. " 
Thi s  and A Defence of Free-Thinking in Mathematics 
( 1 735) aimed at showing that the mathematicians so ad
mired by freethinkers worked with concepts that could not 
withstand close scrutiny, so that the confidence given to 
them by "the philomathematical infidels of these times" 
was unjustified. It is not surprising that Berkeley was made 
bi shop of Cloyne, Ireland, in 1 734. 

Berkeley carried out his episcopal duties with vigor and 
humanity. His diocese was in a remote and poor part of the 
country, and the problems he encountered there led him to 
reflect on economic problems. The result was The Querist 
( 1 735 - 1 737), in which he made proposals for deal ing with 
the prevailing idleness and poverty by means of public 
works and education. He also concerned himself with the 
health of the people and became convinced of the medici
nal value of tar water. In  1744 he published A Chain of Philosophical Reflexions and Inqu iries concerning the Virtues of Tar-Water, and divers other Subjects connected together and arising from one another. When the second 
edition appeared in the same year, the title Siris, by which 
the book is now known , was added. Much of the book is con
cerned with the merits of tar water, but Berkeley passed 
from this  subject to the causes of phys ical phenomena, 
which, he held, cannot be discovered in the phenom
ena themselves but must be sought for in the Divine activ
ity. This  is in line with his earlier views, but some readers ,  
on the basis of  his admiring references to  Plato and the 
Neoplatonists, have considered that by this time he had 
considerably modified his original system. The Siris was 
Berkeley's last philosophical work. He died suddenly in 
Oxford nine years later. 

An account  of Berkel ey's l ife and writ ings wou ld be 
inadequate without some reference to his Philosophical Commentaries. A. C. Fraser discovered a series of 
notes by Berkeley on all the main topics of Berkeley's 
philosophy and published them in 187 1 in his edition 
of Berkeley's works, under the title of Commonplace Book of Occasional Metaphysical Thoughts. It was later 
noticed that these notes had been bound together in the 
wrong order, and it has now been shown that they were 
written by Berkeley, probably in 1707 - 1708, while he 
was thinking out his New Theory of Vision and Principles. 
This  work makes it clear that Berkel ey was already con
vinced of the truth of immaterial ism before he publ ished 
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the New Theory of Vision, in which that view is not men
tioned. The Philosophical Commentaries throw valuable 
l ight upon Berkeley's sources, bugbears , prejudices, and 
arguments. 

MAIN THEMES OF BERKELEY'S PHI LOSOPHY 

Since the word idealism came into use in the eighteenth 
century, Berkeley has been known as a leading exponent 
of ideal ism, and even as its founder. He himself referred to 
his main view as "the immaterial i st hypothesis ," meaning 
by this that he denied the very possibil ity of inert, mind
les s ,  material substance. This description has some advan
tage over ideal i sm in that i t  brings out Berkeley's radical 
opposition to material ism; whereas the opposite of ideal
ism is  real ism, and there are grounds for doubting whether 
Berkeley intended to deny the real ist contention that in 
perception men become directly aware of objects that 
persist unchanged when they cease to be perceived. 
Berkeley's fundamental view was that for something to 
exist it must either he perceived or else be the active 
being that does the perceiving. Things that are perceived 
he ca l led "sensible th ings" or "sensible qual ities ," or, in 
the te rminology he had borrowed from Locke, "ideas. " 
Sensible things or ideas, he held, cannot exist except as 
the pass ive objects of mi nds or spirits ,  active beings that 
perceive and will .  As he put it  in the Philosophical Commentaries, "Existence i s  percipi or percipere," and he 
added "or velle i . e .  agere" -existence is  to be perceived or 
to perce ive or to will , that is, to be active. Thus there can 
be nothing except active spi ri ts on the one hand and pas
sive sensible things on the other, and the latter cannot 
exist except as perceived by the former. Thi s  is Berkeley's  
ideal i sm or immaterial ism. 

Criticism of contemporary science. The above account 
of Berkeley's  wri tings emphas izes their apol ogetic intent, 
an intent that can be seen in the subtitles of his major 
writings-that of the Principles i s  typical :  Wherein the chief causes of error and difficulty in the sciences, with the grounds of scepticisrn, a theism and irreligion,  are inqu ired in to. It will be seen that "the chief causes of diffi
culty in  the sciences" are al so prominent. Berkeley consid
ered that in  the mathematics and natural sciences of his day 
in sufficient attention was given to what experience reveals 
to us. Apart from Newton , the mathematicians were,  he 
wrote in the Philosophical Commentaries, "mere tri flers , 
mere Nih i larians . "  For example, they conceived of l ines as 
infinitely divis ible,  but this is not only absurd,  it could be 
maintained only by men who "despised sense. " Thus 
Berkeley regarded himself as protesting against the ex
cesses of uncontrol led rational ism. Hence he put forward a 
most antirational istic view of geometry, although he never 
developed its implications very far. Similarl y he thought 
that the natural phi losophers deluded themselves with 
words when they tried to explain the physical world in 
terms of attractions, forces , and powers . Natural science, as 
he understood it ,  was descripti ve rather than explanatory 
and was concerned with correlations rather than with 
causes. He thus sketched out a view of science that was 
revived and developed by nineteenth-century and twen
ti eth-century positivis ts. 

Sensible qualities are the signs of God's purpose. 
Berkeley's pos itivism, however, was confined to his ac
count of natural science. The order of phenomena, he held, 
was willed by God for the good of created spirits . In  deci
phering the conjunctions and sequences of our sense ex
perience we are learning what God has decreed. Thus 
sensible qualities are the language in wh ich God speaks to 
us. In the third and fourth editions ( 1 732) of the New Theory of Vision Berkeley said that the obj ects of sight are 
a divine visual language by which God teaches us what 
things are good for us and what things are harmful to us. In 
the Alciphron, publ i shed that same year, he argued that 
"the great l\lover and Author of Nature constantly explain
eth H imself to the eyes of men by the sensible intervention 
of arbitrary signs ,  which have no s imil itude or connexion 
with the things sign ified. " \Ve learn that certain visual 
ideas are signs of certain tactual ones, certain smel l s  
s igns of  certain colors , and so on . There i s  no necessity 
about thi s ,  any more than th ings necessari ly have the 
names that convention as signs to them. J ust as some sen
sible qualities are signs of others, so sensible qual i ties as a 
whole are signs of the purposes of God who "dai ly  speaks 
to our senses in a manifest and cl ear dial ect. " 

Thus,  taken as a whole, Berkel ey's philosophy is a form 
of immaterial ism combined with an extreme antirational i st 
theory of science. The regularities between phenomena 
are regarded as evidence for, and as signs of, God's pur
poses. J ust as a man's words reveal his  thoughts and inten
tions by means of the conventional signs of language , so 
the sensible order reveal s God's will  in phenomena that 
could  have been ordered quite differently if he had so 
decided. 

THE NEW THEORY OF VISION 

Al though B erkel ey did not  mention h i s  immaterial i sm in An Essay Towards a New Theory of Vision, this work throws 
important l i ght upon his quarrel with the mathematicians 
and his rejection of the rational ist point of view. It  contains ,  
too , an interesting statement of what Berkeley then thought 
about geometry. Furthermore, the Essay helps us to see, 
from what Berkeley said  about the objects of vision , how he 
came to the view that sensible qualities cannot exi st 
"without the mind. " Among the main contentions of the 
book is the claim that di stance or "outness" i s  not imme
diately perceived by s ight; i t  i s  "suggested" in part by the 
sensations we get in moving our eyes but mainly by asso
ciation with the ideas of touch. According to Berkeley, we 
see the distance (and size) of things only in the sense in 
which we see a man's shame and anger. \Ve see his face, 
and the expression on it suggests to us how he is feel ing. 
In themselves, shame and anger are invisible. S imi larly, 
we see shapes and colors , which are s igns of what we 
would  touch if we were to stretch out our hands, but dis
tance itself is no more seen than anger is . In  expounding 
this  view, Berkeley developed the thes i s  that the objects 
of s ight and touch are utterly  disparate, so that no feature of 
the one can have more than a contingent connection with 
any feature of the other. 

Descartes' theory of the perception of distance. Con
sideration should first be given to Berkeley's critic isms of 



an important geometrical account of how distance is per
ceived and assessed, the account given by Descartes in h is  Dioptrics ( 1637). I n  thi s  work Descartes referred to s ix  
"qualities we perceive in  the objects of  sight," namely, 
l ight ,  color, shape, di stance , magnitude, and situation. 
Descartes argued that one of the ways in which men as
certain the d i stance of objects is by means of the angles 
formed by straigh t  lines running from each of their eyes 
and converging at the object seen. He i l lustrated this by 
reference to a blind man with a stick (the length of which 
he does not know) held in  each hand. When he brings the 
points of the sticks  together at the object, he forms a tri 
angle with one hand at each end of the base, and if  he knows 
how far apart h i s  hands are , and what angles the sticks  
make with h i s  body, he can , "by a kind of  geometry innate 
in all men" know how far away the object i s. The same 
geometry would apply, Descartes argued, if the observer's 
eyes are regarded as ends of the base of a triangle,  and 
straight l i nes from them are regarded as converging at 
the object. The more obtuse the base angles formed by the 
l ines running from this  base and converging at the object, 
the farther away the object must be; the more acute these 
angles, the nearer the object must be. Berkeley put the 
matter somewhat differently from Descartes, pointing out 
that according to the latter's view the more acute the angle 
formed at the object by the l ines converging from the eyes, 
the farther away it must be; the more obtuse this angle, the 
nearer the object must be. It i s  important to notice that this 
"must" is the "must" of mathematical necessity. From 
what Descartes said, it i s  necessarily  the case that the more 
acute this angle i s ,  the farther away the object is ;  the 
more obtuse the angle, the nearer the object. "l'\earer" and 
"farther" logical ly  depend upon the obtuseness or acute
ness of the angle. In crit icizing this view, therefore, Berke
ley was criticizing the view that distance is known a priori 
by the principles of an innate ge9metry according to which 
we know that the di stance of the object must vary in accord
ance with the angle made at the object by straight lines 
converging there from the eyes of the observer. 

Berkeley's criticism of Descartes. Against Descartes's 
view Berkeley brought a complex argument that for pur
poses of exposition , i s  here broken up into three parts . The 
first i s  that people who know nothing of the geometry of the 
matter can nevertheless notice the relative distance of 
things from them. This is not very convincing, for Des
cartes obviously thought  that the geometry he regarded as 
"innate in al l men" might be employed by them without 
their having r;flected on it. The second argument used by 
Berk eley is that the l ines and angles referred to by Des
cartes "have no real exi stence in nature, being only an 
hypothesis framed by the mathematicians . . . .  " This 
argument i s  of interest in showing how Berkeley thought 
that mathematicians were incli ned to deal in fictitious 
enti ties, but it i s  unl ikely that Descartes was deceived by 
them in th i s  way. 

Berk eley's third and main argument was based upon a 
theory that he expressed in the words , "di stance, of itself 
and immediately, cannot be seen. " Wi l l iam :Molyneux, 
from whose Dioptrics ( 1692) Berkeley borrowed this  
theory ,  had supported it by the argument that since dis
tance i s  a l ine or length directed endwise from the object 
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seen to the eye, it can reach the eye at only one point, 
which must necessari ly remain the same however near or 
far away the object is. If this argument is accepted, then 
distance could not possibly be seen, and could only be 
judged or, as Berkeley believed, "suggested." 

Distance is suggested by what is seen. \\"hat, then, 
according to Berkeley, is seen ? The answer i s  not al to
gether clear, but it would seem that he thought that the 
immediate object of vision is two-dimens ional, contain ing 
relations of above and below and of one s ide and the other, 
with no necessary connection with a third dimension. 
Hence the relation between what is immediatelv seen on 
the one hand and the distance of objects on the �ther must 
be contingent and cannot be necessary. Distance, then, 
must be ascertained by means of someth ing that has only a 
contingent relationship with what is seen. Berkeley men
t ioned the sensations we have when we adjust our eyes , 
the greater confusedness of objects as they come very close 
to the eyes,  and the sensations of strain as we try to see 
what is very near. But he mai nly rel ied on the assoe:iations 
between what a man has touched and what he now sees. 
For example, when a man now sees something faint and 
dim, he may, from past experience, expect that if he ap
proaches and touches it he wi l l  find it bright and hard. 
\\'hen he sees something at a distance, he is real ly seeing 
certain shapes and colors , which suggest to him what tan
gible ideas he would have if he were near enough to touch 
i t. J ust as one does not hear a man's thoughts, which are 
suggested by the sounds he makes, so one does not directly 
see di stance , which i s  suggested by what i s  seen. 

Sight and touch. Berkeley's view that distance i s  not 
immediately perceived by sight is rejected by some writ
ers, for instance by H. H. Price, in his Perception ( 1932), 
on the ground that it is plainly contradicted by experience. 
\\'e just do see visual depth, it is held, so that it is idle to 
deny this fact on the bas i s  of an argument purporting 
to prove that we cannot. Again, some critics, such as T. K. 
Abbott in Sight and Touch ( 1 864 ) have argued not only 
thai. we do get our idea of distance from sight, but also that 
touch is vague and uninformative by com parison with 
sight, and hence less effective in giving knowledge of the 
material world. This discuss ion need not be developed, 
however, s ince, although he said in the Essay that by 
touch we get knowledge of objects that exi st "without the 
mind" ( §55), Berkeley's real view was that no sensible 
thing could so exi st. It cannot be denied that on occasion 
Berkeley's language was imprecise. A crucial example of 
this occurs in his di scussion of the question of whether a 
man born blind would, on receiving his  s ight, see things at 
a distance from him. According to Berkeley, of course, he 
wou ld not; but to such a man, the most distant objects 
" . . .  would all seem to be in h i s  eye, or rather in his  
mind" and wou ld appear "(as in truth they are) no other 
than a new set of thoughts or sensations, each whereof is as 
near to him as the perceptions of pain or pleasure, or the 
most i nward passions of h i s  soul"  (Essay, §4 1 ). It will be 
noticed how readily Berkeley passed from "in his eye" to 
"in his  mind," and how he ass imilated such very different 
things as sensations and thoughts. Indeed it is hard not to 
conclude that he thought that whatever was not seen at a 
distance must appear to be in the mind. If this is true, then 
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one of the objects of the Essay was to show that the imme
diate objects of vision must be in the mind because they 
are not seen at a distance . (For further discussion of points 
raised in this paragraph, see TOUCH- ) Geometries of sight and of touch. As already seen, an 
extremely important thesis of the Essay is that the objects 
of sight and the objects of touch are radical ly different from 
one another. \Ve see visible objects and we touch tangible 
objects , and it is absurd to suppose that we can touch what 
we see or see what we touch. According to Berkeley, i t  
foll ows from this that tangible shape and visible shape 
have no neces sary connection with one another. Geome
ters certainly supposed themselves to be concerned with 
shapes in abstraction from their bei ng seen or touched, but 
Berkeley did not allow that this is possible. A purely vi sual 
geometry would necessari ly be confi ned to two dimen
sions, so that the three-dimensional geometry that we have 
must be fundamental ly a geometry of touch. He rei nforced 
this strangely pragmatic view with the observation that a 
s ighted but disembodied being that could  not touch or 
manipulate things would be unable to understand even 
plane geometry, since without a body it would  not under
stand the handl ing of rulers and compasses and the draw
ing of l ines and the placing of shapes against one another. 

A RGUM ENTS FOR 11\I M ATERIALISM 

The arguments now to be considered are set out  in the 
Principles and in the Three Dialogues. They are largely 
concerned with what Berkeley cal led " ideas ," "ideas or 
sensations," "sensible th ings," or "sensible qual ities . "  The 
very use of the word idea itself and, even more, its use in 
appos ition with sensation had the purpose of indicating 
something that does not exist apart from the perception of 
it . Pains and itches are typical sensations , and no one sup
poses that they could exist apart from a being that experi
ences them. Rocks do not suffer, and water does not itch. 
When , therefore , sens ible th ings such as colors , sounds, 
tangible shapes, tastes, and smel l s  are cal led ideas, they are 
assimi lated with sensations and hence re late to the per
ceiving beings that have them. It is now necessary, there
fore, to examine the arguments with which Berkeley justi
fied th is. Seventeenth-century material ism. Berkeley's argu
ments for immaterial ism can be understood only if we fi rst 
consider the sort of view it was intended to refute. \\'hen 
Berkeley was forming his  views , the natural sciences 
had been so far advanced by the work of such men as 
Gal ileo, \'esal ius ,  Harvey, Boyle, and �ewton as to have 
given ri se to a scienti fic view of the worl d. Such a view 
had been elaborated, in its ph i losophical aspects,  by 
Locke in his Essay concern ing Hu man Understanding 
( 1690). Space and time were, so to say, the containers 
with in  which material things were situated. The move
ments and relations of material th ings could be explored 
by experiments and characteri zed in mathematical formu
lae. 

Explanation in terms of particles in motion. The fea
tures of the world, thus revealed as fundamental , were 
those of place , shape, s ize,  movement, weight, and the 

l ike;  and it was in terms of these that heat and cold and 
color and sound found their explanation. Heat was thought 
to be due to the rapid movement of atomic particles, color to 
the transmission of particles or to the spreading of waves,  
and sound to the movement of the air between the emit
ting object and the ear. Whereas solid, shaped, moving 
objects , and the air and space withi n  which they existed, 
were regarded as bas ic features of nature, the colors we 
see, the heat we feel ,  and the sounds we hear were held to 
be the effects that substances possessing only the basic 
characteristics produced in creatures with sense organs. If  
al l  creatures with sense organs and consciousness were 
removed from the world, there would no longer be any ex
perienced sounds, but only pulsations in the air; particles 
would i ncrease or decrease their speed of movement, but 
no one wou ld  feel hot or cold; l ight would be radiated, 
but there would be no colors as we know them. In such a 
world colors and sounds, heat and cold, would exist, as 
Boyle put it, i n  his  Origins of Forms and Qualities (Oxford, 
1666), only "dispositively," i .e . ,  those primary things 
would be there that would have given rise to the second
ary ones if  creatures with the requisite sense organs and 
minds had been there too. 

Primary and secondary qualities. In th is way a distinc
tion was made between th� primary qual ities of things, 
which are essential and absolute, and their  secondary 
qual ities, which are those among the primary ones that 
give or would give ri se to heard sounds, seen colors, and 
felt heat. It was an important el ement of this  view that 
noth ing could be perceived unless it acted upon the sense 
organs of the percipient and produced in h is mind an idea. 
\\'hat was immediately perceived was not the external 
object but an i dea representati,·e of it. Locke had made 
people famil iar with this theory, and had maintained that 
whereas the ideas we have of heat and cold and of color 
and sound correspond to nothing like themselves in the 
external world;  for all that exists in the external world are 
solid bodies at rest or in  movement, the ideas we have of 
the solid, shaped, moving bodies , i .e . ,  our ideas of primary 
qualities are l ike their sources or archetypes outside us. 
According to the view, then, that Berkeley was consid
ering, material objects are perceived mediately or i ndi 
rectly by means of ideas, some of which, the ideas of 
primary qual ities, are l ike their originals; others, the ideas 
of secondary qual ities, are relative to percipients and are 
unlike ,rnyth ing that exists in the external world. Materialism leads to skepticism. Berkeley had two 
objections to the view that material objects are perceived 
mediately by means of ideas . One is that s ince it is held 
that we never perceive material th ings directly, but only 
through the medium of ideas, th en v.'e can never know 
whether any of our ideas are like the qualities of material 
substances since we can never compare our ideas with 
them; for to do so we should require direct or immediate 
acquaintance with them (Principles, § 18). Indeed, if we 
accept Locke's position , then the very exi stence of material 
substances is in doubt, and we are constantly under the 
threat of skepticism (Principles, §86). Thus Berkeley 
argued that Locke's theory was in fact, although not by 
intention, skeptical , and that it  could be remedied only 



by the elimination of material substances that could never 
be directly apprehended. 

Distinction between primary and secondary qualities 
untenable. Berkeley's second objection is that there can be 
no distinction between ideas of  primary qual ities and ideas 
of secondary qualities such as to make secondary qualities 
relative to the mind in a way in which primary qualities are 
not. In  the Three Dialogues Berkeley elaborated the argu
ments , already used by Locke,  to show that the ideas we 
have of secondary qualities are relative to the percip
ient and are what they are by reason of his condition and 
constitution. Things have no color in the dark ; the same 
water can feel hot or cold to different hands, one of which 
has been in cold water and the other in hot; heat and cold 
are inseparably bound up with pain and pleasure, which 
can only exist in perceiving beings; and so on. But Berke
ley then went on to argue that just as heat, for example, is 
inseparably bound up with pleasure and pain, and can 
therefore, no more than they can, exist "without the 
mind," so extension is bound up with color, speed of 
movement with a standard of estimation, solidity with 
touch, and size and shape with position and poi nt of view 
(Principles, § § 1 0 - 15) .  Thus Berkeley's argument is that 
nothing can have the primary qualities without having the 
secondary qualities , so that if the latter cannot exist "with
out the mind," the former cannot so exist either. 

All sensible qualities must be either perceived or 
perceptible. The preceding argument, however, is only a 
hypothetical one to the effect that if secondary qual ities 
cannot exist "without the mind," primary qualities are in 
l ike case. What must now be considered are the reasons for 
holding that secondary qual ities and, indeed, all sensible 
qualities can exist only in  the mind so that their being is 
to be perceived. Berkeley, as already indicated, stated 
and elaborated well-known arguments to show that heat and 
cold, tastes , sounds , and the rest are relative to the percip
ient. Perhaps the most persuasive of these are those that 
purport to establish an indissoluble connection between 
heat, taste, and smel l on the one hand, and pain or pleas
ure or displeasure on the other. S ince no one denies that 
pain and pleasure can exist only if felt, then this applies to 
h eat so intense as to be painful and to le sser degrees 
of heat as well. But in the Principles, his systematic treatise 
on the subject, Berkeley did not make use of these argu
ments, but said that "an intuitive knowledge may be ob
tained of this ,  by any one that shall attend to what is m eant 
by the term exfst when applied to sensible things" (§3) .  
His view here is  that "sensible things" are by the ir very 
nature perceived or perceivable. He supported this by 
asserting that to say there was an odor is to say that it was 
smelled, to say that there was a sound is to say that i t  
was heard, to say that there was a color or shape is  to say that 
it was seen or touched. According to Berkeley, unsmelled 
odors , sounds unheard, colors unseen, and shapes unseen 
or untouched are absurdities or impossibilities; brown 
leaves could not rustle on a withered tree in a world where 
l ife was extinct and God was dead. The very notion is 
absurd or impossible. Can more l ight be shed on the mat
ter than is provided by the assertion that we have "intui
tive knowledge" of i t?  
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It must be remembered, in the first place, that Berkeley 
was contrasting the sounds we hear, for example, wi th the 
movements in the air, which men of science sometimes 
call sounds. Sounds in the latter sense, he said, "may pos
sibly be seen or felt, but never heard" (Three Dialogues, 
I). From this it may be seen that Berkeley looked upon 
sensible qualities as each the object of i ts own mode of 
perception, so that sounds are heard but not seen or 
touched, colors seen but not heard, heat felt but not seen, 
and so on. H ence colors require a viewer, sounds a hearer, 
and heat someone who feels it ; ,and this is one reason why 
the being of sens ible things is held to be their being per
ceived. The various modal ities of sense are distinguished 
from one another by the mode of perception peculiar to 
each one, and in making these disti nctions it is impl ied 
that perception is es sential to them all .  It is well known, of 
course,  that Berkeley's critics accuse him of failing to dis
tinguish between the object perceived and the perceiving 
of it. The perceiving of it, they say, can only be an act of a 
percipient without whom it could not exist, but the per
ceived object, whether it be a sound or a color or a shape, 
is distinct from the perceiving and could conceivably exist 
apart from it. Whatever may be thought of this argument, it 
should not be used against Berkeley as if he had not 
thought of it. In fact he put it into the mouth of Hylas in  
the first of  the Three Dialogues and rejected it on  the 
ground that in perception we are pas sive and so are not 
exerting an act or activity of any kind. It should also be 
noticed that when Berkeley discussed sensation in detail 
he stated that sensible things or sensible qualiti es are 
perceived immediately, i .e . ,  without suggestion, associa
tion, or inference. We say that we hear vehicles and that 
we hear sounds. According to Berkeley, we hear sounds 
immediately, but vehicles , if  they are out of sight, are 
suggested by or inferred from what we do hear, and so are 
heard only mediately or by means of the sounds immedi
ately heard. Thus the sound we hear immediately is nei
ther suggested nor inferred, but is heard just as it is .  For 
this to be so, it must be before the mind; for if it were not 
before the mind, it would have to be inferred or suggested. 
Thus sens ible qualities, as immediately perceived, must 
be objects of perception; thei r  being is to be perceived. 

Inconceivability of a sensible object existing unper
ceived. A very famous argument is now to be considered: It 
is inconceivable that anything should exist apart from, or 
independent of, mind. This argument was put forward by 
Berkeley in simi lar terms both in  the Principles ( § §22, 23) 
and in the Three Dialogues ( I )  and takes the form of a 
challenge to the reader to conceive of something-e.g. , 
a book or a tree-existing absolutely unperceived. Berkeley 
argued that the attempt is impos sible of fulfil lment, si nce 
in order to conceive of a tree existing unperceived we who 
conceive of i t, by the very fact of doing so, bring it into 
relation to our conception and hence to ourselves. As 
Hylas admits , in recognizing the fai lure of his  attempt, "It 
is a pleasant mistake enough. As I was thinking of a tree in a 
solitary place, where no one was present to see it, me
thought that was to conceive a tree as existing unperceived 
or unthought of, not considering that I myself conceived i t  
a l l  the  while ." This is an  argument that was later accepted 
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as fundamental by ideali sts of such different persuasions as 
F ichte and Bradley, who held that it shows that mind or 
experience is essential to the universe. Sensible objects are complex ideas. Berkeley's example 
of a tree makes it necessary to cons ider how trees and 
other thi�gs in nature are related to ideas , sensible quali
ties, sounds, colors, shapes, etc. According to Berkeley, 
such things as trees, books,  and mountai ns are groups of 
ideas or sensible qual ities and are hence as much within 
the mind as the latter are. I ndeed, i n  his  view, books, 
trees , and mountains are ideas, though complex ones. He 
admitted (Principles, §38) that this use of the word idea for 
what is ordinari ly ca lled a thing is somewhat odd, but held 
that, the facts being as they are , idea is better than thing. 
A tree is a group of ideas touched, seen, and smelled; a 
cherry, a group of ideas touched, seen, smelled, and tasted. 
The sensible qualities or ideas, without which we should 
have no conception of a tree or cherry, do not belong to 
some unseen, untouched, untasted substance or substra
tum, for the very conception of such a "something I know 
not what" (as Locke had called it) is incoherent, and rests 
upon the false view that we can conceive something in  
complete abstraction from ideas of  sense. Sensible objects, as ideas, are perceived directly. Berke
ley therefore concluded that it is his theory that conforms 
with common sense, not that of the material ists or the 
dualis ts. For according to Berkeley we perceive trees and 
cherries directly by seeing, touching, and tasting them, just 
as the plain man thinks we do, whereas his opponents 
regard them as perpetually h idden from us by a screen of 
intermediaries that may be always deceiving us .  Berkeley 
considered that by th is view he had refuted skepticism of 
the senses,  for, according to his  theory, the objects of the 
senses are the things in the world :  the trees, houses, and 
mountains we l ive among. But trees, houses ,  and moun
tains ,  as compounded of sensible qual ities or ideas , cannot 
exist "without the mind. " 

Sensible objects not copies of material archetypes. 
Berkeley's arguments showing that all sens ible qual ities or 
ideas exist only as perceived and that, therefore , thi ngs in  
nature, bei ng groups of  such ideas, cannot exist "without 
the mind" have now been expounded. It i s  now necessary 
to complete this account of Berkeley's arguments for im
materialism with his  argument to show that not only must 
sensible qual ities or ideas exist  in the mind, but also that 
nothing like them can exist outs ide it. For anyone reluctant 
to accept immaterialism is l ikely to fall back on the view 
that our ideas , although in our minds , are copies of ma
terial archetypes. Berkeley's objection to this in the Principles ( §8 )  is that "an idea can be l ike nothing but an 
idea ," which he i l l ustrated by saying that a color or shape 
can only be l ike another color or shape. In the Three Dialogues ( 1 )  he expanded the argument in two ways. Ideas , he 
said, are regarded by some as the perceived representa
tives of imperceptible origi nals ,  but "Can a real thing in  
itself invisible be like a color; or  a real thing which is  
not audible, be l ike a sound?" His other reason for holding 
that ideas cannot be l ike any supposed external originals 
is that ideas are "perpetually fleeting and variable," and 
"continually changing upon every alteration in the dis
tance , medium or instruments of sensation," while their 

supposed originals are thought to remain fixed and con
stant throughout all changes in the percipient's organs and 
position. But something that is fleeting and relative cannot 
be l ike what is stable and absolute, any more than what is 
incapable of being perceived can be like what i s  essen
tially perceptible.  

Summary. The fol lowing are Berkeley's central argu
ments in favor of immaterial ism. They arose out of his 
exposure of the weaknesses and inconsi stencies in  the 
then current scientific view of the world,  with its distinc
ti on between primary and secondary qual ities and its 
theory of representative perception. According to Berke
ley, since primary qual ities cannot exist apart from second
ary qual ities, and s ince secondary qualit ies ,  and indeed all 
sensible qual it ies,  cannot exist "without the mind," the 
independent material world of the then current  scientific 
view was a conceptual absurdity. This was supported by 
the argument that our ideas cannot be l ikenesses of an 
external material world, since there is nothing conceivable 
they could be l ikenesses of except mind-dependent exi st
ences of their own type. The theory of representative per
ception was held to be essential ly skeptical ,  and Berkeley 
claimed that his own theory, according to which we di
rectly perceive ideas and groups of ideas that exist only as 
perceived, el iminates skeptici sm and accords with com
mon sense. 

METAPHYSICS AND THEOLOGY 

I n  section 3 of the Principles, where Berkeley stated that 
we have intuitive knowledge of the fact that for sensible 
qual ities to exist they must be perceived, he also stated 
that when we say that the table is in the room that we have 
left we mean that if we were to return there we could 
perceive it "or that some other spiri t  actually does per
ceive it. " This shows that Berkeley was concerned with 
the problem of giving an account, within the terms of his 
immaterial ism, of the continued existence of things that 
are not being perceived by any human being. It also shows 
that he considered two ways of deal ing with this problem. 
One way was to extend the doctrine that the existence of 
sensible things is their being perceived into the doctrine 
that the ex istence of sensible things is their being perceptible. The other way was to argue that when sens ible 
things are not being perceived by human beings they must 
be perceived by "some other spirit. " 

B erkeley not a phenomenalist. The first way points i n  
the direction o f  the modern theory o f  phenomenalism, the 
theory according to which, in John Stuart M il l 's happily 
chosen words,  material objects are "permanent possibili
ties of sensation. " But might not anything, even material 
substances possessing only primary qualities, be percepti
ble,  even if not actual ly being perceived? Some twen
tieth-century upholders of phenomenal ism have argued 
that the world was perceptible before there was any life or 
mind,  in  the sense that if there had been gods or human 
beings they would have perceived it. This could not be 
poss ible on Berkeley's theory, however, s ince, as we have 
seen, he held that only ideas or sensible things can be like 
ideas or sensible things, so that what is perceptible is 
l imited by what is perceived. 



Perceptible objects perceived by God. The perceptible, therefore, is l imited to the mind-dependent, and, for Berkeley, the very notion of something that might be perceived, but is not, is unacceptable. Thus it seems that Berkeley was forced to supplement his phenomenal i st account of unperceived objects with the view that whatever is not being actually perceived by human beings, but is only perceptible by them, must be an object of perception by "some other spirit. " He u sed this same expression in section 48 of the Principles, where he den ied that "bodies are annihilated and created every moment, or exist not at all during the intervals between our perception of them." In the Three Dialogues (2) he argued that s ince sensible things do not depend on the thought of human beings and exis t  independently of them "there must be some other mind wherein they exist. " This other mind is  God ; and thus, according to Berkeley, the existence of sensible things when not being perceived by finite spirits is a proof of the exi stence of an infinite spiri t  who perceives them always. Indeed, Berkeley considered it a merit of immaterialism that i t  enables this brief and, as he thought, conclu sive proof to be formulated. 
Our ideas come from God. In the Principles Berkeley put forward another proof of the existence of God, this time a proof based upon God as the cause of our ideas . As has been shown, Berkeley held that ideas are passive and that the only active beings are minds or spirits .  Now some of our ideas , namely, ideas of imagination, we ourselves produce, but  others, the ideas of sense, come to us without our wi lling them. "There is therefore some other will or spirit that produces them" (Principles, §29). That this is God may be concluded from the regular order in which these ideas come to u s. The knowledge we have of God is analogous to the knowledge we have of other men. Since men are active spirits, we do not have ideas of them, but only of their expressions ,  words; and bodily movements. Through these we recognize them as possessors of minds and wills iike those we know ourselves to have. Similarly, God reveals himself  to us in the order of nature; "every thing we see, hear, feel, or in any wise perceive by sense, being a sign or effect of the Power of God." 
Active spirits and passive ideas. These, then, are the elements of Berkeley's metaphysics. There are active spirits on the one hand and passive ideas on the other. The latter could not exist apart from the former, but the ideas in the minds of human beings are caused in them by God and sustained by him when they are not perceiving them. Regularly recurring groups of ideas are cal led bodies, and the ideas that form them are arbitrari ly connected together and might have been connected quite differently. Thus there is no natural necessity or internal reason about the laws of nature, but the regular sequences of ideas reveal to us a single infinite being who orders things for our benefit. Active spirits and passive ideas are of different natures. The mind is not blue because the idea of blue is in it, nor is the mind extended because it has an idea of extension. Ideas are neither parts nor properties of minds. Berkeley seems to have thought that the relationship i s  sui generis, for he said that sensible qualities are in the mind "only as they are perceived by it, that is ,  not by way of mode or attribute, but only by way of idea" (Principles, §49). 
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God's ideas and our ideas. As already seen, Berkeley held that God was both the cause of the ideas in the minds of embodied finite spi rits and also the :\ I  ind in which these ideas continued to exist when embodied finite spirits were not perceiving th em. Berkeley was th us faced with the problem of how the ideas in finite minds are re lated to the ideas in God's mind. If we recall Berkel ey's claim that he was on the side of common sense against the skeptics, then we should expect the ideas that continue to exist in God's mind to be identical with those that had been in the minds of the embodied fi n i te spi rits who had formerly perceived them. However, he found that there were difficulties in this view. Men perceive ideas of sense by means of sense organs ,  and their ideas vary in accordance with their position and condition, but God does not have sense organ s .  Furthermore, some ideas - for example, those of heat and cold, and sensations of smell and taste -are inseparable from sensations of pain and pl easure, but God is impassible, i. e. , not subject to feeling or emotion; hence he cannot be supposed to perceive ideas of this nature. In  the Three Dialogues (3), therefore, Berkeley concluded that "God knows or hath ideas; but his ideas are not conveyed to Him by sense, as  ours are ." From th  is i t  i s  natural to  conclude that the ideas that God perceives are not identical with the ideas that embodied finite spirits perceive. Berkeley was obviously thinking along these lines when, in the same Dialogue, he said that the things that one perceives, "they or their archetypes," must, since one does not cause them, have an existence outs ide one's mind. Elsewhere in th is Dialogue he di stinguished between what i s  "ectypal or natural" and what is "archetypal and eternal . "  Thus Berkeley's arguments and the language he used combine to suggest that the ideas in God's mind are not the same ideas as those in the minds of embodied percipients. This point was taken up by the Samuel Johnson referred to earl ier, in his correspondence with Berkeley. Johnson suggested that Berkeley's view is that "the real original and permanent existence of things is archetypal , being ideas in  mente Divina, and that our ideas are copies of them."  Johnson was too polite to press the point, but it follows that what we directly perceive are copies or representatives of d ivine original s, so that Berkeley's claim to have reinstated the direct, unmediatcd perception of common sense, in place of the representative and skeptical theory of the philosophers and scienti sts, cannot be subs tantiated. In his reply, Berkeley hardly met this point when he stated that material substance is an imposs ibil ity because it is held to exist apart from mind, whereas the archetypes in the divine mind are obviously inseparable from God's knowledge of them. 
PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE Berkeley carried on a pers i stent battle against the tendency to suppose that mere abstractions are real things . In the New Theory of Vision he denied the poss ibility of "extension in abstract," saying "A line or surface wh ich i s  neither black, nor wh ite, nor blue, nor yellow, etc. , nor long, nor short, nor rough, nor smooth, nor square, nor round, etc. , i s  perfectly incomprehensible" (§ 1 23). In the 
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I ntroduction to the Principles, his  most expl icit d iscussion 
of the matter, he quoted Locke's account of the abstract 
idea of a triangle "which is neither obl ique nor rectangle, 
neither equi lateral , equicrural , nor scalenon, but all and 
none of these at once," and pointed out that any actual 
triangle must be one of these types and cannot possibly be 
"al l and none" of them . \\'hat makes any idea general , he 
held, i s  not any abstract feature that may be alleged to 
belong to it ,  but rather its being used to represent all other 
ideas that are l ike i t  in the relevant respects. Thus if some
thing that is true of a triangle of one of these types i s  not 
true of i t  because it is of that one type, then i t  i s  true of all 
triangles whatever. � othing exists but what is particular, 
and particular ideas become general by being used as 
representatives of others l ike them. General i ty, we might 
say, i s  a symbolic device, not a metaphysical statu s. Thus 
Berkeley's attack on abstractions i s  based on two princi
ples: ( 1 )  that nothing exists but what is particular, and 
(2) that noth ing can exist on its own except what can be 
sensed or imagined on its own. If we accept the first prin
ciple, then abstract objects and Platonic forms are rejected, 
and i f  we accept the second, then possibi l i ty i s  l imited to 
the sensible or imaginable. Space, time, and motion. \\' e have already seen how 
Berkeley applied the above two principles to the ab
stract conception of unperceived exi stence, and to the 
abstract conception of bodies with only the primary quali
ties. It must now be shown how he applied them to some of 
the other elements in  the scientific world view he was so i n
tent on discrediting. Chief among these were the current 
conceptions of absolute space, absolute time, and absolute 
motion. According to Berkeley, all these are abstractions, 
not reali ties .  It is impossible,  he held, to form an idea of 
pure space apart from the bodies in it. We find that we are 
hindered from moving our bodies in some directions and 
can move them freely in others. \\'here there are hin
drances to our movement there are other bodies to obstruct 
us, and where we can move unrestrictedly we say there i s  
space. I t  follows that our idea of space is in separable from 
our ideas of movement and of body (Principles, § 1 1 6). 

So too our conception of time is  inseparable from the 
succession of ideas in our minds and from the "particular 
actions and ideas that diversify the day"; hence �ewton's 
conception of absolute time flowing uniformly must be 
rejected (Principles, § §97, 98). 

�ewton had al so upheld absolute motion, but this too, 
according to Berkeley, is a hypostati zed abstraction . If  
there were only one body in existence there could be no 
idea of motion, for motion i s  the change of position  of two 
bodies relative to one another. Thus  sensible qual i ties ,  
without which there could be no bodies, are essential to 
the very conception of movement. Furthermore, since 
sensible qualit ie� are passive existences ,  and hence bodies 
are too, movement cannot have its source in  body; and as 
we know what i t  is to move our own bodies, we know that 
the source of motion must be found in mind. Created spir
its are respon sible for only a small part of the movement i n  
the world, and therefore God, the infinite spirit, must be 
its prime source. "And so natural philosophy either pre
supposes the knowledge of God or borrows it from some 
superior science" (De �fotu ,  §34 ). 

Causation and explanation. The thesis that God is the 
ul timate source of motion is a special case of the principle 
that the only real causes are spirits. This principle has the 
general consequence, of course, that i nanimate bod ies 
cannot act causal ly upon one another. Berkeley concluded 
from this that what are called natural causes are really 
signs of what follows them. F ire does not cause heat, but is 
so regularly followed by i t  that it is a rel iable sign of i t  as 
l ong as "the Author of �ature always operates uniformly" (Principles, § 107). Thus Berkeley held that natural laws 
describe but do not explain, for real explanations must be 
by reference to the aims and purposes of spirits ,  that is, in  
terms of final causes. For this reason, he maintained that 
mechanical explanations of movements in terms of attrac
tion were m isl eading, unless it was recognized that they 
merely recorded the rates at which bodies in fact approach 
one another (Principles, § 1 03). S imilar arguments apply to 
gravity or to force when these are regarded as explanations 
of the movements of bodies (De �fotu , § 6) .  This i s  not  to  
deny the importance of :'.\ewton's laws, for :'.\ewton did not 
regard gravity "as a true physical quali ty, but only as a 
mathemati cal hypothesis" (De �fotu, § 1 7 ). In  general , 
explanations i n  terms of forces or attractions are mathe
matical hypotheses having no stable  being in the nature of 
things but depending upon the definitions given to them 
(De .\fotu , §67) .  Their acceptabil ity depends upon the 
extent to which they enable calculations to be made, re
sulting in conclusions that are borne out by what in fact 
occurs. According to Berkeley, forces and attractions are 
not found in nature but are useful constructions in the 
formulation of theories from which deductions can be 
made about what is found in nature , that is, sensible qual
ities or ideas (De .\fotu , § §34 -4 l ). 

PHILOSOPHY OF :\IATHE:\IATICS 

\\"e have already seen that when he wrote the Sew Theory of Vision, Berkeley thought  that geometry was 
primari ly  concerned with tangible extension, since vi sual 
exten sion does not have three dimensions, and visible 
shapes must be formed by hands that grasp and instru
ments that mO\·e. He later modified this  \·i ew, an important 
feature of which has already been referred to in the ac
count of Berkeley's di scussion of Locke's account of the 
abstract idea of a triangle.  A parti cular triangle, imagined 
or drawn, is regarded as representati \·e of all other trian
gles, so that what is proved of it is proved of all others l ike 
i t  in the re levant respects. This ,  he  pointed out later i n  the Principles ( § 126), applies part icularly to s ize. If the length 
of the l ine i s  irrelevant to the proof, what is true of a l ine 
one inch long is true of a l ine one mile long. The l ine we 
use in our proof is a representative sign of all other l ines. 
But  it must have a finite number of parts,  for i f  i t  i s  a visi
ble l ine i t  must be divi sible into visible parts, and these 
must be finite in  length. A line one inch long cannot be 
divided into 10 ,000 parts because no such part could pos
sibly be seen. But since a line one mile long can be divided 
into 10,000 parts, we imagine that the short l ine could be 
divided l ikewise. "After th is manner the properties of the 
l ines s ignified are (by a very usual figure) transferred to 
the s ign, and thence th rough mistake thought to apperta in 



to it considered in  its own nature ."  Thus it was Berkeley's 
view that infinitesimal s should be "pared off" from mathe
matics (Principles, § 13 1  ). I n  the Analyst ( 1734), he brought 
these and other considerations to bear in refuting New
ton's theory of fluxions. I n  th is  book Berkeley seemed to 
suggest that the object of geometry is "to measure finite 
assignable extension" ( §50, Q.2). 

Berkeley's account of arithmetic was even more revolu
tionary than his account of geometry. In  geometry, he held, 
one particular shape i s  regarded as representative of all 
those like it, but in arithmetic we are concerned with 
purely arbitrary signs i nvented by men to help them in 
their operations of counting. Number, he said, is "entirely 
the creature of the mind" (Principles, § 12). He argued, 
furthermore , that there are no units and no numbers in 
nature apart from the devices that men have invented to 
count and measure. The same length, for example, may be 
regarded as one yard, if it is measured in that unit, or three 
feet or thirty-six inches, if it is measured in those units. 
Arithmetic, he went on, is a language in which the names 
for the numbers from zero to nine play a part analogous to 
that of nouns in ordinary speech (Principles, § 1 2 1 ). Berke
ley did not develop this part of his theory. However, later 
in the eighteenth century, in various works,  Condil lac 
argued in detail for the thesis that mathematics is a lan
guage, and this view is, of course, widely held today. 

CONC LUDING COMMENTS 
Berkeley's immaterialism is  a strange and unstable com

bination of theses that most other philosophers have 
thought do not belong together. Thus  he upheld both 
extreme empiricism and ideal ism, both immaterial ism and 
common sense, and both subjectivism (as it would seem) 
and epistemological real ism (as i t  would also seem). Are 
these mere skil lful polemical devices in the war against 
the freethinkers, or can they be r�garded as elements in a 
di stinctive and reasonably coherent metaphysics? 

I t  i s  odd that Berkeley had so much to say about the 
relativity of each particular sense and so l ittle to say about 
our perception of the physical world. He referred to per
spectival distortions and the like in the course of defend
ing his  view that the exi stence of sensible qualities is their 
being perceived, but he did not seem to real ize the diffi
culties they made for his  view that perception is direct. 
Indeed, when, in the Three Dialogues (3) he mentioned 
the case of the oar that looks bent in the water when in fact 
it is straight, he said that we go wrong only if we mi stakenly 
infer that it will look bent when out of the water. There 
is something seen to be straight, something else seen to be 
crooked, and something else again felt  to be straight. We 
go wrong only when we expect that when we see some
thing crooked we shall feel something crooked. But this  
impl ies that our perceptions of  such things as  oars, as  dis
tinct from our perceptions of colors and pressures, are not 
direct as common sense supposes. This reinforces the 
criticism we have already mentioned, that the ideas per
ceived by finite spirits with sense organs are different 
from, and representative of, the ideas in the mind of God. 
Berkeley was farther from common sense and closer to the 
views that he was criticizing than he was ready to admit. 
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I t  i s  obvious enough that Berkeley's immaterialism is not 
in accord with common sense. What place, then, must be 
given to his empiricism? He certainly rejected the Car
tesian conception of a natural world that deceives the 
senses and is apprehended by the reason. He denied that 
mathematics reveals the ultimate necessities of things and 
anticipated to some extent the l ingui stic theory of mathe
matics. In arguing that causes are not to be found in nature , 
and in maintaining that the sciences of nature are primarily 
concerned with predicting human experiences, he formu
lated views that Ernst Mach and his twentieth-century 
followers have advocated. Furthermore,  although he did 
not himself adopt it, he briefly formulated the theory of 
the physical world known as phenomenalism, the theory 
that consistent empirici sts have adopted in order to avoid 
postulating objects that transcend sense experience. But, 
in spite of all this ,  Berkeley was an ideal ist rather than 
an empiricist. He held that sensible qualities or ideas are 
not independent or substantial exi stences and that minds 
or spirits are . On this most important matter, he was in 
agreement with his  great contemporary, Leibniz. Further
more, Berkeley's antiabstractionism, as we may cal l it, was 
constantly leading him towards the conclusion that the 
universe is a concrete unity in which an infinite mind is 
manifesting itself. I f  we look at his writings as a continuing 
and developing critique of abstraction, then we shall see 
that the Siris is not an aberration or a recantation but, as 
Bergson said in his lectures on Berkeley, 1908 - 1909 , a 
natural continuation of Berkeley's earl ier views (Ecrits et 
paroles, 2, p. 309). 
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B E R X A R D ,  C LA U D E  (1S 13 - 18, ). French physiol
ogi st, was born in Saint-Julien (Rhone). He  recei,·ed his  
:\ 1 .D.  i n  1S43 and became a professor at  the Sorbonne in 
lb5:2, tak ing the new chair in physiology in  1 554 . The 
following year he was appointed professor of experimental 
medicine at the Coll ege de France and in 1 S6S professor 
of general phys iology at the � lu seum of .:\'atural H istory in  
Pari s .  He was elected a member of the Academy of  
Sciences in 1S54 and of the :\cademie Frarn;aise in 1S6S;  
in lb69 he  became a senator. 

B ernard early ga\·e up any idea of cl inical practice in  
favor of experiment?.! physiology. He made a number of 
important contributions in  th is field (on the chemistry 
of di gestion, the production of sugar in animal s,  the nerYous 
system,  poisons, and anesth etics ), many of wh ich were 
awarded scientific prizes. After a period of ill health,  whi le  
not  ceasing laboratory work, he turned to more general 
and programmatic questions of scienti fic method and pub
l i shed, in  particular, h i s  famous In troduct io11 a / 'ctude de 

la 111edeci11e experi me11tale ( Pari s ,  1 S65: translated by H 
C .  Green as An In troduct io11 to the Study of Experimen tal 
_\fedici11e, :'.\ew York .  192, ). 

In  the In troduct io11 , Bernard based his  conclus ions as 
much as possible on h is  own scienti fic experiences, s ince 
he belie,·ed that proper procedure c-annot be legi slated 
for scientists from \\;thout but must be de\·eloped from 
the nature and needs of science i tself. He disti nguished the 
mature experimental method from empirici sm, which is 
merely i ts first step. Bernard identified crude empirici sm. 
which observes and experiments at random, not only with 
his  own teacher. Francois � lagendie.  but also. mi stakenly. 
with Francis Bacon,  regarding himself rather in the tradi
tion of Descartes . despite the fact that he ins is ted on con
stant laboratory experimentation and criticism and had a 
low opinion of the application of mathematics to biological 
problems. H i s  hostil i ty to the use of stati stical methods in 
biology deri\·ed from the one article of faith he regarded as 
neces sary to any scienti st: belief in the operation of a 
detern1inism without exceptions. such that a set of condi
tions (a cause )  will  im·ariably produce the same phenome
non (an effect). This  determin i sm he  cal led an absolute 
principle, in  contrast to theories and hypoth eses. which 
are always pro\·i sional and subject to re\·i s ion or abandon
ment because of the disco,·ery of incompatible facts . But 
theories and hypotheses,  the products of human reason . 
are on the other hand the necessary guides for rational 
experimentation. 

Bernard saw no difference in principle  between scien
ti fic method as applied to l i\·ing beings and to inorganic 
matter, although resu lts were more difficult to achie\·e in 
physiology because of the far greater complexity of the 
phenomena. H e  belie\·ed i n  a fundamental unity among 
al l fonns of l i fe ,  the higher fonns being disti n guished by 
thei r  greater independence of  the external ern·ironment 
and a correspondingly greater dependence on their · ' in
ternal ern·ironment" (abm·e all ,  the blood). H e  also held 
that the phenomena taking place in l iving beings are ulti
mately reducible to physicochemical proces ses .  Efforts to 
enl ist Bernard in the cause of \ital ism are wide of the 
mark. Equal ly mistaken is the attempt to affix a positi\·i st 
label .  He s trenuously ad\·ocated scientific doubt and 
self-cri tici sm, and was opposed to all philosophical sys
tems ,  including the positi\·i st, while not denying  the use
fulness of the work of philosophers in their own sphere. 
Bernard 's critical method was closer to twentieth-century 
methods based on the principle of fals ifiabil i ty. used by 
K.arl Popper and others , than to those of many of his  con
temporaries .  
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B E RN A R D  O F  C H A RT R E S (died c. 1 1 24 - 1 130), a 
Breton and elder brother of Theodoric of Chartres ,  was a 
master at Chartres at periods during the second and th ird 
decades of the twelfth century and became chancel lor at 
least by 1 1 19. He  is no longer to be confused with Bernard 
Si lvestri s of Tours. To Bernard of Chartres belongs much 
of the credit for bringing the intell ectual l ife of Chartres to 
its apogee, and his pupi l s  incl uded Gilbert of Poitiers 
Will iam of Conches ,  and Richard the Bi shop. No complet� 
writing by Bernard has survived, al though he is known to 
have written ph i losophical verse and to have expounded 
Porphyry's Isagoge. However, John of Sali sbury learned of 
the character of Bernard's l i terary and ph il osoph ical teach
ing through Wil l iam and Richard, and in J ohn's writings 
we find a sympathetic portrai t  of Bernard as a real lover of 
learn ing and a leading grammarian, the most abounding 
spring of letters and the most finished Platonist of those 
days. John eulogizes the "old Chartrain" as an excell ent 
teacher of Latin language and l i terature, whose aim was to 
produce well- lettered and well-spoken students by means 
of an unhurried, cultured, humanist educati on , firmly  
based upon a groundwork of grammar. Bernard's love of 
the ancients was expressed in a famous simile of the mod
erns  as dwarfs who. can see farther than the ancients be
cause they are perched upon the shoulders of giants. 

Bernard was a ph il osopher with a taste for speculative 
grammar and for Platoni sm. He  held opinions which the 
more Ari stotelian J ohn did not entirely share. \Ve know 
only one of Bernard's grammatical speculati ons, namel y, 
that the relationship of a qual i ty-word (e. g. , whiteness)  to 
its derivatives (e. g. , to whiten , white) resembles the rela
tionship of the Platonic Ideas to the th ings in which they 
participate. As a Platon ist, Bernard held that true real ity i s  
found in  the eternal Ideas, which are the model s of  al l 
peri shabl e things. Particular sensible things , being unsta
ble and ephemeral , cannot properly be said to be. Ber
nard's contribution to the di sput�s of h i s  time over the 
nature of universal s was to equate universal s with Ideas; 
hence un iversal s ,  in his view, were real beings. Guided by 
Boethius ,  Bernard and his school al so labored to reconci le 
the differences between Plato and Aristotl e. 

Under the influence of the ninth-century thinker John 
Scotus Erigena, Bernard a lso sought to reconci le  the 
teaching of Plato's Timaeus with that of the Bible by re
examining the relationships between the three categories 
of true being: God, matter, and the Ideas. He adhered to 
patri stic teaching in accepti ng the view that matter was 
created by God. He also held that the eternal Ideas are in 
some way posterior to God. The Ideas are assimi lated with 
God's mind or the divine providence; but al though they 
are immanent in the mind of God, they are also a created 
effect. They are eternal , but not, in Bernard's view, co
eternal with God. Only the three persons of the Trin ity are 
both coequal and coeternal . 

On the other hand, Bernard al so attempted to show that 
the Ideas were not directly mixed with sensible objects. 
He distingui shed between Ideas which subsist in the mind 
of God and the copies of these Ideas which are concreated 
with matter. To the latter Ideas he gave, under Boethian 
influence, the name of native forms (formae nativae). 
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Essentia l ly, Bernard sought to affirm the tran scendence 
of God over the Ideas and to avoid pantheism by the 
theory of native forms,  which allowed no confusion of God 
with creation. In sofar as we can judge his  motives,  Bernard 
was adapting the Platoni sm that he knew to Christ ianity, 
just as he mod ified th is Pl atonism in the li ght of Aristo
tel ianism. H i s  teachi ng was promoted by other Chartrains, 
especia l ly  by Gil bert of Poitiers. Bibliography 
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DA \'ID LUSCO�IBE 

B E RN A RD OF C L A I RV A U X ,  ST.  ( 1090 - 1 15.3) ,  
monastic reformer and theologian, was born of a noble 
fami ly  at Fontaine, France, near Dijon. He became a Ci ster
cian at Citeaux in 1 1 1 2 and founding abbot of Clairvaux in 
1 1 15. Throughout his  l ife he was a tireless founder, reform
er, preacher, and writer who, as friend or opponent, made 
contact with almost every notable in western Europe. H i s  
influence as a simple abbot on high ecclesiastical affairs i s  
without parallel i n  the history of  the \\'estern church, and 
his  spiritual teach ing has been a l iving force to the present 
day. Though he was a professed enemy of secular cultu re 
(he "raided" the school s of Pari s on a celebrated occasion 
in 1 140) and was lacking in scholastic training, Bernard 
was a li terary genius of the first order, and no mean 
theologian. His treatises De Diligendo Dea ("On the Love 
of God," 1 126) and De Gra tia et Libero Arbitrio ("On Grace 
and Free Wil l , "  1 127), though based on St. Augustine, also 
show the influence of Origen, Gregory of Nyssa and the 
pseudo-Dionysius,  as do al so some of his longer letters . In 
the hi story of thought he is remembered for his  controver
sies with Abelard and Gil bert de La Porree. He distrusted 
contemporary dialectic, partly because of a justified appre
hension of the dangers in the formulas of both his  oppo
nents , but most of a l l  because his approach to theological 
truth was by way of meditation and intuitive penetration, 
whereas theirs was by way of logical expression and analy
sis .  H i s  influence restrained theological improvisation and 
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methodical viruosity, and l eft the field cl ear for the great 
scholastics of the next century. 

H i s  most valuable contribution to thought was in the 
realm of mystical theology. He was a medieval pioneer of 
the analysis and explanation of mystical experience. H i s  
teaching, ostensibly based on  St. Augustine, was in many 
respects new, and was followed by that of the Victorines 
and others, though later rivaled and ecl ipsed by the 
Dionysian -Thomist school of Rhineland Dominicans. 
Bernard 's mysticism was one of love. Man, by recogn izing 
his own nothingness ,  turns to God with humil i ty and l ove, 
and man's wil l ,  with divine help, can reach perfect accord 
with the divine wil l .  The divine Word can then teach him 
(infused knowledge) and move him (infused l ove) in · an 
intimate union sometimes momentari ly experienced as 
ecstasy. Thus Bernard differs, in expression at l east, from 
the intellectual mysticism of N eoplaton ism reflected in 
both Augustine and Dionysius .  In his Sermons on the Cant icle, Bernard was also a pioneer in the dear descrip
tion of his own mystical experience, which in many ways 
resembled that of St. Teresa of Avila. Bibliography 
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DAVID KNOWLES 

B E RN A R D  O F  T O U R S  (d. after 1 1 67), was a humanist 
who taught at Tours and was known as Bernardus Si lves
tris. He is uncertainly identified with Bernard, chancel lor 
of Chartres circa 1 156 and bishop of Quimper from 1 1 59 to 
1 167. Very l i ttle else is known of h i s  l ife except that he  
taught the  art of writing and wrote an Ars Versi.ficatoria, 
which has not been found. He al so wrote a moral i zing 
al legorical commentary on part of Vergi l ' s Aeneid which 
di splays l eanings toward a natural i stic ethic. H e  tran sl ated 
i nto Latin an Arabic treati se on geomancy, the Experimentarius, and, inspired by Qu intil ian , composed the Mathematicus, a poem about an astrological prediction. 

His most famous work, dedicated to Theodoric of 
Chartres in  about 1 150, i s  the De Mundi Universitate, an 
allegory in  prose and verse on the origin of the world 
and man. The theme i s  Nature's appeal to Nous (mind), 
the providence of God, to end the chaos of hyle (matter), 
the primordial matter of the megacosmos. In Nous exi st the 
exemplary form s of creation. Nous separates four elements 
out of hyle and informs the world with a soul ("entelechy," 
the Aristotel ian EVTEAEXta). Nous next sends Nature to find 

Urania and Physi s .  Urania, queen of the stars,  and Physis, 
in the lower world, use the remains of the four elements, 
in  col l aboration with Nature ,  to form man (the microcos
mos) .  The sources of Bernard' s  inspiration were the Latin 
version of Plato 's Timaeus with the commentary of Chal
cidius ,  and al so Ovid, Claudian, Macrobius,  Boethius ,  and 
Augustine. There is, in addition, a marked Bibl ical and a 
H ermetic influence. 

The h umanism of th is  work is more profan e than Chris
tian ; the world i s  that of the Timaeus rather than that of Genesis. But the paganism,  even unorthodoxy, of Bernard 
should not be exaggerated. Thus ,  Bernard was si l ent about 
a divine creation of matter, but h i s  concern was to depict 
the organization of matter into the universe. There is no 
consi stent dual ism of God and matter; hyle is pre-exi stent 
to the ordering work of Nous ,  but the problem of its eter
nity is not broached. One should not conclude from the 
emanation of a world soul from Nous that Bernard was a 
pantheist. We cannot, in fact, extract from thi s  often nebu
lous work a unified view of Bernard's  thought. Bernard's 
purpose was imaginative rather than strictl y philosophical . 
Nonetheless ,  B ernard reflects the speculative interests of 
his time, particularly those of the Chartrains; he  reflects 
their desire for a more rational explanation of the universe 
and of Bibl ical cosmology with the aid of Greek ideas. Works by Bernard of Tours 
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DAVID LUSCOMBE 

B E RTALAN F F Y ,  L U D W I G  V O N ,  one of the chief 
exponents of the "organi smic" standpoint in theoretical 
biology, was born in Austria in 190 1  and educated at the 
un ivers ities of Innsbruck and Vienna. Until 1948 he taught 
at the University of Vienna, first as an instructor and later 
as professor of biology in the medical school .  He emigrated 
to Canada in 1949 and held academic posts at the Univer
sity of Ottawa and the University of Alberta , where he  was 
appointed professor of theoretical biology in 1962. Von 



Bertalanffy's writings are voluminous, amounting to more 
than two hundred items.  These include scientific papers in 
such fields as animal growth, cell physiology, experimental 
embryology, and cancer research. Hi s  two best-known 
books on philosophical biology are Kritische Theorie der Formbildung (Berl in, 1928; translated by J .  H .  Woodger as Modern Theories of Development, London, 1933) and Das biologische Weltbild (Bern , 1949;  translated by the author 
as Problems of Life, New York, 1960). S ince 1950 he has 
been active in promoting an interdi scipl inary field cal led 
"General System Theory." The society associated with this 
enterprise has i s sued several yearbooks. 

Von B ertalanffy contends that neither classical mecha
nism nor vital ism provides an adequate model for under
standing organic phenomena. Vital ism is intell ectually 
steri le because it appeal s to a mysterious elan vital, entel
echy, or psychoid to account for the properties of l iving 
things. M echanism,  von Bertalanffy declares, involves 
three mi staken conceptions :  ( 1 )  the "analytical and sum
mative" conception, according to which the goal of biolog
ical inquiry is the analysis of organisms into fundamental 
units and the explaining of organic properties by a simple 
adding up of these units; (2) the "machine -theoretical" 
conception, which regards the basis  of vital order as a set 
of pre-establ ished structures or "mechanisms" of a phys
icochemical kind ; and (3) the "reaction - theoretical" 
conception, according to which organ isms are automata, 
reacting only when subjected to stimulation and otherwise 
quiescent. These conceptions, von Bertalanffy argues,  
cannot yield a wel l-grounded explanatory theory of life. 

In place of them he proposes an organ ismic model on 
which such a theory can be built. The model represents 
organ isms as wholes or systems that have unique system 
properties and conform to irreducible system laws. Or
gan ic structures result from a continuous flow of processes 
combining to produce pattern� of immense intricacy. Far 
from being passive automata, i iving things are centers of 
activity with a high degree of autonomy. Biological sys
tems are stratified. There is a hierarchy of level s of organi
zation from l iving molecules to multicel lu lar individual s 
and supraindividual aggregates. The whole of nature is "a 
tremendous architecture in which subordinate systems are 
united at successive l evel s into ever higher and larger 
systems." 

Von Bertalanffy seeks to show that this  conception illu
minates such matters as embryonic development, genetic 
processes, growth, sel f-regulation , metabolism, and evolu
tion . Thus ,  in embryology it is  no longer necessary to take 
sides in the old contest between preformationism and 
epigenesis ,  if we adopt the hypothesis that a fertilized 
ovum is a system whose development is determined by 
internal system conditions .  S imilarly, the ostensible pur
posefulness man ifested by this development is an il lu stra
tion of the unique property of "equ ifinality," which marks 
the behavior of organisms as "open" systems. These sys
tems differ in important respects from the closed systems 
dealt with by physics. The thermodynamic principles that 
apply to the two cases are by no means the same. However, 
von Bertalanffy believes that "there are general principles 
holding for all systems,  irre spective of their component 
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elements and of the relations or forces between them."  
These principles,  he thinks, can be  studied through Gen
eral System Theory, whose function is to bring about the 
unity of science. 

The organi smic conception of life is presented by i ts 
author as an intel lectual breakthrough that "may well be 
set bes ide the great revolutions in human thought." Critics 
have found thi s  claim extravagant in view of the sketchy 
and programmatic character of von Bertalanffy' s presenta
tion. They contend that the organismic conception has no 
right to be called "revolutionary" until its merits have 
been shown in detailed and extensive biological analysis. 
Nevertheless,  von Bertalanffy has cal led attention to issues 
of major importance for the future of theoretical biology. Additional Works by Bertalanffy 
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T. A. GOUDGE 

B I B L I O GRA P H I E S  O F  P H I L O S O P H Y .  See PHIL
OSOPHICAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES . 

B I E L ,  G A B RI E L  (c. 14 1 0 - 149.5), Ockhamist philoso
pher and theologian, was born at Speyer, Germany, and 
died at Einsiedel (Schonbuch). H e  studied phi losophy and 
theology at Heidelberg and Erfurt, joined the Brethren of 
the Common Life, and became a professor of theology 
( 1484 ) at the newly founded University of Ti.ibingen, 
where he taught the "modern way," that is ,  according to 
the nominalist  position of Will iam of Ockham. Biel's 
"Commentary on the Sentences" (Epithoma Pariter et Collectorium Circa IV Sententiarum Libros, Ti.ibingen, 
1495) is  a skillful summary of Ockham and a collection of 
the views of other medieval thinkers from Anselm to Duns 
Scotus. Widely read in the German universities, Biel ex
erted a strong influence on l\lartin Luther (see P. Vignaux, Luther, Commen tateur des Sentences, Pari s,  1935). 

As a ph ilosopher, Biel was quite ready to criticize and to 
offer his own developments of Ockham's nominal ism. 
Basical ly a theory of knowledge, his thought had some 
influence in ethics and political philosophy. For Biel for
mal logic displaced metaphysics because he considered 
universals to be but names ( nomina) arbitrarily appl ied to 
classes; he considered all existents to be completely indi
vidual in character. Essence and existence are not really 
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di stinct principles in things but are merely distingui shed 
in thought. 

Biel 's psychology was, l ike Ockham 's, close to Augus
tiniani sm:  the powers of the soul are not distinct faculties ; 
intel lect i s  the soul understanding, wi ll  i s  the soul desiring 
and loving. Biel was a psychological voluntari st; for him 
the most important psychic activity of man was wil l ing. He 
taught that all man's conscious activities entai led some use 
of wi l l .  � Ian was viewed as a vol i tional rather than as a 
rational an imal. 

In pract ical ph i losophy, he con sidered moral goodness 
to consist in  vol itional conformity to God's will .  The obl i
gatory force of law has no basis  in  the nature of created 
things but is solely due to the fact that God has wil led a 
certain act ion to be right. Th is is moral and legal vol untar
ism.  "God could command that a man deceive another 
through a l ie," wrote Biel, "and he would not sin" (Epithoma, 1 1 ,  38, q. 1 ,  C ). Bibliography 
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\'ER:--;o:--; J .  BOURKE 

B I L F I N G E R , G E O RG B E R N H A R D  ( 1693 - 1 7.50), 
German philosopher who coined the expression Leib
n iz-Wol ffian philosophy for the view he expounded. Bi l 
finger, whose family name was also spel led Buel ffinger, 
was born in Kannstadt, \\' iirttemberg. He studied theology 
at Tiibingen , and mathematics and ph ilosophy at Halle 
under Chri stian Wolff. He was appoi nted extraordinary 
professor of phil osophy at Tiibingen in  1 72 1 ,  but after 
Wol ff's expul sion from Hal le  in 1 723,  Bi l finger was ac
cused of atheism and deprived of h i s  pos itions. On Wolff's 
recommendation he was appointed professor of ph i losophy 
and academician in S t. Petersburg. His growing reputa
tion as a natural  ph ilosopher caused Duke Eberhard Lud
wig of \\'iirttemberg to recal l him to Tiibingen as professor 
of theology. In  1735 the new Duke Karl Alexander of Wiirt
temberg cal led Bi l finger to h i s  capital ,  Stuttgart, as a mem
ber of the privy council . Bi l finger became president of 
the Consistorium, a council for ecclesiastical and educa
tional affai rs ,  and in th is capacity permitted Pietism to be 
taught in \\' iirttemberg. 

Although B i l finger's doctrines are quite close to Wolff's , 
he showed a certain originality, di scussing Wolff's doc
trines critical ly and frequently accepting them only with 
reservations.  In an early work he held, against Locke, the 
view that there are i nnate ideas in the human mind, iden
tifying them with axioms. ln psychology he did not accept 
the distinction, introduced by \\'olff, between empirical 
and rational psychology, but proceeded in a more tradi
tional manner. ln his later writings, B i l finger referred less 
frequently to Wol ff. 

The most independent part of Bi l nnger's system was his  
theory of possibi l ity, expounded in h is  main work, Dilucidationes Philosoph icae de Dea, Anima Humana, Mundo et 

Generabilis Rerum Affectionibus (Tiibingen, 1725). H e  
asserted that the notion of possibi l ity i s  more fundamental 
than the principles of identity and contradiction. Possible 
things are not absolute beings in  an independent realm of 
ideas , but they depend for their exi stence on God's under
standing (not on h i s  wil l ). It is a part of God's essence to 
think possible th ings as th ey are, but they are, onl y insofar 
as God th inks them. Additional Works by Bilfinger 
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GIORGIO TOXELLI 

B I N E T , A L F R E D ( 18.57 - 19 1 1 ), French psychologist, 
was born at :\'ice. The son of a doctor and an artist, Binet 
studied at the Sorbonne, qual ify ing in 1878 in  both law 
and science. He embarked immediately on a doctorate 
under Edouard Balbiani , embryologist  and professor at the 
Coll ege de France, whose daughter Binet married in 1884. 
ln the same year he submitted an articl e on the fusion of 
images to La Revue ph ilosophique. The editor, Theodule 
Ribot, persuaded h im in  due course to devote h is  energies 
to psychology. Through Charl es Fere, Binet came to work 
with Jean Charcot at th e Salpetriere hospital . 

Binet i s  known mainly for h i s  work, with his  younger 
coll eague Th eodore S imon, in devising tests for assessing 
children's  intel l igence. The Binet - S imon scal e, publ ished 
in 1905 and revised in 1908 and 19 1 1 , constituted the first 
systematic, effective, and widely accepted attempt to 
devise sets of simpl e verbal and nonverbal tasks, perform
ance on which could be quanti fied with a fair degree of 
objectivity, and on which norm s  for different age groups in 
the school population were carefully worked out. The 
principal American versions were produced , revised, and 
restandardized by L. 1 1 .  Terman and his coll eagues at 
S tanford University in 1 9 16 and 1937. It was, however, 
Binet's and S imon's careful studies that showed the ne
cess ity of val id data to ascertain the intell ectual skil l s  and 
concepts normal ly to be expected of ch ildren at each age 
before any assessment of a child's retardation can fairly be 
made. The revised tests are stil l  employed for research 
and cl in ical purposes , although increasing use is now 
being made of the Wech sler tests. 

Binet h imself was well aware that cultural factors have a 
bearing  on test performance and that interestingly differ-



ent patterns of results on various subtests might be shown 
by children achieving simi lar over-all scores .  Hence, the 
conception of an intel l igence quoti ent (IQ) as 

mental_ age X 100 chronological age 
although popularly l inked with Binet's name, in fact runs 
counter to his stress on studying and appreciating individ
ual differences. 

The practical util ity of the Binet - Simon scale has over
shadowed to a large extent the rich background of inquir
ies from which the tests were developed. A man of wide 
theoretical and practical interests, Binet wrote in lucid and 
l ively French a dozen books and some 250 articles, many 
of which appeared in La Revue philosophique and in L'Annee psychologique, of which he was the editor. Seven 
of his  books and a few articles appeared in Engl ish, which 
Binet wrote and spoke fluently. The Psychologie des grands calculateurs et joueurs d' echec (Pari s ,  1894 ), and 

I . L'Etude experimentale de l'intelligence (Pari s ,  1803), the 
latter reporting studies of his own children , remain neg
lected classics of French psychology. Both works provided 
evidence of individual differences in imagery and evi
dence that images could be less important in thinking than 
the associationi sts supposed. Furthermore, these studies,  
especially the former, showed that the subsequent l ine of 
thought was affected by the nature and presentation of the 
problem a th inker was asked to solve, by the mental set 
induced by that problem, and by his attitudes in other 
respects. The studies of his young daughters illustrate 
B inet's patient, systematic mode of inquiry into chi ldren 's 
thought proces ses, and they enhance understanding of the 
developmental approach to psychology to which Piaget 
was th e heir. 

Chronological scrutiny of his writing shows Binet' s work 
on intel l igence to have been the practical outcome of pro
longed theoretical and experim'ental study of the nature of 
thought processes-subnormal : normal , outstanding, and 
abnormal. These investigations were carried out in hospi
tals ,  notably the Salpetriere, in schools,  and in the psycho
logical laboratory at the Sorbonn e, of which Binet became 
director. Influenced by Hippolyte Taine in France and by 
the Briti sh empirical tradition (including J .  S .  Mi l l ,  Alex
ander Bain , and Franci s Calton ), B inet had started as a 
narrowly orthodox association ist. H i s  evidence for concep
tual processes not involving vi sual imagery anticipated 
some of the Wiirzburg experimental findings on "image
less thought:-'' This evidence and that found by Binet 
and his collaborators for central factors , for unconscious 
processes, and for attitudes influencing a train of thought 
l ed Binet slowly to change his standpoint. In doing so, he 
moved from treating th inking by analogy with visual in
spection to emphas izing the affin ities of thought and action 
and to stressing the importance of developmental studies. 
Such an approach has proved more acceptable in the 1860s 
than when Binet died, unfortunately l eaving his own re
search and theory incomplete . Works by Binet 

"M ental Imagery. " The Fortnightly Review, Vol . 52 ( 1892), 
95 - 104 .  

"The M echanism of Thought. " The Fortn ightly Review, Vol. ,55 
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( 1894), 785 - 799. Except for thi s  and the preced ing reference, al l  
of Binet's works are l i sted in  the \'aron monograph (see below). 

"L'Intell igence des imbeci les . " L'A11 11ee psychologic1ue, \'ol .  t .5 
(1909), 1 - 147. Written with Theodore S imon. This and the follow
ing article are of sal i ent importance for understanding Binet's later 
treatment of thinking. 

"Qu 'est ce qu'une emotion ? Qu'est ce qu'un acte intel le<:tuel ?" 
L'An 11ee psychologique, Vol .  17 ( W l l ). 1 -47.  Works on Binet 
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JOAN \ VYNN REEVES 

B I N S WANGE R, L U D W I G ,  Swiss psych iatri st whose 
school of Daseinsanalyse, or exi stential analysis ,  is the 
most extensive attempt to relate the ph ilosophies of Ed
mund Hus serl and Martin Heidegger to the field of psy
chiatry. He was born in Kreuzlingen , Thurgau , Switzer
land, in 188 1 into a family l ine of eminent phys icians and 
psychiatri sts. After attending the univers ities of Lausanne, 
Heidelberg, and Zurich , he received his medical degree 
from Zurich in 1907. In 19 IO he succeeded his  father, 
Dr. Robert Binswanger, as chief medical director of the 
Sanitari um Bellevue, an institution founded by his grand
father at Kreuzl ingen. He re linquished his directorship in 
18.56. Daseinsanalyse is an original amalgam of phenomenol
ogy, H eideggerean existentialism, and psychoanalysis, the 
goal of which is to counter the tendency of sci entific 
psychology to view man's being as solely that of a natural 
object. However, the school does not seek spheres of hu
man exi stence that argue against the explanatory power of 
psychoanalysi s. Binswanger complained of the overreduc
tion ism of natural science as appl ied to man, hut in doing 
so he was not questioning science 's abi lity to explain ;  he 
was , rather, urging that that which is being explained be 
kept in mind in its full phenomenal reality. Binswanger is 
a phenomenologi st in that he demands a presupposition
less discipl i ne in which the investigator can apprehend the 
world of the patient as it i s  experienced by the pati ent. To 
this end he limits his analysis to that which is actually 
present (or immanent) in the patient's consciousness. He 
seeks the essential structu re of these phenomena without 
relying on reductive theory, his aim being to allow the 
phenomena to speak for themselves. As an ex istentialist he 
views the essential structures that the phenomena reveal 
on their own terms as "u niversals with power. " That is, he 
sees them as the matrix with in  which the individual 's 
world and self-his essence-are determined. He seeks in 
each patient a general context of meaning within which 
the patient exists. He cal ls this meaning-context the tran
scendental category of that patient's world design. 

This notion of a general ex istential m eaning-context 
must be understood as that which expresses with equal 
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validity all aspects of the patient's l ife and world. The 
criterion of a complete expression is based on H eidegger's 
ontology of man and includes h is  orientation in space, h i s  
mode of being in time, h i s  relation to  h i s  bodily l i fe and to 
his  fel low man, h is  way of thinking, and his  fears and anx
ieties. For exampl e, a un iversal such as continuity is 
equally understandable and express ive in reference to 
time (continuity of events versus the sudden and unex
pected), space (contigu i ty), relationships with others (for 
example, oedipal t ies or bonds) ,  and the individual's own 
world ("inner" continuity, continuity of feelings or of 
affections). But such explanatory categories as aggression 
or l ibidinal energy emphasize one aspect of man 's being as 
most real and are therefore rooted in  a one-sided ontology 
of human existence. 

What psychoanalysis takes as conditioning factors-such 
as instinct or chi ldhood sensations-are regarded by Bin
swanger as already being representations of a basic world 
design. It i s  not that Binswanger wants to push back the 
causal chain beyond instincts or chi ldhood sensations, but 
rather that the causal chain itself, as described in scienti fic 
depth analysis ,  must be viewed as a whole, without any 
a priori privileged reference point in  terms of which all el se 
is to be explained. Explanation in terms of a privil eged 
reference point presupposes a theory, and a theory as
sumes a world outlook-in this case the world outlook of 
natural science. Binswanger does not, therefore , use the 
past to account for the present. He sees the past of a pa
tient as existing in the present in that the entire world 
design-within which a particular event in the past "con
ditioned" a present neurosis- is the pati ent. Therefore, the 
present, or the conscious, or the manifest content of 
dreams and the man ifest verbal expressions, al l  point to a 
unity or category(ies) that i s  the basis of the pati ent's 
world. In  other words, because the self cannot experience 
a "pure" event outside of a meaning-context, even if the 
self be that of a child, it is that source meaning-context 
which Binswanger seeks to apprehend. 

Binswanger does not offer h i s  approach as a substitute 
for psychoanalys is ;  insofar as the goal of psychiatry i s  
intervention in  the patient's l ife-manipulation of or  
change in i t-only a scienti fic approach,  such as psy
choanalysis or cl in ical psychiatry, i s  adequate. For B in
swanger, phenomenology and reductive explanation are 
two complementary aspects of the Geisteswissenschaften, 
including psychology. Phenomenology can provide us 
with an essential description of the data, and phenomeno
logical existential ism can provide a full  dynamic under
standing of the individual 's  life on his  own terms.  But i f  
we are wil l ing and find i t  necessary to transform and con
trol phenomena, natural science is at present our major 
tool . However, whereas in the natural sciences we confer 
meanings, in the Geisteswissenschaften the phenomena 
under investigation are themselves mean ings to a self, and 
it becomes necessary phenomenoiogical ly  to receive the se 
meanings on their own terms .  
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JACOB NEEDLEMAN 

B I O L O G Y  in the largest sense refers to any systematic 
study of l iving organisms, including their h i story, struc
ture, functions, manner of life, heredity, reproduction, 
and development. In thi s  sense paleontology, hi stology, 
physiology, and embryology are counted as branches of 
biology. In a narrower sense, the term is restricted to the 
manner of life of organi sms and to its study. It is customary 
to refer to the biology of a group, in contrast to its evolu
tionary h i story, genetics, comparative morphology, and so 
on. In thi s  sense the study of biology i s  the study of ecol
ogy, together with whatever facts concerning structure 
and physiology that have an immediate bearing on ecol
ogy. 

There is no general agreement on the precise bound
aries of the science of biology in either sense. This  is due, 
in part, to the fact that there is no agreement on what i s  a 
l iving organi sm.  The various criteria  that have been sug
gested for distingu i shing the l iving from the nonliving-for 
example, the powers of self-repl ication, self-regulation, 
and self-repair-have been eroded by the construction, 
either actually or theoretical ly, of evidently nonl iving 
machines that possess these properties and by the discov
ery of natural systems-various viruses, cel lular structures, 
and macromolecules-that possess some of these proper
ties but otherwise seem to be nonliving. H owever, biolo
gists are not disturbed by the lack of a definition of "living"; 
and it  is difficul t to di scern much philosophical interest in 
the question. 

The border line of biology is obscured by other factors , 
the rel evance to biology of the phys ical sciences and the 
re levance of biology to psychology. When the physical 
aspects of an ostensibly biological question are so large as 



virtual ly  to absorb it ,  there is no conventional way to de
cide whether the question belongs to the physical or bio
logical sciences. An example would be the way in  which 
the genetic code is embodied in the chromosome-a prob
lem that only a chemist could handle. A similar indeter
minacy as to biology or psychology concerns such questions 
as the operation of animal instinct. 

\Ve may distinguish three ways in which philosophy and 
biology bear upon each other. First, biology, l ike all the 
sciences, has in the past been heavily influenced by meta
physical ,  theological , and methodological theories. This 
influence is perhaps easier to see in  the case of biology 
than in the phys ical sciences. Any biological treatise writ
ten prior to the nineteenth century is saturated with philo
sophical thought-not merely as incidental philosophizing, 
but as an influential factor in the choice, formulation, and 
treatment of problems. No doubt the reason why later 
works seem to us less influenced by philosophy l i es in the 
greater difficul ty in discerning the operation of our own 
philosophical vi ews. 

Second, biology, again l ike all the sciences, has in
fluenced philosophy, especial ly metaphysics and the 
theory of knowledge : It has been maintained that Ari s
totle's metaphysics is an ontological embryology. In the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuri es biology has inspired 
and informed a number of pol i tical philosophies (such as 
social Darwinism and the fascism of Mussol ini's philo
sophical apologists) and metaphysical systems (such as 
those of Bergson, Whitehead, and, to a lesser degree, 
Dewey). 

Final ly, biology presents to philosophy a number of 
special issues that cal l  for philosophical treatment. The 
remainder of th is article will be concerned with the analy
sis of some of these issues. 

THE AUTONOMY :oF B IOLOGY 

Most (although not al l )  of the questions raised by phi
losophers of science, insofar as they are questions about 
biology in particular rather than about science in general, 
are related directly to the issue of autonomy. 

It arose historical ly in the controversies between mecha
nists on the one hand, and vital i sts and organismic biolo
gists on the other, concerning the relations of such organic 
activities as growth, regulation, and reproduction to the 
complex physical and chemical processes that undoubt
edly go on in➔iving systems. Roughly speaking, the mech
anists think that all organic activities are exempl ifications 
of laws , all of which are also exempl ified in nonl iving 
systems; the vital ists and organismic biologi sts deny 
this, although they differ from each other in the accounts 
they give of characteristically organic systems. The answer 
to this question has an important impl ication for method
ology. If the mechani sts are wrong, then biological theory 
must be regarded as autonomous with respect to the phys
ical sciences. If, however, the mechanists are right, and if 
biological activities are reducible to nonbiological ones (an 
additional assumption), then there seems to be no reason 
why biology should not ultimately become a branch of the 
physical sciences. 

Among the questions that pertain both to the nature of 
biology and to the issue of autonomy are the following: 
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( 1 )  Can biological concepts and laws be "reduced,"  in some 
sense, to the concepts and laws of phys ics and chemistry? 
(2) Does the biologist employ patterns of explanation (for 
instance, historical or teleological explanation) that are 
inappropriate in the physical sciences? (3 ) Do some of the 
phenomena exhibited by organic systems involve modes of 
causation (such as final or mnemic causation) not exh ibited 
by inorganic systems? (4 ) Is the relation of part to whole in 
organic systems a sort of relation s ign ificantly different 
from any shown by inorganic systems? In assessing the 
issue of autonomy, i t  wil l be necessary to say something 
about each of these questions. \Ve shall venture to answer 
"no" to each of them, but at the same time try to do justice 
to the prima-facie case for the affirmative. Attitude of biologists. J. H. \V oodger' s formulation of the 
issue of autonomy is representative. There is, he argues, a 
"characteristically biological way of thinking." However, 
the prestige of the physical sciences, and the tendency of 
philosophers to regard them as paradigms of scienti fic 
reason, have tended to divert the biologist from consid
ering the purely biological features of organic systems and 
to turn his efforts toward applying to biology the concepts , 
theories, and explanatory patterns of the physical sciences . 
Biology has suffered from this tendency. The biologist can, 
and for some purposes must, consider biological phenom
ena as exhibiting types of organization not present in inor
gan ic systems ;  and he must be led by these phenomena, 
without bias, in developing the intellectual tools for their 
analysis-an autonomous biology with concepts and laws 
of its own. 

There is no doubt that \Voodger is correct in his conten
tion that biologists tend to stand in awe of the phys ical 
sciences. Probably most biologists think that the facts of 
physiology, genetics, morphogenesis, and such are , in an 
obvious sense, nothing more than complex phys icochemi
cal facts. After all, it is argued, there is not the slightest 
evidence to suppose that there are any components other 
than the physicochemical ones in an organic system. To 
suppose otherwise is to step back into vital ist supersti tion. 
And-so it seems to follow-since we have only physico
chemical components to deal with, physicochemical meth
ods and theories ought, in principle, to be sufficient. 

This is only a sl ight caricature of the prevailing view 
among biologists-and the exaggerations of the caricature 
are corrected if we note that most biologists also are sym
pathetic to the thesis  that biology does possess at least a 
measure of autonomy. None would deny that it is valuable 
to possess principles-for example, of genetics or ecol
ogy-that are not derived from physics or chemistry. 

The situation is this :  Biologi sts admit  that their science 
is, in  practice, to some extent autonomous; but they are 
also incl ined to believe that any autonomous principles, 
such as Mendel 's laws , are only provisionally autonomous 
and that, if  we only knew enough, they could be shown to 
be consequences of nonbiological theory. \Voodger's view, 
then, is that too much effort goes into research and theo
rizing directed toward such possible reduction. 

\Ve have been describing in rough fashion a di scernible 
attitude among biologists. \Ve must now conduct a more 
careful investigation of the autonomy thes is and of the ar
guments that have been offered for and against it. The 
concept of autonomy is itself unclear, to say nothing of 
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such concepts as "biological ," "reduction," and "tel eol
ogy," and requires some preliminary clarification. 

Kinds of autonomy. It i s  neces sary to draw a distinction 
between what we may term doctrinal autonomy and on
tological autonomy. Suppose that there are two bodies of 
theory, T1 and T'2.. and let P1 and P! be the phenomena 
that are described and e,.-plained with the help  of T1 and 
T,,, respecti\·ely. The i s sue of autonomy i s  rai sed in biol
ogy because, i f  we construe T1 as any branch or all of 
biology. and T! as any branch or all of physical theory. the 
fol lowing  conditions seem to be satisfied:  1 )  If T1 is applica
ble to any system, S,  so also is T. �but not \ice \·ersa:  there 
are many types of systems to which phys ical, but not bio
logical . theory i s  applicable ). 2 )  E\·en when T1 i s  appl ica
ble to system S, S may be analyzed into subsystems S '  1• S · !. 

etc . .  to v,·hich T'2.. but not T1 • i s  appl icabl e. 
D octrinal auton om y. Doctrinal autonomy cons i s ts in  

asserting one  or  more of  the follov,ing:  ( 1 )  T1 eon tains 
concepts not definable  in tern1s of concepts  that belong to 
T'2. (conceptual autonomy): 2 )  T1 eontains laws not deri\·a
ble from the laws of T!. e\·en v,ith the help of principles 
that coordinate P1 and P! nomic autonomy : 3) the expla
nation or analysis  of some types of P1 eonsists  of patterns of 
proposit ions that are inappl icabl e to P! methodolozical 
autonomy). 

On tological auton omy. Ontological autonomy i s  the 
,·i ew that P'2. cons i sb. in part. in a mode of acti\ity that i s  
radical ly different from any acti \·ity shown in  P1 • Thi s 
statement i s  ,·ague. but the the si s of ontological autonomy 
is intrin sically  a \·ague one of course it might, for all 
that, still be true ). \\"hat differences ean be counted as 
"rad ical "?  The fol lowing su ggestions ha\·e been made. 

( 1 ) E\·en thou gh T! is appl i cable to system S when T1 i s ,  
ne\·ertheless S cannot be analyzed exhausti\·e ly into sub
systems that show only P :!" Any such analysi s-for i nstance. 
the analys i s  of l i\·in g  or2:anisms into chemical systems 
-o\"erl ooks some sy stem that i s  causal ly rel e\·ant to  the 
acti,·i ties of S.  Thi�  i� the doctrine of \·ital i sm. 

( :; )  E\·en though S can be exhausti\·ely analyzed into 
subsystems that are definable by means of concepts drawn 
solely from T:. the se subsystems.  i n  \·irtu e of their place as 
parts of S. show P1 as well as P! acti,· ities. Thi s  i s  the thes i s 
of organismic biology. often expressed in  the catch formula 
"the whole i s  more than the sum of i ts parts." Thi s  doc
trine. which i s  rather more subtle than its detractors. allow. 
i s  not merely that a "whol e" S shows acti\·ities P1 that are 
not shov.·n by any of its physical parts. It is a truism. for 
in stance, that a l ion courts a l ioness, but that no part of a 
l ion, such as his  l i\·er. can court a l i oness .  Rather, when 
physical parts are so organized i nto a system. S,  that i s  
capable of  P1 acti,ity, the physical parts show acti\·ities 
that are no longer phys ical-that i s ,  that are no longer 
i n stances of the operation of the physical laws of T:-

3 Organic systems show goal-directed acti\·ities unl ike 
any exhibi ted by inorganic systems. 

Defenders of the doctrine of ontological autonomy are 
fond of the term "emer2:ence." For our purposes. i t  i s  
sufficient to  note that i f  any of  the abO\·e three conditions 
are sati sfied.  then the emer2:ence of properties P of a sys
tem S, which could not be predicted on the bas i s  of a 
theory of the subsystems of S,  i s  a real i ty.  

Philosophical concern. From the point  of \iew of philo
sophical im·esfr;::ation. the thesis  of doctrinal autonomy i s  
the more fundamental. for i t  i s  c lear that ontolo;ical auton
omy is of no �re.at interest unless i t  im·oh-es some meas
ure of doctrinal autonomy. Some writers ha\·e pas sed, for 
example. v,ithout a�ment from the assumption of a sub
ject matter that is irreducible to the phys ical scienees �o 
the conclusi on that biolozy requires methods that are 
i rreducibl e to the methods of the physic-al sciences .  This 
inferenee. v,ithout further support. cannot pas s muster. 
A special problem, al thom:h it requires a special sol u
tion. does not necessarily require a special m.ethod of 
sol ution. For instance. eYen if or.:ani sms were unique in 
shov,ing goal-directed act:i\ity. it would not follow that 
biol o�y requires a special pattern of teleolozical expla
nation. 

:\ ioreo\·er. it is diffic-ult- so:me philosophers would s.ay 
impos sibl e-to zj\·e an intel l igible account of ontolm::ical 
autonomy exc-ept in terms of doctrinal autonomy. Indeed. 
most contemporary d i scuss ions of autonomy define a striet 
relation of reducibil i ty and then specify the me.anin� of 
"emergence" or "organic whole," for example. as failure to 
sati sfy thi s  relation . .  -\ecordingly. we shall direct primary 
attention to the theses distinguished under the head of 
doctrinal autonomy. 

DOCTRI:-;A L A CTQ:-;O..'tff 

Conceptual autonomy. :\re there specifically b iolopcal 
conc epts ? In  an uninterestin� sense there cer..ainly are. 
There are many eoncepts that apply only to biolmtical 
systems and that are defined in terms of other such con
cepts .  such as 0chromosome." "cell." and ·'predation. ·, It i s  
perhaps worthwhi l e  just to point out that they exist and are 
legitimate and ubiquitous . .  -\re they definable in terms of 
nonbiologicaJ concepts ?  There is a diBc-ulty i n  principle 
about answering this question one way or .he other, since 
the concept of the nonbioloziral is just as \a�e as the 
concept of the biolo-::ic-al. and proof or disproof oi possi
bil ity i s .  i n  £:eneral. notorious ly subject to pitfalls .  H ow
e\·er. it i s  feasible to examine the l ozic of concepts that are 
thom:ht to be specifically biolm:ic-.al . in order to �ain a 
closer understandinz of what would be im·oh-ed in such 
definability. 

Polytypic concepts. _-\ll taxonomis ts are agreed that no 
sinde criterion can allow us  to decide whether or not a 
group of o�anisms constitutes a species. If one encounters 
in nature-on an island, l et us say-a group of sexually 
reproducing in sects that resembl e each other closely, that 
are quite unlike any other i nsec·ts in their order. that inter
breed freely \l,ith others of the p-oup. are infertile when  
crossed with nonmembers of  the �oup, and are all de
scendants of a relati\·ely recent homm.:eneous population 
that is indi stin�ishable from them in appearance. then a 
taxonomist would re-.::ard the -.::roup as a species.  In  nature, 
howe\·er. thim::s are not so clear-cut: .-\ group suspected of 
bein£ a species may be £:eo-::raphically dispersed, asexual 
or hermaphroditic. intersterile v,ith other members of the 
2::roup, or fertile in c ro sses with ob\·iously di stmct species. 
I t  i s  cl ear that each of the conditions for the ideal case i s  
rele\·ant. and that they are representati\·e o f  the sort.s of 



properties that the b iologist actual ly investigates in deter
mining the appl icabi l i ty of the term "species. " However, it  
is also cl ear that none of these properties (logical ly) must 
be sati sfied; that no small subset of them i s  ( logical ly) 
sufficient; and that any large subset that i s  sufficient would 
seldom or never be encou ntered. The term "species" i s  
actually applied on  the basis of  a group's pos session of  a 
sufficiently large number of these (and simi lar) properti es. 
All of the objects to which the term appl ies wi l l ,  in Wi ttgen
stein's well-known phrase, bear a "family resemblance" to 
each other. 

Let K be the class of al l objects to which concept C 
correctly appl ies .  Then we can say that both K and C are 
polytypic with respect to a set of properties,  G, if the fol
lowing conditions are satisfied: ( 1 )  Possession or lack of 
the properties in G consti tutes the basis on which C is 
appl ied. (2) Every member of K possesses a signi ficant 
proportion of the properties in G. (3) Every property in G 
is possessed by a significant proportion of the members of 
K. (4 ) No property in G i s  regarded as logically necessary 
for membership in K (even though it may be an empirical 
fact that some property in G is possessed by al l the mem
bers of K). 

For example, we may say that the class of all species,  or 
the concept "speci es," is polytypic with respect to the set 
of characteri stics that consti tutes relevant grounds for 
regarding a group as a species. Indeed, i t  seems that such 
concepts as "life," "animal," "male," "in sect," "stomach," 
and "leaf" are polytypic with respect to the features that 
we ordinari ly regard as defining them. Thi s  contenti on 
-which ,  inci dental ly, would not pass unchallenged by 
some phi losoph ers-i s  supported by a logical pecu l iarity of 
concepts like "l ife" and "species" :  if any single property i s  
suggested a s  logically necessary, i t  i s  easy t o  construct a 
real or imaginary case that lacks the property but that 
nevertheless would be unive:i;sal ly regarded as a genuine 
case. The pos sibility of th i s  lrne of argument i s  indicative 
of polytypic character. 

Now suppose that the species concept, as well as many 
others, is polytypic with respect to its diagnosti c features. 
How would this be connected with the thes i s  of concep
tual autonomy? It may be noted that when a biologist 
decides to apply a polytypic concept, he cannot simply 
consult a textbook definition and compare its speci fications 
with the single object- specimen, group, organ-that he i s  
examining. He must  consider the broad pattern of distribu
tion shown .,by the relevant specifications in an incom
plete ly determined class, and he must make the judgment 
as to whether or not the object in  question possesses a 
significant proportion of the relevant properties. Moreover, 
his judgment as to what constitutes a significant proporti on 
is not just a matter of deci ding how many of the properties 
ought to be represented, for in practice some of the prop
ert ies wi l l  admit of degrees and some wi l l  carry more 
weight than others. For example, in the set, G, that deter
mines the application of the concept "species," we may 
count the properties of ferti l i ty in  crosses within  the group, 
steri l ity in crosses outside it, and geographical continuity. 
All of these evidently admit of degrees. The members of a 
species at one border of its geographical range may be 
inferti le or show reduced ferti l i ty when crossed with mem-
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hers at a distant oppos ite border. Large proportions of a 
species may be completely steri le  (for example, the worker 
bees). � loreover, ferti l i ty and steri lity re lations earry 
greater weight than does geographical cont inui ty, the 
relative weights being suggested, although not ri gidly 
determi ned, by the rei gning theori es of species dynam
ics-especially, in this case, the theory of evolu tion. 
Wi th in this theory, fert i l ity plays a re latively essential ,  and 
geographical di stribution a re latively fortuitous, role. 

Finally, we must note that when biological concept C is 
polytypic with respect to G, some or all of the properties in 
G may be speci fied with the help of concepts that are 
themselves polytypic. And these also in turn may be 
specified with th e help of polytypic concepts ,  and so on. 
Th i s  state of affairs may appear scandalous to lovers of 
rigor and exactitude; but we are si mply describing, not 
judging, the conceptual structure of biology. One point  
re levant in maki ng a judgment should, perhaps , be made 
now-very exact descripti ons may be given wi th the help 
of concepts whose meanings can be speci fied only vaguely. 

Polytypic concepts are desi gned to cover a wi de range of 
cases; for example, the concept of a stomach applies to the 
stomachs of men, worms, starfishes, and roti fers-stomachs 
that may differ in virtual ly every morphological respect. 
The deci sion as to how wide a range of diss imi lar struc
tu res should be regarded as stomachs is dependent upon 
the use that the bi ologi st intends to make of the concept, 
and th is use depends upon the current state of biologi cal 
theory. 

The meaning of polytypic concepts, we may conclude, i s  
determi ned by a complex network of  relati on s wi th other 
concepts, some polytypic and some not-the whole system 
being i nfluenced both by the unformali zed judgment of 
bi ologi sts and by the state of biological theory. \\'e may, 
accordingly, make the fol lowing poi nts : 

( 1 )  If a biological concept, C, is polytypic with respect to 
every set of physical properties ,  G, there is a sense in 
which a thesis of conceptual autonomy is sat i sfied. If  by 
"definition of C in terms of the properti es in G" one means 
"speci fication of a function of the properties in G as a 
logical ly neces sary and suffici ent condition for applying  
C," then C i s  not definable in  terms drawn from the phys
ical sciences. 

(2 ) A concept that is polytypic with respect to every set 
of physi cal properties may nevertheless pos sess a biologi 
cal definit ion. Such a concept clearly warrants the tit le of 
"specifically biological. " 

(3) Concepts that are speci fically bio logical i n  th i s  sense 
are control led in thei r appl ication by bio logical, and not 
physical , theory. They cou ld not ( logical ly) have their 
meaning specified-in some weaker manner than "defini
tion" in  the sense of ( 1 )  above-in phys ical terms unless 
relevant portions of biological th eory were reduced to 
physical theory. 

Functional and historical concepts. Another aspect of 
some biological concepts is brought to l ight when we 
consider the examples "gamete" and "hybrid. " These may 
be termed, respectively, "functional" and "historical" 
concepts. When we consider the enormous variety of ob
jects that are counted as gametes (reproductive cel ls), from 
ostrich eggs to pol len grai ns, and the vari ety of organisms 
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that could be hybrids, i t  is  reasonable to conclude that 
both concepts are polytypic with respect to any set of 
phys ical properties. Each concept has a further peculiari ty. 
An object cannot be a gamete unless i t  performs a particu
lar function in  the process of reproduction, and an organ
ism cannot be a hybrid unless it has a certain ancestry. Let 
us call any concept, C, "functional" whenever it is logi
cal ly necessary that, for the correct application of C to 
object S-organ, event, process-there exist a di stinct 
process, F, in  a distinct object, S ' ,  and a set of conditions 
under which F will not occur in  the absence of an S .  When 
this condition is met, we may say that the function of S is 
to contribute to the performance of F. Thus, "gamete" is a 
functional concept because it i s  logically i mpossible for 
anything to be a gamete unless i t  so functions in  the 
process of reproduction. Terms with functional definitions 
are common, both in bio logy and in everyday speech. 
Biological examples are "stomach," "connective tissue," 
"gene," "predator," and "antibody"; everyday examples 
are "lawyer," "phi losopher," "chari ty," "umpire," and 
"balance wheel. " 

By a "historical concept" we shall understand any con
cept, C, that is so defined that it is logically impossible to 
apply it correctly to an object, S ,  unless S has a specified 
history. Thus,  "hybrid" i s  historical because no organism 
can (logically) be a hybrid unless the history of its genera
tion meets certain speci fications .  Such concepts as "mu
tant," "homology," "hypertely," "convert," "graduate ," 
"retired," and "veteran" are also h istorical . 

We cannot here investigate the uses of functional and 
historical concepts , but their  exi stence in biology has a 
number of implications for the thesis of conceptual auton
omy: 

( 1 )  Functional and historical concepts are extrinsic. 
They are applied to an object, S ,  not on the basis of char
acteristics in S itself but on the basis  of the relation of S to 
other objects and processes or to historical antecedents. 
Moreover, these external relations are s ignificant only 
within biology proper-physical theory indeed contains 
functional and historical concepts, but it has no need of 
those introduced by the biologist. In this minimal sense 
they are "speci fically b iological . " 

(2 ) Functional and historical concepts are ordinari ly 
polytypic with res pect to any set of intrinsic or phys ical 
properties , and they are themselves often employed in the 
polytypic specification of the meaning of other biological 
concepts. Their exis tence therefore re inforces the conclu
sions drawn about polytypic concepts . 

(3) Can we regard functional or historical definition as 
definition in terms of physical properties ? There is proba
bly no solid answer to this questi on, but it should be noted 
that the physical sciences are likely to be regarded as 
defective insofar as they employ either functional or his
torical concepts. If, then, the definabi l ity of biological 
concepts in phys ical terms is  secured by the expedient of 
regarding historical and functional concepts as physical, it 
is only at the cost of admitting as "phys ical" concepts that 
would be j udged inappropriate for physical theory. 

Nomic autonomy. Biology can possess specifical ly bio
logical laws if, and only i f, there are specifical ly biological 
concepts. If there is a law that employs only the concepts 

of some branch of physical theory, it would surely be re
garded as an instance of physical law; and a law that em
ploys only the concepts that are clearly biological would 
be regarded as biological. 

There is an ambiguity in the question of whether bio
logical concepts and laws are reducible to phys ical theory. 
Given an existing biological theory ,  T

l
' we can ask 

whether the concepts and principles of T
1 

are reducible to 
a physical theory, T

2
• Or we can ask whether the phenom

ena, P
1

, that T
1 

describes can be given an alternative de
scription in a physical theory, T

2
, equal to or surpas sing T

1 

in  explanatory power. Any arguments that center about 
existing biological theory, such as the above arguments 
in favor of conceptual autonomy, can at the very best sup
port irreducibil ity in the first sense. It i s  difficult to see 
how irreducibil ity in the second sense could be given sup
port, at least by the conceptual analysis  of existing sciences. 

Methodological autonomy. Are there logical patterns of 
analysis or explanation appropriate in biology but not 
appropriate in  the physical sciences ? The leading contend
ers for this honor are teleological and his torical explana
tions. (It is granted that hi storical explanation has some 
place in the physical sciences, but only a marginal one. ) 

I t  is impossible to say anything useful on this  vexed 
topic without some rather lengthy preliminaries. In the 
first place , the meaning of the thes is that there are patterns 
of explanation peculiar to biology needs some examina
tion. If, for example, there are te leological explanations in 
biology, they will share some features in  common with 
explanations in the physical sciences -those features in 
virtue of which they are all explanations. On the other 
hand, there must be some prima-facie differences,  those 
that lead us to i dentify some explanations as te leological. 
Are these differences great enough, or of such a type, that 
we may reasonably describe them as formal, or as differ
ences in logical pattern ; or are they merely superficial 
differences in  subject matter or vocabulary? We need, 
evidently, a clear account of the formal pattern of all ex
planations-if, indeed, one exists .  In the second place , i n  
examining the logical pattern of  explanation, it  becomes 
necessary to investigate the nature of implication. 

There is  general agreement that any explanation pos
sesses the form of an argument Pl :. C, where C is a propo
siti on that describes the state of affairs-event, law, or 
whatever-to be explained and P is a set of propos i tions 
that offer premises in explanation of C. Moreover, both P 
and C must be true:  C cannot be false, for explanation 
consists in showing why something is  the case and it is 
senseless to suppose that a falsehood can be explained; 
and P must be true, for falsehoods cannot explain why 
something is the case. Finally, it is agreed that P must in 
some sense be  more general than C. 

There is  less agreement among philosophers on the 
logical relation of P to C. The commonest assumption is 
that C must be deducible from P, or from P together with 
other truths that may be taken for granted in  the context. 
This requirement yields the so-called deductive model of 
explanation. One motivation behind the deductive model 
consists in  construing explanation in such a way that pre
diction and explanation are logically parallel .  Thus, any 
suppres sed premises needed, in conjunction with P, for 



the deducibility of C must concern factors that are, in 
principle, just  as available for investi gation as those ex
plicitly mentioned in P. If th is condition is satisfied, then 
C is  explained by P when, and only when, C cou ld have 
been predicted by deduction from premises whose tru th 
could be known without knowing the truth of P. 

It is precisely on the requirement of a paral lel  between 
prediction and explanation that teleological and historical 
explanations seem to differ from explanations that conform 
to the deductive model. Consider, for example, a typical 
historical explanation. An animal geographer rai ses the 
question of why a particular species of fish is found in a 
lake far outs ide its normal range. Suppose that historical 
research uncovers the fact that fifty years ago se\·eral 
breeding pai rs of the species were artificial l y  introduced. 
Thi s  might  very well be the explanation of why they are 
there at the present time,  but it seems certain that an in
vestigator obsel"\'ing the past e\·ent could not ha\·e de
duced, from any truths a\·ailable to him at that time, that 
fish of thi s species would be present fi fty years later. He 
would not be in a position to rule out accidental extinction 
by disease, the pre sence of an efficient osprey, and s imilar 
possibilities. 

Or cons ider a typical teleological explanation. \\'hy do 
animals in colder cl imates have shorter appendages than 
do their close relati\·es in wanner cl imates ? Because 
shorter appendages are less subject to freezing and are less 
efficient radiators of body heat. I t  seems that such explana
tions conform to the requirements of the deducth·e model 
e\·en less than do historical explanations.  It would be 
incredible to suppose that the shortness of appendages 
could be deduced from any set of known biological and 
thermodynamic truths. So incredible, indeed, that i t  is 
often suggested that so-called te leological explanations are 
not explanations at all. 

\\'hat, then, is  the pattern of historical and teleological 
explanations ? I t  wi l l  now be argued that it is quite possi
ble to construe the deductive model in such a way that fully 
predictive hi storical and teleological explanations tum out 
to ha\·e the same logica l  form. The differences concern 
only the nature of the set of premises ,  P. Consequently, it 
will  be necessary for us to judge the thesis of methodolog
ical autonomy as unsound insofar as it rests on the suppo
sition that teleological  and historical explanations do not 
conform to the logical pattern formulated in  the deductive 
model. 

The requirement in the deductive model that C be de
ducible from P is defended by the correct observation that 
P must lay down a sufficient condition for C. \\"e should not 
say that P explains C unless the truth of P also commits 
us to the truth of C. However, deducibility of C from P 
is not the only logical relation that guarantees that P i s  
a sufficient condition of C; this is equally guaranteed if  
P merely impl ies C.  \\'e propose that no stronger relation 
than impl ication be requ ired for the soundness of an 
explanation ; and we propose to define "impl ication" in a 
way that does justice to the letter, if not the spirit, of the 
deductive model. 

�loreover, we need a definition of implication that wil l  
aid u s  i n  rectifying a certain weakness of the deductive 
model. Suppose-per impossibile-that we could deduce 
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that there would now be fish of species X in a lake from 
information that the lake had been seeded. \\"e should still 
not regard the seed ing as the explanation of their  presence 
if the seeding, although sufficient, was redundant. If a few 
breeding pairs are thrown into a lake alreadv teeming \\;th 
fish of the same species ,  we should have to iook else�\·here 
for an explanation of their presence. In short, not onh· 
must  P lay down a sufficient condition of C; it must  a l so la�· 
down a necessary condition. 

Any number of distinct occurrences could be sufficient 
for the presence of fi sh in a lake,  and if any one of a num
ber is sufficient, it would appear that not one of them is 
necessary. In order to resoh-e th is paradox, we shall intro
duce the concept of a context-dependent impl ication, and 
the concept wil l be employed in formulating the require
ment that P imply C. 

Logicians have defined a number of relations that may 
plausibly be interpreted as implication relations-for ex
ample, "material," "intuitionistic," "strict," and "rigorous" 
implications. For reasons that we cannot discuss in detail 
here, none of these relations represent the concept we 
need for dealing with explanations. They are either too 
narrow or admit \·ersions of the paradoxes of implication. 
Instead, we propose to define a concept of entailment and 
employ it in specifying the relation of implication that we 
require. 

G. H. rnn \\'right in Logical Studies ( London, 1 957, 
p. 181 ) defines entailment as follows: A entails B if, and only 
if, i t  is poss ible to demonstrate by logical (formal)  methods 
that "~A or B" ("not A or B") is true, without at the same 
time demonstrating either A or B. This definition is an 
informal description of a re lation that, if sati sfied by a 
formal theory, would have the property that if A entai is B, 
then A would be relevant to B, thus avoiding the paradoxes 
of strict implication. \\'e shall add the proviso that A does 
not entail B if the truth of both "~A or B" and "~A or ~B" 
are demonstrable; or if both "~A or B" and "A or B" are 
demonstrable. 

For our purposes,  then, we define entai lment as fol lows : 
A entail s  B if both von Wright's definition and our proviso 
are sati sfied. And we shall say that A implies B (symboli
cal ly: A -+  B) if, and only if, either A entail s B ;  or G and A 
together entail B, where G (the "ground" of the impl ica
tion ) is true and neither G nor A entails ,  or is entailed 
by, B. 

This concept of implications is des igned to have the 
following effect: If it i s  true to say that A -+  B, then it would 
always make sense to offer A in support or explanation of 
B. "A -+ B" cannot be shown to be true merely by showing 
that A is fal se or B true. If "A -+ B" is not certi fiable by 
formal methods alone, then the implication must have a 
true ground, G, that engages logically \\;th both A and B. 
Thus,  if A is true, then (G being true), B must al so be true. 
Implication, in short, is to be regarded as either direct or 
enthymematic entai lment. It can be argued that thi s is the 
way implication is regularly regarded outside of logical 
theory, but that is a story we cannot pursue here. 

The question of whether an implication (that is not an 
entai lment) is true, therefore, is to be settled partly by 
logical and partly by empirical procedures. To demonstrate 
its truth we must find a logically appropriate true ground. 
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For example,  if we ask whether "If  S ocrates is  a man, then 
he is m ortal"  is a true impl ication,  we can answer that i t  i s ,  
because there is a true statement-"Al l men are mor
tal "  -that, together with the antecedent, entai l s  the conse
quent. 

Can we make any general remarks about the sort of 
statement that we ordinari l y  take as grounding i mplica
tions ? Suppose that a physician says, "If  you have fever, 
sniffies, and a sore throat, then you have an infection." I s  
h i s  statement true o r  fa l s e ?  If  t h e  statement "Everyone 
who has these symptoms has an infection" were true, it 
coul d  serve as a suitable  ground. But it  is  possible to have 
these symptoms and lack the infecti on : The patient  may 
have taken a fever-produci ng drug, h is  sn i ffies may be due 
to al l ergy, and he may have rubbed his throat with a wire 
brush. Of course th is concatenation of possibi l ities i s  ex
tremely unl ikely,  but it  i s  su fficient to require us to regard 
the proposed ground as false.  

Nevertheless,  something very much l ike the proposed 
ground is  in fact the ground of the physician's inference 
from symptoms to diagnosis .  He recogn izes that the gen
eral rule  has exce ptions, but he sati sfies himself  that the 
patient in question is not one of the exceptions. \Ve may 
accordingly formal ize his  grounds in  a pair of statem ents, 
G, and G2 , the former stating the ru le ,  hut so hedged as to 
guarantee its truth , and the latter stating that the case in  
question i s  not  one of the acknowledged exceptions :  

G , :  "Everyon e with fever, sniffies,  and a sore throat has 
an infection ,  except cases of kind A, B, C . . . .  " 

G2 : "Th e present patient is not a case of kind A, B, 
C . . . .  " 

G ,  and G2, together with the antecedent  of the condi
tional , do entai l  the con sequent "The present patient  has 
an infection";  therefore, the conditional is true i f  both G, 
and G2 are. G, obvious ly  has a very good chance of being 
true,  even if we specify A, B, and C, si nce the l i st of poss i 
ble exce ptions i s  left open.  G "  we might say, is  a medical 
trui sm. The b urden of the question concerning  the truth of 
the conditional re sts on G2; that is,  the impl ication holds 
on l y  i f  G2, the most d ubious premise in the entai l ment P 
and G

1 
and G

2 
:. C, is true .  The truth of the conditional is  

assessed by reference to the particular case. 
We shal l cal l any impl ication that i s  grounded by means 

of a universal statement with a n  open-ended hedgi n g  
clause a "context-dependent" impl icati on,  s ince the hedg
i ng clause can be di sarmed only by close attenti on to the 
context in wh ich th e impl ication is asserted. 

We are now in a position to reformulate the logica l  pat
tern of the deductive model i n  order to admit context
dependent impl ications between P and C and to make cl ear 
what is  involved in holding that P must lay down a neces
sary condition of C .  In place of the requirement that C be 
deducible from P together with true suppressed premises ,  
we introduce the stricter requi rements that P imply ( in  the 
above-defi ned sen se) C and that P e ntai l some P' such that 
C implies P'; that i s ,  we require that P either i s ,  or entai l s , 
a necessary condition of C, but we admit  that the impl ica
ti on  of P' by C may be context-dependent. The ful ly  ex
plicit pattern of explanation may therefore be speci fied as 
fol l ows : 

If  "Pl :. C" is a sound expl anation, the n :  
( 1 )  "(G, a n d  G2 a n d  P )  � (P' � C ) "  i s  a l ogical truth ; 

(2 ) "p� P' " is a logical truth ;  
( 3 )  G "  G2 , and P are true. 

G,  is  the ground of the implicati on from P to C ;  and G2, of 
the implication from C to P'. Notice that C need not imply 
the whole of P, but only something " involved" i n  P. B oth 
G,  and G2 may be conjunctions of hedged statements and 
statements that di scount th e hedging. I t  is  a further impor
tant feature of this pattern , not relevant  to our present 
concern with biol ogical explanation that if "p � C" is true, 
e i ther P or G,  must be more general than C. 

Let us cal l  this fu l l  pattern the impl icational model of 
explanation i n  order to distinguish it from the usual  formu
l ation s of th e deductive m odel .  I t  i s  easy to see that if any 
explanation satis fies the deductive model ,  i t  also sati sfies 
the impl icational m odel .  

I t  must  be admitted that lovers of  ri gor and exactitude 
wi l l  be just as unhappy with this  doctri ne of hedged ex
planation as with the doctrine of polytypic classes. I ndeed, 
the two doctri nes are not unconnected. On the one hand, 
one m otivation for introduci ng polytypic concepts is to 
reduce hedging to a minimum. For i n stance, the statement 
" Hybrid crosses of closel y  inbred strai ns exhibit  hybri d 
vi gor" can be made without much hedgi ng; but i f  we were 
restricted to the employment of concepts that are not poly
typic with respect to physical properti es, any equivalent 
statement woul d  be closely hedged. O n  the other hand, 
inferences that cul m inate in  the applicati on of concepts 
polytypic with respect to some set, G, and that are based 
on an i nvestigation of the properties in G, are necessari l y  
hedged:  "The speci men i s  a s ix- legged arthropod with 
three body segments. Therefore it  is  an insect. " This in
ference i s  not tautological , but  any speci men that has these 
properties would be a biological anomal y if it  were not an 
i nsect. The impl icati on  is guarded, and the guarding is 
bypassed in the speci fic judgment that the speci m en be
fore us is not such a strange anomal y. 

Consider our example of a historical explanation.  Th e 
impl ication from the past seeding of a lake to the present 
popu lation is grounded on the general truth that such 
seedi n gs are effective i n  the absence (here we hedge) of 
such conti n gencies as pestil ence and efficient ospreys. 
What right have we to discount the hedging? In the case of 
hi storical explanations,  we have the best pi ece of evidence 
that could be avai lable ,  the presence of the population 
itself. I f  this seems to be cheati n g  (and i t  would seem to be 
to the lover of ri gor), we can reply that the explanation is 
sound; that everyone admits it  i s  not predictive; that thi s  
i s ,  i n  fact, the way that historical explanations are justi fied; 
that there arc very few unguarded rules avai lable for his
torical explanations; and that we m i ght as we l l  admit that 
hi storical explanati ons an swer to the l etter, i f  not to the 
spi rit ,  of the deductive model .  

An analogous heavi l y  guarded implication is needed to 
establ i sh the seeding as necessary for the presence of a 
popul ation. The ground of thi s  implication i s  a statement 
to the effect that there would be no population i n  the ab
sence of seeding, unless the lake is with i n  the normal 
range of the species, or u nless . . . .  These "unl esses" 



must be discounted if the explanation i s  to be regarded as 
sound. 

In  teleological explanations a function i s  ascribed to a 
process ,  structure, or property. For example, in  the teleo
logical explanation of the relatively shorter appendages of 
animals in cold climates as compared with their close 
relatives (other subspecies of the same species) in warm 
cl imates, the shorter appendages are assigned the func
tions of reducing the probabi li ty of damage by freezing 
and of helping in temperature regulation. ;\Ormally  an 
object or state of affairs, S ,  that contributes to the perform
ance of a biological function , F, cannot be regarded with
out qual ification as either necessary or sufficient for F. 
Obviously, short appendages are not sufficient for proper 
temperature regulation-in fact, not all of the necessary 
factors are known. And short appendages are not generally 
necessary, s ince an animal can have long appendages so 
long as other mechanisms insure proper temperature regu
lation. However, i t  is possible to make the judgment that 
in  the concrete circumstances under consideration, short 
appendages are both necessary and sufficient for tempera
ture regulat10n, although the grounds of both impl ications 
will be heavi ly  guarded. A teleological explanation i s  
precisely such a judgment. 

\Ye may now summarize the bearings of these analyses 
of concept formation and explanation on the general ques
tion of autonomy in  biological theory. 

( 1 )  There is no case for supposing that biology employs 
sui generis modes of explanation. On the other hand, i t  was 
necessary to reformulate the deductive model, allowing 
context-dependent implicati ons, in order to exhibit the 
unity of explanatory pattern. It can be shown that ex
planations in the physical sciences al so involve context
dependent explanations, so even their use cannot count as  
a pecul iar feature of biology. I t  must be  admitted, however, 
that in historical and teleologicai explanations there is a 
certain feedback from conclusion (the explanandu m) to 
premi ses (the explanans). In h istorical explanations,  the 
fact to be explained is taken as evidence for the ground of 
an implication; in  tel eological explanations, a fu l ly func
tioning biological economy is taken as conclusive evidence 
that necessary functions are being performed. 

(2) As long as polytypic concepts are admitted into 
biology, it is trivial to say that there are biological concepts 
not definable in physicochemical terms, since such con
cepts are not de£nable at all .  

(3) F inal ly, and most important, existing biological 
theory is i rreducibly autonomous in the sense that is most 
important for the biologist. Thi s  autonomy is  insured by 
the necessity of what has been cal led the "unformalized 
skill" of the b iologist. Whatever the stage of development 
and articulat ions of a system of b iological concepts and 
laws, the meaning of the concepts and the scope of ap
pl ication of the laws is determined in part by purely bio
logical considerations. For example, the application of a 
term such as "vertebrate" i s  decided by reference to the 
h istory of evolution, to large regions of the taxonomic  
system, and to  evolution theory-the theory that indicates 
what weight is to be assigned to the presence or absence of 
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the conventional diagnostic features of the vertebrate�. 
These considerations are brought to bear with in biologica l  
thinking through the agency of the biologist, who ha� 
achieved his skil l ,  judgment, and flair in the course of an 
appren ticeship with biological material s . He is famil iar 
with, or once studied and has forgotten , a range of para
digms,  col lections of similar and dis sim ilar cases, ru les 
together with typical sorts of exceptions ,  abnormal and 
pathological specimens, and so forth. \\'e are not merely 
making the uninteresting point that a biologist can learn 
his trade, or that there is such a thing as skill and flai r. \\'e 
are saying that skill and flair are the necessary prerequi
sites for attaching to biological theories whatever sense 
they do in fact possess .  The analys is  of polytypy and of the 
hedging of principles exh ibits just where the "book" com
ponents end and the "unformal ized" components begin. 
Autonomy thus consists in the existence of essential ly 
open-ended concepts and principles whose use is regu
lated by biological considerations alone. 

O�TOLOGICAL AUTO�O:\IY 

Even if the case for the doctrinal autonomy of existing 
biological theory were proved, it might sti l l  be argued that 
a biology is possible in which no specifical ly biological 
concepts appear. It is rel evant to point out that this pos si
bi l ity is purely logical , no more-there is not the sl ightest 
reason to think that it will ever be real ized. But if we 
should wish to refute the pos sibil ity, we should ha\·e to 
defend a doctrine of ontological autonomy. \\'e shall now 
examine briefly the three commonest attempts to locate an 
ontological gulf between the organ ic and the inorganic
vitalism, hol ism,  and purposiveness. 

Vitalism. The vital ist argues that the activities of an 
organic system are controlled in part by a nonphysical 
entity that is present in them. � lost vital ists have supposed 
that the control of the vital entity i s  best exhibited in the 
phenomena of regulation during morphogenesis and in 
purposive activi ties, arguing that the details of these activ
ities are inexpl icable on any pos s ible materialistic hypoth
esis .  It is acknowledged that organic systems are just as 
subject to physical laws as are inorgan ic ones, but it is held 
that organic systems are continual ly in a phys ical state that 
is open with respect to the future-the state may change in 
a number of alternative ways, each of which is compatible 
with , but not determi ned by, the laws of phys ical nature. 
The activities of the vital entity are exercised in choos ing 
these alternatives. 

\'italism is worth an extensive examination, but we must 
content ourselves with a few observations :  

(a )  The vital ist thesis was a favorite target for appl ica
tion of the verifiabil i ty principle in the heyday of Posi
tivi sm. Studies s uch as � l .  Schlick's Ph ilosoph y of Sature 
(;'\ ew York , 1949) demonstrate to the satisfaction of most 
philosophers that no evidence can be shown to bear unam
biguously on the thes i s .  

(b )  The vi tal entity, if it exists, must be  so remarkable, 
and so mysterious in  its mode of exerci sing control, that i t  
should be regarded as supernatural. As C.  D .  Broad re
marks in The Mind and Its Place in Sature (;\ew York, 
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1925, p. S6), if we are going to admit an entelechy with the 
power of making its own organism, we might as  well pos
tulate God without further ado. 

(c) Some phenomena that have been cited in favor of 
vitalism have proved to be ephemeral-for example, the 
alleged inabil ity to carry out an organic synthesis i n  the 
test tube; other phenomena have been offered as  al ter
native, nonvital i stic explanations,  such as the development 
of polarity in fertil ized eggs. 

Holism. A favorite thesis of organismic biology is  that 
the parts of organic wholes exhibit patterns of behavior 
that they do not show outs ide these wholes. l" nfortunately, 
the thesis  i s  fatally ambiguous. If i t  means that parts of 
organic wholes violate the laws they exhibit outs ide the 
wholes, then the evidence is all against it. If it  means that 
the parts have properties "ithin the whole that they lack 
outside it, then it i s  true but hardly s upports the doctrine 
of an unbridgeable gulf. A description of a part's relation to 
a whole is the specification of a property of the part. Thus, 
holism in thi s  sense i s  true of any whole whatever. Indeed. 
organismic biologi sts sometimes give an exact description 
of a phys ical field when describing the features of an or
ganic whole. 

Final ly, the thesis may mean that even if we possess a 
comprehensive theory of the behavior of the parts outs ide 
organic wholes , we sti l l  could not derive from that theory 
an account of the parts' beha,ior \\ithin an organic whole. 
This is a restatement of the thesis of nomic autonomy. 

Teleology. \" ital i sts ,  organismic biolocists , and others 
have placed great weight on the argument that onranic 
systems show purposive or goal-directed behavior. and 
that th is  indicates the presence of a special mode of causa
tion in s uch systems. The contention is commonly rebut
ted-and the rebuttal seems to be sound-by arguing that 
purpos ive behavior is not the result of a special sort of 
teleological causation, but is the resu lt of a special sort of 
organ ization among ordinary causal processes. There have 
been many descriptions of this pattern of organization. al l 
variations on a common theme. It i s  shown that a process 
may be regarded as directed toward a specified goal if 
chance variations away from the goal are compensated for 
by other. partially independent. processes. Thus.  partial ly 
independent occurrences can be  so related that their joint 
occurrence is the achievement of a specified goal. );"o 
appeal need be made to any special sort of proces s  or oc
currence. Indeed, the recent analyses of simulated purpos
ive acti,ity in  machines have largely silenced appeal s to 
teleology as a su i  generis biologic-al phenomenon. 

(See al so D . .\RWL'-1S\!: E�!ERGLYr EYOLUTI0:.--.7:S\1: LIFE, 
ORIGL'-- OF: �IECHA.'-1S�! 1:.-,...· BIOLOGY: 0RG.-\...'-7:S\llC BIOL
OGY: TELEOLOGY: and \"IT.-\.LIS\L See B iology in Index for 
articl es on biologists and thinkers who developed phil
osophic-al theories arising from biologic-al concepts. ) 
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B L A C K .  �I A X .  Americ-an anal�tic-al philosopher. was 
born in Baku, Russia. in  1909. He read mathematics at 
Cambridge and, follo"ing his B . .  --\. , received a fel lowship 
for research at Gottingen, where he wrote The Sature of 
�!athematics ( London. 1933). He then returned to the 
LT nivers ity of London for further study and was awarded a 
doctorate for his dis sertation Theories of Logical Posi
tids m ( 1939, unpublished ). H e  took up his first academic 
pos ition, as a lecturer and tutor in the In stitute of E duc-.a
tion of the Cnivers i ty of London, i n  19.36 and held it until 
he left England. 

B lack c-ame to the Cnited States in 19--10 and was natu
ral i zed in 19--!S. His first appointment was at the C niversity 
of I l l i nois .  I n  19--16 he went to Cornell C niversity, where 
he became S usan Linn Sage profes sor of philosophy in 
195-1. He was president of the eastern divi sion of the 
.--\meric-an Phi losophic-al .--\s sociation in 19.5.s, and gave 
special lectures on contemporary .--\meric-an philosophy in 
Japan in 1957 and in I ndia in 196:2 .  

The influence of  B lack's early years in Cambridge is 
evident. In addition to an anal)tic orientation. B lack still  
retains a "ide range of scientific interests and a c-areful 
regard for common sense, such as characterized C. D. 
Broad and Frank Ramsey on the one hand and G. E. :\ loore 
on the other; but the impact of Lud\\ig Wittgenstein was 
most profound. B lack's first work, an exposition of the 
logistic, formalist. and intuitionist conceptions of mathe
matics , led him naturally to Wittgenstein, and his  subse
quent s tudy of logic-al pos iti,ism required coming directly 
to grips "ith \\"ittgenstein's Tractctus. Continuing interest 
in that work culminated many years later in .-\ Compan iofl 
to \l,"ittgens tein's Tractatus lCambridge and Ithac-a� �.Y., 
196-!), a mass ive work that contains criticaJ expository 



essays on the principal topics and extensive information 
about \Vittgenstein's sources, as well as exegesis .  

� lany of B lack's essays also take up problems or themes 
that are prominent in Wi ttgenstein 's later work , although 
Black invariably comments on the problems rather than 
expounding Wittgenstein. Probl ems about meaning are of 
great importance. Black 's conception of phi losophy em
phasizes l inguistic method: "ph ilosophical clarification of 
meaning is . . .  as practical as slum clearance and as 
empirical as medicine. " However, we need not fret about 
what meanings are: he examines what is  involved when 
we explain the mean ing of an utterance, and concludes 
that it is a mi stake to suppose that there are "such thi ngs 
as meani ngs to be categorized. " A similar conclusion led 
Wittgenstein and others to focu s on rules rather than on 
meanings; B lack takes up the challenge by analyzing what 
a rule i s ,  how a rule is related to a statement formulati ng it 
or a practice exemplifying it, and how so-called necessary 
statements, which depend only on the meaning of the 
terms involved, may be seen as "surrogates" for certain 
rules. B lack is  aware that a certain vagueness or "loose
ness" is an important aspect of these rules governing ordi
nary usage, and two essays explore what vagueness is and 
how we can reason with loose concepts. He finds that the 
underlying factor is our presupposition, in particular cases 
where such reasoning is possible, that the looseness does 
not matter. This call ing attention to the presupposi tions of 
a lingui stic act is  characteristi c of B lack ; in other essays he 
emphasi zes that definitions and assertions have presupposi
tions, and he gives a detailed comparison of presupposition 
and implicati on, with special reference to the controversy 
about denoting phrases. 

Black's respect for the claims of common sense is 
evident in his  remark that "the use of language made by 
the critic of induction deviates in a misleading manner 
from some ordi nary usage. " Behind this remark lies an 
important principle :  "To say that a word is correctly used, 
in accordance with a normal usage, in certain circum
stances, is  to say that a certain sentence containing the 
word is, in those circumstances, true. " Th is principle 
sanctions arguing from paradigm cases, and in another 
essay Black insi sts that a paradigm case of a man raising a 
glass shows that "it is perfectly certai n that persons do 
sometimes make something happen." Such arguments are 
controversial , some philosophers maintaining that para
digm cases prove nothing at all .  Black 's later essay, 
"Reason ing With Loose Concepts," provides a kind of ju sti
fication for his procedure by showing that we can be sure of 
clear cases even though we do not know at what point 
cases cease to be clear. !'\evertheless, paradigm cases do 
not constitute a road from language to metaphysics, for 
"the conception of language as a mirror of reality is radi
ca lly mistaken." 

The topics of Black 's analytical essays range from formal 
logic to education ; in science he has commented on both 
cosmology and sociology; and he has kept h is  early interest 
in the foundations of mathematics. His  work in the ph ilos
ophy of language has included reviews of many contempo· 
raries, including Frege, Russell ,  Dewey, Korzybski ,  Car
nap, Whorf, and Tarsk i .  His  writing is markedly free from 
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special terminology and wholly free from reliance on in
heri ted termi nology or jargon . Bibliography 
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�EWTOX GARVER 

B L A K E ,  WI L L I A :\I ( 1 757 - 1 827 ), English poet, pa inter, 
and engraver. Blake was born in London, the second of 
five chi ldren in the family of a retail hosier. His social 
status precluded university education, and he was appren
ticed to an engraver. Apart from that training and a few 
months at the Royal Academy, Blake was self-educated. 
\1 ost of his  pictorial work took the form of ill ustrations for 
books, Bibl ical subjects forming the largest group. His  
painting and engraving were thus primarily related to 
literature, and the interdependence of poetry and painting 
is a central principle of all his work. He l ived in London 
nearly all his l ife, very frugal ly, sometimes in poverty, and 
constantly dependent on patrons. He met \\'ordsworth , 
Coleridge, and Lamb, and was adm ired by the last two; 
but he died practically unknown as a poet, although he had 
been writi ng poetry since the age of twelve. After one 
volume of juvenile verse (Poetical Sketches, l 7h.3 ) was 
publ ished through the efforts of friends, Blake determined 
to produce his  poetry by engraving the text himself and 
accompanying it with i l lustrations. Practically all his later 
poetry, except what was left in manuscript, took the form 
of a text and designs etched on copper, stamped on paper, 
and then colored by hand. \l ost of his  lyrics are in two 
collections :  Songs of Innocence (first engraved in 1 7b9) 
and Songs of Experience ( 1 794 ). Others are longer poems, 
generally cal led prophecies, which are sequences of 
plates. The "prophecies" include The Book of Thel ( 1 7h9), The Marriage of Heai:en and Hell ( 1 79.3), America ( 1 793), Europe ( 1 794 ), .\lilton (about 1 &08, in .50 plates )  and Jerusalem (about 18 If),  in 100 plates ). 

Thought. The prophecies are symbolic poems in which 
the characters are states or attitudes of human life. Th is 
means that these poems embody religiou s and ph ilosophi
cal concepts as wel l as poetic imagery. These concepts are 
mainly concerned with Blake's sense of the relevance and 
importance of the arts and of the creative faculty of man, 
and seem to have been derived mai nly from a negative 
reaction to the Bri tish empirical tradition of thought. He 
tel ls us that he had read Locke and Bacon in  his youth and 
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had decided that they mocked inspiration and v1s 10n. 
Blake's attitude would be better u nderstood if  i t  were 
thought of as anti-Cartesian, although he is unl ikely to 
have read Descartes, and his  atti tude embodies many 
elements that wou ld now be cal led exi stential. Imagination. Accordi ng to Blake, man is a working or 
con structing imaginati on-the creative artist is nom1ative 
man. In th is  context there is no difference between human 
essence and human ex istence, for the imagi nation i s  the 
human exi stence itself and is  also es sential human nature. 
Works of art are neither in tell ectual nor emotional , moti
vated neither by desire nor by reason, ne ither free nor 
compel led: all such antitheses become unit ies in them. 
Even more important, the imagination destroys the anti th
es is  of subject and object. Man starts out as an isolated 
intel l igence in an al ien nature, but the imagination creates 
a world in i ts own image, the world of cities and gardens 
and human communities and domesticated animals .  Interpretation of the Bible. For Blake, the B ible is a 
defin itive parable of human exi stence, as it tel l s  how man 
finds himsel f in an unsatisfactory worl d and tri es to bu i ld a 
better one-one wh ich eventually takes the form of a 
splendid golden city, the symbol of the imaginative and 
creative human community. God in Blake's work is  the 
creative power in man (here B lake shows the infl uence of 
Swedenborg, with his emphas i s  on the un ity of divine and 
human natures in Jesus) ,  and human power is divine be
cause it is i nfinite and eternal .  These two words do not 
mean endless in time and spaces;  they mean the genuine 
experience of the central points of t ime and space, the now 
and the here. l\tany featu res of Blake's anti-Lockean posi
tion remind us of Berkeley, especially his ins istence that 
"mental th ings are alone real " ;  hut  th i s  doctrine of God 
takes Blake far beyond the subjective idea l i sm and nomi
nal i sm of Berkeley. 

In Blake's reading of the Bible ,  "the creation" -the alien 
and stupid nature that man now lives in-i s  part of "the 
fal l "  and is the world man struggles to tran scend. The 
objective world is the anticreation, the enemy to be de
stroyed. B lake says that man has no body di sti nct from his  
soul .  He does oppose mind and body, but as contrasting 
attitudes to nature, not as separate essential principles .  
The "corporeal understanding," or perverted human activ
i ty, con templates nature as i t  i s  (as a vast, objective, sub
human bo<ly) and tries to overcome the al ienati on of the 
subject by identifying the subject with nature as it sees 
nature. Nature is  control led, apparently, by automatic laws 
l ike the law of gravitation and by a struggle to survive in 
which force and cunning are more important than love or 
intell igence. Perverted human life im itates nature by con
tinual ly  waging war and by maintaining a parasitic class .  
Perverted rel igion, or natural religion, as Blake cal l s  it, 
invents harsh and tyrannical gods on the anal ogy of nature. 
Perverted thought exposes itsel f passively to impressions 
from the external worl d and then evolves abstract pri nci
pl es out of these impressions which attempt to formulate 
the general laws of nature. These are the operations known 
as sensation and reflection in Locke. The abstracting tend
ency is perverted because it i s  not a genuine effort to un
derstand natu re , but is a step toward imitating the automa
tism of nature by imposing a conforming moral i ty on 

human l ife. The principl e of thi s  conformity is the accept
ance of injustice and exploitation as inescapable el ements 
of existence. The end of thi s  perverted process  i s  hatred 
and contempt of l ife, as expressed in the deliberate efforts 
at self-annih i lation which Blake saw as beginning with the 
Napoleonic wars in his own time. Prophetic books. The action in B lake's prophecies is 
concerned with the conflict of these creative and perverted 
states in human l ife. The sen se of conservatism, of accept
ing things as they are, is symbolized by Uri zen, who i s  
associated with o ld  age and the sky. When con servati sm 
deepens into hatred of l i fe itsel f, Urizen is replaced by 
Satan . The force that struggl es against Uri zen is the revo
lutionary impulse in man, cal led Ore or Luvah, who is 
as sociated with youth and sexual desire.  Ore cannot 
achieve a permanent del iverance from Urizen ; that is 
pos sible only for the creative power itself, cal led Los. The 
central theme of the prophecies i s  the effort of human ity, 
cal led Albion , to achieve th rough Los the kind of civi l iza
tion which i s  symbol ized in the B ible as J erusalem and 
thus to reach the integrati on of human and divine powers 
represented in Christianity by J esus .  Bibliography 
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NORTHROP FRYE 

B L A N S H A R D ,  B R A N D ,  American philosopher whose 
task is best described in his own words as the "vindication 
of reason agai nst recent ph i losophical attacks ."  Blanshard 
has thus been a critic-a crit ic of all  those who, he al leges, 
reject rational i ty-but at the same time he has tri ed to ex
hibit the credentia ls  that reason can show in its own right. 

Blanshard was born in 1892 and educated at the U niver
sity of Michigan, Columbia, Oxford, and Harvard-where 
he received h i s  Ph. D .  H e  taught at the University of M ichi
gan , at Swarthmore Col lege, and at Yale-where he was 
Sterl ing professor of phi losophy and chai rman of the de
partment. The multitude of honors he has received during 
his career precludes their enumeration here . 

B lan shard's fi rst major work was The Nature of Thought 
(London, 1939), in two vol umes, each divided into two 
books. The fi rst volume is largely concerned with a subject 
matter common to both phil osophy and psychology. The 
stated goal is to d iscover a theory of perception (Book I) 
and a theory of ideas (Book I I )  that will s imultaneously 
satisfy the psychologist, who views percepts and ideas as 
contents of the mind, and the philosopher, who views them 
as potential items of knowledge. Various theori es are ex
amined and rejected-most notably the traditional empiri 
c ist  approach-and it  is fi nal ly argued that only a theory 
along the l i nes developed by Bradley, Bosanquet, and 
Royce is able to meet this double demand. The universal , 



Blanshard maintained, i s  present in al l  thought, even in  the 
most rudimentary forms of perception; and it is the presence 
of the universal that i s  the most important feature of 
thought. This conclus ion exhibits a theme that recurs 
throughout both vol umes : the use of doctri nes drawn from 
the ideal i st tradition in  deal ing with contemporary prob
lems.  

In  the second volume of The Nature of Thought, the sub
ject matter becomes more specifical l y  phi losophical .  The 
main task of Book I I I  (entitled "The Movement of Reflec
tion") is to answer the epi stemological problem : what i s  
the test and the nature of  truth ? Once more, after examining 
and rejecting al ternatives, Blanshard turns to the ideal i st 
tradition for h i s  answer, adopting a vers ion of the coherence 
theory of truth. H i s  exposition of the coherence theory has 
a number of disti nctive features .  Foremost is the clarity, 
rigor, and persuasiveness of the presentati on; in th i s  respect 
Blanshard has only Royce as a rival .  Furthermore, he de
velops the theory independently of metaphysical doctri nes 
that are for the most part now repudiated. Final ly ,  he 
devel ops the theory in  ful l  cogn izance of contemporary 
critic isms and attempts to offer direct answer to them. 

In Book IV (entitl ed "The Goal of Thought") B lan shard 
moves from epi stemology into metaphysics. Sti l l  operating 
within the framework of ideal i sm, he accepts the connected 
notions of internal re lations, concrete universal ity, and 
concrete necess i ty. But he does not, as do most ideal i sts, 
give these doctrines a gratu itous theological tum, nor does 
he attempt to secure the foundation of the entire system 
through an a priori proof that the compl eted, ful ly  articula
ted system must exi st. He does introduce the conception of 
a tran scendent end for thought, which he cons iders a nec
es sary postu late for knowledge, but he admits that it i s  
pos sibl e (though unl ikely)  that thi s  postul ate i s  mi staken . 

Some two decades after the publ ication of The Nature of Thought, and upon retirement from Yale, Blanshard began 
a projected three-volume sequ e�ce which would bring 
together material original l y  presented in  his Carus and 
Gifford lectures. Reason and Analysis (London , 1962), the 
second of the three volumes,  i s  h i s  most pol em ical work. It 
is in  large measure a systematic and unrem itting attack upon 
the analytic tradition as it has emerged in various forms 
during the twentieth century. Some of the arguments 
presented are refinements of those used in The Nature of Thought, but Reason and Analysis is not a mere echo of 
the earl ier work. On the constructive s ide, many of the 
earl ier ideal i stic doctri nes,  although not s i l enced, seem 
decidedly muted. If phil osophies are to bear label s ,  thi s  
later pos ition m ight better be cal led rational i sm than ide
ali sm. 

The first work i n  the sequence, Reason and Goodness 
(London, 196 1 ), introduces another aspect of Blanshard's 
thought. In this work he traces out the dial ectical interplay 
between the demands of reason and the demands of feel
ing throughout the h i story of ethical theory. Not surpri s
ingly, Blanshard rejects any theory that wi l l  not provide a 
place for reason in the account of human values, and he 
thus  offers elaborate critiques of subjectivism, emotivism, 
and rel ated theori es .  

In developing his  own ethical position Blanshard does 
not turn, at least primarily, to the ideal i st tradition but 
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rather to the works of Henry Sidgwick, C .  E. :-. t oore,  H .  A .  
Prichard, and \\'. D.  Ross. Throughout h i s  career Blansharcl 
has favored tel eology in ethics , and for a time he was at
tracted by �l oore's  ideal util itarian ism.  H e  cam e to reject 
this position largely because of the difficulties associated 
with t-. loore's conception of nonnatural properties. In  Reason and Goodness Blanshard rejects :-. toore's critique of 
natural i sm and argues that goodness is characterized by 
the joint properti es of sati sfaction and fu lfi l lment. Th e idea 
of ful fil lment i s  associated with the ideal i st traditi on, but 
as Blanshard uses it, it carri es no suggestion of loss of 
individual i ty and is thus quite different from the idea of 
fulfi l lment as employed by Bradley and most other ideal
i sts . By including both sati sfaction and fu l fi l lment in th e 
definition of goodness ,  B lanshard hopes to provide for 
feeling on one hand and reason on the other and, in th i s  
way, to resolve the dial ectical tension outl ined earl ier in  
the work Reason and Belief is not yet publ i shed, but from Blan
shard's l ectures i t  may be assumed that in thi s  work he 
wil l  chal lenge the rel igious irrational i sm that i s  currentl y 
fashionable in some quarters. What positive doctrines he 
wil l  espouse i s  more a matter of speculation. Bibliography 
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ROBERT J. FOG ELI:,.. 

B L O C H ,  E RN S T ,  German :,. larxi st philosopher, was 
born at Ludwigshafen in  1885. Influenced by late German 
expressionism and by the atmosphere of :-. tunich after 
World War I, Bloch 's styl e and thought reveal contra
dictory and uncertain trends. H e  began h i s  career at the 
Univers i ty of Leipzig by publ ishing Von Geist der Utopie 
in 19 18. This work was fol lowed in 1922 by a study of 
Thomas M iinzer in which mystical and eschatological 
ideas blend with dial ectic el ements of :-. t arxist- Hegel ian 
origin. Spuren followed in 1930 and Erbschaft dieser Zeit 
in 1933. In the latter work the various elements of Bloch 's 
thoughts are for the first time cl early placed within a 
Marxi st framework showing revisionist tendencies. 

In 1933 Bloch left Germany, eventual ly reach ing the 
United States, where he created his major work, Das Prinzip Hoffnung, a huge work that has been cal led "a mon
strous essence of hi� thoughts . "  

After World War I I  B loch, l ike B erto lt Brecht, went to 
East Germany, where from 1948 unti l his reti rement in  
1957 he was professor a t  the Univers i ty of  Leipzig. At  first, 
Bloch's pol itical and intel lectual influence in East Ger
many was l imited, but nevertheless, he was never fu l ly  
appreciated by party authorities. Hi s  winning the Nationalpreis of the German Democratic Republ ic in 19.55 sti rred 
controversy, and B loch's views had changed considerably 
during his sojourn there. His ideas, which were carefully 
watched by party authorities, became the center of many 
discussions. ln 1953, after the publication of Subjekt-Objekt, Erliiu terung zur Hegel and Avicenna und die Arista-
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telische Linke, Bloch became editor of the Deutsche Zeitschrift fur Philosophie. But the journal 's  comparative 
independence led to a series of arrests and trial s of its 
collaborators and editors. Wolfgang Harich , G unther 
Zehm, and Manfred Hertwig were sentenced to pri son , 
and Richard Lorenz and Gerhard Zwerenz fled to the 
Federal Republ ic. Although Bloch was only s l ightly in
volved, he was forbidden to publ ish, and in 1957 h i s  works 
were official ly condemned. When Bloch tardily made a 
declaration of loyalty, it was vague and noncomm ittal .  

Although he was final ly  permitted to publ i sh the third 
volume of h is  Das Prinzip Hoffnung in 1959, Bloch asked 
for pol i tical asylum during a visit to the Federal Republ ic 
in 196 1 ,  where he is now a vis it ing professor at the Uni
versity of Tiibingen. 

Although Bloch is general ly known in the West as a 
major Marxist philosopher, he has drawn on a far wider 
heritage wh ich i ncludes classical German thought, C hris
tian and J ewish mystici sm, Neoplatonism, and even the 
esoteric speculation of the Zohar. His  major work, Das Prinzip Hoffnung, gives the impression that Bloch, al
though claiming that the economic element is fundamen
tal, rel egates it to a secondary l evel and focu ses h is  attention 
on what Marxist theory regards as  only a superstructure, 
the probl em of intel lectual cul tu re. 

According to Bloch , all real ity i s  "mediation," or the 
subject- object relation , a dynamic relation that tends 
ul timately toward the final goal (Endziel ) of the reunion of 
subject and object. The Urgrund, the primordial stu ff prior 
to the di stinction between subject and object, matter and 
spirit, is moved by an obscure immediate cosmic impulse, 
which B loch terms "hunger" and contrasts with Freud's 
l ibido. After subject and object have been di stingui shed, 
Bloch claims, th i s  hunger remains essential to both subject 
and object. Thus the real ity of both subject and object is in 
the future, and the category of possibi l ity comes to play a 
central role  in h i s  thought. 

Subject. I n  man, the primordial hunger becomes desire, 
or hope. H ope presents itsel f as utopia, as a vision of a 
possibil ity that might be real ized. Hope i s  tension toward 
the future, toward the new. It moves from a mere state of 
mind (Stimmung) to a representation, and then to knowl
edge. Although hope i s  founded on the wil l ,  in order to be 
hope that understands (begriffene Hoffnung, docta spes), i t  
must draw strength from someth ing real that wil l  survive 
even when hope itself is completely sati sfied. This residue 
makes hope someth ing more than a project of reason and 
puts it in relation to what i s  objectively possible. The 
future possibil ity is not just a dream, even if  i t  is heralded 
in dreams. 

Possibility. The relation s between subject, object, real
ity, and possibil ity are complex. The nature of the real is a 
tendency toward, or anticipation of, the future, and thus its 
reality is the real ity of something in the future. But the 
future i s  already real as objective possibil ity. Bloch distin
guishes between objective possibil i ty, which (because the 
object as object i s  not real )  i s  merely theoretical, and real 
possibil ity, which i s  practical ly connected with the future. 
What i s  real ly possible is concretely connected with 
utopia. Real ity always contains elements of possible 
change, possibi l ities not yet actual ly existing. Utopias are 

concerned with these possibi l ities and thus have an essen
tial function in man's consciousness. On the other hand, 
these possibil ities must have a foundation in the object 
because thought can represent i n  imagination infinitely 
many possible objects in  infinitely many relationships. 

If  an event were completely conditioned, it would be 
"unconditional ly  certain. " Therefore, what can possibly 
come into existence i s  possible only insofar as it is not 
conditioned. What i s  objectively possible, therefore, i s  so 
only i nsofar as it is not constrained by predetermined con
dition s. Bloch distinguishes between two senses of ob
jective possibil ity. One sense concerns the thing and i s  the 
thing's "behavior," or the appearance of the thing as an ob
ject of knowledge. The other sense concerns our knowl edge 
of the th ing. The objectivity (Sachlichkeit) of the th ing 
concern s only our knowledge of it, whil e its factual ity (Sachhaftigkeit) concerns only the object of knowledge. 

Matter. The distinction between objectivity and fac
tual ity leads Bloch to claim that Marxism is only a partial 
outlook on real ity and needs completion , even though the 
reconci l iation of the real and the possible is achieved in 
h istorical material i sm,  which retains, in its complete im
manenti sm, an element akin to the doctrine of salvation of 
the great religions. According to Marxism, historical 
changes ari se out of precise h istorical socioeconomic con
ditions, and physical movement arises out of contradiction, 
the clash of opposites. But just as B loch supplements the 
claims of historical material ism with his concept of hope, 
so he supplements the claims of dialectical material ism. In  
the object, or  matter, the primordial hunger becomes a 
motive force (agens). But even though Bloch affirms that 
th is  force is compl etely immanent in matter, it i s  doubtful 
whether h is  view i s  sti l l  materialistic. His  hostil ity toward 
all forms of mechanism and h i s  inclination toward organic 
solutions weaken the material i stic features of Marxism to 
the point of nonexistence. The innate drive that he as
cribes to matter has meaning only from the point of view of 
the final goal. M atter i s  not predeterm ined, s ince it has the 
capacity not only to express itself i n  existence but also to 
do so in forms that are always new. N evertheless ,  the 
teleol ogical doctrine of a final goal for the entire world 
process is not an extension of a psychological category or 
h i storical pri nciple to nature. Rather, it is the cosmic unity 
of the subject process  and object process when being 
final ly  becomes thinking and th inking finally becomes 
being. The historical process of society i s  thus  related to 
the world process and ultimately to matter. Thus  Bloch 
identi fies dialectical matter with real possibil ity, but its 
being i n  process  is not material and contradicts the funda
mental Marxist tenet that matter is an independent real ity 
that cannot enter into a relation with anything. Several 
critics have remarked that Bloch 's conception of matter has 
its sources in the romantic Naturphilosophie of Hegel and 
Schel l ing; on th i s  view, Bloch belongs among the ideal i st 
critics of natural science. 

Utopia. The reconcil iation of subject and object comes 
through utopia. In utopia, romantic Sehnsucht-the nos
talgic regret that our dream of rational ly conquering the 
world i s  blocked by a l imit that we try unceas ingly but 
perhaps vainly to overcome-is united with messianic 
expectancy. Utopia foresees the "kingdom of the children 



of God" of Thomas M iinzer, the k ingdom of freedom in 
which the exploitation of man by man ceases. At this time 
will come that uni fication, the identification of subject and 
object, which Bl och claim s Marx foresaw when he spoke 
of the future hi storicization of nature and natural ization of 
man. It is thus  from man that the world expects its real iza
tion, and the real ization of the world process coincides 
with the sel f-real ization of man. The Marxist epistemolog
ical theory of reflection will no longer be needed, since 
knowledge itself will be overcome by hope and the object 
as object will di sappear; it will no longer be the having
become (Gewordenes) but rather pure process, the becom
ing (Werdendes), the not-yet (noch nicht). 

Block 's thought is very far from Marx's  h istorical outl ook 
and perhaps not too far from the early views of Georg 
Lukacs. In h i s  conflict with the schematicism and dogma
tism of orthodox Marxism, Bloch belongs with such ideal i st 
and exi stential ist revi sionists  as  Lukacs, Antonio Gramsci, 
and Jean-Paul Sartre . B loch 's attempt to save Marxist 
theory from ossifying has wider implications than their 
attempts , however, for it i s  related to the problem of how 
Marxi sm i s  to make use of a cu ltural heritage, especial ly 
the heritage of classical German phil osophy and, at least 
for Bloch , the heritage of the great rel igions of salvation. 
B loch's solution has been to develop one vast comprehen
sive vision of real ity, combining the original intuitions of 
the Old Testament and apocalyptic l iterature with the 
dynamic and messianic el ements in Marxism. Bloch's very 
language reveals th i s  mixture of ancient and modern. 
Difficult and intense, it echoes both recent expres sionism 
and the language of the B ible and of mystical l iterature. 
The past is for B loch not something fixed in an unreacha
bl e dimension, its cultural wealth to be di scarded in order 
to start anew, but a dynamic field of re search sti ll of use to 
man. Works by Bloch 
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1946. 
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Avicenna und die Aristotelische Linke. Berl in,  195 1 .  
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FRfu'\CO Lo�mARDI 

B L O N D E L , M A U R I C E  ( 1861 - 1949), is considered one 
of the foremost French Cathol ic philosophers of the 
twentieth century. Blonde] was born at Dijon. He studied 
at the local lycee, and in 188 1 entered the Ecole �ormale 
Superieure, where he was taught by Leon Ol le-Laprune. 
Because of pragmatic tendencies in his thought, Bl ondel 's 
name was associated for a time with the modernist move
ment. He was, however, essential ly orthodox, and his work 
has been increasingly influential among those Cathol ic 
th inkers who look for an al ternative to Thomism. 

Through Oll e-Laprune, Bl onde] was influenced by 
Newman's theory that bel ief is a matter of wi ll as wel l as 
of logical demonstration. Blonde] was far from be ing a 
thoroughgoing pragmatist or vital i st and showed none of 
the natural ism of thinkers l ike Bergson and James, yet he 
held that truth is to be reached not only through the intel
lect but through the whole range of experience, and to this 
extent he departed from the emphasis on rational demon
stration found in tradit ional Cathol ic ph il osophy. �lost of 
B londel's teaching was done at the University of Aix-en
Provence, where he taught from 1896 until his death. 

Thought. An extended statement of Blondel 's phil oso
phy is found in the book L'Action, first publ i shed in 1893 
and revised near the end of his  l ife. This book should not 
be confu sed with another of the same title, publ ished in 
1937. 

The claim of Blondel 's early work is that phil osophy 
must take its impetus from action rather than from pure 
thought. The expression "action" i s  used in a wide sense 
to refer to the whole of our l ife, thinking, feel ing, wi l l ing. 
B londe] tel l s  us that it is to the whole man in his concrete
ness that philosophy must look in its quest for truth. One 
must turn from abstract thought to actual experience in all 
its fullness and richness. It is indeed this experience itsel f 
that motivates the philosophical quest, for man by his  
nature must act, and then he cannot hel p questioning the 
meaning of h is  action. Blonde) anticipated the ideas later 
developed in existential ism when he pointed out that 
although we have not chosen to l ive and know neither 
whence we come nor even who we are , we are continual ly 
taking action and engaging ourselves in chosen policies. 

B londe] rejected any nihil istic attempt to set as ide the 
question of the meaning of action, and he had an ingen-
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ious argument to show that we cannot be content to say 
that act ion has no meaning. H e  claimed that to affirm noth
ing is real ly to affirm being. The very idea of noth ing can 
be formed only by conceiving something positive and then 
denying i t. There is  something positive and affirmative 
underlying the denials of the n ih i l ist, and even from his 
pessimistic view of l ife he derives a certain sati sfaction. 
Blonde} argued that the nihil ist's nothing is his all. The 
very extent of what he denies reveal s the greatness of what 
he wishes, for he cannot prevent affirmative ideas and 
aspirations from asserting themselves in the midst of his  
denials. Therefore, B londe} claimed, the problem of action 
and of its meaning must have a posi tive solution. 

This solution i s  to be sought by means of a kind of phe
nomenology of action, though a phenomenology that is  
meant to show that we must pass beyond the phenomena 
to the discovery of the "supraphenomenal . "  We are im
pel led to th i s  solution by reason of an immanent dialectic 
in action itself, made clear by a phenomenological de
scription. 

The basis of the dialectic i s  the gap between action and 
its real ization. Man cannot in his action equal what he 
himself demands, and so there is  in life a permanent dis
sati sfaction set up by the contrast between action and the 
real ization at which it aims. Thi s  impels man to further 
action, and in the effort to close the gap, Blonde} vi sual
ized the expans ion of action in terms of an ever wider 
outreach. Self-regarding action passes over into various 
forms of social action, and these in turn come to their l imit  
in the highest type of moral action-that wh ich aims at the 
good of all mankind .  

But  although this process partial ly overcomes the con
trast between action and its real ization, i t  never does so 
completely, and the gap reappears at each stage. There is 
no immanent sol ution to the problem of action. B ut we 
have seen already that an affirmative solu tion is demanded, 
and Blonde I cla imed that the demands of action itself point 
us from the immanent to the transcendent or supraphe
nomenal. The Cathol ic dimensions of Blondel 's philoso
phy become fully apparent at this point, for it is essential ly  
a philosophy of grace. God is immanent within man, in the 
sense that human action is already directed beyond the 
phenomenal order. To wi ll all that we do will is  al ready to 
have the action of God within us. Yet th i s  quest for reali
zation would be a frustrating one were it not that God in 
turn moves toward us in his  transcendence, and human 
action is supported and supplemented by divine grace. 

S ince action is concrete, the beli efs that ari se out of 
action and the experience of acting are not abstract formu
lations. It is in action that we apprehend God, but if  we try 
to impri son him in a proposition or prove his  existence by 
a logical demonstration , he escapes us. 

In La Pensee and subsequent writings, Blonde! gave a 
more prominent pl ace to thought and modified some of the 
anti- intel lectual ist  tendencies that characterized his earl ier 
period. At the same time, he reduced the differences that 
had separated him from traditional Cathol ic phil osophy. 
B ut it must not be supposed that he departed in any essen
tial respect from his  phi losophy of action. Thought and 
action were never rival principles for B londel, but were 

at all times to be taken together. Action is no bl ind drive, 
but always includes thought; thought can attain its ph ilo
sophical goal s only as it remains closely  associated with 
action. Thus, in h is  later phase, when he recon sidered the 
rational proofs of thei sm, he claimed that these proofs are 
possible onl y on the basi s of a prior affirmation of God that 
has ari sen out of our experience as active beings. Works by B londel 
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JOHN MACQUARRIE 

B L O U NT,  C H A R L E S  ( 1 654 - 1 693) was an English 
deist, freethinker, and controvers ial writer on rel igion and 
politics. He was born at Upper H ol loway, and was educat
ed under the supervision of his father, S ir H enry B lount, 
traveler and author of Voyage to the Levant ( 1636). A dis
ciple of Lord H erbert of Cherbury ("father of English 
deism") and of H obbes, B lount i s  common ly regarded as 
the second Engl ish deist. Although not particularly origi
nal, he was the first popularizer of deistic thought. By 
artful writing-associating himself not only with Lord 
Herbert and H obbes but also with John Dryden, Dr. 
Thomas Sydenham, Bishop Thomas B urnet, and Sir  
Thomas Browne-and by family influence, Blount was 
able to steer clear of prosecution under the Licen sing Act 
and the blasphemy laws. 

In  1679 B lount began a career of publication with Anima Mundi: or an Historical Narration of The Opinions of the Ancients Concerning Man's Soul After this Life: According to Unenlightened Nature, a collection from pagan writers 
concerning disbelief in immortality. This was shortly fol
lowed by The Last Sayings, or Dying Legacy of Mr. Thomas Hobbs of Malmsbury, who departed this Life on Thursday, December 4th, 1 679 ( 1680). This work is a com
pilation of some of Hobbes's rational i stic (deistic) passages 
on rel igion:  for example, "To say he [man] speaks by su
pernatural inspiration, is to say he finds an ardent desire to 
speak, or some strong opin ion of h imself, for the wh ich he 
can alledge no natural reason"; "He that bel ieves a thing 
only because i t  may be so, may as well doubt of it, because 
it may be otherwise. " 

Also in 1680 B lount publi shed an oblique attack on 
priestcraft in Great is Diana of the Ephesians, or the Original of Idolatry, Together with the Politick Institution of the Gentiles Sacrifices. In  the same year there appeared 



his ironic survey of a sham pagan miracle-maker in The 
Two First Books of Philostratus Concerning the Life of 
Apollonius Tyaneus, written originally in Greek, with 
philological notes upon each chapter. In 1683 Blount 
publ ished Religio Laici, "Written in a Letter to John 
Dryden, Esq. ," whose poem of the same name had ap
peared the previous year. Blount' s work, long supposed to 
have been derived from Lord Herbert's prose tract of 1645 
also entitled Religio Laici, is now known to be much more 
closely related to a similarly entitled manuscri pt of Lord 
Herbert's, unpubli shed unti l 1 933. I n  h is  tract Blount 
under the guise of defending universal or natural ' religion'. 
attacked by i ndirection the whole concept of a particular 
revelation. Attributed to B lount (by Antony a Wood) was 
the free translation ( 1683) of Chapter VI of Spinoza's Trac
tatus Theologico-Politicus ( in Lati n, 1670; in  English, 
1689), under the title of Miracles No Violations of the 
Laws of Nature, which emphasi zed the Spinozistic inter
pretation of Bibl ical miracles as natural phenomena or 
metaphorical or exaggerated language. 

The appearance of B i shop Thomas Burnet's Archaeolo
giae Philosophicae (Latin and Engl ish versions in 1692) 
gave B lount the welcome opportunity to "vindicate" the 
pseudoscientific and allegorical attempts of the writer to 
explain certain delicate problems in the early chapters of 
Genesis .  Writing in the form of a letter to Charles Gi ldon, 
B lount cited the authority of Sir Thomas Browne that 
"there are in Scripture stories that do exceed the Fables of 
Poets" and proceeded to ridicule Burnet's amiable rendi
tion of the conversation between Eve and the Serpent, and 
his handling of such questions as "how out of only one rib 
a woman's whole body could be bui lt" and "what language 
Adam spoke in the first hour of his  nativity in naming the 
animals. " This work , edited by Gi ldon, appeared i n  1693 , 
the year of B lount's death, i n  The Oracles of Reason. An
other letter in the same col le�tion from B lount to Dr. 
Thomas Sydenham i s  prefixed to A Summary Account of 
the Deist 's Religion, wherein the worship of God by means 
of images and sacrifices or through a mediator is impugned 
and worship by imitation of God's perfections is  upheld. 

B lount, a Whig, was also active on the political front. 
Derived from Milton's Areopagitica, his A Just Vindication 
of Learning, And the Liberty of the Press, and Reasons 
humbly offered for the Liberty of Unlicensed Printing were 
published in 1693. A third work of the same year, written 
under the pseudonym "Juni us Brutus," was a master 
stroke demons1rating the futi lity of licensing. I t  was ti tled 
King William and Queen Mary Conquerors: Or, A Dis
course Endeavouring to prove that their Majesties have on 
Their Side, against the Late King, the Principal Reasons 
that make Conquest a Good Title, and Blount duped the 
Tory licenser, Edmund Bohun,  into granting permission to 
publi sh. By order of the House of Commons the work was 
burnt by the common hangman, and Bohun was dismissed 
in  disgrace (Macaulay makes much of the incident in  
Chapter 19  of  h i s  History of England). 

I n  th is year of triumph Blount let emotionalism get the 
better of rationalism and committed suicide over hopeless 
love for his deceased wife's si ster, who would not agree to 
a marriage deemed i l legal by the Church of England. 
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ERNEST CAMPBELL �IOSSNER 

B O D I N ,  J E A N  ( 1530 - 1596), French phi losopher, 
statesman, and early writer on economics, is known chiefly 
for four major systematic works : Method for the Easy 
Comprehension of History (Methodus ad Facilem Histori
arum Cognitionem, Pari s, 1566); Six Books of the Republic 
(Six Livres de la republique, Paris ,  1576); "The Theater of 
Nature" ( Universae Naturae Theatrum, Lyons, 1596); and 
"Dialogue of Seven Wise t\1 en (Heptaplomeres Sive Col
loquium de Abditu s Rerum Sublimium Arcanus, 
Schwerin,  1857). 

Although Bodin's l ife is only imperfectly known, he was 
probably born in Anjou into a Catholic family who sought 
social promotion through service to the king and in clerical 
charges. Through the help of his bi shop, Bodin was ad
mitted at an early age to the Carmelite friars of Angers ,  
who sent h im to their school in Paris. While in Paris he 
probably later studied under the lecteurs royaux insti tuted 
by Franci s I ,  who personified for Bodin the ideal sov
ereign. Bodin was probably impri soned for some ti me, but 
later re leased, on charges of professing Lutheran views. 
He later studied in Toulouse and was an assi stant in  the 
faculty of law there. He parti cipated enthusi asti cal ly in the 
Renai ssance ferment at Toulouse, which at that ti me was a 
great center of international learning, in close contact with 
Germany, Switzerland, I taly, Spain, and the papacy at 
Avignon. Bodin kept in touch with all foreign publicati ons 
on rel igion and history, which benefited his lectures on 
the Pandects. He envi saged for a short time the career of a 
humanist hi storian in  the capacity of headmaster of the 
College de l'Esquille, to which idea we owe a superb 
discourse of 1559, Oratio de lnstitutenda in Republica 
]uventate. In additi on to a panoramic picture of the 
French Renaissance inspi red by Francis I, the di scourse 
presents a complete humanist pedagogical system. 

The fai lure of his local ambitions and the expectation 
that the approaching re ligious wars wou ld engulf Tou
louse induced Bodi n to leave for Paris ,  where he found a 
position as advocate of the Parli ament of Pari s, a favorable 
post for receiving any nomination of si gnificance in the 
king's service. I n  his work in parliament, Bodin found a 
type of practical law far superior to the exegesis of ancient 
texts. He broke with the writers of such exegeses in the 
preface to his first systematic work, the Method of History. 
The hi story of the title is the history of knowledge and is  
similar in conception to that which Descartes later 
presented in the preface to his Principles. For Bodin the 
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three main branches of knowledge are human history, or  
anthropology; natural history, or physics;  and divine 
hi story-theology or religi on. The Method is  a general 
outl ine of Bodin's whole system; his other three major 
works are each devoted to one of the th ree branches. The Method itself, though it outlines the entire system, covers 
in detail only Bodin's anthropology and d i scusses nearly 
al l  of the topics of the later Republic. 

Social theory. The Republic itself, though it partly owes 
its genesis  to Bodin's entire scheme, i s  also an outcome of 
a serious French political cris is  of the period, which en
gaged Bodin's attention for many years. The book is a 
defense of the theory of the French monarchy, as Bodin 
conceived it, against Machiavel lians i n  the Court and 
against various rebel l ious groups. The book s eeks to dem
onstrate that monarchy, ?.nd the French monarchy i n  
particular, i s  the best o f  all possible regimes. 

The state, the republic, is  a lawful government of the 
several households composing it. The state ari ses when 
each head of a household, each pater familias, acts i n  
concert with the others. These men are the citi zens of 
the republic. Private property i s  an inal ienable right of the 
family. At the head of this group of hou seholds is the sover
eign, the administrator of the republ ic, whose task is the 
proper government of the households composing the state. Sovereignty. Bodin's whole political phil osophy rests 
on the doctrine of sovere ignty. Sovereignty is defined in the Republic as " . . .  the absolute and perpetual power of a 
Republ ic, that i s  to say the active form and personi fication 
of the great body of a modern S tate ."  

I n  Bodin's conception of  sovereignty two different tra
ditions , that of Homan law and that of French monarchy, 
converge. The former  brought  with it the notion of majestas, which gave supreme authority established above all 
magi strates ,  however important they might be, to an abso
lute power of wh ich they were but a reflection. The tradi
tion of French monarchy, in order to demonstrate the 
autonomy of the French king in relation to the emperor, 
had been concerned chiefly with cataloguing the privi
leges acknowledged as the ki ng's by the pope; these were 
regarded as so  many proofs of the king's sovereign author
ity. Of these insignia pecularia, one l ist  contains no fewer 
than 208 items. 

Bodin reinterprets th i s  twofold juridical trend and at
tempts to synthesize it. I n  the Method he therefore retains  
only five  marks of  sovereignty: the power of  appointing 
higher magi strates and del ineating their  offices, the power 
of promulgating or repeal ing laws , the power of declaring 
war and concluding peace, the power of judicial review, 
and the power of l ife or death even when the law requires 
death . 

When he  wrote the Republic, Bodin had real ized that 
the essential mark of sovereignty was that of making and 
repealing laws and that the others were dependent on th i s  
right. Th is  right o f  the sovereign cannot b e  restricted by 
custom; the sovereign sanctions customary law by allowing 
i t  to continue in force. "Thus,  all the force of civi l laws and 
custom l ies  in the power of the Sovereign Prince." All 
legis lative and judicial power i s  concentrated in  the sov
ereign, but the sovereign is conceived as the incarnation of 

a principle and cannot be regarded as having a personal 
will  at variance with the interests of the state. Against the 
medieval theory, reaffirmed in France in Bodin 's day, of 
the Politie-a state in which supreme authority was shared 
among the prince, an ari stocracy based on birth and office, 
and the representatives of the people-Bodin contends 
that, i f  sovereignty is absolute, i t  is therefore indivisible, 
wherever it resides. There can be monarchi es ,  aristocra
cies,  or democracies,  but never a mixed state. 

I n  a given system of government, different modes of rule  
are possible.  An  ari stocracy may be governed monarchi
cally, as in Germany, or more or less democratical ly, as i n  
Venice. But a monarchy, in  which the king guarantees all 
liberty, i s  the best of regimes .  

The state that Bodin depicts-a complex of famil ies and 
of corporations, classes,  and heterogeneous provinces-is  
enriched by the differences and interactions of  i t s  compo
nents. They all obey the sovereign, their sole arbiter and 
the personification of a public weal that i s  also the weal of 
i ts parts. Thus the absolute power of the sovereign tran
scends that of the pater familias, but is conceived in the 
latter's image. Though the authori ty of the sovereign i s  
absolute with respect t o  the other elements o f  the state, the 
source of th i s  authori ty l ies  in social law, as i s  clear from 
the long hi story of the French state , with its hereditary 
monarchy subject to a higher law. Though sovereignty i s  
not  l imited by custom, i t  i s  l imited by the requirements of 
justice : Authority is acknowledged as belonging only to a 
just government-a regime that gives every person, even 
the wicked, his chance. Sovereignty is also limited exter
nal ly through the recognition of the legitimacy of other 
sovereignties ,  even of conflicting types. The sovereign i s  
further obliged to  collaborate with neighboring countries,  
so that M. J . Basdevant was enabled to see in Bodin one of 
the founders of modern i nternational law. Bodin' s thought 
is very close to the concept of peaceful coexistence that 
today forms one of the norms of international law. The theory of climates. Besides outl ining the structure of 
his ideal republic, a monarchy, Bodin also examines the 
diversity of states offered by experience. On the one hand 
he fol lows the pattern of the Greek phi losophers, tracing 
hi storical ly the degradation of th i s  ideal prototype and the 
manner in  which are successively engendered the various 
forms, sound and pathological , of political organization
tyranny, democracy, ari stocracy, and so  on. But Bodin also 
studies the modes of a state's adaptation to its territory. I n  
thi s i nvestigation, which i s  known a s  the theory o f  climates 
from a later s imi lar expositi on by M ontesquieu, B odin 
seeks to define more precisely the ways through wh ich 
geography influences human societies :  " . . .  the nature of 
Northern and Southern peoples as well as that of the East
ern and Western ones, then, the influence of the various 
places, either mountainous ,  marshy, windswept or shel
tered" (Method of History, Ch. 5). He gives a rather circum
stantial account agreeing in many respects with modern 
human geography and ethnic psychology. He describes 
northerners as unequaled in  wars and i ndustry and south
erners as unequaled in the contemplative sciences, but the 
inhabitants of the median region are in a particularly fit 
position for the blossoming of arts and laws. 



In the Method, Bodin uses anthropogeography as a 
cri tical weapon to detect errors committed by outstanding 
historians in their assessment of facts, and to build a sol id 
framework relating human h i story to natural hi story. In  the Republic his point of view becomes more dogmatic, 
though h i s  individual observations are more perspicacious. 
And he makes the important observati on that, whatever the 
ontological superiority of monarchy over other forms of 
government may be, for a given state the most appropriate 
regime i s  the one that answers best to the people and the 
geography of the place. "One of the greatest and perhaps 
the chief foundation of Republ ics is to adapt the state 
to the citi zens'  nature, and the edicts and ordinances to 
the character of places, persons, and times. " 

B odin's defense of the French monarchy in the Method 
and his vast culture and phi l osophical wi sdom won h im 
the confidence of  the royal family, and in 1571  he entered 
the service of the duke of Alen�on, the brother of the fu
ture Henri I l l ,  who, after h is  coronation in 1574, befriend
ed Bodin.  But in 1576 , at a meeting of the States-General , 
Bodin delivered a speech in which he succeeded in de
feating the king's request for the financial means necessary 
to suppress the French Protestants. By th is  speech Bodin 
temporarily diverted the civil war, but lost the king's favor 
and was relegated to a humble post in Laon, where he took 
advantage of the re lative calm to write in 1578 the Latin 
version of the Republic (published Pari s ,  1586) and the Demonomanie des sorczers (Paris, 1 580). The latter work, 
which went through some ten editions,  advocates the 
repression of witchcraft and contains as well a complete 
demonology, in great part taken from the Bible. 

Natural history. Upon his  return to Laon from trips to 
the Court of Queen El izabeth I and to Belgium on mis
sions with the duke of Alencon, Bodin returned to work on 
the second part of h i s  system, h is  physics. The Amphiteatrum Naturae is in the form of a dialogue in which a "mys
tagogue" expounds to a "theoretician" a complex and 
obscure phi losophy that attempts to reconcile Neoplatonic 
idealism with Ari stotel ian naturali sm and also with impor
tant rel igious attitudes derived from the Hebrew tradition. 
Living beings are explained in terms of Platonic forms,  but 
the nature of the explanation and of the forms remains 
obscure. The soul i s  corporeal and is the form of the body. 
It is separable from the body both in life and at death . It 
possesses unity, and its function is to vivify the extended 
matter of the body. The powers of the soul, including 
sensation and ·appeti te, are seen as modeled on the will : 
they act directly upon the body with no need of an inter
mediary. Angels, too, are material ,  and the human soul i s  
inhabited not only by  a good angel and a bad angel, but 
also by a large number of spirits ,  each in charge of a spe
cial gift. B ut Bodin is constrained from scrutinizing too 
closely the mysteries of nature by his  awareness of the 
abyss that separates the Creator from the world of 
creatures. The Amphiteatrum Naturae thus  fails, in the 
end, on a level where Bodin's contemporaries could not 
question its failure, the re l igious level. Theology. A simi lar fai lure is evident in the Dialogue of Seven Wise Men, a work composed during the last years of 
Bodin's l ife and publ ished in part in 1 84 1  and completely 
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in 1 857. This  work is on the th ird of Bodin's three branch
es of knowledge, theology. The seven sages of the title 
represent three branches of Chri stianity, J udai sm, I s lam , 
natural rel igion , and skeptical materialism. Despite fertile 
discussion and a generous courtesy to one another, they 
cannot arrive at a common foundation for religious matters. 
In the progress  of the discussion, it becomes apparent that 
in almost every instance the majority agrees with the doc
trine of the Jews and that al l might accept the decalogue, 
looked upon as a spiritual ization of the natural law and as 
embodying such fundamental principles .  (Bodin had in an 
earlier work made a comparative study of the insti tutions 
of the most diverse countri es, from the ancient empires to 
the recently di scovered nations of Africa and America. 
From thi s  study he had conceived the idea of replacing 
Roman law with a synthetic and universal law that allowed 
for different modes of appl ication depending on the place, 
the era, and the geographic or economic conditions. ) But 
from the historical standpoint, wh ich i s  so significant for 
Bodin,  only the Christian faiths can contend for victory. 
Among these, the discussion goes badly for the Protestants , 
who cannot rational ly justify their conservati sm, their 
innovations, or their contradictions. The Catholic church , 
s ince it possesses the most elaborate body of doctrine, i s  
subjected to the most criticism; but the fact that the Catho
lic church remains the re l igion of the state, and is relative
ly stable in the midst of uncertainty, is for Bodin to some 
degree a vindication of the faith of its parti sans. The book 
proposes, therefore, that the church is to be believed, as 
the Cathol ic prelate has held successfully throughout the 
dialogue. 

This  justification of the Catholic church is in line with 
Bodin's support of the Catholic League during his  last 
years, a support that was not dictated simply by the in
stinct of self-preservation. But Bodin was not fully trusted 
by the members of the League and was more or less con
fined to h is  house, where he spent most of his  time in 
contemplation and the education of chi ldren , for whom he 
wrote a catechism in the spirit  of the Amphiteatrum Naturae. Bodin died as a Christian and was buried in the 
choir of a church . 

Bodin's work enjoyed outstanding renown until the 
middle of the seventeenth century but was totally disre
garded in the eighteenth,  and without a famous article in 
Bayle's Dictionary, it wou ld never have recovered from 
this  neglect. Bodin's work was restored to favor in 1853 
through Henri Baudril lart's jean Bodin et son temps, and 
in the twentieth century he has resumed his place among 
the acknowledged great pol itical philosophers of all time. 
Bodin also merits consideration as one of the most repre
sentative spirits of the Renaissance, and one of the first 
to formulate historical laws in each of the three realms
divine, natural, and human-that he considered. Works by Bodin 

Le Theatre de la nature, translated by Fran<,:ois de Fougerolles. 
Lyons, 1 597. The Six Books of a Commonweale, translated by Richard 
Knolles. London, 1606. Modern edition, K. D McRae, ed. Cam
bridge, Mass., 1962. 
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B O E H M E ,  J A KO B  ( 1 575 - 1624 ), the Lutheran contem
plative , was born at Alt S eidelberg near Garlitz in S i lesia 
and lived there nearly all h i s  life, working chiefly as a 
cobbler. Among his  mystical experiences , the seminal one 
occurred in 1600, when he glanced at a pewter dish that 
reflected the sunl ight and in a rapt state saw "the Being of 
Beings ,  the Byss and the Abyss ,  the eternal generation of 
the Trin ity, the origin and descent of this world,  and of al l 
creatures through the Divine Wisdom" (Second Epistle, 
§6). Though not formal ly educated, Boehme read rather 
widely and was influenced by, among others , Paracelsus 
( 1493 - 154 1 )  and Valentin Weigel ( 1538 - 1588 ), the 
Lutheran mystic. The above quotation, however, h ints at 
most of the main featu res of Boehme's Weltanscha uung, 
which he first expressed in h is  Aurora, oder die Morgenrote im Aufga ng ( 16 12 )  and then in other works (from 
16 18  on ward-he did not write in the intervening period 
because of ecclesiastical pressure) .  The "Abyss" is God 
considered as the Ungrund-the undifferentiated Absolute 
that i s  ineffable  and neither l ight nor darkness,  neither 
love nor wrath. The "eternal generation of the Trinity" 
occurs because the Ungrtmd contains  a wil l  to · self-intui
tion. This wil l  (identi fied with the Father) finds itself as  the 
"heart" (the Son ). Emanating from these i s  the "moving 
life" (the Spirit). This eternal process toward self-knowl edge 
and outgoing dynamic activity generates the inner spiritual 
world, which is the prototype of the vis ibl e universe. With 
differentiation , conflict of wi l l s  becomes possibl e; and 
Satan , in severing himself from the "heart," fal l s. Some
times Boehme writes as i f  evil were necessary, at others as 
though it  were a contingent spoil ing of the cosmic harmony. 
Indeed, Boehme in general shifted his position , and no 
s ingle metaphysical theory fits all h i s  writings. 

Thi s  was partl y becau se, in addition to his doctrine of 
the Trinity considered in  itself, Boehme also enunciated a 
theory of seven qualities or energies in nature ;  and the 
fluidity of his metaphys ics results from different ways of 
coordinating these two main aspects of his thought. The 

seven qual ities divide into two triads, a higher and a 
lower, between which there i s  the crucial energy he cal led 
"the flash" (Blitz). The lower triad is ( 1 )  contraction 
(whereby substances become individuated) ,  (2) diffusion 
(whereby things gravitate to one another), and (3) rotation 
or osci l lation (the tension produced by the interplay of the 
forces of contraction and diffusion) .  The higher triad is in 
effect the lower triad tran sformed :  i t  is ( 1 )  love, (2 ) expres
sion, and (3 ) eternal nature or the Kingdom of God, 
through which there is achieved a harmony between the 
materi al and spiritual worlds. 

The meaning of this evoluti onary scheme is  that the 
Trinity considered in itself i s  merely formal or ideal. The 
abysmal will needs a real obj ect to arouse self-knowledge. 
Thus the Father differentiates himself through the first 
{ lower) triad into material nature. An obstacle is thereby 
created to the abysmal wil l ,  which can be overcome, not 
by abolition , but only by transformation. The flash is the 
col l i s ion, as it were, between the absolute will and nature. 
H erein the Spirit reveals in its l ight the higher triad , 
identified with the Son as the incarnation of spiri t  in  mat
ter. This is the goal of the divine operation, whereby the 
opposition i s  overcome and made into a harmony. 

Psychologically, the flash reveals to man his choices. H e  
can remain at the level of angui sh implicit  i n  the welter of 
sensation represented by the osci l lation of nature; or he 
can "die" unto self, and identify himself with the abysmal 
wil l-which also has to negate itself in order to achieve 
vi ctory. Thus the mystical l ife is an imitation of Christ's 
suffering and triumph. 

Boehme's doctrines brought him into conflict with 
church authorities . He was crit ical of the bibliolatry he 
detected in  contemporary Protestanti sm, of a formalistic 
doctrine  of election, and of crude notions of heaven (for 
Boehme, heaven is not a place). I n  England, Will iam Law 
and the Behmenists (Boehme's di sciples) ,  who merged 
with the Quakers , were strongly influenced by him. And 
German Romanticism owed something to him-especially 
F .  \V. J. von S chell i ng, notably in his later writ ings .  Works by Boehme 

The German edition of Boehme is Jakob Bohmes siimmtliche 
werke, 7 vols .  (Leipzig, 1 832 - 1860); translated by J. El l istone and 
J .  Sparrow as The Works of Jacob Behmen, 4 vols. (London, 
1 644 - 1 662; re-edited, 1 764 - 1 78 1 ;  reprinted, 1 909 - 1924). The 
Signature of All Things and two other works are to be found in the 
Everyman edition, Emert Rhys, ed. ; introduction by Cl ifford Bax 
(London, 1 9 1 2). See also W. S. Palmer, ed. , The Confessions of 
Jacob Boehme (London , 1 920 ). Works on Boehme 

A good introduction is Rufus M. J ones,  Spiritual Reformers in 
the 16th and 1 7th Centuries (London, 19 14), Chs. 9 - 1 1 . See al so 
H.  H. Brinton, The Mystic Will (New York, 1 930) and H. L. Mar
tensen, Jacob Boehme: His Life and Teaching, translated by T. 
Rhys Evans (London , 1885). 

NINIAN SMART 

B O E T H I U S ,  A N I C I U S  M A N L I U S  S E V E RI N U S  
(c. 480 -524 ), late Roman statesman and philosopher, was 
born into the ancient Anician family in Rome, the son of a 
distinguished father who was consul in 487 and twice pre-



feet of the ci ty. Careful ly educated in  the l iberal arts and 
phil osophy-possibly in Athens-and precocious in genius ,  
he entered publ ic l ife at an early age under Theodoric the 
Ostrogoth , the Arian ki ng of I taly from 493 to 526, who 
made use of Romans and the traditi onal administrative 
methods in h i s  governm ent. 

Boethius became consul in  5 10  and for many years was 
Theodoric's principal mini ster (magister officiorum). I n  
522 h i s  two sons became consuls ;  shortly thereafter 
Boethius was arrested on a charge of treason that cannot 
now be defined but that he  denounced as a calumny. It has 
been suggested that Boethius wi shed to exal t the Roman 
senate and to negotiate with Byzantium ; it is also possible 
that as a Cathol ic  he  was di stasteful to Theodori c. Con
demned to exi le  and then to death , he was imprisoned for 
a year at Pavia and executed in  ,524. His father- in-law 
Symmachus  and Pope John I I  were similarly put to death 
in 525 and 526. 

Boethius '  cult at Pavia, apparently resti ng on a confusion 
with Severi nus of Col ogne, won h im popular canonization 
as a martyr. In recent centuries, however, h i s  Christian 
al legiance has been questioned because of the absence of 
rel igi ous themes in h i s  De Consolatione and the doubtful 
authenticity of his  theological wri tings. The question was 
settl ed when definite proof of h i s  authorship of these 
pieces was provided by H. Usener in 1877. Many readers 
have felt  it strange that Boethius ,  faced with death, should 
have found h i s  principal stay in  Stoic and Neoplatoni st 
phi losophy, but such an attitude i s  not without paral lels in 
the cul tured ci rcl es of late Roman society. We may note 
that the readers of Boethius  in the ages of faith seem to 
have felt no uneasiness on this count. Writings. The l iterary fecundity of Boethius i s  aston ish
i ng, especial ly in view of his  family l ife and exacting 
official dutie s. He wrote on educati on, sci ence, philosophy, 
and theology, but he was above all a logician, a translator, 
and a commentator. H i s  Element; of Arithmetic, Elements of Music, and Elements of Geometry (written 500 -.5 10) al l 
summarize existing works by Nicomachus of Gerasa and 
by Euclid. Of theological works attributed to him, four are 
now recognized as authentic: On the Trinity and On the Person and Two Natures in Christ, Against Eutyches and Nestorius, and two smal ler tracts. The treatise On the Catholic Faith is of doubtful authenticity. 

I n  phi losophy Boeth ius set h imself the task of translati ng 
and commenting upon al l the works of Plato and Ari stotle, 
with a view to a final harmonizati on of their teachings. Translations. As part of his ambitious program, Boethius 
produced the following translations :  the Introduction (Isagoge) of Porphyry and the Categories of Aristotle (the 
so-called old logic); the Prior Analytics and Posterior Analytics, the Sophistic Arguments and the Topics of Ari stotle 
(the so-cal led new logic) .  It i s  questionable whether the 
Boethian translat ions are sti l l  extant among the various 
primitive translations that were supplanted by vers ions by 
Gerald of Cremona and others . Commentaries. Boethius produced two commentaries on 
the Introduction of Porphyry, one for beginners and the 
other, h i s  ch ief phil osophical work, for advanced students 
(composed 507 -509 ); one on the Categories (5 10 ); on Vic
torinus'  translation of the Introduction (before 505) ;  and on 
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the Topics of  Cicero. I n  addition , he  wrote several short 
treati ses on logic. 

Final ly, there is Boethius'  masterpiece, On the Consolat ion of Ph ilosophy, written wh ile he was in pri son at Pavia, 
a dialogue in prose and verse between the writer and 
Philosophy personified, in which th e just man unju stly 
suffering is confirmed in h i s  conviction that happiness and 
fortitude may be fou nd in advers ity. The arguments used 
are in part Stoic and in part .:\'eoplaton ic, but the sentiment 
throughout is re l igious, though not expl icitly Chri st ian. 

Boethius l ived during a period of considerabl e intell ec
tual activity in Rome. Cassiodorus was h i s  coll eague, and 
among his elder contemporari es were the great popes 
Gelasius I and Hormisdas, and the canonist and chronolo
gist Denis  the Little. By his early death he escaped the 
disasters that befell Italy during Justin ian's attempt to 
recapture the peninsula for the Byzantine Empire and the 
ravages of the Goths .  

The sack and evacuation of Rome in  546 may with some 
assurance be taken as the dividing l ine in Italy between 
the anci ent and the medieval cul tures . Standing thus at the 
very end of a civil ization, Boeth ius  may rightly be called 
an eminent founder of the �1 iddle Ages and a figure of 
supreme im portance in the h i story of \Vestern thought. 
H imself one of the "last of the Romans," he was also the 
last Western th inker to whom the works of Plato and Aris
totle were famil iar in Greek and to whom ancient thought 
in all its fullness was stil l comprehens ible. His translations 
and commentari es, though neglected for centuries, stimu
lated and fed the minds of those who brought about the 
revival of dialectic in the eleventh century, and gave to 
medi eval speculation the dialectical bent and the Ari sto
tel ian color that it never lost. �1 oreover, his approach to 
theological issues, though consci ously reflecting the pro
cedure of Augustine, was in fact more technical and di
alectical in  method than that of any of his predecessors. He 
professedly used the human power of reasoning to pene
trate and explain the dogmas of Chri stianity and regarded 
the effort of reason ( ratio) to support and discuss authority (auctoritas) as a principal means in the elucidation of 
revealed truth. On the technical level of a translator he had 
a genius second only to that of Cicero for exact reproduc
tion of terms of art in his native language. �lany of these 
terms became cu rrent coin in the �1 iddle Ages , and a num
ber of his definitions-those of nature, substance, pen,on, 
eternity, providence, and beatitude-were accepted and 
stereotyped by Aquinas and others .  

Boethius' influence upon the th inkers of the earl y scho
lastic period ( 1000 - 1 150) can scarcely be exaggerated. It 
was the Boeth ian age as surely as the next age was Aris to
tel ian. It was his  comm entary on Porphyry, in which he 
gave the answers of Plato and Ari stotle to the "problem of 
universal s" that i nitiated the great controversy on univer
sal s in the el.cventh century. The early Scholastics' con
centration of interest upon logic gave to the whole fabric of 
medieval thought from Roscel in  to Wil l iam of Ockham, 
and to the form and content of academic teach ing, that 
preoccupation with method rather than with matter wh ich 
characterized scholastic thought, giving it accu racy and 
subtlety but al so tending to divorce i t  from l ife and to 
substitute logic for d iscovery. 
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The "Consolation." In another realm, the Consolation of 
Philosophy was one of the two or three books of universal 
appeal throughout the �l iddle Ages. Ph i losophically it is 
notable for containing a long discussion of the eternity of 
God, defined as the ful l  and perfect pos session of endless 
life always present in its entirety, and the "aeviternity" of 
the created universe, without beginning or end but exi st
ing in the ever-changing succession of time. On the basis 
of th is  definition, Boethius tri ed to solve the problem 
raised by God 's previ sion of free human acts. God in eter
nity has a simu ltaneous v ision of all temporal real ity, and 
he sees free acts as free. Here Boethius also made the 
valuabl e and influential d isti nction between that which is 
(id quad est)-for instance, the total fty of parts of an indi
vidual compound substance-and that by which a sub
stance i s  what i t  i s ,  its being (quo est, esse). He identi fied 
the latter with the "form" of the whole, an important 
metaphysical declaration rendered classical by Aquinas. 
Boethius,  who was engaged in d ist ingu i shing Cod from all 
other th ings, went on to remark that in creatures the form 
(esse) i s  mental ly separable from the substance ( id quad 
est), whereas in  God his  bei ng i s  identical with "that 
which i s ."  This is not, as has sometimes been stated, a first 
enunciation of the cel ebrated Thom ist distinction between 
essence and exi stence-it is, rather, the distinction be
tween a substance and its metaphysical cause-but it was a 
step on the journey, invi ting fu rther progress. The mingled 
melancholy, res ignation to divine providence, and sense of 
the supreme value of the good in  l i fe in the Consolat ion 
appeal ed powerfu l ly  to the experience of those confront
ing the ri sks and di sasters of medieval l i fe, and it was to 
them, rather than to monks or theologians, that the work of 
Boeth ius  brought comfort. It was translated into Anglo
Saxon by King Alfred the G reat (c. 890), into German by 
Notker (c. 1000), and into French by Jean de �l eung 
(c. 1 300). It was favorite reading of Dante, Boccaccio, and 
Chaucer, and in spired numerous imitators. 

Works by B oethius 

Patrologia Lati1 1a, J. P. �1igne, ed. \'ols .  63 and 64 . Complete 
works ,  presented uncritical ly. 

In Isagogen Porphyrii Com menta ("Commentaries on Por
phyry") ,  G. Schepss and S. Brandt, eds. Corpus Scriptorum Eccle
siasticorum Latinorum. \'i enna, 1906. 

Theological Tractates, tran slated and edi ted by H. F. S tewart 
and E.  K. Rand. Loeb Classical Library. New York, 1918 .  

De Consolatione Philosophiae, A. Forti Scuto (Adrian Fortes
cue), ed. London, 1925. Translated into English by H. R. James. 
New Universal Library. London and New York, 1906. Another 
Latin version edi ted by Weinberger. Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesi
asticorum Latinorum. Vienna, 1934. 
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Geyer, B . ,  Die patristische und sclwlastische Philosophie. Ber
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Patch, H. R. , The Tradition of Boethius. A Study of His Impor
tance i n  Medieval Culture. New York, 1935. 

Rand, E. K. , Fou nders of the Middle Ages. Cambridge, Mass. , 
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U sener, H., Anecdoton Holderi: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte 
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DAVID KNOWLES 

B O E T I U S  O F  D A C I A  was an Ari stote lian and Averroist 
phil osopher of the th irteenth century, sometimes cal led 
Boetius of Sweden, after the country of his birth. Born 
during the first half of the century, he was probably a secu
lar cleric and canon of the diocese of Linkoping. He was 
an associate of S iger of Brabant as a teacher of philosophy 
in the faculty of arts at Paris and, as a leader of the Aver
roist movement, condemned in 1277 by Stephen Tempier, 
bishop of Pari s. With S iger, Boetius fled the city after the 
condemnation and appealed to the pope. After detention at 
the pontifical curia at Orvi eto, B oetius joined the Domini
can order as a member of the provi nce of Dacia. The date 
of his death is unknown. 

Boetius wrote works on logic, natural philosophy, meta
physics,  and ethics. Some of these are lost; only a few have 
been edited. A complete edition of his extant works is now 
in progres s.  

Boetius phi losoph ized in a rationalistic spi rit ,  defending 
his right as a phi losopher to discuss any subject fal l ing 
within the competence of  reason and to come to whatever 
conclusions reason dictated, even though they might con
tradict Christian faith. He taught, for example, that philos
ophizing is the most excellent human activity, that phi
losophers alone are the wise men of this world, that 
creation ex nih ilo is impossible, that the world and the hu
man speci es are eternal , and that there can be no resurrec
tion of the dead. His  treati se On the Highest Good, or On 
the Life of the Philosopher contains one of  the most glow
ing and optimistic descriptions of the l ife of pure reason 
written in the M iddle Ages. Setting aside the teachings 
of faith,  Boetius inqu ires what reason tel ls  us about the 
u ltimate purpose of human l ife. Following Ari stotl e, he 
defines man's supreme good as the philosophical contem
plation of truth and virtuous l iving according to the norms of 
nature. The phi losopher alone,  he concludes, l ives rightly 
and achieves the u ltimate end of human life.  

Despite his rationalism, Boetius did not abandon his 
Christi an faith but sought an ultimate reconci l iation with 
it. Phi losophy, in his view, is the work of human reason 
investigating the natural causes and principles of the uni
verse, whereas the Chri stian re ligion res ts on supernatural 
revelation and miracles of God. Because the teachings of 
faith have a higher source than those of philosophy, in 
cases of con flict the latter m ust give way to the former. 
H uman reason is fal l ible and often comes to only probable 
conclusions.  Even when its conclus ions seem necessary, if 
they are contrary to revealed doctri ne they are not true. In 
these cases truth is on the side of revelation and not on the 



variou s time series in which what is past in one may 
be yet to come in another. What Bradley said about time 
and about exi stence and real ity greatly exercised G. E. 
M oore who, in various writi ngs, notably "The Concep
tion of Real ity" ( 19 17 - 19 18),  endeavored to make clear 
what it is to say that someth ing exists. Moore argued that 
Bradley's view that time, al though unreal , must exist, 
depended upon his assuming that whatever can be thought 
of must somehow exist in order to be thought of. But  
M oore rejected th i s  assumption. Bradley, he thought, was 
deceived into making it because he did not notice that al
though "unicorns are objects of thought" i s  of the same grammatical form as "l ions are objects of the chase," i t  is  of 
quite a different logical form. Moore's reason for this was 
that if l ions are to be hunted there must be l ions, whereas 
unicorns can be thought of although there are no unicorns. 
Thus Moore used against Bradley the distinction between 
logical and grammatical form that Bradley had formulated 
in 1883 . A weapon that Bradley had himself devised was 
employed against him by a phi losopher who had improved 
its range and sophistication. Bibliography 

Bradley's main writings and the dates of publ ication have been indicated in the body of the article. A second edition of Ethical 
S tudies (Oxford, 1927) contains corrections and additional notes 
that Bradley left at his death. A second edition of Principles of 
Logic (Oxford, 1922) contains the original unaltered text with an extensive commentary, which owes much to Bosanquet, at the end of each chapter and a set of "Terminal Essays" at the end of the book. The second edition of Appearance and Reality (London, 1897) contains an Appendix occasioned by criticisms of the first edition. See also Aphorisms (Oxford, 1930) , a few of which ap
peared in the Preface to Appearance and Reality. For a detai led critical study of Bradley's philosophy, see 
Richard Wollheim, F. H. Bradley (London, 1959). This contains further bibliographical references. See also C. A. Campbell ,  Scep
ticism and Construction (London, 193J) ;  R. W. Church, Bradley's 
Dialectic (London, 1942); and T. S. Eliot, Knowledge and Experi
ence in the Philosophy of F. H. Bradley (London and New York, 1964) , the thesis mentioned above. A. S. Pringle-Pattison, "A New Theory of the Absolute," re
printed in Man's Place in the Cosmos (Edinburgh and London, 1897, 1902), is probably the best criticism of Bradley's metaphys
ics. G. E. Moore, Some Main Problems of Philosophy (London , 1953), Chs. 1 1 , 12, 16, contains a detailed discussion of parts of Bradley's metaphysics. Criticism of Bradley's view that the notion of relation is selfcontradictory is contained in J. Cook Wilson, Statement and Infer
ence (Oxford, 1926), Vol .  I, p. 255, Vol .  I I ,  pp. 692 -695. See also 
W. H. Walsh, "F. H. Bradley," in A Critical History of Western 
Philosophy, edited by D. J. O'Connor (London and New York, 1964). 

H. B .  ACTON 

B RADW AR D I NE , THOMAS (c. 1290 - 1349), theolo
gian and mathematician , was born in  Sussex, England. He 
studied at Oxford, where he was a member of Merton 
College and from 1325 to 1327 was proctor of the univer
sity. After 1335, when he joined Richard de Bury's circle in 
London , most of h is career was spent close to the court of 
Edward I I I .  I n  1339 he became the king's chaplain, accom
panying him on his French wars. He was elected arch
bishop of Canterbury i n  1349; a previous attempt to ap
point him had failed. Four months after his appointment 
he died of the "Black Death. " 
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Although he wrote several scienti fie treatises, he made 
no attempt to c0mbine ph ilosophical and scientific con
cepts as many of his contemporaries did .  Indeed, Brad
wardine's thought is distinguished by its al most complete 
divorcement from the main outl ooks of his day. H i s only 
point of contact with his epoch came from his outright 
denunciation of the doctrines associated with Ockham
ism- in particular, those concerning grace and free wi l l .  
Bradwardine constructed his main work , De Causa Dei, 
around these two doctrines. Originally given as a course of 
lectures, the work appeared in 1344. I ts  aim was avow
edly polem ical-to reassert "the grace of Cod as it i s  
prevenient both in  time and nature to a l l  good works" 
(Preface). He countered the emphasis  upon free wil l  of the 
"modern Pelagians" (as he cal led his opponents) by as
serting the primacy of Cod's wil l .  Where they destroyed 
any inherent order between grace and glory, sin and free 
wil l ,  Bradwardine reasserted dogmatic first principles. 
But-and this is what distingui shed him-he did so in 
speculative, not dogmatic, terms. Starting from the Thom
ist conception of Cod as first cause, he reached a point 
where God was more immediately the author of an action 
than the creature who acted. By th is means he was able to 
show that there could be no such thing as an act of free 
wi l l ,  let alone merit, other than by Cod first wi l l ing it. 
Sim ilarly with future contingents, Cod not only foresaw 
fu ture actions, he wil led them; contingency, far from being 
outside his knowledge, was the product of his wil l ing. Cod 
was so actively involved in his creatu res, as the sen ior 
partner in al l  that they did, that creation was virtually an 
extension of his wi l l .  

Although the antecedents of Bradwardine's thought in 
Augustine, Thomas Aqu inas, and Duns Scotu s are al l 
di scernible, the use to which he put them can hardly be 
regarded as traditional. In the first place , while his frame
work was the contrast between man 's infirmities and Cod's 
omnipotence as established by authority, he re l ied upon 
speculation rather than dogma to assert it. The Fal l  played 
no part in his outl ook , as it  did in St. Augustine's :  man was 
weak by defi nition and therefore dependent upon God. In  
the second place , it  would be hard to  deny that Bradwar
dine took the Thomist relation between first and second 
cau ses to an extreme that al lowed the latter no independ
ent standing. This is particularly apparent i n  his treatment 
of sin in which, because Cod is so impl icated in a man's 
actions, his role is  not clearly del imited from that of the 
sinner. For these reasons Bradwardine had l ittle in com
mon with his own age and also overstepped the bounds of 
tradition. Works by Bradwardine 

De Geometria S peculativa. Paris, 15 16. 
De Causa Dei Adversus Pelagium et de Virtute Causarum. 

H. Savil le ,  ed. London, 16 18. 
Tractatus de Proportionibus; Its Significance for the Develop

ment of Mathematical Physics, translated and edited by I l L. Crosby. Madison, Wis . ,  1955. Works on Bradwardine 
Hahn, S. , Thomas Bradwardinus und seine Lehre von der 

menschlichen Willensfreiheit. Munster in \Vestfalen, 1905. 
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Leff, Gordon, "Thomas Bradwardine's De Causa Dei." journal of Ecclesiastical History, Vol. 7 (Apr. 1956). 
Leff, Gordon , Bradu;ardine and the Pelagians; a S tudy of His "De Causa Dei'' and Its Opponents. London, 1957. 
Oberman, H. , Thomas Bradu:ardine. Utrecht, 1957. 

GORDO� LEFF 

B RA I THWAITE , R I C H A R D  B E V  A�,  Engl i sh  philos
opher, was born in 1900 in Banbury. He was educated at 
King's College, Cambridge (�1 .  A. 1926), where he studied 
physics and mathematics before turning to phi losophy. 
Braithwaite is Knightbridge professor of moral philosophy 
at Cambridge Univers ity. He has served as president of 
the � l ind Association ( 19-16) and the Aristotel ian Society 
( 19-16 - 1 9-17). In the phil osophy of science, Brai thwaite 
has made important contributions on the nature of scientific 
theories and explanation, theoretical terms,  models ,  founda
tions of probabil ity and stati stics , the justi fication of induc
tion, and te leological explanation s .  He al so has written on 
subjects in  moral and rel igious philosophy. 

Scientific theories. Braithwaite defends the view that a 
scienti fic theory consists of a set of ini tial hypotheses,  to
gether with empirical ly testable general izations that follow 
deductively. To explain a general ization is to show that i t  i s  
impl ied by h igher-l evel general izations in  the theory. 
Often, especially in  the physical sciences, the in itial postu
lates will contain so-called theoretical terms, such as "elec
tron" or " field," that refer to items not directly observable. 
To understand the mean ing of such terms,  as wel l as the 
logical structure of the theory, one must begin by consider
ing the theory as a formal calculus ;  that is ,  as a set of unin
terpreted formulas. A calcu lus des igned to represent a 
specific theory will have to be interpreted, but not al l at 
once and not completely: mean ings are directly given only 
to those formulas representing the lower-order empirical 
general i zation s,  rather than to ini tial formulas containing 
theoretical terms .  The latter are indirectly  and partial ly  
interpreted by the former. 

Braithwaite's major contribution here consists in the 
detailed attention he has devoted to the nature of the ini tial 
or "theoretical" postu lates .  He d ivides these postulates 
into "Campbell ian hypotheses," which contain only theo
retical terms, and "dictionary axioms," which re late 
theoretical terms to observational ones .  The latter include 
"identificatory axioms," which identify s ingle observational 
terms with theoretical terms-for example ,  a col or word 
with expressions referring to wavelengths of l ight. Braith
waite argues that the advantage of system s containing 
theoretical terms over those whose initial postulates are 
entirely observational is that the former can more readily 
be extended to new situations than can the latter. However, 
Braithwaite holds,  there is no special advantage to Camp
bellian hypotheses ,  because, at least for certain systems, 
the same te s table consequences can be derived from iden
ti ficatory axioms. 

Scienti fic models are to be construed as alternative 
interpretations of a theory's cal cul us where the theoretical 
concepts in the original theory (such as molecules)  are 
interpreted as designating more famil iar and intell igible 
i tems (such as bil liard bal ls ). Accordingly, the theory and 
the model are to be distinguished; and while a model i s  not 

es sential ,  i t  can sometimes be of help in  extending a theory 
and clari fying its concepts. 

Probability and induction. Braithwaite proposes a novel 
finite-frequency theory of probabil i ty .  Consider the state
ment (P), "The probabil ity of a child being born a boy is 
5 1 / 100," and the observed data that among 1 ,000 children 
503 are boys. Such a s ituation is to be understood by imag
ining 1 ,000 sets of children, each containing 100 chi ldren 
of whom 51 are boys , and a selection of one child from 
each of the 1 ,000 sets, of whom 503 are boys . S ince P i s  
logical ly  consi stent with any observed data, the problem 
is to decide when to reject P. For this purpose it is neces sary 
to have a rule  specifying that a probabil ity statement is to 
be rejected if the observed relative frequency differs from 
the probabi l i ty postulated by more than a specified 
amount. Th is amount is determined by extralogical consid
erations involving the purpose for which the hypothesis is 
to be used and the value attached to possible  conse
quences of its adoption. Such a rejection rule ,  Braithwaite 
claims, is what gives empirical meaning to probabil ity 
statements considered as constituents of theoretical sys
tems. But suppose there are al ternative probabil ity hypoth
eses not rejected by the evidence in accordance with th is  
ru le.  How is one to  choose among them ? Here again con
s iderations of value must be invoked, and Brai thwaite 
outl ines a "prudential pol icy" of choosing the probabil ity 
hypothesis that maximizes the minimum mathematical 
expectation of value. 

B raithwaite has al so provided an original defense of 
C. S. Peirce's solution to the problem of justifying induction. 
The problem is formulated by Braithwaite as fol lows : What 
warrant do we have for adopting the pol icy of accepting a 
hypothesis on the bas is of numerous positive instances 
(the pol icy of "induction by simple enumeration")? The 
answer proposed cons ists of the foll owing argument 
(where rr i s  the principle of induction by s imple enumera
tion) :  the pol icy of using rr has been effective in numerous 
instances in the past; therefore (u sing 1T as the rule of in
ference) ,, will continue to be effective. Such an argument 
has traditionally been d i smissed as viciously circular, and 
Braithwaite undertakes to prove thi s charge unjustified. 
The argument can be deemed val id and hence free from 
circularity, he claims,  because it enables one to pass from a 
mere belief in  the general effectiveness of using 1T as a rule 
of inference, together with a reasonable bel ief in  1r' s past 
effectiveness,  to a reasonable belief in ,,' s general effective
ness.  I t  would be viciously circular only if one were re
quired to have an ini tial reasonable bel ief in ,,'s general 
effectiveness.  S ince th is  requirement is unnecessary, the 
argument is not inval idated. 

.Moral and religious philosophy. �lany of the conclu
sions and techniques of the phil osophy of science are 
appl ied by Braithwaite in areas of moral and religious 
philosophy. Thus,  just as one can defend the adoption of a 
particular scientific hypothesis by appeal to an inductive 
pol icy, so one can justify a particular action, such as re
turning a book, by reference to a moral policy, such as 
promise-keeping. Both sorts of policies are in turn justi fied 
by reference to the ends they su bserve. Braithwaite shows 
how the mathematical theory of games, which he invokes 
in his d iscus s ion of hypothesis se lection , can al so be used 



to shed l ight upon such notions as prudence and justice in 
situations involving human choices and cooperation be
tween individual s. Finally, just as a moral assertion is to be 
construed as an expression of an intention to act in accord
ance with a certain pol icy, so a rel igious assertion must be 
understood, according to Braithwaite, as a declaration of 
adherence to a system of moral principles govern ing "in
ner life" as well as external behavior. The major difference 
between religious and moral assertions cons ists in the fact 
that the former, being as sociated with empirical narratives, 
have a propos itional element lacking in the latter. Works by Braithwaite 
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PETER ACHINSTEIN 

B RE NT A N O ,  F R A N Z  ( 1838 - 19 1 7), German philoso
pher and psychologist, nephew of the poet Clemens Bren
tano and of the author Bettina von Arn im, taught at 
Wiirzburg and at the University of Vienna. As a teacher he 
exerted extraordinary influence upon his students, among 
whom were Alexius Meinong, Edmund Husserl ,  Kasimi
erz Twardowski, Carl Stumpf, Tomas Masaryk, Anton 
Marty, Christian Ehrenfels, and Franz Hillebrand. Bren
tano became a Roman Catholic priest in 1864, was in
volved in the controversy over the doctrine of papal 
infall ibil ity, and left the church in 1873. At his death he left 
beh ind voluminous writings and dictation (he was blind 
during the last years of his life) on almost every ph ilosoph
ical subject. Some of th is material has since been 
published. 

The most important of Brentano' s works publ ished 
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during his l ifetime is Psychologie vom empirischen Standpunkt (Leipzig, 1874). The two-volume second edi
tion (Leipzig, 19 l l ) includes revis ions and supplementary 
material ; the third edition, edited by Oskar Kraus, was 
published in Leipzig in 1925. The second edition includes Von der Klassifikation der psychischen Phanomene, which 
had also been publi shed separately (Leipzig, 1 9 l l ). The 
posthumously publ ished Vom sinnlichen und noetischen Bewusstsein, also edited by Kraus (Leipzig, 1928), is re
ferred to as Vol ume I I I  of the Psychologie. Objects of mental phenomena. Brentano took the men
tal to comprise such phenomena as hearing, seeing, sens
ing, th inking, judging, inferring, loving, and hating. He 
held that what is common to mental phenomena and what 
distinguishes them from the physical is "intentional inex
istence," which he also described as "reference to a con
tent" and "direction upon an object. " Mental phenomena, 
he said, may be defined as phenomena that "include an 
object intentional ly within themselves . "  He did not mean 
to imply, however, that when , for example, a person thinks 
of a horse, there is a duplicate of the horse, a mental simu
lacrum, exis ting within the mind. The essential point, as 
he later emphasized, is that a person could th ink of a horse 
even if there were no horse. In the second edition of the Psychologie, he contrasted strict relations with mental 
relations. A and B cannot be related in the strict sense of 
the term "relation" unless A and B exi st; if one tree is 
to the left of another, then both trees exist. "But in the case 
of psych ical relations the situation is entirely different. I f  
someone thinks of something, then, al though there must 
be a thinker, the th ing that he thinks about need not ex
ist. " 

Reference or "direction upon something" (Gerich tetsein) thus is common and peculiar to what is mental , and 
Brentano classified mental phenomena in terms of the 
different ways in wh ich they may refer to, or be directed 
upon, their objects. There are three ways in which one may 
be "intentional ly" related to any object A. ( l )  One 
may ihink of A, or, as we sometimes say, have it "before 
the mind" or "present to consciousness ." (2) One may take 
an intell ectual stand with respect to A; th is stand will 
consist either of accepting A or of rejecting A. (3) One may 
take an emotional stand with respect to A: th is is a matter 
of loving or hating A, in a very broad sense of these terms. 
I t  is a matter of pursuit or avoidance, or, as one might 
now say, a matter of having a "pro-emotion" or an "anti
emotion" with respect to A. Brentano identified these three 
types of phenomena with ( 1 )  Vorstellungen (ideas, 
thoughts, or presentations); (2) judgments ; (3) "emotive 
phenomena," or "phenomena of love and hate," a category 
including both emotions and vol itions. 

Ideas, or thoughts, are basic in that the other two types 
of mental phenomena presuppose them. In judging that 
there is food, or in wanting it, one has ipso facto the 
thought of food. However, judging is not simply a matter of 
"combining ideas"; if we combine the idea of gold and 
the idea of a mountain ,  we obtain not a judgment but an
other idea-that of a golden mountain. The members of the 
th ird class of mental phenomena, the "phenomena of love 
and hate," are l ike judging-and unlike the mere having of 
an idea-in that they involve an "opposition of intentional 
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relation ."  We adopt toward the object of our idea an atti
tude of l iking or disl iking, love or hate. 

There is sti l l  another respect in which the third class of 
phenomena is l ike the second and unlike the first. This i s  
stated in  Brehtano 's Ursprung sittlicher Erkenntnis ("The 
Origin of Our Knowledge of Right and Wrong," 1889). 

Concerning acts of the first class, none can be cal led 
either correct [richtig] or incorrect. In the case of the 
second class, on the other hand, one of the two op
posed modes of relation, affirmation and rejection, i s  
correct and the other incorrect. The same natural ly  
holds good of  the third class. Of the two opposed modes 
of relation, love and hate , being pleased and being dis
pl eased, one of them in every case i s  correct and the 
other incorrect. 

This signi ficant thesis is basic to Brentano's theory of 
knowledge and to h is  moral philosophy. 

To judge, then, i s  to take an intell ectual stand with re
spect to an object, and the object of the judgment is the 
same as the object of the idea that the judgment presup
poses. I f  one judges that there are horses, the object 
of one's judgment is simply the object horse, which one 
thereby accepts , affirms, or acknowledges (erkennt); if 
one denies that there are horses, the object of one's judg
ment i s  again the object horse, which thi s  time one denies 
or rejects (leugnet). In  neither case does the judgment take 
as its object either a proposition or state of affairs or the type 
of entity that other phil osophers have attempted to des
ignate by such phrases as "the being of horses," "the 
nonbeing of horses," and "that there are horses ."  

This  nonpropositional theory of judgment, which is 
fundamental to Brentano' s theory of truth and his theory of 
categories, may he put schematical ly, in  slightly over
simpl ified form, as follows. To judge that there are A's i s  
to accept (or  affirm) A's. To judge that there are no A's  
i s  to  reject (or  deny) A's .  To judge that some A's  are B's 
is to accept AB's (A's that are B's), and to judge that no A's 
are B's i s  to reject AB's. To judge that some A's are not B's, 
therefore, is to accept A's that are non-B's, and to judge 
that all A's are B's is to reject them. (Brentano noted, how
ever, that the sentence "Al l A's are B's" i s  normal ly used 
to express a twofold judgment: the acceptance of A's that 
are B's and the rejection of A's that are non-B's . ) 

Brentano attempted to extend h i s  theory to apply to 
so-cal led compound judgments. "He judges that there are A's and B's" presents no di fficul ty, s ince, according to 
Brentano's theory of categories, i f  A i s  a concrete object 
and B i s  a concrete object, then the coll ective consi sting of 
just A and B is al so a concrete object. The object of this 
conjunctive judgment i s  simply A-and-B, which the judger 
i s  said to accept. Brentano suggests two interpretations of 
"He judges that i f  there are A's, then there are B's .  "According to the first interpretation, the judger is said 
sir,1ply to reject A's-without-B's .  The second interpretation 
is more complex, making u se of the terms "true" and 
"apodictic. " (The latter term designates a mode of judg
ment. To reject A "apodictical ly" is ,  in effect, to reject the 
pos sibi l i ty of A; but Brentano expl icated "possibil i ty" in 
terms of "apodictic rejection," and not conversely. ) If  
by "a correct A-acceptor" we mean a man who accepts A 

truly, or correctl y, then the hypothetical judgment be
comes :  "He apodictical ly  rejects judgers who are both 
correct A-acceptors and correct B- rejectors. "  The di sjunc
tive judgment "He judges that ei ther there are A's or there 
are B's" could then become "He apodictical ly rejects 
judgers who are both correct A-rejectors and correct B
rej2ctors. " 

The philosophical consequences of th is  nonproposition
al theory of judgment are far-reaching. One consequence i s  
an  interpretation of  Kant's dictum that "exi stence" i s  not a 
predicate. According to Brentano, when we say that A 
exists, "it i s  not the conjunction of an attribute of 'exi st
ence' with 'A ,' but 'A ' itself which we affirm."  The word 
"exists" is a synsemantic term that is used to express the 
act of judgment. 

All of the doctrines set forth above fall within the prov
i nce of what Brentano called descriptive psychology. Un
l ike experimental p sychology-i ncluding  genetic and 
physiological psychology-descriptive psychology, accord
ing to Brentano, is an exact science, capable  of arriving at 
laws that hold true u niversal ly and not merely "for the 
most part. " It i s  the basis  for all phi losophy and i s  even 
capable of providing a characteristica universalis of the 
sort that Leibniz  had conceived. Descriptive psychology is 
closely related to what Husserl was to call phenomenol
ogy. Hu sserl had studied with Brentano in  Vienna from 
1884 to 1886, when B rentano u sed the expression beschreibende Phiinomenologie ("descriptive phenomenol
ogy") as an al ternative name for descriptive psychology. 
(Hu sserl later wrote that without Brentano's doctrine of 
intentional ity, "phenomenology could not have come into 
being at al l . ") Brentano's conception of p sychology has led 
some of his critics to accuse him of what Frege and Hus
serl cal led psychologism. However, th i s  accusation does 
not take into account Brentano's theory of evidence and his  
moral ph ilosophy, both of  which he took to be branches of 
descriptive psychology. 

Moral philosophy. Brentano's ethical views are set forth 
in Ursprung sittlicher Erkenntnis (Leipzig, 1889 ; 3d ed. , 
Oskar Kraus,  ed. , 1934), tran slated by Cecil Hague as The Origin of Our Knowledge of Right and Wrong (London, 
1902), and in Grundlegung und Aujbau der Ethik ("The 
Bas i s  and Structure of Ethics," F. Mayer-Hi l lebrand, ed. , 
Bern , 19 .52). Brentano based h i s  ethics upon the assump
tion that the members of the third class of mental phe
nomena, loving and hating, may be said to be correct or 
incorrect, just as judgments may be said to be correct or in
correct. To say that something, A, i s  good is to say that i t  
i s  impossible to love A incorrectl y; that is ,  it i s  apodicti
cal ly  to reject incorrect lovers of A. Analogously, to say that A is bad is apodictical ly to reject incorrect haters of A. 

The only way to grasp the concept of correct emotion, 
according to Brentano, i s  to contrast actual cases of emo
tions that are "qual i fied as correct" with cases of emotions 
that are not. This i s  analogous to the way in  which we 
understand, for example, what it i s  to be red and what it i s  
to  he col ored. Thu s  we learn that knowl edge is good, joy 
i s  good (unless it is joy in what i s  bad), every enrichment 
with in  the realm of ideas is good, love of the good is good, 
love of the bad is bad, and the right end in life is to choose 
the best among all attainable ends. 



The correctness of loving and hating, l ike that of judging, is  objective in that it is  impossible for anyone to love correctly what anyone else hates correctly or to love incorrectly what anyone else hates incorrectly. Ethics must make use of the comparative concept bet
ter than, for which there is no analogue in the theory of knowledge. "A is better than B," according to Brentano, means that it is correct to prefer A, as an end, to B. Evidence and truth. Brentano's views on evidence and truth may be found in the posthumously publ ished 
Wahrheit und Evidenz (Oskar Kraus, ed. , Leipzig, 1930). The distinction between judging on the basis of evidence and judging "blindly" is not to be described in terms of instinct, feel ings, degree of conviction, or impulse to believe. We arrive at the general concept of being evident, according to Brentano, in the same way we arrive at the concept of a correct emotion :  by contemplating actual in stances of the concept, in this case actual in stances of evident judgments and of blind judgments. Every evident judgment is either directly or indirectly evident; if a judgment is indirectly evident, its evidence is conferred, u ltimately, by judgments that are directly evident. Directly evident judgments are of two kinds. First, there are the judgments of "inner perception," such as the judgments that I am now judging in a certain way, that I seem to see such-and-such, that I think I remember so-andso. Second, there are judgments of reason or insights (Ein
sichten), such as the judgments that two things are more than one thing; that that which i s  red i s ,  as such, other than that which is green; that there cannot be a triangle with four sides ;  or that a whole cannot exi st if its parts do not exist. Every judgment that is evident is true, but not every judgment that is true is evident. Most judgments of "outer perception " (of the external world), Brentano bel ieved, are true, but all of them are "blind"; they are not evident. He  argued, however, that the hypothesis o f  a three-dimensional external world,  with its familiar detail s.  concerning physical bodies, has an "infinitely greater probabil ity" than any of its alternatives. J udgments based on memory, too, are "blind"; but many of them confirm each other, and they are worthy of our confidence. In Wahrheit und Evidenz Brentano characterized truth by reference to evidence: "Truth pertains to the judgment of the person who judges correctly . . .  hence it pertains to the judgment of one who asserts what the person who judges with evidence would assert" (p. 139 ). In addition, to say that A exists is to say that anyone who judged about A with evidence would accept A, and to say that A does not exist is to say that anyone who judged about A with evidence would reject A. The "measure of all things," then, i s  the man who judges with evidence. However, these statem ents, relating truth to evidence, do not give us the whole of Brentano' s theory of truth. "Evident" i s  said to be predicate in the strict sense of the term , but "true" and "exi sts " are not, being only synsemantic. Thi s  brings us to Brentano's theory of categories. Theory of categories. The basic theses of Brentano's theory of categories may be stated as ( 1 )  there is nothing other than concrete particular things, and (2) every judgment is either the acceptance or the rejection of some 
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concrete particular thing. "Concrete" must be taken as the oppos ite of "abstract" and not as a synon ym for "phys ical . "  Human souls  and God, according to Brentano, are concrete th ings but not physical things. Our language seem s to make reference to a great variety of irrealia-entities that are not concrete things. In fact, however, "the objects of our thought are never anyth ing other than concrete things," and therefore for every sentence that i s  true and that seems to mention some nonconcrete thing, "one can form an equivalent in which the subject and predicate are replaced by something referring to a real thing" (Psychologie, Vol . II, p. 163). For example, "There is  a l ack of gold" becomes "There is no gold" (a rejection of gold); "He bel ieves that there are horses" becomes "He accepts (affirms) horses"; and "Red is  a color" becomes "A red thing is ,  as such, a colored thing. " This latter translation is more effective in German-Das 
Rotes ist als solches ein Farbiges-where adjectives are readily transformed into nouns. Many philosophical ly troublesome words, such as "exists," "good," "impossible," and "true," are synsemantic; their l ingui stic function is not that of referring to concrete th ings. "Exists" in "God exists," as we have noted, is used to express acceptance of God; "does not exist," analogously, is used to express rejection. "A is good" expresses an apodictic rejection of incorrect l overs of A. "A is impossible" expresses an apodictic rejection of evident acceptors of A-of judgers who accept A with evidence. A true judgment, according to Brentano, is a judgment that cannot contradict an evident judgment. Thus "true," in "It i s  true that God exists," may be used to express apodictic rejection of evident rejectors of God. "It i s  not both true and fal se that God exi sts" may express apodictic rejection of coll ectives consisting of evident acceptors and evident rejectors of God. (He also noted that "true" may be used to express agreement and that, at times, it is s imply redundant. ) Brentano could thus be said to have an expres sive theory of truth , but one that involves an objective-and not merely expres sive-theory of evidence. His  theories of existence and of the nature of goodness may be similarly described. Brentano' s theory of categories contains important material on substance and accident, wholes and parts, the theory of relations, causation, and tim e and space that cannot be summarized here. Logic. Brentano proposed the following revision of the theory of the syllogism on the bas is of his theory of judgment. He wrote "Al l S are P" (A) as "There i s  no S which is a non-P"; "No S are P" (E) as "There is no S which i s  a P"; "Some S are P" (I) as "There is an S which is a P"; and Some S are not P" (0) as "There is an S which is a non-P. "  Since i n  this account both A and E are denial s, and both I and O affirmations, Brentano was able to say that no affirmative judgment is universal and no negative jucigment is  particular. Barbara i s  written as "There is  no M which i s  a non-P; there i s  no S which i s  a non-M; hence there is no S which i s  a non-P. " And Ferio i s  written as "There i s  no 
M which is  a P; there is  an S which is  an M; hence there is an S which is a non-P. " Brentano was then able to formulate the doctrine of the syll ogism in three rules, which may be con firmed by the two examples just cited. 
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( 1 )  Every categorical syl l ogism conta ins  Jou r term s,  two 
of which are opposed to each other and the oth er 
two of which occur twice. (2 ) I f  the concl usion is neg
ati ve, then each prem ise is negative and has a term in 
common with the conclus ion .  (3 ) l f  the conclus ion is 
affirmative ,  then one premise wil l  share i ts qual ity and 
contain one of its term s, and the oth er premise wi l l  
have the opposite qual i ty and contai n the oppos ite of 
one of i ts term s. (Psyclwlogie, \'ol . I I ,  p. 78) 

The so-ca l l ed weakened and strengthened moods,  accord
ing to this account, are invalid.  The su baltern inferences 
from A to I and from E to O fa i l ,  hut all four proposition s, 
i f  written i n  Brentano's notat ion , may be simply converted. 
(See LOGICA L TER:\IS, G LOSSARY OF for explanation of 
technical term s and symbol s. ) 

Other writings. Vo m Dasein  Gottes ("On the Exi stence 
of Goel ," Alfred Kastil , eel . ,  Leipzig,  1 929), i s  a systematic 
th eocl icy in  whi ch Brentano appealed to the fact of cont in
gency and the principle of su fficient reason , a pri nciple 
that he bel ieved to he l ogical l y  neeessary, in order to 
prove that there i s  a 7\ecessary Bei ng. l i e  appealed to the 
evidence of design in  order to prove that th i s  Being is 
in tel l igent and good . Here, and in Religion 1md Pli iloso
µliie (F. � layer- H i l l ebrand, eel . ,  Bern , 19,5-l ), he attempted 
to show that th e soul is both spi ritual and i mmortal . The 
suhjeet of con sciousness  is  said to be a nonspatial sub
stance, forming no part of the physical body hut capabl e of 
act ing upon and being affected hy the bra i n ;  i t  is created ex 
11 i/1 i/o at the time of the conception of the body. Brentano 
defended the concept of creat ion ex 1 1 ih ilo by noting that 
when ever on e cal l s  an image to mind ,  one creates ex 11 i
h ilo. 

ln Versuc/1 ii ber die Erke1rnt 11is ( " I nq u i ry in to the 
7\ature of Knowledge," Al fred Kasti l ,  eel . ,  Leipzig, 1 92.5) 
and Gru 11dlegu r1g tmd A uj]wu der Etlz ik, Brentano argu ed 
that the assumption that there can be absol ute chance is 
sel f-contradictory and that the thes is  of indeterminism is 
incompatibl e with the exi stence of h uman respon sibi l i ty.  
But we have "freedom of the w i l l "  in  that we are abl e to 
bri ng about some of the th ings  we desire to hring abou t 
and are abl e  to de l i berate and then to decide accord i ngly. 
� l oreover, we can "wi l l  to wi l l "  in that, at any given time, 
there are things we can do that wil l affect our  volitions at 
some later time. 

Accord ing  to Die vier Plwse11 der Pli ilosopliie (Oskar 
Krau s,  ed. , Leipzig, 1926), those peri ods in which phi loso
phy flouri shes tend to be fol l owed by three phas es of de
cline : th e fi rst phase is characterized by a tran sfer of inter
est from the theoreti cal to the pract ica l ,  the second by a 
tendency toward skeptic ism,  and the th ird by a relapse 
into mystici sm. This was the pattern of Greek phi losophy; 
in modern phi losophy the period of Locke,  Descartes, and 
Leibn i z  was fol l owed by th e E n l i ghtenment,  then by the 
skeptici sm of Hume, and final ly ,  according to B rentano ,  by 
the obscuri t ies of Kant and the ideal i sts who fol l owed him.  
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RODERICK � 1 .  CHISHODI 

B R I D G M A N ,  P E R C Y  W I L L I A M  ( 1 882 - H J62), Amer
ican physici st and professor of math ematics and natu ral 
philosophy at H arvard , was awarded th e �obel Prize for 
phys ics i n  1 9-16 for h i s  work on the properties of matter 
under extremely high pressures .  H e  wrote at length on the 
philosophical impl ications  of the di scoveries of modern 
phys ics ,  particularly E instei n ' s revol utionary special the
ory of relati\' i ty ,  and on the analysis of scienti fic concepts. 
To Bridgman it seemed that Ei nstei n ' s  theory arose chiefly 
from the appl ication of sound conceptual analysis based on 
what Bridgman cal l ed the "operational point of view. " I n  
h i s  opin i on ,  E i n stein had not shown "something new 
about natu re"-he was "merely bri ngi ng to l ight i mpl ica
ti ons a lready conta ined in the phys ical  operations used in 
measur ing  tim e. " Bridgman held that anal ysis shows that 
there exi sts no answer to the question of what we shou ld  
do ,  what operations we coul d  perform, i n  order to  deter
mine  whether or not two distant events occu rred s imulta
neous ly. Therefore , it i s  mean i ngless to speak of the two 
events as havi ng or not having occu rred s imultaneou sly. 

According to Bridgman , then,  E i n stein 's  work dramati 
ca l l y  highl ighted an important feature of sci entific meth
odol ogy, the determ ination to l i nk al l  scienti fic concepts to 
experimental procedu res . From the operational ist  views 
implicit in the practices of working scienti sts, we should 
l earn to undertake a rigorous analysis  of a l l  scientific con
cepts , cleansing science of operati onal ly und efinable ele
ments. 

Bridgman disclaimed all intention of fou nding a new 
phil osophical schoo l ,  yet his name has become l inked 
inseparabl y with operational ism. � lan y  scientists have 
hai led Bridgman's ideas as indispensabl e to the correct 
understanding of modern sci ence, and some, particularl y 
psychologists,  have urged the inaugurati on of an extensive 
program of  ana lysis of sci enti fic concepts along the l ines 
l aid down by Bridgman. Others have regarded Bri dgman's  
ph ilosophy as not  on ly  wrong, but a lso harmfu l-if i t  were 
i m posed on science, it cou ld  sti fle creative inquiry. Bri dg
man later claimed that each concept need not be com
plete ly  definable in term s of performable  instrumental 
operat ions,  hut that it is sufficient that a concept shou ld  



he one .... �ec:t1y makirrg ,oonnection v.ith instrumental 
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The ,c.,ontron·rs), OYer operationahsm illYerted at:.ention 
fro;:;::i Bn<lzman"s numerous other !ideas, man} of v.-ruch are 
o.:igina! and p.roYocatiYe. Perhaps the most interesting is 
Brid;:;mar/s yJiev,· that cliscoYeries in physies may help us to 
<lea!! v.itb proMems in quite di:Eerent domains .  In his opin
lion,, tbe great ac·hieYements in ph), sics are disco, eries of 
nev,• ways iin v.-hkh our minds can master problems, dis
,c,-oYeries aboot our oo.aceptuaJ make-up. 

'11h.-ough relatiYa.ty physi,c.•s, v. e ha Ye learned how appa.r
e�t ieo.::rtra-dx:tions may arise through inach· ertently admit
:!ia-g i.u:.o sdence meaningless propositions that -cannot 
sta.::,d iu_? to operationa!I analysis .  Similarly, rn human affairs 
seem�gly irreconC'lila'ble demands of dili'erent groups may 
be dim.mated by soov,in-g that some of the basic tenets on 
whkh the dema..wds rest are mea.ninpess. The methodol
�y of the social sciences no doubt can learn mut'h from 
the metbodollogy of physics, but Bridgman"s suggestion as 
:to bow human {.,-0.nB.icts ma} be resoh-ed v.ill stri�e many 
as OYerly opti;;:J.rj_sti,c.· alld so.::newhat naiYe. tSee OPERA
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B R I G HTMA� . E D GA R  S H E F F I E L D  ( 1884- 1 953 ), 
�ea.din!': A.rnerica.;:i adYocate of personalism. At Boston 
ll'J:riye;sity he studied u nder Borden Parker Bov.ne, the 
fu-st phinosopher in America to deYelop the personalistic 
position. Brightman taught at .!\ebraska \\"esleyan l1niYer
sity 1'9!L? - 1'915 , Wesleyan l'rriYersity ( 1 9 15 - 1 9 19 ), and 
£-o..::::i 1'9 1'9 on at Boston l'niYersity, occup�ing the chair of 
Borden Parker Bov.·ne professor of philosophy from 1925 
until his de2.th. He was president of the Eastern Division 
of the }\..oeri� Ph.jjosophical Association in 1936. 

Brigh::ma..;;i conc·Efred of personalism as a mediating 
position in pbilosophy. As such, for him it superseded 
Jarnes"s prap:.na-::is.:::1 and Royce's absolute idealism, to each 
of wruc.-h, Jin tu..-n,, he had been attracted early in his career. 
nrightma.n also held that personalism could resoh-e the 
ILI!lpasse be.tv.·ee.u supernaturalism and naturalism. Fur
thermo:-e.,, although he criticized posithism for being too 
restricted an empiricism &1d although he e schewed much 
i:l eristentialis;:n,, Bripitma.n • s personalism can be under
s�.ood as an at:.e.u1pt to {,-Ombi.ne the surface experience 
sense ) of positivis.u1 a..:Jd tbe depth dimension (value) of 

eriste tiahsm lirl a concept of the total person. 
Epistemology. Bnghtrnan held firmly to an epistemic 

duah.sm of the """shining present" (immediate experience) 
a:.d "''the illuminating absent" �the referent). Constantly 
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emphasizing that all primar), data were present experi
ences, he adYocated a radically empirical method. that i!-, a 
method which eonsiders v. hateYer is, at any time, present 
in consciousness. Since knov.·ledge im·oh es reference, it i s  
always h)-·potl1etical and tentatiYe. Brightman accepted this 
as a health), probabilism (and not a destructiYe skepticism ). 
because he found in the principle of eoherence an ade
quate test of reference tor criterion of truth). Deeply 
in:Buen-ced b), H egelian dial ectic, he ,iewed coherence not 
as formal consistency but as a principle for interpreting 
experience : a statement or a set of statements is true to the 
extent that it organizes and orders experience. 

Ontology. The metaphysical perspectiYe which emerges 
is a plurali stic ideal i sm. Reality is a society of persons :  the 
ultimate (uoc-reated)  Person and finite (created ) persons. 
Reality is thus not nature but histo� . The natural order 
does not ha, e ontological identity ··outside .. the ultimate 
Person; rather, this order is his "behaYior. " The laws of 
logic do not ha.Ye priYileged priority ; they are constitutiYe 
of t.¾e supreme mind. In philosophy of rel igion, this posi
tion i s  idealistic theism tnot theological dualism )  God is a 
conscious Person v.-ho creates finite persons and cooper
ates with the.u1 in the eosmic endeaYor. A human person 
is a conte:>..i of experience capabl e of self-consciousness,  
reason, and ideal values. 

E·ciL Brightman is probably most widely known for his 
(·ontroYersial treatment of the problem of eYil . He argued 
d1at the power of God i s  limited by nonrational conditions 
(the GiYen) v.ithin the di,ine nature which God's will 
neither created nor approYes. God maintains constant and 
growing, though neYer eomplete, control of the CiYen. 
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Joa.,-,;- H .  LffELY 

B R I TI .... H PH I L O S O PHY.  There 1s a v.idely accepted 
and largely correct view that Briti sh philosophy has a 
greater unity than could be conferred on it simpl), by i t s  
place of ori gin. The point i s  well expres sed by C .  S .  
Peirce. 

From Yery early times, it has been the chief intellec
tual characteristic of the English to wish to effect eYe�·
thing by the plainest and directest meam, without 
unnecesSa.J"\' contrivance . . . .  In philosoph� this na
tional tend�ncy appears as a strong preference for the 
simplest theories, and a resistance to any complication 
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of the theory as long as there i s  the l east possibil ity 
that the facts can be explained in the simpler way. And, 
accordingly, Briti sh philosophers have alway� desired 
to weed out of philosophy all conceptions which could 
not be made perfectly definite and easi ly intel l igible, 
and have shown strong nominalistic tendencies s i nce 
the time of Edward I ,  or even earl ier. (Review of A. C. 
Fraser's edition of the Works of Berkeley in North 
American Review, \'ol. 93 (October, 1 87 1 ) , 449 - 472) 

Nominal ism and empiricism are both promi nent in the 
thought of Wil l iam of Ockham. The two trends are respec
tively continued in the philosophies of Hobbes and Bacon 
and are brought firmly together in the work of Locke and 
his successors. Thi s way of thinking shows a certain sus
picion of the apparent intimations of language about  the 
nature of things. The Engl i sh language is unique in the 
degree of its etymological impurity and, perhaps in conse
quence, of i ts grammatical s implicity. There are few rules  
but  a wealth of  particular idioms. At  any rate, since the 
time of Ockham, Engl ish philosophers have been con
scious of the mutable and conventional character of lan
guage and at no time s ince the fourteenth century more 
than at present. The Engl ish language had to fight its way 
to acceptance against the Norman French of England's 
medieval ru lers and the Latin of its medieval thi nkers. I ts  
humble social and inte l lectual begi nnings have ensured 
that Engl i sh philosophers have never lost sight of its in
strumental nature. At the same time they have been of 
unparalleled excellence as users of language. � lost Ger
man phi losophy is abominably wri tten, and although no 
one made a greater contribution than Descartes and Pascal 
to the establi shment of the modern French language, 
French phi losophers bu lk much smal ler in the h istory of 
their national l iterature than do Bacon, Hobbes, Berkeley, 
and Hume i n  theirs,  not to speak of such marginal phi loso
phers, English Pascals  as it were , as Burke, Coleridge, and 
Newman. 

But at most p eriods of Engl i sh h istory there has been an 
effective rati onal i s t  opposition to the ru l ing current of 
thought. Erigena, Duns Scotus ,  \\'yclyf, the Cambridge 
Platoni sts, the Scottish phi losophers, and the absolute 
ideal i sts consti tute something l ike what J. H.  � luirhead 
cal led the "Platonic tradition in Anglo-Saxon phi losophy" 
in his book of the same name. Neither this tradition nor the 
empiricist one opposed to it has been continuous.  There 
have been three great ages of phil osophy i n  Britain :  the 
first , from about 1200 to 1350, from Grosseteste to Ockham; 
the second, from 1600 to 1 750, from Bacon to Hume; and 
the third, from about 1870 to the present. But only in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries i s  the subject wholly inert 
and l ifeless. Certainly in the period from 1750 to 1850 such 
i nteresting phil osophy as there was must be cal l ed Briti sh 
rather than E ngl ish, since its exponents were al l  Scotsmen. 

THE MIDDLE AGES 
The idea that there i s  such a thing as Engl i sh philoso

phy, stri ctly so called, in the �f iddle Ages should not be 
taken too seriously.  The l ingui stic unity of educated 
Christendom made all Engl i sh philosophers of the age part 
of a single community. As David Knowles remarks :  

For three hundred years, from 1050 to 1350, and above 
all in the century between 1070 and 1 1 70, the whole 
of educated Western Europe formed a single 
undifferentiated cultural un i t. In the lands between 
E dinburgh and Palermo, t\tainz or Lund and Tol edo, a 
man of any city or vil lage might go for education to 
any school , and become a prelate or an official in any 
church, court or university [ when these exi sted] from 
north to south, from east to west. . . .  I n  [their] 
writings . . .  there i s  not a singl e  characteri stic of 
language, styl e or thought to tel l us whence they 
sprang. (Evolution of Medieval Thought, New York, 
1962 , pp. 80 - 8 1 )  

Thinkers born i n  one country would study in  a second and 
teach in a third. In the biographies of most Engl i sh-born 
phil osophers of the period there i s  constant travel between 
the great intel lectual centers of Oxford and Pari s and be
tween the universities and the seats of papal power, 
whether in Rome or Avignon. The national as well as  the 
personal characteri stics of thought were muted by its 
expression in a common learned language, Latin. 

Al l  the same, there i s  a real point to saying that Erigena, 
Duns Scotus ,  and Wil l iam of Ockham were Briti sh philos
ophers, whereas St. Anselm, although he became arch
bi shop of Canterbury, was not. All three, as wel l as being 
born in the British I sles, studied and wrote there during 
the fu ll maturity of thei r  minds even if al l three spent 
much of their adult l ives abroad. 

Erigena and after. John Scotus Erigena (c. 8 1 0 - c. 877) 
stands in lonely and magni ficent prominence at the begin
n ing of British philosophy. The gap in time that separates 
him from the beginning of a continuous phil osophical 
tradition in the twelfth century is no greater in its way than 
the difference in outlook between him, as a speculative, 
mystical Neoplaton ist, and the dominant figures in British 
thought. Born , presumably, in I reland, he was cal led in 
847 to head the palace school of Charles the Bald. H e  
translated the writings of the sixth-century Pseudo-Diony
s ius ,  mistakenly accepting the prevai l ing bel i ef that he was 
Dionys ius ,  the disciple of St. Paul ,  and developed the 
� eoplatonic ideas of Pseudo-Dionysius into a mass ive 
pantheistic system. 

In h i s  De Divisione Naturae, Erigena divided real i ty 
into four parts : that which creates and i s  not created (God 
conceived of as the efficient cause of the world) ;  that 
which creates and is created (the divine ideas that are the 
archetypes of the contents of the natural world) ;  that which 
does not create and is created (the concrete order of sensi
ble thi ngs ); and that which neither creates nor i s  created 
(God conceived of as the final cause of everythi ng, the 
"noth ingness" out of which everything is created and 
toward which it progresses). From God as the efficient 
cause the rest of real ity emanates in  a freely overflowing 
manner-first the highest Platonic Idea of the Good, then , 
success ively, genera and species, and, fi nally, matter as a 
coming together of i nsensible qual ities .  

Erigena held that God can be known only by the way of 
negation and, fortified by the bel ief that h is  N eoplatonic 
ideas had the endorsement of S t. Paul, took extensive 
l iberti es with Chri stian orthodoxy. He regarded creation as 
timeless, seeing the Bibl ical account of i t  as an allegory 



and the Euchari st as a symbol. His  theory of knowledge was essentially the Augustinian doctrine of divine il lumination, which was the persi sting defense of medieval Engl ish ph i losophers against the more empirical Aristotel ian natural ism of St. Thomas. Erigena was concerned with the problem of evil in a way that anticipates the difficulties of the absolute ideali sts of the nineteenth century. Negation and finitude are part of the nature of things in a created world, so that although evil is unreal, God is the cause of it. Again, God creates the world freely although at the same time it is  a necessity of his nature. As in other panthei stic systems the human soul, as an integral center of free action, tends to be absorbed into the deity, unification with which is its highest perfection. Erigena knew Greek and the writings of the Church Fathers. For al l its mystical quality his great system was worked out in a wholly rational, and, indeed, rational i stic, way. In its scope, articulation, and splendid indifference to humdrum fact, it was the herald of many series of Gifford lectures to be del ivered a mill ennium later. After two hundred years the first great age of British philosophy begins, fol lowing the primacy of St. Anselm, which began in 1093, when he was about sixty, and lasted until his death in 1 109. Adelard of Bath (c. 1080- c. 1 145) i s  perhaps the first strictly Engl ish phi losopher, not on account of the scientific work under Arabian influence for wh ich he i s  most renowned-his  translation of Eucl id and his treatises on the astrolabe, the abacus, and astronomy-but for his treatment of the problem of universal s in  De Eodem et Diverso. In this work he attempted to reconci l e  the views of Plato and Aristotle :  Universal s are immanent in th ings and have to be abstracted by us, but they are also ideas in the mind of God. This view can be regarded, according to choice, as evidence either of the English talent for compromise or of the l imits of Engl ish speculative power. A more shadowy figure is  that of Robert Pul len, who was poss ibly not an Engl ishman at al l .  His  importance l ies  in the fact that he lectured in Oxford in 1133, th e earl iest reliable record of any activities of higher education in that city. 
John of Salisbury and Christian apologetic. The most impressive figure in Engl ish intell ectual life in the early twelfth century was John of Sal i sbury ( 1 1 15 - 1 180), the most learned and civil ized man of his age. He was a pupil of Pullen and Abelard and wrote excell ent Ciceronian Latin. He was the chief ornament of the distinguished group of scnolars at Canterbury under the patronage of Archbishop Theobald and became the friend and supporter of Becket. He died as bishop of Chartres. He  was something of a gentleman-amateur of philosophy, defending Aristotle's logic in h i s  Metalogicon as the proper instrument for ph ilosophy and theology but deploring the tendency of its exponents toward excessive technical and sophistic refinement. A critic of the nominal ism of Roscel in, he  attempted to combine Augustine's vers ion of Platonic real ism about universal s, wh ich sees them as ideas in the mind of God, with the newly discovered doctrines of Aristotle on the subject. We cannot, he said, know the nature of universal s in themselves ;  such awareness as we have of them we must acquire from observation of natural resemblances. H e  is more valuable as a source of accurate ac-
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counts of the prevail ing opinions o f  his age than as a direct contributor to them. In John of Salisbury is to be seen the main concern of the philosophers of the high � l iddle Ages, the reconcil iation of philosoph ical rational ity as represented by Aristotl e, "the Philosopher," with the revealed foundations of Christian belief. The work of the Fathers, culminating in Augustine, had clothed Christian dogma in essential ly Platonic and N eoplatonic garments . The discovery of the whole encyclopedic range of Ari stotl e's works introduced ideas that clashed with the received doctrine at a number of points . Aristotl e's view that the world had no beginning in  time conflicted with the l iteral reading of the doctrine of creation. Aristotl e's conception of the soul as the form of the body opposed the dual ist conception of soul and body as di stinct substances. Th is was the most urgent and persi stent focus of controversy. The hylomorphist conviction that every substance has both matter and form led orthodox thinkers, such as Bonaventure, to accept spiritual matter as part of the composition of the soul-substance and to ascribe a plural ity of forms to the human individual as against Aquinas' theory of a single substantial form with its seemingly negative implications for human survival of bodily death . Aristotel ians, such as Aquinas, had to do the best they could  with the concept of the active intell ect, possibly identical in all men, to incorporate the dogma of immortality. Aristotle's theory that knowledge is the result of sensory interaction with the world was incompatible with the attribution of knowledge to the grace of divine il lumination. Aristotl e's idea of matter as merely passive and potential ruled out the Augustinian, rather than strictly Christian, theory that seminal principles are contained in matter and are responsible for the development of things. There were three main stages to this conflict. During the first period, in wh ich the great medieval univers ities were establ ished and the mendicant orders acquired their near monopoly on philosoph ical scholarship, the works of Aristotle were appropriated, and their bearing on Christian belief worked out. In the second the major systematizations of the opposing doctrines were produced-more or less Augustinian orthodoxy by the Franciscan Bonaventure, devout but rational Aristotel ianism by Thomas Aquinas . The third stage began in 1277, three years after the death of Aquinas, with the official , though , as it proved, ineffective, condemnation of Thomism by the decrees of Etienne Tempier, bishop of Paris. The condemnation neither restored Augustinian orthodoxy nor destroyed Thomism. Official hostil ity gave the firmness of an embattled creed to Thomism, and the intel lectual opposition to it took an al together new form in the original and sophisticated philosophy of Duns Scotu s. This new development led in the end to a sharp division between the supernatural realm of theology, where knowledge comes from revelation, and the natural realm of philosophy, where knowledge is acqu ired in the broadly empirical fashion described by Aristotl e. This division, orginal ly proposed by the Islamic philosopher Averroes, became explicit in the work of Ockham and his followers . Engl ish philosophers were active in  all three stages, in the first as translators and interpreters of Aristotle, then as the leaders of the conservative Augustinian resistance to 
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Thomism, and, final ly, with Duns Scotus and Ockham, as 
the i nitiators of ,...,·holly  new forrns of Christian phi losophy. 
rntil the time of Duns Scotus conservatiYe Augustinian
ism was almost wholly dominant in England. Etienne 
Gilson said of .�ugustine, "Xothing seems to ha,·e been 
able  to dis lodge [him] from Oxford until toward the l ast 
few years of the thirteenth centur y" (History of Christian Phil.osophy in the !-.fiddle Ages, :\'ew York, 1 955, p. 360). 
For the next 250 years Duns Scotus took his  place, unti l  
Thomas Cromv, e l l 's Protestant commissioners sent the 
lea,es of h is  worb flying about the quadrangle of :\' ew 
College. 

Alexander of Hales. Alexander of H ales (c. 1 1 ,t:, - l:?45)  
was one of the most assiduous compil ers of Aristotle and 
was perhaps the first to know his  work in its entirety even 
if he did not understand it Yery well .  He was the teacher of 
BonaYenture, whos.e systematization of the main A ugus
tinian ideas became almost the official phi losophy of the 
Franciscan order. Alexander argued for di,·ine i l lumination 
and seminal principles and deYeloped Augu stine's 
suggestion that l i ght was the primar y constitu ent of the 
:-.ensibl e world, a parall el to the intellectual l ight shone by 
grace into the human mind. He followed Augustine in 
thinking that Platonic Ideas are contained in the m ind of 
God, not in  a realm of essence of their own,  and he held 
that the creation of the world i s  a free act of God for whi ch 
no  cause can be given. 

Grosseteste and his contemporaries. Robert Grosse
teste ( 1 16� or 1 1 ,5 - 1253 ) helped to make Ari stotle acces
s ible by producing the first European translation of the Ethi.cs into Latin,  but his chief intellectual work was in 
natural philosophy, where he showed great learning and 
rnme origi nal it) in mathematics, opti cs, and astronomy. 
H i s  main h i storical significance l ies  in his admmistrative 
work as the fir.st great chancell or of Oxford and as the in
troducer and patron there of the Franciscan order, from 
which Oxford 's chief medieval phi l osophers were to come. 

Gro.ssete.ste accepted the di,·ine i l lumination theory of 
knowledge and thought that the mind needs the sen ses as 
an aid only to the extent that it is  rendered dull and im
perceptive by the body in which it i s  contained. In a 
paral l el manner he  thought that l i ght i s  the ultimate stuff of 
the physical world. He regarded sou l  and body as di stinct 
substances and argued against the :\ristotel i an ,·i ew that 
the world has no beginning  m time. 

Four of h is  l esser contemporaries deserve a brief  men
tion . The Dominican Richard Fishacre (died 1 245) wrote 
the first Engl i sh commentary on the Sentences of Peter 
Lombard. He knew Aristotle well but argued against h im 
in support of  the idea of a plural it)· of  forms, and he had an 
influence on St. Bonaventure. J ohn B lund (died 1 24S ) 
introduced Aristotl e's De Anima., the crucial text in the 
controYersy about the sou l .  into Oxford, perhaps in  the 
period 1202 - 1 20� , with :\\·icenna' s influential commen
tary on it, the original source of the doctrine of a pluralit)· 
of forrns .  H ere the :\ristotel ian acti,·e intel l ect is treated as 
a umt)· outside indh·idual human beings and thu s  in  a way 
that must exclude it from a Christian phi losophy. Adam 
\1arsh 1 200 - 125S ) was the pupil and friend of Grosse
te.ste and the master of Roger Bacon . The first Franciscan 
doctor of Oxford, he l eft no works that have yet been 

identified.  Thomas of York (died 1:260), al so a Franciscan, 
went further toward Aristotle than his Oxford contempo
raries but denied that substance is individuated by matter 
and propounded a dual istic theory of soul and body that 
contains both the plural i ty of fom1s and the conception of 
spiritual matter. 

Roger Bacon and after. Roger Bacon ( 1 :2 14 or 
1 2:20 - 1 :29:2 ) was a pupil of Grosseteste and shared his  
interest in natural philosophy. Commentators hosti le to the 
metaphysical interests of the \1 iddle Ages fom1ed exag
gerated estimates of Bacon's scientific original it)', and a 
wider circl e exaggerated his  necromantic leanings. H e  was 
certainly uncharacteri stic  of his age both in the interest he 
showed in mathematics and phys ics and in following the 
l ife of a researcher rather than a teacher. He adopted the 
broadly Augustini an l ight-metaphysics of Grosseteste, 
identif);ng Aristotl e's active intel lect with the divine l ight 
but equally  insisting on the importance of observation and 
mathematical reasoning for natural knowledge. Thi s  meas
ure of naturalism emerges in his support of a causal proof 
of God's existence as opposed to the purely dial ectical 
proof of Anselm. H e  argued that mathematical knowledge 
possesses a pre-eminent degree of certaint)• on the ground 
that it is derived from definitions alone and invoh·ed no 
reasoning from effect to cause. His Opus 3fajus is in l arge 
part an appeal for the reform of inquiry by greater reliance 
on mathematics and experi ment. This anticipation of Fran
ci s Bacon extends to matters of comparative detail .  The 
later Bacon's Idols ,  which obstruct the advancement of 
learning, are much l ike the obstacles pointed out by the 
earl ier one-authorit)·, custom, popular prejudice, and 
spurious pretenses to kno'"·ledge. 

Roger Bacon was a lonely and offensively combative 
figure. One of the few men of his time to receive his  praise 
was William Shireswood (died c. 1:267), who wrote a so
phisticated treatise on logic which was widely used in 
Oxford and Paris. The most energetic defenders of the 
conservative Augustinian position against the questionably 
orthodox Aristotel i an innovations of St .  Thomas were Rob
ert Kilwardby (died 1:2,9 ), who succeeded Fishacre as 
h ead of the Dominicans in England and became arch
bishop of Canterbury, and the Franciscan John P eckham 
( 1:225 - 1 :29:2 ), also archbishop of Canterbury, a disciple of 
Bonaventure. Kilwardby was supported by Richard of 
\1ediavi lla, or Richard of \1 iddleton (di ed 1300), another 
Franciscan follower of Bonaventure, who held that a plu
ralit)' of worlds i s  poss ible.  Roger \1arston (died 1303) was 
a follower of Roger Bacon. Kilwardby and Peckham were 
not original thinkers, but they authoritatively set out the 
conservative position and made effectfre use of their pow
erful administrative positions to bring it to bear on the 
Thomists, requiring assent from them to the plural it)· of 
forrns and to seminal principles.  The English Thomists 
were few and obscure. Thomas of Sutton (c. 13 10 )  was 
perhaps the most notable of them. Xicholas TriYet ( 1258 -
1 328 ) had his  academic rigor immortalized by the idiom 
"right as a trivet " 

Duns Scotus and Scotism. It was John Duns Scotu s 
(c. 1266 - 130S ), the first major British philosopher since 
Erigena and perhaps the most powerful philosophical in
tel l ect of the �1 iddle Ages, who initiated a new system of  



ideas which led English thought in a fresh direction, away 
from the conBict of /uistotl e and Augu stine. H e  was born in 
Roxbur�shiie, Scotland, was brought u p  at Oxford in the 
Augustinian orthodoxy of Bonaventure and Peckham and 
tbe scientific: (..'Qncems of Grosseteste, and taught thereafter 
ill Oxford and Pari s. Scotu s died t,-Omparative]y young, 
before his ideas were fully ordered and worked out. The 
state of his writin gs, v. hose precise identification has led to 
c.,-ontro.-ersy, together v.itb the noYelty of his ideas and 
language, for he  was a fertile terminological inno.-ator, has 
led to (..'On£icting interpretations. The pronounced partisan 
intere sts of most of his commentators haYe compounded 
the diBculties. 

\\nat is dear is that although animated by the same kind 
of general rationalistic intent as Aquinas, Scotu s took the 
first e:EectiYe steps toward that firm demarcation betv,een 
the domains of reYealed faith and philosophical reason that 
was the fundamental principle of Ockham's philosophy 
and that tended to eliminate rational discussion of reli
-:· ous truth altogether. Scotus held that the concept of 
being is univocaJ as applied to God and sensible thin gs but 
that only the existence of God, and not his attributes, can 
be demonstrated. Similarly, the immortal ity of the soul 
cannot be proYed but must rest on reYelation for its ac
ceptance. H e  farnred conceptual and a priori proofs of 
Go-3's existence. H e  argued that the n otion of an uncaused 
cause is possible  and that any bein g not in fact an un
caused cause  cannot be one, which meant for Scotus that 
if it is possible for something to be an uncaused cause, then 
it is one. Thus, he concluded that tbe pos sibil ity of such a 
being entails its actuality. There is a re semblance between 
this argument and Leibniz' variant of the Ontological Proof 
of Anselm, which states that God must exist if the concept 
of God is pos sible rather than that existence is part of the 
concept of God. 

Scotus rejected the Yiew of•.A.ristotle and Aquinas that it 
is matter that indhiduates substance, daiming that each 
indi'\idual thing has a unique singular form, or haecceity, 
by which the common nature is contracted to indhiduals. 
This doctrine that an individual has both shared and pro
prietary forms, togetber with the Au gustinian theory of 
plurality of forms in general , l ed Scotus to the concept of a 
formal distinction, v, hich, l ike the real distinction bet\7\·een 
things that can exist without one another, lies in the nature 
of things and is not a product of our way of looldng at them 
but does not im·oh·e the independence of the things for
mally distin guished. The distinction bet\7\·een es sence and 
eri.stence is a formal one. Scotus was, then, a realist, but 
his theory of natural knowledge is Aristotelian rather than 
A.ugustinian. H e  rejected divine illumination and innate 
ideas, saying that our knowledge of material thin ?s comes 
from sensation. Ah ... ¾ough we can conceiYe what is not 
sensible, we do not, in our earthly careers, ha.-e any intui
tion of nonsensible things. He also rejected seminal prin
dples but against the _msto�elian view maintained that 
matter is actual and h as a nature of its own, is not a mere 
potentiality. H e  regarded knowledge of the self in much 
the same way as he regarded knowledge of God. 1 know 
that 1 exist, but 1 ha•.-e no natural or rational knowledge of 
the nature of my soul. In  his ideas about God and the sou] 
Scotu s stopped just short of the Ockhamist view that we 
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haYe no natural knowledge of any sort about either. An
other respect in which his views resemble Oc:kham's is in 
the priority he accords to will OYer inteJlect. Things are 
good because God wiJl s  them and not vice Yersa, so moral 
truth is not accessible to the natural reason. Similarly, 
God's creation of the world is a free act of wil l .  AlJ possible 
ideas of created things are present in God's mind, and 
man's philosophy can explore these possibilities but can
not anticipate the free act of wiJ J by which God selects 
some of them for creation . 

Scotu s remained the authoritati" e philosopher in the 
universities for the next 250 Years. Bradwardine and \1\\-c
lyf, the leading figures of th; middl e and later fourtee;th 
century, drew on him to confute the adherents of Ockham, 
and his authoritatiYe position surviYed the condemnation 
of Wydyf, which was prompted by Wyclyf s antid erical 
rejection of pope, prie sts, and miraculous ideas of the 
Eucharist but extended to the abstract philosophy on 
which these rejections were founded. One of his immedi
ate foJlowers was H enry of H arday (c. 1 270 - 1 .3 1 , ), who 
tended toward nominalism in his theory that the notion of 
a common nature, shared by a plural ity of things, is arrived 
at by confusedly running together their several haeccei
ties .  Another Scotist, Walter Burleigh ( 127.5 - 1.343 ), the 
tutor of Edward the Black Prince, was the most resolute 
opponent of Ockham's new logic in Oxford. 

Odrnarn. William of Ockham (c. 12&.5 - 1 349 )  carried 
Scotus' various initiatiYes away from the rationalism of the 
high Middle Ages to their logical completion. For him the 
division bem1een philosophy, now reduced in its scope 
from being in general to the natural order, and theol ogy i s  
absolute. Directly against Scotus he held that we {;an haYe 
no knowledge whatsoeYer of the abstract and uniYersal. 
EYerything that we can intuit as existing outside us is 
singular; generality is a function of the mind and attaches 
only to the images that are the natural signs with which we 
think and to the terms which we attach to these natural 
signs by convention. Abstract universal s are imposs ible; if 
they were Platonic essences, they would be individual s, 
and if they were Aristotel ian forms, they would be plurali
ties, collections of individuals. l\'atural knowledge is in the 
first instance an intuitive awareness through the senses of 
singular individuals. Ockham admitted that God could, in 
his absolute power, produce an experience of such an 
intuition in our minds even if there were no corresponding 
existent outside us but did not himself draw skeptical 
implications about our knowledge of the external world 
from this variar..t of the argument from illu sion. What his 
skepticism appl ies to is not the common objects of empiri
cal knowledge but the n on sen sible objects of theology and 
metaphysics . Demon strative proofs of God and the soul are 
inval id and at best confer probabil ity on their conc.:lusions. 
In self-awareness all we encounter is our mental states,  for 
any knowledge about the nature of their posses sor we must 
have recourse to revelation. Scotus had held that eYen if 
the concepts we abstract from the things we perceiYe are 
inadequate, we can have certain knowledge of their rela
tions. In Ockham•s terminism no question can arise about 
the corre spondence bem·een our conceptions and the 
essences or quiddities they represent, for according to the 
theory of terminism, only terms, not things, are general. 
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Thus, logical or necessary truths susceptible of demonstra
tion are only truths of the second order; they are verbal 
propos itions about the analysis of term s. In this ,  Ockham 
anticipated Hume and the analytic phil osophers of the 
twenti eth century. Another anticipation i s  Ockham's 
theory that causation is regular succession as far as our 
natural knowledge of it is concerned. 

The main theological implication of Ockham's phil oso
phy, besides the view that God's existence and nature 
cannot be proved and must be revealed, i s  that no l imit but 
that of noncontradiction can be set to God's absolute 
power and freedom of action. Ockham's followers were 
often to revel in  the speculative freedom that th i s  doctrine 
gave them. There is  no contradiction in God's command
ing men to hate him or in his making murder an obl igation; 
anything consistently conceivable is within his absolute 
power. In practice this  attitude led to the abandonment of 
all guidance from reason and tradition as to God's actions 
and purposes .  The vacuum thus created came to be fil led 
by authority, whether of the pope, the Scripture s, or inner 
personal conviction. 

Ockham's denial of the demonstrabi l i ty of God or the 
soul was emphasized by his followers Adam Wodham 
(died 1358) and Robert Holkot (died 1 349), who was sin
gular in being both a Dominican and a Cambridge man. 
Holkot argued that there i s  need for a special logic of faith 
since what is fal se in  philosophy can nevertheless be true 
in theology, a further step forward from Ockham's view 
that the theological ly true can be phil osophically un
knowable. At �l erton College , Oxford, there was an able 
group of logicians and mathematicians ,  including Richard 
Swineshead and Wil l iam Heytesbury, who developed the 
termin ist logic and the antimetaphysical theory of knowl
edge associated with it. Bradwardine. The most impressive and respected of 
�l ertonians i n  Ockham 's time was the learned Thomas 
Bradwardine (c. 1 290 - 1349), an Augustinian and Scotist 
who was passionately opposed to Ockham and all h is  
works .  In h is  De Causa Dei ( 1 344 ) he  argued that the di
vine will is the cause of everyth ing that is and happens, 
including sin and evi l ,  and that man i s  wholly impotent i n  
himself, dependent i n  al l respects o n  God's grace. The two 
alternative views against which Bradwardine's theological 
determinism was directed were the more or less Aristo
telian view that the world is a natural causal system and, of 
more immediate interest, the Pelagian doctrine of many 
followers of Ockham that man is the free and primary 
cause of h i s  actions. What was objectionable i n  the Pela
gian view was its impl ication that merit accrues to man by 
reason of his  autonomous activity and, thus, that salvation 
i s  earned rather than bestowed as a gift by God. The Pela
gian view was derived from Ockham's skepticism about 
the knowabil i ty of the supernatural .  God as unknowable is 
wholly indeterminate; his absolute power and freedom 
leave the field of action open to natural man .  Bradwardine 
agreed with Ockham that there can be no rational theol
ogy, but he held that our reveal ed knowledge of God is 
just one aspect of the workings of all- inclu s ive grace. His  
Pelagian opponents had exploited the idea of  God's abso
lute power to form a conception of man left to h is own 
devices in the world .  He used it  for the directl y opposite 

purpose, to conceive God as working in every detail of the 
created worl d. Pelagians. In Bradwardine's polemic the new center of 
interest in Engl i sh phil osophy  emerged clearl y. Before 
Ockham the goal of philosophy had been an understanding 
of the nature of God and of the immortal human soul. Once 
th is  had been ruled out as a topic of rational inquiry, in
terest moved to the place of man in the natural world .  The 
crucial problem was that of future contingents. If God both 
causes and foresees everything that is going to happen, 
how can men affect it or be responsible for it? The Pela
gian fol lowers of Ockham-for example,  H olkot and Wod
ham-contended that either God does not know at all what 
is going to happen or that he has only a contingent and 
fallible knowledge of the future. 

Thomas of Buckingham ( 1300 - 1 356) argued that sin and 
grace are not mutual ly exclus ive. \Vhere neither is present, 
the absence of s in must be ascribed to man's natural and 
autonomous propensity to right action. The will of God is 
free, and so it must be contingent and not determinative of 
everything that happens. In later l ife Thomas receded from 
this Pelagian position, no doubt under the influence of 
Bradwardine, to a somewhat watery mediating standpoint. 
Stopping short of the full rigor of Bradwardine's determin
ism, he held that we are free despite God's foreknowledge 
of our acts s ince it is our freedom rather than our actions 
that he causes. He permits our sins but does not will them. 

Uthred of Boldon (born 1320) was an independent
minded Pelagian whose i nnovations brought censure 
down upon him in 1368 . He hel d that at the moment of 
death man has a clear vision of God, a crucial opportunity 
for earn ing salvation. �ot only did Uthred uncompromis
ingly reject the orthodox doctrine of grace, but he also held 
that every event has an ass ignabl e cause which made refer
ence to God's will vacuous, and his  doctrine  of the clear vi
sion in effect denied that the Christian sacraments are nec
essary for salvation and even that they can contribute to it. 

Wyclyf and after. After the middl e of the fourteenth 
century, E ngl i sh philosophy began to contract. In his vis ita
tion of 14 1 1 , Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury, extended 
the condemnation of \Vyclyf's rel igious views to i n
clude his  phil osophy, marking the end of a process of 
decl ine  which must be ascribed to the Black Death of 
1348 - 1 349, the i solati on imposed on England by the 
Hundred Years ' War, and the Great Schism of 1378 .  John 
Wycl yf (c .  1320 - 1384), although most  famous as the chief 
E ngl ish precursor of Protestanti sm, was an academic phi
losopher until about 137 1 ,  the most powerful influence of 
h i s  time at Oxford before he turned to ecclesiastical reform 
in h i s  later years. H e  i s  the last English medieval phi loso
pher of importance. Two and a half centuries of compara
tive philosophical torpor were to intervene between Wyc
l yf's abandonment of philosophy and a completely new 
start with the publ ication of Bacon 's Advancement of Learning in 1605. \\'yclyf's Summa de Ente is a s ignificant 
work in its own right, quite apart from the support it pro
vided for his innovating and es sentially Protestant ideas in  
rel igion. \Vyclyf approached the problems of h i s  age from a 
body of new and extreme opinions about the problems of 
his predecessors. Like them he was a confident rational ist 
who believed that metaphys ics can yield certain and posi-



tive knowledge and not just the possibil ities to which the 
Ockhami sts  l imited it .  H e  was flatly opposed as well to 
their terminism, the theory that s ince only terms, not 
things, are general , abstract knowledge must relate to 
conventional terms  and not real i ty. Wyclyf was a more 
uncompromi sing real ist even than Scotus. For him the 
real objects of knowledge are objective and eternal uni
versal s ,  not perishing singulars. A loyal Oxonian, he traced 
his  Platonism back to Grosseteste. These real univer
sal s are substances, eternal and unannihilable, whether 
as exemplars in God 's m ind or as accidents in things. \Vyc
lyf concluded that everything in passing time is predesti
nately known by God. It  is God's knowledge rather than 
his will that is unlim ited. He cannot annihilate substance, 
but this  is a l imitation he has freely imposed on himself. 

From these abs tract contentions Wyclyf's main reform
i ng principles fol low. Scripture is the word of God, an 
emanation from him and thus  eternally and l iteral ly  true. 
S ince substance cannot be annihilated, there can be no 
transubstantiation in the Eucharist, and with thi s goes the 
claim of the priesthood to be the indispensable intermedi
ary between God and man. These deductions lead directly 
to Wyclyf' s support for cl erical di sendowment and to the 
theory of dominion, in which he  contended that earthly 
authority can be forfeited by sin,  in  particular papal au
thority by the corruptions of the church. 

In the politically disturbed fifteenth century philosophy 
stagnated. Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, helped to intro
duce I talian humanism to England but in l iterary rather 
than philosophical form. Engl i sh humanism was basical ly 
an educational movement, not a revolution in  fundamental 
ideas. Humphrey was also the patron of the one original 
voice of the century that had something philosophical to 
say, Reginald Pecock ( 1 395? - 1460?). Pecock resembled 
Wyclyf in his rational i sm and in  the fact that he wrote 
much in the vernacular, but Wyclyf s followers, cal led 
Lollards, were the prime objects of his criticism. A kind of 
self-made Thomi st,  Pecock exalted the "doom of reason" 
above Scripture, the Fathers , and the authority of the 
church and sought to win back heretics by syllogisms. For 
the next century and a half the universities slumbered, and 
the lively concerns of the Engl ish mind were outside phi
losophy, in pol itics with Thomas M ore and church organi
zation with Richard Hooker. 

THE RENAISSANCE 

The Tudor period in  England was philosophically neg
ligible; the univers ities were l ittl e touched by the im
mense intel lectual vital ity of the age. The great efflo
rescence of imaginative l iterature owed something to 
humanism, while rel igious thought at the concrete l evel of 
liturgical and ecclesiastical reform was inspired by the 
Reformation. But the rel igious turbulence of the age did 
more harm than good to the univers ities ,  which were para
lyzed by a bewi ldering sequence of changes-the breach 
with Rome under H enry VI I I ,  extreme Protestantism un
der Edward VI ,  Roman Catholic reaction under Mary, an 
uneasy settl ement between the two extremes under El iza
beth. With the dissolution of the monasteries the universi
ties lost a leading provider of men and money. As a result, 
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the number of students was reduced, and the social com
position of the university was al tered; poor scholars gave 
way to gentlemen in search of polish.  A lively and expert 
interest in classical l iterature grew up at Oxford under the 
influence of humanism, but this had no effect on the dom
inance of Aristotle in the realm of fundamental ideas. The 
logic and metaphysics of the Scholastics held on to their 
increasingly unwelcome authority until well into the sev
enteenth century. Bacon, Hobbes, and Locke all vigorous
ly repudiated the philosophy they had been taught, and 
with them philosophy passed from the hands of academics 
to free, private individual s,  where it remained until well 
on in the nineteenth century. Oxford's medieval pre-emi
nence became a heavy burden of tradition , impeding ad
justment to the new currents of thought. Cambridge at 
l east showed some interest in the logical innovations of 
Peter Ramus, the French critic of Aristotel ian ism, and the 
Cambridge Platonists of the mid-seventeenth century were 
the last group of original academic phil osophers in Eng
land until the rise of the absolute ideal i sts at Oxford in the 
1870s, two centuries later. 

The logic of Aristotle continued as the basic under
graduate instruction. I t  was expounded in Latin by John 
Sanderson (died 1602) and Richard Crakanthorpe ( 1567 -
1624 )  and al so , a new development, in Engl i sh by Thomas 
Wilson (c. 1 525 - 158 1 )  in his  The Rule of Reason ( 155 1 )  
and by Ralph Lever (died 1585) in  h i s  Arte of Reason Rightly Termed Witcraft ( 1573), in which neologisms 
of impeccably Saxon origin were introduced in stead of the 
customary Latinate expressions. At Cambridge, S ir  Will iam 
Temple ( 1555 - 1627) defended the logic of Ramus against 
the leading exponent of orthodoxy, Everard Digby 
( 1550 - 1592), whose lectures were attended by Bacon. 
Ramu s' differences with Aristotle were of l i ttle theoretical 
interest. H i s  aim was to simplify logic by removing its 
heavy scholastic encumbrances so that it would be a more 
effective instrument for practical purposes. H i s  super
ficial ity was appropriate to the worldliness of the age. A 
more serious worldliness and practical ity are evident in 
the more thorough condemnation of scholastic logic by 
Francis Bacon in the interests of a logic of discovery that 
would, by unlocking the secrets of natu re, give man mas
tery over it. 

Although Digby was logical ly orthodox, his metaphysics (Theoria Analytica, 1579) was more forward-l ooking. 
' Eclecticall y composed of borrowings from Scholasticism, 
Neoplatonism, and occult, Hermetic ph ilosophy, i t  was the 
first of a series of only mildly influential wri tings in which 
some of the new philosophical material provided by such 
Italian Platonists as Ficino and Pico del la Mi randola was 
incorporated into Engli sh thought. The visit to England of 
Giordano Bruno in 1582 gave some impetus to th i s  concern 
with the prescientific Renai ssance philosophy of nature. 
The copious Robert Fludd ( 1574 - 1 637) wrote of magic, 
alchemy, and astrology in close adherence to the visi onary 
Neoplatonism of Paracelsus .  Robert Greville, Lord Brooke 
( 1608 - 1 643), in The Nature of Tru th ( 1640) al so argued for 
the Neoplatonist view that the world i s  an emanation from 
God but in a manner less encumbered with fantastic and 
occult detail than Fludd. There is a h int of later and more 
developed ideal i sms  in his  view that the natural world 
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with all its divers ities i s  merely appearance. In Sir  Kenelm 
Digby ( 1603 - 1665), whose Two Treatises (on bodies and 
on the immortality of the soul) appeared in 1644 , traces of 
all the intell ectual interests of the time, mystical and natu
ral i stic, are to be found, the corpuscularian view of matter 
among others, along with traditional ideas. 

Thomas More. Neither of the two most powerful E ngl i sh 
minds of the s ixteenth century, More and Hooker, was 
primarily ph ilosoph ical. Thomas M ore ( 1 478 - 1535) was an 
adm irer of Pico della Mirandola, but he died as a martyr to 
the old faith and h i s  Utopia ( 15 16) was neither a ph i lo
sophical work nor, in i ts support for rel igious toleration , in 
conformity with h i s  real allegiances. His  ideal society i s  
interesting as the first expression of a persi stent E nglish 
distaste for the urbanized , commercial social order. An 
organic community, it embodies a large measure of equal
ity, rests on an agricultural base, and has as its highest aim 
the fostering of free, culti vated individual s, bearing their 
share of common labor but detached from material inter
ests. 

Hooker. Richard Hooker ( 1553 - 1600) was the theori st of 
the El izabethan church settlement. H i s  The Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity (Books I - IV, 1593 or 1594 ; Book V, 
1597; Book VI, 1648 ; Book VII I , 165 1 ;  Book VI I ,  1662) be
gins  with an abstract consideration of natural law, wh ich 
governs both phys ical and social phenomena. Whether 
i t  governs the behavior of material bodies or sets the ends of 
human conduct, natural law is an expression of the divine 
order of the world. I t  can be discovered through reason 
and is not an outcome of God's arbitrary wil l .  Hooker's 
position is opposed to the voluntarism of Ockham and 
Hobbes; it has affinities with the rational ism of Aquinas 
and played an importa nt part in Locke's theory of govern
ment. Hooker did not see contract as the es sential ground 
of political obl igation, though he accepted it as a possible 
ground, but regarded some sort of consent as indispensa
ble for the justification of government. H is ideas, mediated 
through Locke, are continuous with a native tradition of 
eth ical rational ism as well as with the specifical ly  pol i tical 
employment of the conception of natural law. 

Francis Bacon. With Francis Bacon ( 156 1 - 1626) the 
conventional beginning of Engl i sh phil osophy was 
reached. Certainly, Bacon was the first to write a philo
sophical work of major importance in the Engl i sh lan
guage, The Advancement of Learning ( 1605), and he was a 
strikingly original thinker, owing l ittle or noth ing to h i s  
immediate predecessors o r  contemporaries. But  i t  is no  
derogation of  h is  originality to  detect earl ier Engl i sh l ines 
of thought  in h i s  work-an ins i stence on the separation of 
philosophy from theology as great as Ockham's and a 
preoccupation with the study of the natural world that 
recal l s  Grosseteste and Roger Bacon. But even if  he was 
not the first Engl i sh philosopher, he was the first modern 
E nglish phil osopher. 

No one before Bacon had so uncompromisingly held 
natural knowledge to be the prime and central concern of 
philosophy. The negative side of th is  principle is his firm 
di stinction between the natural,  wh ich can be rational ly 
known by induction from experience, and the divine, for 
knowledge of wh ich we must depend whol ly  on revela
tion. A pronounced suspicion of irony i s  aroused by h i s  

emphatic assertion that the  les s  amenable to  reason the 
content of revelation, the better, since it i s  thu s  a greater 
testimony to faith. He approached natural knowledge in 
strictly secular terms. It is to be acquired not as a witness 
to the glory of God or as a source of evidence about God's 
existence and nature but for practical use, for the rel ief of 
man's estate. The goal of Bacon's  investigations is a fruitful 
method, and the first step in th is direction i s  a critici sm of 
the steri le  procedures that have thus far obstructed the 
achievement of natural knowledge. H e  distingu ished three 
defective methods-the di sputatious l earn ing of Aristo
tel ian Scholasticism, an obsession with a priori deduction 
wh ich leads to empty verbal ism; the delicate learning of 
the individual scholar, which merely preserves the fal sely 
authoritative errors of the past; and the fantastic l earning of 
the occu ltists and H ermetic philosophers, who accumulate 
dubious records of i solated marvels. Against them he 
urged the claims ,  respectively, of observation, cooperative 
research, and a systematic method. 

In his doctrine of Idol s the battle against error i s  con
ducted on a wider front. There are certain general propen
sities of the human intellect which lead to unjusti fied 
beliefs, such as an excessive expectation of order; these are 
the Idols of the Tribe. Man must also guard against indi
vidual pecul iarities and prejudices, the Idols of the Cave. 
The Idols of the Market Place are those features of lan
guage which we wrongly suppose to correspond to dis
tinctions in  reality. Finally, there are the Idols of the 
Theater, those received systems of ideas which prevent us 
from seeing the world as it real ly is .  

In the Novum Organum ( 1620), Bacon proposed an 
i nductive method that has properties that will , he be
l ieved, protect us from all these dangers ; it is cautious, 
uniform,  observational , and untouched by the influence of 
previous speculation. Its first phase is the compilation of a 
natural history, a collection of carefully observed in
stances. These are then arranged for comparison in various 
tables  which will cl early reveal the connections and i nde
pendences of the observable properties of things. From the 
tables laws are derived, and from them yet more general 
and inclu sive laws by a process  of gradual ascent. Com
prehensive theory i s  to be approached step by step. A 
general account of the natural world,  for wh ich Bacon 
reserved the term metaphys ics, must be attained by way of 
a prior knowledge of its detailed constitution, the task of 
physics. The laws that induction yields are laws of efficient 
causal i ty; final causes are remitted to the sphere of revela
t ion. 

However, a traditional note i s  sounded in  Bacon's view 
that metaphysics i s  a knowledge of forms,  an understand
ing of the l imited alphabet of ul timate, underlying proper
ties in terms of wh ich the empirical variety of the world 
can be explained. Bacon's theory of forms expresses an 
unsupported if not unjusti fiable confidence in the ultimate 
simpl icity of nature which l ed him to ignore the essential 
tentativeness and corrigibil i ty of i nductive reasoning and 
kept him unaware of the need for a ju sti fication of induc
tion poin ted out by H ume. 

In Bacon's first work he had expounded a classification 
of the sciences. In  a wealth of other works he  wrote with 
perception and originality about pol itics, where he favored 



an efficient absolute monarchy, and recent history, where he gave a critical appreciati on of the achievements of Henry VII. He had original ideas about education, which influenced Comenius ;  both men were hosti le to exclusive verbal or l ingu istic education and favored techniques invol ving the perception of objects . About li terature, too, he had original ideas, holding that excel lence is not determined by conformity to abstract canons; "beauty," he said, "l ies in the strangeness of the proportions ."  Given the al l -inclusive scope of his interests, the vast magnitude of his main task, and the fact that he had an active career in  public l ife until the few years before h i s  death, it is  not surprising that his "great instauration," a total system of natural knowledge, should be only a fragment and that the methodological studies he did complete should be defective in many respects. There is justice in the conventional opinion that Bacon was bl ind to two essential aspects of scientific th inking, mathematics and imaginative hypothesis . It was a recognition of the place of mathematics in physical science that underlay the doctrine of primary qual ities, the Democritean theory, supported by Gal i leo, Descartes, and Locke, that the sole intrinsic qual ities of natural objects are measurable quantities. Bacon's idea that science should be cooperatively produced by a mechanical method and put to practical use underestimates the role of individual creativeness in science. In fact, Bacon was too much ahead of his time. H i s  method was less apt for physics, the dominant scientific interest of the immediately succeeding age, than for biology. It was not to come into its own until the nineteenth century. 
Boyle. Although Bacon had no disciples in the doctrinal sense, one aspect of his work had an immediate effect. A feature of the ideal society sketched i n  his New Atlantis is Salomon's house, a scientific research institute, real izing his view that the study of nature should be a social, cooperative undertaking. Within twenty years of Bacon 's death a discussion circl e ,  which was the nucleus of the Royal Society, had been formed i n  Oxford. A leading member was the bri l l iantly productive Robert Boyle ( 1627 - 169 1), in whom converged all the fru itful l ines of scientific thinking of the age. Accepting Bacon's inductive and experimental method, Boyle added to it, first, an informed appreciat ion, derived from study of Gal ileo and Descartes, of the place of mathematics in phys ical science and, second, Gas sendi's doctrine of atomism. In his compound of Bacon , Descartes, and Gas sendi is first evident that bifurcation of nature, as Whitehead called it, which divided the world into an objective order of particles with measurable qualities, the topic of phys ical science, and a subjective order of images and feelings. Boyle gave its famil iar name to the distinction between primary and secondary qual ities and laid down the main lines of the Engl ish philosophy par excellence, the conception of the natural world brought to compl etion by Locke and Newton. For good measure Boyle anticipated the main direction of the rational theology of the succeeding age, much of it presented in the lectures, endowed in his wil l ,  that are named after him. Rejecting Bacon's pol i tic revelationism, he held that natural science supports rel igious bel ief by displaying the evidences of intell igent design in  the universe. 
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Hobbes. Nothing showed more brutal ly  the danger to rel igion of the scientific way of th inking than the philosophy of Thomas Hobbes (1588 - 1679), the greatest systematizer of the major British philosophers. Hobbes came to ph i losophy comparatively late in l ife and was led to i t  not by a period spent as Bacon's secretary but by a sudden infatuation with the intell ectual beauty of Euclid's geometry. Hobbes' s theory of knowl edge is an idiosyncratic compound of empi rical nominal ism and rational ism. He held that concepts, and, thus, general ity in thought, are the results of the conventional attachm ent of terms to empirical ly  perceived resemblances. His theory that ideas are "decaying sense" constitutes a stringently empirical theory of meaning that he appl ied with robust vigor to scholastic abstractions. But although the raw material s of knowledge are empi rical, knowledge itself is not. The propos itions of science are necessary truths, ascertained by reason;  empirical belief is mere prudence, something men share with animals. Reason is not an awareness of eternal verities ; it i s  a matter of reckoning conducted with conventionally regulated terms. Hobbes, rightly seeing the importance of Gal ileo's physics, was misled by its deductive form into overidentifying it with Eucl id's geometry. On the bas is of his theory of knowledge Hobbes conceived an al l- inclus ive ph ilosoph ical system that, beginning with geometry, which he regarded as the abstract science of motion, should proceed to cover the actual motion of bodies or phys ics and the minute motions of the human body in terms of which men's thoughts and actions are to receive their mechanical explanation. A final extension of the same principles yields the most notorious part of the whole construction, his theory of society. In De Corpore ( 1655) the total program is outl ined, and its first two parts, his logic or theory of knowledge and his phys ics, are expounded. Real ity consists of corporeal substance, al l of whose properties can be deduced from motion. Immaterial substance is a plain contradiction. A Gal i lean technique of analysis is invoked to explain the perceived variety of the phys ical world in terms of the elementary motions discussed in geometry. All causation is efficient. The most disturbing novelty in Hobbes was the extension of his mechanical material ism to man, carried out in a series of works and most notably summarized in Leviathan (165 1). Perception and wi l l ,  the two seemingly propri etary attributes of mankind, are brought with in the scope of the theory of motion. Sensation is a physical response to a phys ical stimulus. The small motions with in men that it sets up interact with the vital motions of the body. If th is interaction is harmonious, pleasure is experienced; if discordant, pain. Pleasure leads man toward the source of harmony; pain leads him away from the source of discord. The fundamental law of human behavior is self-preservation, the maintenance and protection of vital motion on which continued existence depends. Hobbes saw the mental l ife of man as a multiplicity of minute motions with in the body, of "endeavors" toward or away from the environment as determined by its propitiousness or hostil ity to self-preservation. Hobbes's view of man is deterministic as well as material istic. Furthermore, it is taken by h im to imply an egoistic theory of value as well as of behavior. For man 
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considered outside society the sole meaning that "good" can have is "pleasing" or "desired" or, more fundamental ly, "self-preservative. " But this is  an interim position, since man outside society has l i ttle chance of preserving himself  for long. I t  is  a rational deduction from the fundamental law of self-preservation that we should seek whatever means are necessary to protect ourselves from the dangers created by the sel f-preservative activities of others. The only sure protection is submission to a common sovereign, remitting to him al l our natural liberties of action except that of preserving our l ives. Hobbes u sed the conventional moral terminology of pol itical thought-law, covenant, obl igation, right-but in a whol ly secular and naturali stic sense. We ought to do what is rationally prudent, not what is autonomously moral ly binding. H i s  egalitarian ism has a characteristic basis .  \Ve all have an equal ly good reason to seek the protection of the sovereign because any man can be killed by any man. Hobbes's bleak secularism was repel lent to both parties in the Civil War, to the Royal ists because he defended monarchy as useful and not as divinely authori zed, to the Parl iamentarian s because he allowed the rejection of sovereigns on the ground of their impotence rather than of their moral and religious offenses. The most unattractive of all Hobbes's uncompromis ing views was his apparent atheism. In his rational society the church is wholly subject to the state and matters of doctrine are to be settl ed by the sovereign. Cod is not an immaterial spirit but a large, invis ible, corporeal substance. In Leviathan Hobbes attacked Christian ity in the guise of Roman Cathol icism ; his defense of the Church of England largely turns on its subordination to the sovereign . Hobbes was not anxious to please, and his marvelously caustic style enabled him to give the maximum of offense. It is not surprising that his work evoked no support and a violent frenzy of refutation. He conducted an extended controversy with Bishop Bramhall about free will and determinism and a much less successful one with the mathematician J ohn Wal l i s  on the subject of his geometrical idiosyncrasies. His pol itical views, however, produced the most criticism. Little of this is of more than hi storical interest apart from the Oceana ( 1 6.56) of James Harrington,  for most of Hobbes's critics were too preoccupied with the shocking detai l s  of his  opin ions to penetrate to their foundations. Pointing out the dependence of power on property, Harrington reasonably drew attention to the social and economic unreal ity of Hobbes's theory of power, which in effect admits only naked power at one end and fear of death at the other. Hobbes's material ism has had l i ttl e influence in English philosophy; only David Hartl ey and Joseph Priestley were able to shake them selves free of the Cartesian assumptions of Locke's "way of ideas" sufficiently to adopt something l ike it. But the empiricism of Locke and Hume owes someth ing to Hobbes 's  resol utely scientific approach to man as a part of nature, and if H ume was the father, Hobbes was certainly the grandfather, of uti l itarianism. 
Herbert and the Cambridge Platonists. The most serious and fundamental of more or less contemporary responses to the philosophy of Hobbes is to be found in the 

work of H enry More and, especially ,  Ralph Cudworth, the leading theoreticians of the Cambridge Platonist school. In a time of intense rel igious conflict the Cambridge Platoni sts argued for tol erance and rational ity in matters of rel igious beli ef, seeing right conduct as more important than l i turgical exactitude. Although of Puritan background for the most part, they deplored enthusiasm. They are the Engl i sh philosophical equivalents of the Politiques of the French wars of rel igion. As phil osophers strictl y so cal l ed, their main object was to establ ish the real ity and pre-eminence of spirit against various adversaries, in particular against H obbes, who would have subjected i t  to matter, and Descartes, who would have expelled it from the natural world into an autonomous realm of its own. Herbert of Cherbury. There is a marked strain of Augustinianism to the Cambridge Platon ists' underlying theory of knowledge, an acceptance of the mind's capacity to obtain intuitive knowledge of eternal and necessary truths. In  th i s  respect they followed the lead of the curious Lord Herbert of Cherbury ( 1 583 - 1648) ,  who endeavored with comic extravagance and very l imited success to l ive up to the Renaissance ideal of the complete man. In h i s  De Veritate ( 1 624) he defined truth in terms of the correspondence between the facul ties of the human mind and their proper objects . Distinguishing a great host of faculties, he grouped them under four main heads-outer and inner senses, the discursive or logical facu lty, and, his particular contribution, "natural in stinct. " Natural in stinct, in his  view, is our capacity for apprehending substantial rather than merely analytic necessary truths .  These Stoic common notions are the foundations of our knowledge; without them perception, in trospection, and logic can give us  l ittl e worth having. This conception of rational insight into fundamental principles has a continuing history in subsequent British philosophy. Outliving the particular theses of the Cambridge Platon ists, it comes to be the cornerstone of the Scotti sh philosophers' answer to Hume and is al so present in the thought of a long line of ethical rational ists from Cudworth to Richard Price and beyond. In the twentieth century it can be discerned in the generous readiness of phil osophers of the school of J ohn Cook Wilson to ascribe self-evidence to large and controversial propositions. A particular group of common notions assigned by Herbert to natural in stinct is  that composed of five first principles of natural re ligion-that God exi sts, that he should be worshiped, that piety is shown in right conduct, that sin should be repented, and that God will distribute rewards and punishments in an afterl ife. This minimal basis of essential rel igion was to constitute the starting point of deism. Rel igious belief detached from any particular revelation and thus from any particular church and cult was objectionable to the orthodox. Herbert took universal assent to be the main criterion for di scerning the real del iverances of natural instinct, and to show that his  rel igious common notions passed this test, he entered the field of comparative rel igion in his De Religione Gentilium ( 1663). Cudworth. Although properly described as latitudinarians, the Cambridge Platonists did not fol low Herbert this far. However, they drew on h i s  theory of natural instinct to 



give body to the slogan of Benjamin  Whichcote, their 
spiritual l eader, that reason is the candle of the Lord. 
Ralph Cudworth ( 1617  - 1688) was the most l earned, cir
cumspect, and philosophical ly important member of the 
school. In his copious The True Intellectual System of the Universe ( 1678) he drew on a wide knowledge of the his
tory of philosophy to confute al l poss ible  forms of materi
al i sm, whether deliberate, as with Hobbes, or inadvertent, 
as with Descartes. He insisted that there could be no m e
chanical explanation or reduction of the immediate fact of 
consciousness,  the central position of al l subsequent re
si stance to the material ism of Hobbes. M ind, he held, is  
"senior to the world" both in  the sense that there must be 
an infinite self-existent spiri t  and that intel lectual , nonem
pirical concepts must play a part in  our perception of 
things. Mind is essential ly active. There must be a spirit
ual mover behind the evident motion of the natural world, 
and on the human level knowledge is not pass ive sensa
tion ; in knowledge mind is actively involved with its en
vironment. In Eternal and Immutable Morality ( I  73 1 )  the 
theory of first principles is  appl ied to morals .  Cudworth 
endorsed the Augustin ian argum ent from eternal truths to 
God, but his  position was by no means entirely back
ward- looking. He accepted atomism as an account of the 
physical world and, indeed, the main lines of the new 
mechanical philosophy, but he was anxious to circum
scribe its claims. H e  firmly denied the associated view that 
the physical world is causally self-contained. Fastening 
on the class ical Greek idea that motion indicates l ife and 
mind, Cudworth concluded, with the Greeks, that since 
the most material - seeming bodies move, they are not 
wholly nonmental and on this ground resisted the Car
tes ian view that the worlds of matter and spirit are s trictly 
divided from each other. Henry More. Henry M ore ( 16 14 - 1687) had a more en
thusiastic and mercurial mind; his love of the new and the 
s trange was expressed in a lar'ge accumulation of some
what precipitate works .  An early admiration for Descartes 
gave way to hostil ity. The Cartesian doctrine  he took most 
exception to was "nul l ibism," the view that spirit is not 
extended or in space. Impenetrabil ity and divisibil i ty, 
not extension , constitute the essence of matter. For spirit, 
which is to say God's  activity, is present everywhere. More 
resurrected the Augustin ian concept of seminal prin
ciples in his theory of "plastic nature."  Cudworth had 
embraced the concept of seminal principles to account 
for the self-determining character of organic l ife. In More 
it came to take the form of the theory of a world soul 
or anima mundi.  His detachment of the concept of space 
from the concept of matter led him to cons ider space as 
more or less spiritual in nature, as, indeed, an attribute of 
God. Thi s  idea was taken up by Newton in his contention 
that space is God's sensorium, a contention criticized by 
Leibn iz in his correspondence with Samuel Clarke. More's 
strong propen sity to find the workings of spirit throughout 
the natural world induced him to take a rather credulous 
interest in such occult  topics as ghostl y apparition s and 
witchcraft. 

Glanvill. Joseph Glanvill ( 1636 - 1680), a highly eclectic 
th inker of broadly s imilar tendency, devoted his  Saddu-
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cismus Triumphatus (168 1 )  to a defense of the bel ief in 
witches. I n  his Vanity of Dogmatizing ( 166 1 )  he drew on 
all the new philosophical ini tiatives of the age to attack the 
sti l l  official academic scholastici sm.  But his elevation of 
Democritus and Epicurus above Aristotle by no means l ed 
him into material i sm. H e  derived from �lore a bel ief in the 
soul's pre-existence, and it has been reasonably said of him 
that he recommended skeptici sm only with regard to tra
ditional thought. More's and Glanvi l l 's interest in the 
paranormal is the first appearance of a characteristic pecu
l iarity of E nglish philosophy, recurring in the nineteenth 
century with S idgwick and in the twentieth century with 
Broad and Price, all of whom were interested in  psychical 
research. Moralists. The ethical rational ism of the Cambridge 
Platonists was expressed in the Light of Nature ( 1652) of 
Nathanael Culverwel (c. 1618 -c. 165 1 ), who asserted the 
harmony of reason and faith and the access ibil ity of moral 
truth to the natural l ight of reason. In  the De Legibus Naturae ( 1672 ) of Richard Cumberland (1631 - 17 18) Cud
worth's style of argument against Hobbes was rejected as 
altogether too faci le. Cumberland anticipated the utilitari
ans in taking the common good as the supreme moral end 
and sought to justify it, i n  something l ike the manner of 
Bi shop Butler, by a teleological consideration of the place 
of man in the world. 

EMPIRICISM FROM LOCKE TO MILL 

We have reached a point in  time when a l l  the raw ma
terial s exi st for the construction of the most pervasively 
influential of all Engl ish philosophies, the empi rici sm of 
Locke and his successors . Bacon 's inductive conception 
of natural knowledge, Descartes's dual ism, Hobbes 's natu
ral i stic view of man-each made positive contributions to 
Locke's system of ideas ; the Cambridge Platonists would 
seem to be the object of Locke's prel iminary assault on in
nate knowledge. But Locke's repudiation of rational ism, as 
will appear, is l ess thoroughgoing than he intended it to be. 

Locke. John Locke ( 1632 - 1704 ) is at once the most 
representative and the most influential of Engli sh  philoso
phers. Every familiar general ization about Engl ish philos
ophy is con firmed by his work-its distrust of rational 
ins ight by his critique of i nnate knowledge; its nominalism 
by his doctrine  that generality is not encountered by the 
mind but is, rather, a by-product of its abstracting power; 
its empiricism by his tracing al l ideas and knowledge to 
sensation and reflection; its critical attitude to language by 
h i s  account of nominal essence; i ts pedestrian fidelity to 
common sense by his often inconsistent rejection of such 
counterintu itive Cartesian principles as that the mind is 
always active or that there is no such thing as empty space. 
Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) 
soon became the main instrument of academic instruction 
in England and has retained this pre-eminence ever s ince, 
except during the H egel ian interlude at the end of the 
nineteenth century. Imported into France by Vol taire, 
Locke's ideas became, together with Newton's picture of 
the phys ical world, the theoretical foundation of the think
ing of the Enl ightenment. Locke was quite sincere in 
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describing himself as  "an under-labourer to  the incompar
abl e  M r. Newton," and the relationship thus exempl i fied 
between ph ilosophy and science has persi sted throughout 
most of the subsequent course  of philosophy in Britain. 

Locke ow�d a great deal-much more than he  recog
nized-to Descartes, but the main burden of the Essay i s  
to reject a polemically simpl ified version of  rational i sm 
and to provide as  a pos itive alternative to it, first, an ac
count of the workings of the mind which allows it only 
native capacities, not native knowledge, and, second, an 
account of natural ideas or knowledge which makes a firm 
distinction in  principle between mathematics and physics. 
Locke's attack on rat ional ism has no clearly identi fied 
target; it i s  muddled in  execution, and its apparent l es� 
sons-for example, that there are no innate ideas-were 
frequently ignored by him. But he adhered firmly  to the 
main point. Intu ition and demonstration, the mind's ca
pacities for the acquis ition of a pirori and necessary truth, 
are kept strictly distinct from the more or less conjectural 
knowledge of "real exi stence, " which constitutes natural 
science. Ostensibly refuting the view that there are innate 
ideas, Locke argued against the possibi l ity of l iteral ly 
innate knowledge, giving special attention to the refutation 
of H erbert of Cherbury's criterion of universal consent. 

There are three signi ficant l imitations to Locke's empir
icism. H e  insi sted that in the concept of substance we have 
an idea that is essential to knowledge and yet i s  not de
rived from, but brought to, experience. Second, he admit
ted that there is much a priori knowledge-intuitive 
knowledge of one's own existence, demonstrative knowl
edge of mathematical and moral truth . Final ly, his account 
of perception requires the admis sion of two substantial 
nonempirical principles, that everything, in particular 
sensation, i s  caused and that some of our sensations resem
ble their causes. 

Ideas are the raw material of all thought and knowledge, 
and all ideas (except substance) are acquired from sensa
tion and reflection, or inner sense. The complex fabric of 
knowledge is assembled from these elementary empirical 
data by the combining activity of the mind. We combine 
simple ,  qual itative ideas i nto complex ideas of objects and 
relations. We ru n similar ideas together to form abstract 
ideas that serve as the inner criterion for the appl ication of 
the words with which they are conventionally associated. 
Locke took an uncritical attitude toward the concept of 
causation, wh ich he interpreted as a more or less  percep
tibl e property, a "power," of the th ings related by it. The 
crucial element of his  philosophy i s  his representative 
theory of perception. Sensation yields us simple ideas of 
many kinds. These are all caused by qualities of objects, 
and in the case of primary, measurabl e  qual ities there i s  a 
resemblance between the ideas and the qual ities - that 
cause them. Ideas of secondary qual ities l ike color and 
texture are cau sed by the primary qual ities of the minute 
parts of external things. We find qualities going together in 
persi stent groups,  and th is leads us  to conceive a substan
tial support, a substratum , for these assemblages. I t  follows 
that the physical world consists of material substrata en
dowed only with primary qual it ies,  gross and minute. Only 
the vocabulary of Newtonian physics i s  l iterally descrip
tive of the external world. Locke's sense of the gap be-

tween our empirical data and our bel iefs about physical 
things l ed him to admit that these bel iefs are probable 
opinions rather than knowledge strictly so cal led. 

In Locke's theory of the mind there are three distinct 
l ines of thought at work. First, there is the Cartesian view 
that we have a di rect and intu itive awareness of our own 
existence. Second, there is the view that the mind as 
something pers i sting through time must be conceived as a 
sequence of ideas related by memory, the concept of men
tal substance being whol ly inadequate for the explanation 
of personal identity. Finally, Locke made the parenthetical 
suggestion that God might have annexed consciousness to 
a material substance, a somewhat scandalous supposition 
that was taken up by Priestley and others. 

Locke's theory of knowledge establ ished the agenda for 
philosophy in  Britain for a century and a half, during 
which external influences from Europe were of negl igible 
importance. Leibniz' great critique of the Essay had l ittle  
effect, and it was not until the closing decades of  the nine
teenth century that Kant and H egel secured the attention 
of philosophers rather than imaginative writers. The most 
immediately influential aspects of Locke's thought were in 
the fields of politics and theology, to which his general 
principles were appl ied in Two Treatises of Civil Government ( 1690) and The Reasonableness of Christianity 
( 1 695). Locke's pol itical theory was an answer to Hobbes, 
even if the overt adversary was Robert Filmer, whose 
absolutism was based on divine right rather  than self-pres
ervation and whose not unreasonable analogy between 
the monarch and the father of a family was smothered by 
an antiquated l egal ism. But although Locke i ns isted 
against Hobbes that a justi fied government must be l imited 
i n  its authority, that it must earn its title to ru l e  by the 
protection of a large range of individual natural rights, he  
accepted the  whole formal apparatu s of Hobbes's pol itical 
doctrine. For him, as for Hobbes ,  the state is a means to an 
end, set up purposively by men to remedy the inconven
iences of the state of nature, its authority being contingent 
upon the adequacy of its performance of its intended func
tion. 

If  Locke's conception of natural rights i s  rational i stic, in 
l ine with h i s  theory that moral truth s are demonstrable, h i s  
notion of  the state i s  earth-bound and pragmatic. The neg
lect of economic factors noted in  H obbes by Harrington 
was remedied in Locke by h i s  derivation of the right of 
property from the mixture of a man's labor with land and 
other natural goods. Locke's theory of government became 
the theoretical basi s o f  the Whig party's domination of 
eighteenth-century pol itical l ife as the most articulate 
expression of the "principles of 1689" celebrated in  
Thomas Macaulay's History of England. Although Locke 
was an i ndividual i st in h i s  hostil ity to the extension of 
state power, he was neither a radical nor a democrat. He 
combined a strong attachment to personal freedom with 
the view that those should have the most say in govern
ment who have the most to lose from its operations. 

Locke's rel igious ideas were equal ly  timely though their 
effect was different. H i s  politics seemed to make pol i tical 
speculation superfluous until the French Revolution and 
the controversy between Edmund Burke and the radicals. 
But h is  theology had a large share in bringing about the 



deist movement. Like the deists Locke was persuaded that 
there i s  a God, the indi spensable cause of the perfections 
to be found in the world ,  and he shared both their view 
that morality is the essence of rel igion and that attention 
should be diverted from the mysteries that produce dog
matic controversy. There can be no doubt of the sincerity 
of Locke's Christian faith although he reduced its content 
to the bel ief in Christ's divinity and an earnest acceptance 
of Christian moral ity. In particular, he anticipated the 
deists in holding that the revelations of the incarnate God 
are not indi spensable for the acquisition of correct moral 
and rel igious opinions. Those who l ived before Christ 
were not in complete darkness. The purpose of revelation 
i s  not the diffusion of new truths but the corroboration of 
old ones. 

Deists. The dei sts were, for the most part, modestly 
equipped thinkers of much less  capacity and distinction 
than their chief adversaries .  B ut despite local defeats they 
came out of the conflict better than the orthodox did. Some 
of their opponents, such as Clarke ,  reall y  shared all their 
main assumptions,  and they had the advantage of moving 
in the direction of the general tendency of their age ; they 
were only doing for rel igion , it could be said, what Newton 
had done for physical nature and Locke for the human 
mind. The Newtonian picure of the world was a most 
unfavorable background for the traditional idea of revela
tion. In Newton's vast and broadly intell igible universe 
there was no place for a mysterious tribal deity, arbitrary in 
his actions and revealing himself only for a short time to a 
smal l ,  geograph ical ly con fined group of men. Toland. The Christianity Not Mysterious of John Toland 
( 1670 - 1 722), the first important strictly  deist work, ap
peared in Locke's l ifetime ( 1696) and was disowned by 
him, but there is a clear correspondence between its 
teach ing and Locke's. Toland's main point i s  that revela
tion must be cl early intell igible :and that it must rest on the 
support of rational principles of natural rel igion l ike those 
propounded by Herbert of Cherbury. Hi storical Christian
ity, in Toland's view, is heavily encrusted with nonsense. 
He cited the dogma of transubstantiation as an example, 
but his readers took him to have the Trin ity in mind. In 
fact, Toland was a pantheist, so Locke's d isqu iet was 
justi fied. Tindal. The most solid and influential of deist writings 
was the Christianity as Old as the Creation ( 1 730) of Mat
thew Tindal (c. 1656 - 1733). S ince God i s  good, Tindal 
argued, he cannot have concealed his  essential message 
from those who l ived before Christ. It follows that the vital 
content of revelation is accessible to all through natural 
reason and, th erefore, that revelation i s  superfluous. Hu
man nature is always the same, and so i s  God's law for 
man. It i s  in the moral demands of th is  law that the es
sence of religion i s  contained. Tindal rejected the orthodox 
idea that the Fal l of Adam had made revelation necessary, 
holding that men had not perceptibly improved since 
Christ's incarnation. The real corruption was to be found 
in what the positive re l igion of the church had done to the 
natural rel igion of reason. Tindal i s  typical of his age in his  
choice of the Chinese as symbol s of di spassionate reasona
bleness and in h is  hostility to the dramatic emotional i sm 
and ascetical excesses of the Jews. 
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Wollaston. Will iam \Vol laston ( 1 660 - 1 724 ) took a po
sition of extreme intel lectual i sm in h is  Religion of Na ture Delineated ( 1 722). He maintained that all sin i s  of the 
nature of lying and deduced the immortal ity of the sou l 
from the fact of human suffering on earth and the principle 
that God i s  perfectly and exactly ju st. Collins. While most Deists addressed themselves to 
i ssues of general principle ,  Anthony Col l ins  ( 1676 - 1 7:29) ,  
in a number of works,  considered the more concrete evi
dences of Christiani ty. A none too well con tri ved assault 
on the supposed ful fillment in the New Testament of Old 
Testament prophecies brought down on his head the elab
orate scholarly wrath of the great classicist Richard Bent
ley. Coll ins was the leading representative of a numerous 
array of more or less  amateur Bibl ical investigators. Bolingbroke. Henry St. J ohn, Viscount Boli ngbroke 
( 1678 - 1 75 1 ) , employed his  enforced retirement from 
pol itics with speculations of a more or less dei stic charac
ter. His  ideas figure in Pope's Essay on Man ( 1 733), and 
the posthumous publicati on of Bolingbroke's philosoph ical 
works in 1754 drew a memorable observation from Dr. 
Johnson, who described him as "a scoundrel , for charging 
a blunderbuss  against reli gion and moral i ty; [and] a cow
ard, because he had not resolution to fire it off himsel f, 
but left half a crown to a beggarly Scotchman [the publi sh
er] ,  to draw the trigger after h is  death !"  Bolingbroke drew 
on Bacon and Locke to attack the "metaphysical del irium" 
of Plato, Cudworth, and Clarke, arguing that although we 
can infer the exi stence of a designer-God from the fact that 
the world had a beginning, we can know nothing of h is  
moral attributes .  In  h is  view the sole office of reveal ed 
rel igion is to serve as a device for pacifying the lower 
orders. 

Opponents of deism. In his will Robert Boyle endowed 
a lectureship for the defense of Christianity against "noto
rious infidel s," which led to the composition of some of the 
more notable  attacks on deism. There is some justice in the 
remark of the inevitably partial Col l ins  that "nobody 
doubted the exi stence of the Deity until the Boyle lectur
ers undertook to prove i t. " Bentley. The first Boyle lecturer was Richard Bentley 
( 1662 - 1742), who in his Matter and Motion Cannot Think 
( 1692) supported Boyle's favorite argument from design 
with considerati ons drawn from the structure of organ isms 
and of the Newtonian heavens. Bentley had a taste for 
flimsy physical speculations. He exploited Newton 's un
will ingness  to offer a hypothesis to explain gravitation by 
asserting that si nce gravity is immaterial, it must be inter
preted as a direct expression of God's will for the natu ral 
order. He also di scerned divine intervention in the irregu
lar distribution of matter, holding that if materialism were 
true, matter would be concentrated in a single lu mp or 
el se evenly diffused throughout space. Clarke. The most admi red and learned defender of or
thodoxy was Samuel Clarke ( 1 675 - 1729). In  his  first Boyle 
lectures, Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God ( 1 704), he set out the foundations of rel igious bel ief in 
a rigorously deductive manner that won wide applause. He 
argued that there must be an eternal and self-existent 
being on the ground that an infinite series of dependent 
beings is impossible. Since this being is necessary, it can-
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not be material, for the nonexistence of matter, total or 
partial , i s  never contradictory. Among the provable at
tributes of the self-existent being are unity, in fin ity, 
intell igence, freedom, and goodness. Man's freedom is safe
guarded from obl iteration, a famil iar resul t  of th i s  kind of 
abstract reason ing, by the verbal maneuver of describing 
man as a dependent first cause. One of Clarke's novel 
conceptions is that space and time are properties of God 
and therefore real , the thesis that led to his i l luminating 
controversy with Leibniz, who maintained that space is 
merely a system of relations and therefore ideal , or "semi
mental . "  

I n  h i s  second series o f  Boyle lectures ( 1705), Clarke put 
forward a correspondingly rationalistic ethical theory in 
which moral truth i s  conceived in close analogy to mathe
matics as concerned with the eternal and intui table  
fitnesses of  actions to  situations. Moreover, moral ity is  
prior to God's wil l ;  an action i s  not good because God 
commands it but i s  commanded by G od because it is good. 
So far, Clarke's ideas are entirely harmonious with those of 
the deists even if they are developed in a more academic 
and soph isticated way. His heavy commitment to rational
ism left l i ttl e room for revelation in his scheme of th ings. 
He saw it, in fact, as having only the secondary function of 
making moral truth clear to corrupt men and of bringing 
the sanctions of moral i ty firmly before their attention. I t  is 
al so requ ired to give us assurance of immortal ity. Warburton. The most copious and energetic opponent of 
deism was Will iam Warburton ( 1 698 - 1 779 ), whose oxl ike 
imperceptiveness l ed him to suppose that invective i s  a 
sufficient answer to the critics of orthodoxy. That his  blu s
tering con fidence was an anachronism is shown by the 
anxious caution and tentativeness of his great contempo
rary Joseph Butler. Butler. In  his labored Analogy of Religion ( I  736), Joseph 
Butler ( 1 692 - 1752) could return no better an swer to deism 
than tu quoque. Certa inly, there are difficul ties  and mys
teries for revealed rel igion to contend with, but there also 
are for natural rel igion. Against the deists' cheerful infer
ences from the orderl iness of nature ,  Butler, with a John
sonian sense of the darker aspects of the world and human 
life, drew attention to the imperfections of the natural 
order. Although he accepted the conventional demonstra
tions of G od's existence, h e  held that we must rely on a 
great accumulation of probabil ities to understand God's 
purposes and activities in the world. There i s  injustice on 
earth, but, broadly speaking, the natural outcome of virtue 
i s  happiness and of vice suffering. No natural fact can 
exclude the immortal ity of the soul and a just  recti fication 
of the balance in an afterl ife. Butler' s  apologetic might 
disconcert the adherents of natural rel igion, but it was 
l i ttle calculated to di scourage complete unbel ief. 

Locke's critics. Not all of the philosophers of Locke's 
age were as preoccupied with theology as the deists  and 
their opponents. Richard Burthogge (c. 1638 -c. 1694 ) in 
his Essay on Reason and the Nature of Spirits ( 1 694) 
countered Locke with a version of N eoplatonic rational
ism. Peter B rowne ( 1665 - 1 735 ) also criticized Locke in 
his Procedure, Extent and Limits of the Human Understanding ( I  728), seeking to defend rel igion by emphasiz-

ing the con finement of the human mind to the empirical 
order unless it has the assi stance of revelation. Browne 
held that reason can operate only on the material s of sense 
and cannot pronounce on supernatural matters. 

A l ess  obviously edifying intention l ies behind An Essay Towards the Theory of the Ideal and Intelligible World 
( 1701 - 1704) of John Norri s ( 1657 - 1 7 1 1 ), another oppo
nent of Locke. Norris was the principal English adherent 
of Malebranche and against Locke's account of perception 
as a response to external nature affirmed M al ebranche' s 
doctrine that "we see al l th ings in God," that the ideas in 
our minds are the direct results of divine activity. Norris 
was an acute critic of Toland and emphasized the distinc
tion between th ings above reason and th ings contrary to 
reason. 

The same kind of idealist theory i s  to be found in the Clavis Universalis ( 1 7 13)  of Arthur Collier ( 1680 - 1732), 
who argued, in a manner that anticipates Kant, for the 
Berkeleian thesis that the notion of an external world as 
the cause of our ideas i s  superfluous. Col lier attempted to 
demol ish the hypothesis of an external world by showing 
that i t  is strictly self-contradictory , deriving from it antino
mies of infinite and finite extent, duration and divisibil ity. 

Berkeley. The most bril l iant and historically influential 
cri ticism of the material istic element in the philosophy of 
Locke was one that started from Locke's own premises, 
that of George Berkeley ( 1685 - 1753). Berkeley agreed 
with Locke that the mind's only objects are its own ideas, 
but where Locke had smuggled in this presupposition 
under cover of his definition of the word " idea," Berkeley 
gave a number of excell ent arguments for it. He then pow
erful ly criticized the fragil e  reasoning that turns  on pri
mary qualities and material substance by whose aid Locke 
had endeavored to establish contact for the mind with 
anything outside i t. No perceptible feature of our ideas can 
justify the inference that there is something unperceived 
that resembles them, nor can unperceived matter be the 
cause of our ideas. M atter i s  by nature "inert" ; its lack of 
active efficacy is just what distinguishes it from mind. 

Berkeley was , however, a causal theorist of perception. 
Our ideas of sensation must have a cau se, and this we can 
infer, by way of a profoundly questionable analogy with 
our own activities of imagination, to be a mind which i s  
other than our  own , that of  God. G od i s  not only the  cause of  
our sensation s; he i s  al so both cause and perceiver of those 
sensible ideas (making up the unperceived parts of what 
we u sually call "objects") not present to any fin ite mind 
but wh ich we bel ieve exist neverthel ess on the grounds of 
continui ty. 

For Berkeley it was inconceivable that there should be 
ideas that are not  present to  some mind or spirit. It was 
equally inconceivable that minds are not always occupied 
with ideas; the two sides of the relation of perception are 
essential to each other. 

If  Berkeley's introduction of God i s  boldly unplausible, 
his theory of mind is  furtive and unconvincing. He admit
ted that we can have no idea of spirit but allowed that we 
have something cal led a notion of it, a retreat from his 
in itial empiricism which prompts the question of why we 
should not have a notion of matter. While maintaining that 



unperceived existence i s  a self-contradictory idea, he as
serted that mind in general and God in particular exist and 
are unperceivable. 

Berkeley's positive theological metaphysics is a flimsy 
tour de force. His empiricist first principles and his nega
tive critici sms of Locke's representative theory of knowl
edge are the aspects of his philosophy that have had an 
influence on the hi story of thought. For him a material 
th ing is an orderly system of ideas of sensation. Ordinary 
material objects and the theoretical entities of science are 
not substantive things but i ntellectual constructions. Fur
thermore, the causal relationships studied by science are 
merely regular correlations ; true causal efficacy is only to 
be found in the relation between a mind and the ideas i t  
produces. Berkeley used h i s  empiricist principles for the 
detection and analysis of abstractions. Their appl ication is  
partial , however. They are brought in  ful l  force against the 
abstractions of physical science but are withheld from God 
and the soul ,  the abstractions of theology. Berkeley main
tained that the concepts of physics are devices for sum
marizing and predicting the course of sensation and thus 
referred to patterns of sensation, not to substantive things. 
He degraded matter and force to protect God and the soul . 
But Hume applying Berkeley's principles in a less partial 
spirit, treated all abstractions in the same way and turned 
the destructive instrument Berkeley had forged on the 
thi ngs it had been designed to protect. 

I n  the introduction to h is  chief work, A Treatise Concerning the Principles of Human Knowledge ( 17 10), 
Berkeley set out a som ewhat rhetorical criticism of Locke's 
theory of abstract ideas, argu ing thac there can be no such 
things as the indeterm inate mental constructions which 
constituted conceptual thinking for Locke. The apparent 
point of thi s theory was to provide a framework for the 
subsequent rejection of matter., but in fact it is not the 
generality of the concept of matter that he subsequently 
argued against but its i nappl icability to what is observed. 
H ere, as in his theory of perception, B erkeley was closer to 
Locke than he imagined. Ju st as he rejected one causal 
account of perception only to accept another, rather than 
rejecting causal theories of perception altogether, so he  
had to  i ntroduce something l ike Locke's activity of  ab
stracting to explain how the particular, whol ly determinate 
ideas with which we think stand for some particular things 
that res em hie them rather than for other things. 

Berkeley was regarded by his contemporaries as an 
ingenious propounder of paradoxes. The "immaterial i st" 
hypothesis attracted attention but l ed to the exclusion of 
the theology it was designed to support and evoked a great 
deal of piteously uncomprehending refutation, of which 
Dr. Johnson's is typical. Later philosophers , i f  they have 
understood Berkeley better, have been equal ly selective in 
their approach to his ideas. His own protestations that he  
was simply vindicating common sense and disentangl ing it 
from Locke's accretions of metaphysical material i sm went 
unregarded. By the mid-ni neteenth century the two sides 
of his philosophy had come to stand in direct opposition to 
each other. J .  S. Mi l l ' s  account of material objects as per
manent possibilities of sensation directly descended from 
Berkeley, as did the central thesis of T. H. Green, M il l 's 
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most categorical opponent, that nature cannot be intel l igi
bly conceived except as the object of an eternal conscious
ness .  

Moral philosophers. In  the century that followed 
Berkeley's first writings metaphysical speculation in the 
grand manner was completely abandoned in  England. 
Until Coleridge came to respond in  his intel lectual ly 
l ight-fingered way to the speculations of Schelling, the 
sole exponent of this type of philosophy was the curious 
and isolated figure of James Burnett, Lord �l onboddo 
( l  7 14 - 1799). B est known for his  view that the human race 
had evolved from monkeys, as witnessed by the appear
ance and capacities of the orangutan, M onboddo sought 
to revive in his Antient Metaphysics ( 1779) the whol e 
range of classic metaphysical notions, such as the anima 
mundi and the various souls of Aristotle. 

Man himself, rather than the universe, came, appropri
ately, to occupy the attention of thinkers of the pol i test 
century in English h istory. The ultimate stimulus  to these 
thinkers was Hobbes ,  in  particular his egoistic account of 
human motives ,  just as Hobbes's apparent athei sm had led 
to the revival of philosophical theology by the Cambridge 
Platonists. Shaftesbury. The tone and direction of the tradition of 
largely autonomous moral inquiry was set by Lord Shaftes
bury ( 167 1 - 17 13) ,  the grandson of Locke's patron. In his  Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times ( 17 1 1 )  
he  proclaimed, i n  a sty le  of relaxed and fulsome genti l i ty, 
the essentially social nature of man whi le  disdaining the 
emotional and intellectual excesses of enthusiasm. Shaftes
bury took an optimistic view of human nature, which he 
saw as  containing, though not exhausted by, social im
pul ses of benevolence. Following classical models,  he 
defined the proper end of conduct as the development of 
natural potential i ti es,  but his  defense of virtuosity lacked 
Renaissance strenuousness. He contended that men have a 
moral sense, which i s  more a matter of taste and feeling 
than of intellectual insight, by means of which they re
spond to the beauties and deformities of human character. 
He held that individual happiness and fulfil lment are best 
achieved by the establ i shment of a proper balance be
tween private and social impulses .  Hutcheson. Shaftesbury's somewhat desultory moral 
aestheticism was expounded in a more systematic form by 
Francis Hutcheson ( 1694 - 1746) in h is  System of Moral Philosophy (l 755) and other works.  For Hutcheson virtue 
and benevolence are one and the same, whereas he re
garded self- love as moral ly indifferent. The uti l i tarian 
formula of the greatest good of the greatest number makes 
an incidental appearance in his writings, but perhaps his 
chief signi ficance i s  to be found in  the effect his  doctrine of 
instinctive or natural beliefs-that there are certain things 
we cannot help believing and that are therefore senseless 
to doubt-had on Hume. Butler. The notion of virtue as the outcome of a correct 
balance of the elements of human nature reappears in the 
rather different context of the ethics of Joseph Butler (Fifteen Sermons, 1726). While agreeing with Shaftesbury and 
Hutcheson that virtue i s  natural to man and while accept
ing and developing their critique of Hobbes's egoism by 
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pointing out that neither cool and calculating self-lo,·e nor 
particular pas sions are either selfish or, in  general, com
patibl e, he rejected the Hutchesonian equation of virtue 
with benevolence, on the ground that \\·e can have no 
reliable knowledge of the consequences of our acts, and 
accorded supreme moral authority to the conscience, 
which he conceived as both a source of i ntui tive moral 
knowledge and the basic spring of moral action. I n  Butler' s  
ethics al l the competing doctrines of  the age are held in an 
uneasy suspension. Mandeville. :\ lone voice spoke in the accents of 
Hobbes, that of Bernard :\ landevi lle ( 1 6,0 - 1 733 ). In h i s  The Fable of the Bees (Part I ,  1 , 1--1 ;  Part I I ,  1,29) he  
argued that the welfare o f  society resulted from individual 
sel fi shnesses,  starkly presenting in moral tem1s  the funda
mental thes is of classical econom ics that the most satis
fying results for all would follow from each man's rational 
pursuit of his own advantage. \\'ithout the stimulus of 
self- interest, :\ landeville held, society will stagnate: luxury 
requires effort, and effort can be evoked only by selfishness 
or, as he sentimental l y  put it, "vice. " Smith. Adam Smith ( l ,23 - 1,90) put :\ landevi l le ' s  no
tion, divested of its satirical trappings, to work in  develop
ing the first systematic presentation of economic theory. 
But having the sense to see that not all the values of l i fe 
are monetary, Smith explained in the eth ical doctrine of 
his Theory of .Hora l Sen t iments ( 1 759 ) our capacity to take 
a dis interested ,·iew of our own and others' conduct by the 
presence of sympathy as an original constituent in human 
nature. C seful consequences confirm our sympathetic 
judgments of approval but are not their ultimate bas is .  
Considering the problem of moral judgment by a man of 
his  own actions,  Smith advanced the criterion of the im
partial spectator to characterize the disti nctive standpoint 
of morality. Price. The kind of eth ical rationalism supported by 
Clarke was defended in an age of moralities of sentiment 
and bene\"Olence by Richard Price ( 1 ,:23 - 1 ,9 1 ). In  h i s  Ret:iezc of the Principal Questions  in .,!orals ( 1 ,5, )  he 
argued that "morality i s  a branch of  necessary truth . "  \\'e 
are endowed with a capacity for the intel lectual intuition 
of self-evident moral principles .  On th i s  s impler founda
t ion he built up a theory which, l ike Kant's ,  sees value as 
intrinsic to actions and independent of their consequences, 
and he ins i sted that the morality of an agent is detem1ined 
by whether his  action i s  moth·ated by a sense of the right
ness of h i s  acts . Burke. Price, although an ethical rationalist, was a polit
ical radical and was a victim of the wrath of the conserva
th·e traditi onal ist Edmund Burke ( 1 ,:29 - 1,9, ). I n  a large 
number of eloquent discuss ions of current poli tical i ssues 
Burke more or le ss inad\·ertently laid the foundations of 
modern consen·ative th eory. 

I n  a way Burke is the Berkeley of pol itics. H i s  distrust of 
abstract pol it ical speculation had an empiricist basis .  Po
l itical knowl edge and ski ll can be acquired only by expe
rience, not by reflect ion. A society's traditi onal i nsti tutions 
are a ,·ast, i nterlocking structure brought into being by a 
great number of small adjustments made over a long pe
riod of time by pol i tically  experienced men. It is too dense 
and complex an affair to be reduced to a tidy mental di-

agram. But superimposed on this  essential ly skeptical 
foundation is a more or less  mystical reverence for the 
establ i shed results of the hi storical process which Burke 
saw as reveal ing divine guidance. 

The empiric ism of Burke's aesthetics in h i s  treatise On the Sublime and Beautiful ( 1 756) is more blunt and 
pedestrian. He derived the two kinds of aesthetic interest 
by association from the self-regarding and social or 
affectionate impulses respectively. The subl ime is that 
which by i ts  size and rough ness inspires a terror in use 
that i s  pleasant because fictitiou s :  the beautiful i s  that 
which attracts a more or less sexual affection by reason of 
its smallness ,  smoothness, and del icacy. 

Hume. David Hume ( 1 7 1 1 - 1776) was a part, and to 
some extent a product, of the tradition of ethical inquiry, as 
wel l as the continuer of the epistemological reflections of 
Locke and Berkeley. He described h i s  masterpiece, the Trea t ise of Human Xature ( 1 739 - 1 740) as an attempt to 
introduce the experimental method of reasoning into moral 
subjects, and he was cl early animated by the characteristic 
amibition of h i s  age to do for human nature what Newton 
had done for the physical world, to explain i t  by a s ingle, 
all-i nclusive system of laws. I t  has been suggested that the 
real point of his  skepticism about knowledge of the exter
nal world was to show that knowledge of man is no more 
i l l-founded than knowledge of nature. He certainly main
tained that the ,·ery general and dialectical kind of 
psychology that he practiced was the indi spensable foun
dation of all other discipl ines. His skepticism has always 
puzzled h i s  readers. At times h e  suggested that philosophy 
shows al l our claims to knowledge to be unfounded, the 
sole remedy he could propose for this  depressing resul t  
being the frivolous one of carelessness and inattention. On 
the other hand, his description of our i nstinctive propen
sity to ascribe pers istent identity and causal connection to 
things as "natural bel ief," as well as his  di stinction be
tween the fixed and regular principles of science and the 
wavering and arbitrary principles of superstition, suggests 
a less despondent vi ew. Ul timate principles cannot be 
rational ly demonstrated; however, they can be psycholog
ical ly  explained, and the fact that they are universal and 
compuls ive is all the justi fication they require. 

Hume formu lated empiricism in terms of a distinction 
between impressions, which are given in  sensation and 
reflection , and ideas, the less vivid copies  of previous 
impressions. All simple and unanalyzable ideas must be 
derh·ed from previous impressions.  He developed Berke
ley's rejection of abstract ideas, accounting for our under
standing of general terms  by way of their association with a 
di spositi on to bring before the mind any one of a col lection 
of similar ideas. \Ye can ha,·e certain knowledge of the 
re lati ons of ideas, as in geometry, and of the immediate 
character of our impressions, but most of our bel iefs about 
matters of fact go beyond our current impressions to what 
i s  causally connected to them or identical with them but 
exi sting at another t ime. 

Causation i s  the subject of the most extended application 
of Hume's methods. It is, he claimed, a complex idea. Two 
of its elements, priority and contiguity, are accessible to 
the senses, but we can have no sense impression of the 
third, neces sary connection. Hume concluded that it is an 



internal impression of reflection from which thi s  elusi,·e 
idea is derived, a kind of compulsive expectation which 
leads us  from a present impression to the idea of its usual 
associate. If in our experience two kinds of event have 
constantly accompanied each other, association will lead 
us to expect an event of the second kind when we have an 
impression of an event of the first kind. There can be no 
proof of the proposition that every e,·ent has a cause, 
though H ume thought it true as a matter of fact, and there 
is  no l ogical necessity in any particular relation between a 
cause and its effect. There i s  never a contradiction in con
ceiving one to occur without the other. 

Our conceptions of material bodies and of minds both 
involve the dubious notion of identi ty through time. \\"hat 
we perceive is in fact discontinuous and dependent on the 
fact of our perceiving it, yet we ascribe continued and 
distinct exi stence to the objects of perception. Hume ex
plained th i s  unjusti fiable but irresistible maneuver as the 
outcome of the constancy and coherence of our impres
sions. C sing the imagination to fill in any gaps in the se
quence of impressions, we "feign"  an identity between 
what is actual ly  distinct because it is  easy and tidy. Hume 
had more trouble with the idea of the self. He insisted that 
we ha,·e no impression of it but onl y  of particular mental 
states. H e  rejected Locke's account of personal identity, as 
Butler had done, on grounds of circularity, but he was no 
better pleased with his own proposal of resemblance and 
causation as the relations that unite a plural i ty of mental 
states into a continuous personal i ty. 

The general formula of H ume's  theory of human nature 
is  to trace the production of complex mental constructions 
from their elementary components by the undirected 
workings of custom and association. :\.ppl ied to the under
standing, th i s  technique explains the ideas of cause, body, 
and mind; applied to the passions ,  i t  explains the com
plexities of our desires and emotions. Hume's ethics con
sist primarily in the appl ication of thi s  technique to the 
sentiment of moral approval , which he defined as the fa
vorable emotion evoked by the disinterested contempla
tion of actions. The actions that produce the favorable 
emotion are those which are useful or agreeable to the 
agent or to others , and such actions please the contempla
tor because of sympathy. 

It is a short step from Hume's ,·iew that general util ity is 
the cause of approval to the positi on of uti l i tarianism 
proper that general uti l i ty i s  its justi fication. In effect, 
Hume took tliis' step in h is  account of the artificial ,·irtues 
of promise keeping, respect for property, and obedience to 
government. Toward these, unlike the natural ,·irtue of 
benevolence, we have no instinctive promptings; we have 
to reason causal ly to see that they are necessary means to 
the end of general util ity that we desire. Hume understood 
his theorv of arti ficial virtue to be a refutation of the con
tract the�11- since it puts promise keeping and pol i ti cal 
obedience on the same level. Despite his doubts about the 
concept of causation, Hume was convinced of the empiri
cal truth of the causal p:inciple, especial ly  as appl ied to 
human actions, arguing that moral praise and blame of 
conduct presuppose rather than exclude their causal de
termination. 

Hume did not exert himself  to conceal his rel igious 
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skepticism , though he had the restraint to lea,·e his  fatal 
analysis of the Argument from Design,  the Dialogues Con
cern ing Sa tural Religion ( 1  i"79), to be publ i shed after his 
death. In  his notorious essay on miracles he argued that 
testimony of events counter to natural law can hardly be 
strong enough to upset the laws in question. especially 
since the lawfulness of nature is assumed in accepting 
some present record as testimony in the first place. H ume 
also treated the phenomenon of rel igion comparati,·ely, in 
his essay the Satural  His tory of Religion ( 1755). arguing 
that its earl iest form was polytheistic and that it was in
spired by fears and hopes directed toward nature. 

For al l his hosti l i ty to rel igion, H ume was not in the 
least a material i st. .\s much an infidel as Hobbes, he com
pletely reversed Hobbes's view of the reducibi l i ty of mind 
to body. H owe,·er, the two Engl ish philosophers of 
H ume's time who were materiali sts, Hartley and Priestley. 
were both enthusiastically de,·out rel igious bel ie,·ers. 

Hartley. David Hartley (1 705 - 1 757) in his Obsen.:ations 
on :\fan ( 1 7-19) carri ed out an associationist investigation of 
the mind that was much more detailed and systematic than 
H ume's since its purpose was more straightforwardly de
scripth·e. From some remarks of :\"ewton he derived the 
hypothesis that e,·e11· mental e,·ent i s  accompanied by 
,·ibrations in the brain and nervous system, and he be
l ie,·ed that the associati,·e workings of the mind could be 
related to corresponding processes in  the mind's physical 
basis .  But he maintained the distinction between mind and 
brain, e,·en if he regarded the brain as cause and mind as 
effect. Hartley was a resolute determinist and sought to 
continue Locke's attack on innate ideas by showing that 
the indivi dual's moral impulses are not instinctive but 
acquired through the mechanism of association. 

Priestley. Joseph Priestley (1 733 - 180-1 ) abandoned 
Hartley's reserve and firmly asserted that there i s  no im
material substance underl�ing thought, which he saw as an 
acti,ity of the brain . .  \t the same time he somewhat 
qualified the bruteness of matter, in the l ight of the spec
ulations of Bosco,·ich, by contending that it  is neither inert 
nor impenetrabl e, its apparent impenetrabil ity being attrib
utabl e to repellent forces exerted by it. To combine the 
material ism of his Disquis itions on .\fa tter and Spirit 
( 1 777 ) with his  l ively rel igious faith , he had to gi,·e the 
doctrine of the resurrection of the body an extremely l i t
eral interpretation . .\ determinist, he carefully dissociated 
his position from the fatal ism of the followers of Cah· in. 
\\"ith regard to the in stitutions of society, Priestley was a 
notably humane l iberal . He regarded human happiness 
as the measure of value and the institution of govern
ment as the servant of public welfare. He opposed state 
education as a danger to l iberty. 

Tucker and God"in. Abraham Tucker ( l i"05 - l ,i"-1) in 
his extensive Light of Sature Pursued (1 768 - 1778 ) contin
ued Hartley's interests, sharing his vi ew that al tru i sm is 
not instinctive. He developed a more or less uti l i tarian 
ethics in which pleasures are seen as only quanti tati,·ely 
di stinguishable. 

Priestley's moral and social doctrines were carri ed fur
ther, without Priestley's humanity, in the Enqu iry Con
cern ing the Principles of Poli tical justice ( 1 793) of \\'ill iam 
Godwin ( 1756 - 1836). Godwin was an anarchist who re-
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garded all institutions as corrupting, property and marriage 
as much as government. He carri ed the envi ronmental 
views of Hartley to an extreme, holding that men's charac
ters and capacities are whol ly acquired, and cal led for an 
unearthly disinterestedness, recogn izing no prior respon
sibi l ities of affection, in moral s. 

Paley. \\'ill iam Paley ( 1 7-13 - 1805 ) was the last philoso
pher of an epoch in the sense that he cheerful ly carried on 
with a natural re ligion based on the Argument from Design 
long after Hume had written. lt was not neces sary to agree 
with Hume, but he should have been taken into account. 
Paley in his View of the E vidences of Chris tian ity ( 1 79-1 ) 
and Satural  Theology ( 1802) emphasized anatomy rather 
than the order of the heavens as a proof of God's existence: 
Paley's perfect lucidity of exposition was combined with, 
and no doubt partly caused by, h i s  complete confidence in 
the sufficiency of his mechan ical argumentation as a sup
port for the essentials of rel igious faith. H i s  procedu re was 
not one to conceal a certain crudity of mind, as in h i s  ethi
cal theory, which he memorably summarized in the for
mula "\' i rtue i s  doing good to mankind, in  obedience to 
the will of God, and for the sake of everlasting happiness ." 
Pal ey's combination of exemplary clarity with a wholly 
respectable point of view made his  work su itable for 
teaching purposes. However, the philosophers who were 
to dominate the first hal f of the n ineteenth century were 
either answering Hume, li ke Reid and the Scottish school 
of common sense,  or appl ying h i s  pri nciples in new fields,  
l ike the uti l i tarians .  

THE NINETE ENTH C E NTURY 

Scott ish school of common sense. The Scott i sh philoso
phers have had to pay for the respectabl e applau se they 
received for attacking Hume by undergoing al most total 
negl ect s ince Hamilton was fatal ly examined by \ I  ill in 
I S65. Yet in the century after the publ ication of Reid's 
Inq u i ry in I 76-1 their moderate, reasonable, and readily 
in tel l igibl e position became the official academic phil oso
phy in Britain and the l1 ni ted States and exercised thanks 
to  \' ictor Cous in ,  a considerable influence i n  France. I t  i s  
desirabl e to  distinguish Reid and his  direct foll owers, who 
had, and were equ ipped to ha\·e, a serious interest in philos
ophy, from more or less  scurri lous pamphleteers of the 
stamp of James Beattie ( 1 735 - 1803 ),  who earned a royal 
pension and other rewards from h i s  assaul t  on Hume in the 
Essay 011 Tru th ( 1 770) .  The confu sion stern s ,  perhaps, from 
the fact that Kant, who kn ew no more of the common- sense 
school than what he found in an answer by Priestl ey to 
Hume's  early critics, regarded it as having mi ssed the point 
of Hume's phil osophy. 

Reid. Thomas Reid ( 1 7 10 - 1796) treated H ume as an 
important philosopher, not a dangerous infidel . ln his In
qu iry i n to the Human .\f ind 0 11 the Principles of Common 
Sense ( 176-1 ) he praised Hume for clear-s ightedly arriving 
at the skeptical reductio ad absu rdu m of Locke's wav of 
ideas . .  -\greeing with Hume's  cri tici sms of his predeces.sors 
but finding his conclusions i ncredible,  Reid argued that the 
first principle of empiricism, that ideas are the immediate 
objects of perception , must be false.  He distingu ished 
between the perception of external things and the mere 

having of sensations and cri ticized Locke for his  \·e iled as
sumption that the mind can only operate where it, or, rather, 
where the body of i ts possessor, is. But Reid's d irect real
ism is somewhat tentati\·e. His  vi ew that sensations gi\·e 
rise to the perception of external th ings by "suggestion" is 
too close to Locke's position for comfort. Perception, Reid 
held, invo h-es judgment and relates to objects: i t  is not a 
simple apprehension of ideas in the percei\·er's mind. H i s  
other main thesis was directed against  Hume's interpreta
tion of the general ly accepted principles  of explanation, 
especial ly those of causation and identity ,  as expressions 
of passive habits of imaginati\·e supplementation.  He as
serted that th ere are many self-evident principles ,  much 
more firmly based than any argum ents that might be in
\·oked to cast doubt upon them, such as that qual ities must 
inhere in substance, that every e\·ent has a cause, and that 
the senses, memory ,  and induction are general l y  rel iabl e. 

Stewart. Dugald S tewart ( 1753 - 18:28), the most admired 
philosophical teacher of his age, gave el egant l i terary ex
pression to Reid's ideas in his Elements of the Ph ilosophy 
of the Hu man .\f ind ( 1 79:2), adding, as h is  own contribution, 
a careful ly worked-out \·ersion of H obbes's nomi nal ism 
abou t general ideas. S tewart renamed Reid's principles of 
common sense, cal l ing them the fundamental laws of hu
man belief, and proposed as criteria for them unh·ersal 
consent, the absence of any propositions for or against  them 
that are more certain than they and their acceptance in 
practice by those who claim to reject them. 

B rown. Thomas Brown (1 778 - 18:20), a gifted introspec
tive psychol ogist, came \·ery close to Hume in h is  Inqu iry 
In to the Relat ion of Cause and Effect ( 180-1 ). He adopted 
a strict regu lari ty view of cau sation as i rwariabl e associa
tion but hoped to escape Hume's  inductive skepticism by 
asserting the inh1 i ti\·e sel f-evidence of the principle that 
e\·ery event has a cause. 

Hamilton. The most grandiose of the Scottish phil oso
phers was S ir \\'i l l iam Hamilton ( 1 78S - 1S56). The mas si\·e 
learning that so awed his contemporari es has come to 
appear a jumble of often trivial and general l y  uninter
preted detail. and h i s  trumpeted logical innO\·ations. most 
notably the "quanti fication of the predicate ,"  can at best be 
seen as some sort of crude anticipation of the algebraic 
treatment of logic propounded in the 1S-!0s by George 
Boole and Augustus De \ I  organ. H is main ideas were set 
out in three articles of th e period 18:29 - 1833 (reprinted in 
his Discuss ions on Ph ilosophy, Litera ture and Education 
of 1852), cO\·ering his logical nO\·el ties, his metaphysical 
agnosti cism , and his natural real ist  theory of perception. ln 
rough and ready correspondence to Kant, he maintained 
that all knowledge is relative and concerns only what i s  
conditioned by the fact that we know i t .  Absolute or  un
conditioned reality is unknowable.  \\'e can conceh·e i t  and 
even have faith that it exists, but at best we can ha\·e only 
negative knowl edge of it. This doctrine consorts uneasily 
with the main theme of his  theory of perception, which is 
that in the most elementary perceptual experiences we 
have an immediate consciousness of the sel f bei ng con
fronted by the not-self. The two positions can be recon
ciled, however, if the unknowabl eness of real i ty is attrib
uted to i ts being infin ite rather than to i ts being objecti \·e 
and not just private appearance. Hamilton himself was 



none too clear about th i s  di stinction and further undermined the reconcil iation of h i s  two views in h i s  development of the principle of the relativity of knowledge. In maintaining that knowledge is relative, he reverted to someth ing very l i ke the "ideal theory" of Hume and the empiricists that the objects of perception are in the mind, a theory which he, l ike Reid, wished to reject. 
Mansel. H. L. Mansel (1820 - 1871) gave a cl ear and articulate form to Hamilton 's ideas in h i s  Metaphysics ( 1860) and appl ied them to theology in his  celebrated lectures The Limits of Religious Thought ( 1 858). There are echoes of Will iam of Ockham in Mansel 's view that positi ve rel igious knowledge can come only from revelation and that God cannot be submitted to humanly rational standards of moral ity. Mansel's Hamiltonian philosophy was the official academic doctrine of the mid-nineteenth century. It was the teaching of the "school of intuition" again st which J .  S. Mil l  set himself, and its influence pers i sted in the evolutionary philosophies of Herbert Spencer and G. H. Lewes, who both incorporated its agnostic doctrine of the unknowable into their  thought. Its irrational i stic defense of the proprieties of moral s and rel igion was discarded by the ideal ists, but there is an affinity between its reliance on self-evident intuitions and the real ism of Moore and Cook Wil son in the Edwardian period. 
Utilitarianism. Util itarian ism, the most influential trend of thought in the first part of the nineteenth century developed outside the universities. 
Bentham. Jeremy Bentham ( 1748 - 1832) and h i s  followers took over the more usable and less skeptical aspects of Hume's philosophy, in particular h i s  view that association i s  the indispensable in strument for any inquiry into the nature of the mind and h i s  identification of value with util ity. Bentham 's ph i losophy proper is  min imal and dogmatic, a handful of simple-minded convictions about value and human motivation on which to base his project of a thoroughgoing simpl ification and rationalization of law and moral ity, of public and private principles of conduct. In his  

Fragment on Government ( 1776 ) Bentham forcefully criticized the Lockean social phil osophy of Will iam Blackstone, the authoritative commentator on Engl ish law, with its apparatus of natural rights and a social contract. In his  
Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation ( 1789) only brief prel im inary attention is given to the foundations of the utilitarian framework : the theses that the general welfare is the only rational measure of value and that men '  are whol ly moved to act by considerations of pleasure and pain .  Bentham's  ambition was to construct a wholly rational and systematic code of law to replace the untidy traditional mass of custom and precedent that made up the Engl ish law of his time. The util itarian measure of value showed what kinds of conduct should be proh ibited; the associated theory of human motivation showed what sancti ons are needed to make the prohibition effective. For Bentham the legislator's task i s  to bring about an artificial harmony of interests by attaching just sufficient dissuasive penal ties to anti social forms of conduct. He regarded pleasure as homogeneou s  in qual i ty and, thus, as an extensive magnitude which can be numerical ly measured. The principles used to arrive at a rational system of law can equally well be 
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appl ied to establish the content of a rational code of moral s .  At first, Bentham paid no attention to pol itics, and he had l i ttle interest in the ordi nary l iberal ideal s of personal freedom and democatic government. But the neglect of his proposals by the rul ing power led him to accept the thesis of h i s  energetic follower James t-.l i l l  ( 1 773 - 1836) that si nce only the public at large has an interest in a rati onal system of law, only a government directly accountable to that publ ic would be disposed to introduce such a system . Bentham's first commitment was to rati onal efficiency. The l iberal convictions of his school were adopted consequential ly, as mean s to his pri mary end. 
James Mill. James Mill's chief work was th e construction of a general theory of the mind in which the doctri ne of association is appl ied with unexampled thoroughness to support the assumptions of Bentham's  social philosophy. In his  Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind ( 1829), where inspi ration from Hartley is recognized, the complex architecture of human mental life i s  ri gorously deduced from the appl ication of elementary laws of association to the raw material s of sense. Mill  followed Hartley and Godwin in attributing the form s and excellences of human character to environmental circumstances ,  and l i ke Godwin, he had great faith in the power of a reformed environment to contribute to the perfection of man. 
}. S. Mill. The open-mindedness and flexibil ity of J ohn Stuart Mill ( 1806 - 1873) stand out with particular clari ty when he is set beside h i s  father and Bentham. Although he preserved an ultimate loyalty to the associationism of the one and the util itarian i sm of the other, he considerably qual ified and extended the stock of common doctrines he had inherited to include a logic and a theory of knowledge. His System of Logic ( 1843) was in essence a restatement of Bacon's ph ilosophy of scientific method with special reference to Hume's project of a sci ence of human nature and human affairs. Mill had little use for deduction. He lim ited its scope by argu ing that the propositions of mathematics are very large-scale empirical general izations, and he depreciated deductive reasoning as a source of knowledge by holding it  to be merely expl icati ve verbal inference. All real inference, in h i s  view, is inductive. In its primitive and unreflective form induction i s  enumerative, a matter of arriving at general izations from accumulations of l ike instances. The main importance of enumeration is that it establ ishes, in a manner that does not stand up well to examination, the law of universal causation. Given th is law, we can confidently go on to use M il l ' s  celebrated "methods," wh ich are directly transcribed from Bacon's tables .  Mil l ' s  Logic was the sacred methodological text of Victorian scientific naturalism, triumphantly vindicated by Darwin's Origin of Species ( 1859) .  M il l ' s  theory of induction had more direct influence than Bacon's two centuri es before because it could be more easi ly appl ied to the great work of biological discovery which followed it than could Bacon 's theory to the mathematical physics of the seventeenth century. But for al l i ts influence it was soon powerfully assai led from two different directions. The ideal i sm that began to flourish at  the time of Mil l 's death repudiated its whole conception of the mind's nature and activities in the pursuit of truth. A more immediate and, in the end, 
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substantial chal lenge came from the reform ing defenders 
of deductive logic. Richard Whately ( 1 787 - 1863), with the 
curiously inappropriate assi stance of I\'ewman, had ex
pounded the traditional theory of deduction in a refresh
ingly lucid and unencumbered way in his  Elements of Logic ( 1826). Recognizably modern treatment of deduction 
begins with George Boole ( 1 8 15 - 1864 ) and Augustus De 
�l organ ( 1806 - 187 1 ). In 1847 each of  them publ i shed a 
treati se in which deductive logic was presented as a kind 
of algebra. Both gave formal , mathematical accounts of 
arguments involving probabil ity, and De �l organ enlarged 
the scope of deduction to include inferences containing 
relational as wel l as attributive propos itions. This l ine of 
thought, enrich ed by Germ an and American contributions ,  
reached its highest point with the Principia Mathematica 
( 1 9 10 - 1913 )  of Whitehead and Russell .  

�l i l l 's theory of knowledge was put forward in  a nega
tively critical fash ion in his Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy ( 1865). In  essentials it is the em
piricist epistemology of Berkeley and Hume without Berke
ley's theism or Hume's skepticism. l\ l i l l defined matter 
as the "permanent pos sibil ity of sensation" and only nar
rowly held him sel f back from a correspond ing phenome
nal ism about the nature of the mind,  being reluctant to 
define the mind as s imply a series of experi ences on the 
somewhat fl imsy ground that he could not see how such a 
series could be conscious of being so. 

His principal revisions of his  inte l lectual inheritance are 
to be found in h is  famous essays On Liberty ( 1 8.59) and Utilitarianism ( 1 863). In On Liberty he voiced his suspi
cions of democracy as a possible danger to individual 
variety and excel lence, and in his concern to protect it 
from the pressures of institutions and conformist public 
opinion, �lil l paid l ittl e attention to whether there is a 
uti l itarian justi fication of individual self-determination as a 
supreme value. Bentham had treated the first principles of 
uti l i tarianism as self-evident, but �l i l l  endeavored, with an 
educationally useful lack of success,  to prove them. His  
unsuccessful attempt embodies mistakes that every stu
dent of phi losophy must l earn to identify but shows, nev
erthel ess, the direction any justi fication of uti l i tarianism 
must take. He also rejected Bentham's doctrine that pleas
ure and pai n  are qual i tatively homogeneous,  sensitive to 
Thomas Carlyle's attack on Benthamite eth ics as a pig 
phi losophy. There i s  a final display of broad-m indednes s 
in � l i l l 's posthumous Three Essays on Religion ( 1874), in 
which he conceded a faint probabil ity to the hypothesis of 
a l imited Cod. Bain and Sidgwick. Two of �l i l l 's numerous foll owers 
deserve mention. Alexander Bain ( 1 8 18 - 1903 ) greatly 
enlarged the thoroughness and accuracy of the as socia
tion ist theory of mind in The Senses and the Intellect 
( 185,5 ) and Emotions and the Will ( 1859 ). H e  restored 
Hartley's physiological dimens ion to the empirical study of 
the mind and anticipated behaviori sm in his theory that 
bel ief consisted in a readiness to act. H enry Sidgwick 
( 1838 - 1900) followed out �l i l l 's eth ical intimations in his Methods of Ethics ( 1 874 ), arguing that uti l i tarianism must 
be supplemented by the admiss ion of intuited and self
evident principles of benevolence and justice. 

Evolutionary theories. Darwin's theory of evol ution, by 
scienti fical ly  establish ing that man is a part of nature, as 
opposed to the religious idea of h is  uniqueness as the 
pos sessor of an immortal soul, was the most important 
event i n  Brit ish i ntell ectual h i story in the nineteenth cen
tury , and a chorus of philosophically unprofes sional voices 
was soon rai sed to proclaim the wider s ignificance of Dar
win's discoveries .  Spencer. The most su stained and penetrating of the 
voices was that of the indefatigably prol ix Herbert Spencer 
( 1820 - 1903 ). In his First Principles ( 1862 ) a large selection 
of unrelated philosophical notions is ass em bled to flesh 
out the central evolutionary dogma that absolutely every
thing moves from a state of indefinite, incoherent homo
geneity to one of definite, coherent heterogeneity. The aim 
of his system of "synthetic ph ilosophy" is to articu late the 
whole of scientific knowl edge i nto a s ingle structure, and 
the evolutionary principle is employed to i nterpret the 
entire range of biological , mental , and social phenomena. 
For science can consider only phenomena. As with Hume, 
ph enomena are either vivid impressions or faint ideas, 
evincing, as with Hamilton , the not-self and the self, 
respectively. These cl ear data were seen by Spencer as 
manifestations of an inapprehensible, transempirical some
thing, the Unknowable, toward which he shared the 
religious emotions of Hamil ton and l\ lansel .  Spencer ap
plied evolutionary ideas to the theory of knowledge in his  
view that a priori truth s are bel iefs that men inheri t from 
the ancestors who discovered them and to ethics , where 
the view that quantity of l ife is the supreme value i s  un
eas i ly quali fied by admissions of the importance of a "sur
plus of agreeable feel ing. " Huxley. T. H .  Huxley ( 182.5 - 1895), a great biologist and 
a bri l l iant expos i tor and controvers ial i st, is a more appeal
i ng figure than Spencer. But h i s  ph i losoph ical ideas re
vealed their i ncoherence all the more plainly because of 
the clari ty with which they were expressed. On the one 
hand, Huxley argued that mind is an epiphenomenon, a 
by-product of the workings of the body; yet on the other, in 
his Hume ( 1879), he held that our knowledge is  confined to 
the impressions of the senses, that the on ly certainty we 
have is of our own mental states. S imi larly, in his  ethics he 
wavered between the view that the course of evolution is 
the criterion of moral progress and the doctrine of his  Evolution and Ethics ( 1893) that the task of moral ity is to 
counteract the cruel i njustices of the natural order of 
th ings .  Lewes and Stephen. George Henry Lewes ( 18 1 7 - 1878), 
best known as the lover of George El iot, presented a view 
of mind as the product of social evolution in his rambling The Problems of Life and Mind ( 1874 - 1879). Lesl i e  
Stephen ( 1832 - 1904), the great historian of literature and 
ideas , propounded a characteri stical ly hearty version of 
evolutionary moral ity in  his Science of Ethics ( 1 882), lay
i ng much stress on the analogy between the moral wel l
being of society and the health of the physical organism. Clifford and Pearson. l\l uch the most interesting ph ilo
sophically of these Victorian natural i sts , with their evolu
tionary theories of moral ity and their half-material is t, 
half-skeptical view of natural knowledge, were \V. K. 



Clifford ( 1845 - 1879) and the statistician Karl Pearson ( 1857 - 1936), who both arrived at a position very close to the phenomenal ism of Ernst Mach. Cl ifford attempted to circumvent the solipsi stic consequences of the traditional empiricist theory of perception by attaching to it the assumption that the mind is social in nature. The "social object," the publ ic, material th ing, is a compound of my impres sions and of "ejects," the impressions I attribute to other minds whose exi stence is a primary datum. There is  an anticipation of the neutral monism of Will iam James and Bertrand Russel l in Cl ifford's doctrine of "mind-stuff' as th e ultimate raw material of real ity, conceivable as either mind or matter in accordance with the manner of its arrangement. A persi stent theme in Cl ifford's Lectures and Essays ( 1879) i s  Mach's principle of the economy of thought, which interprets the theoretical concepts of natural sci ence as conceptual constructions, referring not to substantive th ings but to patterns in the course of sense experience. This point of view was developed in Pearson's influential The Grammar of Science ( 1892), in wh ich the aim was to eliminate all metaphys ical residues from the vocabulary and theories of science and to present scientific knowledge in a purified and radically empirical form. Clifford's eth ics turn on the conception of the "tribal self," seen as an evolutionarily developed system of impulses mitigating the demands of private interest for the sake of the welfare of the group in the struggle for existence. Cl ifford was a passionate opponent of ordinary rel igious bel ief but was prepared to endorse some kind of rel igion of human ity inspired by cosmic emotion. The Victorian naturalists, rather like the dei sts , were philosophers only per accidens, and it might be held that their ch ief contribution to th e subject is to be found in the criticism their work provoked. The traditional British answer to radical empiricism, the Scotti sh philosophy, was an inadequate protection for orthodox rel igion and moral ity. The natural ists had incorporated some of the doctrines of Scottish philosophy into their own thought; Mi ll had subjected its last authoritative exponent to a thorough and demolishing criticism ; it was itself in the last resort a version of empiricism. An altogether more far-reaching critique of the assumptions of Locke and Hume was needed, and it was provided by the long-delayed importation of the German idealism of Kant and Hegel in  the last th ird of the nineteenth century. Idealism. Kant and h i s  more specu lative succes sors had had a minimal impact on the insular course of British intel lectual l ife. Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1 772 - 1834 ) had plunged into their work with characteristic depth and irregularity and had mastered the central idea of the distinction between reason, understood as a grasp of th ings in their interrelated wholenes s, and understanding, the useful but ultimately falsifying analytic mode of thought employed in natural science. He appl ied th i s  di stinction effect ively in his aesthetic doctrine of the nature of the difference between imagination and fancy, and it l ies beh ind his traditi onal ist political theory and his philosophy of rel igion. But neither he nor anyone el se before T. H. Green apprehended the fundamental notions of postKantian ideal ism in such a way as to be able to give them 
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effective expression. There had, however, been some considerable defenses of rel igion and some interesting intimations of the ideal ist poi nt of view before Green called on his contemporaries to close their �I ill and Spencer and to open their Kant and Hegel. Newman and his contemporaries. First place among the dissenters from the prevail ing naturalist enthusiasm must be given to J. H. Newman (180 1 - 1890) by reason of his personal distinction, his literary excellence, the prophetic nature of his ideas , and the astounding tour  de force in which he made use of traditional British philosophical principles, derived from Locke, Butler, and Hume, to construct, in his Grammar of Assen t ( 1 870), a coherent and articulate answer to the rel igious skepticism of his age. Newman's starting point was a distinction between real assent, which we give to what is directly present to u s, and conceptual assent, the tentative acceptance we give to the results of inference. Now although God's exi stence is not given to us ,  we can have more than only the weak degree of bel ief that formal demonstration yields. We have, he said, an "il lative sense," which draws conclusions, in  a nonmechanical fashion, from a huge mass of supporting evidence and whose working is to be seen in many of our common beli efs which are neither directly given nor the consequences of any clearly formulable deduction from a small number of clearly specified premises. The il lative sense sustains a real assent to the existence of God on the bas is of the del iverances of conscience. Newman's di stinction of formal demonstration from the i llative sense corresponds to that of understanding from reason, and his account of its raw material recal l s  the moral theology of Kant. Another ideal ist notion, that of the dialectical unfolding of the nature of things, is suggested in his Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine ( 1845), where he argued that the content of the Christian revelation is  to be found in the totality of what succes sive generations have made of it, in  its fu ll development in time and not in its primitive origins. James Martineau ( 180,5 - 1900) advanced ideal ist views that show the influence of Kant in his Study of Religion ( 1888) and an intuitionist moral philosophy, which stresses motive as the determinant of the moral character of action, in his Types of Eth ical Theory ( 1 885). F. D. � l aurice (1 805 - 1872), much influenced by Coleridge, expressed ideal ist sympathies in his Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy (first publ ished as an article in Encyclopaedia Metropolitana, 1848). Of more narrowly phi losophical interest is J .  F. Ferri er ( 1808 - 1864 ). In his  Institutes of Meta physics ( 18.54) he put forward more or less Berkeleian ideas in the rigorously demonstrative sytle of Spinoza. He tackled the main weakness in Berkeley's philosophy in his  bold first principle that with everything that the mind knows it must also know itself. Confident in the speculative rel iability of the pure deductive reason, he was sharply critical of common sense and of the Scottish philosophers '  supine rel iance on its seemingly self-evident intimations. J ohn Grote ( 18 13 - 1866) was a careful critic of the prevailing empiricist assumptions of the time. In a way that later ideal ists were to fol low much further, he held that 
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scientific thinking interfere s with its objects by abstractly 
a\·erting attention from the fact that they are , after al l ,  the 
objects of a knowing mind. :\atural science, i t  follows, 
speaks only of a partial and incomplete real i ty ;  further
more, it is not applicable, as � l i l l  had supposed, to the 
mind itsel f (Explorat io Philosoph ica, \'ol . I, 1865). 

Green. \\'ith T. H. Green ( 1S36 - 1Sti2.) the ideal i s t  
mo\'ement in Britain reaches i t s  fu l l  stride. Green was a 
man of noble character and a most influential teacher de
spite his cumbrous and ungainly style. That he founded a 
school is in part due to the thoroughness of h i s  criticism of 
British empiricism, in part to the extent of his knowledge 
and philosophical interests , and in part, perhaps, because 
hi s concern was less to defend orthodox re l igion than to 
reaffinn the moral and social respon sibil ities  of philosophy 
at a moment when the harshness of e\'olutionary social 
doctrine seemed to serYe as an apology for the barbari sm 
and rapacity of  \'ictorian capital ism. Green was always 
an imated more by concern for the imprO\·ement of man's 
l i fe in  society than by a desire to protect habi tual objects of 
pious feeling, and he put a conservati\'e philosophy to the 
service of a progress i\'e social ideal. 

Green's starting point  was an unprecedentedly thorough 
cri ticism of the first principles of empiricism in  the intro
duction to h i s  edi tion of the works of Hume ( 187-1 ). Against 
the conception of knowledge as the outcome of passi\'ely 
accepted atoms of sense experience he ins i sted on the 
broadly Kantian \'i ew that knowledge is a system of rela
tions and that relations are the work of the active mind. 
Real ity ,  s i nce it can be known only as an interrelated sys
tem, requ ires an acti\'e individual consciousness to know 
it. \\'e can conceive the real i ty we know only as part of a 
wider real i ty, or system of relations , that contains it and 
anyth ing we may come to know. Such a system must be 
the object of an eternal consciousness,  just as the l im ited 
real i ty we know must be conceived as the object of a fin ite 
consciou sness. Green intended h i s  slogan , "The under
standing makes nature," in a double sense, as establ i shing 
the existence of both the soul  and God,  the Soul being 
regarded by him as a de\·eloping part, not a detached crea
tion of God. 

In his Pro legomena to Eth ics ( lbS3 ) Green first set forth 
his  positi\·e metaphysical views and then formulated their 
main practical result ,  the anti-Darwin ian thes is  that mind 
is prior to nature, not a part or product of it, which he used 
in the interpretation of the acti\'e l i fe of man. Green's 
di stinction between natural wants and self-conscious mo
ti\·es paral lels that between mere successions of feel ings 
and experiences of related objects . H e  concluded that the 
will is no more part of nature than i s  the understanding 
and, consistently enough, that it i s  not subject to causal 
law. Green 's positive ethics are tel eological , the end of 
self-real i zation being austerely interpreted as \'irtue or 
moral perfection and as something permanent and social, 
unlike the momentary and prh·ate character of the uti l i
tarian end, pleasure. In Principles of Political Obligation 
( in his Works, lb8.5 - IS8b ) the pol itical implication s of th is 
moral phi losophy are drawn out. Green saw the state as an 
agent of moral improvement, not as a mere protector of 
private rights, but he did not fol low Hegel in setting i t  
abO\·e individual conscience. \\'hi l e  rejecting pure natural 

rights,  he sti l l  subordinated the state to the moral consen
sus of the community. 

Bradley. Although Green died young, with his work 
unfini shed, he left a large body of energetic disciples im
bued with a consciousness of their respon sibi l i ty for the 
Platonic education of a ru l ing class in the ideal s of publ ic 
service.  Angl icized H egel ianism had much of i ts ult imate 
in spirer's breadth of interests. Green's  school de\'eloped a 
modernistic philosophy of religion, which saw dogma as 
the imaginati\·e expression of metaphysical and moral 
truth, an organ icist politi cal theory, and an ideal i st aes
thetics. The most important member of the group was the 
l east orthodox, F. H. Bradley ( IS-16 - 1 92.-1) ,  who was for a 
generation the most admired, if not the most closely fol
lowed, of Bri tish philosophers. In his early Eth ical Studies 
( 1 876) the skeptical tendency and the lordly indifference to 
common sense and respectabil ity of Bradley's remorse
lessly speculati\·e mind are already e\·ident. The work 
begins ,  acceptably  enough, with a rejection of the two 
abstract extremes of hedonism and of Kant's rigorous doc
trine of duty for duty's sake in the interests of an accept
ance by the indi\·idual of h i s  functional place in the c0m
munity. But  it goes on to assert the exi stence of dut ies  that 
transcend the demands of society and again to assert the 
transcendence of moral i ty by rel igion. In his final meta
physics Bradl ey was to go further sti l l ,  denying both the 
personal nature of absolu te real i ty and the freedom and 
immortal i ty of the finite human soul .  

In The Principles of Logic ( 1883) Bradley undermined 
the associationist theory of thought, asserting a radical 
distinction between logic and psychology . .-\II thinking i s  
judgment; i t  is all categorical i n  fom1 and has real i ty as a 
whole as i ts ul timate subject. In affim1ing general pred
icates of the real ,  it ine\·i tably fal s ifies it by abstract se
lection from what is an interrelated whole. This skeptical 
thesis that al l di scursi\·e thought necessari ly fal s ifies its 
subject matter is argued in detai l and further developed in 
Bradley's main work, Appearance and Reality ( 1893). In 
the first part of this  book Bradley purported to demon
strate, by arguments of \'ery \'arying \·alue which are least 
com·incing when they are of his own in\'ention , that al l the 
strategical ly central organizing conceptions of di scurs i\·e 
thought-substance,  qual i ty ,  relati on, change, cause, 
space , time, the soul-are riddl ed with self-contradiction. 
The common world of di scursi,·e thought i s ,  then, a world 
of appearance. Below it lies inarticulate experience, which 
at least has the un ity that di scursi\·e thought i l lusively 
destroys . AbO\·e i t  is the level of absolute experi ence, 
which has the uni ty of primiti,·e feel i ng but also the com
pleteness that mere feel ing lacks. The absolute is a harmo
nious whole, neither personal nor moral , in which all the 
conflicts of discurs ive thought are somehow reconcil ed and 
in which all the broken variety of appearance is somehow 
absorbed. Bradley admitted that his own philosophy, as a 
product of di scurs i\·e thought, i s  ultimately abstract and 
erroneou s but maintained that it  is at l east intel l ectually 
incorrigi bl e. The closest approach to real i ty, it would 
seem, is a self- identifying mystic contemplation of its all
inclus ive harmony. 

Bosanquet .  Bradley's leading disciple, Bernard Bosan
quet ( 18-18 - 192.3 ), was a fertile and conciliatory thinker 



who sought to mitigate the scornful extremism of his mas
ter's doctrines. His pers istent theme i s  that systematic 
unity or coherence is the criterion of truth and real ity, that 
beliefs are more true and th ings more real to the extent 
that they approximate the harmonious unity of Bradley's 
absolute. In his Logic ( 1888) Bosanquet attacked the con
ception of thinking as a step-by-step movement in a single  
direction, propos ing in  its place a v iew of  thought as  the 
total development of an idea in all its aspects and relations. 
In his chief metaphys ical book, The Principle of I ndividuality and Value ( 19 12 ), he used Bradley's notion of the 
absolute as the one true concrete individual not, as Brad
ley had, to depreciate the reality of everything that fell 
short of i t  but, rather, to assert the reali ty of all those more 
or less systematic wholes-minds, societies, works of art, 
and scientific theories-that to some extent approximated 
it. Particularly influential was his  Philosophical Theory of the State ( 1899), i n  which Green 's circumspect modi
fications of traditional l iberal ism are abandoned for an 
enthusiastic endorsement of the Hegelian theory of the 
total subordination of the individual to the state . 

Personal idealism. The feature of Bradley's metaphysics 
which attracted most critical attention from those broadly 
sympathetic to the assumptions of idealism was, not sur
pris ingly, its rel igiou s skeptici sm, since much of the origi
nal appeal of this philosophy was its apparent power to 
give soph isticated protection to an orthodoxy under heavy 
attack from biology, geology, and the textual cri ticism of 
the Bible. A. S .  Pringle-Patti son ( 1856 - 193 1 ) expressed 
th is discontent with the impersonal absolute and the doc
trine of the ul timate u nreality and dependence of the hu
man soul in his Hegelianism and Personality ( 1887). McTaggart. By far the most impressive of the dissident 
"personal ideal i sts" was J. :\1. E. �le Taggart ( 1866 - 1925), 
a writer of incomparable grace and clarity. In The Natu re of Existence ( 192 1 - 1927) he :produced the most finished 
and rigorous metaphysical system of any British philo
sophical wri ter. From a very small number of trivial l y  
obvious premises (for example, that something exists) and 
with the aid of some rather less obvious principl es of in
ference he deduced that reali ty i s  a society of immortal 
souls related by love and that time and matter are unreal . 
In  contrast to most of Green's successors ,  :\ le  Taggart had a 
very pronounced taste and capacity for precise dialectical 
argument, and this has given many of the details of his 
work an interest for those who have no use for i ts general 
style and purposes. There is no finer example in B ri ti sh 
philosophy of the exercise of specu lative reason ing for i ts 
own sake. Although avowedly rel igious in  spirit  (he de
fended metaphysics for the emotional comfort it could 
yield), McTaggart saw no adequate reason for belief in 
God. Ward. James Ward ( 1843 - 1925) approached the conclu
sions of personal ideal ism by a very different route. He  
began from a critique of  the atomistic associationism of  the 
empiricist theory of mind, urging against it that experience 
takes the form of a "presentational continuum," an 
undifferentiated flux, not a partitioned series. In al l expe
rience, he further held, the sel f is immediately present as 
an agent. The idea of a pas sive nature, over against an 
active mind, is the product of abstractive attention; in the 
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real world mental ity is present everywhere,  even if in a 
low-grade form in what we cal l  matter. Like :\lcTaggart, 
Ward saw the universe as a plural ity of minds ,  but he was 
prepared to recognize many levels of mind below the 
human soul. Although wil l ing to assert the existence of a 
transcendent God, l imiting himsel f by his own activity, he 
did not regard i t  as philosoph ical ly  demonstrable. Rashdall. Hastings Rashdal l ( 1858 - 1924 ) based his  
more confident theism on Berkele ian arguments ,  arriving 
at the somewhat heterodox conclus ion that God is finite 
and l imited. In his ethical treati se, The Theory of Good and Evil ( 1 907), he put forward an ideal uti l itarianism 
which judges the rightness of acts by their contribution to 
a range of intuitably good ends, a more sensible but l ess 
chall enging vers ion of the eth ics of G. E .  :\loore. Schiller. Personal Idealism ( 1902 ) was the joint mani
festo of a group, most of whom were to make up the Eng
l i sh pragmati st movement. F. C. S .  Schi l ler ( 1 864 - 1937) 
was the most notable and the most copious of them. 
Agreeing with the ideal ists that the world is somehow a 
con struction of the mind, he interpreted the mind not as an 
all-inclus ive absolute but as concrete, practical ly active 
human personal i ty. Putting man's will above his reason, 
Schil ler was a l ively, if  diffuse, cri tic of all forms of intel
lectual ism. Against the formal logic of deduction, in his 
view a steri le and mechanical affair, Schil ler argued for a 
psychological logic of discovery that would recognize the 
practical impulses behind the pursuit of knowledge. 

By the end of the nineteenth centu ry, ideal ism in one 
form or another was the undi sputedly dominant philoso
phy in Britain. The main empiricist  tradition was almost 
extinct outside S idgwick' s ethics, and the philosophy of 
John Stuart :\f i l l  was recal led only as a dreadful  example. 
However, ideal ism was soon to fall before the new real ism, 
in  which :\loore's revival of certain doctrines of Reid was 
fortified by Russel l 's fatal critici sm of idealist logic. 

THE TWE�TIETH C E NTURY 

Development of realism. The latest phase of Bri tish 
phi losophy can be said, with more precis ion than is usual 
in the history of thought, to have begun in the year 1803. 
It was the year of the first major work of Bertrand Russell 
(born 1872 ), his Principles of Mathematics, and of the two 
most influentical writings of G. E. :\ loore ( 1873 - 19.58),  his Principia Ethica and his essay "Refutation of Ideal ism. " 
I n  the years before 1914 ,  Russell and :\loore developed 
their fatal critici sms of idealism, propounded an alternative 
to it that others were to develop further while :\loore and 
Russell moved off in fresh directions, and succeeded in 
laying down both the analytic method and the epistemologi
cal focus of interest that were to be accepted by the great 
majority of phi losophers in Bri tain ever since. 

Russell  and :\loore rejected the ideal ism in wh ich they 
had been brought up as being in plain conflict with some
th ing they held more certain than philosophy, in Russell 's 
case the findings of mathematics and natural science, in 
:\l oore's case common sense. Russel l ,  convinced of the ab
solute truth of mathematical propositions, discarded the 
coherence theory with its implication that truth is a matter 
of degree. By distinguishing between the act of perception, 
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which is unquestionably mental in nature, and its objects, which are not, �foore sought to undermine the principle that the mind can be aware only of i ts own ideas. Both assai led the fundamental doctrine underlying the whole structure of ideal ism, the theory of internal relations which holds that everything in the world is essential ly constituted by its relations to other th ings. From the internal rel ati ons point of view al l analysis is falsification ; the world can be understood only as an interrelated whol e. Ru ssel l 's work in formal logic, culminating in his attempt to show that mathematics is a deductive continuation of the richer and more rigorous logic in his and Alfred �forth Whitehead's Principia Mathematica ( 1 9 1 0 - 19 13 ), shows that analysis is indi spensable for the interpretation of the most solid and indubitable part of human knowledge. Analysis for Russell  was a matter of resolving a complex body of bel iefs into elementary concepts in terms of which all others can be clearly defined and elementary propositions from which al l others can he clearly inferred. For �foore it was something rather different, a matter of establ ishing, by the closest possible attention to the actual meaning of words, what is real ly involved in the famil iar beliefs about which ideal ist metaphysician s say such surprising things .  Despite their differences of approach, �loore and Russell arrived, for the time at any rate, at a common real ism in which all the di stinction s that had been confounded by the school of Green and Bradley are lucidly redrawn. They held that the world consists of a vast plurality of logically  dis tinct and independent things of radical ly different kinds. Some are minds;  some, material objects ;  and some, abstract un iversal s and propositions. In perception the mind is aware of material th ings quite different in nature from it ; in thought, of ec1ual ly  different abstract entities. Necessary knowledge concerns the relations of timeless universals to one another, as in the Platonic th eory of mathematical truth ; contingen t knowledge is of material th ings by perception or of the mind by introspection. To this realism about universal s and the material world �foore added a real istic account of our knowl edge of value. Goodness, he hel d, is a unique property, not part of the order of nature and irreducible to an y properties met with in perception or introspection. Truth for �l oore and Ru ssell consists in the correspondence of propositions and facts; certainty is to be found on ly in neces sary truth and in the del iverances of th e senses. They soon gave up the view that the senses provide direct acquaintance with material things and came to adopt a causal theory of perception much like Locke's, Russell argu ing in The Problems of Philosophy ( 19 12 )  that the hypothesis of an independent external world is the simpl est theory to account for the order of our sense experience. This body of ideas, with i ts  perceptible infus ion of rational i sm about neces sary truth , the uniformity of nature, and the objectivity of value, came to be pretty much the official academic phil osophy in Britain between the wars of 19 14 and 1939. At its first home, Cambridge, it was continued and extended by C. D. Broad (born 1887) and A. C. Ewing (born 1899). Broad gave the ful les t  defense of the representative theory of perception, and in The Mind and Its Place in Nature ( 1925) accommodated the mind -body dual i sm to new scientific discoveries and to 

the speculations of psychoanalysts and psychical researchers. Ewing in his  Idealism ( 1934 ) systematical ly  brought together all the real ist criticisms of the preceding orthodoxy. In the heyday of ideal ism at Oxford, real ism had never been total ly  extingui shed there ; the lonely, lucid, and combative voice of Thomas Case ( 1 844 - 1925) had been raised on behal f of the view that the immediate objects of perception are the physical responses of the nervous system to the world of mathematically characterized objects outside it (Physical Realism, 1888 ) .  Cook Wilson school. �f  uch more influential was the movement, parallel to that of Russell and � foore , initiated by John Cook Wil son ( 1849 - 19 15 )  and carri ed on by his  ablest fol l ower, H .  A .  Prichard ( 187 1 - 1947). In Cook \\'ilson 's  Statement and Inference ( 1926) the ideal ist logic is cum brously criticized, and the concept of knowledge is  held to be s imple and indefinable in the way � f  oore claimed the property of goodness to be. This conception of knowledge lay behind the extensive attributions of selfevidence made by the school of Cook Wil son to philosophical ly important proposition s-most notably, perhaps, that the known is independent of our knowledge of it. Prichard , who resembled �loore in his predilection for plain language and rigorous argument, was most influential as a moral philosopher. He ins isted that the rightness of actions is intrinsic to them and in no way derivable from their consequences ;  any such derivation turns moral ity in to mere expediency. W. D. Ross (born 1877), the Ari stotelian scholar, developed these ideas with greater ful lness and sophistication. Collingwood. The only effective defender of ideal ism left in its spiritual home was the bri l l iant but intel lectual ly i rresponsible R. G .  Col l ingwood ( 1 889 - 1943). Closely similar in outlook to Croce, he maintained the traditional Hegel ian interest in the higher activi ties of the human mind at a time when most philosophers were preoccupied with the most el ementary form s of thought. In The Idea of History ( 1 946) he argued that human action can be understood only by sympathetic insight, by rel iving the thoughts of others, and not by the methods of inductive science. In Principles of Art ( 1938 ) he elaborated a theory of imagination to sustain the Crocean view of art as expression. 
Metaphysical systems. �lodern analytic philosophy is general ly thought of as antimetaphysical, but there was no hostility in principl e to metaphysics in the first real istic phase of the movement. Although Russell and � foore provided a general picture of the world only by impl ication, the task of constructing such a picture on a real ist ic basis was undertaken by others . Alexander and Anderson. Sam uel Al exander ( 1859 -1938) s tarted his Space, Time and Deity ( 19:20) from the premise that in knowledge independent objects are directly present to the mind and that the mind itself is not contem plated but "enjoyed. " He saw the worl d as a process of emergent evolution in which new, higher levels of being success ively develop; from the raw material of undifferentiated space tim e came the world of mathematical physics, from that the perceived order of sensible qual ities, then l ife , then mind, and, finally, in a time yet to come, God, conceived as the ideal goal of the whole evo-



lutionary process.  The material i stic implications of Alex
ander's phil osophy were drawn by the Scotti sh-born Aus
tral ian philosopher John Anderson ( 1 893 - 1962), who held 
that everyth ing real is in space and time, that there are no 
different kinds or level s of being and that all knowl edge, 
including its philosophical and ethical forms, is essentially 
scienti fic. Whitehead. Alfred North Whitehead ( 1861 - 1947) was 
the most ambitious of modern Briti sh metaphysicians. His 
aim was to overthrow the whole mechanical system of 
ideas associated with the name of Newton, in particular its 
atomistic view of cl early demarcated substances, its theory 
that our awareness of nature i s  indirect, and the underlying 
"bifurcation of nature" which sharply marks off the world 
of physics from the world of experience. For Whitehead 
perception was more a matter of responding to the heavy 
causal impact of nature than of contemplating l ively visual 
impressions of it. In h is  Process and Reality ( 1929) he gave 
an account of the nature of the world as a continuous  
stream of  "actual entities," short-l ived pu l ses o f  feeling 
connected to one another and to the Platonic "eternal 
objects," from which they derived their characteri stics, by 
an all-comprehending relation of "prehension ."  Between 
actual entities prehension is a kind of perception in one 
direction and causation in the other. The process  of the 
world is driven onward into novel ty by a creative urge, and 
God is invoked as a principl e to l imit and order the 
process.  Wh itehead's emphasis on the interconnectedness 
of things brought him, as he real i zed, back to something 
l ike the internal relation s doctrine of the ideal i sts . In the 
period just after 1920, when h i s  thought  was taking th is 
turn, the ideas of Russel l ,  h i s  great logical collaborator, 
were moving further than ever from this s ide of ideal i sm.  Wittgenstein's logical atomism. It  was in  the years ju st 
preceding World War I that Ludwig Wittgenstein 
( 1889 - 195 1 ), the most power.fully original influence in 
modern Briti sh phi losophy, arrived in Cambridge and 
began the work with Russell that was to determine the 
course of phi losophy in Britain up to the present time. 
Wittgenstein's Tractatus Logico-philosophicus ( 1 922) is 
the most authoritative, though by rea son of its sibyl l ine 
concision by no means the most readily intel l igible, expo
sition of the logical atom ism that Russell and he arrived at. 
I ts central idea is an account of the condition s under wh ich 
the el ements of language have meaning and can aspire to 
truth . For Wittgenstein the ultimately meaningful kind of 
sentence i s  a-picture of a state of affairs or possible fact. If  
the state of affairs depicted obtains, the proposition ex
pressed by the sentence i s  true. The world i s  wholly com
posed of an array of logical ly independent facts of the sort 
that would verify elementary propositions. Any proposition 
that cannot be analyzed into an assemblage of elementary 
propositions i s  devoid of meaning. To understand a com
plex propos ition i s  to know with what collection of ele
mentary propositions i t  is equivalent in meaning, and the 
technique of reductive analysi s that became the methodo
logical ideal of many phi losophers in the 1930s is a tech
nique for the formal expression of such equivalences. 

Wittgenstein held that the complex propositional forms 
of Russel l ' s  logic were all "truth-functions"  of their com
ponents, meaning by th is that the truth or falsity of the 
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complex was wholly determined by the truth or fal s i ty of 
its components. Two l imiting cases of truth-functions are 
of special importance, tautol ogies,  which are true, and 
contradictions, which are fal se, whatever the tru th-value of 
their components. A tautology, because it is true in any 
conceivable state of affairs, in effect says noth ing about the 
world;  its sign ificance l ies in the fact that it is the scheme 
of a possible deductive inference. In every val id inference 
of thi s kind the concl usion does no more than repeat some 
or all of what was asserted in the premises; the inference i s  
simply a repetition. Tautologies and the contradicti ons that 
are their negations are senseless. 

Three other kinds of sentence Wittgenstein brands as 
positively nonsensical. The utterances of tradi tional meta
physicians and theologians are the first of these. Second, 
there are mystical utterances, which are at least important 
nonsense. Finally, there are \Vittgenstein's own utterances 
about the relation between language and thought, on the 
one hand, and the world they concern , on the other. What 
Wittgenstein tried to say about meaning can only be 
shown. The right way to do philosophy would be to re
spond to non sensical utterances with significant proposi
tions and not to produce more non sense. "Philosophy," 
Wittgenstein said, "is not a theory but an activity. " Russell's logical atomism. The stark and uncompromis
ing doctrine of the Tractatus is purely formal; it i s  intended 
to state the conditions which must be sati sfied by any 
language capable of meaningful appl ication to the world. 
Wittgenstein did not specify what elementary propositions 
must be l ike, nor did he say what, if any, propositions of 
our actual language are elementary. Russell in Our Knowledge of the External World as a Field for Scientific Method in Philosophy ( 1 9 14 )  and "Philosophy of Logical 
Atomism" (Monist, 19 18- 1919)  suppl ied th is deficiency 
by identifying the elementary propositions of logical atom
ism with the reports of immediate experience of Hume's 
radical empiricism. Following Will iam James, he held that 
the ulti mate el ements of thought and knowledge are nei
ther mental nor phys ical but neutral ; he saw minds and 
material things as  differently arranged complexes of neu
tral elements. He was less confident of the reducibi l i ty of 
all kinds of complex propositions than was Wi ttgenstein; in 
particular, he doubted the interpretation of general laws as 
indefinitely long conjunctions of singular propositions and 
found it hard to reduce propositions about such attitudes as 
belief and hope, whose direct objects are themselves prop
ositional , to elementary terms. In his Analysis of Mind 
( 192 1 ), however, he resolutely attempted a reduction of all 
mental phenomena to sensations and images .  With The Analysis of Matter ( 1927 ), though, he returned to some
th ing very l ike h is  original causal theory of perception, 
abandoning the phenomenal ist identi fication of material 
things with their actual and possible appearances he had 
worked out in his fi rst period of as sociation with Wittgen
stein. Logical positivism. Wittgenstein's most talented Eng
l i sh adherent, F. P. Ramsey ( 1903 - 1930), died too young 
to have much influence, though the essays col lected in h is  Foundations of Mathematics (193 1 )  are of  a qual ity to 
justify the respect that Wittgenstein paid him. The direct 
continuation of Wittgenstein's early thought was carried 
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out by the logical positivi sts of the Vi enna circle .  Their highly selective use of the Tractatus was inspired by an aim less grandiose than Wittgenstein 's. They sought to interpret the concepts and theories of mathematics and empirical science and disentangle them from the confusing influence of metaphysical and moral considerations. This aim made itself felt in Britain through the work of a number of younger philosophers , most notably A. J. Ayer (born 1910), whose Language, Truth and Logic ( 1936) is the most conci se and effective formulation of the logical positivist doctrine in English. Ayer and the positivists rejected Wittgenstein's account of the conditions of l ingui stic s ignificance and the ontology of atomic facts that is associated with it. They held that a sentence is meaningful only tu the extent that it i s  capable of being verified in sense experience or by reflection on the mean ing of the words it contain s. Every genuine proposition is either analytic or empirical. All genuine philosophy, as well as logic and mathematics , is  analytic. Its task is to exhibi t the mean ingless of metaphysics, theology, and eth ics and to provide reductive analyses of the signi ficant remainder of d i scourse. Much in the manner of Russell 's neutral monism,  minds and material objects are interpreted as logical constructions out of sensory elements. J udgments of value arc not true or false statements at all but expressions of feel ing, and to the extent that the utterances of metaphysicians and theologians are anyth ing more than verbal confus ions, they must  he understood as a kind of tortured academic poetry. Throughout the 1 830s the main topics of ph i losophical controversy in B ritain were determined hy the d i rection of the interests of positivi sm. In particular, the analytic nature of necessary truth , the phenomenal ist theory of perception, the emotive theory of value, and the identi fication of phil osophy with reductive analysis occupied the center of attention. Moore remained a potent force. He objected to the impl ication of phcnomenal i sm that al l bel i efs about material th ings are less than certain, arguing that some beli efs of th i s  kind arc the very paradigms of certainty, and he wrestled with the problem of the nature of analys is .  Wittgenste in returned to Cambridge in HJ29, but the radical ly new style h i s  think ing began to take on at that time did not make itself widely felt until the end of the war, in 1 84,5 .  The mai n preoccupations of philosophers of the period are well indicated in Ru ssel l 's  A n  Inquiry Into Meaning and Truth ( 1 940), accurately described by its author as a combination of Hume's premises with the methods of the positivists, and in the masterly Perception ( 1932) of H. H. Price (born 1899), a thorough Russell ian treatment of the main problem of knowledge. The suspension of philosophical activity in the years from H)39 to H J4,5 was fol lowed by a sharp move away, led by Wittgenstein himself, from hi s earl ier ideas in the form they had been given by Ayer and Russel l .  The formali stic type of analytic philosophy, which reposes unl im ited confidence in the logic of Principia Mathematica as both instrument and ideal model of analytic procedure, gave way to a quite d ifferent kind of philosophical concern with language, one that sought to understand it as it actually is rather than to criticize it for failure to conform to the mode 

of expression of mathematical ly formulated natural science. Ayer remained faithful to the main principles of h i s  earl ier pos ition, while defending them in a quali fied form ,  in The Problem of Knowledge ( 1956) and various essays. Popper. Besides Ayer the main recent exponent in Britain of the formal i stic tradition of analysis has been Karl Popper (born 1902), who was associated with the Vienna circle at the time his  Logik der Forschung was first publ i shed in 1935 (translated as Logic of Scientific Discovery, 1959). In thi s  influential book Popper argued that falsi fiabil i ty, not, as the other positivists had contended, verifiabil ity, is the essential criterion for the scientific character of discourse. Furthermore, fal si fiabi l ity does not distinguish the meaningful from the mean ingless  but, rather, empirical science from equal ly meaningful, and often hi storically important, metaphysics. Popper maintained that sci entific knowledge does not grow by any sort of mechanical , inductive process. It begins with the imaginative conjecturing of hypotheses, something that cannot be subjected to ru les, and proceeds by the determined exposure of the consequences of these hypotheses to the ri sk of empirical fal si fication. Theories cannot be positively established ; they can be made only provisi onal ly acceptable by successful submission to empirical tests. Popper came to England soon after his application of these ideas about method to history and the social sci ences in The Open Society and Its Enemies ( 1 945), in which he attacked Plato, Hegel, and Marx for their hi storici sm, their belief in inevitable laws of hi storical development. Linguistic analysis. Between 1945 and 1959 two related but nevertheless di stinct kinds of l ingui stic philosophy were dominant in Britain. The first of these is  the pure doctrine of the later Wittgenstein, as expressed in h is  Philosophical Investigations ( 1953). The second i s  the Oxford philosophy of ordinary language, whose most prominent exponents have been Cibert Ryle (born 1900 ) and 
J .  L. Austin ( 1 9 1 1 - 1960). The two form s of l inguistic philosophy share a conception of the nature of philosophy and a predominating interest in questions about meaning and about the nature of m ind. For both the characteristic mark of wrong, traditional, metaphysical philosophy is its col l is ion with obvious common-sense certainti es. Another l ink with Moore is the explanation both give of philosophical paradox; they attribute it to the m isuse of ordinary words, in spired by treacherous analogies . Where they differ is that Wittgenste in and his followers were chiefly concerned to dispel confus ion and paradox by any means that come to hand;  they strenuously repudiated any desire to assert a contrary philosophical position. For the philosophers of ordinary language, however, metaphysical paradox is not simply a conceptual disorder to be cured; it i s ,  rather, a convenient point of entry into the task of setting out the complex and informal logic of the philosophically crucial terms of ordinary speech, a task that Ryle has called "logical geography" and Austin " rational grammar."  Wittgenstein. Much of Wittgenste in's Investigations takes the form of a polemic against his own earl ier work. Language is not, as the Tractatus had suggested, some-



thing whose essence can be displayed as a formal,  logical 
calculus. It i s ,  rather, a bewildering variety of complex 
human activities, undertaken with multifarious purposes. 
To discover the meaning of words, we must consider them 
in use, and the right way for philosophy to proceed is by 
assembl ing reminders of the actual common employment 
of words to show up, by contrast, the metaphys ical distor
tions they have been subjected to. Language has many 
m ore uses than that of bare, neutral description, and even 
where it is descriptive, it  does not function in any simple 
pictorial fashion. 

Wittgenstein's prime appl ication of these principles i s  in 
his account of the language in which we speak of the men
tal .  He mounted a complicated and resourceful attack on 
the view that the words we u se to talk of mental acts and 
states refer to the inner, private experiences of their own
ers. He argued that the notion of a private language is an 
impossible one and showed with a wealth of deta i l  that 
"inner processes stand in need of outward criteria," that 
we tel l ,  for example, what another man understands by 
cons idering what he can do, not by guessing hopelessly at 
what must be going on within him.  

An analogue to the self-destructive conclusion of the Tractatus, that the sentences of which it is composed are 
nonsensical, survives in Wittgenstein's later work. Philo
sophical error cannot be corrected by the expl icit assertion 
of philosophical truth , for there is no such thing. It must be 
annihilated by a purely descriptive assemblage of the 
common l ingui stic practices and conventions in whose 
defiance philosophical error consists. Ryle. In  Ryle's The Concept of Mind ( 1949) the positive 
theory about the nature of mind that is suggested in  Witt
genstein's Investigations i s  forthrightly stated. For Ryle, 
to talk  about the m ind, whether one's own or another's, i s  to 
talk  about propensities to behav!=! in certain ways. There i s  
no special problem about our  knowledge of  the minds of 
others since we have the sam e sort of access to their minds 
as to our own. Knowledge, for example, i s  not some sort of 
infal l ibly accurate vision; it  is an abil ity to do someting 
l ike answer questions or, more generally, carry out some 
sort of nonverbal task with skil l .  Thinking, again, i s  not a 
s i lent, interior accompaniment to our speech; it i s  a matter 
of using words in an intell igent way, being ready to parry 
objections to them, and so forth. Ryle made his case 
against the "Cartesian myth" of the mental and the physi
cal as two utterly di stinct worlds by pointing out the ab
surdity of the � ways of speaking about the mind that we 
should have to follow if it  were true; for example, if 
influences or acts of will  are inner mental events, we 
would have to suppose that there are definite answers to 
the question of how many of them we have had in a given 
period of t ime. At all points h i s  discussion is enforced with 
concrete reminders about ordinary speech. Austin. The most refined investigations of ordinary 
discourse are to be found in  the writings of Austin. In  h i s  Sense and Sensibilia ( 1962) he subjected to  the most min
utely di scriminating attention the crucial first steps in the 
arguments of philosophers like Price and Ayer, who have 
contended that the imm ediate objects of perception are not 
publ ic material th ings but private sense impressions.  In an 
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influential early essay Austin maintained that to claim 
knowledge is not simply to describe one's state of mind 
but i s ,  more importantly, to perform an action in the way 
one makes a promise. In his  How to Do Th ings With Words ( 1962 ) he endeavored to develop h i s  initial distinc
tion between the descriptive and performati ve uses of 
language into a system whol ly free from the simple-minded 
assumptions about meaning of the earl ier type of analytic 
philosophy. Strawson and Hampshire. Wittgenstein's rigid avoidance 
of philosophical conclusions and Austin's unswervingly 
detailed analytic practice encouraged a widespread cri ti
cism that l ingui stic philosophy had degenerated into trivial 
lexicography. In contrast to this detailed analysis, how
ever, in 1959 two books of an avowedly general and sys
tematic nature were publ ished-Individuals, by P. F. 
Strawson (born 19 19), and Thought and Action, by Stuart 
Hampshire (born 19 14) .  In  these books many of the de
tai led conclusions of previous l inguistic investigation are 
assembled into a comprehensive theory. 

Both start from the premises that thought depends upon 
language and that language is an essentially social insti
tution. On this foundation Strawson bu ilt a general account 
of the conceptual devices with which we refer to the 
world, arguing that if discourse is to be possible at al l ,  a 
primary place in  it must be accorded to material bodies 
and a particular species of such bodies-namely, persons. 
And just as bodies of these two kinds must be identi fied if 
we are to be in a pos ition to refer to any other kinds of 
particular things, so reference to particulars must be prior 
to any reference to universals .  The idea that language is  
essential i s  seen here to have as i ts  consequence a rejec
tion of the Cartes ian view of the detached contemplative 
thinker, certain only of his inner life, who finds the exi st
ence of the outside world and his  own body a problem. 

The same derivation of broadly realistic conclusions 
from an account of the nature of thought is to be found in 
Hampshire and i s  re inforced by the consideration , which 
has some distant affinity with existential ism, that man is an 
essential ly active being, perceiving the world more 
through bodily interaction with it than through disengaged 
aesthetic contemplation, and conscious of his continuing 
identity and the passage of time by way of the flow of his  
intentions. 

Both Strawson and Hampshire are practitioners of what 
Strawson has cal led "descriptive metaphysics," which they 
see as an extrication of those features of our conceptual 
scheme which are necessary to our having a language and, 
thus, to the capacity for any but the most elementary kind 
of thinking. Such a project is sim ilar in general form to that 
of the Tractatus, but the execution of it is very different 
from the early Wittgenstein's ,  not least because it owes so 
much to Wittgenstein's later work, with its emphasis on 
l ingui stic practices as social in sti tutions or "ways of l ife. "  
More remotely, there i s  a connection between this  proce
dure and Kant's idea of a critical philosophy. 

Current interests. A good indication of the prevailing 
philosophical atmosphere of a period i s  the problems that 
are most insistently discussed, the i ssues in which all 
philosophical controversy has a tendency to terminate. In 
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the 1930s the cardinal topics were the view of al l necessity 
as tautological and the phenomenalist account of material 
objects. I n  the 1950s philosophers in Britain were preoc
cupied with the varieties of meaning and our knowledge of 
other minds. 

In the mid- 1 960s, at the time of the writing of this arti
cle, the main interests are the concept of identity that 
underlies the reference to things and persons,  without 
which di scourse cannot begin, and the problem of the 
nature of action. According to Wittgenstein and others , 
human actions are quite different in  character from natural 
happenings in the physical world and cannot be explained 
in the same causal way. Opposed to this view is a revived 
material ism that identi fies mental events, including the 
mental causes of bodily behavior, with occurrences in the 
brain. At this moment the sort of psychologistic empiricism 
which is often thought of as the Briti sh phil osophy par 
excel lence is at a low ebb; the intell ectual descendants of 
Kant confront those of Hobbes. But it should be remem
bered that Hobbes was the greatest progenitor of empiri
cism, just as Kant was its greatest apostatizing critic. The 
themes of classical epistemology are stil l central to phil os
ophy in Britain. 

(See al so ANALYSIS, PHILOSOPHICAL; CAMBRIDGE PLA
TONISTS ; COMMON SENSE; DARWINISM ; DEISM ; EMPIR
ICISM; MORAL SENSE; OCKHAMISM; PELAGIUS AND 
PELAGIANISM; PHYSICOTHEOLOGY; SCOTISM ; and UTILI
TARIANISM. See Briti sh  Phi losophy in Index for articles on 
Bri tish philosophers and other figures im portant to British 
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ANTHONY QUINTON 

B RO A D ,  C HA R L I E  D U N B A R ,  Engl i sh epistemolo
gist, historian of philosophy, moral philosopher, philoso
pher of science, and writer on the philosophical aspects of 
psychical research, was born at Harl esden, now a suburb 
of London, in  1887. The only child of middle-class parents 
in comfortable circumstances, he received a good educa
tion at Dulwich College. With his  special interest and 
abil ity in science and mathematics he won, in 1905, a 
science scholarship to Trin ity Col lege, Cambridge, with 
which Broad's philosophical career was to be chiefly 
associated. Despite success in his work at Cambridge, he 
became convinced that he would never be outstanding as a 
scientist and turned to phil osophy, i n  which he took first
class honors with special di stinction in  19 10 .  A year later 
he was elected to a fell owship at Trinity because of a dis
sertation that became his  first book, Perception, Physics, and Real i ty (Cambridge 19 14) .  

From 19 1 1  to 1920 Broad was at the University of St .  
Andrews, first as assi stant to G. F. Stout, the professor of 
logic and metaphysics, then as a lecturer at Dundee. Dur
ing World War I ,  he combined h i s  lecturing duties with 
work for the M in istry of M unitions in a chemical labora
tory. He fol lowed C. Lloyd Morgan in the chair of phil oso
phy at the University of Bristol in 1920, but after a few 
years he returned to Trinity Coll ege to succeed J .  M .  E. 
McTaggart as lecturer in moral sci ence. In 1933 Broad 
somewhat reluctantly became Knightbridge professor of 
moral philosophy. Until his retirement in 1953, Broad had 
not traveled outside Great Britain except for periodic vis its 
to Scandinavia, in particular to Sweden, a country whose 
people, l ife, and language had long attracted him. Broad's 
encouragement of Swedish phil osophers and philosophy 
led to his being generously honored by the academicians 
of that country. In Britain his services to phil osophy were 
recognized by bestowal of most of the honors available to a 
don so secluded from public activity. 

At Cambridge, Broad was most influenced by his teach
ers ,  McTaggart and W. E. Johnson, and by Russell and 
Moore. These four men, with the important additions of 
G. F. Stout and A. E. Taylor at St. Andrews , represent in the 
diversity of their thought something of the extraordinary 
range of Broad's own interests . Among British philoso
phers of this century, no one, including Rus sel l ,  published 
so much on so many different philosophical topics. The 
largest part of Broad's writing falls with in  the theory of 
knowledge and the phil osophy of science-provided that 
we ass ign some of the problems of traditional metaphysics 
to these two fields-although he al so wrote extens ively, if 
less systematical ly, on ethics and on the l ife and thought of 
such scattered figures as Bacon , Newton, Butler, and Kant. 
The ample scope and scale of Broad's work were displayed 
early in h is  career. Within his first three years of serious 
publication, he had produced almost two dozen reviews of 
widely different books, essays on "The Doctrine of Conse-



quences in Ethics" ( Interna tional Journal of Ethics, vol . 
24 , Apri l 1914 ,  293 -320) and "Lord Hugh Cecil ' s  'Con
servatism"' ( Ibid. , vol . 23, July 1 9 1 3, 396 -4 18 ), a critical 
notice of Meinong's Uber Annahmen (Mind, N. S . ,  vol. 22, 
January 19 13,  90 - 102),  and his own first volume,  which 
discussed the relation between causation and perception. 
Thi s  catholicity of i nterest remained apparent for the next 
fifty years , despite Broad's confess ion in the autobio
graph ical chapter of The Philosophy of C. D. Broad that 
some time after h i s  acceptance of the Knightbridge chair he 
gave up phil osophy in all but titl e and routine: "I  no longer 
believed in the importance of philosophy, I took l ittle 
interest in its later developments , and I knew very well 
that I at least had shot my bolt and had nothing further of 
value to contribute ."  The most curious feature of thi s  
confession is that i t  makes the development of  ennui coin
cide with a period of considerable publication by Broad. 
The eight hundred pages of the second volume of h is  Examination of McTaggart's Philosophy (Cambridge 
1933 - 1938) were wri tten at this time, as were his es says 
on Locke (Hibbert Journal, vol. 3 1 , J anuary 1933, 
249 -267) and S idgwick (Ibid., vol. 37, October 1938, 
25 - 43),  his inaugural lecture on determinism, a number 
of papers given to the Aristotel ian Society, and a spate of 
notes on psychical phenomena. Broad' s changed attitudes 
and feelings toward his chosen field had little substantial 
effect on the work he contributed to it. 

Theory of knowledge. Broad's writings on perception 
and k nowledge, l ike the rest of his work , form neither a 
system nor a set of unequivocal answers to a group of re
lated questions. For every philosophical position there 
were always reasons pro and con;  and on any given issue 
Broad often found i t  difficult to decide where the weightier 
reasons l ay. Sense data. Thus ,  fol lowing Stout, and ultimately Locke, 
in  distinguishing between th'e odors , noises, and colored 
patches that we sense and the physical objects l ike coins 
and books that we perceive, Broad gave rather cautious 
support to a vers ion of the causal theory of perception. 
There are , he thought, two kinds of particulars involved in  
perception-persi stent substances (bodies) with properties 
l ike shape, s ize, inertial mass, and spatial position; and the 
"sense-quali fied occurrents" of which we are immediately 
aware in sensing, as when we see the upper surface of a 
dinner plate. Broad argued that visual sense data, or sensa 
as he cal led..them, at least are never, in fact, i dentical with, 
or parts of, the surface of the physical object that is seen. If 
we recall that the sense data obtained by a given person in 
looking at the same surface from different posi tions and 
angles form a continuous series ,  and that the velocity of 
l ight is finite, i t  i s  reasonable to believe that at least some 
of the properties of sense data must be different from those 
of their corre lated bodies , that a penny, for example, re
tains the same size and shape whi le our sense data of it 
change in  these respects as we alter pos ition. The greater 
the di stance between our eyes and th e body seen, the 
more obvious it is that the properties of the body and of 
our sense data must differ. It is l ikewise reasonable that if 
this  difference sometimes holds, it must always hold; for 
there is no gap in the continuity of conditions in  which we 
obtain sense data of a particular surface that would al low 
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us to  identify only some of the sense data with that surface. 
As underpinning for this sharp distinction, Broad tried to 
establish that a sense datum must have all the properties 
that i t  is sensed as having, although it may also have unno
ticed properties;  that unsensed sense data can exi st; and 
that the word "sensation" refers both to bodily feelings 
and to "genuine sensations," the former of which are not, 
although the latter are , analyzable  into an act of sensing 
and its object, the sense datum. 

In general, Broad treated these claims about the exist
ence and properties of sense data as being empirical ones, 
and so was led to a similar treatment of such questions as: 
Are sensa qual itatively mind-dependent? Can two people 
sense the same sens um ? How long can a sen sum last? Do 
we infer from the properties of our sensa to the properties 
of physical objects ? H ow much resemblance i s  there be
tween the properties of sensa and the properties of physi
cal objects ? In his "Reply to Critics," written late in his 
career, Broad indicated that he did not feel the force of the 
view, made familiar by G. A. Paul and A. J. Ayer, that these 
questions can be answered only by decisions in  particular 
cases or el se are misconceived, since the sense-data theory 
is simply an elaborate terminological proposal for dealing 
with the argument from il lusion. Nor did he recognize the 
radical criticism that this  view offered of his own attempts 
to deal with sense data as private objects interposed be
tween human observers and the unobservable physical 
world. The latter is the "remote causal ancestor" of our 
sensations, he thought, and the kind of i somorphism one 
must postulate between the properties of sense data and 
the properties of "the hypothetical system of physical 
things and events" he was "wi l l ing to leave to experts to 
decide. " The mind- body problem. In his discussion of the 
mind -body problem, Broad set out to produce a theory 
that would account for the apparent fact that brain events 
are a neces sary condition of mental events, and al so leave 
open the possibil ity that some mental events occur after 
the death of their associated bodies. He suggested that 
minds are the result of two components-a nervous sys
tem , and a "psychogenic factor," which is modified by 
experience and capable of pers i sting after bodily death. 
S ince no other properties are assigned to the psychogenic 
factor, nor i s  i ts relation to the brain described, the factor 
remains unobservable, either directly or indirectly; and 
the parent theory is  obviously ad hoc. Broad would have 
welcomed a theory that was more open to experimental 
testing; although he distinguished metaphysical from 
scienti fic theories by the latter' s susceptibil ity to such 
testing. He was thus in the posi tion of answering the phil
osophical question, How are bodies related to minds? with 
what was, by his  own criteria, an inadequate scienti fic 
theory. Just as he took sense data to be private objects 
whose properties could be investigated by introspection, 
so he took the mind - body relation as being sim ilar to 
the relation between a visible body and an invisible one
a relation open in  theory, i f  not in practice, to empirical 
investigation. General explanatory principles. Closely related to th is  
treatment of phil osophical problems was Broad' s attempt, 
throughout his  writings, to isolate a set of very general 
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principles that wou ld be both necessari ly true and genu
inely explanatory of the most pervas ive and important 
features of the world. Broad was not convinced either that 
every necessarily true statement is analytic or that every 
synthetic statement is testable by means of perceptual 
experience. He thought that there might well be proposi
tions, such as "The cause of any change contains a change 
as an essential factor, " wh ich are synthetic-informative 
about the world-but necessarily true. The denial of this 
proposition is not self-contradictory, so the proposition 
cannot be analytic; yet a counterexample is impossible to 
imagine, so the propos ition, rather than being an ordinary 
empirical one, is self-evidently true. Propos itions as gen
eral as this , Broad half suggested, are the appropriate ax
ioms of metaphys ical theories, theories whose resu lts he 
compared unfavorably to the "beautiful and surprising 
consequences" deduced from the premises of geometry 
and such physical premises as the "entropy principle . " 
Broad's pessimism about the util ity of deductive metaphys
ics seems to have been the outcome of a desire to treat 
speculative philosophy as a suprascience, one that ac
counted for our most general concepts, such as cause, 
substance, potential ity, and actual ity, in much the same 
way that phys ics accounted for such less general concepts 
as velocity, mass, s imultaneity, and the atom. A priori concepts. This di stinction between the con
cepts dealt with by the sciences and those more general 
ones dealt with by ph i losophy has its paral le l ,  and perhaps 
its source, in the distinction drawn by Broad between em
pirical and a priori (nonempirical ) concepts. He bel ieved 
that the s implest empirical concepts, for example, the ideas 
of red or yellow, are formed by our contrasting and compar
ing many different red or yel low objects. Eventual ly, we 
abstract the required qual i ty from all  other qual ities and 
from any particu lar substance in such a way that we are 
able to think of the qual ity in the absence of any instance 
or image of it. In thus accepting the traditional story of the 
genesis of empirical concepts, Broad hesitated between 
the two equal ly ancient views of how we form a priori 
concepts. The first view is that we have innate dispos itions 
to form speci fic ideas l ike those of cause, substance, and 
rightness as the result of having certain kinds of experi
ences. The second is  that we have "a general power of 
non-perceptual intu ition ," d istinct from our ability to have 
sense perceptions and to introspect, which all ows us to 
intuit such relations as causation and rightness whenever 
we have the appropriate kinds of experiences to stimu late 
the power. 

A standard criticism of these theories of concept forma
tion is that the story about abstraction is logical ly circular; 
and that the accounts of a priori concepts apply equal ly  
wel l or  l i ttle to  empirical ones, so  that Broad's distinction 
between the two cannot be drawn. The abstraction story is 
circular because in  order to compare and contrast one color 
with another we must already have the abil ity to recognize 
and distinguish those colors. Yell  ow objects that are to be 
compared must be seen as yellow before the suggested 
procedure can begin .  Hence, we can rightly claim that 
innate ideas or nonempirical intuitions are needed for the 
concept of yellow as they are for concepts l ike that of 
substance. 

However, th inking of an absent qual ity yellow is not the 
inte llectual analogue of sensing a yellow patch , for think
i ng of yellow is  not a matter of "contemplating the charac
teri stic" yellow, as Broad once assumed it was . Noting the 
logical ly  necessary relations between concepts, for exam
ple, that all yel lqw things mu st be colored, is not l ike hav
ing a sense datum and noting that in it a red patch borders 
on a yel low patch. Granting these two points, as Broad did 
in his "Reply to Cri tics," wou ld make it less plausible to 
hold that some synthetic propositions may be necessari ly 
tru e. For once we abandon the sense-datu m picture of 
logical necess ity, there is l ittle temptation to appeal to 
self-evidence (the intell ectual sensing of universal con
nections ) in support of metaphysical principles.  

Psychical research. Broad often urged philosophers to 
take someth ing of his  own keen interest in  psychical re
search. He claimed that no one cou ld answer the question 
as to whether any person actually has the power of para
normal precognition without having made a careful study 
of the avai lable evidence; but most philosophers obviously 
considered th is to be a sci entific task for psychologi sts. I n  
the absence of any encouragement from scientists, few 
philosophers would join Broad in discussing the further 
question, which chiefly i nterested him, How does the 
exi stence of supernormal precognition affect such philo
sophical topics as causation, the mind - body problem, 
immortal ity, and sense perception? Suppose we took seri
ou sly the suggestion that each person has an extended but 
intangible and invisible body as well as his ordinary body 
and that the invisible body puts forth pseudopods which 
touch and affect external objects . The exi stence of such a 
body would certainly alter a number of our views on topics 
l ike cau sation and the mind - body problem. But exactly 
how they were altered would depend on such factors as 
the degree of control we cou ld exert over our invisible 
bodies,  whether they survived our corporeal bodies, and 
what sort of knowledge we cou ld have of our intangible  
bodies. Thu s until there i s  scientific agreement on  what 
has been established concerning paranormal cognition, it 
is difficult to say how its existence would affect philosoph
ical discuss ion. What can undoubtedly be done is to con
sider whether the notion of supernormal precognition is  
logically coherent. Broad thought that it is and tried to 
rebut arguments that it is self-contradictory to speak of 
precognizing something that does not yet exist as well as 
arguments that paranormal precognition makes an effect 
precede its cause-correctly guessing a card symbol would 
be influenced by what is to be known later about the card. 
However, showing that paranormal ity is logically poss ible 
does noth ing to advance its claims over alternative hypoth
eses in the explanation of unl i kely experimental data, 
data that may be unl i kely because of selective sampl ing 
alone. 

Probability and induction. Although Broad's two papers 
entitled "Induction and Probabi l i ty" gave what will prob
ably be a definitive expression to their point of view, they 
were overshadowed by the simultaneous appearance of 
J . M .  Keynes's A Treatise on Probability. In much the same 
way, Broad's Scientific Thought (London, 1923)-perhaps 
his best book-was neglected after the publ ication, a 
few years later, of Russel l 's The Analysis of Matter. 



Broad argued that the degree of belief we give to wel l 
establ ished inductions cannot be justified "by any known 
principle of probabil ity unless some further premise about 
the physical world be assumed." Yet th is  premise is noto
riously difficult to state. If induction is to be a rational 
procedure, nature must consist of a few kinds of substances 
that combine in various lawl ike ways and thus produce 
variety in a fin ite world. In brief, we need Keynes's Prin
ciple of Limitation of Independent Variety. Without such a 
principle we cannot make u se of inductive analogies, for 
they assume that future cases will resemble past cases, or 
in other words, that no one object has an infinite number of 
independent qual ities or is  producible by an infinite num
ber of different causes. In "The Principles of Problematic 
Induct ion" (PAS, N . S . ,  vol . 28 , 1927 - 1928 , 1 -46), Broad 
went on to consider, and answer affirmatively, the question 
whether we can know that nature has this desirable struc
ture. 

Thus, Broad held that the problem of justifying induc
tive inferences is a genuine one. He thought that the two 
questions, What is meant by cal l ing this inductive belief 
well- supported? and What makes induction a val id proce
dure? have similar answers. Each question requires us to 
state the criteria by which we can distingui sh sound from 
unsound inferences, and these criteria will enable us to 
provide the necessary and sufficient conditions for wel l
grounded inferences. Such conditions must in turn be 
based on fundamental principles that will serve as general 
premises in every sound inductive inference. This last step 
of Broad' s claim has been much criticized as confusing two 
quite different i ssues. The first concerns the empirical 
statement, for which there is ample evidence, that nature 
is so organized that in the future at least some of our in
ductive beliefs wil l be correct. The second concerns the 
logically necessary truth that induction is a rational proce
dure ; for we could not have an inductive pol icy that was 
both succes sful and irrational, that is ,  not supported by 
good evidence. What we mean by "rational inductive pro
cedure" is one that is well supported by evidence. It is th is  
support that "justifies" the pol icy in the only permissible 
sen se of "justify ." The structure of nature is  known induc
tively and so cannot itself be referred to for support of the 
inductive procedure ;  nor is  there any need to do so. The 
only justification we require is the success of the policy, 
and that we already have. Ethics. On the problems of eth ics, Broad showed a 
cautious hesitancy to commit himself. Two of his late pa
pers, "Some Reflections on Moral -Sense Theories in Eth
ics" (PAS, N .S . ,  vol. 45, 1944 - 1945, 13 1 - 166) and "Some 
of the M ain Problems of Ethics" (Philosophy, vol .  2 1 ,  July 
1946, 99 - 1 17), have been widely read ; but they provide 
only hints as to Broad's own views. As in the early chapters 
of Five Types of Ethical Theory (London 1920), on such 
writers as Spinoza and Hume, Broad classified types of 
ethical theories, exposed their assumptions, and drew out 
their logical impl ications, without committing h im self. For 
example, in his paper on moral-sense theories he distin
guished three analyses of "That act is  right" :  the sentence 
does not express the speaker's judgment, but his emotions 
or desire s  or commands;  what is  expressed is a judgment 
about "certain human experiences, certain sensations or 
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emotions or desires," that is ,  a "moral feel ing"; and a 
judgment is made that ascribes a property l ike "what it is  
fitting to approve" or "conducive to social stabil ity," prop
erties independent of the speaker's opinions, desires, or 
feel ings. 

In his "Reply to Critics" Broad said that theories of the 
second and third types must admit the existence both of 
nonempirical concepts of moral attributes and of synthetic 
a priori propositions l ike "any act of promise-breaking 
tends as such to be wrong. " Since he was not convinced 
that there were no such concepts and propositions ,  he was 
able to sympath ize with theories of these types, as well a s  
with theories of  the first type. But  to  the question, does 
"That act i s  right" express a judgment, a feel ing, or a com
mand? Broad could only reply, "I have no definite opin
ion . "  He was similarly  undecided on the question whether 
ethical terms l ike "wrong" and "duty" stand for properties, 
and if so, exactly what sort of properties these might be. 
His attitude here, as to many other philosophical prob
lems, resembled that of a prudent scientist awaiting further 
evidence before coming to a decis ion. 

Broad had no "ph ilosophy" in the sense of a deeply 
original way of interpreting and deal ing with the issues of 
his field. He was a scientist manque who took up philo
sophical problems much as he found them, leaving them 
classified and more manageable but not transformed. His 
impressive ability to understand and recast the most 
difficult arguments, the elegance of his writing, his unri
valed thoroughness and l ucidity, were placed at the serv
ice of other people's questions rather than his  own. Bibliography 
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Martin Lean, Sense Perception and Matter (London, 19,53). 

ROBERT BROWN 

B R O UWE R,  L U I TZ E N  E G B E RTUS J A N ,  the found
er of math ematical intuitionism, was born in 188 1 in 
Oversch ie, near Rotterdam , the Netherlands. After attend
ing school s in Medemblik, Hoorn, and Haarlem, he studied 
mathematics at the Mun icipal Un iversity of Amsterdam. 
He obtained his doctorate in 1907 for his thesis, Over de Grondslagen der Wiskunde (Amsterdam and Leipzig, 
1907). He became privaat-docent at Amsterdam in 1909 
and served as professor there from 1912 until his retire
ment in 1955. In the year that he became a professor he 
was elected to the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences. 

Besides contributions to the foundations of mathematics, 
Brouwer has made major contributions to other areas of 
mathematics, in particular to topology, in which his most 
important publications date from the period 1909/ 19 13. 
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Combinatori al or algebraic topology came into being 
through discoveries of Henri Poincare in the 1 890s. A 
fundamental techn ique of Poincare was to analyze figures 
into combinations of simple figures  and to represent the 
topological structure of the figures by algebraic properties 
of the combination. Brouwer extended and deepened this 
techn ique, particularly in relation to questions of the 
exi stence of mappings and fixed points. He proved such 
classic results as the topological invariance of dimension, 
which impl ies that there is no bicontinuous one-to-one 
mapping of Eucl idean m-dimens ional space onto Eucl id
ean n-dimens ional space, for m ¥- n. 

Although he is primarily a mathematician, Brouwer has 
always been preoccupied with general philosophy and has 
elaborated a highly individual philosoph ical vi sion. In
deed, the most remarkable feature of Brouwer's work in 
the foundations of mathematics is the boldness and con
sistency with which, starting from h i s  own philosophical 
position, he has questioned the principles on which the 
mathematics he inherited was based, down to so elemen
tary a principle as the law of excluded middle, and then 
has proceeded to criticize these pri nciples in detail and to 
begin to reconstruct mathematics on a basis which he 
regards as sound. 

Although he later presented them more systematical ly, 
the essentials of Brouwer's philosophy were already 
present in his thesis of 1907 and, in certain respects, in 
Leven, Kunst, en Mystiek (Delft, 1 905). These works ante
date the decisive steps in the development of mathemati
cal intuitionism. In effect, Brouwer argued in his thesis 
that logic is derivative from mathematics and dependent 
for its evidence on an essential ly mathematical intuition 
that rests on a basis  close to Kant's notion of time as the 
"form of inner sense . "  Intel lectual l ife begins with "tem
poral perception ," in which the self separates experiences 
from each other and di stingu ishes itsel f from them. Brouw
er describes this temporal perception as "the fal l ing 
apart of a l ife moment into two qualitatively different 
things, of which the one withdraws before the other and 
nonetheless is held onto by memory" ("Weten, Wil len, 
Spreken," 1933 ). This perception, however, belongs to an 
attitude (which Brouwer earl ier termed "mathematical 
consideration") wh ich the self adopts to preserve itse lf; the 
adoption of this attitude is an act of free wil l ,  in a broad 
sense which Brouwer probably derived from Schopen
hauer. The fundamental intuition of mathematics is this 
structure of temporal perception "divested of all content"; 
in mathematics one sees that the process of division and 
synthesis can be iterated i nde finitely, giving ri se to the 
series of natural numbers .  In the temporal order thus re
vealed, one can always imagine new elements inserted 
between the given ones , so that Brouwer could say that the 
theories of the natural numbers and of the continuum 
come from one intuition, an idea that, from his point of 
view, was made ful ler and more precise by his  theory of 
free choice sequences ,  but one might  argue that i t  was 
made superfluous by that theory. 

Brouwer's constructivism was developed in th i s  context. 
H i s  constructivism was probably motivated less by an 
insistence on absolute evidence and a rejection of hypoth
eses (which might have led to "finiti sm" in David Hil
bert's sense of the term or even to a stil l  narrower thesis )  

than by Brouwer's subjectivism and his  insi stence on the 
primacy of will over inte llect. On these grounds, mathe
matics should consist in a constructi ve mental activity, and 
a mathematical statement should be an indication or report 
of such activity. Brouwer credited this way of looking at 
mathematics to the inspiration of his  teacher, Gerri t Man
noury. 

I n  his the s is  Brouwer l imited himsel f  to criticizing al
ternative theories of the foundations mathematics and to 
criticizing Cantorian set theory, but in "De Onbe
trouwbaarheid der Logische Principes" ( 1908), perhaps 
urged on by Mannoury,  Brouwer raised doubts about the 
val idity of the law of excluded middle,  although he still 
regarded the question as open. In Intuitionisme en For
malisme ( 19 12)  Brouwer did not say flatly that the law of 
excluded middle i s  false, but he gave an instance of his 
standard argument, an example l ike that presented in the 
section on lntuitionism in MATHEMATICS, FOUNDATIONS 
OF, which also gives a fuller expos ition of constructivi sm. 

In a number of publ ications beginning in 19 18  and 
extending through the 1920s, Brouwer developed intui
tionist math ematics and worked out in  detail his  critique of 
clas sical mathematics, determining for different branches 
of mathematics which of their theorems are intuitionisti
cal ly  true. In "Begriindung der Mengenlehre unabhangig 
vom logischen Satz vom ausgeschlossenen Dritten," Brou
wer undertook to develop an intuitionist set theory, on 
which a theory of the continuum could be based. In this 
work Brouwer introduced his concept of set (Menge; later, 
in "Points and Spaces," 1954 , he cal led it "spread") and 
therefore the idea of an arbitrary infinite sequence as 
generated by success ive free choices. He also introduced 
the notion of species,  which led to his own version of a 
predicative hierarchy of classes. The principle that the 
value of a function everywhere defined on a spread must, 
for a given sequence as argument, be determined by a 
sufficiently  large finite number of its terms i s  already 
present in "Begriindung der Mengenlehre ."  This  "con
tinuity axiom" is the first of the two distinctive principles 
of intuitionist analys i s .  

I n  "Beweis, class jede voi le Funktion gle ichm assig stetig 
ist" ( 1924), Brouwer announced a proof that a function 
everywhere defined on the closed unit  interval is uniform
ly continuous. In th is proof Brouwer used two fundamental 
assertions about spreads, later cal led the bar and fan the
orems. The bar theorem, or an equivalent assertion, consti
tutes the other distinctive principle of intuition ist analy
sis. Brouwer's proof was presented in full in "Uber 
Definitionsbere iche von Funktionen" ( 1927) and re
worked, in a more general setting, in " Points and Spaces ."  

Since World War I I  Brouwer has publi shed a long series 
of short papers in which he developed a new type of coun
terexample to class ical theorems, based on another new 
principle. 

Brouwer's philosophy i s  not l imited to what is relevant 
to th e foundations of mathematics. Mathematical cons id
eration has a second phase, which he cal l s  causal attention. 
In thi s phase " . . .  one identifies in imagination certa in 
series of phenomena with one another," an operation by 
which one can pick out objects and postulate causal rules. 
(The relation between temporal perception and causal 
attention is analogous to that between Kant's mathematical 



and dynamical categories . )  The whole point of mathemati
cal consideration l ies  in the fact that it makes poss ible the 
use of means :  one produces a phenomenon which wi ll  be 
fol lowed in a certain repeatable series by a desired phe
nomenon which cannot be directly reproduced. This 
makes the pursuit of instinctual satisfaction more efficient. 

Especially in Leven, Kunst, en Mystiek and in "Con
sciousness, Ph ilosophy, and Mathematics" ( 1948), Brouwer 
regards th is "mathematical action" as a kind of fall from 
grace, whose results are uncertain and ultimately disap
pointing. With th is view Brouwer couples a pessimism 
about society. Society i s  based on communication, which is 
itself a form of mathematical action. What i s  ordinarily 
called communicating one's thoughts actually amounts to 
influencing the actions of another, although sometimes a 
deeper communication of souls i s  approached. However, 
Brouwer was not always aloof from al l efforts at social 
reform , as is shown by h is  participation, immediately after 
World War I, with the poet Frederik van Eeden, Man
noury, and others, in the Signific Circle, whose original 
goal, i nspired by the abuses of propaganda during the war, 
was a far-reaching reform of language. Additional Works by Brouwer 

"De Onbetrouwbaarheid der Logische Principes. " Tijdschrift 
Voor Wijsbegeerte, Vol. 2 ( 1908), 152 - 158. Reprinted in Wis
kunde, Waarheid, Werkelijkheid. 

"Die Theorie der endlichen kontinuerl ichen Gruppen."  Mathe
matische Annalen, Vol. 69 ( 19 10) ,  1 8 1 - 202. 

"Bew�is der lnvarianz der Dimensionenzahl . "  Mathematische 
Annalen, Vol. 70 ( 19 1 1 ), 161 - 1 65. 

"Uber Abbildung von M annigfaltigkeiten." Mathematische 
Annalen, Vol. 7 1  (19 12), 97 - 1 15.  

Intuitionisme en Formalisme. Amsterdam, 19 12. Reprinted in  
Wiskunde, Waarheid, Werkelijkheid. Translated by A.  Dresden as 
"Intuitionism and Formal ism. " B ulletin of the American Mathe
matical Society, Vol . 20 ( 1913), � 1 -96. Reprinted, with other 
writings by Brouwer, in Paul Benacerraf and H ilary Putnam, eds . ,  
Philosophy of Mathematics: Selected Readings. Englewood Cl iffs ,  
N .J . ,  1964. 
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reine und angewandte Mathematik, Vol. 142 ( 19 13 ), 146 - 1 52. 
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Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Series A, Vol. 12  
( 1 9 18 - 1 9 19), Nos. 5 and 7 .  

Wiskunde, Waarheid, Werkelijkheid. Groningen, 1919 .  
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Mathematische Annalen, Vol. 83 (1921 ), 201 - 2 10. 
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Satz ausgeschlossenen Dritten ."  Verhandelingen der Koninklijke 
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Series A, Vol. 13 
( 1923), No. 2. 

"Uber die Bedeutung des Satzes vom ausgeschlossenen Dritten 
in der Mathematik ,  in sbesondere in der Funktionentheorie ." 
Journal fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik, Vol. 154 
( 1924), 1 - 7. Translated in John van Heijenoort, ed. , From Frege to 
Godel: A Source B ook in Mathematical Logic, 1879 - 1931 . Cam
bridge, M ass. , 1965. 

"Beweis, class jede voile  Funktion gleichmassig stetig ist ." 
Koninklijke Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Proceed
ings. Series A, Vol. 27 ( 1924), 189 - 194 (cf. the remarks in ibid., 
644 -646). 

"Zur Begriindung der intuitionistischen Mathematik. " Mathe
matische Annalen, Vol . 93 ( 1924 ), 244 - 257; Vol. 95 ( 1926), 453 -
473 ; Vol. 96 (1927), 451 -489. 

"Uber definitionsbereiche von Funktionen . "  Mathematische 
Annalen, Vol. 97 ( 1927), 60 -75. Translated in van Heijenoort. 

"Weten, Willen, Spreken." Euclides, Vol . 9 ( 1933), 177 - 193. 
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"Synopsis of the Signific l\l ovement in the .:'\etherlands. " Syn
these, Vol. 5 ( 1946), 20 1 -208. 

"Address  to Prof. G.  l\lannoury." Synthese, \'ol. 6 ( 19-17), 
190 - 19-1 . 

"Consciousness, Phi losophy, and -7\l athematics," in Proceedings 
of the Tenth International Congress of Philosophy. Amsterdam, 
1949. Vol. I I ,  pp. 1 235 - 1 249. Last section of this paper reprinted 
in Benacerraf and Putnam. 

" Historical Background, Principles, and -7\lethods of Intuition
i sm. " South African Journal of Science, \'ol. 49 ( 1952), 139 - 1-16. 

"Points and Spaces ." Canadian Journal of Mathematics, \'ol. 6 
( 1954), 1 - 1 7. Works on Brouwer and Intuitionism 

Heyting, Arend, Les Fondements des mathematiques. Intui
tionnisme. Theorie de la demonstration. Paris, 1 955. Expanded 
vers ion of German original, Mathematische Grundlagenforschung. 
lntuitionismus. Beweistheorie. Berlin, 1934. 

H eyting, Arend, lntuitionism: An Introduction. Amsterdam, 
1 956. This  work by Heyting, and the one above, contain the most 
comprehensive bibl iographies on intuitioni sm. 

CHARLES PARSONS 

B RO W N ,  T H O M A S  ( 1778 - 1820), philosopher on the 
periphery of the common-sense school, was born at Kirk
mabreck i n  Scotland. Radically opposed eighteenth
century traditions met in h im. He shared with the common
sense school , wh ich derived from Thomas Reid, a number 
of its metaphys ical doctrines and its appeal to intu itive 
truths ;  and he was also Reid's ti reless critic. Philosophy, 
for Brown, was very largely "analysis":  analys is of what he 
regarded as darkened notions, des igned to exhibit their 
character free from spurious mystery and compl ication ; 
analysis of the genuinely complex into its elementary 
constituents and of the deceptively s imple into its real 
complexity. H e  saw Reid as a great resi ster of analys is .  I n  
the procedure of analysis Brown was influenced by French 
empiricism in the l ine of descent from Condil lac. 

During the course of h i s  studies at the University of 
Edinburgh , Brown attended the l ectures given by Dugal d 
Stewart, Reid's close adherent. H e  subsequently gradu
ated in medicine. In 1798 he publ i shed a criticism of the Zoonomia of Erasmus Darwin and in 1804 a defense of 
Hume's account of causal relations (enlarged in 1806 and 
again in  18 18 ,  when it appeared under the title Inqu iry Into the Relation of Cause and Effect). Brown was among 
the fi rst of the contributors to the Edinburgh Review (he 
attacked Kant in  the second number of the Review). I n  
18 10 h e  was appointed conjoint professor of moral philos
ophy with Stewart and took over the teaching duties of the 
chair. H is lectures were a dazzling success ;  they were 
publ ished after his  death and went through many editions 
in a few years . Cause and effect. Brown's views on causation typically 
combined an empiricist analysis with what he cal led a 
principle of intui tive belief. H e  defined a cause as "that 
which immediately precedes any change, and which, 
existing at any time in similar circumstances, has been 
always , and will be always , immediately followed by a 
similar change" (Cause and Effect, p. 13) .  Brown thought 
that if we reflect with sufficient patience and imagination, 
we can see that this definition exhausts the notion of a 
cause. To suppose that a cause is something more than the 
antecedent of an invariable consequent is to suppose that 
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we might know al l the unfail i ng regu larities of nature and 
yet have no conception of a causal connection. Material 
and volitional agents, Brown argued in detai l ,  do not 
differ in agency; all agency is the same. The omnipotence 
of God resides s imply in the fact that whenever he wil l s  
anyth ing, h is  wi l l  i s  "immediately and invariably followed 
by the exi stence of its object" ( ibid. , p. 103). 

In tracing the sources of the complex i l l us ion wh ich , he 
thought, hangs over the re lation of cause and effect, Brown 
emphasized the power of metaphor to mislead. Thus,  
things wh ich are connected or bound together dependably 
go together; from this circumstance vari ous figurative 
expressions enter the language and their  figurative charac
ter is unnoticed. No bond or connection between causal ly 
connected events ever presents itself; yet unless we sh ift 
our attention from words to th ings, we shall eas i ly suppose 
that i t  must be insensibly present. Experience (coupled 
with a kind of negative in sigh t) enables us to see that the 
causal relation i s  merely on e of sequence; but on what 
authority do we import the notion of in variableness into 
th is sequence ? Brown maintained that we are intuitively 
certain that the same antecedents wi l l  always be followed 
by the same consequents. 

The will. Under Brown 's analysis ,  mystery vanished 
from the wi l l :  wi ll is an amalgam of des ire and the belief 
that one has i t  in  one's power to real ize the desire; there is 
no further, indefinable operator in our voluntary actions .  
Brown was not impressed by denials of the identity of wil l  
and desire on the ground that there can be opposition 
between them-Heid had said, "\Ve may desire what we 
do not will ,  and will what we do not desire. " When the 
types of situation referred to are looked at more carefully, 
Brown said , the opposition is seen to l ie between des ire 
and desire, and to be term inated by the desire upon which 
action immediately depend s. 

Consciousness. The examination of consciousness 
which provides data for the philosophy of mind is not,  in  
B rown's opinion, conducted by consciousness .  Once 
agai n,  he saw entities as havi ng been mu ltipl ied beyond 
necessity and, in th is  case, beyond possibil ity. He main
tained that consciousness i s  not, as some philosophers 
have supposed, a surveyor of the mind's various states as 
they occur; rather, i t  i s  constituted by them. To suppose 
that "the same indivisibl e mind" could exist at the same 
time in two different states ,  one of them an object to the 
other, i s  "a manifest absurdity" (Philosophy of the Human Mind, Lectures XI and XII). What i s  thought of as  an i n
trospective examination of mental phenomena i s  therefore, 
strictly speaking, retrospective. 

Below the phenomena of the mind, analysis encounters 
metaphysical bedrock . Let us imagine,  Brown said, a man 
born with ful ly matured powers and a completely blank 
mind. Let him now be allowed a si ngle sensation. This 
wi ll  be h is  total consciousness .  Let a second sensation be 
added and let h im be made to recal l the fi rst. He wil l then 
come to a recognition of someth ing different from ei
ther-of himself as their common subject. The conviction 
that we ex ist with an "absolute" identity through t ime i s  
intu itive and irresistible; only the circumstances in which 
it arises afford matter  for inquiry. Th is  identity i s  the pre
rogative of our minds;  "some sort of identity of the body" 

is associated with it in our ordinary ideas about "sameness 
of person" (ibid. , Lecture XII). 

Perception. Brown's most subtle analyses occur in h is  
theory of  perception. His  general problems were to explain 
how we come to know of the existence of an external , 
physical world and to specify the preci se content of th is 
knowl edge. He was very consciou s of the danger of 
question-beggi ng assumptions; he maintained that at every 
turn we take externality for granted, and that all our lan
guage implies it. ("There is no di sti nct vocabulary of scepti
cism ."  Ibid. , Lecture XXII). Brown considered that our 
original awareness of things in their external ity-their i n
dependence of our perception-i s  brought about by means 
of sensations commonly but inaccurately ascribed to touch. 
The sensation s belonging to other senses acqui re an ex
ternal reference by association with these. 

Brown proceeded first to reductive simpl i fication : the 
various tangible qualities were maintained to be various 
modifications of either extension or res i stance. He then 
went on to disclose and systematize the complexity of 
sensations involved in our tactual re lations with things. He 
argued that sensations of mere touch do not primitively 
inform us of extension and external i ty. We derive the no
tion of spatial extension from our repeated experience of 
the temporal succession of muscular feeli ngs in the move
ments of arms  and fingers. When a famil iar series of these 
feelings is interrupted by feelings of resi stance to muscular 
effort-as, for example, our fingers closed around an ob
ject-we become aware for the fi rst  time of something 
separate from ourselves and learn something of its dimen
sions. Physical objects were, for Brown, essentially ex
tended, resisting objects; but before his argument has 
ended, extension and resistance seem to have become 
merely phenomenal and, in thei r  unperceived existence, to 
have disappeared i nto their unknown causes. 

Moral theory. Brown's  zeal for simpl ification i s  nowhere 
more conspicuous than in his moral theory. The distinc
ti ons, for example, between the obligatoriness ,  rectitude, 
and merit of an action are s imply a matter of tense :  contem
plated before performance, the action is "obl igatory"; i n  
performance, i t  i s  "right"; and i t  i s  "meritorious" after
ward. And what makes it so is the "emotion" of approval it 
arouses i n  us when we are in a fit state of mind to form a 
moral judgment-an emotion i n  no way arbi trary, for as 
moral ly definitive i t  proceeds from constitution of human 
nature. The strength and elevation of Brown's moral sen
tim ents assi sted his great, brief reputation. Bibliography 

Principal works by Thomas Brown are Inquiry into the Relation of Cause and Effect (Edi nburgh, 1 8 18) ;  and Lectures on the Phi
losophy of the Human Mind (Edinburgh, 1 820). Selections from 
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s .  A. CRAVE 

B R O WN S O N ,  O R E STE S A U G U S T U S  ( 1803 - 1876), 
Transcendental ist philosopher and journal ist, was born in 
Stockbridge, Vermont. He had l ittl e formal education. 
Until 1822 he belonged to the Congregational i st church; 
he then joined the Presbyterians but was quickly repelled 
by their depreciation of human reason and by the Calvinist 
doctrine of predestination. In 1894 he  became a Univer
sal i st, being ordained a mini ster in 1826. Three years later 
he abandoned Chri stianity and joined the social i st sect of 
Robert Dale Owen and Fanny Wright; at this time he 
wrote in  behalf of the Workingmen's party. He was recon
verted to the Chri stian rel igion in 1832, when he joined 
the Unitarian s. 

Brownson was introduced to philosophy in 1833, 
through the works of Victor Cousin, whose di sciple he 
remained for ten years. Cousi n  was warm in his  praise of 
Brownson as a philosopher. Though Brownson later criti
cized Cousin's philosophy for its eclecticism and psy
chologism, he always remained under its influence. H i s  
reading of  Kant and the  I tal ian ideal i st Cioberti were 
major factors in shaping h i s  mature philosophy. For a 
while he was a member of the Transcendental ist  group 
that met in Boston and at Brook Farm, but he considered 
their thinking poorly grounded and undiscipl ined. 

In 1838 he founded the Boston Quarterly Review, which 
in 1 842 was merged with The U.S .  Magazine and Demo
cratic Review of New York. I n  1844, he  was received into 
the Catholic church. The same year he founded Brown
son's Quarterly Review, which he publ ished, except for 
the years 1865 - 1872, until 1875. Most of Brownson 's  
numerous articl es and reviews appeared in th is  publica
tion. H i s  most important book was The American Republic: 
Its Constitution, Tendencies, and Destiny. 

Although Brownson was a deeply religious thinker, he  
ins i sted that philosophy should begin not with authority or 
faith, but with data of reason. H e  cri ticized the notion of 
Christian philosophy proposed by the Annales de philoso
phie chretienne for failing to do justice to the rational 
nature of philosophy. 

Like Cousin, he made the starting point of philosophy 
the analysis crf thought, stressing, in opposition to Cousin, 
its objective, rather than its subjective, s ide. All thought, 
he maintained, presupposes the presence of an object that 
can be analyzed into three elements : the ideal , the empir
ical , and the relationship between them. The ideal i s  the 
a priori element in all thought; i t  i s  that which makes any 
experience intel l igible. The ideal is not a Kantian cate
gory, wh ich Brownson interpreted to be a subjective form, 
but a necessary aspect of the object of knowledge. S ince 
the object must be real in order to present itself to thought, 
its ideal , or content, must al so be real. Further analysis 
revealed that thi s  content includes both necessary and 
contingent "being," which Brownson identified respec
tively with Cod and creatures. Cod is a necessary and 
independent being; creatu res are dependent existences, so 
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called because they stand outside (exstare) their cause. 
H ence Brownson adopted the "ideal fomrnla" of Cioberti : 
"Being creates existences" (Ens creat existen tias). Accord
ingly, creative being is present to the n1ind in nil its think
ing; it alone makes thought poss ible. 

Brownson defended himsel f against the charge of on
tologi sm, which was condemned by Rome in 186 1 ,  on the 
ground that he did not teach that we have an immediate 
intuition of Cod, but only of being. Though being is Cod 
himself, we discover thi s only by rational analysis . 

In  h is  early days,  Brownson bel ieved in the divinity of 
humanity and the infal l ibil ity of the popular wi l l .  Pol itical 
experience in later l ife convinced him of the absurdity of 
these notions. He rejected the idea that government and 
law have a purely human origin. Only in a qual i fied sense 
did he  admit that governments derive their powers from 
the assent of the governed. All power ultimately comes 
from Cod; he alone has absolute sovereignty. Brownson 
thought the American Constitution more neady perfect 
than others because it recognizes the existence of the 
Creator and of Cod-given rights of individuals, which the 
government i s  bound to respect and protect. 
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ARMAND A. MAURER 

B R UNN E R ,  E M I L ,  Swiss theologian, was born in 1889. 
He was educated in Switzerland and served in the Swiss  
army in 1914 .  Later he became a pastor and then professor 
of theology at Zurich. He has participated extensively in 
the work of the World Council of Churches and al so for a 
t ime in the Moral Re-Armament movement. He has lec
tu red on theology in many countries, notably in the Un ited 
States, Japan, and Scotland. 

Brunner' s earl iest theological positions were typical of 
Swiss and German Protestanti sm before 19 14. He accepted 
the l iberal theological emphasis on the social and ethical 
aspects of the gospel , as well as  its stress upon the rational 
all iance between philosophy and theology. Even in h is  
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earl iest theological writings he exhibited h i s  personal 
interest in phil osophy in a wel l-informed discussion of 
Husserl , Das Symbolische in der religiosen Erkenntnis 
(Tiibingen, 19 14) .  But after World War I he embarked 
upon a critique of l iberal ism that at first seemed to make 
him the natural ally of Karl Barth. H i s  Die Mystik u nd das Wort (Tiibingen, 1924 ) is a hosti le d iscussion of Friedrich 
Schleiermacher's attempt to find a basis  for Christianity in 
the general form of religious experience. Against th is ,  
Brunner poses the dis tinctive claims of Chri stian revela
tion, a revelation that cannot be discovered or appropriated 
through the use of criteria deri ved from natural theology or 
private experience. 

The adjective much used of Brunner's (and also Barth 's )  
concept of revelation was "dial ectical . "  Theology i s  dia
lectical in  that i ts attempts to grasp revelation necessari ly 
involve the use of concepts that in purely philosophical 
discourse would cancel each other out. So the contradic
tions that ari se, for exampl e, in combining bel ief in divine 
goodness and omnipotence with an acknowledgment of 
the occurrence of physical evil are taken by the dial ectical 
theol ogian to he s imply manifestations of the neces sari ly 
paradoxical character of theological concepts. Contradiction 
is not a s ign of intellectual fail ure, but of the inadequacy of 
our intellects before the splendor of divine revelation. 
Thus, if we try to use our ordinary cri teria of consistency, 
we shall fail to grasp revelation at al l .  The major reason 
for th is  is  that we shall he at fault  if we try to understand 
revelation as consisting in a set of propositions. When God 
reveal s  himself, he does so as a person . Revelation is the 
act of a person , not the setting out of a doctrine. 

I t  i s  for th i s  reason that phi losophy must necessarily 
l imit  its aspirations .  The god of whom phi losophy speaks i s  
not the God of  Chri stian revelation for a t  least two reasons. 
First, he is an inferred entity; and second, he i s  an object. It 
i s  not always cl ear whether Brunner bel ieves that what 
ph i losophy says about Cod is fal se or simply inadequate. 
At t imes it seems clear that i t  is  the former, yet Brunner 
has been unl ike Barth in his stress upon the positive con
tribution that philosophy can make to theological th inking. 
Philosophy's role is to be critical , in the Kantian sense. It 
is to exhibit the l imitations of human reason , and so to 
prevent specu lative reason from attempting to occupy 
territory that belongs by right to revelation. 

In revelation, God encounters man as person to person ; 
man cannot argue his  way to God by phi losophy or dis
cover God apart from the Bibl ical revelation, yet when 
God cal ls ,  man at least can answer. Even th i s  minimal 
conces sion to human powers brought Brunner into conflict 
with Barth. Barth's position , which he outl ined in the 
short ,  hitter pamph let Nein! Antwort an Emil Brunner 
( 1 934 ), is that man , total ly  corrupted by the Fal l ,  cannot 
advance an inch toward God by means of his natural pow
ers. Grace has to supply even the capacity of responding to 
God's in itiative. Brunner, who has always feared the de
piction of men as mere puppets, laid great stress on the 
natural man 's capacity for speech and for elementary ra
tional ity as a precondition of any response to God. 

The contrast between Brunner's theology and both 
l iberal ism on the one hand and Barthianism on the other i s  
most marked i n  Brunner's ethics and social philosophy. 

Unl ike Barth,  Brunner bel ieves that the basis  for a natural 
eth ics ,  even if a very l imited one, exists. He revives the 
idea, which is found in Luther, of orders of creation. An 
order of creation is a social institution or practice of ordi
nary human origin ,  not derived from revelation, but 
shown by Bibl ical evidence to have divine authori zation. 
So Christ blessed monogamy in his appearance at the 
wedding at Cana and in his utterances about marriage ; so 
he expressed the divine source of the state's authority 
when he said, "Render unto Caesar. . . .  " These orders 
supply human beings with norm s to whose val id ity revela
tion itself testi fies ,  but for knowledge of which revelation 
is not neces sary. Such norms have the negative function of 
restraining sin,  rather than any positive role .  Brunner 
differs from l iberal theology in his bel ief that no secular 
moral ity can hope to provide a sati sfactory way of l i fe ,  but 
is bound to founder on the sinfulness of human natu re . 

The key way in which sin manifests itself in human l ife 
is in the fai lure of men, both in  theory and in practice, to 
understand themselves as person s. (It shou ld be noted that 
i t  is  not cl ear how far Brunner uses the word "person" in 
the same sense when he speaks of God as a person and 
men as persons .  He speaks of God as the "original " person 
and of men as "derivative" persons,  and says that before the 
Fall men were persons as God i s  a person. Some analogy is 
intended, but we are not tol d how strong the anal ogy 
i s . )  Brunner makes the position of ph ilosophy in respect 
to human beings parallel to that wh ich he gives it in re
spect to the knowledge of God. Phil osophy as philoso
phy cannot grasp men as persons, but only as objects and 
inferred entities. The ghost of the view of both God and the 
self as Kantian noumena haunts h i s  thought at this point. 
But it is not on ly in phil osophy that the secular view of 
man is inadequate. In practice, too, men continual ly reject 
their status as persons. 

They do this by seeking to be autonomou s. The wil l ,  as 
the center of man's rebel l ion against God, seeks continu
al ly to be its own master. The ideal of the self- sufficient 
individual is one human ideal that must be rejected. Its 
counterpart, the concept of man in the mass-col lecti ve 
man-is equal ly subhuman. But secular thought provides 
us with no adequate basis for rejecting these alternatives. 
Only revelation can do this ,  for it is only in revelation that 
we di scover not only God as a person but also ourselves as 
persons. This is where Brunner's doctrine of atonement 
finds its place. What J esus Christ showed us in his l ife, 
death , and resurrection was a love that alone can break our 
rebell ious self-will and that alone can provide us with a 
model for goodness .  Secular ethics can at best exhibit the 
kind of goodness that can defeat depersonal ization as a 
hypothetical possibi l i ty. The revelation of Christ alone 
makes i t  actual .  Revelation , however, does not provide us 
with a code that we can then detach from its origin and 
l ive by. \Ve must return continual ly to revelation for re
newal. This is in part because of the character of human 
sin, but it i s  also in part because we must  reassert the 
personal character of social l ife in new contexts. 

According to Brunner, the depersonalization that i s  a 
consequence of technology is distinctive of the contempo
rary context. �I en are degraded to the statu s of tool s and 
means .  The social incarnation of th is process is the totali-



tarian state. For Brunner, total i tarianism is the category 
ultimately opposed to that of true community, and both 
Nazism and communism are forms of it. Th is  pol itical 
judgment has l ed Brunner into further publ ic argument 
with Karl Barth, on the grounds that Barth 's theological 
views obliterate the moral differences between rival pol i t
ical systems by ins isting on the s infulness of human nature 
as such. Additional Works by Brunner 

"Rel igionsphilosophie  evangel ischer Theologie," in Handbuch 
der Philosophie (Munich, 1927).  Translated by A. J. D. Farrer and 
B.  L .  Woolf as Philosophy of Religion from the Point of View of 
Protestant Theology. Edinburgh, 1937. 

Der Mittler. Tiibingen, 1927. Translated by Olive Wyon as The 
Mediator. London, 1934. 

Das Gebot u nd die Ordnungen. Tiibingen, 1932. Translated by 
Ol ive Wyon as The Divine Imperative. London, 1937. 

Der Mensch im Widerspruch. Zurich, 1 937. Translated by Ol ive 
Wyon as Man in Revolt. London, 1939. 

Christianity and Civilisation. London, 1948 - 1949. Parts I and 
II .  Critical Study 

Kegl ey, C. W. , ed. , The Living Theology of Emil Brunner. New 
York, 1962. 

ALASDAIR MACINTYRE 

B R U N O ,  G I O R D A N O  ( 1 548 - 1600 ), the most famous of 
the Italian philosophers of the Renais sance, was born at 
Nola, near Naples. At an early age he entered the Domini
can order and became an inmate of the Dominican convent 
in Naples .  In 1576 he was accused of heresy and fled, 
abandoning the Domin ican habit. Thereafter he wandered 
through Europe. After vi s iting Geneva, and lecturing on 
the Tractatus de Sphaera Mundi of Sacrobosco at Tou
louse, Bruno reached Paris in 158 1 .  Here he gave public 
lectures which attracted the attention of King H enri I I I ,  
and published two books on  the art of m emory which 
reveal him as greatly influenced by that textbook of Ren
ais sance magic, the De Occulta Philosophia of Henry 
Cornelius Agrippa, from which he quotes l i s ts of magic 
images of the stars , incantations , and other occult proce
dures. Bruno as a Renais sance magus, in l ine of descent 
from the learned philosophical magic inaugurated by Mar
s i l io Ficino, i s  already present in these books . The title of 
one of them, De Umbris Idearum ("Shadows of Ideas"), i s  
taken from the necromantic commentary on  the Sphere of 
Sacrobosco by Cecco d'Ascol i ,  whom Bruno mentions 
admiringly in other works. It may be inferred that the 
lectures at Toulouse were probably based on th is com
mentary. 

Early in 1583 Bruno went to England with letters of 
recommendation from Henri I I I  to the French ambas sador 
in London . He lived in the French embas sy during the two 
years he spent in England, and the ambas sador protected 
him from the tumults aroused by his  writings, wh ich were 
clandestinely printed in London. These included the Triginta Sigilli ("Thi rty Seals"), an extremely obscure work 
on h i s  magic art of memory ; those who manage to reach 
the end of it find an advocacy of a new religion based on 
love, art, magic, and mathesis .  It is dedicated to the vice-
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chancellor an<l doctors of the Univers i ty of Oxford in 
high-sounding terms in which Bruno announces h imself as 
"the waker of sleeping souls ,  tamer of presumptuous and 
recalcitrant ignorance, proclai mer of a general phi lan
thropy. " 

In June 1 583 the Polish prince Albert Alasco (Lask i )  
vi sited Oxford and was entertained with publ ic disputa
tions. B runo was in h i s  train, and, according to a recently 
discovered account by George Abbot, afterward arch
bishop of Canterbury, Bruno returned to Oxford after the 
party had left and del ivered, uninvited, lectures which 
were largely a repetition of .Mars i l io Ficino's work on 
astral magic, the De Vita Coelitus Comparanda ("On 
Drawing Down the Life of Heaven"), although he also 
maintained Copernicus' opinion "that the earth did go 
round and the heavens did stand stil l ."  Abbot says that 
Bruno was induced to discontinue the lectures when the 
plagiari sm from Ficino was pointed out to him. 

Whil e in England, Bruno publ i shed five dialogues in 
Ital ian. In La cena de le ceneri ("The Ash Wednesday 
Supper," 1584) he defends his  vers ion of the Copernican 
theory against Oxford "pedants ," a reflection of his vis it  to 
Oxford. In De la causa, principio e uno ( 1584 ) he  apolo
gizes for the storms aroused by his  attack on Oxford, 
but makes matters worse by defending the friars of pre
Reformation Oxford, whom he prefers to their Protestant 
successors . The De l'infinito, universo e mondi ( 1584 ) is an 
expos ition of his vi s ion of an infinite universe and innu
merable worlds. The Spaccio de la bestia trionfante ("The 
Expuls ion of the Triumphant Beast," 1584 ) envi sages a 
universal moral and rel igious reform and is dedicated to 
S ir Phil ip S idney. The Cabala del cavallo pegaseo ("Ca
bal of the Horse Pegasus ," 158,5) indicates Bruno's adapta
tion of the J ewish cabala. The De gli eroici furori ("On 
H eroic Enthus iasms," 1 .585) also dedicated to Sidney, is  in 
the form of a sonnet sequence with commentaries ex
pounding the philosophical and mystical meanings of the 
poems. It is upon this series of most striking and bri ll iant 
works ,  in which Bruno appears as the propagator of a new 
philosophy and cosmology , a new ethic and rel igion, that 
his fame largely rests. They are all full of Hermetic 
influences and are bound up with a complex rel igious, or 
polit ico-rel igious, miss ion for which Bruno believed he 
had the support of Henri I I I ,  and which cannot have been 
uncongenial to the French ambas sador, M ichel de Castel
nau de Mauviss iere, to whom three of the books are dedi
cated. S idney's reactions to Bruno are unknown. 

Late in 1585 Bruno returned to Paris ,  where he del iv
ered an address on his  philosophy in the College de Cam
brai, arousing strong oppos ition, and where he had a 
curiou s controversy with Fabri zio M ordente about the 
compass wh ich Mordente had invented. Pari s was in a 
disturbed state, on the eve of the wars of the League, and 
Bruno's activities added to the "tumults," from wh ich he 
fled in 1586 and began his travels through Germany. He 
was favorably received at the Un ivers ity of Wittenberg, 
and during his s tay there he wrote a number of works, 
particularly on the art of Ramon Lull, to which he attached 
great importance and which he bel ieved he understood 
better than Lull himself. From Wittenberg he went to 
Prague, where he tried to obtain the favor of Emperor 
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Rudolph II with his Articuli Adversus Mathematicos 
( 1588), in which he states that he is strongly against math
ematics, which he regarded as a "pedantry" lacking in 
deep magical insight into nature. H i s  objection to Coper
nicus as a "mere mathematician" had been on sim ilar 
l ines. The work i s  i l lu strated with magical diagrams, rep
resenting what he cal led his mathesis ,  and its preface 
outl ines a movement of tolerance and general philanthropy 
which is to replace sectarian bitterness. He next spent 
some time at Helmstedt, where he enjoyed the favor of the 
re igning duke, Henry Ju l ius of Brunswick-Wolfenbi.ittel , 
and made a speech in praise of the late duke in which he 
outlined h i s  program of moral reform in language simi lar to 
that used in the Spaccio de la bestia trionfante. It was 
probably while at Helmstedt that Bru no wrote the De Magia and other works on magic unpublished in his  l ife
time. 

With the money Henry Ju l ius  gave him for the oration, 
Bruno went to Frankfurt to have printed the Latin poems 
he had written during his wanderings. These were the De lnnumerabilibus, l ,nmenso et Infigurabili, the De Triplici Minima et Mensura, and the De Monade Numero et Figura, al l of which were printed by John \Vechel in 159 1 .  In 
these Latin poems, written in a style im itati ng Lucretius, 
Bruno expresses his phi losophical and cosmological spec
u lations in their final form. Like the Italian dialogues on 
these themes,  the Latin poems are ful l  of Hermetic 
inffuences, particu larly of the mathesis ,  or magical nu
merology, which Bruno had been further developing dur
ing his travels .  He  also published the last of h i s  books on his  
magical arts of  memory at  Frankfurt. 

Trial and death. In August 1.5D 1 ,  Bruno retu rned to Italy 
at the invitati on of a \'enetian nobleman who wished to 
l earn the secrets of his  art of memory. There can be l ittle 
doubt that Bruno was encouraged to take th is  step by the 
hopes of greate r re l igious tol eration aroused by the con
vers ion of Henri I \' of France. Bruno  had in his baggage 
the manuscript of a hook he intended to dedicate to Pope 
Clement \ ' 1 1 1 .  It is strange that one who had stated in his  
publ i shed works that Christ was a magu s and that the 
magical rel igion of the Egyptians was better than Chris
tian ity shou ld have felt that he could place himself with 
impun ity with in reach of the Inquisition. Bruno seems, 
however, always to have sincerely bel ieved that his re li
gious and moral reform could take place within a Cathol ic 
framework. He was arrested in \'enice and thrown into the 
pri sons of the Inquisition. At the end of the Venetian trial 
he recanted h i s  heresies,  but was sent to Rome for another 
trial . Here he remained in prison for eight years , at the end 
of which he was sentenced as a heretic (having refused, 
th is  time, to recant) and was burned al ive on the Campo 
de' Fiori . 

Although the actual processo stating on what grounds he 
was condemned is  not extant, it  seems most probable that 
Bruno was burned as a magician, as an "Egyptian" who 
had been propagating throughout Europe some movement 
the nature of which remains mysterious,  although i t  may 
well be connected with the origins of Ros icrucianism and 
of Freemasonry. His  philosophical vi ews in themselves 
can have had l ittl e to do with the condemnation, unl ess 
in sofar as they, too, were associated with the movement. 

Later interpretation. In the seventeenth century there 
was a conspiracy of si lence about Bruno and his  reputa
tion. Where the s i lence was broken, he usually appeared 
in the character of a diabolical magician. It was rumored 
that he had made a speech in praise of the devil at Witten
berg ( Bayle and Leibniz heard thi s  story). In the eight
eenth century he was interpreted by Toland as a dei st. 
The nineteenth century redi scovered Bruno and read its 
own beliefs and attitudes into his works. I t  was then that 
he appeared as the martyr for modern sci ence and the 
Copernican theory, and statues were erected in his honor 
by anticl ericals in Italy. The crudity of thi s  approach was 
modified in later phi losoph ical studies of Bruno, but the 
attempt to i solate a philosophy or a metaphysics from his 
works and to discuss his  thought in a context of straight 
hi story of phil osophy meant that large areas in his writings 
must be disregarded as unimportant or unintell igible. 
M oreover, no coherent philosophical system could be 
extracted in this way, as Olschki saw when he criticized 
Bruno as a confused thinker. But when B runo is placed in 
the context of the Renai ssance Hermetic tradition ,  his  
philosophy, h is  magic ,  and his  re l igion can al l  be seen as 
forming part of an outlook on nature and on man which ,  
however strange, is  nevertheless perfectly coherent within 
its own premises (see HERMETICISM). 

Hermetic philosophy. The extraordinary prestige of the 
Hermetica in the Renai ssance was encouraged by the 
belief that they were the writings of H ennes Tri smegistus, 
an Egyptian sage who foretold Chri stianity and whose 
wisdom had in spired Plato and the Platon i sts. The Hermet
ic core in Renaissance Neoplaton i sm was an important 
factor in the revival of magic. Chri stian magi , l ike Ficino 
and Pico della M i randola, used some caution in their  ap
proach to the magical passages in the Hermetic Asclepius, 
which is the basis of the astral magic described by Ficino 
in his De Vita Coelitus Comparanda. These safeguards 
were largely abandoned by the magician Cornel ius 
Agrippa and total ly abandoned by Bruno, who adopted the 
position that the Hermetic magical rel igion was the true 
re l igion, the rel igion of nature in contact with its powers. 
The cure for the wars , persecutions, and mi series of con
temporary Europe was a return to the magical rel igion of 
the Egyptians-hence the long quotations in  the Spaccio de la bestia trionfante from the passages in the Asclepius 
describing the religious practices of the Hermetic pseudo 
Egyptians, ecstatical ly interpreted by Bruno as their wor
ship of "God in things," and as a "profound magic" by 
which they were able to draw down cosm ic powers into 
the statues of their gods.  The lament for the Egyptian 
re ligion in the Asclepius was interpreted by Bruno as a 
lament for a better re l igion,  destroyed by Christianity. 
S ince Augustine had condemned these passages as refer
ring to the wicked demon worship of the Egyptians, it is  
easy to see how Bruno's "demonic" reputation arose. 
B runo's "Egyptian" re ligion included bel ief in metempsy
chosis ,  which he also derived from the Hermetic writings. 

B runo's views on re l igion are organ ically related to his 
philosophy, for the phil osophy of the l iving earth moving 
around the divine sun and of the innumerable worlds, 
moving l ike great animal s with a life of their  own in the 
infinite universe, is the an imist philosophy of a magus who 



bel ieves he can establ ish contact with the divine life of nature. The sun is frequently mentioned in the Herm etic writ ings as a god,  and it is the chief of the astral gods worshiped in the rel igion described in the Asclepius. Ficino's use of the astral magic of the Asclepius was chiefly directed toward the sun, whose beneficent influences he sought to draw down through solar tal i smans and incantations. 
Bruno's Copernicanism. That Bruno thought of the Copernican sun in the context of the magic of Ficino's De Vita Coelitus Comparanda is indicated in the report of h i s  lectu res a t  Oxford, in  which he is  said to  have repeated the Ficinian text while al so maintaining the opinion of Copernicus. This report fits in with passages in Bruno's works in which the sun appears in a magical context, and particularly with his  defense of the Copernican opinion against the Oxford doctors in La cena de le ceneri, where he describes Copernicus as "only a mathematician" who has not seen the true meaning of h i s  discovery as he, Bruno, has seen it. When a speaker in these dialogues asks what is the cause of the earth's movement around the sun, the reply is an almost verbatim quotation from Corpus Hermeticum XII ,  in which Hermes Tri smegi stu s explains that the energy of life is  movement and that therefore nothing in the l iving un iverse is immobile, not even the earth. Bruno appl ied these words as an explanation of the cause of the earth's movement around the sun. The Copernican opin ion had, for him, confirmed the "Egyptian" philosophy of universal animation. He also repeated from the same Hermetic treati se one of his  most characteri stic doctrines :  that there i s  no death in nature, only change. Thus Bruno's acceptance of Copern ican heliocentricity did not rest on Copern icus' mathematical arguments. On the contrary, Copernicus as a mere mathematician was despised by him as a superficial person who had not understood the true meaning of his  discovery. Bruno was always "against" mathematics. • Although he had some acquaintance with the sci entific basi s  of the Copernican theory, it was not on math ematical grounds that Bruno defended Copernicanism from reactionary Aristotel ians, but on animist and magical grounds. In fact, when the passages on the sun in the different works are compared, it becomes apparent that Copernican heliocentricity was for Bruno a kind of celestial portent of the approaching return of "Egyptian" philosophy and rel igion. "Aristotel ianism" was for Bruno a symbol of all that i s  dead and dry-or, as he would say, ':Pedantic"- in philosophy and rel i gion (the two were for him inseparable), compared with his  own philosophy and religion-in contact, so he bel ieved, with l iving, divine nature. 
New vision of the universe. The essence of the Herm etic writings i s  that they give a rel igious impulse toward the world. It i s  within the setting of the universe ,  not through any divine mediator, that the Hermetic gnostic achieves his rel igious experience. The closest paral lel to Bruno's imaginative leap upward through the spheres is  the description in the Hermetic Pimander of how man "l eant across the armature of the spheres, having broken through their envelopes ."  So did Bruno break through the spheres in his ecstatic ascent to his new vision of the universe. The immediate source of his vis ion of infinite space and innumerable inhabited worlds was Lucretius' poem De Rerum 
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Natura, But Bruno transformed the Epicu rean and Lucretian notions by imparting animation to the innumerable worlds-a feature total ly absent from Lucret ius '  universe-and by impart ing the function of being an image of the infinite divi nity to the infin ite. The godless un iverse of Lucretius turns in the Brunian vis ion into a vast extens ion of Hermetic gnos is ;  in order to receive th i s  wi thin himself, man, that "great miracle," as he is defined in  the Asclepius, must expand himself infini tely. The magnum miraculum est homo passage is  quoted from Tri smegi stu s near the beginning of the De Immenso as a prel iminary to the new vision of the world to be reveal ed in the poem. Th is  infinitely extended All was nevertheless One. The unity of the All in the One is  a basic theme of the Hennetic writ ings and al so of Bruno's. The unity of the All in the One is for Bruno "a most solid foundation for the truths and secrets of nature. For you must know that it is by one and the same ladder that nature descends to the production of th ings and the intell ect ascends to the knowledge of them ; and that the one and the other proceeds from unity and returns to unity . . .  " (De la causa, principio e u,10, in Giovanni Aquilecchia, ed., Dialoghi italiani, p. 329). This is the philosophy conducive to magic-that the magus can depend on the ladders of occult sympathies runni ng through all nature. When th i s  phi losophy is not onl y a magic but also a rel igion, it becomes the religion of the Hermetic pseudo Egyptians who, as Bruno says in the Spaccio de la bestia triofante, "with magic and divine rites . . .  ascended to the height of the divi nity by that same scale of nature by which the di vin ity descends to the smallest things by the communicati on of itself' (Dialogh i i taliani, p. 777). Bruno's philosophy and religion are one and the same, and both are Hermetic. This accounts for the main aspects of his philosophy, his panpsych ism and his moni sm, and al so for the magic and the references to magical practi ces with which h i s  books are fill ed. Like all Renaissance magi, Bruno was a syncretist and drew from his vast reading many phi losophies which had accreted to the Hermetic core The pre-Socratics, Plato and the Platonists, the Scholastics (Bruno revered Thomas Aquinas as a great magus), Nicholas of Cusa-al l were incorporated into the central theme. Bruno's chief textbook of magic was Agrippa's De Occulta Philosophia; he al so used the conjuring books of Trithemius and admi red, and perhaps practiced, the Paracels ian medicine. 
Art of memory. The s ide of Bruno's work which he regarded as the most important was the intensive train ing of the imagination in his occult arts of memory. In th i s  he was continuing a Renaissance tradition which al so had i ts roots in the Hermetic revival , for the rel igious experience of the Hermetic gnostic consi sted in reflecting the universe within his own mind or memory. The Hermeticist bel ieved himself capable of this achievement because he believed that man's mens is in itself divine and therefore able to reflect the divine mind beh ind the un iverse. In Bruno, the cultivation of world-reflecting magic memory becomes the technique for ach ieving the personal ity of a magus, and of one who believes hi mself to be the leader of a religious movement. Strange though these beli efs and practices are, Bruno had some profound things to say in his books on memory concerning the imagination, which he 
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made the sole cognitive power (sweeping away the divi 
s ions o f  the Aristotel ian facu lty psychology by a kind of 
inner anti -Ari stotelianism), and on the mental image in 
re lati on to the p�ychology of the "inspired" personal ity. 
\\'hen the magical aspect (wh ich includes such practices as 
the use of tali smans or images of the stars as mental im
ages) is di scounted or al lowed for, Bruno's bold explora
tions of the in ner world may become important to the 
hi storian of psychology. 

Significance and influence. The emphasis on the Her
metic and magical side of Bruno's th inking does not dis
credit h i s  s igni ficant contribu tion to the hi story of thought. 
He exempli fies the Hermetic rel igious impulse as a motive 
force behind the imagi native formulation of new cosmolo
gies . From within his own frame of reference, thi s highly 
gi fted man made guesses which may have given hints  to 
seventeenth-century th inkers. A notab l e  example is h i s  
transformation of  the Democritean atoms,  of  which he  
read in  Lucretius, into magica l ly  ani mated monads ;  th is  
may wel l  lun·e been a stage leading to  Leibniz' monadol
ogy , and there are other curious l inks between Bruno and 
Leibn i z. Although Bruno was obvious ly  not in  the l ine 
leading to the mathematical advances, h i s  extraordinary 
vi sion of an immensely expanded universe, ru led by the 
laws of magical animism, may be said to pre figure, on the 
Hermetic plane, the new cosmology of the se,·enteenth 
cen tury. Drained of i ts animism, with the laws of ine 1tia 
and gravity su hst ituted for the psychic life of nature as the 
pri nci p le of mm·ement, Bruno's un iverse wou ld turn into 
something l ike the uni verse of  lsaac :\'ewton, moving 
under laws placed in i t  by a Cod who i s  not a magician bu t 
a mathemati cian and a mechan ic. In  the Hermetic phase of 
European thought, which was the immediate prelude to 
the se,·enteenth-century revolution, Bruno is an ou tstand
ing figure. Regarding him in th is  l i ght, the old legend of 
the martyrdom of the advanced thinker becomes al most 
true agai n ,  al though not in the old sense. Bibliography 
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FRAXCES A. YATES 

B R U N S C H V I C G ,  L E O N  ( 1 869 - 1 9-1-1) ,  French ideal ist 
philosopher, was born in Pari s and educated at the Lycee 
Condorcet, where he won awards in sci ence as wel l as in 
classics and phil osophv. He received both the licence es lettres and the licenc; es sciences from l 'Ecole  �ormale 
Superieure in 189 1 .  During the following nine years he 
taught philosophy at lycees in  Lorient, Tours ,  and Rouen. 
His doctoral thesis, La Modalite du jugement, was 
presented to the Sorbonne in 1897, and publi shed in Pari s 
the same year. In 1900 he returned to Pari s to teach at his 
old lycee, later moving to the Lycee H enri I\' and ! 'Ecole 
i\'ormale de Sevres. In 1909 he was named professor of 
general philosophy at the Sorbonne. Except for the period 
19 1 -1 - 19 18 ,  when he served in the armed forces auxi l iary 
and as adviser to the government on educational reform, 
Brunschvicg held various chai rs at the Sorbonne until the 
German occupation of Pari s in 19-10. He then settled in Aix
en- Provence and final ly in Aix-l es-Bains until h i s  death. 

Brunschvicg wa s one of the founders of the Revue de Metaph ysique et de Morale ( 1 893) and of the Soci ete 
frarn;aise de Phi losophie  ( 190 1 ). In 19 19  he was elected 
to the Academie des Sciences morales et pol itiques, serv
ing as president  in  1932. A prol ific writer, editor of Pascal , 
and wel l known for his  studies of Descartes and Spinoza, 
Bnm schvicg was a major figure in French i ntel lectual l ife 
for nearly half a century. 

The "critical ideal ism" of Brunschvicg primari ly  recalls 
Kant's analysis of the conditions of knowledge, but 
Brunschvi cg's method was hi storical rather than deduc
tive :  he wished to grasp the mind's activity as it has re
vealed itself in the history of mathematics ,  science, and 
phil osophy. In general perspective, Brunschvicg may be 
seen as heir to two currents in  nineteenth-century French 
phil osophy:  the tradition of epi stemological ideal ism de
scending through Charles Renouvier from Kant and An
toine Coumot, and the metaphysical idealism of � laine de 
Biran, Fel ix Ravai sson , Ju les Lachel ier, and Ju les Lag
neau. 

For Brunschvicg, the goal of philosoph ical reflection was 
to disclose intel lectual activity tending toward sel f-con
sciousness as it progress ively con stitutes knowledge. He 



therefore frequently characterized hi story as "the progress 
of consciousness" (le progres de la conscience). The dou
ble meaning of this  expression-the progress of con
science as well as of consciousnes s-al so suggests the 
moral dimension of Brunschvicg' s monistic ideal ism. 
Viewed subjectively, the process  i s  a conversion from 
naive acceptance of real ity as external to an affirmation of 
the primacy of the mind as it provides intell igibil ity. 
Brunschvicg equated thi s  with recognition of the suprem
acy of intel l igence in a moral sense, which is to say that 
sel f-knowledge progresses toward refinement of con
science and moral autonomy. According to Brunschvicg, 
personal conversion reflects an absolute hi storical devel
opment undetermined in  form but immanently oriented 
toward spiritual values (of which Unity is h ighest) and 
self-knowledge on the part of humanity as a whole. 

The critique of th i s  process,  Brunschvicg ins isted, can
not depend on a priori assumptions, nor can it hope to 
specify categories or functions of thought; such analysi s 
would only falsify the mind's essential freedom and in
ventiveness .  The emphasis on creative spontaneity sug
gests a relationship with Bergson that Brunschvicg was 
proud to acknowledge, but not to the extent that he wished 
to embrace Bergson's i ntu itionism. Although Brunschvicg 
preferred the general terms "mind" and "intelligence" to 
"thought" and "reason," this  does not imply a commit
ment to nonintellectual modes of understanding. At the 
heart of h i s  work lay studies in the history of science and 
of mathematics. Brunschvicg regarded scientific progress 
not only as  a triumph of intellect but also as an exem
pl ification of mankind's growing self-understanding. In  
th is way, he  defended a moral o r  "spiritual" conception of 
science as opposed to posi tivi stic and conventional i stic 
theories .  I n  his view, the truth of a theory essential ly de
pends on the creative vital ity of the mind as it assimilates 
what is given as nonmental , apd as it judges, in  turn , the 
adequacy of th i s  synthesis .  

In  La Modalite du jugement, Brunschvicg attempted to 
del ineate the mind's developing accord with being or 
the real in a theory that class ifies judgments according to the 
forms of "internal ity" and "externality. " Brunschvicg took 
judgment, rather than the concept or category, as funda
mental because he saw it as a synthesizing or unifying act, 
combining form and content. The form of "external ity" 
was interpreted (evidently following Fichte) as a re
straining activity that the mind imposes dialectical ly on its 
own creative•freedom or " internal ity. " 

I n  Les Etapes de la philosophie mathematique (Pari s, 
1 9 12) ,  Brunschvicg examined the highest expression of 
"internality," mathematical judgment, wh ich he regarded 
as u niquely appropriate to science because it is at once a 
free creation-not to be ju sti fied through phys ical i nter
pretation-yet inseparabl e from experience in its origin 
and in  its "collaborative" task of assimilating being to the 
understanding. Brunschvicg substantiated th i s  theme in 
L'Experience humaine et la causalite physique (Paris, 
1922), which further revealed an impl icit dual ism and a 
reluctance to employ categories or principles of analysis ,  
however provisional. 

Brunschvicg' s last decade was marked by works of a 
rel igious nature, fol lowing a comprehensive hi story of 
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philosophy, Le Progres de la conscience da ns  la ph iloso
phie occidentale (Paris ,  1927), intended to bear witness to 
humanity's spiritual unification. "Our destiny is to tend 
toward unity." Rel igious value apparently attaches to a 
particular dimension of the "progress  of consciousness" :  
the assimi lation of being to consciousness in sofar as the 
process is regarded as immanently guided by the val ue of 
unity. In  th i s  assimilation, mankind moves toward self
identi fication through the communion of shared inte l l i
gence. 

Although it appears likely that Brunschvicg felt a moral 
or spiritual ideal to be predominant in his  career, he will 
perhaps be best remembered as an interpreter of the 
French philosophical tradition and as a l eading spokesman 
for the l ife of reason and the value of science. 

Additional Works by Brunschvicg 
Les Ages de l'intelligence. Paris, 1934. 
Ecrits philosophiques, 3 Vols .  Paris, 195 1 ,  1954, 1958. 
Introduction a la vie de l 'esprit. Paris ,  1820. 
La Raison et la religion. Pari s ,  1939. 
Spinoza et ses contemporains. Pari s, HJ23. 

Works on Brunschvicg 
Cochet, M .  A. , Commentaire sur la conversion spirituelle dans 

la philosophie de Leon Brunschvicg. Brussels, HJ37 . 
Deschoux, Marcel, La Philosophie de Leon Brunschvicg. Paris, 

1949. Contains a complete bibl iography. 
Messaut, J . ,  La Philosophie de Leon Brunschvicg. Paris, H)38. 

BERNARD £LEVITCH 

B U B E R,  M ART I N ,  religious exi stential ist, was born in 
1878 in  Vienna and spent his childhood in Lvov, Galicia, 
at the home of his grandfather Solomon Buber, a business
man and well-known scholar of rabbinic l i terature. From 
1 896 to 1 900 he studied philosophy and art history at the 
universities of Vienna, Leipzig, Berl in ,  and Zurich. He 
was early active in  the Zionist movement, especially in its 
cul tural and rel igious aspects , and in 1 90 1  he was appointed 
editor of the Zionist journal Die Welt. Instrumental in 
the founding of the publish ing house J iidischer Verlag 
in 1902, in 1 9 1 6  he founded the German Jewish monthly 
Der Jude, which, until it ceased publ ication in 1924 ,  
was the most respected and I iterate voice of German 
J ewry. From 1 924 until 1933 Buber was professor of the 
philosophy of Jewish religion and ethics at Frankfurt-am
Main University, the only chair in J ewish rel igion at any 
German university. In 1920 he and Franz Rosen zweig 
founded the Freies J iid isches Lehrhaus, an institute for 
adult Jewish education ; and with Hitler's coming to power 
Buber devoted his  energy to strengthening the religiou s 
and spiritual resources of German Jewry in the face of the 
unprecedented chal lenge posed to it. Buber continued in 
the institute unti l  1 938 , when he left for Palestine, where 
he was appointed professor of sociology of rel igion at the 
Hebrew University. With Y. L. Magnes he led the Yihud 
movement, devoted to Arab -J ewish understanding and to 
the creation of a binational state. I n  1952 and HJ,57 he 
traveled widely in  the United States, lecturing at many 
universitie s  and to diverse student groups. Whi le h i s  ac
ceptance of various German awards in the postwar period 
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l ed to criticism from some Jewish quarters, Buber remained steadfast in his encouragement of those German circl es that realize the magnitude of the Nazi crimes  against the J ews and seem genuinely repentant. He died in J erusal em in 1965. Buber's basic ins ight, an insight that runs th rough all of his work and that determines his approach to everything he touches, is the realization that there is a bas ic difference between relating to a thing or to an object which I observe, and to a person or a "Thou" that addresses me and to whose address I respond. In its simplest form, this is the difference between the way people usual ly relate to inanimate things on the one hand and to l iving persons on the other. Inanimate objects are watched, while persons are spoken to. However, the di stinction cannot be drawn simply on this basis .  A person as well as an inanimate thing can be viewed as a thing, or, in Buber's terminology, an "It. " Whenever we take an "objective" attitude toward a person, whenever we view him as part of the world and caught in its causal chain, we are in  an "I - It" relationship, even though the object happens to be a person. The "I - It" relationship is characterized by the fact that it is not a genuine relationsh ip because it does not take place be
tween the I and the It. When another person is an It to me, I am, first of all ,  perfectly alone. I gaze at him and view him from every pos sible direction , I observe his place in the scheme of th ings, and I find elements that he has in common with other persons and things and elements that distinguish him from them. Al l  of th is ,  however, takes place within me; I am judging and I am observing, and the external world is relevant only to the extent that it enters my being. It is  otherwise in  the "I -Thou" relationship. Here the relationship is genuine because it is between me and the Thou that addresses me. This Thou is  no longer one thing among other th ings of the universe; the whole universe is seen in the light of the Thou, and not the Thou in the l ight of the universe. In fact, it is not only the object in the "I -Thou" relationship that is different from that in  the "I - It" situation; the very "I" is d ifferent in the two situations. There is  no "I" that sometimes relates to a Thou and som etimes to an It. If that were the ca se, both the It and the Thou would be objects that float into the I's field of vision and then out of it, l eaving the I essential ly  unaffected. Instead, Buber argues, the I of the I - It is a different I from that of the I -Thou because it is not the I as such that has pre-eminent real ity, but the relations I - It and I -Thou. The I appears and is shaped only in the context of some relationship with either an It or a Thou and can never he viewed independently of such a relationship. Buber further states that the I - It relationship is  maintained with only part of ourselves in it. There is  always a part of us that remains outs ide the relationship and views it from some vantage point. In the I - Thou relationship, on the other hand, our whole being must be involved. Should I attempt to hold back any part of myself, I will find myself in an I -It s ituation because there will be a part of me that is not participant but spectator, a sure sign of the I - It. This means that the I -Thou relationship carries with it much greater ri sk than the I - It, since there is no withholding of the self possible, as in the I - It. In the I - It 

situation the part of the self that remains outside the relationship cannot be injured by the other party because he cannot reach it .  In the I -Thou relationship there i s  no such security because the Thou of the I is addressed with the whole of the I, and any response elicited necessarily pertains to this total I .  In the I -Thou relationship, therefore, everyth ing possible is risked without any defensive position being l eft to wh ich the I can withdraw in case of need. However, th i s  is  not the only risk involved in  the I - Thou situation. The Thou who is addressed cannot be viewed in the context of any causal, deterministic framework. He must be encountered in the full freedom of his otherness, an otherness that is  addressed and that responds in the total unpredictabil ity of human freedom. The moment the responses of the Thou are calculated, the moment the I asks itself what impression its speech and being will make on the Thou , it i s  relating to an It instead of to a Thou.  Because of thi s, Buber tel l s  us ,  there i s  never a present for the I -It relationship, only a past. Th i s  is so because al l  objective knowledge about a human being is knowledge about his past, of what he has been rather than of what he is. If the present moment is  to have genu ine novelty, if  i t  is not perfectly determined by the events of the past, then it must be possible for the present to produce a break with the past in the form of a response that could  not have been calculated from a knowl edge of the past. In th e I - Thou relationship we are therefore genuinely l iving in the present because we are prepared for any and every response to our address, the expected as well as the unexpected-and it is this that constitutes genuine l i stening. The difference between a pseudo l i stening and a genuine l i stening is  that whi le in the pseudo listening si tuation the listener pretends to l i sten, what he  hears is determined by his past knowledge of the person he i s  li stening to or by his  theories concerning the nature of man. Genuine l i stening does not know ahead of time what it will hear; in the full  uniqueness of the present it l i stens to the speech of the other without filtering what it hears through the screen of its own prejudgments. The purpose of genu ine li stening is  therefore really to hear what th e other is saying, constantly being aware that he i s  saying someth ing that i s  new and not just a revelation of his nature, which the hearer has al ready identified and wh ich is  fixed as the other's "psychology." It is in the rel igious context that the significance of Buber's distinctions emerges most cl early. In contrast to much of mysticism that aims at the obl iteration of the abyss between the self and the Absolute in the ecstasy of mystical union, the essence of Bibl ical religion , as conceived by Buber, is the dial ogue between man and God in which each is the other's Thou. "The extended lines of relations meet in the eternal Thou," writes Buber in the opening sentence of the final portion of I and Thou. Life is an endl ess tran sition from the Thou to the It and back to the Thou. Sooner or later, the time comes when even the most cherished Thou recedes, when a spiritual ti redness overtakes the most authentic I -Thou relationship and turns it into the I - It. There is one Thou, argues Buber, who by his very nature cannot become an It .  A man may hate God and curse him, he may turn away from him when the suffering 



of human destiny becomes unbearable;  but no man can 
reduce God to the statu s of a th ing who no l onger address
es him and who becomes  one object among others in the 
world for him. Much of traditional theology, for Buber, errs 
in deal ing with God as if he could be turned into an I t. 
Time and again, however, man turns from thinking about 
God to addressing him, and it is then that he communi
cates with the l iving God, as di stinct from merely giving 
intellectual assent to the God of the philosophers. This is 
true even when the Absolute Thou addressed is not called 
God. "But when he, too, who abhors the name, and be
l ieves himself to be godless, gives his whole being to 
addressing the Thou of his life as a Thou that cannot be 
l imited by another, he addresses God." 

In the course of his long career Buber appl ied these 
basic ideas to a diversity of fields. In a number of works 
devoted to B iblical interpretation , he developed in de
tail h is  view of the Bible as the record of I srael 's dia
l ogue with God. He wrote a definitive work on the relation 
between Christian and Jewish faith. In this  work he 
distinguishes between the Jewish emunah and the Greek pistis, the former of which ,  according to Buber, is faith 
in the sense of tru st while the latter is faith in the sense 
of bel ief in  the truth of propositions. Jewish faith, as 
found in the Hebrew Bible,  i s  I srael 's trust in the faithful
ness of God's word as that word i s  spoken in dialogue.  The 
faith of the New Testament, particularly  in its Pauline 
version, is heavily influenced by Greek philosophical 
el ements that are reflected in the emphasis  on salvation as 
resulting from belief in the truth of propositions concern
ing the divinity and resurrection of Jesus. In Paul ,  Buber 
thus sees a profound departure from the Hebrew Bibl ical 
spirit, a departure that is  no more than partial and implicit 
in the Gospels .  

In his  later years Buber's interest to some extent turned 
to psychotherapy, in which ·he emphasized the neces
sity for the therapist not to 

1

hide behind the teachings 
of his school and not to forget that psychotherapy is  above 
all dialogue in which therapist and patient speak to each 
other. When seen in thi s  l ight, the therapi st  encounters the 
patient for the individual he is and is  ready for the unex
pected that the theoretical categories of his discipl ine do 
not prepare him for. Simi larly, in the field of social philos
ophy B uber contrasted Marxist socialism, with its central 
i zed control and allegiance to impersonal and inevitable 
hi storical forces, with the socialism of the community in 
which the aathenticity of the I -Thou relationship i s  the 
foundation on which the living community is built and to 
which it must return , again and again, for renewal . In the 
I sraeli kibbutz Buber saw an exempl ification of the com
munal or "Utopian" social i sm for which he stands. Bibliography 

Publication of the collected works of Buber in German , Werke, 
was begun in 1962 by Kosel Verlag in Munich. The first three 
volumes appeared by 1964. 

Buber's most important work is Ich und Du (Berl in, 1922), 
translated by R. G. Smith as I and Thou (New York, 1958). Die 
Frage an den Einzelnen (Berl in,  1936), translated by R. G. Smith 
in Between Man and Man (Boston , 1955), develops the basic 
themes in some detai l .  Der Glaube der Propheten (Zurich, 1950), 
translated from the Hebrew by C. Witton-Davies as The Prophetic 
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Faith (New York, 1960), is one of Buber's best Bibl ical studies. 
Paths in Utopia, translated by R. F. C. Hull (London , 1949), is 
Buber's study of social philosophy; Two Types of Faith, transla ted 
by N. P. Goldhawk (New York, 196 1 )  is his  study of Judaism and 
Chris tiani ty. 

Other wri tings that have been tra nslated into Engl ish are 
Eclipse of God; Studies in the Relation Between Religio11 and 
Philosophy, translated by �laurice Friedman et al .  (:--:ew York, 
1952) and Bilder von Gut und Bose (Cologne, 1952), translated by 
R. G.  Smith and M .  Bullock as Good and Evil; Two I nterpretations 
(New York, 1953); Pointing the Way; Collected Essays, translated 
and edi ted by M aurice Friedman (New York, 1957); and Martin 
Buber, Writings, a selection edited and introduced by \\'i l l  Her
berg (New York, I B56). 

Maurice Friedman 's Martin Buber: The Life of Dialogue (Chi
cago, 1955; New York, 1960) is a thorough secondary work with an 
extens ive bibliography. 

MICHAEL WYSCHOGROD 

B U C H N E R , L U D WIG ( 1824 - 1899), German physi
cian, philosopher, and popularizer of science, was born in 
Darmstadt. He wrote his famous Kraft und Stoff (Force and Matter, Frankfurt, 1855) while lecturing in medicine 
at Tubingen. This volume, which went through numerous 
editions and became a best seller in many languages, was 
so controversial that he was forced to resign his post. On 
his return to Darmstadt he practiced medicine, did re
search, and published. Enl ightenment of the general 
public was an urgent interest of his ,  and he was concerned 
with the social and pol i tical impl ications of science. 
Buchner frequently cri ticized professional phi losophers for 
attempting to determine the nature of reality by th inking 
rather than by observation. The obscurity and incompre
hensibil ity of some German metaphysicians drew his  
special scorn : "Philosophers are wonderful people. The 
less they understand of a thing, the more words they make 
over i t" (Force and Matter, p. 257). 

Doctrine of monism. B uchner found the basic material
ism of the ancient philosophers confirmed by scienti fic 
developments of the nineteenth century. In the preface to 
the fifteenth German edition of Force and Matter ( 1884), 
Buchner was enthusiastic over the progress of science in 
the 28 years since the first edition. Among other develop
ments, he mentioned the discovery of spectral analysis,  
Darwinian evolution, cel lular anatomy, brain physiology, a 
cl earer understanding of heredity, and chemical synthes i s  
a s  supporting h i s  basic theory. Buchner was s o  convinced 
that his  theory had been strikingly confirmed that he 
changed the subtitle  of Force and Matter from Empirical Studies on Natural Philosophy to Principles of the Natural Order of the Universe. 

The central theme of Force and Matter is "Force and 
matter are fundamental ly the same thing, contemplated 
from different standpoints ."  Buchner distinguished three 
phases in the development of theories about force and 
matter. In the first phase, force and matter were regarded 
as entirely di stinct entities resulting from the activities of 
supernatural beings. In the second phase, the two notions 
were only incompletely separated; imponderable force, 
although fundamentally different from ponderable matter, 
was yet somehow united to it. In the third and modern 
phase, he maintained, the two are unified and inseparable, 
both empirical ly and conceptually. 

Force was defined by Buchner as an activity or motion of 
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matter or of the smallest particles of matter, or, "more 
precisely, as an expression for the reason of a possible or actual mocement-differences which in real i ty alter noth
ing in the matter itself '  ( ibid., p. 7 ). He went on to say that 
force can no more exist independently of matter than 
seeing can exist  without an organ of sight. He further held 
that the "un iYerse or matter with i ts propert ies, conditions 
or mO\·ements"  is eternal and cannot haYe been created. 
From this point of view, he rejected all theories of an in
dependent or supernatural force creating the uniYerse. 

Buchner regarded motion as a neces sary condi tion, and 
an eternal and in separable property, of matter. �lotion "is 
the \·ery essence" of force. He argued against any notion of 
matter as "dead" or motion less, and approvingly quoted 
Engels '  \·i ew that motion is matter's mode of existence. 

Although often regarded as a material i s t  both by his  
supporters and by his en emies, Buchner took pains to 
differentiate his monism from materia l ism.  He defended 
the material i sts in their battles against spiri tual ists and 
ideali sts, especial ly against the accusation that they were 
gross and immoral ,  yet he ins i sted that the traditional 
battl es between material ism and ideal i�m were "futile 
and groundless ." He held that there can be no matter with
out force, no mind without matter, no arrangem ent without 
nature, no earth without he,n·en, no time without eter
nity-and ,·ice ,·ersa. 

Buchner was interested in the status of scien tific laws, 
for he held that cons iderable confu sion has resulted from 
the ambiguity of "law. " The assumed analogy between 
man-made laws and scienti fic laws resulted in a wide
spread bel ief that som e lawgiver outside or abO\·e nature 
prescribed sc ienti fic laws. Human laws neces sari ly pre
suppose some controll ing wi l l  or lawgh·er, but laws of 
nature do not. In no sense are natural laws imposed upon 
matter or upon nature; rath er, they express the interaction 
of phys ical forces. 

Scientific laws are mechanical and immutable,  and de
scribe all possible behavior. �othing can happen in any 
aspect of nah1re that violates natural laws, and no outside 
influence can change them. H uman behavior is, of course, 
no exception. In  short, all nature is  unified, including the 
unexplored parts of the uni\·erse, and the same laws hold 
eYerywhere and at all tim es. Theory of mind. B uchner' s views on mind were care
fully elaborated . He rejected the approach of Karl \'ogt and 
Pierre Cabanis ,  which com pared thinking to the secretions 
of bod i ly organs. A l though th inking is a brain process, 
B uchner argued that thought is not comparable to urine, 
bile, or other such secretions. "Thinking can and must be 
regarded as a special mode of general natural m otion ,"  and 
is characteri stic of the central nervous elements in the 
same way that contraction is  characteristic of muscles. Al l  
intellectual activi ty stem s from sensations and the re
sponses to sensations. The words "mind," "spirit," 
"thought," "sensibility," "vol ition ,"  and "life" do not 
designate any entities: rather, they designate properties ,  
capac ities, or actions of _ l iving  substances. "�1 ind," for 
exam ple, is only a collecth·e word that comprehensively 
inc:ludes all of the activi ties of the brain and its parts. Con
sciousness, according to Buchner, is an activity of certain 
parts of the brain ,  but it is not known precisely how matter 

brings forth con sciousness. The detai l ed explanation of 
consciousness must wai t  until more is known about matter. 

According to B uchner, natural laws "cannot but be 
reflected or reproduced in some measure" in human know
ing, since that knowing is derived from sensation. Human 
intellectual behaYior, although dependent to a considera
ble extent on the size and weight of the brain,  is also de
pendent on other factors. In addition to morphological , 
hi stological ,  and chemicophys ical circumstances within 
the brain .  exercise, training, and environmental factors are 
important. The Eskimo, Buchner held, are unl ikely to 
deYelop their intel lectual potential i ties because of their 
geographical environment; day laborers compel led to l ive 
in constant drudgery l ikewise will  not be l ikely to real i ze 
their capacities. Ethics and religion. There were strong relativistic 
strands in Buchner. Arguing against th ings-in-themselves , 
he insi sted that all th ings exis t  only for each other and 
deri\·e significance only from their mutual relations. He 
al so held that theological notions are relative to culture 
and often to individual s. Somewhat uncritical in accepting 
the evidence of tra,·el ers' tales, he emphasized the relativ
ity to culture of ethical and aesthetic preferences and cited 
many striking examples. Despi te th is relati vi stic note, he 
maintained that the black "race" was innately inferior to 
the white. 

Although Buchner typical ly  took a stand for "hard" 
determin ism in ethics , ins isting that not onl y  what man is ,  
but a lso what he wants, does,  th inks, and feels ,  depends on 
the necessities of nature, he sometimes seemed to hint that 
there might be a minute scope for free \·ol ition. H owever, 
the main emphasis of his writings in this area was on the 
factors causal ly  accounting for human deci sions. The ac
ceptance of determinism, he held, would lead to a change 
in many attitudes, especially in regard to criminals. The 
\·ast majority of criminals should be l ooked upon as unfor
tunates rather than as objects of execration. 

�1 oral ity, B uchner said, could be defined "as the law of 
an equal mutual respect for general as well as private 
human rights, which law itself has for its object to provide 
the largest amount of human happiness" ( ibid. , p. 387 ). 
That which promotes such happiness is good; that which 
di sturbs or undermines it is  evi l .  Self-love is the most 
powerful moth·e of al l  human actions. A proper social 
organ ization will assume that the welfare of one person is 
not detrimental to the welfare of others and that the pro
motion of the individual 's happiness will promote the 
general welfare. Buchner admitted that, given the way 
men often behave, the adoption of his ethical theory might 
lead some people to strive only for their own transitory 
pleasure. H e  maintained, however, that even if this should 
happen, such egoi stic hedoni sts will do no more damage 
than that done by those supposedly fol lowing a theological 
morality. 

Buchner had both intel lectual and practical objections to 
rel igion. He was convi nced that al l  scienti fic evidence to 
date indicated the absence of any force outside the natural 
order of the un iverse. H owe\·er, he found unorthodox 
deities as offensive as he found the traditional God. He 
compared pantheism to an attempt "to season old dishes 
with new sauces. " The "L' nknowabl e" of the agnostics "is 



nothing more than the good old God of the theologians. " 
In short, Buchner admitted noth ing behind, outside, or 
above the natural order-and he saw no reason to worship 
that order. 

B uchner regarded the doctrines of teleology and vital 
forces as major errors stemming from supernatural ism. He  
attempted to  show how alleged design can be  explai ned in 
entirely natural terms,  and also argued that much of the 
all eged des ign is bad. For example, he said of the human 
eye : "If a human opti cian were to supply an in strument 
made in the same way, it  would, as Helmholtz remarked, 
be at once rejected as a bad piece of workmanship" (ibid. , 
p. 1 75) .  

Although Buchner was sometimes dogmatic (holding, for 
example, that the existence of the planet \'u lcan was 
proved), although much of his  science is no longer accepted, 
and although he occasional ly was i nconsistent, most of 
what he had to say can still be read with profit. His clarity 
of styl e ,  h is  fervor for enl ightening man , and his enthus i
asm for science make him an interesting author. His cour
age in maintaining his  views despite extreme opposition 
and pres sure deserve notice. Numerous critics complained 
of what they considered immoral consequences of 
Biich ner's theories. He argued, in reply, that superstition 
and ignorance are two of the most dangerous enemies of 
humanity. B uchner emphasized that the truth is often 
unpleasant, and inveighed against a "fictitious happiness" 
based on emotionally consoling fal sehoods. Additional Works by Buchner 

Natu r und Geist. Frankfurt, 1857. 
Aus Natur und \Vissenschaft. Leipzig, 1862. 
Die Stellung des Menschen in der Xatu r. Leipzig, 1869. 
Fremdes und Eignes aus dem geistigen Leben der Gegenwart. 

Leipzig, 1890. 
Darwinismus und Sozialismus. Leipzig, 1894 . 
Last Words on Material ism and Kindred Subjects , translated by 

Joseph McCabe. London , 190 1 .  Contains a biographical sketch by 
Buchner's son. 

Force and Matter. �ew York, 1950. Reprint  of the fourth Eng
lish edition (London, 1 88-!) translated from the fifteenth German 
edit ion. Works on Buchner 

Frauenstadt, Jul ius ,  Der ;\/aterialismus. E ine Erwiderung auf 
Dr. Ludwig Buchners "Kraft und Stoff" Leipzig, 1856. 

Lange, Frederick A . ,  Geschichte des Materialismus, 2 vol s .  
I serlohn and Leipzig, 1866. Translated by E .  C.  Thomas as The 
His tory of Materialism, 3 vols .  London,  1877 - 1879. Contains 
much helpful information on Buchner. 

�1erz, John T., A History of European Thought in the Nine
teenth Century. Edinburgh , 1903. \'ol s .  I I I  and I\'. 

ROLLO HA..'-"'DY 

B U C K L E , H E N RY T H O M A S  ( 182 1 - 1862), Engl ish 
historian , was the son of a prosperous businessman who left 
him sufficient money to devote his life to private study 
and wri ting. In common with a number of other dominant 
th inkers of the Victorian age-such as J .  S.  �f i l l ,  Spencer, 
and T. H.  Huxley-he was largely self-educated. As he was 
a delicate child, it was thought unwise for h im to under
take work involving much intel lectual effort or strain,  with 
the consequence that he was (as he put it) "never much 
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tormented with what is cal led Education, but allowed to 
pursue my own way undistu rbed . . .  whatever I may be 
supposed to know I taught myself. "  Thus he was taken 
from school, at his own request, at the age of fourteen, 
never went to a university, and conducted his subsequent 
reading and research (which by any standards were vast) in 
the absence of al l external supervi sion or d i rection. Buckle 
expressed no regret at not having gone to Oxford or Cam
bridge, considering both un iversities to be in a contempti
ble condition and beli eving himself in any case to be 
equipped with natural aptitudes and talents that more than 
compensated for the lack of a rigorous academic traini ng. 
Certainly his gifts were far from negligible. He had an 
excellent memory, he could express himself both in writ
ing and in conversation with great fluency and eloquence, 
and he was a first-class l inguist (by the age of 30 he could 
read 18  foreign languages and speak six); he possessed, 
moreover, an immense capacity for methodical work, to
gether with an intense intell ectual curiosity and a meticu
lous eye for detail .  

Buckle led a comparatively uneventful life, his energies 
being to a large extent absorbed by the ambitious project 
of writing a h istory of civi l i zation,  to which, from his early 
twenties , he had decided to dedicate his career. But 
though the preparation of th is enormous enterprise always 
remained h i s  chief concern , he was not without other 
interests. He was, for example, a brill iant chess player, 
ach ievi ng an international reputation ; he traveled widely, 
in Europe and beyond; and by the end of his l ife he had 
establ ished a wide circle of acquaintances , including 
Thackeray, Kingsley, Darwin ,  and John S tuart :\l i l l .  For 
:\till in particular he had the h ighest admiration, and in 
18.59 he wrote a long review in Fraser's ;\fagazine prai sing 
:\l i l l 's essay "On Liberty"-a review that created con
siderable stir at the time, since in it Buckle drew public 
attention to the fantastic sentence of 21 months' imprison
ment recently passed upon a man for inscribing on a gate 
words offensive to Chri stianity. Although Buckle never 
married, he l iked feminine society and secretly kept a 
mi stres s ;  when, after his death , the truth ultimately leaked 
out, it caused consternation and dismay among some of his 
close fri ends and relatives. 

Significance of the "History.,, Buckle died at the age of 
forty while touring the �1 iddle East. Only two vol umes 
of his History of Civilisation in England had appeared , and 
these represented no more than an introduction to the 
vast work he had envisaged writing. Yet they had been 
sufficient to achieve for their auth or sensational fame, not 
merely in his  own country but also throughout Europe 
and in the L'nited States ; Charles Darwin applauded the 
work's bril l iance and original ity; and an influential Ameri
can writer, Theodore Parker, attributed to it an importance 
in the his tory of thought comparable to that of Bacon's Novum Organum. Buckle's reputation has since suffered 
a heavy decl ine, and many of the claims made on behalf 
of his work at the time of its publ icati on seem grotesquely 
exaggerated today. Even so, what he wrote represents 
(as Sidgwick pointed out) the first major attempt on the 
part of a thinker versed in the tradition of British em
piricism and inductivism to enter the treacherous field of 
h i storical speculation, and to offer a comprehens ive and 
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detailed theory of historical development of the type that 
previously only Continental philosophers had ventured to 
provide. For this reason alone it preserves a certain  inter
est and is sti l l  worth studying. 

Buckle's intentions. Buckle was ful ly aware of what had 
been done by some of h is  predecessors in Germany and 
France : and references to their works, particularly  those of 
Herder and Comte, are to be found scattered among the 
footnotes that abound throughout h i s  own volumes. Like 
Herder, he was anxious to connect the facts of human 
history with the conditions imposed by different forms of 
natural and geographical environment; like Comte, he 
wished to present the course of h istory as exempl ifying a 
fundamental pattern of progress  and improvement. But he 
rejected the tendency to revere past ages and to exal t im
agination at the expense of rational and scientific modes of 
th inking that often manifested itself in Herder's  writings; 
and he equal ly distrusted the strain of apriori stic dogma
tism and respect for authori tarian methods of social control 
that he detected in Comte's historical system , cal l ing the 
latter's theory of government "monstrously and obviously 
impracticable. " B uckle's al legiance lay ch iefly with the 
ideals set out by English radicals and Util itarians early in 
th e nineteenth century, and it  was these that final ly deter
mined the valuations embodied in h i s  conception of social 
and historical progr.ess. 

Human actions subject to laws. Early in h i s  book Buckl e 
rai sed the question, "Are the actions of men, and there
fore of societies, governed by fixed laws, or are they 
the result either of chance or of supernatural i nterfer
ence ?" He supposed these possibilities to represent ex
haustive alternatives, and argued that either vari ety of the 
latter hypothesis was plainly unacceptable. 

So far as the theory of supernatural interference was 
concerned, th is ,  together with the associated theological 
doctrine of predestination, must remain a "barren hypoth
esis ," since no conceivable experience cou ld count for or 
against its truth. On the other hand, the view that what 
occurs in the realm of human affairs is the product of 
chance was demonstrably false; it had, however, been 
given an aura of spurious respectabil ity by metaphysical 
philosophers who had carried the principl e in question 
over into the sphere of individual human psychology. 
There it emerged as the famous doctrine of free wi l l ,  ac
cording to which a mysterious, undetermined power of 
free choice is held to be directly vouched for by the evi
dence of the introspective consciousness. But in  Buckle's 
opinion i t  i s  precisely such bl ind rel iance upon the 
findings of individual introspection that has been the be
setting sin of "metaphysicians," leading them to construct 
their impressive- looking, though nonetheless mutually 
incompatible, systems in accordance with a radically m i s
taken procedure. 

By contrast, in order to achieve a real i stic conception of 
the nature and workings of the human psyche it is neces
sary to adopt an external and general view of human be
havior analogous to that taken by natural scientists in the 
investigation of nonhuman phenomena : from this  altered 
standpoint it can indeed be seen that the actions of men 
are subject to regularities as strict and mathematically 
exact as those that operate in other spheres of scientific 

inquiry. As a conclusive demonstration of his thesis ,  Buckle 
cited the evidence afforded by large- scale statistical 
surveys concerning the numbers of marriages contracted, 
and of murders and suicides committed, in particular 
countri es and towns during successive years; th e relative 
uniformity of the results obtained would, he held, be unin
tel l igible on any other assumption than that there are 
certain social laws capable of keeping the level constant. 

When discussing th is  topic, Buckle on occasions fel l  into 
confusions;  he did not, for example, always distingui sh 
between the necessary and the sufficient conditi ons of an 
occurrence, and was prone to disregard the difference 
between causal laws and statistical frequencies. In conse
quence he sometimes interpreted the stati stical data in a 
mis leading way, suggesting that the sole effective deter
minant individual actions was what he cal led "the general 
condition of society. " He also spoke as if the mere exi st
ence of a proportional average, observed to hold over a 
period of time, necessitated, with a kind of irresistible 
momentum,  the commission of a particular number of 
crimes in any given year. As a result ,  a pictu re is presented 
wherein human beings appear as the helpless victims of 
social forces over wh ich they can exert no effective 
influence or control-a conclusion in no way entailed by 
the premises from which Buckle initial ly proceeded. 

Origin and development of civilization. Be this  as it 
may, it is  noticeabl e that when Buckle approached h i s  
principal theme-the genesis and development of  civi l iza
tion-he made l ittle fu rth er reference to precise numerical 
regularities or frequencies ;  although he still spoke of 
"laws ," it was the broad, indeterminate, and sometimes 
very doubtful generalizations concerning the factors in
fl uencing the evolution of human societies that he chiefly 
appealed to in  providing his explanations. Thus ,  the funda
mental agents of social growth were deemed to be material 
or, to use h i s  term , "physical ," and were l i sted as being 
"Climate, Food, Soil, and the General Aspect of Nature." 
These-and not, as some previous theori sts had al leged, 
innate racial characteri stics or mysterious "national spirits" 
-originally determine the divergent forms of organization 
and progress achieved by different historical cultu res. Food supply and civilization. Buckle  bel ieved that the 
degree of civil ization attained by a society depended upon 
its weal th and upon the manner in which this weal th was 
di stributed;  such factors were in tum dependent upon 
the population of the country concerned, and the s ize of the 
population was determined by its food supply. In countries 
where cheap food was plentiful,  the population increased 
in a fashion that led to the labor market's becoming over
stocked; as a consequence th ere was unemployment and 
al so poverty, since there is an inevitable tendency in soci
eties where there is  a surplus of labor for laborers to be 
underpaid and for immense economic inequalities to de
velop. He cited such examples as Egypt, Peru, �t exico, 
and India, where riches were concentrated in a very few 
hands and where the vast majority of the inhabitants l ived 
in a miserable and depressed condition : "Among nations 
subjected to these conditions, the people have counted for 
nothing, they have had no voice in the management of 
the state, no control over the wealth their own industry 
created. " 



European conditions ideal. Buckle, in fact, considered 
that the ideal conditions for the development of civi l iza
tion were to be found in Europe. Here the food supply was 
not so abundant as to lead to overpopulation, nor was it so 
scanty as to make the accumulation of wealth and the en
joyment of lei sure (on which intellectual progress de
pends) impossible. Here, al so, the temperate cl imate was 
favorable to enterpri se and the energetic exploitation of 
natural resources ; moreover, the aspect that nature 
presented to human beings was of a less extreme and un
predictable character than in other parts of the world. 
Thus, men did not regard it with superstitious awe as a 
terrifying and insuperable power, but saw it instead as 
something that obeys regular laws and i s  therefore capable 
of being tamed and util ized for their purposes. It fol lowed 
(he thought) that Europe could be distinguished from all  
other centers of human society by the circumstance that it 
was human rather than natural or physical factors that had 
determined the course taken by its hi story and progress. 
r..fa n  was here the master of nature, and consequently the 
key to the development of European culture lay in the in
fluence exerci sed by "the laws of the human mind. " 

Knowledge determined direction of culture. It might  
be expected that Buckle would go on to state what these 
laws of the human mind were , using them to explain pat
terns of social change in European hi story in a fashion com
parable to that suggested by M i l l  in Book VI of h is  System of Logic when he spoke of the possibi lity of deriving princi
ples govern ing hi storical development from the "ultimate" 
laws of human psychology. Buckle can scarcely be said, 
however, to have adopted this procedure, perhaps because 
he bel ieved that the psychological and historical data avail
able at his time were insufficient to make it practicable. 
Instead, he contented h imself mainly with trying to show 
that i t  was the advance and diffusion of knowledge, and 
particularly of scienti fic knowledge, that had in the last 
analysis given European history its characteri stic over-all 
direction-" . . .  the progress Europe has made from 
barbari sm to civi l ization is entirely due to its intellectual 
activity. " 

Other factors were considered , but only to be ruled out. 
Thus Buckle claimed-as if (rather surprisingly) it were a 
self-evident truth-that men's moral opinions had re
mained essential ly unaltered for thousands of years : how 
then could these have been respons ible for the far-reach
ing tran sformations that had overtaken European nations 
l ike England and France in the course of their hi storical 
evolution ? Likewi se, he rejected the claims of rel igion, 
l iterature, and government to be "prime movers of human 
affairs. " Acceptance of a particular religious creed is a 
symptom rather than a cause of the condition in which a 
given society finds itself. The l iterature of a country mere
ly reflects and serves to fix the degree of civi l ization al
ready attained; it does not in itiate further achievement. So 
far as the influence of government i s  concerned, Buckle 
maintained that the rulers of a nation were only "creatures 
of the age, never its creators . "  Enlightened legislation 
occurs only as a consequence of the pressure exerted by 
changes in the climate of opin ion, these being due in the 
fi rst in stance to the efforts of "bold and able thinkers" who 
belong to the intellectual, and not the governing, classes; 
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nor will such legislation be effective unless the ground has 
been prepared for it and "the age is  ripe. " 

Political thought. Writing very much as an exponent of 
the principles of laissez-faire radicalism, Buckle displayed 
an intense di stru st of governmental interference and "pro
tectionism," which tended to be identified in his mind 
with the suppression of free opin ion and free trade. Ac
cordingly, he argued that most beneficial legislation i s  
negative in character, taking the form of repealing the bad 
enactments passed by earl ier generations ;  and, generally 
speaking, he restricted the legitimate functions of govern
ment to such things as the maintenance of order and the 
preservation of publ ic health . The moral drawn is that the 
ineluctable laws of historical development should be per
mitted to take their course freely and without impediment; 
unlike many other philosophers of h istory, Buckle did not 
try to combine a doctrine of hi storical inevitabil ity with a 
comprehensive positive program of pol itical action and 
social reconstruction. 

Buckle's significance. There is much that is intellec
tually naive in B uckle's theory of h istory, and it is easy to 
find inconsistencies and non sequiturs among his argu
ments ; Leslie Stephen's gibe that Buckle's "mental fibre 
was always rather soft" is not wholly beside the mark. His  
uncritical use  of vague abstractions l ike "intellectual prog
ress" and the "spirit of a time" often led him into treating 
vacuous truisms as signi ficant discoveries, and the collec
tivist conception of hi storical change that pervades much 
of his work contrasts oddly with the influence he ascribes 
to individual scienti sts and economists in promoting social 
advance. Nevertheless, the impact of h i s  ideas upon h i s  
age was undeniably great, and his  criticisms of previous 
and current hi storiography were not without important 
long-term effects. Like Marx, though with far less insight 
and imagination, he helped to tum the eyes of hi storians 
away from the pol i tical surface of events, making them 
look more closely at the technological and economic real i
ties of human life that l ie beneath; at the same time, 
through his determinism, he provided a corrective to the 
tendency toward excessive moral izing that his contempo
raries exhibited in their treatment of the past. And, by 
enlarging the perspective of h istorical study to include 
cu ltures and societies remote in time or space from his 
own, he made a definite, if l imited, contribution to wid
ening the hori zons and counteracting the provincial i sm of 
future students of human affairs. Bibliography 
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B U D D E ,  JOHANN FRANZ ( 1 667 - 1729), or Buddeus, 
German phi losopher, theologian, and hi storian . Budde was 
born in Anklam, Pomerania. He entered the Un ivers ity of 
Wittenberg in 168,5 and became an assi stant there in 1689. 
Budde was appointed professor of moral phi losophy at 
Hal le in 1693, ful l  professor of theology at J ena in 1705, 
and church counci lor at Gotha in 17 1 5. Although he in
si sted on his independence from all  schools and consid
ered himsel f an eclectic, he was close to Pietist thought 
and to the phil osophy of Chri stian Thomasius,  his col
league at Halle .  

Budde's most signi ficant work in theoretical phi losophy 
was his Institutiones Philosophiae Eclecticae (2 Tei le, 
Halle,  1703). In the first section , in which he expounded 
his logical doctrines and the intent was chiefly methodo
logical , the influences of Locke and Thomas ius are appar
ent. Budde derived error from original sin and prescribed 
means for re storing the "good health" of the mind. H e  
regarded ontology a s  a part o f  l ogic and a s  consi sting i n  a 
simple explanation of basic metaphysical terms .  According 
to Budde, these terms had a purely instrumental value 
because he refused to confer upon metaphys ics the rank of 
independent and universal science. Rather, he interpreted 
it as the science of the most general nouns used in theol
ogy and phi losophy. 

In the second section of the Institutiones, Budde first 
di scussed natural phi losophy in a phenomenal is tic man
ner, holding that we cannot know the real nature of things, 
but on ly their appearances and effects . He attempted to 
reconcile the physical animism or spiritual ism typical of 
Pieti st natural phil osophy with mechan ism. He frequently 
appeal ed to the Bible and gave an important place to final 
causes.  At the end of th is section he discussed spirits and 
God, whose existence he demonstrated by rational proofs .  

In practical phil osophy (£lementae Philosophiae Practicae, Halle,  16D7 ) Budde fol lowed Grotius ,  Pufendorf, and 
Thomasius .  He com pletely denied human freedom, refer
ring the possibil ity of good actions to God's grace and 
re stricting accountabil ity to a narrow and extrinsic sphere 
of material l iberty. He devoted much space to discussions 
of practical psychol ogy and prudence, for he beli eved that 
such practical psychol ogy was a better means than abstract 
instruct ion of heal ing the human wi l l  from sin. However, 
revelation is essential to th is heal ing proces s .  

As  with the Pietists, practical phi losophy is central to 
Budde's thought. H e  al so agreed with the Pieti sts in  
stressing the wil l ' s independence of the intel l ect, in h is  
emphasis on psychology in  practical philosophy and on 
spiritual ism in cosmology, and in the importance he placed 
on revelation. H owever, Budde was much more systematic 
than Thomasius ,  who was l ikewise very much influenced 
by Pieti sm. Budde joined the Pieti sts in their fight against 
Wolff, and in 1723 he wrote a pamphlet attacking Wolff. 

Although in practical philosophy Budde agreed with the 
Pietists, in theology he tried to reconcile the views of 
orthodoxy and Pietism. Because  he held that man has an 
original rel igious impulse, he gave an important position to 
natural rel igion. He presented cosmological , phys icotheo
logical ,  and hi storical proofs of God's existence, and tried 
to refute atheism by argument. 

Budde was one of the most learned men of his time. His  

writings on the hi story of  Jewish phi losophy (Introductio ad Philosophiam Ebraeorum, Halle ,  1707), on general 
history of phi losophy, and on the history of theology (Historia Theologiae Dogmaticae et Moralis, Frankfurt, 1725 ) 
were excel lent in their time and are stil l valuable for the 
information they contain .  Additional Works by Budde 
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GIORGIO TONELLI 

B U D D H I SM is so cal led because of its all egiance to the 
Buddha, or Enlightened One, a titl e given to Gautama, 
who l ived in north India in the latter part of the sixth and 
early fifth centuries B.C. (probably 563 - 483 B.C . ). The 
rel igion has evolved into three main school s :  the Thera
vada (Doctrine of the El ders ), which i s  the surviving form of 
the so-cal led Hinayana, or Lesser Vehicle ;  the Mahayana, 
or Great Vehicl e ;  and the Vajrayana, or Diamond Vehicl e ,  
which has Mahayana affinities. The Theravada is found in 
Ceylon, Burma, and southeast Asia ;  the Mahayana, in 
China, Korea, and Japan;  and the Vajrayana in Tibet and 
i ts environs.  In India, Buddhism was at one time wide
spread, but it now exists there only marginally.  It is hard to 
determine the number of Buddhi sts in  the world today, 
partly because of the overlap and fluidity of allegiances in 
China. Excluding China, there are probably some 150 
mi l l ion adherents. 

THE BUDDHA'S LIFE 

The Buddha's fami ly  name was Gautama ( in  Pal i ,  Go
tama); h i s  personal name was Siddhartha. He is al so re
ferred to as Sakyamuni ("sage of the Sakya clan"); as the 
Tathagata (obscure, but probably mean ing "Thus-gone"
that is, one whose career can be indicated but not de
scribed); and as the J ina (l iteral ly, "Victor," the same 
title given to the main teacher of Jaini sm).  H is l i fe has 
been overlaid by legend, but the fol lowing facts emerge. 
Born at Kapilavastu , just inside modern Nepal ,  he was the 
son of a chieftain or petty king, Suddhodana, of the K$atriya, or noble, caste (the Buddha was not a Brahman and 
so was not one of the traditional holders of sacred knowl
edge), and was brought up in relative luxury. 

At the age of 29 he abandoned thi s l ife, his wife, and 
young son, and set off to di scover the cause of human 
suffering and its spiritual cure. He became a wandering 
recl use and sat at the feet of varicus ascetics and teachers. 
After six years-including a period of extreme self
mortification, which he found to be damaging and not 
conducive to ins ight-he eventual ly  attained En! ighten-



ment (bodhi) while seated beneath a tree (the bo or bodhi 
tree)  at Buddh Caya. Thereafter he repaired to the holy 
city of Banaras, and he preached his first sermon at Sar
nath , just outside the city. The rest of his long l ife was spent 
in meditation, preaching, and the guidance of his fol low
ers. He founded an order (Sangha), at first only of monks 
(nuns were later admitted). He d ied at the age of 80 at 
Kusinagara (Kasia), not far from his birthplace, thus attain
ing final nirvana. H is remains were cremated and the re lics 
distributed. 

THE B UDDHA'S TEACH INGS 

The doctrine or dharma (in Pal i ,  dhamma) taught by the 
Buddha was summed up in the Four Noble Truths,  corre
sponding to the traditional form in which a physician ex
pressed his conclus ions about a patient. They affirm that 
( 1 )  l ife is permeated by suffering or dis sati sfaction (duk
kha); (2) the origin of suffering l ies in craving or grasping 
( tar:,,hii); (3 ) the cessation of sufferi ng is possible, through 
the cessation of craving; and (4 ) the way to the latter is the 
Noble E ightfold Path (ariya atthangika magga). This path 
has the fol lowing "stages," or constituents : right vi ews, 
right aspiration, right speech, right conduct, right l iveli
hood , right effort, right mindfulness, and right contempla
tion. The first two concern the preliminary frame of mind of 
the aspirant; the next three are the ethical requirements; 
and the final three concern the meditative trai ning needed 
for contemplative or mystical knowledge of the ultimate 
truth and for the serenity that goes with it. This attai nment 
of peace and ins ight is cal led nirvii,:ia In Pal i ,  nibbiina), 
and implies that the saint (arhat) will upon death be no 
more reborn. (For a fuller discussion of the doctrine of 
rebirth, see REINCARNATION. ) 

Individuals are described by the Buddha as having three 
characteristics-suffering (duk�ha), anattii, or absence of 
an eternal sel f; and anicca, or impermanence. The no-self 
doctrine (anattii) implies both that l iving beings have no 
eternal souls  and that there is no cosmic Self. The Buddha, 
indeed, did not bel ieve in a Creator and seems to have 
found the existence of evil and suffering to be an insuper
able  obstacle to such a bel ief. Also, he deemed questions 
as to the finitude of the cosmos in space and time, and 
certain other cosmological and metaphysical questions, as 
"undetermined" -intrins ical ly unanswerable. In regard to 
persons, the Buddha analyzed them as series of mental and 
physical states. The concept of an underlying self is su
perfluou s and erroneous. This is in l ine with the doctrine 
of impermanence, which implies that all entities what
soever can be analyzed as series of transitory states. Under 
su itable circumstances the individual can attain nirvana, 
and then the series conventional ly  known as "John 
Smith," for example, ceases, so that the question "Does 
the saint continue to exist after final n irvana?" is u nan
swerable or wrongly put. Briefly, then, the Buddha's 
teaching amounts to a recasting of the atheistic tradition in 
early Indian thought, as exemplified contemporaneously in 
Jainism and later in class ical Sarpkhya, an Indian philo
sophical system. The plural ity of transmigrating eternal 
selves control led by karma is replaced by a plural ity of 
impermanent individuals ;  and a metaphysically minimal 
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description of n i rvana is given as a transcendent, penna
nent state. The contrast of substances (soul and matter) is 
replaced by a contrast of states (permanent and imperma
nent). Morals and meditation. Buddhism early involved a 
marked separation of monks (and nuns) and lai ty. The 
monastic l i fe was conceived as necessary to the attainment 
of nirvana; the laity would have to wait  their  turn in some 
future exi stence. Consequently, the moral ru les are laxer 
for them than for monks. Their duties are summed up in 
the Five Precepts (par1cas'ila), which ban the taking of l ife 
( including animal l ife) ;  steal ing; wrong sexual relations; 
wrong use of speech (not just lyi ng; mal icious gossip, for 
instance, even though true, is forbidden);  and the con
sumption of drugs and alcohol . The requ irements for 
monks and nuns are designed to promote a moderate aus
terity : they enjoin, in addi tion to the ru les l i s ted above, 
such practices as strict cel ibacy and the repudiati on of 
property (except for a few simple specified objects-such 
as begging bowl and robe). The laity have a special duty to 
support and revere the Sangha (monastic orders), and 
pious works, such as the attendance at and contribution to 
temples are encouraged. The monks and nuns are sup
posed to teach the doctrine (dhamma) to the faithful and to 
improve themselves through self-control and meditati on. 
(M ore attention is given to these practices in MYSTICISM, 
HISTORY OF and YOGA. ) A special feature of this training is  
mindfulness (sati), through which the aspirant attempts at 
all times to be clear about his own motives.  This  emphasis 
on self-awareness is one reason lying behind the ban on 
intoxicants , since it is held that these cloud such aware
ness. 

EVOLUTION OF THE MAHAYANA SCHOOL 

The Theravada (Doctrine of the Elders) school most 
probably represents the basic original teachi ngs of the 
Buddha, al though with a good deal of scholastic elabora
tion. In  it there is no bel ief in God, nor even in a divi ne 
Absolute; nirvana is not a substance u nderlying or em
bracing phenomena; and the Buddha is not regarded as a 
god (thus temple "worship" is, strictly speaking, the pay
ing of respects to the memory of a vanished teacher). 
These relatively austere teachings, however, became 
transformed in the development of the Mahayana (Greater 
Vehicle), from about the first century B.C. onward. Thi s  
development had both rel igious and associated metaphys
ical roots. 

Rel igiously, two strands of sentiment brought about a 
divinization of the Buddha (and of other Buddhas ). First, it 
was increas ingly fel t  that the path of the arhat (saint) was 
essentially selfish- seeking his own nirvana. This did not 
harmonize wel l with the Buddha's emphas is upon com
passion; and it made the separation of monks and laity too 
sharp. Hence, there came to be new importance attached to 
the ideal of the Bodhisattva, or Buddha-to-be, who sac
rifices himself on behal f of others and puts off his own 
release. Scriptural justification of this concept was found in 
the story of the Buddha's temptation by Mara (the Bud
dhist Satan) at the time of his  Enl ightenment: i t  was sug
gested to him that on attaining Enl ightenment he might 
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di sappear at once into nirvana; instead, he remained on 
earth to teach the saving doctrine. Thus there arose the 
cult of numerous Buddhas-to-be who help others toward 
liberation-a cult much reinforced by the concept of pari�1iimanii, or transfer of merit, whereby the heroic moral 
deeds of the Bodhisattva in the course of innumerable 
lives create such a store of merit that he can freely transfer 
merit to otherwise unworthy adherents. Consequently, 
fol lowers of the Bodhisattva can gain,  through faith, rebirth 
in a paradise where the conditions for attaining nirvana are 
especial ly favorable. Important among these mythological 
paradises is the Pure Land of the West, created by the 
celestial Buddha Amitabha. All this went with an in
tens ification of the spirit of bhakti, or loving adoration , 
within Buddhism : this became attached to the Buddhas 
and helped to elevate them to divine statu s.  

Metaphysically, there was during th is period (second 
century B .C . - third century A.D. )  a development of absolu
ti stic and ideal i stic views. These are represented by the 
Madhyamika and Yogacara school s of philosophy respec
tively. According to the Madhyam ika, all views about 
ultimate real ity involve contradictions, and the only thing 
that can be said is that reality is void (sii nya). This i nde
scribable Absolute that, as it were, embraces or u nderlies 
empirical phenomena (which are thus also essentially 
void), is conceived, in effect, as a shadowy substance and 
is identified with n irvana. Thus ,  the concept of n irvana is 
transformed: it i s  no longer just a state. This  also all ows the 
paradoxical identi fication of nirvana with samsiira,-the 
flow of empirical existence, including the cycle of re
birth-for ultimate real ity can be conceived as the inner 
essence of the observable world. The Y ogacara school i s  an 
extension and transformation of these ideas ,  holding that 
phenomena are the product of the mind. Thus ,  the exi st
ence of matter is denied and things are analyzed as com
plexes of perception. But although the external world is 
independently unreal ,  the existence of the mental phenom
ena that we mistake for reality requires some explanation. 
Here the Yogacara invokes the notion of their evolution 
out of the Absolute Mind. Under one aspect, this is spoken 
of as the Store Consciousness (iilayavijftiina), which con
tains the seeds of mental states. The goal of the adept is to 
realize the unreal ity of the world through contemplative 
experience. Thereby he sheds his i l lusions and cannot be 
cons idered distinct from the Absolute. As the name of the 
school implies, it concentrated on the practical side of th is 
goal through the use of yoga and dhyiina (contemplation). 
Here the emphasis was different from that of the M adhy
amika, which was considered too intel lectual i st in its ap
proach to l iberation. 

These rel igious and metaphysical developments were 
brought together in  the formulation of the Three-body ( trikiiya) Doctrine. According to this ,  Buddhahood can be 
considered under three aspects. At one level the Buddha 
appears in his "Transformation Body" (nirmiir.wkiiya), as 
the h istorical Buddha and as earl ier earthl y  Buddhas. At 
another level there is the "Enjoyment Body" (sambhogakiiya), in which the Buddhas appear celestial ly  to the 
eye of faith and have virtuall y  the status of heavenly gods. 
Finally, and most importantly, there is the "Truth Body" (dharmakii ya), where Buddhahood i s  identi fied with the 

Absolute; it also symbol izes the inner unity of al l the Bud
dha manifestations. The trikiiya notion not only tidied up 
doctrinally the variou s tendencies of the Mahayana at the 
popular and metaphysical level s  but also expressed the 
status attached to the re l igion of worship and bhakti. This 
was focused especially upon the celestial Buddhas and 
Bodhisattvas , but in  the last resort it was subordinate to the 
contemplative or mystical attainment of identity with the 
Absolute.  This in turn impl ied that the final goal was Bud
dhahood itself. Thus,  al l men contain the potential ity for 
Buddhahood, the Buddha nature , within them. Conse
quently, the Buddhas are indefinitely multiplied and are as 
"numerous as the sands of the Ganges ." Moreover, the 
worshiper who reveres a heavenly Buddha is essential ly 
revering his own (very distantly, no doubt) future state . All  
this t ied in  with the Bodhisattva ideal. The good life is  
seen as the imitation of the Bodhi sattva, and in  entering 
upon this compassionate and self-sacri ficing career the 
devotee is following his own destiny of being h imself a 
Buddha-to-be. The whole structure of Mahayana rel igious 
absolutism has affinities to the teachings of Sankara and 
influenced his thought. 

Buddhism in India and southeast Asia. Before and 
whi le the above developments were taking place, Bud
dhism was widely establ ished in  India. It was patronized 
by the Emperor Asoka (third century B .C.) ,  who sent a 
m ission to Ceylon (c. 246 B .C . ), where Buddhism took root. 
The present form of Ceylonese Buddhism is the Thera
vada, partly because in  the twelfth century the Ceylonese 
king, Parakrama Bahu I ,  ordered all the S angha to adopt it, 
and accompanying it there was a revival of the Hinayana 
there. In India itself, however, after centuries of prosper
ity, Buddhism virtually died away by the twelfth century. 
Three main causes contributed to this .  First, Mahayana 
Buddhism became too assim ilated with H indu ideas and 
practices, so that its separate identity was u ndermined. 
Moreover, the fading of the arhat ideal weakened the 
status of the Sangha. Second, there was the revival of Hin
duism under the leadership of Sankara, Ramanuja and 
Madhva.  Third, the Muslim invasions, from the eleventh 
century on, involved the destruction of the monasteries in 
north and central India. Except on the borders of Tibet, 
Buddhism is therefore virtually nonexistent in India and 
Pakistan. 

The Ceylon mission , however, proved to be very impor
tant. Buddhism spread by various routes into Burma, 
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam , and the medieval 
Theravadin renaissance that was centered in the Ceylon
ese Sangha spread into these countries,  which therefore 
are now Theravadin. I n  Indonesia, Buddhism flourished 
over a long period but is now replaced by other faith s, 
mainly Is lam . 

Buddhism in China and Japan. Under the patronage of 
the Indian King Kanishka (first century A.D.) ,  Buddhism 
became well established throughout the area of the 
Kushan Empire and thereby penetrated north into central 
Asia. From there it spread along the trade routes into 
western China. The Emperor M ing of the Han Dynasty 
(who reigned from 58 to 75 A.D. ), is reported to have had a 
dream of the Buddha, which led to his bringing in  Indian 
mis sionaries. Whether this legendary story is true or not, 



certainly by the middle of the second century Buddh ist texts were being translated into Chinese. However, there was firm resi stance by Confucian orthodoxy, and not until the disturbed period between 184 (the end of the Han Dynasty) and the restoration of imperial unity in 589 was Buddhism able to make real headway. Under the Sui and T'ang dynasties (589 -907) it flouri shed, although persecution toward the end of that period reduced its power and influence. From the fourth century on , Buddh ism al so penetrated Korea and was thence taken to Japan in 550, as part of the importation of Chinese culture. The doctrines of karma and rebirth were new to China, and consequently the type of Mahayana doctrine that played down these teach ings, through the idea of personal salvation by the grace of the Buddha, proved more easi ly assim ilable. Hence, the Pure Land sect , whose devotions were aimed principal ly at the Buddha Amitabha, became firmly establi shed. At the same time, Taoist teach ings and meditative practices were a bas i s  upon which Buddhism could bu ild, and th i s  gave rise to the Ch'an (in Japanese, Zen) school , wh ich had in turn a considerable  effect upon Ch inese art and l i terature. Although the Hinayana was introduced into China, it never had the success of the Mahayana. One other Ch inese school, the T' ien- t' ai ( in Japanese, Tendai) i s  worth separate mention, since it attempted to coordinate the various scriptures and teachings of the different Greater Veh icle sects by arranging them in an order of priority, culm inating in the Lotus Siltra (Saddharmapur:uJ,artka). In Japan various Chinese schools were introduced in the early period, and there was a tendency to syncretize Buddh ism and Sh into. The Sh ingon school (dating from the ninth century)  flowed from a sacramental understanding of Buddhi sm analogous to that of Lamaism in Tibet and Mongolia (for instance, the use of sacred formu lae as a means  of material and spiri tual' advancement), and represented one main form of this  sy�cretism; it remains one of the l eading Japanese sects today. The Tendai (ninth century) and Zen (eleventh and twelfth centuries) also took firm hold in Japan . The teacher Honen ( 1 133 - 12 12), in the tradition of the Pure Land school, emphasized very strongly the need for call ing on the name of the Buddha Amitabha ( in Japanese, Am ida) as a way of gain ing grace, and his disciple Shinran ( 1 173 - 1262), founder of the True Pure Land school (]ado Shinshu), carried th i s  further in preach ing salvation by faith alone. Nichiren ( 1222 - 1282), partly in line with these tendencies, started a more radical school , known as Hokkes, unique in Buddhi sm in being mil itant and intolerant of other forms of the Buddhist faith. His propheti c  zeal and messianism are reflected in some of the new rel igions that have sprung up in Japan in recent times. 
Buddhism in Tibet and environs. Buddh i sm infiltrated into Tibet from India and China during the seventh century and after. Despite resistance from the indigenous Bon religion , it becam e well establ i shed in its Indian form by the eleventh century. The type of religion was Tantric, a form of rel igion found also in India that involved esoteric sacramental practices, some of which centered on breaking taboos as a means of spiritual enlightenment. For instance, sexual intercourse was u sed as a controlled way of sym-
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bolizing the attainment of nondual myst ical experience (in which the distinction between the mystic and the object of his experience i s  held to disappear). The most famou s Tantric teacher was tvl i larepa (twelfth century). Tibetan Buddhism has come to be divided into two main wings, the Nyingmapa, known as the "Red Hats" from their style of dress, and the Gelugpa, known as the "Y ellow Hats ." The Nyingmapa has a strong admixture of Bon ideas and practices. Perhaps the most interesti ng document of th is school is the Bardo Thodol, or Book of the Dead, which describes the experiences of the self during the 49 days that are supposed to intervene between death and rebirth . The Gelugpa represents a reformed Tantrism and has as its chief spiritual head the Dalai Lama. Tibetan Buddhi sm is sometimes known as Lamaism, from the title of its monks. From Tibet, it spread into l\l ongol ia from the th irteenth century on , and a separate l\ longolian canon was establ i shed. A similar form of Buddh ism i s  found in Nepal , Bhutan, and in general along the Himalayan foothi l ls .  
THE BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES The Theravadin scriptures are wri tten in Pal i ,  a l\l iddle Indic dialect related to Sanskrit. They are divided into three sections, or "baskets" ( Tipitaka; in Sanskrit, Tripitaka) : "Sutta ("Discourses"), "Vinaya" ("Rules of Conduct"), and "Abh idhamma" ("Analysis of Doctrine"). The first comprises the discourses and conversation s, together with incidents in the l ife of the Buddha. The second contains ru l es for the discipl ine of the Sangha. The third contains analyses and expositions of doctrines. These scriptures were first committed to writing in the latter part of the first century B .C .  in Ceylon and therefore depend on qu ite a long prior oral tradition. The Mahayana canons comprise Sanskrit docu ments that overlap in content with the Pal i  writings , together with various later scriptures, notably the collection of metaphysical and rel igious works known as the Prajfiiipdramitii Siltras. The most famous "h igh Mahayana" document i s  the Saddharmapun_fl,artka ("Lotus o f  the Good Law," often known s imply as the "Lotus Su.tra"). The Sanskrit works were translated into Chinese and Japanese and added to in the process .  A similar proces s  occurred in the Vajrayana, Diamond Vehicle. The Tibetan canon, known as the Kanjur, contains the "Vinaya," the Prajiiiipiiramitii Si Hras, and other works , including Tantric texts. Thus there are in Buddh ism a series of overlapping canons. Attitudes to the scriptures vary. In the Theravada they simply represent an account, both hi storical and analytical, of the Buddha's and early Buddh ist teachings and precepts, whi le  there is a tendency in the Mahayana to ascribe sacred propert ies to the texts. This is in part the result of the phenomenon that can be called "identi fication with the reference"; that is ,  regarding the es sential mean ing of the scriptures as being what they refer to-ultimate reality or the experience thereof. A distinction is al so drawn between word and reference, and it i s  the latter that i s  important. The doctrinal and scriptural words are, as it is said, l ike "fingers pointing at the moon," and it is  wrong to con fine one's gaze to the "fingers." Thi s  i s  in l ine with the developing conception of the teach ing (dharma) of the 
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Buddha. Whereas the scriptures are thought of as proposi
tional knowledge in the Theravada, the Mahayana came to 
consider the essence of the teaching as being "Truth 
Body" of the Buddha, as identified with what the contem
plative perceives in the highest nondual mystical experi
ence. Th is  "identification with the reference" had two 
divergent consequences. On the one hand, the sacredness 
of Buddhahood is transferred to the scriptures ,  so that 
sal vation can be as sured by uttering with faith a single 
sentence of the Lotus Sutra. On the other, the words must 
be transcended, as i l lu strated by the famous Zen picture of 
the holy man tearing up the scriptures .  

MODERN BUDDHISM 

I n  recent times there has been both a revival and a de
cline of Buddhism. The work of both Western and Eastern 
scholars in editing and translating Buddh i st texts since the 
middl e of the nineteenth century has stimu lated intere st in 
the faith. A partial consequence has been the conversion of 
quite a number of Westerners and the foundation of Bud
dh i st societi es in the Occident (for example, E ngland, 1906; 
France, 1929). At the same ti me, in Eastern countries an 
increasing awareness  of their heritage , together with po
l i tical advances, has brought about a revival of Buddh ism 
there. This trend culminated in the Si xth Great Council in 
Rangoon ( H)54 - 1956), which marked the 2,000th anniver
sary of the Buddha's final n irvana and expressed a deep
ening cooperation between the different branches of 
Buddhism. On the other hand, in Ch ina, Marxist ideology is 
l iable to submerge Buddhism; and Lamaism in  Tibet has 
been so severely hit by the pol icy of the Chinese Commu
ni sts that in H),58 the Dalai Lama felt forced to flee to I n
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dhist Sanskrit Literature (London, 1932). 

INDIA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA 

R. C. Mitra, The Decline of Buddhism in India (Vi svabharati, 
1954 ); and J. B. Pratt, The Pilgrimage of Buddhism (New York, 
1928 ), deal with Buddhism in India and southeast Asia. 

CHINA AND JAPAN 

Erik Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, 2 vols .  (Leiden, 
19,59 ), is the best scholarly account. Charl es El iot, Hinduism and 
Buddhism (London, 192 1 ), Vol . I I ,  is l ively  if incomplete. A re
cent, full survey is Kenneth Ch'en, Buddhism in China: A Histor
ical Survey (Princeton , 1964 ). See also Wi ng-tsit Chan, Religious 
Trends in Modern China (New York, 1953). 

On Japan, see Charl es Eli ot, Japanese Buddhism (London, 
1935), which is unsympathetic to Zen. See al so the bibl iography to 
ZEN. Masaharu Anesaki, History of Japanese Religion (London, 
1930), is good. See also his Nichiren, the Buddhist Prophet (Cam
bridge, Mass. ,  19 16). 

TIBET AND ENVIRONS 

Charles Bel l ,  The Religion of Tibet (London, 193 1 ); and W. Y. 
Evans-Wentz, Tibet's Great Yogi Milarepa (London, 1929), deal 
with Tibet. David Snellgrove, Buddhist Himalaya (London, 1959), 
mainly concerns Nepal. 

BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES 

Useful selections from the Buddhist scriptures are E. J. Thomas, 
Early Buddhist Scriptures (London, 1935 ); H.  C.  Warren, Bud
dhism in Translation (Cambridge, Mass. ,  1906); and (the most 
comprehensive in scope) Edward Conze et al . ,  Buddhist Texts 
Through the Ages (Oxford, 1954). The series Sacred Books of the 
Buddhists (Oxford, 1899-) and Pal i Text Soci ety Translations 
(London, 1909-) have covered most Pali texts. The series Sacred 
Books of the East. Max Muller, ed. (London, 1879-), contains 
both Theravadin and Mahayana writings. See also Edward Conze, 
The Buddhist Wisdom Books (London, 1959); D. T. Suzuki, The 
La nkiivaUira Sutra (London, 1932) ;  and W. E. Soothil l ,  The Lotus 
of the Wonderful Law (Oxford, 1930). 

MODERN BUDDHISM 

For Western attitudes, see John Blofeld, The Jewel in the Lotus 
(London, 1948); and M. O'C. Wal she, Buddhism for Today (Lon
don, 1962). See also Kenneth Morgan, ed. ,  The Path of the Bud
dha (New York, 1956). For an outstanding ph ilosophical interpre
tation of the Buddha's teaching, see K. N. Jayati ll eke, Early 
Buddhist Theory of Knowledge (London, 1963). 

NINIAN SMART 

B U F F O N ,  G E O RG E S - L O U I S  L E C L E RC ,  C O M TE 
D E  ( 1 707 - 1788), French natural i st and author, enjoyed 
international acclaim for the arti stic expression of h is  own 
grandiose, often bri l l iant theories and for presenting in 
simi lar fashion the discoveries of leading contemporari es, 
particularly  in the field of natural science. 

Life. Born at Montbard, son of an upper middle-class 
magistrate , Buffon was first educated by the Jesuits of 



Dijon. Detail s about his personal l ife are sparse and un
certain.  It is general ly bel ieved that, after studying law and 
despite a marked proclivity for mathematics, he went to 
Angers at the age of 22 to study medicine while indulging 
in  botany and horsemanship. H is stay ended abruptly 
when, presumably having ki l led an opponent i n  a duel for 
no verifiable reason , he set out on travels through France 
and Italy with the irresponsible young duke of Kingston . 
His mother's death i n  1731  recal led him to Montbard 
where, as heir to her weal th, he turned the family manor 
i nto a chateau . Assuming the name of de Buffon, he 
adroitly enlarged his estates, which, in  due course, were 
raised to an earldom. 

The rest of his long l ife was divided between Montbard 
and Pari s; no evidence has yet appeared supporting the 
bel ief that he al so spent a year in E ngland. When only  26, 
he was, through influence in  high places , elected to the 
Academy of Science after having presented a paper on 
mathematical probabil ity. He was soon engaged in  si lvi
culture and pub] ishing experiments on the means of pre
serving and strengthening wood, and his reputation as a 
scientist was further enhanced by a translation in 1735 of 
Hales's Vegetable Staticks and, five years later, of New
ton's Method of Fluxions, for which he wrote a much ad
mired preface on the hi story of cal culus .  

From 1 739 until his  death he was curator of the Jardin 
du Roi in Paris ,  which, under his direction , expanded 
greatly and became an important scienti fic center. By 1 740 
he had begun work on his monumental 44-volume Histoire naturelle, the most ambitious and comprehens ive history 
of natural science until recent times. Buffon was aided in  
this  enormous task by  reports from correspondents scat
tered throughout the world and by a team of highly spe
ciali zed col laborators at home. 

The first three volumes of th� Natural History, including Theory of the Earth and History of Man, appeared in 1 749. 
Publ ished by the royal press, they were exempt from cen
sorship. Almost immediately, however, they incurred the 
wrath of the Sorbonne for the bold views that ran counter 
to the book of Genesis .  Out of deference to rel igious au
thority, Buffon penned an act of submission, only to pro
ceed serenely in the same audacious manner. 

Along with the volumes on quadrupeds ( 1 753 - 1 767), 
birds ( 1 770 - 1 783), and mineral s ( 1 783 - 1788) were the 
so-cal led Supplements ( 1 774 - 1 779), which included his 
justly famous work on the earth 's geological periods, The Epochs of Nature ( 1 778). After Buffon's death the vast 
project was brought to a close by B. G. E. Lacepede, with 
eight volumes on oviparous quadrupeds, snakes, fishes, 
and whales .  

Buffon's Discourse on Style, del ivered upon the occasion 
of his admiss ion to the French Academy in  1 753, remains 
the best known of his shorter pieces. It contains the cele
brated dictum : "The style is the man himself," the meaning 
of which has often been simpl i fied to the point of mis
interpretation. 

Thought. Buffon's death in Paris shortly before the 
French Revolution was mourned by the leading journals of 
Europe as the passing of one of the great figures of the 
century. His place in the hi story of ideas has since been 
undergoing a gradual reassessment sti l l  far from settled; 
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certain areas of agreement have, nevertheless ,  been estab
l i shed. It is general ly accepted that wh ile he often en
gaged in scientific investigation, either through personal 
observation or through wide reading, his true incl ination 
was for general ization. Influenced especial ly by Bacon, 
Newton, Leibniz, and Locke, he held sem inal views that 
frequently inspired others to push h is  inquiri es to fru itful 
conclu sions. He rejected the popular conception of God as 
the Great Clockmaker and, instead of final causes,  he 
looked for natural causes to explain the world about him.  
He ins isted, and the stand was unusual for the day, that 
rel igion and science should be strictl y separated. Thus ,  he 
evolved the theory that our planetary system had resulted 
from the glancing blow of a comet against the sun's mol ten 
surface. Perhaps the most original contribution of Buffon's  
cosmogony to science was to have introduced a new con
cept of the vast expanses of geological time. His publ i shed 
calculation of the earth's age as some 80 ,000 years , rather 
than the traditional estimate of 6,000, was in itself a gen
erous concession to the prevail ing spiri t  of the day; in his 
unpubl ished manuscripts he deals with figures that run 
into the mi l l ions .  

Not an evolutionist in  the modem sense, he neverthel ess 
persi stently stressed change at least in varieties, if not in 
species, of animal l i fe.  This and similar propositions or 
speculations led Charles Darwin to acclaim Buffon as the 
first author in modern times to have treated transformism in 
a scientific spirit. Moreover, in biology he rightly opposed 
epigenesis to the more widely accepted preformation 
theory of generation, though his ideas on "inner molds," 
"organic molecules" and spontaneou s generation have 
long since fallen into disrepute. "He may be said to 
have asked all the questions which were to be answered in 
the course of the succeeding century," the oft-quoted com
ment of Henry Fairchi ld Osborn , perhaps remains the best 
general ization to date on Buffon's contribution to posteri ty. Works by Buffon 

Oeuvres completes de Buffon, J .-L. Lanessan, ed. ,  Vol s. 13 and 
14,  Correspondance inedite. Pari s, 188.5. Histoire naturelle, generale et particu liere, 44 vol s. Paris, 
1 749 - 1804. Translated and edited by Will iam Smellie as Natural History, General and Particular, 20 vol s. London, 18 12. �l ore 
recent edition edited by Jean Piveteau. Paris, 1954. Works on Buffon 

Fellows, Otis, "Buffon's Place in the Enl ightenment. " Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, Vol. 2.5 ( 1963), 60.3 -62SJ. 
Flourens, Pierre, Des Manuscrits de Buffon. Paris ,  1 860. 
Heim, Roger, et al . ,  Buffon. Paris ,  19.52. 
Wilkie, J. B . ,  "The Idea of Evolution in the Writings of Buffon. "  Annals of Science, Vol . 12, No. 1 ( HJ,56), 4,5 - 62; Vol. 12, N o  . .  3 

( 1956), 2 12 - 227; Vol . 12 ,  No. 4 ( HJ.56), 2.5.5 -266. 
Wohl ,  Robert, "Buffon and His  Project for a New Science. " Isis, 

Vol . 5 1 ,  No. 2 ( 1960), 186 - l !)D. 
OTIS FELLOWS 

B U L GA K O V ,  S E R G E Y  N I K O L A Y E V I C H  ( 187 1 -
1944), Russ ian economist, philosopher, and theologian, 
was a leading twentieth-century rel igious philosopher in 
the tradition of Vladimir Solovyov. 

Bulgakov was born in Livny, Russia, the son of a priest. 
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He attended a church school in Livny and spent four years 
in a theological seminary before enrol l ing in the facul ty of 
law at the U niversity of Moscow in 1890. He graduated in  
1894 and began teaching pol itical economy at the Moscow 
Technical School in 1895. From 1 898 to 1900 he traveled 
in western E urope and Great Britain, gathering material 
for h i s  master's dissertation, Kapitalizm i Zemledeliye 
("Capital i sm and Agricu l ture," 2 vol s. , St. Petersburg, 
1900). Through this and other wri tings on economic and 
social questions he soon acquired a national reputation. 
After teaching in Kiev for five years, he returned to Mos
cow in 1906 to become professor of political economy at 
the Moscow Institute of Commerce; i n  the same year he 
was el ected to the second state Duma as a Constitutional 
Democrat. In 1912  he received a doctorate from the Uni
versity of Moscow, and in 19 17  he was named professor of 
pol i tical economy at that institution. 

Although Bulgakov was a leading "legal Marxist" in the 
1890s, he even then acknowledged the philosophical 
supremacy of Kant and soon began to depart from orthodox 
Marxism on socioeconomic i s sues as well .  In h i s  master's 
d i ssertation he argued that Marx's theory of the central iza
tion of production is inappl icable to agriculture ,  where 
small-scale production is more stable and viable than 
large-scale. When, in the early years of the twentieth cen
tury, Bulgakov underwent a re l igious cris i s ,  he abandoned 
Marxism completely, first for the ideal is tic position repre
sented in h i s  book of essays , Ot Marksizma k Idealizmu 
("From Marxism to Ideal ism," St. Petersburg, 1903), and 
subsequently for a mystical , "Sophiological " interpretation 
of the Russian Orthodox faith showing the direct and ex
tensive inH uence of Solovyov and Paul Florensky and the 
ultimate inHuence of Plato and Schell ing. In 1909 Bulga
kov contributed to the celebrated miscel lany, Vekhi 
("Landmarks"), in  which ex-Marxist Russian intellectuals , 
i ncluding Nicolas Berdyaev and Peter Struve, criticized 
the radical intel l igentsia. Bulgakov first outl ined his posi
tive rel igious philosophy in  his  doctoral dissertation, Filosofiya Khozyaystva ( "The Phi losophy of Economics," 
Moscow, 19 12 )  and over the years 19 1 1 - 19 16  he com
posed the work in which this phi losophy received its 
fullest expression , Svet Nevecherni ("The U nfading 
Light," Moscow, 19 17) .  

During the same period Bulgakov studied for holy or
ders, and in 19 18  he was ordained a priest in the Russian 
Orthodox church. He moved to the Crimea, where he 
became professor of pol i tical economy and theology at the 
University of S imferopol ,  but in 192 1 he lost thi s  position 
because he was a member of the clergy. At the end of 1922 
he was expelled from Russia along with many other non
Marxis t  scholars and writers. He settled first in  Prague and 
l ived from 1925 in Pari s ,  where he took part in founding 
the Orthodox Theological Institute, serving as its dean and 
professor of dogmatic theology until his death . During 
these years Bulgakov wrote extensively on theological 
subjects and took an active part in ecclesiastical confer
ences in many countries, becoming an internationally 
known church figure. Some of his later theological works, 
particularly Agnets Bozhi ("The Lamb of God," Paris ,  
1933) and Nevesta Agntsa ("The Bride of the Lamb," 
Pari s ,  194,5)  also carried further the development of his  
distinctive phil osophical outlook. 

Basic to thi s  outlook is a cosmology that, although 
marked in its expression by obscurities and progressive 
modifications, centered consistently on the following 
themes :  ( 1 )  The world,  or cosmos, is an organic whole 
animated by a "world soul" or entelechy that i s  revealed in  
the structure, function, and connection of i t s  parts .  (2 )  God, 
or the Absolute, in  creating the cosmos "out of nothing," 
created it  not as something external or alien to h im (for 
then it would l imit the Absolute, which i s  impossible), but 
as an emanation of his own nature; the world is God as 
becomi ng, the divine nature fused with noth ingness. 
(3 ) Mediating between the Absolute and the cosmos, unit
ing them both with in  itsel f, i s  a "th ird being" -Sophia, the 
principle of divine wisdom. As the world of Platonic Ideas, 
Sophia is the ideal basi s of the cosmos; as the object of 
divine love, purely receptive and conceiving everything 
within hers elf as the womb of being, Sophia i s  "eternal 
femininity"; as the principle of the Divine with in  the 
created, she is the "world soul," or entel echy; as a partici
pant with the Trinity in the generation of the cosmos, she 
i s  a kind of "fourth hypostasis" in God. In his later works 
Bulgakov distingui shed between the "divine Sophia" i n  
God and the "created Sophia" in  the cosmos, but h e  still 
emphasized their ul timate metaphys ical identity and thus 
the consubstantial ity of God and the cosmos. 

Bulgakov res isted the panthei stic impl ications of his 
position, preferring to cal l it a form of panentheism, and 
strove to provide solutions to the chief philosophical prob
lems it raised, such as the problems of evil and human 
freedom. He attributed evil to the nothi ngness  or nonbeing 
that is the substratum of the cosmos : through the willful
ness of created beings, nothingness i s  actual ized as a cha
otic force erupting into the created world, which in itsel f is 
not evil but simply incomplete. He provided for human 
freedom through a doctrine of self-creation : man i s  free 
even in the act by which he comes into existence, for God 
allows man to col laborate in his own creation ; at the same 
time, however, Bu lgakov also asserted that Sophia guides 
history by a kind of necessity. 

Like Florensky, Bulgakov laid great stress on the anti
nomic character of rational ity and looked to divine revela
tion through rel igious experience for knowledge of the 
highest truths ,  but his epi stemological views in  general 
received no thorough, original development or synthesis ;  
the same i s  true of his  scattered treatments of ethical 
questions and of h is  aesthetic reflections-the latter 
appearing principal ly in Tikhiye Dumy ("Quiet Medita
tions," Moscow, 19 18 ). The work Bulgakov himselfregarded 
as h i s  most strictl y philosophical product-Filoso.fiya Imeni ("Philosophy of the Name"J-was written in 19 19 
but first publ ished posthumously in  Pari s in 1953. I t  is an 
exhaustive study of language, with particular appl ication to 
theology, in which Bulgakov argued that words are not 
mere outward s igns of meanings but are internally related 
to them as animate symbol s .  

Bulgakov' s later works abounded in  imaginative theo
logical conceptions, including a doctrine of universal sal
vation and original treatments of the Incarnation and of the 
theological d ifferences between Roman Cathol icism and 
Orthodoxy. Some of h is  theological views, particularly h is  
Sophiology, were severely censured in  the early 1930s by 
the Moscow patriarchate, which affirmed that the doctrine 



of Sophia is incompatible with the Trinitarian nature of 
God and that it falsely introduces a distinction between 
masculine and feminine principles into the divine essence. Additional Works by Bulgakov 

Dva Grada, 2 vol s. Moscow, 1 9 1 1 .  
Die Tragodie der Philosophie. Darmstadt, 1927. 
The Orthodox Church, translated by El izabeth Cram. London, 

1935. 
The Wisdom of God: A Brief Summary of Sophiology. New 

York, 1 937. 
Avtobiograficheskiye Zametki. Paris, 1946. Works on Bulgakov 
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Marxism in Russia. Oxford, 1962. 
Lossky, N. 0. ,  History of Russian Philosophy. New York, 195 1 ,  
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kova, 2 vols. Paris, 1948. 
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Philosophy, 2 vols .  New York and London, 1953, pp. 892 -9 16. 

JAMES P. SCANLAN 

B ULGARIAN PHILOSOPHY. Three main eras may 
be distinguished in the h istory of the Bulgarian people. The 
aim of th is articl e is to indicate briefly some principal 
philosoph ical express ions of the three periods in Bulgarian 
h istory. 

Medieval period. During the medieval period, the con
vers ion of the Bulgarian people to Chri stianity in the ninth 
century was marked also by heretical movements resistant 
to eccles iastical orthodoxy. The first important upsurge of 
theological and cosmological radical ism was that of the 
Bogomile movement. Its rel igious phil osophy shared 
the dualistic tendencies of �arl ier sectarian doctrines
Gnostic, Manichaean, Paul ician. It proclaimed the strictly 
spiritual nature of God and Christ and stigmatized all 
material existence as the work of the devil .  The Bogomiles 
rejected the doctrine of the Incarnation and of the bodily 
l ife of Christ as well as every material aspect of rel igious 
thought and practice-sacraments, the cross, church edi
fices, eccles iastical ceremonies. They advocated ascet
icism and simple spiritual devotion. Despite severe official 
restrictions, this movement spread not only in Bulgaria but 
westward into Bosnia and across the Adriatic. In the land 
of their origin the Bogomiles stood their ground against 
persecution, then were gradually repressed and eventual ly 
swept away by the invasion and conquest of the Balkans 
by the Turks who, beginning in the fourteenth century, 
dominated Bulgaria for five hundred years . 

Revival of Bulgarian culture. The end of Turkish dom
ination in 1878 was s ignal ized by nation wide cultural 
activity in all directions. Bulgarian students by the hun
dreds and thousands pursued advanced studies in the uni
vers ities of Russia and western Europe, especial ly in Ger
many, and on their return stirred in Bulgarian minds a 
ferment of modern ideas and doctrines. The publ ication of 
numerous translations of philosoph ical class ics reflected 
the spreading interest in the historical development of 
thought. At the University of Sofia the study of the h istory of 
philosophy was cul tivated by Ivan Georgoff ( 1862 - 1936 ). 
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Beyond strict profess ional phil osophy, the influence of 
phil osoph ical ideas and probl ems could be noted in the 
thought of l iterary critics l ike Krusto Kru stev ( 1866 - 19 19). 
An ironical poet, S toyan M ichailovsky ( 1856 - 1927), 
grappled with the problem of evil, and another epic and 
lyric poet of outstanding power, Pencho Slaveykov ( 1866 -
19 1 2 ), manifested the influence of Nietzschean and other 
philosoph ical ideas. 

Among other philosoph ical minds, Dimiter �l ichaltchev 
was outstanding. As professor at the University of Sofia, as 
a very productive philosoph ical writer, and as editor of a 
journal of philosophy, he was for a whole generation the 
animating power in Bulgarian philosophy. His three most 
important works are Philosophische Studien (Leipzig, 
1909),  Forma y Otnoshenie ("Form and Relation," Sofia, 
19 14 )  and Filosofiata Kato Nauka ("Philosophy as a 
Science," Sofia, 1946 ). In  his philosophical pos ition M i
chaltchev was from the outset an acknowledged disciple 
and advocate of Johannes Rehmke' s theory of philosophy as 
fundamental science (Grundwissenschaft). With his mas
ter, he held that we perceive objects and their qual ities 
directly, that the real ity of the mind and its perceived 
world does not point to any other transcendent metaphys
ical real ity, that relations and development are l ikewise 
objective and immediately known to us. 

S imilarly Rehmkean is his approach to the problems of 
time and motion. Time is  not the mind's form of compre
hending the events it perceives. The very succession of 
changes in which one event follows another is time itself. 
And likewise with motion : as spatial location is itself a 
qual ity of th ings, so motion from place to place is an ob
jective fact. All these views, according to Michaltchev, are 
essential to ph ilosophy cons idered as the fundamental 
science. 

In the field of practical ph ilosophy M ichaltchev, follow
ing Rehmke, criticized the ethics of dutiful conduct and 
proposed instead the principle of purely disinterested will 
and action as alone truly virtuous. M oral disinterestedness 
springs from love, in advocating which Michal tchev rec
ognized the s ignificance of the New Testament teach ing 
but revised its theological exposition. Michal tchev's vig
orous advocacy of Rehmke's theory, against much better 
known philosophical alternatives, gained few disciples ; 
but it stirred in Bulgarian c ircles fresh discussion of philo
sophical problems and contributed to the vitalization of 
fundamental th inking. 

Communist period. In Bulgaria as well as in other east
ern European countries communist "scientific social ism" 
has included not only poli tical and economic partisan 
propaganda but also an ideology expounded in many fields 
of cultural l ife-in education, in l iterary and artistic criti
cism, in religion (or, rather, irrel igion), and in the bas ic 
tenets of dialectical material ism. Among the many Bul
garian writers who have pursued social ism, Dimitri Blagoev 
( 1855 - 1924 ) was especially active during the generation 
prior to the establishment of the communist regime after 
World War I I .  The more recent period of Bulgarian ph iloso
phy has been marked by the increasing suppress ion of non
Marxist ideas. 

The most vigorous representative of the communist 
strain in  Bulgarian thought has been Todor Pavlov, presi
dent of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. His main 
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philosophical work has been in the field of aesthetics, 
especial ly  in l iterary critici sm, but he has al so presented 
more general expos itions of dialectical material ism. The 
main conclu sions of his work, Osnovny Vuprosy na Estetikata ("Fundamental Problems of Aesthetics ,"  Sofia, 1949 ) 
should indicate Pavlov's basic position , which he has 
defined as "social i st real i sm. " The purpose of art and of 
the artist should be to become, in Stal in 's words, "engi
neers of men's souls ,"  to contribute to the aesthetic real iza
tion of the proletarian-communist program. Dialectical 
material ism should be not only the fundamental view of 
nature and human l ife but also the basis  of all art. Pavlov's 
unwavering party view has involved him in continual 
controversies, especial ly with Michaltchev, in which the 
latter has defended his position very effectively. These 
polemics have concerned philosophical i s sues;  but th ey 
have also reflected the con flicti ng ideologies that have 
divided, and stil l  divide, Bulgarian thought. Bibliography 
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RADOS LA\' A.  TSANOFF 

B U LT M A N N ,  R U D O L F ,  Biblical historian and theolo
gian, was born in 1 884 at Wiefelsted, Oldenburg, Ger
many. He  studied at Marburg, Tiibingen, and Berl in  and 
taught first  at Marbu rg and then at Bres lau and Giessen. In 
192 1 he became professor of New Testament studies  at 
.Marburg, where he remained until H ).5 1 .  He has since been 
in retirement. 

Bultmann's work and the controversies i t  has generated 
are of undoubted im portance for the philosophy of re li
gion. His ventures in "demythologizing" the New Testa
ment and in re interpreting its content "exi stential ly" have 
raised (and have tried to answer) crucial questions about 
the logical statu s of rel igious language and the nature of 
Christian belief. 

CH RISTIAN FAITH 

Bultmann's thought has been inspired by his keen sense 
of the remoteness and unacceptabi l i ty of the thought 
forms of New Testament Christianity to most people of the 
twentieth century. \Ve do not and cannot see our world as 
a theater of conflict between supernatural powers, the 
demonic seeking to possess and destroy us ,  and God in
tervening to secure our salvation. Moreover, miracle sto
ri es l ie  at the very heart of New Testament bel ief: " I f  
Christ be  not raised, your faith i s  vain" ( I  Corinthians 
15 . 17 ) . Thus, the critical question i s :  must a man, in order 
to be a Christian, commit himself simu ltaneously to two 
mutual ly  incompatible world pictures-that of twentieth
century science and that of first-century prescientific spec
ulation? According to Bultmann,  to attempt this is to make 
Chri stian bel ief unnecessarily difficu lt. It is equal ly unre
warding to view Chri stian ity as a strictly and objectively 
"historical" re ligion and anxiously to s i ft all  the evidence 

for and against the recorded events of the life of Jesus .  
The evidence i s  substantial enough to show that Jesus in
deed l ived and that he made a quite extraordinary impact 
upon certain contemporaries. But if religious faith is to 
stand or fall with the historicity of, say, the birth stories 
or the Easter narratives , if its degree of assurance must 
rational ly be tempered with the historical probabil ities, 
the assurance wi l l  be pitifully uncertain ,  and faith will 
almost certainly fall . 

To these perplexities Bultmann offers a bold remedy. The 
Christian may properly grant that a very large part of 
the New Testament message is couched in mythical lan
guage and does not record objective hi story. This mythical 
material is not, however, an embarrassment, and it need 
not be discarded. It can be interpreted as indirect descrip
tion not of the cosmos but of the conditions and possibili
ties of human exi stence. H i storical studies derive their real 
seriou sness not from sheer factual i ty but from what they 
di scover about viable ways of l ife and viable options for 
human decision. Among such options, the Christian gives 
pre-em inence to that displayed in the accounts of the cross 
and the resurrection. For it is through these that God 
makes avai lable a di stinctively "authentic" and free mode 
of existence to all humanity. 

INFLUENCE OF HEI DEGGE R 

"Authentic" i s  Martin H eidegger's term. It is only one of 
Bultmann's many borrowi ngs from Sein u nd Zeit. There i s  
a prima-facie oddness here-a Christian theologian re in
terpreting the New Testament teachings in terms of con
cepts drawn from ath eist exi stential ism. Nevertheless, the 
concepts are undeniably relevant and, within l imits ,  i l lu
minating. There are cl ear and suggestive analogies be
tween Heidegger's general picture of inauthenticity and 
the New Testament's accounts of l ife "in" and "after" the 
flesh, the l ife of the "natural man" who is alienated from 
God. In both views men are uneasy, anxious, and guilty 
over their condition. If  to Heidegger Angst reveal s that 
man is "not at home" in the world, the New Testament 
affirms that here we have no continuing city but seek one 
to come. To both we are strangers and pilgrims.  

On the "authentic" type of exi stence, there are both 
marked sim ilarities and differences in the views of H ei
degger and Bultmann. Heidegger's account centers upon 
a total acceptance of the fundamental condition s of our l ife. 
Thi s involves, for any man , a real ization of his own death , 
not as some vague, unpleasant, but indefinite future event, 
but as something whose constant presence, in possibil ity, 
should modify h i s  sense of his own exi stence at every 
moment. Christianity, too, speaks of renouncing the world 
and a l ife entangled with the world, of "dying" to the l ife 
of self. I t  has , however-or ought to have- some very 
different things to say about l ife eternal . 

H eidegger's authentic man sees and accepts the l imita
tions on his  freedom imposed by the given ci rcumstances 
of his l ife as so far l ived ("facticity"); he sees the present 
moment as the locus of decision, and it i s  in the future that 
he will work out those authentic possibi l ities of exi stence 
for which he decides. The Judaeo-Christian tradition also 
has a dual i sm of facticity and freedom : it claims both that 



man was created "out of the dust of the ground," stressing 
the given factual i ty of human existence, and that God 
"breathed into his nostri ls  the breath of l ife ," endowing 
him with freedom to pursue his diverse possibilities. 

How can we di scover our authentic possibi l it ies? In 
answeri ng this question both Heidegger and Bultmann 
point to the thoroughl y temporal , h i storical nature of hu
man l ife. Hi story di scloses human possibil ity. For Bult
mann th e Chri stian i s  he who, in R. G. Col l ingwood's 
term, " incorporate s" the essential s of the New Testament 
story in his present thought and action. 

Bultmann's account of the human situation is, therefore, 
an "exi stential " analys is ,  and to cal l it that is to contrast it 
both with the findings of empirical psychology and with a 
philosophical anal ysi s  of nonpersonal structures. Far from 
being based on empirical investigations, exi stential analy
s is  tries to uncover the concepts that are , and have to be, 
employed in any such researches-the fundamental con
cepts of personal exi stence. 

But there are complexiti es to be noted here. Al though to 
Bultmann the New Testament has much to say about the 
general human predicament, we must not analyze its d i s
course exhaustively as delineating permanent and univer
sal human possibilities. The authentic l ife, crucial ly, is 
available to a man only by virtue of divine grace and 
through his appropriating the Word revealed in Christ. 

DEMYTHOLOGIZING 

There i s , however, an uneasy dual ity in Bultmann's 
thought. Almost everything in the New Testament i s  to be 
understood as describing modes of personal exi stence, but 
not so the central claim of the kerygma i tself, the claim that 
God deci sively acted in Chri st. This contains a reference 
to God that cannot be elim inated. Yet it must be noted that 
although Bultmann refuses to "dekerygmatize," others 
(Fritz B uri, for i nstance) have tried to do just that. They 
have been unable to stop at what looks to them l ike a half
way house and have taken the kerygma too as material for 
existential analysis .  

Other theologians have offered various arguments to 
show that Bultmann's position is too extreme. They claim 
that he has underestimated the importance of objective 
h istory, that he has made too many concessions  to twen
tieth-century skepticism, that h is  existential ist concepts 
cannot express the ful l  mean ing, the nuances, the complex 
mesh of as sociations of the Bibl ical writings, that the myth 
must be kept intact. 

It is not surpri sing, therefore, that the controversy over 
demythologizing has been intense and involved. I shall 
s ingle out for brief discussion only a few of the most cru
cial i s sues, beginning with the question of Bultmann 's 
exi stential i sm .  

Crucial issues. ( 1 )  Without doubt, Heidegger's exi sten
tial analysis has provided Bultmann with a valuable non
mythical vocabulary, able to express an important part of 
the New Testament message. However, there are certain
ly some points at which his analyses appear to clarify the 
Christian position but in fact tempt a theologian to distort 
it seriously. For example, if Christianity were no more 
than a phil osophy of l ife, then matters of objective hi story 
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would not be crucial to it .  So long as we knew that some
one had l i ve<l roughly the sort of l ife Jesus allegedly l ived , 
we could at least take the "imitati on of Christ" as an ideal 
for human living. " Possibil ity," in this rather weak sen se, 
would be enough. But if we want to go beyond that (as 
Bultmann certainly does) and claim that Cod was actually 
imparting himself in  a quite distinct ive and decis ive way 
in the events of Jesus' l i fe, then it is a matter of immense 
seriousness to learn what these events were. \\'e cannot 
have a historical rel igion, in that strong sense, without 
h istorical vulnerabi l i ty. For all its subtlety (most l ikely 
because of i ts subtl ety), the exi stential analysis of histo
ricity deflects attention from this uncomfortable fact. 

One should not conclude, however, that Bultmann has 
never stated a coherent and clear position on hi stori city 
and Christian bel ief. In History and Eschatology ( 1957) he 
expres sed himself much more lucidly in alternative terms 
derived from R. G. Col l ingwood. But the l i nk between h i s  
position in th i s  book and traditional Christian theology has 
become very tenuous indeed. Whatever the impress ion we 
receive from other writings of Bultmann, in History and Eschatology the Gospel seems to be about human self
understanding from first to last; dependence on objective 
historicity has receded to the vanishing point. 

(2) Several important and difficult New Testament con
cepts seem to yield very readily to existential analys is ;  yet 
these concepts remain ph i losophically problematic. The 
concept of "body" has cl ear exi stential meaning-related 
to Heidegger's concept of what it is to "exist-in-a-world. " 
Likewise, "eternal l ife ," in the New Testament, character
izes a manner, or qual i ty, of l iving. Yet even if much of the 
meaning of these expressions is translatable into existen
tial i st language, there surely remai ns a vital part that is not. 
The existential analysis by itself cannot answer such a 
question as "Does our existence end with our bodi ly 
death ?" Nor does it help solve the problems of mean ing 
and logic (particularly problems of personal identi ty) that 
ari se over concepts I ike I ife after death and the resurrec
tion of the dead. 

(3) Because the l ife and personal ity of Jesus play so 
muted a part in this theology, and because the summons to 
authentic existence tends to be rather individuali stic in i ts 
emphasis, i t  is very difficult to build up an adequate 
account of Christian di scipleship and Christian love on 
Bultmann ' s  foundati ons. The qual ity of the Christian ethi
cal l ife has always been determined by the bel iever's 
response not simply to the bare proclamation that a new 
life has been made available to him, but to the concrete 
particu larities of the l ife and teach ing of Jesus. One guess
es that a theology l ike Bultmann's can succeed in express
ing this qual ity only through impl icit dependence on a 
more conservative view of the New Testament that i s  still 
secretly operative in the re ligious imagination . 

(4 ) From the phi losopher's  point of view, perhaps the 
most urgent need is for Bultmannian theology to construct 
a much more precise logical map of its key concepts, myth, 
mythology, and analogy. "Mythology," Bultmann wrote, 
"is the use of imagery to express the other worldly in terms 
of this world and the divine in terms of human life, the 
other side in terms of this  side. " But B ultmann does not 
want to concl ude that discourse about God is always, and 
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necessarily, mythological . To speak mythologically is  to 
represent God as a kind of superentity, observably acting 
upon and interacting with natural entities. However, Bult
mann has claimed (in Kerygma and Myth) that it i s  possi
ble to speak of God's "acts" analogically, and to do so with 
the help of concepts borrowed once again from the field of 
human personal exi stence. 

Bultmann is  here in pursuit  of what may well be a valu
able distinction, but i t  has not been at all clearly articula
ted. The different modes of discourse about God are not 
rigorou sly defined, and thus a good deal of uncertainty is 
left about appropriate tests for sense and nonsense, truth 
and fal sity, in claims about God. It is by no means obvious, 
for instance, whether one can real ly think through those 
ex istential, "analogical" utterances about God without 
implicitly re lying upon a mythological picture of God as a 
superperson and superentity. Further, since both mytho
logical discourse and analogical di scourse are indirect or 
obl ique, we need to ask whether any direct, l i teral talk  
about God is  possible, or  whether it is necessari ly a l l  ob
l ique. If it must all be obl ique, the problem of how we can 
refer to God and relate the myths and analogies to him 
surely becomes unmanageable. If  it is not a l l obl ique, 
then we sti l l  need to discover what, and how much, can be 
affirmed directly and l i teral ly about God. The temptation is  
to resort to theological makeshifts-to analyze virtually al l  
tal k about God in terms of human self-understanding, but 
to re ly, devotional ly and pastorally, upon an unanalyzed 
transcendent remainder, of which , however, no clear ac
cou nt is given in  a systematic theology. 

All these puzzl ing in stabi l ities in Bultmann's thought 
are not careless or stupid blunders of reasoning. They are 
i l luminating,  d isturb ing ind ications of how immensely 
hard it is to steer between, on the one hand, a wholly sec
ularized Christianity, a humanism, and, on the other, a 
re l igion of the supernatural and the miracu lous .  Works by Bultmann 

Existence a nd Faith: Shorter Writings of Rudolf Bultma n n, 
selected, trans lated, and introduced by Schubert \I . Ogden. Lon
don, 196 1 .  

Die Frage des Entmytlwlogisierung. \l un ich, 19.S4 . \\'ritten with 
Karl J aspers. 

Glauben und Verstehen, 2 vol s .  Tiibingen, \'ol. I ,  1933; \'ol. I I ,  
1952. Vol. I I  has been translated as  Essays: Ph ilosophical a nd 
Theological. London, 19.55.  

History a nd Eschatology. Edinburgh, 1957. For a pungent 
critique, see A .  \lac.:lntyre's review in  The Philosophica l Qua rter
ly, \'ol. 10 ( 1 960), 9:2.. 

Jesus. Berlin, 1926. Translated as Jesus a nd the Word. :\ew York 
and London, 1934 . 

Jesus Christ a nd Mythology. :\ew York, 195b; London, 19'10. 
"l\'eues Testament und \lythologie" (written 194 1 ), in  H .  \\'. 

Bartsch , ed. , Kerygma und Mythos, \'ol. I. Translation in Bartsch, 
ed. , Kerygma a nd Jfyth, Vol. I .  

Theologie des Seuen Testaments. Tiibingen, 1948 - 19.53. 
Translated as Theology of the Xew Testament, 2 vol s. :\ew York 
and London , \'ol. I, 19.52; \'ol. I I ,  1 9.5.5. Related Works 
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I, London and :\ apervil le,  I ll . ,  1953; \'ol. I I ,  :\ew York and London, 
1962 . 

Braaten , C. E . ,  and H arrisville, R. A . ,  eds., Kerygma a nd History. 
l'\ashvil le, Tenn. ,  1962. A symposium on Bultmann's theology. 
Braithwaite, R. B . ,  An E mpiricist's View of the Xature of 

Religious Belief Cambridge, 1 955. 
Buri ,  Fritz, "Entmythologisierung oder Entkerygmatisierung 

der Theologie," in  Bartsch , ed. , Kerygma u nd ,\fythos, \'ol. I I .  See 
also \'ol . I I I , p. 8 1 .  
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1955. 

H eidegger, \l art in ,  Sein und Zeit. Halle, 1927. Translated as 
Being a nd Time. London, 1962. 

H epburn, R. W. , Christ ianity a nd Paradox. London, 1958. 
H epburn, R. \\'. , "Demythologizing and the Problem of Valid

ity," in A G. � - Flew and A. \ laclntyre, eds., Xew Essays in 
Philosophical Theology. London , 1955. Also in G. L. Abernethy 
and T. A. Langford, eds. ,  Philosophy of Religion:  A Book of Read
ings. :\ ew York, 1962. 
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\lacquarrie, John, An Existentialist Theology. :\ew York and 
London, 195.5. 

:\l acquarrie, J ohn,  The Scope of Demythologizing. London, 
1960. 

:\ lalevez, Leopold, Le Jfessage ch retien et le mythe. Brussels ,  
Bruges, and Paris ,  1954 . Translated as The Christian Jfessage a nd 
Myth. London, 1958; \\'estminster, \ Id., 1960. 

:\l iegge, G . ,  L'ecangelo e il m ytho nel pensiero di Rudolf Bult
mann. :\l ilan, 19.56.  Translated as Gospel a nd Jfyth in the Thought 
of Rudolf Bultman n. London, 1960. 

Owen, H. P. ,  Recela tion a nd Existence. Cardiff, 1957. 
\\'ingren ,  G., Theology i n  Conflict. Philadelphia, 1958. 
For bibl iographies of Bultmann's writings and of works on his 

thought, see the books by :\ l i egge and Cairns l isted above; also 
Kerygma a nd Jfyth, \'ols. I and I I .  

ROXALD W. H EPBUR.� 

B U R C K H A R D T ,  J A K O B  ( 1818 - 1897), S wiss  cultural 
hi storian, was born in Basel, the son of a Protestant mini s
ter. He began his  univers ity education as a theology 
student, but lost h is  fai th in orthodox Chri stian ity compara
t ively early and turned in stead to hi story. He spent part of 
h i s  formative years in l iberal and freethinking circles in 
Germany; it was in Germany, too, that he di scovered and 
worked under Leopold van Ranke, probably the most 
potent and lasting influence upon his future career as a 
h istorian . On his  return to S wi tzerland in  the 1840s, 
Burckhardt was at first attracted to the poli tical and reli
gious dissen sions that he found there. The viol ence to 
which they subsequently led, however, was repuls ive 
to his  temperament; and he reti red to Italy, having, in his 
own words, "given up pol i tical activity forever. " Some 
time later he final ly settled in Basel , dedicating himself, as 
professor of h istory and history of art, to the routine of 
teaching and lecturing that was to occupy him continuous
ly  up to the last years of h i s  l i fe. 

Burckhardt's chief writings were al l  publi shed before he 
was fifty : The Age of Constantine the Great ( 1852), Cicerone ( 1855), The Rena issance in Italy ( 1860), and The 



History of the Renaissance (1867). I n  addition to these 
major works, he al so gave a number of lectures between 
1868 and 1871 on the general study of h istory, the notes for 
which were preserved and eventual ly published posthu
mously under the title of Weltgeschichtliche Betrachtungen ("Reflections on World H istory"). These are re
markable, not only for the prophetic ins ight they display 
in their analysis of contemporary trends, but also for the 
many subtle and individual observations they contain 
concerning the purposes of historiography and the theo
retical problems it poses. They were attended by Nietzsche, 
who at the time was professor of class ics at Basel and 
whose later essay, The Use and Abuse of History, bears the 
impress of some of Burckhardt' s ideas. 

Burckhardt did not regard his lectures as representing a 
contribution to "ph i losophy of hi story" in the then current 
sense. I ndeed, he made it clear at the outset that he was 
profoundly suspicious of fashionabl e schemes and systems 
that attempted to exh ibit the course of historical develop
ment as conforming to a rational l y  ordered pattern , and 
referred with especial scorn to the Hegel ian conception of 
history as the "inevitable  march of the world spirit. " For 
h im such projects were the manifestation of a crude and vul
gar "optimism" ;  they sprang from the arrogant and ego
tistical assumption that "our time is the consummation 
of all  time" and tended to "justify" the crimes and disas
ters of previous ages as necessary to the promotion of what 
came afterward. Burckhardt thought that the role of moral 
judgment in  h istory could not be spirited away in this com
placent manner; but neither, on the other hand, should 
the historian allow his view of the past to be di storted by 
moral predilections pecul iar to his own time and society. 
What was above all requ is ite for true historical under
standing was a contemplative, dis interested sense of the 
abiding and tragic aspects of human existence. Only 
th rough such detachment from prevail ing concerns and 
preoccupations could the historian transcend the barriers 
that separate the mental life of one age from that of an
other. 

Burckhardt admired Schopenhauer, and he tended to ex
tend to the h istorian a position in some ways simi lar to 
that wh ich the German philosopher had reserved for the 
artist. I t  was not merely that works of art and cul ture pro
vided the historian with his  most fertile material for the 
interpretation of previous phases of human experience; 
h istory itself was (or should be) a form of art. The mechan
ical pil ing up of the results of special ized research , dear to 
so-cal led "scientific" historians, was not enough ; there 
must al so be "intuition," an imaginative abil ity to re-create 
the vision of l ife underlying the relics left by former times. 
To see the past in  these terms was to see it as the expres
sion of the inexhaustible creative power of the human 
m ind-great individuals,  great artistic achievements, great 
moments of civil i zation, al l exempl ified in different ways 
its potential ities. Scholarsh ip, painstaking investigation, 
were indeed essential , but they must be properly used and 
directed. Only thus cou ld a particular source or authority 
throw l ight on the character of a person, the significance of 
a styl e, the pervasive atmosphere of a period. 

Ul timately, Burckhardt claimed, the subject of historical 
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study was man himself, not the hypostatized abstractions 
of the phil osophers of history. These phil osophers, by 
implying that the historical process followed a fixed and 
predetermined course , betrayed a fundamental bl indness 
to its most striking feature , the revelation of individual 
original ity and creativity. Likewi se, their "astrological 
impatience" to set l imits to its futu re by talk  of world plans 
and metaphys ical goals was not only unwarranted; i t  failed 
to respect the very conditions of uncertainty and suspense 
that make human achievement possible. From th is point of 
view, and insofar as the development of mankind is con
cerned, "a future known in advance is an absurdity. " 

Toward the close of the nineteenth century the tide of 
h istorical speculation began to recede. Philosophers ,  
rather than continu ing to offer sweeping interpretations of 
the human past, turned their attention toward exam ining 
the distinctive characteristics of historical thought and 
inquiry. I n  retrospect, Burckhardt can be seen to occupy 
an interesting position in this development. Though not a 
phil osopher h imself, he nonetheless anticipated in  h is  own 
reflections on historical procedure some of the ideas that 
later found ph ilosoph ical expression in the writings of 
Dilthey and Croce. Works by Burckhardt 

Gesammelte Werke, 7 vol s .  Basel , 1957. 
Die Zeit Constantins des Grossens. Basel , 1852. Translated by 

M oses Hadas as The Age of Constantine the Great. New York , 
1949. 

Der Cicerone. Basel , 1855. Translated by Mrs. A. H. Clough as 
Cicerone, rev. ed. London, 1879. 

Die Cultur der Renaissance in Italien. Basel , 1860. Translated 
by S. G. C. Middlemore from 15th Gennan ed. as The Civilization 
of the Renaissance in Italy, 2d ed. London, 1890. 

Geschichte der Renaissance in Italien. Stuttgart, 1867. 
Weltgeschichtliche Betrachtungen, J .  Deri , ed. ,  2d ed. Berl in,  

19 10. Translated by J .  H .  Nichols as  Force and Freedom: Re
flections on History. New York, 19.5.5 .  Works on Burckhardt 

Duerr, E . ,  Freiheit und Macht bei Jacob Burckhardt. Basel , 
19 18. 

Heller, E., "Burckhardt and Nietzsche," in The Disinherited 
Mind. Cambridge, 1952, Ch. 3. 

Joel, K. , ]acob Burckhardt als Gesch ichtsphilosoph. Basel, 19 10. 
Martin,  A.  W. 0. von, Burckhardt und Nietzsche ph ilosophieren 

iiber Geschichte. Krefeld, 1948. 
M einecke, F. , "Ranke  and Burckhardt," in H. Kohn, ed. , German 

History: Some New German Views. London, 1�)54. 
Trevor-Roper, H. R., "The Faustian Historian : Jacob Burck

hardt," in Men and Events. New York , 19.57, Ch. 40. 

PATRICK GARDINER 

B UR I D A N ,  J E A N ,  or J oannes Buridanus (c. 1 295 -
1356), French philosopher and scientist, was probably born 
at Bethune in Artois. He studied phil osophy at Paris with 
Ockham and remained there as a very successful professor 
of philosophy and a h ighly influential member of the 
faculty, serving as rector in  1328 and again in 1340. In  1 34.5 
Buridan was deputed to defend the interests of the Uni
versity of Paris before Philip of Valois at Rome. Now-dis
credited traditions made Buridan founder of the University 
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of Vienna and lover of a queen of France, a legend im
mortal i zed by Fram;ois Yil lon in verses beginning: 

L'h isto ire dit que Buridan 
Fut jete en un sac en Seine 

In science Buridan 's contributions fall i nto the areas of 
physics mainly cultivated by the Pari s school , optics and 
mechanics. His optical concepts were in  the tradition of 
J ohn Phi loponus,  Alpetragius  (al -Bi truj i ) , Peter J ohn Olivi ,  
and Francis of :\ larchia; he advanced ideas relating  to the 
succession and sequence of optical images that antici
pated concepts basic to modern cinematics. In mechanics 
Buridan again foll owed the tradition of Philoponus 
(whose influence upon medieval and Renaissance science 
has yet to be fu l ly  fathomed) and his followers. Opposing 
Ari s totl e's concept that a projecti le is kept moving by the 
motion-supporting agency of the medium (ant iperistasis), 
Buridan endorsed the theory of impetus :  The moving 
object imparts to the moved a "power" proporti onal to the 
moving object's speed and mass; th is tran smitted force 
keeps the projecti le in motion after loss  of contact with its 
launching mover until the re s i stance of the air (or other 
medium) progressively reduces the impetus. 

In philo sophy Buridan was a conservative nominal i st, 
supportin ,g the condemnation of radical Ockhamism dur
ing his  rectorsh ip  in 1 3--W. (H i s  own works were prohib
ited from 1--li--l to l --lS l because of nominal i st tendencies 
but rece ived wide circu lation during the next generation, 
with exten sive printings between 1--187 and 152.0. ) Buridan 
supported a moderate Aristotel ianism against the more 
extreme tendencies of Arabic provenance ; for instance, he 
attacked ;\;°icholas of Autrecourt's atomization of time and 
causation and defended the traditional principle of cau
sali ty. 

In logic Buridan commented extens ively on Ari stotle ,  
with reference to the views of Peter of Spain and of Ock
ham. He interested himself particularly in  the logical 
theory of modal propos itions and modal syllogisms,  a 
sector of medieval logic that remains largely unexplored. 
In logic the work of Buridan's that is now most widely 
acclaimed is his Consequen tiae, which , in  the words of 
E. A. :\ loody, "is one of the most interesting works of medi
eval logic because it undertakes an axiomatic derivation of 
the laws of val id deduction" and thus "is apparently the 
first attempt in the hi story of logic to give a deductive 
derivation of the laws of deduction" (Truth and Conse
quence in .Hediewl Logic, p. c) .  A study of Buridan 's 
Soph ismata from a modern point of view wou ld be certain 
to yield interesting results ,  some of which have already 
been cited by P. T. Geach . For example, A, B, C, and D 
make statements on a certain occasion, A and B uttering 
some palpable truth ,  C a palpable fal sehood, and D saying 
that just as many truths as fal sehoods have been uttered on 
th is occasion. D's statement can then be classed neither as 
fal se nor as true. 

"Buridan's ass." Buridan's theory of the re lationship of 
will and reason merits special notice. He advanced a 
qual ified moral detem1inism-a man must wi l l  that which 
presents itse lf  to h is  reason as the greater good , but the 
will is free to delay choice until  reason has made a more 

exten sive examination of the values involved. This led to 
the celebrated problem of "Buridan's ass," starving in 
indecision between two equal bales of hay. The example 
is not found in  Buridan 's extant writings but is based on an 
il lu strative analogy in Ari stotle's De Caelo (:?.9563:?.) that 
became a standard i tem in the Ari stotel ian tradition, and 
occurs in the form of a dog starving between equally 
attracti ,·e portions of food in Buridan 's commentary (Expo
sitio Textus) on th is pas sage of De Caelo. 

The exampl e was first found in its essentially ultimate 
form in the Arabic phil osopher Chazal i ( 1058 - 1 1 1 1 ) :  

Suppose two similar dates in  front of a man who has a 
strong desire for them, but who is unable to take them 
both . Surely he wil l  take on e of th em through a quality 
in him the natu re of which i s  to differentiate between 
two simi lar th ings.  All the dist inguishing qualities you 
have mentioned, l ike beauty or n earness or facil i ty in 
taking, we can assume to be absent, bu t sti l l  th e possi
bil ity of the taking remains.  You can choose between 
two an swers : either  you merely say that an equivalence 
in respect to his des ire cannot be imagined-but  th is is 
a si l ly an swer, for to assume it  is indeed pos s ible- or 
you say that i f  an equ ivalence is assumed, the man 
wil l  remain for ever hungry and perplexed, looking at 
the dates without taking one of them, and without a 
power to choose or to wi l l ,  di sti nct from his desire. 
And this again is one of those absurditi es which are 
recognized by the necessity of th ought. Everyone, 
therefore, who studies ,  in the human and the divine ,  
the real working of the act of choice, must  neces sari ly 
admit a qual i ty the natu re of which is to differentiate 
between two similar th ings. (A,·erroes, Tahafut al-Ta
hafut,  translated by Simon van den Bergh , London, 
195-1 , Yol .  I, p. :?. l . )  

I t  seems probable that the traditional example of "Buri
dan 's ass" arose as a refutation of Buridan 's theory of wil l : 
Reason can find no preference, so that the wil l  i s  (accord
ing  to Buridan's theory)  incapable  of any immediate sel ec
tion , yet delay is dangerous as well  as pointl ess .  

There i s  almost no discuss ion in  modern l iterature of the 
logical i ssues involved in resolving the problem of "Buri
dan 's ass": that i s ,  of reasoned choice in  the absence of 
preference. However, a defensible resolution is not dif
ficu l t  to establ i sh. The leading idea of the solution l ies 
in noting th e logical kinship between a choice in the case 
of a symmetry of k11ou:ledge on the one hand, and a choice 
in the case of a symmetry of preference on the other. 

A person is offered a choice between two apparently 
simi lar boxes. He is told that one box contains a prize and 
that the other is empty, but he is not told wh ich i s  which. 
H ere there is no problem of absence of preference : the 
person has a cl ear preference for the treasure box. The 
on ly lack is one of information-the choice is to be made 
in the absence of an y clue to the identi ty of the treasure 
box. \\'ith regard to the crucial question-"\\'h ich box is 
empty and which one holds the prize ?"-the inforn1ation 
about the boxes is completely symmetrical .  Thus, there is 
no item of information at the disposal of the chooser that 
could be taken by him as reason for selecting one box 
rather than the other. He therefore cannot reasonably 
incl i ne toward one box ,· is a vis the other. This fact of itsel f 



must characterize the manner of his  choice :  i f  he is to be 
reasonabl e, he  must make his sel ection in a manner that 
does not favor one box over the other; he must make his 
selection in a random manner. 

This is a matter susceptibl e of reasoned demonstration. 
Assume that the boxes are labeled A and B. Three courses 
of action are open , and they are mutually exclusive and 
exhaustive: ( I )  to make the choice in some manner that 
favors selection of box A rather than box B; (2) to make the 
choice in some manner that favors sel ection of box B rather 
than box A; (3 ) to make the choice by means of a sel ection 
process that is whol ly  impartial between box A and box B; 
that is, to choose randomly. 

H ere probabil i stic considerations as to expected gain do 
not enter in at al l-on the basis of the available information 
i t  is equally probable that box A holds the treasure as that 
box B does, so that the expected gain with any of the three 
procedures is precisely the same-half the value of the 
treasure. Thus, solely on the grounds of expected gain 
there is no difference among these al ternatives. However, 
from the standpoint of reasonableness there is a very 
s ignificant difference among the sel ection procedures . For 
by the defining hypothes is of the problem, there is no 
known reason for favoring box A over box B, or the con
verse. Thi s very fact renders it rationally indefensible to 
adopt ( I )  or (2). On the contrary, this symmetry of knowl
edge of itsel f constitutes an entirely val id reason for 
adopting (3 ). This l ine of reasoning establ ishes the thesis 
that in  the case of symmetrical knowledge, random choice is the reasonable policy. 

Let us now return from the discussion of choice in the 
face of symmetrical knowledge to the problem of symmet
rical preference. It is at once clear upon careful considera
tion that the matter of choice without preference-that is ,  
under conditions of symmetri�al preference-can actual ly 
be subsumed as a special case• under the topic of symmet
rical knowl edge. For in a case of strictly symmetrical pref
erence (two essentia l ly sim ilar dates,  two glasses of water, 
two bales of hay), the knowl edge or information at our 
disposal constrains us to regard the objects of choice as 
equal ly desirable because each reason for valuing one 
appl ies, mutato nomine, to the other(s). So far as the factor 
of their val ue or des irabil ity for us is concerned, our 
knowledge regarding each object is precisely the same. 
Probl ems of choice with symmetrical valuation can there
fore be regarded as merely a spec ies within the symmetri
cal knowl edg� genus,  so that here too a random selection 
rather than any proper "choice" is the rational ly  justi fied 
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NICHOLAS RESCHER 

B UR K E ,  E D M U N D  ( 1 729 - 1797), British statesman and 
pol itical philosopher, was born in Ireland to a family of 
modest means. His mother's family was Catholic, his fa
ther's Protestant. He was raised a Protestant and educated 
at a Quaker school and at Trinity Col lege, Dubl in, where 
he took the equivalent of a fi rst-class honors degree in 
classics. He went to London to read law but was never 
cal led to the bar. He devoted most of his time to author
ship and l iterary journalism. Robert Dods ley, l eading 
London booksel l er of the time, loyal ly backed him; by 
1757, Dodsley had published two books by Burke, A Vindication of Natural Society ( 1 756) and Philosophical Inquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas on the Sublime and the Beautiful ( 1756), had given him employment as editor of The Annual Register, and had contracted to pay him £300 
for an Abridgment of the History of England. A Vindication of Natural Society is a satire on the 
views of Bolingbroke. It claimed to be a recently discov
ered work by Bol ingbroke and was designed to ridicule 
the idea that the ri se of civi l ized society is attended by 
mi sery and suffering. The parody was written with such 
conviction , however, that many assumed it  was in fact the 
work of Bol ingbroke, and even when it  was known that 
Burke was the author, some critics sti l l  thought it was a 
sincere expression of his true opinion. 

Burke's book On The Sublime and the Beautiful is more 
important; indeed, it might well be said to s ignal ize the 
point at which aesthetic taste in England changed from 
the clas sical formal ism of the earl ier years of the eighteenth 
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century to the romanticism of the later years. Burke at
tacked the rational ist, classici st notion that clarity i s  an 
essential quality in great art. H e  argued, on the contrary, 
that what is greatest and noblest is the infinite, and that 
the infinite, having no bounds, cannot be cl ear and dis
ti nct. He  argued that the imagination ,  moreover, is most 
strongly affected by what is suggested or hinted at and not 
by what is  plainly stated. Burke also maintained that fear 
plays a large part in our enjoyment of the subl ime. Such 
fear i s  dimini shed by knowl edge, but sharpened by veil ed 
intimations. Obscurity, not cl arity, is the property of the 
most powerful ly moving art; and, Burke added, "It is our 
ignorance of things that causes al l  our admiration and 
chiefly exci tes our passions ."  

Both of Burke's first two works were wel l received, but 
neither set him on the road to any further achievement. 
The Annual Register was a success, although Burke re
garded it as mere hack work. H e  never finished the pro
jected History of England. Burke's growing interest in 
questions of ethics and politics provided him, in time, 
with an escape from the frustrations of Grub Street. H e  
entered the House of Commons at the age of 37, and this 
new l ife brought him sati sfactions he  had never known in 
his earl ier career. He became an outstanding parl iamen
tarian; what distinguished him and made him a philoso
pher among pol i ticians ,  however, was his capacity to look 
beyond the matters of the day and to articulate general 
principles i n  terms of which he bel ieved the problems of 
the day should be judged. 

A di l igent study of Burke's l etters and manuscripts 
brings home the extent to which Burke's approach to pol i
tics was a rel igious one. What is often spoken of as his 
"empiricism" appears in th is l ight to be better described 
as Christian pessimism. As a C hristian, Burke believed that 
the world is imperfect; he regarded his "enl ightened" 
contemporaries' faith in the perfectibil ity of man as atheis
tical as wel l as erroneou s. Thus ,  whereas the fashionable 
intel lectuals of his t ime looked for the progressive better
ment of the world through the beneficent influence of 
Reason and Nature , Burke maintained that the moral order 
of the universe is  unchanging. The first duty of ru lers and 
l egislators , he argued, is to the present, not to the future;  
their  energies should be devoted to the correction of real 
i l l s , not to the promotion of an ideal order that exi sts only 
in  the imagi nation. 

Burke put great faith in the inherited wisdom of tradi
tion. He held that the moral order of the temporal world 
must necessari ly  include some evil , by reason of original 
sin.  M en ought not to reject what is  good in tradition 
merely  because there is some admixture of evi l in it. In 
man's confused situation , advantages may often lie in bal
ances and compromises between good and evil , even 
between one evil and another. It is an important part of 
wisdom to know how much evi l should be tol erated. To 
search for too great a purity i s  only to produce fresh cor
ruption. Burke was especial ly  critical of revolutionary 
movements with noble humanitarian ends because he 
bel ieved that people are simply not at  l iberty to destroy 
the state and its in stitutions in the hope of some contingent 
improvement. On the other hand, he insi sted that peopl e 
have a paramount duty to prevent the world from getting 

worse-a duty to guard and preserve their inherited l iber
ties and privil eges. 

These considerations explain the so-cal led inconsi sten
cies often attributed to Burke, who supported the movement 
for the independence of Ireland and the rebel l ion of the 
American coloni sts against the Engl i sh government, but 
bitterly opposed the French Revolution. The reason for 
this seeming inconsi stency was that Burke regarded the 
Irish movement and the American rebel l ion as actions on 
behal f of traditional rights and l iberties which the Engl i sh 
government had infringed on. The French Revolution was 
quite different, he argued, because it was designed to 
introduce a whol ly new order based on a fal se rationali stic 
phil osophy. Burke did not object to a resort to force as 
such;  it was the aims of the French revolutioni sts to which 
he objected. S imi larly, Burke approved of the Engl i sh 
Revolu tion of 1 688 because he saw it as designed to re
store the rights of Engl i shmen and to secure the hereditary 
succession to the throne. The French Revolution, on the 
contrary, was intended to establ i sh the so-cal led rights of 
man and the republican ideal s  of l iberty, equality, and fra
tern ity at the expense of personal property, rel igion , and 
the tradi tional class structure of a Chri stian kingdom. 

In one of his most celebrated works, Reflections on the Revolution in France (I 790), Burke attacked those of h is  
contemporaries who made an abstraction of  l iberty, and 
who invited people to seek l iberty without any real 
knowledge of what they meant by it. He claimed that he 
himself l oved "a manly, moral , regulated l iberty as wel l as 
any gentleman in France," but he would not "stand for
ward and give praise" to an "object stripped of all concrete 
relations" and standing "in all the solitude of a metaphys
ical idea . " As for equal ity, Burke insi sted that it was con
trary to nature and therefore impossible to achieve; its 
advocates, moreover, did "great social harm," for by pre
tending that real d ifferences were unreal , they inspired 
"fal se hopes and vain expectations in those destined to 
travel in the obscure walk of laborious l ife. "  Burke dis
missed talk of fraternity as so much "cant and gibberish"; 
such splendid words were simply the pretexts of the 
French revolution i sts; the causes of the French revolution, 
however, were "men's vices-pride,  ambition, avarice, 
lust, sedition. " 

Burke's view of the ancien regime in France was in 
many ways a romantic one; he was certainly no l ess a "man 
of feel ing" than was Rousseau, whom he detested. But 
Burke was essential ly  a rel igious man l iving in a rational
istic age. Although he often spoke the language understood 
by that age-the language of calculation , expediency, 
util ity, and pol itical rights-he had a mind which his  con
temporaries, and many others, coul d  not readi ly compre
hend. Burke was conscious, above al l things, of the real ity 
and unavoidabi l i ty of evi l ,  and was thus l ed to claim that 
the only hope for mankind was to cling to safeguards 
which had stood the test of time. His  hopes for bl i ss lay in 
heaven ; on earth, his  pol icy was to defend the tol erable, 
and sometimes the bad, against the immeasurably worse. 

Until recently Burke was considered too unsystematic, 
too empirical ,  too "unphi losophical ," and too much of a 
theori st to deserve serious attention. H i s  conservative 
views were uncongen ial to left-wing historians, such as 



Harold J .  Laski and Richard Wol lheim, who found him 
inconsi stent. I n  1948, however, the Sheffield Public Li
brary (Yorksh ire, E ngland) acqu ired the Wentworth Wood
house manu scripts, and the largest known collection of 
Burke's private papers became available to scholars for the 
first time since the writer's death . The study of these pa
pers did much to enhance Burke's reputation as a pol itical 
philosopher of s ignal importance and originality. 
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MAURICE CRANSTON 

B UR L E Y ,  WA LTE R (also spelled Burleigh) ,  Engl ish 
Franciscan philosopher, was bom i n  1275 and d ied after 
1343. H i s  l ifetime thu s spanned the change in intel lectual 
climate which fol lowed the Paris condemnation of Aristo
tel ianism of 1277 and culminated in  Ockham's teachings. 
Burley's output was vast, and he is among the most impor
tant later medieval th inkers stil l  awaiting thorough exami
nation. So far, isolated studies al l point to h i s  having been 
a conservative both in the more traditional subjects l ike 
logic and in science. He is al so considered to have been a 
leading opponent of Ockham; certainly h is  writings are full  
of references to the moderni, whom he opposed. During 
h i s  career Buriey seems to have taught at both Oxford and 
Pari s. He wrote numerou s commentaries on Ari stotle, 
i ncluding the Peri Hermeneias, the Posterior Analytics, the 
Logica Vetus, the Physics, the Ethics, the Politics, De 
Caelo et Mundo as well as  a Summa Totius Logicae, and a 
series of treatises on form and matter, the intensification 
and remiss ion of forms, and on forms. 

As far as is known, Burley adopted a tradi tionalist atti
tude toward most of the topics he treated. On universals, 
for long regarded as the main area of Ockham's radical ism 
Burley held to the older logic, rejecting the suppositio 
simplex by which Ockham had relegated all general con
cepts to pu rely mental phenomena; Burley held that uni
versal s were in  all things and referred to real th ings, not 
simply to words and concepts. Accordingly, in opposition 
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to the moderns ,  Burley expl i citly affirmed two proposi
tions :  that universal s exi sted independently of the m ind 
and that propositions were composed of things existing 
outside the mind. The i ntellect directly grasped the indi
vidual, only reach ing the universal by reflection. Th i s  it 
did by means of the active intellect, which di rected the 
imaginative faculty to a true understanding of the object 
encountered. 

The same assumption of the real i ty of universal catego
ries is apparent in much of Burley's many-sided scienti fic 
activity. I t  i s  sti l l  too early to form a just estimate of his  
th inking here, as el sewhere, but i t  i s  already cl ear that 
Burley was as fertile as he was tradit ional. He broached 
the full  range of scienti fic topics then corn ing to the fore, 
and in at least one respect he seem s to have introduced a 
new notion. Th is  was h is  view that the intensification and 
remission of forms took place by means of a lati tudo, or 
"variation," in the species of the exi st ing forms; that is ,  
although an already existing form (heat, cold) could not 
itself be modified, the subject in which it inhered (water, 
for example) could take on new forms of the same species 
which were more or less perfect. Accord ing to the degree 
of th i s  variation , i ntensification or remiss ion followed. This 
was not an i solated hypothesis ;  Burley derived it from 
anal ogy with movement. Here, in adherence to h is  tradi
tional mode of th inking, he rejected the doctrine of impe
tus which located the source of movement in that which 
was moving and in stead held that i n  each movement, a 
new place (ubi), a new terminus, and a new form were 
engendered, each displacing the previous one. 

The same atti tude is to be seen in Burley's consideration 
of time and quantity, where once again he opposed Ock
ham. He treated both as independent categories  which 
existed outside the m ind, the one as succession, the other 
as extension. Neither was therefore to be identified with 
other cognate qual ities. Time was not movement, as he 
took a compari son of them to show. l\fovement can be past 
or present but only in virtue of time; time can be fast or 
slow only as the measure of movement, not of i tself. Quan
tity, l ikewise, remained separate from substance. In fact, 
Burley's entire world was peopled with self-subsisting 
entities-not only points, lines, and surfaces but al so the 
absence (privatio) of beings. However, there were al so 
matters on which Burley showed h imself in agreement 
with Ockham and Buridan, as, for example, on gravitation, 
and th i s  must make us hesitate to pass  final judgement. 
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GORDON LEFF 

B URT H O G G E ,  R I C H A R D ,  Engl ish physician and 
ideal i st philosopher, was horn in Plymouth about 1638 and 
died about lo98. After taking an arts degree at Lincoln Col
lege, Oxford , he studied medicine at the Univers i ty of 
Leiden and returned to his native country to practice 
near Totnes in Devonshire. Of pacific and conci l iatory 
di spos ition, he seem s to have wavered in the re l igious con
troversy between Catholici sm and Pu ri tan ism,  and in  phi
losophy, between Lockean sensati onal i sm and Cambridge 
Platoni sm. He distingu ished between heresy and error, 
mai ntai ning that the former "must be eradicated,"  but the 
latter tol erated for human ity's sake. H i s  l i fe is obscure, and 
l i ttl e i s  known of it beyond that information revealed in h i s  
wri tings, which have a certain importance as  anticipations 
of Kant. 

We know the world, according to Burthogge, only 
through our own ideas, and these do not give us its real 
nature. On the contrary, our ideas transform the nature of 
things into qual it ies wh ich are purely subjective. S imilar
ly, our values are our own; and such relative judgments as 
those involving categories of cau se and e ffect, or whole 
and part, arc arrived at through the constitution of our 
mi nds, not di scovered embedded in reru m na tura. The 
things themselves, though remaining unknowable, nev
ertheless cau se ideas to ari se in  our minds. Here Bur
thogge foreshadowed Kant's paradox of the relat ion be
tween noumena and phenomena. Burthogge's view that the 
human mind projects re lations into the external world 
exempl ifies  h i s  Neoplatonic streak. However, th i s  strain 
was accompanied by a Lockean one which led him to 
assert that no con fidence could  be placed in an idea con
tradicted by sensation. Burthogge thus seems to have 
accepted Locke's theory of two kinds of ideas,  those of 
sensati on and those of reflection. 

For Burthogge, there were also two kinds of truth-meta
physical and logical. Metaphysical truth is found in the 
conformity between our ideas and those in the mind of 
God; logical truth , in the conformity between our ideas 
and the things of which they are ideas. We cannot appre
hend the former kind of truth; but s ince the latter involves 
knowing the unknowable, logical truth is reduced to con
si stency. Burthogge would not accept the doctrine of 
innate ideas, because if we had such ideas, we would be 
able to discover truth through introspection alone. H e  
asserted dogmati cal ly  that there i s  a coherent system of 
ideas, dupl icat ing the system of things, even though no 
individual posses ses it .  Th i s  system, he maintained, exem
pli fies Cod's ideas. 

In his treat ise on the soul of the world, Burthogge 
supported the Neoplatonic concept of a plastic nature per-

meat ing the un iverse and accounting for its "harmony. " 
Th i s  i s  breathed into things by God h imself but i s  not to 
be identified with God. If nothing el se, this treatise i s  val
uable as an example of the ph i losophy of nature which 
was acceptable to learned men of the time. 

Burthogge, in sum, is one of the anomal ies of the h i story 
of ph i losophy. He advanced startl ingly "modern" ideas, 
s ide by s ide with fantasies no longer taken seriously. 
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GEORGE BOAS 

B UT L E R, J O S E P H  ( 1 692 - 1 752), moral philosopher 
and natural theologian, was horn at Wantage, Berkshire, to 
a Presbyterian fami ly. H i s  father, a retired draper, could 
afford to send Butler to the dissent ing academy kept by 
Mr. Samuel Jones, first at Gloucester and later at Tewkes
bu ry. For reasons now unknown , Butler, when a young 
man , l eft Presbyterian ism for the Church of England. H e  
entered Oriel Coll ege, Oxford, a s  a commoner. After taking 
his degree he was ordained a priest in the establ ished 
church in 17 18.  Throughout h i s  l i fe Butler held a series 
of church offices .  In  1738 he was made bi shop of Bri stol , 
and in  1 75 1  he became bishop of Durham . H e  also served 
as cl erk of the closet, first to Queen Carol ine, and later 
to George I I .  When one considers Butler's writ ings, 
with their judicious but nonetheless opt imistic analysis  
of human nature, it i s  well  to remember that he was a man of 
affairs ,  with ample opportunity to become acquainted with 
the ways of the world. Butler died at Bath , where he had 
gone for h i s  health. H e  was buried in Bri stol Cathedral. 

Moral philosophy. S ince Butler writes as a Christian and 
a priest, h i s  phi l osoph ical interests, moral ph i losophy, 
and natural theology are inseparable from h i s  vocation .  H i s  
moral ph i losophy must b e  gleaned from all h i s  writ ings, 
the most systematic statement being fou nd in  the "Three 
Sermons on Human Nature ."  

Butler's wri tings are a part of  the seventeenth- and eight
eenth-century effort to find a foundation for moral s in 
someth ing other than appeals to the divine wi l l .  Because 
he bel ieves that nature and revelat ion are complementary, 
Butler is wil l ing to eschew appeals to revelati on, and 



search in natu re for the bas is of moral ity. But where in 
nature are the foundations of morality to be discovered? 
B utl er sees two pos sible ways of proceeding. The first i s  to 
i nquire i nto the abstract relations of th ings; the second is 
to argue from a matter of fact (the nature of man)  to conclu
sions about the course of life which is fitting for the nature 
of man .  The method of exploring the abstract relations of 
things had al ready been used by Butler's older contempo
rary, Samuel Clarke; and wh ile Butler i s  not u nsympathet
ic to Clarke's efforts, he finds the method of analyzing the 
nature of man more appropriate to the l imitations of a 
sermon. 

In the task of accounting for moral s by appeal s to the 
nature of man, B utler had a set of vigorous and impressive 
predecessors. On the one hand , he had Thomas Hobbes 
and his  contemporary, Bernard Mandeville, the parti sans 
of self-l ove ; and on the other hand, Shaftesbury, the 
partisan of an instinct for benevolence. Butler, however, 
regards his  predecessors as having offered only partial 
analyses of human nature. H i s  method is to show that 
both self-l ove and benevolence are part of a larger whole. 

B utler claims to have made his observations from the 
bulk of mankind;  and he urges his readers not to be misled 
about human nature, either by judging only from their own 
natures or by giving too much weight to exceptions from 
the general run of men. Butler finds that men are neither 
exceptionally self-regarding to the exclusion of benevo
lence nor exceptionally benevolent to the exclus ion of 
self-i nterest. What is more, he finds that these affections 
are not necessari ly i ncompatible and may even reinforce 
one another. The satisfaction of performing a benevolent 
action will certainly encourage acts of benevolence in 
someone who desires the advantages of society. 

Butler also argues that self-love and benevolence are but 
two affections among many; that neither has any priority 
over the rest ;  and that neither i s  such that all other 
affections can be reduced to it. He points out that self-l ove 
is a complex affection, in  that its object is not s imply the 
self, but rather the gain of all things pleasing to the self. 
Butler also claims that there are no affections directly 
contradictory to self-love and benevolence, namely self
hatred and il l  will toward others. Rather, he finds that 
when self-love or benevolence is opposed, it is by pass ions 
for particular things; and it is in  the pursu it of these objects 
that we may harm ourselves or injure others. It must be 
remembered, here, that B utler means to describe the gen
eral ity of mankind, and not exceptions. 

Thus far, Butler's moral philosophy i s  a synthesis ,  with 
corrections,  of the doctrines of his immediate predecessors 
in  the analysis of human natu re. But  man i s  something 
more than a bundle of affections. Butler finds that his 
predecessors have overlooked the fact that man possesses a 
facu lty superior to affections, which judges both them and 
the actions which How from them. This faculty is 
reflection, or conscience. In his strongest characterization 
of thi s "superior principle," he speaks of it as pronouncing 
"determinately some actions to be in themselves ju st, 
right, good; others to be in themselves evi l ,  wrong, un
ju st. " Conscience "without being consulted, without being 
advised with, magisterially exerts itself, and approves or 
condemns him the doer of them accordingly . . .  " ("Sec-
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ond Sermon Upon Human �ature") . I t  is conscience (the 
capacity to re flect on his affections ) wh ich dis tingui shes 
man from the beasts , by rescuing him from subjection to 
whatever passion is uppermost at the moment. It is con
sci ence which makes man a moral agent, by enabl i ng him 
to be a law unto himself-a law which he is  obl iged to 
obey, because it is the law of his nature. 

Butler might have been clearer about the way con
science works.  To characterize it as operating "without 
being consulted, without being advised with" makes con
science too much of a mechanism in a too mechanical 
theory of human nature. Here, Butler appears to be caught 
in the unexam ined assumptions of a faulty psychol ogy 
borrowed from his  contemporaries. :\'or is Butler as clear 
as one might wish about the standards in accordance with 
which conscience makes its judgments. Conscience ap
proves of whatever contributes to the good of the whole 
man and condemns whatever disproportionately favors 
some part of the whole. But how does conscience learn to 
assess these matters ? It would seem that this question did 
not weigh too heavily on Butler, perhaps because of his  
theology. No question s about how conscience does i ts  job 
need be asked, since it has been designed by God for its 
appointed end. As he says, conscience, "if not forcibly 
stopped, natu rally and always of course goes on to antici
pate a higher and more effectual sentence, which shall 
hereafter second and affirm its own" ("Second Sermon 
Upon Human Nature"). Of course, Butler believes man to 
be natural ly fitted for life in  society, and of course, he 
approves of the social vi rtues; but in his phil osophy soci
ety and the social virtues are never reckoned to be inher
ently valuable. 

Something has already been said about Butler's imme
diate predecessors, but an additional word must be said 
about the class ical springs of his moral philosophy. Oxford 
tutors think of Butler's sermons as a pa inless way of con
veying Ari stotl e's Eth ics to Greekl ess undergraduates. 
Canon J. N. D. Kelly, who became the principal of St. 
Edmund Hall in 1 9.5 1 ,  has spoken of Butler as "Ari stotle, 
clad in a diaphanous mantle of Chris tianity. " For the d is
ti nctive feature of his moral philosophy, the doctri ne of 
conscience, Butler himself cites Arrian's Discourses of Epictetus, Book I ,  Chapter I ,  as the source. 

Natural theology. Butler's natural theology is contained 
in The Analogy of Religion, Natural and Rei;ealed, to the Constitu tion and Course of Nature (London, 1 736). The 
title might lead one to bel ieve that Butler is going to com
pare religious doctrines with what may he learned by 
studying nature. But this expectation is not quite right, for 
Butler does not regard nature as a rel igiously neutral sys
tem. Rather, natu re is a product of providential des ign ; by 
studying nature,  one will find confirmation there for the 
revealed doctrines of Christiani ty. Appeal ing to our expe
rience of the conduct of nature with respect to intel l igent 
creatu res ,  Butler states the tenns of his analogy in two 
presumably synonymous ways. He will compare "the 
known constitution and course of th ings " with "what is 
said to be the moral system of nature"; or again, he will 
compare "the acknowledged dispen sations of Providence," 
that is, "the {natu ral ) government which we find ourselves 
under," with "what religion teaches us to bel ieve and 
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expect. " Through such comparisons we may see whether 
the term s of these analogies are not "analogous and of a 
piece. " 

On an abbreviated scale, the fol lowing may be taken as 
an example of Butler's style of argument. If  we begin by 
assuming that the ex istence of nature implies an operating 
agent, then the good and bad consequences of our actions 
occur by his appointment. Any foresight we have of the 
consequences of our action s i s  a warning given by him on 
how we are to act. The satisfaction we feel at certain con
sequences , and the pain we suffer at others, are ordained 
by God and are signs that we are already under h is  gov
ernment. Thus, a consideration of nature alone shows that 
we must acknowledge the place of God in our l ives. 
H ence, if Christian doctrines real ly are reveal ed truths 
(and Butler con siders th is  difficulty with great care), our 
di scoveries in nature have al ready prepared us  to accept 
the main claims of revelation about God as a creator and 
judge. Butler does not suppose that his sort of study can do 
much more than establ ish the plau sibil ity of the main l ines 
of revelation. We must treat the detai ls  with patience and 
respect, as not being absolutely ru led ou t by a study of 
nature. 

From the assumption that nature implies an operating 
agent, i t  seems clear that Butler did not intend his argu
ments to appeal to the religious skeptic. At best, he may 
have hoped to convince deists, who al ready acknowledged 
the existence of a god, that their conviction s m ight reason
ably lead them to accept Christian ity. At the very least, he 
must have expected to make deis ts acknowledge Chris
tian i ty's right to be treated as a subject worthy of serious 
discussion. Fol lowers of Shaftesbury are then his special 
target. 

I n  the Analogy, Butler treated probabil ity (in the In tro
duction), habit (in Part I ,  Chapter 5), and body, mind, and 
death (in Part I ,  Chapter 1, "Of a Future Life"). He makes 
a clear distinction between demonstrative reason ing and 
probable reasoning by pointing out that probabil i ty admits 
of degrees, while demonstration does not. A sl ight pre
sumption in favor of a th ing does not make it probably 
true. Yet, Butler argues, the sl ightest possible presumption 
is, nonetheless, of the nature of probabil ity, for " . . .  such 
low presumption , often repeated, will amount even to 
moral certainty. Thus a man 's having observed the ebb and 
flow of the tide today, affords some sort of presumption, 
though the lowest imaginable, that i t  may happen again 
tomorrow: but the observation of th i s  even for so many 
days, and months and ages together, as i t  has been ob
served by mankind, gives us a full assurance that it will . "  
While an  infinite intel ligence must see everyth ing as cer
tainly true or certainly false, for us ,  with our lim ited ca
pacities, "probabil i ty is the very guide of life. " 

Habit i s  examined in Butler's consideration of the ac
quisition and practice of moral virtues. In the course of the 
discussion, he includes certain remarks about knowledge 
and habit which are of the greatest interest. H e  claims, 
first, that neither the perception of ideas nor knowledge of 
any sort is a habit. H owever, contrary to this, he goes on to 
observe "that perceptions come into our minds readily and 
of course, by means of their having been there before"; 
and th i s  reappearance of perceptions "seems a th ing of the 

same sort as readiness in any particular kind of action, 
proceeding from being accustomed to it. " He then cites, as 
one of our habits of perception, " . . .  our constan t and 
even involuntary readiness in correcting the impressions 
of our si ght concerning magnitude and di stances, so as to 
substitute judgment in the room of sensation impercepti
bly to ourselves. " And he adds immediately " . . .  i t  seems 
as if all other associations of ideas not naturally connected 
might be cal led passive habits. " (A natural connection of 
ideas would be, for example, flame and fire. ) 

In  his  discussion of a future life, Butler argues for the 
probabil ity that the mind may be separable from the body. 
H ence, death may have no effect on the mind. The pro
gram s of Butler and Descartes coincide here, but the state
ment of Butler's case gains greatly through the force and 
conciseness of his style. 

Personal identity. The Analogy i s  followed by two short 
dissertations. Dissertation I I ,  "Of the Nature of Virtue," 
should he read with the sermons as a supplement to his  
moral phi losophy as stated in them. D issertation I ,  "Of 
Personal Identity," i s  in part a criticism of Locke. B utler 
endeavors to clarify the role of consciousness in personal 
identity. He argues against those whose reason for reject
ing consciousness as a source of personal identity is that no 
two acts of  consciousness are identical . Such an argument, 
Butler says, overlooks what we are real ly interested in :  not 
an identity of acts of consciousness, but an identity of the 
object of wh ich we are conscious-ourselves. Of this iden
tity we can be as certain as we are of the identity of any 
other th ing. Anyone who asks for a greater certainty of 
personal identity than th is  wishes for something which the 
subject will not admi t. Works by Butler 
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ELMER SPRAGUE 

B UT L E R ,  SAM U E L  ( 1835 - 1902), English writer and 
cri tic, author of the sati rical novels The Way of All Flesh, Erewhon, and Erewhon Revisited, as well as several dis
cussions  of ph ilosophical biology and the theory of evolu
tion. H e  was the son of the Reverend Thomas Butler, whom 
he depicted as a domestic tyrant in The Way of All Flesh. 
B utler was sent to Cambridge by h is father in the hope that 
he would become a clergyman, but after graduating he re
fused to take orders because of doubts about the Christian 
creed. In 1859 he emigrated to New Zealand, where he be-



came a successful sheep farmer and for a time a convert to 
Darwin i sm. Returning to E ngland in 1864 with enough 
money to l ive on, he began a career as an author, painter, 
and musician. The subject of evolution continued to occupy 
his mind for many years. It forms the substance of several 
es says and four books :  Life and Habit (London, 1878), Evolution, Old and New (London , 1879) ,  Unconscious Memory 
(London, 1880), and Luck or Cunning? (London, 1887). 
These works reflect a mounting hostil ity to the ideas of 
Charl es Darwin and a des ire to champion those of Erasmus 
Darwin and Lamarck. Th i s  hosti l ity first made its appear
ance in Erewhon (London, 1872). 

Evolution. Butler was neither a scientist nor a philos
opher. His  discussions of evolution are the work of a 
l i terary man with strong intel lectual interests but l i ttle 
capacity for exact thought. He was at his best when giving 
scientific and philosoph ical ideas an original twist that 
often put them in quite a new l ight. To many fellow Vic
torians he seemed an irreverent skeptic or even an athei st; 
but in fact, he wanted to retai n  rel igion wh ile di scarding 
the Christian creed and to discard Darwin whi le retain ing 
evolution. This outlook pervades al l his  major writings. 

The central weakness of Darwinism, according to Butler, 
was its failure to identify the cause of the variations on 
wh ich selection was said to operate. They were described 
as random or accidental, wh ich would mean that the course 
of evolution has been a matter of luck. The older evolution
ists , such as Erasmus Darwin and Lamarck, were far 
sounder in their views, for they attributed the cause of 
variations to the activity of organi sms and to the inherited 
effects of the use or disuse of their various functions. Not 
luck , they claimed, but cunning displayed by organisms in 
coping with their environment l ies at the bas i s  of evolu
tion. Hence, the activity of organisms is profoundly pur
posive. The great mistake of Charles Darwin was to dismiss 
teleol ogy from the domain of Hving things , for they then 
become indistinguishable from machines. 

In  an essay of 1865 Butler toyed with the idea that ma
ch ines are adjuncts to organ isms,  like extra, though inferior, 
l imbs, by means of which organisms have become more 
high ly  evolved. Hence, "a leg is only a much better wooden 
leg than anyone can manufacture." This led Butler to con
sider the problem of how l iving th ings have come to pro
duce their natural organs and to equip themselves with 
adaptive habits. The answer, he asserted is that the indivi
dual plant or animal must "know" at the start what to do. 
A fert i l ized ovum possesses the knowledge it needs to 
make itself into an em bryo and subsequently into an adult 
organism. This  knowledge is  really a remembering of what 
its ancestors did in the past. Hence, we must postulate an 
"unconscious memory" at work in al l l iving th ings, binding 
successive generation s and providing the bas is for the 
transmiss ion of acquired characteri stics. 

Butler then leaped to two sweeping conclusions. First, 
consciousness and intel l igence exist throughout the whole 
organic world. "For the embryo of the chicken, we claim 
exactly the same kind of reasoning power and contrivance 
which we claim for the amoeba, or for our own intel ligent 
performances in later l ife. "  Second, since evolution in
volves a continuou s  process of derivation, there must be an 
"identity" between parents and offspring: the latter are not 
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different individual s but are the parents at a later evolu
tionary stage. "Birth has been made too much of. " A new
born infant i s  simpl y  part of an unbroken biological 
proces s ,  not an utterly separate individual . Accordingly, 
there i s  a deep unity of a l l  l ife,  so that it constitutes "in 
real ity, nothing but one single creature, of which the com
ponent members are but, as it were, blood corpu scles or 
individual cel l s . "  

With the aid of  these conclusions, Butler sought to  jus
tify an ideal istic and rel igious interpretation of evolution. 
In Unconscious Memory he contended that his earl ier 
separation of the organic from the inorganic was unwar
ranted. "What we cal l the inorganic world must be regarded 
as up to a certain point l iving, and instinct with con
sciousness ." Hence, "all  space is at all times fu l l  of a stuff 
endowed with a mi nd," and "both stuff and mind are im
material and imperceptible, so long as they are undis
turbed, but the moment they are disturbed, the stuff 
becomes material and the mind perceptible." Evolution is 
therefore the life history of this primordial world stuff, "to 
which no name can be so fittingly appl ied as 'God. ' " 

Many of Butler's critici sms of Darwi nism have been 
made irrel evant by the ri se of the science of genetics. Yet 
he was justified in urging those criticisms at the time and 
in cal l ing attention to vacillations in Darwin's thought on 
basic issues.  If Butler had been more scrupulous in his 
own thinking and less facile with his pen ,  his works on 
ph ilosophical biology might have had greater survival 
value. 

Theology. Butler's rather unusual theology is set forth in 
three essays, posthumous ly  publ ished as God the Known and God the Unknown (London, 1909). He there contended 
that an adequate concept of God requires him to be a 
l iving person with a material body. To regard God as merely a spirit i s  tantamount to atheism. At first Butler held 
that the divine body is just the total ity of l ife, the "one 
single creature" whose unconscious memory is part of the 
divine mind. When he rejected the distinction between 
the organic and the inorganic, his  view shifted from a 
"panzoistic" conception of God to pantheism. He  intended 
to rewri te his theology in the l ight of this shift, but never 
managed to do so. One odd belief he expressed was that 
the grand des ign of the cosmos points to the exi stence of 
"some vaster Person who looms out behind our God, and 
who stands in the same relation to him as he to us. And 
behind th is vaster and more unknown God there may be 
yet another, and another, and another. " This pyramiding of 
deities was one of the many items with which Butler en
l ivened the Victorian scene. 

Social thought. Despite the barbs which he di rected at 
the instituti ons of his day, Butler's social outl ook was con
servative. He took the position that those who are rich and 
successful are the highest types thus far produced in the 
evolutionary process. Poor men are biological misfits;  
hence, the sooner they disappear and leave room for those 
better able to take care of themselves, the better. In the 
imaginary society of Erewhon , "if a man has made a for
tune of over £20,000, they exempt h im from all taxat ion, 
considering him a work of art and too precious to be med
dled with . '' Butler's account of th is society is not so much a 
blueprint of utopia as a device for satirizing the beliefs and 
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practices of  middle-class Engl ishmen by inverting accepted 
values. Thus, in Erewhon bodily illness was considered 
a puni shable crime, whereas moral fail ings deserved sym
pathy and were given therapeutic treatment. Instead of 
fostering machinery, the Erewhonians, after a long strug
gle, destroyed it when they real ized that machines, like 
organisms, were evolving and would soon acquire a mas
tery over men. In Erewhon Revisited (London, 190 1 ), But
ler depicted a community showing signs of degeneration, 
as if  to underl ine the conclusion that a social order is an 
impermanent evolutionary product and inevitably alters .  
Yet here again no consi stent point of view was worked out. 
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T. A. GOUDGE 

B Y Z A NT I N E  P H I L O S O P H Y .  The Byzantines (that 
is ,  the Greeks of the M iddle Ages, 284 - 14.53) were, for 
the most part, scholars and exegetes rather than creative 
thinkers, and none of them, not even those who, like J ohn 
of Damascus (died c. 7.5 1 ) , M ichael Psel lus  ( 1018 - c. 1096), 
John !talu s  (A .  1082),  and Georgius Gemistu s Pletho 
(c. 1355 - 1452), made systematic presentations of their 
views of the u niverse, ever seriously attempted to pro
pou nd what we should regard a s  a new or original system of 
philosophy. They were all  trad itional ists in one way or 
another and u sually were satisfied to make use of the ideas 
they inherited from their predecessors. 

Except for the few genuine pagans among them (the 
Neoplatonists , for example, and Pletho) and some of the 
commentators on Plato and Ari stotl e, they did not usually 
deal with ph i losophy separately from theology. In their 
treatment of cosmology, for example,  the starting point was 
the account of creation as it was to be found in G enesis,  
and this led to cosmological treatises like the On the Hex
aemeron (that is ,  on the six days of creation)  by Basil of 
Caesarea in Cappodocia (d. 379) and the similar work by 
Severianus of Cabala (died c. 408). Basil was receptive to 
the results of ancient philosophy and science, on which he 
drew extensively, Severianus was hostile to pagan learning 
and thus proved to be a congenial source for Cosmas I ndi
copleustes (see below). M oreover, apart from a few writers 
l ike Basil of Caesarea, Nemesius of Emesa in Syria (fl .  c. 
400), John Chrysostom, the fiery archbishop of Constan
tinople (d. 407), Archbishop Eustath ius of Thessalonica (fl. 
1 1 75) ,  and the pagan Pletho, the Byzantines ignored ethics 
almost entirely. 

N evertheless, they have a place of importance in  the 
hi story of philosophy for two reasons. First, they preserved 
the extant works of the Greek philosophers and transcribed 
all of them by hand. They not only l iterally saved these 
texts, as well as the whole of ancient Greek li terature (in
cluding the writings of the mathematicians ,  astronomers, 

and physicians ), from destruction but also,  in  typical ly 
B yzantine fashion, produced a huge corpus of commentar
ies on Plato (notably those by Proclus )  and on Aristotle 
(the Commentaria in Aristotelem Graeca, in 23 volumes), 
and thus laid the foundation for th e critical analysis and 
interpretation of Greek phi losophy, which stil l  forms one 
of the major topics of philosophical discussion. If  it had not 
been for the Byzantine interest in Plato, Ari stotle ,  and 
their successors, these ph ilosophers would have been 
virtually unknown today, and the whole hi story of ph iloso
phy would have taken a very different turn. 

Second, it must not be forgotten that one of the major 
contributions of Byzantium to modern civil ization was the 
formulation of the Christian dogmas of the Trinity and the 
I ncarnation at the seven ecumenical council s (325 - 787), 
all of which were convoked and presided over by the By
zantine emperors or their legates. Rome was represented 
at al l of these except the first and second councils  of Con
stantinople and has given its sanction to the dogmatic deci
sions of all the councils. But the creeds and formulas were 
originally drafted in Greek and were essential ly  B yzantine 
productions. Strictly speaking, this subject falls into the 
domain of dogmatic theology and cannot be discussed in 
this article. S ince, however, the doctrine of the Creator, of 
God,  and of the divine (or the avoidance of these abso
lutes )  looms large in every system of cosmology and meta
physics, theology cannot be altogether excluded from 
consideration. Because of the enormous influence of the
ology on the whole of Western civilization , the medieval 
Greeks made a contribution which merits favorable com
parison with that of the ancient Greek ph il osophers them
selves. 

Although the great philosophical tradition of ancient 
Greece always remained a l iving force in Byzantium, there 
were religious obscurantists and bigots in every age who 
repudiated Greek ph i losophy and even forbade the read
ing of all pagan books. Eusebius of Caesarea (Praeparatio 
Evangelica, 1 1 , 10,  14 )  is one of many who quoted with 
approval the pagan phi losopher Numenius (second century 
of the Christian era) to the effect that Plato was nothing but 
M oses speaking Attic Greek. Some theologians took com
fort in thus deriving Greek philosophy from a M osaic 
source. But the Byzantines did not value Greek ph ilosophy 
any the less on this account, and the great majority agreed 
with the ecclesiastical h i storian Theodoret of Cyrrhus 
(died c. 466) and the polymath Psel lus (see below) that 
Greek ph ilosophy and the ancient classics in general were 
a valuable adjunct to B ibl ical and patri stic studies .  

Neoplatonism. One important ingredient in  much of 
Byzantin e ph ilosophy was the revised Platonism of the 
so-called Neoplatonists, as set forth by Plotinus (205 -270), 
the founder of the movement, and by his principal follow
ers. Offens ive as Neoplatonism was to them because of its 
pagan outlook, Christian theologians were fascinated by it 
as a metaphysical system , purged it of its polytheistic ele
ments, and adapted it to their own purposes. 

Like the Latin West, the Byzantines made extensive use 
of Porphyry's Isagoge. But, most of al l ,  they were en
thralled by the Neoplatonic triads (that is, the analysis of 
all orders of being into three forms or groups, such as the 
One, mind, and soul ), which the Neoplatonists traced back 



to Plato,  who, however, used them far less extensively than 
h i s  successors did. In Chri stianity the triad becomes a 
central theological concept; and the godhead itself i s  con
ceived of as a Trin ity, the Greek word for which is Tptai; , 
the very term the Neoplatoni sts used for their  triad. 

Moreover, the orthodox Christian noti on of the consub
stantial i ty of the Trinity (the doctrine according to which 
the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit are of the same 
essence [oµoovcnot] ,  all equal ly divine and eternal )  is al so 
Neoplatonic in origin, or at least arose out of the same 
phi losophical mil ieu that produced Neoplatonism. Thi s i s  
especial ly true of  the ins i stence of  the orthodox theologi 
ans, again st the Arians (the principal opponents of the 
"orthodox" in Trinitarian doctrine), that the Father in 
begetting  the Son suffered no loss or diminuti on of his  
essence (Proclus, The Elements of Theology, E.  R. Dodds, 
ed. , 2d ed. , Oxford, 1963, Prop. 26; cf. 30 and 35 and 
Dodds' s notes) and that the Son and the Holy Spirit are 
eternal, just as the Father i s  ( ibid. , Prop. 34, Corollary). 

On the other hand, the Christian dogma that the Son and 
the Holy Spirit are not only coeternal and consubstantial 
with the Father but also coequal with him and in no way 
inferior conflicted with Neoplatonism. For the Neoplaton
i sts ,  followed in essentia ls  by the Arians, held that the 
highest forms of being, although resembl ing the One (the 
first cause) in varying  degree (according to their proximity 
to it) and eternal l ike it, were inevitably inferior to it 
(Dodds, op. cit. , Props. 7, 18,  20, 24, 34, 36 ff ). Thus, it i s  
of  intere st to  note that both the orthodox and the heretics 
were indebted to Neoplatoni sm,  as al so, it should be 
added, they were both somewhat simi larly influenced by 
Ori gen ( 185 -254 ), the greatest and most original of the 
Chri stian philosophers, whose writings were drawn on by 
theologians of every school . 

No less striking i s  the obl igation of Christian mysticism 
to the Neoplatonism which �rmeates the works of the 
pseudo-Dionysius (fl. 500 ), whose account of the means by 
which the in itiate seeks, or attains, union with God i s  
derived directly from Proclus (409/4 12-485), the greatest 
of the Athen ian philosophers of the medieval period. 
Through the numerous Latin translators of the pseudo
Dionysius ,  Neoplatonism even penetrated into the theol
ogy of the Latin West and into the works of Thomas Aqui
nas. 

Athens and Alexandria. Under philosophers l ike Pro
clus and his  succes sors, Athens became a flourishing cen
ter of pagan thought and learning. For this reason, in 529 
the Emperor Justin ian I (ruled 527 -565), who made a 
determined and ruthless attack on heathenism in all forms, 
is sued an edict which closed the Athenian schools of law 
and philosophy. Th i s  put a final end to the inte l lectual 
supremacy of Athens, which had been enjoying a brief 
revival in the fourth and fifth centuries after suffering an 
eclipse during the Hellenistic period. Cultural primacy 
then passed to Constantinople, the imperial capital , and, 
until about the middle of the sixth century, to Alexandria. 

The great ph i losophical academy of Alexandria reached 
its acme during the sixth century and apparently suffered 
no evil con sequences as a result of Justi nian's antipagan 
legis lation . Its success in so doing i s  probably to be ex
plained by the fact that one of its most di stinguished mem-
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hers, J ohn Philoponu s, despite monophys ite tendencies, 
was mil itantly hosti le  to pagan ism. 

Indeed, it is not improbable that Philoponus publ i shed 
h is  antipagan polemic, the De Aetern itate Mu11di Con tra Proclum, in 529 (he gives the date clearly and unambigu
ously) ,  the year of crisis for philosophical studies in Ath
ens, precisely in order to show by his  attack on Proclus ,  
the major pagan authority of the day, that the Alexandrian 
School, notwithstanding its preoccupation wi th Ari stoteli
anism, was free of heathen pol lution. The head of the 
Alexandrian School at this time was Ammon ius  Her
meion, a pagan. But Phi loponus, h i s  "research assi stant," 
demonstrated the Christian orientation of the Alexandrian 
School by vigorously espousing the Christian doctrine of 
the creation (and eventual dissolution) of the universe by 
God against the pagan notion of its etern i ty and indestructi
bil ity as set forth by Proclus .  

After 529 i t  seems that Philoponus himself sh ifted h is  
emphasis from Ari stotle, on whose works he had wri tten 
numerous commentaries, to Christian theology. Neverthe
less,  he never abandoned the classics and frequently ci ted 
pagan texts in support of the dogma of creation, even when 
they did not fit his scheme without some di stortion. Nev
ertheless, h i s  great classical erudition did not prevent him 
from concluding in his De Opificio Mun di that the l\fosaic 
conception of the universe accords better with nature than 
Aristotle's .  Thi s  conclusion il lu strates his independence 
from Aristotle, from whom he occasionally dissented, as, 
for example, in h is  treatment of the void, in which he dis
cusses the speed of descent of objects of varying weight in 
a manner that anticipates Gal ileo's experiment with falling 
weights . 

Less sensible than Philoponus but only sl ightly less 
learned was his contemporary, Cosmas Indicopleustes, 
who was acquainted with but rejected ancient sci ence and 
philosophy in favor of the Mosaic system, according to 
which, he informs us in h i s  Christian Topography, the 
universe resembles a two-story house resting on a flat 
earth. 

As a result of the closing of the School of Athens,  seven 
erudite phi losophers, prai sed by the historian Agathias 
(,536 -582) as the most disti nguished men in their field, felt 
compel led by J ustinian ' s  edict to exile themselves to Per
sia, where, they had been led to beli eve, they would fi nd a 
kind of Platonic utopia and a monarch who conformed to 
the Platonic ideal of the philosopher-k ing. These scholars, 
Damascius (the last head of the School of Athens), S impl i
cius of Cil icia, Eulamius of Phrygia, Pri scian of Lydia, 
Hermeias and Diogenes of Phoenicia, and I s idore of Gaza 
(the first, second, and fourth of whom were authors of 
celebrated phi losoph ical treati ses) were soon dis i l lus ioned 
and longed to return to the Byzantine Empire, to which, as 
a result of a treaty the Persian king Chosroes concluded 
with Byzantium in 532, they were restored under a guar
antee of freedom from interference wi th their rel igious 
bel iefs. 

After 529, also, the Aristotel ian School of Alexandria was 
C hri stian ized, as can be seen in the names of its leaders, 
E l ijah and David in the sixth century and Stephen of the 
early seventh, who was apparently the last Greek repre
sentative of the school (which did not survive the Arab 
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conquest of Alexandria in 64 1 ) , and ended his  career in 
Constantinople, to wh ich he had been invited by the E m
peror Heracl ius (ruled 610 -64 1 ). 

John of Damascus and Photius. There was no official or 
standard Byzantine philosophy. Some medieval Greeks 
took Plato as their principal guide, others preferred Ari stot
le ,  and most of them made use also of Neoplatonism. The 
only system of philosophy which could be termed "ortho
dox" was a theological one like that set forth by John of 
Damascus in his three-part theological encyclopedia (Fountain of Knowledge), which was based primarily on 
the B ible, the dogmatic definitions of the seven ecumeni
cal counci ls  (325 - 787), and the works of the orthodox 
fathers. As a preface to h is  exposition of theology, John' 
gives an outline of what he takes to be the basic principles 
of philosophy, including the "five universals" (qu inque wees, from Porphyry's Isagoge) and the ten categories of 
Aristotle, all fifteen of wh ich he meticulously defines and 
i l lustrates. The second section of his encyclopedia is  de
voted primari ly to a sketch of the hi story of heresy. In the 
third part (known to the Latins as the De Fide Orthodoxa), 
which contains John's systematic exposition of Chri stian 
dogma, John found room for a survey of popular science 
(the sky, the stars , the planets, the signs of the zodiac, the 
comets, the seas , etc. ), based largely upon patristic sources, 
many of wh ich were themselves derived from the pagan 
phi losophical tradition. 

The following century produced Photius (patriarch of 
Constantinople from 8,58 to 867 and from 877 to 886), who 
is deemed by many to have been the greatest scholar of the 
Middle Ages. I n  h i s  Bibliotheke ("Library"), a vast anthol
ogy of ancient Greek literature , Photius devoted only two 
sections to phi losophy, but he was learned in th is  subject 
and refers frequently to the ancient phil osophers in his  
other works. He favored Aristotle over Plato. But Arch
bishop Arethas of Caesarea in Cappadocia (fl. 900), who is  
usually supposed to have been his  disciple,  is  celebrated 
for having commis sioned (in 895 ) the transcription of the 
famous Bodle ian (Clarkianus)  codex, wh ich is one of the 
two major sources of the text of Plato. 

Psellus to Pachymeres. The tenth century, during 
wh ich hi storical studies flourished under the direction of 
the Emperor Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (ruled 
9 12 -959), was not especially memorable in the history of 
philosophy. In  the eleventh century, however, the re
establ ishment of the University of Con stantinople ( in 1045) 
led to a new burst of activity on the part of the philoso
phers. The most di stinguished of these was Michael Psel
lus, who was much indebted to Neoplatonism and, l ike the 
Neoplaton ists, interested in demonology and magic. He  
used his  knowledge of  these subjects to combat paganism, 
he said,  and managed to defend himself successfully 
against the attacks of clerical obscurantists. He wrote com
mentaries on Aristotle and on the Timaeus of Plato, as well 
as an encyclopedia, On Universal Knowledge (Didaskalia Pantodape), which is much like that of John of Damascu s, 
except that i t  is  shorter and more dependent on the Neopla
toni sts than John's  was. 

Psellus was a Platonist, but his contemporaries M ichael 
of Ephesus and John Italus were Aristotelians. John ltalus 
was a popular teacher but less able than Psel lus to cope 

with the narrow-minded clergy of h is  day, who succeeded 
in having him condemned (1082). Another ph ilosopher of 
the age, Eustratius  (fl. 1 100), commented on Aristotle and 
at the same time defended the Platonic theory of ideas. But 
he, too, fe ll victim to the monks, who objected to the use 
he made of Aristotelian logic in the analys is  of theological 
problems. 

About a generation after Eustratius'  condemnation, 
B i shop Nicholas (died c. 1 165) of M ethane (in the Pelo
ponnesus), who took an active part in the polemic against 
the Latins ,  wrote a lengthy refutation of Proclus'  Elements of Theology, which summarized the basic principles of 
Neoplatonism, the most subversive form of medieval pa
ganism and therefore a choice target for attack. 

In the th irteenth century, philosoph ical studies were 
represented by Nicephorus  Blemmydes (c. 1 197 - 1272), 
who wrote a treati se on physics and logic that was largely 
dependent upon Ari stotle, and by the leading scholar of 
his day, George Pachymeres ( 1242 - 13 10) ,  from whom we 
have an outline of the philosophy of Aristotl e. 

The humanists. Of the humani sts of the fourteenth 
century, the leading philosophers were Theodore Meto
chites (d. 1332), whose commentaries on Ari stotle have not 
yet been published in the original Greek; Nicephorus 
Chumnus (c. 1 250/ 1 255 - 1327), the author of a number of 
treati ses on philosophical subjects, including a refutation 
of Plotinus '  theory of the soul ; and the polymath Nicepho
rus Gregoras, who did not write treatises on philosophy as 
such but dealt extensively in his writings with ph ilosoph i
cal subjects. 

Byzantine scholars had been eclectic in their use of 
Plato and Aristotl e. In the fifteenth century, however, 
largely as the result of Georgi us Gemistu s Pletho' s passion 
for Platonism, the conflict between the Platonists and the 
Aristote lians waxed hot. Pletho, who visited I taly from 
1438 to 1439 and was widely hailed as the most learned 
man of his time,  wrote, among other things, a treatise 
called the Laws, which contained an elaborate scheme for 
a neopagan utopia based primari ly upon Plato and the 
N eoplatoni sts. Th i s  work is known to us only from the 
fragments preserved by Patriarch Georgios Scholarios 
(who, when he became patriarch of Constantinople, took 
the name of Gennadius, 1453 - 1459) to prove that it was 
blatantly pagan and therefore deserved to be consigned to 
the flames. 

The humanistic debate over the relative merits of Plato 
and Aristotle began with Pletho's essay "On How Aristotle 
Differs From Plato," in wh ich Pletho championed Plato 
against Ari stotle with such fervor that he provoked angry 
rebuttals  from the Ari stotelians.  The most violent of his  
opponents, George of Trebizond, was so vituperative in h is  
reply that he, in turn , cal led forth the In Calumniatorem Platonis of Cardinal Bessarion ( 1402 - 1472), who had 
studied under Pletho. Bessarion was deeply opposed to 
pagan ism in all forms. But  he was a close student of Greek 
phi losophy, and, overriding his personal preference for 
Aristotle, he gave a sympathetic summary of the Platonic 
phi losophy, which he deemed reconcilable with Aristo
tel ian ism. 

Despite Bessarion's best efforts (he issued his In Calumniatorem Platonis in both Greek and Latin) ,  most of the 



Greeks and the Latins preferred Ari stotle  to Plato, who, in the eyes of the majority, was compromi sed because of what seemed to be the exclusively pagan implications of his  thought. Nevertheless, the Latins never ceased to hold Pletho in awe, and Cosimo de' Medici gave him the credit for having inspired the foundation of the Platonic Academy of Florence, which, however, was not established until many years after Pletho' s visit to Italy. Pletho left h i s  mark on the West in other ways also, and in introducing the geography of Strabo (one of Columbus' chief sources) he even played an indirect role  in the discovery of America in 1492, which u shered in the modem era. Bibliography 
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